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THE GREATEST

AMERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cat.

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM ^/U3
• Til

—
2:58685

ESTABLISHED 1878
yassiBm^^^^
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CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

TKe Largest Seller

in the "Vtrorld

and
The Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW & CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail
7/s fltn'or is ujiique and iniiuitable

;::—

I

T. B. HAll & CO^ lid. IWerpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASSl ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GL AUK'S% » Gt AUK'S HEAD
'THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"

BASS'S ALE
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We
manufactureTANKS

WINE-

for all purposes

-BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special lit

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Kenton Station, Portland, Or

3 ^^^^AAA^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^v^^^^^^^^^^^^v^l/^^/^^^/^^^^

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgu
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in Am

PAUL MASSON champagne: company
SAN JOSE. CALirOR.NIA.

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

. J
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys.

A,
575-577 Eighteenth Street Oakland, California

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

IT
THEO. GIER WINE CO.

571-75 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

<sXi)®jXS(5Xi)S®®®®(iXi)®S^^

ELEPHANT BRAND

Berliner Getreide Kiimmel
Weltausstellung St. Louis 1904 Grand Prix

Berlin 1 896 Koniglich Preuss. Staatsmedaille

Pacific Coast Agents American Mercantile Co.
614 BATTERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
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SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR
SOLE -PROPRIETORS

). K. ROSEDALE
RVE & BOURBON
Western Distributors

Herbert's
PuVe Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

MERCHANTS
CALiFORNiA'S FINEST BRANDIES

e. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT S PURE-THATS SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON OUALITY UNEXCELLED IN BULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT I-ROM DISTILLERY

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS
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WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE DOPPEL
LAGER

°' " BRAU
TTie Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

^ArDAviPMTn RDcwiMr rc.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO. 14th and Harrison Sts.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr. Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

CL^WS, S^UfiW5, $P^i^tty[«C *i[

^ We are the largest producers aod bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWQ our viQeyards ar)d make all of our wiQes ar)d

can therefore guarantee tbc purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

iBl@|i J@gii C@i^^»3f 4*

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL,

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 BLLIS STREET
PHOWPS . ) KEABNY 3567PHONES :

', c. 6894

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA

Si

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... Q I IVS ...

I

K»3K5«3JWS«S<S®BK«S{»SJ»3HatS(»S(5«5«a(;»»»5«»^^3K»5ra«W?K»»»»»«(S(»^^^ »»l

The Brunswick -Balke-Collender Co.
LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND

Special D,.8igiiS ai.fl Kstim ti s Cheerfully Furnished

oilhard 7^7 mission st., san francisco
1 D 1 BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
a 1 001 TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 TELEPHONE HOME J 16S5

1 abies

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER

OUR VERDICT

it Is Better Than Ever"

Office and Brewery:

240 SECOND STREET San Francisco, Cal.

§jSj^i^m^m^^i^^^i^^^s^m§W)i^mmsi^^
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C. H. WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE,
Qencral Manacer

Eagle Brand

Selecicd
Wirves

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*" S12.00 Pen c«sc

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery : Livermore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

FERNET- BRANCA

Specialty of

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN, ITALY

The King of Appetizers

Best Flavor to Cocktails

I

GRAND PRIZE
ST. LOLMS 1904

;Sole North American Agents

. L. GANDOLFI & CO.,
I

427-31 W. B'way, New York

) IMPORT ORDERS SOLICITED

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramonto. dal.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

AGENTS

!136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
R. H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARD, Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY ^1 GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $933,103.43 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,000,000.00

This Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Government from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers
^3^3^,3 ^^^^ ^^^^^^^

F'r —> ri— ri— rr ~> ri—> ri—> rr~fc <r~» tr ~a <r~fc (r~> <r~^ <r~^ <r~^ «» ~»_ «» ~^ <i —»_ iF

A. ROSSI Sc CO.
I

\MACHINISTS\
j

Wine Presses Grape Crusher
/

FOR SALE—Second-hand Redwood TanKs and OaK CasKs 1

N. B.—A Steel Beam Hydraulic Press. 48x48, for Sale Cheap f

BROADWAY, Near Sansome iSan Francisco I

nf ^"~ "
- ~' "

" "" ^"^
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PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE I

1860-1878 1878-1887

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc.

Producers and Distillers of

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES

Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California j

Proprietors of

**THE PREMIER BRAND *'

I 53 and 1 55 Hudson St. 5 1 and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madre Uintage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pure CdUfornia Wines ^"<^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris ExposUion, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Louisiana Purcha»e ExpOBllioo, 1904

Gold Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition.
Portland, Oregon, I»05

Onid Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition. 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Stems and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

The LOEW SYSTEM

Patent

Wine and

Liquor

Filter

^^SAVES=
Cost of Clarifying
Materials, as well

as Storage,
Shrinkage and

Waste

Filters to crj'stal brilliancy the
most turbid wines and liquors,

without any deterioration or loss

in color, flavor, quantity or qual-
ity, imparting a lustre and fin-

ish to the product.
Easily and quickly cleaned.

Packed and unpacked in a. few
minutes.

Send for Catalog.

The Loew Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of quality and style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST.

605 KEARNY ST. 2640 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

»4M

1 EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY 1

I PURITY IN MANUFACTURE |

1

EXQUISITE IN FLAVOR

ALL COMBINED IN

PETER DAWSON'S

SCOTCH
IN GLASS ONLY

I

CHAPMAN & WILBERFORCE
I MPORTERS

KOHL BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO t

I4f
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BOTTLED PERFECTION !

i.\

'ERED. u,s. PAT. OFF

THE BEER YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.

AMI VIGNIER (INC.) Pacific Coast Distributors
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

R. M. WOOD

Issued Monthly

- - EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD. SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Wilson Building : Room 304 Hhone Kearny 2597. Home C2559.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

paper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

the Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

United States.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Cal.,

as Second-Class Afatter.

ALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

R. M. WOOD
Subscriptions per year— in advance, postage paid:

For the United States, Mexico and Canada $2 00

For the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 25

For European Countries 3 00

Single copies... 20

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEIMENTS

FOR SALE—Hydraulic Press with two 4%-foot baskets, crusher, elevator

and attachments; oak cooperage, casks from 900 to 2500 gallons; also oak

tanks, Apply "V", this office.

COOPERAGE FOR SALE.

FOR SALE—Cooperage of from 50 to 5000 gallons; total 103,000 gallons,

of which 24,450 is in oak, balance redwood; all in first-class condition.

Ovals, puncheons, casks and fermenting tanks. Make an offer. No reason-

able proposition refused. Inquire of C. H. MIDDLETON, Manager, Spring

Hill Farm Winery, Alhambra Valley, Martinez, Cal.

WANTED—An experienced salesman for an established wine house. Ad-

dress 2 W., Review Office.

V-'

Good Publicity in the East

Woman, the Ballot and the Liquor Traffic

THE Oakland Tribune is showing a liberality of thought and
a broadgauge con.sideration of the liquor traffic. In con-

sequence the Publicity Bureau, Associate Membership Knights
of the Royal Arch recently indicted a letter to that paper which
contains much well expressed good sense. Considerable criti-

cism has been expressed in various quarters as to the alleged
antagonism of the liquor trade to woman's suffrage, and the
letter shows why men engaged in that business look askance at
it. The reason is "because the Prohibition party, Anti-Saloon
League, W. C. T. U., Good Templars and all other so-called tem-
perance organizations are, and always have been, zealous ad-
vocates of woman's suffrage. During the recent campaign in

California these people never lost an opportunity to advocate
woman's suffrage, making the claim that voting Avomen would
"wipe out the liquor traffic."

This certainly appears to us a very natural rea.son why men
whose capital is invested in the liquor trade, and upon which
their livelihood practically depends, should dread the placing
of the power of the ballot in the hands of people who, as far as

heard from, have declared themselves inimical to the liquor

interests. It should be remembered, however, that this declara-

tion has come only from 'a limited number of the women of

California, and it is possible that a greater majority may be in

favor of strict regulation rather than total abstinence. The
great fear is that those women capable of properly understand-
ing this burning question, will not be tlie ones to rush to the

polls on the first opportunity, if at all, while those described
in the letter, belonging to the poke-your-nose-into-other-per-

son's-business clas-s, will not lose an opportunity of voting, par-

ticularly if by so doing tliey can stir up trouble and strife, and
injure as far a.s po.ssible the community to which they belong.

Nevertliele.ss, as the letter trutiifiilly declares : "Yet the liquor

dealers of California do not fear the result of a state-wide vote.

We believe the sensible men and women will administer a sting-

ing rebuke to its advocates. It is the election itself that we fear.

The liqvior dealers are kept in a condition bordering on bank-
ruptcy through being obliged continually to carry on expensive

anti-prohibition campaigns to protect their business interest;

whereas, the Prohibition party workers and the Anti-Saloon

Leaguers depend on such agitation for their living."'

Nor are the liquor dealers the only ones suffering from the

useless expense caused. We are given to understand that many
of those members of the clergy, who depend upon the voluntary

contributions of their congregation for their living, are bitterly

complaining of the hard times caused by the continuous raids

of the hungry prohibition gang upon the pockets of their flock.

We have heard the.se financial .skirmishing parties by the fol-

lowers of the water wagon likened to Sherman's march to the

sea, nothing being left behind with which the faithful can sup-

port their own ministers. Also the faithful are getting tired

of the continual drain—:the millions which have been spent with

nothing to shoAV for them but a crop of speak-easys, blind pigs,

and bootleggers, and an increase in drunkenness and immorality.

We have now a local option law giving the people the right

to decide for them.selves the question of license or no license,

and any attempt to put this state in the same cla.ss with Maine
and Kansas will doubtless be defeated by a big majority.

At Santa Ana all hope of heading off the saloon fight in the

Fifth Supervisorial District is gone. With 450 women regis-

tered, the chances for carrying the district "wet" were so slim

the supervisors postponed calling the election for several days

in order to give the petitioners a chance to withdraw their peti-

tion. The supervisors hoped thereby to save the expense of an

election.
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m LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT ^
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Los ANGELES, Nov. 23.—The political situation here has

rather unsettled the husiness men and particularly those

enfi,a}>ed in the liquor traffic. We are practically between the

"Devil and the Deep Sea"—Harrinian and so-called Socialism

and I'rohihition and its attendant train of hypocrisy, and as a

result, j>reat are our trials and tribulations.

The lonji hairs, assisted by the church ])eople succeeded in

}>;ettin<; their prohibition ordinance on the ballot for the comini;;

city election and it is certainly a stem-winder. Complete and

absolute prohibition
;
practically it is confiscation of business in-

tei-ests representing- many millions of dollars, loss three quarters

of a million of dollars revenue to the city—which the taxpayers

will liave to make up—and the loss of employment to thousands

of wage-earners, with 500 prominent high-priced business places

vacant. l'^ni#i^

Can such an ordinance be pass(^? is the question that is

being asked by the intelligent citizens of this city. It is hard

to answer. While the liquor people are optimistic, they are still

uj) ill the air, for there is an unknown element in the ballot this

year—the women—and the shrewdest-of politicians acknowledge

their inability to correctly estimate the trend of the women's

vote. In the meanwhile business, as far as the liquor trade is

concerned, is at a standstill and buying is limited strictly to the

daily demands of their trade and such will be the ca.se until after

electi(m. This of course a]>i)lies only to the local trade; outside

shipments continue normal and business is fairly satisfactory,

aside from citv conditions.

The vintage season is practically closed, save at the big vine-

yards and wineries and even they will finish by the end of the

month. Taken altogether this has been one of the most success-

ful seasons that Southern California has experienced for many
years. The crop Avas large and of excellent (inality, the weather

during the crushing season all that could be asked, and a splen-

did quality of wines .should be the result. One of the most im-

portant features of this season's vintage has been the tremen-

dous increase in the aniount of sweet wines and brandies made
during September and October, as conipared with former years.

During the month of October over 000,000 gallons of sweet wines

and 170,000 gallons of brandy was made more than last season.

This great increase shows not only how much larger this sea-

son's vintage was, but that a tremendous amount of stock was
moved during the past three or four months under the cut prices

that have prevailed in the sweet wines market, and that the win-

eries and cellars were practically empty of surplus stock at the

opening of the vintage this season. Eastern shipments have

been heavy for some time past and eastern depots of the large

California houses are pretty well stocked up, though the demand
in eastern markets has been exceptionally good, because of in-

viting prices.

Secretary Barlotti, of the Italian Vineyard Company, has been

at the company's immense plant at Cucamonga for the past three

weeks superintending the crushing, while President Cuasti has

been looking after the affairs at the central office here.

Crushing ended at all the local wineries last week. The South-

ern California Wine Company's Bessolo Winery, Hermitage,

Demateis & P.ro. and Cai, at Tropico, are all done. The West
Gleiidale Winery will finish by the 30th, and the Sierra Madre
Vintage Company this week, although they will all probably

make more or less brandy for some time yet, working up th

odds and ends of the vintage.

The Ion

ceeded in

the Hotel

lie]nor per

have star

Alamitos

have filed

renewal.

g hairs are still active in Long Beach, and having suc-

making all kinds of trouble for the management of

Virginia, on a trumped up charge of violation of their

niit—which ca.se is still dragging through the courts

—

ted a crusade against the hotel license held by the

Beach Hotel and the wholesale liquor house there and
a protest with the Board of Supervisors against their

Uncle Sam's revenue officers are engaged in a hunt to find

out if any of the violators of the liquor laAvs at Sawtelle during
the past fiA'e years had paid their government licen.ses, and if

not proceedings will be started to collect for every j'ear they

were engaged in the business.

Arcadia, the sporting town founded by "Lucky" Baldwin,
has ceased to exist and in its stead is a prosaic sleepy country
town. The hotel ha.s been closed and the lid applied, and it is

prophesied that ere long it will retiuire an affidavit to procui'e a;

drink in its precincts.

Pasadena law-makers are still wre-stling with the liquor or-]

dinances and the question will ])robably be decided at an initia-j

five election held in January next, as an ordinance having beei

prepai'cd and submitted to the city council who will, it is lhough|
side step and let the people decide. The ordinance is drastic,!

allowing the sale of beer and wine costing 20c or more at meals
between the hours of 11:30 to 2 p. m., and 5:30 to 8 p. m. 1^

public dining rooms, in full view of the public; prohibits tb

storage of liquors save in small amounts, also liquor advertise

ments, etc., etc.,—a regular old maid's document.

The ^lissitm Inn, a resort in Santa Monica Canyon, lost its!

license last week at a hearing before the Board of Supervisors,!

because of irregularities in the conduct of the place.

The winter visitors are beginning to put in their appearancej
on our streets and the higher class places like the Waldorf, Dai
Jerrue's, Rol King's, Hoffman Cafe, The Del Monte, Welling^
ton, etc., are all doing a good business.

John Davin, well and favorably known to the trade has, after|

18 months' vacation, again embarked in business. He purchase

the old stand, corner of Eighth and Main streets, and after

spending about |2,000 in refitting it, christened it the ApexJ
P.uft'(4. John always carried the very best in stock behind the]

bar and is already attract in'j; a fine class of trade at his newl
place, which is the cosiest cafe south of the business center of

the citv.

A Placerville, El Dorado County, dispatch states that a peti-

tion signed l)y voters in the Third Snju'rvisorial District ask-

ing for a special election on the .sabxm (luestion had been pres-

ented to the county supervisors. The registered number of

voters in the county at the last election was 413, but if the

women vote at the sjjecial election the number will be almost

doubled. There ar(» eleven saloons and several wholesale

li(|uor houses in the district, and these would be ]>ut out of busi

ne.ss. Tiie following towns are located in the district: Lath

robe, Shingle Sjirings, El Dorado and Nashville.

I
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Over The Sparkling' Wine Cup /

Boosting Galifornia Grape Juice
f

BY HOKATIO F. STO^L.

ONE of the proinisinfj industries whieli the Home Industry

Leafjue should use every effoi-t to promote is the manu-
facture of California grape juice. Welch's juice has a nation-

wide popularity through judicious advertising. In fact, so

firmly has it been established, even in the State of California,

that our native product, which is just as good, has had a diffi-

cult time supi)lanting the Eastern beverage. California

juite when i;ri»i i-rly made, is of almost infinite variety. By
the use of appropriate varieties of grapes, we can get a range of

thivors and aromas im])ossib]e with the Eastern grape. Some
'if liii'-se favors are as higiily aromatic and distinctive as the

llavor of the Concord grape. By using Muscats of various

kinds, ilalvoisie. Cabernet, Semillon, Riesling, Palomino, etc.,

you can get a wide range of agreeable and distinctive flavoi-s

rhat is impossible with the Eastern grapes. All Eastern grape
iiiice has practi«ally the same flavor, that of the wild Labusca
urape. The only variation is in the more or less intensity of

III is flavor.

In Sacramento, the other day, I tasted some red and white
^rajK' juice made by the Sacramento Valley Winery from
Alicante Bou.schet grapes, that wa.s simply delicious. "We had
no intention of entering this field," remarked E. M. Sheehan,
I lie manager, "but at the opening of the vintage season, I had
i|iiite a quantity of Alicante Bouschet grapes sent me from
^'olo County which were too low in sugar for the type of wine
we desired to make, so I decided to work them into grape juice

liy a new process and the result is a very palatable product
I Ijelieve."

I had to agree with him, for it had a tart, pleasant taste that

appealed to me far more than the sweet, syrupy California'grape
juices that are made in the Turlock and Lodi sections, for ex-

ample. And the color Avas better, too. The white juice did
not look like mucilage, but was as clear as crystal, while the

led juice had a rich, ruby color, showing plenty of body.

Calwa grape juice is known all over the country and can
lie secured in practically every drug store and soda fountain.

The i)ackage of today is a big improvement over the old one.

The gilt, white and black label is in excellent taste, and an-

nounces that the juice "is made from ripe California wine
grapes only" and "is free from alcohol, but otherwise has all

the nourishing and health-giving properties of fine red wine."

Lewis Aubury, our State Mineralogist, tells an amusing story

of his difficulty in securing California grape juice in Los
Angeles. He is very enthusiastic about boosting California
products and at his hotel called for Calwa grape juice. He
was told they had none, but that they could give him something
"just as good.'"

"All right," said Aubury. And to his astonishment, they
brought on a bottle bearing the title "Armour's Grape Juice."

"I want a California grape juice," insisted Aubury.

"We have none," said the waiter, who added: "Trv this.

You'll like it."

"Take it away," said Aubury, after he had scanned the East-
ern label, "I'm afraid it's made of hoofs and hides, a by-product
of Armour's packing house.'' And in disgust, he cried : "Give
me .some California mineral water instead."

It is a i)ity that more of our representative citizens do not
make it their business to call for a /'..lifornia grape juice and
insist upon getting it instead of calmly taking the Eastern

product when it is thriist upon them. For there is no reason
why any ( alifoinia hotel, re>:tauiaiit, club, grocery store or soda
fountain should ignore our California grajx' juices now that
they are ;he e(|ual of those produced anywJiere.

Only a few of ihe manufacturers of California grape juice
announce the particular variety of grapes they use in making
their utm-alcohol'c beverage. John Swett & Son, of Martinez,
put tlK'ir different types of juices in distinctive packages ac-
cording to the grapes used. I think their white Malaga grape
juice, in tall Rhine bottles, with a handsome gilt label and
golden cap is the most attractive package I have ever .seen.

Tlic juice is almost the color of Sauteme, crystal clear, and
makes a fine contrast to their retl Cabernet juice which is also
put up in Rhine bottles. All their juices bear the inscription
"Prepared by Pasteur's process of sterilization" and are as fine
as any made anywhere.

Another important distinction between the Eastern and
California juices is that our juice contains more sugar as a
rule and is therefore more nutritive. The acidity of our juice
also is always considerably lower than that of the Eastern,
giving it a smoothness much appreciated by many palates and
more suitable for the use of people with weak digestion. This
nmtter of acidity, however, can be varied in our California
juices almost as much as the flavor by the choice of more or
less acid varieties or the use of grapes at more or less advanced
stages of ripeness. Moreover, the same variety grown in the
interior will have less acidity than when grown in the coast
valley.

When driving through the Napa Valley, from Calistoga to
St. Helena, two years ago, we halted at Tucker's Grove at a
way-side open-air refreshment stand where ".soft drinks'' are
served to passers-by. I decided to try .some Napa County
grape juice. But I found the proprietor, was a newcomer and
although he had heard of grape juice, and had had several
requests for it, he contented himself with selling soda water,
lemon pop, sarsaparilla, ginger ale and the like. I told him he
ought to serve grape juice since his stand was located in the
midst of vineyards and it was better for the health of the public
than the charged waters he was offering. The other day, I

pa.ssed the same place and evidently he had barkened to niy
words, for I had an (qijiortunity to sample some of the Bruck
Grape Juice Co.'s white and red grape juice, which I found very
palatable indeed.

Bismarck Bruck has been in the grape and wine business in

Nai)a County for twenty years and his long experience in se-

lecting and handling grapes has enabled him to produce a grape
juice that is excellent. This year his output is 15,000 gallons,
about the same quantity he made last vintage. It has the nat-
ural, delicious, fruity flavor of the Napa Valley wine grapes and
is not too sweet, nor too tart ; nothing need to be added to make
it palatable. I have found out that heat brings out the flavor
and the fruit acids in Bruck's grape juice and makes a delicious
drink. In winter it serves as an excellent substitute for hot
lemonade or punch.

As a rule, California grape juices are bright and clear, con-
taining no cloudiness or sediment such as characterizes most
of the Eastern juices. "The claim of the Eastern manufactur-
ers that this .sediment is the nutritious ])ortion of the juice
is absolutely preposterous,'' says Prof. F. T. Bioletti of the De-
partment of Viticultui-e, T'niversity of California, and he adds:
"The sediment or cloudiness consists sim])ly of im])nrities or
to call it by a shorter and uglier Avord—dii't."

I have made it a point to ask for California grape juice every-
where. This summer, at Glenbrook, in the Santa Cruz Moun-
tains, I noticed a liberal display of Welch's <ira])e Juice at the
general merchandise store which supplies the large contingent
of summer visitors that flock there each year.

"Don't you carry California grape juice?'' I asked.
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"Yes," said the young man who waited on me, "but every-

body asks for Welch's.

"What kind of California grape juice have you?"

"Calwa and this," lie said, handing nie a pint bottle of Zin-

fandel grape juice put up by a vineyardist at Boulder Creek,

near by.

"Do you sell much of this," I inquired.

"Oh, about one bottle a week."

I smiled, because the summer vacation season, when the

place swarms with women and children who enjoy grape juice,

lasts only about twelve weeks, and I quickly figured that during

this period only about one-half case of pint bottles would be dis-

posed of at this rate of consumption.

"Is it any good?" I askcnl.

"Sure," said the young man, getting a bit impatient.

"Well," why don't you .see that the people buy it in pi-ef-

erence to the Eastern article," I returned. "I should think

you would boost for a home article."

"I'm not telling people their business," he retorted. "If a

lady want's AVelch's she's going to get it."

That sounded final, so I did not argue further. I decided

to trv a quart bottle of this Boulder Creek juice, as I have never

heard of this special brand. That evening, before returning. I

announced to our ])arty that I had a treat in store for tliem.

The bottle had been thoroughly iced and I had secured a siphon

of seltzer water to add to it, if necessary.

I filled a half dozen glasses which I offennl to our party.

I noticed that nd one seemed especially thirsty after a first swal-

low. When I got my fii-st mouthful, I understood why they

failed to enthuse ami why the demand was only one bottle a

week. It was wretched stuff, no color, insii»id in taste, with a

burnt flavor that seemed to stick with one indefinitely.

I made up my mind that the salesman at the (Jk-nbrook store

knew his business when he did not push this brand of grape

juice, for every bottle sold was a boost for Welch's and another

slam at the California product.

In tlie shopping district of Los Angeles, I recently saw a beau-

tifully decorated candy store window devote<l to the white and

red grape juice of the Bass Islands Vineyard Company, of San-

dusky, Ohio. In order to induce those who were not familiar

with this particular brand to enter, a sign in the back of the

window extende<l this tempting invitation: "Come in any try

a sample," while pasttnl on the window pane so that you could

not miss it, was "Try a Catawba Phosphate." •

I decided to investigate and when I seated myself at the long

soda fountain counter, I saw at least a dozen people drinking

the Catawba and Concord grape juice of the Bass Islands Vine-

yard Company. In nearly every case that I could follow, they

were given small checks, denoting the cost of the drink they

ordered, and these were paid as they departed. I concluded

that the invitation to sample the grape juice Avas a joke. To

make sure, after I had tasted "Catawba Phosphate," which

was not a bad drink, I asked if I might ".sample" the grape

juice above mentioned, and instantly the young lady who was

serving me said: "Yes, certainly."

A monient later, she poured white Catawba grape juice into

a tiny glass, about the quantity contained in a claret glass. It

was ice cold, clarified and possessed the acidy, foxy taste of

these Eastern grapes which somehow seems to please the public

more than the grape juice turned out by our California manu-

facturers.

I asked the young lady if many people "sampled'' fhe Bass

Islands Grape Juice and she .said : "Y'es, you'd be surprised. I

think strangers, more than our own people, take advantage of

this offer."

"Do you think, giving away samples pays?" I asked.

"Oh, yes, for most of those who taste this grape juice ordei-

a Concord or Catawba water ice, a phosphate, an ice cream,

or a straight glass of the juice. You .see we introduce it into

all our ices and drinks and if they like the little sample, they

haven't the nerve to ask for more, but usually take a full order,

for which they pay."

I thought, perhaps, that the management wa.s carrying this

particular grape juice to satisfy the demand of the Easteri

tourists and colonists who fill Los Angeles the gi-eater part olj

the year, but the young lady who .served me promptly saidi

"No, as a matter of fact, I don't think the Bass Islands Vine

yard Company's product is so well known as all that. Peopl^

often ask for Welch's or Walker's in preference. But wliei

they find we have none and that the juice we do cai'ry is made
of Eastern Catawba or Concord grapes, they take it in prefer.-!

ence to our California product which most Easterners seeraj

afraid to try."

That there is money in the production of Eastern grape juice]

is evident from the fact that the Welch Grape Juice Company
recently doubled its nmnufacturing capacity by purchasing, atj

receiver's sale, the Walker Grape Juice plant at North East, Pa.

It is only sixteen miles distant from the main Welch plant at]

Westfield, N. Y., and was built two years ago. It is thoroughly
j

modern, constructed of reinforced concrete and its output—

j

Walker's Grape Juice—was widely advertised and widely dis-j

tributed la.st year. The Welch purchase included only the]

land, building.s, machinery and corporate franchises of the!

company. I understand that they took over no grape juice.

There is no question but that before long, the Welch Company]
will find California gra])e juice producers invading their terri-j

tory, for there is no i-eason why California should not make
grape juice from the same varieties which are used in the East,]

as the.se grapes grow here, bear more heavily and produce grapes!

of better quality than in the East. In fact. Professor Bioletti^J

thinks that the time will come when Concord grape juice will i

be produced here of better quality and more cheaply than it >

is the East.

World's Brewers to Meet In San Francisco

KAKL S. PLAUT, president of the Oakland Brewing and
jMalting Company, who went East as the representative of

the California State Brewers to attend the International Con-
gress of Brewers, recently held in Chicago, has just returned
to Oakland. In a recent interview Air. Plant said: "It was a
wonderful session that we had in Chicago. Nearly every nation
on the face of the globe was represented by delegates. Even
little Switzerland sent .several delegates to the congress. .Tajiau

was also well representefl. There was a magnificent displav
of machinery in the Coliseum in Chicago representing an outlay
of .something like «2,000,000. The California Develo])men't

Board was aLso represented at the congress and I had occasion

to do some work for that organization.

"I am happy to say that I secured the International Congress

for San Francisco for 1915. This Avill be a s])lendid thing for

that city, as it will bring delegates from almost every nation in

the world to San Francisco."

lASH'SBITTERC
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
(i. 1). C'RAIN. JR., Kegular Correspondent, 30.5 Keller BUIg.. Louisville, Ky.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 25.—Although the melaucholy days,

from the standpoint of the poet, have arrived, they are far

from mohincholy for the whisky trade. Busine.ss is comins; in

at a rate wliii-h is ijroducing pleascxl expre.ssions, and the ship-

ments Avhicli are going out to all parts of the country in antici-

pation of a heavy holiday trade are well up to standard, and in

many instances ahead of last year. The situation is entirely

satisfactory, and the outlook is for continued gootl business

for the next month. The ^lain Street houses do not expect a

great deal of trade after the first of the year, for the holiday lull

will probably extend over most of January. They are perfectly

satisfied witli tlie situation, hcnvever, and rejHU't that the de-

mand from tlie Pacific Coast, as well as otli(>r sections, is hold-

ing up in excellent shape.

. The whisky market is exceptionally strong. The denuiud for

stock has been so strong and consistent, as a matter of fact,

that about all that is left on the market is that which was pro-

duced in the seasons of 1910 and 1911. A local broker reported

to the correspondent of the Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

that he had a large order for 1908 goods, and that he was unable

to find a sufficient quantity on the market to fill the order. It

would seem from this that there is going to be a scarcity of bot-

tled-in-bond stock, and that the output of bottled goods during

the current season will be below normal.

Prices are of course advancing, and it seems that there is

every reason Avhy quotations should go up, in view of general

conditions, the cost of production and other factors entering into

the situation. The high price of grain at present is going to

make it more expensive to produce whisky this season that last,

and therefore, in spite of the strength of the market, buyers are

confronted with the anamoly of being able to buy 1911 goods as

cheaply as they can contract for 1912. It is predicted by those

do.sely in touch with the the situation that buyers will have to

reconcile themselves to paying higher prices for new whisky.

A good many distilleries have been put in operation, but, as

indicated, the advance of the price of corn, compared with last

sea.son, is scaring off some producers. This is not likely to

have a serious effect, however, although it will undoubtedly

shorten the crop somewhat. Plants which have not begun

mashing yet will undoubtedly begin operations dui'ing Decem-

ber, so that by Christmas practically every distillery in Ken-

tucky will be producing.

The November election, while not of great importance to the

trade, was nevertheless a distinct victory for those who stand

for personal liberty and against the advances of prohibition.

O'Rear, the Republican candidate, ran on an extreme platform,

and while he did not openly say so, he indicated that he would

support State-wide prohibition. He attacked the whisky trade

in a good many instances, accusing it of attempting to control

the political situation. Mr. O'Rear's opponent, .McCreary, was

elected by a majority of about 35,000 votes. McCreary is re-

garded as a conservative and safe leader, and it is not likely

that he will urge any radical legislation. Both parties are com-

mitted to the county unit extension bill, however, and so it

is likely that this will be put through the legislature this win-

ter. The ])oliticians have seen, however, that the idea of State-

wide })rc»hibition is decidedly unpopular Avith their constitu-

ents, and it is therefore probable that there will be little talk

along that line from now on.

The internal revenue reports showed a falling off in the re-

ceipts from tax payments on whisky during October. The

amount was f1,363,272, compared with $1,427,253 in October,

1910, a loss of 163,880. The falling off was not regarded as

being of special importance.

One of the biggest fire losses in the whisky trade for several

years occurred at Owensboro, Ky., November 17, when a bonded

warehouse of the Daviess County Distilling Company, contain-

ing more than 12,000 barrels of whisky, was burned to the

ground, the loss being in the neighborhood of f300,000. The in-

surance amounted to about $250,000. The origin of the fire

was not learned, but at the time it was discovered it had gained

considerable headway, so that it is supposed that it had been

burning for at least an hour. The unfamiliarity of the firemen

with the material caused them to fear that an explosion would

result, and for that reason they failed to make as aggressive

efforts to extinguish the blaze as they might have done. A bot-

tling house of the company was also burned, but it is reported

to the correspondent of the Pacific Wine and Spirit Review
that the company has already ordered additional bottling equip-

ment, and that it wil continue to carry on this branch of the

business without interruption. The company is controlled by

the estate of the late Dietrich Meschendorf, of Louisville, and

Thomas Medlet, of Owensboro.

. Several Owensboro distilling concerns, including the Glemore

Distilling Company, the Daviess County Distilling Company,

the Eagle Distillery Company and the Green River Distilling

Company, have compromised suits for State taxes which have

been pending against them. The suits were based on the storage

accounts which the distillers held were not liable for taxes.

Lender the agreement which has just been made the companies

will pay 80 per cent of the accrued taxes.

The Belmont Distilling Company, of Louisville, has securest

a permit for the erection of an eight-story brick warehouse at its

plant on Breckenridge street, between Seventeenth and Eigh-

teenth. The structure will cost about $25,000. It is required on

account of the larger stocks which the company is carrying in

storage.

Dietrich Meschendorf, one of the best known men in the

whisky trade in this city, died November 4 in San Antonio,

Tex., after a long illness, of heart disease. Mr. Meschendorf was
president of the Old Kentucky Distillery Company, of Louisville,

and also had other interests. Mr. Meschendorf had been in fail-

ing health since last spring, and had been in Texas for several

weeks preceding his death, having found that the climate there

was more beneficial for him than any other he had discovered.

He was 53 years old and was born in Germany. The funeral

was held in Loui-sville at the home of Henr\' H. Baumeister, a

brother-in-law.

Lawrence Jones, of the Paul Jones Distilling Company, Avho

is one of the best known exhibitors of shoAV horses in the coun-

try, has decided to give up this sport and accordingly, has dis-

lK)sed of practically his entire stable, including such aacU known

stars as Gallant Lad, Mr. Hickman, Diana of the Lea, Henry of

Navarre and others. Poetry of ilotion, his famous champion

three-gaited saddle hoi'se, was not .sold with the others in Ncav

York on account of being sick, but Avill be sent on later and sold

at auction. It is stated that ^Ir. Jones is considering entering

the thoroughbred game and racing hoi-ses at Kentucky tracks.

Davis BroAvn, of J. T. S. Brown & Sons, has returned from a

trip to the Orient. He was much impressed Avith the posibili-

ties of China, and nmde the prediction upon his return that

China Avill ultimately become a republic and Avill take its place

among the leading nations of the Avorld.
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t^^il Voice of a Safe and l^Mi

THE folloAving excerpts from leading journals of the State

show that there ai"e some representative and influential

newspapers in California that are not afraid to warn the fren-

zied Prohibs that the State will not stand for their program

:

PROHIBITION NOT THE REMEDY.
We do not believe in general prohibition for the simple reason

tliat exjierience lias shown tliat it does not prohibit. We do not

iK'lieve in ];r()hibition, state-wide, because we <1() not believe in

"blind pigs." Speaking idainly to the earnest members of the

Prohibition jiarty, we say to them that we think they ar(^ un-

wise in inaugurating such a cami>aign.

We will always battle for decency, but between local option

and theoretical prohibition we recognize the difference between

one plan that deals practically with realities and another that

merely hopes for the attainment of an ideal. We know that

absolute prohibition cannot be enforced in the average city. It

iuis not been enforccHl in those cities where it is a part of the

law.

Wherever a community favors the suppression of the liquor

traffic, the local o])ti()n law is available. But in the larger cities,

in particular, the licensed ami rigidly regulated sale of liquor is

far l)etter for the community tlian the unlicensed and illicit sale.

And we say this in all sincerity, as devotedly committed to the

promotion of real temperance as any member of the Proliibition

party of California.

—

^leramcnto Union, Nov. 10, 1911.

CALIFORNIA NOT PROHIBITION.
There is a movement started by the Prohibitionists to begin

a State-wide campaign next year for the suppression of the

licjuor business. Tliey are making a great mistake, for they are

uniting against tiiem, all persons who believe in temperance, but

not in prohibition. People wlio trj' to see things as they are

take no stock in the few taking upon themselves the prerogative

of controlling the nmny by "you siiall and you sha'n't.''

California will never vote for prohibition, for this is a country

in which grape culture is a leading industry. Wliat the people

really need is the regulation of the liquor business and also the

encouragement of the use of light wines in the place of wliisky.

Any jjrohibition agitation will be very detrimental to local

o])tion and regulation and really strengthen the liquor forces.

The Sacramento Union in a recent article states tlu^ main
moral and .social objection to State prohibition in terms that can-

not be bettered :

"Kansas and Elaine have long been offensive exam])les of the

operation of State ]>i-oliibiti()n. The moral tone of other cities

has been lowered by contemi>t for the law which prohibits the

sale of intoxicating liquors but does not stop it. Their petty

courts are filled with 'drunks' every trial day. Theses facts are

notorious and there is no reason f(u* us to assume that condi-

tions Avould be different in California."

Every well-informed person, knows that every word of the

above is true—but "none ant so blind as those that will not see."

—Stodion hi<l<iicn(]r.nt, Nov. 12, 1911.

A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF SLOITGH WATER.
"The Oakland Tribune fears that as a result of woman suf-

frage the saloons in San Francisco will be closed before the

World's Fair," says the Stockton Record. The statement is

characteristic becau.se it is untrue. The Tribune, never ex-

pressed any fear that the saloons in San Franci.sco would be

closed. It does not care whether they are closed or not. But
in commenting on an attempt to work up a State-wide prohi-

bition movement, we I'enuirked that the Panama-Pacific Expo-
sition would probably be a financial failure if the sale of liquor

were forbidden in the citv and on the grounds.

This comment was taken up by the Riverside Press, which
foolishly asserted that the exposition would be helped rather
than hurt by closing up all the saloons in the city and forbid-

ding the .sale of intoxicants on the fair grounds. We showed
how absurd this statement was and that is all.

With characteristic flippancy and disregard of the truth the

Stockton Record .says "the Tribune fears as a result of woman
suffrage that the saloons in San Francisco will be clo.sed up be-

fore the World's Fair."

The mental scarecrow who edits our Stockton contemporary
is as disordei-ed in his nu)rals as his wits. He meets every prop-

osition either Avith a falsehood, an insinuation or an accusa-
tion. Under pretense of answering a proposition advanced by
some other journal, he replies to a falsehood manufactured by
him.self.

Of course this is a small matter, but it is typical—both of

the Stockton Record and the school of fake moralists and re-

formers to which he belongs. Every candidate who o]q)o.ses

prohibition for any reason is habitually termed by men of the
stamp of the Record editor as "candidates of the saloon," "advo-
cates of the rumshop." When they do not falsify outright they
twist and distort the truth beyond recognition and make an or-

diiuiry fact feel ashamed of itself after they have turned it and
cut it bias to suit their i)urpo.ses. Pointing out that prohibition

throughout the State would ruin the Panama-Pacific Exjtosi

tion is distorted into a fear that the .saloons in San Francisco
will be closed "before" the World's Fair. Woman suffrage
is alleged to have inspired this fear. But what's the use of wast-

ing words on a cheap. liar?—a mental misfit and a moral fraud.

who.se idio.syncracies are the product of a tapeworm and indiges-

tion?—0«A7ff«rf Tribune, Nov. 13, 1911.

THE MISTAKEN IDEA OF A WINELESS BANQUET.
The first annual membership baufiuet of the Saicramento

Chamber of Commerce will be hehl in this city on the evening of

Decend)er 6th, and the pro])osal is before that l)ody that no wine
shall be served.

The lice hopes the idea to make this a dry occasion will not

prevail.

Wine is one of the principal products of California. It is a

good .servant and a bad master. Rightly used, as in Italy and
France, it makes for temperance.

It would look very inappropriate to have a banquet of the Sac-

ramento Chand)er of Commerce at which one of the principal

jH'oducts of the Sacramento ^'alley—one of its best products,

in fact—would be totally barred.

AVhat the ])ublic bodie-s of Sacramento and other cities should

do is encourage the drinking of light wines. Those wines should

be of California vintage. They .should be used not only in testi-

mony of confidence and faith in our own ])roductions, but also

in nuxleratioin for i)roniotion (»f true temperance.

—

Sacramento
y/rr. Nov. 10,1911.

PROHIBITION IX CALIFORNIA.
No ])r(>])agan(la was ever nioi-e bountifully financed than the

Prohibitionists. It has the backing of John D. Rockefeller, and
it receives monthly contributions from thcmsands of zealots. It

has a slush fund for political ])nr])oses large enough to defray

the expen.ses of a Presidential campaign, and this is the ex-

planation of the apparent enthusiasm with which the war
against the liquor interests is being waged. There is nothing

like money to .stimulate enthusiasm. According to the Greek
definition enthusiasm signifies "God in us." To many an ardent

Prohibitionist it means a dropsical purse. And this is why the

propaganda, heedless of logic and common .sense, is carried on
with great vigor by reformed drunkards and vagrant preachers,

and why .some of the industries of this State are threatened with

destruction on the preposterous ])rincii)le that the excesses of

the few justify infringement of the liberty of the many.

—

S!. F.

Town Talk. Nov. 4, 1911.
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CHARLES MEINECRE 1^ CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER- HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain __ ..SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland ..SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France ..CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland '<WH1TE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng. BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS
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Same Old Slippery Prohibs State Wine Output Greatly Augmented by Ontario Section
]

LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 16.—After declaring that a law to

punish those who buy, keep and use liquor in "dry" terri-

tory would make prohibition unpopular and ridiculous, Wayne
B. Wheeler, Ohio Sui)erintendent of the Anti-Saloon League,

has written a second letter to T. M. Gilmore, President of the

National Model License League, in which he says

:

"If you are sincere in giving the prohibition of the beverage

liquor traffic a real test, we will gladly join you in making it

unlawful to purchase liquor for beverage purposes, as well as

to sell it in dry territory, providing, the person who purchases
the liquor will be exempt from any penalty if he will tell from
whom he purchased the liquor."

In declining to recognize the offer of Mr. Wheeler as an ac-

ceptance of the challenge to a test of real prohibition, Mr. Gil-

more has replied, in part, as follows :

"To this, of course, I would not agree because your exemp-
tion would nullify the law. If the man who purchased liquor
from a mail-order house in another State would tell from whom
he purchased it, he would be exempt from any penalty, and, of

course, the mail-order house would be exempt because it would
be located in another State or even in Canada.

"Furthermore, if I were going to punish either the buyer or

seller of liquor in "dry" territory, I would punish the buyer
before I would the seller because the seller is only the servant

of the buyer, and the buyer is entirely responsible for the seller.

"You speak of making an exception in favor of liquor for

scientific and pharmaceutical purposes, and I would be per-

fectly willing to make an exception of alcohol for scientific

purposes, but I would insist that it be denatured so that no one

could drink it. I would not be willing, however, to make an
exception in favor of medicinal purposes, because the large ma-
jority of people who drink claim that they do so for their

health, and such an exception Avould nullify the prohibitory law.

"I would not be willing to join with you in trying to enforce

the present liquor laws in Ohio a.s you suggest, because the

liquor laws in Ohio are, in my opinion, very absurd, and if I

am not mistaken they are really in opposition to your constitu-

tion, which was intended to forbid the sale of liquor in your

State.

"If Ohio will adopt a 'model license' law^ the retail liquor

dealers will enforce the law, because it will be profitable to

them to do so, and unprofitable to violate law.

"What I am willing to do as president of the National Model

License League is to ask the legislatures to do away with the

present character of prohibition because it is nothing more than

a farce, and is not expected to prohibit anybody from getting

liquor, and in place of these laws to submit real prohibitory

legislation, and let the people decide whether they want real

prohibition or not. I mean by this a law that will prohibit not

only the sale of liquor, and the manufacture, if you please, but
also the purchase of liquor and the possession of liquor in 'dry'

territory for any purpose other than scientific purposes, and I

would insist, as I said above, that the alcohol used for scientific

purposes should be denatured.

"If the people will vote for such legislation, and nothing

short of it will give us prohibition, then the liquor traffic is

doomed, but if they refuse to vote for it then prohibition is

doomed.

"Now, Mr. Wheeler, may I ask that you answer to the point,

and say whether you favor real prohibition or insist upon con-

tinuing a movement that has been tried out fully and has

proven to be a complete failure?"

EXPERTS are authority for the statement that of the 4oJ

000,000 gallons of wine which California will produce thil

year, equaling its mammonth output of last year, the sectio^

immediately surrounding Ontario will be the heaviest contribi

tor, of any single section.

These men are closely in touch with the situation arid havi

made a careful study of conditions. Of the 40,000,000 gallonj

which the State will proiluce, 13,000,000 will represent sweej
wine and 27,000,000 gallons dry wine.

There will also be prepared in California wineries abouj

3,000,000 gallons of brandy.

The value of these 40,000,000 gallons of wine and 3,000,0C

gallons of brandy is approximately $30,000,000.

The wiue and brandy if contained in a larg(! vessel would
make a lake deep enough to float tlie battleship Oregon.

Of the enormous amount of liquor produced this year in Calil

fornia, not all is to be consumed in the United States, as abouf
10,000,000 gallons are destined for other countries.

"All things considered, it is the best season we've had," de

clared Secundo Guasti, president of the Italian Vineyard Com']

panj', and the owner of the largest vineyard in the world, locate

at Guasti, at the eastern gates of this city.

"The crushing of grapes has been going on for the past thre

months and will continue for a month to come. Yes, I would"

estimate the output of wine this year as 40,000,000 gallons.

"The fact to keep in mind, and the fact California peo])li'

should marvel at, is that California wine-producers have slowly

but surely built up another one of the industries that place

California in a class with the richest agricultural sections of

the world. Another matter of importance to bear in mind is

that we are producing higher class wines, and we have even

achieved a successful California champag-ne, which bids fair to

have a splendid sale as domestic vintage and an export product."

"Tlie region about Ontario embracing the extensive vineyard-^

at Cucamonga and Guasti yield most excellent wines of poi i

and sherry and other sweet wine types that rival those of

Spain.

"The maturing and handling of California Avines necessitates

. the employment of an army of men, while the amount broad l.\_

invested in the industry is estimated to exceed f100,000,000.

"The area in California planted to vineyards includes nearly

300,000 acres of fertile land."

—

Ontario Rcpuhlican, November
10, 1911.

There is a Way

WHAT are we to eat and drink to be safe? Drink water and

get typhoid fever. Drink milk and get tuberculosis.

Drink soup and get fat. Eat meat and encourage cancer, apo-

plexy and appendicitis. Eat oysters and absorb typhoid gastric

poison germs. Eat vegetables and give the system Asiatic thin

blooded weakness. Eat dessert and die with paresis or some

thing else. Smoke cigarettes and die too soon. Drink coffee

and fall into insomnia and nervous prostration. Drink tea and

get weak heart. Blame it all, if you want to keep well quit

eating and drinking, smoking and loving, and before breathing

or touching anything see that the air and everything is perfectly

sterilized. Some scientfic cranks or madmen think every man

should so live, while another set of cranks think all modern

science is nonsense. There is a scientific moderation in living

that almost surely insures long life, no matter what the different

kind of cranks say.
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NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec=-

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,
but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

EXPORTS OF WINE.

FROM OCTOBER 20, 1911, TO NOVEMBER 20, 1911

Destination.
To British Columbia . . .

•' Central America . . . .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands . . .

" Japan
'* Mexico
" New York
" Philippine Islands . . .

" South America
" Samoan Islands
" Malaya
" Korea
" Dutch East Indies . . .

" Holland
" Germany
" England
•' Italy
" New Orleans
" Other Eastern States

Cases.
10
92
82
168

29
233

2
21

"27
1

Gallons.
4,995

15,999
438

57,144
20

5,950
,300,310

2,035
6,378
264

24

201
2,500
5,051
621
51

123,221
41,588

Value.
»1,597
6,869
602

23,630
30

2,171
462,556

822
2,454
150
166

4
85

1,000
1,661
173
17

44,194
17,765

Total 689 1,566,766 1565,946
WHISKY.

Destination.
To Central America
" Hawaiian Islands
'• Mexico
" New York
" Philippine Lslands

Cases.
42

433
5

605
350

Gallons
151

1,297

Total 1,435

BRAMDY.
Destination. Cases.

To British Columbia 5
" Hawaiian Islands 5
" New York
" Other Eastern States

Value.
$665
6,197

27
5,450
1,840

1,628 $14,179

180

Gallons.

250
562
50

Total 10 862

Value.
$52
563

1,024
120

$1,759

Packages. Value.
46 $339
61 321

359 3,198

To Central America
•• China
" Hawaiian Islands

Total 466 $3,858

MISCEI,l,.\NEOUS.
Destination. Packages and Contents.

To British Columbia 50 cs Rock and Rye. 6 gals Vermouth
" Central America 5 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 3 cs Grape Juice

15 cs Mineral Water
" China 45 cs Grape Juice
' Hawaiian Islands. 22 cs. Vermouth, 5 cs Picon, 74 cs Grape Juice, 42 cs. Cider

18 cs 2 bbls Alcohol, 25 cs 4 bbls Gin, 1 cs Curacoa, 2 cs Kummel
2 cs 1 bbl Rum, 5 cs Porter, 40 cs Syrups, 52 cs Liquors

31 cs Mineral Water, 2 cs Ginger Ale
" Japan 4 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 2 cs Cider
" Mexico ..1 cs Grape Juice, 3 cs Mineral Water. 3 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" New York 1965 cs and 80 bbls Cherries in Maraschino
' Other Eastern States 135 cs 2 bbls Cherries in Maraschino
" Phillippine Islands ...10 cs Grape Juice, 25 cs Cherries in Marascliino,

25 cs Cider
1 bbl Alcohol, 19 cs 5 bbls Liquors, 50 cs Cordials

" Tutullla 3 cs Grape Juice
" Australia 1 keg Cider

Total 2684 cs 85 bbls 1 keg 6 gallons
Value : ....$24,741

DomeHtic.

FROM OCTOBER 20, 1911, TO NOVEMBER 20, 1911.

FROM SEATTLE.
Beer 1815 hhds 805 bbls 920 lif bbls 965 qr bbls 5 sixth bbls 2 csks
Alcohol 34 bills
Wine 10 IS
Vermouth 3 L.si

BEER IN TRANSIT.
To Oakland 175 hhds 20 bbls 158 ht bbls 77 qr bbls 3 sixth 1)1

•' Alameda 150 hhds 175 hf bbls 450 qr bl
" Nevada 134 hf bbls 25 qi- bl
•' Hanford 150 hhds 95 bbls 230 hf bl
" Santa Clara 60 bl

Total in transit. . .475 hhds 175 bbls 697 hf bbls 552 qr bbls 3 sixth bl

IMPORTS BY SEA.

F^oreieii.

FROM OCTOBER 20, 1911, TO NOVEMBER 20, 1911.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Columbian, October 23.

20 cs Whisky San Francisco.
10 cs Gin San Francisco.
10 cs Punch San Francisco.
6 bbls Whisky Portland.

16 cs Liquors Portland.
150 bbls Beer Honolulu.
600 cs Liquors Honolulu.
100 cs Whisky Honolulu.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL
125 cs Porter S'sn Francisco.
250 cs Champagne .S^n Francisco.
50 cs Cider San Francisco.

150 cs Champagne Los Angeles.
1 csk Whisky Los Angeles.
8 csks Whisky Portland.

155 cs Whisky Portland.
5 cs Champagne Seattle.

50 cs Whisky Honolulu.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Navajo, October 25.

84 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
40 cs Cordials San Francisco.
2 cs Wine Los Angeles.
2 bbls Wine '.os Angeles.
2 bbls Whisky Los Angeles.
5 cs Brandy Los Angeles.

10 cs Gin "^ OS Angeles.
10 cs Gin Astoria.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Mongolia. October 28.

713 csks Sake San Francisco.
29 4 cs Sake San Francisco.
60 csks Sake Los Angeles,

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Nevadan, October 29.

7 csks Wine San Francisco.
82 cs Wine San Francisco.
10 cs Brandy San Francisco.
32 csks Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Gin an Francisco.
1 csk Liquors San Francisco.
2 cs Lime Juice San Francisco.

150 cs Whisky ^an Francisco.
30 bbls Whisky =!an Francisco.
10 cs Wine Portland.

670 cs Whisky Portland.
10 bbls Whisky Portland.
6 cs Gin Oakland.

I''ROM HAMBURG—Per Mera, October 29.

1 bhd Whisky San Francisco.
16 octs Wine Seattle.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Acapulco, November 1.

123 cs Wine San Francisco.
5 bbls Wine San Francisco.

60 cs Beer San Francisco.

E. A. GROEZINQER Established 1846 E. O. SCHRAUBSTADTER

SPARKLING AN° VINTAGE WINES
CHAMPAGNES

809 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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340 bbls Stout San Francisco.
70 bbls Ale San Francisco.
15 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
26 cs Wine Honolulu.

FROM NEW YORK (via Anton)—Per Penn.sylvanla. November 1:

267 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
32 csks Wine San Francisco.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Gin San Francisco.

FROM KOBE. JAPAN—Per Nippon Maru. November 2.

100 cs Sake San Francisco.
94 csks Sake San Francisco.
10 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Alaskan, November 6.

20 cs Fruit Juice San Francsico.
5 cs Cider San Francisco.
8 cs Wine -..San Francisco.

610 cs Gin San Francisco.
6 bbls Gin San Francisco.

928 cs Whisky San Francisco.
6 cs Bitters San Francisco.
6 bbls Whisky Stockton.

150 bbls Beer Honolulu.
111 cs Whisky Portland.
57 bbls Whisky ortland.

1544 cs Whisky Seattle.
10 cs Wine Seattle.
1 csk Wine Seattle.
5 bbls Whisky eattle.

125 bbls Ginger Ale Seattle.

FROM KOBE. JAPAN—Per Tenyo Maru. November 9.

516 csks Sake San Francisco.
15 cs Sake San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Virginian, November 10.

9 cs Cordials San Francisco.
1000 cs Bitters San Francisco.

5 cs Gin San Francisco.
2 bbls Gin San Francisco.

11 cs Wine San Francisco.
2 bbls Gin Sacramento.

10 cs Gin Sacramento.
10 bbls Wliisky Stockton.
2 bbls Wine Portland.

30 cs Wine Portland.
4 bbls Gin Portland.
3 cs Gin Portland.

S3 bbls Whisky Portland.
25 cs WhLsky Portland.
75 cs Whisky Seattle.
9 cs Wine Seattle.

1 20 csks Beer Honolulu.
2 bbls Gin Honolulu.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
25 bbls Ginger Ale San Francisco.
10 octs Wine San Francisco.
25 cs Brandy .-^an Francisco.

100 cs Brandy Portland.
25 cs Whisky Portland.
52 cs Whisky Seattle.
3 csks Whisky Seattle.

25 cs Beer Honolulu.
5 octs Whisky Los Angeles.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Director, November 10.

118 cs Wine San Francisco.
140 cs Bitters San Francisco.
1350 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

75 bbls Mineral Water San Francisco.
700 cs Absinthe San Francisco.
115 cs Kirscli San Francisco.

8 csks Brandy San Francisco.
10 octs Brandy San Francisco.
4 csks Wine San Francisco.

200 cs Gin San Francisco.
3 csks Vermouth San Francisco.

200 bbls Beer San Francisco.
20 cs Beer San Francisco.

436 cs Liquors San Francisco.
699 cs Brandy San Francisco. •
50 cs Byrrh San Francisco.

830 cs Whisky San Francisco.
1 hhd Whisky San Francisco.
5 octs Wliisky San Fran.cisco.

300 bbls Ginger Ale San Francisco.
750 cs Gin Vancouver.
38 csks Whisky Vancouver.

1172 cs Whisky ..." Vancouver.
170 cs Beer Vancouver.
50 cs Mineral Watei' Vancouver.
46 cs Ale Vancouver.
64 cs Sout Vancouver.
50 bbls Ginger Ale Vancouver.
8 csks Brandy Vancouver.

35 cs Wine Vancouver.
223 cs Whisky Victoria.
100 cs Ginger Ale Victoria.

FROM EUROPE (via Salina Cruz)—Per Melville Dollar. November 1

25 octs Whisky San Francisco.
25 cs Whisky San Francisco.
48 cs Champagne San Francisco.
96 cs Wine San Francisco.
4 csks Brandy San Francisco.

75 csks Mineral Water San Fi-ancisco.
2 octs Rum San FrancLsco.
FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Arizonan, Nivember 15.

112 cs Whisky San Francisco.
38 cs Wine San Francisco.
10 bbls Brandy •Jan Francisco.
25 cs Bitters San Franci.sco.
18 bbls Wliisky San Francisco.
12 cs Brandy San Francisco.
25 cs Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Kimniel San Francisco.
2 bbls Gin San Francisco.
5 bbls Gin 'r-nolulu.
6 cs Cordials Portland.

1

1

bbls Gin Portland.
12 csks Gin Portland.
57 cs Gin Portland.
5 cs Whisky Portland.

300 cs Bitters Portland.
300 cs Bitters Seattle.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Persia, November 16.

?fi7 csks Sake 5<in Francisco.
10 cs Sake ^an Francisco.
32 cs Sake ',os Angeles.
20 csks Sake Los Angeles.

IMPORTS B\ KAIL l\ UOM).

FROM OCTOBER 20, 1911, TO NOVEMBER 2i>, 1911.

350 cs Champagne From Antwerp.
5 cs Wine " "

1 cs Liquors "
1 cs Ale
Via Seattle—

110 cs Cognac From Antwerp.
40 cs Lime Juice " Liverpool.

Via Nenr Orleann—
1 cs Gin From Liverpool.
1 cs Wine
1 cs Whisky
1 csk Wine

220

1171

257

281

326

100

55

57

172

135

290

.500

75

1295

25

104

248

493

29

50

445

250

452

18

10

8

9

11

477

280

From October Kj to 31, 1911.

From Sail Francisco, t^teamsliip Panama.
cases Calwa Distributing ('o.

bbls California Wine Association
" Honoma Wine and Braiuly Co.
" C. Wcliilling & Co.
" Italian-Swiss Colon}-
" S. Kraus & Bro.
" N. Gargano
" A. Zanelli
" S. Krauter
"

. .A. Capellin

Fron San Francisco, Steamship AUianca.
l'l>ls J. Pachetean
" Scatena Bros.
" Gundlach-Bundschu AVine Co.
" Lachmau & Jacobi

• J. Casazza

Italian Wine Co.
"

• French-American Wine Co.
" Italian-Swiss Colony

Sig. Krauter
" Order

From San Franci.sco, Steamer Californian.

l>l>ls Italian Wine Co.
" — French-American Wine Co.

From San Francisco, Steamer Cristobol.

bbls C. Schilling & Co.
" J. Pachetean
" .Scatena Bros.
" Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Co.
" Italian-Swi.ss Colony
" Italian Wine Co.
" California Wine Association
"

. . Chas. Stern & Son

Americans Greatest Beer Drinkers in the World

\ /lENNA, Nov. 18.—America is the greatc.-it beer consuming
'' country in the world, according to statistics prepared by

Gambrinus, organ of Austrian brewing interests. The total

consumption in all countries in 1910 was 7,01)0,000,000 gallons,

of which the T'nited States took 1,(;()0,0()0,000 gallons. (Jer-

many A\as second, Avith a record of 1,143,000,000 gallons, Ba-
varia consuming a (luarter of the total output of 13,000 brewer-

ies in the empire, (in at I'.ritain was third, the cimsumptioii

there being 1,240,000,000 galhuis.

lASH'SBiTTERC
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SP:ATTLE, Wash., Nov. 20.—The result of the recent elec-

tion in Everett is taken to mean that that town has tired

of its "dry"' regime after giving it a trial of only a year. The

first report that was sent out over the country gives by no

means a fair understanding of the real situation. It is true

that an anti-saloon politician, Rev. R. B. Hassell, a retired

clergyman, was elected mayor, but a further analysis of the

vote indicates that ])rohil»iti()n is far from exercising the

strength it sliow<'d a year ago. Ilasscll was elected by a very

slim plurality. He polled 2,42") votes. Wiiliaiii (Jilles|)ie,

representative of the Democrats, who favor a iiberjil jxilicy,

pressed him hard with 2, (»"!>, and .lames Salter, tlie socialist,

showed on fii-st count 2,(Ki2, gaining a few more on the official

canvass, which put him a little ahead of (Jilles]»ie. The

Socialists are (^verywliere, an<l es])ecially in Kverett, generally

considered as lilwi-al minch'd towar<l the liquor business. We
have then 4,141 votes that (aiiiiot in any way be cfmsidered an

endiu'sement of the diy policy, against the 2,425 cast for Rev.

Mr. ITas.sell. The council is split up in much the .same way.

The thrH' Socialists and one Democrat are in absolute control

as against the three Re])ublicans. Nor is this all. Some of

the defeated candidates were the strongest dry advocates who
made the campaign. The Democi-ats also captured the law

department of the municipality, putting in Jesse Davies, and

ousting the incund)ent. City Attorney B. W. Sherwood. Politi-

cal dopesters are free with the prediction that the next election

will see the comi)lete elimination of the anti-saloon element a.s

a political force.

J. R. Molera, of the Italian-Swiss colony, descended on the

city the other day, calling on his nmny friends in the trade and

introducing Mr. ilartin Fingberg. The writer didn't see him,

but those who did say he is "a damn splendid little fellow." He
will return soon in the interests of Golden State champagne,

which will he on the market here January 1. Those Avho have

sampled this California product are more than confident that it

is going to make a great hit, .saying that it would be hard to

import anything equal to it. Molera and Fingberg made a

trip into Canada together. Business is getting better all over

the country, Molera says.

Stanley de Arce has been around again singing the praises of

Dry Monopol Brut, 1904, which he represents for Alexander

D. Shaw & Co., of New York and San Francisco.

Adams, of de Fremery & Co., San Francisco, left this morn-

ing. He had a more than usual sui)ply of optimism concerning

local business conditions, having done some good trading.

Glaced candies by the carload. Max Mayer sells them. He
has just been here for the E. C Lyons & Raas Co., of San
Francisco. He says the only trouble is they can't turn out

Rock and Rye, Cordials, and glaced fruit fast enoiigh.

Col,onel Adams brought Avord of the serious illness of J. R.

Benjamin, the popular representative of George S. Nicholas &
Co., the New York Krug champagne people. He says Benja-

min was to have undergone a grave surgical operation in Den-

ver, but instead, struggled along until he got to New Orleans.

There he Avas forccnl to give up and had to go to a hospital.

Much sympathy is expressed by his many friends here.

Charles BrowTi, the Cliquot representative in Canada, butted

into God's country the other day, and spent some time in Seat-

tle. His purpose was to make a trip East over the new Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & I'uget Sound railroad, varying the monot-

ony of the C. P. R., by taking a route that was new to him.

Joe Garneaux, president of Charles F. Schmidt & Peters,

was also a recent visitor. He sells us our Cliquot. He and
BroAAii got together here.

The (Joldie-Klem'rt Co. have ordered another 500 cases of

Perfection Scotch from tlie old country. They want to say

right here that tJu'y look to this as the biggest seller in the

state. Joe (Johlie, the head of the firm, is back frcmi New
York, where he spent some six weeks. He says he is mighty

glad to get home becau.se he considers business better here than

any other place h(^ knows.

Carl Schmitz and Tom Williams are a busy little cui) of tea

just now. They want to get their new places op<'n by Thanks-

giving if po.ssible, and by the first of the month anyway. They
have leased ])alatial quarters in the new Hoge building, the

newest and tallest skyscraper in Seattle, and intend to make it

THE place. It will be called the Cat^ma.

"Harry" Blood left this morning. He was here from Paris,

Allen & Co., boosting Gaines' Old Crow. A. McCarney Avas

here, too.

Walter WoodlaAvn, who tells about O. O. Scotch, dropped

doAvn from Vancouver, B. C. He Avill soon change his head-

quarters from VancouA'er to Seattle.

One thing that is helping business in this .section is a recent

decision of the state supreme court Avhich has put an end to

the continual talk and agitation by the anti-saloon forces. The
supreme judges, sitting en banc, held that no special elections

(m the license question shall be held. If the question has to

be brought up at all it must be at a regular election, which

is held every tAvo years. This Avas a clean-cut defeat for the

Anti-Saloon League. At the regular elections the full elec-

torate goes to the polls and has a chance of expressing its

preference, Avhich is not ahvays the ca.se in a .special election.

This decision automatically removes from the dry column

Springdale, Ephrata, Waverly and Richland. It also disrupts

all their plans in Ellensburg, Tenino, Wilson Creek, Franklin

County outside of Pasco, South Bend, Rajniond, I.saquah, Pa-

cific County, Snohomish and other units, to say nothing of the

country districts of King County, in Avhich the case originated.

Mr. Gruenberg, for the Paul Masson Champagne Co., of San

Jose, Cal., .s])('ut sevei-al busy days in Seattle. He says things

are good and getting better.

Thonms McCann blew in as usual for the Mumm Importing

Champagne Co. IJusine.ss is fine, he .says. What .should we do

Avithout ^fumm and Avithout ifcCann?

J. H. Deering, of (Jeorge A. Kessler & Co., New York, is ex-

pected any day by his many friends in the trade. White Seal

is his.

Joe Kern, vice-president of IMurphy, Barber & Co., AAho run

distillery No. 401, LouLsville, Kentucky, made Seattle on his

Avay to San Francisco. This Avas only his second trip to this

section, but he showed a list of four carloads all on the AA'ay to

the coast at the same time.
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Ed Baker was iip from San Francisco for the Jesse Moore

Huut Distilling Company, always successful.

License and Power of Attorney

McEllister is another recent visitor. He came here to sell

(Jihson Kve for Moore & Sinnott of Philadalphia.

The local trade reports sound business conditions, but not

a boom. Improvement is steady and some predict a normal

sea -son, while others say that is putting it too mildly. All

agree that things look better than last year. The travelling

men .say business in the Northwest is as good or better than

in any other section tliey visit.

A.MOSCOW, Idaho, dispatch states that there is a strong

clcniciit in three counties in Northern Idaho—Nez Perce,

Kootenai and Idaho—which asserts that prohibition has failel

to promote temperance and morality. Therefore it is intended

to hold elections to repeal the present local option laws, and to

deilare in favor of licensed and regulated saloons. The local

l)ress says : "Coeur d'Alene is groaning under a high tax, levied

for municii)al improvements, and so are other towns, and they

miss the revenue formerly obtained from the saloons. It is

asserted that 80 per cent of the checks issued the laboring men
by the many lumber industries in the county are being cashed in

Si)okane; and this charge, together with the fact that boot-leg-

ging has been extensive, and the county i)ut to a heavy expense

|iros(ruting violators, the wet clement asserts has effected such

ciiange in the ])eople that victory is assured, though the election

will be clo.se.

A recent elec-tion resultwl overwhelmingly in favor of con-

.solidation of Seaside, Oregon, with West Seaside, ^lermosa and

Cartwright Parks. An ordinance was also passed permitting

saloons during the summer months to remain open at Seaside

until 3 a. m. This looks as if the consolidated city intended

liberal treatment of saloons and is likely therefore to go ahead

and thrive.

The superior court of the State of Washington decided against

the Bellingham Bay Brewery, charged ^Yith a violatiim of the

local option law by selling to two men an unbroken case of beer

on the brewery premises. The court held that in making sales

of unbroken packages of beer in Bellingham the vendor must
confine itself strictly within the limits of the proviso of the local

option law, which permits delivery to be made to "residences

which are not places of business or of public resort."

FOR the first time in the history of the Oregon courts, the

legality of a "power of attorney" over a liquor license held

by breweries is to be tested. The case is that of the Northern

Brewing Company against Thomas Nickeles to foreclose a

chattel mortgage on th(? saloon formerly conducted by Nickeles

at the Quind)y hotel. Attorney William Reid, who represents

Nickeles, filed a petition yesterday afternoon in the circuit

court for the removal of the receiver. This removal is a.sked

for on the ground that the receiver is operating the saloon "as

receiver for the court and the license under which he is selling

liquor is void."

Attorney Reid said : "Several state supreme courts and also

the Fnited States supreme court have held that a license is

merely a personal privilege. The late Justice Harlan of the.

I'nited States supreme court stated in passing upon such a

case that attorney power given to breweries is not legal.

The justice further added that a city council has no right to sur-

render the control of a liquor license to breweries. The appel-

late court of New York held that a license to sell intoxicating

liquors is only a permit to do what otherwise would be unlawful.

Later the same court held that a saloon keeper's license is per-

sonal to the holder and cannot be delegated, assigned, or com-

mitte<l to the care of another. City Attorney Grant recently

submitted to the city council of Portland a written opinion on

this subject, which was in line with the decisions I have men-

tionetl."

Springfield, Oregon, on November 7th by a count of 212 to

183 voted wet at the election held under the home rule amend-
ment. The campaign while active and interesting Avas marked
by few picturesque features, was of a friendly nature and left

no bitterness. The question of the legality of the election is

already in the court before Circuit Judge L. T. Harris and will

undoubtedly reach the supreme court. How the attorneys must
love the prohibitionists for all the money they are causing to

be spent on just such questions. Why, take it to the supreme
court of course, as long as fools can be found to put up the

costs.

A recent Redding despatch states that Supervisorial District

No. 3, on the extreme eastern part of Shasta county, went dry

on November 14th by a vote of 239 to 173. The size of the

majority is a surprise. The .sale of liqjior to the Indians cut

a big figure. Nine saloons will have to retire from business.

Included in the district are Fall River Mills, ^Millville, Wliit-

more, Burney, Ingot, Pittsville, Glcnburn, Montgomery Creek,

Round Mountain and Wengler.

The Kern (Jounty supervisors have passed an ordinance in

obedience to which the saloons in Kern County <m(side the in-

cori)orated cities are re(|uired to close from 1 a. m. to a. m.

daily. This period of closing corresponds with the law in

force in (ireater Bakersfield.

Topazor
ThelWhite Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

olnwj

ESTABLISHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY. MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY. SONOMA CO.

Office and Salesrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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Vineyard and Cellar

./

JOSICI'H MIGLIAVACCA, of the Migliavacca Wiue Company,
of Napa, declares tliat the present year is one of th(! best for

the groAvers in Napa County. He recently stated that the yield

was most abundant and the quality of the grapes was excellent.

Then, too, the rain held off until every grape could be ])ick«l

and taken to the cellars. The second crop, even, was harvested

without difficulty, and in some places in Napa County

—

'

Wooden >'alley for example—the second crop is as large as the

first. Prices have been all that the growers could expect, and
taken all in all, it has been such a season as should bring pros-

l)erity to Napa Valley and every other grape growing section of

California.

The Crown Distilleries has moved into the new building, 77-79

IJeale Street, occupying the northeast comer of Beale and ^lis-

siou streets.

George C. Husmann, pomologist in charge of viticulture

in the Cnited States Department of Agriculture, addressed a
large gathering in the Y. M. C. A. hall at Sacramento. He
took "The Vine and Its Alission" as his subject and gave an
instructive and entertaining ^liscourse. Tlie history and uses of

tlie grape were reviewed. Thirty-live automobile loads of grape
growers from Elk Grove were present.

J. Seliabiague, who has a large Avinery year Yountville,

nuule about the same amount of wine as last year and had a
very ,successfid vintage. He reports that fermentation was ex-

cellent and while the sugar was not as high as was desired, yet

a very good lot of Avine Avas made.—St. Helena Star.

Charles Tucker built a Aviue cellar on his place five miles

north of St. Helena last spring, completing it in time for the

Adntage noAv closed. Mr. Tucker made about 25,000 gallons of

wine this fall.

Tlie Cloverdale Winery crushed 200,000 gallons for the sea-

son's run. John B. Cooley, who had charge of the Avork of

crushing, reports this is considerable in excess of last year's

output.

Henry Mugge uoav represents the Union BreAA'ery Comjjany
in a large territor\% including Pleasanton and Liverraore and
all toAvns from ]\It. Eden to San Jose, Avith headquarters at

NeAvark. The Union BrcAvery is noted for the fine (luality of

its Hopsburger beer, Pacific Club lager and steam beer, and
its output will be pushed by its neAV agent throughout Ids exteu-

siA'e territory.

A. Vireno, the Avholesale Avine merchant at 2898 TAventy-third

Street, is about to open up a Avholesale and retail establishment
at Daly CMty, Just over the county line. He Avill erect a Iavo-

story buildiiig upon his own property and intends to have an
up-to-date establishment.

The Avell known wine firm of Lachman & Jacobi, Avhicli has
been looking for a suitable location for permanent headquarters
in tills city, has uoav moved from its former location on San-

some Street near Jackson, to Main Street betAveen Mission and
Howard. The handsome three-story and basement brick build-
ing, the new home of the firm, is numbered 112 to 118 Main.
Tlie measurements of all floors are 45x90 feet, giving plenty of
room for the large business carried on. Faced with white
pressed brick, the premises have a very attractiA'e appearance,
besides being situated Avithin very easy distance of both Avatei-

and rail transportation.

During tlie month there Avas a fire at Elk Grove, Avhich de-
stroyed one building of the Elk Grove Winery. The loss, Avhich
was about .f30,000, was principally due to the bursting of six
large tanks of Avine. The fire started at the boiler room about
11 o'clock at night. It is understood that the Da Roza estate,
which oAAiis the winery, plans to make extensive improvements
on the plant before next season. It is proposed to double the
outjiut of the Avinery.

A\'illiam Lehn, of the Forestville Winery in Sonoma County,
crushed 2500 tons of grapes in addition to the output of his OAvn
vineyard. Good crops have been the rule in that vicinity.

A>'e hear from Sonoma County that Louis Kunde, the Avell-

known Rincon Valley Avinemaker, has finished his vintage for
this season, having made almost 100,000 gallons of Aviiie. He-
did not expect to make so much at the commencement of the
season. He also sold a considerable quantity of his grapes to
other Avinemakers.

Sebastiai>i & Co.'s new distillery, Avhich Avill be operated in

connection Avith their Avinery in the eastern limits of the toAvn

of Sonoma, is nearing completion. It Avill be operated by an
oil-burning engine and the plant Avill be one of the best ap-

pointed in the valley.

The California Wine Association's grape crushing season at

the AVinehaven plant closed at the beginning of November.
During the season a million and a quarter gallons of Avine Avere

made. This is the first crushing done at Winehaven, hitherto

it has been done in the interior and the pi'oduct .shipped to the
Avinery. It Avas found by the experiment this year that ship-

ping the grapes to Winehaven and pressing them there Avas an
economical plan, and the officers of the association are said to

be greatly pleased with the result.

We hear from Sonoma City that at the end of the Avine-

making season the tAvo large Avineries of that place—the (iund-

lach-Bundschu Co. and Dre.sel & Co., had crushed a large

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS GOING TO WASTE!
Use air siaciced lime upon your pomace and save the waste

Also good for your vineyards. Air Slacked Lime in Car
Load Lots. Best Quick Lime for your Spraying and
Building Purposes.

Write me now for early shipment. Prices right.

H. B. MATTHEWS
Dealer in l.imc. (i.\p.suiii ;iii:l Other Fertilizers

I 623 La Loma Ave. Berkeley, Cal.
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amount of grapes. The reputation of these firms for produc-

ing fine wines is world-wide and this year's vintage is bound to

add to the reputation of Sononui Valley wines.

Origin of Wine

George AVest & Son recently circulated the following notice to

growers : "Owing to the fact that the present grape croj) has

been far larger than expected, we find ourselves unalde to han-

dle grapes that are being offered to us. We are building new

i

cooperage which will have to be dismantled next season tit a

great expense, and in our efforts to take care of grapes which are

being delivered to us, we are throwing away pomace from which

the full value has not been extracted. For the.se reasons we

are dropping our prices, an4l would prefer not to handle thi'

grapes even at the low prices which we are (juoting. We can

at best take only a limited (luantity, and must reipiest all

growers to call at our Lodi office for authorizatitm to deliver

at our loading points. Cimtract grapes will be taken care of

first."

A Woodland, Yolo County, dispatch states that at the begin-

ning of November the surrounding country were shipping three

carloads of the second crop grapes a day to the Yolo Winery.

Harvesting was then in jirogress in the Dunnigan, Arbuckle

and ifarysville districts. The winery will not begin to sliip

the season's product to Winehaven xmtil December. The r.ui

this season was larger than it was last A-ear.

At Santa ( ruz the Anti-Salo(m Leaguers are claiming that

they are receiving support from local sources never before re-

ceived. With the women now eligible to vote they predict that

the campaign will be one of n'lany surprises. A meeting of

citizens opjjosed to the liquor traffic recently met, and it will

not be long before Santa f'ruz is in the throes of another local

itption election.

THE making of \yiue is said to have originated with the Per-

sians, who discovered the process (luite by accident. One of

their earliest kings, Jcnsheed, who, it is said, was only five or six

generations from Noah, was the discoverer; or rather a woman
of his household was.

"He was immoderately fond of grapes" says the narrative,

which is found in Sir John Malcolm's "History of Persia," "and

desired to preserve some, which were placed in a large vessel

and lodged in a vault for future use. When the ves.sel was

opened the grapes had fermented and their juice in this state

was so acid that the King believed it must be poisonous.

"He had some vessels filled with it and 'Poison' written upon

each. These were placed in his room. It happened that (me of

his favorite ladies was affected with nervous headache; the pain

distracted her so much that she desired death. Observing a

vessel with 'Poison' written on it she took it and swallowed its

contents. The wine, for such it had become, overpowered the

lady, who fell doAvn into a sound sleep and awoke much re-

freshed.

"Delighted with this remedy, she repeated the doses so often

that the monarch's 'poisim" was all drunk. He soon discovered

this ajid forced the lady to confess what she had done. A quan-

tity of wine was made and Jensheed and all his court drank of

the new beverage, which from the circumstance that^led to its

discovery is to this day known in Persia by the name of Zeher-

e-khoosh, or 'the delightful poison." "

The Seventy-nine Wine Company; capital stock, $10,00(t;

subscribed, PO ; shares flO each ; directors, L. P. Regner, C. (\

Jeffries, T. W. Hubbard, 1 share each; place of business, San

Francisco.

TELEPHONE PACIFIC DOUGLAS 1844

THOS. W. COLLINS <& CO.
Commission Merchants and Importers

34 and 56 DAVIS STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Pabst Brewing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Bottled Beer Brands

:

Blue Ribbon, Export and Red, White
and Blue

Pabst Malt Ext act, The "Best" Tonic

American Fruit Product Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Pure Apple Cider and Vinegar

Weisel & Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

High Grade German Sausage and
Smoked Meats

Rudolph Oelsner, Importer
New York

Imported German Beers

Pilsner, Burger Brau

Munchner Hof Brau

Baird-Daniels Company
New York

"Oxford Club" Gins

Green River Distilling Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

Green River Whiskey

—

"The Whiskey without a Headache"

W. A. Ross & Bro.

Belfast, Liverpool and Leith

"Great Auk's Head" Guinness's Stout

Bass's Ale, Royal Belfast Ginger Ale
and Sarsaparilla

A. Overholt & Co.
Pittsburg, Penn.

Old Overholt Rye Whiskey

"Tlie Whiskey that made Rye Whiskey

Famous
"
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f
Tfie Decantation of Wines in Bottles f

THE best aud best cared for wiues may in time form a deposit

in the bottles. Snch deposit, wlien sliowinj; certain cliar-

acters, Avhen adhering to the glass and when showing off the bot-

tle, is very much apprpciate<l in certain districts. But it may
happen, independently, of course, of cases of diseases, that the

precipitate is formed at the bottom of the bottles, either loose or

to an undue extent, so that the liquid becomes thick when moved
ever .so little. The wine then runs the risk of taking a bitter and
acrid taste, calling to mind the ta.ste of lees; it then becomes
necessary to separate it from its deposit by a clever decanta-

tion. Such operation is useful when the liquid has to be
forwarded, as when sent off under such conditions, it would
be completely thick on arriving at its destination. However,
as such operation is complicated and onerous, recour.se to it

should only be had when indispensable.

And indeed, the decanting operation is rather a long one,

and does not go without giving i*ise to some difficulties. To
l)revent the great wines from losing any of their strength and
any of tlie ethers Avhich constitute theii* bouquet, the o])eration

must be proceeded Avith under shelter from the air, aud as far

as po.ssible, in the cellar even where the wine is housed aud
which is not liable to draiights or aii-.

CJenei'ally, in <u'der not to move the bottles too much, after

their removal from the places wlu>re they lie, they an^ laid iu

special baskets called "decanting baskets," they are uncorked

without any shaking by means of an ordinary- cork-screw and
the contents are gently poured into other bottles prepared be-

forehand and preferably rinsed with the same decanted Avine.

The oblique position occupied by the bottles in the baskets and
the arrangement of the latter allow of only a slight inclination

and of a gentle flow of the liquid.

Any irregular flow must be avoided, as extending as it does

from the neck to the bottom even of the receptacle, it thickens

completely the li<iuid and prevents the operation from succeed-

ing. During the whole of such operation, it is necessai*! to see

clearly what is going on, in order to be able to Avatch the li(|uid

Avhich is floAving between the two orifices of the bottles. The
best plan is to arrange tlu^ basket in such a manner that by the

light of a candle placed behind the bottle, the movement of the

deposit can be folloAA^ed. The decanting is stopped as soon as

the Avine running from the neck of the upper bottle is not so

clear. Of course, each bottle is filled to the full and then aa'^II

heated.

The operation is sometimes also proceeded Avith by placing

on the empty bottle, a small funnel provided Avith a sort of

strainer; the pouring is done little by little in examining care-

fully the state of purity of the Avine, the pouring being stopped

as soon as the latter begins to be thick. But, Avhen decanting

in this way, the wine becomes too aerated; furthermore, there

is produced in the interior of the full Aessel gurgles Avhich stir

the Avine and make it thick. To obviate such draAvback, small

siphons have been devised and Avhich are inserted in the bottle,

and also conical stoppers traversed by tubes and connected to-

gether by a rubber pipe. HoAvever, such means are not very

practicable. To improve cm this, a rather ingenious machine
was tried. It is composed of two inclined rock planes brought
to a stop by a small Avooden turnabout. The bottles placed on
a Avooden frame have a ])oint of firm sui)])ort. After having
turned the small turnabout, the opei-ator.is able to raise th(^

full bottle as may be desired, Avithout any sudden moA'ement,
and then stop as .soon as there is any appearance of deposit.

The bottles are in communication by means of a cock provided
with two air tubes to avoid tlie trouble brought about by the
gurgles. The almost horizontal position occupied by the bottle
during tlie ojK'ration aih)ws of the Aviue gliding without any
shock and without being beaten along the wall of the fiask which
is being filled. A reservoir located under the apparatus receives
any Avine Avhich may escape.

Lastly, it A\as devised to remove the deposit Avliich thickens
the wine Avithout changing the bottle. The apparatus con-
structed for such puri)ose is essentially composed of a plunger
tube terminating in a point and provided with an almost capil-
lary orifice. At a short distance from its end there is a silver
flap-valvo, Avhich prevents the return of the deposit. Such tube
is secured to a glass bulb, Avhich serves as a reservoir for the
deposit Avhen removed, and terminates at its up])er part in a
two-Avay cock. One branch of the cock is put in communication
Avith a rubber pipe, Avhich connects the apparatus with the mout li

of the operators; the other branch is arranged to ensure tiic

emptying of the reservoir.

The bottles must be placed upright an hour or two before
iiand to allow of the deposit falling to the bottom. A small
improved sii>h()n jxruiits the filling of the bottles treated.

It Avili tlius be .seen by tiiese several methods of decantation
liiat the reiiKival of the deposit of wines is a long, delicate aud

,

oiiercMis oiM'iiition. However, it must be proceeded Avith at"

limes, jind in certain years the trade in our great viticultural
centres lias to have recour.se to it on a large .scale.

As care is taken not to alloAv the deposit to be carried forward
with the wine when decanting, the Avine left in the first bottles
anu)unts to a considerable loss.- It is possible to turn such loss
to account by putting Avhat remains at the bottoms of the lK>ttles

in a single receptacle, leaving it to -settle, and decanting it after-
Avards Avhen properly filtered. Of cour.se, the Avine thus recov-
ered must not be mixed Avith that decanted in the first instance,
but it may be added to Avine of inferior quality.—Moniteur Vini-
cole.

Walnuts and Wine

T^HE London Lancet contains a Avarning Avith reference to
•' Avalnuts aud Avine, about Avhich, it says, there is a fascina

tion to not a fcAV people. Walnuts, in fact, are seldom discussed
Avithout refer(>nce to port, but tlie association is physiologicalh'

unsound, especially as the invariable custom is to eat the Aval-

nuts and drink the port after dinner.

The food value of Avalnuts, says our contemporary, is very
liigh; they are very rich in fat, containing as much as 63 per
cent, Avhile the proteins amount to nearly 16 per cent. It has
been calculated that 30 large Avalnut kernels contain as much fat

as two and three-fourths of a pound of lean beef, and yet the
walnut is used as a supplement to a square meal. Added to this

the glass of port, say tAVO fluid ounces, contains besides 180
grains of alcohol, 70 grains of grape sugar. In the combination,
therefore, Ave have all the elements Avhich make for a complete
diet, viz., fat, protein, carbohydrate, to AA'liich may be added min-
eral salts. Port and Avalnuts after a meal are, therefore, from a

uutritiAe point of view, "ridiculous excess." The digestiAe dis-

turbance to which this excess may easily lead is, in fact, the price

paid for an aesthetic indulgence. The peculiar palatability of a

crushed ma.ss of walnuts occasionally moistened Avitli an elegant

l>ort is in part atti'ibutable to the smooth, creamy emulsion
which is formed. An emulsion ])resents elegant flavors in a Avay

which iiK-reascs their a]qm'(-iatioii. It .should be added tjial

both Avalnuts and port Avine contain tannin, Avhich is unsuited
to some constitutions.
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"Marse" Henry

THERE are some folks in Kentucky, calling themselves tem-

perance people and moral reformers, who, just at this time,

ire congratulating themselves on, what they term, "the van-

j]uishraent of Henry Watterson." This is because of the fact

that at the recent Democratic State Convention a resolution

introduced by Mr. Watterson, in lieu of one placing the party

3n record in favor of county option, was voted down. But, if

ver the old saying that "a prophet is not without honor, save

in his own country," was repudiated, it was at this convention,

where an immense throng of his fellow Kentuckians gave to Mr.

Watterson such an ovation of which any man may be justly

proud, and certainly no man is more deserving of such an honor

from his fellow-citizens than is Henry Watterson. It matters

not whether or no you agree with Mr. Watterson on the prin-

c-iples that he espouses; knowledge of the man compels you to

respect the veteran editor of the Louisville Couricr-Journul for

his sincerity of purpose, and the valiant way in which he fights

for it. No greater tribute could be paid to the veteran dean of

Kentucky's newspaper fraternity than was the action of the

"boys" at the press table during tlie call of the roll at the Demo-

cratic convention on the adoption of Mr. Wattersou's resolution.

Even' one of the newspaper boys, with the gi-eatest keenness

and interest, followed the roll call, keeping tab on the vote a-<

recorded, and every one of them, including those on the o])i)o-

sition papers, was pulling for "Marse" Henry, and hoping

against hope that, despite the whip of the politicians, the "gi'and

old man" would receive this vote of confidence to which they

[felt he ^\as entitled.

His prohibition enemies, aniJ he has them, biit regarding tlicni

it can well be said of Mr. Watterson, as was said of the late

lamented Crover Cleveland, "we are proud of him for the ene-

mies lie has made"'; his prohibition enemies, we say, speak of

Mr. Watterson as the tool of the "liquor trust." Now, as to

(hat, while Ave do not see that to be allied with the legitimate

liquor inerests carries with it the odium that these bigots wouhl

attach to that expression, yet, at the same time, it is no more

than fair or just to Mr. Watterson to say, in the most positive

language at our command, that at no time has he made himself

in the least amenable to any branch of the liquor interests, or

to any individual connected with it. So far has Mr. Watterson

held himself aloof from any connection with the liquor interests

that, at the very time when he was writing some of his best

; editorials in opposition to prohibition fanaticism, he absolutely

turned down an offer, made in good faith and with no intention

of subjecting Mr. Watterson in any way, to write a special series

of editorials, to be syndicated and paid for by one of the trade

organizations. We know, therefore, that Mr. Watterson is in

no way indebted to the liquor interests. But vice versa, we
owe Mr. Watterson nothing, as he has not made the fight that

he has made, for us, but because he was fighting for the right,

and because of the deep faith within him in the correctness of

the principles \\hich he espouses. This adds all the more to the

glory of Henry Watterson, and lends greater weight to any of

his utterances. So, while the liquor interests of the entire

United States have been indirectly the beneficiaries of Mr. Wat-

tersou's work, in behalf of the principles of home rule and

proper personal liberty, and his battles against paternalism and

Puritanism, they can point to his example as evidence of the

righteousness of their cause, and gather greater confidence from

him to continue the battles in the future against those Avho are

attempting to deprive the American citizens of many of their

rights to which they are entitled under the Constitution.

Therefore, "Marse" Henry, we proudly acclaim you,

and look toward you, sir, a Avorthy champion of a

worthy cause, and we don't care whether you drink

Bourbon or beer, or none at all—we recognize you as an

unvanquished defender of Americanism, and Ave predict that, if

it shall so be that your life is spared but a fcAV years longer

(although it is our earnest hope that you Avill be Avith us manA-,

many more years ) you shall again rise on the Avings of victory

and see old Kentucky, that you have loved and fought for so

AAcll, redeemed from the political mongrels Avho are now cack-

ling because they are foolish enough to think that they have

retired you to "limp in the rear."

—

Wine and Spirit Bulletin.

Dr. Charles Love, who has been visiting the Hood River coun-

try, is summarizing medical opinion on the use of alcohol. He
says there is abundant medical authority for holding that small

quantities of alcohol ai*e of value as a food. He quotes Hoppe-

Syler, HoAAell's Practice of Medicine, I'othergill, Wood's Thera-

peutics, Sir T. Lauder-Brunton, Professor ^McKendrick, Pro-

fessor Koenig, Professor Dastre, of Paris, Professor Kuhne,

Bodwitch, Dr. R. H. Chittenden, Dr. G. W. Fritz, of Cambridge,

and manv others to the same effect.

The San Diego County supervisors have cauA^assoil the returns

from the local option election recently held. Out of the five

districts three A'oted against licensing saloons and two in favor

of the restricted sale of liquor. Districts 1, 3 and 4 Avent dry,

and 2 and 5 Avet by good majorities. The total vote cast Avas

1,939; 1,021 against saloons, 918 for them, only 103 on the side

of the cold Avater cranks. A good shoAving, and quite reassur-

ing as to the future. The board Avill pass an ordinance shortly,

regulating liquor licenses in the Second and Fifth Supervisor-

ial Districts. Applications for licenses are expected to come in

immediatelv.
It^

WILLIAM WOLFF (^ COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

52-58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR
J. & F. MARTELL, Cognac Martell Brandy

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON. Rotterdam Holland Gin
CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and Sarsaparilla

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
Mellwood Bond & Lillard Old Horsey Rye Old Watermill Belmont Old Government And other staple Brands

IMPORTERS OF
VINTAGE "WINES, STAPLE CORDIALS. BITTERS. ABSINTHE. PRESERVES, OLIVE OIL. ETC.

IC
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Boosting Home Products

IT is estimated that over 20,000 people attended the lloiiie In-

dustry Exposition, on tlie seventli floor of the Emporium,

that was conducted by the Home Industry League of California,

from November 13th to 22d. Seventy booths, where everything

from edible products to building nuiterial were displayed, cov-

ered the entire floor, while in the center was a small auditorium

with a seating capacity of .several hundred for lectures and con-

certs.

I listened to a very interesting talk there by Andrea Sbarluu'o

one evening (m "Califoi-nia's Wine Industry," and another after-

noon I was entertained by a rousing talk on the necessity of

"Loyalty to California Wines," l)y H. F. Stoll. Both talks were

illustrated with appropriate colored slides. The Italian-Swiss

Colony, Wetmore-Bowen & Co., and the Brewers' Protective As-

sociation were repi'esented with attractive booths.

The windows of the Emporium, which were filled with Cali-

fornia-made products, contained one novelty that every wine

man should see—an (>ver-tto\ving pineapple, around whicli

crowds were collected morning, noon and night. A large arti-

ficial pineapple was suspended by strings and from one end,

slightly tipped down, a steady stream of Doha's pineapple juice

fell into a golden goblet and overflowed onto a tray that was

provided with a hob' through which the juice escaped below.

How the pineapple received its never-ending supply of juice was

the mystery only a few could discover.

I saw one man study this novelty three different times ami

he finally said to me: "I give it up." But when I pointed out

to him tiiat the juice was pumped into the pineapple through a

tiny glass tube, hidden by the escaping juice, he laughed at nu'

in .scorn. But later, (m looking at a particular angle, he caught

a glint of white sunlight on the arched tube and Was convinced

that at last he knew the ".secret."

In the East several wine and grape juice houses have used this

novelty for advertising purposes and no doubt it will serve a

similar purpose on this coast, as its success at the Emporium
was conclusively proven.

THE importation of wines for eight numths of this year show

a great decrea.se in comparison with the imports in 1909

and 1910. For example in Italian wines the imjjortation was

446,000 as against 1,402,000 galbms in 1910. In ch im])agnes

the figures show 8<5,200 cases as comi)ared with 10!»,000 for

1910, and 224,000 in 1909. (ierman wines show a 50,000 gallons

decrease, and sherry 000,000 gallons, compared with the same

period in 1910. The place of these Avines has evidently been

taken by California wines, the amount received in Eastern

markets being double what they were last year, and, the Ameri-

can champagnes .show a large and steady gain as they are

irradually taking the place of imported.

THE recent visit of fifty-seven prominent San Francisco

business men to Arizona to boost the Panama-I'acific Inter-

national Exi)ositi(m has resulted in a permanent organization

to be known as the "Flying Legion," whose duty it .shall be to

make flying trips all over the United States to ac(iuaiut the

l)ublic with the desirability of doing business with Californiii

and attending our 1915 Exposition.

A good stoiy is told at the expense of the winemen who con-

tril)uted bottled li(iuid sunshine to be distributal during the

Arizona journey. The big event of the trii) was the ban(|U('i

given in the Chamber of Connnerce rooms, at Phoenix, when

(Jovernor Sloan i)reside(l. When the guests were seateil, thc.v

found California candies, wines, dry fruits and crackers liber

ally displayed amidst the Arizona flowers that ornamented the

banquet table. The California delegatiini, of course, looked

forward with anticii)ation to the moment when these packages

would be opened ami the Arizona guests would enjoy their

su])erior (piality. But alas, the (iovernor, who has prohibition

tendencies, fearing that some one liiight uncork the Tipo basket

splits or the Cresta Blanca Sauterne pints, arose and said : "We
want to thank our visitors for cimtributing these beautiful

products of California. These decanters, however, must not be

oi>ened. They are to be taken home as souvenirs."

At first there was a feeling of disappointment, but later the

winemen decided they would really get more advertising if the

souvenirs were taken home than if they were emptie<l at the ban

quet board, since the women folks would then have a chance to

sample the wine.

^Ve learn that the delegation were well treated everywhere,

and managed to let the members of the Yavapi Club, of Pi'escotl.

and the Arizona and Elks' Club of Phoenix, sample their winc^

and Oro Fino Cognac. The jolly delegation, Avhich was know n

as the "57 varieties," enjoyed the trip immensely and believe

they will be instrumental in winning back to San Francisco ;i

good deal of trade that was lost to Los Angeles and San Diego

at the time of the fire.

\

An' Educated Fool

IT IS very often that students and scientists prove their un-

fathomable ignorance of important topics belonging to every-

day life, apart from those studies, which have so narrowed their

minds, that they are lost outside the library or the labratory.

The most recent examples of the ti'uth of this statement arc

the recent utterances of Professor Reed of the I'niversity of

California. This a.stute gentleman, if correctly reported, has

been making .statements to his class which must have caused

much mirth. Here is one of them : "Permitting the sale of

liquor in packages means that they may be sold in one-drink

receptacles, just as cocktails and whiskies are sold to wouumi

in .sonu> <lepartment stoi*es. There will be nothing to ]>revent

its sale in Berkeley, almost as if it was dispensed over a bai'."

This .statement, always supposing that the Professor nmde it,

shows him t(» be a dircn-t descendant of Annanias and Sapbira.

or to be entirely ignorant of his subject.

The real state of the case is that residents of Berkel(\v arc

at present buying from the merchants of Oakland and San

Francisco, particularly the former, beer, wines and other

liquors, Avhich are delivered at their homes by common car-

riers, or by the merchants dealt with. Now the merchants of

Berkeley, outside the mile limit from the I'niver.sity, at present

])revent{Ml by the city charter from taking jiart in this trade,

naturally think this unfair, and ask feu* an election, that the

l)eo])le may, if they so choose, amend the charter so as to i>ermit

them to sell liquor in .sealed packages, in place of the money
spent therefor all going to Oakland or San Francisco. It
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uiturally follows that if the charter is altered to this effect,

hese same luerchants will be governed in such sales of liquor by

I city ordinance, Avhich, if properly enforced, will prevent the

errible results which Mr. K(>ed chooses to speak of as a fore-

gone conclusion. 8uch an ordinance can be far more easily

i'nforced in the district laying a mile from the University, than

'the i>resent prohibition measure, and it would result in Berkeley

jiaerchants enjoying IJerkeley trade, without injury to the tem-

perance or morality of IJerkeley people.

Brandy Nearly Century Old

Stimulants and the World's Unrest

kf-HE United States Intenial Revenue Bureau reports that for

1 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, the people of the

United States ccmsumed over eight million gallons of whisky

and one hundred and thirteen million gallons of beer more

than they did in the previous twelve months.

The total consumption of distillcMl spirits for the year just

closed was 134,()00,193 gallons, as coiiipared with a consump-

tion of 12(),381,72G gallons in the previous year.

The total consumption of beer for the fiscal year of 1911 was

63,21(>,851 barrels, or 1,959,722,381 gallons, as compared with

59'511,T55 barrels, or 1,845,888.025 gallons, for 1910.

The cond)ined increase is 121,049,823 gallons, whidi repre-

sents an increase of 1.3 gallons per capita, using census figures.

The total per capita consumption is now 22.29 gallons.

The highest previous consumption of distilled spirits was for

the year 1907. The slump that followed that year continued

until 1909, and then took an upward turn to the present time.

While these remarkable conditions are held to be a disas-

trous commentary on the failure of prohibition, the real mean-

ing is that not alone the people of the United States, but the

p()l)ulations of all civilized countries, are infected by the physi-

cal and intellectual excitement that pervades our part of the

universe. Everything moves by electricity, and no physical

speed seems good enough for the people. Morally and intel-

lectually everybody is athrill with expectation, unrest and ex-

citement, and there is a growing and almost general resort to

stimulants and drugs to brace up overwrought energies and

quiet the nervous excitement.

The conditions are such that prohibition can not stop the

evil, but it must go on until it culminates. Then the pendulum

of moral, mental and physical unrest will swing back to a state

of moderation and repose. But that time is not at hand.—New
Orleans Picayune.

A BOTTLE of brandy has been added to the treasures in the

Yale University library. Really, the bottle should be in

the museum, for it is anticjue; it is supposed to be 95 years old,

at least. It is also a curio, the only bottle of brandy that ever

survived anything like that length of time at Yale. The bottle

has a well-authenticated history. In the late Prof. W. H.

Brewer's effects was found a memorandum of a college tradi-

tion handed down to him in 1857, when he was a student. The
tradition is when the old college chapel was being built in 1823

a student took a bottle of brandy from a tutor's room and hid it

in a half completed column of the chapel. Next day the masons

finished the column and incidentally sealed up the bottle. When
the old chapel Avas being torn down in 1890, the professor, who
had a good memory, suggested to Superintendent Hotchkiss,

who had charge of Yale building then, to watch for the bottle,

and the superintendent actually found it in the debris. When
ilr. Hotchkiss died the brandy went to Prof. BreAver, and in the

settlement of the professor's estate, Yale gets it. Its original

owner was Edward Bull, class 1816. Flippant students are

wondering why l>ull kept the brandy so long only to lose it in

1823, Avhen he was a tutor. They are wondering, too, whether

the priceless li(juor Avill be guarded in the library as carefully

as the crown jewels in the Tower.

An anti-saloon campaign has been started in Stanislaus

County, apparently owing rather to the character of the saloons

themselves than to the work of the Anti-Saloon Leagiie. At a

recent meeting held at Modesto three hundred citizens were

present representing nearly all the precincts of the county. A
local paper says the niOA'ement inaugurated marks "the protest

of good citizenship against the saloons and its kindi-ed evils.

There were many present at that meeting who are not affiliated

with any of the purely temperance organizations, but avIio, like

others all over the state, realize that the cause of good govern-

ment demands that the saloons must be closed."

AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Officers for 1911.

President—Walter E. Hildrech, of the Urbana Wine Co., UrbiUia,

N. Y.

First Vice-President—B. R. Kittredge, of the California Wine
Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Second Vice-President—George E. Dewey, of H. T. Dewey &
Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

Treasurer—L. J. Masson, of the Pleasant Valley Wine Co.,

Rheims, N. Y.

Secretary—Lee J. Vance, of the American Wine Press, New
York City.

Member Executive Committee—Eidward R. Emerson, of the

Brotherhood Wine Co.

The Bartenders' I'nion of Bakersfield is asking for an eight-

hour day and increased pay. Official papers bearing the seal

of the union, the seal of the Cooks' and Waiters' I'nion and the

Kern Countv Labor Council, have been dispatched to Cincin-

nati, the headquarters of the union, for- approval. From Avhat

can be learned there is no local opposition to the terms asked

by the bartenders, and it is expected that the ncAV scale and

Avorking i)lan Avill he put into operation Avithout any friction

Avhatsoever.

District Vice-Presidents.

A. Russow, Monticello Wine Co., Charlottesville, Va.

Paul Garrett, Garrett Co., Norfolk, Va.

I. Bear, Sol Bear & Co., Wilmington, N. C.

Hiram S. Dewey, H. T. Dewey & Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

D. Bauder, Pleasant Valley Wine Co., Rheims, N. Y.

Henry Frey, Germania Wine Cellars, Hammondsport, N. Y,

D. H. Maxfield, Naples Valley Cellars, Naples, N. Y.

L. R. Ryckman, Ryckman Wine Co., Brocton, N. Y.

Geo. C. Schon, The Lenk Wine Co., Toledo, Ohio.

P. C. Rossi, Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal.

Henry R. Gundlach, Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

C. J. Wetmore, Wetmore-Bowen Co., Livermore, Cal.

S. Guasti, Italian Vineyard Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Alfred Stern, Chas. Stern & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

H. Blatz, Sierra Madre Vintage Co., Lamanda, Cal.
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John Radovich Opens New Russ Cafe

Oakland's New Brewery

THE big brewery on Seventh and Kirkham Streets, Oakland,

is in course of construction. The property on which tlie

building of the Golden West Brewing Company stands has a

frontage of 175 feet on Seventh street by 375 feet on Kirkham.

The central section of the new brewery is five stories in

lieight, the two wings to it being each four stories in height.

ITnderneath the Avhole structure is a deep basement. It has

been constructed thoroughly fire and earthquake proof. The

facing of both fronts is a light gray colored brick, the window
and door openings being trimmed with a mellow cream colored

pressed brick. It is expected that the brewery will be ready to

begin operations next March, and Avhen in working order it

will have the capacity of 250 barrels of beer a day. The build-

ing and its up-to-<late equipment complete will represent a cost

of approximately 1200,000.

A Berkeley dispatch states that a petition containing 864

names was presented recently to the city clerk asking an initia-

tive election to pass on the question of selling liquor in original

])ackages within the confines of the city. The election, if suc-

cessful, A\()ul(l mean primarily the doing away with the present

clause in the charter compelling strict prohibition, and would

substitute a clause allowing liquor to be sold outside the mile

limit, wliei-e the same is not ccmsumetl on the premises.

According to Charles Hadhai and other former liquor dealers

in the west end, they ar(> going to keep on fighting until the

])rohibition clause is stricken from the charter. Verbally sup-

plementing the petition, they declare that Oakland liquor

dealers are allowed to sell withoiit license in all parts of the

city, while the "lid'" is down on the local merchants.

At the beginning of the month returns were received from

San Luis Obispo County, where the local option elections re-

sulted in every supervisorial district going wet except the

First District. Commenting on the election the ^un Luis

Obispo Trihnne takes the opportunity to point out the trouble

caused by a newspaper in that town. The Trihnne likens the

paper in question "unto a fool sucking a lemon, and never know-

ing when to quit" ; and declares "that all the saloons and blind

pigs that could be crowded into a forty-acre lot are not capable

of creating so much discord and harm as the insane blathering

of a newspaper about matters concerning which, every man or

woman of ordinary sense or intelligence in the city are familiar.

Let it go at that."

We think we could lay our finger upon two or more papers

to which the foregoing is very applicable. Some thing should

be done to stop this "blathering" on the part of newspapers and

individuals, as the Tribune points out the people are sick of the

endless, never-tiring agitation of the question, and want a respite

from the strife and bitterness caused by it.

The Petalunia Lodge of Knights of the Royal Arch recently

Dassed a resolution commanding every member "to faithfully

observe, obey and enforce all and every Statute, Ordinance and

Regulation enacted by Federal, State or Municipal Authorities,

w hether the .same be deemed harsh, oppressive, unjust or unrea-

sonable, and that grievances and complaints shall be reporte<l

to and redress be sought through the Knights of the Royal

Arch."

That capable purveyor of liquid refreshments, John Rado-

vich, is the new propi'ietm' of the Russ Cafe on Jlontgomery

street. This well-known saloon was badly damaged and gutted

at the time of the fire in the northern end of the Russ House

block, and has only recently been in fit condition for occupancy.

As soon as opened the public flocked to the old stand, the popu-

larity of the new proprietor ensuring a successful business.'

The saloon, which is run by a business man for business men',:

is plainly but substantially fitted up, the bar being a handsome

piece of woodwork, and all the fittings such as maA- be cla.ssed i-

both oi'namental and useful, ilr. Radovich, with a keen ])('r-

ception of the needs of his many ciistomers, an experience gained

by twenty years in the business on Pine street, has laid in a

stock of liquids equal in quality and quantity to that of any

competitor. Like the clever catei'er he is, he desires the Rns**

Cafe to be noted for the excellence of its Avines and liquors

rather than the costly embellishments of the place in which they

are enjoyed. His aim is to please by supplying the highest class*

of refreshments in a comfortable, inviting and well-appointed!

establishment, where his guests will find a choice hmch, in the;

middle of the day, which can be Avashed doAvn Avith the be.st|

liquids on tap in San Francisco. f

He Knows

AYOUNG man pei-plexed Avrites for advice to the London
j

Dnili/ CJiro)iiclc. He says: "Will you be so kind as to tell

me Avhat Avould be the best to order for a little snack or light

supper that one could drink champagne Avitli, as I Avish to take

a girl Avith me to Frascati's, and she particularly Avants cham-

pagne, and I do not Avant to order anything to eat with it that

would not be sxiitable. I Avant something light and not long to

wait for." Lucky young man. For the first time to take a girl

to supper and champagne is an experience to be printed in red

letters forcA^er upon the memory. But there is no need to he

anxious. There is no rule that governs these matters. She Avill

eat anything that Frascati's can give her, absolutely anything,

and she Avill be so happy. In fact, there is no need to give a

detailed order at all. Leave it to the waiter. He knoAvs. He
knows. HE knoAvs. Just say, "Waiter, a bottle of champagne,

and the supper." He Avill giA^e one appraising glance and all

you have to do is to sit back and take Avhat the gods do bring.

After all, life is a very easy matter.

lASH'SBITTERC

®i
HOU5B FOUNDED 1853.

i BANK BXCHANOB
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy

DtNCAN NICOL

8. B. CORNER MONTQOriERY AND WASHINGTON STS.

^ SAN FRANCISCO
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Revenue Book Would Have Saved Them

REPORT comes from Petaluma that mauy gallons of whisky

is to be destroyed in that city by revenue officers who hdve

confiscated a lai'ge quantity of a certain brand found not to be

up to the standard proof demanded by the laws. It is said

the saloon men are innocent of wrong and have been imposed

upon by the parties who sold them the goods and will lose only

what they paid for the whisky.

Soda and Mineral Waters in Bohemia

(From Consul .Joseph I. Brittain, Prague.)

THE consumption of non-alcoholic drinks in Bohemia has in-

creased greatly within the past few years. These drinks

consist principally of soda water manufactured at the various

plants in the cities and mineral water from springs in northern

Bohemia.

Large quantities of plain soda water are sold here. One firm

sells more than 7,000,000 bottles annually, besides 3,000,000

bottles of lemonade and soda water with flavors. The largest

manufacturer in the city attributes the increased sale of soft

drinks to three causes, namely, physicians' recommendation, the

harmless nature of such drinks, and the lack of pure city drink-

ing water in Prague.

The same manufacturer says the sale of soft drinks is increas-

ing among the working classes who are using less beer. In

Prague alone there were manufactured last year 15,000,000 bot-

tles of soda water, about 5,000,000 being flavored with fruit

sirups. In Bohemia about 31,000,000 quarts were produced.

Aside from the bottled .soda water made in the city, 10 stands

have been erected at various street intersections, where upward
of 1,000,000 glasses of soda water are sold annually. There are

also sold in Bohemia about 60,000,000 compressed soda bonbons,

each one of which will make a glass of soda water. At the street

stands soda water sells at four-fifths of a cent a glass for plain

and 1 1-5 cents for flavor(>(l. Plain soda water bottled sells in

lots of 12 bottles at 1 cent a bottle, each bottle containing 1 pint.

In Germany the sale of mineral water has increased from

4,588,768 in 1870 to 100,000,000 bottles annually. In Bohemia
about 40,000,000 bottles are sold annually. This increaseil sale

has opened a market for bottling and bottle-washing machinery.

The principal alcoholic drink sold here is beer; the local

brands are slightly cheaper than Pilsner beer, both containing

a small percentage of alcohol. Local wine is used to a certaiii

extent, but brandy, whisky, and other liquors are not generally

used. Ginger ale is not sold here.

California

Early in November nortlieni Lake County voted to license

saloons. AVith many infractions of the i>roliibition law fi-esh

in their minds the citizens of Summer Lake, Paisley and Silver

Lake Avisely showed their preference for well regulated saloons

by large majorities. Summer Lake, total vote 2ft, for saloons,

15; Paisley, total vote 108, for saloons, 80; Silver Lake, total

vote 75, for saloons. 53. The loeal ju'css attri))utes the defeat

of the anti-saloon forces to the following sensible argument

on the part of residents: "That licensed regulation rather than

futile attempts at abolition of the traffic would yield the com-

munity a revenue rather than cost high sums in trials of alleged

lawbreakers, without good effect."

Deforming iVlorals

THE confident reformers who resolve that absorbing alcohol

is bad for human beings and then proceed to pass legislation

prohibiting the use of alcohol, do accomplish something. That

they succeed in reforming morals by such legislative fiats we [

do not suppose any one really believes. Temperance and absti- j

nence with respect to any evil appetite are fundamentally mat
ters of will; and it is quite as ridiculous to expect men to gain

moral strength by removing temptations as it would be to expect

them to gain muscle by ordering them to sit at home all day

lest they become tired.

But prohibition does accomplish something, as w^as pointed

out by Dr. Richard C. Cabot, of the Massachusetts General

Hospital, recently. In declaring that the increase of the drug

habit in New England could be laid to the no-license wave, he

said

:

"The moment you prevent the use of alcohol, you increase the

use of drugs. Nothing more sure than that men accustomed to

the use of alcohol will come to use morphine if alcohol is with-

held."

This is not a new story. Not only does prohibition foster

drug-using hy taking away the stimulants to which drinkers are

accustomed ; the liquors introduced into a prohibition State arc

often so impure and dangerously doctored that cravings for

drugs are SAviftly formed. Any one who has ever seen a "pro-

hibition jag'' acquired from a Maine speak-easy needs no expert

testimony to convince him of the deforming influence of a pro-

hibition which cannot in the nature of things prohibit.

—

New j
York Evening Sim. f

Protect Your Health

LET

COOKS
SPRINGS

MINERAL
WATER
BE YOUR DRINK

AND BE

WELL

AUG. LANG & CO.
AGKKTS

18tH and Alabama Sts.
TelepKone MarKet 588 SAN FRANCISCO
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THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

NEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Main St.

Next doT, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

^'^ellmn^d
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

.- «*«

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors San Francisco, Cal.

t*-^**- 4<tM|>*

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS i

}Ai

headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

^Sood ^hinqs

^
^ JHE

^̂

^
%
^

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

m.

$
t

I
MADE IN TAMPA |

I EL PALEINCIA g^^^K^ !

I
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

|
I i ^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. |

I Boltz, Clymer & Co. I

I
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. TAMPA, FLORIDA I
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Antis Roasted for Boasting

gKMJ
Wages War on Absinthe

WASHIX(JTON, Nov. 18.—Absinthe is an enemy, Dr.

\Viley of tlie Federal Clieniistry IJurean declared to-day,

wliicli the I'nre Foo<l Board is going to fight until it is banished

from tlie T'nited States. It is a foe, he asserted, whieh as yet

has not gri])]>ed the people of this oonntry, "and we will try to

keep it from getting any h(dd,"' lie added.

What Is Wrong With the Churches?

* < A CANDID Friend," writing in the Weekly Scotsman, says

:

*»• The churches have never been able to make up their mind

about the liquor traffic. There is probably no subject debated

in ecclesiastical courts which gives rise to so many discordant

voices. The attitude of organized religion to the trade is hope-

le.ssly indeterminate. Some churches defend it, directly or in-

directly; others violently denoimce it; but all proclaim the in-

estimable blessings of a temperate life. The truth is, the tem-

perance question has been made the battle-ground of extremists,

and until it is rescued from their hands there is little hope of

the churches taking a stand in regard to it which will commend
itself to all rea.sonable men seeking the highest moral welfare

of the nation. The first duty of the churches is manifestly to

turn a deaf ear to the fiery denunciations of the rabid teetotaler.

I once knew a minister who could hardly repress his wrath at

the mention of the drink business. To him the trade was the

"sinful traffic"— morally rotten, nationally destructive, and

ecclesia-stically a blight. He, of course, rigidly excluded from

his church all publicans, licensed grocere and hotelkeepers ; in

fact, everybody who had the remotest connection with "the

accursed thing." As for brewers and distillers, they were the

pariahs of society—men whose ejes were filled with "gold dust"

obtained from the earnings of the thriftless poor and the squan-

derings of the degenerate rich. Now this type of temperance

reformer is to be found in all the churches, and until he is

silenc(Hl it is hopeless for the ecclesiastical leaders to attempt

to formulate a policy with regard to the drink traffic which will

unite all moderate Christian men.

The Women's Civic and I'olitical League of Colton have jjre-

sented a petition to the; I'.oard of City Trustees, stating "that

as newly enfranchised citizens of Colton," they desire to be

heard in the saloon matter. It will be remembered that at the

election of August 7th Colton went wet, but that hitherto the

board has been at loggerheads I'egarding the issuance of licenses.

So the ^Vomen's League petition states "that as registered

voters and taxpayers of Precincts 1, 2 and 3 of Colton, we ask

that no ordinance permitting the sale of intoxicating liquors

become a law of the City of Colton." This petition will, no

doubt, still further muddle up matters, and what, if anything,

the board will do, is extremely problematical. Following the

lead of AVomen's Leagiu' the anti-saloon people are now circulat-

ing a ])el;tion to secure the adoption of a no-saloon ordinance.

This they do that they may have the most recent expression of

the mind of the majority of the voters of the city on the-questi(m.

AT a Presbyterian ministers' meeting recently held.in Atlau

tic City, N. J., the Anti-Saloon League was scorchingly

berated for printing maps to illustrate, with white and black

spaces, how thousands of square miles have been made "dry,"

although the fact remains that the consumption of alcoholic

beverages is constantly increasing in the United States. And
the indignant denunciation of the deceptive statements of the

league is supplementetl by one of the organs of the Prohibition-

ists in this way

:

"Hasn't it been infinitely silly to sing and talk about the

'rapid progress of the cause/ while the drink traffic has grown
by leaps and bounds? Wasn't it enough to make the devil laugh

to see the Christian l^ndeavorers of the nation, last Sunday,

feeding each other 'tommyrot* about a 'great advance of Pro-

hibition' .and about the 'painting white of the map,' with a drink

consumption bigger than ever before in the nation's history

staring us in the face for the present year? Isn't it time to draw
some more nice little maps, to sing some more nice little songs?

Looking at ourselves fairly and squarely, don't we seem like a

crowd of imbeciles?"

Another local option election will be held in Woodland on

Tuesday, December 12th. That city went "dry" recently l)y a

small majority and the saloons closed. AVliat the result will

be on the 12th is in doubt, as a new element enters into the con-

test by I'eason Of the granting of the franchise to women. A
large nundier of women have registered to vote at the election

next month, and the result willbe watched with interest, as it

will give a line on Avhat the women may be expected to do in

other communities.

I. W. HARPER
QUALITY
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S. CJPRICO, Presiilent PHONE MARKET 2836

ALTA VISTA
WINES

^

Mt »»*•»<
35

MS

Market Cafe
GOUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietorm

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

i
a»4

"Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracer

Hot Luncheon

At II A. M. Daily

Hi i

The Wines California Makes Famous

ALTA VISTA WINES CO.

MAIN OFFICE

52-56 BEALE STREET SAN FRANCISCO

^ Nothing But the Best at

% Friedrichs^ Cafe

^ 310 Montgomery Street ^

ANGELO MYERS
DISTILLER

DISTILLERY, LINFIELD, MONTGOMERY CO., PENNA.

Home of the Famous—

KINSEY and LINFIELD PURE RYES

OFFICES

311-313 NORTH THIRD STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

MONTdOMBRY

f^UP^tJgJgll&m.-

ARNOLD POPPIC CHARLES M. FISHER

Representatives for

CALIFORNIA
NEVADA
ARIZONA

NEW MEXICO
TEXAS
LOUISIANA

MEXICO

San Francisco Office - - 326 Jackson Street

H. P. AND£RSEN, Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 Market St.

Call Annex Bld^.

Phone Dbu^aa2954
SAN FRANCISCO
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Middletown, Lake County, Goes Wet

Now for a Square Deal

THE wine and liciuoi* dealers of San Francisco, witli tlie

rest of the community, have a mighty good reason to con-

gratulate themselves upon the result of the recent elections. AVe

have a fair, square, and able man for Mayor, and we believe,

the best all around Board of Supervisors selected in San Fran-

cisco iiL the past (luarter of a century. Tlie liijuor dealers

will now, undoubtedly, receive the treatment they are entitled

to as legitimate merchants, and this fact, with the assurance

of big improvement in future business conditions, constitutes

good reasons for a very earnest Thanksgiving and a Happy New
Year.

The Cort Grill, at 627-31 Montgomery Street, was opened on

November 25th with great eclat. It is to be a combination

French and Italian grill, and will serve high class dinners, and

also a la carte at all hours. It is one of the best corners in

that part of the city and within a few steps of the new Hall

of Justice. The place will have very capable management and

will doubtless meet Avith deserved success.

Among the high class Eastern beers that are making fine

headway in this market is the famous "Luxus," distilled by the

Fred Krug Brewing Company, of Omaha, Nebraska. "Luxus" is

a very delicious, light beer with unusual effervescing (lualities

and a delicate flavor which is very pleasing to the palate. Those

who are looking for a high class beer do not need to seek further.

Ami Vignier, Inc., San Francisco, are Pacific Coast agents.

We are informed by Messrs. G. S. Nicholas & Co., of New
York, that Mes.srs. Andrew Usher & Co., of Edinburgh, have

be*n awarded the Grand Prix for Scotch Whisky at the Cen-

tenary Exhibition, Buenos Ayres, 1911. Bailor Vermouth,

shipped by Messrs. Freund, Bailor & Co., Torino, has been

awarded the Grand Prix at the International Exposition, To-

rino, 1911.

Deinhard's Berncasteler Doctor 1907 was the ^Moselle served

at the Lord Mayor's banquent, held at the Guild Hall (Lon-

don) on November 9th, 1911.

B ERT LEVY, the well-known boniface of .Middletown, Lake-

County, this state, and part owner of the two Cabin Cafes

in San Francisco, visited this city during the montli. lb-

reported business in Lake County as very good and prospects

fine, now that the wets have won the battle in this part of tlie

county-. Ml-. Levy repoi-ts tiiat the special local option election

held October 31, 1911, in Supervisorial District No. 1, compris-

ing the town of Middletown and surrounding county—three pre-

cincts—North iliddletown. South .Middletown and Guinoc, 21:.!

votes were casl. Of tiiese 125 were wet and 87 dry, every pre

cinct giving a wet majority. The figures were close in tlw-

two Middletown precincts, the north giving 6, and the snutli 7

majority, while (luinoc gave 25. In former electioi>« the vote

was even closer. This victory was important as it clearlv

shows that the people of Supervisorial District No. 1 had iiad

all they wanted of a dry town during the two years it was closed.

Two saloons were affected, one in the Lake County House, con

ducted by Bert Levy, and the other by W. H. Mayn, who has been

in business in ^liddleto\\n for twentv-five years.

HiRSCH & Amber
TAILORS

125 Montgomery St.

San Francisco

Makers of High-Class
AND

Stylish Clothes for Men
KEEP THIS COUPON. IT IS WORTH $2.50

WHEN PLACING ORDER WITH US.

HIRSCH (EL AMBER

WE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF. THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873 Telephone Kearny 368SIMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

^^ LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO

£WK=«r.;;;*3W3«3KJW3«3«,V3K3«.'K3P3«»3KJW5«»**Ji5K?r^3W»i3«5i3«J»,V.3^ ^tiHJ«^(J«i«UKS<JIUK»1
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Sam T.Bernard, Pres
Joe Zanetta, secv.

unc+j.Grill&Wine Rooas.

^ECOND BELOw/\aRKET

(3)a.i\ I>ipanel SCO.(.1.

da>-F[NE GOODS A SPECIALTY -®3
MERCHANTS LUNC-H II A.M.to 2.30RM.

-^-h *- -*

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

J -f 105 Montgomery St. : : : Near Sutter St.

>
4
i

"Only the Best the Market Affords"
— -Cui»ine and Service Excellent =

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BurnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Market and used by all the

Leading Clubs, Hotels and Bars

Order through any Grocer or

Liquor Dealer, or direct from

Albion Ale and Porter Breweiy
INCORPORATED

494 O'Farrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

R W. F.

Opp. Emporium

OEDER'S
CAFE

834 Market Street
San Francisco

i
i
i
^
^
i
^
^
^
i
^
^
^
i
i
>

I

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa : :

|
Restaurant

nS J. COPPA, Proprietor

^ Pine St. Bet. Montgomery
m and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

i

m
Si

California's Most Famous Road House
Midway of Sausalito and San Rafael

= Finest Wines and Liquors =

I

SERVICE UNEXCELLED

ETergrecn Private Arbor-Boothi ^
Shuffle Board ^> Salt Water Bathinv

Boating Refreshmenta

N. BIEGEL,
Proprietor

Escalle, Marin County
California

w

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO iQ"^!

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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The Crisis In Los Angeles (

AND THIS PROPOSED TO A MODERN CITY !

Editorial Correspondence

f OS AN(}ELEW, Cal., Noveinlu'r 10th.—IJetween the fear of
'—

' the victory of Socialism and tlie luenace of absolute prohi-

bition, this otherwise live and self-confident city is under a

hi<»ldy nervous tension, Avhich will not be removed until the

result of tiie election of December 5th is definitely known.

When the Anti-Saloon Leasiiue undertook to make Los An-

j^eles dry, in the past, that is, purposed to wipe out the saloons

alone, the voters of Los Angeles had the good sense to see the

folly of such a proposition and voted it down by a two-to-one

majority. Now comes the prohibition crowd, led by the Delect-

able Phillips, editor of the ('uJifoniUi l'r<)Iiibi1io)iiiit of this city,

who was in the past arrested and punished in Oakland after a

week's debauch, and proposes to make the City of Angels still

more angelic by putting it under absolute pi'ohibition. The

j)rop()se(l ordinance, which goes on the ballot December 5th,

]>rovides that there shall be no manufacturing, selling or pos-

session of wines or liquors, and ])rovides for the wiping out

of breweries and wineries and the prohibition of the use of wines

or any kind of li(]uors at hotels, restaurants or clubs. In other

words, the real thing in the way of prohibition.

Now, if this i)roposition were being voted upon by men only,

it Avould be defeated by a large majority, but in this election

there are some 90,000 women to vote, and it is absolutely impos-

sible to get any line on what attitude the majority will adopt.

Of course it is known that the AV. C. T. I', and organizations

of that ilk will fight tooth, toe-nail and hat pins for their

fanatical doctrine and the ruin of this thriving city. However,

. there is naturally supposed to be a large percentage of women

votei's who are cai)able of exercising common sense and judg-

ment in a crisis of this kind. The majority of the trade here

have about reached the conclusion that there arc enough of

this kind of women voters to beat this remarkable measure, the

like of which we believe has never been i>resented to any big

city for ratification. Still, if tiie fanatics can cause a stam-

pede among tiie women voters, it is largely anumg the prob-

abilities that this evil thing will be done to this community. In

that event the entire traffic will be wijx'd out in ninety days

under the AVyllie local option bill.

A queer feature of the situation here is found in the attitude

of the colored po])ulati()n. Los Angeles has some 25,000

negroes with some 10,000 votes male and female, and the colored

politicians have informed the li(iuor dealers that they are going

to vote the dry ticket as a matter of revenge upon the dealers

for employing .Tai)anese and Chinese help in preference to

colored, and, furtiierm(»re, because in mo.st of the leading bars

negroes are not served.

An encouraging feature of the situation is the fact that the

better element of prohibitionists disclaim the resj)onsibility for

bringing on the wet and <lry vote at this time, and that the

Anti-Saloon League, according to their own acknowledgment,

dealers have forced the issue, at this time, knowing that the

Anti Saloon League, according to their own acknowledgement,

are busily engaged in getting well tbraslicil througlumt other

sections of the state, and can not make tlieir fight in Los An-

geles ])roi)erIy. This would indicate (hat there Avill be no

strong organized contest put up by the antis, and it lends much
encouragement to the wine and li<iuor men.

^Ve give herewith full text of the i)rop()sed <lry ordinance.

Avhieh is well worth reading and considering:

ORDINANCE NO.

(New Series)

AN ordinance prohibiting the manufacture, .sale, distribution

or giving away, within the boundaries of the City of Los
Angeles, any spirituous, malt or vinous li(|uors, except for

medicinal piirpctse.s, and alcohol, or wood alcohol, except for

chemical, mechanical or scientific purpo.se;-!.

The Mayor and Council of the City of Los 'Angeles do ordain as follows: mk
Section 1. It shall be unlawful tor any person, firm, association or cor-

poration to manufacture, sell, distribute or give away any spirituous, malt,

or vinous liquors, at any time or place within the boundaries of the City of

Los Angeles, except as authorized by the terms of this ordinance; provided,

however, that the foregoing provision shall not apply to the sale or distribu-

tion by druggists, of such liquors, upon prescription, in writing, of a regu-

larly licensed physician, authorized to practice medicine in the City cf Los
Angeles, and given for medicinal purposes only, and under the terms and
conditions more particularly set forth in Section 2 of this ordinance; pro-

vided, further, that the foregoing provision shall not be ccnstrued to pro-

hibit the manufacture, sale or distribution of alcohol, or wood alcohol tor

chemical, mechanical or scientif.c purposes only, in sealed packages and not

to be consumed upon the premises.

Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person owning, or in charge of, cr
employed in, any drug store, to sell or give away therein, any spirituous,

vinous, malt, or mixed intoxicating liquors; provided, however, that this

prohibition shall not apply to the sale or giving away by any druggist or
druggist's clerk, entitled to practice pharmacy under the laws of the State
of California, of spirituous, vinous, malt, or mixed intoxicating liquors, not
to be consumed upon the premises, in sealed packages, for medicinal pur-
poses only, upon the prescription of a physician entitled to practice medi-
cine under the laws of the State of California, made, presented, filed and
filled as follows:

The said prescription shall be written and signed by such physician, and
shall contain tho date and time of day of the issue thereof, the name of the
person applying lor the prescription, and the name of the person for whose
use the liquor is prescribed, and the quantity and kind of liquor to be sup-
plied thereon; that the prescriptl:n sha.l be presented to and filled by such
druggist or druggist's clerk, before the same is filled, and no prescription
shall be filled alter twenty-four (24) hours from the time of its issue; that
the person filling such prescription shall immediately endorse thereon his

signature, the date and time of day the same was filled, and the quantity and
kind of liquor supplied thereon; that all such prescriptions f.,r liquor filled

in such drug store shall be numbered and filed in said drug store in the
order in which they aie filled, on a separate file from that on which other
prescriptions filled at such drug store are kept, and shall be carefully pre-

served for a period of six (6) months, and shall upon demand be submitted
to the inspection of any police officer or the City Tax and License Collector
or any of his deputies.

It shall be unlawful for any person except a physician entitled to prac-

tice medicine under the laws of the State of California, to issue any pre-

scription for any spirituous, vinous, malt or mixed intoxicating liquors to any
person, or for the use of himself, or any other person.

It shal be unlawful for any physician to issue a prescription for any spir-

itous, vinous, malt or mixed intoxicating liquors unless the liquors so pre-

scribed are necessary as a medicine for the person named in said prescrip-

ton as the person for whose use the same is prescribed or with the intent

to evade or enable any other person to evade any of the provisions of this

ordinance.

Sec. 3. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, association or corpora-

tion to manufacture alcohol or wood alcohol within the boundaries of the

City of Los Angeles, except for chemical, mechanical or scientific purposes,

or to sell, distribute or give away alcohol or wood alcohol within the boun-

daries of said city, except for chemical, mechanical or scientific purposes
and in sealed packages and not to be used upon the premises.

Sec. 4. It shall be unlawful for any druggist cr other person, firm or corpora-

tion to manufacture, sell, distribute or give away within the boundaries of

f.aid city, and spirituous, malt or vinous liquors for medicinal purposes, or

aloe hoi or wood alcohol for chemical, mechanical or scientific purposes, ex-

cept a i)ermit so to do shall have been previously granted by the Board cf

Police Commissioners of the City of Los Angeles, upon the written appli-

cation of such person or persons and upon such terms and conditions (not in

conflict with this ordinance) as may be prescribed by said Hoard of Police Com-
missioners, and said Board of Police Commissioners shall, at all times, have
power to revoke any permit or permits issued under the provisions of this

ordinance, when it shall appear to the said Board that the business of the

person or persons to whcni such permit was given is conducted in an illegal.
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disordedly or improper manner. Without sucli permit no person or persons

-hall sell distribute or give away any spirituous, malt, or vinous liquors, nor

any alcohol or wood alcohol within the boundaries of said City of Los Angeles.

Sec 5 It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, corporation, or associa-

tion to sell, furnish, or deliver to any person, firm, ccrporation, association,

or club any spirituous, vinous, malt or mixed intoxicating liquors, knowing

that the same are to be sold, distributed, or given away in whole or in part,

in the City of Lcs Angeles, by any person, firm, corporation, or association

not having a permit from said city so to do under the provisions of this

ordinance.

It shall be unlawful for any person as principal, agent, employee, or

otherwise, to let any house, room, apartment or place owned by him, or under

his charge or control, in the City of Los Angeles, knowing that the same is

to be used, in whole or in part, for the conducting or carrying on, by a person,

firm ccrporation. association, or club, not having a permit from said City

of Los Angeles so to do, of the business of selling, serving, or giving away

^Dintuous, vinous, malt, or mixed intoxicating liquors, or alcohol or wood

alcohol, either exclusively, or in connecticn with any other business in vio-

lation of the terms of this ordinance.

Sec 6 Any person violating any of the provisions of this ordinance

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment m

the city jail fcr a period not exceeding six months, or by both tine and im-

prisonment.

Sec. 7. All ordinances or parts of ordinances of the City of Los Angeles,

in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance are hereby repealed.

October, 1911, port well calculated to deceive the average wine

taster on account of its color, brilliancy and flavor. It had

the appearance of two-year-old wine. It wa.s certainly a re-

markable production, over which -Mr. Stern is jubilant, but he

carefullv refrains from telling how he does it.

Report of Fruit Sulphur Substitute

^Ve had the pleasure of calliuc; upon Alfred Stern, president

of the pioneer wine house of Chas. Stern & Sons, who own a

great 2500-acre bearing vineyard in San Hernardino County.

Mr Stern is quite proud of the fact that he still keeps out of

the fat-man class, and enjoys robust health. He used to be a

buster. Mr. Stern was too busy to worry about the deplorable

conditions of the sweet wine business, due to the cut prices, and

had no comment further than this to make. He showed an

A TELEGRAM from Ernest G. Walker, Washington, I). C,

to the Sacramento Bee says that it is reported the Bureau

of Chemistry has discovered a process of treating fruit and wine,

so that the use of sulphur will not be necessary. This substi-

tute method of treatment is being kept secret pending the action

of the Referee; Board on the sulphur question. Secretary of

Agriculture Wilson is responsible for this secrecy Avhich he

ordered so that the Referee Board might not be embarrassed.

Whatever the substitute process may be, it is vmdei-stood to

have been worked out some time before the sulphur process

was condemned by Dr. H. W. Wiley and his associates in the

Chemistrv Bureau. They conducted experiments a long time

before declaring the use of sulphur ought not to be permitted.

The sulphur process has been well nigh universal in the prepa-

ration of dried fruits and in the wine industry also, it is said.

The fruit and wine people of .California and elsewhere have

a.sserted they could not do without sulphur.

lASH'SBITTERC

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
—FOR—

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness's) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Scotch Whisky.

Keystone Monogram (Philadelphia) Rye.

Burke's Irish and Gam-Kirk Scotch.

Evan's Pale Ale and Stout.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Go's Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda and Sarsaparilla.

Bass's Ale in wood.

SEATTLE
801 So. 1st Ave.

Phones

:

Main 105

Independent 105

PORTLAND
9andllN.4thSt.

Phone:

Main 2779

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phone

:

Kearny 1 1 82

LOS ANGELES
346 North Main St.

Phones

:

Main 670

Home A7804
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BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Oct. 1911. Tax. Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district, this does not include figures of production in the 6lh (new) district 100,393.0
Received from other Districts, California _ 9,532.<S
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California .. „ 522.9
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 169,304.2
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts 58,505.2
Exported
Tax Paid - 62,375.7
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines 76,073.1
Remaining in bond, Oct. 31, 1911 , 1,343,159.7

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Oct. 1911. Tax Gals.

Produced an d bonded in this district 5,320.2
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California - 9,198.4
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District •

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California 522.9
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts 9,491.0
Exported :.

Tax paid 9,432.5
Used in Fortification of Wines 440,.581.S

Remaining in bond, Oct. 31, 1911 529,045.8

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Oct. 1911. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 24,576.7
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District 7,851.7
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District- 30,051.9

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District - 9,519.4

Tax paid 7,451 .

1

Used in Fortification of Wines 502,489.6

Remaining in bond, Oct. 31,
" 1911 - 224,307.5

SWEET WINES PRODUCED
FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Oct- 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification 5888 2,077,030.0
Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification .» 649 70,397.6
Brandy actually used for fortification - - 0583 2,172,282.8

Wine Gals.
Port produced : 4,238,265.09
Sherry produced --, - - 2,274,909.97
Angelica produced - : 603,586.26
Muscat produced - -- 754,586.64
Malaga --- 213,619.80
Tokay - - 39,023.73
Madeira - - 40,966. 4H

Total sweet wine produced in Oct. 1911 - „... 8,164,957.92

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Oct. 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals.
Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification .' 1370 440,581.8
Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification 25 5,290.6
Brandy actually used for fortification 1444 459,964.2

Wine Gals.
Port produced 963,672 . 69
Sherry produced : 543,128.24
Angelica produced - 172,498.88

Muscat produced 75,213.67

Tokay -

Malaga _ _ — -- _

Madeira.. ~ - -

Total sweet wine produced in Oct. 1911 ,- 1,754,813.48

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Oct. 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification 500,477.5

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification 2,012.1

Brandy actually used for fortification 502,489.6

Wine Gals.

Port produced
'. 931,219. 22

Sherry produced '-.: 358,136.60

Angelica produced , 345,058.05

Muscat produced : 262,702.57

Tokay ~ 7,7 14
.
53

Malaga. - 24,475.71

Madeira
Total sweet wine produced in Oct. 1911 - !

1,929,306.74
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Italian=Swiss Colonv Chooses New President

43
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T a iiieetinjj: of the Board of Directors of the Italian-SAvis.s

Colouv, yi. J. Fontana was appointed President to fill the

vaeaney caused by the death of P. C. Rossi. The other officers

ill be S. Federspiel, (ieneral Manager; R. D. Rossi, Assistant

the President, and E. A. Rossi, (ien^^ral Superintendent of

ineries and Vineyards.

Mr. Fontana, in addition to bein«>; one of the founders of the

i California Fruit Canners' Association, of which he is superin-

tendent, was also one of the first to be interested with Andrea
Sharboro, in the formation of the Italian-Swis.s Colony.

He was the first president of the Colony, when it confined its

scope to merely f>;rowinj>: grapes and providing employment to

needy Italians who were strangei-s in a strange land. But he

always had faith in the grape and wine business and contrib-

ntod time and money willingly as the Colony advanced first,

from growers to wine makers, and next from wine niakers to

<listributors. So. Mr. Fontana steps into the position of presi-

dent eminently qualified to act in that capacity, with a thorough
know ledge of every j)hase of tiie industry, and a ripe experience

that should aid him in bringing new glory to the Italian-Swiss

Col (my.

^Ir. Federspiel, who becomes general manager, has been

connected with the Colony for over twenty year.s, in fact, from
the time they entered the nmrket as distributers themselves. He
was ;Mr. Rossi's confidential assistant and has every detail of

the great institution at his finger's tip. He announces that

he intends to carry out the same broad-minded policy that has

obtained in the past. Mr. Federspiel has a host of friends in

California and throughout the East, who will be pleased to hear
of his Avell -deserved promotion, and wish him every success in

his respcmsible new post.

California Winery Has New Manager

FJ. Rump, for man3^ jears connected with the California

• Wine A.s.sociation, has been elected nmnager of the Cali-

fornia Winery, succeeding Charles F. Rich, resigned. Rump is

one of the most thoroughly informed men in the State on the

wine industry. Fred AV. Kiesel is President of the California

AVinery, a |2,000,000 corporation.

During the present month the Third Supervisorial District of

Shasta county went dry at a special election by a majority of

43. The fre<iuent violations of the law forbidding tlie sale of

liquor to Indians was one of the princijial elements in the cam-

paign. Ten saloons are voted out of business, and, under the

Wylie law, they must retire from the field within ninety days of

the date of the election. The ten salo(ms are located as fol-

lows: Fall River Mills 3, Millvilie 1, Buniey 2, Round Jlountain

1, Atkins (Whitmore) 1, Bend (Wengler) 1, Ingot 1.

On October 30th it was reported from Redding that on that

day the Third Supervisorial District of Trinity County went

drv bv 120 votes to 53 for licensed saloons.

MARYLAND'S
BEST WHISKEY

HUNTER WHISKEY
Rests not its fame on any local repute. Its fame is

world-wide. 50 years of scrupulous care has made it

THE "FINEST PRODUCT OF THE STILL"

It is an absolutely pure rye whiskey and so registered

and guaranteed under the National Pure Food Law

Wm. Lanahan tc Son, Baltimore, Md.

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY, Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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O B ITU A RY
Prohibition's Setback

Q. Migliavacca

GSriGLIAVACCA, one of the pioneer wine producers and
• dealers of California, died at his residence in Napa, on

Noveml>er 20tli, after a long illness.

^Ir. aiigliavacca was born in Pavia, Italy, August 16, 1833,

and received his education at the University of Pavia. After

completing his course he went into business with his father, an
extensive manufacturer of coi'dials and liquors. When tlie

revolution of 1848 broke out lie entered the Noble Guard de

Milano, and after concluding his service with high honors there

he returned to his home in Pavia. It was in 1857 that lie

emigrated to California, coming on the steamer Golden Gate.

For awhile he made his home in San Francisco. Then ln'

moved to JNIariposa county, Avhere he embarked in the grocery

business. It was during this year, 1860, that he married Miss

Madeline Semorile, who was born in Italy. In 1866 he moved
to Napa with his family. Here ])y energy and thrift, aided by

a far-sighted business ability, he was enabled to build up within

a comparatively short time a business as an independcnit manu-
facturer of fine wines that later grew into one of the largest

institutions of its kind in California. He received many recog-

nitions at various international expositions for his products

in the shape of gold medals, and of these he was justly proud.

]\Ir. Migliavacca retired from active business pursuits in

1908, turning over all his interests in the Migliavacca Wine
Company to his children, tlie conduct of the business falling

upon those of his .sons living in Napa. His business ventures,

however, Mere various and extended, and at the time of his death

he controlled large real estate holdings not only in Napa, but in

San Francisco and elscAvhere.

There are left to mourn his loss a widow and these ten chil-

dren: John G., of Galveston, Texas; Henry B., of San Fran-

cisco; Sero, of Bremerton, Wash.; Joseph A., James A., and

Lawrence C. Migliavacca, of Napa; Mrs. Louisa IMaclay, of San

Francisco; Miss Angelina and Miss Clara Migliavacca, and

Mrs. H. L. Johnston, of Napa.

Frederick Kistenmacher

FREDERICK KISTENMACHER, one of the well known
bonifaces of San Francisco and the Bay Cities, met a vio-

lent death at his own hands the middle of the month. The
deceased had been in serious financial difficulties for some time,

and, seeing no hope to extricate himself, he became discouraged,

and in a fit of despondency, during the absence of his wife,

destroyed himself.

Mr. Kistenmaclier, with his brother Henry, was owner of the

famous Arbordale restaurant and bar at Sausalito, and of the

Arbordale Annex, in San Francisco. He was only 41 years

of age and his untimely i)assing will be regretted by a great

many earnest friends. '^

IN the United States the anti-liquor party have fallen upon evil

days. All the whirlwind successes of two years ago are now
rapidly becoming memories for the simple reason that people

are beginning to find out that they were not the result of genuine
temperance sentiment, but of money-making organizations run
for the benefit of some enterprising individuals who had made
a careful study of how to hoodwink the community. Even
Maine, the mother of Prohibition States, has gone back upon the

teetotal party, much to the discomfiture of professional tee-

totalism, but to the satisfaction of all decent citizens. In not a
single one of the States of the Union, nominally under Pro-

hibition, was alcoholic liquor completely banished. On the con-

trary, its use was made more general, and the abuses which have
followed this illicit traffic are very largely the means of re-

storing the legitimate trade with its accompanying regulation.

Michigan is one of the latest States to smash the arrogant pre-

tensions of the anti-liquor party, and. the news which came from
that State early la.st month showetl a complete defeat for the

Anti-Saloon League. Every big county went "wet," and tho.se

"dry" counties which stayed "dry" did so by greatly reduced
majorities. Sixty-five counties which are "wet" have a total

population of 1,978,764, and the thirty-eight "dry" counties have
only 330,185 inhabitants. Not much sign of a popular uprising

against alcoholic liquors in Michigan. We sympathize with the

press of the professional teetotal organizations in Canada, in

that their American "copy'' is now so discouraging. And even
the valiant efforts of the Rev. Ben H. Spence could not stem the

flowing tide of common sense in Michigan.

—

The ^Vine and
Spirit Journal of Canada.

Chas. M. Fisher, head of tlie house of Rusconi, Fisher & Co.,

returned from his .southern trip during the month and had tlie

proud satisfaction of bringing with him the biggest order book
since he has been on the road. That certainly means something.

Notwithstanding the remarkable situation iu Los Angeles, lie

did a fine business, which Avould indicate that a good number of

the trade there are not afraid of the town going Avy.

The Oscar Krenz Cooper and Bra.ss Works, owing to increase

of busine.ss demanding larger and more convenient premises,

have moved from their foihner place of business at 212-14 Fre-

mont, to 431-41 Folsom street. The new quarters cover large

and commodious premises, and the company is looking to a

large increase in business in the near future, particxdarly iu

brewery, winery and distillery appliances.

H. E. Rafferty, one of the widely known and successful sales-

men in the liquor trade, has joined the staff of A. P. Hotaling &

Co. Mr. Rafferty's field will be in the San Joa(]uin Valley and

the southern mines, where he will doubtless keep up his fine rec-

ord as an all around whisky drummer.

»«•^^ *%' «»- »o ^fc o ^fc «0» ^fc *» ^fc «» ^fc o ^fc rt'^fc o ^^ »0»- -*»- >o ^^ ** ^^ »*- »»»^^ »»-

jWine Machinery COMPLETE PLANTS
FITTED OUT

J
Continuotis Presses

\ CrusKers, Stemmers
I and Must Pumps

Toulouse & Deloreux
j

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
/
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Manufacture and Sale of Alcoholic Beverages Defended

TO THE Editor of the New York /Sww—Sir: I am a distiller

of whisky in Kentucky and also I am a man with a fairly

acute sense of right and wrong. AVhen I say that in making and
selling A\liisky my conscience is clear and that in defending my
business I am in a great measure actuated by patriotic motives I

may puzzle some of the "dry" brethren as much as their atti-

tude puzzles me.

I am so constituted that I could not remain in a business that

I thought was wrong, yet in the course of the forty years in

which I have been in the whisky business I have read some mil-

lion.s of words written in opposition to my business, without,

however, ever having seen what I considered a valid argument
in belialf of the prohibition of the manufacture, sale and use of

alcoholic beverages.

The use of liquor is subject to abuse, but this cannot be ad-

mitted as a reason for prohibiting the use of liquor. If the

abuse of an article is to cause the prohibition of the making and
use of the article, where would prohibition begin or end?
True also is the charge that the liquor men in some places take

an undue part in politics. The same is true of railroad men,
but no one is advocating abolishment of the railroads. The de-

maud is for regulation and the lessening of such abuses as umy
exist in the railroad business, thereby removing the excuse

for political attack and removing the cause for railroad activity

in politics.

I am unable to see why abolition is advocated in one case

and regulation is advocated in another case that is precisely

similar so far as the basic facts of use, abuse and remedy are

concerned. It miglit be objected here that the railroad is a

necessity and that liquor is a luxury. The railroad is a means
of transportation and liquor is a means of stimulation. Man-
kind did without railroads until recently and maj- progress

beyond them, but the use of liquor can be traced into the re-

motest known past and can be counted on to continue far into

the future. A necessity is something essential in obtaining a

desired result. Stimulation is a very much desired result, if the

Government's figures showing an annual per capita consump-
tion of 22.29 gallons of beer and whisky are taken into consid-

eration together with the recitals of the use and abuse of liquor

abounding in sacred and profane literature.

But what baffles me most in the consideration of the liquor

problem is the fact that prohibition should have become a re-

ligious dogma put forth by certain Christian preachers. There

is not in the entire Bible a denunciation of the use of liquor

as evil in itself.

I freely grant that the saloon is susceptible of much improve-

ment, but however bad the condition of the saloon business may

be, that bad condition simply i)resent8 a problem of distribu-

tion which can be solved by intelligent and constructive legis-

lation.

If I had the making of the laws I would limit the number of

saloons in reasonable proportion to the population. I would
make the saloonkeeper independent of politicians by issuing

licenses renewable from year to year so long as the holders

obeyed the law and so long as the sale of liquor was not pro-

hibited bj' vote of the people.

I would make it compulsory for the courts to suspend the

license for thirty days upon the first conviction of violation

of law and to cancel it upon the second conviction. I would fix

a reasonable license fee so that the holder would not be com-
pelled to handle inferior goods in order to make a living. Thus
I would give the dealer in liquor every incentive to obey the law
and be a useful citizen and take away the incentive to disobey

the law and take an offensive part in politics.

It occurs to me that "prohibition" owes its continued life to

the fact that it is so often confused with temperance. Temper-
ance is self-control and is alwajs a virtue, but if prohibition did

prohibit it would mean involuntary abstinence, and no man
can claim virtue in abstaining from the use of that which he
cannot obtain.

Without free agency a man might as well be an idiot; and if

society cannot trust its members with liberty in the matter
of diet we might as well abandon all attempts at self-government

and civil and religious freedom.

GEORGE C. BROWN,
September 9th. Louisville, Ky.

U* KOM Santa Rosa sales of hops are reported at 41 cents. It

' is also stated that offers to contract next year's crop at
22i/> cents, and a three-year contract at 20 cents, were I'efused

by growers, who are said not to favor long contracts anyway,
and certainly not at these figures.

Santa Rosa reports that hops are increasing in price slowly

but surely, and growers believe hojjs will reach 45 cents per

poimd. Recently George A. Proctor offered 41 cents, the high-

est price quotetl by local dealers. One lot of Russian River

choice hops has been tie<l up by a dedler on a ten-day option at

45 cents per pound.

Durst Bros, of Wheatland have sold the gi'eater part of their

1911 hop crop, and several cars are being loaded and .shipped

daily. The price received is said to be over 40 cents. Durst
Bros, own the largest hop yards in the world, and this year

harvested over 5000 bales.

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
212-14 FREMONT STREET j^ pUnUrC' PACIFIC. KEARNY 3202

IE, J 1571

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in

simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE
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M The Principles M
ml "* Wine=Making
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BY FREDERIC T. BIOLETTI.

(h) Yeasts.—The true yeasts occur much less abuudautly on

grapes than the molds. Until the grapes are ripe they are prac-

tically absent, as first shown by Pasteur. Later, they gradually

increase in number; on very rijx' grapes being often abundant.

In all cases and at all seasons, however, their numbers are much
inferior to those of the molds and pseudo-yeasts. The cause of

this .seems to be that, in the vineyard, the common molds find

conditions favorable to their development at nearly a,ll seasons

of tlie year, but yeasts only during the vintage season.

Investigations of Hansen, \Vortmnnn and others show that

yeast exists in the soil of the vineyard at all times, but in very

varying amounts. For a month or two following the vintage, a

particle of soil added to nutritive solution contains so much
yeast that it acts like a leaven. For the next few months the

amount of yeast present decreases until a little before the

vintage, when the soil must be carefully examined to find any
yeast at all. As soon as the grapes are ripe, however, any rup-

ture of the skin of the fruit will offer a favorable nidus for the

development and increase of any yeast cells which reach it.

Where the.se first cells come from has not been determinwl, but

as there are still a few yeast cells in the soil, they may be

brought by the wind, or bees and wasps may carry them from
other fruits or from their hives and nests.

The increase of the amount of yeast present on the ripe grapes

is often very rapid and seems to have (according to Wortmann)
a direct relation to the abundance of wasps. These insects

passing from vine to vine, crawling over the bunches to feed on

the juice of the ruptured berries, so(m inoculate all exposed juice

and pulp. New yeast colonies are thus produced and the result-

ing yeast cells quickly disseminated over tlie skins and other

surfaces visited.

The more unsound or broken grapes present, the more honey-

dew or dust adhering to the skins, the larger the amount of yea.st

will be. The .same is trtie, however, also of molds and other

organisms.

True YcdKifs: Kuccliiironiijccs.—The true yeasts differ from

the molds in the absence of a true mycelium and in a different

method of .spore formation. They constitute several botanical

groups or genera of which only one, l^acrJuiroiiii/cvs, is of prac-

tical importance to the wine-maker. This genus consists of

unicellular fungi, multiplying by budding. Under certain con-

ditions s(une or all of the cells may ])roduce sp(U'es in their in-

terior. Such cells are called (isci. and the contained .spores afiro-

sporcfi, or cndnsporrs.

1. Nutrition. The ])referred food of the yeasts is the SAveet

juice of more or less acid fruits. ;Most of them a-re active agents

of alcoholic fermentation breaking up the sugar into alcohol and

carbonic acid gas. A\'ine yeast may carry on the fermentation

until the li(|uid contains 15 ])er cent or slightly more of alcohol.

Other yea.sts, such as ordinary beer yeast, cease their activity

when the alcoholic strength of llie licpiid reaches 8 to 10 per

cent, while some wild yeasts are restrained by a 2 to 3 per cent.

2. Relation to O-ri/f/rii. They are ticrohic. that is, they re-

quire the oxygen of the air for their development. .Alo.st of them

are, however, capable of living and multiplying for a limited

time in the (iixicrohic conditiim, that is, in the absence of atmos-

pheric oxygen. It is in llie latter condilion that they exhibit

their greatest power of alcoholic fermentation. They multi]dy

most rapidly and attain their greatest vigor in the presence of a

full supply of air. In wine-making, therefore, it is necessary,

first, to promote their multiplicati(m and vigor by growing in a

nutritive solution containing a full supply of oxygen and, then,

to make use of their numbers and vigor to produce alcoholic fer-

mentation in a .saccharine solution containing a limited sup])ly

of oxygen. These conditions are brought about automatically
in the usual methods of wine-making. The crushing and stem-

ming of the grapes thoroughly aerates the must. The yeast mul-

tiplies vigorously in this aerated nutritive solution until it has

consumed most of the dissolved oxygen. It then exercises its

fermentative power to break up the sugar, with the production

of alcohol. With many musts it is able in this way to completely

destroy all (he sugar without further oxygen. Iti other musts,

especially those containing a high percentage of sugar, the

yeast becomes debilitated before the wine is dry. In such c:ise.«

it is generally necessary to reinvigorate it by pumping the wine

over or other method of aeraticm before it can complett' it>

work.

3. RekitioN to Temperature. Yeast cells cannot be killed or

appreciably injured by any low temperature. They do not be-
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Fig. 2.—Wine yeast.

1. Saccharomyces ellipsoldeus, young.
2. Saccharomyces ellipsiodeus, old.
3. Saccharomyces elllpsoideus, spores.
4. Mixed forms of yeast cells In fermenting grape juice.

come active, however, until the temperature exceeds 32° F.

Wine yeast shows scarcely any activity below 50° F. and multl
plies very slowly below (!0° F. Above this temperature the aC'

tivity of the yeast gradually increases. P>etween 70° F. and 80°

F. it is very active and it attains its maximum degree of activ-

ity between 90° F. and 93° F. Above 93° F. it is Aveakened,

and between 95° F. and 100° F. its activity ceases. At still higher

temperatures the yeast cell dies. The exact death point de-

pends on the condition of the yeast, the natuii' of the solution

and the time of exposui*e. In must and wine a temperature of

140° F. to 145° F. continued for <me minute is usually encnigh

to destroy the yeast.

The best temperature in wine-making will depend on the kind

of wine to be made and will lie hetween 70° F. and 90° F.

4. Relutimi to Acids. The natural acids of the gi-apes, in the

amounts in which they occur in must, have little direct effect on

wine yeast. Indirectly they may be favorable by di.scouraging
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the growth of competing organisius more sensitive to acidity.

Acetic acid has a strong retarding influence which commences

at ahout .2 per cent and increases with hirger amounts until at

..") per cent to 1 per cent, according to the variety of yeast, all

activity ceases.

5. Relation to SiilfiiroiiH Acitl. The fumes of burning sulfur

are used in varicius ways and for various purposes in wine-

making. The active principle of those fumes is sulfurous acid

^as of which the chemical formula S()= shows that it is composcxl

of one atom of sulfur combined with two atoms of oxj-gen. As
sulfur has just twice the atomic weight of oxygen this means

that one part by weight of sulfur combines with one part by

weight of oxygen to produce two parts by weight of sulfurous

acid gas. This combinaticm takes place when sulfur is burned

in free contact with air. The sanu» substance can be obtained

fioiii certain salts, (mly (me of which is suitable for use in wine-

making. This is a potash salt known as potunxiiiin mctu-hiKid-

fite. This salt is composed of nearly ecjual weights of potash and

sulfurous acid. In c<mtact with the acids of the must, the .sul-

furous acid is set free and the potash combines with the tar-

taric acid of the must to form bi-tartrate of potasii, which is al-

ready a con.stituent of the natural must.

'
I Sulfurous acid is an antiseptic, mild or strong, according to

'! the (juautities present. IJacteria of all kinds are much more

sensitive to its effects than yeasts. If u.sed, therefore, in prop-

erly regulated amounts it can be uuule a very efficient means of

preventing bacterial action and thus indirectly of aiding the

work of the yeast. It has also the very valuable property of

])reventing the injurious action of the o-rj/ilaxc producwl by

liotri/tis and other molds. Finally, it is necessary in most

cases to prevent the too rapid or overoxidation of the wine dur-

ing aging.

G. MorjihoJoiiii of M'iur Yco.st.s.—The yeasts, like the nu)lds,

are fungi, but they are single celled and without a filiform

nii/ccliinii. Wine yeast consists of cells so small that it would

r('([uire about 2,500 placed end to end to stretch (me inch. They

can be seen individually (mly by numns of a high-power mici'o-

scope. In masses they nmy be seen in the .sediment of the fer-

menting li(iuids as a tine, smooth, or somewhat gi'aular powder.

In the body of tiie li(|uid they produce more or less cloudiness

according to their nund)er.

f
I Under the microscope, the cells are seen to be spherical, ellip-

soidal, or oval bodies consisting of a thin outside membrane

—

the cell ii-<ill. enclosing the cell contruta. In young cells,.the con-

tents appcnir translucent and almost homogene(ms, but, when

older, various clear space (racuolcs) and dark bodies {(/roii-

iilc.i) appear. Very old and dead cells are very graular and

almost opaqiu'. Veast cells multiply by budding. I'nder con-

diti(ms favorable to growth, a snmll rounded swelling appears

on one (md of the cell. This gradually increases in size, forms

a partition that separates its contents from those of the mother

cell and finally develoi)s to full size, thus forming a new yeast

cell. The daughter cell usually separates immediately, and

i)uds in tuni. The production of a new cell requires, under

favorable conditions, from (me to several hours. Veast cells

may, therefore, increase a million fold in twenty-four hours.

When young, vigorous, AV(dl-nourished cells are siipplied with

abundant air and moisture at a comparatively high temperature

under conditions that discourage budding (lack of nutriment)

,
they form ciHtoKporcs: These spores are about half the diameter
of the mother cell and from one to f(mr usually occur in a cell.

They are more opaque than the other cell contents and can be

distinguished from the granules by their unif(U'mity of .size and
shajM". Tliey are not fonned in the mu.st or wine.

In the older wine-making districts, much of the yeast present

on the grapes consists of the true wine yeast, »Sf. rllipnoidriis.

The race or variety of this yeast differs, however, in different

districts. Tsually several varieties occur in each district. The

idea prevahmt at one time, that each variety of grape has its

own variety of yeast .seems to have been disproved, though there

seems to be stmie basis for the idea that grapes differing very

much ill composition, varying in aciditiy and tannin contents,

nuiy vary also in the kind of yeast present. Several varieties

of cUipsoulciiit may occur on the same grapes. In new grape-

growing districts, where wine has never been made, eUipsoideuH

may be completely absent.

Besides true wine yeast, other yeasts usually occur. The eom-

mone.st forms are cylindrical cells grouped as »S. puHteurkniux.

These forms are particularly abiuulant in the newer districts,

where they nmy take a notable part in the fermentation. Their

presence in large numbers is always undesirable, and results in

inferior Avine. Many other yeasts nmy occur ocasionally, and

are all more or less harmful. Some have been noted as produc-

FiG. 3.—Yeasts and pseudo-yeasts injurious to wine.

1. Saccbaromyces aplculatus.
2. Saccbaromyces pasteurianus.
3. Mycoderma vlni (2 forms).
4. Dematium pullulans.
5. Torulae and pseudo-yeasts,
6. Torulse and pseudo-yeasts.

ing sliminess in the wine. Many of the.se yeasts produce little

or no alcohol and will grow only in the presence of oxygen.

(c) Pseudo-yca-^ts.—Yeast-like organisms producing no en-

dospores always occur on grapes. Their annual life cycle and
their distribution are similar to tho.se of the true yeasts but
some of them are much more abundant than the latter. They
live at the expense of the food nmterials of the must and. when
allowed to develop, cause cloudiness and various defects in the
wine.

The most important and abundant is the apiculate yeast
»S'. (ipiculdtii.s (according to Lindner this is a true yeast, produc-
ing endo.spores ) . The cells of this organism are much sumller
than those of »S'. clIipHoidciiH and very distinct in form. In pure
cultures these cells show various forms, ranging from ellipsoidal

to pear-shaped (ai)iculate at (me end) and lemon-shaped (api-

culate at both ends). These forms n^present simply stao'es of

development. The apiculations are the first stage in the forma-
tion of daughter cells; the ellip.soidal cells, the newly .sepai'ated

daughter cells, which, later, produce apiculations and new cells

in turn.

IMany varieties of this yeast occur, similar in degi-ee to those

of »S'. rflipsoidciis. They are widely distributed in nature, oc-

curing on most fruits, and arr partifularli/ iihiiiidoiit on acid

fruits such as grapes. Apiculate yeast appears on the partially

ripe grai>es before the true wine yeast and even on ripe grapes

is more abundant than the latter. The rate of multiplication

of this yeast is very rapid under favoring c(mditi(ms and !iiuch

exceeds that of wine yea.st. The first part of the fermentation.
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especially at the begiuuing of the vintage aud with acid grapes,

is, therefore, often almost entirely the work of the apiculate

A-east.

The amount of alcohol produced by this yeast is about 4 i)er

cent, varying with the variety from 2r to 6 per cent. When the

fermentation has produced this amount of alcohol, the activity

of the yeast slackens and finally stops, allowing the more resist-

ant ellipsokleus to multiply and finish the destruction of the

sugar. The growth of the apicukttus, however, has a deterring

effect on that of the true yeast so that Avhei'e much of the former

has bwn present, during the first stages of the fermentation, the

latter often fails to eliminate all the sugar during tiie list

stages.

\\'ines in wliich the a])iculate yeast has had a large i)art in

<h(' fermenlalion are i\\}\ to retain some unfermented sugar and

are very liable to the attacks of disease organisms. Tlieir taste

and color are defective, often suggx'stive of cider, and they are

difficult to clear. Tliis yeast attacks the fixed acids of tlie must,

the amount of which is therefore diminished in the Avine, Avhile

on the other hand, the A'olatile acids are incpea.sed.

^lany other yeast-like organisms may occur on gra])es but,

under ordinary ccmditions, fail to develop sufficiently in com-

petition Avith npiciilatii.s to haA'e any appreciable effect on the

Avine. Most of them are small round cells, classed ustially a'^

Tornlac. They destroy thesugar but produce little -or no alcohol-

A group of similar forms, known collectively as Mycodeniui

vini, occurs constantly on the grapes but, all being strongly

aerobic, they do not develop in the fermenting vat, but, under

favoring conditions, may be harmful to the fermented Avine.

((/) Bacteria of many kinds occur on grapes as on all sur-

faces exnosed to the air. Most of these are unable to develop

in solutions as acid as grape juice Avine. Of the acid-resisting

kinds, a number may cause serious defects and even completely

destroy the Avine. These, the "di.sease bacteria" of A\ine, are

u'ostly anaerobic and can develop only after the grapes are

crushed and the oxygen of the must exhausted by other organ-

isms. Practically all grape-must contains some of these bac-

teria, Avhich, unless the work of the wine-maker is prox>erly

done, Avill seriouslv interfere with the work of the yeast, and

may finally spoil the wine. The only bacteria which may injure

the grapes before crushing are the aerobic, vinegar bacteria,

Avhich may develop on iniured or carelessly handled grapes suffi-

cientlv to interfere Avith fermentation and seriously impair

the quality of the wine.

(To be Continued.)

Australia's Vineyards

JAMES A. PATTEN, at a dinner in Chicago, advocated tem-

perance ardently.

"Hereafter I shall help the Prohibition movement all I can,"

said the noted financier. "Drink is an evil that takes an incred-

ible liold on its victims. For instance—

"

Mr. Patten smiled.

"A temperance lecturer," he .said, "once displayed to his au-

dience tAvo geraniums. The first, watered in the usual way,

was a beautiful and vigorous plant. But the other had been

dosed with alcohol, and its foliage Avas shriveled and sparse,

its stem twisted and its vitality decayed.

" 'Now, ladies and gentlemen,' cried the lecturer, 'what can

you say to a demonstration such as this?"

" 'It's all right, and if I were a geranium,' .said a shabby man
in the gallery, 'I'd stick to Avater exclusively, but I am not a

geranium.'

"

I'

I
'HE grape flourishes in the open in all parts of the Austral

'• mainland. The Australians are not yet a Avine-drinkin

race, and the progress made in the Avine-making industry is not

in any way proportionate to the natural facilities that exist over

immense tracts for the production of Avines of every kind and of

excellent quality.

In the lighter soils, wines of claret and hock type are pro-

duced of a quality that has been pronounctMi by connoisseurs tft

be equal to the light, dry Avines of any conntrv, Avhile on the

heavier classes of .soil full bodied red Avines of the port and
burgundy type are producetl. It is characteristic of Australian

A'ineyards that the yield of Avine per acre is very large, from 500

to 800 gallons per acre being by no means uncommon, and that

the wine has a natural bouquet and quality that place it in a

high class.

The Australian Avine-maker is protected by law from the un-

fair competition of adulterated Avines, and has a chance of

developing a large and lucrative industry in the manufacture

of sparkling Avines and in bi'andy. The area under vineyards is

barely 60,000 acres. A large proportion of the grapes are used

for table purposes and drying, and from the -balance between

5,000,000 to 6,000,000 gallons of Avine are made yearly.

The principal wine-producing districts of Australia at present

are in the \'icinity of Adelaide, South Australia ; in the valley

of the Murray River in Victoria and New South Wales ; in the

A^alley of the Hunter River, New South Wales; in the south-

Avestem section of Western Australia; and in the southern por-

tions of Queensland, but beyond these districts in all the States

there are numerous prosperous vineyards.

—

Standard of Empire

Finest On Wheels

SUNSET LIMITED
Excess Fare

TRAIN de LUXE
BETWEEN

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW ORLEANS
TWICE A WEEK

First Departure from San Francisco

December 5th

ELECTRIC LIGHTED -- STEEL CAR TRAIN
BARBER SHOP -SHOWER BATH
STENOGRAPHER -LADIES' MAID

• MANICURE - HAIRDRESSER

WATCH FOR LATER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TICKET OFFICES:

Flood Building, Palace Hotel, Third and Townsend Sts. Depot,

Market St. Ferry Depot, San Francisco.

13th Street and Broadway, Oakland.

600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles.
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From the Susquemac Distilling Company

REPEATING our statement of a year ago.

"We desire to call attention to our established policy of

basing our crops on withdraAvals of previous years."

We beg also to emphasize our opinion that a staple, steady

market for standard brands is more valuable to the holders of

our warehouse receipts, than a purely speculative one.

After Dec. 1st we shall advance our contract prices to cover

increased cost of production of 1912 crop.

As our first consideration is the protection of our brands

and distributors, we Avill accept until December 1st, from our

regular handlers—those who own 1910's and 1911's—orders for

their wants, not in excess of the average of their holdings of

'lO's and "ITs with no advance in price.

We believe that the .sacrifice of profit on the 1912 crop will be

compensated by the realization of the trade that our brands af-

ford thcin profit and ]m)tection.

By limiting their contracts to their minimum necessities and

placing their business only with distillers who pledge themselves

to make a i-onservative crop, the jobbing trade can prevent

over-production.

We quote subject to foregoing conditions. Spring 1912:

''Susquclianiia" Pure live at i2Y^c.

"Pilgrimage" Sour ;Masli at 42yoC.

. "Crab Ore-hard" Sour :Mash at 40c.

"Old (t. W. H. Sour Mash at 42y2C.

"Tea Kettle" Bourbcm at 321/i.c.

"Ricliwood" nt)urbon at ;J5c.

"Sus(iuemac" Bourbon at 45c.

Sami)les and ])rices, matured inspections, on api)lication.

^^e l)oitle in bond exclusively for ownei-s of our warehouse

receipts—we <lo not sell case goods.

We liope always to merit your value patronage.

Respectfully yours,

THE SUSQUEMAC DISTILLING COMPANY.
Executive offices: 305-307-309 Traction Building, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Distilleries: Trimble County, Kentucky. Officers

and Board of Directors: Morris F. Wesheimer, president; D.

J. Johnson, 1st vice-president; Harry M. Levy, 2d vice-presi-

dent; Sidney L. Hellman, B. Hirschfeld.

Mineral Water Production In United States

\M Pure Food Judgment |^|
Misbranding of Whisky

NOTICE OF JUDGMENT NO. 1111.

Washington, D. C, September 13, 1911.

ON February 3, 1911, the United States Attorney for the

Western District of Tennessee, acting upon the report by

the Secretary of Agriculture, filed information in the District

Court of the United States for said district against J. A. Mc-

Cormack, doing l)usiness under the firm name of J. A. McCor-

mack & Co., Memphis, Tenn., alleging shipment by him, in vio-

lation of the Food and Drugs Act, on April 20, 1910, from tlie

State of Tennessee into the State of Arkansas, of a quantity of

whisky which was misbrand(Hl. The whisky was labeled: (On

shipping case) "4 qts. whisky." (On bottle) "M. W. Heron's

Famous Southern Comfort. M. W. Heron, ifemphis, Tenn."

(On carton) "M. W. Heron's Collars and Cuffs, Slemphis,

Tenn."

An analysis of a sample of the product was nmde by the

I'.ureau of Chemistry of this Department with tlie following

results, showing the product to be compound cordial, viz : Proof,

58.9; alcohol by volume, 29.43 per cent; acids, 199.6; esters,

S4.ft; aldehydes, 9.0; furfural, 2.5; fusel oil, 102.0; color in-

soluble in amyl alcohol, 16.0 per cent; color insoluble in water,

11.8 per cent; total color, 31.4 ; solids by evaporation, 25.94 ; ash,

0.014; total sugars as reducing. 23.3 per cent; sucrose, 1.42 per

cent. Misbranding was alleged for the reason that the state-

ments on the label were false and misleading in that the pro-

duct was represented to be whisky when in fact it was a com-

pound cordial.

On mav 24, 1911. the defendant pleaded guilty and was fined

f25 and costs, which were paid.

W. M. HAYS,
Acting Secretary of Asriculture.

(From announcement of United States Geologrlcal Survey.)

IN 1910 the sales of mineral water in the United States

amounted to $6,357,590, the product being 62,030,125 gal-

lons. Jlinnesota was the greatest producer, with 9,962,370 gal-

lons derived from 19 springs. New York was a close second,

selling 8,780,903 gallons from 46 springs. Wisconsin, however,

obtained the greatest income from her mineral waters, her

sales amounting to $974,366; New York was second, with $858,-

635; and Indiana third, with .f514,958. Minnesota's sales

amounted to $281,009. Louisiana has only 4 commercial

springs; they produced 2,313,000 gallons.

Maine's output of mineral waters, from 29 springs, decreased

277,370 gallons, but on account of high i)rices increased in value

over 1909, for 1910 being 1,239,171 gallons and $404,539. Of

Wisconsin's mineral waters, 2.151,782 gallons were used in

the manufacture of "soft drinks." Pennsylvania has 44 springs

and produced 2,536,337 gallons, valued at $221,685.

The mineral water trade continues to be prosperous, although

there was a decrease in output of about 4 per cent as compared

with 1909. The future outlook is good. The importation of

mineral waters in 1910 was 3,306,303 gallons, valued at

$983,136.

WinemaKers
Do you really want to

improve your Wines?
Do you mind a little extra

work with better results?

: Read =

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of
the latest methods. Price $2.00

For sale
at this
Office.

TANKS THAT I^AST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-164 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEABN7 243 and J 2IBS
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#
The Review's Buyers' Directory

CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated. .. .Stockton, Cat.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.

A. P. Hotaling & Co
429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Woodin & Little Wine Pumps
33-41 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Theo. Gier Co 575 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Co's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La IVIanda, Cal.

Thos. W. Collins & Co

34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
E. H. Taylor, Jr. & Sons Frankfort, Ky.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Julius Kessler & Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Wm. Lanahan & Son. Baltimore, IVIaryland

Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd .Fresno, Cal.

A. Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Julius Levin Company
987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Lancet Co
549 Washingfon St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Ccm'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

Susquemac Distilling Co Cincinnati, Ohio

Alta Vista Wines Co
112-114 Tenth St., San Francisco, Cal.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co

....1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Angelo Myers Philadelphia, Pa.

George Delaporte c

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

Toulouse & Delorieux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

Clocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.

Chapman & Wilberforce

. . . .705-707 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San .Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meniecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

SURETIES.
U S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St, San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

BLENDING CORDIALS.
Barrett Co 43 Front St., New York

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co

..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

FILTERS.
Loew Manufacturing Co Cleveland, Ohio

Frank Fehr Brewing Co.; Louisville, Ky
Jas. De Fremery & Co., Agents,

519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Theo. Seitz Filters— H. A. Diehl, Agent

430 "C" St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.

John Rapp & Son, Agents.

..8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal. . .

.

G. B. Robbins, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York

Geo. Windeler; wine and water tanks

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco, Cal.

MINERAL WATER.
Aug. Lang & Co

..18th and Alabama Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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Review Buyers* Directory, Continued chronicle Bar 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. James Raggi
"^

624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
CIGARS.

y^^^ Waldorf.. 648 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

sitz, Clymer & Co The Cutter 709 Mari<et St., San Francisco, Cal.

312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal. "Jeliison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.
The Hoffman Cafe Co.

8. Bachman & Co Lake County House Middletown, Cal.
^7 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Commercial >t Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal. —
W. F. Roeder's Cafe ,.

Matt Grimm's 834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
.130 ^Liedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Original Coppa's Restaurant
The Yellowstone Bank Exchange 453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

—r-— "Escalles" ". Escalle, Marin Co., Cal.

Thos. J. Walsh & Co "The Cabin"
346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal 105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. FERTILIZERS.

H. B. Mathews, Gypsum and Other Fertilizers

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal. Market Cafe.. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. 1623 La Loma Ave., Berkeley, Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - • - SAN FRANCISCO
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WESTERN PACIFIC
RAILWAY FEATHER RIVER

ROUTE

Daily Limited Trains to Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha, Kansas City,

Saint Louis, Chicago and all points East, passing through the beautiful

canyon of the Feather River.

Latest types of Steel Coaches, Dining, Observation, Standard and Tourist

Sleeping-Cars.

EQUIPMENT ABSOLUTELY NEW SERVICE UNEXCELLED
ELECTRIC LIGHTED THROUGHOUT
INCOMPARABLE SCENIC SPLENDOR

For reservations or information, call on or write your LoceJ Agent, or,

E. L. LOMAX G. F. HERR
Passenger Traffic Manager Asst. Geni Passenger Agent

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

NEW BREW

T
T
T
T
T

f

YOSEMITE
LAGER

BRBWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. GAL.

i*4'4''l*4'4^4^4*4'4*^<^4'4<'i^4*4*4'4*4'4'4°4°4'4°4'4'4*4'44'4'4°4'4''l^
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«
«

A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

"ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We beHeve that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.

The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-

BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C.

«
«
^

|g^'):^3;}2^^s^j3;^^s^^;^c5^2S^^
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CFI I APS AND VINFYARDS at Icaria^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma CountyVCLLAKJ AI-NLF Vll-«lcy/\KL>J
^^j ^, RlSiherford and St. Helena. Napa County. California

French-American Wine Co.
©
©
©
©
©

©
©
©
©
©

SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX fc BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS. DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

•W. D. SEYMOUR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., <Sb 515 CONSTANCE ST., NEW ORLEANS AGENT
NCW YORK DEPOT, 32 'WA.SHINGTON STREET

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cal,

SS

Winners

JULIUS
NEW YORK

NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

& CO. Distillers

CHICAGO
KU^TER EUILDIKG

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE^
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|l ^ Distillers of High Grade Cordials, Fruit Brandies and Syrups
i

i

The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS Telephone Kearny 489 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

P HILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
PRINTERS. PUBUSHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"

GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-5 1 5 Howard Street, San Francisco

Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

-••-^^•»-^^».«»-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

JOH.V LCTGEN. P e i ieai FREDKRllK STALDE. Vite-P.ta. 4 Ss/y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of. "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST.. and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON

I

LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREE'TS
PHONES:

SUTTER SO; J 2745

I

SAN FRANCISCO 1

r
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P. C. ROSSI, President A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies
»

Vineyards, Wineries and Cellars at Asti, Fulton, Cloverdale and Sebastopol in Sonoma County; Madera, Madera County; Selma and Kingsbury

in Fresno County, and Lemoore in Kings County, California,

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR, Genoa, Italy. 1892

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, 1893

GOLD MEDAL, Dublin, Ireland. 1892

GOLD MEDAL, Turin. 1898

GOLD MEDAL. CAL. MIDW. FAIR. 1894

SILVER MEDAL. BORDEAUX, FRANCE. 1895

GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL, LEWIS&CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GRAND PRIZE. ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC

EXPOSITION, I90«

Naturally

Fermented in

Bottles Sparkling Burgundy and Asti Special
(DRY)

P. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH ANl> FERNET-AMARO

Trade-Mark
Registered
October 8,

1895

GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

PROPRIETORS OF THE AMERICAN VINTAGE COMPANY

Office and Salesrooms: Corner Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cai.

Vaults: 1235-1267 Battery St. 101-160 Greenwich St.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West 11th and Washington Sts.

1334-1339 Sansome St.

V/* V.^ V/'^^^^ V/^ '^
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled glewe%

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — it

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER y^ M/^^J^'^^mm^I/^^^^A^wmmm mm .^^^-^^ j^. PALE AND DARK LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.Fulton and Webster Sts. SanTrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC. PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

\tmm TO DISTILLEBSPW PKEIIS.

Pat'd Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGIN A I. (JONTINUGUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

This STILL, which has always
received our special attention and
stuily. has been of material assist-
ance 10 securing forCalifornia sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
References :— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KINDS or COPPER WORK DONE AT SHORT NOTICE.

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCHALITZ. Pres. and M?r.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch;

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

JOHN RA &. SON
AKcnts

Opp. 8th and Townsend Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

^erlxem^e
irvere i>S

rvoTri/irvd

rect^peraxe

exrtau/>sx/ea

rorce more
[uickly maiv

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Ix)ng fiber with aBbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine producem in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

RATES: $1.00 A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

FIREPROOF

HIGHEST GRADE

iiBfiii

Sg

Zellerbach Paper Company
Kxclusive Selling Agents fur the United States

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

Hotel
Victoria

Formerly the ORENA

M^ I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

Everything new comfortable
Opposite Post OfficeHomelike, plenty of life.
^" i v^ v-^.

Beautifully furnished Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.
Highest class.

f

GEORGE WEST & SON. "«""">
|

jej» PRODUCERS OF JtJt I

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A,

Ik

Ik

«

Ik

•if

Vf

"J

—Cacbman $ lacobl=
Ik

fk

Ik

i

ik

m

Ik

H
«
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S

California Wines and Brandies
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

LACHMAN & JACOBI

«

)aNew York Office, 65 and 67 North Moore St. m

**a(3t9tli»»l»l3l(»»»XJili»»»X>»»Jli»}tir,?li»»»%}ii»»»^^^
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PURITY BRAND ^GIN
RUM

'WHISKEY SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL
PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

»

»
»WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO. I

FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO. «^
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. ^A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY &

PHONE KEARNY 204BENJ. S. DONAHUE. President

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.

580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp
Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US (or PRICES

"Tea Kettle"
Is the leading old fashion,

straight Sweet Mash
Whiskey

(4Crab Orchard"
Straight Sour Mash. The

brand owned by us is distilled

in Trimble County, Ky. Do
not use any other.

"SUSQUEHANNA"
GUARANTEED ALL RYE

"PILGRIMAGE"
HIGH FLAVOR HEAVY BODY

44 Richwood"
A High Type liourbon

The Susqucmac Distilling Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

44OldG.W.H."
Straight Sour Mash Worth Trying



AMERICAN WHISKEY YtLLUYY5IUNt
ttcu. uLLHruKiL, raciTic uoasi Ageni

820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cal.

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

^1

ESTABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

VOL. XtXIV. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, DECEMBER 30, 191

1

No. 2

^^ Its a sigjy ofgood

Hmes to drinK

OLD KIRK
WHISKY

"BestonthemarKet"

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

THe Largest Seller

in tKe "World

and
TKe Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW &i CO
L'.MTEU STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail

/fs flavor is iiniqiie and inimitable

_=r=|

T. B.HAII 5 CO., lid. liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASS°S ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GL AUK'S HEAI
GI: AUK'S HEAD

"THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"

BASS'S ALE
THos.w. coLLiNs&co., AGENTS GUINNESS'S STOUT
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We
manufactureTANKS

WINE-

for all purposes

-BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cnl.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

•The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE. COMPANY
SAtt JOSE, CALIFORNIA

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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1 THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys,

Au
575-577 Eighteenth Street Oakland, California

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

yar

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
571-75 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

|!X5)sexa§xs®®®si®®®®®®S)S)s^^ l<£&i'£&!>i/S&i>?<&SiS@S&&®®&S)&S®®@®®&S)®(i^^

Berliner Getreide Kiimniel

Weltauss'.ellung St. Louis 1904 Grand Prix

Berlin 1896 Koniglich Preuss. Staatsmedaille

ELEPHANT BRAND

Pacific Coast Agents Amcrican Mercantile Co.
514 BATTERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO

I SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN I

A

I

s

WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETORS

O. K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distributors

Herbert's
PuYe Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE I-INEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE—THAT'S SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

fit

I

m
m
ik
ik
ik
in

mBRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON QUALITY UNE.XCELLED IN BULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT I RO.M DISTILLERY

« SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN, 430434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS «

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE DOPPEL
LAGER

°'
BRAU

SACRAMEinTO brewing CO
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
14th and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

fl We are the largest producers agd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWq our viQeyards oQd make all of our wiQes aQd
can therefore guarantee tbe purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

4*

4

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 BLLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
i.TT«»iT,» > KEARNY 3SS7PHONES:

I
c. S894

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

...GINS ...

''XSiiTiinisiisujusiiiiSiiii^iiM

The Brunswick- Balke-Collender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tabl

LOW PRICES. EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Sp:cial D.^8igns and EstiniL.tes Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST,, SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 TELEPHONE HOME J 153S

es

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of tho LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults

CHICAGO BRANCH

152 West Kinzie St.

NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER

^
^̂

^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^̂

OUR VERDICT

"It Is Better Than Ever"

Office and Brewery:

240 SECOND STREET

^
^̂

San Francisco, CaL ^

?i5; sxexexsxexsxsxsxexexsxs^xs^sxsxexsxexsxsxsxsxsxci
>^
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C. H. WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE,
General Manager

Eagle Brand

SliecijJlxj

Selecicd
Wii\6s

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.OO Pm c««c

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery: Livermore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS!

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

^ nln ^fc O ^fc ^^^^^fc M ^^itl^^l

FERNET- BRANCA

Specialty of

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN, ITALY

I m The King of Appetizers

Best Flavor to Cocktails

GRAND PRIZE
ST. LOUjS 1904
Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.,
427-31 W, B'way, New York

IMPORT ORDERS SOLICITED

i BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramento, dal.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
R. H.UREASE, President F. M. SHEPARO, Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer O. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Goodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
cy$ GOLD SEAL 2^^

WINE&BREWERSi

WINE AND BREV.UR a HoSU "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY m GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $933,103.43 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,000,000.00

This Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Government from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers
j^evada Bank Building

FTi ~»_ jr ~m_ If ~*_ » r ~u_ < r ~* tr ~i > r~i rr ~i ri
—

i r 1 r 1 rr
~
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r
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A. ROSSI & CO-
I

}
iMACHINISTSl

}

I
Wine Presses Grape Crusher

)

k FOR sale:—Second-hand Redwood Tanks and OaK CasKs ]

f N. B.—A Steel Beam Hydraulic Press, 48x48, for Sale Cheap \

I BROADWAY, Near Sansome >San Francisco ^

I PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE |

I
1860-1878 1878-1887

j

I CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc. I

I Producers and Distillers of :

I

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES 1

I - I

I j Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California | t

s Proprietors of j

I

"THE PREMIER BRAND"
I

J

j
1 33 and 1 55 Hudson St. 5 1 and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. |

j
NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES I
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madrc Uimage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pure California Wines ^"'^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Louialana Purchase Exposilloa, 1904

Gold^Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oreffoo, 1*05

Qold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alasl<a-Yul<on Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Steins and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

The LOEW SYSTEM

Patent

Wine and

Liquor

Filter

=SAVES=
Cost of Clarifying
Materials, as well

as Storage,
Shrinkage and

Waste

Filters to crystal brilliancy the
most turbid wines and liquors,

without any deterioration or loss

in color, flavor, quantity or qual-
ity, imparting a lustre and fin-

ish to the product.
Easily and quickly cleaned.

Packed and unpacked in a few
minutes.

Send for Catalog.

The Loew Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND. OHIO

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of quality and style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST
605 KEARNY ST. 2640 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY
PURITY IN MANUFACTURE

\

1

j333DBS\
EXQUISITE IN FLAVOR

ALL COMBINED IN

PETER DAWSON'S I

SCOTCH
IN CLASS ONLY

CHAPMAN & WILBERFORCE
IMPORTERS

KOHL BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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Coolings Refreshing— Healthful

THE BEER YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.
AMI VIGNIER (INC.) Pacific Coast Distributors

RUSCONl, FISHER & COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

SOLE AGENTS FOR

ALEXANDER & McDONALD

SPORTSMAN SCOTCH

SANDY MCDONALD'S

LIQUOR SCOTCH AND

CORONA VINTAGE WINES

SOLE AGENTS FOR

KENNEL CLUB

BOURBON AND RYE

WHISKIES

JAMES GRAHAM
TOM GIN

Unrivaled for Purity and Excellence

326 JACKSON STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW Noted Champagne Makers Visit California

Issued Monthly

R. M. WOOD EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD, SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Wilson Building Room 304 : I'hone Kearny 2597. Home C2.=i5y.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

paper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

the Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

United States.

Entered at the Post Office at Sin Francisco, Col.,

as Second-Class Matter.

ALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

R. M. WOOD
Subscriptions per year— in advance, postage paid:

For the United States, Mexico and Canada $2 00

For the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 25

For European Countries 3 00

Single copies ; 20

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE—Hydraulic Press with two \y^-ioo\. baskets, crusher, elevator

f
and attachments; oak cooperage, casks from 900 to 2500 gallons; also oak

f tanks, Apply "V", this office.

COOPERAGE FOR SALE.

FOR SALE—Cooperage of from 50 to 5000 gallons; total 103,000 gallons,

of which 24,450 is in oak, balance redwood; all in first-class condition.

Ovals, puncheons, casks and fermenting tanks. Make an offer. No reason-

able proposition refused. Inquire of C. H. MIDDLETON, Manager, Spring

Hill Farm Winery, Alhambra Valley, Martinez, Cal.

WANTED—An experienced salesman for an established wine house. Ad-

dress 2 W., Review Office.

Gen. Wood Would Restore Army Canteen

WASHINGTON, Dec. 17.—Major-General Leonard Wood,
chief of staff of the Army, favors the restoration of the canteen

to arniv posts. He declares in his annual report that the con-

sensus of opinion in the army is tliat the canteen sliould he re-

established.

Does Not Bar the "Rubber" Cherry

ONLY Marasca cherries presened in maraschino hereafter

may be labeled "Maraschino cherries," according to a de-

cision by the pure food hoard, Avhich still requires the signature
of Secretary of Agriculture Wilson to make it final. CTierries

packed in maraschino liquor will not be considered misbranded
if marked "cherries in mara.schino," and those packed in syrup
containing 10 per cent or more of niaraschino and no other
flavor may be labeled "Cherries, Maraschino Flavor."

MONSIEUR L. DE AYALA, and his brother, Victor, the

great champagne producers of Rheims, France, have

visited California on what may be a very important mission for

this state.

It will be remembered that sometime ago grievous disturb-

ances occurre<l in the champagne district of Rheims, when mobs
destroyed many champagne plants, breaking several million

bottles of champagne. Among the plants destroyed was that

of the Ayala brothers. Shortly after this disaster, by chance,

there came into the hands of M. Ayala, in France, a bottle of

the champagne made by the Italian-Swiss Colony at Asti, Cali-

fornia, which obtained the Grand Prix recently at the Inter-

national Exposition at Torino. ^I. Ayala was surprised at

\\\% good quality of tlie wine, and he resolved to come to this

state, with his brother, and see for themselves.

The gentlemen arriveil at the Palace Hotel, in San Fran-

cisco, last week with letters from the government authorities at

Washington, and other eminent persons, and at the request of

Senator Perkins were visited at their hotel by Mr. Andrea
Sbarboro of the Italian-Swiss Colony, who invited them to visit

the winery at Asti, where the champagne that M. Ayala tasted

in France is made. The gentlemen accepted the invitation and
after visiting Napa county by automobile, they stopped at Santa
Rosa Saturday night, and Sunday morning proceeded to Asti,

accompanied by Mr. Oldham from San Francisco. Here they

were received by ilr. Sbarboro, young ilr. Rossi, the superin-

tendent of the winery, and M. Jadeau, the Frenchman who has
in charge the making of the champagne for the colony.

The visitors stated that they were enchantetl with the beauti-

ful scenery and vineyards which they saw throughout Napa and
Sonoma counties, and on being asked by Mr. Sbarboro how the

land and climate compared with that of France, readily replied

:

"Very favorably, indeed. We seldom have such a beautiful

day as this at the end of November in France, and your vine-

yards are simply grand." They visitetl the champagne vaults

at Asti, and after examining carefully the whole plant found
that the institution was equipped with all the latest French
machinery and implements requiretl for the proper fermenta-

tion of champagne in bottles, just the same as is done in the

largest establishments of Rheims, France. They tastetl sev-

eral bottles of the champagne made at the colony, and pro-

nounced it "most excellent, indeed." They expressed their

pleasure at having visited this favorable locality, and on their

departure said to Mr. Sbarboro that they are now returning to

France to try to settle with the government for the damages
which their plant had sustained from the mobs, and that they
would very likely return to California to develop the champagne
industry in this state, further stating that the freight and duty
for importation of the wine from France to the United States,

being about $12 per case, would over-balance the iucrea.sed cost

of labor in California, and that therefore champagne could be
placed on the market in the United States, of as good quality,

and at a lower price, than the iinporte<l article.

The establishment of champagne plants in California, by a
people who thoroughly understand the intrinsic and diffi-

cult work of properly making champagne in this state, will he
one of the most valuable acquisitions to California.

The American people now consume a large amount of cham-
pagne, and send yearly more than |12,000,000 to France for that
delicious beverage, which amount could be retained in our own
state; and, furthermore, the information to the Avorld that Cali-

foi-nia grows grapes that will produce as good champagne as
that of France will be indeed a very- valuable asset to our state.

The Ayala brothers left on the overland train for France, via

Los Angeles.
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LOS ANGELES, Dec. 20.—Well we met the enemy and they

are our'n. December 6th the voters of this city rolled up

a majority of nearly three-to-one against the proposition of

making a prohibition town of Los Angeles, and the much
expected prohibition woman vote failed to materialize, the

women showing that they thought for themselves and Avere not

to be dazed by the specious arguments of the long-hairs. The
Anti-Saloon Leagiie grafters, however, knowing that their

salaries depend on keeping the question eternally before the

people, are already at work scheming up some other plan that

will give some excuse for the existence of their organization

and to keep the purse strings open on the pocketbooks of their

misguided contributors, are now trying to get the-City Council

to pass an early-closing ordinance—one making the saloons and
wholesale houses close at 6 p. m. every night. In view of the

decisive vote against the prohibition measure at the last election

and the stand taken by the business organizations of the city at

that time, it is not expected that the latest plan will meet with

much favor at the hands of the city fathers. The Mayor has

already explained that he stood for the enforcement of the liqiior

ordinances as they now stand, but not for the harassment of

those engaged in a legitimate business. This is in line with

pre-election promises made to the business men's committee,

according to rumors.

The prohibitionists stole a march on the managers of the

liquor men's campaign at the last election that no doubt cost

them quite a number of votes—though they did not need them.

A clause in the city charter permits the sending of arguments
pro and con when a measure comes uj) to be voted on in which
the initiative clause has been invoked. This was overlooked by
the liquor men, but not so the prohibs, who got in their argu-

ment and sample marked ballot in every envelope in which the

sample ballots were sent to the voters by the City Clerk.

John Brink, of the Saddle Rock Restaurant, whose liquor

permit was revoked some months ago, was again granted a

permit by the Police Commission December 7th, and his cus-

tomers can now be served with liquors at their meals.

Pasadena has finally passed its new liquor ordinances and
those desiring to have a case of wine or beer in their homes will

have to order the same elsewhere and have it shipped to them by
express, local agencies being forbidden to deliver in that city.

Druggists are prohibited from filling orders except on physi-

cians' prescriptions and j^hysicians are forbidden issuing pre-

scriptions except in cases absolutely requiring same. Drug-
gists are required to keep a record of all sales made under pre-

scription, said record to be signed by the purchaser. A nice

town to wake up in "the morning after."

Down in Watts the women "done gone and done it" and voted
the town dry by a majority of eight votes. Now when a Watts
resident visits Los Angeles, his plea of business is looked on with
more or less suspicion.

Quite a number of applications for liquor permits have been
made to the Police Commission this mouth, but all have been
held up until the second meeting in January, pending tlie re-

organization of the board.

The Police Commis.sion and the Chief of Police have decided
that there will be no undue hilarity permitted here on New
Year's eve, and that all cafes must strictly observe the closing

ordinance on that date. The cafes have made arrangements to

entertain the thousands that will celebrate the opening of the

New Year and they will not be interfei'ed with if the ordinance.s

are strictly obeyed.

On November 29th the Police Commission granted a restau-

rant liquor license to J. C. Wells, 555 South Spring Street, for

his cafe at that number.

The local trade report a very satisfactory holiday business,

all wholesale and retail establishments being kept quite bu.sy the

last few days filling orders for city and out-of-town trade.

Leon Escallier, the Ali.so Street wine merchant, is doing a

fine business, both in family trade and in the retail department.

He has several fine lines of imported wines and brandies as well

as the local agency of several well-known Kentucky brands of

rve and bourbon whiskies.

Joseph Melczer is the proud possessor of a new Oldsmobile
"Autocrat" seven-passenger car, equipped with all the latest

folderols, and Joe's hardest work at present is to keep under the

speed limit when taking a run to the Beach or out for a spin on

some of our splendid boulevards.

Fox & Kellerman, of the Del Monte Cafe, are doing a splen-

did business these days, and, by the way. Fox did yeoman serv-

ice in organizing opposition to the iniquitous prohibition

measure brought up at the last election, and contributed no
small part to its defeat.

Both the Becker boys have been in the city during the month.
Adolph came down and stayed with us several days the earlier

part of the month and Frank is now looking after the firm's

affairs here. Both the Waldorf and the Waldorf Annex are in

the most popular class and command a very desirable trade.

The Edward Germain Wine Company is doing a nice business
in shipping Christmas cases of California wines to Eastern
points. This has been a specialty of this house for several

years and it has built up a very considerable trade therein.

The "Desert Rats" are coming to town to celebrate the

holidays, and Rol. Kings' popular cafe looks like the annex of

an Arizona hotel these days because of the presence of so many
Arizona and Nevada miners and cattlemen.

The Nadeiiu Cafe still holds first place in the affection of the

Knights of the Grip, and "Link" Knowles is kept busy returning
the salutation "Hello, Link," during the rush hours of the

evening.

P. F. Dodo, the efficient foreman for the past six years at the

California Wine Association's vineyards, formerly the Hearst
ranch, has been granted a leave of absence on account of ill-

health. —
E. A. Barrows has bought a twenty-acre vineyard at Cuca-

monga from Frank Jenkins, the Santa Fe station agent at tliat

rapidly developing city.

During November Michael Cuneo, a resident of Trenton,

Sonoma county, died at the age of 78 yeai-s from heart troubles

and Bright's disease. His death was not unexpected and his

son will succeed him in the Avinerv business.
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California Wines in Cuba

BY HORATIO F. STOLL.

'"•HROT'GH the interest evinced by Mr. B. D. Washburn, an

- attorney of Havana, the Grape Growers' Association of

ulifornia was apprised some weeks ago of the fact that the

iiited sale of California wines in Cuba was threatened by the

'<;;otiatious that are going on between Cuba and Spain in

•gard to a proposed new treaty.

Thereupon, the association sent the following telegram to the

alifornia delegation at Washington

:

"Word has reached us that in connection with a new treaty

irangenient the Cuban secretary of state and Spanish minister

t Havana are discussing the reduction of the duties on Spanish

ines fifteen per cent. We ask you to protest against any re-

action to secretary of state, for even though the United States

as a preferential wine duty, we are handicapped by heavy

[•eight rates and expensive labor. It costs from eight to ten

cnts a gallon to transport California wines across the continent

Cuba, while foreign nations can ship by vessel for two cents."

In reply Senator Geo. C. Perkins sent Secretary H. P. Stoll

copy of the following letter from the State Department at

\'ashington, which assures the wine interests of California of

inple protection

:

State Department, Washington, D. C, Dec. 15, 1911.

^he Honorable George C. Perkins, United States Senate.

My Dear Senator :—I have youi-s of the 12th instant, enclosing

clegrams from the grape growers and other associations of

alifornia protesting against any reduction by Cuba of the duty

III Spanish wines.

The Department has never taken the position that under the

erms of the reciprocity treaty Cuba has no right to make com-

nercial arrangements with other countries, provided that pro-

'wrtionate preferential reductions are made on American prod-

icts. To take such a position would be to deny ourselves the

right to make reduction on products similar to those of Cuba
loming from other countries. Nevertheless, it has on every

occasion that arose pointed out to Cuba the inadvisability of

antering upon commercial conventions of this character with

other countries because of the complications which might arise.

Representations to this effect were made when the Spanish-

Cuban treaty was first broached, though the Department did

not undertake to inhibit it for the I'eason stated above. While
the Spanish government, through its minister in Habana, re-

cently has revived the subject, and publicity has been given to

the terms of the proposed treaty, including reductions on wines,

'the information which the Department has received from the

legation in Habana is that the new proposition or modus vivendi

is not receiving very serious consideration. The propositions

of Spain are not acceptable to Cuba and there is little probabil-

ity that they can be made acceptable. In these circumstances

the Department has not thought it necessary to make too

pointed representations to the Cuban government, but the

matter is receiving the careful attention of the legation, and the

Department's influence, as you may understand, is exerte<l in

the most effective manner called for by the situation.

The interests of your grape growers have had active support
of the Department, both in enlarging their markets abroad and
in presenting the inducements offered for the transfer of wine
industries from other countries to California, as shown by the

facilities afforded the French champagne manufacturers who
recently visited the state, and who, jon say, are seriously con-

templating establishing themselves in the Sonoma valley. I

think you may assure them that in the case of Spanish wines in

Cuba, the Department will be no less watchful of their interests.

I have the honor to be, sir Your obedient servant,

P. C. KNOX.

A Sane New Year's Eve

IT SEEMS absurd that our Roard of Supervisors should have

found it necessary to pass a resolution calling upon the

police department to prevent the drunken orgies that take place

in certain of our cafes and restaurants on New Year's eve. For
any proprietor can easily stop proceedings when they get too

raw, if they realh' desire.

No one objects to hilarity and even noise on New Year's eve,

but it is certainly not an elevating sight to see otherwise staid

women and dignified men throwing conventions to the wind and
acting on such occasions as if they were losing their senses. As
the Call says, "There is no desire to restrain or limit the natural

gayety of the occasion, but a purely artificial gayety sometimes
becomes a public nuisance and a town scandal."

According to the dispatche-s, New York will have a dry New
Year's eve celebration this year. It has been the custom in the

last two or three years for hotel and restaurant men to apply
for a special all-night license to take in New Year's eve. This

year, December 31 comes on Sunday, and the state law provides

that no licenses may be issued for the period between midnight
Saturday and midnight Sunday. The mayor has accordingly

directed that applications are to be denied; and up to midnight,

at any rate, little beer and wine will floAv in public places.

Fine Modern Improvement at Asti

ONE of the latest improvements at Asti is a handsome new
concrete boarding and lodging house which the Italian-

Swiss colony has built for its employees. This spacious build-

ing covers an area of 100x50 feet. It is constructed of cement
blocks, and the roof is covered with cement tiles. Both the

blocks and roof tiles were made right at Asti by the colony's

own employees with machines imported from Milan. This

kind of construction is absolutely fireproof and very substantial

and besides offers a beautiful architectural effect.

Swell Quarters for Italian-Swiss Colony Employes.

It faces the colony house, or superintendent's residence on
the county road, and is highly admired not only by all passers-by

in autos and vehicles, but by the railw.ay passengers, who can
see it from the car windows.

The building consists of a large and commodious dining room,
kitchen, store room, cook's quarters, and two immense dormi-
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tories. These latter are especially well ventilated and lighted,

and have all the modern conveniences of a home. There are

enameled bedsteads, electricity, wash basins with running water,

heaters, Avriting tables, and adjoining the dormitories are bath

rooms and lavatories with the most up-to-date and sanitary

equipments.

The colony has always been solicitous about the well-being of

its employees, and this handsome new lodging house will con-

tribute much to their comfortable life at Asti.

Anti=Brewery Control Law Invalid

JUDGE J. STANLEY WEBSTER, sitting in the Superior

Court of Spokane county, ruled in the case of M. W. Lewer
against Edward Cornelius, proprietor of the Art Bar and head

of the insurgents in the fight against so-called brewery domi-

nation in Spokane, that the state law of AVashington, designed

to prohibit breweries from advancing money for retail liquor

licenses, is invalid. The ruling was upon alleged technical

defects, and it is freely predicted that the decision will result

in killing the anti-brewery control law in Washington.

The section of the state law declared invalid is one of the

most important parts of the anti-brewery act, and under Judge
Webster's interpretation breweries may advance money for

saloon licenses. Though the laAV forbids any manufactui'er or

wholesaler to pay, advance, or loan money to buy liquor licenses,

Judge Webster held the paragraph is invalid. Under the

Supreme Court decisions, he declared, the title to the act should

express the purpose for which the law is intended, and the

title in this case makes no mention of the things which it

intends to stop.

Lewer sued Cornelius on two notes in favor of the Exchange
National Bank of Spokane, alleged by Cornelius to be an illegal

transaction and in violation of the state law, because the ad-

vance of money was made by the bank at the instance of the

Inland Brewing & Malting Company for the purpose of pro-

viding monej^ for Cornelius' license at the Art Bar.

Attorney W. H. Winfree, representing Lewer, demurred to

the answer filed by Cornelius in which it was contended that

the notes were based on illegal consideration, in that the law
passed by the legislature in 1909 forbids breweries controlling

retail liijuor licenses to the extent necessitated by advancing of

money to pay for the license.

The chief contention of Attorney Winfree was that the act is

invalid, because the title does not embrace that section of the

act itself wherein it is forbidden to breweries to advance money.

He also maintained that the bank did not seek to collect from
the brewery, but from Cornelius, and that, therefore, the law
does not applj'. The third argument was that the entire act is

unconstitutional because the legislature can not forbid any one

from lending its money or credit, for so doing would be the

taking of property without due process of law.

Judge Webster upheld the three contentions. The demurrer
by Cornelius being overruled, the case must now go to trial on

its merits, unless an appeal is taken on the points involved,

which it is thought will follow.

Internal Revenue Collections for 1911 Break all Records

THE report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, which
was issued during the past fortnight, has created consid-

erable food for thought, the receipts from all sources being

the largest in the history of the department, summing up to

the grand total of 1322,526,299.73, of which |148,587,728.31 was
received as tax payments on distilled spirits.

The production of distilled spirits during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1911, amounted to 175,402,395 gallons, which
is nearly 7,000,000 gallons in excess of the banner year of 1907.

What the Dry Wave Has Done for Temperance

THE National Model License League has put into cirf|l||

tion a folder entitled : "What the Dry Wave Has Doi

for Temperance." The_ folder contains a tabulation of offlci

census and revenue figures from 1893 to 1911, inclusive, shov

ing that the per capita consumption of liquors has incr(>a.S(

from 17.44 gallons to 22.29 gallons, nearly five gallons sini

the Anti-Saloon League was organized. The tabulation is i

follows

:

Distilled and Fer- Yearly P
merited Liquors Capita Co

Fiscal Witlidrawn for Con- sunipti-
Tear. Population. .sumption (Gallons). (Gallon-

1893 66,970,000 1,168,608,652.00 17.4

1894 68,275,000 1,120,465,891.00 16.4

1895 69,580,000 1,114,579,980.50 16.fl

1896 70,885,000 1,171,244,394.10 16.."

1897 72,189,000 1,131,440,281.90 1.5.(1

1898 73,494,000 1,239,090,110.20 16.S

1899 74,799,000 1,216,336,897.30 16.1!

1900 76,129,000 1,311,072,020.10 17.1.'

1901 77,747,000 1,353,563,557.50 17.4

1902 79,365,000 1,482,148,773.50 18.(1

1903 80,983,000 1,558,960,798.00 19.L'

1904 82,601,000 1,610,485,428.60 19.4

1905 84,219,000 1,649,240,597.50 19.5

1906 85,837,000 1,816,818,690.10 2L1
1907 87,455,000 1,948,960,507.70 22.2.

1908 89,074,000 1,940,881,674.40 21.7:

1909 90,691,000 1,860,101,985.20 20.5

1910 92,409,000 1,970,423,353.70 21.3

1911 94,927,000 2,094,322,574.00 22.2!
i.

Explanation is made that the liquor interests oppose pro

hibition because it wrongfully destroys the business of Individ

uals, and that the increase in the consumption is of no vahu
to those Avho are put out of business.

The Wine Outlook in Italy

Present indications are that the early expectations of th(

wine growers of the Palermo consular district for an abundant
vintage this year Avill not be fully realized. The summer of

1911 was one of the hottest for years, which, with a total absence!

of rain for months, caused the vines to suffer considerably.

The peronospora, although appearing late in the season, never-

theless did some damage. In consequence the production in

IMarsala, the principal wine-growing district of this vicinity, is

generally estimated as not exceeding that of 1910, which wa.«

below the average.

Although high prices ruled for gi'apes, viz, 18 lire (f3.47)

and even 20 lire (|3.86) per metric quintal (220.4 pounds),:

and 120 lire ($23.16) per cask of new wine (grape juice) con-'

taining 54 "(juartari," corre.sponding to 124 gallons, vineyard

proprietors, instead of taking advantage of these high prices

and disposing at once of their produce preferred to keep it in

stock. The wisdom of this attitude is generally doubted,

because, contrary to last year, there have been but few calls

from France and other foreign bujers. This is bound to cause '<

a drop in prices.

There was little or no rain during the vintage operations, so

that a good quality of wine may be counted upon, except where '

the vines suffered from the peronospora or mildew, the latt(n'

disease having been rather prevalent among the vines this year.

— (From Consul Hernando de Soto, Palenno, Oct. 17.)

lASH'SBITTERC
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rEATTLE, Dec. 20.—According to recent reports from Bell-

k. ingliam wholesale liquor dealers will have their business in

,li units under the local option law still further restricted as

a ^sult of a decision just handetl down by Superior Judge

B ck of Snohomish county. Prosecuting Attorney F^ W.
B|;by is serving notice upon the wholesale firms that in future

tliv must sell intoxicating liquors not only in the original

pfkages, as far as the wrapper is concerned, but in the original

pskages as to bulk also.

:a the past the wholesale men have, for instance, received a

It^rel containing twenty galhuis of whisky and have sold this

li^ior in gallon lots. This practice must now be discontinued.

yi Rixliy has served notice that he will prosecute all who

vilate tlie law in this respect.

[v. r.ixby also has had oi-dinances drafted and is forwarding

ci.ies of the same to the "officers of all incorporated towns in

tlJ county in order that tliey may be passed by the town coun-

I i to strengthen the local option law in preventing the giving

a>iy of intoxicating licjuors. Judge Kellogg's opinion in this

mtter in th^ Jones ca.se showixl that the law was n(»t effective

iiaJl the ordinances will remove doubt. They provide against

tlj sale of li(|uor in any form and against the giving away of

li.'ior ill a spirit of hospitality and good fellowship except in

tl home.

Ill ordinance on the same lines will be introduced in the city

.i mil of Iti'lliiigham at an earlv date.

"lie I'oi-thnid (Oregon) Orcgoiiiau says that the price of beer

-;iiing u]). On December 12th a dispatch was received from

S Louis, stating that the large breweries have raised the price

ni icer an additional |1 a barrel. Paul Wessinger, a Portland

\ er, explains that when the old .stock is sold out, although

tl retailer will only charge 5 cents for a glass, the amount

""•ived by the consumer will be less. He says that in the

five years the prices of all commodities have gone up with

xcc])ti()n of beer. Hops are as high as 40 cents, and barley

r has been so high before in history. Labor has to be paid

•, and everything connected with the brewery business, all

iMat( rials, cdst more. It was inevitable that the brewers

lid increase their price.

i'lie Supit'iue Court of Oregon holds that a club, which is a

n] (oration, is in itself an artificial person, and as such owns

tV liquors purchased by it, regardless of the fact that such

li'iiors were supposedly the property of the individual members
I the club. This ruling, although it modified the recent opin-

i< of the lower court in the case of the bachelors' Club of the

I \ of AVoodburn, and at the same time declared the search and

<i/.ure ordinance of the city of Woodbura void, as well as or-

ihance No. 300, practically knocks out the claim of social

• Us to be exempt from license. Ordinance No. 300 makes

iiinlawful for any common carrier or other i)erson to deliver

iioxicants within the boundaries of the city of Woodburu. It

i^ iolieved that this decision will affect scores of clubs through-

the State of Oregon.

At Salem, Oregon, Thomas Riggs, of Stanton, has commenced
proceedings in the Circuit Court to enjoin the County Court
from declaring Stayton dry. Stayton recently voted dry, 113

to 100. It is contended in the complaint that the local option

law requires precinct elections and that Stayton is not a pre-

cinct in itself, but only part of a precinct. It is also alleged

that the notices were issued by the City Recorder rather than

bv the Countv Clerk.

At Olympia, Wa.shiugton, the Supreme Court for that State

has handed down a ruling on the local option law to the effect

that it is unlawful to give away intoxicating liquor in dry terri-

tory, except in private dwellings or apartments.

A dispatch from IJoise states that at the local option election

held at the end of November in Kootenai and Idaho counties the

drys got a good soaking. Only two years previously these coun-

ties had both gone dry under Idaho's new local option law, Idaho
county by a majority of SCO, and Kootenai by a majority of 200.

This time the reversal of judgment in Idaho county was by 150,

and in Kootenai by 100. The election was held as soon as the

law would allow, for by the terms of this rather intense kind

of so-called "reform" legislation the (juestiim can only be rai.sed

every two years. Both campaigns were about a month in

length, and were extremely bitter.

As stated in last month's Review, this change Avas expected,

because the citizens of these counties had come to the conclu-

sion not only that prohibiticm did not prohibit, but was injuri-

ous to the moral well-being of the community, and the result

was a verdict at the polls in favor of those who took this correct

and common-sense view of the question. Two years' experience

was all that was wanted to teach them the true nature of pro-

hibition.

'-'' During the month an effort has been made in the Portland,

Cegon, City Council to raise saloon licenses from $800 to $1000

—a ear without success. This action was taken for the protec-

t n of the license-holders in the outlying districts, who are

hfing difficulty in paying the present license, $800, and who
V uld be put out of business if the license were increased.

Pe Ell, Washington, remains in the "dry" column, as at the

recent election the entire citizens' ticket, which represented

the votaries of the Avater wagon, was elected.

At Graugeville, Idaho, the wets won another victory, in

spite of the fact that it is claimed the only liquor obtainable on

election day was in the hands of a "dry'' campaigner, and he

wfis very free in the use of it. Certainly, under the circum-

stances, it was a curious manner of influencing voters, particu-

larly as, if the liquor given was good, it would undoubtetlly lead

them to vote for a state of things when they could look forward

to another "nip." Anyway, they climbed off the water wagon
and carried the election for licensed saloons by 120 majority.

Reports from Starbuck and Prescott, Washington, regarding

the municipal elections recently held in those cities, go to .show

that the "drys" were practically swampetl. In both cities the

"wets" elected their tickets almost intact, by a big majority.

It looks as if the sensible people in the Northwest were begin-

ning to understand the prohibitionists' little game, and have

learned how to check-mate it.

At Spirit Lake, Idaho, the Board of Trustees have passed a

new ordinance regarding saloons. The city license will be

$500 a year in addition to the county license. Licenses will

also be granted to hotels having twenty rooms. No chairs,

seats or tables will be allowed in bar rooms, nor will gambling

or games of any character be allowed. Saloons must be closed

promptly at 10 p. m. to remain closed until 6 a. m, and Saturday

from 10 p. m. until Monday 6 a. m.
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California the Peerless State

"JO VER sinco the canteen lias been abolished army officei--*

*—
' who should know their Avork have been advocating its re-

establishment. The ranking general of the United States army,

in his annual report, declares that it is the consensus of opinion

in the army that the canteen should be restortnl. The ranking-

general can back the plan with statistics. Even the most rabid

prohibitionists can hardly claim that the entire army, headed by

the ranking general, is involved in a plot with the liquor

interests. There must be some good and sufficient reason Avhy

this demand for the restoration of the army canteen is kept up.

Without contending that any alcoholic licpior is for the good

of the soldier, let us face facts. The abolition of the army can-

teen has not lessened drunkenness in the United States army.

The ranking general has the figures to sustain this statement.

The opposition to the army canteen contended that the govern-

ment, through the canteen, placed tem])tation in the way of the

soldier and encouraged drunkenness. The canteen has been

abolished for a period of nearlj- ten years, but the American

soldier has not shown any signs of becoming a prohibitionist.

During that time three army generations of soldiers—enlist-

ments are for three years—have been Avithout the canteen, biit

they have managed to consume as much or more liquor than

their predecessors. If the enemies of the army canteen con-

tended that its abolition Avould be a step toward prohibition in

the army, they must admit noAv that they were mistaken in this

regard.

NoAv let us consider the good points of the army canteen as it

was formerly conducted. Only light wines and malt liquors

A\ere sold in the arm,y canteens, and these were pure. The
profits of the canteen Avere divided among the different com-

panies in the post where the canteen was conducted. No
soldier Avas permitted to drink more than Avas good for him in

the canteen, and, needless to say, no soldier was ever robbed in

the canteen.

Since the abolition of the canteen those of the soldiers Avho

drink haA'e been driven to go out of the military reservations.

Most of them drift to Ioav groggeries Avhere they are sold fiery

spirits of the Avorst sort and Avhere they are often robbed. The
keepers of these idaces fatten on the meager salaries of the sol-

diers. Instead of causing the soldiers to drink less the aboli-

tion of the canteen causes them to drink more and to drink

Avorse liquors.

Undoubtedly it Avould be better for the men of the army if

they Avere "teetotalers" but ten years' experimenting shoAvs the

impossibility of bringing about this highly desirable consumma-
tion. The soldier is just an average man, and the average man
drinks more or less. If the forces that are responsible for the

abolition of the canteen are honest and sensible they Avill face

the facts. There Avas less drinking and less injurious drinking
by the men of the army during the time Avhen the canteen Avas

in existence. From the facts and figures AA^hich the anny
people are prepared to show the only persons Avho have profited

by the abolition of the canteen have been the keepers of Ioav

groggeries where soldiers have been poisoned and robbed.

It is high time that the facts Avere admitted and that the army,
which, after all, is best qualified to know the Avants and ten-

dencies of the soldier, should be permitted to handle the drink-
ing problem in the army in its OAvn Avay Avithout interference.

—

San Francisco Post December 19, 1911.

THE LOS ANGELES EXAMINER declares that in conti
,

to the general failing off throughout the land, Califoniias

booming and reports an increase of production in her import; f

branches of agriculture. That for this reason the people of i

whole United States owe a debt of gratitude to the Califoiii

farmers and fruit growers Avho have struggled so many years

,

assist in bringing about the present state of prosperity, Avliicl -

Avell substantiated by the statistics covering 1911. T

Examiner says

:

"Astounding figures, just compiled, show that Califon

leads the United States in value of its crops for the year 19

breaking all records in the history of the state for productii

Of ap])roxinuitely |;8(),0()0,0()0,()0()," the total agricultural wcii

of the United States for 1911, California contributed as its sht

more than i|j;300,000,000, or about 1115,000,000 uu)re than i

aA'erage of all the states of the union."

Out of this grand total the grape growers and wine nuiker-

the state lun^e to their credit 45,000,000 gallons, A-alued

13,000.000, as against 40,000,000 gallons in 1910, vahud
12,500,000. Taking our other fruit and vegetables and tli

products into account, oranges, prunes, raisins, beet sn-

lima beans, Avalnuts, olives and olive oil, brings us to the gi

total of $94,473,183 an increase of 132,471,198 over the value

sinular crops in 19101

Cask=/Vlaking Machinery

ADE:\[0NSTRATI0N given at Poplar (suburb of Loud.

shoAvs some new machines Avliich have been designed i

i.ise in the various processes of cask making at speeds Avhich ;

claimed to be very much higher than those achieved up to i

present. The Avood for the staves, having been cut to the rf

site length, is passed in pieces measuring six inches Avide

about one inch thick, or twice the thickness of a stave as ii

for a cask, through a molding nmchine, Avhich by means 1

rotary cutters placed on horizontal spindles above and bel\

the plank gives a bevel to the stave, so that Avhen assenili 1

the cask is quite circular. A circular saAv also embodied

the machine cuts the six-inch Avood into three-inch Avidt

these double staves being produced at the rate of eiglit\

minute. The next process is knoAvn as profiling. In it

machine takes the double staves and, by rotary cutters moiui

on vertical spindles, tapers the edges from the center toA\:

the ends so as to give the "bilge," and at the .same time i

tongues and grooAcs for the joints of the staA'es. This jtroi -

is ])erformed at the .speed of forty double staAes a minute. T

double staves are then divided into single ones and are i)as

on U) a crozing machine, Avhich provides the cross groove .i

chamfer at the ends to take the bottom and head of the en

It also makes a saAv cut across the center to enable the sta

;

to be bent easily AA'hen their ends are draAvn together to for

the cask. The staves are assembled in a circular frame jt!

are taken to a bilging machine, Avhich, by means of te^^

applied to a Avire rope passed round their ends, comprc-
them together sufficiently to hold the head and to enable

iron hoop to be placed in position. All the machines arc

justable for the manufacture of casks in A'arious sizes, and
the moAements are provided Avith ball bearings.

—

London Tin*

What He Really Said

**r^IDN'T I understand you to say that no liquor was sd

'-^ in this town?" asked the stranger within the gates.

"No, stranger," replied the natiA'e, "I merely said the salc'f

liquor was strictly prohibited here."

—

Chicago Daily Neics.
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CHARLES MEINECRE ^ CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER -HEIPSIECK
|

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANW & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J- MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain .SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN fAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO

Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER ^^I^TILLERY CO.

Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky "R. B. HAYDEN WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.

Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MAOKIE & CO JOS. S. FINCH & CO.

Isla^Scotland -WHlifi HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg. Pa. -GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND BALLOR & CO

London, Eng BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GENS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUIU

ROTTTFT LEAU & CO A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.

S, Fran^^^.. . . -C^^^^ BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS
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j! Review of the Year's Vintage j

(From the London Times of October 28.)

T^HE exceptionally brilliant sunshine of the past summer all over Europe
A contrasted most favorably with the cold and cheerless summer of 1910.

The continuous heat seemed to have killed the enemies of the vine, whether
of insect or of crytogamlc life, and never before did the vineyards through-
out the Continent present a more healthy appearance. As a result there is

a crop of wine somewhat short in quantity but of such superior quality as
to give every promise of making the year a notable one in the anaals of
vintages.

The great advantage, apart from the crop, of an extremely ripe vintage
is that the wood of the vine is left thoroughly sound and free from insect
pests, which conditions give the greatest promise of an equally fine and far
more abundant vintage in the succeeding year. It should also be ncted
that when two fine years, owing to favorable seasons, follow each other, not
only is the second frequently of equal or higher quality but, what is of im-
portance to the consumer, the price cf the second year will generally be
25 or even 50 per cent cheaper.

France Is the great center of the wine industry of the world. It is the
largest producer of wine, the largest consumer, the largest exporter, and
strangely enough, the largest importer. From the peculiar characteristics
of the soil, the general equability cf the climate, and the intelligence of
the vineyardists, France is enabled to produce many special varieties of
wine of the highest degree of excellence.

After bread, natural wines are looked upon as the great necessity of the
French people. The taxed consumption of wine in France in the 12 months
ended September 30, 1910, was no less than 1,089,000,000 gallons. For the
12 months ended September 30, 1911, however (owing to the extraordinary
decrease in the yield of the 1910 vintage), only 748,000,000 gallons were
taxed for consumption in France; or, compared with the average consump-
tion of 162 bottles per head in 1910, there were consumed in 1911, only
111 bottles per head. The consumption of wine in the United Kingdom is
only 1^ bottles per head of the population per annum.

The Leading French Wines.

Claret.—This year's produce of the famous 61 classified growths of
claret, from Chateau Margaux and Haut Brion to Leoville and Pontet Canet,
has already been sold first hand at some 50 per cent above the average price
of the last decade; and such has been the demand from many countries
for these 1911 clarets that they were all sold, as well as many cf the Bour-
geois growths, before the grapes were entirely gathered. Such a proceed-
ing has never occurred before on the Bordeaux market, and it is a curious
spectacle to see, with few exceptions, all the clarets that were produced
in 1910 on these well known estates still in the hands of the growers, for
which probably less than half the price that is now being paid for the
1909's would willingly be accepted. The clarets of the 1909 vintage are still

in cask and should be bottled in the spring of 1912. They promise to take
a high rank among vintage clarets; and, having been sold at comparatively
moderate prices at the time of the vintage, they have changed hands among
the merchants of Bordeaux at enhanced rates. To give an idea of the
production of clarets of 1911 as compared with that of the last fine vintage,
viz, 1909, which was not a large one, we may mention that Chateau Mar-
gaux has produced 260 hogsheads in 1911, as comiiared with 328 hogsheads
in 1909; Lafite, 220 hogsheads against 400: Leoville Lascases, 480 against 700;
Langoa, 240 against 352; Chateau Loudenne, 720 hogshead against 700 in 1909.

To show the prolificacy of the vine it may be mentioned that at Chateau
Loudenne, with 125 acres of vineland, the weight of the grapes gathered
this year amounted to upward of 270 tons, or equal to more than 600,000
pounds.

Sauterne.—There is every probability cf the 1911 sauterne wines being
the finest since the famous vintage of 1893, the extreme heat of three rain-
less months having produced to perfection that lusciousness of the grape for
which the white-wine district is so famous. Not only Chateau d'Yquem but
also all the minor growths and the thousand of Bourgeois, Artisan, and
Peasant growths have produced sauterne of a richness that occurs only
a few times in a century.

Burgundy.—In the Cote d'^r, where the quantity does not amount
to a third of an average crop, the prices paid for the wines are enormous.
There has probably not been such a perfect vintage as regards quality for
more than 20 years, and many anticipate it may equal the great year pf
1865. The white wines of Chablis, although extremely limited in quantity,
will also be very fine in quality.

Champagne.—The champagne vintage this year is, both in the white
and red grape districts, of exceptionally fine quality; but the quantity will,

unfortunately, be small. The prices being paid are the highest for many
years. With 1910 a complete blank and 1909 and 1908 indifferent, there is.

with the exception of a limited quantity of 1907's, only the vintage of 1906

to be shipped, which is already sold to the merchants in England and other

parts of the world.

Saumur.—The Anjcu vintage was much earlier than usual, the gather-

ing of red grapes having begun on September 18, and of the white grapes

a fortnight latei'. The vintage will be of very superior quality and the

high prices, partly resulting from the scarcity of old wines, will, as in

champagne, more than make up to the grower for the deficiency in the yield.

Cognac.— In the Charente the quantity of grapes gathered will amount
only to what in that district is called a half-crop, many vineyards having

been injured by hailstorms. The quality of the wine being excellent and of

high alcoholic strength, and there being no large reserve stocks of brandy

of recent vintages left in the hands of the farmers, prices are ruling very

high. It is fully anticipated that the brandy this year will be finer than any

distilled during the last quarter of a century.

To meet the home demand for beverage wines France has, since the

first invasion of the phylloxera, been gradually converting the colony of .Al-

geria into one vast vineyard, and so successful has been these efforts that

for some years past encrmous quantities of well-fermented red and white

wines, which have now reached nearly 200,000,000 gallons, are annually

shipped to France. Algeria therefore provides the French people with

about one-fifth of their total consumption of wine and, being a French colony,

the wine is admitted into France free of duty. These Algerian wines have

during the past few years become so popular as fall-bodied wholesome bev;

erage wines that they have also been shipped to England and other cojn-:

tries and sold on their merits under their own name.
'

High Quality of Other European Wine Yields.

The high quality of Germany's Hock and Moselle vintage of 1911 is

undoubted, and promises to rank with the finest wines of the last century.'

Whether it be the grower cf the choicest Johannesberg or Steinberg, or the

small peasant proprietor, all have produced a wine of a quality certainly su-

perior to anything since 1893. Unfortunately the quantity is extremely lim-

ited; indeed, not half an average crop. A bountiful harvest of good ordi-

nary quality would best have met the needs of the market, for, owing to sev-

eral meager vintages of recent years, the values of Hocks and Moselles, and

especially of the ordinary beverage wines, have constantly been moving

upward, limited yields having been coincident with an increased demand

not only in Germany, but in all parts of the world. In no country, therefore,

would a second good and plentiful vintage be so welcome as on the Rhine

and Moselle.

The gathering began generally, in both the Upper and Lower Douro sec-

tions of Portugal, in the early days of October. Notwithstanding the slight

damage caused by the rains in the latter part of August and the beginning

of September, the grapes ripened satisfactorily, the musts showing body,

flavor, and color. The quality of the wine will be very good, but the

shortage in quantity will have the usual effect on prices. The most notable

feature this year is the exceptionally high degree of sugar in the grapes,

which is a sure indicaticn of quality. Of the older vintage ports, the 1908's

have all been bottled and most of them are now in the cellars of con-

sumers.

The Spanish sherry vintage this year amounts probably to only three-

quarters of an average crop, the east wind (Levante) having prevailed for

the unprecedented time of 16 consecutive days, and this tended to shrivel

up the bunches. The quality, however, will be very gocd, and but for labor

troubles the outlook would be extremely hopeful, as there is undoubtedly
a great demand in England for sherry at the present time. Owing to the
continuous heat, the quantity of Tarragona is very small, but the quality

fine. The demand, however, for these cheap red wines of the port wine
type has considerably diminished in England, owing to the increasing quan-
tity of so-called "basis wine" that is allowed to be made in that country.

The grapes throughout Hungary developed much better than in recent
years, and the must possesses considerable sweetness. The vintage took
place about a fortnight earlier than usual—a very good sign for these full-

bodied natural wines. The quantity will not be more than an average har-
vest, but It is confidently anticipated that the quality will be one of the finest

on record. There is a great scarcity of old wines and the new wines are
expected to realize very high prices.

Owing to the prolonged drought in Italy the grapes did not yield an av-
erage quantity of wine, but the vines are extremely healthy and the musts
are all of excellent quality and of great vinoslty. The yield of grapes at Mar-
sala (Sicily) will be, if anything, below the average, and but frr recently
planted vines coming into bearing the total quantity would be very much
short of that of last year. The quality of the wine is expected to be very
good.

Statistics show that the total production in the Island cf Madeira dur-
ing 1910 was some 10,500 pipes of wine, which it is expected will be in-

creased this year to 12,000 pipes. The quality of the wine will be extremely
fine.

Australian Production—Decressing British Consumption.

In Australia the 1911 vintage was remarkable, inasmuch as the weather
was the coolest on record. Only once did the temperature In South Aus-
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tralla rise to 100 degrees, which Is noteworthy. The vintage in Victoria,

South Australia, and New South Wales, represented about 5,000,000 gallons.

The stocks of vintage prior to 1911 are very small and as an increasingly

large quantity of wine is required for home consumption, as well as for

distillation into brandy, in order to escape the heavy duty on imported

wine and spirits there will be only a limited quantity of wine available

for export. The full-bodied and generous character of Australian wine

causes a never-growing demand for it in the United Kingdom, and the wine

shipped is always the best produce of the Commonwealth.

The consumption of wine in the United Kingdom continues to declinei

and the time has come when the winegrowers of Europe no longer rely

upon England as the principal customer for their choicest vintages, or even

for light beverage wines. On the contrary, the growers and merchants of

France, Germany, Spain, and Portugal are now looking for other European

markets, as well as to the British colonies, the United States, and South

America, as equally important outlets.

Big Boost for California Barley

Vine News from the University Farm

THE vititultunil work at the University Farm at Davis is

under the direction of Professor F. T. Bioletti. The situa-

: tion there at pre.sent is as follows : Ten acres of vineyard, com-

;

prisinji our principal wine, table and raisin g^'apes, and some

1 200 other varieties, planted March, 1910 ; 5 acres grafted vines,

plante<l ^larch, 1911, in which the adaptati(m and affinity of our

principal grapes are being tested in connection with the most

promising and tried resistant stocks; a collection of mother

vines of phylloxera resistant varieties planted in April, 1910.

HUGH F. FOX, Secretary of the United States Brewers'

Association, recently stated that the present high prices of

barley and the shortage of the crop in the barley-growing states

in the Middle West, have forced American brewers to turn their

attention to California barley. He believes that the market for

California barley, which has increased greatly during the last

two years, is capable of a heavy development.

He estimates California's 1911 exportable surplus was 150,-

000 tons—about 6,000,000 bushels. With this exixn-table

surplus, California now has the opportunity, in both quality and

freight rate, for vastly enlarging its shipments. The Ameri-

can brewers use yearly 1,500,000 tons—about 60,000,000 bushels.

The English brewers import yearly 1,000,000 tons—about 40,-

000,000 bushels. Here is a total of 2,500,000 tons, or about

100,000,000 bushels, of Avhich California, with her present

barley average, can supply only about 150,000 tons, or 6,000,-

000 bushels.

In conclusion 3lr. Fox says: "Even with the high freight

charge of all rail shipments from California to Chicago, Mil-

waukee and St. Louis, a large amount of California barley has

been sold to these points during the past two years, and the

barley has proved so popular that it Avill hold its own in com-

petition with all other barleys in the future.

PMI
A NEW VINTAGE

See Editorial on Page 28

These vines are for the study of resi.stant stocks, and for fur-

nishing growers with small lots of cuttings for experimental

purposes; a vine nur.serv containing about ten thousand grafted

vines, including most of the best varieties, and the principal

varieties of resistant stocks; an old Muscat vineyard which is

used for demonstrating drying, packing and cultural methods
to students; a grafting house and cutting shed, with all ap-

paratus and appliances for the disinfection of cuttings, etc.; a

laboratory and lecture room for the use of .students in viticul-

ture.

This equipment at the farm, while far from complete at pres-

ent, will afford the opportunity of giving a practical course to

students in tiie industry who desire to keep themselves abreast

of the times. Such etiuipment in the hands of so Avell known a

scientific and reliable viticulturist as Professor Bioletti cannot

fail to be of great service to the State, and is such as to cause

the farm in question to be a valuable adjunct to the University.

The liquor ordinance at San Luis Obispo has been amended
.luring the month, the principal feature of the amendment being

the limiting of the saloons in that city to fifteen. The ordinance

is so drawn as to deal fairly with present holders of licenses, so

it will be some time before the limit set is reached.

The Royal Arch at Eureka, Humboldt < 'ounty, raised a fund

and secured a list of those needing help. Cards were sent to

these good for f2.50 in coin or trade. The Bank of Eureka
handlefl the money, and this charitable action of the Knights

was much ajipreciated.

At the City of Colusa, Colusa County, two ssvloons, one owueil

by Philip Hamburg, and the other by T. F. Phillips, were close<l

December 1st because of the refusal of the Board of Trustees

to renew their licenses.
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OUT/

NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec^

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,

but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

EXPORTS OF WISIE BV SEA.

FROM NOVEMBER 20, 1911, TO DECEMBER 20, 1911.

FROM NOVEMBER 20, 1911. TO DECEMBER 20, 1911.

FROM SEATTLE.

Bter 1 csk 980 hhds 1194 bbls 590 hf bbls 590 qr bbl»
Whisky 22 cs 6 bbto
Wine 2 o»
Brandy 1 bbl

BEER IN TRANSIT.
To Nevada 130 C8k»
"San Bernardino 76 bbl*
" Alameda 110 lihds 126 lif bbls 150 qr bbU
" Oakland 65 hhds 160 bbls 65 hf bbls 70 qr bbls 3 sixth bbU
•' Santa Clara 60 bbl»
" Vallejo 40 bbls 20 hf bbls

Destination.

To British Columbia
" Central America
• China

Cases.
156
37
28

Hawaiian Islands "IH

Mexico
Philippine Islands
Straits Settlements . .

South America
Society Islands ... . . .

Samoan Islands
Marquesas Islands . . .

Jamaica
Havana
France
Germany
New York
Other Eastern States

Gallons
7,060

41.353
2.660

98,090
6.007
1,260
200

8.950
4,020
306

1,127
16

5

182

1,500
5.500

11.996
,268,920
48,471

Value.
$3,430
13,687
1.163

43,341
2,324
513
80

4.041
993
201
327
89

425
1,900
3,924

420,541
18,881

FitrelKU.

Total ^^3 1,507,320 $515,862

WHISKY.
Destination. Cases. Gallons. Value.

To British Columbia
" Central America •

" Hawaiian Islands
" .Japan
"Mexico
" Philippine Islands • 'V^
" Samoan Islands 5

" New York
" Cambridgeport, Mass

37
70

437
50
6

210
2,270

473

375
5

$448
812

7,788
300
31

1,635
20

1.050
5

Total

BRANDY.
Destination.

To British Columbia . . . -

" Central America ....
" Hawaiian Islands . . .

" Philippine Islands . . .

" South America
" New York
" Other Eastern States

805

Cases.
10
1

75
1

1

1,333 $12,089

Gallons.

Total S8

Destination.

To Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands .

" South America . .

.

" Samoan Islands . . .

" Society Islanis . .

.

" Marquesas Islands

2.824

523
100

3.457

Packages.
6

50
381
224

4

52
3

Total 720

Value.
$84

7

3,311
14
40

817
100

$4,373

Value.

$68
245

4,824
710
32

396
39

$6,314

MISCELLANEOUS.

Destination. Packages and Contents.

To British Columbia 2 cs Mineral Water 3 cs Cider
" Central America 2 cs 2 kgs Vermouth. 1 cs Alcohol

5 cs Cordials. 1 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" China 11 cs Grape Juice. 2 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" Hawaiian Islands. .189 cs Min. Water. 100 cs 1 bbl Ginger Ale, 3 cs Cocktails

70 cs Champagne, 5 cs 4 bbls 2 hf bbls Alcohol
26 cs Liquors, 53 cs Cordials. 5 cs Grenadine

34 cs Gin, 23 cs Vermouth, 4 cs Bitters, 5 cs Stout
5 cs Syrups, 2] cs 1 kg Cider, 2 bbls Ale

36 cs Grape Juice, 2 cs Kummel
" Japan 1 cs Cordial
" Mexico 5 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 2 cs Bitters. 2 cs Grape Juice

22 cs Alcohol, 45 cs Mineral Water, 3 bbls Ginger Ale
13 cs China Wine. 25 cs Japan Spirits

" Philippine Islands 50 cs Mineral Water, 3 bbls Alcohol, 15 cs Cider
10 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 130 cs 100 crates Grape Juice

" South America 2 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" Society Islands 2 cs Alcohol
" Samoan Islands 5 cs Grape Juice
" Australia 1 kg Cider
" Jamaica 1 cs Champagne
" New York 689 cs 849 bbls 5 hf bbls 15 kgs Cherries in Maraschino
" Other Eastern States 10 gals Vermouth

Total 1627 cs 861 bbls 7 hf bbls 18 kgs 100 crates 10 gallons
Value $24,511

FROM NOVEMBER 20. 1911. TO DECEMBER 20, 1911.

FROM EUROPE; (via Ancon)—Per San Juan, November 23.

3436 cs Champagne San Francisco.
12 octs Rum San Francisco.
1 csk Rum San Francisco.

50 cs Beer i^an Francisco.
26 cs Liquors San Francisco.
10 cs Wine San Francisco.
10 csks Wine San Francisco.
30 bbls Wine San Francisco.

100 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
445 bbls Stout San Francisco.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Korea, November 24.

862 csks Sake San Francisco.
90 cs Sake San Francisco.
80 csks Sake Los Angeles.
30 csks Sake Denver.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Pleiades, November 28.

15 bbls Whisky Los Angeles.
5 cs Wine Los Angeles.
5 bbls Gin Sail Francisco.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Shinyo Maru, November 30.

291 cs Sake ; San Francisco.
1170 csks Sake San Francisco.
110 csks Sake Los Angeles.
20 csks Sake Denver.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per City of Para. December 1.

220 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
18 bbls Gin San Francisco.
10 csks Gin San Francisco.

FROM HAMBURG—Per Hermanthis, December 1.

50 cs Wiiie San Francisco.
2 cs Beer San Francisco.

100 cs Punch Portland.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Peru. December 2.

220 bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Missourlan, December 2.

25 cs Gin San Francisco.
55 cs Wine Sin Francisco.

605 cs Gin San Francisco.
7 bbls Gin San Francisco.

528 cs Whisky Portland.
5 bbls Liquors Portland.
5 bbls Gin Seattle.
2 bbls Gin Tacoma.

15 cs Lime Juice Tacoma.
15 cs Whisky Honolulu.
6 bbls Whisky Honolulu.

25 cs Brandv Los Angeles.
5 octs Whisky Portland.

FROM HAMBURG—Per Versailles. December 3.

100 cs Spirits San F.-ancisco.
660 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Nebraskan. December 5.

5 cs Liquors Sun Francisco.
14 cs Brandy Snn Francisco.
10 cs Cordials Sin I'rancisco.
35 cs Wine San ''rancisco.
1 hhl Fruit Juice Sm '"rancisco

26 bbls Wine Oakland.
10 cs Brandy Oakland.
10 cs Brandy Sacramento.
2 bbls Whisky Sacramento.

10 bbls Whisky Los Angeles.
16 bbls Beer Los Angeles.
2 tjbls Rum lx)S Angeles.

10 bbls Whisky San Diego.
1 bbl Liquors San Diego.
5 bbls Rum Portland.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Leelanaw. December 6.

120 bbls Beer San Francisco.
70 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
13 cs Gin San Francisco.

FROM KOBE. .lAPAN—Per Siberia. December 7.

403 csks Sake Sin Francisco.
231 cs Sake San Francisco.
97 csks Sake Los Angeles.
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FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Ciuz)—Per Columbian, December 11.

5 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
.1 bbl.« Wine San Francisco.

It) cs Wine San Francisco.
" cs Gin San Francisco.

::, cs Brandy San Francisco.
2 hbis Gin San Francisco.

;T1 cs Whisky San Francisco.
;:,0 cs Wliisky Sacramento.
10 bbls Whisky Sacramento.
5 bbls Whisky Stockton.

.\'3 cs Whisky Portland.
700 cs Wine Portland.

2 bbls Wine Portland.
7 octs Wine Portland.
1 csk Rum Portland.

FROM KUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
cs Beer Los Angeles.

JO cs Champagne Los Angeles.
cs Wine San Francisco.

:i cs Champagne Portland.
_.i cs Wine Honolulu.
2o CS Champagne Honolulu.
2 cs Lime Juice Honolulu.

10 cs Beer Honolulu.
10 csks Beer Honolulu.
5 cs Mineral Water Honolulu.

FROM I>rEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Newport, Dec. 15.

i "lO bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
.'r> es Whisky San Francisco.
!.? bbls Brandy San Francisco.
10 bbls Wine San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Isthmian, December 17.

1.5 cs Champagne San Francisco.
I.!3 cs Whisky Portland.
25 cs Brandy Portland.

1 csk Whisky Portland.
L'5 cs Wine Portland.
25 cs Punch Portland.
25 cs Whisky San Diego.
1 csk Whisky Los Angeles.

10 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
5 octs Brandy Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK—Per Isthmian, December 17.

79 cs Wine San Francisco.
3 bbls Gin San Francisco.

10 cs Brandy San Francisco.
[680 cs Whisky San Francisco.
I IOCS Champagne San Francisco.

1 bbl Gin Oakland.
4 cs Brandy Sacramento.
3 cs Lime Juice Portland.
1 bbl Wine Portland.
1 cs Wine Portland.

! FROM ANTWERP—Per William T. Lewis, December 18.

i 49 cs Gin San Francisco.
' 200 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Crown of Galicla, December 19.

6 bbls Vermouth San F'rancisco.
618 cs Wine San Francisco.
771 cs Gin San Francisco.
40 cs Brandy San Francisco.
5 csks Brandy San Francisco.

1100 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
250 cs Absinthe San Francisco.

2 cs Bitters San Francisco.
4 hhds Wine San Francisco.

40 octs Wine San Francisco.
4 cs Liquors San Francisco.

125 cs Stout San Francisco.
685 cs Whisky .San Francisco.
10 cs Rum San Francisco.

200 bbls Beer San Francisco.
525 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
350 cs Amer Picon San Francisco.

3 csks Fruit Juice San Francisco.
160 cs Lime Juice San Francisco.

1 csk Lime Juice San Francisco.
75 bbls Soda Water ;

."

San Francisco.
l.i csks Whisky San Francisco.
2 csks Bitters .;an Francisco.
1 hhd Whisky ^an Francisco.

25 octs Whisky . San Francisco.
20 cs Beer Portland.
75 cs Stout Portland.
100 cs Vermouth Ix)s Angeles.
50 bbls Ginger Ale Los Angeles.

115 cs Whisky Lis Angeles.
100 cs Mineral ^Vater Los Angeles.
75 cs Li<iuors Los Angeles.

100 cs Absinthe Los Angeles.
25 cs Wine Victoria.

200 cs Whisky Victoria.
635 cs Beer Vancouver.
45 cs Wine Vancouver.
41 cs Champagne Vancouver.
90 cs Liquors ...... Vancouver.

850 cs Gin Vancouver.
1371 cs Whisky Vancouver.
234 cs Ale Vancouver.
86 cs Stout Vancouver.
5 octs Gin Vancouver.

15 bbls Stout V^ancouver.
50 csks Whisky Vancouver.
5 octs Rum Vancouver.

FROM ANTWERP (via Seattle)—Per Watson, December 5.

1150 cs Champagne San Francisco.

IMPORTS BV R.4IL IN BUIND.

FROM NOVEMBER 20, 1911, TO DECEMBER 20. 1911.

Via New York

—

2 cs Liquors From Hamburg.
? cs Wine "
1 cs Vermouth " "

1 cs Mineral Water " ••

Via LoH .VnjpeleM—-

20 cs Whisky From Liverpool.
30 cs Gin

California Wine to New York

MONTH OF NOVEMBER.
From San Francisco, SS. (reorjjian.

50 bbls :m. Ajello

100 " T. Barbaca
337 " Scatena & Co.

200 " A. Gazzolo
"05 " Lagoniarsino AVine Co.

70 " A. Colantuono
158 " Piemont Winerv
100 " A. D. Badini
125 " W. P. Bemagozzi
110 " Paganucci Bros.
100 " Ciocca-Lombardi Wiiie Co.
62 " M. B. Mosso
100 " French-American Wine Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Ancon.

99 bbls Folletti & Leonardo
388 " Scatena & Co.

1560 " Lachman & Jacobi

100 " Piemont AA'inery

1442 cases Calwa Distributing Co.

925 bbls Italian-Swiss Colony
169 " Gazzola & Fogliatti

286 " Scatena Bros. Wine Co.

97 " Gundlach-Bundschn Wine Co.

699 " C. Schilling & Co.

382 " (\ Stern & Sons

E. A. QROEZINQER Established 1846 E. O. SCHRAUBSTADTER

A.FINKE'S WIDOW
SPARKLING ANo VINTAGE WINES

CHAMPAGNES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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California Wine Association

Order

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

145 bbls Scatena Bros. Wine Co.

61 " Scatena & Co.

105 " Lacliman & Jacobi

14 " California Wine Association

20 cases Calwa Distributing Co.

29 bbls Order

From San Francisco, SS. Allianca.

Chas. Stern & Sons

California Wine Association

Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

.
•. Zucker, Steiner & Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Texan.

C. Manzella & Son
Scatena & Co.

Scatena Bros. Wine Co.

A. D. Podent & Co.

Max Hay
; . . A. Gazzolo

Piemtmt AVinery

. . E. L. Spellman & Co.

W. P. Bernagozzi

A. Habernicht & Co.

Chas. Sclineler

Lagomarsino Wine Co.

French-American Wine Co.

20 cases Savoy Wine & Importing Co.

V. Casazza & Bros.

Italian Vineyard Co.

Order

From San Francisco, SS. Colon.

J. Pacheteau

Scatena Bros.

French-American Wine Co.

Lachman & Jacobi

50 cases Wetmore-Bowen Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Kansan.

100 bbls Tokalon Vineyard Co.

100

600

80

198

250

300

200

234

California Wine Association

Lagomarsino Wine Co.

L. Getsch&Co.
Scatena & Co.

Italian-Swiss Colony

A. Gazzolo

Chas. Stern & Son

,
Order

Benefits of the California Car Exhibit i
COLVIN BROWN, who was in charge of the California car

that toured the East in connection with the "Western
Governors' Special," is home again, and is very enthusiastic

over the publicity secured from this novel advertising scheme.

"One of the most admired features of the ear," said Mr.
Brown, "was the grape arbor and wine exhibit, Avhich every-

where attracted attention. No other state represented oil
the train covered this particular field, and as a result, tMH
90,000 people who passed through the turnstile entrance of the

train gave their undivided attention to the exhibit of California

wines.

"On board the special were a half-dozen representatives of

the leading magazines and papei-s of the United States, and
after our trip was practically over and we were nearing St.

Paul, our destination, one of the reporters came to me and
announced that he had been appointed a committee of one to

ask for a wine donation to be consumed at the last meal the

reporters would have on the train together.

"Although the bottles were all wired down, I decided that

these reporters, who had boosted the California car particularly,

were deserving of some California wine, and so secured a pair

of nippers, handed them to the committee of one, and told him
to take what he wanted. He was a modest chap and was satis-

fied with seven or eight bottles, with which the table of the

reporters was ornamented.

"Later, Avhen I shook hands with these reporters for a last

farewell, they all praised the wine, saying that it had added

to the enjoyment of the last meal together, and that before they

had finished the bottles they had toasted California, the viti-

culural industry and practically every man of prominence con-

nected with the exposition."

3Ir. Brown says that from an advertising standpoint, nothing

has ever exceeded the results achieved by the 'Western Gov-

ernors' Special.'

The first exhibit car on the train was the California car, on

either side of which was placarded an immense banner Avith

the inscription "Panama-Pacific International Exposition

1915." On the four succeeding cars were signs merely men-

tioning the other states that were exhibiting. As this train

sped over the 4000 miles covered during the journey, Mr. Bro^ni

says he firmly believes the majority of the people who saw it

believetl that it was a Panama-Pacific International Exposition

train boosting California.

lASH'SBITTERC

WILLIAM WOLFF ^ COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

52-58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR
J. & F. MARTELL, Cognac Martell Brandy

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON, Rotterdam Holland Gin

CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and Sarsaparilla

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
Mellwood Bond & Lillard Old Horsey Rye Old Watermill Belmont Old Government And other staple Brands

IMPORTERS OF
VINTAGE >VIN£S. STAPLE CORDIALS, BITTERS, ABSINTHE, PRESERVES, OLIVE OIL. ETC
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The big:p;est advantage we had was the fact that one whoI(>

car was devoted to our products. After the visitors passed

throujjh the turnstile, they were told that the first car con-

tained the resources of two or three states, and the second, third

and fourth cars, several other states. When they reached the

last car Mr. Brown took pleasure in remarking "This car shows
California,'' and he says the effect Avas always impressive, for

the visitors did not have to ask constantly if they were looking

at the products of Wyoming, South Dakota or other exhibits.

"Every one," he concluded, "admired the grape arbor and
])erp;ola decorated by the Grape Growers' Association of Cali-

fornia, and I am sure that 90 per cent of the 90,000 who in-

spected the train, for the first time got a true idea of the impor-

tance of California's viticultural industrv."

Correspondence that Gets Your Interest

621 Kerchoff Building,

Los Angeles, November 28, 1911.

Mr. Andrea Sbarboro, President Italian-American Bank, San
Francisco, Cal.

Dear Sir:—^Some two years ago I had the pleasure of meet-

ing you when you were en route to New York, at which time
you were showing me a pamphlet whidi you had preparwl in

the interest of wine-growing, and uswl by you, I believe, before

congress when the matter was up some time since. I then
thought it the best presentation of the matter I had ever seen,

and if you have at your disposal an extra copy, I would appre-

ciate it being sent to me at the present time. We have befoi'e

the people here a most drastic prohibition ordinance to be voted

on Tuesday next and I would like to use your jiamphlet in con-

vincing some of my friends of the injustice of such a law becom-
ing operative.

Thanking you most sincerely in advance, I beg to remain.

Yours very truly,

Will E. Stevens.

San Francisco, November 29th, 1911.

Mr. Will E. Stevens, Los Angeles, Cal.

My Dear Sir:—I take pleasure in sending you, under sepa-

rate cover, the pamphlets mentioned in your favor of yester-

day in reference to "True Temperance." Tlie papers do cer-

tainly show facts by which any reasonable person could see the

great advantage that it would be to this country, both finan-

cially and morally, if our good American people would become
educated to the use of light table wines at their meals, as they

do in Europe, from where I have recently returned, and where,

in six months spent in the wine-drinking countries. I did not

see a single drunkard until I arrived in P^ngland, a non-wiue
drinking country, where drunkards—both men and women—are

to be seen on the streets everywhere.

The time must certainly come when the enterprising, intelli-

gent American people will see the folly they are committing in

trying to destroy—especially here in California—an industry

which, if fostered, would be the greatest asset of our state.

Two Frenchmen, M. L. de Ayala and his brother, just visited

our colony at Asti the other day. These gentlemen own large

champagne plants in France, which were recently destroycnl

by a mob there on account of some difficulty they had in using
wine from the different districts to make champagne in the

( hampagne-making district. These gentlemen, by chance, had
obtained in France a bottle of our own champagne, produced
in Sonoma county under the supervision of M. Jadeau, a cham-
pagne maker of France for thirty years, and finding our cham-
pagne so good they have conu; to California with the object
of establishing somewhere a champagne plant with us. What
a great fortune it would be to be able to show to the world that

California can produce just the same champagne produced in

France. But how can these people come here to spend hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars when they are confronted with

fanatics who would destroy this great industry in their own
state? These two gentlemen related to me the scene they had
on their ti*ain coming from the East; when passing through

Nebraska they were refusetl their wine, Avhich they usually use

at their meals, on the Pullman car. They were shocked at

this absurdity, just the same as I was when I recently traversed

the same route. I was refused wine at my lunch, because we
were traveling through Nebraska. WHien I sat down at dinner

the waiter told me we were passing through a short strip of

Colorado and that I could get my wine then, but must use it

quickly before we again came to the prohibition state of Ne-

braska. What absurdities. It seems, indeed, impossible that

intelligent American people can be so fanatically foolish.

Wishing you success in your difficult propaganda among the

good, but foolish, people of Los Angeles, I remain.

Ever at your service,

Anduea Sbakuoro.

The wine men of California each year make a liberal allow-

ance for elaborate calendai'S, some of them being especially

beautiful. The Italian-Swiss colony has hit upon the happy
idea of sending out this year the sequel of one of its former
holiday pictures. It is a reproduction of an original painting

by the famous Italian artist, E. Zampighi, and is a companion
picture of the "Rustic Courtship" scene, which they distributed

during the 1910 holidays. The title is "Grandpa's Present,"

and shows the sly young lovers of the former picture happily

married and blessed with two charming children, a girl and a

boy, who is being presented with a little sheep by his proud
grandfather.

Topazor
The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

Cl'-.l:i>aiix otixiCL/

ESTABLISHED IN ie£0 INCOFFCFAllD IN 1^C6

CONTRA COSTA WINERY, MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY, SON OMA CO.

Office and Salesrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET ian Francisco
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Sonoma County Has Banner Wine Yield

SONOMA county was favored during the past season with a

decidedly good yield of grapes, from which was produced

about eleven million gallons of dry wines. This is in excess

of the quantity of dry wines produced the previous year. In

sweet wines the county does not average very high, the yield for

what is known as the foui'th district which comprises the north-

em counties of California, is about two million gallons.

The prices for the crop this year were materially better than

during the previous season, the quotations increasing from |8

and |12 per ton last year to $18 and f20 per ton this year.

One of the best showings mjide by Sonoma county was the

fact that this section can produce the same grapes with which

is made the celebrated champagne in Rheinis, France. The

Italian-Swiss colony at Asti has been experimenting in this

industry for several years, and at last it has succeeded in pro-

ducing a champagne equal to the best French wine. This

champag-ne Avill be placed on the market next spring, when it is

expected it will prove that California can produce just as good

champagne as tlu; best produced in France.

The splendid champagne produced at Asti has been served

at a couple of prominejit banquets, and those who have tasted

the vintage declare it the equal of any imported wine. It was

the life work of the late Pietro C. Rossi to produce this cham-

pagne, and just as his dream was about to be realized he met

with the unfortunate accident Avhich robbed him of his life.

—

Santa Rosa Republican.

George West & Son's winery at Lodi closed down, after a

very successful season, at the beginning of December. The

tanks are now full of wine, amounting in all to a total of 5,650,-

000 gallons. This total includes El Pinal, near Stockton, with

a capacity of 4,000,000 gallons, Lodi winery, 900,000 gallons,

and San Joaquin winery, near Acampo, 750,000 gallons. It

was necessary to increase the tankage by 1,000,000 at the three

wineries to take care of this season's crop of grapes. A large

number of contracts have been signed by the growers at flO

per ton for a period of ten years. The contracts were open

for the growers to sign until October 15th, and by that date a

sufficient number had signed to insure an ample supply of

grapes for years to come.

J. Sehabiague has sued Jos. Kidd to obtain |20,000 for al-

leged slander. Both plaintiff and defendant are residents of

Napa Valley and interested in the wine business. It appears

that when Sehabiague was buying grapes from surrounding

farmers, Kidd is accusal of saying "That scoundrel of a Seha-

biagiu', lie is cheating all the farmers around here; he is cheat-

ing all the farmers in Napa Valley" ; and then and there called

the plaintiff a "thief" and a "rascal." By which very unneigh-

borly remarks the plaintiff" believes himself damaged in the sum
sued for.

Upon the conclusion of the season's run in Lincoln Valley,

the winery men were especially pleased by the sugar percentage

which had maintained a good average. It had been best in

grapes grown in a gravelly soil, as usual, and much better, ac-

cording to reports, than had been found in Santa Clara, Napa
or Sonoma counties.

PLACERVILLE, El Dorado County, dispatch states th

while its mines,, timber, and other valuable featiiroT

have received recognition, little or nothing has been said about

its great capabilities for grape growing. It is contended thai

both climate and soil conditions are excellent for the culti-

vation of the wine grape, and says : "But few people, even resi-

dents of this county, realize the possibilities here in the grajji

industry. It has been demonstrated that the Avine grape can

be raised here. One proof of the quality of a grape is the per

cent of sugar it carries. Record shows that the El Dorado
county wine grape carries from 28 to 36 per cent of sugar, while

the wine grape of some of the biggest vineyard counties of tin

state carries but 16 to 26 per cent of sugar. Some of the gra]i(

men of the county are now starting a movement to have more

ranchers raise grapes, and with local wineries to handle tJK

crop a profit equal if not greater than that of other counties mav
be had bv the El Dorado grower."

We are sorry to learn from a Woodland telegram that tlio

Yolo County vineyards are threatened by the phylloxera. Re-

cently when the LTniversity of California demonstration train

was passing through that county, F. W. Franks brought in

some vine roots that Avere badly affected. He reported that

tliere are three or four patches in his vineyard, varying from a

quarter to half an acre in size, in which the diseased vines can

be found. Professor Flossfeder, one of the lecturers, and County

Horticultural Commissicmer Hecke examined the vines and

declared that the roots are infected with phylloxera, and Mr.

Franks was urged to dig all the diseaseil vines out and substi-

tute resistant varieties. He reported that there are other vine-

yards in his neighborhood that are similarly affected.

Crushing -ceased at the Fresno wineries early in the present

month. The size of the crush is estimated by Avine makers to

have been practically normal, though a little heavier than that

of last year. The size of the wine crop would, however, have

been small and decidedly below that of the average year had it

not been for a heavy second crop of muscats. The Aviue grape

crop proper in this section was very light, owing to the frost

of last spring. As expected, from this same frost resulte<l the

heavy second crop of muscats, and as the entire crop Avas late in

maturing, the heavy run on these white grapes kept Avineries

open much past the usual date for ending the crush.

The Aviuery of Lachnuxn & Jacobi at Petaluma, Sonoma i

Coimty, is preparing for another big shipment of Avine to Ari-

:

zona and eastern points, and great activity reigns at the bigi

plant. The present shipment will be one of the largest of thet

season, and Avill be folloAved bv others still larijer.
'

W. T. GARRATT 6. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WINE PUMPS
FOR EITHER HAND OR POWER

WINE COCKS HOSE REDUCERS
" BUNGS BUSHINGS, CAPS
" VALVES NIPPLES AND COUPLINGS

BOTTLING, LOCK AND RACKING COCKS

299 Fremont St. SAN FRANCISCO
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The California >Viue Association winery at Geyservilh^ re-

ports a Rood season, during which some 5000 tons of grapes

were crushed. This is less than expected as the crop has not

been as heavy as usual. The season was begun with the offer

of $15 per ton, and the promise of the advantage of the rising

market to those who sold to it. It has paid |18. Grapes
came in both by cars and wagons, the crusher being located so

as to rweive grapes from the cars on one side and from teams
on the other. Fifteen hundred tons were received by the cars

this j-ear. About 6000 gallons of the unfermented grape juice

has been made at Geyserville this year.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Woodbridge
Vineyard Association for the election of directors for the cor-

poration was held recently. The following directors were
elected: Frank Perrott, president; Charles Newton, vice presi-

dent; Freeman I>. Mills, secretary; J. Brack Jr., Amos Boyce,

Alex Chapdelain, Theodore Becknmn. Under the able manage-
ment of Oliver Newman, the superintendent, this has been a

very successful year for the corporation. The entire output of

wine for the season Avas sold before the grapes were crushed

and shipments have begun. Ten thousand tons of grapes were
received from the stockholders, who are forty-four in number.

AT the beginning of the month 20,000 galhms of wine were

s]iip])ed from the California Wine Association's winery

at Woo<llaiid, Yolo County, to Winehaven. The total of the

season's output from that place will probably amount to 200,000

gallons of dry and sweet wines. The total amount of grapes

crushed was 2(554 tons as against 1900 tons last year. The rush

of gi'apes to the local winery this season was so heavy that a
part of the product had to be reshipped to Cordelia and Wine-
iiaven.

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
'WINE AND
BREW^ERS

.-.HOSE.-.
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED-

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

GORHAM-REVERE RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

TELEPHONE PACIFIC DOUGLAS 1844

THOS. W. COLLINS 61 CO.
Commission Merchants and Importers

54 and 56 DAVIS STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Pabst Brewing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Bottled Beer Brands

:

Blue Ribbon, Export and Red, White
and Blue

Pabst Malt Ext act. The "Best" Tonic

American Fruit Product Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Pure Apple Cider and Vinegar

Weisel & Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

High Grade German Sausage and
Smoked Meats

Rudolph Oelsner, Importer
New York

Imported German Beers

Pilsner, Burger Brau

Munchner Hof Brau

Baird-Daniels Company
New York

"Oxford Club" Gins

Green River Distilling Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

Green River Whiskey

—

"The Whiskey without a Headache"

w. A. Ross & Bro.

Belfast, Liverpool and Leith

"Great Auk's Head" Guinness's Stout

Bass's A'e, Royal Belfast Ginger Ale
and Sarsaparilla

Overholt & Co.
Pittsburg, Penn.

Old Overholt Rye Whiskey

"The Whiskey that made Rye Whiskey

Famous
"
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An Expert's Notes on California Wines

By Maj. Bkn C. Truman.

IN many respects, California is not only the most famous State
in the American Union, but it is the most famous country in

the world conspicuously as the leading producer (in the aggre-
gate) of wheat, gold and wine, and of all the fruits known. And
it may be incidentally stated, but with pardonable exuberance,
that our own Los Angeles was the first California finder of gold,

the first producer of oranges, and the first maker of an accept-

able table wine.

And, while there Avill continue to bo superior gold and wheat
yields annually credited to our state, it is our fruits and wines
that are holding up our fame, and that the people elsewhere in

our country are greatly interested in. It may be said witli

extreme frankness and honesty that the wines of California

are continually contributing much toward healthfulness and
temperance, as observation and experience shows that the in-

habitants of wine-producing and wine-drinking countries are
noted for their temperate and industrial habits, while in colder
and non-i)roducing vinous sections the use of fiery potables

and drunkenness is much more common despite all the hurri-

canes of preaching and legislation that have been hurle<l against
it. Wine drinking (and beer drinking, as w.ell) is greatly on
the increase in California and throughout the United States

—

and especially at the table, where formerly water and tea an<l

coffee wei-e often immoderately used. This is in part owing
to the fact that the assimilation of an honest light wine with
any kind of food is good for the stomach and genially stimu-

lating to the entire body, and partly because it decreases the

consumpticm of American whiskies and French brandies, and
other spirits that engender drunkenness and disease, and
because the American people ai*e tired of ])aying upset prices

for imported table wines that have generally been subjected to

the various processes of adulteration.

But, while the vineyards of France and of other foreign

countries will for a long time contribute portions of their vin-

ous products for American delectation, the vineyards of Ohio,

Missouri, Ncav York and California will furnish part of the

needed supply, and increase their sales annually—and particu-

larly California, whose fame a.s a producer of the truest, most
palatable and most A\holesome American wines is reaching a

high place among intelligent consumers. The true reformer,

and real lover of his fellow-man, aside from any state pride

or commercial interest, should favor the production and use of

light and other honest wines which shall in a measure take the

place of adulterated importations and the fabricated home
liquors into which so many large quantities of first-class bread-

stuffs are wantonly and unnecessarily distilled.

For the past fifty years California has produced altogether

the tniest and l>est wines in America—dry as Avell as sweet

—

and is improving upon them every decade; and will continue to

improve so long as the producers are honest and honorable,

and conform to the laws of the state agjiinst adulteration and
other basely-reprehensible handiwork; for our diversified cli-

mate and varied soils are better suited for the production of

various wines, and already there are sweet and dry Avines per-

fected in half a dozen counties that by no arbitrary stretch of

the imagination may invite good judges to forget the limpid and
delectable enmnations of Bordeaux and Oporto, from the banks
of the Rhine and Mo.selle, and from the Islands of Cyprus, Ma-
deira and Crete.

I do not mean that we shall for many years produce a Chateau
Lafitte, or a Romance Conti, or a Chablis, or a White Hermit-
age; we may never have wines quite the same. Even if we

succeed in perfecting processes of wine-making and furui.sli

brands that are rich in bouquet and savor, they may never in

the estimation of many experts, reach the perfection of those
just named, aqd otherwise not be like them. As a matter of
fact, however, no two wine-producing countries are the same,
though there may be some similar conditions of soil, situation
cultivation and manipulation.

CALIFOENIA GRAPES.

Unlike all other wine-producing countries, California grapes
are grown in all kinds of soils, at different altitudes, and where
there are dissimilar atmospheric conditions. Some of these

conditions favor France and Italy, some Germany and Greece,

and others Portugal and Spain; and not a few of these Cali-

fornia conditions of climate, soil and altitude favor none of

those of the countries just named. So, to a great extent, the

results here are new, like the individuality of a new race; but

we are already making delicious wines, and when science and
skill have been exhausted in the preparation of the juices, we
shall make still better and more perfect wines, and have addi-

tional nomenclature, and our rosaries of hillsides and pano-

ramic sweeps of dim])led plains will abound with "chateaux"
with pretty names which will sound as sweetly in the ears of

the connoisseur of coming generations as do Doussillon or

Amontilado now in our own.

Tliere is no otiier California production that has been

so carefully and so affectionately treated as the wine-

making grape. Gold could not be coquetted with; no

blandishments could make it be if it were not, and no hands
could make it more perfect nor more valuable, however willing

and industrious; however tactical and scientific. Almost
the same may be said of the growing of wheat; if there have
been copious rains, and plowing and seeding and harvesting

have been pursued properly, then crops are abundant and
secure satisfactory rates. But the production of a good, hon-

est wine, such as we have today in California, has been like the

bringing up of a good man—whose babyhood and boyhood and
youth had been an incessant, honest, affectionate and intelligent

care.

It is now quite half a century since practical wine-making has

been a leading feature of the indxistries of the Golden State.

and for fully forty years there have been annual improvements
too numerable to be presented even in a general way. It may
be briefly mentioned, however, that, besides considerations of

soil and temperature, planting, picking, pruning and cultivating

commissioners and other experts have been sent to foreign coun-

tries, and skilled and experienced workmen from leading for-

eign vineyards and wine cellars have been brought io our state,

and also .select cuttings from all the rare vines of Europe have

been introduced, and with them came men of much information

concerning the cultivation, manufacture and care of the prec-

ious staple. From Rheims, Epemay, Bordeaux, Cadiz and

Oporto have come workmen whose entire lives had been dedi-

cated to the making of fine wines.

To be sure, not even then was there always plain sailing.

Excellent and Avell-matured methods resulted disadvantage-

ously, and disappointments were "thick as leaves that strow

the brooks of Vallombrossa." Some species and varieties did

not take kindly to this strange, far-off climate and .soil, while

others doubtless gained new virtues. Some of the wines favor

should not have been expected that the identical flavor of the

in taste and flavor a nund)er of those in France, although it

identical vine in a different si)il could have been i-epeated. The
cuttings from the vines along the Rhine produced a wine not

unlike that which is made in Germany. While those from

Spain and Portugal, Madeira and Austria produced wines not

at all dissimilar from those manufactured in the countries

named.
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OUR WINES TRUER AND BETTER THAN THOSE IMPORTED.

Forty years ago no pretentious club house in California, and

not a score of genteel home entertainers placed native wines on

their tables—partly because they were inferior and jtartly

because they were cheaper, and their use "not in good form."

All tliis has been metamorphosed, as all the clubs keep dry and

sweet California wines altogether for general use, while their

use in families and hotels and restaurants is quite as general

and in perfectly "good form." There are clarets and liocks,

l)urgundies and rieslings and other red and white dry wines in

(lur leading wine and gi-ocery stores at present, as good and

much purer than numy of those whose bottles are bedecked witli

pictures of some old chateau on the (iironde or old crumbling

'castle on the Khine; while such sweeter offerings as Cresta

Blanca, Angelica and many muscatels appeal to palates that

('nj(»y a luscious savor without an undue exhilaration.

Much more praise, even, may be bestowed on our ports and
sherries and brandies—and especially those made in Los

Angeles and other parts of Southern California—whose fliivors

and other delicious qualities are quaint and fascinating, sonie-

rliing one cannot describe any more than one can impart an idea

of the different shades of mauve. The California port is the

truest, the purest and best that can Ik" obtained anywlure in

the woi'ld at present, as all tlie imported ports have been sophis-

ticated and most of them basely adulterated; and it is matter

of fact that nearly all easteni physicians, in prescribing ports

as a tonic or otherwise in a medicinal way, recommend Cali-

fornia ports on the ground that they are honest and pure, while

the Oporto ones are not.

Regarding our sherries, it may be truly said that, while they

are honest and pure, and of gi'eat medicinal value, they do not

as yet possess that nutty flavor given the "high-priced sherries"

manufactured from cheap American whisky, water, burnt sugar,

prussic acid and other chemicals in New York, and from potato

spirit, niaidenliair, capillaire, prussic acid, water and coloring

chemicals in Hamburg, which sends out more "Genuine Amon-
tilado" annually than leaves T'adiz in ten years. As a matter

of fact, there is no such thing {is pure sherry—except the Cali-

fornia sherry—in England or the Ignited States today, and
tliere has not been for more than fifty years.

SOME TRUTHS ABOUT IMPORTED SHERRIES

Some thirty-five years ago the British House of Commons
employetl a number of experts to investigate the reports that

had appeared in the London newspapers from time to time,

from apparently reliable sources, relative to the consumption

of either adultei-ated or manufactured sherry, and they in-

formed the committee which co-operated with them that "no

natural sheiTv is sent to England; it is all mixed (u-

Itrandied, and a great portion of it is sulphurated." This

declaration bewildered many noblemen, who were pay-

ing exorbitant prices for what they iiad l)een led to

believe were "rare old brewed wines," and they determined to

make a further examination, in the cour.se of which they wrote
to Dr. Gorman, long a resident of Spain and late ]diysician of

the British factory at Cadiz, who replied : "No truly natural

sherry is sent to England. The piirest and best that leaves

this port for England is fortified either with good or indiffer-

esnt spirits." Subsequently, Dr. Gorman made a report to

the House of Commons, in which he said : "The quantity
of proof spirit which goo<l, pure sherry contains by nature is

from 24 to 30 per cent. The less nmture and less i>erfectly

fermented the wine the more brandy is there addfnl to ju'esene
it. It is not neessary to infuse brandy into any well-nuule

sheiTy wine. If the fermentation is perfect it produces alco-

hol sufficient to preserve the wine for a century in any coun-
try." Regarding the abominations Avhich are retailed at most
bars in England and America, even if there exist a possibility

that they are not ghastly adulterations, unfit for human con-

sumption, it is certain that they are a miserable Spanish white

or Moguer fortified by 40 per cent of new or nefarious spirit.

As in the case of ports, physicians, as a rule, when recommend-
ing sherry as a tonic or as an appetizer for convalescents, ail-

vise their patients to take California sherry rather than the

so-calletl "importetl" article.

At San Gabriel, Los Angeles and Santa Barbara there were
vineyards that had been bearing for nearly or quite 100 years,

but which were at last dug up for townsites or for orange
groves. These old priests cultivated just one kind of grape

—

now and always known as the Mission—a hardy vine and
berry, a wonderful beai-er and a most delicious and never-hurt-

ful fruit. It is round like a marble and about the size of that

precious gambling implement of the average naughty boy, and
up to 1855 was the source of all California brandies and
wines. And even at this daj^ there are ports and sherries

made from the ^lission grape. It also makes a very good but

a very stiff brandy, and never will be entirely excluded from
the land where it has been known so long and liked so well.

But the most of the vineyards that have been made during the

past forty years are from cuttings of choice foreign gi*apes,

such as the Zinfandel, ilataro, Carignan, Grenache, Pinot,

^luscat of Alexandria, ^lalaga, Riesling, Chasselas. Sauvign<m
and 240 other varieties from the claret grapes of Burgundy,
Bordeaux and other points in the south of France, north of

Spain, Hungary and other countries ; from the white wine
grapes of the Rhine and a numl)er of Spanish districts; ports

and sherry grapes from cuttings from Portugal and Madeira,

and brandy grapes from the most celebrated Cognac varieties,

.such as Folle Blanche and Colombar. All of these have been

on trial for from thirty-five to forty years and the statement

that some of the juices therefrom are becoming acceptable, if

not famous, is corroborated by the fact that California an-

nually exports from six to ten million gallons and drinks twice

as much or more.

In conclusion, I would state that fifty years Jigo Los Angeles

county furnished nearly all the wine made in the state, and
that as late as 1865 it produced more wine than all the other

counties, and even as late as 1895 there were many large vine-

yards right in the heart of the city of Los Angeles, on Main,

Aliso, Pico, Ninth and Macy streets, and there were hundreds
of others within a mile of the Huntington building at Sixth

and ilain streets. The first wine-making other than that car-

ried on by the padres was in Los Angeles, by John Louis Vig-

nes, who planted 40,000 square feet of vines not half a mile

from where the court house now stands, in 1830, and from
which he succeeded in cellaring 12,000 gallons of red wine in

1835, and which he put into casks made by himself from the

oaks Avhich grew out near the Arroyo Seco. This wine ilr.

Vignes sold to whalers and masters of other vessels, and to

coast towns between San I'wlro and San Francisco. For
nearly sixty years each church of the mission system made red

wines and aguardiente for .sale and for home consumption.

The first piiH' of wine ever sent out of the country was ship-

ped from San Diego to the King of Spain in 1782, which His
Majesty received in good order, and sent his thanks for the

same. At the last I'aris Exposition the judges of wine pro-

nounced the California red wines purer than the French ones,

and our sweet wines pui-er than those from Portugal and Spain.

The judges of wines at the Columbian Exposition were of the

same mind, which .shows that the art of dry and sweet wine
making in California has rejiched a very high point, and that

from this day on no club nor home in the T'nited States need

be ashamed of honest wines with honest California labels—for

they are getting to be the purest and most healthful vinous

])otables known to the trade. It now only remains for the

California nmker and shipper to be dead on the .square and his

top-notched distinction will forever remain.
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Phizes—A New Departure

WITH the January nviniber, the Pacific Wine and Spirit

Review will begin the publication of a series of sketches

and portraits under the title of "PHIZES," representing the

up-builders of a great industry and trade, and certain of those

affiliated therewith. Upon the completion of the series these

portraits and sketches will be re-printed in book page form and
artistically bound in leather. This compilation will constitute

a sort of individual history which will at the same time be a
record of the progress of the industry and trade. Each one
whose sketch and portrait appears in the series will receive a
copy of the handsome volume containing also all the other pic-

tures and sketches.

Our representative will call upon you one of these days to

explain the proposition to you and when he does kindly listen

to him as he will have something of interest to tell.

Annual Statistical Edition of the Review

THE January number of The Review will contain the reg-

ular annual statistics of the Export and Import business

of the year. These figures will be particularly interesting this

time as they show a very gratifying improvement in business

generally as compared with that of 1910. Another valuable

feature will be special articles written for the Review by the

leading men in the wine industry and trade on subjects of par-

ticular moment to all.

As this issue of The Review will be given a largely increased

circulation throughout the Coast and the East it will have extra
value as an advertising medium and the wine and li(iuor men
should take advantage of it to make special announcements.

Qood=bve Absinthe

THE Pure Food authorities liave sent us a preliminary copy

of the proposed ruling bari'ing the importation of Absinthe

after January, 1912, with a request for suggestions in connec-

tion therewith. Since the tentative order was draAvn the Gov-

ernment has made a ruling, we understand, which extends the

time to April 1st, 1912, after Avhich no more can be imported

into the United States or its dependencies. Since the rumor
of the ruling became public the price of Absinthe has advanced

|6 per case. We understand there are 1000 cases on the way
to this port at this time.

This action of the Government will certainty work a hardship
upon the importers who have established a profitable business

with these goods, but so far as the consumer is concerned it

will probably be but a short time before some domestic substi-

tute will be invented and placed on the market.

Why Woodland Voted Dry

THE city of Woodland is dry today for the one big reason
that the saloon-keepers of that town were formally accu-sed,

whether justly or not, of having for many years interfered in

and directed local politics. This feeling against them extendoil

to even their influential friends, and caused them to voti

against license.

The business men of Woodland are opposed to prohibition
on principle and do not hesitate to say so. Nevertheless their

determination to drive the saloon men out of Woodland was
such that they set aside their objections to prohibition and
were practically a unit in voting dry.

While about one-half of the men who held licenses prior to

the town's voting dry in April, had sold out and gone, and those

remaining were people of better standing and repute, even they

were objectionable on acn-ount of past political activities, and no
argument in their behalf or in behalf of licenses, in Woodland,
at this time carried any weight.

The saloon men were charged with defeating their own
friends who were candidates for various municipal offices, and
even with going outside of the municipality to influence other
elections. The prohibitionists made the most of this, and
were particularly active amongst the women voters in the elec

tion of December 12th.

There is no doubt that many of the accusations against the

saloon men were exaggerated, and that they were blamed un-
justly in some instances, but there was ample truth in some of

the charges to make i)ublic sentiment strongly against the issu-

ance of licenses at this time.

IN regard to the recent most satisfactory election at Los
I Angeles, the Eureka Herald says : Not since Maine almost
toppled from the waterwagon after a ride that lasted over half

a century, has the cause of prohibition been given such a solar

plexus jolt as was handed to it at the Los Angeles election the

other day. The interests to which total abstinence looms up
as a menace were waiting upon the result with fear and trem-

bling. At a previous election in the City of Angels tlie lifiuor

interests were given something of a scare when prohibition

loomed up strong at the polls. The lady voters constituted one
large enigma to the average retailer of malt and spirituou.s

Jiquor. Rut it has not been shown tl at prohibition has <;aii ed

any strong foothoM anywhere because of the female vote.

The annual election at Springdale, Washington, held re

cently, was one of the closest and most hotly contested in tlic

history of Springdale, s(>ven vt)tes being the greatest margin
between any of the eight candidates on the two tickets, with a

total of 110 ballots cast. The wet forces have control of the

council for the coming year, the drys having tlie mayor and
two councilmen. It was practically on the wet and dry issue

that the contest was wagwl and now the matter is at least set-

tled for the next year in favor of the advocates of properly

regulated saloons.

Early in December Mayor Wood, the Socialist mayor of ( 'oeur

d' Alene, Idaho, signed the ordinance for the issuing of saloon »

licenses. As soon as applications have been pas.sed upcm and
,

granted the saloons may o]»en for business. The mayor was i

in favor of a municipal saloon, but the City Attorney <leci<li>d

that a municipal saloon Avas illegal. The two primi])al rea-

sons given were that "no provision is made in the laws whereby

a fund can be accumulated and secured to establisli a municii)al

saloon," and because the revised statutes of Idaho say that the

mayor and council "shall have no power to aj)propriate, issue

or draw any order or warrant on the treasurer for money unless

the same be provided for by ordinance."
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"Consistency, Thou Art a Jewel"

THE following extract is taken from the Coming, California,

Xcw Era, dated December 16, 1911, and speaks in the

strongest terms for itself

:

"A million gallons of sweet wines, mostly port wine, is the

vintage of the Vina vineyard for the season of 1911. This is

the largest output of the winery^ in the many years of its exist-

once.

"There were 10,800 tons of grapes crushed, and as it takes on
an average five gallons of grape juice to make one gallon of

sweet wine, one can imagine what cooperage it required to han-

dle one crop. This fertile vineyard, the property of the Stan-

ford rniversity, comprising 3500 acres of the best land in the

Sacramento valley, is locatetl on the Sacramento river and Deer
ci-eek, six miles from Corning, and runs in a long stretch three

miles south of Vina. For many years the late Senator Stan-

ford advertised it extensively as being the largest vinej'ard in

tiie world."

The large amount of money earned by the Stanford vineyard

at y'ma goes to support the Stanford Jr. University at Palo
Alto, and yet there is a strict rule, made by the president of the

university, prohibiting the use of the health-giving beverage of

wine within one mile's distance of the university.

AVhen it is a well known fact that in the wine-producing
countries of the world a ration of wine is served to soldiers and
sailors, to the convents, colleges and universities, consume4l at

table in every family, and that in those countries intoxication

is almost unknown, it does seem an anomaly indeed that an
institution which produces such a large quantity of wine, the

earnings of which go to maintain that institution, should con-

demn wine from being used not only in the university homes,
but for miles around its property.

If the late Senator Stanford could look down from heaven
and see the abuse that is made of the product of the vineyard
which, in early days, he planted with such great pride, in Cali-

fornia, what \\ould he say of tho.se people who, by his estate, are

inaiutainetl at the head of the great institution bearing his name.
Oh, Consistency, thou art indeed a jewel.

Tobacco and Beverages in New Zealand

STATISTICS submitted to the New Zealand Parliament by
the customs department show that in 1910 there was a per

capita consumption of 2.37 gallons of spirits and 7.10 pounds
of tobacco in this Dominion, as against a per capita consump-
tion in 1909 of 2.2(1 gallons of spirits and 7.17 pounds of

tobacco. The total consumption of spirits increased from 719,-

138 gallons in 1909 to 767,620 gallons in 1910, and of tobacco

from 2,278,035 pounds in 1909 to 2,295,777 pounds in 1910.

The per capita consumption of tobacco was lower than for many
years past, with the exception of 1906, when it was 7.06 pounds.

The consumption of wine in 1910 Avas at the rate of 0.21 gal-

lon per head of the whole population over 15 years of age, a
very slight increase on the previous year. The total demand in

1910 was 715,908 gallons, a.s against 702,379 gallons in 1909.

There was also a slight increase in 1910 in the importation of

ale and beer, wliich was u.setl at the rate of 0.38 gallon per head
of the adult population ; the total consumption was 271,594 gal-

lons, against 252,320 gallons the previous year. New Zealand
brewed beer was drunk at exactly the same rate per head as in

1909, 13.1 gallons. The total con.sumption was 9,399,440

gallons.

That New Zealand is a great tea-drinking country is evident

from the fact that the per capita consumption wa.s nearly 7.25

pounds in 1910, an increase of 0.14 pound per head in the year.

The total importation was 7,582,530 pounds in 1910, as against

7,302,310 pounds in 1909. Of coffee, cocoa, and chicory

together, only a little over half a pound per head was used
in 1910.

The Jle.ssi-s. Ayala Brothers, famous champagne makers of

France, extended mention of whom is made el.sewhere in this

issue, paid a visit to Paul Masscm, the well-known and success-

ful champagne producer at San Jose, during their journey
through the State. They .sampled his dry and sparkling wines
and paid the Californian some very high compliments for the

exceptional vintages he placed before them. They expressed
their surprise that suoh tine types could be produced here, but
when they saw the finest varieties of French vines producing
perfect fruit in Mr. Masson's vineyards, the gentlemen enthused
still more, and predicted great things for California as a pro-

ducer of fine wines that could compete with the whole world.
On departing, Messrs. Ayala assured Mr. Masson of their in-

tention to return to this State with the purpose of establish-

ing vineyards and cellars for the making of champagnes. The
gentlemen were promised that they would be gladly welcomed.

We are indebted to Messrs. Chapman & Wilberforce, whose
offices are in the Kohl ISuilding, of this city, for a copy of fhe
now world-famous calendar issued annually by Peter Daw.son,
Ltd., distiller of the celebrated Dawson Whisky. As usual the
calendar has numerous features of interest aside from its value
as memorandum book. It should be on the desk of every wine
and liquor dealer. Copies can l»e had by application to Messrs.
Chapnmn & Wilberforce.

A prominent English brewer, speaking at Birmingham of
the "perpendicular drinking," which is encouraged by present
public-house restrictions, advocated "public houses in the con-
tinental style, where a man could eat as well as drink, where
he could breathe fresh air, smoke his pipe and take his glass in

a garden."

AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.
Officers for 1911.

President—Walter E. Hildreth, of the Urbana Wine Co., Urbana,
N. Y.

First Vice-President—B. R. Kittredge, of the California Wine
Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Second Vice-President—George E. Dewey, of H. T. Dewey &
Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

Treasurer—L. J. Masson, of the Pleasant Valley Wine Co.,

Rheims, N. Y.

Secretary—Lee J. Vance, of the American Wine Press, New
York City.

Member Executive Committee—Edward R. Emerson, of the
Brotherhood Wine Co.

District Vice-Presidents.

A. Russow, Monticello Wine Co., Charlottesville, Va.
Paul Garrett, Garrett Co., Norfolk, Va.
I. Bear, Sol Bear & Co., Wilmington, N. C.

Hiram S. Dewey, H. T. Dewey & Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.
D. Bauder, Pleasant Valley Wine Co., Rheims, N. Y.
Henry Frey, Germania Wine Cellars, Hammondsport, N. Y.
D. H. Maxfield, Naples Valley Cellars, Naples, N. Y.
L. R. Ryckman, Ryckman Wine Co., Brocton, N. Y.
Geo. C. Schon, The Lenk Wine Co., Toledo, Ohio.

P. C. Rossi, Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal.

Henry R. Gundlach, Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

C. J. Wetmore, Wetmore-Bowen Co., Livermore, Cal.

S. Guasti, Italian Vineyard Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Alfred Stern, Chas. Stern & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

H. Blatz, Sierra Madre Vintage Co., Lamanda, Cal.
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Results of November Local Option Elections

Entire San Diego county outside of incorporated cities, No-

vember 7, 1911.

First District Dry by 75 majority

Second District Wet by 7 majority

Third District Dry by 32 majority

Fourth District Dry by 32 majority

Fifth District Wet by 66 majority

A light vote was polled. The women did not vote.

Supervisorial District No. 3, Shasta county, including towns

of Falls River Mill, Millville, Whitmare, Bumey, Ingot, Pitt-

ville, Glenburn, Montgomery Creek, Round Mountain and

Wengler, November 14, 1911.

Went dry by a vote of 239 to 173.

Fullerton, Orange county, November 25, 1911

:

This city went dry by a vote of 540 to 190.

The women voted at this election.

The Fifth Supervisorial District of Orange county, including

the following towns: San Juan Capistrano, Port Orange, New-

port, Beach, East Newport, Balboa, Corona del Mar, Laguana

I>each, Arch Beach, Coast Royal and Tustin, November 25, 1911.

^^"ent dry by a vote of 623 to 94.

\Vomen voted at this election.

Second Supervisorial District of T^ke county, including

Foutx'h, Seigler Springs, Bonanza Springs, Howard Springs,

Sulphur Bank, Floyd's Landing, Lower Lake, Arabella and

Relief, November 28, 1911.

TVeut dry by good majority.

Women voted at this election.

Petitions are in circulation in the following sections:

Third Supeiwisorial District, El Dorado county.

City of Modesto, county seat of Stanislaus county.

Pasadena, which is already dry, is circulating a petition to

invoke the initiative.

Auburn, Placer county, is circulating a petition to invoke

the initiative at their election in January.

In these three towns and the supervisorial district mentioned,

above, the women are registering in order to vote at these

elections.

Messrs. Milligan & Poole, who have since the great fire con-

ducted a swell bar at Front and Market Streets, have purchased

the famous "Ferry Cafe" at 34 Market Street, estab-

lished many years ago by Kilborn & Hayden. Mr. Milligan has

assumed the management of the Ferry Cafe and reports highly

satisfactory condition of business beginning with the day of

the transfer. He properly regards the location as one of the

best in San Francisco and proposes to make a proud recoi'd for

it as a business getter at no distant date. We feel assured that

he will fulfill his predictions because he is built that way.

Among the Kentucky AVhiskies that not only have many
friends on this Coast, but are rapidly gaining more, is the famous
old "I. W. Harper,'' distillwl by the Beniheim Distilling Com-
pany. By referring to their advertisement which appears else-

where in this issue you will find the liquor well described,

wherein it is stated that "Royalty itself enjoys no better liquor
than is offered in a good old bottle of genuine I. W. Harper."

1Sample Operation of the Crooked Wylie Law

SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICT NO. 2 in Lake county, bette?"

known as Lower Lake, went "wet" at the local option eleo

tion November 28th by 16 votes. The votes have been can

vassed by the supervisor and found correct, and the district at-

torney, to whom the apparent conflict between the Wylie local

option law and the county liquor ordinance was referred, has

given an opinion. The gist of this is that, notwithstanding the

recent "wet" vote, licenses cannot be issued in Lower Lake,

where the people voted "dry" at the last general election, for

two years from that date, unless the supervisors amend the

coanty ordinance. LTp to the present time no action has been

taken by the board, and the matter, in spite of the clearly

expressed wish of a majority of the citizens, is still in abeyance.

As a local paper puts it : "The State local option law does not

provide for a dry territory going wet, but only for territories'

going dry." This, and other equally flagrant examples of the

injustice of the Wylie law, show it to be worthy of its source.'

i. e. : wire-pulling politicians and fanatical prohibitionists.

The bar at the corner of Davis and Market streets, this city,

formerly known as the Arbordale Annex, lias been i^urchased

by F. J. Fitzsinimons and is under the management of T. B.

McOimsey. The place has been largely improved with special

reference to the goods carried. Among the latter is the full line

of Thomas W. Collins & Company of this city, carefully placed'

there through the good offices of Colonel Renner. "Tom" Mc-

Oimsey is one of the best known and most capable caterers in

town and shines as a star mixer. The i»lace is now known as the

"Davis Cafe." One of the attractive features is a very appetiz-'

ing mid-day lunch. The cafe is particularly handy for commut-
ers and if you want good goods and clas.sy treatment don't fail

to dro]) in.

Mein Herr "Dick" Friedrichs, of Friedrichs' Cafe, the hand-

some resort &t 310 Montgomery Street, aside from other lux-

uries, presented his patrons with a handy holiday souvenir.

It was in the form of a pocket memorandum book combiniu};

also card case, stamp case, pencil, etc. The present was very

acceptable. Business with Mr. Friedrichs is excellent.

lASH'SBITTERC

®®S®(5X5®S®®®®®®®(iXsX5XS^^

HOUSB POUNOBO 1853.

I BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods

;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH 'WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

8. B. CORNER MONTQOriERY AND WASHINGTON STS.
SAN FRANCISCO
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b&^^^K
The Tail Would Wag the Canine

DURING the campaign at Woodland previous to the local

option election just held, the Rev. William A. Wasson, an

Episcopal clergyman, spoke against prohibition. He treated

both sides with respect and refrained from abuse, and presented

his facts and figures in a clear and logical manner. So mucli

so that the Rev. E. J. Baird, rector of St. Luke's Church, Wood-
land, while claiming that Mr. Wasson spoke without the author-

ity of the Episcopal Church, said : "Mi". Wasson, in the marshal-

ing of his argument, absolutely free from vituperation, taught

many extreme prohibitionists a much needed lesson in that

respect." Referring to the attack made upon him by Rev.

D. E. Holt, former rector of St. Luke's Church, Mr. AVasson

said that if he is such a bad man he is pleased to be in the com-

pany of such eminent men as Cardinal Gibbons, Lyman Abbott,

the late Rishop Potter, Catholic priests and bishops, eight or

ten Episcopal bishops and thousands of the clergy, who are op-

posed to the prohibition movement.

Mr. Wasson stated that a committee of fifty of the most

prominent men of America, selected from all walks of life, who
had made a study of the question for ten years, submitted a

report in which they stated that 80 per cent of the adults use

liquor as a beverage and of this number only 5 per cent drink

to excess. Twenty per cent are total abstainers. The prohibi-

tionists seek to force something on the public that 80 per cent

are opposed to.

National Liquor League Official Call

To Whom It May Concern : Notice is hereby given that the

nineteenth annual conference of the National Liquor League of

the L^nited States of America will be held in the club r^om of

the National Hotel, Pennsylvania Avenue and Sixth Street,

Northwest, Washington, D. C, commencing Tuesday, January

16, 1912, at 2 p. m., and continuing its sessions from time to

time until all business has been duly and legally transacted.

Each state association duly affiliated with the National

Liquor League is entitled to three delegates and three alter-

nates, together with the member of the excutive committee and

the national officer, if any, from said state, as per section 2,

article iv of the Constitution.

"The executive committeeman from each state is requested to

present a written report of the work of his association during

the past year. The executive committee will meet at the

National Hotel at 9 a. m. on Tuesday, January 17, 1912, for

the transaction of general business. The officers or repre-sen-

tatives of State Retail Liquor Dealers' organizations not already

affiliated with the National Liquor League are cordially in\'ited

to attend this important conference and take part in its deliber-

ations.

The City of Washington is now the permanent convention city

of the National Liquor League, and in view of this fact, the

Washington liquor dealers have been requested not to prepare

any festivities, as it is the intention to make this and all future

conferences pureh' business meetings.

Headquarters of the National Liquor League during the con-

ference will be located at the National Hotel. Special rates

have been granted to delegates and their friends as follows:

American plan, $2.50 to $3, with bath, $3.50 and |4 ; European
plan, f1 to $1.50, with bath $2 to $2.50. The hotel has recently

been remodeled and is centrally located with reference to the

many points of interest at the national capital.

As Congress will be in session those desiring to secure rooms
in advance must apply as soon as possible to Hugh F. Harvey,
chairman of the Congressional committee, 2006 Pennsylvania
Avenue, Washington, D. C.

For further particulars regai-ding the conference, address

Robert J. Halle, National Secretarj-, 64 W. Randolph Street,

Chicago.

TIMOTHY L. M'DONOUGH, President,

ROBERT J. HALLE, Secretary.

Chicago, 111., November 29, 1911.

ACCORDING to reports the latest thing is to be projecte<l for

for Lower Lake. Some time ago a local optitm election was
held there and the town went wet. It has been dry f(»r sonic

time. As a result of that election it has been suggested that in

order to properly control the liquor traffic the town have a muni-

cipal saloon. This saloon will be under the control of a buiud

of trustees who will .see to it that it is properly conducted. The
trustees will hire the barkeepers and look after the accoimts.

It is understood that the question will be brought to tlie at-

tention of the supervisoi*s at their January nu^eting and eaniest

efforts will be made to have it matured. The jjrojwt has met
witli favor, and it is thought if it is adopted it will settle for all

time the question of the control and regulation of the liquor

traffic at Lower Lake.

On December 12tli a local option election was held at Bislioj),

In3-o county, which emphasized the citizens' intention not to

sanction liquor dealing in any form. The vote stood 280 against

and 94 in favor of legitimatizing liquor traffic by permitting

hotel bars. About 90 per cent of the registered Avomcni voted

—

which is better than tlie men did by at least 20 per cent.

Ferry Creamery I

The Handsamest Restaurant in the City

Good Clean Service and Popular Prices

34 MARKET STREET

In conjunction with our restaurant there is the most complete ^
Bar in the West. ^

J. EMMET HAYDEN, Proprietor §^

T. B. McOIMSET, Manager F. J. FITZSIMMONS, Proprietor

(in 't

Bonded Goods and Mixed Drinks
OUB SPECIALTY

TELEPHONE:
DOUGLAS 5351

272 MARKET STREET
N.E. COE. DAVIS
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THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I

The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

NEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

•

THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Main St.

Next do r, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I

«9(iXs)(s)®®©3®SXiXt)(sXS^^

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

"^cllketCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, Cal.

5
a

headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

*S66d ffkingif

n

^
^

JAMES TWOMEY ED. 80RREMANS

JHE

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

D

^

I

EL PALENCIA
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

I
MADE IN TAMPA

HAVANA

I
^ Preferred by particular people v\ ho appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. z

I Boltz, Clymer & Co. 1

I SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. TAMPA, FLORIDA |
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The Passing of Absinthe

IT is well recognized in all coimti'ies that have had oxperieiici'

therewith that the use of the beverage known as absinthe is

dangerous to healtli. Some countries have forbidden its manu-

facture (Belgimnand Switzerland), and another has institute ;1

rigid regulations over its manufacture and sale (France). The

Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 190C, Section 11, forbids the

importation of any food or drug which is "of a kind forbidden

entry into, or forbiden to be sold or restricted in sale in the

country in which it is made or from which it is exported," and

also of any food or drug that is "otherwise dangerous to the

healtli of the people of the United States."

A careful study of the conditions attending the manufacture,

sale and use of absinthe has convinced the Board of Food and

Drug Inspection that it may be dangei'ous to the health of the

people of the United States. Importations of absinthe into the

United States are, therefore, forbidden both because they may
come from countries which forbid its manufacture or sale, or

regulate its sale, and because from Avhatever country it may
come it may be injurious to health.

On and after January 1, 1912, all further importations of

absinthe into the Ignited States are herebv forbidden.

At Fort Jones an ordinance is being drawn up which will

limit the number of saloons in that town to five. Thei-e is no

doubt of its passage a.s the city fathers have already passed

a resolution to that effect.

Recently the city of Tehama held an election for disincor-

porating the town. It appears that the prohibition party has

nothing to do Avith it, but the saloon men were alarmed and put

up a stiff fight to retain incorporation, and the proposition was
beaten by 3G to 28. The smallness of the vote was one of the

surprises of the election.

During December the Visalia City Board of Trustees passed

prohibition and gambling ordinances. The former makes it

unlawful for any person, firm, club or corporation to sell, store,

keep, i)osses-<, dispose of, distribute or give away spirituous,

intoxicating or malt liquors; exempting only liquors sold by

pharmacies on prescriptions, those given to guests or members
of the family in the homes, and those sold and used in the sacra-

mental services of the church.

• So rigidly is the new li(iuor ordinance being cnfovced tliit

the several common carriers state that after delivering the wet

goods now in transit, they will refuse to handle any otlier shiiv

ments of liquors to Visalia.- Heretx)fore, under the old ordi-

nance, it has been permissible to order case goods from other

towns and have them delivered upon arrival in Visalia. Now
the only way to obtain liq\iors is to take the* stuff into tlie city

in suit cases, as has been in vogue to a certain extent since the

town became "dry," the first of July. The storing of liquors is

made a misdemeanor, an^l any merchant or other person or firm

is liable to a revocation of license for violation of llie ordinance.

At a recent meeting of Berkeley City Council George Gelder

prcsentotl a communication asking the commissioners to includf

in their call for charter amendments two propositions, one to

allow th(! sale of li<|uor in seale<l packages, and the other to

forbid the delivery of licjuor altogetiier into Berkeley, effectually

making it a "dry" town. (Jelder declared that the Council now

had ail opjiortunity to settle for all time the moott^l que.stioii.

He stated that |50,0()0 annually was taken out of the city li\

Oakland dealers, and called the present system which allow -

rights to outsidi! concerns which it refu.ses to local merchants a

"municipal farce." ,;

The Supervisors of San Diego county have passed an nidi

nance that will provide for the sale of liquor in the two districts

that went wet at the last election. The District Attorney was

directed to draft an ordinance which will go into effect on New
Year's day. The license will be |25 a quarter, payable in ad-

vance, and licenses Avill be gi'anted by the supervisors. There

are already seven or eight applications for licenses and by the

time the ordinance becomes a law it is expected that several

more applications will have been filed. Under the provisions of

the ordinance saloons must be kept closed Sundays, but hotels

will be allowed to serve liquor with meals between the hours

of 6 and 8 a. m., 12 to 2 p. m., and 6 to 10 p. m. Saloons must be

closed between 11 p. m. an<l (5 a. m.

An attempt was recently made in the Board of City Trustees

of Madera to double the saloon license, Avhicli^s now $500 a

year. The local press says that such saloon ordinance, if passed,

would have been practically of no effect because it could not

have gone into effect until the second quarter of 1912, and the

indications are that Madera will be a "dry town" about that

time if popular opinion is to be believed.

fl
PROVIDE YOURSELF
WITH A LITTLE
OF THE TRUE
ESSENCE OF

HOLIDAY
GOOD CHEER

Royalty itself enjoys

no better liquor than

is offered in a good

old bottle of genuine

I. W. HARPER

]|
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S. CIPRICO, President PHONE MARKET 2836

ALTA VISTA
WINES

45^

The Wines California Makes Famous

ALTA VISTA WINES CO.

MAIN OFFICE

52-56 BEALE STREET SAN FRANCISCO

ANGELO MYERS
DISTILLER

DISTILLERY, LINFIELD, MONTGOMERY CO., PENNA.

:Home of the Famous:

KINSEY and LINFIELD PURE RYES

OFFICES

311-313 NORTH THIRD STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ARNOLD POPPIC CHARLES M. FISHER
Representatives for

CALIFORNIA
NEVADA
ARIZONA

NEW MEXICO
TEXAS
LOUISIANA

MEXICO

Market Cafe i
GOUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietors

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

OH

"Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracer

Hot Luncheon

At 11 A. M. Daily

Hi

!

1

San Francisco Office - - 326 Jackson Street

t%^-^-J[-^-^'^-^'^'^^^i^^^^i^^-^^^^^^-^^0
*
*
*
*
*
»
*
*
*
*
»
*
*
*

Nothing But the Best at

Friedrichs' Cafe

310 Montgomery Street

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

624-
MONTGOMeRY

H. P. ANDERSEN, Propriator
t
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Gotham to Have Dry New Year's Celebration

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Excise officials declare! that New
York will have a dry New Year's celehration this year. It

has been the custom in the last tAVo or three years for hotel and

restaiirant men to apply for a special all-ni<i;ht license to take

in New Year's eve. This year the thirty-first of December

comes on Sunday and the state law provides that no licenses

may be issued for the period between midnight Saturday and

midnight Sunday. Tlie maj'or has accordingly directed that

applications are to be denied.

Dry New Year's Eve

The hotel and cafe managers of Portland, Oregon, decided

to celebrate the coming of the New Year on Saturday, Decem-

ber 30tli, because ()reg(m's metropolis is dry on Sundays.

Representatives of the various establishments involvetl held

a meeting to cfmsider whether to observe Saturday or Monday,

January 1st. They decided, as one of them e.\pressed it, that

there would be too much of a "hold over" feeling in the air

^londay. Therefore, the day 'fore New Year's eve was cele-

brated. The bars which pertain to every grill closed with the

last minute of Saturday while the dining roonis closed at

I a. ni., as was the case last New Year's eve.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Salinas

RrcAving Company, held recently, all the old officei*s and

directors were re-elected. Secretary William Voss' annual re-

port showed the business of the company to be in a prosperous

condition, with a satisfactory increase during the year, notwith-

standing the high cost of materials and the keen competition of

outside concerns. The total number of barrels sold Avas 7185,

an increase of 600 OA'er the previous year. Tlie total expendi-

tures were |34,617.64, and the total sales were |!59,570.60, a dif-

ference of 124,952.96.

At Cottonwood, Idaho, tlie ToAvn Council has adoptcHl a

unique method of preventing the tliree licensed saloons from

selling li(|nor at times the ordinance f(»i'bids its sale. EA'ery

saloon Avill be compelled to erect at the yard in its rear a board

fence six feet high, and the gate after the saloon is closed, must

be fastened Avitli a padlock. The open hours are from 6 a. m.

to 10 :30 p. m.

San Jose Knights of R. A. Elect Officers

At the regular annual meeting of San Jose Lodge Knights of

the Royal Arch, on December 16, the folloAving officers were

elected: Valiant C(nnmander. P. Minjoulet; Lieutenant Com
mander, Geo. Files; Orator, Wni. Kershen ; Treasurer, C. L
ilitchell; Recorder, E. F. Coffe; Master of Ceremonies, Win
Ebeling; Captain of Cuards, C. W. Johnson; Tyler, J. W
Shannon; Pliysician, Dr. F. C. Gerlach; l>oard of Trustees, J
N. Hailing, Al Riel, Jos. Schutte, Geo. Ketfel, A\'. lUodgett.

Visalia Not Quite Dry

VISALIA, Dec. 16.—(Jrders have l)eeB issued by tlu' official'

of the Southern Pacific and the Wells-Fargo Ex]»ress ('oin

panics warning all sulxu'dinates against delivering liijuor ad

dressed to any portitm of this city, except individuals of the resi

dence district.

Under the terms of the new law the possessicm of li(|uor in tin

business district or in any public place is a violation of the law

The ordinance provides, however, that liquor may be stopp(

Avithin the confines of erne's home and may be served as an a(

of hospitality.

HiRSCH & Amber
==TAILORS—

125 Montgomery St.

San Francisco

Makers of High-Class
AND

Stylish Clothes for Men
KEEP THIS COUPON. IT IS WORTH $2.50

WHEN PLACING ORDER WITH US.

HIRSCH (^ AMBER

S«)SW»»>5K«f&"'S)»«£!S'«K)S!S!«««««tS«?«»!«5StS)«!S«?«)«>«MJ«)S}S&'H£»^

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorai>le Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873 IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE Telephone Kearny 3688

»

tan

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T.Bernard, Pr«».
JOE 2ANETTA. Secv.

ik
y NC-H ,G Ri LL aiWiN E RooAS.

^ECOND BELOw/AaRKET

parvcisco.(.I.

^.-FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY -®a
MERC-HANTS LUNCH II AJ<.to 230RM.

ROEDER'S

Opp. Emporitxm

CAFE

834 Market Street
San Francisco

If

It

--•

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS i

^ "Only the Best the Market Affords''
— ^Cuisine and Service Excellent = -y^

@S^^^2 ^^^^^

.t

f 105 Montgomery St. ; ; ; Near Sutter St.

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant

t
J. COPPA, Proprlator

Pine St. Bet. Montgomery
and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BwnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Market and used by all the

Leading Clubs, Hotels and Bars

Order through any Grocer or

Liquor Dealer, or direct from

Albion Ale and Porter Brewery
UNCORPORATED

494 O'Farrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

M

California's Most Famous Road House
Midway of Sausalito and San Rafael

^^ Finest Wines and Liquors =

SERVICE UNEXCELLED

^
I

ETergreen Prirate Arbor-Booth» ^
Shuffle Board ^ Salt Water Bathing

N. BIEGEL,
Proprietor

^ Boating ^ ^fi^ Refreshmentam
E<calle, Marin County

California fg

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO 1871

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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- MARKET -
CONDITION^^^

DItY WINES :—The closing month of the year gave a very

satisfactory showing in the exports of wines by sea. This

statement is warranted by the fact that the volume of business

aggregated 893 cases and 1,507,320 gallons, valued at |515,862.

During the same period last year, the figures were 1099 cases

and 733,478 gallons, valued at |247,054, thus comparatively

doubling in volume and value with a twelve-month. That piece

of news is a welcome New Year's i)resent to the Avine people,

and if such a ratio of gain can be kept up it Avill not be long be-

fore the specter of over-production will be driven far forth. The

comparative contrast is made still stronger by reference to the

figures of exports for the same month of 1909, which were 728

cases and 466,165 gallons of the value of $141,207. Therefore

the business of December, 1911, shows a gain of |374,665 over the

export value of shipments by sea in the same nionth of 1909.

That is food for thought for the prohibitionists throughout the

land and particularly those in California who would attempt

fo destroy this great wealth-producing industry.

Imports of wine during the month were 1810 ca.ses 4 hhds

10 casks 47 octs and 74 bbls.

SWEET WINES:—The only news of importance in connec

tion Avith sweets is that of production in the three districts

for the month of November. Much to the surprise of many of

the best guegsers, the oiitput in that month Avas considerably

larger than Avas estimated. The production totalled 5,546,515

gallons. Last year the output in the same period Avas 3,199,683

gallons. Of the Avines produced last month 1,204,730 gallons

.jvas port, 3,286,293 gallons sherry, 1,069,104 gallons angelica,

874,179 gallons muscat.

The grand total production in the State for the season, to

date, Avas the banner figure of 20,592,445 gallons.

BRANDY :—OAving to the big output of sweet wines the pro-

duction of brandy Avas exceptionally large during Novem-

ber. The total for the three districts Avas 1,127,690 tax gallons.

Of this a great quantity Avas used in the fortification of SAveets.

There remained in bond November 30, 1911, 2,640,453.8 tax

gallons. On the same date, 1910, the bonded stock was 2,698,-

863,2 tax gallons.

Exports by sea Avere of ordinary volume, aggregating 88

cases and 3457 gallons, valued at $4373.

Imports included 163 cases 33 bbls 5 octs and 5 casks.

511. These figures are nearly three times larger than for tl

same period last year.

Imports of whisky by sea Avere of good volume, the tota

being 5891 cases 723 bbls 30 octs 67 csks and 1 hhd.

WHISKY :—Business continued good during the last month
of the yeax', the results being highly satisfactory to the

irade and tie "outlook fat* more reassuring than at any time

since the great catastrophe. Of course the menace of the suf-

fragist vote is alAvays present to give one pause, but A\'hat Avill

be the final result in the State after the liquor question has

been thoroughly threshed out time alone can tell, and he is not

iit all communicatiA'e. :

'

n

] Exports by sea during the month Avere fair, the figures being

805 cases and 1333 gallons, valued at $12,089. This is one-hdlf

greater than for the same month last year.

; Miscellaneous exports aggregated 1627 cases 861 bbls 7 half

L-fefefe.AS kegs 100 crates and 10 gallons, bulk, of the value of $24)-

1MPORTATIONS :—Trade with the importei-s has been af

right and none of them have any A'alid cause for compiaini

against the general conditions of business as to orders or col

lections, particularly throughout the interior. Prospects for

the new year are brighter than usual. Imports for the montli

ending December 20th were of good volume, the totals l)eing as

folloAvs

:

IMPORTS BY SEA :—Champagne, 5000 cases; Rum, 10 cases

2 csks 8 octs 7 bbls ; Wine, 1810 cs 4 hhds 10 csks 47 octs 74 bbls;

Whisky, 5891 cases 723 bbls 30 octs 67 casks 1 hhd ; Brandy,

163 cases 333 bbls 5 octs 5 casks; Sake, 612 ca.ses 2772 casics;

Stout, 286 cases 460 bbls; Mineral Water, 1590 cases 75 bbls,

(Jin, 2373 cases 43 bbls 5 octs 10 casks; Lime Juice, 170 cases

1 cask; Punch, 125 cases; Bitters, 2 cases 2 casks; Absinthe.

350 cases; Ginger Ale, 50 bbls; Vermouth, 1200 cases 6 bl)ls;

Fruit Juices, 1 hhd 3 casks; Cordials, 10 cases; Spirits, 100

cases; Amer Picon, 350 cases; Ale, 234 cases; Beer, 867 cases

336 bbls 10 csks.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND :—Liiiuors, 2 cases; Wine, 8

A rases; \'ermoutli, 1 case; Mineral Water, 1 case; Whi.sky, 20

cases; Gin, 30 cases.

BEER :—The brewers are doing their share of business at

this time of year, although the Aveather has been continu-

ously cold and conducive to the consumption of strong liquors.

Exports Avere not large, the figures being 720 pkgs valued at

16314. Domestic imports totalled 305 hhds 994 bbls 320 hfs

and 580 qrs. Imports, foreign, Avere 867 cases 336 bbls and 10

casks; ale, 234 cases; stout, 286 cases and 460 bbls.

New York Wine Markets

THERE lias been quite some activity in the movement of

Avines and brandies of late, although the demand in most
cases is limited to the retail trade. Prices generally .shoAv no

change and are moderately firm.

—

Bonfort's, Dec. 25, 1911

.

The Avine men in St. Helena and vicinity report a good de-

mand for wine for the holiday trade and marked activity in

shipments.

The Sarrati Wineiw, at IMeasanton, Avlien it got through
crusliing, liad 200,000 gallons of Aviue in the fermenting tanks,

a gain over last year of 50,000 gallons. The quality as coin-

pare<l Avith 1910 is said to be as good, if not better.

At Vina some three dozen tramps looted a car of Avine side-

tracked for loading at the Stanford University ranch. Two of

them were arrested Avith a bucket full, and pro\'ed to be mem-
bers of a gang of thirty-four, all of Avhom Avere found in a
neighboring glen in an hilarious condition.

11''Rose LaAvu," a vineyard at San ilartin, probably has nri

duced the biggest cioj) of grai)es grown in Santa Clara ^"alley

this season for six-year-f)ld vinc^s, namely, forty-nine and a frac-

tion tons on eight and one-half acres. The place is OAvned by
Frank C. Johnston, an Oakland man, who purcha.swl it tliis

year from E. H. Davis. Mr. Johnston is much pleased Avitli his

ptirchase and is a confirmed booster for Santa Clara Valley.

The grapes wer(^ very fine and of a good quality, contracted to

the California Wine Association at $16 per ton.
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The calendar sent out this year by the Pabst Extract Com-

pany, for which company Thoma>s W. Collins & Company of

this city are agents, excels in art work all previous efforts of

the company, Avhich is saying a good deal, for preceding calen-

dars were of high order. It is a picture of an American girl

(m horseback, and is deserAing of a place in the home of the most

fastidious.

Mr. Mark McEllisten, general representative of the Gibson

[Distilling Company, of Philadelphia, spent some time in San

iFrancisco during the month. He made his headquarters with

! Messrs. James de Fremery & Co., of this city, who are agents

'for the Gibson goods on this Coast.

Among the prominent wine men who visited the city during

j
the month were Secundo Guasti, president of the Italian Vine-

[yard Company, of Los Angeles, Herman I?latz of the Sierra

i Madre Vintage Company, Los Angeles County, and M. F. Tar-

! pey of Fresno County, a big sweet wine man.

Edwin Hammer, manager of the Pacific Coast branch of

Alex D. ShaAV & Company, importers. New York, gives the kind

of a report of the year's business that one likes to read. The

Coast trade of Shaw & Company during 1911, was not only of

large volume but far beyond the expectation of the house.

While the business was large it was not due so much to Cham-

pagne sales as to a general demand along their big list of stand-

ard goods. Notwithstanding the successes of the current year

the company look for a continued development from now on.

They expect to add several new and important agencies to their

already long list during 1912.

I

Even,- one is glad to see Theodore Gier up and around again

: after several weeks' illness. The popular Oakland wine man

was suddenly stricken with heart trouble, but as the matter was

taken in hand promptly, nothing serious developed.

Mr. E. M. Sheehan, manager of the Sacramento Valley

Winery, has returned from a month's trip through the Eastern

cities. He came home via New Orleans and reports that Cali-

fornia wines are in great demand everywhere. "Even the im-

porters admit this," he says, "and many of them for the first

time are beginning to handle our California product."

Thomas W. Collins & Company, of this city, report their

December business A-ery satisfactory. The city trade improves

steadily and they have no doubt that the opening of the year

will see important changes for the better in local conditions.

Theirs is a representative house in touch with all branches of

the trade, among their lines being Pabst Beer and Pabst spe-

cialties, Old Overholt Whisky, the products of the Green River

Distilling Company, the lines of W. A. Ross & Brother, includ-

ing Great Auk's Head, Guinness Stout, Bass's Ale, Royal Bel-

fast Ginger Ale, etc., Imported German Beers and other special-

ties. The future looks very cheering to them.

The G. Alegretti Company recently incorporated at Stockton

j
for the purpose of conducting a grocery and liquor business in

I that city. The capital stock is |50,000 and |600 has been sub-

scribed. The stockholders are Maria Alegretti, Clotilde Mac-

chiavelli, Clorinda Alegretti and Guiseppe Alegretti, all of

Stockton, and Lenora Ghiglieri of Oakland.

Gotlieb Sieber, a pioneer in the Avine industry, died at his

home in Berkeley, December 27th. The deceased Avas knoAvn

throughout the state as being one of the few, Avho, in early days,

predicted the coming importance of the California viticuKural

industry. He conducted a winerj- at Marysville for more

than a quarter of a century, removing to Berkeley about five

years ago.

Go to Coppa's if you want something good to eat, good serv-

ice, good music, good wines and liquors. If you are appre-

ciative of these things you should go there during the next few

days to see the holdiday decorations. The place is famous not

only as the home of the "Black Cat," but for its many original

and artistic paintings done by the best knoAvn artists of the

Coast. For the holiday season all these paintings have been

temporarily covered with a panoramic snowscape scene, Avhich

is not only a vivid picture of a drear Avinter in the East, but

is so realistic as to incline the average Californian to shiver.

The snowscape Avill be retained for some little time.

:Many of the best dres.sed men in San Fmncisco in and out

of the wine and liquor trade, OAve their SAvell appearance to the

fact that their clothes are made by the Avell known house of

Hirsch & Amber, 125 ilontgomerj' Street. They carrj' a full

line of the best clothes, Mr. Amber himself is a stiar cutter and

fitter and the result is that the house turns out as fine a class of

Avork as one is willing to pay for. Given them a trial.

Elsewhere in this issue Avill be found the adveptisement of the

California Wineries and Distilleries, located at ToAvnsend and

Fifth Streets, San Francisco. The institution Avas incorporated

a few months ago and includes the Las Palmas Winery and

Distillery, La Palomia Winery and Distillery, Lodi Co-operative

Winery, and Elk Grove Vineyard Association. The motto of

the California Wineries and Distilleries is "from the vine to the

trade." They offer special inducements on request to large

handlers of Avines and brandies, any proof. The institution is

under the capable management of Mr. L. R. Rodgers, proprietor

of the Las Palmas Winery and Distillery. The new house starts

on its career auspiciously.

1

1

I

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone

Company under date of October 28, 1911.
" Please install a phone at my home. I did

not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. I use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivers the goods.

" You know the burners of candles rioted in

London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-

duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a

Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company

333 Grant Avenue

I

1

1
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1 The Use of Refrigeration in Wine Making

I

AN interesting article appeared on the above subject in the

Rem Viviterale lUt Frnid, Paris, of which tlie following

abstract is given in Lv Mois Scientifiquc ct Industriel.

Defection Produced by Cold—Substances contained in super-

saturation in the must of grapes become indissoluble as soon

as the temperature is lowered. Messrs. I'acettet and Cann have
obtained up to 2 and 3 grammes of cream of tartar per litre

of must of IJurgandv wines by means of a reduction of temi)era-

ture. The coagulations act at the same tinie on the gums, muci-

lages, and albuminous nuitters.

These pre(;ipitations of mineral and organic substances create

in the li<piid an inductive force in the matters of suspension.

Tlie deposit and tlie clear li(niid become separated in respectively

varying volumes, but low temperatures have an intense defeca-

ting action. The cold augments the supersaturation of the

mineral substances of the must, which has a great atfinity for

them. On the other hand the combination of air and must are

the slower tlie lower tlu^ temperature. If, therefore, oxidation

is slow, it is an important feature of cold.

The defecating action of cold may be helped by that of heat.

If, for example, clear clarified must be heated to 60 deg., a

second coagulation is formed, the jirecipitation of which is aided

by cold. In this manner the two actions of refrigeration and
])asteurization may be combined, so as to secure a clear must
deprived of many substances destined to be afterwards pre-

cipitated.

T^Kjavens.—In order to multiply the ferments cho.sen in a

cellar, witli a view of an abundant sowing, if the pasteurizers

are not disjiensed with it is necessary to clarify and relieve the

must of the greater portion of its germs. The best method con-

sists in lowering tlu; temperature to 4 deg. or 5 deg., or even

to deg. if possible, with the addition of from 3 grammes to

5 grammes of liquid sulphurous acid per hectolitre of must.

The defecation of cold has generally the result of taking froui

wine any earthy taste.

Musts of Defective Grapes.—Gatherings changed or decom-

posed are greatly ben<'fited by refrigeration of the must before

fermentation. The oxidizing substances which impregnate

mucilages are precipitated in the lees with a portion of the

hurtful particles, likely to impart disagreeable flavors.

Fermentation of AVhite Wines in Clear Juice.—The growers

would find it advantageous to submit the must to the action

of cold on its exit from press, until it turns limpid. It should

be allowed to ferment after having drawn it off clear, and the

ferments added will act more efficientl\\

Fermentation of White Wines at a Low Temperature.—White
wines ferment in large vats at temperatures exceeding 32 deg.

to 35 deg. It is advantageous not to exceed 20 deg. in order

to preserve the aroma produced by the ferments. Refrigera-

tion by means of water is, as a rule, insufficient in practice for

the maintenance of this tempei'ature.

Defecation of White and Red Wines.—On leaving the fer-

menting vats, white and red wines form important deposits.

The ferments, the laminated crystals of cream of tartar pre-

cipitated by the alcohol of the wines, the albuminoids of the

wine coagulated by the tannin, and all substances rendered

insoluble during fennentation are precipitated,, owing to their

weight, through the licjuid, carrying Avith them the mucilages

and the organic remains in suspension which upset the wine.

The wine deposits its gross lees during the first mouth. At
the end of six mouths the wine has made a series of deposits

and assumes a limpid nature.

The wine-grower dares not expedite young wines, and if

iic(|uainted with the acticm of cold, he makes a very imperfect

application of it. With the help of re.frigeration, a more com-

plete and regular clarification can be obtained than that pro-

duced by six montlis of rest. Hesides which, the lees or dregs

are not so plentiful and are reduced to a minimum, heavy

and concrete. The diminution of lees, especially in the case of

raw wines, repays to a great extent the cost of refrigeration.

The wines thus freed luay be immediately used, and under this

head there is a saving in c<'llarage for the producer.

The C(mgealing of Wines.—In the year 1860 the use of col

for the congealing and concentration of wines was predicted b;

Vergnette Lanumhe in IJurgundy. Congealing or freezing lias

the special i)roperty of advancing maturation, by provoking an

oxidation favorable to the develojiment of the f|ualitios of taste

of tile product.

Recuperation of the Cold.—As enormous quantities have U)

be cooled, it is advisable to take iiieasui'es to recover the cold.

The cooled wine may be used as a source of cold by means of

tempei'ature exchangers, such, for exaniple, as those of the Sal-

vator ty])e.

Concentration and Transportation of Musts.—The must in

full fermentation is drunk in P^rance under the name of iin-

fermented wine, "vin bourru," "macadam,'" "vin doux." Towns
like Paris, Lyons, St. Etienne, receive entire train loads of must

in fermentation from the south or special centres, such as

Rergerac. In South America must scarcely fermented is con-

sumed after heating it over an open fire to impart keejjinj:

qualities and to give it a special flavor. I'p to tlie present tlic

practice has been to forward from Vignoble, the must coming

from the press in tuns, strongly fumigat<'d, or which have been

treated witli liisnlphate of potash. Refrigeration i.s, however,

the best solution of the problem of transporting must to a dis-

tance. A must cleansed with 10 grammes of liiinid sul])huiims

acid per hectolitre, pasteurized in the .same way as wine and

cooled to 8 deg., may be transported to any distance in wagons

properly arranged.

Concentration of Musts and of Wines.—Baudoin and Scliri-

baux have already projKised to concentrate wine by means of

artificial cold. The author of this article, il. Pacottet, took

u])*tlie problem again in 1895 and arrived at the same eon

elusions: (1) The freezing point is lowered in correspondeiu(

to the alcoholic contents. A wine having 7 per cent, of alcohol

commences to freeze at—2 deg. with formation of little crystals

of ice; at 11 per cent, of alcohol tlie freezing temperatures

fall to—5 deg. and—6 deg. The concentration therefore calls

for very low temperatures and is consequently onerous. (2)

The crystals of ice on being separated fi'om the rest of the wine

and drained, then submitted to an energetic whirling, retain

(luantities of alcohol often exccMiding to 1 per cent, and coloring

matters. (3) Wine concentrated by ccmgelation has a turbid

appearance. After resting for a certain period, it throws down

an abundant deposit formed chiefly of oi'ganic matters, of tartar,

and of coloring matters. If the concentration is carried to any

length, the wine spoils with considerable rapidity, and assumes

at the end of a few months the yellow tint characteristic of stale

wines. To sum up, concentration by congelation entails con

siderable losses in alcohol, of coloring materials, and of tartar.

The concentration of musts by means of cold is not yet de-

veloped on an industrial basis.

—

The Prmtical Engineer.

I

They are live people up around Elk Grove, and ouly a short

time elapsed before the Elk Grove Winery, recently partiall\

destroyed by fire, was again running. The repairs are only

temporary,' as the winery people intend to build on a larger and

more substantial scale next spring.
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Hotels and Restaurants Demos & Petcheos have taken the Rossmore Restaurant at

Santa Ana.

Joseph Itrovelli has leased the Hotel Bardin at Salinas.

J. W. <"ameron nt)\v runs the Raynor Hotel at Stirlins; City.

P. J. Younn; and wife will operate the Hotel Younfc at Paso
Robles.

Roy Thompson has taken the Jeffery Hotel at Salinas.
F. B. Duval has bouf^ht the Penngrove Hotel in Sonoma

Countv.

('. ( "hristen.s(m has bought the Union Hotel at Nevada City,

California.
C. A. Griggs has bought the San Luis Obispo Sulphur

Springs.

Billy Desmond lias o])ene<l a restaurant on tiie County Road

near ilountain View.
L. A^aggoner, of Blue Lake, will open a summer hotel on the

site of tlie old Vance picnic ground.

K. C. Cuiiniiings has bought the San Luis Rev Hotel.
J. S. Dutre will open the Mission Hotel at Niles.

F. E. Sanduskv has bought the BaiTow Hotel at Willard.

M. Walker has taken over the Central Hotel at Gilrov.

ir. E. Sanford has leased Hotel ilanteca at ^lanteca.

Miles Ellery and wife have bought the Holland Hotel at

Trinitv Center.

Mr. and ilrs. Freenmn have taken charge of the Palace Hotel,

Sonora.

fJeo. J. Kui)penger will manage the Central Hotel, Gilrov.

Plans have been completed for a hotel and store building at

Richman.

A. Tosi, of La Boheme Restaurant, is about to open up an
J. Neal has purchased the Shamrock Restaurant at Maricopa, up-to-date idace at Eureka

(). G. Bolsdorff has Itought the Hoyser Springs resort in

Sonoma Countv.
K. A. Peterson is now running the LTnion Block Restaurant

at Turloek.

Frank P. ilcCarthy now runs the Leger Hotel at ^Mokelumne

Kill.
W. ilori has bought the Colombo Hotel at St. Helena.

il. Lawton, sou of former proprietor, will reopen the Waldo
Harry Kopta has bought the Yosemite Restaurant at East QyWi at Santa Cruz.

Petaluma.

Demwood & Bryant have leased the AVinston Hotel at

Pacific Gi'ove.

S. Ogata has bought the Joe Ling place at Tulare.

Dr. McNaughton is running the Raymond Hotel at Acampo. Grape Juice Factory

Kulz & Levin are i-enuideling the Russ House at Stockton.

A. J. I'arker has opened the Arlington Hotel at Stockton.
WHITE BLUFFS, Wash., Dec. 5.—Between $75,000 and

1100,000 is to be invested in the White Bluffs country by
Pv R. Welch, a manufacturer of grape juice, and his eastern

A. D. Sandell has taken charge of the Kerman Inn at associates. The company will buy a large tract near White
Kernian. Bluffs and set it all out to oi-chard and vineyard. The purpose

is to grow enough gi'apes of the varieties recpiired in the manu-
Mrs. A\hite and .Mrs. Richmond are about to open a hotel at facture of their beverage to supply a factory which is to be

Ilardwick. installed here in the near future.

OWNING ITS ^WN BRANDSAND CONTROLLING THE OLD ESTABLISHC:>BRANDS or
LAS PALMAS WINERY £> DISTILLERY
LA PALOMA WINERY & DISTILLERYLODI CO-OPERATIVE WINERY
ELK CROVE VINEYARD ASSOCIATION
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

special Inducements Will Be Made, on Request, to

Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Nov. 1911. Tax. Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district, this does not include figures of production in the 6th (new) district 504,776.3
Received from other Districts, California 50,691.9
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California 1,934.3
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 391,830.6
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts 20,570.4
Exported , .

Tax Paid ^ 08,654.7
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines 12,297.2
Remaining in bond, Nov. 30. 1911 1,854,609.3

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Nov. 1911. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district ; 35,842.6
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California - - 55,672.2
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District 7,531.7
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. First District, California 1,926.5;

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts—. 8,667.6
Exported 124.6

Tax paid 11,329.0

Used in Fortification of Wines - 183,178.5

Remaining in bond, Nov. 30, 1911 538,721.8

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Nov. 1911. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 10,077.0

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District 10,526.4

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District - - -

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District- - - 8,269.4

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District 879.2

Tax paid 8,183.3

Used in Fortification of Wines 343,997.6

Remaining in bond, Nov. 30, 1911 227,122.7

SWEET WINES PRODUCED
FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Nov. 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification - 3484 1,170,705.9

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification

Brandy actually used for fortification - 3416 1,150,341.6

Wine Gals.

Port produced 054,425.25

Sherry produced 2,301,100.40

Angelica produced 047,708 . 43

Muscat produced 783,914.74

Malaga - - 02,874.76

Tokay - : 3,087.18

Madeira - - - --- -- - 24,630.86

Total sweet wine produced in Nov. 1911 - 4,477,747.02

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Nov. 1911.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification -

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification -

Brandy actually used for fortification , --

Brandy actually used for fortification from which W. C --

Pkgs.
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Elections Held Within the Last Month Rossi Left Half Million

Fullerton, Oranj^e county, November 25th. Stays dry by a

)te of 540 against 109.

Fifth Snpervisorial District, not including portions of Santa
na and Newport Beacli, lying in the district, November 25th.

ry hy a vote of 682 to 110.

Supervisorial District No. 2, November 28th, including town
Lower Lake. ^^'et by a good majority. And it is now pro-

ise<l to have a municipal saloon at Lower Lake.

City of Los Angeles, December 5th, wet by a vote of 88,334

gainst 32,288. The women's vote checked up 5 to 1 for

I loons.

Watts, Los Angeles county, December 5th, dry by 7 majority.

Iiere is talk of a recount by the wets.

Woodland, Yolo county, election December 12th. Diy by a
ite of 773 against, and 452 in favor of saloons.

The Distiict Court of Appeals, second district, has rendered

decision upholding tlie social club Laws and maintaining the

ight of San Diego City to require liquor licenses from them.

y the first section of tlie ordinance governing and regulating

le sale of licjuor in such clubs, municipal license is imposed,

ad a penalty for the violation of such ordinance fixed. The court

eld that the city under its charter has tlie power to pass such

a ordinance, and therefore confirms the judgment of the city

istice's court which convicted J. M. Cutting for a violation

f such ordinance.

The mayor and common council of San Jose, Santa Clara

Dunty, liave adopted an ordinance amending the present liquor

[cense ordinance by enlarging the territoi-y in which liquor may
le sold in San Jose, so as to include West Santa Clara street to

pie westerly city limits. The ordinance provides that those who
..ere doing business in the Gardner District at the time of the

'nnexation election, shall have the preference, provided that

hey must secure the approval of the customary number of ad-

jacent property owners. This action on the part of the authori-

ies is claimed to be in the nature of a compromise with the

iJardner saloon men as to the conduct of their business in the

iiewly annexed district, about which there has been considerable

jitigation. It is rumored that they were willing to stop all

iirtlier attemi)ts to obstruct the city authorities as to liquor

oiling in the Gardner district, if the saloons on the Alameda
\ ere pemiitted to operate. This plan will close six saloons.

The value of the estate of the late P. C. Rossi, president of

the Italian-Swiss colonj-, is $521,318.79, according to an ap-

praisement filed in the Superior Court of San Francisco. Real

property, mostly in San Francisco, is worth $102,688; 2,734

shares of stock in the Italian-Swiss colony, |246,160; and 1,856

shares of the California Wine Association, |100,224. The re-

mainder of the estate consists of stock in various corporations.

The Fulton Winery people express themselves well pleased

over the season's vintage. It has been a long and busy season

and often the winery had to run niglit and day to handle the

2600 tons of grapes which wei-e crushed this year. Several thou-

sands of gallons of wine have been made of excellent quality.

HUNTER
B ALTI MORE

RYE
Its quality lies in the perfection of its purity. Rich
in nutrition from selected rye, mellow in tone, well

matured and of faultless flavor, it is today the
highest possible type of

The American Gentleman's Whiskey
Guaranteed Under the Pure Food Law

WM. LANAH.\N & SON,
Baltimore, Md.

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY. Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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Origin of Sherry or Jerez Wine

TiTE following able and interesting paper on sherry, was read

by Mr. R. Wm. Byass, of Gongalez, Byass & Co., at a

i'rowded meeting of the members of the Wine Trade Club, Lon-

don, England, at a recent meeting:

It is difficult to fix the exact date of the origin History of this

fine wine. Suffice it to say that the vines of Andalucia existed

in the time of the Romans, and that for upwards of 300 years it

was the favorite wine in England.

T'nder the Moorish dominion little wine Avas made, owing to

their religious rules, so that the area of viticulture rather di-

minished, and what continued to be cultivated was for eating as

fresh or dried fruit (raisins), until the Christmas under the

Catholic monarchs, Ferdinand and Isabella, developed the Wine
business, though in a different form to what is now the case.

There is no doubt that the town and district of Port St. Mary

must have been the centre of the sherry trade before Jerez

proper, and that from the great development of the business in

this wine they had to look for clay soil that would produce equal

quality, and they found what they wanted—we may say with

improvement—in the fine districts of Carrascal and ISIachar-

nudo. of Jerez, which town, being of greater importance, has

kept the supremacy ever since, though Port St. Mary and Sanlu-

car de I?arrameda, our neighboring towns, produce, if not so

extensively, splendid quality wines and carry on the same in-

dustry.

The climate of Southern Spain, and especially of Jerez and its

surrounding districts, can but produce the best vines and most

beautiful wine-making grapes.

The first wine of Avhich we have a moderately clear notion

was the celebrated "Sacke" of Falstaff, which it is presumed

was the Vino de Color, mostly made in Sanlucar and Rota, and

which was not dry, as the translated word "Sec" or "Sac" would

suggest, but may have been called so in comparison Avith the still

sweeter descriptions then imported into England, such as Malm-

sey, Cyprus, etc.

This Vino de Color, or color wine, is still made and used ( but

to a very small extent compared with the old times) for making

pale gold, gold, and brown sherries. It is made by boiling the

must or young wine before it begins to ferment, some hours

after the grape is pressed, when it has still all its grape-sugar

and sweetness. It is reduced by ebullition to a third or fifth

of its volume, and this turns it into a sort of treacle called

"Sanocho" or "Arrope" respectively. It is then mixed with

about eight to ten parts more of fermented mosto or older white

wine, as the case may be, and this is the Vino de Color, which

has a low strength, since the Arrope has reduced that of the

blend. This wine is left to improve, Avhich it does greatly,

especially if the added white wine is already good and of some
age.

Later on the taste for Jerez Avines tended to be more in the

(
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direction of relative dryness, and less color Avine was introduce

into the blends. It Avas Avhen they ranged betAveen the gold an

broAvn shades, and Avhen the richness imparted by the color a\ ;

substituted by that of the sweet Avine, called "Pedro Jimino

tliat sherry received the greatest favor in the United Kingdoi

This description of wine we noAV call the "Old Scho'

Sherries."

In those days the English became aware of the benefits tli;

accrued to sherry if sent to India in a sailing vessel or round tl

world for a voyage Avhich took from one to tAvo years, eitln

through the motion of the boat or through crossing the Tropic,

or both, and on its return it Avas sold as East India Sherry aj

greatly enhanced prices. This eventually became an institi

tion, and Avine merchants have kept, and still keep, this type i

their minds as "East India Sherry," though not to the extci

we should like, for this is the style AA'hich improves so much

bottle. It was, hoAvever, nothing more nor less than the cLi

of the majority of the Avines then exported, though gi-eatly ii

proA'ed by the journey; so that Ave may say Avhat the pi-osci

Avine mei'chant calls "East India Sherry" is the standard (pi:!

ity that good sherry ought to have, with, perhaps, somewhat Ic

color than in those days, a matter AAiiich may be attributed

fashion or the craze for pale Avine more than to anything el-

After the Old School Wines so much in vogue for the fir

half of the nineteenth century, someone, Avhose name it is iv

necessary to mention, thought fit to try and introduce a novel

in the taste for sherry and offered light fino wines such as we
consumed in Spain under the name Manzanillas. Unfortunate \

the change Avas accepted by the public, ahvays fond of chanc '

and at a time Avhen very few Avines competed in England, as \

may say only claret and port had a consumption that avou

compare Avith ours. Little by little the full golden, rich sheri

of the old type, the intrinsic value of Avhich Avas undoubtc

Avas replaced by light wines requiring little age before tin

could be consumed, and they created an acquired taste Avhii

experience has taught us has done away Avith the right appi

elation of our wines. Formerly, when a vintage or parcel w

classified, and one came across one of these fino wines, it a\

rejected and the purchaser had the right to refuse to take

Avith the rest of the parcel. HoAvever, when the taste for th

class became established, its price rose by leaps and bounds.

There is so A'ast a difference between these light and Finos ai
;

Gold or BroAvn Sherries that .some so-called connoisseurs ha '

no idea of the different styles that exist, and this ignoran

seems actually to increase. The majority of the public liaAC i

clear idea of Avhat sherry should be, or AAhat they are going

get if they ask for a glass of sherry, as they might get Manz:i

ilia or the ancient "Sherris Sack." It is to be hoped, now th

such fine value is offered in the Avines of Jerez, that people w
come back to the real sherry type, Avhich we are confident avou

have a good effect on the sales and bring up the consumption

s;»ntetliing like that of the old times.

COMPLETE PLANTS
FITTED OUT

Continuous Presses
CrusKerSy Stemmers Toulouse & Deloreux

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

O*"^^**^ " '^ «*
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NOTE
The Down Town Hoanl of Kan Francisco liclicvc that tlici rc-

ail district of San Francisco has a sufficiency of saloons and

ho members opposed the issuance of a license to 19 Keaniy

;treet. Statistics were quoted showing that within a radius

if 500 feet of 19 Kearny street these are sixteen saloons and

lu-ee cafes. The board decided that if the present Police Com
uission grants a license, the board will carry the matter to

lie new commission three months hence with a view of having

lie license vacated.

Fullerton, which claims the honor of befng the first place in

Southern California where women exercised the right of suf-

frage, held a local option election in the latter part of November,

iln consoquence Fullerton renminetl dry by a vote of 140 for and

b09 against the licensing of places for the sale of liquors. At the

jlast electicm held three yeara ago the drys won by only two

votes. Over 50 per cent of the recent vote were women.

Watts citizens had a hard struggle at the recent local opti<m

jelection to decide whether they would go wet or dry. Of the

1782 votes polled a final count showed 395 for and 387 against

|the prohibition ordinance, or a majority of 7 for the water

wagon. Although the majority is so small it is not believed that

'the saloon men will contest the election.

The saloon men of R«d Bluff invite new reforms, and ask that

i'an ordinance be passed cutting out gambling of all kinds. In

jtheir petition the retail(»rs also ask a change in closing hours,

and that all persons selling liquors pay the same license that

the saloons pay and be under the same regulations.

The City Board of Trustees of Auburn, Placer County, has

i-eceived a petition, numerously signed by both men and women,

dealing with the saloon question, and laying especial stress on

the following points: Closing all day Sunday; closing at mid-

night; saloon license $600 a year, payable semi-annually, pen-

alty for violating ordinance, revocation of license; all saloons

lo be 150 yards from the extreme limit of a school house. Ac-
' cording to the petition it shall require three-fourths of all per-

'sons owning property within 500 feet of a proposed saloon to

Ljive permission for its establishment before the trustees can

act upon the application for a license.

At the Sanger winery this season's distilling of brandy has

been completed. The output of the winery this year was much
larger than that of 1910, there haying been more than 3000 tons

of grapes crushed.

The Lodi Co-operative Winery closeil near the end of Novem-

ber for the very good reason that the tanks were all full. This

has been a niost successful season for the winery, which has

crushed over 15,400 tons, more than 2000 tons more than were

handled last year.

Blue Lake, Humboldt County, was recently very considerably

damaged by fire. Among the buildings destroyed were Stocks

& Kemp's saloon, loss $900, insurance |600; Ingram's saloon,

loss 1800, insurance |500, saloon stock loss flOOO, fully insured

;

Gentoli's hotel, George and Matie Rankin, loss |1250, insurance

!f!(>00. Rebuilding has already commenced.

The Bakersfield Bartenders' Union ha.s declined to consider

the counter proposition of the Knights of the Royal Arch made
in connection with the demand of the former organization that

members be paid a minimum wage of |3.50 for eight hours work
after January 1st. The counter pi-oposition calls for nine hours

work at the figure named.

The Napa Lodge of Knights of the Royal Arch during the

month elected the following officers : Past Valient Commander,
F. A. Nussberger; Commander, R. Rohrs; Lieut. Commander,
E. F. Zahler; Treasurer, F. Martin; Orator, D. Cavagnaro, ; Re-

corder, J. D. Ladley; Master of Ceremonies, L. Brisbin; Capt.

of Guard, Ed. Quijado; Tyler, O. Fagerberg; Trustees, C. F.

Hargrave, S. Lossmann, C. L. Carbone, Jas. Raney, J. DeLucca,

Ed Largey, C. Baracco.

There is a well defined nimor going the rounds in Visalia to

the effect that a certain party has decided to open up a saloon

in this city, and test the legality of any ordinance which the

city trustees might pass. It is rumored that there will be plenty

of money to go towards fighting the case, and that once starte<l

it will be carried before the highest courts. The rumor further

says that local attorneys, or at least some of them, have given

their opinion that the city trustees cannot enforce a "diy"' ordi-

nance in Visalia, the territory having been declared "wet" by
Superior Judge Wallace as a result of the election of July 17th.

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
212-14 FREMONT STREET je^ ^ je^ PHONES ^*o"»^'^fjr5^7t'"^^^"^

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY. DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior

quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in

simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE
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The Principles

of Wine=Making:

BY FREDERICK T. BIOLETTI

V. lV\icro=Organisms Found In Wine

WINE micro-organisms may be conveniently divided into

two groups: Those whicli grow only in the presence of

notable supplies of free oxygen (aerohic), and those which

require or grow better in the absence; of free oxygen (anacrohic)

.

{a) Aerobic organisms. \. Mycodcrmof.. If a normal wine,

especially one strong in. alcohol, is left with its surface ex-

posed to the air, it will usually, in a few days, be covered with

a whitish film, thin and smooth at first but gradually becoming

thicker and finally rough and plicate. This is what is known
to wine-makers as "wine flowers." This film consists of yeast-

like cells, somewhat longer and more cylindrical and regular

than S. cllipsoidens, reproducing by budding and forming lai'ge

aggregations.

Pure cultures sliow that there are many varieties of this or-

ganism differing in the color and texture of the film, in the

cloudiness of the licjuid and the character of the deposit. They
are called collectively Mi/coflerma riiii.

These organisms are strongly aerobic and can develop only

on the surface in full contact with the air. They are a serious

enemy to the wine, itMideriug it insipid and cloudy. They
attack the extract, fixed acids and alcohol, producing at first

volatile acids and finally causing complete combustion of the

organic matters to C0= and HaQ, destroying the wine completely.

2. Acetic Bacteria. The film formed on wines exposed to the

air, especially on those of low alcoholic contents, will often

differ from that due to Mycoderma viiii- It will be thinner,

smoother and consist of bacteria. These, the acetic bacteria,

grow not only on the wine at the expense of the alcohol, but

on crushed grapes and must at the expense of the sugar, pro-

ducing acetic acid in both cases.

Acetic acid in small amounts is a normal constituent of wine
produced by the yeast. Unless in excess, its effect is not in-

jurious. There may be present from .09 gs. in 100 gs. in light

white wine to .14 gs. in a heavy red wine without deterioration

of quality. In sweet wines even a somewhat larger amount
may be present without causing injury.

JMuch larger amounts are injurious in two ways. When the

acetic acid is perceptible to the taste, the Avine is spoiled. When
an abnornuil amount of acetic acid is producel, before or during

fermentation, it interferes with or stops the Avork of the yeast.

In such cases, the wine "sti<;l:s," that is, fails to eliminate all

sugar and becomes especially liable to the attacks of other

bacteria.

Wines high in alcohol are less liable to acetic fermentation

than weaker wines. Sound wines containing over fourteen per

cent by volume are almost imraxme, but such wines may be

spoiled during the fermentation by the growth of acetic bac-

teria on the exi)osed floating "cap'' of pomace or on the crushed

grapes, es]>ecially at high temperatures.

(h) AiKicrohic Orc/dnisms.—Some of the worst, most fre-

quent and most difficult to treat of the diseases and defects

of wine ai'e due to organisms which develop only in the absence

of oxygen. These organisms are all bacterial and appear to

include a large number of forms, though, owing to difficulties

of isolation and culture, the different forms have not been well

studied or decribed.

1-. S^Jimr-fnnniiig Bortrria. Musts and wines become slimy,

rarely, through the nctlim of Deitwtitim paJhilnti.'s (Wortmann)
and wild yeasts (Meisner) in the presence of oxygen; more
"ffeqiTently througli fhe action of special bacteria. In most

cases, only young wines after fermentation and when contained

in closed casks or bottles exhibit this defect. A slimy wine has

an oily appearance, pours without splashing, and, in extreme

cases, becomes cloudy and will hang from a glass rod in strings.

In such wines, the microscope reveals large numbers of splier

ical or more or less elongated bacteria in long chains.

These bacteria attack the sugar, but not the glycerine nor

the alcohol, and produce mannite, carbonic acid, lactic and

acetic acids and alcohol. Alcohol above thirteen per cent, free

tartaric acid, tannin and sulfurous acid in small amounts pre-

vent their growth. The disease is usually not serious and (lis

appears under the ordinaiy cellar treatment.

2. Propionic and Lactic Acid liacteiHfi. The nu,dt seridus

and perhaps the commonest disease of wines is characterized

by persistent cloudiness, disagreeable odors and flavors, ia-

crease of volatile acid and injury to or complete destruction of

the color. Wines affected are characterized commonly an

mousey, lactic or turned tcines (Pousse and Tourne of tli

French )

.

The cause is bacteria. These are readily revealed by the

microscope in enormous numbers in badly affected wines.

There seem to be several or many closely related forms, all

short rod-shaped, isolated in the first stages of the disease.

I

A

^ V-^/v3

xm-..
Fig. 4.—Bacteria of wine diseases.

1. Bacteria of vinegar—sour wine (acetic).
2. Bacteria of lactic wine (propionic), young,

(o) Cell of wine yeast.
3. Bacteria of lactic wine (propionic), old.

4. Bacteria of slimy wine.
5. Bacteria of mahnitio wine.
6. Bacteria of bitter wine (butyric).

but, later, forming chains or filaments of various lengtiis. The
*

most noticeable changes caused in the composition of the w iiK

are the decrease of fixed and the increase of volatile acidity.
|

The tartaric acid and tartrates are destroyed, and carbonic' 1

acetic, lactic, propionic and other volatile acids formed.

Light wines of low acidity are most subject to this disease

which may be prevented by measures which increase the acidit\

and alcohol, defecate and attenuate the wine rapidly and com

pletely, by the proper use of sulfurous acid, and finally, by
j

timely filtration and pasteurization. Wines noticeably affected '

can be used only for distilling; those badly affected are valucK ss

3. Mannitic Bacteria. Very sweet grapes of low acidity in

hot climates are subject during fermentation to a similar trouble

characterized by increase of volatile acidity, a persistent cloudi-

ness and a vapid sweet-sour taste. The disease is commonly

confused with the preceding but is caused by bacteria of dif-

ferent forms. The form described by Gayon is a very fine short

rod which does not unite in filaments. It attacks the sugar,

especially the levulo.se, producing volatile acids and mannite.

The latter may reach over two per cent and the former five

per cent, giving a sweet-sour wine which is completely spoiled.

The bacteria grow abundantly only at high temperatures,

approaching 104 degrees F., and can be (iOntl-olled t»y cool fer
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iientatiou, increase of acidity and proper use of sulfurous acid.

4. Butyric Acid Bacteria. In the cooler climates, wines, es-

locially old red wines in bottles, often become bitter. This

rouble is due to comparatively large rod-shaped bacteria, first

lescribed by Pasteur. The cells remain united in angular fila-

iients, short at first, but becoming longer and finally thicker,

ly incrustations of coloring matter, with age.

The tiinnin, coloring matter, and glycerine of the wine are

ittacked, acetic and butyric acids being formed. In snmll

amounts the bacteria do little or no harm, in larger amounts

they may spoil the wine. Means which increase the alcohol,

lanuin and acidity diminish the liability to the disease. Prompt
attenuation and clarification and in extreme cases, pasteuri-

zation, will cure wines not too badly affected.

All the above anaerobic bacteria of wine diseases probably

exist in most wines. Which develop most or whether any de-

velop sufficiently to injure the wine depends on conditions,

rhioliy the composition of the must and the temperature at

which the wine is fermentetl or stored. Most diseased wines

show a mixed infection of several forms.

Yl. CONTROL OF THE MICRO-ORGANISMS.
Given grapes of suitable composition, the quality of the wine

depends on the ^vork of the micro-organisms. The art of the

wine-maker consists almost entirely in the control of these

micro-organisms. His success in facilitating the work of the

useful form ( true wine yeast ) and in preventing or hindering

that of injurious forms determine the quality of his product.

(a) Before the Fermentati/)n.—On the skin of sound ripe

Li'apes as they hang in the vineyard, the micro-organisms are

romparatively few and in an inactive condition and with in-

telligent metliods they can not injure the wine. On broken

or injured grapes the number is greater and the forms more
; active. If many such grapes occur they should not be mixed
I with the sound grai>es if the best wine is to be made.

1. Gathering the Grapes. The sorting of grapes after gath-

,
ering is expensive and unsatisfactory. The best method for

the separation of inferior grapes is by "double picking." This

may be done by furnishing each picker with two boxes, one
for the sound grapes and the other for the rest. A better

method, however, is to gather only the good grapes at first. If

many inferior grapes are left it may be profitable to go over the

vineyard a second time for these. These inferior gi-apes can
then be nmde up separately by special methods and by such
means can often be made into a fair wine, and at worst are
useful as distilling material. If the grapes left are too few

' to repay a second picking, it is better to leave them and lose

' them completely than to mix them with the good grapes and
make all the wine inferior. Any bunches which show more than
a few moldy, cracked or diseased berries, should be left. In
case the larger part of the crop shows defects of this kind, it

may be best to gather them all at once and treat them as inferior

grapes, but in this ca.se fine wine can not be made.
Care should be taken to avoid unnecessary bruising of the

fruit if it can not be worked immediately. Molds, wild yeasts
and vinegar bacteria multiply rapidly on grapes wet with juice.

The sooner the grapes can be crushed and placed in the fer-

menting vat or press the easier it is to obtain a sound fer-

mentation.

If the grapes are to renmin for two or more days after they
are gathered before being delivered to the winery, special pre-
cautions should be taken. Even Avith great care in gathering,
handling and protecting from dust and heat, grapes will de-
teriorate if kept more than two days without crushing. If
bruisetl and hot they Avill undergo injurious changes even
sooner.

2. Transportation of Grapes. When gi-apes have to be taken
long distances by wagon or railroad it is be-st to crush them
at tlie vineyard, and then transport them in tight vats or tanks.
They may commence to ferment before they arrive at the winerj-.

but this effect of the wild yeasts on the crushed grapes is mucli

less deleterious than that of the molds and vinegar bacteria on

the uncrushed. Fermentation can be delayed and minimized

by crushing the grapes as cold as possible.

The coolness of the grapes can be insured by crushing tho.se

gathered in the morning immediately before they have had time

to become warm. Those gathered during the heat of the day
can be cooled by leaving them in the picking boxes distributed

along the avenues all night. If they arc not piled up until

the following morning, they will usually cool off fifteen or

twenty degrees or more. They may then be crushed, or, if nec-

essary, piled up. Large masses of grapes, such as a pile of full

boxes, cool off or warm up slowly.

The best method of preventing injurious fermentation, how-

ever, is to distribute a carefully measured quantity of potassium

meta-hisulfite equally through each receptacle containing the

crushed grapes. The quantity needed will depend on the tem-

perature and condition of the grapes. If the grapes are cool

and sound, from 5 oz. to 6 oz. for each ton will be sufficient,

if warm or moldy, 9 oz., 12 oz. or 16 oz. will be necessary.

The sulfite may be sprinkled over the crushed grapes as they

fall into the i*eceiving vat, but it is difficult to get a proper

distribution in this way. It is better to dissolve it first in hot

water. If the solution is made at the rate of one pound of

meta-bisulfite to one gallon Avater, it is easy to measure the

calculated amount. A good way to use it is to put the amount
needed in a vessel furnished with a small tap and to let the

solution drip from this tap into the vat, or better into the

crusher, as the grapes are passing through.

The amount of sulfurous acid introduced in this way will

be just about Avliat is needed in the fermentation, and is much
more effective and beneficial if addcnl at this time than later.

3. Cleanliness. The less foreign matter Ave get into the fer-

menting vat, the better our Avine Avill be. Grapes as they hang
in the vineyard are usually clean except in the vicinity of dusty
roads or on vines pruned .so low that the fruit rests on the soil.

Soil and dust, hoAvever, are more or less eliminated from the

liquid during the first part of the process of wine-making and
are much less harmful than molds and bacteria.

The most harmful forms of dirt are tho.se to Avhich grapes

may be exposed after gathering. Grapes gathered in moldy,

vinegar-sour boxes, hauled in dirty wagons or cars and pas.sed

through dirty crushers, conveyers and presses may be so com-

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?,

Send for our FREE BOOKS of facts telling what
tar iMllliZan are doing, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THE PACIFIC GUANO
A FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
San Frandaco, Cal.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Largest manufacturers of Fertilizers, Poultiy Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast
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pletely infected with injurious germs that it is impossible to

obtain a good fermentation. The most injurious form of dirt

is grapes, must or wine which have been allowed to become
moldy or vinegar-sour.

Picking boxes or other receptacles for grapes should not

remain more than twenty-four hours after using without

washing. Where this is impossible, they should be exposed

to the sun and thoroughly dried. Molds will not grow on a
dry surface even though it is covered with grape juice. The
same treatment is necessary for crushers, pumps, hoses and
all machinery and utensils with which the grapes come in

contact. Surfaces which can not be dried quickly, such as the

inside of closed vats, should be sterilized with the fumes of

burning sulphur. This sulfuring is not necessary in the case

of metal surfaces, such as the interior of pumps and pipe lines,

which can usually be kept free from mold if well washed and
drained after using. All pipe lines should be furnished Avitli

drainage cocks at all low points and pump wells should have an
opening at the bottom so that they can be washed and drained

easily. Hose should be hung up vertically when not in use.

Picking boxes should be thoroughly dry before being stacked

away for the winter, or, if this is inconvenient, they should be

stored in a close room and sulfured occasionally.

(To be continued.)

George W. Harris Offers Solution of Trust Problem

GEORGE W. Harris, a capitalist of Cincinnati, and one of

the Trustees of the Sinking Fund, advanced an original

and what he himself characterized as a "somewhat revolution-

ary" proposition for the solution of the trust question, Decem-

ber 7th before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,
which is seeking sxiggestions for amendments to the Sherman
law and a proper method for dealing with big corporations.

Mr. Harris knew what his scheme was and how to elucidate

it clearly for the benefit of the members of the committee. In

short it was

:

That the net profits of all corporations doing an interstate

business should flow into the United States Treasury under the

following conditions

:

(A) All profits in excess of 12 per cent per annum, Avliere the

corporation does 10 and not to exceed 15 per cent of the total

of the particular kind of business in which it is engaged.

(IJ) All in excess of 11 per cent when the business is be-

tween 15 and 20 per cent of the whole.

(C) All in excess of 10 per cent when the business is be-

tween 20 and 30 per cent.

(D) All in excess of 9 per cent when the business is be-

tAveen 30 and 40 per cent.

(E) All in excess of 8 i)er cent when the business is be-

tween 40 and 50 per cent.

( F ) All in excess of 7 per cent when the business is be-

tween 50 and 60 per cent.

(G) All in excess of 6 per cent Avhen the business is over

60 per cent.

iMr. Harris thought that the big businesses and +he country

would not be satisfied with a 6 per cent return upon capital. He
explained that lie did not consider his proposition in the nature

of a revenue-producing measure, for when human nature ex-

erted itself under such a plan the result would be the division

of big corporations doing a large percentage of the whole busi-

ness of the country in their particular line into smaller cor-

porations. There would be the incentive of larger percentage of

profits for handling a smaller percentage of the total business.

This he maintained would restore competition.

Mr. Harris expressed himself as in favor of the licensing of

corporations by the Federal Government. The corporations

should be. subject to the laws of the iStates and incorjiorated by
them.

Answering questions by Senator Pomerene, Mr. Harris en-

tered vigorous objections to the proposition advanced by Judge
Gary, of the Steel Corporation, for permitting the Government
to fix prices. He declared it to be abhorrent in principle and
impracticable in operation. It simply meant State socialism.

Rumored Big Brewery Combine

T^HERE is a rumor in San Francisco which has got so far as

•• to make an appearance in a daily paper, that tliere is nov.

in process of formation a combination of the breweries of the

Pacific Coast, from Seattle to Los Angelas, if the plans of

three Eastern capitalists, who are said to be now in the city.

are carried out. These gentlemen, according to tlie report, are

Joseph D. Madigan, a prominent brewer of Newark, O. ; Julius

Eberhardt of Pittsburg, and John Ober of McKeesport, T'a.

The plan is to have all breweries on the Pacific Coast come
into the combine in order to purchase their raw materials

cheaper. It is understood that one of the features of the or-

ganization is to lessen the number of saloons in the different

cities of the Coast by refusing to help saloon-keepers who wish

to enter the business and who apply to the breweries for finan-

cial aid. The report fails to give the name of any of the local

brewers in connection with the storv.

Finest On Wheels

SUNSET LIMITED
Excess Fare

TRAIN de LUXE
BETWEEN

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW ORLEANS
TWICE A WEEK

First Departure from San Francisco

December 5th

ELECTRIC LIGHTED - STEEL CAR TRAIN
BARBER SHOP -SHOWER BATH
STENOGRAPHER - LADIES' MAID
MANICURE - HAIRDRESSER

WATCH FOR LATER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TICKET OFFICES:

Flood Building, Palace Hotel, Third and Townsend Sts. Depot,

Market St. Ferry Depot, San Francisco.

13th Street and Broadway, Oakland.

600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles.
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Correspondence fl

Trade Marks Sought to be'Registered in the Patent Office

Reims, November 2, 1911.

Messrs. G. S. Nicholas & Co., New York.

Dear Sirs:—You will be glad to know that the champagne

^tage of 1911 has been quite satisfactory so far as quality is

ftucernetl, owing to the splendid weather enjoyed during the

^tire summer and which prevailed during the vintage. More-

ier, the picking took place with the greatest calm and without

10 slightest sign of riot or agitation.

In most of the better growths, unfortunately, the quantity

]'Oved very small and for this reason we were obliged to pay

ii enormous price.

Since 1906, as you know, all vintages have been both poor in

iiality and very small in quantity, the 1910 having been such

ifailure that it may be called the smallest for over a century.

, Hard as the situation wa.s for our trade, it was harder still for

ie growers, and it was inevitable that if the 1911 vintage

liould turn out good and still not abundant, the price would be

tcessively high.

The sacrifice we have made in this way is not useless, for the

oney thus distributed in the vineyards will enable our

•owers, so terribly afHictetl in recent years, to devote all their

tention to the cultivation of their vines and their preservation

ir the future.

You will readily understand that under these circumstances,

[id considering the great sacrifices we have been willing to

,ake to maintain our stock of high-class wines, we feel obliged

1 raise our price for Krug & Co. Private Cuvee from January
1912.

We sincerely regret being compelled to do this, but feel that

le events mentioned above justify our decision. We remain,

'^ar sirs Yours very truly,

KRUG & CO.

Dear Sir:—We enclose copy of Messrs. Krug & Co.'s letter of

ovember 2, 1911, addressed to us.

We join Messrs. Krug & Co. in expressing our regret that the

Kumstances referred to in their letter will make necessary

1 advance in prices.

On and after January 1, 1912, our prices for Krug & Co.

livate Cuvee champagne ex San Francisco warehouse will be

follows:

Per case of 12 bottles |3G.OO

Per ca.se of 24 half bottles 38.00

Per case of 6 Magnums 35.00

Per case of 48 quarter bottles (packed in

4 baskets of 12 bottles each) 40.00

We remain, Very truly yours,

G. S. NICHOLAS & CO.

Ralph Knapp, former American representative for a syndi-

ite of French wine merchants, recently returned to Los An-
eles with a bride and a fortune of a quarter of a million, inheri-

fd from a deceased uncle. Mr. Knapp has been on the Pacific

'oast for thirty years and loves Southern California, where he
itends to reside in the future, and his recent bequest will be
dded to the wealth of the state.

! Although it cannot be denied that the oak wood of the casks

,) some extent affects the flavor and aroma of the Cognac kept
liepein, the refining of the spirit is due in no less degree to

tmospheric action, through the pores of the cask, causing oxi-

ation of various constituents of the wine distillate, and result-

ig in their conversion into other substances or in their partial

?paration.

The following trade marks have been favorably acted on by

the United States patent office and will be registered at the

expiration of thirty days unless objected to. Any person who
believes he would be damaged by the registration of a mark is

allowed to oppose it within said time. Further information

will be furnished on request to Edward S. Duvall Jr., patent

and trade mark attorney, Loan & Trust Building., Washing-

ton, D. C.

Serial No. 58808. Word : Weno. Owner : Centerville Brew-

ing Company, Cleveland, Wis. Used on beer. Claims use since

August 15, 1911.

Serial No. 57381. Word: Cheolian. Owner: Golden Gate

Company, Baltimore, Md. Used on a wine made from the

Scuppernong grape. Claims use since March 15, 1909.

Serial No. 57501. Word : Eschscholtzia. Owner : Golden

West Brewing Company, Oakland, Cal. Used on beer. Claims

use since June 24, 1911.

Serial No. 57755. Woi-d : Prosit. Owner : Gottfried Brew-

ing Company, Chicago, 111. Used on lager beer. Claims use

since 1893.

LATE in November Jewish rabbis visited the Eggers vine-

yard at Fresno to prepare wines for sacrificial and cere-

monial purposes. To do this they perform with their own
hands the work of laborers in the vineyard and at the wine
presses, taking particular care that no hands but their own in

any way come in contact with the fruit or the juice of the grape

before it passes into the cask and is sealed as the uncontami-

nated wine. These wines will be used by the orthodox Hebrew
congregations of the United States. These casks of wines are

not opened except for the purposes for which they were manu-
factured and after once having broken the seal, all of the wine
remaining in the cask is worthless in the Jewish rites of wor-

ship and observance of sacred commands, handed down for the

several hundred generations that have existed since the children

of Israel were released from bondage.

WinemaKers
Do you really want to

improve your Wines?
Do you mind a little extra

work with better resuhs?

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of
the latest methods. Price $2.00

For sale
at this
Office.

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-164 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEASNT 242 and J 2SS2
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CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated. .. .Stockton, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal....

G. B. Robblns, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. WIndeler; wine and water tanks

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco, Ca

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Ca

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Ca

Theo. Gier Co 575 Eighth St., Oakland, Cat.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann

430-34 Battery St., San Francisco. Cal. Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Ca

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal. DISTILLERS.

Julius Kessler & Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, II

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Marylan

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cat.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd Fresna, Cal.
The Julius Levin Company

987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canad

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co

110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Ca

Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Ca

A. Finke's Widow
....809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co.... Louisville, K;

Angelo Myers Philadelphia, P.

E. H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal

Alta Vista Wines Co
112-114 Tenth St., San Francisco, Cal.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.
F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Ca

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
....1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisca, Cal.

L. Taussig &, Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Ca

Toulouse & Delorieux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Ca

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURE
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Ca

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.

Chapman & Wilberforce

Kohl BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Ca

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meniecke & Co

314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co

50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, C;

SURETIES.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y. U S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, C:

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal. Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood

43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, C;

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
". .52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co

..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, d

L. Gandolfi & Co.

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

FILTERS.

Theo. Seitz Filters—H. A. Diehl, Agent

430 "C" St., San Francisco, C;

Frank Fehr Brewing Co.; Louisville, Ky
Jas. De Fremery & Co., Agents,

519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, C:

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle^ Wash.
John Rapp & Son, Agents.

. .8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station^ Portland, Oregon.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New Yoi

MINERAL WATER.
Aug. Lang & Co

..18th and Alabama Sts., San Francisco, C;

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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Review Buyers' Directory, Continued The Waldorf.. 648 Market St.,San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter 709 Market St., San FranciiCO, Cat.

CIGARS.
"Jelllson's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal. The Hoffman Cafe Co.

I

Boltz, Clymer & Co 27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

312 Clay 8t, San Francisco, Cal. Lake County House MIddletown, Cal.
., ^ „ _, , ^,

' W. F. Roeder's Cafe
834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co.
Matt Grimm's

Commercial \ Front 8ts., San Francisco, Cal. ,30 Liede^dorf si.;San Francisco, Cal. original Coppa's Restaurant

453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Bank Exchange
"P.^=.li.,'> Escalia Marin Co Cal.Mnnt'i/ =nii WaRh'fon RfR . San Franc SCO. Ca . Escalles tSCaiie, Wiarin l*0., vai.

The Yellowstone
Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

.22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. Ferry Creamery..34 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin"

Thos. J. Walsh & Co 105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. Davis Buffet.. .272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal. •

—

Market Cafe.. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. FERTILIZERS.

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal. H. B. Mathews, Gypsum and Other Fertilizers

Chronicle Bar.... 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 1^23 La Loma Ave., Berkeley, Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO

fc
^-Hfc«6^
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WESTERN PACIFIC
RAILWAY FEATHER RIVER

ROUTE

Daily Limited Trains to Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha, Kansas City,

Saint Louis, Chicago and all points East, passing through the beautiful

canyon of the Feather River.

Latest types of Steel Coaches, Dining, Observation, Standard and Tourist

Sleeping-Cars.

EQUIPMENT ABSOLUTELY NEW SERVICE UNEXCELLED
ELECTRIC LIGHTED THROUGHOUT
INCOMPARABLE SCENIC SPLENDOR

For reservations or information, call on or write your Local Agent, or,

E. L. LOMAX G. F. HERR
Passenger Traffic Manager - Asst. Gen'l Passenger Agent

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
LAGER

BRBWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

"ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We believe that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.
The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-
BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C.

Jg'>:^5^)^5j(j5;jj;?^j;Bjj^;^^
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CELLARS AND VINEYARDS " Icaria^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma County
- and at Rutheriord and St. Helena, Napa County, California

French-American Wine Co.
SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX & BERNARD

- ~ PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES ^s

s
S 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street

©
©
m

Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

©
©
©

"W. D. SEYMOVR. 516 MA.GA.ZIN£ ST., CD, 515 CONSTANCE ST., NEVT ORLEANS AGENT
NE'W YORK DEPOT, 32 -WASHINGTON STREET

San Francisco, Cal. ©
©

Winners

JULIUS KESSLER &, CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDQ.

:-^-.^K-k'^i.'^'^-l-^) .. .:.

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.
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The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS Telephone Kearny 489 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Distillers of High Grade Cordials, Fruit Brandies and Syrups

5^

i

P HILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
. ... PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

309-3 1 3 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, President FREDERICK STAUDE, Vicc-P.cs. 4 Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS "

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST., and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

.»» ^^ «o» ^^ »o» ^^ «o» ^^ »o» ^^ «» ^^ o ^^ ** ^^ ** ^^ o ^^ »> ^^ ** ^^ <»-^

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON

1 LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE UQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
• . PHONES:
i SUTTER 50; J 2745

-«»- »*0» ^»fc to*" to* ^^ *o»- jM* ^^ <»-

SAN FRANCISCO 1
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p. C. ROSSI, President A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies
Vineyards, Wineries "and'Cellars at Afti, Fulton, Cloverdale and Sebastopol in Sonoma County; Madera, Madera County; Selma and Kingsbury

in Fresno County, and Lemoore in Kings County, California,

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Gtnu, luly. IS92

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, 1893

GOLD MEDAL. Dublin. Iraluid. 18(2

GOLD MEDAL. Turin. 1888

GOLD MEDAL. CAL. MIDW. FAIR. 1884

SILVER MEDAL. BORDEAUX. FRANCE, I

GOLD MEDAL. PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION. 1801

GOLD MEDAL. LEWIS&CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1804

GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC

EXPOSITION, 1808

Naturally'

Fermented in

Bottles Sparkling Burgundy and Asti Special
Trade-Mark
Registered
October 8,

1895

(DRY)

P. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884' HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

IPROPRIETORS OF THE AMERICAN VINTAGE COMPANY

Office and Salesrooms: Corner Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Vaults: 1235-1267 Battery St. 101-160 Qreenwich St. 1334-1339 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West 11th and Washington Sts.

^X9 ^Cf Jd «^C« i^Cf '^%> «^C i^Cf «^i; f^Ct t^v <^C' <^%j t^C/ t^C« 1^%/ t^v t^\f <^\i <^%^ ^%) t^C/ t^b ^u ^^ ^%/ 1^%/ ^%^ t^C< ^%^ t^C «^C< «^b ^\i -^' '9C< <^C/ «K' ^^ (^C <9^ t^v <^kj >^Cj t^C t^C •X. i^v ^^ i^v i^v >^!.
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled Blewe%

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — if

Stays Pare

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

fa
cor.Futton and Webster Sts. SanTranclsco.

THE FIRST LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.

PALE AND DARK LAGER

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

IfOBT0IT TO DISTILLEBSP WiHE IQMfiS.

Pat'd Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAI, CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

This STILL, which has alwayi
recci»ed our special attention and
stmly. has tieen of material assist-
ance 10 securing forCalifornia sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
REFERRNCBS :— All successlul sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KINDS or COPPER WORK OONl AT SHORT NOTICE.

Sanders Copper Works
C.^RL SCH.^LITZ, Pres. and Mgr.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

UOHNRAPP^ &. SON
Asents

Opp. 8th and Townsend Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

Afierlxeiti^e
irtere i>S

recuperate
exxi/axx/^iea

force more
ruickly xKari/

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of aU the wine proiiucere in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"
HIGHEST ORAUE

Victoria i

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling Agents fr>r the Unite<l States

SAN FBANCISCO OAXLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

Everything new, comfortable
Homelike, plenty of life.

Beautifully furnished
Highest class.

Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office

Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

GEORGE WEST & SON. INCORPORATED

jtjt PRODUCERS OF »
SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.
I
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California Wines and Brandies
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

LACHMAN & JACOBI Mew York Office, 65 and 67 Nortfi Moore St.
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GIN
RUM

"WHISKEY

PURITY BRAND
SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL

^

PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILI.ERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY

I

BENJ. S. DONAHUE, President PHONE KEARNY 20-

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

& SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
:^FOR—

'-i:^:

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness' s) Porter and Bass's R^^CLabel Me
Dewar's Fine Old Scotch Whisky.

Keystone Monogram (Philadelphia) Rye.

Burke's Irish and Gam-Kirk Scotch.

Evan's Pale Ale and Stout.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

SchKtz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Co's Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda and SarsapariUa.

Bass's Ale in wood.

SEATTLE
801 So. 1st Ave.

Phone*

:

Main 103

Independent 105

PORTLAND
9 and UN. 4th St.

PhoBc:

Main 2779

SAN FRANCISCO'
41-47 BealeSt.

Phone

:

Kearny I 1 82

LOS A.NGELES
346 North Main St.

Phone*

;

Main 670

Home A7804



/I1ERICAN WHISKEY YtLLUWblUNt
utu. utLAKURTE, Pacific Coast Agent

820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cal.

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

;TABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

OL XLXIV. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, JANUARY 31, 1912 No. 3

The only thin.^'5

in a bottle o:'

APHOTALING'S

OLD KIRK
are purewhiskey
and satisfaction

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

The Largest Seller

in the "World

and
The Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW &l CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail

/fs flavor is nniqtte and inimitable

•—\

T. B. HAll & CO., lid. liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

niDINESS'S STOUT

BASS°SALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ei AUK'S

THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"

HEAi \A-w\\3t\^J iiL-rii^ BASS'S ALC
THOS.W. COLLINS A CO., Agents I^ IT I^ 1M IT .Q .Q».Q QXr^ITT
GI^ AUK'S HEAD
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We
manufacture TANKS

for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR

''""iSr

We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r%^^^v^^^»^^w^^^^^^^^^^vw»/w^^^^^<^^'

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of

California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE: COMPANY
5AN J05E. CALirOR.NXA

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants

' Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys.

Shu
575-577 Eighteenth Street

'^^
Oakland, CaHfornia

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
571-75 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

ELEPHANT BRAND

Berliner Getreide Kummel
Weltausstellung St. Louis 1904 Grand Prix

Berlin 1896 Koniglich Preuss. StaatsmedaiUe

Pacific Coast Agents
Americaii Mercantile Co.

514 BATTERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO

»

Sit

u

a

8

a

a
a
a

a

t'&''i'&''^U:'V5:'lt%'!S?iS!S'-«&'&'it'&'St%'&'JSlS?'i?ii«:'^^^ ;«:K!SK«£«)S«!S«5!«KK£!5K«»»X:!4E«S«»««»)*»J*»«£J«»»»X«S«Kt»aM£!SKcKKSKKKa«t«:K»UfKK!4«:>e'«

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETORS

). K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distribmars

Herbert's
Pu're Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE—THAT'S SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN BULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT FROM DISTILLERY

m

ma tt

a SIEBE BROS. A, PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS h\

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE _DOPPEL
LAGER

'' BRAV
The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
Nth and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS. Mgr.
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fff 4iW S^yfiil
THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

(L^llfS, S^W^IfcS, S^^ttLBfi«C *l

i

^ We are the largest producers QQd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWQ our viQeyards oQd make all of our wiQes aod
can therefore guarantee t^e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

l?lfi|@^l )@fli C^i^'^^^
Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 ELLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
rHONES:

I
c. 6894

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

...GINS ...

«

I

K3KS$3»flKS53tStS?5ffl<;«S<35S«3«^»»S(»J«S<;«»,^S(S!S(5KSl»S«S«^

The Brunswick -Balke-CoUender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tabl

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS. LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 .•.•.-.•.• TELEPHONE HOME J 153S

es

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.~-4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street .

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street

I
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER

33)

i

o

©I

OUR VERDICT

"It Is Better Than Ever"

^ Office and Brewery:

^ 240 SECOND STREET San Francisco, Cal. i

;s¥xsiiexsxs^^^^^s^^^x^i^x^^m5^^ii^^;^^K
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C. H. WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
General Manager

'SONOMA ,#'•-" NAPA LIVERMORE

/
Sl)eciaJl\j

SeleclcA
Wines

' '

( si

'
I

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*" $12.OO Pen c««c

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery : Livermore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS!

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

FERNET- BRANCA
r

Specialty of

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN, ITALY

The King of Appetizers

Best Flavor to Cocktails

I GRAND PRIZE
ST. LOUIS 1904i

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.,
427-31 W. B'way, New York

IMPORT ORDERS SOLICITED

BOFFftLO
<

NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramento, li.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
R. H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARD, Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Goodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
^OOOY
GOLD SEAL " t^
&BREWERS

RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY m GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $933,103.43 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,000,000.00

TKis Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Government from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers
Nevada Bank Building

I

A. ROSSI Sc CO.
MACHINISTS

i Wine Presses

I
BROADWAY, Near Sansome

,*E3

Grape Crusher
/

FOR. SAI^C—Second-hand Redwood TanKs and OaK CasKs
N. B.—A Steel Beam Hydraulic Press, 4^x48, for Sale Cheap I

iSan Francisco I

PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE !

1860-1878
.

1878-1887
j

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc.

Producers and Distillers of

I

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES I

i

I Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California j I

^

I
Proprietors of

"THE PREMIER BRAND" I

1

I
I 53 and I 55 Hudson St. 51 and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. |

I NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES I
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Qenl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyands
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Cooling— Refreshings Healthful

THE BEBR YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.

AMI VIGNIER (INC.) Pacific Coast Distributors

RUSCONI, FISHER & COMPANY
I
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS I

SOLE AQENTS FOR

ALEXANDER & McDONALD

SPORTSMAN SCOTCH

SANDY MCDONALD'S

LIQUOR SCOTCH AND

CORONA VINTAGE WINES

DOG ON
GOOD WHISKEY

KENNEICLUB

WHISKEY

SOLE AGENTS FOR

KENNEL CLUB

BOURBON AND RYE

WHISKIES

JAMES GRAHAM
TOM GIN

Unrivaled for Purity and Excellence

326 JACKSON STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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WINE EXPORTS FOR 1911 MAKE FINE SHOWING
™ j'-|~»HE accompanying figures showing the exports of California wines by sea during the calendar year 1911, will be not only pleasant but

^ !
I interesting reading to our wine growers and distributers. Notwithstanding the large area of so-called Prohibition territory the de-
•* mand for California wines during the past year increased nearly one-half and have more than doubled in volume and value as com-

jared with the wine export trade of 1909, while there is a growing demand in European countries.

The movements of wine by sea totaled 11,535 cases, and 15,125,375 gallons, valued at $4,910,138. The figures for 1910 were 6,521 cases,

ind 9.866,539 gallons, valued at $3,162,600. The other comparative figures for 1909 will be found herewith. By comparison of the figures

t will be seen that New York, which is the greatest distributing center, took 5,393 cases, and 11,998,248 gallons, valued at $3,776,137. In the

preceding year these figures were 1,219 cases, and 8,421,288 gallons, valued at $2,575,592. This indicates a comparative gain of $1,200,000

in the value of the products shipped to New York by sea during the year of 1911. Other points showing striking gains are Central America,

with a gallonage of 289,959, valued at $101,514. The figures for 1910 were 128,846 gallons, valued at $49,787. Germany took 236,788

gallons, valued at $72,042, against 113,601 gallons valued at $32,814 in 1910. Exports to Hawaii were materially increased, the figures being

2,064 cases, and 876,876 gallons, valued at $368,821. Exports to Japan jumped from 73,606 gallons in 1910 to 217,246 gallons, valued at

[$65,001. A similar great increase in demand is shown in the New Orleans market, which in 1911 took 630,548 gallons by sea, valued at

'$182,911, as against 59,879 gallons valued at $39,950 in 1910. Under the heading of "Other Eastern States," the figures increased from

f42,332 gallons valued at $11,663 in 1910, to 494,358 gallons valued at $190,319 in 1911. Little old Holland took 18,900 gallons last year, as

against 2,600 in 1910.

There are other significant increases to be found in the export tables, and taken as a whole they will certainly prove interesting reading

and of great value and encouragement to all concerned in the California wine industry.

Reports from individual houses, which will be found elsewhere in this number, are all highly encouraging and show a fine advance in

: (the development of the industry and trade. Throughout the United States, since the Pure Food Law has gone into active operation and

the consumer is able to get honest California wines under their own label, the demand has grown steadily, so much so that it is the judg-

ment of experts that our 1911 vintage of some 27,000,000 gallons is no more than is needed.

In the" sweet wine branch of the industry things are not as they should be, in the matter of prices, with an output of over 23,000,000

gallons during the calendar year of 1911. When the warring factions in this branch of the business get on a working basis that will "stay

!put," there seems to be no reason why the sweet wine men should not prosper as well as the sellers of dry wines, for where there is a

demand for dry wines there is certainly more or less consumption of sweets.

What will probably prove to be the most momentous occurrence affecting the domestic wine industry in many years, was the decision

i
of the United States Supreme Court at Washington, declaring beer to be "a commodity" and making it imperative for railroads to deliver

I it from one State into the dry parts of another State without reference to State, county or other local laws or regulations. As wine is also a

;
commodity, California wines can now be shipped to any dry territory under these rulings without any evasion of the statute or violation

thereof. Further facts regarding this decision vidll be found elsewhere in these columns.

Among other exports by sea that show a material increase are brandy, which nearly doubled in volume, and miscellaneous wines and

liquors, the value of which increased from $132,194 in 1910 to $182,746 in 1911.

In the matter of imports by sea the best gain is made in champagnes with 15,666 cases. Gin showed a good gain, as did also receipts of

Puget Sound beers, in transit to Pacific Coast points. The great falling off of imports by rail in bond, are only apparent, these goods now
coming by sea either direct or by Tehuantepec. Whisky exports held their own in value but not in volume. The evenness of this business

will be noticed by referring to the comparative figures of 1910 and 1911. The remainder of the figures are well worthy of studying and are

given herewith

:

EXPORTS.

WINE.

Year ending December 31, 1911.

(With comparative figures.)

Destination. Cases. Gallons. Value.
ToAla.'ika 778 3,873 $5,686
' British Columbia 709 43,326 18,928
'• Central America 899 289,959 101,514
• China 165 24,053 10,279
' Hawaiian Islands 2,064 876,876 368,821
Japan 102 217,246 65,011
Mexico 318 49,287 19,166
Philipp'ne Islands .. 445 16,333 7,089
South America 69 61,938 26,968
Samoan I.slands 2 1,683 938
Society Islands 5 28,022 7,197
England 4 55,883 19,477
Germany 82 236,788 72,042
Switzerland 11,776 4,205
France 38,674 14,833
Belgium 8,750 2,820
Holland 18,900 7,480
Italv 119 37
Sweden 34 27
Bohemia Prague ... 5 52 68
Straits Settlements.. 30 220 271
Siberia 125 1,146 1,339
British East Indies. 1 2,073 713
Dutch East Indies... 12 2,106 1,452
Korea 6 265 168
British India 5 35 145
Australia 55 1,103 659

" Fanning Islands ... 1 168 81
' Cooks Islands 28 25
French Oceanlca 3,368 947
West Indies 16 8.137 2,485
New Orleans 630,548 182,911
New York 5,393 11,998.248 3,776.137
Other Eastern States 244 494,358 190,319

Total 11,535 15,125,375 $4,910,138

Year ending December 31, 1910.

(With comparative figures.)

Destination. Cases. Gallons.
To Alaska 581 • 22,911
" British Columbia.... 932 35,999
" Central America 553 128,846
•• China 47 2,441
" Hawaiian Islands 1,736 784,744
' Japan 42 73,606
" Mexico 349 53.208
" New York 1,219 8,421,288
' Philippine Islands .. 660 21.102
" South America 149 28.582
" Samoan Islands 2 1,105
" Society Islands 1 12,147
'• France 104
" Germany 113,601
•• England 22 50,146
" Australia 207
•• Siberia 2,112
' Holland 2.600
" Gwitzerland 5,100
' New Orleans 59,879
" Straits Settlement . . 10 500
" Dutch East Indies.. 2 2,736
" Korea 583
" British Occanica . . 1
" French Oceanica 635
" Cooks Islands 25
" Other Eastern States 235 42,332

Totals 6,521 9,866,539

Value.
$12,850
17.647
49,787
1,455

326.616
20,980
19,541

2,575,592
9,442

13,080
655

3,632
90

32,814
19,883

143
917
850

1,887
39,950

295
2,392
244

6
192
15

11,663

$3,162,600

(By Sea)

Tear ending December 3i, 1909.

Destination. Cases. Gallons. Value.
To Alaska 1,382 15,991 $17,406
" British Columbia.... 477 30 396 13.052
•' Central America 477 119,040 48.946
" China 22 5.879 3,087
" Hawaiian Islands.... 1,673 929,709 357,865

Japan 105
New York 2,825
Mexico 289
Philippine Islands .. 226
^outh America 310
Society Islands .... 10
Samoan Islands .... 3
France 2
Germany 5
Holland 18
Australia
Scotland 156
England
Korea 3
British India 160
East Indies
Dutch East Indies
Straits Settlements

Totals 8,143

36,032 12,716
6,132,885 1,859,442

46^564 20,201
11,829 4,618
24,207 13,666
15,207 5,702
1,994 862

12
10,603 3,464
2.322 920
102 46

889
53,536 18,677

356 186
889

2,412 1,870
330 249
900 445

7,440,294 $2,386,111

BRANDY.

(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

Destination. Cases.
To Alaska 49
" British Columbia.... 15
" Central America .... 3
" China
" Hawaiian Islands... 309
" Mexico 49
•' Philippine Islands.. 46
" South America 5
" England
" Siberia 1
* New Orleans
" New York 156
' Other Eastern States ....

Gar.o-.;
803
130
316
50

12,164

"
'l',i48
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(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1910.

Destination. Cases. Gallons.
To Alaska 217 2,112

•' British Columbia 138
" Central America 165
" Hawaiian Islands . . . 169 3,683
" Japan 1 45
" Mexico 51 150
•' New Yorlc 15 16,287
" Philippine Islands... 64 126
" South America 156
" Germany 1,092
" Guam 60
" Boston 50

Totals 567 24,004

Value.
$7,814

120
230

6,563
52

686
14,595

620
100
617
300
49

(By Sea)

Tear ending December 31, 1909.

Destination. Cases. Gallons.
To Alaska 286 1,312
" British Columbia. ... 36 257
" Central America .... 1 228
•' China 1
" Hawaiian Islands . . . 570 2,068
" Mexico 38 160
" New York 5 32,013
" Philippine Islands . . 1 106

Totals 938 36,144

»31,746

Value.
J7,353

550
526

7
11,023

645
33,565

137

$53,806

WHISKY.

(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

Destination.
To Alaska
" British Columbia
" Central America
" China
" Hawaiian Islands . .

.

" Japan
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands...
" South America
" Samoan Islands . . . .

" Society Islands . . . .

" Dutch East Indies . .

" Australia" New York
" Cambridgeport, Mass.

Cases.
2,041

52
1,139

54
3,527
118
231

2,565
17
5
1

1

3
940

Gallons.
7,747

1,379

19,7 io

778
3,828

80

424
456

5

Value.
$49,393

598
6,804
579

96,214
707

2,317
21,886

200
20
34
10

430
12,380

5

Totals 10,694 34,407 $194,677

(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1910.

Destination. Cases. Gallons.
To Alaska 1,007 21,703

•' British Columbia . . 7 904
" Central America . . . 996 2,464
" China 3 140
" Hawaiian Islands ... 3,202 19,716
" Japan 92 566
" Mexico 850 429
" New York 1,197 1,407
" Philippine Islands . . 3,560 6,116
" South America 18 227
" Society Islands 1
" Siberia 7
" England 170

Totals 10,940 53,842

Value.
$56,474

2,141
10,812

167
74,970
1,242
5,105

18,691
24,542

440
28
52

250

$194,914

(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1909.

Destination. Cases.
To Alaska 1,191
' British Columbia . . 61
" Central America .... 1,306
" China
" Hawaiian Islands . . 2,885
" Japan 300
" Mexico 1,001
" Philippine Islands. .. 4,521
" South America 22
" Society Islands .... 5
" Samoan Ilsands .... 5
" Chemulpo 20

Gallons.
26,927

441
1,280

42
19,446

120
1,267
8,738

5

Value.
$81,910

1,395
12,740

219
67,157
6,684
7,477

33,368
138
25
30

120

Totals 11,317 58,266 $211,263

BBER.

(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

Destination Pkgs.
To Alaska 2,311
" British Co'umbia 2
" Central America 470" China 446
" Hawaiian Islands 3,152
" Japan 100
" Philippine Islands 162
" South America 577
" Samoan Islands 25
" Society Islands 264
" Korea 97
" Fanning Islands .'. 15
" Siberia 2
" New York 340

Totals 7,963

Value.
$22,586

21
3,088
2,952

26,972
850

1,556
1,926
167

1,904
750
122
27

863

(By Sea)

Year ending December 31, 1910.

Destination. Pkgs.
To Alaska 1,884" Central America 638" China 3" Hawaiian Islands 2,327" Japan 72

*' Mexico 2" South America 214" Society Islands 156" New Zealand 5" Australia 1
" Siberia 3

.

" India 2" British Oceanica 13
" French Oceanica 4

Totals 5,379

MISCEILLANEIOUS EXPORTS ITEMIZED.

(By Sea

Year ending December 31, 1909.

Destination. Pkg.s.
To Alaska 1,272
" Central America 134
" China 242
" Hawaiian Islands 5,658
" Japan 125
" Mexico 14
" South America 55
" Samoan Islands 7
" Society Islands 106
" Austral a 5
" Chemulpo 159
" Java 1

Totals 7,787

$45,846

Value.
$16,644

1,647
3,137

33,910
1,497
189
253
92

926
47
948
13

$59,303

EXPORT
MISCELLANEOUS WINES AND LIQUORS.

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

Pkgs.
Destination.

To Alaska 1,085
" British Columbia .

" Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Japan
" Mexico
"Philippine Islands
" Samoan Islands . .

" Society Islands . . .

" South America ...
" Tutuilla
" Korea
" British India
" Germany
" Australia
" West Indies
" New York 5,154
" Other Eastern States. 776

^ases.
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Qln 2,992

[Grenadine 16

Kummel »»

Klrsch 5

Liquors 1.252

Liqueurs ioo
Mineral Water 1,984

Rum •••••• 2n
Rock and Rye »0
tiplrits JJ
-^ke 10

'UPS, • • *5
inannao ^
rmoulli 600

Totals 23,764

141 144

4
92

201

"6
8

10

693

167

653

IMPORTS.

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

(With comparative figures.)

AI,E, PORTER A\D STOUT.

Cases. Bbls. Csks.

rnlSll 2.326 5,510 ....

t'lMO 3,191 5,140 15

J909«* 1.126 5,538 59

ABSIMTHE.
j

Cases.

Umi 4,006
' •• 1910 . »^|

1909«« *.^'*

BRANDY.

Cases.Bbls.Bbls.Csks.Oct.Hhds.Ovals.
i„ 1911 6,869 72 1 70 60 1

mo 3;610 25 .. 123 40 .. .-

1909»» 20,655 45 1 18 49 5 »

CHAMPAGNE.
Cases. Crates. Bskts.

,911 15,666 10

910 6.772 6 1

lijig..::..: 16,049 300 30

BEER.

In Cases.Bbls. Bbls. Bbls.Kgs. Hhcl. Csks.Pkgs.
l,,iii 6 237 •> 093 lO^ •••
allj::'.'. 716 14',528 9,586 9,979 3 16,666 567 .

...

n91D«" > 389 22,690 6,480 6.832 269 8.619 1,46d •1.314

,1909"..'.'l0,657 22.024 4,822 5,733 103 7,032 473 ....

! t Foreign Beers,
t Domestic Beers.
• Size of packages not given.

,,„„,„
•••Includes Foreign and Domestic Beers.

BITTERS.
Cases. Csks.

-"^^" :.:..:;ii;m
'

•'f<;;W.-v.;:::::::;:::::::::::: 7,281 50

GIN.

Cases.Bbls.Bbls.Csks.OctsKgsHdsPps

1M1911 ....45,050 480 .. 206 40 24 .. ..

1910 .42 834 213 25 849 149 .. .. 21

1909'« .. ..50:378 168 6 102 77 .... 10

LIQUORS.

CasesBblsBblsCsksOctsKgsCts
InlSn 6.901 13 .. 28 .. 11
"\9o^v.v.v.v.:::::im15 2-3 2 'i 10 298

MINERAL WATER.
CasesBblsCsksCbys

,,, 1911 17,583 80 557 .
.

'". ]l\l 18,607 41 243 ..

.. 'l9,)9.VV ;•;.'"• 1^'"^ ^'^ ^^" "

WINE.
Vi

111 Cases Bbls Csks Csks OctsKgsHhdsPpsBts
r.iU ..13.685 220 330 2 93 2 13 .. i

;i910 ..17,861 381 724 8 1,448 14 17 .. 4

[l909«* 18,742 402 1,059 41 487 105 46 53 lo

WHISKY.

In Cases Bbls Bbls Csks CsksOctsHhdsDrms
11911 ..48,691 3,496 ..452 9 224 12

'l910 ..52.682 786 1 118 5 166 4

1<t09^^.43,337 4.003 16 138 1 97 5 1

VERMOUTH.
Cases. Bbls. Csks. Octs.

In 1911 28,429 14 47 12

1910 63,383 8

1909»* 50,207 .. 15

••Includes Goods in Transit.

MISCEI.I,.\NEOUS IMPORTS.

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

.-Vrticles. Cases.
.\lcoliol

,
Amer Picon 3,225

; Aquavit 75
"Bjrrrh 50
i Benedictine 930
.Cognac 425
' Creme de Menthe 8
''-.rdlals 304

'ler 120

Pkgs.
Bulk.

34

30

Fernet 650
Fruit Juice 53
Ginger Ale 102
Mineral Water 2,128
Grape Juice 2,368
Kirsch 221
Kummel 430
Lime Juice 388
Punch 261
Rum 132
Root Beer 1,291
Spirits 364
Soda Water 60
Sherry 1

Sake 3,479

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1910.

Articles. Cases.
Amer Picon 1,450
Aquavit 375
Alcohol
Byrrh 25
Benedictine 255
Cognac 102
Chartreuse 70
Cider 56
Cordials 1.096
Fernet 8,750
Fruit Juice 150
Grape Juice 162
Ginger Ale 231
Kirsch 20
Kummel 1,015
Lime Juice 170
Mastic
Punch 123
Rum 175
Root Beer 1,779
Sake 2,732
Soda Water 200
Sherry 89

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1909.

47
1,591

75

31

280
28

11,712

Pkgs.
Bulk.

Articles. ••

Amer Picon
Aquavit
Arrac
Baryte
Byrrh
Benedictine
Cognac
Cider
Curacoa
Creme de Menthe
Cassia
Cordials
Coco Cola
Fernet
Fruit Juice
Ginger Ale
Gentlane
Grape Juice
Kummel
Kirsch
Punch
Sake
Spirits
Rum
Vodka

•• Includes Wines and Liquors

Cases.
4.200
570

224
1,307
4,403
265

2

10
200

4,940
268

7,478
148
27
30
578

1,449
165
130

1,278
2,484
165

6
in transit.

50

728

49

973

155

Pkgs.
Bulk.

80
80
3

50

50
1,63

7,397
45
51

IMPORTS IN TRANSIT.

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

Articles. Cases.
Amer Picon 50
Aquavit 100
Ale, Porter and Stout 1.576
Absinthe 350
Bitters 967
Brandy 1,659
Benedictine 220
Beer 5,427
Champagne 3,949
Cordials 223
Cognac 42
Cocktails 50
Fruit Juice 60
Gin .10,746
Grape Juice 1,220
Ginger Ale 229
Kummel 100
Kirsch 15
Liquors 1,782
Lime Juice 75
Mineral Water 1,933
Punch 175
Prune Juice 6

Rum 207
Spirits 223
Soda Water 10

Sake 437
Vermouth 3,375

Wine 5.379
Whisky 26,054

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1910.

Articles. Cases.
Whisky 19,903
Sake • 220
Wine 5,533

Ale, Stout and Porter 1,608
Aquavit 100
Grape Juice 1,318
Kummel 10
Cocktails 225
Fruit Juice . 25

Pkgs.
Bulk.

417

75

059

•i

C
264

42,i

"s

55

24
1

358

282

Pkgs.
Bulk.
1,252
1,155
474
376

Spirits 57
Cider
Benedictine 140
Punch 80
Soda Water 30
Gin 13,157
Beer 5,204
Ginger Ale 100
C^hampagne 816
Bitters 204
Vermouth 4,375
Cordials 232
Lime Juice 1,141
Fernet 25
Absinthe 75
Rum 318
Liquors 2.491
Brandy 1,980

25

10
211

1,735
176

20

17
8

156

IMPORTS BY RAIL. IN BOND.

Year ending December 31, 1911.

Articles. Cases.
Ale 1

Brandy 28
Beer 3

Benedictine .... 2

Champagne 2,810
Cognac 110
Gin 31
Liquors 105
Lime Juice .... 40
Mineral Water . 1

Wine 405
Whisky 716
Vermouth 1

Bbls. Csks. Hhds. Octs.Bskts

15

Year ending December 31, 1910.

Articles. Cases. Bbls. Csks. Octs. Kegs.Bskts
Wine 1,085
Brandy 302
Champagne 8,924
Whisky 304

29

Cognac
Vermouth
Gin
Liquors
Mineral Water
Cordials

25

"45

11
420

3

Year ending December 31, 1909.

Articles. Cases.Bbls. Csks. Octs.Hhds
Aquavit 15
Arrac 25
Absinthe 200
Beer 1

Brandy 996
Champagne 9,324
Cognac 40
Cordials 8

Cider 61
Fruit Juice 50
Gin 152
Liquors 908
Mastic 32
Mineral Water 74
Stout 15
Whisky 879 50
Wine 3,193 G 136

5

13

PUGET SOUND BEER IN TRANSIT TO
PACIFIC COAST POINTS.

To
Oakland.

.

Alameda.,
San Jose.
Nevada . .

Bakersfld.
Los Ang.
Fresno .

.

S Clara..
Hanford..
S. Pedro

.

LOS Vegas
Vallejo ..

Stockton.
S. Berdno
Lancaster
S.Barbara
S. Mateo.
Berkeley.

Total .

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1911.

% %
Cs. Hhds. Bbls. Bbls.Bbls.CsksPkgs3ds 6s
..1,438 1,2111,080 1,131 ... 78 . . 21
..1.519 818 1,000 1.505
. . 250 254 419 355 5 . . . 10 . .

5 ... 75 415 45 650
.. 217 287 376 75 130

370 28 ... 16
.. 330 550 585 160 20

395 70 146 10
. . 150 95 310

50 ... 20 50
3 160 150 20

302 95 20
80 70 20 ... 160 . . ..

146 40 .

8

2 - . . . .

9
t

10 3,954 4,593 4,668 3,651 850 238 10 31

(By sea.)

Year ending December 31, 1910.

To Cs.
Oakland..
Fresno ...
Alameda.
Nevada. .,

Bkrsfleld.
L.Angeles
San Jose.
S. Clara.. .

Stockton.
Vallejo . . .

Hanford..
S. Berdno .

Pasadena.
S Mateo.
Hololulu.

Total.

Hhds. Bbls. Bbls.Bbls.CsksPkgsSds 6

705 3,598 640 344 376 287
92 20 ...

705 322 ...
207 1,300
140

10
280
42
58

105
62
49

2,626
1.591
2,504
857

1,107
1.769
804
905
485
474
204

1

466

166
644
240
468
20

110
67
85
64

425

835

200
85
80

1

294
80

60

8 337

25

2 1,311 17,325 2,929 1,853 2,1811,814 25 3
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Production of Sweet Wines

From January 1, 1911, to January 1, 1912 m
1st District
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Introduction of True Champagne f

in California ]

i Should be Another Viticultural (

] Commission \

FOR the first time the Pacific Wine and Si-iuit Review is

enabled to present its readers with the fignres of annual

production of California champagnes made by the French pro-

cess through fermentation in bottle. The totals will be some-

what sui'prising to those who are not conversant with the extent

of this comparatively new branch of the wine industry.

There are three manufacturers of these champagnes, namely,

Paul ^Masson Champagne Company, San Jose; F. Korbel &
Hrothers, Korbel's Vinejard, Sonoma County; and the Italian-

Swiss Colony at Asti, Sonoma County. The output for 1911 of

these champagne producers was 580,000 bottles, or about 49,000

cases.

Fi'om definite information received we are confident that this

(mtput will be largely increased during this year. These figures

make a proud showing for those in this branch of the industry

and because of the quality- of the output it is a safe prediction

that the demand for these wines will have a steady and rapid

groA^th.

The production of the Italian-Swiss Colony alone for this

coming season will be 400,000 bottles.

A Splendid Showing

IN our last holiday issue we explained with some pride that

tiie consumption of California wines in the East had in-

creased so remarkably. Again we are called upon to add to

these laudatory words of last year, for we find that in 1911,

tliere were received at the port of New York, by water route,

0.126,650 gallons of California wines, an increase of 3,000,000

gallons over 1910, and an increase of about 5,000,000 gallons

over 1900. In addition to these figures, there Avas received a con-

siderable quantity of California wines in glass.

The business in the Ejist of California wines has been in-

creased in a most encouraging degree. Houses in California

that some years ago did not ship to the East at all, today have

tiieir agents here and are making regular monthly or semi-

monthly shipments. Some of the wines sent here are of excel-

lent quality, and because of the fact that no duty is imposed

on these wines, the retailers and i-estaurateurs are able to offer

to their customers a high grade Avine at a reasonable price,

and in the present day of economy these offerings are taken

advantage of bj' the consuming public. It gives us pleasure

to enumerate below the receipts of California wines at New
York by water route, during the past six years:

1906. .

.'

1,887,900 1909 4,042,850

1907 1,503,700 1910 .6,065,850

1908 1,751,400 1911. .; 9,126,650
—Bonfort's Annual Edition, Jan., 1912.

Lodi Wine Output

'T'ilK cond)iued output of wine from the vicinity of Lodi, for

•'• the past season Avas approximately 10,000,000 gallons, and
200,000 gallons of brandy, and make this vast amount of

wine and brandy more than 70,000 tons of grapes were crushed.

The tankage at all the wineries in that section had to be enlarged
to take care of the Avine, and large quantities were shipped to

El Pinal, Urgon and WinehaAen for storage.

THE vineyardists and Avinemakers of California are indeed

an apathetic element of the farming and manufacturing
industry in this State if they do not ask for something in the

Avay of deserved recognition at the next session of the Legisla-

ture.

California, the greatest Avine producing State in the West-
em Hemisphere, has almost every other sort of a commission for

the protection of its industries excepting a Viticultural Com-
mission. There was such a body at one time, but uoav the little

that is done toAvard fostering this very important agri-

cultural pursuit in California is confined to occasional experi-

mental Avork at the State University. Sometimes the Horti-

cultural Commission invites a discussion on the subject of

table grapes, but there is little concern manifested over the wine
grape industry or the finished product of the vine that bears
Avine grapes.

This is a mistake, and the next session of the Legislature
should see that it is righted. France spends millions of dollars
to protect this industry within her confines, and California
should do something if only to spread to the Avorld her position
of importance as a producer of Avines. The viticultural interests

are surely big enough in this great State to need the attention
of a special commission and should not be contented as the
small side shoAv to a big circus. There is much Avork and much
good that can be accomplished and I hope to see the subject
brought up when our Legislature convenes in 1913. A year or
tAvo after that people will be here at the Panama-Pacific Expo-
sition, and thousands of French, German, Italian and Spanish
visitors will want information about the wines and vines of
California. They will be greatly surprised if we cannot refer

them to a State commission, for the industry is of such magni-
tude that it richly deserves the prestige of a State Board. To
California agriculture, horticulture and viticulture have sepa-
rate applications as to meaning, and under three such depart-
ments or commissions the gardening industry of the State should
be Avatched and fostered. One commission or two commissions
cannot give the required attention as each industry is so dis-

tinctly in a class by itself.

Let us all Avork, therefore, for separate recognition of viticul-

ture in California in which |300,000,000 is invested. We need
a State Commission for the good it can do, and for the prestige
the industry, should haA'e in recognition of the fact it is among
the first four most important industries in this State. Make
the request to the Legislature an earnest one. Let a modest ap-
propriation of perhaps |5000 per annum care for all needs the
first year and let the members serve without remuneration.
There are many such able men in California interested in vine-

yards and Avinemaking who Avould gladly give their time to

helping along the cause.

Sacramento, Jan., 1912. E. M. SHEEHAN.

The famous Joost vineyard and home place located at Vino

Hill, near Martinez, has been sold by County Tax Collector for

Martin W. Joost and Fabian Joost to Joseph Degardi of Vine

Hill for about $13,000. This land is highly improved with wine

grapes and includes a very handsome residence and a well-

equipped Avinery. Mr. Degardi already owns a splendid tract

of land in that section. The sellers Avill hold the place until

next August Avhen Mr. Degardi is to take possession.
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Prosperous Year for

Italian=Swiss Colony

EDITOR Wine and Spirit Review—Dear Sir : In reply to your
inquiry as to an expression of the Colony's business during

the past year, I would say that it has been a most prosperous one

for us. The growth of our cased goods business in particular

has been excellent throughout the Northwest and Middle West.

For years these sections were good purchasers of our bulk

wines, but it was difficult to interest them in case goods.

However, more recently, a reaction has set in and our fine

varieties of bottled wines are in great demand. In fact, so great

has been the growth of our case goods, that we found our bot-

tling facilities entirely inadequate, and we therefore set about

providing additional space by having a now building erected for

this purpose at the corner of Sansome and Greenwich streets,

conforming in style of architecture with our building on Buttery

street. The first half is now occupied and Avithin a f(nv months

the remainder of the building will be completed and then we will

not only have ample space for our bottling department, but

plenty of room to store the fine wines that we mature in the

bottle.

During the year we have added 1100 acres of choice vineyards

to our holdings in the dry wine section. Our new purchase in

Contra Costa County included the well-known Mt. Diablo Vine-

yard and the Brookside, Bernard, Portola and Theresa vine-

yards, which are planted to resistant vines gi*afted with the best

French varieties, such as Petit Syrah, Alicante Bouschet, Grand
Noir de la Calmette, Riesling, Semillon, Sauvignon, etc. The
wines produced there this year promise to be very fine.

It is a great satisfaction to the associates of our late Presi-

dent, Mr. P. C. Rossi, that his life wa.s spared until after news
had reached California that the Italian-Swiss Colony's new
brand of champagne—Golden State, Extra Dry—had been

awarded the "Grand Prix" at the Turin International Exposi-

tion in Italy. For years Mr. Rossi had cherished the idea of

producing a champagne which would equal the foreign product,

and when he learned that an international jury had pronounced
our new champagne desei'ving of the coveted "Grand Prix," he
was indeed pleased. His imtimely death, at the very moment
when victory crowned his efforts, Avas a severe blow to those who
realized hoAv persistently he had worked to raise the standard of

California's wines.

So wide.spread has been the interest in this new champagne
and so great the preliminary orders, that the new management
feel absolutely assured of the success of their undertaking.

As a result, they have decided to double their present facilities

and are erecting a second reinforced Mission structure, 50 by
100 feet, two stories in height, which will conform with the orig-

inal building. The new cellars will be ready by May, Avhen the
third cuvee of champagne Avill be bottled under the direction of
M. Charles Jadeau. This Avill be the Golden State, Extra Dry,
that Avill be offered during the Exposition year, and, as it is

anticipated that there will be a great demand for this cham-
pagne and the Colony's popular Asti Rouge (Sparkling Bur-
gundy), the 1912 output AVill be about 400,000 bottles.

That the.se Avines Avill proA'e a revelation to Exposition visitors

is a foregone conclusion. Connoisseurs in different parts of the
United States and in Europe, avIio have tasted the Colony's nat-
urally fermented-in-the-bottle champagne, have declared that its

aroma, bouquet, color, flavor and sparkle are equal to those of
the imported article.

Particularly enthusiastic Avere the foreign correspondents who
visited San Francisco Avith President Taft last October and
tasted the wine at the Cliff House luncheon. They predicted a

big success for Golden State, Extra Dry, stating that in their

judgment it was not surpa.ssed by any of the many imported
champagnes that Avere served at the various banquets given in

honor of President Taft on his Western tour.

This praise may sound extravagant, but we are satisfied that
Avhen our ucav brand of champagne is put on the mai-ket shortlv
the public Avill agree that it is a superior Avine of Avhich the
Avhole American nation may Avell be proud.

Very truly yours,

S. FEDERSPIEL,
Gen. Mgr. Italian-SAviss Colon v.

The Mechanician's Value to the Wine Industry

CARL SCHALITZ, president and manager of tliat old estab-

lished pioneer company, Sanders' Copper Works, sends the

following contribution to our annual number:
"It is curious to look back and see how, for many years, the

leading industries of this and other countries languished for

Avant of proper mechanical contrivances. During the ninetccntli

century the iuA^entiAO genius of man Avas strongly in evidence,

but the mechanical means to carry out the improA-ed designs wa.s

Avanting. As steam poAver came into general use, the ucav motor
forced inventors to turn their attention to the designing of tools

and machinery capable of utilizing it to the best adA-antage.

The allied industries of AA'ine making, brcAving and distilling

benefited equally from the ucav order of things, as it became
possible to produce mechanical devices for their use Avhich ren-

dered the process more economical, and at the same time im-

proved the product.

"Of course all your readers are Avell aAvare that the past year

Avas more or less disappointing, in fact that business could liaA'e

been much better. This state of affairs in our case only serAed

to prove that those to Avhom Sanders' Copper Works had been

of use in the past, did not forget the services rendered them, or

lose faith in mechanical possibilities, but on the contrary put

in grape stills, sherry heaters, etc., ucav constructions Avith Avliich

they seem highly satisfied.

"With the many ncAV appliances, it is my general observation

that the art of wine making in California is nearing perfection,

in a mechanical direction. Thanks to such appliances I believe

it is not only improving in quality, but increasing in quantity, to

meet the demand caused thereby. It Avill therefore be seen that

the brass and copper Avorkers of the Pacific Coast, Avho have gone

on inventing and making mechanical devices, certainly deserve

some part of the praise for the improved quality and increasinl

quantity of California Avine. To this end we haA'e Avorked iuid

are proud to see that our best endeavors on behalf of these allied

industries have met Avith success."

A Knock=out Blow for Prohibition

A DISPATCH from Washington, D. C, of January 22nd, an-

nounced a decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States that "Beer is a commodity," and that railroads must

carry it when offered for transportation from one State into dry

counties of another State, regardless of the laws of the latter

State. This knocks the underpinning from the Prohibs and the

local optionists and makes a greater farce than ever of local

option and prohibition laAvs. From a legal point of view tlie

decision is momentous because of the fact that beer is declared

to be a "commodity." This having been determined by the high-

est tribunal of the Nation, no legislation by Congress can aft'ect

this classification. If beer is a commodity, so is Avine and other

bcA'erage.s, and they Avill continue to be so under this decision.

This is an occasion for all those avIio believe in personal liberty,

in the consumption of good Avines and liquors, without any in-

terference from meddlesome neighbors, to rejoice. Let us all

take something.
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CHARLES MEINECKE ® CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER- HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMAKN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France - - BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburi, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng.. BOORD 'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng. BREWERS' MATERIALS
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
C. D. CHAIN, JR., Regular Correspondent, ;505 Keller Bl 'g., Louisville, Ky. :u

LOUISVILLE, Ky., Jaiuiary 23.—Kentucky distillers, in con-

nection "wi'tli rolling up~ another wonderful bu.siness year

similar in many respects to that of 1911, are adopting old Will

Shakespeare's advice to the effect that "if 'twere done when 'tis

done then 'tAvere well 'twere done quic.kly<^' In other AVords,

they are getting down to the meat offthe season and are doing

business upon a notably extensive scale.

Last year more than 46,000,000 gallons of whisky were made

in Kentucky. That constituted a record-breaking aggregate,

and when it h^d liyng up, the ,record the tradc^ settled back for

the summer's rest. The general prediction, at the beginning of

the present distilling season, was that two bumper years in

succession were impossible. "The market can't stand it," said

the wiseacres, and in some respect they were right. The field

undoubtedly should not be glutted with supplies.

But the present feature is demand, which is eating up a^ail-

able stock at a tremendous rate. Deliveries are progressing on

a land-office scale and there is scarcely a member of the local

fraternity who is not fully as busy as he was this time last year.

Everybody is gathering himself together, figuratively. speaking,

for a heart-breaking rush during the next six weeks or two

months, and the general situation could scax-cely be improved

upon.

Every distillery in. Kentucky is running full time and nobody

connected with the industry has any thoughts of a respite for

months to come. The bitter cold w.ave which has swept the

country east of the Rockies and which has been particularly

severe in the central and extreme eastern states, has stimulated

demand throughout these sections, and although zero weather

has made it uncomfortable for distilleiy Avorkers and oAvners

alike through the Bluegrass, jets of steam- pouring constantly

from the ice-covered poAver-houses and the rumble and thump

of barrel after barrel passing into countless AA'arehouses indicate

that even Old Boreas in his most virulent humor cannot keep

doAATi good business when it means to rise. ^ , , . ,

With reference to the present status of the Kentucky whisky

trade. Dun's Revieio says

:

"This trade is in a most satisfactory condition. There are

at this time many million gallons less of Avhisky held in bond

in this State than at any time Avithin the past decade. The

difficulty in filling orders is embarrassing, and it is a pleasure

to compare it Avith the situation of the trade a fcAv years ago,

when the vaults of banks Avere full to bursting AAith Avarehouse

receipts pledged as collateral for Ijorrowed money. The finan-

cial condition of this great. interest of the State was ncA^er in

better shape. The demand for Kentucky whisky ever since the

pure food law went into effect has been unprecedented.

• "This in connection Avith the present conservative production

would indicate that the coming tAvelve moiths will find the trade

in a most desirable financial condition. It is an unquestionable

,fact that a violent Avave of prohibition has spread throughout

the country and has had the effect of a substantial increase in

consumption of Kentucky Avhisky, this justifying a correspond-

ing increase in production. Ldoking at the situatitm froni this

point of vicAV, the interests are in a very healthy condition. The

exceedingly large crop of 1911, approximating 46,000,000 gal-

lons, was justified by a deficiency of previous years, and the

likelihood is that the increased cost of production, based upon

the present price of grain used to make Avhisky this year, as

compared Avith last year, Avill have a deterrent influence upon

the production of this year, since it can be made only with an

approximate increase of 25 per cent in the cost of production."

The annual report of the internal revenue offices in Louisville

for 1911 indicates a decrease of more than 11,000,000" as com

pared with 1910. The slump is attributable to the recent forced

dissolution and reorganization of the American Tobacco Coin

pany in Kentucky hoAvever, as internal revenue collections on

AVhi^ky are above the aggregates of preceding years.

R. E. Wathen & Co., Avell-knoAvn Louisville distillers, arc in;il;

ing a special effort at present to increase the consumption i

"Old Grand-Dad Whisky," coming from the Old Orahd-Dad dis

tillery owned by the Wathen company near Bardstowii, Ky

The advertising campaign of the company in connection will

the brand is attracting a deal of attention, through occasionn

newspaper notices and constant publicity of car-cards, ])laci'i

in the most prominent jjosition afforded in the street cars of tli

Falls Cities^ On Nbav Year's day a unique scheme to jiUir

"Old Crand-Dad" before the public Avas resorted to, a team oi

four immense oxen with an old-time wooden-wheel Avagon licin'.

secured to haul several big casks of Avhisky around Louisvilli

The unusual equipage was labeled as to the nature of its ficisili

and aroused widespread interest in the popular brand locall.v

A cafe proprietor in the extreme southern section of the cit,\

placed a big order for Old Grand-Dad Avith a local jobber, \m

insisted that his 'goods be deliAered via the ox cart to attrai

attention to his establishment. The request was granted am

the plodding oxen completed the long trip safely.

The Kentucky Distillers' Registry Company has been incoi

porated in Louisville Avith a capitalization of .|16,500 by Hil

Spalding and others to engage in a business Avhich is of vita

interest to the Bluegrass Avhisky trade. The purpose of tlic n('^>

company is to guarantee warehouse receipts issued upon Aviiislv

in storage and used for the purjjose of negotiating bank loans

The registry system will prevent duplication of Avarehouse re

ceipts and Avill thereby protect banks from losses upon loan

negotiated upon bonded securities. Arrangements have bwi

made Avith F. S. storekeeper gangers throughout the Stat'

Avhereby all Avarehouses will furnish to the company carb-

copies of their reports upon the amount of Avhisky in storage-

giving the serial numbers of barrels and the daily list of with

drawals. The distiller Avishing to borroAV upon bonded stocl

Avill submit his Ayarehouse receipt to the registry offices ami

upon its O. K., it Avill be accepted by the bank, guaranteed a

original and secure through special arrangements made by tin

new company with the Illinois Surety Company. The systcn

promises to lend additional security to the negotiation of whisl;

loans in Kentucky.

Marion E. Taylor, Avith Mrs. Taylor, is now touring the Orien

and has just passed safely through revolution-ridden Cliiuii

]Mr. Taylor is president of Wright & Taylor, ])rominent Kcii

tucky distillers, and rcicently embarktxl Avith his wife upon

tour of the globe.

The John C. Weller Company, prominent Louisville distiller

filed articles of amended incorporation a short time ago, in

creasing the capital stock of the concern from $100,000 to |125

000 and extending the maximum limit of debt from two-tiiird

of the capital stock to |100,000.
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The annual meeting of the members of the National Jlodel

icense League in Louisville was held a short time ago, the

epoi't of oflficers of the league indicating that the year's work

br 1911 had been very successfully accomplished. The election

if officei'S for the new year resulted as follows : President,

^homas 31. Gilmore; vice-president, George G. Brown; treas-

T&c, O. H. Wathen; secretary, George R. Washburne; A. H.

Woodson, manager of the publicity department, and Dan ilor-

an Smitli as general counsel, with E. C. Warren as assistant

ecretary.

!4i

Jacob B. Bloch, president of the J. J. Douglas Company, Avell-

no^^•n Kentucky distillers, died at his home, Bardstown and

Cherokee roads, in Louisville, a few days ago after a short illness

ith pneumonia. Mr. Bloch was born in Al.sace Lorraine sixty

ilears ago. He came to this country when two years old, and.

His parents dying years afterward while located in Louisiana,

\e engaged in the dry goods business in Dallas, Tex., for a

holt time and afterward came to Louisville. His first associa-

ion in the Gateway City was with J. J. Douglas, a well-known

listiller. When the Douglas Company was later incorporated

ilr. Bloch purcluised an interest in it and rose to be president

ifter :Mr. Douglas's death. He is survived by his wife and one

on.

Litigation was closed a short time ago in the long-drawn

iiit between the Commonwealth of Kentucky and the Kentucky

)istilh"ries and AVarehouse Company, in which the former, as

»laintiff, strove to collect taxes upon whisky held in about forty

varehouses belonging to the defendant. The property was

)laced at an estimated value of |1,500,000, netting the State

ind county about $60,000 if taxes were allowed for two years,

ilowever. Judge Walter Lincoln, in handing down a decision

,vhich representwl a final settlement of the case, appraisal the

ralue of the property at |300,000 and allowed a $5,000 tax as-

sessment thereupon.

Six Louisville whisky firms have filed suit in a consolidated

petition against the Kentucky Distilleries and Warehouse Com-

pany to collect an alleged additional storage charge upon whisky

in l)ond since last April The petition avers that nearly $3 per

barrel is collected by the defendants upon whisky left in their

warehouses for the full bonding period when the just charge

-hould be not over five cents per month per barrel. The petition

of the plaintiffs demands restitution only in the sum of about

xcm, but it is so worded that, if allowed, all other Kentucky

iHstillers having similar claims against the Kentucky Distil-

leries and Warehouse Company may present bills for collection.

This refund would amount to about .|40,000. The firms which

have filed suit against the K. D. & W. concera are as follows

:

Wright & Taylor, N. il. Uri & Co., W. L. Weller & Sons, Green-

haum & Sons and Hilmar Ehrmann & Co., all of Louisville, and

Mayer Brothers, of Cincinnati, O.

The Belmont Distilling Company, of Louisville, Ky., operat-

ing an extensive plant at Seventeenth and Lexington streets, is

now putting the finishing touches upon an immense eight-story

brick warehouse wliich Avill provide considerable additional stor-

age space for the company. The new structure is being erected

at an estimated cost of $20,000 and will be ready for occupancy
l)y the time that the cold weather breaks permanently, or about-

March 1st. The Belmont distillery, which is owned by Max
Sclligcr & Co., is handling one of the record-breaking runs in

demand in its entire career, having received as many as eleven

carload orders in a single day for Coast shipments.

IT is a difiicult matter to forecast the future trade prospects

and possibilities for the Pacific Coast. These will be in-

fluenced, in a marked degree, by the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition and more particularly by the opening of

the Panama Canal.

When we stop to consider wh,at beneficial effects follow open-

ing up of localities adjacent to large cities, by rapid transit,

it strikes us how far reaching and gigantic the effects of opening
the canal to the nations of the world will be to the countries

bordering on the I'acific Ocean, and more particularly to the

AVestern Coast of the Cnited States.

The most pessimistic among us must admit that the develop-

ment of California during the next ten years will be at a very

rapid pace. AVe believe the most sanguine expectations of the

optimistis will fall short of what actually Avill be accomplished
in the next decade. California will become more cosmopolitan

and Europeanized. The increase of population will be so great

and communication with other countries so frequent and rapid

that we will lose our identity and become as strangers in a

strange land. AA'e will not absorb the stranger, the stranger

will simply absorb us.

Capitalists from the uttermost parts of the earth are now
spying out the land of this modem Canaan and finding it good,

a veritable land "flowing with milk and honey, com and wine."

They will exploit our richest mineral and agricultural lands,

thus affording, through the medium of the great electric power
plants Avhich Avill be used to lift the waters of the Sacramento
and San Joaquin rivers to irrigate the two immense valleys

bearing those names, sustenance to millions of thrifty farmers

from Europe and possibly from China and Japan.

How will this increase of population affect the liquor industry

or rather traffic of the State? Time, which is the father of

Truth, will naturally answer that question.

If is reasonable to suppose that the native wine industry will

be benefited materially by this increase of population, as the

native of Southern Europe is a wine drinker and change of

habitat does not affect the palate.

The beer brewers for the same reason will be benefited by the

advent of the natives of Northern Europe.

It is hardly likely that the distributers of ardent spirits will

be benefited to the same extent, owing to the fact that increased

consumption due to increased population will result in fiercer

competition, both locally and Eastern, and the margin of profits

to dealers in consequence will be materially lessened.

The day of large profits in the liquor business has gone, never

to return, and though there will always be plenty of men to

engage in the business, the same as in every other walk of life,

the old type of the easy going wine merchant will soon be elimi-

nated from the army of liquor dealers.

Regarding trade conditions for this year, we do not look for

much improvement, but believe that next year everybody will

be working up to full capacity.

THOS. W. COLLINS,
of Thos. W. Collins & Co.

San Francisco, January, 1912.

ilaine.—Liquors so misbranded or adulterated are by the

pure food act (Act June 30, 1906, c. 3915, 34 Stat. 768 [V. S.

Com]). St. Siipp. 1909, c. 1187]) forbidden to be introduced

into this State from another State, and hence are removed

by Congress from the operation of the commerce clause of

the federal constitution, and become subject to the laws of

the State upon arrival within its territory and before deliv-

ery to the consignee.—State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 76 A. 268.
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NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec^

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,

but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

FROM DECEMBER 20, 1911, TO JANUARY 20, 1912.

Destination.
To British Columbia
" Central America
" Cliina
• Hawaiian Islands
" Japan
" Mexico
" Pliilippine Islands .

" South America
" Samoan Islands
•• Society Islands
" England
" France
" New York
•• Other Eastern States

Cases.
2

110

139

"ie
149

150

Gallons.
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18 bbis Whisky Portland.
92 cs Brandy Portland.
20 cs Whisky Honolulu.
6 bbls Whisky Honolulu.
3 bbls Gin Honolulu.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
7 cs Wine San Diego.

50 bbls Stout Los Angeles.
50 bbls Ale Los Angeles.
40 cs Wine Los Angeles.

320 cs Beer Portland.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Magician, December 30, 1911.
30 cs Liquors Portland.
20 cs Beer Portland.
12 csks Fruit Juice San Francisco.

255 cs Bitters San Francisco.
12 csks Wine San Francisco.

200 cs Brandy San Francisco.
2 hhds Wine San Francisco.

26 csks Brandy San Francisco.
149 cs Wine San Francisco.

8 bbls Vermouth San Francisco.
500 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
150 bbls Ginger Ale San Francisco.
275 bbls Beer San Francisco.
22 cs Spirits San Francisco.
60 bbls Soda Water San Francisco.

1317 cs Whisky San Francisco.
1 hhd Whisky San Francisco.

10 csks Whisky San Francisco.
136 cs Liquors San Francisco.
25 cs Kirsch San Francisco.

1961 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
30 cs Gin San Francisco.
26 cs Brandy Victoria
2 octs Brandy Victoria'

200 cs Whisky Victoria'
140 cs Wine Vancouver.
77 cs Liquors Vancouver.

850 cs Gin Vancouver.
10 octs Gin Vancouver.
1

4

csks Brandy Vancouver.
235 cs Brandy Vancouver.
20 octs Brandy Vancouver.

1844 cs Whisky Vancouver.
10 octs Wine Vancouver.

975 cs Stout Vancouver.
190 cs Ale Vancouver.
37 csks Rum Vancouver.
20 csks Whisky Vancouver.
75 bbls Ginger Ale • Vancouver.
50 cs Punch Vancouver.
10 csks Wine Vancouver.
50 cs Rum Vancouver.
10 cs Mineral Water Vancouver.

240 cs Beer Vancouver.
3 bbls Wine Vancouver.
FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per City of Sydney, January 3, 1912.

137 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.

258 cs Wine San Francisco.
5 csks Wine San Francisco.

435 bbls Stout San Francisco.
70 bbls Ale San Francisco.

210 csks Mineral Water San Francisco.
1 butt Wine San Francisco.
7 octs Wine San Francisco.

120 cs Liquors San Francisco.
10 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
5 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

16 cs Beer San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Virginian, January 4, 1912.

8 bbls Wine San Francisco.
86 cs Gin San Francisco.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.

43 cs Wine San Francisco.
2 bbls Brandy San Francisco.

1000 cs Whisky San Francisco.
7 bbls Gin Oakland.
5 csks Gin Oakland.

10 cs Gin Oakland.
4 bbls Whisky Seattle.

770 cs Whisky Seattle.
8 cs Wine Seattle.

60 cs Whisky Tacoma.
120 bbls Beer Honolulu.
FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Nebraskan, January 9, 1912.

50 cs Cordials San Francisco.
5 bbls Prune Juice .San Francisco.

32 bbls Gin San Francisco.
12 csks Gin S,in Francisco.
5 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
5 cs Gin San Francisco.

10 kegs Whisky Sail Francisco.
5 cs Kummel San Francisco.

717 cs Root Beer San Francisco.
10 cs Champagne Sa.n Francisco.

575 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
33 cs Wine San Francisco.

1047 cs Whisky San Francisco.
15 cs Brandy .'^acramento.
2 csks Gin Oakland.

25 cs Whisky San Diego.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Acapuloo, January .15, 1912.

18 octs Whisky San Francisco.
2 csks Wine San Francisco.
5 octs Wine San Francisco.

200 cs Wine San Francisco.
FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Missourian, January 18, 1912.

17 crates Liquors San Francisco.
670 cs Whisky San Francisco.
66 cs Wine San Francisco,
5 cs Punch San Francisco.

72 bbls Whisky Marysville,
5 bbls Whisky Stockton.
6 cs Brandy Sacramento.

30 cs Whisky Seattle.
25 cs Gin Seattle.
70 cs Wineral Water Seattle.
1 bbl Ginger Ale Portland.

17 bbls Whisky Portland.
10 cs Gin Portland.
10 bbls Gin Honolulu.
25 cs Whisky Honolulu.

125 bbls Beer Honolulu.
649 cs Grape Juice Victoria.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
649 cs Fruit Juice Seattle.
220 cs Mineral Water Seattle.
40 cs Spirits Seattle.
20 csks Whisky Seattle.

175 cs Wine Honolulu.
2 csks Wine Los Angeles.

25 cs Wine Los Angeles.

FROM KOBE. JAPAN—Per Nippon Maru, January 18, 1912.

294 csks Sake Snn Francisco.
245 cs Sake San Francisco.
20 cs Sake Los Angeles.
20 csks Sake Denver.

FROM LIVERPOOL (via Seattle)—Per Admiral Sampson, January 2, 1912.

338 cs Whisky San Francisco.

California Wines to New York Month of December 1911

From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

1982 bbls Lachman & Jacobi

3509 " California Wine Association

190 " Scatena & Co.

535 " C. Schilling & Co.

50 cases J. H. Magruder

143 " E. dePue
94 bbls E. L. Spellman & Co.

62 " Alberti & Pavese

244 " French-American Wine Co.

536 " Italian-Swiss Colony

83 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

71 "
.

.

' Zucker, Steiner & Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Colon.

40 bbls Fountaingrove Vineyard Co.

197 " Lachman & Jacobi

36 " Pair, Lennon & Co.

90 " Italian-Swiss Colony

332 " Scatena Bros. Wine Co.

97 " Scatena & Co.

65 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

1097 bbls Lachman & Jacobi

67 " Fair, Lennon & Co.

235 " Italian-Swiss Colony

200 " Scatena Bros. & Co.

165 " Gazzola & Fogliasso

104 " Scatena & Co.

41 " Fountaingrove Vineyard Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Oregonian.

60 bbls Italian-Swiss Co.

70 " V. Casazza & Bro.

315 " French-American Wine Co.

44 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Cristobal.

1807 bbls California Wine Association

343 " C. Shilling & Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

215 bbls M. May
31 " Lachman & Jacobi

50 cases Wetmore-Bowen Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

750 bbls C. Shilling & Co.

750 " Italian-Swiss Colony

1389 " California Wine Association

25 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

402 " Chas. Stem & Sons

From San Francisco, SS. San Mateo.

200 bbls C. Manzanella & Son

100 '• Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Co.

780 " A. Gazzolo

403 " C. Schilling & Co.

3706 " California Wine Association

22 " Order
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300

125

400

78

70

35

15

210
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From San Francisco, SS. Hawaiian.

bbls Italian-Swiss Colony
" Scatena & Co.

" Tokalon Vineyard Co.

" C. Shilling & Co.

" A. D. Rudini
" Italian Wine Co.

" FreHch-American Wine Co.

" A. Zanelli

" Fair, Lennon & Co.

" Charrot & Henry
" A. Woff
" Order

From San Francisco, SS. California.

203 bbls Italian Vinevard Co.

IMPORTS BY RAII, IN BOMD.

FROM DECEMBER 20, 1911, TO JANUARY 20, 1912.

Via Ne^v York:

250 cs Champagne From Antwerp.
17 cs Wine " Hamburg.

Via New Orleans:

564 cs Champagne From Antwerp.
10 cs Whisky
5 octs Brandy

25 cs W^ine ...
10 cs Wine . .

.

5 octs Brandy

Liverpool.

Hamburg.

Washington Court Defines Original Package

WHEN the Supreme Court of the State of Washington

reversed the Superior Coui-t of Snohomish County a few

days ago in the conviction of August Maire, a liquor agent at

Snohomish, on the charge of shipping a demijohn of whisky to

a patron at Everett, it decided that a demijohn is an original

package, even though the liquor is drawn from a ban'el.

Dealers in Spokane and throughout the State think that

the decision will facilitate the shipment of alcoholic liquors

to Everett, Bellingham and other prohibition communities.

The Superior Court of Snohomish County ruled that the

barrel, not the demijohn, was the original package and the

Supreme Court holds a reverse opinion, declaring that the

cause of temperance and moderation would suffer should the

court hold that a man who wanted a quart of Avhisky would have

to buy a barrel.

Big Things Doing at Wieland's Brewery I
IN times of peace prepare for war, is an adage made familiar

* by some of our old famous sea fighters whose far sighted^

ness led them to be ever prepared for any emergency that miglit

ari.se. A practical paraphrasing of this adage could be founi
in the expression of the wide awake management of the Wielanl;
Brewery of this city, when he gives vent to the axiom, "During
Winter's hush make ready for the Summer's ru.sh." The activite

displayed about the bottling establishment of the above wdl.
known brewery, where mechanicians are very busy at present,

proves the fact that the slight business lull caused by the rainy

season, is being advantageously used to permit of preparations
for the increased output which the new year's auspicious opem

|

ing i)romises to bring to this firm.
| j

Impressed by the enormous sales of close to half a million I

boxes of bottled beer for the year of 1911; and also by tho

fact that the plant was, during the gi-eater portion of the year,

in continuous operation both day and night, and for a grei

portion of that time for seven days in the week; it has
deemed necessary to install a duplicate unit of bottling machin'

ery from washers to pa.steurizer.s, and this work is now being

done. When completed this additional equipment will have
increased the capacity of the plant by some fourteen million

bottles per year.

The growing demand for "Home Beer" seems not alone con-

fined to San Francisco, but appears to be general throughout
the whole Pacific Coast as is evidenced by the many new dig;

tributing points which have been established during the past

twelve months, ranging over an expanse of territory from San
Diego to the Ala.skan gold fields, and in numerous place-s

throughout the Nevada mining districts as far East as Ogden.
New avenues for trade were also opened in many of the ports

of the Orient, as well as in our intennediate island pos.session.s

to Avhich a steady stream of bottled beer has been shipped on

each out-going steamer.

"Wieland's At Home" has also become such a slogan sug-

gestive of home industry, that San Franciscans are readily get-

ting into the habit of demanding the home brew, so much so,

that twelve new horses have been purchased, and a correspond-

ing number of wagons been ordered to be in readiness for tlie

expected increase of business which the activity of the, as yet

young, new year gives such positive assurance of. In fact the

outlook for Wieland's is so promising that their industrious

sales force, consisting of genial "Mr. John" Hecker, "100 years

old'' Ernst Buchse, "Tiny'' Shale, Bill Ward and Joe Wolkin|g

are making preparation for an earh' realization of a record-

breaking year; whilst General Manager Thomas Alton is put-

ting "ginger" in the force by his gi-eat display of confidence itt

the great future for Wieland Beer.

WILLIAM WOLFF ^ COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON, Rotterdam Holland Gin
M. B. FOSTER & SONS, London Guiness's Stout, Bass's Ale
CANTRfLLL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and SarsapariUa

"QUENCHY," French Vichy Lemonade, bottled at the Spring '-'La Francaise," St. Yorre, Pres. , Vichy, France.

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
BOND & LILLARD MELLWOOD OLD HORSEY RYE OLD WATERMILL BELMONT OLD GOVERNMENT

AND OTHER STAPLE BRANDS
IMPORTERS OF

VINTAGE ^VINES, STAPLE CORDIALS. BITTERS. ABSINTHE. PRESERVES, OLIVE OIL, ETC.
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Cresta Blanca
Souvenir Vintages

THE STANDARD WINES
OF CALIFORNIA

No Wine List

Complete

Without Cresta

Blanca Wines

No Wine List

Complete

Without Cresta

Blanca Wines

View of one of our tunnels, 470 feet long, at Cresta Blanca Vineyard,

where the Celebrated Cresta Blanca Wines are naturally aged.

ASK FOR WHOLESALE PRICES

Wetmore-Bowen Co.
42-50 Davis Street

Wesl 33rd Street, New York

San Francisco, Gal.

37 South Water Street, Chicago, 111.
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Faking of Distiller's Brands

IN the December, 1911, number of Pearson's Magazine there

is an article by Isaac Russell, entitled "Common Imita-

tions," which is introduced by the editors in the following

sentences

:

The labels on package foodstuffs mean something to the pur-

chaser. The purchaser thinks that they are a guarantee of

the quality within the package. They should be that but lately

they are not always that. Some men have begun to copy

labels and packages. One enterprising young Westerner has

built up quite a business of supplying to anybody quantities

of labels and other hallmarks of trade sincerity. Coffee,

stronger things to drink, olive oil, even oysters and clothing,

are being put on the market bearing labels to which they have
no right. It has been said that not long ago one New York
store had on sale at one time more "Worth" dresses than had
come through the custom-house in a year. Also that more "Gor-

don" gin was sold in Chicago in a year than has been imported

for the whole country. The manner and extent of these imita-

tions of well-known articles are told in the following story. It's

worth reading.

The intention of the article is to give some idea of the extent

of the faking of valued trade-marks, and the difficulty of trade-

mark owners enforcing their rights, owing to the inadequacy
of present national laws.

Regarding liquors the writer says: "That in seventy-eight

of the American cities there were seventy-eight separate and
distinct imitations of Gordon's gin for sale. There Avere also,

only a little generalized, counterfeited bottles of Wilson's goods,

Hennessy's, Bisleri's, Martel's, Hostetter's, Black and White,

and almost every well-known brand of wine and cordials."

There is undoubtedly considerable faking of such articles as

Gordon gin. Hennessy brandy, and other well-known brands

of imported liquors, but nothing to the extent that prevailed

prior to the organization by the importers of the Bureau of

Protection of Trade-Marks. Faking is now confined princi-

pally to refilling and the making of similitude packages. There

was a time when actual counterfeits of all popular brands of

imported liquors were sold openly and quoted side by side with

the imported goods, one quoted at one price and the other at

another price. The worst abuse that is now in the liquor trade

regarding trade-marks is the free and open abuse of distillers'

trade-marks by many in the trade, wholesale and retail.

It is a question if even the owners of popular distillers'

brands comprehend the magnitude of the faking and the con-

sequent injury that it operates to their business. The effect

' is not alone that whisky is sold under their brand that never

was within probably five hundred miles of their distilleries,

but all character of stuff is sold under their brands, some good,

but mostly bad, which tends to undermine the reputation for

quality that their brands have.

The men engaged in the liquor trade, generally speaking,

have as high regard for the rights of others as men engaged in

any other line of commerce. The abuse practiced on distiller's

brands has become so general, and little if any effort made to

stop it, that it seems to many that they are doing nothing

wrong in practicing it. In fact, where strong effort has been

made by individual distillers to stop people from using their

brands ad libitum the offenders seemed to have taken it as an

interference with their supposed rights. Usage and lack of

organized interference seemingly have dulled the moral sense to

the immorality of the practice. The offenses are various.

There are a large number of "Specialty Houses" that keep

all character of labels in stock and sell them to whomsoever
may desire them. There are very few of these houses that do
not have labels of every prominent brand of whisky, and many
varieties of them, in stock. They place no restriction upon
themselves as to their sale. If the truth were known there

is hardly one of the prominent "Specialty Houses" that makes
a business of selling stock labels that does not sell sufflcicnt

labels every year, of one or a dozen brands that can be named,
that would more than cover the annual production of each of

the particular distilleries. Aside from the "Specialty Houses,"

millions of distiller's labels are printed by general lithograph-

ing houses and printers. Mr. Russell, in his article, says:

"That in seventy-eight of the American cities there were

seventy-eight separate and distinct imitations of Gordon's gin

for sale." Investigation would undoubtedly prove that in sin-

gle cities more than seventy-eight varieties of labels of any one

popular brand could be found in the city that the distiller

who owns the brand knows nothing about. The labels are

not printed and purchased for fun, but are used. Many people

are known to order large quantities of labels of particular

brands that never had a gallon of the whisky in their houses

that they purport to sell. The practice is also pretty general

now for retailers to demand labels from their wholesalers, and
many wholesalers do not hesitate to secure for them any

labels they may demand, regardless if they have sold them the

kind of goods that the labels call for or not.

It is very common practice in some sections of the country

for distillers to make blends in distiller's barrels without eras-

ing the commercial brand. The empty barrels of popular brands

very often sell at a premium on account of this. Some dealers

have no compunction about selling a blend of any whisky in

an original package, and very often, more often than other-

wise, the whisky is as strange to the brand as the vegetation

of the tropics is to the vegetation of the frigid zone. Some deal-

ers do not even go to the trouble or expense of securing original

distiller's barrels with the brand unerased, but get stencils made
for the various brands that they have call for and brand as they

require. It is the case of the story of the hypocritical proselyte

christening the goose fish to convince the pious priest that it

was no offense to eat it on Friday.

A very common practice with some houses is to term their

blends under distiller's names. Of course, if all the whisky

used in the blending was the whisky by which the blend is

termed there could be no objection, but the fact is, in most

cases, that at best there is but very little of the whisky in the

blend that it purports to be. In many cases the whisky com-

posing the blend, as an example, is made in Oshkosh, but

termed a blend of a whisky that is manufactured at a partic-

ular distillery in Pennsylvania or Maryland. The salve of con-

science is the maker's feeling that he has made a splendid

imitation.

Substitution in t\vo stamped packages four or five years ago

was a common practice. Thanks to the discovery of a simple

sugar coloring test and the vigilance of the Internal Revenue

Depai'tment, not much of it is now practiced. Those that do

practice it know they are taking great risk when they substi-

tute with spirits, but there are dealers who know better,

chuckle, and substitute with "quick aging" Avhisky. It may
interest the smart fellows who practice it that the chemical

bureau of the Internal Revenue Department hold that the

presence of "quick aging" goods is easier to detect, owing to

the peculiar analytical result of certain of the aldehydes in

such goods, than the presence of ordinary spirit goods.

Something new in the faking line has come on the horizon

recently. The guilty are mainly mail-order houses. Many
brands of . bottled-iu-bond goods can be bought at materially

less price than other brands. The higher priced brands are 1
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rcnorally the brands that are mostly called for by the con-

aiinor. If a customer writes in and sends the money for a

ci'tain number of bottles of a particular brand, it is difficult

II pan off some other brand on him than what he has written

I lid sent the money for. Cases are known where dealers have

iikeii cheap brands of bottled-in-bond, Avashed off the com-

uorcial label and replaced same with a label of the whisky

lomandetl. Of course, to an observant person, who has a knowl-

•il<fe of tlie facts, the different story printed on the green stamp

Vom the commercial label will tell the tale, but the risk is taken

•('lvin<j either on ignorance or oversight, or both.

^Ii'. Russell in the article in question says that there is

lo "national law to reach the label-faker on the prima facie

;li()wiTig that he had been a forger of a symbol that to the

Viiicrican people was equal to a government's guarantee of

iiirity" and "tliat the indirect punishment possible to inflict

H'canse of tlie spurious contents of the cans, as sold under a

I'ure Fo(kI hiw guarantee, was the only punishment that could

ic meted out—this consisting after long delays of imprisonment

for an inconsequential period and the payment of a nominal

hue." In the faking of distiller's brands the symbol is rarely

iiiitated, but the name of brands is freely used. Mr. Russell

jifives as an answer the law of England, "which protects that

i'ouhtry at home," and adds that it is "splendidly simple and

Aould, in the opinion of many qualified American observers,

II' ade(inate to the needs of the present situation." He quotes

he law as follows:

"Any pei"son who forges any trade-mark or falsely applies

II goods any trade-mark or any mark so nearly resembling a

rade-mark as to be calculated to deceive, or makes any block,

lie, madiine or other instrument for the purpose of forging

1 trade-mark, or applies any false trade description to goods, or

las in his possession any dies, blocks, machine or other instru-

iient, or causes any of the things above in this section to be

loue, shall be subject to the provisions of this act, unless he

loves that he acted without intent to defraud, shall be guilty of

1 offense against this act.

"Every person guilty of an offense against this act shall be

liable, on conviction upon indictment, to imprisonment, with

ir witliiiut hard labor, for a term not exceeding two years,

>v to fine, or both fine and imprisonment."

I

Even if Congress could be prevailed upon to enact a similar

ilaw, some agency on the part of distillers would be required,

lin a manner to throw cold wat^r in the faces of offenders

to bring them to the realization of their offense. A society sim-

ilar to the Bureau of Protection of Trade-ilarks that is sup-

irted by importers would most likely correct most of the

liiuse. Distillers of popular brands ought to seriously consider

lie matter. It can be organized and operated so it will entail

10 expense to the beneficiaries. It would be welcomed by tliou-

<auds of dealers who operate under great disadvantage because

if tlie infractions, and make the answer to the prayer "lead us

not to temptation" more probable of realization.—H. J. Sun-

^fein, in Hoiifart's.

Calendars Received

French Wines Cost More

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—The increase in French wines varies

from 25 cents to |1 a quart on the popular champagnes.
Many and varied are the explanations given, but by most deal-

r-s the blame is placed on the workings of the tariff.

IASH'S BITTERC

ONE of the handsomest and most artistic calendars that have

reached this office in several years, comes to us from

Etienne Bros, of Pasadena, California. The feature is a photo-

graphic color reproduction of "Sunset Near Lands End, Eng-

land," a famous painting by Thomas Moran, one of America's

foremost scenic paint<^rs. The coloring is brilliant and the sub-

ject inspiring, the calendar being really a work of art.

A striking novelty in the shape of a calendar has been received

from The Hoffheimer Brothers Company of Cincinnati, Ohio,

distributers of "White Mills" and "Lynndale" whiskeys. It

consists of an unusually large, beautifuly executed lithograph

in colors, showing a beautiful young lady in summer attire ad-

justing a Japanese lantern. The treatment of the subject is

highly artistic, the light effects in the night scene being very

realistic.

F. Salmini & Co., St. Helena, Cal., favored us with a very

handsome hanging calendar. The main feature is a charming

blonde girl, not only bearing bunches of luscious grapes, but ap-

propriately having her hair decorated therewith. It is a cal-

endar that will be preseiTed.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Company of San Francisco, Califor-

nia, are sending their friends and customers a very sensible

business-like calendar. It is intended to not only furnish a use-

ful office aid, but to show the customers of the company its plant

by means of three good halftone pictures of the San Francisco

cellars, the Avineries, distillery and vineyard.

Topazor
The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

uolnicu

linJCaqzd^
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Annual Review Delayed

OWING to unavoidable delay in the obtaining and compilation

of the statistics of exports, productions, etc., the Annual Num-

ber of the REVIEW is necessarily late a few days. However, we

trust the importance of the matters contained therein and the good

news this issue carries to the wine industry and trade, that our

readers will gladly overlook the delay in getting the paper out.

A Decision That Renders Prohibition Impossible

THE Supreme Court of the I'nitetl States has dealt the pro-

hibition cause a solar plexus blow which promises to render

futile all attempts at drjinp; up a comnumitiy.

On January 22d, the Coiirt handed down a decision to the

eifect that liquor may lie sliipped from one State into the "dry"

counties of another State, although prohibited by the "dry laws"

of the prohibition State.

The Supreme Court's decision was rendered in a test case.

The F. W. Cook Brewing Company of Indiana sued the Louis-

ville and Nashville Railroad for refusing to accept c(msignments

of beer for interstate shipments to dry counties in Kentucky.

The railroad's defense was that it was but obeying the law of

Kentucky, but the Federal Court held that it should not have

refused such shipments.

The result of this decision will be far-reaching, for it will

mean that beer will be able to be shipped into dry communltie.s;

from outside the State.

To show its effect in California, let us take the case of Visalia

for example. It is supposed to be as dry as the desert of Sahara,

(although the Wyllie Local Option law distinctly says that it is

not intended to interfere with the serving of liquor by any per-

son at his home to members of his family, or to his guests as an

act of hospitality, when no money or consideration of value is

received in return therefor, and when said home is not a place

of public resort.

It is true the law is singularly silent las to how a person in dry

territory is to secure liquor, since when a city or supervisorial

district votes against license, every saloon, i*etail liquor store,

grocer, hotel, restaurant, cafe and club is barred from selling-

alcoholic beverages in original packages or serving them.

The only way an individual may secure liquor is to have it

sent in from wet territory. That seems to be clear. And yet,

City Attorney H. T. Miller insists that no liquor .shall be per-

mitted to enter Visalia. He says : "I have instructed the city

marshal to visit the local depots, and, if he finds any licjuor

there, he is to confiscate it. If the transportation companies
cannot run their trains into Visalia witlumt violating the liquor

ordinance, they irill cither hare to stoj) at the citi/ limits or r/o

around tlie town.

"If there is any doubt about the meaning of this ordinance^!

I will request the board of trustees to amend it so that its;

meaning will be clear to any person who reads. My instruction.^

are to make Visalia dry, and I intend to enforce the ordinance,

as long as it is on the books and I am City Attorney. If ship-

ments and deliveries are permitted to be made in Visalia, to anv

per.son who nuiy want alcoholic liquors, we might as well throw

down the bars altogether and let the pigs loose."

Mr Miller may consider every home in which wine or beer isi

consumer a blind pig, but the Wyllie Local Option Bill seeni.s to,

look upon the matter in a different light, since it distinctly,

"excepts" the serving of liquor in the home, when no financial

consideration is involved. i

The Board of Trustees of Visalia may consider themselves'

above the laws of California, but we wonder what their attitude

will b(> when beer is shipped to individuals in Visalia from out-

side the State of California? In view of the recent decision of

the Supreme Court of the United States, there is nothing to hin-

der beer being shipped in by the Henry Weinhardt Brewinj?;

Company of Portland, Oregon, the Pacific Brewing and Malting
( 'ompany of Taconm, the Seattle Brewing and Plaiting Company
of Seattle, or the Reno Brewing Company of Reno, Nevada.

The railroads will be forced to accept the beer for shipment,

and if the City Trustees of Visalia attempt to confiscate the

goods when it reaches Visalia, they will be bumping up against

the Federal authorities, who have decided that "liquor may be

shipped from one State into the 'dry' counties of another State,

although prohibited by the 'dry laws' of the prohibition State."

If the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States-

holds good—and there seems to be no chance of rescinding it

—

all attempts at real local prohibition will fall to the ground and
become a mere farce. i!

It will be interesting to see how this latest decision thickens

the plot, for already the public mind is hopelessly tangle<l with

the workings of our Wyllie Local Option Law, the initiative and
referendum, the recall and local liquor ordinances.

A Friend of California's Wine Men

WE note with pleasure that Mr. J. A. Filcher, manager of

exhibits for the California State Agricultural Society,

and for more than twenty years identified with California dis-

plays at State, National and foreign fairs and expositions, has

been appointed by President Charles C. ^loore of the Paimma-
Pacific International Exposition as the exposition's commis-

sioner to California counties. Mr. Filcher's new position will

give him general supervision over the woi'k of arranging for

county participation on the broadest possible scale.

During the next four years Mr. Filcher will advise and direct

the counties in the planning of exhibits and will have super-

vision over the grouping and arrangement of the A'arious dis-

plays on the exposition grounds. His past woi'k has fitted him

admirably for such a position and has brought him into close

contact with all the civic bodies and organizations of the Pacific

Coast that have engaged in the exploitation and boosting of

western products.

From 1906 until a few months ago, Filcher was secretary of

the State Agricultural Society, but was recently made manager

of exhibits of the organization, with an increase of salary. Un-

der Governor I'ai'dee, Filcher was appointed one of the two

<'alifornia commissioners in charge of the collection, arrange-

ment and installation of the California exhibits at the I'ortlaud

mid St. Louis Expositions, and later was apijointed by Governor

Gillett as California commissicmer to the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific,

Exposition in Seattle. i
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The winomen may rest assured that Mr. Filcher will do every

thiug he can to feature California dry, sweet and sparkling

wines in the various county exhibits, for Mr. Filcher has always

&ged every effort to boost our California wines.

*
It will be remembered that he was severely attacked for

permitting the serving of wines at the much-discussed grape

grbor of the Grape Growers' Association several years ago at

ftecratuento.

He weathered a sinular storm when the question of sampling

wine in the California Building, came up at Portland, Oregon.

Tliere were the usual protests, but the California Committee

went ahead with the sampling just the same and the storm

died away as storms usually do, and the atmosphere seemed

clearer aftenvards by reason of the outburst.

He also took pains to see that every notable visitor to the

California Building at the Yukon-Alaska Exposition, at Seattle,

was given a taste of choice California Avine, even though the

laws of Washington prevented the serving of any wine with

meals within two miles of the Exposition, which was built on

the State University grounds.
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Boosting Native Florida Wines

IT is frequently said that our best California hotels are in

l)usiness to make money and not to develop California's viti-

cultural industry and that, therefore, they prefer to sell foreign

wines instead of the native product, since the profits are nearly

double.

It is a pity that some of our large hotels are not directly

interested in grape growing and wine making, for then they

might see things in a different light and boost for Califoniia

'wines.

This thought is suggested by the fact that in Florida, the

Hotel Palm Beach, at Palm Beach, features the native Guava

and Pineapple Wines which are sensed in bottles and on draft.

They are made right in the Florida resort and have become so

popular that a real demand has been created for these delicious

and delicate beverages from tourists desirous of sending some

to their home cities.

As yet, however, the productions of the fruits is not sufficient

in quantity to supply more than the local hotels can use.

There is no one yet bottling them for the market, but it would

seem as if there was a splendid chance to build up an industry

to supply the growing demand for both the Guava and I'ineapple

wines. Of course, wines from all countries are served at Hotel

Palm Beach, but the native Florida wines are especially pushed.

The owner of the hotel, Mr. Sidney Maddock, comes of the old

Staffordshire firm of hotel china manufacturers of John ilad-

dock & Sons, Vitrified Hotelware, at Burslem, Staffordshire,

England.
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Novel Effects of The "Grapevine"

IT is known to all up-to-date wine men that Thij Pacific Wine
AXD Spirit Review is the one medium that reaches the dis-

tributers of California wines and brandies throughout the

United States. The paper, by rea.son of the information that it

gives exclusively, goes to not only every buyer of California

wines at home, but abroad as well, and it is the only publication

that does. It does no harm to call attention to this matter to

advertisers occasionally, and there is no time like the present.

ONE of the most artistic family liquor stores in San Fran-
cisco is the new establishment opened at the southea.st

corner of Post and Fillmore Streets, by \^'m. (Toldman. He has

called his store the "Grapevine" and in fitting it up has shown
excellent taste and judgment. Artificial grape leaves and
grapes are in evidence everywhere, in the AvindoAvs, the stor*

and the saloon, which immediately adjoins.

The back bar was especially designed by Mr. Goldman, who
has made good use of a number of small oval casks and a

stained glass panel, picturing a ^Fission scene, that shows up
very pretty when the hidden electric globes are lighted. The
walls are panelled in golden oak, and a latticed freeze, orna-

mented with grapes and leaves, runs about both rooms.

However, the most novel feature of all is the unique electric

grape vines which take the place of the usual fixtures. Mr.

Goldman secured some real grape vine trunks, cut off all canes

and, after cleaning, covered them with a coat of paraffine. Tinj^

sprays of leaves were fastened here and there and bunches of

grapes added. One looks like a Tokay vine, another a Zinfandel

and another a Mission.

You would imagine that the vines, turned upside down, would
appear odd, but, on the contrary, the effect is very artistic and
decidedly effective, since care has been taken not to hide the

natural wood of the vine, which harmonizes nicely with the

golden brown oak staining that prevails in both rooms.

Mr. Goldman aims to popularize California wines and bran-

dies and if we are any judge, he ought to prove very successful,

for liis store is excellently located and so refined and atti-active

in appearance that no woman need hesitate to enter.
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Clarence Jesse Wetmore

PRESIDENT WETMORE-BOWEN COMPANY, producers

of Cresta Blanca wines, which company was formed in 1895.

Mr. Wetmore was born in Portland, Me., August 21, 1851, and

came to California in the year 1859. He obtained his education

in the public schools of Oakland from 1860 to 1866, at which

timejie entered Brayton's school, remaining there until 1869,

when he entered the University of California and graduated in

1873, with the title A. B., and three years later Avas given the

title A. M. Mr. Wetmore was in the first class to enter the Uni-

versity of California, of which institution he wan also the first

scholar to sign the registry. He was the secretary and chief

executive officer of the old State Viticultural Commission and

has been most influential in bringing Cresta Blanca and Cali-

fornia Avines to the front, they under his management having

received one grand prize and twenty gold medals from all parts

of the world.

Mr. Wetmore is a member of the Bohemian Club, the Union

League Club, University of California Club, Army and Navy

Club, the Press Club, Botany and Commercial, as well as the

Jonathan and Rotary Clubs of Los Angeles; Avhile he is also

ranked in the rosters of the Rotary, Athenian and Country'

Clubs of Oakland, of which city he is a resident, although his

place of business is in San Francisco.

Andrea Sbarboro

MR. ANDREA SBARBORO Avas born in Acero, neai-

GenoA-a, November 26, 1839. Acero is the greatest Avino

producing district of Sunny Italy. ArriA'ed in San Francisco in

1852 where he has since been prominently identified in the viti-

cultural interests. In the course of years and noting the pos-

sibilities of the State of California as a grape grooving country,

'Sir. Sbarboro in 1881 founded the Italian-SAviss Colony,

through which employment Avas furnished for many Italians, the

majority being expert and practical grape groA^ers and wine-

makers, thus tending to a development of this great industry in

California.

Mr. Sbarboro organized the first Grape GroAvers' Association

of California of Avhicli he Avas made president and Avliich tended

to bring the market to living prices for the farmer. Througli

his intimate knowledge of the viticultural interests of California

Avas most influential on his visits to Washington in preventing

the passage of the bill prohibiting the transportation of liquors

from a free State to a prohibition State.

In 1875 Mr. Sbarboro organized the West Oakland Mutual

Loan Society and later four other institutions of the same class.

In 1889 he organizcni the Italian-American Bank and Avas for ten

years president of the ^lanufacturers' and Producers Associa-

tion of California as well as being one of the promoters and the

first chairman of the California Promotion Committee. He is

a member of the San Francisco Clearing House, as Avell as of

scA-eral clubs and benevolent societies.

Banqueters Grilled for Slighting State

THE committee that arranged the Hearst banquet, tendered

by the board of directors of the Panama-Pacific Exposition,

Avas bitterly arraigned at a stormy meeting of the Home Indus-

try League of California in the Palace Hotel. It Avas only Avith

difficulty that a resolution asking every member of the League

to eschew future banquets Avas temporarily sidetracked.

Fifty members of the Home Industry League attended the

banquet. The storm began during the banquet, Avhen articles

taken from the tables Avere passed to officers of the league, who
were present, Avith notations that they Avere made elsewhere than

in California.

These notes Avere read by President A. C. Rulofson at the

league meeting. Rulofson said that there was a marked effort

to avoid California-made goods and to .suppress every mention

of California on the bill of fare, Avhere mention CA'en of our Avines

Avas not made.

Frederick C. Parker condemned the action of the banquet com-

mittee. "It is time to practice Avhat Ave preach," said Parker.

"Either the Home Industry League must stand by its principles

or it should go out of business. I believe that every person at-

tending the directors' banquet Avould have been glad to have

had the afl'air distinctly Californian, as the nature of the recep-

tion to Mr. Hearst Avas intendcnl to be."

President Rulofson announced that Avhile California was vig-

orously avoided in the menu, the following articles were features

of the banquet : European mineral Avater, Turkish and Austrian

cigarettes, Michigan salt, Swedish matches, Ncav York cigars.

Rulofson said he had asked a waiter regarding the origin of tlic

salt used and learned it came from Michigan.
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Chevalier Pietro C. Rossi, Deceased

,^R. P. C. ROSSI was born in the vicinity of Turin, Italy, in

^^ 1855. He received liis early sclioolinji; in common schools,

.'U attended college Avhere his principal study was chemistry;

i'aduated in 1875 in which year he came to California and in

in Francisco opened the Rossi Drug Store on Montgomery

cnue.

.Mr. Rossi, as a boy, during his vacations, which usually oc-

irred in the vintage season, spent much of his time among the

ueyardists and wine makers, continually gaining knowledge of

industry, which had a great attraction for him. He finally

rame associated with the Italian-Swiss Agricultural Colony

1881 and owing to his technical as well as practical knowl-

liie of the wine growing industry was soon elected as president

reof, which position he held until his untimely death, which

rurred at Asti, California, on Sunday, October 8, 1910.

In addition to a knowledge of the wine industry, Mr. Rossi

as gifted with a wonderful palate, Avhich is of so much value to

wine grower, thus being able to create some most excellent

ends and helping largely in that and various other ways to

le growth of the industry in the State of California. He was

I' first to produce a domestic champagne that has been pro-

umced by competent judges to be equal to the best European

and.

In recognition of his charities and kindnesses extended to his

•untrymen, King Victor Emmanuel III conferred upon Mr.

iissi in the year 1907 the title of Chevalier of the Order of the

alian Crown.

Mark J. Fontana

PRESIDENT ITALIAN-SWISS COLONY, succeeding Mr.

P. C. Rossi, deceased.

M. J. Fontana was born in Italy, in 1849, but gained his edu-

cation in the common or public schools of New York City. He
came to San Francisco in January, 1868, at which time he identi-

fied himself with the fniit and produce business. In 1882 Mr.

Fontana entered the canning industrv' and is now the head of the

California Fruit Canners' Association, the largest concern of

its kind in the world. He is also prominently identified with

the Italian-Swiss Colony, the California Wine Association, E.

B. and A. L. Stone Company, and the Italian-American Bank.

Mr. Fontana was the first president of the Italian-Swiss Col-

ony, and one of its found ei*s. He was a member of the Board

of Supervisors for two years, 1897 to 1899; is a member of the

San Francisco Commercial Club, Olympic Club, as well as

various other clubs and societies of the city of San Francisco,

of which he is a resident.

The Criterion Publishing Company of Chicago, 111., inform

us that Mida's Directory of Wholesale Liquor Dealers, Dis-

tillers, Importers and Wine Growers is now out of press and

ready for delivery at |10 per copy. The directory is a highly

valuable one, and the price is certainly reasonable when you con-

sider the character and volume of work compiled. We have not

seen it, but it goes without saying that the last issue is still

better than its predecessor.

Messrs. Martini & Rossi, of Turin, Italy, did not compete
1" a prize at the International Exhibition of Turin, in 1911,

ving to the fact that the senior member. Count Theophile

ossi, Senator and Mayor of the City of Turin, was the vice-

;'sident of the executive committee, and the other members
that firm, Messrs. Caesar, Ernest and Henri Rossi, were

embers of the international jury, and Avere, therefore, declared

lors concours." Notwithstanding the above facts, the jury

tided to give the firm of ilartini & Rossi, as a proof of their

iih consideration, and in appreciation of their world-wide

me, a special gold medal of the Italian Dei>artment of Agri-

iltuic. Industry and Commerce, which is tlie highest pL^ssibl;,'

\ard given in Italy in the fields of Commerce and Industry.

Iiey have obtained the Grand Prix at the International Exhi-

tion of Roubaix (north of France) in 1911.

Mr. Carl Krug, son of the late Charles Krug, one of the Cali-

fornia pioneer wine men, died on December 28th in this city,

aged 37 yeai*s. He was born at the vineyard near Napa, and
leaves a wife and infant daughter to mourn his loss.

The new liquor ordinance at Calexico was recently read before
the Trustees. It specificially prohibits the sale of so-called two
per cent beer, Digesto and other light malt drinks. The major-
ity of the Trustees are said to be in favor of its passage.

Under the laws of the State of Victoria, Australia, ninety-

nine hotels have been closed during the past year. The drink

bill, however, instead of decreasing, shows for the same period

an increase of £400,000.
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Reform of Saloon Must Be From Within

EDITOR WOOD :—In response to jour letter of tlie 15th inst.

asking me to write soniethinji- for your annucil edition, I

have this that I shoukl like to say to every man in the liquor

business throughout the United States:

The hour of twelve has struck for the liquor business that dis-

regards. the public welfare in any respect. This kind of place

must close its doors. And what is more, the reputable retail

lifjuor dealers of the country are going to be the leaders in a

nation-wide movement for real temperance.

The ideas I am about to advance do not constitute a fad or

fantastic dream. They are merely business principles Avhich

any good business man must realize will eventually prevail.

The retail liejuor dealer stands higher today in popular estima-

tion than he has ever done. The reason for this is that he has

taken the first steps toward placing his business upon a footing

with other business entei'prises.

A business man would not think of starting an enterprise that

created a public hazard. The licjuor dealers must see that their

business does not create a menace to the public welfare. Is

there any liquor dealer who says this can not be done? Then
he agrees with the absolute prohibitionists and should get out

of the business.

There are two general charges against the liquor business

—

that it causes inebriety and poverty. I maintain that it is the

liquor dealers and not the prohibitionists who must see these

menaces to the public welfare removed. A reputable liquor

dealer does not create these hazards. It is the man who goes

into the business for the purpose of preying upon society.

Neither the brewer, the wholesale liquor dealer nor the fellow

I'etail dealer should considei' for a moment the encouragement

or protection of a business house which permits intoxication or

willingly draws its revenues from funds which should rightfully

be devoted to feeding and clothing women and children.

The people of Los Angeles have recently placed the liquor

dealers of this city under special obligation to see that the busi-

ness is conducted ui^on these lines. An open fight was made
against those manufacturing, selling, o\\'ning or using liquors.

It was the first time the women had voted. The prohibition

ordinance was defeated three to one.

Why did the best women and the leading business men of our

citj' defeat the ordinance? Because they believed that the retail

liquor dealers of the city are honorable men who desire to place

their bu.siness upon a thoroughl}^ reputable basis. We cannot

forfeit their good opinion by conducting our business noAV sf)

tliat the Police Commission or the police force must keep an

eye on us. I, for one, believe in conducting my business under

stricter and more effective rules and regulations than could ever

be put into a city ordinance.

The retail liquor dealer can eradicate di'unkenness more speed-

ily than any other agency I know of. He knows where the

drunks come from. He knows also that a majority of drunks

are repeaters. From long ob.sei'vation and experience we all

know that these unfortunates go often through the police courts

and over the rock pile, coming back if anything a little more
likely to commit excesses in their regained sense of liberty and
freedom. These are sick men. They should be taken care of

until they get a chance to start out right. The liquor dealer.s

should take care of them instead of turning them over to become

a burden to the public with a consequent feeling of hostilit\

toward society.

Suppose a drankard is taken care of and put upon his feet In

the liquor dealers of a city. They tell him that if he ever enten;

a saloon in that city in an intoxicated condition he will lose the

privilege of ever buying another drink over the bar. The re.sul!

is that a man will know he must keep in good standing or Ik

cannot even patronize a saloon or associate with the decent moi

who meet there. The "bum" will not head for a saloon beeausi

he will know he is not wanted there.

In order to accompli.sh this result the liquor dealers of a cin,

must take it upon themselves to eliminate the "place-next-door.''

As long as there is a place next door where the man who shouli

not have liquor can get it we cannot do much. Rut when w(

have made it clearly understood that only clean, upright mer!

can get a license in our city and that we must stand together

for the reputable character of our business, then we have solva/

the problem that has caused so much agitation and concern ti

everv' good member of our liberty-loving American society.

This is by no means idle talk or the happy philosophy of i

man gone-a-fishing. There is a movement on foot, with a powers

ful element behind it, to make an issue with the retail liquoil

dealers of this very question. It is to have headquarters a

Washington, the capital of the nation, and from there to extenc

its influence to everj' city and town of the nation, be there ont

license or a thousand. Its object is to make the saloon a respecti

able and safe institution. The liquor dealei*s propose to maki'

their business legitimate from within instead of having the pre*!

sure from outside, and they propose to have the regulatifm

their business policed and financed from within instead of fr«.ii

the public treasury against which they have no just claim.

No class of liien is better equipped to do public service thai

the retail liquor dealers. They know men, from the top of thi

scale to the bottom. They know men at times when they havt

laid aside their money-grubbing and are free and open-hearted

They know men when they are reckless and extravagant. The^

come into more familiar touch with their patrons than almo';

any other class of business men. Suppose we had a li(|uor com

mission in a city, composed of jnen sincerely interested in ])la('

ing the business upon the highest basis possible, men who heliev'

in real temperance and personal liberty so long as it does no

interfere with public welfare? They.could do more for "drunks"

and poverty-stricken families of inebriates than any police fore

or court that was ever established and they could and should ili

it without expense to the public.

Walk into any well-regulated saloon today. The business

conducted upon lines such as I have suggested. The drunk i

infonned that he is not "wanted there. The num who is kuowi

to be spending money which is depriving his family of neecsM

ties is not encouraged to spend his money there. The liqim

@®@@&S)SlS!®®®S!®®^^

HOUSB POUNCED 1 S 5 3.

I BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I tmpMt

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons*

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

% S. E. CORNER MONTQOriERY AND WASMINQTON STS. (

§ SAN FRANCISCO
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Established I860

"GIBBS SPECIAL^^ BOURBON
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

..*>- -t * ^ifc ** ^^ •» ^^ •»•* ..«» ^fc» ** ^^ «»- -«<f

AMERICAN BRANDY
FINEST IN THE WORLD

THE KIRBY DISTILLING CO., Inc.

FOWLER, FRESNO CO., CAL.

Make, a Specialty of PURE GRAPE BRANDY, and Making NO WINE
hat NO WASH OR SOU.^ WINE TO PUT INTO BRANDY.
Our StilU are Known as Numbera 263 or 357 First District, California.

These Numbers ARE BURNED on the GOVERNMENT or STAMPED
HEAD of EVERY PACKAGE, there being No Other Genuine "KIRBY
BRANDY."

-t-

SOLD ONLY IN CARLOAD LOTS TO THE TRADE
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

-•»- -«»- -*»* -*»- -«»- i>«4

T. B. McGIMSEY, Manager F. J. FITZSIMMONS, Proprietor

avis jBujif^'

Bonded Goods and Mixed Drinks
OXJE SPECIALTY

TELEPHONE:
DOUGLAS 5351

272 MARKET STREET
N. E. COR. DAVIS

1 ,S®€!®(!XS®®®GXiXlXjXS®SXlXi^^

The Lake County House

Mid dietown, Lake County, California

Under New Management

Personally conducted by BERT. LEVY, Proprietor

Special attention given to auto parties and tourists.

Low rates to winter and summer guests.

First-class rooms and board.

m^SBh. '^i2?.£5Z^ia

Jas. p. Dunne
1 Stockton St.

SAN FRANCISCO gR

s^:

The Chronicle Bar

6 Kearny San Francisco, Cal.

p. W. WOBBER, Proprietor
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Reform of Saloon Must Be From Within

(Continued from page 30)

dealers of the country, and the majority of them are square and,
upright citizens, can bring such force to bear so that every
saloon will be conducted upon these lines. Then there is no
"house next door," no place where the victims of drink can go.

These unfortunate men will not be kicked out into the street

and turned over to the comforts of a cell, but will be taken care
of and made to understand that they can only enjoy the privi-

leges of personal liberty when they conduct themselves so as to

deserve it.

So far as I can see or reason in regard to the entire liquor

question, the liquor dealer A\ho is not for such a movement
courts prohibition and blind-pigs, and the man who is for it

places himself upon a basis where he can play his part fear-

lessly and openly as a useful American citizen and take a pride
in being a factor in a reputable business.

Now, Friend Wood, it was not our intention to open up on
this project at the present time, but since you made the request

for something for your retail columns, and also as your paper is

the legitimate representative of bur business in all its different

phases, I determined to use the above, touching lightly upon it

only, thereby giving all of our people interested food for thought.

I will say further that it is not a question of what might be,

but what is going to be. It is only a question of where to make
the initial start.

Trusting this will be accepted by all in the spirit it is in-

tended, I am. Yours respectfully,

ROL. KING,
Hollenbeck Hotel Bar, Los Angeles.

"Le Chat Noir"

SAN FRANCISCO, "loved around the world," has been the

recipient of many complimentary titles, among which is

"The City of Restaurants," and it is our belief that when the

crowd comes to the Exposition tliis will be endorsed as most ap-

plicable. Among the many estimable establishments now mak-
ing the hungry man's mouth water we desire to call attention to

the excellence, both in cuisine and service, of the "Original

Coppa Restaurant," otherwise "Le Chat Noir." This truly epi-

curian establishment is located on Pine street, between Mont-
gomery and Kearny, and is one of the best known and liked

French restaurants in the city. The reasons for its popularity
are not far to seek. The daily menus are well chosen, admirably
cooked and suitably servwl, Mr. Coj)pa himself looking after the

wants of his guests. He .shines as a host because he is a skilled

restaurateur, one who has the art of catering to that part of the
public possessing sufficient discernment of the palate to know
and appreciate a well-cooked meal. Therefore his |1 table
d'hote dinner is esteemed one of the best meals served on the
Pacific Coast. Dr. Wiley, the scientific chemist of the United
States Agricultural Department, holds that a palatable meal
is the easiest of digestion. Therefore such a restaurant as that
presided over by Mr. Coppa is in reality an aid to digestion and
a promoter of good health.

Who, among the good livers in this city, does not know. "Mat
Grimm's," 130 Leidesdorf street, at the corner of Halleck?

i

is most certainly as well known and appreciated as any othi
first-class retail liquor establishment, and is one of the bes
patronized. Although genial "Matt" himself is no more, unde
the management of his brother, Adam Grimm, this splendid]
located saloon continues to flourish. In the middle of one i

the most prominent business districts, it appeals by the qualit
of its wines and liquors, the excellence of its service, and th
refinement of its surroundings to the best class of customer!
No one can enter its doors without appreciating the excellenc
and artistic beanty of its appointments. Good taste prevail

throughout and the eye instinctively turns to the several worl;

of art, while comfortable alcoves with inviting seats enable th

visitor to enjoy his favorite bracer, and take a needed rest h
fore again joining the busy throng in the city's streets. Quic
and good order reign supreme, and a visit results in a renews
of energy for the day's work. This is what makes Matt Grimm'
popular among so many of San Francisco's leading men.

The public is told by the proprietor of Friederich's Cafe ths

nothing but the best is to be obtained at that excellent e.stal

lishment, which still occupies its old location at 310 Montgoii

ery street. True, the old shack which housed it immediate!

after the fire has given place to the handsome brick buildin

with stone facings, built expressly for it, and which is a cred;

to the street. Such a well-managed establishment as that owne
by Mr. Friederichs well deserves its new and handsome honi.

where it is hoped it will continue to thrive. As of yore, everi

thing to be found therein is excellent, be it liquor, lunch o

those other accommodations which go to make up a really con

fortable and restful saloon. Seated boxes, divided off in such .

manner as to give some privacy in a public place, prove invitin

for a pleasant chat or business talk, and at lunch time are a re*

blessing to tired guests. Altogether, not forgetting the banc

some bar and fittings, everything is in good taste, attractive, an
so arranged as to insure the ease and pleasure of the customers

The Becker Brothers' handsome and commodious saloon, Th
Waldorf, may be considered a connecting link between Sai

Francisco and Los Angeles. The enterprising proprietors hav

two establishments in the Angelic City—The Waldorf at 13

South Broadway and The Waldorf Annex at 521 South Mair
which are of the best liquor establishments there. The Waldor
in this city is at 648 Market street, opposite the Palace Hot?
It is considered as new San Francisco's finest buffet, and act

as a good advertisement, as many visitors at that renowne<

hotel walk across Market street and partake of the good thing-

liquid and solid, dispensed there. Thus they are enabled ti

learn how the business of catering to the public is carried oi

in this city's up-to-date saloons, equal to, if not surpassing, an;

similar establishments in the world. The Review has ofte;

called attention to the artistic beauty of the fittings, and th

unsurpassed liquors of The Waldorf, all of which will, we fee

sure, when San Francisco puts on her gala dress to receive he

guests in 1915, prove a pleasant sui-prise to all comers. Becke

Brothers deserve great credit for supplying San Francisco \vit]

so characteristic and well managed a place of entertainmeni

IAmong the imported whiskeys that are making great In

way in this market there is none that is meeting with gi-eate

favor than th'e Canadian Club. The whisky is a characteristi

one and has an individual flavor. It is largely a highball bevei

age and in that form its consumption in this market is rapidl

growing. It has also the important merit of guaranteed ag(

and once its friend, always its friend.



THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

NEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO
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THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Main St.

Next do r, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

' :—*

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

^'^cllhotCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

•'
Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, Cal.
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For Everybody
Who Likes

^eed ^hinga

by

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

JHE

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

D

lit

EL PALEINCIA g^^^RI
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

1 MADE IN TAMPA

1

1
: ^ Preferred by particular people who -appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. z

1 Boltz, Clymer & Co. I

t SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. TAMPA. FLORIDA
|
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Oldest Salccn West cf the Mississippi

THE disastrous fire of 190G destroyed many of the old land-

marks of San Francisco's early days. One of the last, and
certainly one of the most prominent, is the first fireproof build-

ing ever erected in this city—Montgomery block, built in 1852.

In the '50s, '60s and '70s this old building housed almost as

many members of the San Francisco bar as the ^lills building

does to-day. On the southeast corner of Montgomery and Wash-
ington streets was the "Bank Exchange," the place where the

wits of those days most did congregate, and Avhose hospitable

doors have stood open for more than half a century. Duncan
Nicol, the proprietor, has been the man in possession for the past

thirt}' years, and carries on business in the old style at the old

stand, the only remaining establishment which was running

before "the days of gold, the days of old" had disappeared for-

ever. Here, surrounded by the best of liquors, Duncan receives

his man}' friends and customers, and dispenses his famous Pisco

and whisky punches. Here the tourist and the new arrival

journey to see what San Francisco was like "before the fire,"

and here congregate the remnant of a past generation, who love

nothing better, while enjoying Duncan's good cheer, than to

spin yams about the time when old Montgomery block was the

hub upon which San Francisco turned and Montgomery was the

principal street in tbe city.

Thos. J. Walsh & Co. at 346 Pine street, comer of Leidesdorf,

certainly enjoy a most favorable location for their business.

When the new United States Treasury building is erected and

the city again fully built up in this neighborhood, the location

which is good now, Avill then be all that competent retailer,

"Tom" W^alsh, can wish. Tom vmderstands his business—no

man better—and his establishment is in every respect suitable

to the customers to whom he caters. Quiet, comfortable and

well equipped, it is the acme of perfection in the quality of the

liquors or the nice snack on the lunch counter, to attract the

lawyer or other business man from the Merchants' Exchange or

the busy stores on California street. For a cozy chat and a nice

drink there is not a place in town better suited than Tom
Walsh's. He is a fisherman, a lover of the rod, the reel and the

running river, and therefore his place of entertainment is rest-

ful, quiet and attractive to those who study refinement and ease.

H. P. Anderson, proprietor of the Cutter, at 709 Market

street, in the Call Annex building, is to be congratulated upon

his success in building up one of the best saloon businesses to be

found upon San Francisco's principal thoroughfare. His per-

sonality is such that he makes many friends and turns the

transient customer into a regular patron of his well-managed

and comfortable establishment, where everything is done to give

satisfaction to his guests. In fact, those who know Mv. Ander-

son best are his Avarmest friends. Noon finds a savory hot lunch

on the table, which is well patronized by his neighbors, while

the barkeepers an^ kept busy all day long in serving the best

the market affords to the customers who drop in for a little

liquid refreshment. In fact, the Cutter finds its trade rapidly

increasing and if the daily crowd which passes its door will take

a straight tip from the Review and sample the eatables

drinkables to be found there, they will be forced to admit
excellence of their entertainment. In our belief, it is impossibl

to find better, search where you will.

1
One of the most unique houses of entertainment to be found

in San Francisco is the :Market Cafe at 540 Merchant street.

The proprietors, Gouailhardou & Rondel, have proved them-

selves excellent purveyors to the wants of the public, and for

many years have provided a first-class luncheon for all those who
have sufficient sense to enjoy the good things of this life. So
successful have they become in catering to the educated appe-

tites of their fellow citizens that the Market Cafe draws its

patrons from all parts of San Francisco, and should properly
be called "The Epicure's Delight,"

Gouailhardou is the chef, while his genial partner. Rondel,

presides behind the bar, which is packed with all manner and
kinds of wines and liquors. Delicious soup, fish fresh from the

sea, cooked to a turn, a tasty entre and satisfactory roast,

washed down with claret, and followed by "coffee royal," make
a meal which old man Rockefeller would give half his millions

to enjoy, and it can be partaken of daily at the Market Cafe for

the small sum of 50 cents. It is such excellent provision for the

inner man at reasonable prices that makes San Francisco stand
alone in the matter of good eating and eamed for it the title of

the "Paris of America."

Telegraph Hill and the northern end of the city thereabouts I

has for many years been the home of the sons of sunny Italy,
'

Avho, to their credit be it said, were among the first to rebuild !

after those terrible days in April, 1906. To them San Francisco
j

owes many prominent business men, among whom is James

!

Raggi, who for many years ha.s carried on a wholesale and retail

liquor business at 624 Montgomery street. Mr. Raggi has lie-

come very popular not only with his own countrymen, but also

;

with men of other nationalities throughout the city. His hand-

some saloon is filled with a large stock of domestic and imported
wines and liquors, and because of his personal courtesy and good

management it has become one of the best known and liked in

that portion of the city. Recent alterations have greatly im-

proved the premises, and there can be no doubt that the coming
year will see a still further increase of the already large business

done by the handsome and genial proprietor.

Shakespeare asks, "What's in a name?" In his time that might

have been a sensible question, but at the present day a name
stands for much, as many people have found out who have placed

their signature on the back of notes. It also means much in

business lines, for instance, in the case of James P. Dunne, <

whose advertisement in this paper reads, "Jas. P. Dunne, 1

Stockton street, San Francisco." In this case, the advertiser

knows that his name alone is sufficient to draw trade and that

the general public is well aware that he is keeping a first-class

saloon at 1 Stockton street. It is therefore evident that Mr.

Dunne's name in this particular is a very valuable busines.s

asset, and that he knows from experience that above a saloon

it will draw the crowd. And it does. He is a first-class retailer.

who by his knowledge of the liquor business and human natur.

has made a gi-eat success, and his name stands for all that is

good in the liquor traffic. So all that the public wants to

know is "Jas. P. Dunne, 1 Stockton street, San Francisco."

I
ASH'S BITtERC
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No Whiskey as good at a lower price

None better at any price

HUNTER
BALTIMORE

RYE
Guaranteed Under the Pure Food Law

Wm Lanahan & Son, Baltimore, Md.
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Market Cafe
GOUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietor*

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

I

••Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracer

Hot Luncheon

At II A. M. Daily
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Nothing But the Best at

Friedrichs' Cafe

310 Montgomery Street

OLD
L W. HARPER

IS THE WHISKEY WITH THE
DELICIOUS "FAREWELL."
ITS WONDERFUL TASTE IS

A FAIR CRITERION OF THE
ALL-ROUND EXCELLENCE
OF THIS MOST FAMOUS
BRAND.

Bernheim Distilling Co.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

VyiNES

H0NT60MERY
ST
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H. p. AND£RS£N, Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 MarRet St.
Call Annex Bld^.

Phone Dow^Iaa2954
SA.N FR.ANCISCO
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Famous Old Hoffman Cafe

Perhaps the Yellowstone Saloon at 22 Montgomery street is

one of the best known in the city—^^certainly to the business men

of the downtown section. Its location, a very short distance

from Market street, is hard to beat, while its management by

James Twomey and Ed Borremans leaves nothing to be de-

sired. Given, therefore, a first-class saloon in a good location,

run by popular men, who thoroughly understand their business,

and you have a combination that cannot fail to produce the de-

sired result, viz., a successful business. The proprietors

boast that the Yellowstone is the headquarters for everybody

who likes good things, and to judge from the crowds who pat-

ronize it they certainly cannot be far wrong in their assertion.

A well-cooked and appetizing lunch is always on hand, and this,

joinetl by the liquid attractions of the bar, where none but the

be.st wines and liquors ai'e handled, account for much of the

popularity of this well-managed establishment. Besides this^ it

has become a noted house of call, where everybody who is any-

body meets everybody else. It is therefore a case of habit to

drop in and take a drink at the Yellowstone.

"Ben" Jellison must by this time be the dean of San Fran-

cisco saloon keepers. Everybody likes him and the public re-

spects him because the establishment he owns is an example of

what a saloon should be. The law is carried out to the letter,

and if his methods of doing business were more generally fol-

lowed, prohibition agitators would be unable to find that "awful

example" they are always looking for and talking about. No
city in the world has more respectable and law-abiding retail

liquor dealers than San Francisco, and Ben Jellison's place at

No. 10 Third street bears the character of being one of the best

of them. For the above reasons Mr. Jellison is successful in

his business, his friends are many, and his customers so numer-

ous that his saloon may truthfully be said to be one of the most

popular in the city. At No. 10 Third street there is no incentive

to call for case goods, for that noted brand, "Old Jordan

Whisky," some ten years old, satisfies all patrons of straight

goods. It is his boast that he gives his customers the best the

market affords. His motto: "Choicest imported goods and

America's finest whiskies," is lived up to, and the public retali-

ates by patronizing him.

The Hoffman lunch, grill and wine rooms are so well kno\vn

and so widely patronized that a notice of their high character is

but little needed in this community. The Hoffman is located ou

Second street at the corner of Stevenson, only a few doors south

of ^Market street, but sufficienly far from that busy avenue of

traffic to insure quiet and rest to its gi*eat number of patrons,

when they drop in for lunch or a little liquid refreshment. Need-

less to say that both eatables and drinkables are all that can be

desired, and the service and everything connected with the estab-

lishment most acceptable. That the public is well aware of these

facts is amply proved by the large crowd to be found there dur

ing the lunch hours—11 a. m. to 2 :20 p. m. The Hoffman is

owned and run by a company of which Sam T. Bernard is presi-

dent and "Joe" Zanetta secretary. To the efforts of these gen-

tlemen must be attributed much of its success. It makes line

goods a specialty, and behind its bar are some of the cleverest

mixologists to be found in San Francisco, where bartend inu

may be said to be a fine art. So Avith the best of liquors well

handled and a recherche lunch well served, the Hoffman is, an<1

always has been, one of the best and most popular cafes in the

city.

The High Cost of Dying

THERE are men who argue that living is high, but they niiglit

try dying. A live man gets shaved for 15 cents, but a dead

one pays f1 and never kicks. A good kersey overcoat costs

125, but a wooden one costs f100. A grave digger will plant

potatoes for 25 cents an hour, but for planting you he gets ten

times as much. A carriage to the theatre costs $2, but one to

the cemetery costs #5. You can fill your hide to bursting for

50 cents, but an embahner gets |15 for the job. Come to tiiink

of it, there are lots of things left to live for in this world, despiti'

the high prices and the contrary weather.

What can be done by good management in the saloon business

is very clearly demonstrated by the success of W. F. Boeder, of

834 Market street. His saloon has all manner of competition,

which affects him no more than the proverbial water is said to

discommode a duck. He has his regular and transient custom,

as have all the reputable establishments on San Francisco's

main thoroughfare, but Boeder is one of the favored ones who

know how to cater to the croAvd. Go there when you will, the

place is full and the barkeepers busy. Of course he keeps the

best in the market and mid-day sees an appetizing lunch spread

for his customers. In the case of ^Ir. Boeder he is jnuch like

knows his business and attends to it.

WE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Sqtiare Prices

Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873

Telephone Kearny 3688IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T Bernard, Pbes.

Joe Zanetta, secv.

i^
unc+i.Grill&Wine Rooas.

^ECOND BELOW/'UrKET

(2)a.r\ l>iparvcisco,(.1.

(i£>-FINE GOODS A SPECLAJ-TY—©s
MERC+IANTS LUNCH 11 A.M.to 2.J0RM.

R W. F.

Opp. Emporium

OEDER'S
CAFE

834 Market Street
San Francisco
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"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

105 Montgomery St. Near Sutter St.

Only the Best the Market Affords''

Cuitine and Service Excellent =

m
OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant i

^
^
i
^
i
^

P^ J. COPPA, Proprietor

^ Pine St. Bet Montgomery
m and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BurnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Market and used by ail the

Leading Clubs, Hotels and Bars

C\vier through any Grocer Of

^.^luor Dealer, or direct from

Albion kk and Porter Brewery
IINCORPOXATED

494 OTarrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

California's Most Famous Road House
Midway of Sautalito and San Rafael

^ Finest Wines and Liquors =

SERVICE UNEXCELLED

ETcrgreen PriT>te Arbor-Boothi J^

Shuffle Board^ Salt Water Bathinc

m
^

Boatinv ^ Refreshment*

^ N. BIEGEL,
Proprietor

Escalle, Marin County
California

«̂
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THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO 1871

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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Manufacturing Cream of Tartar at Asti

BY HORATIO F. STOLL.

IN the modern wine plant absolutely nothing is wasted, and

as a result the by-products represent a large share of the

yearly profits. In showing visitors around the Italian-Swiss

Cohniy's winery a^; Asti, I have often heard the officials re-

mark that the only thing not utilized is the "squeeze," an

amusing adaptation of the Chicago packing house expression

that the one thing lost there is the pig's squeal.

Of course, wine is the Colony's principal output at Asti,

but if you Avill follow the work there, you will find that it is

by no means the only profitable product manufactured. After,

the grapes have been crushed, the juice is allowed to ferment

in open or closed tanks as necessity requires. When the first

fermentation is completed, the virgin fermented juice or wine

is drawn off from the pomace, which consists of the stems,

seed.s, skins and pulp, and this pomace is then pressetl in order

to extract all the wine. But as no pre.ss, no matter how per-

fect, is capable of extracting all the juice, considerable remains

in the pomace, which, if it were thrown away, would result

in a loss of quite a little wine.

Therefore, this pomace is carted on small wagons, drawn on

rails, to the distillery near by, and by means of an elevated

shaft is conveyed to the toj) of the specially designetl building.

Unique Concrete Crystallizing Vats at Asti.

It is then placed in wooden tanks, especially constructed, water

added, steam injected, and the pomace is made to boil. The

spirit is thus removed and constitutes what is known as pomace
brandy.

But during the boiling, another very important substance

ha.s gone into the solution, which, if recovered, represents a

very valuable product. This is cream of tartar, a product

of which the average layman knows very little, although it

is a component part of baking powder, which the housewife

continually uses. It is a white crystalline comijound of tartaric

acid and potassium. It constitutes the chief commercial source

of tartaric acid and its compounds and is used in medicine

to some extent. The best baking powders consist of cream oi

tartar, mixed with sodium bicarbonate in the proportion of

the relative molecular weight of the two substances. The
salts do not act upon each other when dry, but when moistene<l

they combine to produce the normal tartrate of potassium and
sodium with the formation of Avater and the liberation of car-

bondioxid gas. The carbondioxid gas that is liberated in the

reaction is retained by the dough or batter with which the baking

powder is mixed and serves t<» make it light.

While the above digression may seem somewhat out of place
i

I mention these facts, because so many people use baking pow-

der without for a moment realizing from what it is derived.

Cream of Tartar is obtained in the Avinery from argols, a

tei'm applied to the crude acid tartrates of potassium as dp-

posited on the sides of the vats in Avhich Avine is fermentin-

They exist in the grapes from Avhicli the Avine is made, but aiv

Cream of Tartar Crystals Adhering to

Whisks of Hemp.

precipitated from the solution in the \'ats by the alcohol formed

during the fermentaticm. Like many other precipitates, argok

bring down more or less of the coloring matter in the solution

from Avhich they are deposited, and are Avhite or red according

to the color of the Avine from Avhich they are made. When puri-

fied by re-crystallization from their solution in hot Avater, the

argols are known in commerce as cream of tartar.

As obtained in the Avinery, cream of tartar exists in various

states of purity. By far the purest is that obtained by boiling

the pomace or the "lees"' of the wine. The pomace, upon being

boiled, is allowed to fall into a wire basket on rails, Avhile the

solution containing the cream of tartar is run off by means of

a trough into large crjstallizing tanks or "floAver pots'' as

they are frequently called by visitors to Asti.

Tlie.se vats are made of concrete, and are four feet, six inches

in height, nineteen feet top circumference and thii'teen feet

at the bottom. The hot liquid is run into them and is per-

Distillery at Asti.

mitted to stand Avithout the least disturbance until it is as cool

as the atmosphere will. make ifc During the chilling, which

requires fiA'e or six days, the cream of iartar is precipitated.

The crvstals adhere to the bottom and sides of the ciMneiit
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vats as woll as to tho wliisks of hemp suspended from the

ceutei*. When tlie liquid is thoroughly cooled, the hemp, cov-

ered \\ith crystals, is removed and allowKl to dry in tiers in

the dryinji i-oom. The cream of tartar adhering to the hemp
attains a high percentage of purity, often reaching as high a-s

SO per cent to 90 per cent pure acid tartrate of potassium.

After boiling, the pomace is carteil away and serves as a

valuable fertilizer to the vineyard where are grown the grapes

from whicii the wine is made, and thus we have a continual

rotatitm.

It is estimated that about |;3,000,000 worth of cream of tar-

tar is annually imported by the United States from France,

Italy, and Germany, so there is no reason why the manufacture

of cream of tartar should not prove an important industry in

Califoniia.

French Connoisseur Praises Cresta Blanca Wines

Two Noted San Francisco Resorts

In no other city that we know of is good eating and good

drinking so closely connected as in San Francisco. Take, for

example, the Cabin, at 105 Montgomery street, as an example

of our meaning. At this favorite resort can be found the best

tlie market affords both in solids and liciuids, and the visitor

wiio lunclies there will find a very excellent menu of well-cooked

dishes, liberal helpings of which will prove a blessing to a hun-

gry man, a hearty meal, including drink, costing only 25 cents,

but whicli would be cheap at twice the price. It is such lunch-

eons as can be found at the Cabin Avhicli add to the fame of San

Francisco as one of the cheapest and best places to live in all

the world. The proprietors. Levy & Rowe, most certainly de-

serve the large and growing trade that they are enjoying, and

th(Mr liberality in supplying the wants of their guests is meet-

ing with a well-earned reward. Liquors, luncheon, service and

cuisine, all join in building up this most satisfactory and suc-

cessful business.

\\'hat man in the downtown business section of the city does

not know the Chronicle Bar, for many years so successfully

condncti'd by 1\ \\'. Wobber? Now that Mr. Wobber Sr. is en-

joying a well-earned rest in the country, it seems an excellent

ojjportunity to call attenticm to the sterling business character-

istics of his son, Hugo, now managing the business. Courteous,

genial and debonnair, Mr. Wobber Jr. not only succeeds in hold-

ing together the excellent business built up by his father, but

is nuiking many new friends and adding most materially to the

volume of business. It appears somewhat unnece.ssary to state

tliat the (luality of the goods handletl by this first-class estab-

lishment is all that the greatest conuoi.sseur can desire, and that

tlie s(n-vice is well woi-thy of the high character borne by this

popular saloon. Its location at No. 6 Kearny street, only a few
feet from the crowded and busy Market street, insures much
transient custom, while the individual merits of the Wobbers

—

father and son—taken in conjunction with the excellence of the

(utertainment offered, guarantees a large number of regular

patrons. So the Chronicle l>ar prospers, and its business keeps

l»ace with the growth of the citv.

lASH'S BITTERC

THE high excellence of California wines is being recognized

the world over wherever there are judges of fine vinous

products. In speaking of this fact a local daily paper has the

following to say

:

"To several other French testimonials has just been added

the experience in this city of a well-known wine merchant and

connoisseur of Paris. His wine business is one of the mo.st

extensive in the French capital and his taste is declared to be

most discriminating. While in San Francisco he visitetl all the

principal hotels and restaurants, where he sampled various

brands of California wines. He purposely refrained from going

to the manufacturers themselves for fear he would be served

with special vintages wherea.s he Avanted to partake of and pass

upon the regular bottlings that are served to all patrons.

"He was most impressed with the Cresta lilanca wines and

offered to place with ^V«*more-Howen an order for their wines

in bulk, his idea being to bottle them in France and sell them as

French wines, knowing that they could not be marketed as

American wines. He was told that the Cresta Blanca wines
were sold only in cases, whereupon he gave an order for ten

cases of a.ssorted varieties of sauterne for use in his own home.

"He stated that it was his intention to show French wine mer-

chants what was being produced in California, and he expressed

the opinion that more was to be feared in the way of competition

from the Cresta Blanca wines than from anv other vintage."

II

For Quality Ask For Success Brand
i>

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE
FERTILIZERS

J^ERTILIZERx

PACIFIC BONE, COAL &
FERTILIZING CO.

617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco

Write tor our Bed Book

MENTION THIS PAPER

MARSH and AMERICAN
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

Wine Pumps

Air Compressors

Tank Pumps

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND

SIMONDS MACHINERY CO.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST., (near First St.J SAN FRANCISCO
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- MARKET -

CONDITIONS
DRY WINES :—Exports of wines hy soa for the mouth end-

ing December 20, 1911, were 566 cases and 565,641 gallons,

valued at $202,778. Imports of wine were 1246 cases 22 octaves

2 hogsheads 32 casks 11 barrels and 1 butt; Vermouth, 1085

cases 10 casks 8 barrels.

SWEET WINES:—Production of Sweets in the First Dis-

trict during December totaled 1,183,574.34 gallons; in the

Fourth District, 74,316.60, and the Sixth District, 376,001.08,

making a total of 1,634,891.99 gallons.

BRANDY:—Production of brandy in the three districts of

California during December totaled 486,476.9. Exports

during the month were 75 cases 34,396 gallons, valued at |12,-

401. Imports were 585 cases 36 octaves 40 casks 2 barrels.

There remained in bond on December 31, 1911, 2,996,469 gal-

lons.

\Y/ HISKY :^Exports by sea were of nominal volume, the fig-w ures being 800 cs and 1417 gals, valued at |8996. Miscella-

neous exports were valued at |14,296. Imports by sea were 6948

cases 627 barrels 53 casks 18 octaves 10 kegs and 1 hogshead.

BEER :^Exports by sea for the month were 192 packages,

valued at |1339. Imports were 612 cases 1117 barrels 572

half barrels 63 quarter barrels 80 casks 765 hogsheads and 1059

packages. These figures contained receipts from domestic ports.

Of Stout there were 975 cases and 485 barrels and of Ale 190

cases and 120 bari*els..

I ilPORTS BY SEA :—Whisky, 6948 cases 627 barrels 53 casks

* 18 octaves 10 kegs 1 hogshead; Sake, 570 cases 1710 casks;

Bitters, 525 cases; Beer, 612 cases 1117 barrels 572 half baiTels

623 quarter barrels 80 casks 765 hogsheads 1059 packages;

Champagne, 518 cases; Fruit Juice, 652 cases 12 casks; Grape

Juice, 649 cases; Prune Juice, 5 l)arrels; Vermouth, 1085 cases

10 casks 8 barrels; Punch, 105 cases; Liquors, 397 cases 17

crates; Alcohol, 5 cases; Ginger Ale, 226 barrels; Stout, 975

cases 485 barrels; Ale, 190 cases 120 barrels; Spirits, 62 cases;

Soda Water, 60 barrels; Rum, 50 cases 37 casks; Cordials, 50
cases ; Wine, 1246 cases 22 octaves 2 hogsheads 32 casks 11 bar
rels 1 butt; Gin, 1366 cases 57 barrels 53 casks 10 octaves;

Brandy, 585 cases 26 octaves 40 casks 2 barrels ; Mineral Water.
2266 cases 210 casks; Cordials, 50 cases ; I<:umniel, 5 cases; Root
Be(>r, 717 cases.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND :—Champagne, 814 cases;

\yhw, 52 cases ; Wliisky, 10 cases ; Brandy, 10 octaves.

Oscar Krenz Copper Works Prospering

OSCAR KRENZ, president of the Oscar Krenz Copper and
Brass Woi'ks, writes to the Review as follows: "Like

most of the San Francisco business houses we found 1911 u

somewhat dull year, but upon making up our books we find the

total result satisfactory. They show considerable brewery and
distillery Avork done, and this company finds itself getting

deeper and deeper in that line of work. We are glad to be able

to report that such Avork has given satisfaction as far as heard

from.

"The special feature during the past year has been the demand
for big brewing kettles, as for instance the 500-barrel brew

kettle for the Enterprise Brewery, the largest ever manufactured
on this Coast, and the 300-barrel kettle for Walla Walla, Wash-
now in hand.

Owing to the increase in our business Ave Avere forced to get

new quarters at 431-441 Polsom street, the company noAv occu-

pying 14,000 square feet of fioor space. Considerable machinery
has been added to our equipment, and a complete oil-burning

system introduced. We believe that Ave are the first copper fit-

ting shop to use oil, Avhich has proved highly satisfactory. The
result is that Ave are noAv in a position to do better work, and fill

orders more promptly than before.

"I made an extended trip through the NorthAvest at the end of

1911, Avhich has resulted in considerable ncAV busine.ss for the

company, much of AAiiich is noAV in course of completion.

"Looking forAvard to 1912 we find prospects very bright, and

orders already booked guarantee a busy time. We note that the

latest thing in winery appurtenances is the u.se of aluminum.
Avhich is found cleaner and more durable than copper for certain

purpo.ses.

"In conclusiim, allow me to say that we believe that in all

matters connected Avith wine making, brcAving and distilling, a

better adA'ertising medium than the Revieav cannot be found.

Wishing you success, etc. OSCAR KRENZ.
San Francisco, January, 1912.

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKES WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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Birthday Banquet to Well Known Maker of Wine

Machinery

Predicts Prosperous Year

On January 17th the employees and friends of Edgar Tom

Meakin, president of the Toulouse & Delorieux Company, manu-

facturers of wine and oil machinery, gave that gentleman a ban-

(juct at the Cosmos Cafe in celebration of his thirty-seventh

birthday. A most enjoyable time was had, and when the proper

moment arrived Mr. A. S. Pare, who acted as toastmaster, pre-

sented Mr. Meakin witli a beautiful bronze statue by the famous

Frencli artist Moreau, entitled "La Fer." The statue stands

altont three feet in lieight, is mounted on a marble pedestal, and

shows a mechanic working at his anvil. This artistic design was

much admired by all present, and Mr. Meakin was much moved

l)y the warmth of the expressions which accompanied the pre-

sentation. Among tho.se taking part in this pleasant affair,

given in honor of a most worthy man and clever mechanic, were

J. il. Ferguson, G. C. Carn, H. C. Walker, H. C. Haubold, G.

Sorge, W. ileakin, L. C. Gunn, C. Nelson, J. M. Delorieux, A. S.

Pare, and last, but by no means least, the much-liked guest of

tlie evening, E. T. Meakin.

AVe herewith present a picture of the handsome present.

One of the most popular cigars on the market among the high-

cla.ss smokes is the "(lato'"—a clear Havana cigar with a delight-

ful flavor, as well as a free smoker. You would have to travel

a long way to beat the regular 12y2-cent Gato. It is to be found

at all first-class cigar stands.

San Francisco, Jan. 12, 1912.

P.vciFic Wine and Spirit Review, City. Gentlemen:—Re-

plying to your communication of the 10th inst., asking

for our views on trade conditions, future prospects, etc., we
must admit of a steady and continual increase in our business

and we believe that the other wine firms have done proportion-

ately as well. Our sales for the year just ended have exceeded

those of previous years by fully twenty per cent, and there is

everv indication that this coming year will also prove a good

one for the wine trade.

There is a constant increasing demand for good wine. Our
business was formerly practically confined to the sale of Clarets,

but during the past few years we have been called upon to sup-

ply a portion of the growing demand for Zinfandel, Burgundy
and a good grade of White Wine. There has also been a con-

siderable demand for bottled goods of late and in this line,

too, the wine business is rapidly increasing.

Practically all our rail shipments which are made up of

carload orders are sent from our winery at Healdsburg, as our

storing capacity in San Francisco is limited and for this same
reason, we mature our bottling wine at our Rutherford cellar.

With reference to the wine made last year, the 1911 vintage

turned out to be much better than it was at first auticipateil.

All the wine we made at our different wineries is up to the

standard in every respect, which we believe is mainly due to

the excellent weather we had all through wine-making time.

Everything considei'ed, we feel safe in saj ing, unhesitatingly,

that all indications point to a prosperous year for the wine

business.

Yours for the promotion and success of home industry,

FRENCH-AMERICAN WINE CO,
P. Bernard, President and Manager.

W. T. GARRATT S. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WINE PUMPS
FOR EITHER HAND OR POWER

WINE COCKS HOSE REDUCERS
" BUNGS BUSHINGS, CAPS
" VALVES NIPPLES AND COUPLINGS

BOTTLING, LOCK AND RACKING COCKS

299 Fremont St. SAN FRANCISCO

OWNPNO ITS .OWN BRANDS
AND CONTROLLING THE OLD ESTABLISMtDBRANDS or
LAS PALMAS WINERY a DISTILLERY
LA PALOMA WINERY & DISTILLERY
LODI CO-OPERATIVE WINERY

ELK CROVEVINEYARD ASSOCIATION
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

Special Inducements Will Be Made, on Request, to

Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Dec 1911. Tax. Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district - - 1..:.. 410,768.4
Received from other Districts, California 71,870.0
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California 3,870.3
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 254,294.6
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special b )nded warehouse. Eastern Districts 94,207.9
Exported : 1,3C9.7
Tax Paid 53,332.8
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines ^,573.

6

Remaining in bond, Dec. 31, 1911 2,179,820.5

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Dec. 1911. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district - 47,513.2
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California 62,432.4
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District - 20,020.0
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. First District, California 3,611.3
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts 21,455.9
Exported -

Tax paid - : 12,091.3

Used in Fortification of Wines 14,441.5

Remaining in bond, Dec 31, 1911 - 570,587.0

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Dec 1911. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 28,195.3

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District - 7,190.0

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Fourth District -

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 52,212.5

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District —- 1,704.7

Tax paid - 8,890.6

Used in Fortification of Wines 90,475.2

Remaining in bond, Dec. 31, 1911 246,056.4

SWEET WINES PRODUCED
FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Dec 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification 824 312,19^.9

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification 21 2,178.8

Brandy actually used for fortification -.
^82 279,441.3

' Wine Gals.

Port produced 42,043.55
Sherry produced - 943,540.36

Angelica produced 81,336.90

Muscat produced 79,32^.90

Malaga
Tokay 27,562.60

Madeira - -- - ----- 9,761.94

Total sweet wine produced in Dec. 1911 1,183,574.31

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Dec. 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification - - 54 14,4.1.5

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification - •

Brandy actually used for fortification - 65 18,03 7.2

Wine Gals.
Port produced
Sherry produced 74,316.(0

Angelica produced
Muscat produced -

Tokay -- - — -

Malaga _ _ - - - ~ - -• - -

Madeira- „ _ - - -

Total sweet wine produced in Dec 1911 74,316.60

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Dec. 1911. Pkgs. Tax Gals_.

Brandy withdrawn from distUlery for fortification 70,853.7

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification _ • 19,621.5

Brandy actually used for fortification 90,475.2

Wine Gals.

Port produced - 49,191
.

97

Sherry produced 278,684.80

Angelica produced
Muscat produced - - "--•• 39,274.81

Tokay
Malaga - ^.849.50

jLjaQpi ro ___^ _
--- -

Total sweet wine produced in Dec 1911 - 370,001.08
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SEATTLE AND NORTHWEST NEWS
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f>

( Special Northwest Correspondence.

)

« EATTLE, Washinjiton, Jan. 20.—Tliat Portland and Seattle

1^ ai-e not aUove takiuj»- a le.sson some times from San Frau-

i8C0 is shown by the fact that in imitation of your New Year's

ve celebration both these cities have been nmking more or less

iiccessful parades, accompanied as nsual by the hideous noises

oducetl by the blowing of horns and ringing of cowbells. Un-

rtiinately, onr northern climate is badly suitcnl for such out-of-

)ors high jinks, nor do the illiberal licjuor laws favor it. So

uch so, that the Orcgonkni says that the lid being clamped

osely enforced sobriety and subduetl hilarity, although the

•ills were crowded in Portland. Here in Seattle instead of

iving (me jojous, safe and sane celebration of the passing of

m and inauguration of 1912, three attempts were made to

elcome the advent of the New Year. On Saturday night a

ilf-heai'ted effort was made by means of confetti and the nec-

tary discord, to demonstrate the city's joy in getting rid of

111, but it not being New Year's Eve spoiled half the fun.

II Sunday there was a "drv'' jollification, showing more of the

ue carnival spirit, and on Monday evening the fun was re-

.ited, plus the opportunity of the crowds to assuage their

lirsts with something stronger than water.

tion and high license, he says: "Whenever the Council detx?r-

mines to enact an ordinance to embrace such occupations that

come within the scope of police regulations and then follows it

up with another incivasing .saloon licenses, I shall unhesitatingly

affix my signature thereto, assuming, of cour.se, such ordinances

are ba.sed on sound logic and etjuity." Nevertheless, selfish

motives caused the Councilors to unanimously overrule this just

and proper action on the part of the Mayor, and the saloon

license is now f900 a year.

At Spokane, Washington, the Antis are .said to be again get-

ting busy, and the superintendent of tiie league recently said

:

"Whether we will try to put Spokane in the 'dry' column
will depend entirely on the attitude of the church people. If

they want to start a campaign to make this city 'dry' and will

stay behind u.s, we will make the fight. If the churches are not

anxious to change the status here we will not attempt to force

the issue." So it's up to the churches whether another cam-
paign, disrupting families, disturbing business, and costing

much money, is to be inflicted on Spokane.

I.,ouis Hemrich, president of the Seattle Brewing and Malt-

;g Company, recently returned from a three months' trip in the

ast and Europe. He attended the Ignited States Breweries

onventiou at Chicago, where his company had an extensive

1^ [hibit. He afterwards visitetl many of the principal cities of

ranee and Cermanj', and, as is his habit, studied the latest ideas

1 brewing machinery and appliances. He believes that the open-

ig of the Panama Canal will bring about considerable immi-

itioii, and says that the (Tcrman Government is sending offi-

als to the Pacific Coast to investigate conditions, as steamship

lies are prei)aring to run passenger excursions to this western

Ige of the continent when the great waterway is opened.

At Burlington, in this State, all the saloonmen have been
notified that their licenses will be revoked on February 19th
next. It appears that the new Council is pledged not to issue

saloon licenses, and Burlington, hitherto known as the wettest

town on the great northern coast line, will soon be dry.

The Toppenish City Council has outlined its policy on the

liipior question, and has pa.ssed an ordinance limiting the num-
ber of saloons to five. There are now seven doing business, but
this number will be retluced by two after May 1, 1912. The five

that expire at that date were granted upon payment of a |1000
license fee and a donation of f500 to the city treasury. Here-
after all new licenses will cost flOOO a vear.

-V case in wliicii comm<m sense and ordinary justice was over-

de<l by selfish interests is reported from Salem, Ore. Recently

ii||ie City Council passed an ordinance raising saloon licenses

oni >AM) to .|900 a year. This was vetoed by Mayor Lachmund
I tlic ground that he wished to see other businesses which had
l)lice regulation taxed, instead of placing all the burden on the

doons. In Ids veto, after alleging his belief in strict regula-

im

In Idaho, the anti-prohibition feeling is .said to be spreading.

At Coeur d'Alene, JIayor Woods' pet scheme of a municipal

saloon has been killed by the ( 'ouncil. At Lewiston the County
Commissioners have appointed March 13th for the holding of

the local option election.

I

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY, Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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Hotaling & Co. Enjoy Good Year . Enterprise Brewing Co. Extending Its Trade Abroad

RM. WOOD, Editor Wine and Spirit Review—Dear Sir:

• It pleases me greatly to report the latter part of the year

to have been very successful with us. We have not been anxious

for a great increase in business so much as in the character of

the increase in trade with which we have been favored. We
believe that it is better to sell a finer line of goods to a select

class of trade than to reach out indiscriminately and thereby

sacrifice quality to offset the hazard and risk that is ahvays the

result of a wider extension of trade.

We have noted that business in the country has been far bettei'

than business in the city. This we attribute to the fact that

business centers here have been changing constantly, and the

tightness of money in our trade is the result of so many men
entering into long leases at exorbitant rents, and shortly there-

after finding the trade has left them almost stranded, and cen-

tered at some other point in the city. This has left them with-

out realizing their hopes for future business and saddled with

high rentals that must be paid. The natural result is the whole-

saler is compelled to wait. W^ith best wishes, I am.

Very truly yours,

E. M. LIND,

Manager A. P. Hotaling & Co.

San Francisco, January 22, 1912.

Outside Trades Oppose Prohibition

1911 was a very satisfactory year considering the conditions

which confronted our interests and there is no reason why
1912 should not be likewise.

No doubt we will have lots of local option agitation, but the

endeavor to elevate the retail business throughout the State

will make its influence so felt that the reasoning public will be

satisfied to trust to the county officers to regulate selling con-

ditions.

For the first time in the history of our business outside trades

are taking an interest in the fight against prohibition and we
find the farmer and the manufacturer making the fight for us.

This seems to be the only solution of the problem and to be

successful the dealers must all lend their assistance.

Effective campaigns have been made all over the State and

there is every reason to believe that we shall be successful in

the various elections to take place this spring. There is no

reason why the majority of voters of our fair State cannot be

brought to our way of thinking and it is entirely up to all of us

interested to assist in eliminating all objectionable features and
forever after be considered the followers of a legitimate calling.

LOUIS TAUSSIG & CO.

San Francisco, January, 1912.

W. A. Remensperger of the Enterprise Brewery writes ii

that "while conditions in 1911 were generally not as good as i

1910, our annual account for the former j'ear shows a eonsidei^

able increase in sales, indicating how well the public appreciat

the excellent quality of Yosemite Beer. We are glad to repni

that we are now developing new trade in Alaska and shippiu

quite extensively to Los Angeles, good business that we did nc

have in 1910. We still retain our very considerable trade in tlii

State of Nevada, while our Brazilian, Australian and Soiit"

American output is increasing because Yosemite has earned tli

rei>utation of having the best keeping qualities, due to propc

aging, of any beer brewed on the Coast. Naturally, the growiii

demand for our output as shown in 1911 rendered necessar

many improvements and additions in the brewing, bottling an

other departments. In the brewery, we note a new 1500-gallo

kettle; additions to storage and fermenting rooms; two ne'

automobile trucks on hand, and four more ordered for earl

spring delivery, making nine in all. We are generally replacin

horses by kerosene in our city delivery, as we find it much moi

handy and more economical. The bottling plant has been ei

tirely remodeled, and its capacity is increased from 150 to 3(1

barrels a day. The latest up-to-date machinery has been ii

stalled, the same becoming absolutely necessary to handle tli

increased demand for Yosemite. We now fill daily over fiO,0(l

bottles of beer and claim to have the largest and best-equippe

bottling plant on the Coast. We have also put in a new machiii

shop of the largest size, complete Avith lathes, drills and oth(

machinery to repair and keep in running order our auto truck

Expert machinists have been engaged to attend to this impo
tant branch of the business. The present year opens up wit

great possibilities in store for Yosemite. With the improv

ments stated, we are prepared to make more and bettter be(

than ever before. Our country trade keeps up well, but the cit

after the holildays is a bit quiet. Nevertheless, we are ready fr

and expecting big doings as soon as work on the Exposition an

new Civic Center get under way. Some of the money to 1

spent will assuredly benefit the city's brewing industry, an

considering the popularity of Yosemite, there can be no doul

that the Enterprise will get its fair share of the improved trade.

The J. F. Plumel Company of this city, Avell-knov.n importer

enjoyed a satisfactory business during 1911, and the year opene

with everybody busy. The house makes a specialty of liigli-clai'

imported goods and has a valuable clientele which is rapid)

growing. They handle Bordeaux wines, fine brandies, olive oi

and are sole Coast agents for the famous Van Den Bergh & C<;

gins, importations from Holland. Manager Louis Renard taki

a very cheerful view of the outlook for 1912, and believes tin

business will continue to expand for years to come.

•a»- -«»" .«»^^ **-

\Wine Machinery

i

j and Must Pumps

COMPLETE PLANTS
FITTED OUT

Continuous Presses
Crushers, Stemmers Toulouse & Delorieux

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
-O ^fc t* ^fc «»-^fc-»» ^fc •»"
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Remarkable Growth of Surety Company

Y/ E have before us the report for last year of the operations

yV of the United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company in

s Paoitic Coast Department, which is managed here by Messrs.

lorlaud & Johns.

This company does the largest business of its kind of any

Dinpany in the world and in the territory controlled by Messrs.

lorland & Johns, comprising the States of California, Arizona.

I lev&dn and the Territory of Hawaii, the company wrote in net

remiums last year |308,612.70. Of this amount there was

281,490.87 written in the State of California. This covers all

nes embraced by the company, including surety bonds, bur-

lary, casualty and liability policies of all classes and internal

venue undertakings.

Tlie company writer-- the largest line of internal revenue bonds

ml the business in that department is showing a steady and

iterial increase. The Pacific Coast Department is especially

I'll equipped for handling this line and in addition to the

pecial bureau for the care of this cla.ss of work, have direct

onnection with the department at Washington through Judge

tobert T. Hough, who is recognized as the leading attorney

11(1 authority on revenue matters in the United States. Clients

I the United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company are af-

Dided the services of Judge Hough without extra charge and
ittcrs arising under bonds written are disposed of Avith extra-

iiliuary promptness.

i

The premium receipts of the Pacific Coast Department for

lie year 1911 show an increase of 32 per cent over the preceding

I'ar and a total loss account of f68,771.14, or approximately
1' per cent. The company is recognized for its promptness in

he settlement of claims and rarely takes clients into court,

. hicli is an item, to be seriously considered, especially in the

riting of liability and casualty lines under the new law.

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
"WINE AND
BREWERS

/. HOSE /.

ONCE USED ALWAYS USED-

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufacture I by

GORHAM-REVERE RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco

.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

^ '

TELEPHONE PACIFIC DOUGLAS 1844

THOS. W. COLLINS 6; CO.
Commission Merchants and Importers

34 and 36 DAVIS STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Pabst Brewing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Bottled Beer Brands

:

Blue Ribbon, Export and Red, White
and Blue

Pabst Malt Ext act, The "Best" Tonic

American Fruit Product Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Pure Apple Cider and Vinegar

Weisel & Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

High Grade German Sausage and
Smoked Meats

Rudolph Oelsner, Importer

New York

Imported German Beers

Pilsner, Biirger Brau

Miinchner Hof Brau

Baird-Daniels Company
New York

"Oxford Club" Gins

Green River Distilling Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

Green River Whiskey

—

"The Whiske) without a Headache"

w. A. Ross & Bro.

Belfast, Liverpool and Leith

"Great Auk's Head" Guinness's Stout

Bass's A'e, Royal Belfast Ginger Ale
and Sarsaparilla

Overholt & Co.
Pittsburg, Penn.

Old Overholt Rye Whiskey

"The Whiskey that made Rye Whiskey

Famous
"
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/ Ciocca-Lombardi Co. See Brilliant Future
/ / A Great Industry Slighted in Santa Clara

j

EDITOR AViNE AND Si'iKiT REVIEW—Dear Sir: We liavc

just recently closed the most successful year of business

since the formation of our concern. Our business last year was
treble that of the j'ear i)revious and Ave attribute this entirely

to the fact that the trade is becoming more and more ac(iuainted

with the true value of wines which are above the general average.

All California Avines are good, the only distinction between

them being that some are better than others. ^lodern facilities

for the handling and transportation of wines from country

winery to city cellars has had a great deal to do with the better-

ing of the standard of our wines. I5y this method we are enabled

to move large lots in a short space of time and without disturb-

ing the wine.

" > I! » 'i M ij "~i!

mr I

it II

New and Modern Wine Cellar of Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co. in San Francisco.

We see a great and brilliant future in the California wine

business if it is handled along the lines in which we have oper-

ated for year.s, uamelj^, reasonable progress, not too much com-

mercialism, and giving a customer value received. We lay par-

ticular stress upon the latter, for Avhile many concerns may do

extended business bj' virtue of the popularity of their salesmen,

etc., still, the concern which goes along dealing squarely Avith its

clients and giving goods corresponding Avitli A^alue charged is

sure of continued success and progress.

We hand you hercAvith a cut of our ncAV quartei's and Avould

thank you to give it publication. Yours truly,

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO.,

Per A. G. Dondero.

San Francisco, Jan. 22, 1912.

C. Schilling & Co. Enlarge Plant

ONLY a little Avhile ago the large and complete Avine storage

establishment of ('. Schilling & Company Avas fully de-

scribed in the Review,, but a visit to the Potrero recently

shoAved that still further additions had been made. A three-

story brick building Avitli total storage capacity of 600,000 gal-

Urns had been erected. Mr. Schilling, who is in good health, is

noAV the dean of the Avine business, and his storage plant con-

tains oA-er 2,000,000 gallons of Avine. It Avould be hard to find

a better lot of cooperage, the greater part of it oak, than is in

use at the Schilling place. It is someAA^hat a distance out, but

this Avas found necessary to obtain an area sufficiently large

to make it possible to build a properly arranged and modelled

cellar for handling the extensive work done by tliis company.

The plant has spur tracks on both sides, and satisfactory trans-

portation fa('ilities.

PAUL MASSON, the notwl Santa Clara Valley chaiii])a^ii(

maker, found that the Ncav Year's etlition of the Saii Jdsi

Mercury, gotten up especially to pres(«it to the Avorld the knul

ing industries of that fertile valley, and sent far and wide fdi

the purpose of advertising them, entirely ignored the vitici '

tural interests. So he recently appeared before the San .1

Chamber of Ccnnmerce, which has Ixvn mailing a nuniliei- u

the copies of the paper referred to, and called the attention n

that body to the fact. Mr. Masson stated that the vineyardiM

desired that he should ai)pear before the Chaml>er and ask soim

redress for this great damage done to the interests which thcA

represent by such a publication going out in the world AvitI

practically no information in it from front cover to l)ack pajjc

concerning an industry which he dwlared Avas Avortb liundrcil

of thousands of dollars to Santa Clara valley annually, cin

ployed hundreds of people and occupied lands that no othri

product could be raised on successfully.

He called attention to the fact that the authorities in Wash

ingt(m had recelA^ed inquiries concerning the possibilities n

Avine and table grape groAving in this country, as since the flood

in France the champagne districts have been especially hai'd pii

to produce anything like Avhat the market demands. These in

qiiiries in turn came to Califoi'nia and Mr. Masson Avas aski

to entertain certain large nmnufacturers and groAvers avIio vis

ited this valley to look over its prospects for grape gi-owin};

"These men," he said, "AA'ere amazed at Avliat he and othen

had done Avith the grape in the Santa Clara valley. They dc

clared the soil and conditions ideal and they expressed the dc

termination to return this fall to again look more deeply iiit(

the project of securing large mountain tracts here for grajK

groAving on an extensive scale.

"They are millionaires. They represent the greatest wim

growing interests of France. They did not tell me they woul;

buy anything in th4s valley, but I have every reason to believt

that they Avill establish another great industry here, for onl;

two days ago I received a cablegram from them, announeiiii

that they AAOuld soon again be my guests to still further go inti

the proposition of an establishment here.

"What," said ^Masson, "avIII these people think Avhen tliey sii

the great edition of one of the leading papers of the Santa Clart

valley Avith but a fcAV lines about Avhat they know to be on(> of itii

greatest industries? I Avill keep them from seeing the pa])er, ii

I can, but probably they have already seen it and the daiua;;n

is done, and thus you may driA^e out of Santa Clara valley ij

. class of men Avith ample capital to dcA'elop territory here tha.

. is Avorthless for any other purpose than grape groAving." i

]Mr. Masson Avent on to point out, among other things, tha;

OA-er four-fifths of the valley is A'aluable only for grape cnltiu'e

that tlie industry is worth millions of dollars, and the vim

yardists feel that they and the interests of Santa Clara A'alli

.

liaA'e been done a deep injustice. He asked the Chandier to hav'i

the papers AvithdraAvn, but as that was impossible, a motion Av;il

passed expressing regret that the Avine and grajK" industry Ava*

not mentioned in the Mcrcuri/ special Ncav Year's edition, aiii

CA-ery member of the directorate stated that in the future sue!

an edition would be carefully (>dited before any approval of \nu

chase of any special number of copies Avould be passcnl u])t>n.

The (|uantity of wine made at the last vintage in Sontli .Vn-

tralia totalled 3,420,058 gallons, which exceeds the 1910 viui

age by 850,204 gallons.
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1903 112,788,168.0

, 1904 116,033,305.6

1905 •. . . 115,994,857.5

1906 122,617,943.1

1907 134,031,066.7

1908 119,703,594.4

1909 , 114,693,578.2

1910 126,384,736.7

1911 132,058,636.5

During the fiscal years 1898 to 1907 the production of distilled

spirits was each year much in excess of the withdrawals for all

purposes, resulting in a stock in distilleries and general bonded
warehouses at the end of the fiscal year 1997 of 245,438,816

original gauge gallons. On June 30, 1910, however, the stock

in bond had been reduced to 233,508,674.6 original gauge gallons.

On account of the enormous production during the fiscal year
1911 the spirits remaining in warehouses throughout the country
on June 30, 1911, amounted to 249,279.346.6 gallons, this being
the largest amount in bond in the history of the industry.

Here's the Real Menace to the Wine Industry

Would Put Ban On Pomace Wine

T^HE status of pomace wine is being reconsidered by the Pure
* Food Board of the Agricultural Department. Some time

ago the Board decided, upon the representations of Senator Bur-

ton of Ohio ai)d others, that so-called pomace wine might be

sold if properly branded as such, and without the payment of in-

ternal revenue tax. This decision was considered inimical to the

interests of wine makers of North Carolina, Virginia, and other

States. Some of the Southern wine men have protested to the

Department, with the result that it is now said to be possible;

that the Pure Food Board will reverse its former ruling.

Such reversal Avould be beneficial to the California wine pro-

ducers, it is claimed, although they have not participated in the

appeal. The pomace wine under consideration by the Board is

made largely in Ohio and neighboring States.

California wine men say that it is a very much doctored pro-

duct, being made out of almost any kind of fruit, with alcohol,

water, sugar, and other ingredients added. It is claimed by the

Southern Avine people that such a product should not be per-

mitted to be marketed under the pure food label, in competition

\\ ith an unadiilterated product such as is made in Carolina and
California.

On January 9th the M. J. Pasetta distillery at San Jose was
entirely destroyed by fire. More than 400 tons of fruit was
liurned. The huge winery in connection with the distillery was
dso damaged by the flames. No definite estimate of the loss

ould be secured, but it is known that the distillery was covered

i)y insurance.

THE following resume of the activities of the Anti-Saloon

League ought to prove interesting to the wine-makers and

grape-growers of California, for Fresno, Sacramento and So-

noma counties are our principal grape districts

:

ELECTIONS SET.

Third Supervisorial District, El Dorado County, including

the following towns : Latrobe, Shingle Springs, El Dorado and
Diamond Springs; February 27th.

PETITIONS BEING PREPARED FOR WET AND DRY
ELECTIONS.

Colusa, Colusa County ; Wheatland, Yuba County ; Red Blurt',

Tehama County ; Hollister, San Benito County ; Femdale, Hum-
boldt County; Fortuna, Humboldt County; Modesto, Stanis-

laus County; Newman, Stani.slaus County; Biggs, Butte
County; Gridley, Butte County.

The above are incorporated cities of the sixth class and hold

their municipal elections on April 8, 1912. In the city of

Wheatland the petition was filed several days ago, but was
turned down on account of insufficient names. Petition in

charge of W. C. T. U., who are now circulating another.

SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICTS.
Entire Los Angeles County, outside of incorporated cities.

Entire Butte County, including four incorporated cities

—

Chico, Oroville, Gridley, Biggs.

Entire Tehama County, including Red Bluff.

Entire Fresno County. Petitions will be started on Feb-

ruary 1st.

Entire Sonoma County.

Fourth and Fifth Supervisorial District, Sacramento County.

Fifth Supervisorial District, Shasta County.

San Francisco's Foremost Designers and Engravers

THE Commercial Art Company, of 53 Third street, this city,

report a very- active business during the year past. They
are the foremost designers and engravers on the Pacific Coast

and make a specialty of cuts for newspapers, catalogues, folders,

booklets, etc. They have the most complete plant in the west,

turn out the highest class of woi'k at moderate prices, and
their field of operations covers the entire coast. Readers of the

Review requiring such service should communicate with the

Commercial Art Company.

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
punurci PACIFIC, kearny 3202

IE, J157J431-441 FOLSOM STREET ^ ^ ^
MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in

simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE
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LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT
.•-•.o

L08
ANGELES, January 20.—Nowhere, perhaps, on the Pa-

cific Slope are there greater expectations formed of the

results about to be obtained from the opening of the Pan-ima

(.'anal, than in California. The recent great growth and suc-

cessful operation of the wine industry has set people thinking of

the advantages to be gained from increased population. For

instance, a prominent I^os Angeles banker and member of the

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce recently said : "The peas-

ants or farmers of Southern Europe, particularly the Italians,

are accustomed fi'om childhood to a warm, balmy climate. They

are agriculturists and horticulturists by heritage and calling.

Uring these i>eople to Southern California, a land similar to tlieir

own in the mildness of its climate, where there are thousands

of acres of unclaimed land awaiting tillers of the soil, and they

will prove of invaluable service to Southen> Calii'ornia in furth-

ering the development of agriculture." The ability which the

Southern Italians, French and Spanish have in the branches

of agriculture in which California stands supreme, as, for in-

stance, tlie grape, walnut, fig, lemon and orange groAving, nmke
them adapted to conditions in this State.

Evidently the future of the wine and fruit industries are about

to be most favorably affected by the new wat(>rway. Recentdy, the

London Times stated that the most revolutionary change to be

made by the opening of the canal "will result from the fact that

California's wines and fruits will be able to comx>ete success-

fully in European markets." Even now, under the disadvantages

of high transportation charges, our wines and raisins go to the

four quarters of the globe, and all water rates, providing of

course that the true intention of the canal is carried out, by al-

lowing the American coastwise marine to pass through the big

ditch free of tolls, will so increase the possibilities of the entiri;

State, and more particularly the southem part of it, that they

Avill become practically incalculable. Glance for a moment at

the big business done by the sweet Avine makei"s in this section

as shown by the figures recently issued by Collector of Internal

Revenue Parker for 1911, and you Avill further understand Avhy

Ave haA'e such pleasant day dreams down here. These statistics.

which apply only to SAveet wines, show that the total vintage of

1910 amounted to 2,792,091.98 gallons; for 1911, 4,278,-

041.93 gallons, shoAving an increase for the year just

closed of 1,485,949.95 gallons. The output for 1910.

as divided up among the different varieties of sweet Avine, Avas

as folIoAvs: Port, 1.401,125.54 gallons; .sheri-y, 782,492.15; an-

gelica, 338,640.59; muscat, 220,777.04; malaga, 4^,056.6(). The
vintage of 1911 Avas : Port, 1,789,986.06 gallons ; sherry, 1 308,-

206.76; angelica, 673,811.55; muscat, 447,645.02 ; tokav,

7,714.53; malaga, 50,678.01.

The largest producers of sweeet Avine in the Cucamonga dis-

trict are the Italian Vineyard Company, with a total product

of about 2,000,000 gallons. Others are the Charles St^irn &
Sons, the Alission Vineyard Company, the Cucamonga Vineyards

Company and the Cucamonga Winery. The large producers in

Los Angeles county are the Sierra JIadre Vintage Companv at

Lamanda I'ark, Etienne Brothers at Pasadena, and Henry
Baehr, owner of the We.st Glendale Wine Company.

The people of Long Beach took concerted action at the begin-

ning of January and petitioned the county supervisors to abol-

ish the AA'holesale liquor houses at Alamitos Bay. It Avas

claimed that the proximity of these places to Long Beach is

clogging the wheels of the water Avagon in that community of

fanatical total abstainers. The 22d inst. the Supervisors grantcii

the petition by a vote of 4 to 1. The Avholesale liquor licenses

revoked Avere held by Jon Yribame, Hunger & Nelsim, and John

Ardans. The hotel liquor license A\'a.s held in the name of J.

J. Munger, but the hotel, the Rialto, is managed by Mr. and

Mrs. C. H. Jennison. These businesses were carried on at

Alamitos Bay Avhich is in Naples precinct, that Avent "wet"

at the last election by a vote of 10 to 2. The Long Beach peti-

tioners argued that it AAas not justice to alloAv those 10 votes

to keep a nuisance maintained at the very door of a city of

20,000 people, AAiiich is itself overwhelmingly opposed to

saloons.

Watts placed itself in a peculiar positicm in Decendier hist,

when l>y a majority of seven, its inhabitants said "No" to the

(Uiestion : "Shall the sale of alcoholic liquors be licensed in the

city of Watts, Los Angeles county, California?" Noav many of

the officials think the voters merely committeed themselves to

the .sale of li<iuor Avithout any licen.se at all, and depriAcl the

municipality of Watts of an income of $3300 a year witlumt

preventing liquor from being sold.

At Vernon a special election Avas held on January IGth tn

decide Avhether saloons should be allowed to remain open on

Sunday. The villagers, proud of the possession of a class A
baseball team, and gi'ound upon which the national game is

played and is a great Sunday draAving card, AAent to the bat,

and Avon by 178 to 62 votes, in favor of saloons being alloAved to

open on Sunday.

During the present month the police commissioners have been

giving many restaurant keepers a rough deal by refusing them

licenses. Both Mayor Alexander and the commissioners arc

opposed to the issuance of the many licenses, particularly at

San Pedro, Avhich recent addition to the city they say they are

trying to make clean and orderly on Sundays, and tliis cannot

be done if too many of these restaurant liquor establishments

are alloAved. Poor San Pedro!

Tom AV. Rulo, past president of the Royal Arch, and for

many years one of the foremost liquor men in Los Angeles, i-e-

ceiA^ed the consent of the police commission to sell his saloon at

500 East Fifth street to Joseph Dufresne for flO.OOO. .Mr.

Rulo, it is understood, has entirely left the liquor business.

The city gave so strong an expression of its sentiments in re-

gard to prohibition at the last election, that its mend)ers of the

cold Avater party appear to liaA^e taken the hint. At a recent

meeting it Avas decided to drop the 6 o'clock saloon closinj;

movement initil the next general election.

The Pasa<lena authorities are being kept busy to proA-ent tlie

brcAveries reaching their thii*sty customere by telephone, l-'or

the second time within the last two months the beer men have

been forced to abandon their supply depots and seek new ([uar-

ters. Some when driven out of the city took refuge in South

Pasadena, but the law Avas again invoked and said "Move i<u."

Noav seA'eral breAving comi)anies, who have made a specialty of

supplying Pasadena consumers of malt and vinous liquoi-s.

have establislied a private wire telephone service between Pasa

dena and Los Angeles.
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'Calikrnia Wines cf QuaUti(
One of the greatest factors in breaking down the prejudice against

our native wines during 1911 was the foreign recognition given the •

FINE DRY, SWEET AND NATURAL SPARKLING WINES

Exhibited by the

Italian - Swiss Colony
at the Turin International Exposition, Italy, where they were awarded the coveted

"GRAND PRIX"

Italian-Swiss Colony wines have been honored at every notable exposition since 1892,
as will be seen from the following list of awards and diplomas :-

GOLD MEDALS
Genoa, Italy - - - - . - - 1892

Dublin. Ireland 1892

Columbian World's Fair, Chicago- - - 1893

Midwinter Fair, San Francisco . - - 1894

B:rdeaux, France .... - |895

Guatemala, C. A 1897 (ZJO Turin International Exposition

Paris, France 1900

Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, NY. - 1901

St. Louis Exposition, Mo. .... )903

Lewis & Clarke Exposition, Portland, Ore. - 19J4

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seatde, Wash. 1 909
- 1911

Asti and Turin, Italy

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR
1898 Milan, Italy 1906

GRAND PRIZE FOR "ASTI SPECIAL DRY"
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, Wash. 1909

Main Office: San Francisco, Battery and Greenwich Sts.

NEW YORK BRANCH: N, E. Cor. W. llth and Washington Sts." CHICAGO BRANCH: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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We are now shipping wine to Mexico. The Pacific Coast

Steamship Senator, from San Francisco, recently discharged

some cargo at Ensenada, and toolc on a big shipment of wine,

mannfactured there, consigned to Mazatlan.

The trouble over the Colton election, and the question whether^

it was properly counted or not has been decided in court. The

hearing came up on a complaint and petition filed by W. W.
Wilcox, one of the leading residents of Colton, charging care-

lessness and fraud in the election, and asking for a recount of

ballots, a difference of only two ballots standing between the

wets and drys. On January 25th Judge Oster officially de-

clared the city had been carried by the prohibitionists by a

majority of seventeen votes.

Mrs. Scott of Ontario, representing the other female strife

makers in the county, was recently Ixifore the supervisors en-

quiring the best Avay in which the wineries could be driven out.

Nice, is it not, in a grape producing and wine making country?

According to her complaint some wineries close to the county

line are doing a retail busine.ss, and caixsing criminality there-

by. Should the Wyllie law be invoked it increases the minimum
amount to be sold and otherwise restricts wineries doing a local

business, and opponents of tlie practice declare it greatly im-

proves conditions. No doubt the women represented by Mrs.

Scott will seek relief under that law.

The recent action by the Police Commission and Mayor Alex-

ander in regard to licenses, has caused John Brockman to re-

consider his intention of erecting a million dollar hotel at

(Jrand avenue and Seventh street. The hotel will not be built

because of a law denying a liquor license of any kind for use

in a building, any part of which is within 600 feet of a school-

house; and secondly, through a ruling that the Y. M. C. A. build-

ing on Hope Street near Seventh is a "schoolhouse," within the

meaning of city ordinances.

A Hanford dispatch states that George West & Son, who own
the Hanford Winery and the Lucerne Vineyard, north or Han-
ford, have paid $70,000 for 480 acres adjacent to the latter

property. This tract is to be planted to muscat grapes as soon

as the planting season arrives. The Lucerne, which is one of the

largest vineyards in the San Joaquin Valley, will contain 1500

acres of vines when the latest acquisition is planted.

New York Wine Market

THERE has been a little improvement in the demand of late,

and while in most cases the demand is limited to the cheaper

grades, yet the dickering over quoted prices is not so much
in evidence as was the case some time ago. Brandies are mov-
ing in a little more animated nianner, and with the advent of

the fall and winter season will no doubt continue to show im-

provement.

—

Bonfort's, Nov. 10, 1911.

H. W. Olmstead, Pacific Coast representative of Green River
Distilling Company, with headquarters with Thomas W. Coli

lins & Co., has returned from an extended business trip. ,||

We are glad to learn that ^Villiam D. Sink, the well known
pioneer Cloverdale winegrower, is convalescent. ]\Ii'. Sink has

been undergoing medical treatment in this city and has been

benefited considerably. Mr. Sink sends his friends the com])li-

ments of the season.

Among the Havana cigars that have been gaining a greater

popularity during the past year is the Palencia, which has come
rapidly to the fore since the settlement of the big strike. Its

high quality is generally sustained and it has attained a very

wide popularity—which it certainly is entitled to.

Mr. J. J. Jacobi, head of the house of Lachman & Jacob), of

this city, left on a business trip for New York on the 10th iiist.,

to look after the large interests of his firm in that section. Mi-.

Jacobi is expected to be absent a number of weeks.

Henry Kuhns, head of the house of Chas. Meinecke & Co., of

this city, made a business trip to Los Angeles during the month.

He returned with an order book of such proportions as to make
anybody proud, and remarked that he had an exceedingly fine

and satisfactory trip. Mr. Kuhns considers Los Angeles one

of the best markets in the land for high class A\ines and liquors,

and his success in that prosperous city is a proof of his good

judgment and fine goods.

Mr. E. M. Sheehan, president and general manager of tlie

Sacramento Valley Winery, returned during the month from a

successful business trip throughout the East. He brouglit back

glowing reports of the rapid manner in which California wines

are gaining in popularity on the other side of the Rockies. :Mr.

Sheehan's observations are in line with those of many others \\lio

are stxidying the market situations throughout various sections

of the East.

Making No Changes

"I thought you took the pledge the first of the year."

"Sure I did—I always do."

—

Houston Post.

E. A. QROEZINQER Established 1864 E. O. SCHRAUBSTADTER

AFINKE'S WIDOW
SPARKLING AND VINTAGE WINES

CHAMPAGNES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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llr. C. Ji Wetmore, president of Wetmore-Bowen Company,-

f Crosta Blanca fame, left for New York durinjr the month

wd will be absent until the middle of of February. He will put

I his time in looking after the further prpmotion of the sales

Cresta Blanca wines, which have durino; the past year sur-

isscd all records in the volume of sales. The demand for these

iues grows so rapidly that it is with great difficulty that the

mse is able to handle its orders with a fair degree of prompt-

ss.

During December John Hajs Hammond gave a dinner at

le Waldorf-Astoria Hotel to the visiting Western Governors,

which Wetmore-Bowen's Cresta Blanca Sauterne, 1909, was
tvchI. Tliis leads Town TalJc to say : "Mr. Hammond is a good

iond of California and likes Cresta Blanca wines,and the seiw-

ig of this wine at such an important banquet was a just tribute

) ralifornia and puts the stamp of approval on the good qual-

ies of Cresta Blanca wines. Sevei-al more large banquets will

ion come off in New York and Cresta Blanca wines will be used

;clusively."

The annual industrial and homeseekers' etlition of the Madera
'liljj Neics, states that the average yield of the 1500 acres of

iieyard of the Italian-Swiss Colony situated close to that city,

8000 tons of grapes. The varieties cultivated are of the

amorous kinds best suited to making sweet wines. There is a
irsery on the place, and experimenting with new vines is

intiuually in progress. The wine-making plant is one of the

I'gest in the State.

\y. (
'. Marshall of the Internal Revenue office reports that the

iitage of 1911 in the Fresno neighborhood will probably be a

rtle less tlian that of last year. Due to the frosts last spring,

le grape crop was light and the vintage was correspondingly
nail. While the wine in the immediate neighborhood was
ither short, and showed no increase with the increased acreage,
le vintage of the valley will average about the same as last

ai'. An increase is noted in the manufacture of brandy, owing
> the size of the second crop of grapes.

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone
Company imder date of October 28, 1911.

" Please install a phone at my home. I did
not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. I use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivery the goods.

" You know the burners of candles rioted in
London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-
duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company

333 Grant Avenue

In regard to the quantity of grapes handled by the wineries in

San Joaquin County, during the season ju.st closed, a dispatch

from Stockton states that it reaches the suii)rising total of

70,000 tons. Of this amount the Woodbridge Independent Win-
ery crushed 10,000 tons, the Lodi Independent Winery 15,000

ton.s, and West & Sons about 45,000 tons. It is computed that if

the total number of tons had been converted into sweet Avine the

number of gallons would approximate 5,600,000. It is said that

at least 10 per cent of the tonnage was made into dry wines. One
firm alone made 1,000,000 gallons of dry wine and 200,000 gal-

lons of brandv-

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?,

Send for our FREE BOOKS of facts telling what
our lirllUiara are doing, and what ihey will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THE PACIFIC GUANO
A FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alasfea Commercial Building
San Francisco, Cal.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Largest manufacturers of Fertilizers. Poultry Foods ant

Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast

WinemaKers
Do you really want to

improve your Wines?
Do you mind a little extra

work with better results?

: Read =

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of

the latest methods. Price $2.00
For sale
at this
Office.

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stcck by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEAKNY 242 and J 2S62
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i
The Review's Buyers' Directory
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CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated. .. .Stockton, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal

G. B. Robblns, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. Windeler; wine and water tanks

.....431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

rheo. Gier C0...575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann

430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

RusconI, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal,

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co

110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler & Co.... Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd Fresna, Cal.
The Julius Levin Company

987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

A. Finke's Widow
....809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Angelo Myers Philadelphia, Pa.

E. H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Alta Vista Wines Co

112-114 Tenth St., San Francisco, Cal.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
....1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co

431435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

Toulouse & Delorleux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.

Chapman & Wilberforce

Kohl BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meniecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co

50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal. Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco> Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
..../ 43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

SURETIES.

U S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Ca>

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co ,

..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal

L. Gandolfi & Co.

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

FILTERS.
Theo. Seitz Filters—H. A. Diehl, Agent

430 "C" St., San Francisco, Ca

Frank Fehr Brewing Co.; Louisville, Ky
Jas. De Fremery & Co., Agents,

519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Ca

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.

John Rapp & Son, Agents.

..8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New Vor

MINERAL WATER.
Aug. Lang & Co

..18th and Alabama Sts., San Francisco, Ca

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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Review Buyers' Directory, Continued The Waldorf.. 648 Market St.,San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter ... .709 Market St., San Francisco, Car.

^'°*^^'
"Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal. The Hoffman Cafe Co

Boltz, Clymer & Co 27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal. Lake County House MIddletown, Cal. „ ^ , ^ ..W. F. Roeder s Cafe
834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co ...../..•.
. . _ ^ ^ ^ , « Matt Grimm's

Commercial ,t Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal. 130 uiedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal. original Coppa's Restaurant

,j 453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal,

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Bank Exchange ••• „, "Escalles" Escalle Marin Co . Cal.
^ ., ,, , Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Escalles tscaiie, nnann v^o., ^^ai.

The Yellowstone '

22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. Ferry Creamery..34 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin"

Thos. J. Walsh & Co '"'^ Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. Davis Buffet.. .272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

Market Cafe. .540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. FERTILIZERS.

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal. H. B. Mathews, Gypsum and Other Fertilizers

Chronicle Bar. ...6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St.','san" Francisco, Cal. ''623 La Loma Ave., Berkeley, Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1 .00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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ANOTHER

WONDER

ADDED

TO

THE

WONDERS

OF

THE

WORLD

FEATHER
RIVER

ROUTE

WESTERN PACIFIC
STANDARD AND TOURIST
SLEEPERS. ELECTRIC

LIGHTS. ELECTRIC FANS.
STEAM HEAT. OBSERVATION

CARS. UNION DEPOTS.

THROUGH

SERVICE

DAILY

BETWEEN

San Francisco,

Oakland,

Kansas City,

St. Louis and

Chicago,

VIA

Salt Lake City,

Denver,

Pueblo, Omaha

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

TICKET OFFICES:

665 MARKET STREET, Palace Hotel, Phone sutter i65i

Market Street Ferry Depot, Phone Kearny 4980

1326 BROADWAY, Oakland, Phone Oakland 132
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T
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T
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NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
iKi^xaa

LAGER
BREWED BY THE 1

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

" ous ingredients at the time the Pure . Food Law
** took effect."

>; r

We believe that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.
The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE. WE ARE GLAD TO SAY,
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-
BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C.

! |^5j(Rj^5^^5^i?^j?5^:^C^:^ ^c5^^^C^^5;^|5
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JBt CELLARS AND VINEYARDS »t Icaria^.Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma County 1^W ^'-"^^"'V'^ "*''" Ttiii^ii^«v^^«j
^^j ^^ Rutherford and St. Helena, Napa County. California V

French-American Wine Co.
8UCCESS0BS TO CHAIX A BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES «
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty ^

, NKW ORI
REET

San Francisco, Cal. S

-W. D. SEYMOUR. 516 MAGAZINE ST., (Q> 515 CONSTANCE ST., NE-Vir ORI^EANS AGENT
N£'W YORK DEPOT, 32 WA,SHINGTON STREET

5 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street

@©®©@@©@©®©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©®©©©©©©©©©©©©©®©©©©©©©©@©@@gjg

Winners

JULIUS KESSLER & CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

CHICAGO
HUNTER building:

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE I
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The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS Telephone Kearny 489 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Distillers of High Grade Cordials, Fruit Brandies and Syrups
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P HILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
. ... PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS, BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-3 1 3 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN. P.«,ideiit FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-P.es. 4 Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST.. and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

>»» ^^ »» ^»» ** ^^ »»-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

>0» ^^ «0» ^fc »o»^^ »o» »*»- »*» ^^ O ^^ *t t^ »» ^^ «»-

MORVILLE
OLD BOURBON

LOUIS TAUSSIG and COMPANY

PHONES:
SUTTER 50; J 2745

»•> ^fc >» ^^ •» ^^ »»-

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQOOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS

>.«*'^^«»'^^«o»'*^M-«a*'^^«o*'^^«a*'^^»4i>'

SAN FRANCISCO 1
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Skrra madre Uintage €o.

GROWCBS AND PRODUCERS OF
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled B!ewe%

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — it

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

. I

THE FIRST LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.FuKon and Webster Sts. SaiTrrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

PALE AND DARK LAGER

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

IFOBTiT TO DISTILLEBSP WIHE mMS.
The accompanying ciit illustrates

our ORIGINAL eONTINUOOS
STILt, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

This STILL, which has always
received our special attention and
simiy, has been of material assist-
ance in securing for California sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wiueries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
References :— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KINDS or COPPER WORK OOM AT SHORT NOTICE.

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCHALITZ. Pros, and Mcr.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch;

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.
Pat'd Sept 29, 1S91

JOHN RAPP & SON
AKents

Opp. 8th and Townsend Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

iKere i>s

ri/OTlvirvd

irtai/ -will

recuperate
exrvau/^siea

force more
[uickly ikart

subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wiiie producer* in California

''Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"
HIGHEST OBAliE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Ercclusive Selling Agents for the Unitetl Stutes

SAN FSANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANOELES
CALIFOBNIA. V. S. A.

RATES: $1.00 A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

FIREPROOF

Everything new, comfortable
Homelike, plenty of life.

Peautifully furnished
Highest class.

Hotel
Victoria

Foimerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office

Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

w

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED

^^ PRODUCERS OF Jtjt,

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

I
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California Wines and Brandies
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

I
LACHMAN & JACOBI New York Office, 65 and 67 North Moore St.
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PURITY BRAND
SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL

GIN
RUM

-WHISKERY

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY

PHONE KEARNY 204BENJ. S. DONAHUE. President

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp
Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks
Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
—FOR—

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness's) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Highland Scotch Whiskies.

Keystone Monogram Rye.

Burke's *** Irish and Gam-Kirk Scotch.

Rosskam, Gerstley & Co. Philadelphia Blends.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Burke's Old Tom and Dry Gins.

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Cos Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports

Feist Bros. & Sons* Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Houtman's Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda, Sarsaparilla and Ginger Ale.

Bass's Ale in wood.

SEATTLE
318 1st Ave. So.

Phones

:

Main 105

Independent 105

PORTLAND
9andllN.4thSt.

Phone:

Main 2779

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phones

:

Kearny 1 1 82

Home 1182

LOS A.NGELES
346 North Main St.

Phones

:

Main 670

Home A7804



THE GREATEST

AIIERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, CaL

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

ETABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

«WL. XLXIV.£ SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, FEBRUARY 29, 1912 No. 4

^ Its a sign of good

Hmes to driivK

OLD KIRK
WHISKY

' Best on the marKet'

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

The L.arBest Seller

in the "MTorld

and
The Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW &t CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is MoreM(

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail
//i" flavor is unique and ini^nitable

T. B. Hail & CO., lid. liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUWNESS'S STOUT

BASS°S ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

r. iiiicAUK'S HEAt
G!^ AUK'S HEAD basI-s

THE BREWERS BREW
ALE

I r^ a ^^^ A ..—... ^^ w T w m.! m.! 'W7> ^^ o» c^ ^^ f^*- ^"^ w T ^w^
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We
manufactureTANKS

for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special liter;

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, CrI.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeirs, Cal.

Kenton Station, Portland, Oregc

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^^^v^^^^^^vy^^^^^w^^s'ww^^*^»/v*^^^ *

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgund J

Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in Americ

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNC COMPANY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

^lWvwwvvvvvvvvwv>^^^^A^^^^AAA^^^^^^^AA/>AA/w^^<^«^l^ »a^>aa/^^^^^^^ *

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskey*

Ab
575-577 Eighteenth Street Oakland, CaHfornia

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
571-75 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

'(i&S&S&S&&S®&&S&&SXi^^ •xi®®®®!!)®' I •®®(?®®®&®®®®®®®®®®®r®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®(^^

Berliner Getreide Kiimniel

]YeUausstellung St. Louis 1904 Grand Prix

Berlin 1896 Koniglich Preuss. Staatsmedaille

ELEPHANT BRAND

Pacific Coast Agents American Mercantile Co.
514 BATTERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO

»
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SIEBE BROS. & PLACEMAN

N

WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
SOLE -PROPRIETORS

O. K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distribiilors

Herbert's
Pu're Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
e. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Doi:glas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
ITS PURE-THATS SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN CULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT FROM DISTILLERY

SIEBE BROS. &. PLAGEMANIM, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco, WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

n-

I

I
i

I
i

in

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE ^^ DOPPEL
LAGER

^°'

BRAU
The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

^.^^ SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
SACRAMENTO BREWING CO. 14th and Harrison Sts.

F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr. Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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C^ESfl lUlM 11 li

THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

mk^is, s^wiwiES, sp^^WiBfiic *i

fl We are the largest producers aQd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWQ our viQeyards ar)d make all of our wiQes ar)d

can therefore guarantee t^e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

^f ^

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

t
T

T
4

4*

4

J. F. Plumel Co.

63-65 BLLIS STREET
PHONES:

j c. 5894

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

...GINS ...

^%^(ati3&7(i?6^(iSfSfXi^;»7^^^

The Brunswick- Balke-Collender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tables

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY

LOW PRICES. EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUPTEK 323 .•.•.•.-.• TELEPHONE HOME J 1536
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, C£l.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults

CHICAGO BRANCH
152 West Kinzie St.

NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street

?S®3®SXj®®®®®®SX3®®®®^^
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER
^

I

to

I

OUR VERDICT

"It Is Better Than Ever"

Office and Brewery:

240 SECOND STREET San Francisco, Cal. ^

sxsxsxsxsxsxsxsx5xex^5xsxexsxsxsxexex5xsxsx5x£:
^



C. H. WENTE.
President

EagleBrand

PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

IFRANK A. BUSSE.
General Manater

Sl)eciall\j

SelecicA
Wii\6s

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac"* $12.OO Pn casz

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

FERNET- BRANCA

Specialty of

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN, ITALY

_ I

The King of Appetizers

Best Flavor to Cocktails

Vineyard and Winery : Livermore, CaL

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

GRAND PRIZE
ST. LOUIS 1904

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.,
427-31 W. B'way. New York

IMPORT ORDERS SOLICITED

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramonto, U.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST. COMPANY
. H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARO, Vioe-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers In

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY M GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

TOTAL ASSETS, $6,000,030.00PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $933,103.43

THis Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Qovernment from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers
Nevada Bank Building

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 FOLSOM STREET j^ j^ j^ DUnUrC' PACIFIC, KEARNY 3202

rnUliCO' HOME, J 1571

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY. DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior

quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on tiie marlcet in

simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMJHEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE

STERN & ROSE j

1878-1887
I

I PERKINS STERN & CO.
1860-1878

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc.

Producers and Distillers of

CALIFOKNIA WINES AND BRANDIES I

IT— — —1, I

{ Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California f I

I

I

I
1 53 and 1 55 Hudson St. 5 1 and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. |

I NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
j

Proprietors of

"THE PREMIER BRAND"
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Genl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry W ine Vineyands

and Wineries

ASTl

FULTON

CLOVERDALE

SEBASTOPOL

CLAYTON

£weet Wine Vine=

yards and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE

SELMA

KINQSBURQ

Main Building, San Francisco, Showing Sansome St. Addition

For Bottling Department.

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

p. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad
GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Genoa. Italy. 1892

GOLD MEDAL, Dublin. Ireland. 1892

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. IU3

GOLD MEDAL, CAL. MIDW. FAIR, 1894

SILVER MEDAL. BORDEAUX, FRANCE, I8SS

GOLD MEDAL, Turin. 1898

GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1911

GOLD MEDAL. PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION. 1901

GOLD MEDAL. LEWIS& CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, 1909

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West 11th and Washington Sts. CHICAGO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.

^
^

^
^
^
^
^
^

^
^
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Coolings Refreshing— Healthful

1
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

R. M. WOOD

Issued Monthly

- - EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD, SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Wilson Building : Room 304 : Phone Kearny 2597. Home C2559.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

paper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

i
sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

;
the Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

United States.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Col.,

as Second-Class Matter.

jALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

I
R. M. WOOD

f

Subscriptions per year—in advance, postage paid:

i For the United States, Mexico and Canada $2 00

I

For the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 25

For European Countries 3 00

. . 20
Single copies

Notice to Subscribers

WE find that subscribers are careless in notifying this office

of change of address, but they do not forget to complain

if the paper does not reach them promptly. We would request

that subscribers changing their addresses notify this office at

once in order that delay in delivery may be avoided.

We have received from E. M. Greenway, the Coast represent-

ative of Mumm Champagne, a card showing the importation

of various leading brands of the sparkling stuff. In this list

-Mumiu is placed at the head with 63,476 cases.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINEMAKER WANTS POSITION.

Winemaker and vitlculturist is open for engagement. Has long and suc-

rpssful experience in handling the largest cellars in California. Address

"A. B.," care this ijaper.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

New York firm desires purchasing direct from growers dry and sweet

wines 1911 vintage, as well as brandies. Quantity to dispose of and prices

\v anted. Address "Purity," care of Pacific Wine and Spirit Review.

^ j
What About the Wine Industry .

at the Exposition? I

1

!

I

WHAT about the State's display at the Panama-Pacific

Exposition? It is all very well to subscribe the requisite

money to erect the necessary buildings, and to invite the nations

of the world to participate in the celebration of the opening of

the canal, but even a generally successful display would mean

practically but little more to California than if it were held

at New Orleans or elsewhere, unless the State itself is properly

represented. There have been many great international exposi-

tions since the firet held in 1851, both in this and other coun-

tries. Hitherto, however, they have been held in great cities

and in well known and long established communities and the

sameness of the displays has somewhat satiated the public. In

this instance it is entirely different. Held to celebrate the

completion of the great water-way between the Atlantic and

Pacific oceans, it has been located in the Paradise of the Pacific

Coast—California.

This State, much advertised as it has been during the j^ast

quarter of a century, is still but little known to millions of

our own countrymen, not to speak of the inhabitants of other

countries. The wealth of California and her sister States west

of the Rocky Mountains, so great as to be almost incredible,

is but partially understood and appreciated, and the same may
be said of the advantages to Oriental commerce insured by

the development of the Pacific Coast by the opening of the canal.

Therefore, now is our chance to educate the world. Are we
ready to make the most of the opportunity?

To confine our remarks more particularly to our own State's

great industries, we ask is the importance of so displaying them

as to command the attention of visitors to the coming expo-

sition fully understood? Surely the |5,000,000 appropriation

made by the State to insure its success should provide for

a splendid and imposing display of every special industry. So

large and attractive should these be made that even the casual

observer can not pass by them without being impressed with

the magnitude of what they stand for, and a realization that

California leads the world in their production.

First and foremost the Review calls attention to the twin

industries of grape growing and wine making. In them we
are competing, and that successfully, in quality, with the great

viticultural countries of Europe. This has been shown time

and again by the medals and diplomas won at European ex-

positions. The latest, and perhaps the greatest, victory being

the award of the gold medal to the Italian-Swiss Colony for

its exhibit of California Champagne at the recent Turin Ex-

position. In 1915 we must make such a showing as to gain

the world for a market, which millions of acres of the most

desirable soil and a perfect climate, will enable us to supply

in quantity as well as quality. This coming exposition must

show where the crown belongs.

In 1915 we have the opportunity of demonstrating to the

world what California can do. Let us, therefore, get together

and make such provision for the State's exhibits that the knowl-

edge of California's possibilities will be impressed upon the

coming crowds, and by this means be spread to the uttermost

ends of the earth!

In the case of Quanchi vs. the Ben Lomond Wine Company,
an action upon a promissory note involving the validity of an

extension of time for the payment of the note, and the question

of the statutes of limitations, the lower court gave judgment

in favor of the plaintiff. An appeal was taken to the Appellate

Court, which has recently rendered a decision sustaining the

trial court, and refused a rehearing.
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Grape Growers' Association of r

] California Active ]
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TWO very importaut meetings of the fjrape j^rowers and wine
niakei's of the State wei*e liehl in San Francisco during tlie

past month. On Tuesday, Febiniary 20th, at 2 p. m. those who
have contributed to the campaign of the tJrape Growers' Asso-
ciation of California Avere invited to gatlier in tlie Assembly
room of the Monadnock Building to consider the course that
should be pursued by the viticultural interests of this State in

tlu! Local Option fights that will occur early in April in grape
growing and wine making sections.

It was the unanimous opinion of those assembled that the

grape growers should do everything in their power to oppose
Local Option, since the license of evei-y hotel, restaurant, cafe,

club, grocery store, summer resort and drug store will be re-

voked when a section goes dry, and as these establishments are
among our principal avenues of distribution of our Califor-

nia wine, it Avas decided that no grape grower or wine maker
could conscientiously vote for local option.

It was also deemed necessary to begin an educational cam-
paign at once among those interested in the industry, so that
every one would thoroughly understand the dangers of Local
Option to the wine industry of ('aliforuia.

On Friday, February 23d, a special meeting of the San Fran-
cisco wine dealers and a few representative wine men from
the interior took i)la(e at the iiead<iuarters of the (Jrape Grow-
ers' Association of California, 45 Kearny street, when steps

were taken to send a delegation to Washinglon, D. C, to oppose
the Kenyon Bill, known in the House as the Webb Bill, which
is intended to prohibit the shipment of \\ines into dry teiTitory.

The Kenyon Bill reads as follows

:

SENATE BILL NO. 4043..

Mr. Kenyon introduced the following bill; which wa.s read

twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. Dec.

21, 1911.

To prohibit interstate commerce in intoxicating liquors in cer-

tain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America, in Congress Assembled:

That the shipment or transportation in any manner or by any
means whatsoever, of any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented,

or other intoxicating liquor of any kind, including beer, ale

or wine, from one State, Territory, or District of the United
States, or place non-contiguous to but subject to the jurisdic-

tion thereof, into any other State, Territory, or District of the

United States, or place non-contiguous to but subject to the

jurisdiction thereof, or from any foreign country, into any
State, Territory, or District of the United States, or place non-

contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, which
said spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or other intoxicating

liquor is intended, by any person interested therein, directly or

indirectly, or in any manner connected with the transaction,

to be received, possessed, or kept, or in any manner used,

either in the original package, or otherwise, in violation of any
law of such State, Territory, or District of the T^nited States, or
place non-contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

enacted in the exercise of the police powers of such State, Ter-

ritory or District of the United States, or place non-contiguous
to but subject to the jurisdicticm thereof, is hereby prohibited;

and any and all cimtracts pertaining to such tran.sactions are

hereby declared to be null and void, and no suit or action shall

be maintained in any court of the United States upon any such

contract or contracts, or for the enforcement or protection of

any alleged right based upon or growing out of such contract
or contracts, or for the protection in any manner whatsDcvci
of such prohibited transactions.

Sec. 2. That there shall be no property right in or to any
such liquor while in the possession of any railway company, ex-

press company or other common carrier in connecticm witli

any shipment or transportation thereof in violaticm of this act.

DELEGATES TO WASHINGTON.

It was pointed out that the passage of this bill would not

only hurt the wine industry, but put the T'nited States on .

record for the first time in favor of the principles of prohibition.

All agreed that every effort should be made to prevent its

being reported favorably in both the judiciary committeees of

the House and Senate.

The following committee was selectcni to present the argu-

ments of the grape growers and wine makers of California:

'

Senator L. W. Juilliard of Santa Rosa, who headed the fight

against the Local Option Bill at the last sessicm of the Legis-

lature; Andrea Sbarbortj, M. F. Tarpey of Fresno, C. H. La Rue
of Davisville. Mr. E. C. Priber and Theodore Gier were named
as substitutes.

Telegrams were sent to the California delegation asking them
to delay hearings of both bills, but they annoimced that as

the Senate hearings would close on Saturday, JLarch 2d, it wonld
be necessary for the delegation to leave at once. Inasmucii a.s :

Mr. Tarpey, Mr. La Rue and Mr. Sbarboro found it impossible

to depart on such .short notice. Senator Juilliard and :Mr. Priber

went ahead prepared to cooperate with the Eastern delegation

of grape growers and wine makers, and L. R. Rogers, Secondo
(luasti and other Avine men who are at present in the East.

In the meantime Repre.sentatie Kahn succeeded in having the

House Committee hearing delayed until March 20th, so that

Mr. Sbarboro and others might be on hand.

DANGERS OF KENYON BILL.

Commenting on the purposes of the Kenyon Bill, Mr. E. M.
Sheehan, chairman of the Grape Growers' Association of Cali-

fornia, said:

"The measures before Congress are there now because pro-

hibition in the States of Maine, North Dakota, North Carolina,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Mississippi and (Jeorgia has not

been successful and has not prohibited the use of liquor to as

great an extent as hoped for and it is sold surreptitiously and
through unlicensed places, known as 'blind pigs.' The prohibi-

tion element has learned that prohibitive laws in the State mean
nothing if people in their own homes, as consumers, may buy i

liquor. In the prohibition States the railroad and express com-

panies carry the liquor direct to the consumer, and it is now
the wish of the radical prohibitionists to make it impossible for

a family to get liquor into its home. The ti'affic is enormous .

and the measures mentioned are intended to make it absolutely

impossible to get any liquor if you live in a prohibition State.

"The wine makers of California are not caring a great deal

about their present exportations of wine into prohibition States.

Those sections have not, to any great extent, curtailed the busi- I

ness, and it is only with a thought for the future and what may <,

happen later on that the interested people of this State are '

taking such decided action. They realize that the effort to cause

the passage of such a bill in Congress is but a further step in

the aims of the Anti-Saloon League, and they mean to thwart

this attempt if it is in their power to do so. That is why the

delegation is going to Washington to tell the story to Congress
and to endeavor to show the Judiciary Committees of that body

how great an injury would be done to an industry in this State

that takes care of 60,000 people all the time and is vahu^l at
,

1150,000,000.
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.»2 LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT ^
Los ANCtELES, Feb. 24.—Business is ratlier quiet here

in the wine and liquor trade. The lack of rain has affected

)usiuess to a considerable extent and wholesalers all report a

|Ught demand from outside districts served from this center,

')uyei"s ordering only sufficient goods to meet current needs.

Locally the demand is normal. All the retail trade seem to

;iave the usual amount of business and the family liquor stores

lire all doing a satisfactory business.

The wine situation shows no betterment; while there is no

argc demand there is a quiet local movement that does not

ippear to be affected to any extent, but Avhen a large order

igures in the case, price seems to be no particular object and

;he market is badly disrupted. This is largely owing to the

•etaliatory measures indulged in by the two big factoi-s in the

.vine business on this Coast. The action of the Independents
n opening up in the "Enemy's'' country has been resented by
,he "i>ig Four" and a general rate cutting campaign that has
j:horoughly demoralized the sweet wine market has resulted.

The big factors here claim to be keeping out of the fight, preferr-

ng to hold their wines, rather than sacrifice them to secure

trade. There is the usual movement Eastward from Southern
alifornia cellars, but it is largely a matter of keeping up stocks

II their Eastern branch houses. The present prospect of no
ain to speak of this season, and a consequent serious falling off

In the grape production this fall, is probably an important fac-

'or in the decision of the leading wine producers here to keep
heir stocks in the cellars rather than enter into competition

|jQ a price-breaking campaign, to the benefit of Eastern buyers,
rhere is no question that if present weather conditions con-
iuue there Avill be a serious diminution in the production
f Southern California vineyards this season, and those hold-

ing their wines Avill be in a position to reap the benefits coin-

pdent with a short crop. While conditions in business here
kave not yet been seriously affected by the lack of rain, there
s apparent a feeling of uneasiness, because of the possible fail-

ire of all dry farming grain and of the inability of the bean
uen to plant their crops and a realization of what a complete
allure of rain would mean to Southern California's irriga-

ion systems, on which depends our citrus crop.

There seems to be a cessation of activities on the part of the

. prohibition element that has for years been nagging the liquor

ben here. The latest attempt to "regulate" the closing, etc.,

f the saloons, was frowned upon by the City Fathers. This
V ith the dissensions among the rank and file of that fanatical

^gi'egation known as the Anti-Saloon League seems to have
Mit a quietus on the long hairs and the saloon men are enjoy-

ing a short surcease from the persecution that this bunch of

l>ests have been engaged in for so long. To the credit of the
• frade its members are almost to a man endeavoring to keep
r jheir business up to a high standard of excellence and strictly

beying the ordinances and conducting their places with a
ue regard to the law, and also have taken the initiative in

.ftiding out any unworthy members who show a disposition to

imduct their affairs in a loose manner.

•Joe Fast, who conducted the Azalea at 307 west First street

i»r several years, vacated the premises, moving across the

.treet to the new California Building into a very attractive

lace fitted up in the latest style. The old place has been over-

jauled and refitted and has been opened by Messrs. Block &
[ishen as a saloon and seems to be commanding a very consid-

erable portion of the trade of the locality.

Secondo Guasti, President of the Italian Vineyard ComjKiny,

left on February 14th, for an extended trip throughout the East.

He will be gone for two months or so and will visit all the

principal cities of the East and South in the interests of his

Company. Mr. Barlotti, the efficient and genial secretary of

the company, will be in charge here during the absence of the

President.

The saloon located at 132 North Spring has changed hands,
Maury Summerfield selling out to Eugene Machtig, who- will
conduct it hereafter. This place is in a good location and com-
mands a fine trade. Summerfield will probably again connect
up with some large house as representative in Southern Califor-
nia, and is considering several propositions now.

Knowles' Nadeau Buffet continues to hold its own with the
business men of that busy corner of the city and during the rush
hours "Link" and his corps of assistants are kept hustling.

The Waldorf Cafe, adjoining the Chamber of Commerce,
during the noon and evening hours looks like the roster of the
bulletin boards of the various business blocks in that vicinity
because of the number of business men thronging the place.
This cafe commands a fine high class patronage that must he
very satisfactory to Becker Bros., its proprietors.

Rol King's HoUenbeck Cafe is one of the busiest places in

the city at all hours. The popularity of its proprietor and the
quality of goods served its patrons tend to keep the force behind
the mahogany exceedingly busy.

Johnny Davin is building up a fine trade among the business
men in the vicinity of Eighth and Main streets, for his Apex
Cafe. John is personally popular and his place is conducted
on a high plane that attracts the best class of trade, whose
patronage means success.

Cresta Blanca Wines Forging Ahead

MR. C. J. WETMORE, of Wetmore-BoAven Company, of San
Francisco, in company with Mr. Elmer Depue, Eastern

Agent for the Cresta Blanca wines, favored this office with a
call on February 2. jNIr. Wetmore had been in New York a
fortnight. Under the progressive direction of Mr. Dupue the

Cresta Blanca wines are making rapid headway. Mr. Wetmore
said he was well pleased with the way the Cresta Blanca wines
are forging ahead. There are few if any places of prominence in

New York that have failed to list these splendid wines, and
the public is becoming moi*e familiar with them daily, as the
increased sales show. Mr. Wetmore spoke of the woman suf-

frage movement in California. In many snmll towns in Cali-

fornia in which the women have the right of suffrage they have
voted against the sale of wine. This is in marked contrast with
results in such cities as Los Angeles and Denver. The woman
suffrage movement has not yet been harmful to the interests

of the wine and spirit trade, l)ut it is a movement which is well
worth watching, especially in the small communities where the

W. C. T. U. plays so important a part in local affaii-s.

—

lion-

fort's.
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r: LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
G. D. GRAIN, JR., Regular Correspon lent, 305 Keller Bl Ig., Louisville, Ky.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 26.—Recent developments have
shown that tlie 1912 whisky crop in Kentucky will be con-

siderably below the amount produced last year. This is not
because of the belief that business is not as good as it should
be, because of the approaching i)residential election or any rea-
son outside of the trade; but inasmuch as some of those in

the distilling business have been convinced that last year's mash
was too large, they are meeting the situation by cutting doAvn
the output of 1912 stock.

The season, until the first of the year, had progressed with
increases chalked up at the end of every month compared with
the preceding season. Now, however, the statistics are running
just tlie other way, and it is pretty saf(; to assume that this con-

dition will be more and more marked toward the end of the

season. The continued high price of gi'ain is also a factor in

favor of the reduction in the output. The system will be contin-

ued until the end of the present distilling period, and a gradual
slackening will result in a yield just sufficic^it to hold the mar-
ket stahle a few years hence wlien 1912 goods are offered for

sale.

One of the best-known statisticians in Kentucky has estimated

that the crop this year will aggregate 37,000,000 gallons. As
opposetl to the 46,000,000 gallon total of last year, this amount
seems unneces.sarily small, but it is known that there is a 13,-

500,000 gallon surplus from the record-breaking crop of 1911,

so that the trade has finally gotten to the point where it has

long wanted to be, and it is promised that, other things being

equal, a high grade of prosperity for the IJluegrass liquor trade

for years to come is assured.

That the distillers of the State are cutting down their month-

ly mashes is substantially establishd. Last December the crop

evened with that of the December preceding. The aggregate

amount of whisky made in December, 1910, was 4,463,652 gal-

lons, while the total for last December was 4,469,121. In Jan-

uary the trade succeede<l in cutting down its production to a fig-

ure appreciably below that of the first month in 1911, and this

plan is being strictly adhered to. One of the biggest concerns in

the State, at two of its most important distilleries, has reduced

the daily grain mash 4750 bushels and others in the field have
followed on proportionate scales. It seems to be agreed with

the distillers, large and small, that manufacturing will cease

for the summer early in June.

With less bottling in bond being done and demand constantly

increasing throughout the country, as State after State adopts
more rigorous pure food regulations, the whisky men do not see

where there is a chance for the market to suffer from any influ-

ence for years to come. AVithin a year or two, it is predicted,

the "ages" will have become reduced to absolutely normal stocks
and, with the situation completely adjusted, a normal condition
will prevail in the market and Imoming business will rule in

the field as a whole.

The entire whisky trade of Louisville is now involved in an
interesting experiment which is jjroving conclusively that blood
is thicker than water and which is establishing an unanimously
friendly feeling between distillers, rectifiers, jobbers and job-

bing distillers. This compreliensive influence is nothing less

than a trade lunc^li, held informally every Tuesday at the Tyler
Hotel between the hours of 12 :30 and 2 :00 p. m.

Several weeks ago a number of the city's best known whisky
men concluded that, witli the Hoard of Trade and the Commer-
cial Club and other business bodies flourishing as they are, the
distilling industry should have a recognized unit of organiza-
tion. However, everybody along the Main-street whisky district

is constitutionally opposed to formality, so the promotere of

the enter|)rise decided simply to inaugurate a periodic luncheon

at The Tyler, held solely for the pui'pose of acquainting cacli

person with everybody else in the trade. R. E. Wathen, presi

dent of R. E. Wathen & Company-, and William Watts, of Paul

Jones & Company, constituted a committee which issued letteis

of invitation for the first affair.

About twenty-five well-known distillers and jobbers attended

the inaugural meeting. One member of the trade refused to

attend, alleging that the local fraternity had never been able

to agree upon one thing in the history of the city and that Ik

did not believe that agreement at a luncheon could be effected.

However, even the back-sliders were eventually rouud(!d up,

and have been converted so that every Tuesday there is an

actual representation of the entire distilling industry of the

Gateway City at The Tyler. Anywhere from thirty to forty

registered guests, with as many visitors as they care to

bring, attend regularly.

The weekly lunch is given over altogether to enjoyment of a

delightful menu and personal intercourse betwwn the guests.

Speeches, limited to three minutes each, and confined to lia])|n

vein, are the order of the day and a presiding officer designateil

by the title "Mine Host'' is api)ointed at each meeting for the

following one. W. A. Miller, of Wright & Taylor, \\ as the first

host, and among his successors have been T. H. Flarsheini, of

the Bernheim Distilling Company; C. F. Volkerding, of John

T. Barbee & Company, and Edward Haas, of D. Sachs & Sous.

The unanimous verdict of the trade and public in regard to

the regular assembly luncheon of the whisky interests is "No
city should be without one!"

That the prohibition wave which has SAvept over the South

will evidence itself Avith modified strength in Kentucky in the

near future is accepted by the Bluegrass liquor trade. The

amended "County Unit Bill," giving each county in the State

Avithout exception, the right to vote itself "Avet" or "dry," is

noAV pending in the General Assembly at Frankfort and will

probably have assumed definite form as a laAV by the time tliat

this issue of The Bevieav reaches its readers. Both the Senate

and House have passed respective measures dealing Avith the

local option question and granting the desired right to the coun-

ties of the commouAvealth. While these measures are largely

identical, they have not yet been concuiTed in by both bodies,

and concerted action is only a matter of time. Only fiA'e coun-

ties, incidentally those Avhich are the most populous in the State

are conceded to be permanently "AA'et" by the liquor interests.

The proposed repeal of the present anti-shipping laAv in Ken-

tucky is of great interest to distillers, and it is believed that the

statute in question Avill be rescinded at the present session of

the Assembly. Tiie kiAV has for some time past pi'ohibited the

shipment of liquors from a "Avet" point in the State to "dry"

territory therein. Conswpiently Avhisky shipments out of Louis

ville to prohibition points have had to proceed thi-ough brancli

houses maintained by local interests in Jeffersonville and New
Albany, Ind., directly across the river. Traffic from the South-

ern Indiana point is, of course, interstate, and not to be inter-

fered Avith by Kentucky law. The prospective repeal of the

anti-shipping measure Avill make branch Hoosier shipping sta-

tions unnecessary and Avill save a considerable annual expc^nsi

in the local trade.

Possible increases in State taxes upon the whisky interests,

noAv under consideration Avith the Legislature, are proce«'diug

sIoAvly, and stand small chance of enactment, according to well-

founded opinion in the trade. One measure uoav pending pro-

vides for an increase of the State tax upon blends from IVi
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'ents per fiallon to 2yo, 5 or even 10 cents per gallon. Another

ueasure provides for a sweeping State tax upon all Avhisky

>roduce(l in Kentucky, assessing every gallon from 21/2 to 5

,r 10 cents, according to whetlier it is straight or rectified.

(Neither of these proposed tax revisions is causing worry among

he distillers.

I
B. E. Watlu'ii & Company have had erected one of the few

'lectric signs along the Jlain-street whisky district. The sign

s an immense one, extending from the first to the third floor

f the establishment and containing hundreils of tungsten bulbs,

t exploits "Old (trand-Dad Whisky," and is part of the local

dvertising campaign which is being furthered by the company

t pi-esent in order to (juickly dispose of a limited bonded stock

f the special brand.

The Greenbrier Distilling Company, one of the best-known

oncerns in Louisville, doing extensive business along the Pacific

i'oast, has removed headquarters from 104 East Main street to

i?uite 407-8 Paul Jones Building, in this city.

The AVliisky Committee of the Louisville Board of Trade con-

ains the following appointees for 1912: Bernard Bernheim,

hairinan; Davis Brown, E. Grabfelder, Herman Volkerding,

illex T. Farnslcy, James Thompson, E. il. Babbitt, W. A.

jlillcr, A. Schwabacher, Graeme MacGowan, M. S. Green-

liatiin, J. E. Opper, Philip Hollenback, John C. Wel-

ter, Dan IT. Russell, R. T. I»feiffer, O. H. Irvins, Edwin Chase,

I. Hermann, Henry Wilkins, Hilmar Ehrmann, ]Morris D.

saehs, Oscar E. Reben, Howard Holmes, G. Lee Redmon, Owsley

IJrown, Edward :\I. Flaxner, J. C. ifarks, W. O. Bonnie, Max
»elliger, R. E. ^^'athen, Blackmore Wheeler, S. H. Wheeler, S.

I. Green])aum, H. A. Winklei*, Henry Christman and Lawrence

Tones.

C. P. :Moornmn & Company, a prominent local whisky con-

!em, recently purchased the W. B. Samuels distillery, located

I Samuels, in Nelson county, Ky. The newly-acquired plant

s one of the largest and most important in that section of the

?tate. The deal was made with the heirs of W. D. Samuels, the

ounder of the Nelson county enterprise.

Thixton, ilillet & Company, one of the best-known liquor

loncerns in Louisville, has taken over the big distillery of Blair,

ftsbome & Ballard, at Chicago, in ilarion county, Ky. The

hiixton, ilillet Company is now working its new property,

»hich consists of eight acres of land, well located, containing

potir extensive warehouses, a distillery and a bottling shed, to-

other with a number of cattle pens.

The Louisville liquor trade has learned with regret of the

cent death of Charles Roth in a Los Angeles, Cal., hospital

fter a long illness with hardening of the arteries. Mr. Roth

;ul passed through Louisville a short time prior to the fatal

Hack which made it necessary for him to seek hospital treat-

icnt. He was well-knoA\-n among Kentucky distillers, hav-

iig been identified with the whisky trade for more than forty

ears. Mv. Roth was president of Charles Roth & Company,

f Cincinnati, O., controlling the output of the Spring Hill

)istilling Company, of Spring Hill, Ky., and representing Max
cllinger & Company, of Louisville, together with the Old Stone

• istilling Company, of Chicago, Ky.

The Interstate Commerce Comjnission recently decided that

Centucky distillei-s and liquor dealers may ship goods to points

est of the Mississippi river under the old rules of the West-

in Classification Committee. A set of new rules in this con-

I'cticm was recently issued by the Commissi(m, but the ap])lica-

ion of them to the liquor shipping trade was proved to be un-

iist and suitable regulation was what the Commission followed.

W. P. Traylor, aged 65 years, of Stanford, Ky., one of the

est-known distillers in that portion of the State, died at his

ome in Stanford a short time ago from an attack of heart dis-

use. Mr. Traylor was the founder of the Edgewood distillery in

tanford.

Thousands of Army Women Ask Congress to Restore Canteen

APETITION signed by about 2300 women—wives, daughters

and relatives of army officers, stationed at various army
posts in the United States and its possessions—asking for the

restoration of the army canteen, was presented to Congress.

Among the signers are : Jlrs. Leonard AVood, wife of the chief

of staff; Mrs. Fred D. (J rant, wife of the general commanding
the Division of the Atlantic; Mrs. Arthur Murray, wife of the

general commanding the Western Division; Mrs. Thonms H.

Barry, wife of the commandant of tlie ililitary Academy, and
many other women whose husbands are high in army rank.

It is a curious circumstance that (Jeneral Fred D. (irant, who
at one time approved of the canteen, now states that the army
has adjusted itself to do without it, and he would not advocate

its re-establishment. Now comes his wife petitioning for its

restoration.

During February the petition to place before the people of

Bei"keley the question of allowing the sale of li(iuor in the form
of sealed packages was filed, signed by 1,268 residents. Accord-
ing to the provisions in the charter, 20 days are allowed for the

examination and checking of the signatures on the petition. It

is believed that this petition will force the city county to call

a special election for the purpose of voting on a charter amend-
ment.

AVe hear from Martinez that at the beginning of February
the new liquor ordinance governing the conduct of saloons in

Contra Costa county went into effect and all saloons in all

parts of the county closed their dooi-s promptly at midnight
and were not reopened until 5 o'clock in the morning. The Su-

pervisors have also decided that in the future no licenses shall

be issued to anv but citizcms of the United States.

At Danville, Contra Costa county, petiticms are being cir-

culated by the proponents of the anti-saloon crusade to he pre-

sented to the Board of Supervisors at an early date asking that

a local option election be called at once Avhen the people of this

section of the county Avill be able to vote upon the wet or dry
question. Although the anti-saloon people have been active in

several parts of the county of late, this is the first section where
the matter has been brought to a head and many people are

desirous of voting down the few saloons which now exist here.

At the end of January the City Trustees of Venice took into

consideration an amendment to the liquor ordinance, which
rules tliat all persons who seek licenses for dealing in licjuors

must, in order to obtain such license, first secure the consent

and signature of the owners of two-thirds of the frontage of

the property on both sides of the street in the block where the
license is desired.

At Colusa the liquor question will call for a fight to a finish.

The saloon men have been anticipating such a move from the

antis ; none are surprised that the fight has been started at this

time, and expect one of the most exciting elections ever held
in the town. They will begin at once patching up their political

fences.

At Santa Barbara another important act of the council was
the introduction of a revised liquor ordinance. It provides for

the selling of li(iuor in restaurants during meal hours only, the

time being designated as 6 :30 a. m. to 8 :30 a. m., 11 :30 a. m.
to 1 :30 p. m., and 6 :00 p.m. to 8 :00 p. m. Should this ordinance
be passed it will be a telling blow to leading grills as well as
the smaller ones, and it is certain that it will meet strong oppo-
sition. Another saloon regulation proposed is to lessen the num-
ber of places where li(iuor can be sold and increase the license

of all of them.
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Home Industry Banket a

Big Success

THE first annual banquet of the Home Industry League of

California, which took place at the I'alace Hotel on Thurs-

day evening, February 15th, was one of the most enjoyable of

the many notable banquets given in San Francisco in recent

years. The guest of honor was Mr. Fred Parker, who was one

of the founders of the organization. His good health and

future prosperity was drunk during the evening with Cresta

Blanca Souvenir wine, Momit Hamilton Cabernet and Golden

State Extra Dry Champagne.
The menu showed conclusively that we can supply the best

appointed table with everything that is necessary for a bounti-

ful repast. It was as follows

:

MENU.

Note.—Statistics arc for annual production in California,

unless othertvise specified.

CALIFORNIA OYSTER COCKTAIL.
1500,000 in Oysters and Shell Fish.

OROVILLE OLIVES.
Over 1,200,000 Olive trees bearing in California.

HAYWARD ALMONDS.
7,000,000 pounds of Almonds annually in California.

CALIFORNIA CONSOMME, A LA PARKER.
San Francisco will soon have the finest water supply in the

United States.

SACRAMENTO RIVER SALMON.
About $1,000,000 in Salmon produced annually in California

waters.

MARIN COUNTY BUTTER SAUCE.
About 50,000,000 pounds of butter produced annually.

SAN JOAQUIN SPRING LAMB.
Nearly $10,000,000 in Sheep annually.

SANTA CLARA PEAS.
Over 150,000 cases peas canned annually.

SONOMA POTATOES.
Nearly $10,000,000 Potatoes raised annually in California.

GOLDEN GATE PUNCH.
$150,000 worth of Ice produced annually in San Francisco.

PETALUMA CHICKEN ON TOAST.
Petaluma produces over 1,000,000 Chickens annually.

RYER ISLAND ASPARAGUS TIP SALAD.
Over 600,000 cases Asparagus canned annually.

SAN FRANCISCO ICE CREAM.
$30,000,000 Dairy Products annually.

HOME MADE COOKIES.
Bakery Products employ 1500 hands in San Francisco.

BLACK COFFEE.
25,000,000 pounds Coffee roasted and ground annually in San

Francisco.

La Nativktad Cigars,

Frankel, Gerdts & Co.

Lord Roberts Cigarettes,

H. Bohls & Co.

an excellent one, for it impressed everyone present with the won-
derful resources with which this fortunate State is blesscnl.

When the Italian-Swiss Colony's Golden State, Extra Dry
was served. President A. C. Rulofson, who acted as toastiiiaster

called attention to the fact that this was the first formal Ijaii-

quet at which this new California Champagne was to be drunk.

He called upon everyone present to drink a standing toast to the

success of the undertaking.

Daniel Ryan, who was the principal speaker of the eveuin<;,

paid a beautiful tribute to the achievements of the late P. ('.

Rossi, telling in a dramatic way how he first learned that tli<'

Italian-Swiss Colony was to enter the champagne field. It seems

that at a banquet several years ago, he sat opposite Mr. Rossi

and in the course of conver.sation said : "How is it, Mr. Rossi.

that California does not produce champagne?"
Mr. Rossi, with a merry twinkle in his eye, said : "Just wait

:

we will." And he invited Mr. Ryan to visit Asti .some time to

see what they were doing.

Mr. Ryan took advantage of this invitation some months
afterwards when he visited Asti with one hundred members of

the Olympic Club. In the cellars they were shown liun<lre(ls

of thou.sands of bottles of sparkling wine fermenting in the

bottle, and Mr. Rossi explained the process of manufacture,

giving those present an opportunity to taste the wine, wliicli

even then was pronounced excellent.

Mr. Ryan said that Avhen he was rusticating in the Santa
Cruz Mountains some months later, he read of the Colony

winning the Grand Prix at Turin with their new champagne.
He was so interested in Mr. Rossi's undertaking that he says

he felt almost as if he had won the coveted honoi*s himself.

Upon his return to San Francisco, a few days later, he took

up his morning paper and there was a picture of ;Mr. Rossi.

For a moment he believed he was going to get some additional

facts about the award at the Turin Exposition, but at a .second

glance, he read of the fatal accident that lead to Mr. Rossi's

death.

Every word of Mr. Ryan's sincere tribute was receivefl with

the closest attention, and when he spoke of the mixed feelings

he experienced on reading the news of :Mr. Rossi's demise, the

drop of a pin could have been heard in the banquet room.
Our "Dan's" happy faculty of changing from the grave to

the gay was never better demonstrated than when he suddenly

changed his talk and announced the guests Avere there not to be

sad but to wish Mr. Parker godspeed.

Altogether the affair was most enjoyable and proved most

conclusively that if a wall suddenly arose between California

and the rest of the world, Ave could get along beautifully without

the Eastern foods and foreign wines.

Vintage Festival at St. Helena

CALIFORNIA DIAMOND MATCHES.
$30,000,000 Forest Products annually.

The idea of inserting statistics underneath each course was

AT an enthusiastic meeting of the Chamber of Comment' held

at St. Helena recently, it was decided to give a Vintage

Festival in that city next Fall. The festival will be given on

September 6, 7, 8 and 9, and will include viticultural and liorti-

cultural exhibits, street carnival and other features. The en

tire management of the festival lias been turned over to tlic exec-

utive committee of the Chamber of Commerce, which is com-

posed of Walter Metzner ( Chairman
)

, H. J. Chinn, A. N. Hell, ,

J. G. Johnson, F. L. Alexander, C. H. Greenfield, F. I!. Mack-

inder, T. AV. Boalt and Bismarck Bruck.
St. Helena is the center of the viticultural industry. It has

in its vicinity some of the finest vineyards and largest wineries

in the State and a uniijue, entertaining and instructiv(> festival

will, we feel assured, be arranged.
The St. Helena Chamber of Commerce was nn-ently reor-

ganized by the election of AValter .Metzner, I'resident; 11. J.

Chinn and A. N. Bell, Vice-Presidents; J. (}. Johnson, Secre-

tary, and F. L. Alexander, Treasui-er.
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CHARLES MEINECKE 11 CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER -HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland _ SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTD^LERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland '*WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France. COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng. BREWERS' MATERIALS
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f*^( Voice of a Safe
and Sane Press

THE Hollister Bee believes that the initiative, which only re-

quires 10 per. cent of the voters' signatures to draft any
ordinance or law that any municipality requires, is "much bet-

ter, more direct, enables people to develop their surroundings

without friction," than the Wyllie option law, and has practi-

cally rendered that law useless. It says : "All that is i*equired,

for instance, at the present time is for the business men to draft

an ordinance. * * * Then get a petition signed by ten per
cent of the necessary voters and present it to the Town Trustees

at its next meeting with the ordinance. If they don't pass it

then and there, they must put the ordinance up to the people

at the municipal election in April. By these means, Avhich are

easily put in force, the onus is not thrown entirely on the trus-

tees of trying to please everybody or please nobody and the

town Avill be better served and will progress. A kingdom divided

against itself cannot stand, neither can a toAvn.

The San Jose Times thus sums up the disappearance of the

Prohibition party from the ballot:

"There is a peculiar persistency about the little coterie of kin-

dred spirits known as the Prohibition party. For nearly fifty

years this company of earnest enthusiasts has kept up its polit-

ical party formation in spite of the fact that there have been

practically no gains in its number of voters and no recognition

of its separate political methods by the growing temperance
sentiment of the country. And now, because these people failed

to poll 3 per cent of the vote at the last election, so far as the

official ballot is concerned, there is no Prohibition party in

California any more. This will make no difference, however,

in the vote of the Third Party Prohibitionists. They may still

write in their candidates on the regular ballot, and so persist-

ent and coherent is this vote that it will he practically un-

changed by the mere incident that the party name does not

appear on the ballot.

We give in part the opinion of a correspondent of the Hollister

Bee upon the injustice of the Local Option Law

:

1. Because it is not true local option. And the Anti-Saloou

League says: "It permits the people to vote saloons out, but
does not let them vote saloons in." Sec. 22.

2. Because it is not majority rule. It goes into effect if only

one-half of the voters favor it. Sec. 10.

3. Because it denies the people the right to rescind their own
action. One-half the voters can compel the Trustees to refuse

licenses; but even a unanimous vote cannot compel the Trustees

to issue licenses. Sec. 22.

5. Because it is deceiving the people by masquerading as an
anti-saloon law, when in reality it is prohibition. It absolutely

forbids the retail of Avine, beer and all liquors.

8. Because any local option law is unjust. The liquor busi-

ness, like any other business, should be subject only to the in-

exorable law of demand and supply. The very fact that liquor

is sold shows there is a demand for it. A local option law does
not remove that demand, but, as experience; sliows, confiscates

the property of licensed and law abiding liciuor dealers and
places the business in the hands of unlicensed and law-breaking
"blind i)iggers."

The Portland, Oregon, Orcr/oiiian, says that "the spectacle of

Eugene W. Chafin, the Prohibition candidate for President,

perambulating the country reminds us that there is a Prohibi-

tion party. The attenuated frame of that once formidable
organization offers an instructive object for contemplation,

but no longer plays much of a i)art in the living world. De-

sirable as the promotion of temperance is, the American voter

has pretty well convinced himself that prohibitory legal enact-

ments do not help a great deal to that end. The saloon may In

closed in one form, but it reappears in some worse one befon

a great while, and the law stands powerless before its illicit

doors.

The Index-Tribune, issued in Sonoma City, takes a sensible

view of the result of local option in the Russian River Valley,

when it says: "Local Option, should it prevail in this Sn[)er-

visorial district, will not only visit disaster upon our suimiur

resorts, in which over a million dollars are invested, but it will

bring ruination upon our merchants and the business interests

of our entire valley. With the elimination of our suninici

resorts, big and little, which is sought through Local Option,

this valley Avould lose its principal business asset. Not only

would our merchants and shopkeepers for the most pai't be put

out of business with our summer resort keepers, but the two

railroad companies, the electric light and p;ower companies and

other public service corporations doing business in this valley

would receive so serious a set back that they Avould reti'ogiadc

and cease to become developers in a territory cursed witii tln'

evils of Local Option. The result would be higher taxes for onr

farmers, poorer transportation service and a reduction in land

values throughout Sonoma Valley of at least 50 per cent.

Here is the Hollister Bee buzzing again. It dedans tliii

"there is considerable speculation among the liquor men of

this city as to what eft'ect the Avomen's votes Avill haA'e on their

business. There is no doubt that the church and prohibition

element are counting on the votes of the Avomen, and there is

'

already an energetic onslaught to try to turn the toAvn into a

blind pig, no-license toAvn next April. Registration of the'

Avomisn has been heavy, and representatives of "the better ele-

ment" are exceedingly busy in getting the women on the regis-

ter for the April election, and it behooves the liquor men to

see that every one engaged in the business so Conducts it as to

leave no ground for complaint; only by so doing can they hope

to hold the votes of those AA^ho, Avhile not particularly in favor of

the traffic, still are not fanatical, and will vote for a properly

controlled license system.

Prohibitionists Can't Get on the Ticket

ATTORNEY-GENERAL U. S. WEBB, through Assistant

Attorney-General E. B. Power, recently published an opin-

ion that the Prohibition party is not entitled to a party can-

didacy in the ensuing Jlay Presidential primaries in California.

The opinion Avas in response to a request of Frank C. Jordan.

Secretary of State, for advice as to whether, under the Stati

laAvs, the Prohibitionists should be allowed a candidate.

The Attorney-General holds that to obtain a party designation >

the State law makes it necessary for a party to have obtained 3

per cent of the votes cast at the previous election. Jordon asked

Avhether the law touching upon the necessity of obtaining this

percentage of votes referred tt> the last gubernatorial or the pre-

vious Presidential election, in 1908. If it applies to the election

of 1910, he maintains, the Prohibition party Avill be denied a

party candidate; but if it applies to the 1908 Presidential elec-

tion the Prohibitionists polled the necessary 3 per cent and are

entitled to a party designation.

In his decision Mr. Webb says: "The State election of 19111

Avas such a general election, and is the election referred to in

subdivision 6, of section 1 of the primary election law, as the'

'last general election, before the holding of the primary election.'

Avhich primary election means the September, and not the Au-

gust primary election. No political party, therefore, is qualified

to participate in the ensuing ]May Presidential primaries unless

it polled at least three per cent of the entire vote of the State, at

the election held in November, 1910."

As at that election the Prohibition party did not poll the re

quired 3 per cent, it naturally folloAvs that it has lost its party

designation.
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f ^ I
More Troubles for |l ^ f

i
^ ) the Sweet Wine Men

( M
)

TriE latest "reform" or<Taiiization is tlie Temperance Alliance,

of Detroit, Michifjan, which has set itself-the task of solving

how drunkenness shall be reduced to its minimum and the

.'reatest number of people be made temperate, sober, righteous

aid (rodlike in their drinking, as well as in all their other habits

.f life."

In the third number of their mouthpiece, The Alliance Netps,

iliey explain their "Michigan plan," and voice the following

ipinicms:

"We hold that there is a vast difference between strong drink,

that is, distilled spirits, such as brandy, rum, gin and whisky,

md all nostrums of which distilled alcohol is an essential in-

zretlient—and natural fermented beverages, such as wine and
li(^r. The former are positive!}- evil, injurious and truly poison-

iis; they have toxic effects when used in any quantity, and are

irrectly known as 'intoxicating liquors.' But wine, beer and
ifher beverages which contain only the limited amount of al-

iihol required for their preservation, and which is generated in

tliem by natural processes, are not poisons, nor are they neces-

sarily injurious, nor in any true sense evils when used as other

licverages are. These are not 'intoxicating liquors'; they do
not iiave toxic effects on the human system unless used in inordi-

nate quantities—intemperately.

"A compound substance is not necessarily poisonous because

it contains an element that is a poison when separated from the

mass. Absolute alcohol is a poison and all liquors containing

[alcohol in a greater proportion than can be generated by fer-

nientation—that is, more than ten per cent by weight—are to

III extent poison, which increase in their toxic or poisonous

leffects as the amount of water they contain gets less and less.

The air we breathe is not a poison, nor poisonous, although more
than three-fourths of it is nitrogen gas—a deadly poison."

All sweet, or fortified wines, however, they put in the same
ategorj' with brandy, rum, gin and whisky. Listen to this

:

"In 1890, the Congress, in its stupid wisdom, actually tagged

nn to the McKinley Act of that year, a clause which allows

wine makers to set up distilleries and to di.still so-called 'brandy'

free from any tax whatever, said 'brandy' to be used for the

purpose of adulterating .sweet wines. This brandy distilling

iiusiness is now carried on to such an extent that the Commi.s-

sioner of Internal Revenue in his Annual Report, just pub-

lished, declares that during the last fiscal year, ending June
)0, 1911, no less than 474 distilleries, operating under the direct

•sanction of the Fetleral Government, produced 5,101,517.5 proof

uallons of 'brandy,' 3,000,121.22 gallons of which were used in

.adulterating f 'fortifying' is the technical term used) 19,498,-

'767.24 gallons of sweet wine of the following brands, viz : Port,

>^herry, Angelica, Muscatel, Madeira, Catawba, Malaga, Tokay
:ind Scuppernong."

If the Temperance Alliance has its way, this will be promptly
rjianged, for they aim to accomplish three great "reforms"

:

First:—The amendment of the State laws, so that brandy,

I'um, gin, whisky, fortifiefl wine, liqueurs, cordials, bitters, cock-

tails, absinthes, and potable nostrums of every sort, whose com-

position is ba.sed on distilled alcohol, shall be done away Avitli

and only pure wine, beer and cider trafficked in, and that under
a strict system of license or tax.

"Second :—To secure the repeal of that part of the McKinley
Act of 1890 and all amendments thereto which allow wine
makers to distill brandy free of tax and add the same to sweet

: wine for the purpose of making it more than doubly as alcoholic

'as it can possibly be made by natural fermentation.

"Third :—To secure the delegation to Congress by the several

States of the sole power to manufacture, import and traffic in

distilled spirits. Congress then enacting such laws as may be
necessary to prevent distilled alcohol from being used for bev-

erage purposes."

To secure members to their organization who approve of fheir

aims, they are sending out millions of pledge sheets which read

as follows:

"I, the undersigned, do hereby promise, upon my honor, to

hereafter totally abstain from drinking Whisky, Rrandy, Gin.

Rum, Fortified, Compounded, Imitation and other Adulterated

AVines, Cordials, Liiiueurs, Bitters, Cocktails, Highballs, and
all other beverages and nostrums whatsoever containing Dis-

tilled Alcohol or Distilled Spirits in any degree; Promising and
Pledging myself further—.should I use Alcoholic Drinks at all

—

that I will confine myself absolutely to a strictly temperate use

of natural fermented beverages only—such as pure and simple

Wine, Beer and Cider."

As soon as a sufficient number of names have been received

to warrant it, it is announced a meeting will be called in De
troit, and then, look out.

Our dry wine manufacturers will doubtless receive this news
with smiles, but our sweet wine men will hardly Avelcome a

campaign that is intended to put them out of business, for they

have troubles enough already. However, it ought to make them
realize that they must stick together for mutual protection and
begin an educational campaign that .shall counteract the narrow
policy of the Temperance Alliance.

Pay Your Bills Promptly

THE man Avho can pay his bills and doesn't is one of the

public enemies who are responsible for the slow recovery of

business. He cripples industry, restrains trade and creates a

long line of debtors who cannot pay. He is a brake upon pros-

perity, a drag upon humanity.

He has been a deterrent factor in business the past five years,

ranking in depressive effect next to the financial flurry of 1907.

The habit of deferring payment, contractetl anew in 1907, has
become chronic with individuals, firms and corporations, and
has served to harass business to an extent appreciable only

to the bankers Avho carry the accounts of the retailers and
smaller manufacturers.

By withholding payment of one bill a procession of difficul-

ties is formed. A hoards his cash and embarrasses B, who has

to put off C, and D is pressed to the wall. The chain of evil,

started by the prosperous, reaches down through the ranks of

industry, commerce and labor, cramping enterprise, confining

trade and galling most of all the men at the bottom of the'l)usi-

ness structure.

This survival of panic times has become engrafted upon our

business system to such an extent that in some circles the pride

in being considered "prompt pay'' is now regarded as old-

fashioned, and skill in putting off one's obligations has come to

be reckoned a desiraWe acquisition.

But the business situation today seriously demands the class-

ing of the deliberate slow-payer with the cheat. His reforma-

tion would free the involuntary slow payer from a plight that

is none of his choosing, and would make the wheels of business

hum with prosperity.

You who can, pay up. Then those who now can't pay will

be able to do .so. Money will flow faster through the arteries of

the country's life, and all the people will be benefited.—New
York Mail.
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NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec^

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,

but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

Forel^^n.

FROM JANUARY 20, 1912, TO FEBRUARY 20, 1912.

Destination.

To British Columbia ...

" Central America
' Clilna
' Hawaiian Islands . . . .

' Japan
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands . .

.

" Soutli. America
" Sa.moan Islands
" Society Islands
" Dutch East Indies . . . .

•' Germany
*" Switzerland
' England
" New York
" Other Eastern States

Cases.

26

26

54

125

17

8 1,

Gallons.

1,796

32,496

3,289

66,651

105

5,636

500

15,304

20

1,761

375

5,850

50

9.836

199,016

48,105

Value.
»682

11,527

1,579

27,927

219

2,270

200

4,632

11

561

143

2,340

13

4,198

426,250

15,167

Total

WHISKY.
Destination.

To Alaska
" Central America . .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands

Total

BRANDY.
Destination.

To Hawaiian Islands . .

' Germany
Australia

' Philippine Islands . . .

.

" New York
" Other Eastern States

274
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1172 cs Whisky i San Francisco.
190 bbls Ginger Ale San Francisco.
15 cs Rum - . . . San Francisco.

•135 bbls Beer San Francisco.
50 cs Beer San F'rancisco.

50 cs Stout San Francisco.
1 cs Ale San Francisco.
2 octs Whisky San Francisco.
1 csk Whisky San Franci»eo.

765 cs Bitters San Francisco.
5 octs Wine San Francisco.
6 csks Vermoutli San Francisco.
2 cs Kirsch San Francisco.

20 cs Beer Portland.
50 cs Wine Ims Angeies. '

'

185 cs Gin iMs Angeles.
440 cs Whisky Los Angreles.
65 bbls Beer Los Angeles.

I 50 bbls Ginger Ale Los Angreleg.
70 cs Amer Picon Los Angeles.
154 cs Whisky Victoria.

1 csk Whisky Victoria.
20 cs Wine Victoria.

285 cs Champagne Vancouver.
60 cs Wine Vancouver.
30 cs Vermouth Vancouver.

1425 cs Gin Vancouver.
65 cs Liquors Vancouver.
25 cs Cider Vancouver.
25 qr csks Brandy Vancouver.
10 octs Brandy Vancouver.
70 bbls Ginger Ale Vancouver.

1128 cs Whisky Vancouver.
105 qr csks Whisky Vancouver.
75 octs Whisky Vancouver.
5 octs Gin Vancouver.

80 cs Mineral Water Vancouver.
175 cs Stout Vancouver.
240 cs Beer Vancouver.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Tenyo Maru, January 25.

50 csks Sake I.os Angeles.
50 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Aztec, January 30.

285 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
2 cs Wine San Francisco.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Persia, February 2.

60 cs Sake San Francisco.
50 csks Sake San Francisco.
20 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Korea, February 8.

71 cs Sake San Francisco.
114 csks Sake San Francisco.
23 cs Sake Los Angeles.
40 csks Sake Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Lyra, February 12.

1 cs Brandy San Francisco.
10 bbls Gin San Francisco.
78 bbls Whisky San Fraiicisco.
11 cs Cordials San Fi-ancisco.

135 cs Wine San Francisco.
bbls Wine San Francisco.

25 cs Champagne San FraYiclsco.
1 bbl Rum San Frahclsco.
5 bbls Whisky Tacoma.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.

25 cs Champagne San Francisco.
25 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
42 cs Mineral Water Seattle.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Pennsylvania, February 13.

100 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
5 cs Whisky San Francisco.

FROM HAMBURG—Per Sebara, February 15.

250 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
8 csks Whisky San Francisco.

50 cs Spirits ..... San Francisco.
2 csks Wine San Francisco.

16 octs Wine San Francisco.
10 casks Gin San Francisco.
4 bbls Wine Seattle.
2 hhds Wine Seattle.

100 cs Whisky Seattle.
10 csks Brandy Seattle.

300 cs Vermouth Seattle.

FROM KOBE. JAPAN—Per Shinyo Maru, February 15.

130 csks Sake San Francisco.
105 cs Sake San Francisco.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND.

FROM JANUARY 20, 1912, TO FEBRUARY 20, 1912.

Via Ne«v Yorki ^

2 cs Wine From Liverpool.

2 cs Whisky
33 cs Wine " Hamburg.
1 cs F'ruit Juice " "

Via Boston I

13 csks Whisky From Liverpool.

50 cs Whisky

California Wine to New York in January

From San Francisco, SS. Colon.

1438 bbls California Wine Association

838 " Chas. Stem & Sons

132 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. American.

110 bbls A. G. Marshuetz & Co.

150 " A. D. Rudini

15 " Ph. Rapp
160 " Piedmont Winery
175 " French-American Wine Co.

65 " California Wine Association

143 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

47 bbls H. Netter

37 " I. Mansbach & Co.

18 " California Wine Association

23 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Hawaiian.

400 bbls E. L. Spellman & Co.

200 " Ciocca-Lombardo \\'ine Co.

98 " Savoy Wine Importing Co.

50 " Savoy A\'ine Co.

2245 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

685 " California Wine Association

160 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Ancon.

632 bbls Italian-Swiss Colony

410 " Chas. Stern & Sons

1068 " California Wine Association

816 " Sonoma Wine & IJrandy Co.

35 " Chas. Schueler

1214 " C. Schilling & Co.

199 " Fonntaingrove Vineyard Co.

1743 " Lachman & Jacobi

58 " French-American Wine Co.

218 " Scatena & Co.

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

HIGH - GRADE
SPARKLING WINES

809 MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709 HOME C 3322
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444 " Scatena Wine Co.

63 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

60 bbis ('has. Scluieler

409 " California . Wine Association

430 " Sonoma Wine & IJrandy Co.

54 " Chas. Stern & Sons
75 " Scliillinf,' & Co.

jFrom San Francisco, SS. Panama.

108 bbIs -. J. Paclieteau

31 " C. Jouard
168 " Italian-Swiss Colony
200 " Lachman & Jacobi

122 " Scatena I5ros. Wine Co.

165 " Roma Wine Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Texan.

99 bbls Italian Vineyard Co.

357 " Italian-Swiss Colony
484 " French-American Wine Co.

272 " Roma AVine Co.

300 " A. Gazzolo

200 " ..,, C. Manzella & Sons
180 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Alliance.

608 bbls Lachman & Jacobi

29 " Gundlach-lhindschu Wine Co.

273 " Scatena IJros. Wine Co.

110 " Roma Wine Co.

135 " J. Pacheteau

36 " C. Jouard
330 '' , Italian-Swiss Colony

138 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. American.

23 bbls F. Horle & Co.

210 " C. Schilling & Co.

55 " California Wine Association

281 " Lachman & Jacobi

247 " Scatena Bros. Wine Co.

92 " Scatena & Co.

173 " Italian-Swiss Co.

112 "' Order

From San Francisco, SS. Kansan.

74 bbls Golden Gate Fruit Co.

500 " Logomarsino Wine Co.

200 " A. Gazzolo

100 " Fair, Lennon & Co.

325 " Order

Subscribs, Don't Borrow

THE following article, showing what happened to a stin<r\

farmer, may also happen to the stingy merchant, entaiiinj;

an equal loss. A word to the Avise is sufficient. The "moocher"
always gets his, as this farmer did.

A farmer who was too economical to purchase or to subscribe

for a paper sent his little boy to borrow a copy taken by his

neighbor. In his haste the boy ran over a |4 stand of bees, and
in ten minutes looked like a warty squash. His father, wh(i

ran to his assistance, and failing to notice a barbed wire fence,

ran into that, cutting a handful of flesh from his anatomy and
ruining a $4 pair of pants.

The old cow took advantage of the gap in the fence and got

into the cornfield and killed herself eating green corn. Hearing
a racket, the wife ran out, upset a four-gallon churn full of rich

cream into a basket of kittens, drowning the entire litter. In

her haste she dropped a |25 set of false teeth. The baby, having

been left alone, crawled through the spilled milk and into the

parlor, ruining a brand new #20 carpet. During the excitement

the oldest daughter ran aA\ay with the hired man, the dog broke

up eleven setting hens, and the calves got out and chewed the

tails off'n four fine shirts.

Col. and Mrs. Qier Celebrate Silver Wedding

ON February 9th Colonel Theodore Gier and Mrs. Gier

celebrated the 25th anniversary of their marriage by en-

tertaining their many friends at an elaborate dinner given at

the Piedmont Park club house. The marriage took place Feb-

ruary 9th, 1887, since which time the happily married couple

have lived in Oakland, in which city they have been socially

prominent. Few men have done more for the viticultui'al in-

dustry than Mr. Gier, Avho loves it so well, and believes in it

so absolutely, that he loses no opportunity to increase bis hold-

ings of vineyards. For j^ears he has taken a leading part in

every movement for the betterment of the industry, and we feel

sure all who know the colonel will join the Review in wishing

him many more years of married happiness and civic usefulness.

The silver wedding was an opportunity glady embraced by

the warm friends of the Giers, and many handsome presents

of silver in various forms were received by the celebrants.

At Los Gatos the saloon (piestion promises to become a live

issue at the municipal election to be held May 8. Up to a short

time ago the only signs of animation shown by local option

were the casual street discussions of those who happened to be

particularly interested, an occasional temperance lecture and a

general feeling of expectancy. Now, however, petitions are

being circulated calling for a vote on the question of local option

at the forthcoming election, not only to put the lid on Los

Gatos, but to make the entire supervisorial district dry.

WILLIAM WOLFF ^ COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

KiRKCR. GREER & CO. \ 58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO irish and
JAS. SAUNDERS «. CO. / Pacific coast distributors for scotch whiskies

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON. Rotterdam Holland Gin

M. B. FOSTER & SONS, London Guiness's Stout. Bass's Ale

CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and SarsapariUa

"QUENCHY," French Vichy Lemonade, bottled at the Spring "La Francaise," St. Yorre, Pres. , Vichy, France.

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
BOND&LILLARD MELLWOOD OLD HORSEY RYE OLD WATERMILL BELMONT OLD GOVERNMENT

AND OTHER STAPLE BRANDS
IMPORTERS OF

VINTAGE WINES, STAPLE CORDIALS, BITTERS, PRESERVES. OLIVK OIL, ETC.
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^f Increased Vogue f^|

I
of California Wines j#|

THE holiday season has been a busy one for the wine men
of San Francisco. The demand for the finer grades of cased

^{{oods has been unusually large, proving conclusively that Cali-

(fomia bottled wines, now that they are being widely advertised

[and offered as California wines, are every day becoming more
Ipopular with the American people. To realize the large scale on

jwhich our flue, well-matured wines are being bottled, one might,

for instance, visit the completed half of the new building of the

'Italian-Swiss Colony on Sansome and Greenwich streets. It

has been in use for the past month and is a veritable beehive

w ith .scores of men busy labeling, capping and wrapping bottles

ithat are ready to be cased and hurried to the four comers of

the country.

For forty years our good, sound, California bulk wines have

jbeen winning their Avay in the great markets of the world. Hut
juntil the Pure Food Law put a stop to the practice a few years

jago, a large quantity of our choice dry and sweet wines were
jbottled in New York cellars by unscrupulous dealers and, under
the label of some famous chateau, sold at fancy prices purely
through the potency of the false crest. Within the past ten

ivears, however, the wine-makers of California have begun to

pottle their own Avines and introduce them under their own
ppands, and despite the many obstacles they have had to over-

come, their success has been remarkable. Public prejudice
fin favor of the foreign article, the difficulty of securing avenues
[of distribution, the prohibition movement which has wiped out
[markets almost over night, and the difficulty of finding suitable

(names to make their cased goods known, have all retarded their

progress, but the struggle in the long run has been profitable

and thoroughly worth while.

According to E. J. W. Tierney, of the Hotel ^Marlborough, New
Vork, our native wines, through their growing excellence, are
[actually driving foreign wines from the home market. He de-

'flares that "in the best lioteLs, cafes and restaurants of the me-
tropolis, patrons are now insisting upon the American article,

[and, in fact, they seem proud to order it." This is certainly

lin striking contra.st to the conditions a few years ago, when
the average metropolitan diner Avould not dare order an Ameri-
an wine above a whisper. Mr. Tierney's claim seems to be
Htme out by statistics, for according to returns from official

•uces there ha.s been a marked decrease in the imports of
oreign wines and champagnes during 1911.

Not alone at home, but abroad we are winning the highest

(•cognition. The triumph of the Italian-Swiss Colony at the
Turin International Exposition, where it won the "Grand Prix,"

;

las done much to break down the prejudice against native wines,
tfor when judges of international fame pronounce our wines
qual to the best produced anywhere, the American people must
<urely be convinced.

Rauieri Pini, discussing "Italian ^^'ines in Switzerland," in

I recent number of the GiornuJe Vinicolo Italiano, pays our Cali-

omia wines a high tribute. He writes: "Switzerland has ap-

reciated the wines of California for years. During my trip, I

earned from many sources that during the past year the im-

jWrtation of California wines has been more than usual, not
nnly in Switzerland, but also in (Germany and even France. I

\as interested in getting information on the importation of Cali-

ornia wines into Europe, because I had read some months be-

nre of the possibility of Italy importing California wines. A
avorable opportunity presented itself to me to taste these wines
II Switzerland and I was convinced they will never come to

ItaJy as they are fine old wines, wliich are not adapted to the

ttalian taste, but which are very much like the wines of France.

1 iiave been told that two very intelligent agents of two differ-

ent large concerns of California traveled last year for several

months in Europe, and es|)ecially in France, in Switzerland and
in (lermany, where they sold important lots of wine. I owe it

to the courtesy of an Italian, from Casale, Cav. Giovanni Cav-

alero, residing for manj' years at Geneva, to have been able to

taste representative varieties of California wines. I tasted some
Bordeaux and Bourgogne types, red and white, that were really

exquisite. It is known that the best European vines have been

planted in California by Italian, French and Austrian viticul-

turists. From the samples of wine I tasted, I am convinced that

these wines have conserved all the characteristics of their place

of origin."

Such a compliment coming from such an authority ought to

nmke Americans appreciate the fact that they do not have to

buy the foreign article to secure a superior wine.

Now that we have the wines, we must let the American peo-

ple know the truth and that means an educational campaign
of wide scope. At the Panama-Pacific Internati<mal Exposi-

tion our ( alifornia wine men will spread themselves. I be-

lieve that the foreign wine men will also be there with costly

exhibits. Our California wine men realize there is only one
way to take the wind out of their sails and that is by making a
combined exhibits that will be so overwhelming and impressive

that the millions of sightseers who flock here will be forced

to admit that California is one of the great viticultural sec-

tions of the world and that we are today able to provide as fine

wines as are made anywhere.

We must house our exhibt in a pretentious building, for we
have much to sliow that is interesting and instructive. Tiers

of bottles alone will not do, handsome though the labels may be.

Every grape-growing section of the State must be represented.

We will doubtless have an educational display. The 1915 Ex-
position will be a golden opportunity that .should be improved
and one that will probably not be repeated during the lifetime

of our present leading wine men. The valuable publicity tlmt

American wines can secure at that time is certainly worth the

effort. Our grape growers and wine makers are thoroughly
aware of this and you can rest assured they will mak/i an exhibit

that will be a credit to California and the whole nation.—H. F.

Stoll, in California Fruit (}rower.

Recently a number of the keepers of summer resorts in Sonoma
county waited upon the Board of Supervisors and presented
the following resolution passed by about one hundred property
owners in Agua Caliente and El Verano

:

AVheke.xs, Residents and property owners of Agua Caliente
and El Verano precincts have presented a written petition t«

this Board tisking for additional regulations concerning the
issuance of the retail liquor licenses, and the conduct of saloons,

it is therefore

licsoh-ed. That no new or additional liiiuor licenses be issued
for such business in either of said precincts, also that no license

for any new saloon be grantetl until the number of saloons in

said precincts become less than twelve, and that the number of
such licenses be limited to twelve for both such precincts.

At Richmond, Contra Costa county, a petition signed by 134
residents of Supervisorial District No. 3, asking that an elec-

tion be held in that district, and the people be given an oppor-
tunity to vote whether or not the sale of liquors shall be per-

mitted there, has been filed with the Supervisors.

It has been decided that a wet and dry fight is to be an issue

in the spriug election at Oxnard. The prohibitionists are de-

pending largely upon the women's votes to give them the victory.
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( The Italian Vineyard

COMPARATIVELY few people in IjOS Angeles are aware
of the fact that within forty-three miles of this eitv, on the

line of the Sonthern Pacific Railroad, there exists tlie largest

vineyard in tlie United States and the second largest in the
world, one in Italy comprising a larger acreage.

This vast vinej^ard so close to Los Angeles was nothing but

a Cucamonga desert eleven years ago. It is four miles in length

and is three miles wide. By vineyard experts genei*ally it is

recognized as tlie finest vineyard in perfection of cultivation and
quality of product in the entire world.

There are 4000 acres in the tract Since 1900, when its owner
began to transform the acres from a state of absolutely barren-

ness to a condition of liighest productitm by fertilizing and care

of the soil, it has more than proved its high value.

This vineyard is owned and operated by the Italian Vineyard
Company, of which Secondo (iuasti is president and general

manager; N. lionfilio, vice-president, and J. A. Barlotti, secre-

tary. They are heavy investors in the property and in its cul-

tivation and equipment. That they have made a tremendous
success of the vineyard is their highest reward, for tliey have
built up <me of the chief producing enterprises of the West by
their experience and careful attention.

The Italian Vineyard Company raises annually 30,000 tons
of grapes and produces for the markets of the world 3,000,000
gallons of wine annually. This Avine is of such fine quality that

there is always a waiting market for the output. In the plant-

ing of the vines, in the care of the property, in the gathering of

grapes and in the management of the big plant in general no
less than 600 people are employed. Many of these employees
are natives of Italy, who have spent all their lives in the cul-

tivation of the grape and the preparation of the wine for the

consumption of particular people.

The company established the vineyard on a large scale with
various departments and built homes for the families identified

with the vineyard. More than forty homes, all comfortable and
neat, are on the land and schools are maintained for the chil-

dren.

Not only are the people on the payroll provided with comforts,
but they are given every consideration by way of diversions,

and a more contented community cannot be found in like terri-

tory in any other section of the Southwest.

The Italian Vineyard Company has provided the best of fa-

cilities for the handling of the grapes and the wine. The
officials have built and now operate a model plant for the manu-
facture of their own barrels, which are made by machinery.
The capacity of the plant is 200 barrels a day. Modern ma-
chinery and other approved facilities are installed in the plant.

Another large and important feature of the enterjirise is the

fermentation cellar, Avhich is one of the largest of its kind in

the world. It is 150 by 450 feet in extreme dimensions and
holds 1,000,000 gallons of wine in the tanks. All the wine manu-
factured by the company is made by the select system of fer-

mentation. Established at the plant is a fifty-ton refrigerator
plant which controls the temperature of the vats. There is a

special laboratory for analysis of the wines. These scientific

provisions assure the very best results for the company and
keep up the high standard attained for its products.

One of the great secrets of the success of the Italian Vineyard
Company from the inception of the big imdertaking and the
planting of the selected vines is the employment of the most
experienced wine-makers of the old country. Like their ances-
tors, these men and their children have devoted their entire

lives to the work of manufacturing the choicest brands of wir
While they have given to the company the benefit of their
knoAvledge they have also aided largely in boosting California
and Los Angeles by jjlacing on the market wines which are
much sought after by people who know quality and who will

have none but the best California product.

The wines of the companj' are sold extensively througiiont

the West by wholesale and retail firms. In order to aid in the

distribution the company has established branch houses in New-
York, Chicago, New Orleans and Seattle.

The nmnagement invites the public to visit the vineyard at

any time. All will be made welcome. Many parties come by
train and in automobiles to call at the vineyard and view one

of the largest industries of the State, which has been built up
at the doors of Los Angeles through careful management.

—

Los

Angeles Times.

Scotch Whisky Trade

OWING to the adverse effects of the raising of tlie duty on

home made spirits to 14s. 9d. (|3.59) per gallon in the

1900 budget, production in the fiscal year 1910-11 shows a de-

cline of 2,288,000 proof gallons. Last year's total of 20,021,-

000 gallons is the lowest recorded for nmny years and is in

striking contrast to the 35,709,000 proof gallons produced in

1899. Detailed figures for the half year ending Septend)er 30,

1910, show that the production consisted of grain whisky to the

extent of two-thirds, the remaining third being atti'ibut(><l to

the four categoric^s of malt whisky, viz.. Highlands, Lowlands,

Islays, and Campbeltowns. The pot-still output shows a de-

cline of 2,143,000 gallons as compared with the previous year

and of 4,779,000 gallons as compared with 1905. The produc-

tion of malt whisky was only about half what it was in 1899.

The grain wliisky production of 13,428,000 galbms declined,

as compared with the previous year, by 2,231,000 gallons. The

operations of the year under review caused a net rwluction of

the stocks in bond in Scotland of 3,712,000 gallons, leaving

on hand 112,177,000 galhms, and if allowance be made for the

losses by evaporaticm, etc., amounting to 10 per cent, there are

still 100,000,000 gallons remaining to meet an annual consump-

tion of roughly 24,500,000 gallons. The distillers are working

at their full capacity, and it is feared that a glut will occur.—
From the London Economist.

A Redding dispatdi dated February 20th, states that the

Anti-Saloon League, which has already been instrumental in

calling elections to decide for or against saloons in Dunsmnir,
Redding, Kennett, Red Bluff and Yreka, filed a petition witli the

county clerk denmnding a special election in Sujjervisorial Dis-

trict No. 2, which includes the towns of French (Julch, Igo, One,

Gaspoint and Harrison Gulch. The petition, containing 162

names, makes it mandatory that the supervisors call the elec-

tion.

It was expected that petitions calling for local o])tion elections

in the five supervisorial districts, and six incorporated cities

and towns, of Humboldt county, would have been presented ati

this month's session of the supervisors. That not being the

case, the petitions for all eleven electi<ms will be submitted next

month.

A petition bearing 3(!4 signatures, 100 more than are nece.s-

sary, has been filed in Ilanford deman<ling tliat tlie wet and dry

question be placed on the ballot for the coming election. At

Lemoore, a few miles south of Hanford, a similar petiti(m is in

circulation and the requisite number of names almost obtained.
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Correspondence
1 iffvy-ft.

iWi
From the Fred Krug Brewing Co.

Omaha, Nebraska.

EDITOR Pacific Wine and Spirit Review :—We have your
letter of the 10th and in reply will state that before placing?

rLuxus" on the market »)ur brew master, with the assistance of

>minent chemists, had after many experiments perfected a brew
ivhich had the universal endoi-sement of all connoisseurs. Our
lim was to bring out a beer which would absolutely suit the

American taste; cost of production was not considered. The
jest and most suitable materials were purchased, and we are

ileasetl to state that "Luxus, the beer you like," is a phenomenal
<uc^ess; that it is the beer that is liked.

Althoujjh the sales on the Pacific Coast are not as extensive

IS we mijjht desire, or as we expect them to be in the near future,

ive are nevertheless very much pleased with the steady projjress

nade. Thaiikinj>; you for an opportunity of placing these facts

leforo the ])nltlic, we remain. Yours truly,

Fred Krlk; P.rewing Company.
H. Asmussen, Secretary.

From Nath'l Johnson & Sons

Bordeaux, 1st January, 1912.

j

18, Pave des Chartrons.

Q IR :—We beg to inform you that from the present date, our
•«-' senior, Mr. Harry Scott Johnston, is retiring from any
jictive part in our firm, and is leaving its entire management in

'he hands of ^Ir. Henri Johnston, his son, and Mr. Daniel Doll-

iis, his son-in-laA\, both of whom have since many years been

•artners with him.

No other changes are made in the traditions of the past, and
\(' trust you Avill continue to favor us with your confidence and
iipport.

We have likewise given, from the same date, our procuration

II Mr. Charles liergey, who has been with us for many years.

Asking you to kindly take note of the different signatures, as

t foot, we remain, sir, Your obedient servants,

Nath'l Johnston & Sons.

From Luyties Brothers

'AciFic Wine and Spirit Review, San Francisco^ Cal.

Dear Sirs : ^Ve take pleasure in informing you that we have
ssuiikhI the agency in the United States for the celebrated

>l)arkling Wines of Messrs. Luigi, Dosca & Figli, of Canelli,

taly, familiarly known as: Bosca Brut ( Lacrima-Christi
)

,

iosca Sec ( Moscato) , Bosca Red (Nebiolo).

Mecause of their excellent quality and reasonable price, these

ines have already attainetl much popularity and a large sale

,a the United States. It is our intention to further popularize
Ihe wines and to bring them to the attention of tho.se who have
ot as yet used them. We hope to obtain your co-operation,

|Qd assure you that we shall do all we can to make it profitable

:nd plea.saut for you in the handling of the Ho.sca Sparkling
\ines.

Thanking you for past favors, we remain.

Very truly 3'ours,

Luyties Brothers.

Famous Brewers and Distillers

THE Pilgrim Fathers originally intended establishing their

colony in Virginia, but landed from the "Mayflower" at

Plymouth Rock, on New England's less inviting shores, be-

cause they desired to replenish their exhausted supply of beer.

One of the first men to land in this country from the good
ship "Mayflower'' Avas John Alden, of "The Courtship of Miles

Standish" fame, a brewer's cooper.

In 1641 John Appleton, a repre.sentative to the General
Court of Mas-sachusetts, established a fine malt house and cul-

tivated hops.

AVilliam Penn, founder of the State of Pennsylvania, and
Roger Williams, founder of the State of Rhode Island, were
both interested in the brewing industry.

Samuel Adams, who threw overboard the first chest of tea,

into the Boston harbor, thereby starting the American Revolu-
tion, was a Boston brewer.

Seven signers of the Declaration of Independence were brew-
ers, or indirectly interested in breweries.

George Washington owned a distillery at Mt. Vernon.
Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jeffer.son, who disagreed

on everything else, both believed that the manufacture of beer

should be governmentally encouraged, so a« to promote true

temperance.

George AVashington, the father of our country, had a brew
house in Virginia.

Patrick Henry assisted his father-in-law in the bar of his

tavern.

Abraham Lincoln himself was the bidder of a liquor license

in Illinois.

Topazor
The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

ilolnicu

ESTABLISHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY. MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY. SONOMA CO.

Office and Salesrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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Revive the Viticultural Commission

IN the last number of the Review we published a strong and

practical letter contributed by E. M. Sheehan, plainly show-

ing the necessity of a viticultural commission for California.

He points out that the State has commissions for the protection

of almost every other industry except viticulture, and declares

that the vineyardists and winemakers of California are in-

deed an apathetic element if thej^ do not demand their just

rights at the next session of the Legislature.

Once such a commission existed until Democratic political

robbery engineered by Governor "Jim" Budd, of buckboard

notoriety, abolished it, under the pretence of "economy." Then,

for the purpose of increasing his patronage, he appointed the

Highway Con^mission, etc., the members of which were never

known to do any thing else than draw their pay. On the con-

trary, the viticultural commission did more work and was of

greater benefit to the State for the |15,000 a year appropriation

than any other State commission. It is certainly time that this

mistake be corrected and that an industry in which |800,000,-

QOO is invested should have a suitable commission to protect

and govern it.

Perhaps many of our readers will remeniher the excellent

work of the old commission, when such men as George West,

Chas. A. Wetmore, Isaac de Turk, Charles Bundschu, J. de

Barth Shorb, E. C. Priber and others of the same standard were

at the head of affairs, with Clarence J. Wetmore as executive

officer—men who have made their mark in the industry and left

no stone unturned to benefit and develop it.

Mr. Sheehan, and every other well wisher of California viti-

culture, hopes to see this important question brought up AA'lien

the Legislature convenes in 1913, and then if gi'owers and wine

makers will make a united effort it is believed a commission

can be obtained. As Mr. Sheehan points but, when the expo-

sition comes Avith thousands of French, German, Italian and
Spanish visitors, seeking information about the Avines and vines

of California, such a commission will be absolutely necessary.

Further, that good and able as were the former commissioners,

there are many men now interested in the business fit to take

their place, and who Avoxdd gladly give their time to helping

along a cause which all have so much at Jieart. Therefore, let

these twin industries—grape growing and wine making—unite

and demand their rights!

Name "Port," "Sherry," etc., Can Stiil Be Used

ON January 24th the Pure Food and Drug Board reaffirmed

its decision that domestic wines may be labeled "Port"

and "Sherry" if the labels state plainly Avhere such wines are

produced. On that occasion a representative of the industry

told the Board that Califomiaiis Avere satisfied Avith the present

system of labeling products.

GRATIFYING statistics show in detail the notable growth

of the California Avine industry in the last year. The

trade in native Avines increased one-half in 1911 and the indus

try has arrived at a stable basis that mak(!s further develop-

ment inevitable. California Avines have become an established

article of commerce, with a market certain to groAV on merit.

In tAvo years our export trade has almost doubled. During

1911 the shipments of native Avines by sea Avere valued at

14,910,138. NeAv York City is the great distributing markci

for these Avines, Avhich are sent from there all over the Avorhl

in comi)etition with the best European pi'oduct.

California Avine makers have come to realize that it pays to

send out only the best, and that A\'ay lies the course of success-

ful competition. They have their Avay to make in the Avorld

in opposition to a certain prejudice in favor of the European

product, and the one AA-ay to overcome that prejudice is to send

out nothing inferior. They are already making and selling ji

merchantable champagne that is admitted by good judges to Ix

the real thing. Their still Avines have conciuered a wide and

profitable market, and if they are not yet quite able to ecjual

the choicest European product, that will come inevitably Avitli

the process of time and intelligent deA'elopment."

The foregoing is from the San Francisco Call of February 13.

This is the kind of comment the Review and the Avine men like

to see in papers having a general circulation. Such matter

reaches a class of readers who are apt to pause and consider

Avhy it is that such rapid development can be made under sup-

posed prohibition and other restrictions throughout the coun-

try. The more thought they give this subject the less liable

they are to go to the ballot box and vote for either prohibition

or local option.

Incidentally Ave Avould call the attention of the editor of our

esteemed contemporary to the fact that it costs a lot of time

and money to gather these statistics and publish them and

that this is the only journal that compiles reliable statistics

as to our wine export trade. The least the Call editor could

have done Avould have been to giA'e the Revieav proper credit.

In Old Sonoma

AS a rule the press of Sonoma county has been a unit in

advertising by every means in its poAver that county's

various industries, and the great adA^antages it offers to the

home seeker. As a case in point Ave note that the Santa Rosa

Press-Democrat has recently been publishing a series of intei-

esting articles, illustrated by numerous and suitable photo-

graphs, descriptive of vineyards and Avineries. Sonoma's stand

as a grape producing and Avine making coimty is so well knowTi,

that the articles in question have the additional value of sup-

plying much information as regards these most valuable twin

industries as locally carried on. Among the vineyards and

wineries so portrayed and described are those of Carl Dresel,

near Sonoma ; the State Home for Feeble-minded ( 'hildren, near

Glen Ellen; Louis Kuuder's near KeuAAOod; Henry J. Chaudet,

at Glen Ellen ; Thomsen Bros., at the upper end of Dry Creek

Valley; J. F. Fricke, in Dry Creek Valley; Frank Passalasqua,

the Fitch Mountain Winery; French-American Wine Company,

at Healdsburg; the Italian-SAviss Colony at Asti; and Robert

F. Korbel & ]?ros., on the Russian River, near Guemeyville. This

winery, the Press-Democnif claims, has the honor of being the

place Avhere true California champagne Avas first successfully

manufactured in Sonoma county. All of Avhich it considers

goes to prove that the grape growing and Avine making indus-

tries in old Sonoma are of great importance and that it is in

this favored county that the vine reaches its greatest perfec-

tion.
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The Annual Review

i^i
ilfll. CARL GlINDLACH, Vice-President of the Gundlach-
VI I5uiulsclm Wine Co., Inc., died very suddenly in New York
londay niorniujj;, February' 19th, at the age of fifty-two years.

Mr. Gundlach A\as a resident of New York for over twenty-

ive years and during that time was actively engaged in advanc-

iig the interests of his firm. His genial disposition gained for

liui a host of friends, in business as well as socially, and he

\ as widely known for his ever-ready generosity and hospitality,

'or a siiccession of years he made his home at the Belvedere

fotcl in New York, where lie was a popular figure and where he

\as ever on the alert to greet Jiis (California friends in truly

alifornia stvle. He was beloved and esteemed bv all who had

CARL GUNDLACH

the good fortune to know him and in him the California wine
industry loses one of its most energetic workers.

Although living in New York a great many years, he was true

and loyal to his native city and always called San Francisco

,his "home.'" He visited this city every few years to renew and
cement the friendships of his boyhood days and his death will

'cause general mourning and regrets among his wide circle of

friends and acquaintances all over the United States.

He is survived by five sisters: Mrs. Chas. Bundschu, Mrs.

,
B. Weed, and Mrs. E. T. Schild, all of San Francisco, Mrs.

Carl Dresel of Sonoma, Mrs. Frieda Penitz of Teplitz, Bohemia,
and a brother, Henry R. Gundlach of San Francisco.

Proposed Pomace Wine Legislation

ON February 8, a bill was introduced in Congress applying

to the use of what is known as Pomace wine. The measure

,

provides that such wine can be usetl for blending purposes or as

a beverage, but it cannot be used for rectification. Up tt) this

time these wines have been quite commonly used for certain

rectifying purposes. As this proposal law is supposed to be

I fathered by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and is the

result of the recent agitation as to the use of Pomace wines,

there seems to Ik; no doubt that the measure will become a law.

THE annual .statistical number of the Pacific Wine and
Spirit Review, issued on January 31st, was very cordially

received not only by its readers but by the press generally. It

contained much valuable matter but its most interesting feature

was the comparative figures of imports and exports in San
Francisco for the year 1910. Those desiring extra copies of

this issue should communicate with this office promptly, as the

edition will soon be exhausttnl. The price is 20 cents per copy.

U. S. Should Squelch the Sophisticators

THE most important service that the Pure ^ood Board can
possibly render the grape growers and winemakers of Cal-

ifornia is the prosecution of the makers and dealers in bogus,

"wines." As an example we call attention to Notice of Judge-

ment No. 1226, the adulteration and misbranding of cham-
pagne, by the Wilson Fruit Juice Company of Lawton, Michi-

gan, labelled "Blood of the Grape Champagne." This liquor

was analyzed and found to be adulterated and misbranded in

violation of the Food and Drugs Act of 1906, and 50 cases

of it seized by the authorities and condemned. It was found

not to be pure grape juice nor champagne of any type, and it

was held that said product was an imitation of, and sold under

the distinctive name of another, to wit: champagne, and was
labelled so as to deceive and mislead the purchaser, whereof
honest domestic wines suffer greatly.

AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Officers for 1911.

President—Walter E. Hildreth, of the Urbana Wine Co., Urbana,

N. Y.

First Vice-President, Percy T. Morgan, of the California Wine
Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Second Vice-President—George E. Dewey, of H. T. Dewey &
Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

Treasurer—L. J. Masson, of the Pleasant Valley Wine Co.,

Rheims, N. Y.

Secretary—Lee J. Vance, of the American Wine Press, New
York City.

Member Executive Commitee—Edward R. Emerson, of the

Brotherhood Wine Co.

District Vice-Presidents.

A. Russow, Monticello Wine Co., Charlottesville, Va.

Paul Garrett, Garrett Co., Norfolk, Va.

I. Bear, Sol Bear & Co., Wilmington, N. C.

Hiram S. Dewey, H. T. Dewey & Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

D. Bauder, Pleasant Valley Wine Co., Rheims, N. Y.

Henry Frey, Germania Wine Cellars, Hammondsport, N. Y.

D. H. Maxfield, Naples Valley Cellars, Naples, N. Y.

L. R. Ryckman, Ryckman Wine Co., Brocton, N. Y.

Geo. C. Schon, The Lenk Wine Co., Toledo, Ohio.

P. C. Rossi, Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal.

Henry R. Gundlach, Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

C. J. Wetmore, Wetmore-Bowen Co., Livermore, Cal.

S. Guasti, Italian Vineyard Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Alfred Stern, Chas. Stern & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

H. Blatz, Sierra Madre Vintage Co., Lamanda, Cal.
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PHIZES

THEODORE GIER ROBERT DOMENIC ROSSI EDWARD ARTHUR ROSSI

THEODORE GIER,

PRESIDENT of the Theo. Gier Wine Co. of Oakland,

Cal., which he established in 1883. Mr. Gier was

bcrn at Peine, Germany, where he received his education

in the common and high schools, as well as business and
commercial colleges. Shortly after leaving school Mr.

Gier came to America and has since made California his

home. In 1883 he entered into the wine industry, as a

dealer. In 1892 Mr. Gier secured his first vineyard and
entered the growers' class, since which time he has ac-

quired valuable properties in both the Livermore and
Napa Valleys, the two most productive at Saint Helena.

Mr. Gier now makes the city of Oakland his residence,

where, through executive business ability and public

spiritedness, he has become one of the best liked and fore-

most citizens.

In September, 1907, Mr. Gier organized the Bank of

Germany, one of Oakland's strongest financial institutions

of today. He is a member and director of the State

Board of Agriculture, as well as having been appointed

by the Board cf Supervisors as Exposition Commissioner

for Alameda County, at this time being chairman. For

valuable services rendered during the Boxer war, when
Oakland was made a base of supplies, Mr. Gier had the

honor of being decorated by the Emperor of Germany with

the medal of the Order of the Crown and has also served

four years as colonel on the staff of Governor Gillett.

He was one of the organizers of the Merchants' Exchange
of Oakland, of which body he was for several years presi-

dent. He was also one of the organizers of the Chamber
of Commerce and the California Development Board, and
now holds the office of chairman of the finance committee
of both organizations.

Mr. Gier is a member of several of the leading clubs of

San Francisco, prominent among which is the Union
League; also a member of practically all of the Oakland
clubs of moment, one of the organizers of the Army and
Navy Club, and a member of all German societies in bcth

San Francisco and Oakland.

ROBERT DOMENIC ROSSI—EDWARD ARTHUR ROSSI.

THE history of the lives of these two gentlemen,

whose names are, through their father, as well as

their personal efforts, prominent in the wine industry of

California, is practically synonymous.

Messrs. R. D. and E. A. Rossi were born in Oakland,

California, on August 7, 1888. As boys they entered St.

Ignatius College, from which institution they both grad-

uated with the mark cf Bachelor of Arts in 1908.

From this college they entered the University of Cali-

fornia as graduate students, where they continued the

studies of agriculture, viticulture and vinification, as well

as completing their course in chemistry and again win-

ning degrees of Bachelor of Arts. After their graduation

from this university they, with their father, the Chevalier

P. C. Rossi, made an extended trip abroad, visiting France,

Italy and Algeria.

The Chevalier Rossi had made viticulture and the pro-

duction of choice California wines his life work and was
anxious for his sons to succeed him. On their trip abroad

visits were made to the principal cellars and vineyards

of the above mentioned countries, all famous for their

vintage, and with the technical knowledge gained through

appliance and study in this country, as well as points

brought to their notice by their father, they have been
enabled to attain places in the front rank of the wine
growing industry of California, both now being promi-

nently identified with the Italian-Swiss Wine Colony, the

company of which their father was a founder and which
today ranks among the foremost in one of the greatest
of California's largest financial assets.

Mr. Robert D. Rossi now occupies the position of as-

sistant to the president of the Colony, while his twin
brother, Mr. Edward A. Rossi, is the general superintend-

ent of the vineyards and wineries of the Colony, as well

as being one of the directors of the Italian-American Bank
of San Francisco, of which city both gentlemen are resi-

dents.

A Sutter Creek, Amador County, dispatcli says that the

Board of Supervisors have drafted a new licjuor ordinance and
petitions have been since circulated ainonj; tiie saloon men of

the county regarding an increase of the license from ^Ho to

$30 per quarter, the furnishing of a |1000 bond by saloonkeep-

ers and the closing of the saloons at midnight. The matter has
been held over until the next board meeting, a month hence,
for consideration. While there are a large number of saloons

in this section of the county, there has been no particular agi-

tation on the subject and speculation is rife as to whether the

move has been started by the liquor interests or the temperance
workers of the county. It is likely that the increased license

will mean the closing of some of the saloons, and the majority
of the people in this section, it is believed, will welcome the mi(i-

night closing ordinance if it can be carried.

C. Marquard Forster, 55 years old, manager of the Uj(\o

Park Brewing Company of St. Loui.s, and vice-president of the

St. Louis Brewing Association, dietl February 21 at his home.
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SECOND series; builders of CALI-
FORNIA'S GREAT WINE INDUSTRY AND
THOSE AFFILIATED THEREWITH. NEXT
GROUP MARCH ISSUE.

OSCAR R. W. KRENZ

OSCAR R. W. KRENZ.

MR. KRENZ is closely affiliated with the wine

growing industry, being one of our foremost

manufacturing coppersmiths, as well as the young-

est man of prominence in that particular craft. Mr.

Krenz was born March 18, 1881, in the city of San Fran-

cisco, California, where he was educated in the public

schools during his early youth, and later, being given to ad-

vancement, Mr. Krenz took advantage of our night schools

and through them and practical experience as a workman
in the craft cf the coppersmith, has been able to build

his business up to the splendid achievement attained

today, ranking as one of the foremost. The Oscar Krenz
Copper & Brass Works, Inc., have recently moved into

new and more commodious quarters, covering a large

area on Folsom street, San Francisco, and being a Cali-

fornian, a San Franciscan, as well as an enterprising busi-

ness man, Mr. Krenz is concentrating his whole energy to

making the craft of the coppersmith one that Californians

may be proud of as well as to rank among the first of sim-

ilar concerns in the United States.

Mr. Krenz has never held any political office and does

not aspire to publicity. He is, however, a member in social

life of the Native Sons of the Golden West, but his heart

is in the coppersmith craft, which is demonstrated by the

advances he has made and the distinctive firms that con-

tract with him for their requirements, all of whom demand
quality.

PIERRE BERNARD

PIERRE BERNARD,

PRESIDENT and General Manager of the French-

American Wine Company, located at 1821-1841 Har-

rison street, San Francisco, California. Mr. Bernard was

born December 26th, 1861, his place of birth being the De-

partment du Var, France. He came to the State of Cali-

fornia in 1884 and his knowledge of the wine industry

acquired in his native country induced him to locate In

Napa Valley, where he engaged in viticulture. Mr. Bernard

entered into the California wine business in San Fran-

cisco under the firm name of Chaix & Bernard, and

in 1903 incorporated the French-American Wine Company,

where he held the office of Secretary and Assistant Man-

ager until 1908, at which time he succeeded Mr. Chaix, "now

retired," as president and general manager. Mr. Bernard

has never held any political office in San Francisco, his

principal interest being confined to the wine growing in-

dustry. He is a prominent member of both the Moose and

Gauloise Clubs.

ACCORDING to the San Francisco Fruit Groii-cr State Hor-

ticultural Coinuiissioner Dr. Cook is personally a stron<!;

idvocat^* of prohibition. It goes on to say : "This of course is a
personal opinion to which Dr. Cook is entitled, but from some of

jtiis acticms and comments it would setmi he carries his opinions
to such extreme as to make him entirely out of harmony with
this part of the viticultural industry. If the views and com-
luents accredited to Dr. Cook are facts, it does not appear how
he can as State Horticultural Commissioner of California do
.any sort of justice to the wine grape industry here. This is

s big industry in Califcn-nia and a horticultural commissioner
must necessarily represent all branches of horticulture, if the
office is to be administered along broad lines.

An important business cliange is announced from Anaheim,
namely, the sale by John Wells and V. U. Hall of their interests

in the Orange County Wine Company to Erwin Bayha and
Pierre Nicolas, who purchased an interest in the business last

fall and have since been identified with it. Under the terms of

the transfer Nicolas and Bayha take entire pos.session at once
and are responsible for all bills payable. To Hall & AValls all

accounts of date previous to January 1 are now payable and
may be paid at the office of the Orange County Wine Ccmipany.

Early in February, (in). West & Sons made the second pay-

ment for the wine grapes received at their winery a,t Lodi, San
Joaquin county. About f90,000 was distributed ainong grow-
ers. This amount represents about <me-third of the total price

of the grapes bought.

Marquis E. Colal, an Italian nobleman from Naples, whtflias

been visiting San Francisco, was recently the guest of the (Cali-

fornia Wine Association at Winehaven. This is the Marquis'

first visit to California, and he expressed himself as being

gi-eatly pleased with all he had seen. He was much impressed

by the vast proportions of the great wine making and storing

plant at Winehaven.
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Women Voted for the "Wets"

THE water wagon, crowded with prohibitionists, anti-saloon-

ists, religions fanatics and time serving politicians, is trav-

eling throngh the State, sowing the seeds of dissension and

unrest broadcast. Owing to the malicions work of this crew
of mischief-makers, some sixty-seven communities have been

so stirred up by the false doctrines preached by them that local

option elections are about to be held in the near future.

We are glad to be able to chronicle that the insidious attempts

to render the third supervisorial district of El Dorado county

dry was defeated. A Placerville dispatch states that this, the

first local option battle, the opening engagement of the cold

water campaign, was won by the "wets" by the good majority

of 57 according to the unofficial returns. The dispatch adds:

The contest is supposed to have been a test fight between the

Anti-Saloon League and its opponents in this county. Out of

more than 700 voters about 500 men and women went to the

polls in the six precincts in the district.

Evidently the men and women of El Dorado county believe in

personal freedom and the proper regulation of the liquor traffic

by license. We hope that this first victory will inspire other

communities to go and do likewise.

19th Annual Convention of the National Liquor League

of America

THE nineteenth annual convention of the National Liquor
League of America, held at Washington, D. C., January

16th-17th, was one of the largest and most interesting of any
yet held.

Thirty States were represented and the able reports from each

one were both intersting and instructive and were listened to

\vith marked attention.

The report of the Congressional committee showed that nearly

one hundred bills are uoav before the present Congress aimed at

the destruction of the liquor trade. It was a revelation to the

delegates to learn of this startling fact.

The president's and secr(*tary's reports were well receive<l.

The election of officers resulted in the selection of Mr. Michael

F. Farley of New York as president, Mr. Henry F. Maiwurm
of Chicago as vice-president, ^Ir. R. J. Halle of Chicago, secre-

tary; Mr. Thomas C. Hayes of Newark, N. J., treasurer, the

executive committee being Hugh F. Har\'ey of Washington,
D. C., Henry Von ileeteren of Chicago, Col. ^Fartin Inguersen

of Clinton, Iowa, Hy. Stuhlman of St. Louis, George T. Carroll

of Elizabeth, N. J., Hugh Dolan of New York and T. L. 3Ic-

Donough of Cleveland, Ohio, Richard McCormick of Pittsburg.

Mr. T. L. McDonough, who has been the president for four

years, could not be prevailed upon to accept a renomination, so

he was presented with a handsome testimonial.

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted :

The committee on resolutions beg leave to submit the following for your

consideration:

The delegates to the National Liquor League in convention assembled,

make the following declaration:

First: The manufacture and sale of liquors has always formed an im-

p:rtant and honorable feature of the commerce of the world.

Second: The products used in our business are intended for the use,

enjoyment and benefit of mankind. In view of these facts we are absolutely

opposed to the enactment of sumptuary laws, which will Interfere wlth'tlK

personal rights of the citizen.

Resolved, That we favor the regulation and not the prohiblticn of oui

business. |
i

Resolved, That in order to bring about genuine excise reforms we ui.

upon the dealers in every State to prepare at the earliest moment what i

known as a limitation law, by which the present number of licenses cannoi

be increased until the population reaches 500 cr more to one license.

Resolved, That we record our opposition to the practice of some brewers

who are continually fitting and opening up new retail establishments ii

every corner irrespective of the effect they have upon those now in busines

and the injury it works to the public.

Resolved, That the president of this organization be empowered to appoini

such committees as will co-operate with the other branches of our industry-

for the purpose of formulating plans to carry the limitation law plans into

effect.

Resolved, That we extend our campaign of education particularly in the

direction of educating the public mind toward the advantages that would

accrue from the legalized sa'e of liquors on Sunday.

Resclved, That in recognition of the constantly growing sentiment of ..

favorable interpretatoin of the liquor law brought about primarily by the,

illegal and contraband sales by irresponsible persons who do not contribute

by way of a license fee to the national, state and local government.
j

Resclved, That we commend the assistance that has been rendered by|

many individual brewers throughout the country to the extinction of dis-i

orderly resorts, thus aiding in molding a healthy public sentiment for the;

betterment of the retail liquor business.

Argentina's Wine Industry

THE importance of the wine-making industry in Argentina

is steadily increasing, owing to the efforts of interested'

capitalists, althovigh this industry may be said to be still in

its infancy.

The latest statistics obtainable show that the annual pro-

duction of Argentine wine amounts to 92,459,062 galhms, the

value of which in the warehouses is 125,263,700 T'nited States

gold. The 142,500 acres devoted to the vine represent a value

of 172,606,600, and the warehouses are worth, in addition, |21,-

;

230,000. Thus the industry as a whole represents a value of

1119,100,300 United States gold.

I'^stimating the total papulation of Argentina at 7,000,000 per- i

sons, the production of wine is 13.2 gallons per capita annually, i

The exports of wine from Argentina are inconsiderable.—From
\

Vice ("onsul (Jeneral R. J. Hazeltiiie, IJuenos Aires. i

A Redding dispatch dated l'\4)ruary 12th states that 13

saloons in the eastern part of Shasta county retired from busi-

ness today, the last day of the ninety-day limit allowed by law

after the supervisor district was voted dry. The towns of Fall

River Mills, Millville, Wengler, Ingot, Burney, Whitmore and

Round Mountain liencefcirth will be "dry."

@?(S(S®®®S®S®S)&SS^^
HOUSE FOUNDED 1853.

I BANK BXCHANGB
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods

;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

S. E. CORNER MONTQOnERY AND WASHINGTON 5TS.
SAN FRANCISCO
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A Fine Mess in Berkeley
Translated by the late Charles Buiidschu

(a) "Rhine Wine Song," Franz Rues.

FILL up yonr crystal glasses

With sparkling, golden wine,

And say if aught surpasses

The vintage of the Rhine.

I've roamed through every nation,

Have drunk of every kind

;

But search through all creation.

No better drink you'll find.

So fill again your glasses.

To joy the hours resign.

And say if aught surpasses

This vintage of the Rhine.

I've sought for fame and glory

Far, far across the main,

And told love's old, sweet story

Again and yet again.

But maids at home are fairest

Of all on earth to me.

So with this kiss, my dearest.

My faith I'll pledge to thee.

Then fill again your glasses

To love the hours resign.

And say if aught surpasses

The maidens of the Rhine.

Come fill the goblets quicker,

Good comrades all of mine.

And quaff the sparkling liquor.

To praise our noble Rhine.

I hear an echo ringing.

Borne on the breeze along,

The stream is softly singing

In answer to my song

—

So fill again your glasses.

To Love, and Song, and Wine,

And say if aught surpasses

Our Rhine, our German Rhine.

"A Vintage Song." F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

(From the unfinished opera, "Loreley")

Words by William Duthie.

On hoop and stave, the long year through.

We worketl with will and pleasure,

And when the cask was firm and true,

We pressed the vineyard's treasure.

Now blest be thou, blest be thou, oh fresh'ning wine.

Thou heart, thou heart, consoler from the Rhine,

Thou'lt cheer us without measure.

Thou mak'st our blood, so pure and strong.

Run sparkling like a river.

Upon his tongue thou poui''st the song,

Who silent blest the giver.

Thou are the King, art the king of wines so true!

Thou art, thou art the very heaven's dew

!

Well may'st thou speed forever.

THE water-wagon party at Berkeley appear to be up ajjatnst

it with a vengeance if the law given the municij);!! govern

ment of the university city by the city attorney, Ixjlds frood

In his opinion, as expres.se<l to the council, he said : "Thcic i

.

nothing in the law that could prevent any of j'ou from punlias
ing liiiuor elsewhere and bringing it to your homes; iieitLei

can anyone prevent your agent from bringing licjuor to yon.

The council cannot pass an ordinance that would prohibit th(

bringing of alcoholic beverages into this city from neighbor-

ing cities." In reply to a question as to whether a license could

not legally be exacted from outside firms which deliver li(iuori>'

in Berkeley, the city attorney replied

:

"No, it can not. This council has power to license any busi

ness Avithin the corporate limits of Berkeley for the pur])(me ol'

regulation and revenue, but has no jurisdiction over the deliv

ery of goods here by outside firms, such delivery being merely

incidental to the business of firms over which this council ha>

no control."

Under the circumstances it would appear common sense foi

the Berkeleyites to permit their own business houses to sel

liquors in sealed packages in competition with outsidei-s, and, a^

we understand it, that is all that is asked. Nothing but pi<;

headed fanaticism prevents the Berkeley trouble from beinj

amicably settled.

"Phizes" All Right and California Wines Booming

Denver, Colo., Feb. 26, 1912.
,

EDITOR Wine and Spirit Review, San Francisco, Cal.—Mj
Dear Mr. Wood :—I have your favor of the 17tii ult.

and take pleasure in complying with your request for my photO;

which I herewith enclose. Your idea of getting photos of thos(

prominent with the wine and brandy industry in the "land o

sunshine" should certainly meet with the approval of all tha

are prominently identified with the business. Am pleased t(

state for your publication that I travel over quite a large sec

tion of this country and it is gratifying to hear such compli

ments as we receive from the trade on how fine a quality o

wine California is now producing. In fact people are sittin}

up and taking notice that we are putting out a superior articl(i

to the best grades of imported. The firm of Schlesinger & Ben

der are live wires and are doing our best to live up to this repu

tation. Will be pleased to have a personal interview when

come to dear old 'Frisco next time. Wishing you continuw;

success, with my best wishes, beg to remain

Respectfully yours,

GERALD F. SCHLESINGER,
Vice-President Schlesinaer & Bender

The Enterprise Brewing Company of San Francisco recenth

filed a suit in San Rafael for |12,000 against the estate of Fr('<l

erick Kistennuicher, deceased, and Henry Kistenuiacher. Tli'

defendants conducted a saloon at Sausalito and one in Sar

Francisco. Frederick committed suicide several months agn.

TELEPHONE HOME C-4026

Kentucky Bar
straight Goods — Headquarters for Mining Engineers

SAM DARRAH
374 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, GAL.

I

The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

HEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANGISGO

-

THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Main St.

Next do r, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, GAL.

,@Si&Sl@&SSi&s)®S&&&^^

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

"^zllmrCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

»-

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors San Francisco, CaL

A*!**!**'

headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

^Secd ^hinga

^
n
n
M

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

JHE

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

^

m

MADE IN TAMPA
HAVANAEL PALENCIA

ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST
^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. j

IBoltz, Clymer & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. TAMPA, FLORIDA t
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John Caley

Absinthe Ruling Not Yet Issued

THE recent report that a law had been passed prohibiting

the importation and sale of absinthe in the United States,

proves to have been unfounded, and the liquor can be used with

impunity until further notice, according to a communication

received" by the Collector of Customs from the Secretary of

the Treasury. The Secretary further says that he has received

from the Secretary of Agriculture a tentative draft of a decision

by that department prohibiting the importation and sale of

absinthe under the pure food act of June 30, 1906. This deci-

sion, however, has not been promulgated, but it is believed that

it will be in the near future.

Dr. Wiley says that "Importers and others interested in the

absinthe business have expressed in favor of the prohibition.

The only unfavorable comment, if it can be called such, is that

the decision is too sweeping and beyond the power of the Board.

We do not think so, but that is for the courts to decide. We are

glad the importers are with us in the desire to keep this country

from becoming addicted to the monstrous absinthe habit which

afflicts France and some other countries."

The absinthe decision will not become effective until Secretary

of Agriculture Wilson signs it, although January 1 Avas the

date set in the tentative announcement.

THE sudden passing of Jolm Caley, at his place of l)usine8.s

in this city, during the last month was not only a ^reat

shock to his numerous friends, but a distinct loss to the trade

of the entire State. He was a representative man, clean, gen-

teel, unassuming and would have been a credit to any other

calling or profession he might have adopted. If all retail liijuor

dealers were of the caliber of the late Mr. Caley, the Antis would

have little cause for complaint against the traffic. Mr. Caley

was a native of New York and 62 years of age at the time of

his death. He began life as a cabin boy on vessels plying be-'

tweeu New York and Liverpool and came to California when a

young man. His first work was in the Auzerai House, at San

Jose, where he had charge of the bar. The Auzerai Hous(> was

then the leading hotel in California, outside of San Francisco.

The mining fever took him to Pioche, Nevada, where he .spent

several years in mining. Mr. Caley at one time owned tlie cel-

ebrated "Reception," in lAtn Angeles, and he also was proprietor

of the famous old "Laurel Palace," at Bush and Kearny streets.

He later entered into co-partner.ship with Wm. Boeder under

the firm name of Caley & Boeder. This was about six years

before the great fire. The deceased was survived by his wife

and her mother, Mrs. King.

The business will be taken over on March 1st, 1912, by Uob-

ert I. Harrington who has been long employed by Mr. ("aley,

and has had charge of the business since the latter's decease.

Mr. Harrington is a capable and experienced young man, with

many good friends and will no doubt make a fine success of tlic

business, which is located at 333 Montgomery street.

TELEPHONE PACIFIC DOUGLAS 1844

THOS. W. COLLINS 61 CO.
Commission Merchants and Importers

34 and 36 DAVIS STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Pabst Brewing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Bottled Beer Brands

:

Blue Ribbon, Elxport and Red, White

and Blue

Pabst Malt Extract, The "Best" Tonic

American Fruit Product Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Pure Apple Cider and Vinegar

Weisel & Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

High Grade German Sausage and

Smoked Meats

Rudolph Oelsner, Importer
New York

Imported German Beers

Pilsner, Burger Brau

Munchner Hof Brau

Baird-Daniels Company
New York

"Oxford Club" Gins

Green River Distilling Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

Green River Whiskey

—

"The Whiskey without a Headache"

w. A. Ross & Bro.

Belfast, Liverpool and Leith

"Great Auk's Head" Guinness's Stout

Bass's Ale, Royal Belfast Ginger Ale
and Sarsaparilla

Overholt & Co.
Pittsburg, Penn.

Old Overholt Rye Whiskey

"The Whiskey that made Rye Whiskey

Famous

"
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IMURYLAMD'S
BEST WHISKEY

HUNTER WHISKEY
Rests not its fame on any local repute. Its fame is

world-wide. 50 years of scrupulous care has made it

THE "FINEST PRODUCT OF THE STILL"

It is an absolutely pure rye whiskey and so registered

and guaranteed under the National Pure Food Law

Wm. Tiannhin tc Son, Baltimors, Md.
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1
Market Cafe

COUAILHARDOU & RONDEL
Proprietort

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

!

•Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracmr

I

i

!

I

!
a
o

Z ^ Nothing But the Best at

I ^

t ^
• ^
t ^

i ^
I ^
! ^

//of Luncheon

At 11 A. M. Daily

I

Friedrichs^ Cafe

310 Montgomery Street

OLD
I. W. HARPER

IS THE WHISKEY WITH THE
DELICIOUS "FAREWELL."
ITS WONDERFUL TASTE IS

A FAIR CRITERION OF THE
ALL-ROUND EXCELLENCE
OF THIS MOST FAMOUS
BRAND.

Bernheim Distilling Co.

LOUISVILLE, KY,

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

MONTGOMERY
ST

H. P. ANDKRSCN, Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 MarRet St.
Call Annex Bldtf.

PKone Dov^aa 2954
SA.N FRANCISCO
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The Menace of a Fool "Friend"

WE were vory much amused .it the apolojijetic uiauner in

which one of our contemporaries recently published a

"scoop" on the friendly understanding that has been reached

between two protective organizations.

We were conversant with all the facts, many of which seem

to have been overlooked by the conscientious journal referred

to, but we deemed it wise to mind our own business and let our

readers secure the information from the two organizations

which we were satisfied would apprise their members of the

"understanding" when it was actually accomplished.

The Pacific Wine and Spirit Review is published for the

purpose of keeping the trade informed of all real news of the

day and not to supply arguments and material to the anti-saloon

leaders so that they may be better able to prejudice the public

and harass our wine and liquor interests.

A Good Example to California Retailers

THE saloonmen of Hanford, Cal., have set a good {>xample to

their fellow retailers in that part of the State, by petition-

ing the city trustees to amend the liquor ordinance to make it a

misdemeanor for any one to buy liijuor and give it to persons

who have been placed on the saloon's black list. There are many
habitual drunkards that have been refused drinks when their

relatives have notifiwl the saloons, but were able, through com-

plaisant friends, to get liquor. The saloonmen of Hanford are

unwilling to rest under the stigma of conniving at violation

of the law, and have united in requesting the city authorities to

fix a penalty on the round-about method of supplying drunkards.

We are informed that the ordinance will be so amended and

also will prohibit druggists from selling liquor and alcohol

without a physician's prescription.

The Stockton, Cal., Independent, speaks of this move in the

folloAving laudatory terms : "This is a very- commendable ordi-

nance and is evidence that the liquor dealers of Hanford mean
to make their business less objectionable to the public. It is

certainly a policy' worthy of imitation and should be generally

adopted. Saloonmen who see the signs of the times would do

well to adopt other reforms, for pubic sentinumt against the

rule of such power has decidedly changed in California, as

elsewhere."

—

Midas.

A recent dispatch says : Since Cbalinga has been tniforporafcil

it has been an all-night saloon town, with the result that tT^m
better element of the city is up in amis and it is proposed ^|f
bring the question to a vote at the spring el<;ction. A petition for

the closing of the saloons partjaUy is being circulated now. Ii

is .stated that the signing of the petition is going ahead rapidlv,

and that there seems to be no question that there will be the

necessary 15 per cent of the voter's .sign, and that the geiicnil

sentiment of the town seems to be toward that reform niovo

ment. ______ ip|

The Town Board of Willits has. started in to regulate tli(

saloons of that city. An ordinance Iffis bqen introduced provid

iug for Sunday closing, raising the license to |G00 a year in ad

ance, limiting the number ofiicenses to 11 and providing that

they shall be reduced to 8. License cannot be sold or transferred.

They now run all night and the new ordinance provides that tlicv

shall be closed from 1 to 5 a. m.

In Imperial county the Supervisors liave ordered an aincnd-

ment drawn for the county prohibition ordinance to totally i)ro-

hibit the sale of socalled two per cent beer in Imperial co>nit.\

outside incorporated cities. This action follows the abuse of

the two per cent privilege by those who wishetl to evade the law

as it was. Most of the toAvns in the valley have also passed ordi

nances prohibiting the sale of two per cent so there are ven
few places now Avhere that "bum" concoction can be had.

Articles of incorporation of the Butte County Hop Coiii]»auy

have been filed. The purposes of the company are many, grow-

ing hops being the principal, and it starts with a capital of

115,000. The incorporators are John Burkenhauer of Newark.
N. J., $9,000; Flood V. Flint of Sacramento, $5,000, and V. R,

Wall of San Francisco, flOOO. The company is incorporated

for fifty years, and the general office is located in San Francistd.

Geo. W. Helm has leased the Manchester Hotel at Bakers

field.

Mr. and Mrs. Graebe of San Francisco have leased the Read

Ranch, near Sebastopol, for a summer resort.

Dr. A. T. Noe of San Francisco has bought the Chittenden

Medical Springs, near Watsonville, for a health resort.

Chas. J. Russell of Stockton has bought the Sweet Water

Springs summer resort in the mountains between Healdsburg;

and Guerneville.

Mr. and Mi-s. Geo. Smedley have bought the Linda Vii

Hotel at San Anselmo. I
SKK«E»»»>SK«'«)«K«:'«l£tS«iS«J)«)!J«J«:''-S««»Mf«?SS)S!t'««!S)«lSK)S!t'K«fK»«»»KSK»HEJS«£^

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Casllewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873 Telephone Kearny 3688IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T. Bernard. Prbs.
Joe Zan ETTA. secv.

i^
unc+i,Grill8<Wi/*e Rooas.

^ECOND BELOW/\aRKET

(3)a.r\ l>,parvcisco (.1.

ij8>-riNE GOODS A SPECIALTY-®a
MERCHANTS LUNC-H II A.M.to SSORM.

R "W. F.

Opp. Emporium

OEDER'S
CAFE

834 Mnrket Street
San Francisco

IK

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

t

t

105 Montgomery St. ; : ; Near Sutter St.

"Only the Best the Market Affords"
_ =Cuitine and Service Excellent =

- !------ --f-4

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BurnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Market and used by all the

Leading Clubs, Hotels and Baurs

Order through any Grocer Of

Liquor Dealer, or direct from

Albion Ale and Porter Brewei?
IINCORPORATED

494 OTarrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

^J^7^.
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BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Jan. 1912. Tax. Ga
Produced and bonded in this district 161,937.
Received from other Districts, California 20,508.

j

Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California —'- '.

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 17,497.
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts 62,589!,
Exported

'

(7J_
Tax Paid 53,40g!8
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines - 7,260.9
Remaining in bond, Jan. 31, 1912 2,231,731.8

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Jan. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 21,361.5
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California 1^561.2
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. First District, California
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts 7,312.8
Exported 955.3
Tax paid 10,258.1
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, Jan. 31, 1912 592,654.5

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Jan. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 36,521.2
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 9,579.4
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 5,680.5
Tax paid : 9,054.1

Used in Fortification of Wines '

Remaining in bond, Jan. 31, 1912 268,774.5

SWEET WINES PRODUCED
FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Jan. 1912. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification

Brandy actually used for fortification

Port produced
Sherry produced
Angelica produced
Muscat produced
Malaga
Tokay — --

Madeira
Total sweet wine produced in Jan. 1912, None-

Wine Gals.

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Jan. 1912. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification -- 6 16,419.0

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification

Brandy actually used for fortification 141 58,831.9

Wine Gals.

Port produced „ 1,118.07

Sherry produced - 238,575.72

Angelica produced
Muscat produced
Tokay - - ~

Madeira-
Total sweet wine produced in Jan. 1912 239,693.79

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Jan. 1912. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification

Brandy actually used for fortification

Wine Gal

Port produced
Sherry produced
Angelica produced
Muscat produced
Tokay
Malaga --

Madeira
Total sweet wine produced in Jan. 1912, None
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1 Coast News of the Traffic
( | jHi

A dissolution of co-partnership has been published in Los

Anjjeles between M. G. McGuire and Charles Saddler, pro-

prietors of the Denver Wine Company, Mr. U. McGuire retiring

from the firm.

The first of the petitions to be presented to the Contra Costa

("ounty Board of Supervisors, asking for an election under

the local option law throughout the county, was filed at Mar-

tinez, February 15th. It is from the Third Supervisorial dis-

trict, which includes the towns of Walnut Creek and Pacheco,

and contains 148 names.

At Martinez County Tax Collector M. W. Joost has been in-

structed by the Board of Supervisors to ascertain if all persons

securing liquor licenses are American citizens as provided by

the new county liquor law.

A Redding dispatch states that the prohibition sentiment in

Supervisorial District No. 5, southern part of Shasta county,

always has been strong, and now the "drys" figure that with the

added strength of the women voters they can vote the twenty

saloons out of business. The towns concerned are Anderson,

Cottonwood and Shingletown. The first two are agitating the

propriety of incorporating so as to escape the local option issue.

We learn from Danville and Alamo that an effort will be made

to call a special election in that section to vote upon the saloon

question under the new local option law. The anti-saloon feel-

ing is said to be strong at Danville and in that vicinity. It is

understood that petitions asking the Supervisors to call a spe-

cial election will soon be presented to the board.

At the Fresno branch of the Bartenders Union, No. 566, offi-

cers were elected during the present month as follows: Paul

Soule, president; Fred Meyers, vice-president; H. McClung, re-

cording secretary; Pat Grace financial secretary and business

agent ; Pat Laval, chaplain ; H. Ganz, inspector. Delegates to

the Fresno Labor Council Avere elected as follows : Paul Soule,

I H. Lawrence and C. Jones.

There are rumors at Visalia that conflicting interests have

caused the Trustees to somewhat change their attitude on the

liquor question, and that they are now in favor of granting

liquor licenses to restaurants and a wholesale house or two.

Incidentally, it is stated by the Visalia Delta that two of the

trustees intend resigning, as a result of the hiatus created in

the affairs of the city. The present status of the wet and dry

fight in Visalia is thus described by a local correspondent:

"With a hertofore dry board sitting upon a wet majority and

with the officei-s making arrests of persons violating a dry or-

dinance passed in the face of a wet sentiment and with the wets

and drys so evenly divided that no convictions can be secured in

th" cases of the violators, it begins to look as though some plan

to nntagle tlie skein will have to l)e proposed.

lASH'SBITTERC

Vineyard Notes

We learn from Livermore that Louis Mel is having the foun-

dation laid for a two-story reinforced concrete winery to be

erected on his place in time for the next vintage.

Sebastiani & Co., of Sonoma, have established quite a market

for Sonoma Valley wines and brandies in the city of New York,

and large quantities have lately been shipped to that city direct.

Shipping to the Empire city is still proceeding.

Petaluma has a freak vine which is now (Februarv) bearing.

The fruit is sweet, large and perfectly formed, and is of the

variety that usually ripens in August. It belongs to B. Berri,

a Petaluma capitalist, and grows at his home in a sheltered

place. On frosty nights Berri protected the grapes by covering

the vine.

L. S. Franscine of Fresno, the well known viticulturist and

wine maker, recently spent some time in San Francisco.

Frank Berie, Avine maker at Peter Grass' winery at Stoney

Point, Sonoma county, has resigned his position after seventeen

years of faithful service, and is about to take a much needed

rest.

Carl Scharhag of Cologne, a dealer in Rhine wines, makes
yearly trips to the Pacific Coast, and recently came to this

city, registering at the Palace.

Judgment as prayed for by the plaintiff has been awarded by

Judge Church of Fresno in the suit of Las Palmas Vineyard

and Distillery against Garrett & Co., of North Carolina for the

value of port and brandy shipped via New York between Decem-

ber 20, 1909, and February 8, 1910. The judgment was for

14806.45, with $50 damages. Because of the failure of the de-

fendants to make remittances, the plaintiff ceased making fur-

ther shipments under what was claimed to have been a contract

as sales agent for eastern territorj\ Based on that contract

the eastern wine firm asked in a cross complaint for judgment
aggregating f63,000 as representing losses bj' reason of the non-

fulfillment of the contract. The decision of the court was that

definite contract was never ratified and that the arrangements

entered into were only tentative.

MARSH and AMERICAN
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

Wine Pumps

Air Compressors

Tank Pumps

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND

SIMONDS MACHINERY CO.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST., (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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DRY WINES :—The Avine market during the last month has

been good, not only on the Coast, but throughout the East.

This statement is borne out by the fact that exports by sea alone

for the month ending February 20th, totaled 1,390,792 gallons,

valued at |497,719, or in round numbers, practically fourteen

hundred thousand gallons valued at about a half million dollars.

This is a fine showing of values, considering the fact that much
of this wine is cheap sweets that are going forward as a result

of the sweet wine war. Had conditions been normal the trade

would have been still better. The long continued dry weather

has tended to tighten money and curtail demand throughout

the State, and the fact that there are some 60 odd local option

elections to be held in Northern. California, the forepart of April

has perceptibly added to the curtailment of orders. It goes

Avithout saying that there is no certainty as to the general re-

sults. The only recent object lesson as indicating the attitude

of the women voters, was given a few days ago in El Dorado
county, where, in the Third Supervisorial District, with 500

men and women voting, the drys were defeated by a fair ma-
jority. The Anti-Saloon Leaguers, as usual, are claiming that

they will sweep the wets off the map. Whether or not they will

succeed remains to be seen. However, they boasted that they

would win the El Dorado county contest and said that that

would be a test of their strength with the suffragettes. So there

you are and you must do your own guessing.

Imports of wine by sea were 1296 cases, 15 barrels, 5 hogs-

heads, 22 octaves, 2 casks and 2 quarter casks.

BRANDY:—There is no particular change in the market,

exports by sea being of average volume and the demand
in the East fairly satisfactor3^ The export figures Avere 74

cases and 2090 gallons, valued at |3535. Imports Avere 076

cases, 10 octaves, 10 casks, 25 quarter casks. Figures of pro-

duction Avill be found elsewhere in this issue.

WHISKY^ :—The long dry spell and the coming local option

elections have sloAved doAvn the demand someAvhat, but

at the same time representative houses are in a position to re-

port business "fairly good" during the month, and no prog-

nostications as to the future, until the Avet and dry election is

over. Under the circumstances, buyers in the affected districts

have not bought any more goods than Avere absolutely needed.

At the same time, collections have not been satisfactory.

Exports Avere 553 cases and 5750 gallons, valued at .|14,503.

Imports Avere of good volume, totaling 5673 cases, 924 bar-

rels, 72 casks, 12 octaves and 105 quarter casks. Of gin there

were in round numbers 5000 cases.

Miscellaneous exports of liquors by sea aggregated 1836 cases,

5 kegs, 5 barrels and 169 gallons, valued at f13,700.

BEER :—There is nothing of special moment to be said for

the month. Conditions are about normal and all that

could be expected under the circumstances. The exports by sea

were 464 packages, valued at |3,363. Imports Avere 310 cases

and 423 barrels; Stout 225 cases.

by sea were of nominal volume, as shoAvn by the followin

figures

:

Wine, 1296 cases, 15 barrels, 5 hogsheads, 22 octaves, 2 casks,

2 quarter casks; Whisky, 5641 cases, 924 barrels, 59 casks, V2

octaves, 105 quarter casks; Gin, 4977 cases, 44 barrels, 27 casks,

10 octaves; Urandy, 677 cases, 10 octaves, 10 casks, 25 quarter

casks; Mineral Water, 2969 cases, 10 barrels; Rum, 25 cases, i'

barrels, 5 casks; Cordials, 64 cases, 1 barrel; Liquors, 471 cast-

14 barrels, 5 casks; Beers, 310 cases, 423 barrels; Champagiii

.

335 cases, 7 barrels; Vermouth, 2105 cases, 5 casks; Fruit Juice

3 casks ; Amer Picon, 570 cases ; Absinthe, 200 cases ; Sake, 32!)

cases, 384 casks; Bitters, 1230 cases; Ginger Ale, 310 barrels;

Spirits, 50 cases; Stout, 225 cases; Ale, 1 case; Kirech, 2 cases;

Cider, 25 cases.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND:—35 cases Wine; 1 cun

Fruit Juice; 52 cases and 13 casks of Whisky.

New York Wine Market

THERE has not been much activity in the movement of wines

of late, Avhich in a measure may be due to the fact that the

dealers are still Avorking off the stock left over from the holidays.

The demand for brandies, as evidenced by withdrawals from

bond, is fairly good.

—

Bonfort's.

Wholesale Dru?;gists Oppose the Webb Bill

ABOSTON, Mass., dispatch states that the National Wliole-

sale Druggists' Association has come out Avith a broadcast

statement strenuously opposing a bill recently introduced in the

House of Representatives by Congressman Webb of North Car-

olina, containing a provision Avhich it is asserted "would be a

national prohibition of interstate commerce in liquors used for

manufacturing medicines, drugs, extracts, etc., and of wiucs.

which are largely sold by druggists on prescriptions for medi-

cinal purposes." The statement is issued by the Committee on

Legislation of the Wholesale Druggists' Association.

The committee contends that the bill in question is in direct

conflict Avith the constitution of the United States, and further

says : "There are in the United States more than 40,000 retail

drug stores, in practically all of Avhich alcohol is constantly u.sed

in compounding medicines as an extractive agent and in fiUiu,!;

doctors' prescriptions. These stores also sell Avines prescribed

for medicinal purposes. Under the proposetl legislation drug-

gists located in prohibition States Avould be unable to purcliase

alcohol or Avines, as the manufacture of these articles is forbid-

den in their State, and their importation from other States or

from a foreign country Avould be strictly prohibited."

California Wines Popular in New York

IMPORTATIONS :—Business among the importers was quiet,

following three months of active trade. HoAvever, February

is not expected to shoAV much life in these lines. Importations

WHILE in New York lately Clarence J. Wetmore, president

of the Wetmore-Bowen Company, producers of the noted

Cresta Blanca brand of California Avines, expressed his delight

with the manner in Avhich New York hotels are handling Cali

fornia Avines. He says they haA^e the Avines at the Waldorl

Astoria, St. Regis, Plaza, Knickerbocker, Vanderbilt and nei'rly

all the other leading NeAV York hotels. In using California

Avines they are now doing for California AA'hat they should

have done years ago, serving Califoi'uia Avines in the original

bottles, demonstrating that California can furnish sauternes,

burgundies, clarets and other Avines as good as they can in any

other part of the globe. The only trouble Avith California w'nxf^

here Avas they did not get half a shoAV, and many Avines wer

sold in NcAV York under French labels Avhich Avere in reality

California wines. But as that is uoav against the law, Cali for

nia is getting to the front in great shape, and ^fr. Wetmore is

perfectly delighted to think that California Avines are uoav han-

dled at most of the prominent hotels here in their original

bottles.
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oris WETMORE, manager of Geo. West & Sons' winery,

—i said recently in regard to furuisliinj^ cuttinfjs and ooutract-

jig witli the Lodi fjrowers for Petit Syrrali and Alicante Bou-

chet : "The jjrowers in the Lodi section seem to be taking nicely

1 the idea. I have been away from the El Pinal winery a great

eal of the time, but enough growers have already assured me
hat they will graft and contract to supply 100 acres. The scions

re all ordered, and should be at the Lodi winery now. I have

;rdered enough to supply at least 400 acres, but will get more

If the occasictn warrants." The necessary contracts are now
ciiig prepared.

Iv. J. O'Hrien, general traveling representative of J. IJ.

liompsou & Co., Cincinnati, distillers of "Old Jordon" and

Runuymede," is making an extended tour of the coast, sizing

p. the field for a campaign for these brands. Mr. O'Brien

tates that there is a great and growing interest in the East,

articularly in San Francisco, on account not only of the com-

iig World's Fair, but of the rapid growth of population on this

[•art of the Coast. As he sized it up, the East regards the slope

^in Portland to San Diego as having "a very rosy outlook."

)ld Jordon is liandled in this territory by James De Fremery

Co., of this citv.

Tlie most stunning calendar that has come to this office this

axon is from tlu^ Sacramento Valley Winery, Sacramento,

al. It is a half length portrait, three-quarter life size, of a

ishliig blonde, in black, and is a work of art in lithographic

ork, the coloring being exceptionally fine. Last .year the same

'lupany sent out a magnificent calendar, the subject being

beautiful young woman in gold. We have to congratulate

lanagcr E. M. Sheelian on his good taste in his selections.

Frank Thomp.son, the well known salesman, clubnmn and

^ood fellow generally, is again in harness and is rounding up
is old time customers. He is on the start" of J. L. Eppinger,

oast representative of Nichols & Co., in this city. ilr. Thomp-
iu"s specialty will be wines, in the sale of which he is one of

lie top notchers.

.M. Meyer, general sales agent of the Fred Krug Brewing
ompany, Omaha, Xebr., paid a visit to San Francisco during

III' niontii and spent some time in looking over the field with

a view to an active cam])aign for the promotion of future sales

of the celebrated Luxus beer. \\\' understand there will be some
important developments as the result of Mr. Meyer's visit.

One of the daintiest and most attractive calendars that

reache<l this office this year is that sent out by the Estate of

Geo. Delaporte, San Francisco, agents for the famous Yellow-

stone Whisky. It is a series of three artistic, highly colored

posters of charming maidens riding upon aeroplanes, all grace-

fully posed and cleverly drawn.

Collector of Internal Revenue Claude Parker reported that

the production of sweet wines in Southern California this year

will be largerly in excess of any preceding season.
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Bcfig

INTERNAL REVENUE &CUSTOMS RULINGS
ht2

(T. D. 1746.)

Modification of Internal Revenue liefjuJations No. SO, relatin<j to

bonds given by manufacturers using denatured alcohol.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner op Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, January 10, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and others

:

So much of article 78 of regulations No. 30 of August 22,

1911, as provides that bonds given by manufactui*ei*s using de-

natured alcohol shall be in a penal sum of not less than $5000,

is hereby amended so as to read as follows

:

"The manufacturer will also file with his notice a bond in

duplicate, with sureties satisfactory to the collector and in a

penal sum sufficient to cover the tax on all alcohol that may
be, at any time, on hand, in transit, or unaccounted for, and in

no case less than $500."

Approved: Royal E. Cabell, Oommissiower.

Franklin MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury.

(T.D. 32188.)

Figs and cherries in maraschino.

Appeal directed from the decision of the Boartl of United States

General Appraisers, Abstract 27240 (T. D. 32046), involving

the classification of figs in maraschino and cherries in maras-

chino.

Treasury Department, January 25, 1912.

Sir : I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

24th instant, inviting attention to the decision of the Board of

United States General Appraisers of November 29, 1911, Ab-

stract 27240 (T. D. 32046), involving the classification of figs

in maraschino and cherries in maraschino, which had been

assessed with duty under paragraph 247 of the tariff act at the

rate of 1 cent per pound and 35 per cent ad valorem, and held by

the board to be properly dutiable at the rate of 2 cents per

pound under the same paragraph.

In view of the importance of the issue, you are hereby re-

quested to file, in the name of the Secretary of the Treasury, an
application with the United States Court of Customs Appeals
for review of the said decision, in accordance with the pro-

visions of subsection 29 of section 28 of the tariff act of August
5, 1909. Respectfully,

A. Piatt Andrew, Assistant Secretary.

Hon. Wm. L. Wemple, Asst. Attorney General, Nciv York.

(T. D. 1758.)

Denatured Alcohol.

Modifying Formula No. 12 for specially denatured Alcohol.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

W^ashingt(m, D. C, January 29, 1912.

Formula 12, prescrilxHl on pag(^ 49 of Regulations No. 30,

relating to the manufacture, sale and use of denatured alcohol,

approvcHl August 22, 1911, is hereby modified as follows:

To 100 gallons of ethyl alcohol and I gallon of pyridin bases
and 2 gallons of coal-tar benzol, or, ^

(Alternative) To 100 gallons of ethyl alcohol add 5 gallons'^of

coal-tar benzol.

The benzol shall be subject to the specifications as are im-

posed in Formula No. 2(i.

The use of Formula No. 12 as herein modified is authorized
in the manufacture of imitation leather.

Approved: Royal E. Cabell, Commissioner.
Franklin MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury.

(T. D. 1757.)

Withdrawal of alcohol.

Instruction relative to the withdrawal of alcohol under swtion

3297, Revised Statutes, and prescribing certain additional

formulas which have been approved for the destruction of the

identity of alcohol.

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Treasury Departmsint,

Washington, D. C, January 26, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and others concerned:

In order to secure uniformity in the issuance of permits for

the withdrawal of alcohol free of tax under section 3297, Re-

vised Statutes, for scientific purposes by incorporated and char-

tered institutions and to safeguard the use of such alcohol un-

der the provisions of section 3297, Revi-sed Statutes, and T. D.

1731, permits for such withdrawals will be issued to liospitals

and sanitariums to which the privileges of this section liave

heretofore been extended only on applications which contain

in full the formula or formulas embodied in the bond filed for

the withdrawal of alcohol for such institutions, which formula

or formulas must have been previously approved by the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue.

With a view to the destruction of the identity of the alcohol

in the chemical laboratories of such institutions, as set forth in

article 1, T. D. 1731, the following formulas have been approved

by this office, viz

:

FOR antiseptic PURPOSES IN GENERAIl.

1. Alum 10 grains, camphor 3 grains, alcohol 4 ounces. •

2. Carbolic acid 1 part, alcohol 99 parts.

3. Formaldehyde 1 part, alcohol 250 parts.

4. Alum 2 ounces, sulphate of zinc 1 ounce, alcohol 1 gallon.

5. Alum 1 dram, camphor 1 ounce, alcohol 1 pint.

6. Bichloride of mercury 1 part, alcohol 2,000 parts.

7. Alum 2 ounces, salicylic acid 2 ounces, II gaultheria 2 ounces, water 1

pint, alcohol q. s. 1 gallon.

8. Carbolic acid 2 drams, oil gaultheria 20 drops, alcohol 1 ga'.lan.

9. Bichloride of mercury O.S gram, hydrochloric acid 60 c. c, alcohol

C40 c. c, water 300. c. c.

10. Bichloride of mercury 1% grains, hydrochloric acid 2 drams, alcohol

4 ounces.

11. Bicarbonate of soda 3 ounces, extract of hammamelis 16 ounces,

water 16 ounces, alcohol 16 ounces.

12. Formaldehyde 2 parts, glycerin 2 parts, alcohol 96 parts.

13. Oil cajuputi 1 dram, alcohol 1 pint.

14. Tannic acid 12 parts, alcohol 125 parts, water 125 parts.

15. Carbolic acid 1 dram, tannic acid 1 dram, alcohol 1 pint, water 1 pint.

16. Alum % ounce, formaldehyde 2 drams, camphor 1 ounce, alcohol and

water each 1 pint.

Applicants may incorporate one or more formulas in llic

conditions of the bonds filed, but are restricted to the use of

the alcohol according to the formulas incorporated therein.

Withdrawals Avill not be permitted under bonds in whicti

a formula does not appear, and applications and bonds should

not be submitted to this office for consideratitm and ajiprovai

which contain formulas differing from tho.se heretofore nieu-

tionod and which have been approved by this office.

As it is the policy of the office not to multiply the nuiubor

of formulas, and as it is believed that those above set forth will

meet all requirements, consideration will not be given to other

formulas with a view to their approA'al and ])ublication.

The instructions herein contained supei-sede those contained

in T. D. 1739, in so far as the same are in conflict therewith.

Royal E. Cabell, Commissioner.
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(T. D. 1753.)

Withdrawal of taw-free iilcolwl for scientific purposes.

Tax-free alcohol, withdrawn from bond for scientific purposes,

subject to seizure juid forfeiture if found on prem-

ises of a wholesale liquor dealer.

Trkasuuy Department,

Office of Commissionek of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C, January 19, 1912.

Sik: I am In receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, in

refciciue to tax-free alcohol withdrawn from bond by hospitals

and other institutions for scientific purposes, and requesting

that you be advised whether the alcohol when so withdrawn

should be sent directly to the institution named in the permit,

or whether the same may be sent to a wholesale liquor dealer,

if "a designated agent," and if so, whether such dealer "may

keep it any length of time he sees fit, provided the hospital is

willing, before delivery."

It appears from your letter that many such deliveries are

being made, and you suggest that this practice may afford the

dealer dangerous opportunity to "substitute water, etc.," inas-

much as the institutions referred to rarely if ever proof the

alcohol when received by them.

In authorizing such institutions to withdraw from bond

alcohol, free of tax, for scientific purposes, the law (sec. 3297)

evidently contemplates the immediate and direct shipment of

the alcohol to such institutions, whether the withdrawal is

made by the principal or by the agent.

While there is no specific provision regarding such ship-

ments, there are provisions, applicable to wholesale liquor deal-

ers, Avhich clearly prohibit the receiving or storing of any such

spirits on the premises of such dealers.

Section 3319 expressly prohibits any rectifier, wholesale, or

retail liquor dealer from purchasing or receiving any distilled

spirits in quantities greater than 20 gallons from any person

other than an authorized rectifier, distiller, or wholesale liquor

dealer; and section 3289 declares:

"All distilled spirits found in any cask or package containing

five gallons or more, without having thereon the marks and

stamps required therefor by law, shall be forfeited to the United

States."

In the cases referred to in your letter, the alcohol is received

by the dealer, not as a dealer, but as the agent of the principal,

who, under the law and the permit granted, is alone authorized

to withdraw the spirits free of tax and solely for the purpose

autliorized by the law. It is clear, therefore, that spirits so

witlidrawn can not lawfully be received on the premises of any
liquor dealer, and if found on any such premises (and not hav-

ing thereon the marks and stamps required by law for spirits

on which tax has been paid) the same are subject to seizure and
forfeiture.

You will see that all such dealers in your division are so ad-

vised, and you will cau.se seizure to be made of all such spirits

hereafter found on any such premises and report your action to

this office. Respectfully,

Royal E. Cabell, Commissioner.

Mr. C. H. Ingram,, Internal Revenue Agent, Chicago, III.

(T. D. 1750.)

Dvrection'S for takmg groivity for distilling heer. !

Tre.\sury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C, January 19, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue

:

The following instructions are for storekeeper-gauges in tak-

ing the gravity of mash and beer

:

METHOD of determining GRAVITY.

All mashes and beers are to be sti*ained through a fine sieve or

cheesecloth before making the determination.

Rye mashes only, at the time of filling, are to be diluted with

water one to one after straining, and the gravity determined

on the diluted sample. After the beer is 24 hours old it is not

to be diluted l)efore making the determination.

The temperature of the determinfition is to be recorded in each

case in the proper column.

Gravity is to be read to per cents and tenths.

Decimials are to be used in place of fractions.

Actual figures are to be recorded in each case; ditto marks
are not to be used. Gravity is not to be corrected for tempera-

ture.

Distillers are to be required to furnish, at their own expense,

accurate stems graduated to tenths, vessels in which to take
the samples, sieves, and a cylinder or cup to hold the strained

samples. (Revised Statutes, 3249-3303.)

Royal E. Cabell, Commissioner.

(T. D. 1748.)

Modification of regulations relating to distilling carporation9

doing business under other tlmn the corporate names.

(Circular No. 5—Int. Rev. No. 743.)

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, January 15, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue

:

Regulations No. 7 are hereby so amended as to permit a dis-

tilling corporation to conduct the business of distilling spirits

in a name or style other than the lawful corporate name upon
compliance with the regulations governing a change of name
by an individual or firm operating a distillery.

As in case of an individual or firm, a new distiller's notice

ClOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY. Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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must be filed and also a new distiller's bond, unless a bond has

already betni filed and is in force which rei-ites the name to

be adopted as the name or as one of the names under which it

proposed to carry on the business of distilling.

All regulations and instructions inconsistent herewith are

hereby rescinded.

Royal E. Cabell^ Commissioner.

Approved:
Fkanklin MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury.

Proposed National Legislation

(T. D. 1749.)

Stamping spirits.

Spirits reduced in proof by addition of water only not to be

stamped as rectified spirits.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, January 15, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and revenue agents in charge of

divisions:

It has come to the knowledge of this office that distilled

spirits are being dumped for rectification and gauged out from

i-ectification without anything having been added to the same
except water, thus unnecessarily and wrongfully imposing an

expense upon the Government of about 20 cents per package

for each package so stamped out for the services of gauging

officers.

Collectors are again reminded that the addition of water only

to spirits does not constitute rectification, and will take imme-

diate steps to see that spirits thus treated are not stamped out

as rectified spirits.

Royal E. Cabell, Commissioner.

New York, February 10, 1912.

The Tuscan Wine Yield

ITALY'S 1911 vintage is now estimated at 1,188,000,000 gal-

lons. In Tuscany the quantity is somewhat above the aver-

age and the qualities of the different wines range from very good

to medium according to localities. In some regions with an

average rainfall during the summer and early fall the quality

is not so high as in other sections where the weather was gen-

erally dry.

Of the vintage of 1910 little is left in Tuscany. The prices at

present are low and the tendency of the producers is to hold for

a higher market. The local market recognizes two qualities,

known as first and second. Present (November 16th) prices

are: First, |6.75 to |8.10 per 100 liters (26.417 gallons) ; sec-

ond, |5 to 15.70. The best known Tuscan wines are Chianti,

Rufina, Montepulciano, Carmignano and Pomino. Tlirough the

port of Leghorn in 1910 there were exportetl 1,007,978 bottles

and 2,357,355 gallons of wine in casks, the total value of these

exports being $501,451.—From Consul Frank Deedmeyer, Leg-

horn, Italy.

(H. R. 19639.)

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
February 7, 1912.

Mr. Johnson of Kentucky introduced the following bill ; which
was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

and ordered to be printed.

A BILL
To amend an Act approved March third, eighteen hundre4l

and ninety-seven, entitlefl "An Act to allow the bottling of

distilled spirits in bond."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembknl. That
the third paragraph of the first section of an Act approvwl
March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, entitled "An
Act to allow the bottling of distilled spirits in bond," be

amended so as to read as follows

:

"And there shall be plainly marked, in such manner as shall

be prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, on the side of each
case, to be known as the Government side, the proof of the

spirits, the registered distillery number, the State and district

in which the distillery is located, the real name of the actual
bona fide distiller, the year and distilling season, whether S])nng
or fall, of original inspection of entry into bond, and the date
of bottling, and the same wording shall be placed upon the

adhesive engraved strip stamp over the mouth of the bottle,

it being understood that the spring season shall include the

months from January to July, and the fall season the months
from July to January."

(H. R. 19804.)

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
February 9, 1912.

Mr. Harrison of New York introduced the following bill ; which

was referred to the Committee on Wajs and Means
and ordered to be printed.

A BILL
To prohibit interstate commerce in intoxicating liquors in cer-

tain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America in Congress assembled. That the

shipment or transportation in any manner, or by any means

whatsoever, of any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented,or other

intoxicating liquor of any kind, including beer, ale, or wine,

from one State, Territory, or District of the United States or

place non-contiguous to but subject to jurisdiction thereof, into

any other State, Territory, or District of the United States

or place non-contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

or from any foreign country into any State, Territory, or Dis-

trict of the United States or place non-contiguous to but subject

to the jurisdiction thereof, which saidspirituous,vinous,malted,

fermented, or other intoxicating liquor is intended, by any

person interested therein, directly or indirectly, or in any

manner connected with the transaction, to be received, pos-
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jsessed, or kept, or iu any manner used, either in tlie original

package or otlior\vise, in violation of any law of such State, Ter-

ritory, or Distrit't of tlic I'nited States or place non-contiguous

til but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, enacted in the exer-

icise of the police powers of such State, Territory, or District

iof the United States or place non-contiguous to but subject to

ithe jurisdiction thereof, is hereby prohibited; and any and all

1 'intracts pertaining to such transactions are hereby declared

U) be null and void, and no suit or action shall be maintained

iin any court of the United States upon any such contract or

icontracts, or for the enforcement or protection of any alleged

right based upon or growing out of such contract or contracts,

or for the protection in any manner Avhatsoever of such pro-

hibited transaction.

Sec. 2. That there shall be no property right in or to any
kach liquor while in the possession of any railway company, ex-

press company, or other common carrier in connection with any
•shipment or transportation thereof in violation of this Act.

t

In The House of Representatives.

February 8, 1912.

.Mr. Powers introduced the following bill ; which was referred

(to the Committee on the Judiciary and ordered to be printed

:

A Bill

Levjing a tax on \\ines made of pomace or blended with pomace.

I

JBe it enactetl by the Senate and House of Representatives of

Ithe United States of America in Congress assembled. That the

erm "pomace wine" as used in this Act is defined to be the

fermented product produced by the addition of water and cane
Migar, or beet sugar, or dextrose sugar, to the pomace or cheese

pf grapes or other fruits from which the juice has been par-

tially or wholly expressed.

Sec. 2. That any rectifier engaged in the business of rectify-

ing, within the meaning of section thirty-two hundred and forty-

jfour of the Revised Statutes of the United States, who shall

luse any pomace wine or a wine blended with pomace wine for

[the purpose of rectifying, within the meaning of said section

[fhirty-two humlred and forty-four, shall paj' a tax defined by

fection thirty-two hundred and forty nine of the Revised Statutes

pf the United States, contained in such pomace wine or wine
'tlended with pomace wine so used by such rectifier as aforesaid.

Sec. 3. That nothing contained in this Act shall be con-

alatued as restricting or affecting the manufacture or sale of

pomace wine for beverage purposes or for use in blending with

pther wines, or the sale or use of such blended wines in any
panner except as defined in section two of this Act ; and noth-

ng contained in section thirty-two hundred and eighty-two of

he Revised Statutes of the United Etates shall be held to apply
I pomace wine or wine blended with pomace wine.

Sec. 4. That any rectifier who fails to comply with any of

tlie provisions of this Act .shall be liable to the penalties pre-

jscribed by section thirty-four hundred and fifty-six of the Re-

Vised Statutes of the United States.

The First Wines and Beers.

'T'HE question has many times been asked, "Who made the
A first wine?" or, to put it another way, "Who discovered

ine?" The current number of Electricity carries a long article

in the use of electricity in the brewing industry, and begins

Uie story with the following description of the first wine:

jWay l)ack in the dim days of primitive man berries were very

[plentiful and constituted an important item of food for the

.'shaggv- people of the treetops and in the caves by the limestone

!?liffs. In the lierry season men, women and children ate their

full of the succulent fruit. The gourd shells were heaped with
jthe ripe berries, and there were more than all the tribes could
!?at, more than the biixls and the ben-y-loving animals wanted.
It chanced that a big gourd shell filled with berries was neg-

lected and lay for days iu the sun because there was no longer

desire for the fruit, and the sun drew the rich, red juice from
the pulp and fermentcnl it into wine. Came <me of the cave
men a-thirst and tasted it. It was good, it greet(^l his hot
t(mgue with a twang and he drank it all. Much to his surprise

the drink made him feel diflferent. No longer was he cold and
hungry; no longer did he fear the sabre-toothed tiger or the

huge mammoths. With that day came wine, and there is

hardly a savage tribe today too primitive to know nothing
about the fermentation of liquors into beers and wines.

History, poetry, song and fiction tell their' stories of ancient

drinking-bouts, of feasts, of toasts and plwlges, of loving-cups,

stirrup cups, black-jacks, drinking-horns, glasses, mugs, steins

and bootlegs. It remained for the ancient alchemists to dis-

cover that the magical influence of beers and wines Avas caused

by a volatile, transparent fluid now known as alcohol. They
found that alcohol is easily vaporized by heat and that it can
be readily driven from any liquid by heating it to a proper

temperature. They experimented and produced whiskj', brandy,

rum, gin, and numerous other liquors. In the good old days in

merry England everyone made his own ale and light beer in the

home kitchen, and it was barreletl and set away in the cool

cellars for consumption. Beer-making was part of the house-

hold Avork, and beer was served with every meal for king and
yokel alike. Taverns where beer was sold to thirsty travelers

made their own beer. In the course of time a tavern-keeper

who was an expert brewer worked up a reputation for his prod-

uct and began to sell it to nearby alehouses, and thus the first

brewery was born in a kitt-hen. From this little kitchen brew-

ery, with its oaken tubs, its hop vats and its malt bins, the

industry has groAATi until today the brewing industry is one of

the most important in the world. It has been completely mod-
ernized, and the work is now all done by high-power machinery,
driven mostly by electrical energy.
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M The Principles M
m.i of Wine-Mal<ing 5™'

BY FREDERICK T. BIOLETTI.

4. Defecation of Must. However carefully the fjrapes are

handled, a certain amount of dust, genns, and other injurious

matters will reach the vats and presses. If these matters are

left in the must during fermentation, they injure the delicacy

of the flavor of the Avine. It is desirable in the manufacture
of ^vliite Avines to have a clear must to ferment.

The clearing of the must can he accomplished in several ways,

IMeclianical sei)arat()rs similar in principle to those used in

creameries are sometimes used but the clearing is not suffi-

ciently complete. Their main use is to separate the bulk of

the solid matter from must which has been extracted by a

continuous press.

Small quantities of must can l)e cleared with gelatinous mat-

ters and tannin as in fiiiiiu/ wine. Owing to the higher spe-

cific gravity of must and its viscidity, the finings often settle

with difficulty. Tlie settling is facilitated by the addition of

Spanish clay or infusorial earth, but the method is too sIoav

and uncertain for large scale practice.

Most musts will clear sufficiently in twenty-four to forty-

eight hours by sim])le settling, if fermentation can be delaye^l

so long. With perfectly sound grapes and clean vats in cold

weather, no other treatment is necessary. As soon as the im-

purities have formed a sediment, the clear must is drawn off

into the fermenting vessels.

As a rule, fermentation starts before the settling is complete.

Soon after the commencement of the vintage, the crushers and
conveyors supply an abundance of yeast to the must and, if

the weather is hot, it may be fermenting before it gets into

the defecating vat. Even in cases where there is no perceptible

fermentation during the first twenty-four hours and where
the settling is satisfactory, there is always, unless the grapes

are very cold, a multiplication of apiculate and other wild

yeasts. It is nearly always advisable to treat the must with

sufficient sulfurous acid to delay all growth of micro-organisms

until it can be decanted from the sediment.

If the grapes have been treated with meta-bisulfite before or

during crushing, this will suffice. This is, indeed, the best

time to apply the sulfurous acid, as it prevents even the com-

mencement of growth of undesirable organisms. If this has

not been done, the sulfuring may be accomplished by pumping
the must into a closed vat in which sulfur has been burned.

The amount of sulfur or sulfite to use will depend on the

temperature and on the nature of the must. The higher the

temperature and the more contaminated the must the more sul-

furous acid is necessary. From 12 to 16 oz. of meta-sulfite to

one thousand gallons is an average amount. The amount of

sulfurous acid which gets into the must from the fumes of

burning sulfur depends so much on the size of the cask, the

method of filling and other conditions that no definite amount

can be stated. Where every precaution is taken to make the

must absorb nearly all the fumes, 4 oz. to 5 oz. of sulfur to a

thousand gallons is sufficient. Where the sulfur is simply

burnt in the cask and the Avine pumped in, somcAvhat more is

needetl. If the must commences to ferment before it clears,

more sulfur should be used the next time. If it remains Avithout

fermenting for several days after adding yeast, less should

be used.

No harm need be anticipated from a slight excess of sulfurous

acid at this time. A large prrt of it escapes into the air before

and during fermentation and the remainder forms combina-

tions with the sugar and other components of the must Axhich

are tasteless and innocuous.

An exception should be nmde perhaps of very acid musts.

Sulfurous acid tends to preserve the normal fixed acidity of the

must. Wine made from unsulfured must has a lower fixed acid-

ity than the must. The acidity of Avine made from sulfured must
is nearly or quite equal to that of the must. For this reason

sulfiting is especially beneficial in ca.se of musts of low acidity.

For unduly acid musts or in the manufacture of SAveet Avines

Avhere a Ioav acidity is desirable, it may be objectionable.

The cause of the preserAation of acidity is probably the pre-

vention of the groAvth of acid consuming micro-organisms, such

as the apiculate yeast.

In from tAvelve to twenty-four hours, the must is purged of all

its gross impurities, including micro-organisms, dust and solid

particles deriAcd from the skins, stems, pulp, and leaA'es. It

may be slightly cloudy or nearly clear. It should then be draAvn

off into clean casks and fermentation started Avitli yeast.

This defecaticm is of great value, ridding the must of sul)-

'tances that Avould affect the flavor of the wine in the heat

of fermentation and eliminating the excess of albuminoid mat-

ters that Avould seiwe as food for injurious bacteria. Wine-

makers Avho use it for the first time are usually surprised at the

great impri)ve:neut in the (luality of the Avine and in the ea-sc

Avith Avhich it can be handled.

5. l^frrilhfttion. The defecation of must for white Avinc.

as just described, eliminates nearly all the non-living solid

matters but leaves more or less of the micro-organisms. Many
attempts haA^e been made to dcAise a method of sterilization

that Avould remove or destroy all the micro-organisms. This

can be accomplished by heating, but the results are not satis-

factory. High heating caramelizes part of the sugar and oxi-

dizes the must, injuring the flavor and color of the resultin"

wine. Several successive heatings at a lower temperature in

an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas is preferable but trouble

some and costly. Both methods haA-e the defect of extractuif!'

undesirable substances from the solid matters contained in

the must unless they are previously remoA'ed by defecation.

Chemical sterilization by means of disinfectants is still less

practicable. No substance could be used for this purpose ex-

cept sulfurous acid and this used in sufficient quantities wonM
injure the flavor of the Avine. The effect AA'ould be totally dif-

ferent from that of the small quantities used in defection.

Experience has shown that the absolute sterilization of the

must or grapes is quite unnecessary. Proper defecation of tht

must removes a large proportion of the undesirable micro

organisms and Avhat remain have no opportunity to injure th(

Avine if the yeast fermentation is prompt and properly conducted

In the manufacture of red Avine, Avhere preliminai'y defecation

is impossible, care, cleanliness and prompt fermentation an

usually sufficient to prevent any serious injury and Avhen prop

erly supplemented by accurate use of meta-bisulfite, enable

us to prevent injurious action in all cases.

G. Starters. All the methods discussed have for their objeci

the diminution or elimination of micro-organisms of all kinds

With the injurious forms the true yeast is also removed. Th<i

more perfect these methods, the more necessarj' it is to ad(

Avine yeast. Without this addition, in fact, all these precautionu

may result in harm, for the Avine yeast being present in muclj

smaller numl>ers than many of the injurious forms may b<

completely removed Avhile enough of other forms is left to spoi

the wine.

A "starter" of some kind is therefore necessary Avith defecates

must and useful in all other cases.

One method of producing a starter is to gather a suitabl*

quantity of the cleanest and soundest ripe grapes in the vinf!

yard, crush them carefully and alloAv them to undergo spoi^

taneous fermentation in a Avarm place. An addition of a quarter
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to a third of an ounce of potassium meta-bisulfite to one hundred

])()unds of grapes will be of great assistance in promoting a

uood yeast fermentation in the starter. Perfectly ripe grapes

should be selected and the fermentation allowed to proceed un-

til at least 10 per cent of alcohol is produced. If imperfectly

lipe grapes are used or the starter used too soon, the principal

\east present may be apiculatus. Towards the end of the fer-

mentation ellipsokkus predominates. From one to three gal-

lons of this starter should be used for each hundred gallons of

i:rapes or must to be fermented. Too much should not be used

ill hot weather or with warm grapes, or it may be impossible to

control the temperature.

This starter is used only for the iirst vat or cask. Those fol-

; lowing are started from previous fermentations, care being

'taken always to use the must only from a vat at the proper

stage of fermentation and to, avoid all vats that show any

defect.

7. Pure Yeast. An improvement on a natural starter of this

kind is a pure culture of tested yeast. Such yeasts are used

j
extensively in Germany and France and have been employed in

' several California wineries for some years with excellent results.

There are two ways of using these yeasts. One is to obtain

[
from a pure yeast laboratory a separate starter for each ferment-

ing vat or cask. All the wine maker has to do is distribute

' this starter in the grapes or must as they run into the vat.

If the starter is used when in full vigor this method is simple

jand effective. Unfortunately, it is difficult to have it on hand

j
in just the right condition at the right moment. If the starter

[
is too young it will not contain enough yeast cells, if too old

I
the cells will be inactive or dead. The usual starter is in full

f vigor for only a few days at the most. Recent improvements in

! the methods of preparing pure yeast starters are said to over-

i come this difficulty and to produce starters which maintain their

full vigor for weeks and months.

The other method is for the wine-maker to obtain a small cul-

I tore of pure yeast from a reliable source and from this to make

his own starter.

To do this he prepares two or three gallons of must defecated

with sulfurous acid and sterilized by boiling. This, on cooling,

» is placed in a large demijohn plugged with sterilized cotton and
'i the pure culture of yeast added. The demijohn must be placed

in a warm place (70 degrees to 80 degrees F.) and thoroughly

shaken several times a day to aerate the must. In a few days a

vigorous fermentation occurs.

AVheu the fermentation is at its height in the demijohn, which

will be when the must still contains 3 or 4 per cent of sugar, it

is ready to use to prepare a starter. This is best prepared in

a small open vat or tub, varying in size according to the amount
of starter needed daily. In this tub is poured twenty to fifty

gallons of well defecated must extracted from clean sound
grapes. It is not necessary to boil it, as the few micro-organ-

i isms it may contain will be without effect in the presence of the

vastly more numerous yeast cells introduced from the pure
> culture in the demijohn.

The whole of the pure culture is poured into the tub of must,
the temperature of which should be between 80 degrees and
90 degrees F. This temperature is maintained either by warm-
ing the room or by occasionally placing a large can full of

boiling water in the tub. This can should, of course, be tightly

stoppered in order that none of the water may get into the must.
' The must should be well aerated several times a day to invigorate
yeast. This is done I>y dipping out some of the must with a
bucket or ladle and pouring it back into the tub from a height
of several feet or by the use of compressed air. The tub should
be covered with a cloth to exclude dust, and everything with
which the must comes in contact should be thoroughly cleaned
with boiling water.

In a day or two the must is in full fermentation and may be

used as a starter. From ten to thirty gallons of starter are used

for every thousand gallons of must or crushed grapes. Tlu^

cooler the grapes the more should be added. Too much added

to warm grapes may make the fermentation so rapid that it will

be difficult to control the temperature. Moldy or dirty grapes

require more than clean, because there are more injurious germs

to overcome.

Every twenty-four hours, nine-tenths of the contents of the

starter tub can be used and immediately replaced with fresh

defecated must. The yeast in the one-tenth remaining is suffi-

cient to start a vigorous fermentation and multiplication of

yeast. Two things must be Avatched Avith special care if the

starter is to maintain its vigor. The temperature must be kept

above 80 degrees F. and thorough and frequent aeration must
be given.

AVith care, a starter of this kind will remain sufficientlj' pure
to be used continuously throughout the vintage.

(h) Ditrinfi the Fermentation. However carefully we have
excluded injurious germs and increased the good yeast, fermen-

tation will not be successful unless we maintain conditions as
favorable to the latter and as unfavorable to the former as pos-

sible.

1. Starting Temperature. The temperature of the crushed
grapes or expressed must is of importance. If it is below 60 de-

grees F., unless the weather is warm, they should be wanned
to 70 degrees or 75 degrees F. Unle-ss this is done, the molds and
apiculatus, which require less heat than ellipsoideus, Avill de-

velop more quickly. This is especially true when starters ai-e not
used. In the Avarmer and earlier districts the grapes are prac-

tically never too cold. On the other hand, unless there is great
carelessness, they are never too hot for the commencement of

fermentation. The hotter they are, however, the more artificial

cooling will be necessary later and the sooner it will have to

commence.
2. CrmhuHj. Thorough cru.shing is necessary in the case of

Avhite Avine, to facilitate the expression of the juice. For red
Avine, the grapes are crushed, and skin, pulp and juice fermented
together. In this case also, thorough crashing is necessarj'. Im-
perfectly crushed gi-apes ferment unevenly and incompletely and
the groAvth of mold is much facilitated. Crushing of the seeds
should be aAoided or the quality and clearness of the Avine Avill

be injured.

3. Aeration. The miist should be thoroughly saturated with
air at the beginning of fermentation to insure the multiplication
of the yeast. The aeration received in the processes of stem-
ming, crushing and pressing is usually sufficient for this pur-
pose. More aeration aaouUI be harmful, injuring the flaA'or and
color of the wine by over oxidation and promoting the growth
of injurious aerobic organisms. An objection to the steriliza-

tion of must by heat is the expulsion of the air and the diffi-

culty of replacing it in the proper amount.

During February an ordinance Avent into effect at Auburn by
which all saloons, hotels, and other places Avhere liquor is per-
mitted to be sold, are required to close betAveen the hours of 1
and 6 a. m. It is stated that the saloon men generally are
heartily in favor of the change. Ordinance No. 126, increasing
the license from |200 to $300 a year, also went into effect at the
same time. The increase in the license will add $1400 per year
to the city's income and all the dispensers of liquors haA-e signi-
fied their willingness to meet the raise Avlien their present
licenses expire.

Ferris is evidently looking for a Avet and dry fight as the City
Trustees have received a petition signed by 85 inhabitants, re-"

questing them to submit the question of a saloon license at the
April election.
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:-: New Anti Bills in Congress

H. R. 17593.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
January 10, 1912.

Mr. Webb introduced the following bill; which was referred

to the Committee on the Judiciary and ordered to be printed

:

A BILL
To divest intoxicating liquors of their interstate commerce char-

acter in certain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
the shipment or transportation, in any manner or by any means
whatsoever, of any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or

other intoxicating liquor of any kind, including beer, ale, or wine,

from one State, Territory, or District of the United States, or

place non-contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

into any other State, Territory, or District of the United States,

or place non-contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction there-

of, or from any foreign country into any State, Territory, or

District of the I'nited States, or place non-contiguous to but

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, which said spirituous, vinous,

malted, fermented, or other intoxicating liquor is intended, by

any person interested therein, directly or indirectly, or in any
manner connected with the transaction, to be received, possessed,

or kept, or in any manner used, either in the original package

or otherwise, in violation of any law of such State, Territory,

or District of the United States, or place non-contiguous to but

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, enacted in the exercise of

the police powers of such State, Territory or District of the

United States, or place non-contiguous to but subject to the

jurisdiction thereof, is hereby prohibited; and any and all con-

tracts pertaining to such transactions are hereby declared to

be null and void, and no suit or action shall be maintained in

any court of the United States upon any such contract or con-

tracts, or for the enforcement or protection of any alleged

right based upon or growing out of such contract or contracts,

or for the protection in any manner whatsoever of such pro-

hibited transactions.

S. 4102.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.
Januarj' 3, 1912.

Mr. Davis introduced the following bill; which was read

twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

:

A BILL
To prohibit the collection of a revenue tax or the granting of

other authority permitting or authorizing the sale or giving

away of foreign or domestic distilled spirits, intoxicating

liquors, wines, or any compound thereof in any district or

territoiy of any of the several States or Territories of the

United States of America where the sale or giving away of

such foreign or domestic distilled spirits, intoxicating liquors,

wines, or any compound thereof are prohibited by the laws

of said States or Territories, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America in Congress assembled. That the

Internal Revenue Department, or any other authority, or agent

of the Government of the United States of America, be, and it

or they are hereby, prohibited from the collection of a revenue

tax or the granting of other authority whereby permission or

authority is directly or indirectly given or extended to any per-

son, company, or corporation to sell or give away foreign or

domestic distilled spirits, intoxicating liquors, wines, or any
compound thereof in any county or parish of any of the several

States or Territories of the United States of America, or ain
part or sub-division of any of said counties or parishes where
the sale or giving away of the same is prohibited by the laws
of said States or Territories.

Sec. 2. That any collector, agent, officer, or other autlioi

ity of the United States of America who shall violate the pni
visions of section one of this Act shall be guilty of a iiiisd(

meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not less than five hundred dollars nor more tlian one thousand
dollars, and in addition to such fine shall be imprisoned in the
jail house of the county or parish in which said offense wa.s

committed for a period of time not less than sixty days nor
longer than one year.

Sec. 3. That any person who shall sell any foreign or do

mestic distilled spirits, intoxicating liquors, wines, or anv
compound thereof in any of the States or Territories of the

United States of America without first having paid the sjn'

cial revenue tax re(iuired of retail liquor dealers UTulcr existing'

law shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction there-

of shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars

nor more than one thousand dollars, and in additi(m to such

fine shall be imprisoned in the jail liouse of the county or parish

in which said offense was committed for a period of time not less

than sixty days nor longer than one year.

Sec. 4. That all laws and parts of laws in conflict with this

Act be, and the same are herebly, repealed.

H. R. 17588.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Januaiy 10, 1912.

Mr. Sells introduced the following bill; which was referred

to the Committee on the Judiciary and ordered to be printed

:

A BILL
To limit the effect of the regulation of commerce between the

several States and with foreign countries in certain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That all

fermented, distilled, or other intoxicating liquors or li(]uids

transported into any State or Territory for delivery therein,

or remaining therein for use, consumption, sale, or storage

therein, shall, upon arrival within the boundary of such State

or Territory, before and after deliver^', be subject to the opera-

tion and effect of the laws of such State or Territory enactal

in the exercise of its police powers to the same extent and in the

same manner as though such liquids or liquors had been pro-

duced in such State or Territorj-, and shall not be exempt there-

from by reason of being introduced therein in original package

or otherwise.

Sec. 2. That all corporations and persons engaged in inter-

state commerce shall, as to any shipment or transportation of

fermented, distilled, or other intoxicating liquors or litjuids, he

subject to all laws and police regulations with reference to such

liquors or liquids, or the shipment or the transportation thereof,

of the State in which the place of destination is situated, and

shall not be exempt therefrom by reason of such liquors or

liquids being introduced therein in original packages or other-

wise; but nothnig in this Act shall be construed to authorize a

State to control or in anywise interfere with the transportation

of liquors intended for shipment entirely through such a State

and not intended for delivery therein.

A Red Bluff', Tehanm county, dispatch records the firet move

of the Anti-Saloon League to make that citj^ dry, to have been

taken when a petition calling for a special election on the saloon

question was filed, carrying 305 signatures, moi"e than reiiuii'etl

by law. The Trustees are compelled thereby to call a special

election on the question.
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Hotels and Restaurants Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Hurlburt have bought the Corona Hotel,

Porterville.

J. Shunk has rented the Brush building at Cloverdale and

will open a restaurant. Mr. and Mrs^ C. Conkey have leased the new EI Monte Inn at

Orosi.

Mrs. Diehle has leased the Palace Hotel at Miami, Ariz.

C. E. French has bought the Rossmore Hotel, Santa Ana-.

Charles S. Card has leased the New Arlington Hotel at San
Diego.

W. H. Hanlon has bought an interest in the Hotel Sacra-
Bonney & Peat have bought the Arlington Grill at Antioch. mento. It will be now run by Bettens & Hanlon.

Mrs. Alice Everdoll is now running the Southern Hotel at A. J. Lowell of San Francisco has bought the Pazmo Hotel,

Madera. San Luis Obispo.

F. H. Lorenz now manages the Hotel Lorenz at Searchlight,

his partuei", James N. Hoyle, having retired.

Giuglio Ceceiherini has taken possession of the Rio Dell Hotel

, 1 at Rio Dell.

D. W. Craig now runs the Hotel Washington at Tracy.

Victor Viverizi has bought an interest in the Piedmont Hotel,

Gilroy. The proprietors are now ilarniro & Vivenzi.

G. C. Huntington has opened the Hotel Huntington at Coa-

chella.

G. M. Carrigan has bought Hotel Holyrood at Riverside.

On March 17th the new Hotel Ciquatau, at Planada, will be

opened.

W. H. JoIlifE has bought the Sullivan Hotel at Coalinga.

George Cummings has leased the twelfth floor of the American
Nati(mal Rank Building, at San Diego, for a restaurant.

Price & Henriksen now run the Hotel Griffin at Selma.

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone

Company under date of October 28, IQIL
" Please install a phone at my home. I did

not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. 1 use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivers the goods.

" You know the burners of candles rioted in

London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-

duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company

333 Grant Avenue

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?

Send for our FREE BOOKS of facta telling what
Mir ftrUUnrt are doing, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THE PACIFIC GUANO
« FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
. San Frandaeo, Cal.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles. Cal.

Largest manufacturers of Fertilizeis, Poultry Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast

WinemaKers
Do you really want to

improve your Wines?
Do you mind a little extra

work with better results?

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of

the latest methods. Price $2.00
For sale
at this
OfHce.

«I4 MM Mil HH »4M »4H M*«

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-164 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEASNT 212 and J 2562
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i
The Review's Buyers* Directory
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CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated Stockton, Cal.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cai

G. B. Bobbins, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Wortts.

.212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
1

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

i

rheo. Gier Co... 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann..

430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Juiius Kessier & Co.... Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Italian Vineyard Co

1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

J^s. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal. Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Thos. W. Collins^ Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co

110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal. !

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beaie St., San Francisco, Cal. Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cat.

Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd Fresno, Cal.
The Juiius Levin Company

987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

A. Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Lancet Co

549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Alta Vista Wines Co

112-114 Tenth St., San Francisco, Cat.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & JacobI

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
....1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cat.

Toulouse & Delorleux Co

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Coliender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cat.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cat.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co
589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.
Chas. Meniecke & Co

314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co

50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

SURETIES.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y. U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal

Thos. W. Collins & Co

34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

Sherwood & Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco-, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Simonds Machinery Co
12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cat.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co

..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal-

Thos. W. Collins & Co

34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

FILTERS.

Theo. Seitz Filters—H. A. Diehl, Agent

430 "C" St., San Francisco, Cal.

Frank Fehr Brewing Co.; Louisville, Ky
Jas. De Fremery & Co., Agents,

519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.
John Rapp & Son, Agents.

..8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cat.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cat.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

BITTERS.

Lash Bitters Co
1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York

Geo. Windeler; wine and water tanks

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

MINERAL WATER.
Aug. Lang & Co

..18th and Alabama Sts., San FranciscO; Cal.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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evieW Buyers' Directory, Continued The Waldorf.. 648 Market St,San Francisco, Cal. The Hoffman Cafe Co—— 27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.
*^'*^*''^- "Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ditz, Ciymer A Co W. F. Roeder's Cafe
'^ 312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal. Lake County House IVIiddletown, Cal.

^'^ Market^t., San Francisco, C«f,

Original Coppa's Restaurant
Bachman & Co Matt Grimm's 453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cat.
Commercial .&. Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal. 130 Liedetdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.

"Escalies" Escalle, Marin Co., Cal.
Bank Exchange

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Ferry Creamery..34 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Yellowstone
22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

"''"*'* Cabin" Davis Buffet. . .272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

. ».» 1 u ^ /^ FERTILIZERS.
I. J. Walsh & CO. ... ............ Market Cafe.. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. „ ._ -. . _ _^.,.

346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal. Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co

James Raggi Alaska Commercial BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
pacific Bone Coal & Fertilizina Co

ffhronicle Bar 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter 709 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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ANOTHER THROUGH

WESTERN PACIFIC

SERVICE

DAILY

WONDER

ADDED

TO

WONDERS ¥V LO I L n 1^ r rt Ij IT 11/ '"^
THE Kansas City,|

WORLD St. Louis anil"""''' STANDARD AND TOURIST
Chicago,

FEATHER lights, electric fans.
«ait ilil pit

RIVER steam heat, observation
^mim ui

nniiTc CARS, union depots. ^
,7"'''^'

KUUIt Pueblo, Omahi

SLEEPERS, electric

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO
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A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

"ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We believe that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.

The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-

BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C.

|'>^^3J(33jjJS;j;P;^J5^^
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CELLARS AND VINEYARDS »' Icarla^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma County
and at Rutherford and St. Helena. Napa County, California

French-American Wine Co.

$

f

SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX & BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS. DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

"W. D. SEYMOUR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., (D. 515 CONSTANCE ST., Kt-W ORI^EANS AOENT
NEVr YORK DEPOT, 32 -WASHINGTON STREET

1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cal.

Bread 1 Winners

JULIUS KESSLER & CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING!

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.
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The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS Telephone Kearny 489 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Distillers of High Grade Cordials, Fruit Brandies and Syrups

ESTABLISHED 1852

-^-^^-

i
-4-

t

4

PHILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS, BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-3 1 3 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, Prcjident FREDJ:RIfK STAUDE, Vice-Pres. 4 Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST., and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

-«» ^^ *»- *»- »O»-"^fc.*0»- i.«0« -•»- .*» ^^ o- ..*-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON
r

i LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY

« PHONES:
i SUTTER 50; J

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
2745 SAN FRANCISCO

*o*- »o»- •o»- -«»-
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SAMPLES SCNT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madre Uimage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pare Califomia Wines ^"'^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Louisiana Purchase ExposllloD, 1904

Gold^Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oreson. 1905

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Stems and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

Finest On Wheels

SUNSET LIMITED
Excess Fare

TRAIN de LUXE
BETWEEN

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW ORLEANS
TWICE A WEEK

First Departure from San Francisco

December 5th

ELECTRIC LIGHTED - STEEL CAR TRAIN
BARBER SHOP -SHOWER BATH
STENOGRAPHER -LADIES' MAID
MANICURE - HAIRDRESSER

WATCH FOR LATER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TICKET OFFICES:

Flood Building, Palace Hotel, Third and Townsend Sts. Depot,

Market St. Ferry Depot, San Francisco.

13th Street and Broadway, Oakland.

600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles.

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of quality and style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET SL 72 MARKET SL
605 KEARNY SL 2640 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

»tf

J

EXCE...WC...OU.UTV
!

PURITY IN MANUFACTURE

EXQUISITE IN FLAVOR

ALL COMBINED IN

<#/ OLD-

/^/SCOTCH

|#'Wni5W

4

I

PETER DAWSON'S j

SCOTCH 1

f
IN CLASS ONLY

CHAPMAN & WILBERFORCE
IMPORTERS

KOHL BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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NATIONAL BEER
i»

Brewed and Bottled llewery

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure— if

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER ^ /AC^^J^^ ^£/^M>r£^mm^m m^ .t^^-^^^, PALE AND DARK LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.FuHon and Webster Sts. SanTrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

iPOSTPHT TO DISTIUEBSP WIHEiU

'at'd Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAI, CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

This STILL, which has always
recei»ed our special attention and
study, has been of material assist-
ance CO securing forCalifornia sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wiueries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
Refebkncfs:— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KINDS or COPPER WORK OONt AT SHORT NOTICE.

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCHALITZ. Pres. and Mgr.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

6l sonJOHN RAPP
AKents

Opp. 8th and Townsend Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

^erlxerti^e
inhere i>S

n/OTri/iii/d

recij/peraxe

force more
ru/ickly xKari'

iittbscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with aBbestoa, Used by 60%
of ull the wine producers in Culift>rnia

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

=n §«s«®g)®®®®®5®®®®®®®s^^

HIGHEST QBAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling Ab«tus fur the Unite<l States

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALirOENIA. V. a. A.

RATES: $1.00 A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

FIREPROOF

Everything new, comfortable
Homelike, plenty of life.

Beautifully furnished
Highest class.

Hotel
Victoria

Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston. Prop$.

Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office

Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

oo:o:o:o:oojyjxo:o:oio:oio:oL(^^^

npllM«)ieVt)»(SVPMVi'XVi»XV&liV£VSVS«l'MK)S'X'^^^

GEORGE WEST & SON. INCORPORATED

jtjt PRODUCERS OF Jtjt

WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

§ —Cacbman ^ 3acobi=

California Wines and Brandies
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

LACHMAN & JACOB! ^ew York Office, 65 and 67 North Moore St.
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PURITY BRAND ^GIN
RUM

WHISKEY SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL
PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.!
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
y^^

ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. %
A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY %

BENJ. S. DONAHUE. President PHONE KEARNY 204

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp
Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks
Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
-FOR-

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness's) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Highland Scotch Whiskies.

Keystone Monogram Rye.

Burke's *** Irish and Garn-Kirk Scotch.

Rosskam, Gerstley & Co. Philadelphia Blends.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Burke's Old Tom and Dry Gins.

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Cos Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines. '

Houtman's Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda, Sarsaparilla and Ginger Ale.

Bass's Ale in wood.



THE GREATEST

/^ERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE
TAYLOR & WILLIAMS, INC., DISTILLERS

GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cal.

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

BTABLISHED 1878

VINICULTURE

V^L XUCIV.
1

SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, MARCH 31, 1912 No. 5

The only thin^V
m a bottle of^^~

AP HOTALING'S

OLD KIRK
are purewhiskey
and satisfaction.

i

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

TKe Largest Seller

in tKe 'World

and
THe Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW & CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Impc ted into the United States than all

Other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

u

Martini CocRtail
/^s flavor is unique and inimitable

T. B. H/\ll & CO^ lid. IKerpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASSl ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

AUK'S HEAS
^ AUK'S HEAD

'THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"

BASS'S ALE
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We
manufacture TANKS

WINE-

for all purposes

-BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy*
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE: COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys.

A>
575-577 Eighteenth Street

ffffiOXK>:OXXOX>O 0:0BOBBOB OTOBBOjCyOTD

Oakland, California

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena
ymr

THEO. GIER >^'INE CO.
571-75 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

aOXXOX)»X)B»»B»X3:0»BBXJBBBOOBBBBX3OOBOOOBBOOOB

Wine Machinery COMPLETE PLANTS (

FITTED OUT
Continuovis Presses

CrusHers, Stemxners
and Must Ptimps

Toulouse & Delorieux (

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
}

i!*^iS:!S:'4:^"'i'^Vi!«J«lS:&'tS!«S«&''i:'/S:'-5?l'^^ - .,««E«£«5M£!S«:K£«£iSKKKJSK«»'«»fe«S«6»Ka»»»»»«6»»J«>SK»«6J«»»»»je}SK«S6«JfeKa!«KSS!S!SJS»>»'*
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SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WHOLESALE

m

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
o.

SOLE 'PROPRIETORS

K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distributors

Herbert's
PuYe Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati. Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES

I

I

I

i

QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN BULK OR CASES '5

SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT FRO.M DISTILLERY ^

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS -^

E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE—THAT'S SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

I BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON
I SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE DOPPEL
LAGER

°'
BRAU

The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
i4th and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

fl We are the largest producers aQd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

fl We oWQ our viQeyards oQd make all of our wiQes ar)d

can therefore guarantee tbje purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

fci@|[
Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

V
T
T
T
T
f
V
I
2T
T
I

.

*

^

*

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 ELLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
raoNES : \ c. 6894

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... O I IVs ...

V,KKjm»K»flli!(t^^

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tables

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY

LOW PRICES. EASY TERMS. LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Deeigns and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 TELEPHONE HOME J 1835
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIEiS OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER

OUR VERDICT

"It Is Better Than Ever"

Office and Brewery:

240 SECOND STREET San Francisco, Cal.
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WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
Qeneral Manacer

Eagle Brand

Sfieciallvj

SeleclcA
Wiixes

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.OO pcr c»

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

52

Vineyard and Winery : Livermore, Gal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
'WINE AND
BRCIVERS

.-. HOSE/.
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED-

•SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

GORHAM-REVERE RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

tUFFftlO

NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

lacranonto, ([al.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST. COMPANY
l*H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARO, Vice-President R. H. PEASE. JR., Trsasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Goodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.WINS AND BREWER'S HOSE "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

^E ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY m GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.58 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

This CotnpAnx is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Qovernment from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT
BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers

_ j^g.ada Bank Building

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 FOLSOM STREET js^ £f ^ nm%\^»'iiI'^:'^hT''^

^^"^

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS

simplicity of construction and economy in operation. MAIL OR PHONE

PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE 1

1860-1878 1878-1887

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc.

Producers and Distillers of

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES

j Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California I

Proprietors of

*^THE PREMIER BRAND''

I 53 and I 55 Hudson St. 5 I and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman BIdg

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Qenl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS_0F THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry V\ ine Vineyands

and Wineries

ASTl

FULTON

CLOVERDALE

SEBASTOPOL

CLAYTON

Sweet Wine Vine=

yards and Wineries

MADERA

LEMOORE

SELMA

KINQSBURQ

Main Building, San Francisco, Shovnng Sansome St. Addition

For Bottling Department.

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

p. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad
GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR, Ganoa, Italy, I8S2

GOLD MEDAL, Dublin, Irdand, 1892

GOLD MEDAL, COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, IMS

GOLD MEDAL, CAL. MIDW, FAIR, ISS4

SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, IS95

GOLD MEDAL. Turin, ISM

GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1911

GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL, LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION, IM4

GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION. I*

*
*
*
*
*
^
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West nth and Washington Sts, CHICAQO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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Everywhere, Every Time

REGlSTEniTT^
i^S^

THE BEER YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.

RATHJEH MERCANTILE CO. - Pacific Coast Agents - 3249 Fillmore Street, San Francisco
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Sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

• he Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the
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Notice to Subscribers

W E find that subscribers are careless in notifying this office

of change of address, but they do not forget to complain

f the paper does not reach them promptly. We would request

Lhat subscribers changing their addresses notify this office at

)ace in order that delay in delivery may be avoided.

The Scoggans case at Paso Robles in regard to the consti-

utionality of the Wyllie Local Option law, is attracting consid-

irable attention and attorneys are busy preparing their briefs.

Mr. Scoggan is determined to carry the case to the highest

ourts and determine the validity of the Wyllie law and the

ipplication of the Paso Robles case to this law.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINEMAKER WANTS POSITION.

Winemaker and vlticulturist Is open for engagement. Has long and suc-

ssful experience in handling the largest cellars in California. Address

A. B.," care this paper.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

|#-
Maraschino Cherry

Labeling" Ruling"

THE Department of Agriculture has issued the following de-

cision of the Board of Food and Drug Inspection on the

labeling of maraschino and maraschino cherries

:

The question of the proper labeling of the products desig-

nated as "Maraschino Cherries," "Cherries in Maraschino,"

"Bigarreau au Marasquin," has been presented to the board for

consideration; and after due investigation and examination

of the evidence secured, the board is of the opinion that the

term "Maraschino Cherries" should be applied only to the

marasca cherries preserved in maraschino.

Liqueurs or cordials prepared in imitation of maraschino with

artificial flavors or otherwise will not be held to be misbranded if

plainly labeled "Imitation" in some manner to show their true

character.

In considering the products prepared from the large light-

colored cherry of the Napoleon Bigarreau, or Royal Anne type,

which are artificially colored and flavored and put up in a sugar

synip, flavored with various materials, the board has reached

the conclusion that this product is not properly entitled to be

called "Maraschino Cherries," or "Cherries in Maraschino."

If, however, these cherries are packed in a syrup, flavored with

maraschino alone, it is the opinion of the board that they would

not be misbranded if labeled "Cherries, Maraschino Flavor,"

or "Maraschino Flavored Cherries." If these cherries are

packed in maraschino liquor there would be no objection to the

phrase "Cherries in Maraschino." When the.se artificially col-

ored cherries are put up in a syrup flavored in imitation of

maraschino, even though the flavoring may consist in part of

maraschino, it would not be proper to use the word "Maras-

chino" in connection with the product unless preceded by the

word "Imitation." They may, however, be labeletl to show that

they are a preserved cherry, artificially colored and flavored.

The presence of artificial coloring or flavoring matter, of any

substitute for cane sugar and the presence and amount of ben-

zoate of soda when used in these products must be plainly

stated upon the label in the manner provided in food inspection

decisions Nos. 52 and 104.

The same principle applies to the labeling of cherries put up
in s}-rup flavored with creme de menthe or other flavors.

Would Make San Jose Dry

EARLY in March the San Jose Mercury sounded a warning

that an effort was to be made to submit the question:

"Shall the sale of alcoholic liquors be licensed in San Jose?"

to the voters of that city at the municipal election to be held in

May. It is to be hoped that the capital of Santa C lara county

will spurn this attempt to restrain the liberty of its citizens

and injure its business prospects. Let it take warning by the

fate of other cities whose growth has been stunted and finances

impaired by prohibition and remember that morally there can

be no comparison between the licensed saloon and the blind pig.

By accepting prohibition the city loses the power to control

the sale of liquor, loses the revenue arising from licenses and
lamentably fails in improving the morals of its citizens.

New York firm desires purchasing direct from growers dry and sweet Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on

i

wines 1911 vintage, as well as brandies. Quantity to dispose of and prices the market. Used for medicinal purposes only,

kanted. Address 'Purity," care of Pacific Wine and Spirit Review. THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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J^J TACTICS OF LOCAL OPTION LEADERS. J^l

IT is interesting to watch the methods of the Anti-Saloon

League. One of their leaders will go into a town that looks

good to him, and after a preliminary conference with the lead-

ing church people, will hold a public meeting at which he will

discuss such a subject as "Liquor Traffic, the Great Destroyer."

In the course of his remarks, he will refer to the awful local

conditions and from this harangue usually starts a crusade and
cry for reform.

If you will study the matter carefully, you wall find that in

most places that will vote on April 8th on the subject of "license

or no-license," the first step started in this way. Before the ar-

rival of Bane, Bristol or Gandier, there was no substantial

demand for local option by the people. And suppose their ideas

should prevail, would you call it home rule that, through their

agitation, a number of people who have been born and raised

within your city's limits, who have created a business for them-

selves, who have invested in property here, who have deposited

their moneys in your local banks, and in general contributed to

the welfare of the community should be obliged to draw stakes

and move to some other section of the country.

And in getting up local option petitions too, you will note

that the majority of signers are not representative citizens and
do not express the sentiments and feelings of the best interests of

the city or supervisorial district.

Take the case of the city of Redding, for example. Last year

the city taxes, exclusive of the |10,000 derived from the liquor

licenses, amounted to about $24,000. The 259 people who signed

the petition calling for a vote on the local option question paid

only |800 of that sum, or about one-thirtieth of the total

amount?
Is that a representative showing?

Should people who contribute so little toward the expenses

of a city have the right to dictate the policy that is to affect

those putting up the other 29/30ths?

The people of Marysville, realizing the tactics of these paid
agitators, nipped their operations in the bud early in February.
The- Appeal thus described the incident : "A few misguided
people of this city probably led astray by reckless assertions of

the agitator from Sacramento after a few hours' stay here, be-

lieved for awhile there was a great work here for the Rev. Dr.
Bristol to perform, but they have had a new light thrown on
the subject and have politely advised that party that no in-

ducements will be offered him to come here. That will prob-
ably settle it, as Bristol seldom seeks work in his line unless
there are inducements.

The Appeal has contended that if the conditions of the liquor
traffic in this city are bad, we have at home men amply equipped
to cope with the situation and remedy whatever evil may exist.

We want first to hear from our own clergy and our own officials

before we listen to a voice from abroad that cannot possibly
be in touch with the situation. If our own good people can see
black spots that should be wiped out, we will be first to lend
assistance in the good work. They know what is what, and if

things are one whit as bad as was painted by the agitator from
the capital it was and is the duty of the home guard to point
it out. But they have seen nothing to call for public protest.
Their voices have not been raised in an incendiary howl."

So the Rev. Dr. Bristol Avas politely but firmly told that he
was not wanted and Marysville has been spared a liquor agita-
tion.

Napa County, one of our leading wine making sections will
not vote on local option either, although the Rev. Dr. Bane and
others have been agitating and attempting to sow the seeds of
an election.

The women of St. Helena have gone on record as being oj

posed to prohibition and thereby hangs an interesting story

A few years ago, on AVashington's birthday, the Women's Oivi

Club gave a "Colonial Evening," and at the conclusion of tli

program, punch, coffee, sandwiches and cake were served 1.

dainty maidens, of whom there are many in St. Helena. At thi

affair there were several newcomers who looked askance at tli

ladies and gentlemen sipping the mild punch which had reall

only sufficient claret in it to give it color and a slight flavor.

But they did not express any open disapproval until (mo moon
light night, several weeks later, when about thirty-five member
of the St. Helena Parlor, N. S. G. W., with due ceremony plantei

on the Carnegie Library grounds two handsome date palms

which were christened General Vallejo and General Sutter.

As a return compliment to the Native Sons for the interes

shown in beautifying the grounds, the Women's Improvemeii

Club invited the men into the building and there treated then

to refreshments, which included some mild punch that wa
again flavored with Napa Valley claret. The newcomer.s, whi

had merely expressed surprise before, now came out with
.

strong protest. They intimated that some of the joung men ha(

suffered from the effects of the wine and that it was leadin:

them into temptations.

The wives of the vineyardists were equally indignant. The.

declared that their boys had been used to wine from the tini

they were children and they felt certain that a little Avine ii

their punch could not affect them in the least. Some warn

debates occurred outside the club. As a result, it Avas decide

to nip the prohibition bud at once, and the avIa-cs of the graj)

growers insisted that the question should be decided by tlie cln

forthwith.

At the next meeting the matter AAas discussed openly. On

of the newcomers, described the horrors of diiiik and tlie nec(^'

sity of protecting the youths of St. Helena from the demo
of drunkenness. When she had finished there was silence fo

a moment, and then one of the members, Avho owns a vineyar'

herself, asked for the floor, and Avithout the sliglitest cereiiion\

remarked

:

"There need be no fear that our boys will become drunkard

from drinking claret in a harmless punch, for they use it a

their tables at home every day, and to prevent the u.se of dari'

by our organization Avould be a direct slap at the very industr

from Avhich nearly CA-ery one of us receives our income. Thos

who come to live in this Aalley know that Avine is made her

and that the vineyardists drink their Avine. If they don't aj

prove of this custom, they should .stay out. They surely woul

not want to accept our money, Avhich is derived from the sal

of AAine grapes and Avine. I hope that our club Avill not raak

itself ridiculous by putting itself on record as being oppose<l t

wine."

These practical and fearless remarks Avere rei-eived with ai

plause by the members, and Avhen tlu> matter was put to a vot

of "punch or no punch," it Avas found that only a fcAV objeeto

to the use of Avine.

Since then the subject has been dead, for drunkenness ii

practically unknown in tlie wine-producing and Avine-drinkin'

Napa Valley. During 1911, only four arrests Avere made f(

drunkenness, and they Avere all people from the outside. Durin
February, 1912, then' was only one arrest and that Avas a loci

man.

Is it any wonder that the Avomen of St. Helena resent any on
side interference or agitation ?

No, the wine men have no fear of the vote of the Avomeu. Thi
have reason to believe they realize the importance of our vit

cultural industry and intend to do all in their poAver to fo8t(

and encourage it.

VITICULTURAL PUBLICITY BURP^Al.
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Sacramento Wineries
Fear Prohibition

THE Sacramento County Winemakoi-s' Protective Associa-

tion has addressed the following letter, which speaks for

itself, to the wine-grape growei-s of Sacramento County

:

Membei-s—California Winery, Sacramento; Eagle Winery,

;
Sacramento ; Roma Winerj-, Sacramento ; Da Roza Winery, Elk

S Grove; Sacramento Valley Winery, Sacramento; Florin Win-
cry, Florin.

Sacramento County Winemakers'

Protective Association.

Sacramento, Feb. 26, 1912.

Dear Sir :—We are addressing this letter to you, as a grape

grower in Sacramento County, to call your attention to the

eflfort now being made in your section to make it "dry" terri-

tory. Prohibitionists have chosen to call it an anti-saloon cru-

sade so as to lead wine-grape growers and the wineries into the

I

ftUse belief that the vineyards and wineries will not be affected.

I

It is to correct this misleading impression that we are writing

you direct to your home.

CALL IT A PROHIBITION MOVEMENT.

The people engaged in agitating this question in our county

. are Prohibitionists working under a different name which does

j
not sound so sweeping. The same work has been done in other

j
sections of the T'nited States, and wherever successful, has been

followed up by prohibitive legislation that closed wineries and
compelled the vineyardists to dig up their vines.

Even the farmer who produces only table varieties of grapes

finds it very convenient and profitable to sell a portion of his

fruit to the winery and he, therefore, is directly interested in

this issue. It should be remembered that $300,000,000 in money
and property is invested in viticulture in California, and no in-

considerable proportion of this amount is assessed right here in

Sacramento County.

OBJECT OF NEXT ATTACKS.

Suffice it to say that the so-called Anti-Saloon League is

just as much against us as it is against the retailer and is sim-

ply endeavoring to clear away the avenues and marketing chan-

nels of the manufacturers. Having accomplished this, the grow-
,ers and winemakers will be the object of the next attack. And
they tell you this if you ask them.

There is something for us to do in this campaign and we ask
,\ ou to give your hearty aid to the task. You have families,

neighbors and friends who will not stand by and see your liveli-

Ihood taken away. See them. Make it a point to go and talk to

ftliem. They should register right away in order to help you.
Your opponents are registering, and you can help to more than
"ffset the work of the Prohibitionists if you will simply do a
duty which you owe to yourself as one who cultivates the vine

—

an avocation that commands and demands for you the respect
I if everybody.

WILL SEND DEPUTY REGISTRARS.

We should all be enthusiastic about this work, and if there is

peed of a special deputy registrar in your section to go into
the homes and register the women of the family and the farm
hands who are employed by you, let us know and we will see that
[this accommodation is speedily afforded.

Later on the wineries may send speakers or special representa-
tives into your section to hold meetings ; but don't wait for these

events to arouse your interest. Do the work now of inducing
your friends to register, and, if it should be inconvenient, please

notify any of us who sign this letter and we will arrange to suit

your convenience in the matter.

ALL SIGN THE APPEAL.

We would verj' much like to hear from you and be glad to

have you address, for information, any of the wineries in this

county. Respectfully,

CALIFORNIA WINERY,
Frank J. Rumpf, Manager.

SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY,
E. M. Sheehan, Manager.

EAGLE WINERY,
M. J. Azevedo, Manager.

ROMA WINERY,
A. Simi, Manager.

ELK GROVE W INERY,
A. N. L. DeRoza, Manager.

FLORIN WINERY,
James Frasinetti, Manager.

Local Option Elections at Hand

T'HESE are the sixth-class cities that will vote on April 8th
on the question of "license or no license."

Redding and Kennet, Shasta County.
Dunsmuir and Etna Mills, Siskiyou County.
Red Bluff, Tehama County.
Lakeport, Lake County.
Fortuna, Ferndale and Areata, Humboldt County.
Biggs and Gridley, Butte County.
Los Gatos and :Mountain View, Santa Clara County.
Hollister, San Benito County.
Hanford and Lemoore, Kings County
Cloverdale, Sonoma County.
Colusa, Colusa, County.
Wheatland, Yuba County.
Lincoln, Placer County.
Dixon, Solano County.
Merced, Merced County.
Arcadia and Newport Beach, Los Angeles County.

OTHER WET AND DRY ELECTIONS.
Richmond, Contra Costa County, April 10th.
Eureka, Humboldt County, Aptil 15th.

REGULATION ELECTIONS.

Auburn, Placer County, April 3d.
Coalinga, Kem County, April 8th.

Sanger, Fowler and Clovis, Freno County, April 8th.
iladera, Madera Countj-, April 8th.

Jackson, Amador County, April 8th.

Sacramento, Sacramento County (referendum) April 27th.
WET AND DRY ELECTIONS IN SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICTS.

Fifth Supervisorial District, Shasta County, April 9th,
Second, Third and Fourth Supervisorial Districts, Contra

Costa County, April 22d.

Second Supervisorial District, Shasta County, April 25th.
Five Supervisorial Districts, Humboldt Coimty, April 23d.
Fifth Supervisorial District, Santa Clara County, April 26tli.
First Supervisorial District, Sonoma County, May 11th.
Fifth Supervisorial District, Solano County, May 14th.
Three Supervisorial Districts, Tehama Coimty, May 14th.
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
G. D. GRAIN, JR., Regular Correspon lent, 305 Keller 151 g., Louisville, Ky.

gest distilling concerns in Kentucky has cut its daily masli

4750 bushels per diem and is preparing for further decreases,

while practically every member of the industry has signified

an intention of shutting down for the summer late in May or

early in June, a considerable period previous to the accustomed
date.

Trade lunches, every Tuesday at the Tyler Hotel, are still

the order of the day with Louisville whisky men, including dis-

tillers, jobbers and distiller-jobbers. Furthermore, the institu-

tion of periodic meeting, commencing some time ago, promises

to become a permanent feature of the (Jateway City field. The
weekly sessions are continuing along the same lines, with abso-

lute lack of formality, no hint of organization and only a per-

vading spirit of good-fellowship and mutual good-will in fur-

thering the interests of the fraternity at large.

A host is appointed each week to preside at the Tyler lunches.

Two-minute speeches of varied character, some touching upon

business, others reminiscent and purely of a personal nature,

constitute the program. Among the well known members

of the trade who have recently officiated as "Mine Host" are

G. Lee Redmon, of the White Mills Distilling Company; ilose

Grabfelder, of 'S. Grabfelder & Company, and J. Bernard

Wathen, Jr., of R. E. Wathen & Company. It has also been

the policy of the club to invite various prominent Louisvillians

as guests of honor at various luncheons. Sometimes a pi'omi-

nent figure in municipal life is invited and another time a leader

joyed the hospitality of the liquor men are Robert W. Brown,

in an allied trade may attend. Among those who recently en-

president of the Louisville Convention & Publicity League and

managing editor of the Louisville Times; the Hon. Swager Sher-

ley, United States Congressman from the Fiftli District of Ken-

tucky; and Alfred Brandeis, head of the well known Louis-

ville grain firm of A. Brandeis & Sons. The guest ! contributed

to the occasi(m with suitable speeches and voted long life to the

weekly luncheon.

The Kentucky Legislature lias adjourned its 1912 session and

has failed to enact any radical laws affecting the Bluegi-as*

liquor trade. The measure of prime importance ratified by

the General Assembly at Frankfort was, of course, the local

option law, Avhich constitutes each of the 119 Kentucky coun-

ties as a unit to vote itself "wet" or "dry.'' The two coun-

ties containing the largest individual populations, Jefferson

and Kenton, are conceded to be permanently "wet," it is

believed that a fair share of favorable balloting from otlier

sections will develop. In other words, the whisky trade is not

woriying in the least becavi.se the State has authorized the

county unit provisions.

Another bill of general interest and satisfaction that was

passed by the Legislature was tliat extending the provisions

of the anti-shipping law, a statute which has forbidden that

liquor be shipped from a "wet" point in Kentucky to a "dry"

destination in the same State. The extension of this law now

specifies that it shall constitute a mi.sdemeanor for anyone to

deliver, purchase or freely distribute intoxicants in dry coun-

ties, virtually placing these sections under the rule of a "search

and seizure" law such as was enacted in Alabama a feAV years

ago. The amended anti-shipping bill is altogether satisfactory

to the whisky trade. It is argued that, if Prohibition is to rule,

it should rule strictly and in full sway in those .sections which

have advocated it, so that their residents may feel the rigorous

limitations which induced Alabama to repeal its ".search and

seizure" law within two years after it had been enacted.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 25.—The opening of the first

genuine spring month finds business not (|uite so good
as it should be with Kentucky distillers. But at that, there
is nothing really wrong with the industry, although there is

room for improvement in certain respects, and it is confidently

predicted that in the course of a short time conditions will have
righted themselves as a matter of course.

One factor which has played a prominent part in the slight

depression which has been evident for the past three months in

the Bluegrass distilling trade is old man Bad Business. The
depression of the winter of 1912, one of the longest and most rig-

orous periods of cold experienced in the last quarter of a cen-

tury in many sections of the country, has made itself felt in

cutting down whi.sky consumption. All lines of business felt

the effect of Old Boreas negatively, and although the whisky
trade usually is exhilarated by a snap of cold weather, the pro-
tracted spell proved to be too much of a good thing and ex-

erted such a bearish influence in the market that orders slumpfid
to a notch below that established during the corresponding
period last season.

The effect of this natural depression may be wiped out within
anwhere from thirty to sixty days, and will have undoubtedly
disappeared altogether by the time that the trade is Avell

into the middle of the year, or is entering upon the early fall

season. A normal summer, such as is promised, will quickly
make the whisky market regain perfect balance, as opposed
to its slightly .over-loaded position of the past quarter.

There is another feature of the situation which is not alto-

gether roseate, facing the situation squarely. There is an un-

deniable shortage of certain highly desirable aged brands, and
consequently the activity in quality goods is feeling this effect

more or less. Ages dating previous to 1910 are not. a drug on
the market, by any means, although there is a good supply of

two-year-old liquors. This is another feature which nmy be
remedied only through time, and another season will probably
see stability re-established in this regard.

The latest returns from the Kentucky distillery trade indi-

cate that production did not decrease in January, as compared
with January, 1911. It has been predicted that, owing to large

slices which had been removed from the daily mashes of man^-

of the biggest plants in the State, a constantly decreasing ratio

of comparisons for January, February, March and the other

closing months of the 1911-12 distilling season would evidence

itself when compared with the records of the corresponding-

periods in 1910-11. This move was forecasted because of

the general belief that the record-breaking crop of the former

period would have to be offset this year, coupled with the figures

of December, 1911, which showed a material shrinkage in tlmt

month's production when compared with December, 1910.

However, last January turned out about 250,000 gallons more

whisky in Kentucky than did its predecessor. This record

puts the trade but little below the extraordinary level estab-

lished last season. Consequently, because of the foresights

of the distillers in estimating the disadvantages of over-pro-

duction, it is now accepted as a matter of course that within

February, March, April and May the crop of that period will

show such a material decrease that this season cannot fail to

approximate more than 38-million-gallon yield. This aggre-

gate will suffice when aged and ready for the market to hold

the whisky trade on a parity of supply and demand, barring

unforeseen complications, for some time to come. The pre-

diction is based upon the known facts that one of the big-
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Legislation bearing upon the taxation of whisky produced or

rectified in Kentncl^y was left untouched at the recent Assem-

bly session. Bills had been introduced providing for increased

taxes, such as a levy of from 5 to 10 cents per gallon upon all

blends and a similar assessment upon every gallon of whisky

made in the State. However, these bills did not possess suffi-

cient strength to survive and were tabled until the close of the

session.

A committee of representative Louisville distillers recently

visited Washington, D. C, to appear before the Ways and

Means Committee of the House and advocate the passage of

the Allis bill, a measure which affects the entire liquor trade,

from distiller to retailer. The Allis measure was introduced

at the last session of Congress but failed in passing the Senate

toward the close of the session, because by a vote of one legis-

lator from Alabama, the introducticm was stricken from

the special orders of the day. It provides for an increase in

the scaled amount for leakage and evaporati<m of whisky Avhich

the (rovernment allows upon goods left in bonded warehouses.

Tliis scale was fixed, to be exempt from Fetleral taxation, many
years ago, and since that time the whisky trade has suffered

more leakage and evaporation of its bonded stocks because of

tlie modern practice of lieating warehouses and because of the

more porous (piality in the white oak packages which are now
tised perforce. The justification of an increase in the scale,

tliorefore, is to be advocated by the Bluegrass representatives,

and it is hopetl that the Federal measure will be ratified. The
mombers of the committee follow: M. A. Wathen, of R. E.

Wathen & Company; W. O. Bonnie, Jr., of Bonnie Brothers;

;R. T. Duffy, local manager of the Duffy Pure Malt Whisky
romi)any; Sam Rosenfield, of Rosenfield Brothers & Company,
and J. A. Wathen, of the Kentucky Distilleries & Warehouse
< "ompany.

The newest figure of prominence in the Louisville whisky

trade is AVanu'r Jones, son of Saunders P. Jones and a nephew
iif Lawrence Jones, senior member of Paul Jones & Company,
line of the best-known whisky concerns in the Gateway City.

.Mr. Jones, Jr.. hns been taken into the firm and duly installed

as general manager of its extensive properties. His experience

ill the business world has been such as to make him one of

the best known young men in Louisville. Furthermore, he is

acknowletlged as one of the crack amateur golfers of the coun-

try, having captured numerous handsome ti'ophies on the links

at Narragansett Pier and about various Loui.sville country

rlubs.

Marion E. Taylor, of the well-knoAvn whisky firm of ^^^right

& Taylor and one of the leading business men in the Falls

City, has been appointed chairman of the entertainment com-

mittee of the Louisville Board of Trade, one of the strongest

business organizations in the South.

A decision of interest to every member of the Kentucky
whisky industry was recently handed down by the Mercer
County Court, fixing the amount of an accrued warehouse
storage account which may be taxed at 5 per cent of the par
value of the account. The assessment is regarded as equitable

by the distilling trade. The Mercer county ruling, in the case

I if the Commonwealth of Kentucky versus John B. Thompson, a
well-known Harrodsburg distiller, is the first one since the act

i>f the Kentucky Court of Appeals in holding that such accounts

are assets and are taxable. Various suits had been brought
to the Appellate Court for final adjudication, ina.smuch as the

distillers contended for a long time that storage accounts are

not an asset. Judge John W. Hughes, of the Mercer Court,

stated in fixing the tax assessment that he was willing to allow

[

for the loss in modern warehouses which distillers suffer from
evaporation and leakage.

Judge Walter Evans, in the United States District Court in

Louisville, has ordered that the petition of W. A. Gaines &

Company, a well known Frankfort distilling concern, seeking
to enjoin the Rock Springs Distilling Co., of Owensboro, from
using the "Old Crow" label and name upon whi.sky, be stricken
from the record. Judge Evans stated that he had passed upon
the case two years ago and had overruled a similar motion.
The Frankfort distillers sought, in their petition, a permanent
injunction affecting the use of the brand, as well as an account-
ing and reparation in the sum of |20,000.

The S. J. (ji'eenbaum Company, prominent distillers of Mid-
way, Ky., have filed a complaint with the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Washington, D. C, against the Louisville &
Nashville, Chesapeake & Ohio and other railroads. The IMid-

way company seeks an adjustment in rates upon distiller's

dried grain from Midway to Norfolk, Va., in such a manner that
shippers from the former point may compete with Louisville
manufacturers and shippers in going after Norfolk business.
The petition of the plaintiff avers that a rate of 17 cents per 100
pounds upon distiller's grain is in force at present from Midway
to Norfolk, while the Loui.sville-Norfolk rate is 11 cents
although the metropolis is 80 miles distant from Midway, west
of Norfolk.

R. V. Bishop, of the F. S. Ashbrook Distilling Company, of

Cynthiana, Ky., is seeking a more advantageous location for

the company's properties, where better freight facilities will be
afforded. Removal to sLexington, Ky., is being tentatively

planned by Mr. Bishop, who has written to the Commercial Club
of that city with a view toward obtaining a good location for

the plant.

George A. Dickel & Company of Nashville, Tenn., one of the

biggest wholesale liquor companies in the State, have secured
an option upon a valuable tract of land suitable for distillery

purposes a short distance from Ilopkinsville, Ky., and are
said to be planning the establishment of a big plant.

The M. P. Mattingly Distillery Company, of Owensboro, Ky.,
well known throughout that section of the State, is planning
incorporation and general extension of its interests. Col. Gary
L. Applegate of Salt Lake City, T^tah, is in charge of the ar-

rangements of of the Owensboro company.
Samuel Jett and Jesse Spencer, owning controlling interest

in the Jett-Spencer Distilling Company, of Oakdale, Ky., have
disposed of their holdings to Matthew and George Spencer, who
are now in charge of the Breathitt county plant.

Beer War In Spokane

THE price of beer at Spokane, Washington, has been cut to

cost. One saloon man has bought a large consignment
of baskets in which he puts ten bottles of beer for |1, and gives

3 cents for every- empty bottle returned. By this means the

price of the beer is reduced to 7 cents a bottle to the consumer.
Bernard Schade, of the Schade Brewing Company, is reported
as saying : "If the cut made by the Spokane Brewing & Malt-
ing Company amounts only to 50 cents per barrel, I will cut
it |1, and if that company has cut the price |1 per barrel, I will

cut it 11.50 per barrel." It would look as if a lively beer war
was imminent in Spokane, both wholesale and retail.

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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f^f Labor Unionsm M
oppose Prohibition )^|

ACCORDING to the publicity bureau of the Anti-Saloon

League, the labor leaders and unions of the United States

are solidly aligned in favor of local option and prohibition.

As a matter of fact, the very opposite happens to be the truth.

Two years ago, Samuel Gompers, president of the American

Federation of Labor, in Chicago, refused an invitation to speak

for the local option cause. In explaining his reason for de-

clining Mr. Gompers said, (according to the Washington
Trades llnionist, March 12, 1910), that the experience of most

cities has shown prohibition to be a failure.

"I could not consent to indorse local option because I am
not in sympathy with the movement," said Mr. Gompers.

"Proper regulation of the liquor traffic is much more effective

than the abolishment of saloons under the local option or pro-

hibition laws. Experience of cities both in the I'nited States

and other countries has shown this.

"There is not a city in Maine where a stranger cannot go and

buy all the beer or Avhisky he wants. There is no attempt what-

ever to disguise the fact that these places are operating in viola-

tion of the law."

This is the opinion of the head of the labor forces of the

United States, and his opinion coincides with many important

labor organizations throughout the country. Listen to the

declaration of the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor:

"Whereas^ These fanatics propose legislaticm which will

take away the weekly earnings of tens of thousands of wage-

earners, thereby- breaking up their homes and disrupting their

family ties; and

"Wheheas^ Wisconsin prohibition has proven that it does not

prohibit, but leads to secret use of the vilest sorts of alcoholic

drinks, to hypocrisy and corruption ; therefore be it

"Resolved, That the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor in

convention assembled, declares in no uncertain terms to all offi-

cials (legislative and executive) elected by the votes of the Avage-

earners, that a stringent stand should be taken against any and
all measures that lead to prohibition."

In a set of remarkable resolutions put forth by the Indiana
State Federation of Labor, it is affirmed

:

"That this organization does enter into most emphatic protest

against any further tampering with the state of municipal laAvs

that have for their purpose the closing of such establishments,

and the prevention of making or vending the products of brew-
eries, distilleries and vineyards.

"Resolved, That we hereby appeal to our membership
throughout the State to decline to vote for or aid in any man-
ner whatever any partj^ or organization that has for its pur-

pose the restricting of the rights of personal liberty of men
and women of the State, or that may become such hereafter."

The trade unions of South Dakota utter this warning against

prohibition, the destroyer of labor

:

"We have our homes and families here and want to stay,

but the adoption of the County I'rohibition Rill will destroy our
opportunities and that of thousands of others to earn a living

in this State.

"We reaffirm our allegiance to that cardinal principle of

jurisprudence which assures equal rights to all and special

privileges to none. We condemn class legislation ; we brand
this proposed law as not only unfair, but un-American, and we
call upon the workingmen of South Dakota to lend their sup-

port to the defeat of this infamous and obnoxious measure, as
its adoption would establish a dangerous precedent."

The Central Trades and Labor Union of St. Louis, as a meet-

ing held in that city, February 28, 1900, passed a resolution

urging the State Assembly to so amend the liquor laws of Mis-

souri that it would be impossible for the State to destrov

or confiscate the property or business of any citizen or to in-

convenience thousands of citizens without an appeal to the

courts. The latter clause was intended to prevent the clos-

ing of saloons three days in succession as had been done when
primary elections were held on three consecutive days.

The Central Labor Union of Brooklyn, on February 28, 190'.),

passed the following:

"Resolved, That the Central Labor Union is opposed to any
legislation that will at this time of widespread industrial de-

pression and unemployment, suddenly throw out of work thou-

sands of members of organized labor employed in the liquor

industry."

The Federation of Labor of Baltimore passed a resolution

scoring the Anti-Saloon League for its reprehensible tactics

and declaring that much of the present business depression

was due to prohibition. The resolution in part reads

:

"We believe that local option and the incessant agitation by

paid agitators is largely responsible for the unsatisfactory

condition of business. We desire to record our unqualified

opposition to the Anti-Saloon League and its efforts to force local

option and prohibition upon the people of the State."

The Missouri State Federation of Labor passed a resolution

protesting against a prohibition campaign in Missouri. This

body declared that the people of the State did not want prohi-

bition and that there was no call for such an issue being sub-

mitted to the voters.

In Michigan the Cigarmakers' Union passed a resolution

condemning prohibition and local option. The cigarmakers

also did excellent and efficient work in opposing prohibition

at the polls at the recent elections in Michigan.

The Central Federated Union of Greater New York and

vicinity passed a resolution urging its members and members
of all organized labor unions throughout the country to oppose

the passage of prohibitory legislation wherever such meas-

ures were agitated.

The Michigan, Florida and Louisiana State Federations of

Labor, the Boston Central Labor Union, The National Potters,

Coopers and other representative labor bodies have been equally I

outspoken in repudiating prohibition.

R. E. Wathen & Co. Not Selling Retailers

Louisville, Ky., March 18, 1912.

PACIFIC Wine and Spirit Review:—Having recently heariL

that some retailers had claimed that they had bought I

our whisky, which they were using, direct from us, we wish to!

take advantage of this opportunity to say to our friends and

customers, that such statements are without any foundation

whatsoever, and that we have never sold a retailer in any part of >

the country, and will never sell one. Such a retailer as would'

make this statement of having bought goods direct from us,,

does so with the idea of impressing the man he is talking to, ori

possibly, it is said with a motive even less commendable.

We try to merit the confidence of the trade, and we do not

think that anyone would accuse us of being so short-sighted I

and unbusinesslike as to endeavor to sell the retail trade under

cover, and we hope that any jobber or distiller, who hears such

a remark made, will let us know the author, and we will very

quickly run it down and prove the falsity of any such statement.

Yours very truly,
"
R. E. WATHEN & COMPANY,

By R. E. Wathen, President.
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CHARLES MEINECRE 1^ CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER- HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal _ PORTS Islay, Scotland .SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.

Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND^ BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng. ... BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng. BREWERS' MATERIALS
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Voice of a Safe and Sane Press

IT has been stated that the liquor interests pay sixty per cent

of the internal revenue of the country; if this be true, it

is easy to see that it is an industiy involving many millions

of dollars and that to attempt its abolition at the present time

and at this stage of the world's progress is to attempt the seem-

ingly impossible. Besides, the strength inherent in itself

—

that is, the strength which results from its manufacture and
sale—enters into and is closely identified with the agricultural,

vine and fruit growing industries. The raw material used in

the manufacture of beer, wine, whisky and other licjuors repre-

sents a vast investment of money and affects the fortunes of a
large number of people. Of course, it can be said that the traffic

causes disaster, crime, poverty, sorrow and misery—all of which
is true, and will continue to be true until such time as the indi-

vidual is not only taught to be, but is, temperate in all things.

This proposition of voting a community "dry" today, and

when the reaction comes, voting it "wet," is sheer nonsense ; and

that is just what happens in everj' community that gives way
to emotional hysteria on this subject. This editorial has been

suggested through reading Avhat has been done or what is at-

tempted to be done in Visalia, where a petition will be submit-

ted to the city trustees, asking that a restricted number of

saloons be alloAved to open and operate under a strict regulating

ordinance. It seems to us that at the present time and under

present conditions, this is the proper way to get at the matter.

Movements inaug-urated for better conditions along all lines are

never successful by revolutionary, but by evolutionary' methods.

Sen Jose Times, Feb. 22, 1912.

The majority of people do not want the saloon abolished.

They want it regulated. They want it conducted in a manner
that does not offend against the law. They want the saloon to

observe the hours fixed by ordinance for opening and closing.

They want no liquor served drunken men. They Avant no illegal

games, no bawdyism, no noise, and no toleration of the visits

of boys under age. These things are in demand. They can be

obtained, and would be in a jiffy if the efforts of the Anti-

Saloon League were directed along these lines rather than the

extreme view of total abolition. There are saloons in every

community that should not be permitted to have a license. And
there are a number of saloons in every town that fully meet

the requirements of the law and to that extent do not displease

the majority of the citizens. Let there be united action against

the evils of the business rather than the wholesale destruction

of it. The former is within grasp and will solve the problem as

the majority have repeatedly demonstrated the solution they

desire.

—

Colton (Cal.) Independent, March 16, 1912.

The Herald congratulates the Eureka bxisiness men who have

banded themselves together in the Eureka Taxpayers' League to

fight prohibition.

Most all of the big progressive merchants have joined the

league and the organization is bound to carry great weight when
the "wet" or "dry" election is held next month.

The league members are not fighting for the saloons—they are

fighting for Eureka. They are fighting for the betterment of

Eureka in every sense. They believe that the city will be better

off both financially and morally with liquor sold in licensed,

regulated saloons than to have the liquor traffic driven into

unlicensed, unregxilated "blind pigs."

JIany of those who have signed the roll never enter a saloon,

some of them do not touch liquor in any form, but they have

called good common sense into play and they recognize th

fact that prohibition does more harm than good wherever tried

The league hit the nail squarely on the head when there wa
inserted in its platform these words

:

"We favor the greatest measure of liberty and freedom of ou
citizens consistent with good government, and the fullest pre

tection of their personal and property rights, and we are oj

posed to drastic legislation which would interfere unnecessaril
with such liberty and injure such rights.

"We are opposed to the doctrine of prohibition because i

has everywhere failed to prohibit, because it has enconi-afro
evasion of the law and brought about worse moral condition
than it sought to remedy, and because it adds greatly to tlii

burdens of taxation. We realize that many good people favd'

prohibition, and this statement is intended to offend none a
these. But we believe it to be a mistaken theory, and one whic.

careful study will prove to be a failure.

"Eureka is a seaport. Conditions here are vastly differei

from smaller and inland cities. A large proportion of our po)

ulation are wage-earners. They are orderly and law-abidin
under present conditions. Experience has proved that undd
prohibition the sale of liquor falls into the hands of irrespons;

ble men. willing to violate the law for profit; they pay no licens

and are not subject to regulation or control."

—

Eurehi (Cal.

Herald, March 7, 1912.

Local Option Not Popular With Tourists

VV/ E wonder how many of our readers realize that wlieii^ section goes dry under the Wyllie local option law, it

not only the saloon and road-house that lose their licenses, bi

every hotel, restaurant, cafe, club, grocery store and sumim
resort. The Anti-Saloon League leaders are silent on this pwn
but the fact is that absolutely no wine or beer can be servi

at any hotel with meals, nor can wines be included at piil)l

banquets.

What a bad impression this makes on visitors and tourist

who have heard of our wonderful vineyards and wines.

The average tourist is a person of means and choose-; whc
he will go. As a rule he is not a total abstainer, but Itelonjl

to the class accustomed to the use of stimulants in moilcratio

and when arriving for the first time at a hotel, a tired ai;

thirety traveler, if he happens to care for refreshment, his sen

of personal liberty receives a shock from which it is difficult

recover and the memory of it will ever remain with him. '

may not leave at once, but he will probably cut short his >

and is quite certain not to repeat his visit.

Only the other day. Col. G. G. Green, owner of the Hoi

Green, and the heaviest taxpayer in Pasadena, declared tlv

the city's tourist business is declining rapidly because of i

strict municipal regulations as to the .sale of liquor.

"Pasadena has gaincKl a reputation throughout the East

a place where it is impossible to get a milk punch," he SJi;

"The situation is such that no one can obtain an alcoholic drii

of any kind except at certain hours of the day, or on the pi^

scription of a physician, and consequently many who for yeiif

past have been annual visitore here are giving the city the go l

"This .season is far l>ehind its pretlecessor so far as tiie ini

ber of tourists goes, and it is due in large measui*e to the >\

the tourist is treated. I believe that people will not be lun

away from the hotels as in former years at any time this s

son. Why, they are not going to a town where they must i

a doctor's prescription every time they want a little sherry w

"We have had fine people go away ou this account. An eld;

woman wanted an egg-nog the other evening; the doctor liad .

vised her to have it, indeed, and because she could not gci it. '

entire family left Pasadena in disgust."
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This is the experience of a representative Pasadena hotel man,

iid yet if this city votes for "no license" our hotels will not

ven be able to sen'e liquors with meals.

Senator Estudillo, Mho introduced the Wyllie Local Option

lill in the Senate, hails from Riverside, which also allows the

lotels a table license. If Riverside found it necessary to grant

his privilege to her hotels, why did not Mr. Estudillo see that

uch a provision Avas included in the Wyllie Local Option bill,

o that all our towns and cities would have equal chances to

•cnre the coveted dollars of the wealthy tourists.

Listen also to what Geo.A. Clark, a well-known Pasadena busi-

ness man has to say on the subject of prohibition. "When any-

•ne says Pasadena does not want people who use liquor, he may
peak his own mind but he does not voice the .sentiment of Pasa-

lena by any means.

"I for one (and I am not a drinking man) am not afraid to

lay plainly and unequivocally that I believe the hotels of Pasa-

lena .should be allowed to serve anything the law allows at

my time they see fit—to their bona fide guests. Without excep-

ion every business man I have approached is of the same mind."

Do you want to drive away desirable colonists and tourists

iid outside capital?

Reiiu'mber that the saloon and the country road house licenses

re only a part of those affected by the local option bill, and

.herefore be sure and vote against drying up our hotels, res-

aurants, cafes, clubs and summer resorts, which are legitimate

venues for the distribution of our choice California wines.

—

d Bhtf (Cal.), People's Cause.

Women's Votes In Local Option Election

XJl ANY persons have assumed that woman suffrage would be

1
* * of gi'eat if not controlling influence in bringing about

Prohibition. They take for granted that most women would, if

iciven the chance, vote against the liquor traffic in all its forms,

ifhat this is a mistake has been clearly proved in the States

»here women have been given the voting privilege.

Denver defeated prohibition by a vote of nearly two to one

. ith the women voting.

Idaho elected Hawley governor and defeated Brady, an arch

y])ocrite, with the women voting.

rtah defeated a prohibition legislature with the women
oting.

In Los Angeles on December 5th, when the newly enfran-

hised women cast more than one-half of the ballot recordetl,

hey voted three to one against the prohibition ordinance. The

lote stood 88,069 against and 32,192 for.

AccoKling to the Red Bluff People's Cav.se, where sections have

one dry and the results have not been satisfactory, the women
ave not been slow to ask that the wet policy be restored. Take
lie ca.se of Pontiac, in Oakland County, Michigan, which in the

jpring of 1910 returned to the wet column after having been

ry during the years 1908 and 1909. During the campaign
n organization was formed in Pontiac by reputable and disin-

erested women and was called the Women's Home Defender's

i^eague, of which Mrs. Leontine B. Hamisch was president,

nd Mrs. B. A. Ferris, was secretary. The following is a copy of

he declaration of principles of the League, viz

:

We, the women of the Women's Home Defender's League, representing

ioe mothers, wives and daughters of Pontiac, hereby declare our opposition

[gainst the present intolerable conditions in our city. Inasmuch as these

jonditions did not prevail before the inauguration of local option prohibl-

' on, and believing that they are the direct result of prohibition, we declare

the consensus of opinion of this organization that Pontiac would be a

,
ett» city morally if a few properly regulated saloons were permitted to do

tistness.

Knowing full well that this action may subject us to ccntumely and
TD, and knowing further that our motives may be questioned, we have

' acted lightly nor hastily. We feel that our course Should meet with

the approval of all right tfainkfng people, but In any event we rest secure

in the approval of our own hearts and consci^ices for the reasons which
follow:

From our own knowledge we know of ihen who were never known to

become intoxicated before the adoption of prohibition, who now frequently

become so. We know of men who seldom before left their homes, who
now go to Detroit on the slightest possible pretext, and bring liquor back

with them. We know of homes into which liquor never entered until after

the adoption of prohibition. We know of men who never before spent a

night away from home, who have been absent for days at a time. We
have heard of men visiting disreputable houses in other places who would

never think of doing it at home. We know of men who formerly were

light beer drinkers who are now habitual whisky drinkers.

We feel that liquor in the home is a temptation to children, harder a

hundred times to overcome, than the open saloon. We know of homes
that are threatened with ruin if something is not done to change present

conditions. In view of these painful facts, and Inasmuch as this state

of affairs has come about in the last two years, we feel that the closing of

the saloons in this county is the cause. While we have no defense to

offer for the saloon or the liquor business or those engaged in it, we have

learned by experience that the prohibition of the sale of liquor in one sec-

tion of the State, when it is al'owed in another, so easy of access, that

local option prohibition is a failure so far as lessening the consumption of

liquor, or decreasing intoxication are concerned.

Therefore, in view of the foregoing, this organization declares Itself

opposed to local option prohibition and pledges its influence to defeat it

at the coming election to be held April 4th, 1910. We appeal as mothers:

we appeal as wives; we appeal as daughters, and we appeal as women
having the Interest cf our homes at stake, to the voters of Oakland County
to wipe out the intolerable conditions cited by legalizing the open saloon.

This strong, earnest appeal had much to do Avith the victory

that was achieved in making Oakland County wet again.

Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, president of the National Woman's
Suffrage Association, in an article in Pearson's Magazine, thus

answered the question as to the part the women should play in

the liquor controversy.

"She ought to be able," she replied, "to close the disreputa-

ble saloon and permit a better one to take its place. I say

this because it seems to me, in the present stage of the liquor

question that regulation is the only practicable remedy. No
matter what anyone may say, it is going to be some time before

men stop drinking liquor, and in the meantime, the places

where liquor is sold should be made as little offensive as pos-

sible.

"The rich man has his club, where he can go and drink in de-

cency. Why ought not the poor man's saloon to be just as

clean and just as decent, without screens or secrecy to allure

—simply an open, orderly drinking place?"

This is a practical question and wherever the women have
looked the facts straight in the face and not allowed their

emotions to be played upon, they have answered the question

easily, that is, strict regulation has followed their protests and
the liquor nuisance has been abated.

At San Diego the city attorney has rendered an opinion that

absolutely nothing but wine, ale or beer may be sold with bona

fide meals. This means that no cocktail, no high ball, frappe,

rickey, fizz or any other delectable concoction may be served

in San Diego restaurants or hotels.

Peter Mugler, a well known brewery owner of Sisson, died

recently at Lane Hospital in this city after a long illness. Mug-
ler was engaged in Kansas in the brewery business and twenty-

eight years ago, when Kansas went dry, he came to California

and established a brewery at Red Bluff. This burned down
twenty-four years ago, and he went to Sisson and started a new
brewery, which is still in operation. Mugler was a prominent

member of the Knights of Pythias of Northern California and
was 67 years of age.

Every first-class liquor dealer should use a Pure Blackberry Cor-

dial, LYONS' is the best. A trial will convince.

THE E. G. LYONS & HAAS CO.
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NAMES,OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec-

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,

but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

IMPORTS BY SEA.

EXPORTS OF WINE.

FROM FEBRUARY 20, 1912, TO MARCH 20, 1912.

Destination. Cases. Gallons. Value.
To Alaska
" British _ColumbIa . . . .

" Central America ....
• China
" Hawaiian Islands . .

.

" Japan
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands .

.

" South America
" Society Islands
" Dutch East Indies . .

.

" Korea
" Germany
" England
" New York
" Other Eastern States

10
47
50
99
10

133

136
6,711

41,252
4,180

95,528
769

5,912
550

4,363
4,938
355
70

2,627
2,802

1,066,954
1,050

$73
2,298

13,297
1,881

31,474
321

2,052
150

1,794
1,315
142
35

1,050
1,129

381,165
210

Total 350 1.238,197 $438,386

WHISKY.
Destination.

To Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Japan
" Mexico
" New York

Cases.
136

714
32
1

200

Gallons.
463
102

4,108

57
10

Value.
$1,649

102
12,640

190
73

1,640

Total 1.083 4,740 $16,194

BRANDY.
Destination.

To Alaska
" Central America .

" Hawaiian Islands
" New York

Cases.

1

20

Gallons.
50

Total

Destination.
To Alaska
" Central America .

" Hawaiian Islands
" Philippine Islands
" South America . .

.

" Society Islands . .

,

21

350
1,030

1,430

Value.
$115

12
735

3,365

$4,227

Total

Packages. Value.
1 $8
5 13

202 1,943
96 960

110 300
27 216

441 $3,440

MISCEI.L.*.NEOUS.
Destination. Packages and Contents.

To British Columbia 1 cs Cordial, 3 cs Grape Juice
1 kg Cherries In Maraschino, 250 cs Mineral Water

" Central America 40 gals Altar Wine, 1 kg Cherries in Maraschino
4 kgs Vermouth

2 cs China Spirits, 2 cs Grape Juice, 1 cs Mineral Water
" China 1 cs Fruit Juice, 7 cs Grape Juice, 2 cs Cherries In Maraschino

1 cs Lime Juice
" Hawaiian Islands 10 cs 6 bbls 45 gals Gin, 33 cs Stout, 5 bbls Ale

5 cs Porter, 59 cs Mineral Water, 3 cs Punch
3 bbls 73 gals Alcohol, 4 cs Cocktails, 40 cs Liquors, 3 cs Rum
60 cs Cordials, 23 cs Vermouth, 13 cs Bitters, 1 cs Champagne

6 cs 1 hf bbl Syrups, 8 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 1 cs Cider
40 cs Grape Juice, 1 bbl Sarsaparilla

" Mexico 2 cs China Spirits, 17 cs Mineral Water, 1 cs Cordials
8 cs Cherries In Maraschino, 2 cs Blackberry Brandy, 1 cs Bitters

" Cuba 60 cs Grape Juice
" Philippine Islands 140 cs Grape Juice
" South America 50 cs 1 bbl Mineral Water, 5 bbls Ginger Ale
" New York 1 cs Mineral Water, 27 cs Cordials, 75 cs Champagne
" Korea 3 cs Grape Juice
" Australia 1 kg Cider

Total 956 cs 15 bbls 1 hf bbl 8 kgs 85 gals
Value $8404

Wine and Brandy Receipts San Francisco

1912. Wine
January 1,251,800

February 1,082,700

Brandy
January 16,600

February 26,450

ForeiKD.

FROM FEBRUARY 20, 1912, TO MARCH 20, 1912.

FTIOM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Peru, Feburay 21.

455 bbls Stout San Francisco.
1 25 bbls Ale San Francisco.
172 cs Wine San Francisco.

4 hhds Wine San Francisco.
40 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
25 cs Brandy San Francisco.

310 cs Gin San Francisco.
1 csk Gin San Francisco.
2 csks Bitters San Francisco.
6 csks Vermouth San Francisco.

50 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
10 cs Fernet San Francisco.

407 csks Champagne San Francisco.
FROM NEW YORK—SAME VESSEL

] 10 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
1 bbl Gin San Francisco.
FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Alaskan, February 21.

150 cs Liquors gan Francisco.
1411 cs Whisky gan Francisco.

6 cs Cordials San Francisco.
1 bbl Cordials San Francisco.
4 cs Brandy Oakland.

25 cs Gin Oakland.
25 cs Gin Sacramento.
37 cs Whisky Stockton.
2 bbls Whisky Stockton.

83 cs Whisky Portland.
3 bbls Whisky Portland.

50 cs Gin Portland.
5 bbls Gin Portland.
2 octs Gin Portland.

1

1

cs Brandy Tacoma.
10 cs Brandy Seattle.

FROM BUROPK—SAME VESSEL.
25 cs Wine Los Angeles.
20 csks Mineral Water Los Angeles.
3 csks Whisky Los Angeles.

26 cs Whisky Los Angeles.
102 cs Champagne Los Angeles.
38 cs Wine San Diego.
35 cs Beer San Diego.
5 cs Champagne San Diego.

76 cs Wine Portland.
100 cs Mineral Water Seattle.

9 csks Whisky Seattle.
61 cs Whisky Seattle.
42 cs Wine Seattle.
4 cs Champagne Seattle.

67 cs Wine Tacoma.
2 csks Whisky Tacoma.

19 cs Liquors Honolulu.
50 cs Gin Honolulu.

220 cs Whisky Honolulu.
15 cs Beer Honolulu.
20 cs Whisky San Fancisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Tampico, February 21.

40 cs Gin San Francisco.
1 bbl Gin San Francisco.

70 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
18 cs Wine San Francisco.
2 bbls Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Brandy Los Angeles.

10 bbls Whisky Los Angeles.
10 cs Gin Los Angeles.
1 cs Wine Los Angeles.
5 bbls Whisky San Luis Obispo.
5 bbls Whisky Stockton.
8 bbls Whisky Oakland.

12 cs Wine Seattle.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Via Nebraskan, February 221]

86 cs "Whisky San Francisco.
3 crates Liquors San Francisco.

88 cs Gin San Francisco.
6 cs Liquors Oakland.
1 bbl Whisky Oakland.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Siberia, February 23.

127 cs Sake San Francisco.
1 30 csks Sake San Francisco.
101 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Newport, February 25.

6 bbls Wine San Francisco.
198 cs Wine San Francisco.

4 hhds Wine San Francisco.
125 cs Porter San Francisco.

1 cs Liquors San Francisco.
23 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
4 cs Fernet San Francisco.
2 cs Gin San Francisco.

15 cs Champagne San Francisco.
40 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Arizonan, February 29.

600 cs Grape Juice .
San Francisco.

11 cs Wine San Francisco.
13 cs Brandv San Francisco.
2 bbls Brandy , San Francisco.

35 cs Champagne San Francisco.
6 bbls Whisky ,:,.'. v. ... . «.... ....San Francisco.
4 cs Whisky ..'..".."..'.. ':.... '....San Francisco.
5 cs Fruit Juice San Francisco.
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73 bbls Gin San Francisco.
22 csks Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Gin San Francisco.

45 cslis Beer Honolulu.
9 cs Wine Seattle.
1 bbl Wine Seattle.

15 bbls Whisky Seattle.
18 cs Whi.«ky Portland.
2 octs Wine Portland.

! 18 cs Liquors Los Angeles.
12 cs Wine Los Angeles.
1 csk Whisky Los Angeles.

^00 cs Grape Juice Los Angeles.
6 cs Brandy Los Angeles.

1 70 bbls Gin Los Angeles.
10 cs Gin Los Angeles.
1 bbl Wine Los Angeles.
5 cs Bitters Los Angeles.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
'. bbls Stout San Francisco.

I cs Brandy San Francisco.
I csk Wine San Francisco.

(3 cs Liquors San Diego.
1 hhd Wine San Diego.
^ cs Wine San Diego.

cs Brandy San Diego.
: csks Brandy San Diego.
1 cs Vermouth San Diego.
: csks Wine San Diego.
" cs Liquors San Diego.
cs Whisky Portland.

; cs Whisky Seattle,
csks Whisky Seattle,

' cs Wine Honolulu.
' cs Whisky Honolulu.

FROM LIVERPOOL (via Seattle)—Per Watson. March 4.

• H) cs Brandy San Francisco.
; 5 bbls Wine San Francisco.
[51 cs Liquors San Francisco.
140 cs Lime Juice San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Isthmian, March 4.

3 csks Rum San Francisco.
1

1

bbls Whisky San Francisco.
2 bbls Gin San Francisco.
1 cs Gin San Francisco.
' bbls Brandy San Francisco.

I kegs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Gin Sacramento.

J csks Gin Sacramento.
' bbls Whisky Sacramento.
bbls Wine Tacoma.

FROM EUROPE .via Ancon)—Per San Jose, March 7.

J cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.

' bbl Beer San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK—SAME VESSEL.
II bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Virginian, March 9.

V cs Liquors Seattle.
,00 cs Grape Juice Seattle.
i S cs Gin Seattle.
I 4 bbls Gin Seattle.
70 cs Whisky Portland.

I 6 bbls Whisky Portland.
1 cs Brandy Portland.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
10 cs Lime Juice Honolulu.
62 cs Beer Honolulu.
,25 cs Gin Honolulu.
"0 cs Whisky Honolulu.

FROM KOBE. JAPAN—Per Manchuria, March 8.

"csks Sake Sqn Francisco.
' cs Sake San Francisco.
osks Sake Los Angeles.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Chlyo .tfpru March 14.
•;2 csks Sake San Francisco.

"^ cs Sake San Francisco.
csks Sake Los Angeles.

FROM HAMBURG—Per Assuan, March 10.
"f cs Bitters San Francisco.
10 cs Vermouth Seattle.
3 octs Wine Seattle.

FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Nevadan, March 14.
" I cs Wine San Francisco.

bbl Wine San Francisco.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Whisky Stockton.
bbls Whisky Seattle.

100 cs Whisky Vancouver.
69 bbls Whisky Tacoma.
4 c» Liquors Tacoma.
3 bbls Gin Tacoma.

F«OM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
60 bbls Ginger Ale San Diego.
20 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
10 csks Whisky Los Angeles.
FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per City of Sydney, March 17.

95 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
931 ca Whisky San Francisco.
12 cs Gin San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE-SAME VESSEL.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.

25 csks Whisky San Francisco.
6 csks Vermouth San Francisco.
1 cs Vermouth San Francisco.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Inverklp, March 17.

1625 cs Whisky San Francisco.
1674 cs Absinthe San Francisco.
140 cs Kirsch San Francisco.

4746 cs Gin San Francisco.
1446 cs Bitters San Francisco.

3 cs Rum San Francisco.
866 cs Uquora San Francisco.
100 cs Beer San Francisco.
100 cs Benedictine San Francisco.

2 hhds Whisky San Francisco.
25 cs Gentian San Francisco.

150 cs Amer Picon San Francisco.'
469 cs Wine San Francisco.
25 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

1175 cs Brandy San Francisco.
11002 cs Vermouth Sin Francisco.

2 csks Vermouth San Francisco.
100 csks Wine San Francisco.

1 500 cs Fernet s<in Francisco.
358 cs Gin Portland.

5 cs Bitters Portland.
100 cs Liquors Portland.
39 cs Brandy Portland.

125 cs Whisky Portland.
560 cs Mineral Water Portland.
45 cs Absinthe Portland.
5 cs Kirsch Portland.

75 cs Ginger Ale Portland.
151 cs Liquors Los Angeles.
250 cs Whisky Los Angeles.
225 cs Gin Los Angeles.
550 cs Vermouth Los Angeles.
110 cs Brandy Seattle.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IJT BOND.

FROM FEBRUARY 20. 1912, TO MARCH 20, 1912.

2 cs Wine From Antwerp.

CALIFORNIA WINE TO NEW YORK IN FEBRUARY

From San Francisco, SS. Ancon.

400 bbls E. L. Spellman & Co.
100

1440

127

310

461

250

850

Gundlach-Budschu Wine Co.

Lachman & Jacobi

Roma Wine Co.

Scatena Bros. Wine Co.

Samuels Bros. & Co.

Ciocca-Lombar<ii Wine Co.

Italian-Swiss Colonj-
From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

234 bbls Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.
148 " California Wine Association

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKE S WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

767 bbls .0. Schilling & Co.

973 " California Wine Association

13 " Chas. Schenlcr
2023 " Sonom,a Wine & Brandy Co.

From San Francisco, SS. San Mateo.

741 bbls .C. Schilling & Co
2635 " California Wiae Association

529 " California Wine & Brandy Co.

72 " Zucker, Steiner & Co.

53 " Chas. Schueler

From San Francisco, SS. Cristobol.

356 bbls J. Pachetean

566 " .Lachman & Jacobi

102 ' E. L. Spellman & Co.

416 " Italian-Swiss Colony

478 " C. Schilling & Co.

65 " S. Froelich & Son
37 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy Cp,

111 " Chas. Schuelpr

32 " California Wine Association

299 " Roma Wine Co.

23 " E. E. Hall & Son Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Alliance.

55 bbls California Wine Association

60 " Lachman & Jacobi

Remarkable Heavy Bodied Blending Wines

The opening engagement of the prohibition fight to take place

over the greater portion of the State this spring, was bitterly

fought at Placerville in February and was won by that faction

of the community which believe in well regulated saloons in

preference to blind pigs. This is an inspiring omen, and it

is believed on good authority that Placerville taking its place

in the wet column will prove a great inducement for the "wets"

in other communities to do their best at the polls. The Placer-

ville election was regarded as a test fight and voting was heavy,

500 out of 700 registered voters going to the polls. The majority

for the "wets" is estimated at about 57. A third of the voters

were women.

The annual stockholders' meeting of the Buffalo Brewing
Company was held at the end of February. Reports made by
officers of the company and by the general manager, Colonel

Henry I. Seymour, indicated that the property of the company
had increased in value and that the financial affairs of the cor-

poration were in good condition. The present board of directors

was re-elected as follows: Adolpli Heilbron, W. E. Gerber,

H. H. Grau, J. H. Arnold, P. C. Drescher, Edward Gerber and
Frank Ruhstaller.

'T'HE Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Company has recently closea a

^ deal with the Santa Cruz Island Company for the purchase
and delivery of their entire stock of wines made and grown on !

the Santa Cruz Island, off the coast of California. The amount
of wine involved in this transaction is 300,000 gallons anion}:

the finest heavy body, dark blending wines produced in this

State. The wines purchased by the Ciocca-Lombardi Wine
Company are of the vintages 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911,

and as an example of their strength and heavy body, these wines

run from I3I/2 per cent to 15 per cent natural alcohol. It is i

remarkable for dry wines to have so much natural alcohol and

to be free from sugar as is the case with these wines, and they

compare very favorably with the heavy blending wines of Capri

and Sicily in Italy. The Ciocca-Lombardi Company has made
an arrangement with the Santa Cniz Island Company for the

purchase of their output for a term of years and therefore will

be in a position to supply the trade with these wines for years

to come.

The first shipment, consisting of 150 puncheons, or 28,000 gal-

lons, has already been received by the Ciocca-Lombardi Wine
Company.

A Redding dispatch states that the contest on the liquor ques-

tion at that city is warming up, and declares that the "wets"

are making a hot fight in their preparation for the local option

election on April 8th. At the end of February the city hall

proved not large enough to hold the crowd of taxpayers who at-

tended a meeting there to form a citizens' league to work to

save the city from falling into the hands of the prohibitionists.

The call Avas signal by more than one hundred of the heaviest

property ownere, and saloonmen were not permitted to sign.

Dennis Desmond Avas elected president and committees were

named to Avork for keeping Redding "wet." The "di-ys" are

also hard at Avork and nearly every woman voter in Reddinj;

has registered. As the women voters are an UnknoAvn factor no

one dares predict what will be the outcome of the election.

All the county of Humboldt Avill vote on the local option

question in April, including the incorporated towns of Eureka,

Ferndale, Areata, Fortuna, 'Blue Lake and Trinidad. The

county clerk has certified tTie signatures to the prohibition pe-

titions and the Board of Supervisors are therefore compelled t^i

call the necessarv election.

lASH'SBITTERC

WILLIAM WOLFF (EL COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

KiRKCR, GRECR&co. 1 58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO irish and
JAS. SAUNDERS & CO. / pacific cOAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR SCOTCH WHISKIES

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON, Rotterdam Holland Gin

M. B. FOSTER & SONS, London Guiness's Stout, Bass's Ale

CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and Sarsaparilla

"QUENCHY," French Vichy Lemonade, bottled at the Spring "La Francaise," St. Yorre, Pres. , Vichy, France.

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
BOND&ULLARD MELLWOOD OLD HORSEY RYE OLD WATERMILL BELMONT OLD GOVERNMENT

AND OTHER STAPLE BRANDS
IMPORTERS OF

VINTAGE \^INi:S, STAPLE CORDIALS, BITTERS. PRESERVES. OLIVE OTL. ETC.
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j ,.v. I Eloquence of the Hon. j ,,,-.
j

j

"^
j

David S. Rose |
"^

j

BY HORATIO F. STOLL,.

DISKING the past five years I have heard the subject of pro-

hibition and local option discussed from what I considered

])raotically every anj^le, but I must confess that until I listened

to the brilliant address at Hanford the other evening by Hon.

David S. Rose, one of Wisconsin's ablest lawyers, and five times

mayor of Milwaukee, I never thoroughly realized how many
weak spots there were in the arguments of the leaders of the

Anti-Saloon League, the W. C. T. U. and the prohibitionists.

Jlr. Rose has given the subject careful study for years and

as a result his marshaling of facts is so masterly and convinc

ing that one cannot go away without being duly impressed with

liis logical arguments that provide any fair-minded person with

food for thought for days. Besides Mr. Rose has a fine pres-

ence, a resonant voice that carries to every nook and comer
of the hall, and a wonderful flow of language that enables him

to color his work beautifully.

He resorts to no vilification. or, abuse, but does not hesitate

to call a spade a spade. At Hanford, in telling what the Anti-

?>aloon League and its followers were attempting to do, ex-

Mayor Rose said

:

"Ask the anti-saloonist if he will be satisfied to have only local

I

option aud his reply will be that he will be satisfied with that

i if he cannot have more ; ask him if he will be satisfied with

county option and the reply will be the same, and so you may

I

extend the inquiry to include all organized governments and

you will always receive the same answer. He does not want

I

true local option, but he hopes eventually to make our great

nation adopt prohibition."

"That's right," yelled the blonde-haired Scandinavian in the

I

gallery, and immediately there was an outburst of applause.

I thought the meeting was a packed oae, that the Anti-Saloon

League intended to ruin Mr. Rose's talk by interruptions, but

I might have known that he would be equal to the occasion.

"Is that so," he said, his eyes flashing defiance as he turned

toward the gallery. "Well, we'll see. I don't believe the peo-

ple of the Ignited States want their great nation which com-

mands the admiration of the world to be put in the same class

: with the countries where absolute prohibition prevails. I mean
China and Turkey. Would you like to see our country classed

with those? China the drug fiend, and Turkey—the bare men-

tion of her name is enough to bring the blush of shame to the

cheek of every man who respects womanhood."
The applause that met this retort showed plainly that the

spectators were far from anti-saloon sympathizers. In fact

it took some time before the clapping ceased and Mr. Rose was
able to proceed. How he did make sport of his prohibition

friend in the gallery. I'm sure he felt sorry he had spoken,

for a dozen times he was addressed by Mr. Rose during the

evening and each time the house rocked with laughter at the

discomfiture of the embarrassed Scandinavian.

ilr. Rose is particulai'ly strong in the arraignment of the

Anti-Saloon League which he characterizes as a "band of

political pirates." That organization never hesitates to make
him all the trouble that it is possible by organizing interrup-

tions at his meetings, but never disclosing themselves or their

identity in any manner.
In the State of Washington, an opposition newspaper had

come out with a full page heavy display advertisement char-

acterizing Mr. Rose as an impostor. Mr. Rose claimed the right

to speak imder the auspices of a local business men's club, which
was a prominent business men's organization with permanent

headquarters. The advertisement charged that Mr. Rose had
no authority to speak under the auspices of this club.

At his next meeting after the publication of this advertise-

ment Mr. Rose called the attention of his audience to it, aud
asked if the author of the advertisement or the person who
was responsible for its publication was present, and requested

that such person, if present, stand up, but no one stood uj*.

Mr. Rose made his challenge stronger and dared the author

of the advertisement to stand, when a man arose in the gallery.

Observing him from the stage, Mr. Rose said : "So you are the

man who is responsible for the publication of this libel, are

you? I am glad to find you; I have looked all over the State

of Washington for you. Now, I am to tell you what you are

in plain language, and will prove it. I wish to say that you
are a contemptible falsifier, and if there were not ladies here,

I would not hesitate to say to you that you are a contemptible

liar."

Mr. Rose then produced the written invitation of the busi-

ness men's organization under whose auspices he appeared, and
read it. This was a complete refutation of the charges con-

tained in the advertisement and the audience responded with

cheers. While they were cheering some person in the rear of

the stage said, "The man who interrupted is secretary of the

Anti-Saloon League."

At this time Sir. Rose became angry, as it was the first time

in his experience that a member of that organization had ever

appeared publicly in one of his meetings. When the audience

was quieted, Mr. Rose said, addressing himself to the man in

the balcony: "I have not finished Tsath you. It is evident that

you came here to make trouble and you came to precisely the

right place to get it. I spent a number of years down in

Southern Arizona. They have a little animal down there called

the hydrophobia skunk and its bite ordinarily means death,

and they have many species of the lizard, and among others

one that is known as the white lizard ; its body is translucent,

—

one may see through it—and its blood is white, and I have just

come to the conclusion that you are a cross between the hydro-

phobia skunk and the white lizard. You have the virus of the

skunk and the white blood of the lizard."

The ladies of the W. C. T. U. inspired by misguided zeal also

have interfered with the order of procedure of public meetings

held in opposition to prohibition by Mr. Rose. On one occasion

when a committee called to escort him to a meeting appointed

for one of the western cities in the State of Washington, Mr.

Rose was informed that there was a rumor current that an
organized effort had been made by the prohibitionists and the

anti-saloonists to break up the meeting, but what the nature

of the movement would be no one seemed to know.

Arriving at the opera house, which was jammed to the doors,

and taking his place upon the stage, the speaker of course

began to study his audience with a view to ascertaining from
what source trouble might be expected. About 100 ladies

wearing the white ribbon were assembled in a body in the front

part of the house. The speaker began by paying a tribute to the

pioneer fathers and mothers, and then by a further tribute to

the ladies of the city, complimenting them upon their beautiful

lawns and flowers, the evidences of refinement and culture, that

were to be seen on every hand, and then entered upon his little

talk on the question of prohibition. He proceeded but a short

time when three of the white ribbon ladies arose and started for

the door, and then three more followed, and then three more
arose and started for the door, and then three more arose to

leave.

Mr. Rose stopped abruptly, so abruptly in fact, that the ladies

who had started to walk out turned to see what was coming.

Mr. Rose said : "I am truly surprised, in truth, I am amazed,

and do not possess language adequate to express my amaze-
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ment, that here, in this beautiful little city that I have at-

tempted in my feeble way to describe, I find ladies—apparently

ladies—getting up to go out during a public entertainment,

and getting up to go out in squads of three. Of course, I know
what it means. Up in my country they do this for the purpose

of getting a drink, and if there are any more of you ladies who
wish to go out to quench your thirst, I would be very much
pleased to wait until you have returned.'*

Of course this settled the disturbance, and those ladies who
had started to go out came back and took their seats and there

was no further interference.

Over in a splendid little city in the State of Michigan, on

another occasion, the meeting to be addressed by Mr. Rose was
attended by a large number of ladies wearing the white rib-

bon of the W. C. T. V. As the chairman of the evening stepped

forward to introduce the speaker, several dozens of ladies wear-

ing the white ribbon arose and opening their hymit-books pro-

ceeded to sing. The chairman of the meeting was nonplused

by this procedure, which was entirely unexpected, and turned

to Mr. Rose saying: "In God's name what shall I do?"

Mr. Rose responded : "Let them sing."

After they had finished singing and taken their seats, Mr.

Rose was introduced and he addressed the white ribbon ladies

as follows: "I wish to begin by thanking you ladies of the

W. C. T. U. for coming here this evening to open my meeting

with song. I note that you wear the white ribbon which in-

dicates that you are members of a temperance organization,

and I wish to say to you that it is entirely appropriate that you

should come here to open my meeting with song, as I expect

to make a temperance speech. Of course, it will not be the

character of the temperance speech that you are accustomed

to hear from your temperance evangelists, and your political

pulpiteers, but it will be a true temperance speech just the

same.

"While you ladies were singing, I discovered some really

beautiful voices amongst you, but some of them were awful,

indicating that you had not had proper rehearsal. Let me
suggest that before you take part in another public entertain-

ment, you have more rehearsals. I want to say to you ladies

with the beautiful voices that it will not be well for Oscar Ha'm-

merstein to hear of you, or he will impress you into one of his

New York opera companies.

"Of course, you ladies came here by invitation, or you would
not be here. If you came here without invitations you are all

criminals, for you have violated a penal statute of the State of

Michigan, which makes it a criminal offense to interrupt the

orderly procedure of a public assemblage, and I know you ladies

would not do this, because j'ou all wear the emblem of purity

upon your breasts, the white ribbon."

After that there was no more singing.

At another town in Michigan there was a large attendance

of ladies of the W. C. T. U., all huddled together in the hall

and wearing the white ribbon. The speaker was told while

going to the hall, that word had been received by the committee

that interference would be made at the meeting. When Mr.

Rose reached the hall and went to the stage, he discovered

this large body of ladies grouped in a remote part of the hall.

There was no interruption or interference until the speaker

had spoken for an hour or more, but he kept his eye constantly

on this body of lady trouble makers.

Finally, he saw a gray-haired, sweet-faced, matronly looking

lady drop her head over her shoulder and groan three times in

rapid succession, and each groan could be plainly heard by

the entire audience. Of course, everybody began to laugh

and applaud and the speaker with them.

When the audience had quietexl, the speaker referred to the

instance in this manner : "When I ^\•las a young fellow, 1 spent

a vacation away down in western Missouri, in a little city called

Carthage, visiting an uncle. One evening my uncle and I

going home about the hour of nine o'clock. It was a beantihil

evening. The moon was shining brightly, the stars were all

lighted in the heaven, and there was a perfect stillness upon
the earth. As we proceeded on our way, we heard a commotion
from away down in the valley, and asking my uncle what it

meant, he informed me that it was a negro religious revival.

"I suggested that we go down and attend it, as I had never

seen one. Arriving at our destination, we found a little negro

cabin 16 x 24 feet in dimension, filled with negroes,—some were

laughing, some were crying, some were singing, some wci

embracing each other in a frenzy of religious fervor, and souic

were writhing upon the floor ; one old gray-headed negro mammy
sat at the end of the table that was used for a pulpit, with her

arms on the table and her head down upon her arms, and she

was groaning. She had found salvation, and I find there is

one old gray-headed mother at the left who has found salvation,

too. It is time to sing hallelujah."

It is needless to say that there were no more groans.

Australian Cold Storage Grapes

VISITORS to the recent Royal Agricultural Society's Show
were much attracted by an exhibit of grapes which had

been stored in the Government cool stores with the object of

providing a lesson as to the great future which awaits the Aus-

tralian fresh grape shipping industry. The exhibit demon
strated that grapes of suitable varieties, properly packed, can

be preserved for a far longer period than is necessary- for ship-

ment to the countries which now buy this Australian product,

and that this fruit can retain its original color and freshnes-s

for a long time.

The majority of the grapes shown were of the Doradillo

variety, grown within 120 miles of Melbourne, on unirrigated

land, and the cold storage test was very severe, as the fruit was

gathered after heavy rains which were more than equivalent to

and much later than any ordinary watering. That the grapes

should have kept so well (the period of storage was five

months) after such a season is, therefore, considered all the more
remarkable. In the collection the faulty berries did not

amount to 2 per cent, and these were only slightly discolored,

quite firm, and free of mold. It is believed that through this

exhibit a po^^erful stimulus has been given to the export ti'ade

in Australian fresh grapes.

Australia is adapted in every way to become one of the

world's great fruit suppliers. Climate, soil, and an unlimited

market combine to make the Australian fruit grower's oppor-

tunity unique, and, with the help of extensive irrigation

schemes, he is showing every disposition to make the most of it.

The vineyard area of Australia is now 58,140 acres, which in

1910 yielded 4,595,357 gallons of wine. The principal buyers

of Australian fresh grapes and raisins are the Unitetl King(loni.

Canada and New Zealand.—From Consul Wm. C. Magelssen,

Melbourne.

The Oregon State Prohibitionists recently held a convention

at Portland and nominated a full State ticket. It also adopted

a platform, the main plank of which is as follows

:

The submission to Congi-ess and the several States of tin

Union of an amendment to the National Constitution, forbid

ding the manufacture, sale, importation or transportation of

alcoholic liquors for any purpo.se, except that in no case shall

the prohibition of alcohol for mechanical purposes be effected."

The State treasurer of the party announced that a State

campaign fund of |25,000 is needed. Of this $2,500 has been

subscribed.
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( California Wine Association

3 Report for 1911

San Francisco, February 29, 1912.

To the Stockholders:

Your directors beg to submit their report for the year 1911.

The net gain for the year's operation is $407,820.38, and after

providing for the dividend for 1912 on the preferred stock, there

remains a balance of |322,244.78 to be carried to surplus.

Attention is called to the fact that your annual report, being

made imnuMliately after the vintage, necessarily shows your

(ompany's floating debt at its maximum. Its minimum is attained

(prior to the vintage. The minimum this year was $456,562.07.

The management believes the floating debt should be practi-

cally wiped out before dividends on the common stock can be

wisely considered.

Appreciating that a consenative policy will require a re-

\aluation of the plants from time to time during the next few

>ears, your directors have deemed it wise to transfer from the

surplus and undivided profits approximately one-half to a

reserve fund to provide for any depi*eciation of your plants and
' (|uipments, and investments.

Dui'ing the year |83,258.83 has been expende<l upon efficient

maintenance of your cellars, wineries and vineyards, and
liarged to operating expenses. The further sum of |86,360.94

ihas been expended on permanent improvements and charged to

real estate, plant and machinery.

The dividend on the preferred stock for the year 1912 has
been provided from the profits of 1911.

Financial statements are herewith given, showing the condi-

I ion of your company's affairs.

For the directors,

B. R. KITTREDGE, President.

STATEMENT OF THE CALIFORNI.V WINE ASSOCIATION,

December 31, 1911.

ASSETS.

Inventory of wines, etc. | 2,569,441 .49

Rills and accounts receivable |1,003,235 . 23
I iills and accounts from owned
companies 324,957.01 1,328,192.24

investments in other companies 5,180,060.05
Heal estate, plant, machinery, etc 1,568,038.37
Tax and insurance accounts 31,096.07
Hond.s unsold 186,000.00
< "ash in sinking fund after purchase of 215 bonds 400 . 00
Insurance fund—Cash and bonds deposited with
Union Trust Company 73,217 . 15

I "ash in banks 204,544 . 14

111,140,989.51

LIABILITia^.

I'ommon .stock | 4,754,200.00
•referred .stock 1,426,260. 00
I'.onds: Issued |;2,000,000 . 00

Cancelled ...#62,000.00

In sink'g fund.215,000 . 00 277,000 . 00 1,723,000 . 00
-^nrijlus and undividwl profits 728,828.49
Ueserve for depreciation 798,096. 16

Surplus 1910 1,204,679.87
Profit 1911 407,820.38
Less prefeiTed div-

idend for 1912. 85,575.60 322,244.78
Total surplus and reserve for

depreciation 1,526,924.65

Contingent reserve fund 80.482 . 00

Preferred stock dividend for year 1912 85,575.60

Current Liabilities

:

Due to owned companies |170,569 . 68

Notes payable 885,369.78

Grape accounts 225,051 . 78

Bond interest accrued due
March 10, 1912 26,766 . 67

Sundry accounts 215,395.45

Preferred stock dividend due
January 15, 1912 21,393 . 90 1,544,547 . 26

111,140,989.51

The Richmond City Council has fixed April 10th as the date

on which the local election shall l)e held. It is said that the

dry campaigners will import outside orators to aid by their

eloquence the prohibition fight, while conservative business men
are laying plans to adopt a middle course by having strict

regulations and higher license, thus lessening the number of

saloons. They contend that this being a manufacturing city

it is not conducive to prosperity to close saloons. This is the

right and sensible course to take.

We hear from Martinez that the Contra Costa Board of Super-

visors have decided that the local option election in the first

supervisorial district of that county shall be held on April 22.

This district includes all the territory in the county west of

Crockett to the Alameda county line, exclusive of the incorpor-

ated cities of Pinole and Richmond.

Topazor
The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

u oXraoj

ESTABLISHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY. MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY, SONOMA CO.

Office and Salesrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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California's Mis^Representatives

/^ H, save me from my repre.sentative.s in Conjire.ss," should

^^ be the cry of every true ralifornian, as far as Senator

Works and Representative Kent are concerned. These men are

not only false to the State they represent, but by their words

and actions aim in all things to injure its greatest interest. To

take the Senator first. He is a cold water party, who be-

lieves it would be no injury to California to wipe out the grow-

ing of wine gi'apes and the manufacture of wine and brandy.

His stand is best shown by a recent conversation he is reported

to have had with a grocer named Magruder, in Washington.

It ran thus: Works remarked: "Don't you think it would

be a good thing to stop the manufacture of liquor?"

"Stop making wines, brandy, and all those things?" asked

Magruder.

"Certainly," responded Works.

"What is to become of your State?" Magruder flashed back.

"You need not trouble about California," said Works.

Magruder then paid a tribute to California wines.

"I am glad they sell good liquor, if they sell it at all," Works

commented. . ,

The above needs no comment, further thain to remind our

readers of the great amount of land in the State, probably at

least one-fifth, which is fit for nothing but grape growing. So

that the proposal of this aqua-maniac practically means re-

ducing the productive area of the State one-fifth, besides de-

stroying one of its greatest and most rapidly increasing indus-

tries. Nice kind of a man, this Works, to represent a viticul-

tural State in the Senate.

As to Representative Kent he is, if possible, more active in

trying to injure California in every way than is Works. He

is on record as championing the proposed bill that not only pro-

hibits the shipment of liquor into dry territory, but makes that

liquor, if enroute to wet territory, subject to confiscation if

it passes through dry. Besides his efforts to injure the

State in that direction, he also opposes, coastwise vessels loaded

with California products passing through the Panama Canal

toll free. In fact his entire record while in the House has been

adverse to everything calculated to foster California interests.

Taken together. Works in the Senate, and Kent in the lower

house, they are perhaps the best example in the political history

of the United States of State representatives deliberately, and

of malice aforethought, doing all the harm they possibly can

to the State they represent.

Chafin the Unspeakable I
EUGENE W. CHAFIN, former prohibition candidate fm

president, has, by an address lately made by him in Per

land, Oregon, clearly proved his fitness for a lunatic asylum or

a jail, rather than the office to which he had once the imperti-

nence to aspire, presuming him to have been correctly repf)rtt'(l

The Evening Telegraph of that city is our authority for thai

statement.

It attributes to Chafin the following diatribe : "That Roos

velt has 'made a fool of himself because of red wine' ; that hi.s

brother died a drunkard, and that he will fill a sot's

grave." These scandalous and libelous remarks wei

according to the Telegraph, made in a church to a body

of ordinarily respectable American citizens, about a man

who for nearly eight years was at the head of this great nation, '

and who for the many services he then rendered the country

'

deserves the respect and esteem of all true Americans. Fui-ther-

more, the world has honored him.

But Chafin is not an American, he is a prohibitionist, one

who, following the leading of his clouded and excited brain,

would curse the God who made him for permitting tlie exist-

ence of alcohol on earth. What wonder then, being unwisely

permitted to mount the rostrum, he pours the bile of his in-

vective upon a good and upright man, whose whole life has

lieen devoted to the service of his countrymen.

It would be impossible to find a more despicable—but whiii

is the use? Chafin by his own utterances has placed himself

upon so low a level that no words of ours can affect his future

standing in the eyes of true Americans. Let us, however, in

mercy remember he is a prohibitionist and therefore only par-

tially accountable for his acts and words

!

Profit in Wine Vinegar

P[E California College of Agriculture and Experiment Sta

tion at Berkeley has published Bulletin No. 227 on Grapo

Vinegar, by Professor Bioletti. He points out that with the ever

increasing extension of the grape-gi'owing industry in Califor-

nia, it is desirable that every possible profitable outlet for the

crops should be utilized. One import<ant outlet which is but

incompletely used, is the manufacture of high-class; vinegar.

Wine vinegar is of fine quality and must be made from good

grapes, and therefore cannot compete in pi'ice Avith the many

kinds of common vinegar now on the market, and the Professor

says: "In the open market wine vinegar can compete with

other vinegar only on the score of quality. The obtain this

quality the best methods of vinegar making must be under

stood and intelligently applied."

It is to teach grape-growers these methods that the Bulletin

is written, and everyone interested in the production of grapi'

vinegar will find it invaluable. Professor Bioletti has rendereil

great services to the viticulturist, and the publication referr<'<l

to is by no means the least of them.

Viticulturists can learn much from Circular No. Tfi upon

Hot Room Callusing," by Frederic T. Bioletti and Leon Bon-

net, recently issued by the California Experiment Station. It*

points out the defects in ordinary methods in the production

of grafted resistant vines, and says that it is necessary, after

the cuttings are grafted to "callus" them before planting iu

the nursery. This callusing consists in the fornmtion, on the

cut surfaces of stock and scion, of healing tissue by which

the union is brought about. For this process certain condi

tions of moisture and temperature are required. These condi

tions are then discussed, and the art of grape-grafting fully ex

plained by word and illustration.
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I
How to Get Rid of tKe

(

I
Objectionable Road-Houses

/

N their effort to "dry up" the State of California, the Anti-

Saloon League has learned that in the cities they must paint

le saloon in the blackest colors to start the kettle boiling, while

L the rural districts, it is the country road-house they find it

lost profitable to feature.

You never hear of them referring to the road-side places of

st and refreshment, and respectable inns and taverns, where

ines and liquors are sei"ved with meals or otherwise, but with-

iit the accompaniment of disorderly scenes or licentious con-

uct. These desirable resorts, many of which attract thou-

ands of visitors during the summer months, are often made to

liiffer for the offenses of these road-side houses where lewd

Dmen and men are permitted to gather with little or no re-

rraint upon drunkenness, disorder, gambling, violence and

ilier infractions of decency and law.

There is absolutely no reason, however, why the decent places

jfaould be closed because the other places defy public opinion

nd the remedy against the objectionable places is not to put the

iitire county or district under prohibtion laws, but to en-

rce the existing laws against the bad resorts. This can be

one easily and quickly in every case.

To attempt to abate the evil of the bad houses by closing all

lie road-houses is altogether unfair and un-American. The
lod houses furnish an honest living to good citizens, and are

convenience to the traveling public. Many of them, catering

o family trade and respectable element only, have a wide

cputation for the excellence of their meals and wines. This

cputation they have built up by years of faithful and law-

biding service, and it would be the greatest injustice to destroy

heir property merely because others in the same business have

ot the same respect for law and order, and cater principally

1 the lawless, lewd and boisterous classes.

If any citizen or body of citizens has knowledge that any road-

louse is violating the law or is permitting disordely conduct,

itr is otherwise being conducted in an offensive manner, he or

;hey should make complaint to the district attorney, and should

Iso petition the Board of Supervisors to revoke the license,

he more numerous the petitioners the better. The closing of

he place is practically bound to follow.

The law is quie plain on all these matters and the public

'fflcials can be compelled to enforce it. If they do not do their

tuty, the courts can be resorted to, or the officials themselves

an be recalled. Nearly all of the ordinances under whicli liquor

i censes are noAv granted expressly provide that any license

uay be revoked for violations of law and disordely conduct;

lid in most cases the licenses must be renewed every three

uonths. A complaint by responsible citizens must necessarily

»e listened to, and will almost certainly be sustained on proof

'f the facts. The facts as to disorder, etc., can easily be got at

nd proved.

The best way to abate these nuisances, for they are nuisances

a the eye of the law, and can be suppressed as such, is to have

esponsible witnesses who can testify as to the acts complained
if, and fortified with this proof, have a petition signed by as

iiany citizens as possible pre.sented to the Board of Supei-visors

-king that the liquor license of the place in question be re-

ukeil, or at any rate, be not renewed. Then by persistently fol-

owiug the matter up, by stirring up public opinion, and by ira-

ressing the Supervisors with the strength and earnestness of

be movement, the objectionable place is boimd to be closed up,

ir at any rate forced to run properly.

To Fight the Webb Bill

THE Grape Growers' Association of California met at the

end of February in this city and appointed a committee

to go to Washington and appear before the committee of the

United States Senate in opposition to the passage of the Kenyon
bill. The provisions of this measure prohibit the railroads

and express companies shipping intoxicating liquors including

wines through dry States or territories, or into them.

The committee is composed of Senator L. W. Juilliard of

Santa Rosa, Cavalier Andrea Sbarboro of San Francisco, M.

F. Tarpey of Fresno and former Senator C. H. La Rue of Napa
county. The following alternatives were also named: E. C.

Priber of this city, Arthur Tarpey, son of the Fresno wine-

maker, and Colonel Theodore Gier of Oakland. Senator Juil-

liard will be the legal adviser of the committee and will present

the claims of the Californians before the United States Senate

Committee. He is thoroughly conversant with the situation

and has made a general study of the matters which he is to han-

dle before the committee.

Most of the wine produced in California is shipped out of

the State, much of it by rail, and this bill would prevent its

crossing any section where the prohibition laws might be in

force. Those engaged in the viticultural pursuits are aroused

over the provisions of this bill, as it will react against their in-

dustry in many ways, and they believe it might have the effect

of ruining the wine business of California. To be ready to

take up the matter whenever necessary, the committee left

for Washington early this month.

American Wine Growers' Association Banquet

THE eighth annual banquet of the American Wine Growers'

Association was held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Febru-

ary 29. More than three hundred diners participated, the spe-

cial feature being the wine list, which contained 26 different

American wines and champagnes, which came from the large

wine growing districts of the country. Congressman Julius

Kahn of California delivered an address on "America, the Land
of the Vine." Walter Chandler, member of the New York
bar, spoke' on "The Political Vintage," and Arthur Brisbane

talked on the need of an "American Horace" to celebrate the

virtues of American wines.

Among those present were: Congressman F. S. Underbill,

State Excise Commissioner Farley, Hon. P. F. McGowan, mem-
ber of the Board of Education; State Senator Josiah T. New-
comb, Coimty Clerk Schneider, Register Max Griefenhagen,

State Health Commissioner Foster, Judge John L. Davis, ex-

Senator Strassburger, Judge Otto A. Rosalsky, Hon. Samuel
S. Koenig and the Rev. William A. Wasson.

During the afternoon session of the annual meeting the wine
growers passed a strong resolution against the manufactiire

and sale of so-called "pomace wine," which is produced from
grape refuse, water and glucose largely in Ohio and Missouri.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : Presi-

lent, W. E. Hildreth, Urbana, N. Y.; vice-presidents, B, R.

Kittredge, San Francisco, Cal. ; George E. Dewey, Egg Harbor,

N. J. ; treasurer, L. J. Manson, Hammondsport, N. Y., and sec-

retary, Lee J. Vance, New York.

The Superior Court of Washington has decided that whole-

sale liquor dealers with stores in dry territory cannot make
sales within such territory. The decision points out the dis-

tinction between deliveries within the dry territory in un-

broken packages, where the purchase was made outside, and
sales within the dry territory.
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PHIZES

JAMES MARDIN CURTIS, FRANK A. BUSSE.

PRESIDENT and founder of the firm of J. M. CurUs

& Son, gaugers and chemists, located at 108 Front

street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mr. Curtis was bom in Connecticut, at South Coventry,

oil April 25th, 1832, receiving his finishing education at

Yale University, where he was also a member of the

Berzelins, which was that time and still remains famous

as a scientific society. In 1852, as a young man of 20, he

came to California and engaged in stock raising, taking

bands of horses across the plains and returning with

herds of sheep.

Mr. Curtis first entered the wine and spirit industries

in 1865, as a distributer and in 1867 formed and estab-

lished the Lake Vineyard Wine Company. In 1878 he

entered the gauging business and established the first

chemical laboratory on the Pacific Coast for the analysis

of wines.

In the year 1892 his son, Mr. Mardin Curtis, was taken

into partnership and the firm name changed to that of

J. M. Curtis & Son.

Mr. Curtis has no political aspirations, being a home

Tian. He is a thorough musician, but his favorite instru-

ment is the organ, with which and his books he is con-

tent. He is a member of the A. O. U. W. and was tor

many years an Odd Fellow.

While Mr. Curtis made other portions of California his

home for some years, San Francisco has been his per-

manent residence since 1861.

THIS gentleman is so well known in the industry that

it seems superfluous to mention his close associa-

tion with the Napa and Sonoma Wine Company, of which

he is manager.

Mr. Busse was born at Hamburg, Germany, on January

the 6th, 1871, where he secured a seminary education,

gaining his viticultural knowledge in the Rhine district.

He came to California in 1889, at which time he identified

himself with the grape and wine growing industries and

has continuously been so engaged, both practically and

commercially. Mr. Busse has been most efficient in his

connection with the Napa and Sonoma Wine Company in

bringing their products prominently to the fore.

Mr. Busse is treasurer of the Grape Growers' Associa-

tion of California, as well as being past president of the

Allied Grape and Wine Industries. He is a Mason, an

Elk, a member of the Olympic Club, the Foresters,

Deutscher Club and the Commercial Club. He resides at

2009 Pacific avenue, Alameda, California.

t

i

An Erroneous Report About Lachman & Jacobi

A LOCAL wine and liquor publication, in its latest edition,

stated that negotiations were in progress for the absorp-

tion of the entire business of the house of Lachman & Jacobi, by

the California Wine Association. The .story was so improbable

that we took the trouble to investigate the matter. As a result

it was found that all questions as to the internal affairs of

Lachman & Jacobi, arising through the death of Frederick

Jacobi, have been settled by placing all the stock of the various

interests, Avith the voting power, in the hands of the Union

Trust Company, as trustees. Under this arrangement, Mr. J. J.

Jacobi retains the presidency and the exclusive management

of the business.

Freeman B. Mills, secretary of the Woodbridge Winery, i'

cently wrote to the l^odi Sentinel deeming it proi)er to conii

certain erroneous statements which have been made. He sii.\

that Secretary W. C. Brown, of the Lodi Co-operative Wiuer.

was mistiiken when he said in an interview that "the Wi

have again leased the Wo(Klbridge A^'inery for the coming ••-

son, and if they were able to get control of the Lodi plant tli'

would control all the Avineries in San Joaquin County."

Mr. Mills states that the Wests have not "again lea.swl tli

Woodbridge Winery for the coming season." They have iiev(

leased the Woodbridge Winery. The Woodbridge Winery
now, and always has been, absolutely independent of any ])!

son, firm, corporation or selling agency, ^^'ith the exception i

these trifling inaccuracies, Mr. Brown's statement in regai-d i

the Woodbridge Winery is correct.
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GEORGE DE LATOUR.

HERMAN NICHOLAS LANGE.

MR. LANGE is a comparatively young man, but well

known in the wine industry, through his close asso-

ciaticn from what might be termed boyhood, with the

Inglenook Vineyard Agency, which is today represented

by B. Arnhold & Co., of which corporation Mr. Lange is

vice-president and manager. He is also secretary of the

Lange Investment Company.

Mr. Lange was born in San Francisco April the 24th,

1875. He secured his schooling in the public schools of

that city, which he has always made his home, and now
resides at 1030 Stanyan street.

At the age of 16 Mr. Lange entered the business world

as bookkeeper for Tillmann & Bendel, which position he

held from 1891 to 1894, at which time he entered the em-

ploy of the Inglenook Vineyard Agency in the same capa-

city, thus affiliating himself with the wine industry.

Mr. Lange, through adaptability and interest in the in-

dustry, was made secretary in 1896 of Stevens, Arnhold

& Co., and in 1899 assumed the same office with B. Arn-

hold & Co., which he held continuously until September,

1909, at which time he purchased the stock owned in the

corporation by Mr. B. Arnhold.

Mr. Lange has not held any political offices and does

not aspire to do so. He is a well known and liked member
of the Commercial Club and as a San FYanciscan always

a booster.

IN mentioning the place and date of birth of Mr. de

Latour it is necessary to recede to his native country,

France.

Mr. de Latour was born October 20th, in 1856, at Bor-

deaux, Prance, where he received his early education under

the tuition of the Jesuit Fathers at Sarlot, graduating and

coming to America In 1885, at which time he came to

California.

Locating in San Francisco, where, with his knowledge

acquired in France, he entered into mining industries,

which occupation he followed during the year 1886 to 1887,

at which time he became interested in the production oi

cream of tartar and was the founder and builder of several

plants for the production of this essential commodity.

The first laboratory and point of output was located at

San Jose in 1890, this innovation In this field, which proved

most successful, being followed by the erection of plants

at Healdsburg, Ftesno, Chili and Rutherford with a re-

finery in San Francisco. Mr. de Latour continued in this

enterprise until 1897, at which time there was a consolida-

tion effected with the Stauffer Chemical Company, which

consolidation was achieved mainly through Mr. de Latour's

energy and ability in increasing the output of the com-

modity from 10,000 pounds yearly to over 600,000 pounds.

In 1900 Mr. de Latour secured land in Rutherford and,

still thinking of his native country and with his knowledge

of vintage acquired in youth, he realized the climate of

California would be advantageous for the growing of

grapes. He secured in all 240 acres and planted nothing

but vines imported from France.

Mr. de Latour contends that he is now producing some
of the best California wines and is greatly helping the

industry in this country by his importation of vines.

Through a study some years back, to be exact, in the

year 1908, Mr. de Latour learned the making of sparkling

wine and is now producing a domestic that is par excel-

lence, all grapes being grown at Beaulieu Vineyards.

Mr. de Latour is a resident of San Francisco during the

winter, but is naturally interested in the growing, and
therefore spends most of his time at Rutherford during

the summer months. He does not aspire to politics, but

as a public hearted citizen Is a member of the Commercial
Club.

Andrea Sbarboro Banquets Delegation

NDREA SP.ARBORO, who has been in Washington repre-
^k- senting the grape growing and wine industries of Califor-

'I
, gave an elaborate banquet March 25th to the California

gation at the capital. Besides the Senators, Representatives
; their wives, the dinner was attended by W. R. Wheeler and

\Mliam N. Bunker, representing the Chamber of Commerce.
'oasts to the Panama-Pacific Exposition and to the success

' lie Panama Canal were drunk with California champagne.

!efore returning home, Sbarboro will make a brief trip to
N v York.

- W. Juilliard, who also has been in Washington in connec-
fi

1 with the fight against the Webb bill, has returned from the
I- ^t, and E. C. Priber, the third delegate from the California
~ pe growers, will be home in a few days.

Dr. Wiley Resigns

DR. WILEY, head of the Bureau of Chemistry of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, has resigned. He was an honest and

strong man who did his duty thoroughly and fearlessly. To
him must be given much of the credit for the enforcement of the
Pure Food and Drugs Act. Naturally he made enemies, and his
obstinacy in the matter of the use of sulphur in the drying of
fruits has certainly not made him popular among fruit men on
the Pacific Coast. Notwithstanding his faults he will leave
office with the respect of the California wine men and the gen-
eral public, who have most certainly benefited by his c<»isci-

entious labors. While the Review has deprecated some of his
actions, it would say, as it said of the worthy parson in Gold-
smith's Deserted Village, "E'n his failings leaned on virtue's
side," and believe that by his resignation the Federal Govern-
ment loses a good and faithful servant
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From the National Liquor League

CIKCULAU NO. I.

New York, N. Y., March 1st, 1912.

TO the Officers and Members of the Retail Liquor Dealers of

the National Liquor League of the United States

:

Dear Sirs and Brothers:—I take this, the earliest oppor-

tunity, of thanking my friends in the National Liquor League

for the confidence they reposed in me in electing me President

at the convention held in Washington, D. C, on January 17th

and 18th, 1912.

I sincerely hope that, with your assistance and co-operation,

I will prove in every way worthy of the high office to which you

have elected me.

I need hardly call your attention to the fact that these are

troublesome and vexatious times in our business in every State

all over the entire country. The enemies of the traffic continue

as active as ever in their warfare against it, and it is a duty

which we owe to ourselves, our families, and our commercial

interests, to do everything we can in a legal manner to with-

stand the vigorous and untiring assaults of Prohibition and

Local Option.

We can do this only through a compact and an intelligent

system of organization and co-operation. As individuals our

efforts amount to very little, but by working in unison and in

a comprehensive manner with other branches of our great in-

dustry, we can and are expected to accomplish a great deal. I

therefore urge you in a fraternal spirit to do everything in

your power to add to your membership, and strengthen your

local organization. This will not be found very difficult, if

every member becomes an active participant in the work.

I also trust that you will call my attention, wherever neces-

sary, to non-organized States near your own State, »o that we

may make an effort to get them in line.

I will issue circulars to the trade from time to time, calling

the attention of members to such current matters as I think

they should be acquainted with.

I also desire to state that I will gladly attend any meetings

where my presence may add to the general welfare, and if it is

not possible for me to do so personally, I will be pleased to del-

egate some one or more of the National officers to act in my

place.

Again thanking you, inviting and asking your honest support

in the interests of our common business and of my administra-

tion, I remain. Yours Fraternally,

M. F. FARLEY,
National President.

The Monterey County Supen'isors have adopted an ordi

nance which compels all saloons to close, and restaurants t

cease selling liquor, between midnight and 6 a. m.

•T. W. Walls and U. W. Hall, members of the original firm

Hall & Walls in Anaheim have sold their wholesale liquor hoi

in that city to Ervin Bayha and Pierre Nicholas, the two otln

members of the firm of the Orange County Wine Company. Ha

& Walls in turn became the sole owners of the business i

this city which will continue to do business under the name <

the Orange County Wine Company.

At San Diego the new Bay City Brewery Company has file

articles of incorporation. It will be built in that city, contra

having been let for equipment, and plans for the brcAvcry ai

being prepared. A. Lang, F. C. Lang and J. B. Crosby ai'

named as directors.

The report of Chief of Police Headlee of Everett, Wasliiii<ri

for the month of February, 1912, shows that the nuinliM-

I'ested for being drunk and disorderly was 23. For the mom
of February, 1911, the number arrested for the same olfen?

was 12; for February, 1910, the number was 22, one less thn

in the month just past. In February, 1910, the saloons v

still in existence." The proponents of licensed saloons in u

city of Eureka are making use of the above report as a cauipai;.

document. The election at Eureka will be held on April l.'i

Not only has the lid been closed down at Arroyo Grande, In

a riveting machine wa.s employed to keep it doAvn. The liqm

ordinance just prepared prohibits the sale of liquor in any im

at any time and from those who have carefully sui'veyed il

document we learn that it is probably one of the most stringei

ever drawn for approval.

A Livermore dispatch states that a petition having the i

(juired number of signatures, has been filed asking for a l<ir

option election in the first sui)ervisorial district of Alanui

county, which includes Wasliington, Pleasanton and ^[uii.

townsliips. In Washington township there are 51 saloons in u

incorporated towns, and in the other two townships 11. T

cities of Pleasanton and Livermore are both incorporated ai

exempt under the law.

Should your dealer not carry LYONS' PERFECTION BLAC
BERRY CORDIAL we will be pleased to submit samples a

prices on application.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO

At the recent charter amendments election at Seattle, the

voters' favorable attitude on the saloon question was made plain

by the following vote, viz. : By exending the saloon limits to in-

clude the business section of Georgetown ; to remove all doubt

regarding the legality of saloon licenses granted in the newly

annexed suburb ; and by voting down the proposal to make sa-

loon licenses subject to the initiative and referendum section

of the charter. The voters also disapproved the extension of the

license period for saloons at transfer points.

The State of Oregon Supreme Court has ruled that the H.oi>

Rule Amendment to the constitution of 1910 is self-exeeutit.

that cities and towns stand as separate entities and that

existence of precincts which extend partly within the l)onli>

of a city and partly without do not invalidate an election li''

with proper procedure under the home rule amendment. T

decision was given in the case of the State against I'erl^i

known as the "Springfield Home Rule Case." The main i"

involved was whether Springfield had the right to vote "\

when the balance of the county was "dry." The defein

Perkins was convicted for selling intoxicating liquor withoi,

license and was fined |50. As a matter of fact Spriugli'

as a town, had voted wet under the Home Rule amendnieii

November, 1911, and Perkins had received a license from

town authorities. Under the recent ruling the right of >

and towns to pass their own liquor laws is confirmed and

fendant Perkins was discharged.
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Born at the Right Time Fountaingrove Vineyard Co. in New Yorl<

WITH the market demand for California wines growing

year by year, there has been created plenty of room for

good hustling organizations, and one of them has started up
with every sign in its faror. This is the Plohr Wine Company,

occupying the office suite, No. 1547 Marquette Building, and

with wine cellars at 223-227 S. Clinton street, Chicago.

The president of this new company is Henry Plohr, who has

been known to the trade as a wine merchant for the past fifteen

years. The secretary, who will also act as sales manager, is

Wm. B. Frolichstein, who for seven years has been in charge

of the Chicago business of the California Wine Association.

The Plohr Wine Company will act as distributer of the Sierra

Madre Vintage Company of Los Angeles and the Theo. A. Gier

Wine Company of Oakland, Cal. This will embody excellent

dry and sweet wines, and considering the experience of the

two members of this firm, it is certain that success will be the

immediate result.

Supplying a commodity that is a staple in the market, and

backed by good business judgment, this new firm begins its

career with the well wishes and best prophesies of the trade.

—

Midas.

California Association Elects President and Directors

PIE election of officers of the California Wine Association

resulted as follows : B. R. Kittredge, president ; J. Frowen-

feld, first vice-president and treasurer; W. Hanson, second vice-

president, secretary and general manager; directors, M. J. Fon-

tana, I. W. Hellman Jr., J. J. Jacobi, Albert Meyer, C. O. G.

Miller, Henry Rosenfeld, C. Schilling and F. W. Van Sicklen.

It is understood that the directors of the Lodi Independent

Winery will entertain a contract from George West & Son to

take over the Independent Company's wine for a term of years

at a price which would net the growers about flO per ton for

their grapes. The oiler was made at a meeting of the directors

of the Lodi Independent Winery in Lodi recently.

It is believed that the amount of wine carried over from last

year was very large and that the independents will be glad to

get an outlet for this wine. The independent wineries have to

pay considerably more to handle their wine than do West & Son

because the latter company is a member of the California Wine
Association.

If the Lodi Independent Winery accepts the oiler the mutual

handling of wine grapes in the Lodi district will be at an end.

The California Wine Association has secured control of every

winery in the Lodi district with the exception of the Lodi Inde-

pendent winery up to the present. It is believed that the asso-

ciation will retain possession of the field a number of years.

—

Stockton Independent.

Owing to the increase in the business of the Italian Vineyard

Company in the New Orleans market, they have found it neces-

sary to move into larger and more commodious quarters. They
are now located at 412-414-416 South Front street. Mr. Secondo
Guasti, the president and general manager of the above men-
tioned concern, has just made a visit to the branch and made a
personal call on all the trade in New Orleans and finds the

branch in a very fiattering condition.

Representative Kent's support of the bill prohibiting the

transportation of California wines through "dry" States is an-

other illustration of Representative Kent's failure to represent
California.

nPHE Fountaingrove Vineyard Company, at 58 Vesey strep
^ in the City of New York, recently had a narrow escapo
from destruction by fire. The New York Mercantile and Finan-
cial Times says

:

"The place was established years ago and owing to its uniqnp

features, at once gained popularity. It is the nearest approach
that has yet been made in this city to the famous Bodegas of

Italy and Spain and to the better class of the cafes of Paris.

Fountaingrove is, and always has been, the favored resort of

lovers of good wine and good fellowship. Among its patrons

are to be found some of our leading business and professional

men, the latter including lawyers, artists and actors. Thi

Fountaingrove wine room is one of the cherished institutions of

the city, l)eing noted for the purity of the California wines theiM

dispensed and for the genial atmosphere which pervades tin

place."

From Mackenzie & Co., Ltd.

1
118 Leadenhall St., London, E. C, March, 1912.

DEAR SIR :—We have the pleasure to send you our reports

on the Sherry and Port vintages of last year.

Our Jerez house reports : "The Jerez vintage of 1911 \v;is

short in quantity, like that of 1910, caused principally by thr

prevalence of Levante winds in the spring which did damage

to many of the vineyards. In districts outside that of Jerez

the yeild was more abundant, with a conseqiient slight redm

tion in prices, but they are not yet down to normal.

"The quality generalh' is well up to average and in some oasos

superior.

"Good old 'Jerez' is getting scarce and prices have lately gono

up considerably, as these wines can only be replaced by many

years' storing which has not been encouraged by remuneratiro

prices. Light, delicate Finos are also getting scarce and dear."

Our Oporto house Avrites : "The winter of 1910-1911 was all

that could be desired for the future of a good vintage in tlio

Douro and prospects were very hopeful, but there was nnfor

tunatelv a lack of warm weather in the spring and suinmoi

with a short spell of great heat which onlv tended to scordi

the grapes.

"The vintage Avas in full swina; bv the 10th of October aivl

much of it was gathered in good weather and the musts slutweil

a hiirh degree of saccharine. Some of the tonels we marie aii

looking verv well, but it is as vet too soon to form a decidftl

oTiitiion of the nnalitv. The nuantity was considerably Ip'ss

than that of 1910—prices are conseiiuentlv very hii>h, and with

the continued dearness of brandy, it is still more difficult to sbipl

very cheap wines."

We remain. Yours faithfully,

MACKENZIE & CO., Limited.

Agents : Messrs. Sherwood & Sherwood, 41-47 Beale Streti

San Francisco, and at Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle.

TELEPHONE HOME C-4026

Kentucky Bar
straight Goods — Headquarters for Mining Engineers

SAM DARRAH
374 BUSH STREET SAX FRANCISCO
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ITHE WALDORF The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Waldorf Annex

621 South Main St.

Next door, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

"^cllkoiCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

Telephone Kearny 900

•'

Matt. Grimm

130 Leidesdorff Street

Comer Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors San Francisco, Cal.

.tf•(>*(••

I

I

I

headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

^Sced ^hinga i^

«

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

JHE

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

£d

^

MADE IN TAMPA

EL PALENCIA g^^^Rt
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

I ^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar.

Boltz, Clymer & Co.
I
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. TAMPA. FLORIDA

!

!

I
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5411.^^
Stockton's New License Law

THE City Council of the City of Stockton lias passed a new

liquor ordinance amending Section 12 of the ordinance

under which the liquor traffic has been carried on for some

time past. It fixes saloon licenses at $100 a quarter; wholesale

liquor licenses at $25 a quarter; restaurant licenses at $25 a

quarter; drug stores, $6.25 a quarter. It also amends Section

20 of the old ordinance by limiting saloons to 80 at any one time.

It further provides that in any outlying territory annexed to

the City of Stockton any person holding a properly issued

license, shall be entitled to receive a license from the city, pro-

vided that such license cannot be transferred to any location

within the present limits of the City of Stockton. It forbids

the employment of a woman in any capacity in a saloon, and

makes such misdemeanor punishable by the revocation of

license.

COLTON must really be a very lively place to live in, with a

local option election taking place every week or two. At

the last election the race between the wets and drys was a close

one, the drys winning by a small majority. Since then both

sides have been in training, and the fight is again on, the wets

demanding another election. Here's the Colton record: Went

dry in April, two years ago; last August it went wet; in De-

cember last Colton was declared dry by a majority of 17. As

the majority was so small the wets are petitioning for another

chance. Why on earth don't they toss a coin, and stop spend-

ing hard earned money in numberless elections?

THE San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, believing that

the Kenyon bill, prohibiting the railroads and express com-

panies shipping intoxicating liquors, including wines, into dry

territories or through them, threatens a serious blow to Cali-

fornia's grape growing and wine and brandy making industries,

has wired the California delegation at Washington urging

vigorous opposition to the bill.

William M. Bunker, a director and Washington representa-

tive of the chamber, has also been asked to point out the danger

in the wording of the bill, which, if enacted, would not only pro-

hibit the shipment of wines from California in original pack-

ages to consignees in the so-called dry States, but might also,

in its present form, be construed to prohibit the transportation

through dry States of wine consigned to other States, thus work-

ing a serious injury to the viticultural interests of California

and affecting the prosperity of the whole State.

Andrea Sbarboro, secretary of the Italian-Swiss Colony, as

one of the delegation from California opposing the Webb bill

in Congress, delivered a masterly address setting forth the

bad effects of the bill and telling of its effect upon the great

wine industry of California, if adopted and enforced.

Judging from the numerous shipments of California wine
to Tahiti in the last month, as shown by the Customs House
manifests, the trade in California wines in the South Sea Islands

must be extending.

Jlessrs. Jackson and Peters, who live a short distance south

of Yuba City, have contracted for a million and a half of yoi

vines of the Thompson seedless variety. Vine planting on
large scale is being done in Sutter county, but the majority

vines are Thompsons, because of last year's good prices for tha

grape.

1
By the end of February Geo. West & Son had secure(^l over

3000 acres on contracts that grapes be grafted to Petit Syrrah

and Alicante Bouchet grapes. West & Son offered flO per ton

for a period of 10 years for the two varieties of grape-s and

furnished the scions for grafting. It is believed that a snff

cient acreage of Tokays may be grafted to the Avine variptii

to relieve the congestion in the table grape market of the Eas

and to avoid a recurrence of the glut of last season.

At the end of February the Board of Directors of the Sail

Joaquin County Grape Growers' Protective League met audi

appointed a Legislative Committee consisting of Judge C. W.

Norton, Assemblyman J. W. Stuckenbruck and E. G. Wil

liams to take up the Roseberry compensation act, which is T'

garded as detrimental to the interests of growers in this section,
i

At the same meeting a contract was drawn up by the directors

of the league to present to the shipping companies. This con

tract is to be the working contract between the league and tl

shipping companies. J. V. Bare and Joe McKindley were aji

pointed a committee of two to present this contract to the shiji

ping companies for signatures.

Frank Giannini, well known winemaker of Tulare, has dc

cided to place last year's crop in the East, and expects to ship-

35 cars, aggregating $50,000. He began his Eastern shipments'

in February with a carload of wine to Virden, 111.

At Niles the necessary 400 signatures to invoke the lociil

option law and decide the saloon question have been secured.

It is expected that the Board of Supervisors will set a datp

for the election within a short time.

Prohibitionists in Oregon intend to wage a State-wide cam-

paign. At a meeting of county chairmen it was decided to try

to secure 2000 volunteers to work among voters. In Lincoln

county out of three ministers two are opposed to prohibition. It

would appear from this that Oregon ministers are beginning

to comprehend the truth of the statement that "prohibition

does not prohibit."

PUHfifflf

Fernet-Branca
BITTERS

FRATELLl BRANCA
MILAN—ITALY

The King of Appetizers

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.
437-431 West Broadway New York
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r
Does 50 Years' Experience

IN THE SKILLFUL DISTILLATION OF

HUNTER
BALTIMORE

RYE
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU?

It Jias brought this finest product of Maryland's famous

distilleries up to the highest standard of perfection

The American Gentleman's Whiskey

OH

!

i

g

I
OH

WM. LANAHAN & SON,
Baltimore, Md.

1. W. HARPER

A PERFECT WHISKEY
OF THE OLD SCHOOL

THE FAVORITE WITH
CONNOISSEURS

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
THE BETTER CLASS DEALERS

Bernheim Distilling Co,
LOUISVILLE, KY,

Market Cafe i
GOUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

ProprieioTM

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

•Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracer

Hot Luncheon

At II A. M. DaUy

I

Nothing But the Best at

Friedrichs' Cafe

310 Montgomery Street

Hi

5®

&M(^
Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

Wines

624^
MONTGOMERY

ST

H. p. ANDERSEN. Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 MarKet St.

C»ll Annex Bldtf.

Pbone Doa^aa 2954'

SAN riCANCISCO

IL.
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Berkeley to Vote On the "Sealed Package"

AT a recent meeting of the Berkeley City Council, April 27th

was set as the date for the special election on the "sealed

package" ordinance. At present the sale of liquor in any form

is illegal in Berkeley, but according to the opinion rendered to

the board by the city attorney, delivery by outside firms cannot

be prevented, nor can a license upon such sales be enforced.

The coming election is called to decide whether or not liquor

in sealed packages may not be sold by Berkeley merchants, and

the money now going to outside communities be kept at home.

IN February Professor Green, of Stanford University, filed a

voluminous petition with the Supervisors asking that a spe-

cial local option election be held in the fifth supervisorial dis-

trict of Santa Clara county, and the board has fixed April 26th

for such election. This petition is believed to be the first of

five similar petitions, one for each district, to be made at one

and the same time to force prohibition upon the people of the

viticultural and wine producing county of Santa Clara. The

fifth district covers that part of the county lying around Palo

Alto, Stanford, Mayfield, Mountain View, Los Altos, Siinnyvale,

Cupertino, Campbell, Los Gatos and Saratoga.

Professor Green is a first-class mischief maker whatever his

other qualifications may be. Instead of confining his activity

to his duties at the University, for which he is paid, he is dab-

bling in politics as a leader of the prohibition party, and work-

ing for a dry Santa Clara county. The Stanford Trustees should

squelch him.

Early in March the Lodi Co-operative Winery held its an-

nual meeting. The stockholders were present almost to a

man, and plans for the future discussed. The secretary-

treasurer's report showed that the net assets of the concern

are now |245,166.10. This is declared not to be a fictitious

value placed upon the plant and stock on hand, but reckoned

upon the actual cash value of the stock, and the plant has been

estimated at less than what it actually cost, as its depreciation

has been allowed for. The following directors were elected to

serve during the ensuing year: T. E. Wilkinson, president;

Ed Hutchins, vice-president; W. C. Brown, secretary-treasurer

;

Charles Rossi, G. W. LeMoin, Charles Dustin, Ferdinand Chris-

teson and H. C. Beckman.

EARLY this month the board of directors of the San Fran
Cisco Chamber of Commerce, which is opposed to inerea.s-

ing the number of saloons in this city, passed the following reso-

lution:
Resolved, That the board of directors of the San Francisco Chamber of

flommerce adopts the following as expressing its attitude regarding the

future granting of saloon licenses in San Francisco:

First—That the board is opix)sed to any increase in, the present number
of saloons in San Francisco.

Second—That the board is opposed to the granting of licenses for any

additional saloons or the transfer of any existing saloons to any location in

the following district of San Francisco: Both sides of Market street from

Ihe Embarcadero to Castro street, and north of Market in the district

bounded by Market, Powell and Bush streets.

Third—That the board opposes the granting of any license or the t^an^

ler of any existing license for a saloon in any location outside of the afore-

faid shopping district, whenever opposed by a majority of the owners of

the property or a majority of the tenants thereof, on both sides of th

street, in the block where the application for such a license is made.

The Yolo Winery has shipped very nearly its entire sea.son'g

product. It has filled its last order for 82,000 gallons of .sweot

wine, recently consigned to Winehaven, and has only 20,0(Hi

gallons remaining. This will be kept to supply local demand.

KHJawlorJr.& SonsC/INCORPORATED

THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AM ERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

^ Old Taijlor 1

rr IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY.

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

IT IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE.

FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE

"TO PAINT THE LILY-TO GILD REFINED GOLD."

Trankforf, Keufucky.
.^^ .^

WE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS i

OF THE CELEBRATED
|

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye I

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established J 873 Telephone Kearny 368S

KuKJMr,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T. Bernard. Prbs.

Joe Zanetta. secv.

i^
unc-h.Grill&Wine Rooas.

§ECOND BELOW/\aFIKET

parvcisco (.1.

iS.-FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY-^
>1ERC+1A.NTS LUNCH II AMto a30F?M.

R "W. F.

OEDER'S
CAFE

Opp. Emporium
834 Market Street

San Francisco

<^- -f-f-^-f

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

105 Montgomery St. Near Sutter St. -f

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant

m

Only the Best the Market Affords"
=Cui»ine and Sernce Excellent =

•!----• 4-

J. COPPA, Proprietor

Pine St. Bet. Montgomery
and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

I:

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BurnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Mzu-ket and used by eJl the

Leading Clubs, Hotels aind Bars

Order through any Grocer of

Liquor Dealer, or direct from

Albion Ale and Porter Brewery
IINCORPORATED

494 O'Farrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

HOU5B POUNDED I 8 S 3.

i BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I Import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazetac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

% 8. B. CORNER MONXaOHERY AND WASHINQTON 5TS.

^ SAN FRANCISCO

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO i8"^i

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBDTERS
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^ LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT
»l»*4i«f»**i4t*«

I
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LOS AN(iELES, March 25.—The rain has come and with it

rejoicing in Southern California. T"p to the first of March

practically no rain had fallen here, and the prospects for crops

were beinning to look rather bad ; as a result, there was a tight-

ening of the piirse strings of capital and a general system of re-

trenchment was under way when the welcome rain fell and in

quantities that removed all fear of drought for this season.

Trade in all its branches is showing a decided improvement

and business generally is good throughout Southern California.

There is no particular change in the wine situation, prices

still being badly mixed, and a shrewd buyer with ready cash

can just about dictate prices and find some one to supply the

goods he requires. The larger factors in the business here are

not, however, disposed towards forcing any stock on the mar-

kets under existing conditions, and are almost ts^ unit, holding

their goods for a more favorable condition. This situation 'is

tending toward the shipment of considerable goods to their

Eastern warehouses and branches and a wider distribution

throughout the markets of the United States.

Local trade here has been very good since the rain. Outside

orders from the mining district* and the interior towns have

been of very saisfactory volume and the wholesale trade has

had nothing to complain of this month so far. In the city the

retail business has been very good. The influx of tourists

always tends to help the trade of Los Angeles genei-ally at

this time of the year, and this season the extra severity of the

weather in the states east of the Rocky Mountains has driven

an unusually large number of people to seek relief from its

rigors in sunny Southern California, to the very considerable

benefit of our Los Angeles tradesmen in all lines of goods.

Locally the situation as regards the liquor interests is in a

satisfactory condition to the trade. The live and let live policy

of the present city administration, in contradistinction to the

continual nagging of the preceding administration has been

productive of good results all along the line. The administra-

tion has kept faith with tlie liquor men in its pre-election

assui'ance of a square deal, and the irresponsible long-haired

agitator is a persona non-grata Avith the powers that be now-

adays, and the liquor man who strives honestly to obey the

ordinances is no longer in daily fear of what the morrow may
bring forth. It is to the credit of the trade of this city that

those engaged therein are almost to a nian striving to con-

duct their business according to the ordinance, and any one

of them who wilfully does otherwise receives scant sympathj'

from his fellow members. The organization here most emphati-

cally discourage anything that will tend to bring discredit on
the business and are themselves an aid to the authorities in

weeding out the undesirable element engaged in tlie business.

This is the quiet time with the winemen. The brandy lias

about all been made, the cellar work is well in hand and the

attention of the vintner is now devoted toward the cai'P of the

vineyards, which to several of Southern California wineman,

for instance, the Italian Vineyard Company and Charles Stem
& Sons, which two concerns own and cultivate two of the

largest vineyards in the world, something like six thousand

acres between the two firms, is a matter of very considerable

magnitude. The cultivation, pruning and other work makes an
army of helpers necessary. This work is now going on among
the vineyards, large and small, all through Southern Califor-

nia, which, together with the usual work of getting out ship-

ments, is keeping the wineman busy.

John Brink, of the Saddle Rock Restauraui, a rosoTt U

loved of travelers and local epicureans, has secured a restnu

rant license and is now fitting up an elegant store room ui

Spring street, just below Sixth, for a fif'st-^ass cafe:, Brinl

has chosen a very good location, as the feend of busines-s i^

southward, and there has been no strictly first-class cafe ii

that neighborhood. The place will be opened the last d

March.

Dan Jerrue has almost forsaken the cafe on Spring street

bearing his name, where in times past Dan was toJ)e found

"early and late." He has a new vocation that is bringing out

strain unsuspected by his friends. Dan is becoming one of tl

"Irish Gentry" and is reveling in the possession and cultif

tion of a "farm" of a couple of acres or more out Easthi]

Park way. Dan is as lean and brown as a mountaineer ai

the picture of health, showing that it is agreeing with hira

become a landed proprietor.

Joe Melczer, of Jos. Melczer & Co;;Jis harassed in spirit

these days. Joe early this winter spent many pleasant days im

planning a trip to the Antipodes this spring and summer, ah(f

many hours were devoted to the making of the itinerary, but

alas, just as Joe was about to make the final arrangements f

his departure, an unfeeling minion of the law, yclept a U. .S

Process Server, stepped in with a subpoena for service on tlif

Federal Grand Jury, and Joe's plea that he was about to start

for the Orient was of no avail, and now Joe faces a pleasanl

summer in Los Angeles on jury duty. Joe is taking it phil

osophically, however, and has tunied his available time toward

the general superintendence of the building of his .f3fl,00fl hdi

on Manhattan street and Wilshire boulevard, and to dabbliu;.

in real estate deals between times.

Fred Kroeger, who was for years connected with the retail

trade in Seattle, with the Olympus Cafe and also Jim Morri

son's place in that city, is one of the Seattle boys who has

i!<ade good. Fred is the general manager for P»pcker Brothers.

r^ATiers of the Waldorf Cafe and Waldorf Annex in this city.

To his careful attention of the smalh'-^t details of the busi-

r ess much of the popularity of these two cafes can be attributed.

The Nadeau cafe and re-<taurant, formerly rah in conjunc

tion with the Nadeau Hotel, has changed hands, and is ndvi'

operated as the Cafe Marfan. It is conducted in an up-to-date

manner. -'

Secretary Barlotti, of the Italian Vineyard, is an exceed

ingly busy man nowadays. The absence of ^fr. (luasti on a1i

eastern trip leaves everything under ]\Ir. Barlotti's supervision.

This week he has been devoting the most of his time to tliel

immense 3,000-acre vineyard of the Company, overseeing tlje'

pruning and cultivating, which is being done by a small annv

of men. Mr. Guasti is expected to return about the middle of*

next month from his eastern trip, during which he is visitinj;

all the principal eastern cities and the branch stores of thr

Company and looking after their interests generally.

Johnny Davin is building up a nice trade at his new plaee.

The Apex Saloon, at the corner of Eighth and Main. John

keeps only the best quality of goods and runs his pla(i> on ;i

strictly high-grade plane and deserves the patronage of the

better element which he is attracting to his place.
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Rol King's ilollenbeck cafe is a busy place these days at Link Knowles, of the Nadeau Buffet, says business is very

almost any old hour. Aside from Rol's personal popularity, good, showing a very decided increase since the rains came, and

tlio location of his cafe and the service and quality of stock as a result Link wears a broad smile from mom to night.

behind the bar tends to draw custom, which is gratifying to

Rol's bank account. The Del Monte Bar, conducted by Fox & Kellerman, on Third

street, is one of the most popular cafes in the city among the

_, „ £c /^i r • i. XI i_- 1 1 i! 1 i!
busines.s men, and commands a very high-class trade whom it is

The Hoffman ( afe is .one of the high-class successful cafes , ,
' _,, , ./ . • , ^,

. ^, ., J J , TT . mi. X X a pleasure to serve. The popularity of its owners and the care-
iif the citv and commands splendid custom. The restaurant - , , . . - , j !>.,,, .^^

•, . , ., . r T i 11- 111 selection of goods served over the bar holds its customers,
ilepartment is a favorite resort for Los Angeles business men, j •. , • • j. ^-^ ±

and many a deal has been consummated around its tables.
and its business is a most satifactory one.

Adolph Becker has been down from Frisco for a few days,

The old Wellington bar on Third street has one of the best dividing his time between the business here in Los Angeles and
retail businesses of the city. While slightly off the main arte- his big alfalfa and cotton ranch in the Imperial Valley. From
r-ies of traffic and so missing much of the floating trade, it has his love for the farm one would think Adolph cut out for a
I steady patronage from the business men of the vicinity that farmer, but he is a mighty successful man in the other lines in

s very satisfactory. which he is engaged.

BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Feb. 1912. Tax. Gals.
Produced and bonded in this district _. 65,402.9
Received from other Districts, California -- - 5,255.5
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California —
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District .,.. 4,089.2
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts 27,281.6
Exported
Tax Paid .: 61,474.3
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, Feb. 29. 1912 2,213,842.1

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Feb. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 4,120.7
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District, California -. 4,474.9
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts —

.

1,036.3
Exported .,.....-

Tax paid 7,108.6
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, Feb. 29, 1912 590,194.6

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Feb. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 3,451.7
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District -

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District -

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District 1,041.6
Tax paid - 7,780.5
Used in Fortification of Wines —
Remaining in bond, Feb. 29, 1912 -- 265,253.2

SWEET WINES PRODUCED
FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Feb. 1912. Pkgs. Tax Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification - - - 3 109.2
Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fortification -

Brandy actually used for fortification 3 109.2

Wine Gals.
Port produced _ 736.63
Sherry produced
Angelica produced
Muscat produced
Malaga -

Tokay _ — —
Madeira - :

Total sweet wine produced in Feb. 1912, 736.63

No production of wines in Fourth and Sixth Districts, month of Feb., 1912
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- MARKET -

CONDITIONS
DRY WINES:—Reports from representative houses in the

California wine trade are all of one tone, namely, showing

that March business was not only good for the season of the

year but a big improvement over the business for the same

period of 1911. The shipments were not only well distributed

to domestic points but foreign trade made a good showing.

There are two matters of big moment that occupy the

minds of those importantly identified with the California wine

industry. One is the Webb bill, which proposes to amend the

Interstate Commerce law so as to deprive wines and liquors

of their status as a commodity, and prevent their shipment

from a wet State into or through a dry State. The other is

the approaching local option elections in some sixty locajities

in Northern California. All of which will go to show the atti-

tude of the women toward the liquor traffic and the wine in-

dustry as well. r^^Xt
So far as the Webb bill is concerned, there is no one to author-

itatively predict its fate. At the lea.st, it is a very menacing

measure and loaded Avith dire possibilities for the liquor

traffic. To the astonishment of ("alifornians they found that

in sending a "progressive" congressman and United States Sen-

ator to Congress they elected men who are avowed enemies of

California's greatest industry, that of viticulture. This natur-

ally greatly weakens the cause of the wine men. But the

traitors are there, and are so mentally constituted that they

cannot see the cussedness of their attitude.

So far as the local option and the women's vote are concerned,

nothing has transpired to lead to any certainty as to what the

general result will be. It is presumed numerous small communi-

ties will try the dry experiment but it is hoped that the good

sense of the women as it has been shown in Los Angeles and

elsewhere will prevent the Anti-Saloon League from accomplish-

ing any very important results.

Exports of wines for the month ending March 20 by sea were

of good volume, the totals being 350 cases and 1,238,197 gallons,

valued at |438,386.

Imports by sea were 1314 cases, 16 barrels, 107 octaves, 3

casks and 9 hogsheads.

are deeply concerned over the Webb bill, which would be very

injurious to their trade, if passed and enforced. Every possi-

ble effort is being matle by the wine and liquor interests of

California to prevent the adoption of the measure. However,
it has very strong backing.

Exports were of ordinary volume, the figtires being 1083 cases,

4740 gallons by sea, valued at $16,194. Imports were larger

than usual, totals being 5,745 cases, 934 barrels, 120 casks and

2 hogsheads.

Miscellaneous shipments of wines and liquors were 956 cases,

15 barrels, 1 half barrel, 81 quarters and 85 gallons, valued at

18,404.

Gin imports were heavy, totaling 6,175 cases, 161 barrels, i;

octaves and 30 casks.

SWEET WINES :—Conditions remain unchanged. The only

wine produced in the State during February was in the

First District where the output was 736.63 gallons.

BRANDY:—There is no important feature in the brandy

market at the present time. The production was of fair

volume, considering the season, the total being 72,975.3 gallons,

for February. Exports by sea were of ordinary volume, the

figure being 21 cases and 1430 gallons, valued at |4227.

There remained in bond, February 29, 1912, 3,069,289.9 tax

gallons.

Imports by sea aggregated 1,548 cases, 5 barrels and 2 casks.

WHISKY :—Considering the unfavorable conditions

throughout Northern and Central California, because

of the fast approaching local option elections, trade during

the past month has been, generally, only fair. However, there

are some leading special houses who report a good month. The

only reason for quietness in this line at this time is the election

situation and if that is settled fairly satisfactorily to the wine

and liquor men, there will be an immediate revival of business

throughout the State. Like the wine men, the liquor dealers

BEER :—Business is of seasonal quietness. Everybody i*;

waiting to know what is to happen at the approaching ^

elections. Exports were nominal, the figures being 441 paci<

ages of the value of |3,440. Imports foreign were 212 cases, 1

barrel, 245 casks ; Porter 125 cases. Ale 125 barrels, Stout 980

barrels.

IMPORTATIONS :—Trade with the importers generally has

not been as good as that of February, but at the same time

it is not to be classed as bad. Like all other branches of busi-
^

ness, the importers are waiting for the general expansion of

trade which is due to arrive in the early spring. Tlie figures

of imports by sea, for the month ending February 20, follow

herewith

:

Whisky, 5,745 cases, 934 barrels, 120 casks, 2 hogsheads;

Wine, 1,314 cases, 16 barrels, 107 octaves, 3 casks, 9 hogsheads;:

Gin, 6,175 cases, 161 barrels, 2 octaves, 30 casks; Liquors 1,540

cases, 3 kegs, 3 crates; Brandy, 1,548 cases 5 barrels, 2 casks:

Sake, 378 cases, 661 casks; Ginger Ale, 125 barrels; Absinthe,

1,719 cases; Gentian, 25 cases; Benedictine, 100 cases; Amer
Picon, 150 cases ; Kirsch, 145 cases ; Bitters, 1,556 cases, 2 casks

;

Cordials, 6 cases, 1 barrel; Mineral Water, 866 cases, 20 casks;

Fernet, 1.510 cases; Champagne, 568 cases; Vermouth, ll,73fi

cases, 12 casks; Rum, 3 cases, 3 casks; Lime Juice, 50 cases;

Stout, 980 barrels; Ale 125 barrels; Beer, 212 cases, 1 barrel.

245 casks; Porter, 125 cases; Fruit Juice, 5 cases; Grape Juice.

1,800 cases.

A Stockton dispatch states that at a meeting of the directors

of the Lodi Co-operative Winery the recent ten-year coutrad

offered growers by the West Company was discussed. From
sources that are considered reliable, it is understood that tin

West Company offered a long-term contract to the iudependeiif

Avinery to take over their wine for a term of years at a pri*

that would net the grower about flO a ton for the grapes

While it is not known what action the directors took at thi-

meeting it is generally understood that they will entertain su<l

a contract.

During the month the Sacramento County Winemakers' Pro

tective Association issued an appeal calling upon the grower:

of wine grapes to stand firm against prospective "prohihiti\'

legislation." In consequence, F. F. Whitmore of Elk Grovi

P. A. Strong and E. R. Core of Bruceville, stockholders of tli'

Elk Grove Winery Association, who had signed the petition ii

favor of a local oi^tion election in the Fifth Supervisorial Di^

trict of Sacramento county, have united in a request to tii

Board of Supervisors to be allowed to withdraw their names.

When in need of a medicinal Blackberry, do not fail to call fo

LYONS' PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL. Guaip

anteed absolutely pure.

THE E. G. LYONS & HAAS CO.
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W^J^SD NOTE/.!

A. P. Hotaling & Co., give a very cheering report on March
business. They inform us that trade during the month was

not only good but one-third better than in March, 1911. Man-

iger Lind informs the Review that his house has abandoned

ill! side agencies of every kind and is devoting its entire ener-

Li'les and resources to the sale of bulk goods. Very flattering

-success has been the result. Business ha.s improved not only

n the country but in the city, but collections are still ubsatis-

actory.

The general introduction of Finch's Golden Wedding Rye

II San Francisco during the past two months, is probably the

•ccord in that line of work in this city. During the past sixty

lays, these goods, bottled in bond, have been introduced in

line hundred places, in addition to those bars that have car-

•ied it before. Mr. Harry R. Meinicke, the special representa-

ive of Finch's Golden Wedding Rye on this Coast, is the gen-

leman who accomplished this fine feat in salesmanship, and

le promises that within another sixty days. Finch's Golden

iVedding Rye will be obtainable at every first class bar in this

lig city. We wish him success for there is only one Golden

\Vedding Whisky, and that is great.

' T^ Roy Schlessinger, secretary of the well-known Avine house

if Schlessinger & Bender, of this city, departed on a European
lip the middle of ^larch. ilr. Schlessinger is off for recrea-

ion and pleasure and expects to be absent four months.

("has. M. Fisher, head of the house of Ru.sconi, Fisher & Co.,

eft for New York the latter part of March on a business trip,

le expects to return the latter part of April.

C. J. Wetmore, of the Wetmore-Bowen Co., reports

hat March business was very good, even far better than that

')f the same month of 1911. While trade is quiet in San Fran-

isco. New York business is expanding. The house has just

iiade a big shipment to Manila and filled important orders to

'ther foreign countries. Taken all in all, the business is better

liau last year, which wa.s a good one, and it is still growing.

California Wine Association enjoyed good business through-

ut March. It was exceptionally satisfactory considering the

ime of year. The increase of volume of business over the same
teriod of 1911 was nearly one-third and the improvement was
lot only local, but in outside territory.

March business with the Italian-Swiss Colony was very good
considering the season of the year. It was so good, in fact,

that the Colony has no cause whatever for complaint. The
distribution of wines is general, so the demand may be regardcnl

as a natural one. General Manager Feder-.spiel is expected

home in a few davs after an absence of one month in the East.

Chas. Stem & Sons of Los Angeles, New York and Chicago,

announce that they have secured the services of Mr. Chas. K.

Woolner Jas their representative throughout the Middh; Western
States. Mr. Woolner has for several years been a successful

wine salesman, as he is well liked and is popular throughout

the trade.

Col. J. L. Hackett, of the Green Brier Distilling Company,
spent some time in the city during the month and started for

his home in Louisville a few days ago. The Green Brier Dis-

tilling Company are distillere of the famous "R. B. Hayden"
whisky, for which Chas. Meinecke & Co. are the agents. They
inform the Review that the demand for Hayden is so heavy
that they are unable to fill their orders satisfactorily.

Among the famous Kentucky whiskies is the "I. W. Harper."

It is an old style, carefully made whisky Avhich finds favor with

all connoisseurs. Tlie better class of dealers generally recog-

nize its qualities and favor their patrons by handling it. The
I. W. Harper is distilled by the Bemheim Distilling Company.
Louisville, Kentucky.

J. J. Jacobi, of the well-known house of Lachman & Jac«>bi,

returned from a business trip to the east during the month.

The friends of the old time Walter Distilling Company of

this city will regret to learn that the institution is reported to

be in serious financial difficulties. A voluntary petition in

bankruptcy was made a short time ago but we understand was
opposed by the principal creditor. The concern is still open

for business but what disposition will be made of the business

is not yet known.

The California wine men are pleased to hear that Mr. B. R.

Kittredge, president of the California Wine Association, was
elected vice-president of the American Wine Growers' Associa-

tion at the annual meeting in New York on February 29th.

General Manager Federspiel, of the Italian-Swiss Colony,

who has been in the East during the past month looking over

the field, is expected to return to San Francisco the first of

April.

OWNINQ ITS .OWN BRANDS*N0 CONTROLLtNG THE OLD E3TABLISHCOBRANDS or
J-A» PALMAS WINERY « DISTILLERY
LA PALOMA WINERY S DISTILLERY
LOOl CO-OPERATIVE WINERY

ELK CROVE VINEYARD ASSOCIATION
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

special Inducements Will Be Made, on Request, to

Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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INTERNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RUUNflS

(T. D. 32280)

Bonded merchandise—Repofting delivery.

Procodurp to lie followod by custonis officers in roportinfi the

irrejjular delivery or failure to deliver at the port of destina-

tion bonded merchandise forwarded under any of the various

forms of transportation entry.

Treasury Department, February 26, 1912.

To collectors and other officers of the customs

:

1. The following procedure will be followed by customs offi-

cers in reporting the irrejjular delivery or failure to deliver

at the poi't of destination Ixmded merchandise forwarded under

any of the various forms of transportation entry.

2. In the event a shortage of merchandise is found by the

customs officers at the port of delivery, the collector or sur-

veyor at such port will promptly report such shortage to the

collector of customs at the port of entry, giving the followinfj;

data, viz

:

The number and character of the entry covering the ship-
«.

meut
h.

c.

d.

e.

The amount and character of the merchandise short.

The value thereof and duty thereon.

Whether arriving with the seals intact or broken.

The condition of the particular container or containers

from which such shortage occurred, as not«l by the unladin-.!,

inspector, and any marks or numbers which will identify sucli

containers from others in the same shipment.

3. If no bad order was note<l by the unlading inspector, the

report should indicate where, and by whom, the bad order, if

any, was first noted, and whether or not it was noted prior to

opening the package.

4. Where there is a shortage of one or more packages or a

non-delivei-y of an entire shipment the collector or surveyor at

the port of delivery, after the expiration of a reascmable time,

but not to exceed 60 days from the date of receii)t of the mail

copy of the entry, will cause an inquiry to be made to determine

whether delivery has been made direct to the con.signee, and will

report the facts in such regard to the collector of customs at the

port of entry, particularly stating the merchandise not deliv-

ered, the value thereof, and the duty thereon.

5. Even though the merchandise may have been delivered

directly to the consignee, entry thereof may be accepted if it

can be recovered intact and without any of the packages having

been opened. In such causes, however, any shortage from the

invoice quantity will be presumed to have occurred while the

merchandise was in the possession of the bonded carrier.

6. If the merchandise can not be recovered intact and with-

out any of the packages having been opened, entry will not be

accepted. The merchandise, or so much thereof as can be found,

should, however, be examined and appraised in order to ascer-

tain the amount of duties properly chargeable thereon.

7. The reports above provided for should be made in dupli-

cate and only one entry should be the subject of any report.

8. Upon receipt of such i*eport from the collector or surveyor

at the port of delivery the collector at the port of entry will

retain one copy for the files of his office and will forward the

duplicate to the department with his report in the matter, and
if the shortage be one from the containers of a shipment he will

identify by marks and numbers any of the packages of such

shipment which were in bad order prior to delivery to the

bonded carrier.

9. Upon a fine being imposed by the department for any

shortage or iri'egular delivery the collector should immediately

make a demand for payment thereof. A reasonable length of

time, not to excetnl three months, should be allowed the earlier

in which to make any investigation it may deem proper. If the

fine is not jxaid within three months from the date of demand,

the matter should be reported to the United States district at-

torney for collection by the proper procedure against the car-

rier's bond and such action reported to the department.

10. Upon payment of a fine imposed upon a bonded carrier

on account of shortage, non-delivery, or irregular delivery, a

separate report of such payment shall be made in each case

on Cat. 4631, provided for that purpose.

James F. Curtis, Assistant Secretary.

Recently an increa^se in insurance rates on wineries and tlieir

contents went into effect in Livermoi-e valley. The injustice of

the new rate was pointed out by the Livermore Herald, and the

matter was reconsidered. The arguments against the rise were

considered just, and a new correction slip was issued on Feb-

ruary 28th, restoring all the original rates and taking effect

from the date of the original circular increasing the rate, coiise-

queritly no one was compelled to pay the rate. The benefit

of a live newspaper to its district is obvious.
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The Late P. C. Rossi's Valuable Lesson

St spring, Forrest Cressy, the well-know-n contributor to

—' the Satiinkit/ Eiyeninq Post, of Philadelphia, visited Cali-

)rnia and diirinp- his stay in San Francisco made the acquaint-

noe of the late P. C. Rossi. He was f!ratherinji data for a series

f articles on "The Lessons Foreign Immigrants Have Been

vble to Teach the American Farmer," and was anxious to learn

micthing about the Italians in California. In this way, he

ot in toucli with Mr. Rossi, and one of the first questions he

sked the well-known wine man was: "What was the most
iipoi'taiit thing that ever happened to you in your evolution

roni an emigrant boy to the head of the famous Italian-Swiss

'olony?"

Ur. Rossi promptly replied: "My first experience with the

fock market, shortly after I arrived in California, for it cured

le once and for all of ever hoping to get rich over night."

Mr. Cressy, in relating the incident in "Agricultural Adver-

sing," quotes ^Mr. Rossi as follows

:

"Because I had a good education and a natural aptitude for

liemistry, I had no difficulty in getting a position in a drug
ore and in filling it in a way that brought me rather rapid

Ivancement. It was not long before I was drawing a fair

ilary and had a little money to put aside.

"In those days, mining was the big thing in California and

1 ers'body, from the bootblack to the banker, kepi; close tab on

le ups and downs of the leading mining stocks. Today the

lan who cannot talk baseball is considered to be out of touch

ith his times. It was the same with mining stocks then—the

an or boy who couldn't show a little interest in that subject

lid take some part in a discussion of it was what today would
^ callefl a 'dead one.'

"Of course, it didn't take me long to discover this and I soon

)und myself interested. I listened to every convei-sation on

lat subject that took place in the drug store and picked up
lining gossip from early morning until late at night. Mean-

hile I formed a fast friendship with a young man who ap-

!>ared to be a marvel of wisdom in the field of mining lore,

ne day he came to me in great excitement and declared that

le time had come for us to make an easy fortune; the shares

1 one of the great companies had droppe<l below ninety; and
eryhody knew that it was great producing property and would
)on rebound to its old position. And that would mean a big

rofit for us.

"Tliis seemed reasonable in the light of the talk that I was
instantly overhearing in the store. When I handed over to my
artiier' the few hundred dollars I had saved I saw a vision of

yself in possession of a sudden fortune; I could hear the ex-

teil comments of mv relatives and friends back in Italv when

I broke the news of my great good luck to them and I resolved
to warm their hearts by the generous way in which I would
hand out benefactions to tlunn. I shall never forget the joy I

had in those visions of the Emigrant Boy's Fortune. And
hadn't my wise friend assured me that the shares could not
possibly go much lower?

"But, day after day, the stock continued to drop. It went
down to a point that staggered belief. Then my friend urged
that tbi> only way for us to make good was to buy more at the

absurd figure Avhich the shares had reached. I scraped up a
little more money and we bought. And still the price continued
on its downward way until it was only a few points above the

zero mark."

In those days and weeks of prolonged suspense young Rossi

suffered all the agonies of financial seasickness. At last, when
the stock had Avithered to a few cents a share, there came a call

for a small assessment. The partner declared that this was the

turning point and that at this sign things were sure to mend.
But Rossi had had his lesson. He stubbornly refused to put in

a cent more. "Let them sell it out on the assessment," he de-

clared—and stuck to this to the end

!

"When I finally said good-bye to my savings," Rossi re-

marked, "it seemed as if the world had slipped from under my
feet. I expect I took my loss to heart much harder than a young
American would have taken it. At any rate, foj' a time I was
crushed under the weight of my calamity, and yon mav be sure

I never invested in stocks again."

Notice of appeal was given during March by the defendant in

the case of Los Palmas Winery and Distillery against Garrett

& Co., from the judgment of February 26th, in favor of the

plaintiff' for $5583.55. The bond on appeal amounts to f11,000.

Now comes Sonoma County with the champion shipment of

wine—one hundred cars—all the product of the vineyards in the

northern part of that county. It made three trainloads, and
was shipped direct to New York. The consignment was booked

from Cloveitlale, and was one of the largest ever made from
California. The Southern Pacific agent, in speaking of it, said

that on account of the great diversity of crops there was more
-shipping of field, orchard and vineyard products from Sonoma
than any other county in the State.

Elmer Jackson, an owner of a fertile tract south of Yuba
City, is busy .striking grapevine cuttings, and has set out 550,-

000. According to the local press he has orders for every one
of the rooted cuttings a year hence, when they will be ready for

planting.

(in

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY. Geyserville, Cal.

'^

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
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CORK
WHAT is more common oi* more simple than a cork? Yet

lumdretls of acres and scores of people are employed in

the industrv- which reduces the rough cork, prepares it for mar-

ket, and finally manufactures it into bottle stoppers, and other

forms, which are most comnKmly used. It would be impossible

to estimate the investment, but that it is large is shown from

the facts which are brought out whenever investigation is begun.

The word cork comes from the Spanish word corcha, and was

probably originally from the Latin word cortex, meaning bark.

Some believe it is connected in some way Avith the Latin name

of oak, qnercus. Cork is the outer bark of an evergreen oak,

Quescus Suber. It is really the extraordinarily developed sub-

stance which is present in all trees under the name of Suberin.

The bulk of the product comes from Spain, Portugal, France,

Italy, Tunis, Algiers and Morocco. Portugal produces most. The

acreage of cork oaks under ^cultivation run about as follows

:

Portugal, 1,800,000; Spain, 900,000; Italy, 200,000; France and

her African posse.ssions, l.<)50,0fi0, of which 1,065,000 are in

Algiers and 205,000 are in Tunis.

About 85 per cent of the total product are shipped to France,

England and the United States. The rest of the world receives

the other 15 per cent. The United States, Germany and Russia

have no prohibitive duties. England obtains her supply princi-

pally from France, Spain and Portugal. About half of the quan-

tity produced in Portugal goes into the manufacture of bottle

stoppers. Spain exports only manufactured wares.

Cork is not new. The ancients used it for all the purposes

for which it is now employed, except stoppers. That use has

developed since the fifteenth century, when, so far as the records

show the first bottle cork was made.

Theophrastus in Book II of the Historica Plantarum men-

tioned the cork tree as a native of the Pyrenees. Whether it

spread from there to the other countries where it is now pro-

duced so abundantly does not now appear. It could have been

a native of all of them, or it could have spread through the move-

ment of the ages to all from its possible original habitat in the

mountains mentioned.

The tree grows to be thirty or forty feet high, with a trunk

two or three feet in diameter, and not infrequently has reached

the age of four hundred years. The outer layer of cork is not

ready for stripping until it is ten years old, and then it is so

coarse that it is useful for only the roughest variety of work,

such as floats, insulating nmterial and similar purposes.

The tree blooms in April and May and the acorns fall from

September to January. They taste not unlike a chestnut, only

perhaps a little less sweet. Every use, except bottle stoppers

to which cork is noAv put, was mentioned by Pliny, hence modern
needs have introduced but one in addition to what the ancients

knew. Each tree yields about four shillings per annum.
When stripping is begun the Avorkmen go through the forest

and make incisions around the tree, sometimes only two, one

just above the ground and the other just under the loAver limbs.

Again these incisione are made about three feet apart from the

ground to the lower limb. Another is made lengthwise of the

trunk. The wedge shaped end of the cutting instrument is then

inserted under the bark at the longitudinal incision and the bark

is stripped off. It looks simple, but caution has to be used that

the incLsions are not too deep. If they were the tree would be

injured, or perhaps spoiled. In other words, the workmen must
be dextrous enough not to cut the inner bark. It looks rough

to .see the outer bark stripped off in this fashion, but as a mat-

ter of fact it benefits rather than injures the tree. The second

stripping, Avhicli comes four or five years after, the first is useful

for the finer purposes, and this holds true of all the subsequent

years of the life of the tree. Once in about five years it can be

stripped profitably and the quality of the bark improves with

each stripping.

The bark when it comes from the tree is in heavy slabs whicli

are as long as the circumference of the tree and as wide as tho

distance between the incisions. These are place<l in boiling water

for an hour. This increases the bulk at least one-fourth and dis-

solves the tannin. They are then scorched over a hot fire which

closes the pores and makes the cork more solid. When shipped

in the rough these slabs are loaded on cars or on shipboard much

as lumber is in this country.

Formerly all corks were made by hand. It required a xcry-

sharp knife to cut the cork, and it was necessary to whet it

between every two strokes, so badly did the cork turn the edjjc.

In the United States corks are made by nmchinery. The knives

revolve very rapidly. Some punch the cork through the sheet,

while the larger ones are cut from the etlge of the sheet. It

requires much care to keep these knives in proper condition for

cutting smoothly, but it is done by means of special ap])aratiis

for sharpening. With one of the latest model machines a fast

workman can make six gross of corks an hour. Some will do

even better, though this is unusual.

After the corks are made they are washed in oxalic salt, dried,

and in Spain are packed in bales of 30,000 each. These balc<

are really large .sacks made purposely for such use.

The cork f/)rest is sond)er and dark, the heavy, ovate leavo>i

overshadowing the ground, which is kept hard as a floor and

entirely free from small trees or underbrush of any sort. The

trees from Avhich the harvest is taken are wide apart and the

vista through the trunks is impressive. When the o)iter liaik

is first stripped from the trunk it is yellow, after which it grad

ually fades into red and that into the richest purple. When it

turns black the operator knows that the time has arrived when

it can again be despoiled of its outer covering.

The greatest care must be exercised in removing the hark,

since its incision in the inner bark Avould result in a seam that

would .spoil the sheet for stop])ering when it was taken off.

In its native home it would be difficult for the people to dd

without it. Workei-s in the fields carry their noonday lunches

in buckets nmde of cork and covered with a sheet of cork which

fits so tightly that it is hermetically sealed. If the food is placed

there hot it will remain hot until the men are ready to eat.

Cork is built into chairs. It covers the flooi*s. Fowls drink

from cork troughs and drinking cups and ladles are made of it.

Doves coo in cork cotes. I?ees store their honey in cork hives. If

dogs do not sleep in cork kennels it is l>ecause the peasants of

the cork country seldom own a dog, and the few dogs nnnv scl

dom still have a kennel. In the cork country cork is universjil.

and the peasants would be at a lo.ss to live without its beneficent

usefulness.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WINE PUMPS
FOR EITHER HAND OR POWER

WINE COCKS HOSE REDUCERS
" BUNGS BUSHINGS, CAPS
" VALVES NIPPLES AND COUPLINGS

BOTTLING, LOCK AND RACKING COCKS

299 Fremont St. SAN FRANCISCO
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Production of Wine in France

'""HE table following shows the production of wine in 1911 in

. fifty-one of the eighty-six French Departments, as well as

10 corresponding figures for 1910. A preliminary estimate of

le 1911 crop was published in Daily Consular and Trade Re-

prts for October 2, 1911. (The hectoliter is equal to 26.417

;: lions.)
1911 1910

Departments Hectoliters Hectoliters

Ain 433,675 94,523

Aisne , 17,117 1,518

Alpes (Basses) 58,732 37,690

Alpes (Hautes) 32,239 20,448

Alpes (Maritimes) 75,635 78,044

Ardennes 244 14

Ariege 84,921 41,195

Aube 51,974 3,073

Aude 5,135,130 2,036,652

Bouches du Rhone'. 904,357 684,340

Cantal 1,784 748

Charents 525,139 181,209

Cher 62,842 7,555

Correze 44,004 16,326

Cote-d'Or 145,591 4,264

Eure-et-Loire 3,996 1,678

Card 3,027,977 2,861,460

Garon (Haute) 576,985 161,339

Gers 737,513 417,232

Gironde 3,202,020 1,605,630

Herault 10,685,152 10,950,368

Indre 168,757 54,871

Jura 126,471 17,300

Loire (Haute) 25,038 2,096

Loire-Inferieure 912,015 366,351

Lolret 246,826 150,733

Lot 186,988 59,030

Lot-et-Garonne 615,765 461,495

Marne 138,667 9,836

Marne (Haute) 11,234 390

Mayenne 2,724 807

Meurthe-et-Moselle 203,890 21,883

Meuse 59,396 981

MorMhan 29,643 9,181

Nievre 61,689 1,911

Puy-de-Dome 171,791 7,523

Pyrenes (Orlentales) 2,974,222 2,584,055

Rhone 952,573 141,035

Saone-et-Loire 806,599 117,431

Seine 1,317 172

Seine-et-Marne 7,726 922

Seine-et-Oise 25,347 1,098

Sevres (Deux) 145,894 52,611

Tarn-et-Garonne 333,059 141,236

Var 1,145,860 1,302,956

Vaucluse 723,779 454,275

Vendee 481,469 159,689

Vlenne 381,832 109,994

Total hectoliters 36,747,356 25,435,154

Total gallons 970,754,903 671,920,463

The wine produced in the Departments of ilame and Aisne,

arly all champagne wine, promises to be of excellent quality,

hile the quantity of champagne produced in 1911 greatly ex-

ods that of 1910, it is much below what is called a normal
•>p.—From Consul W. Bardel, Rheims.

I«
Abraham Lincoln on Moral Suasion

"TIE great name of Abraham Lincoln is often invoked by our

prohibition friends as that of one of the figureheads of the

niperance movement. It is true that Lincoln was a temperate

iin, and that, although at one time a seller of liquor, he later on

came a member of a temperance society. lUit his temperance

i.s of a different brand from that which dominates the "abstain-

s'' of the present day. They would dragoon the unwilling; he

>uld persuade. They would denounce, with minatory abuse, the

temperate user of alcohol, as equally guilty with the drunkard

;

he rebuked such a mode of propaganda. In his speech before

the Washington Temperance Society, Springfield, Illinois, on

Feb. 2, 1842, he made use of the following language:

"When the conduct of men is designed to be influenced, per-

suasion—kind, unassuming persuasion—.should ever be adopted.

It is old and true maxim "that a drop of honey catches more
flies than a gallon of gall." So with men. If you would win a

man to your cause, first convince him that you are his sincere

friend. Therein is a drop of honey that catches his heart, which,

say what you will, is the great high-road to his reason, and
which, when once gained, you A\ill find Imt little difficulty in

convincing his judgment of the justice of your cause, if indeed

that cause really be a just one. On the contrary, assume to dic-

tate to his judgment, or to mark him as one to be shunned
or despisetl, and he will retreat within himself, close all the ave-

nues to his head and his heart, and though your cause be naked
truth itself, transformed to the heaviest lance, harder than
steel, and sharper than steel can be made, and though you throw
it with more than herculean force and precision, you shall

be no more able to pierce him than to penetrate the hard shell

of a tortoi.se with a rye straw. Such is man, and so must be un-
derstood by those who would lead him, even to his own best in-

terests."

We have in these words a broad toleration, a respect for opin-

ions, tastes and feelings of others, which we rarely find in utter-

ances of Lincoln's successors.

—

Good Fellow.

The Kirby Winery is receiving a new coat of paint and other

repairs. It is also understood that the fermenting capacity of

the winery will probably be considerably enlarged in time for

next season's work.
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M The Principles

ll
°* Wine=Mal<ing 5i'i

4. Use of »S'(///h»oms Arid. The proper use of sulfurous acid

in tlie regulation of fermentation is one of the most important

and necessary l)ut least understood parts of the wine-maker's

art. Only by this proper use in most cases can wholesome wine

of the hi<>hest quality be produced. Improper use will injure or

completely spoil the wine. Its beneficial effects are due pri-

marily to its acti(m (m mici-o-or<>auisms, on enzymes and on

the color of the wine.

In the small (luantities properly used in wine-makinj?, it is

antiseptic in a dej^ree varyinji' with the anu)unt. All micro-

orfjanisms are susceptible to its action in varying degret^s. Bac-

teria are particularly sensitive, molds and pseudo-yeasts less so,

while wine yeast is the most resistant of the ordinary forms

found in must and wine.

The result of the use of the proper amount in crushed grapes

and must before fermentation is the almost complete suppres-

sion of bacterial action, the discouragement of molds and psuedo-

yeasts and the promotion of the gi-owth of wine yeasts which

is given a clear field unhindered by the deleterious excretions

of its competitors.

Its action as regards enzymes is hardly less important. It

would be impossible to make the finest wines of Saut4?rnes and

the Rheingau without its use on account of the oxydase produced

by the Botrytis cinei-ea, which is a1)undant and necessary on the

best grapes of these regions. In other regions where this mold

and others occasionally occur, its use is also necessary. In hot

climates, it is especially useful, not only because bacterial

action is more intense in such regions, but because of its action

in preserving the natural fixed acids of the gi'apes, which are,

there, nearly always deficient. This preservation, according to

AVortmann, is due to the suppression of acid-consuming bac-

teria, but experiments of Astruc tend to show that the pre-

vention of the action of unknown acid-destroying enzymes is

in part the cause.

Its action on the color of wines is also of importance: By the

action of oxygen, the color of red wine is gradually made yel-

lowish and finally rendered insoluble and precipitated. This

action is to a great extent prevented or much retarded by the

use of minute quantities of sulfurous acid. Wines made with-

out sulfuring and kept in casks in the ordinary way will lose

from one-third to two-thirds of their color <luring the first six

months. This loss of color continues until finally such wines

as port, after keeping for many years, may be completely de-

prived of all their red color and become yellowish or brown.

If we sulfur a red wine as soon as it is taken from the fer-

menting vat, the first effect is to diminish its color, more or less

according to the amount of sulfur used. This loss, however, is

not all permanent, for after the first racking some of it returns,

so that after one month, the color may be actually deeper than

immediately after the first sulfuring. The color remaining,

moreover, is more stable and a sulfured wine after six months

may have fifty per cent more color than if it had not been

sulfured. The color, moreover, will l)e of a better tint. If the

sulfuring is done before fermentation, the beneficial effect is

even more striking. In this case, the color is not only rendered

more stable, but the sulfurous acid seems to cause a more

thorough extraction of the color so that the wine from a sulfited

vat is actually darker at drawing off than that from one where

no sulfite has been used

The beneficial effects of sulfurous acid on the color of white

wine is equally striking. The greenish golden color of white

wine gradually changes to yellow or brown with age and oxida

tion. This undesirable change is much diminished by a ])roi)c

use of minute (juantities of sulfurous acid.

The most commonly used source of sulfurous acid is the fniiK

of burning sulfur. Sulfur is burned in a cask and the iinis

caused to take up the fumes by being pumped into the casl

through the upper bung hole. It is almost impracticable to apjil

sulfurous acid from this source to crushed grapes for red wiiK

The method is defective in many ways. It is impossible i(

tell within very wide limits how much sulfurous acid has be<i

absorbed by the wine. Moreover, the sulfur bums incom

pletely and the volatilizetl sulfur acted upon by the yeast ma.

produce sulfuretetl hydrogen. Other sulfur compounds ar

also produced during the burning, to some of which the m

called sulfur taste of wine is said to be due. Several dcvici

have been invented to decrease these defects, but none r('in()\

them completely, and progressive wine-makers are adoptin

more reliable sources.

An impi'ovement is the use of potassium meta-bisnlfuii

K=S=0', a salt which <:an be obtained in the re<iuisite purity i

commerce and which contains about fifty per cent by weight

SO^. The amount of potash added to this salt in the dos

used, is very small and far within the Hunts of variation betwct

different wines. By the use of this salt, exact amounts of sii

forous acid can be applied both to white and red wines. Othe

sulfites are not permissible.

The best source of the acid, recently brought into limitwl use

is the liquified gas. This can be manufactured comparative!

cheaply in great purity. By its use, all the benefits of sulfuroit

acid are obtaineil and the defects eliminated.

The amount of potassium meta-bisulfite to use will depend

the temperature and on the ccmdition and nature of the grape

In cold weather and with cold grapes very little should be use

or it may be difficult to start fermentation. With very aci

grapes, less is needt^, as they are less liable to bacterial fe

mentation and the pi*eservatioou of the fixed acids due to tli

sulfite may be a disadvantage. In making sweet wines, litt

or no sulfite should be used as most of them are benefited I

thorough oxidation. In hot weather and with grapes of In

acidity, more should be used, especially if they are in ba

con<lition, nuddy or broken.

The amounts which have been found to give the best resul:

are from 3 to 5 ounces per ton in cold weather, from 6 to

ounces in average conditions and from 10 to 12 ounces in In

weather, or for moldy grapes. With liquid sulfurous acid ha

these quantities are sufficient. The sulfite should be thorough)

distributetl throughout the vat, if necessary, by pumping ov^

imtil the outflowing must .shows signs by its brownish color tli:

it has all been acted on.

The additi(m of the starter should be made within two or thi<

hours after the sulfiting and the yeast distributed even

throughout the vat in the same way.

5. Increase of Acklitij. Some grapes, owing to their c<ii

position, especially tlieir high acidity, are very resistant

the attacks of injurious bacteria. Others, owing to their Ic

acidity or highly nitrogenous nature, are very susceptible. Til

addition of tartaric or citric acid to the latter has a deterrii

effect on some of the most dangerous forms. It is seldom nei ^

sary, however, to modify the composition for this purposi

the other means of control are used. The addition of acid or i

decrease by dilution should \w solely for the direct impro\

ment of the ts'.ste.

In the hotter parts of California, nmny varieties of gray

are deficient in natural acidity when they are sufficiently ri]

for wine-nuiking. This defect nuiy be remedied in various wa.N

The best is by blending them with acid grapes of other varietij

or other localities before fermentation, whereby the wine
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bth is iiui)rovp(l. The blending of wines too high with wines

II low in aci^lity, after fermentation, is also "food practice.

Where acid jj;rapes are unobtainable, a small proportion of

i])erfectly ripe second crop bunches may be uswl with advan-

^e. If <mly a small pi"oportion is used, the wine does not

ow the harshness of wines made altojjjether from imperfectly

pe grapes.

The use of "plaster" or gA'psum on the crushed grapes was

riuerly very common for this purpose but is not advi.sable.

he resulting wine is harsh and may show more sulfate than

allowiHl by certain pure food laws. Phosphoric acid in

irious forms has "oeen u.sed for the same purpose and is less

ijectionable. lis main object, however, the promoting of a

can fermentation, is more effectually accomplished by sul-

irous acid.

Where it is considered desirable to increase the acidity of a

ine after making, it may be done by adding tartaric or citric

id. The former is apt to produce a harsh acidity and some

that added is thrown down as cream of tartar. Pure citric

id is preferable, giving a cleaner and more agreeable acidity

1(1 all remaining in the wine. The amount to add is deter-

ined by ta.ste, but in any case, .should not exceetl one and one-

ilf pounds per 100 gallons of wine.

In some cases ai' addition of tannin to the grapes or must
fore fermentation is advisable. In nmking white wine it may
employed in addition to or instead of sulfurous acid for

le preliminary defecation of the must. It coagulates the album-

loids and promotes clearing. It is especially u.seful in tlie

iider regions, and with varieties of which the must is rich

i coagulable albuminoids, which make the clearing of the

ine difficult. From one-half to two-thirds of an ounce may be

icd in one hundred gallons of must for white wine.

It may be used in a similar way in the nmnufacture of nnl

ine, and has a favorable effect on the color, which it intensi-

I'S aiul renders more stable. It is especially useful for grapes

liich Jiave been badly attacked with molds. From (Mght to ten

luces may be used to a ton of crushed grapes or nearly twice

lis amount in the case of moldy grapes.

Only clean tasting tannin extracted by water and alcohol

lould be used. Ether-extracted tannins are very pure and
liite, but give a persistent taste of ether to the wine. New oak

UTels and casks, even after thorough cleaning and steaming,

ield notable amounts of tannin to the wine which is often

uefited thereby.

The tannin is obtained in the form of a light powder whicli

ay be sprinkled on the crushed grapes or pi*eferal)ly <li.s-

)lved first in a little warm water or wine.

6. Modificdtioii of Siiffar Contents. If there is too much
igar in the grapes the yeast can not eliminate it all and the

ine will remain sweet. In practice, any must which shows
lore than 25 degrees Hal. is vei^- liable to remain sweet. Too
uich sugar can often be reduced, like too little acid, by blend-

ig with under-ripe grapes and both defects remetlied at the

ime time, ^^'here this is impracticable the only way of making
vy wine from over-sweet grapes is to reduce the sugar by the

Idition of water. This reduction should seldom exceed 2 per

nt, that is to say, the maximum amount of water that may
added is about fiftwrn gallons to the ton of grapes. Where

lis amount is not sufficient to reduce the sugar to a point where
tan be all eliminated by the yeast, the grapes should be used

<i' sweet wine.

When the sugar is too abundant, most of the other useful

MuiKtnents of the grapes are also in excess, so that moderate

ilution in such ca.ses results in a wine of normal composition.

lie acidity, however, is an exception. High sugar is nearly

Iways accompanied by low acidity. Dilution with water must.

lerefore, nearly always be accompanied by addition of acid.

Tlie water should l>e adde<l before fermentation, and the acid

after, where sulfites are used.

Increasing the sweetness of the grapes by the addition of pure

sugar is allowed and practicetl in some countries but is practi-

cally never necessary in California. In France, the law allows

a maximum addition of about 3 per cent by weight of sugar.

In the United States, when sugar is added, the wine must be

sold as "modified, amelioi-ated, or con-ected wine." The addi-

tion of both sugar and water constitute "stretching," and is

practiced only in the manufacture of inferior, imitation wines.

7. Temperature of Fermentation. The (jnality and charac-

ter of the wine depend greatly on the temperature of the fer-

mentation. If too low, it may be unduly prolonged, the wine-

yeast may have difficulty in overcoming its competitors and the

wines may remain inferior and cloudy. With red wine, the

desired color, tannin and body may not be extracted. On the

other hand, if the temperature is too high the results are worse.

The growth of bacteria is promoted, injuring the wine by the

volatile acid and displeasing flavors produced and preventing

the proper action of the yeast. Such wines may remain sweet

on account of the failure of the yeast to do its work and become

unpleasantly .sour owing to the volatile acids produced by the

bacteria.

Some means of controlling the temperature is therefore always

needed. Where heat is deficient, it may be supplied by direct

heating of the must or part of it, or by heating the cellar. Where
heat is excessive, it may be diminished by crushing only cold

grapes, using small fermenting vats and open wineries to pro-

mote radiation, and finally, by the use of cooling machines

applied directly to the fermenting wine.

The best temperature for fermentation depends on the kind

of wine. For light white wines, the maximum should not ex-

ceed 75 degrees or 80 degrees F. ; for heavier wines, 85 degrees

or 90 degrees F., while for heavy red wines, where high extract

and tannin are required, it may be allowed to reach 95 degrees

F. Sound wines can be made at all these temperatures.

8. Aeration During Fermentation. As already explainefl,

the ordinary processes of treatment of grapes result in sufficient

aeration for the multiplication of the yeast. With gi-apes con-

taining little sugar, this may suffice to complete fermentation.

With sweeter grapes, the fermentation usually slackens when
the alcohol reaches 11 or 12 per cent by volume or sooner,

unless some supplementary aeration is given. With white wine,

this is seldom done, with the result that the time of fermenta-

tion is prolonged. AYith red wine, the necessary .stirring of the

pomace to promote color extraction or the pumping over of the

must in cooling process usually gives a large amount of aeration

which is sometimes excessive. Too much aeration results in

too rapid fermentation and consequent difficulty in controlling

the temperature. It nmy also have a deleterious effect on the

color, especially if SO= has not been used.

In any case, the main part of the fermentation should be

over in from three to five days in the case of red and in from
seven to fourteen days in the case of white wine. AVith heavy

musts, however, there will still remain from .5 to 1 or 2 per cent

of sugar. With certain special wines such as Sauternes it is

desirable to retain the slight sweetness due to this small amount
of unfermented sugar. This is accomplisluHl by the judicious

use of sulfurous acid, prompt clarification by filtration or

fining and when necessary by pasteurization. The pasteuriza-

tion tends to remove those albumoids which are coagulated by

heat and which are preferretl food of bacteria.

L. R. Rogers, president of the California Wineries and Distil-

leries, this city, has been in the East during the month looking

after his extensive business interests. He is expected to re-

turn shortly.
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Stand From Under 1912's

j ## )

TO the Trade : Overproduction wTecked the trade in '81-'82.

Overproduction wrecked the trade in '86-'87.

Overproduction wrecked the trade in the culminating crop
of '93.

.
i !

I

'; ,;

Overproduction is now rushing to another climax in the stu-

pendous crops of 1911 and 1912.

The record-breaking crop of 1911 is itself being exceeded by
the current crop of 1912.

Official figures, just completed to January inclusive, already
show over seven and a half million gallons excess in the grand
total for the United States for the first seven months (a Nation
wide deluge.)

Kentucky forges 2,732,741 gallons ahead of its abnormal 1911
production, while its withdrawals fell behind in every single
one of the seven months.

Pennsylvania increased its production, while its withdrawals
stood at equation.

Maryland increa.sed its production, and not its withdrawals.
Three times this writer has seen the trade go down in the quick-

sand of overproduction, as recorded above.

Each time he insistantly put forth an appeal to stop the over-

production in the making.

What distiller, or dealer, today—then in the whiskey business
—but recalls the monthly circulars of Avarning with which he
delugeti the trade iu his efforts to reduce those fatal crops before
the calamity became inevitable?

Who among them but recalls the headlong obstinacy with
which the overproducing distillers crying, "Alarmists" to all

who cautioned, consummated each of the three overproductions
and swept the trade to disaster?

This writer did not then, and does not now, arrogate to him-
self, nor to others with whom he held, and holds, a common
view, one jot of prescience.

He marveled then, he marvels now, that the overproducing
distiller could not, and cannot, or would not, and will not see.

Statistics themselves, available as in no other business, plainly

pointed out the ruin ahead.

But they could not deter the overproducing distiller to whom
the economic problem of supply and demand seems only visible

to the backward glance from the very middle of an accomplished
catastrophe.

Who is there among the readers of this circular in the whis-
ky business at the time of the overproduction of '81-'82 but
remembers how the shadow of night spread over the trade in

'83, '84 and '85?

Who among you, that suffered from the overproduction of
'86-'87, but remembers how overproducing Kentucky distillers,

purblind and hell bent, dragged the trade to disaster, condemn-
ing every warning as "Arrogance" until forced by their own folly

to practically suspend operations in 1888?
Who among you that suffered from the calamitous overpro-

duction of 1893, but recalls the five dark years of depression and
despair that followed it?

And now in the face of these re-current calamities from which
the trade has three times had to slowly and laboriously grow
up anew, we find this "Old-man-of-the-sea," Overproduction,
about to be taken once more upon the back of the whisky in-

dustry.

Again we take up the task of urging the trade to protect itself

and stand from under 1912's.

1911'S THE LARGEST CROP ON RECORD.

We repeat that 1911 witnessed the largest pro<luction of dis-

tilled spirits from grain in the history of the Internal Revenue
Bureau—175,402,395 gallcras—every drop now eligible for the

"whisky" markets.

Illinois alone, produced 40,467,741 gallons
Indiana 28,535,323 gallons

Pennsylvania the second largest crop in its history, and Ken-
tucky its largest whisky crop on record, 46,040,890 gallons.

This total grain distillate crop of 1911, coming on top of tlic

1910 crop of 156,237,526 gallons of grain distillates, left in bond
at the close of the fiscal year 1911, 249,279,346 gallons of dis-

tilled .spirits, "which," says the Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue in his 1911 report, "makes the largest amount in bond in

the history of the industry."

1912 PRODUCTION RUNNING IN EXCESS OF RECORD BREAKING 1911.

Although, as was invariably the case during overproduction
in the past, the general cry has been that 1912 production would
l>e much less than the tremendous 1911 output.

Each month from July to January continues to show that

1912 production has not been curtailed, hnt th<tt a hii-ffer rroii

than the largest is now being superimposed, and that distilled

spirits for 1912 are, as stated above, 7,628,803 gallons in exces-

of the biggest crop in history.

This corporation is now foreshortening its 1912 season's nin
of Old Taylor whisky by shutting down on April 9th with ovci

flow orders for many times the capacity of the distillery for

the balance of April and all of May, (We never run in Junei
and with its older inspections unqualifiedly insufficient to su]

ply the positively certain Old Taylor demands, despite the im-

pending disaster.

Taking this sacrifice to the exigencies before the trade, we feel

we are placed in a position of entitlement to speak out thus

earnestly for the general Avelfare.

The Old Taylor at contract price of 55c per gallon is, at foui

years of age, in general demand at |1.30.

Its production within the limitation of demand insures its

stability and exempts it from vicissitude that attaches to over-

production.

We have a letter from probably the leading wliisky house in

the country, under date of March 9th, which house holds some
eight or ten thousand barrels of Old Taylor of the different in-

spections, and is familiar with our precise situation, closing

with this paragraph

:

"While we have every reason to believe that Kentucky Dis

tillers, as a class, will have a very hard road to travel the next

two or three years, you, with the conservative policy that yon are

following, will always be on easy street, no matter what happen-

to the others."

The substance of this quotation has been repeated to us bv

three others of our leading patrons and two of the leading banks

of the entire country', all familiar with our situation.

We modestly feel these quotations above are no more than our

due.

We feel that our conservatism has enabled us to so buttre.s>

ourselves as to insure a positive immunity from participation

in and misfortune that may attach to the overproduction of

which we treat, and that the holders of Old Taylor will slian

with us the same immunity.

The strength of our situation justifies the belief.

Secure ourselves, we unselfishly urge that some couinion

action for the common good should be had to correct this wild

overproduction. Yours truly,

E. H. TAYLOR, Jr. & SONS.

P. S.—Let it be borne in mind that the 249,279,346 gallon>

of grain distillates in bond in the United States, at the close

of the fiscal year 1911, and which the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue states is the "largest amount in bond in the historv

of the industry," is, every barrel of it, now eligible to being

branded and sold as "whisky" in the open markets, whether;

whisky or not, and has to be reckoned with as such.

Frankfort, Ky., March 14, 1912.
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The Rare Vintages of France

rHIS year's produce of the famous sixty-one classified

growths of claret, fi-om Chateau Margaux and Haut Brion

o Leoville and Poutet Canet, has already been sold first hand

t some 50 per cent above the average price of the last decade,

ud such hius betni the demand from many countries for these

911 clarets that they were all sold, as well as many of the

tourgeois growths, before the grapes were entirely gathered,

^uch a proceeding has never occurred before on the Bordeaux

iiarket, and it is a curious spectacle to see, with few exceptions,

U tlie clarets that were produced in 1910 on these well-known

states still in the hands of the growers, for which probably

t'ss than one-half the price that is now being paid for the 1909s

\ould willingly be accepted. The clarets of the 1909 vintage

i-e still in cask and should be bottled in the spring of 1912.

hey promise to take a high rank among vintage clarets, and,

laving been sold at comparatively moderate prices at the time

f the vintage, they have changed hands among the merchants

if Bordeaux at enhanced rates. To give an idea of the pro-

I action of clarets of 1911 as compared with that of the last

iue vintage, namely, 1909, which was not a large one, we may
iiention that Chateau ^largaux has produced 260 hogsheads in

911, as comparetl with 328 hogsheads in 1909; Lafite, 220 hogs-

leads against 400 ; Leoville Lascases, 480 against 700 ; I^angoa,

;40 against 352 ; Chateau Loudenne, 720 hogsheads against 700

11 1909. To sliow the prolificacy of the vine, it may be men-

ioned that at Chateau Loudenne, with 125 acres of vineland,

he weight of the grapes gathered this year amounted to upward

.f 270 tons, or equal to more than 600,000 poimds.

There is every probability of the 1911 sauteme wines being

he finest since the famous vintage of 1893, the extreme heat

if three rainless months having produced to perfection that

usciousness of the grape for which the white-wine district is

amous. Not only Chateau d'Yquem, but also all the minor

growths and the thousand of Bourgeois, Artisan and Peasant

growths, have produced sauteme of a richness that occurs only

i few times in a century.

In the Cote d'Or, where the quantity does no't amount to a

bird of an average crop, the prices paid for the wines are

normous. There has probably not been such a perfect vintage

IS regards quality for more than twenty years, and many antici-

)ate it may reach the great year of 1865. The white wines

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone

Company under date of October 28, 1911.

" Please install a phone at my home. I did

not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. I use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivers the goods.
"You know the burners of candles rioted in

London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-

duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly

that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Teleplione Company

333 Grant Avenue

of Chablis, although extremely limited

be very fine in quality.

The champagne vintage this year is,

red grape districts, of exceptionally fine

tity will, unfortunately, be small. The

the highest for many years. With 1910

1909 and 1908 indiffei-ent, there is, with

ited quantity of 1907s, only the vintage

which is already sold to the merchants

parts of the world.

—

London Times.

in quantity, will also

both in the white and
quality; but the quan-

prices being paid are

a complete blank and
the exception of a lim-

of 1906 to be shipped,

in England and other

The Martinez Board of Trustees have decided to place the

limit upon saloons in this town at twenty. There are three

over that number here at the present time. The lx»ard also

raLsed the license upon peddlers and traveling merchants by

ordinance.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine

(
THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTILIZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable ?

Send for our FREE BOOKS of facts tellinB what
our ttrtillztn are doing, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THE PACIFIC GUANO
Si FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
San Frandaco, Cal.

502 Central Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

Largest manufacturers of Fertilizers, Poultry Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast

Winemakers
It will pay you to become interested

in better quality by means of PURE
YEAST and COOL FERMENTATIONS

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of

the latest methods. Price $2.00
For sale
at this
Office.

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEAKNT 241 and J 2S52
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CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated. .. .Stockton, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal....

G. B. Robblns, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San FranciscoKCal.

rheo. Gier Co... 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Slebe Bros. & Plagermann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco. Cal.

Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler & Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.
Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co

110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons Louisville, Ky.

Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd Fresno, Cal.
The Julius Levin Company

987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co

110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

E. H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Alta Vista Wines Co
112-114 Tenth St., San Francisco, Cal.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.
F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co. .322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

Toulouse & Delorieux Co

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co .*.

.

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.
Chas. Meniecke & Co

314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

Thos. W. Collins & Co

34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co

50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

Sherwood & Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cat.

SURETIES.

U S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cat.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

~" WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wood in & Little. .33-41 Fremont St., San Francisco

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Simonds Machinery Co
12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal

Frank Fehr Brewing Co.; Louisville, Ky
Jas. De Fremery & Co., Agents,

519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.

John Rapp & Son, Agents.

. .8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co
..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. Windeler; wine and water tanks

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York
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levieW Buyers' Directory, Continued The Waldorf.. 648 Market St.,8an Francisco, Cal. The Hoffman Cafe Co
27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

^'°*'^®' "Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.

iiltz, Clymer & Co W. F. Boeder's Cafe.

.312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal. Lake County House Middletown, Cal.
^"^ "^'"'^'^ ^*- ^a" Franci8C0,_Cal.

Original Coppa's Restaurant
Bachman & Co Matt Grimm's 453 p|ne St., San Francisco, Cal.
Commercial .& Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal. 130 Liedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.

"Escalles" Escalle, Marin Co., Cal.
Bank Exchange

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Ferry Creamery..34 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

• e Yellowstone
22 Montgome'ryStV San" Francisco," Cal. "'''^* *^^'''""

" •
• "

' ; LI' :. W ' V '
' .. .

Davis Buffet.
.
.272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.05 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

, «/ I u * A.
FERTILIZERS.

OS. J. Walsh & CO. ... ... .... . Market Cafe.. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. „, •« /- j, .r ..*•.•
346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal. Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co..

.

James Raggi Alaska Commercial BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

.5. P. Dunne. .1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
padfjg gone Coal & Fertilizing Co

CronicieBar 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter 709 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, CaL

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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ANOTHER THROUGH

WESTERN PACIFIC

SERVICE

DAILY

WONDER

ADDED

TO

j||[
Kansas City,

WDRin St. Louis and""'"'' STANDARD AND TOURIST

CCATUCD SLEEPERS. ELECTRIC
r t A I H t K LIGHTS. ELECTRIC FANS.

|{|V[R STEAM HEAT. OBSERVATION

Chicago,

VIA

Salt Lake City,

Denver,

ROUTE
'^^'- ™'°'' "^'"'^^-

«l., o.,ha

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

TICKET OFFICES:

665 MARKET STREET, Palace Hotel, phone sutter i65i

Market Street Ferry Depot, phone Kearny 4980

1326 BROADWAY, Oakland, Phone Oakland 132

4-

I
T
T
T

4.

T
T
T
T
T

NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
LAGER

BREWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

•i

l^4*+4'4~H'4'4'4'4^'l«}'4«H'4'4'4'44-l'4-««l»4'4-^«^^
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A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

" ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We believe that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.

The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-
BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C

)^ :B'>i|?5j^^^i?5j^?^J(?5jjJ5^^
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CELLARS AND VINEYARDS at Jcaria^Healdsburg, Ooverdale, and Madrone. Sonoma County
sod at Rulheriord and St. Helena, Napa County, California

French-American Wine Co.
8UCCESSOBS TO CHAIX A BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

"W. D. SEYMOUR. 516 MA.GA.ZINE ST.. CBb 515 CONSTANCE ST.. NEIV ORLEANS AGENT
NCW YORK DEPOT, 32 VrAiSHINGTON STREET

I 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street

3

«
9

«

San Francisco, Cal. ^

@©{a©©©@®@©@©®©©©©©©®®©@©@@@@@@©©©©©©©@©©^@(oJ©©©@@@@^^

Winners

JULIUS
NEW YORK

NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

& CO. Distillers

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE
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I

"O
LYONS* PERFECTION

Pure Fruit Blackberry Cordial

.ESTABLISHED 1852 . Is only sold for medicinal purposes, hence only the best and

purest article should be used. _______
We guarantee our product to be produced entirely from fresh

California Blackberries fortified with pure brandy. _ _ -

We will be pleased to submit samples and quotations upon

request. ___________
The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.

FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

^ ->>

PHILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
^

. ... PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS, BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-5 1 5 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN. Prejiilent FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-Pres. 4 Scc'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and WTiolesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST., and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

* ^^ «» ^^O ^^ «» ^^ O ^fc %* ^^ o ^^ o ^^ »o» "^ «o» ^^ »o* ^^ »o» ^^ »* ^^ O ^^ O ^^ ** ^^ »» ^1^ »» ^^ »» ^^ «»-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON

LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY

PHONES:
SUTTER 50; J 2745

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE UQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS

»«0«^^ •O* ^fc >o»-

SAN FRANCISCO \
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madrc Uintage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pure California Wims ^"'^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cat.

Qord Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901

Qold Medal Louialana Purchase Exposition, 1904

Qold^Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Orcson, 1*09

Qold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Stems and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

Finest On Wheels

SUNSET LIMITED
Excess Fare

TRAIN de LUXE
BETWEEN

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW ORLEANS
TWICE A WEEK

First Departure from San Francisco

December 5th

ELECTRIC LIGHTED - STEEL CAR TRAIN
BARBER SHOP -SHOWER BATH
STENOGRAPHER -LADIES' MAID
MANICURE - HAIRDRESSER

WATCH FOR LATER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TICKET OFFICES:

Flood Building, Palace Hotel, Third and Townsend Sts. Depot,

Market St. Ferry Depot, San Francisco.

13tli Street and Broadway, Oakland.

600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles.

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS!

have been the standard of quality and style
|

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST.

605 KEARNY ST. 2640 MISSION SJi

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

MM

EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY
PURITY IN MANUFACTURE

I

EXQUISITE IN FLAVOR

ALL COMBINED IN

PETER DAWSON'S

SCOTCH
IN GLASS ONLY

CHAPMAN & WILBERFORCE
IMPORTERS I

KOHL BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO'
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled Vmty
In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — if

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.

PALE AND DARK LAGER

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

corfuHon and Webster Sts. SalTTrancisco. '" p*'^'< ""'^^''^^

PHONES—PACIFIC. PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

llPOBTiT TO DiSTlLLEBSP WP PlflKEBS.

vTD Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAL CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

Phis STILL, which has always
received our special attention and
study, has been of material assist-
ance 10 securing forCalifornia sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wiueries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
REFERENCES :— All successfut sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

/Ul KINDS or COPPER WORK DONE AT SHORT NOTICE.

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCH.-\LITZ. Pros, and M?r.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

&. SONJOHN RAPP
Asents

loOO Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

iruere i>S

rvoTiri/iTtd

reciX/peraxe

exkauAsi/ea

force more
ruickly irvaru

iubscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with aabeatos. Used by 60%
of all the wiue producera in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

gesesxssxsesxssxs®®®©^!^^

J§ RATES: $1.00 A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

HREPROOF

HIQHEST ORAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling Ageiiis for the Uiii

SAN FBANCISCO OAKLAND
CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

LOS ANGELES
g Everything new, comfortable

Homelike, plenty of life.

Beautifully furnished
Highest class.

Hotel
Victoria

Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office

Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

\ptt«^^vi)levlvi'^{'^lVl)«v!'J{)«)i£)iSKV!!Vi'^:V:Vi'^l•^^v!\^\>!v:^^^

GEORGE WEST & SON, """'
>j» PRODUCERS OF j»j»

S^A/^EET WINES AND BRANDIES

i

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.
1
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California Wines and Brandies
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

LACHMAN & JACOBI New York Office, 65 and 67 North Moore St.

"««WaW3W»«»«53KJ«»5»««SW3WjK*»3KM3«i;W5HS<S«;R5«3«3«?«5«»
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PURITY BRAND
SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL

GIN
RUM

'WHISKEY

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.!
FORMERLY

[

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES *

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
[

ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
,

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY i

BENJ. S. DONAHUE, President PHONE KEARNY 204

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks
Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES
EBB

Latest Service
De Luxe

Follows the sunshine sea-level

way to New Orleans

Sunset Limited
From 8an Francisco

Third and Townsend Streets

every Tuesday and Friday at 6 P. M.

Electric lighted - Steel car train

Barber shop - Shower bath
Stenographer - Ladies' maid
Manicure - Hairdresser

Southern Pacific



JLi'SS, YELLOWSTONE
GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent

820 Mission Street

San Francisco, CaL

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

ISTABLISHED 1878

VINICULTURE

< 'OL. XLXIV. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, APRIL 30, 1912 No. 6

is Its d si|fi\ of good

Hmes to drinK

OLD KIRK
WHISKY

' Best on the marKet'

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

The Largest Seller

in the AVorld

and
The Standard of Qualitx

ALEX D SHAW &l CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini CocKtail
/ts flavor is nniqtie and inimitable

T. B. Hill & CO^ lid. liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASSl ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

EWERS BREW"

GL AUK'S HEAD

Gi AUK'S HEAD basFs TJe
THOc; W. nOLLIN?; A. no. Artnts r:i¥T ITWMIT C C»C I^TTi^lTTT
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We
manufactureTANKS

for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of

California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE. COMPANY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA.

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys,

Sb
571-581 Eighteenth Street Oakland, California

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena
•yar

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
571-581 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

[X!Xs®SXi«Si(s)®®®®(jX3®®<s^^

>«» ^fc «»- »«» ^fc «» ^ t* «^ «»- .«» ^fc ** -^ «o»- «» ^fc «» ^fc «» ^fc «0»'^^fc-»»- -»» ^fc <»-

Wine Machinery COMPLETE PLANTS

(

FITTED OUT
f

I

Continuous Presses

r [ CrusKers, Stemmers
' and Must Pumps

i

I

Toulouse & Delorieux i

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
/

t

t

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR
SOLE -PROPRIETORS

O. K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distributoj-s

Herbert's
Pi/re Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

MERCHANTS
CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES

E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE-THATS SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

}k

i

In
m
Si
ik

«
Ik
in

QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN BULK OR CASESBRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON &fecialorders shipped direct from distillery

SIEBE BROS. A, PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

.»«gi5n»J«»,r.JKSi31JK5!^.'«5«^»JKS13«Si5«3t«Si3K«ai.T^^,%^^5;ir.5Si/^

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE
LAGER

OR:
DOPPEL
BRAU

The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
14th and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

(Lft^lfS, S^W^W^S, S^^WLrtC *Bil|

i

fl We are the largest producers ar)d bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We owr) our viQeyards OQd make all of our wiQes aod
can therefore guarantee tb<2 purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

%

msii)ii^'ii'^'iii'^)>i%'iimi)ii%'i&^^

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 CLLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
FHONES:

I c. 5g94

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

...GINS ...

ti,%J(ia&?(i%i(ISf!S((%^l!»^^^

The Brunswick -Balke-CoUender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tabl

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEB 323 TELEPHONE HOME J 16J6

es

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER
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(
' C H. WENTE,

President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
General Manacer

Eagle Brand ^m*

.,»

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.OO Pen c«sc

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery: Livermore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
ViriNE AND
BREWERS

A HOSE/.
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED-

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

GORHAM-REVERE RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramento, Hal.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARO, Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYON. Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITV il flUARANTV CO.

PHONE
Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.58 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

This Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Government from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

i
PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers
^e^aja Bank Building

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 FOLSOM STREET je^ ^ ^ PHONES ^*Jii'^fj;^5^7t'"^^^^°^

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior .M.-^^v.^r- . .^n^-^,.,..^.., ^...r^.., ^^
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS

simplicity of construction and economy in operation. MAIL OR PHONE

PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE
I

1860-1878 1878-1887
j

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc. '

I Producers and Distillers of
i

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES

j Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California j

Proprietors of

**THE PREMIER BRAND''

1 53 and 1 55 Hudson St. 5 I and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Qenl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyands

and Wineries

AST!

FULTON

CLOVERDALE

SEBASTOPOL

CLAYTON

Sweet Wine Vine=

yards and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE

SELMA

KINQSBURQ

Main Building, San Francisco, Showing Sansome St, Addition

For Bottling Department.

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

p. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Ganu. Italy. 1892

GOLD MEDAL. Dublin. Irtluid. 1882

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 1893

^ NEW YORK OFFICE: West Uth and Washington Sts.

Awards at Home and Abroad
GOLD MEDAL. CAL. MIDW. FAIR. 1894

SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 1895

GOLD MEDAL, Turin. 1898

GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1911

GOLD MEDAL. PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION. 1901

GOLD MEDAL. LEWIS&CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GRAND PRIZE. ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, 1909

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cai.

CHICAGO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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FOR ALL SEASONS

THE BEER YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.
RATHJEH MERCANTILE CO. — Pacific Coast Agents — 3249 Fiilmore Street, San Francisco
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINEMAKER WANTS POSITION.

Winemaker and viticulturist is open for engagement. Has long and suc-

;e88ful experience in handling the largest cellars in California. Address

[
'A, B.," care this paper.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

New York firm desires purchasing direct from growers dry and sweet

iwlnes 1911 vintage, as well as brandies. Quantity to dispose of and prices

\^ anted. Address "Purity," care of Pacific Wine and Spirit Review.

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on
the market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

AFTER procrastinating for more than a year, the publisher of the

REVIEW finds it necessary to announce an increase in the sub-

scription price of this publication. Since the earthquake the cost

of producing a journal of this kind has steadily increased, not

only in the cost of material, but of labor. In the case of the latter

the additional expense is one-third, and the increased price of the

paper is also great. So that we find that the cost of publication

is fully one-third greater than in 1906. The publisher has borne

this burden during the past six years, but does not feel that he is

justified in doing so any longer. Therefore, our subscribers are

notified that beginning with July 1, 1912, the subscription price of

the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW will be $3.00 per

year. Terms payable in advance and money well invested.

Warning to the Public

THE public is hereby notified that one C. F. Harrington is no

longer connected with the Pacific Wine and Spirit Review. He
has no authority to transact business for or represent this publica-

tion in any manner. R. M. WOOD, Publisher.

San Francisco, Cal., April 24, 1912.

Rhine Wine to Beat Champagne in Price

NEW YORK, April 8.—x^ll along Broadway it became known

todaj' that the price of Rhine wine i.s booked for an advance

which may continue until it costs more than champagne.

The vintage of 1911 is pronounced the best within the mem-
ory of any living person. It is comparwl with the famous vint-

age of 1811, the "comet year," and many experts say it is su-

perior even to that. Prices already- realized at the Berlin auc-

tions make it likely that the Rhine wine of 1911 will bring

i^lo a bottle on the tables of New York restaurants.

The first sale reported from Berlin was at |5000 a butt. As a
butt consists of about 800 bottles, the price figures out at $6.25

a bottle, and there is little of the wine to be had at any price.

Is This Good for Thought?

MR. MITCHELL, City Trustee of Woodland, in answer to

an inquiry from a friend in Hollister, where an election is

to be held on "wet" or "dry" next Monday, writes him as fol-

lows :

The letter was published in the Bee last Friday and is repro-

duced here for the benefit of taxpayers and others in Contra

Costa County.

There is enough food for thought in it to keej) a num from

tretting hungry for a little while:

"W()ODL.v.\i), March 22, 1912.

*'I)K.\u Silt:—The question has been asked me if the valua-

tions in Woodland have been rai.sed since saloons were voted out.

"No, they are just about the same, but the taxes have been

raised.

"In 1910 the tax rate was 74 cents, but in 1911, when the

town went dry, The ta<e rate had to he raised to fl.20.

"When the saloons were votetl out there was about f30,000 in

the treasury.

"I take no hand in your affairs, but simply answer the qnes-

tJons put to me. J. K. Mnx'HELL, <Mty Trustee."
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<p RESULTS OF THE APRIL ELECTIONS
I ^ !

Ci O many have been tlie elections during April and so com-

plicated the issues that it has been practically impossible

for the trade to k<'ep track of the results of the various elections.

We have had fights under the AVyllie local option law, initiative

ordinances to consider, regulatory measures of many kinds and

Avet-and-dry trustees to choose, and as a result the papers and
])ublic have become hoi)elessly confused. With the idea of clear-

ing up the matter, we have pivpared the following summary
which, Ave think, Avill be found A'aluable for future reference

:

TOAA NS THAT VOTED WET UNDER LOCAL OPTION
LAW, APRIL 8, 1912.

! ^ I

I

\$^
I

»in ««i4

Total

Wet. Dry. vote.

Redding 998 335 1,333

Kennett 304 179 483

Dunsmuir 493 207 700

Areata 279 226 505

Ferndale 294 150 444

Blue Lake 114 51 165

Trinidad 28 18 46

Gridley 279 237 516

Hollister 686 511 1,195

Lemoore 267 215 482

Cloverdale 226 121 354

Colusa 371 355 726

Lincoln 232 231 463

Dixon 279 219 498

Newport Beach 172 69 241

April 15th—
Oxnard 740 208 948
Eureka 1,98(! 1,705 3,691

INITIATIVE ORDINANCE.
Colton (April 8th) 727 578 1,305

Richmcmd (AiM-il 10th) ...1,864 793 2,679

TOWNS THAT VOTED DRY UNDER LOCAL OPTION
LAW, APRIL 8, 1912.

Ma-
jority.

663

125

286

71

154

63

10

42

173

52

105

16

1

60

103

532

281

149

1,071

Wet. Dry.

Red Bluff 685 760

Lakeport 246 248
Fortuna 211 272
Biggs 96 124

Los Gatos 323 605
Mountain View 234 284
Hanfoi'd 753 987
Wheatland 88 107

Arcadia 66 157
Mm-ed 556 556

Total

vote.

1,445

494

483

220

928

518

1,740

195

223

1,112

Ma-
jority.

75

2

61

28

282

50

234

19

91

tie

The elections in sight for May are as folloAAS

:

City of Cilroy, Santa (Mara County, Afay 6th.

CMty of San Jose, Santa Clara County, May 20th.

In the following districts elections Avill be held on Aarious
dates in May.

First District, Sonoma County, including Cotati, (Joodwins,
Penn Grove, Ely, T>akeville, Donahue, Sears Point, McGills,
.Matson, Wingo, Schellville, Vineburg, El Verano, Boyes Hot
Springs, Agua Caliente, Yulupa, Eldridge, Gelstim, AVarfield,

Beltane, Wildwood, KenAvood, (Jlenn Ellen and Los (luillcoe
AVarm Springs.

First, Second, Third, Fourth and I-^fth districts, Fresno
Countv.

First includes Temple, Poso, ^lendota, Firebaugh, Oxalits,

Dos Palos, AVhite's Bridge, Jameson, K(>rman, Rolin<la, Smym|ui i

Second includes Tarpey, Bullard, Gordon, Pollasky, Auber»,
Thermal, Academy, Sentinel, Letcher, Oren, Ockenden, Piiftei

Ridge, Toll House, Burrough, Trimnu»r, ShaA'cr.

Third includesCahva and Butlers.
j

Fourth includes Warthan, Oil City, Kettlema.s, McMiiUeii.

Wheatville, Carlisle, Riverside, Cando, JjaUm, Conejo, Wild

fioAver, Caruthers, Raisin City, Bowles, Oleander, Covell, Del

Ray and Rogers.

Fifth includes Butler, Cecile, Lone Star, Malaga, Ei.sen, Di

Avolf, ilinneola, Centerville, Palier, Miley, Fortuna, SquaAv Val

ley, Dunlay, Noble and MilhAood.

Fourth District, Contra Costa County, including Baypoini

and NcAv York.

Fifth District, Solano County, including Elmira, r>ingliaiii]i

ton, Maine Prairie, Denverton, Montezuma, Birds, Collinsvillc,

Raymond, Chirps Island, Tolands and NcAvton.

Fifth Di-strict, Amador County, including Forest House, ^Vil

low Springs, Drytown, Chicago, Center House, Plymouth. En
terprise and Oleta.

Fourth District, Sacramento County, including Hajes Land
ing, Ten-Mile Shoals, Elverta, Six-Mile House, Robla, Del Pasn.

Benali, Arcade, Brighton, Sutterville, Du Boise.s, Riverside.

Perkins, Manlove, MahcAV, Mills, TAvelve-Mile House, Anteloj)!

,

Cornell, Salisburg, Natoma, Alder Creek, Orangevale, Ashland,
Folsom and AVhite Rock.

Fifth District, Sacramento County, including Freeport, She!

don. Days, Connelly, Richland, f^ay, Courtlaud, Cicero, Dog-
les, Alabama House, Walkers, Welsh, Mayberry, AlcConnells,

Poppey, Arno, Isleton, Gait, A\'alnut, Hickville, Franklin, Wil-

bur, Union House, LiA-e Oak, Florin, Elk GroA'e, Cosumnes and
Michigan Bar.

Fouith and Fifth districts, San Benito County, including
toAvn of Tres Pinos.

Fifth District, Tehama County, including Los Afolina.s, \'in;i.

Proberta, Sesma, Finnell, Richfield, Kirkwood.
Fifth District, Riverside County.
Entire county of Stanislaus Avill A'ote on the wet-and-dry

question under the county initiative act. Under this act the

Avhole county Avill vote, although, if the propo.sed ordinance car
ries, it Avill affect only the saloons outside of incorjjorated
places. Thus the electors of Modesto, Turlock, Oakdale and
NeAvman Avill have a Aoice in determining whether the .saloons

shall be alloAved outside of tho.se cities.

May 21st—First District, Alameda County, including Wash-
ington, Murray and Plea.santon.

Alay 14tli—Fifth Supervisorial District Santa Cruz Cotinty,
including Brookdale, Ben Lomond, Felton, Zayante, Tux(>«h>
Big Trees and Eccles.

June 7th—First, Second and Fourth supervisorial districlv
Santa Clara County.

Women Vote Oxnard Wet

/^ XNARD, April 15.—By a majority of better than 3 to 1

^^ Oxnard A'oted to remain Avet today. Full returns tonight
shoAV the result to be 751 for the Avets to 208 for tiie drys. The
landslide came as a great surprise, it having been generally con
ceded that the election Avould be close. The vote Avas the largesti

in the city's hi.story. The women's vole was heavy.
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Local Option Elections in Contra Costa Go "Wet"

MAKTINEZ, April 22.—At special local option elections

held today in four out of the five Supervisorial districts

of ("oiitrji Costa county, the "wets" carried the day by a lar<?e

majority. Out of a total vote of 4002, tlie "wets" polled a nia-

iority of 1208. Only three precincts in the county—Danville,

Alamo and Lafayette—voted "dry."

In Supervisorial district No. 1, the total vote cast was 915,

witli a "wet" majority of 421 ; in district No. 2, total vote 139-3,

wet majority 273 ; in district No. 3, total vote 695, wet majority

.123 ; in district No. 5, total vote 999, wet majority 191.

"Drys" Win in Humboldt County

EIREKA, April 23.—Five Supervisorial districts of Hum-
Itoldt county voted "dry" tcxlay hy substantial majorities.

Only the incori»orated towns of Eureka, Areata, Ferndale. Blue

Lake and Trinidad are still "wet."

"Wets" Carry a District

AXTIOCH, April 22.—The "wets" w(m today's election in Su-

])ervisorial district No. 5, Contra Costa county, by 485 to

KMI. The campaifin had arimsed jireat interest.

VALLE.IO, Ai)ril 22.—An ordinance was pa.s.sed by the City

Council this mcmiinji settiufj June 11 of this year as the

ilate upon which Vallejo's electors will be called up<m to pa.ss

upon tlie initiative jiamblin<; and licjuor ordinances.

The Tricky "Mercury"

THE Salt Jo.sr Mcrcuri) of April 10th devotes a large portion

)f its editorial space to the policy to be follow(^l by the

netiple of San Jose on May 20th as to the questicm whether there

shall be or not be any liquor licenses issued in San Jose.

Our (listinjiuished contemporary says "it has no desire to leave

any of its readei-s in doubt as to its position on this vital ques-

tion." It iroes on to advocate the elimination of the saloon not

only in the country, but in the city, and thus "end the traffic

entirely."

San Jose is the center of one of the most important wine dis-

tricts of the I'nited States, but there is not <me word in the

Mercunj that would indicate that there is a fifreat industry

vitally interested in what it advocates; not a word as to what

would beconu' of the vineyards and wineries if the anti-.saloonists

are given sufficient power to entirely wipe out the liquor busi-

ness in Santa (Mara County. The answer is that the Han Jose

Mercitrtj is a proved enemy of the wine industry. Only a few

iuonths ago a big special edition of the Mercury was published

and a large number of the paper subscribed for by the Chamber
i<f Commerce to be distributed throughout the United States

to show the great agricultural, horticultural, viticultural and
other resources of the county. \Vlien the paper was issued it

was found that the puldishers had deliberately omitted any
niention whatever of the great wine-making interests of Santa
• lara County, and they were unable to give any siitisfactory

ixjlanation of this deliberate blow at that great interest. Their

silence as to that indu.stry at this time is characteristic and sig-

nificant. Wine men, look out!

Will State-Wide Prohibition be Voted

on in November?

WE have received several communications a.sking us if

there is any truth in the rumor that the prohibitionists

intend to attempt to dry up the State of California next No-

vember, at the time of the presidential election. It seems that

the CaViforn'm Ymce, the official organ of the prohibition party,

has also been asked the same que-stion. In a recent issue they

give the following information, Avhich will be read with in-

terest by our grape growers and wine makers who are inclined

to believe there is no danger of this State ever voting on the

question of stopping the manufacture of wine. The etlitorial

is as follows

:

THE INITIATIVE PETITION NOT PROHIBITION PARTY'S.

It was decided by a vote of four to three in the last meeting of the State

Executive Committee to involve the initiative throughout the State for a

constitutional amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of alcoholic

liquors for beverage purposes in the State, this amendment to be submitted

(0 a vote of the people of the State at the fall election. This, if it can be

accomplished, is our shortest route to state-wide Prohibition, though of

necessity not a Prohibition Party measure. The initiative is a kind of non-

partisan, impersonal expedient to use in appealing to existing parties and

conditions, and if the initiative is invoked, and the prohibitory measure

should carry, at the coming election, while it would be in a sense a partisan

victory, it would not be by any means what Prohibition through the Prohibi-

tion Party would be. Elect the issue without electing the party, and the

law is a dead letter; elect the issue and the party, and the

salutary effects of the law will be seen at once. An initiative petition at

this time will require something like 30,000 genuine signatures that will

stand the scrutiny of the board of examiners, or, in round numbers, not

less than 40,000 to insure its acceptance. This petition must be completed

and filed with the county clerks of the various counties not later than July

25, and passed upon by them, and then filed with the Secretary of State

not less than ninety days before the election. Should the petitions be

started today, it would require heroic work to get them signed and delivered

in time to be of any avail. The matter is entirely in the hands of the State

Chairman and Executive Committee, and we presume they are looking after

it. This, in answer to numerous questions.

TAKE HEEI) YE DOUBTING GRAPE GROWERS.

Not long ago Mr. J. E. Colton, the well-known viticul-

turist of ifartinez, was considering the proposition of in-

vesting a considerable sum in the erection of a winery. liefore

proceeding he concluded to ascertain from the Prohibition lead-

ers in California what their attitude was toward the wine in-

dustry. To this end, Mr. Colton wrote to Mr. Wiley J. Phil-

lips, editor of the California Voice , of Los Angeles, the official

Prohibition organ of the State, asking for information on the

point in question. I'nfortunately for the welfare of the in-

dustn- there is at this time considerable difference of opinion

among the grape growers and wine makers as to the intended

scope of the dry movement. The letter from Mr. Phillips in

answer as to what the Prohibitionists intended to endeavor

to do, should certainly dispel any doubt in the minds of the

grape and wine men a.s to what they are up against. The let-

ter follows

:

Los Angeles, California.

.1. E. Colton, Martinez, Cal.

Dear Sir:—I have just returned from the Prohibition National Conven-
tion and find your letter awaiting me. In reply will say that it is the policy

of the Prohibition Party to prohibit the manufacture, importation and sale

of alcoholic liquors for beverage purposes. This view is perfectly consistent

with the fundamental principles of the constitutional law of this Government
and also in harmony with, not only the Supreme Court decision of nearly

all of the States, but also of the United States. If you are an observator

at all you can readily understand that the use of liquor, while it Is profitable

to a few. Imposes very serious burdens upon the many and from an econom-
ical standpoint, as well as from a moral, we believe that the absolute pro-

hibition of all intoxicating liquors, except for mechanical and scientific

purposes, has become a necessity.

The very rapid growth of Prohibition sentiment in the United States

makes the opening of a new winery a very doubtful business proposition.

Yours very respectfully, WILEY J. PHILLIPS.
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Remarkable Growth of America's Champagne Industry
By HORATIO F. STOLL

FOR years the United States was looked upon as a veritable

gold mine by the champagne manufacturers of France,

but judging from the marked falling off in the importations

since 1904, many of them must realize that their hold on the

American public is slowly but surely waning.

In 1904, according to S. Y. Allaire, of New York, we used

385,099 cases or 4,621,188 bottles of foreign champagne; in

1905 the importations fell off over 9,000 cases, and a year

later the total had gone up to 389,949. Another 8,000 cases were
dropped in 1907, and during the year of the last great financial

panic, 1908, 57,000 cases less were imported.

In 1909, before the new protective tariff became operative,

tliere was a heavy importation of champagne, which swelled

the total to 481,777 cases. In 1910, only 254,751 cases arrived,

and during 1911 but 239,060.

To form a correct idea of whether there has been a continued

decrease of foreign champagne importations during the past

three years, liowever, it is necessary to add iip the figures for

the total importations for the three years since 1909, which
amounts to 975,588 cases, and strike a yearly average, which
Avould be 325,196, or just about the same amount as was received

in 1908.

From these figures it is difficult to learn just what quantity

was consumed each year since 1909, and we will have to wait,

therefore, until the end of 1912, before we will know exactly

what the real rate of decrease has been, for it is generally under-

stood that there is a limited quantity of champagne in bond,

and that tlie principal importers will begin the year with prac-

tically a clean slate.

It is interesting to note how the various champagne producers

have fared during the past five years in the United States. Some
have held their own very well, while others, that only a few
years ago enjoyed a considerable popularity, have fallen down
in their sales most noticeably. Perhaps the most striking in-

stance is that of the iloet & Chandon champagnes. In 1905

over 79,114 cases reached New York, while during 1911 only

5,104 were imported. Veuve Clicquot, on the other hand, had
only 32,206 ca.ses to its credit five years ago, while last year

the demand had grown to 51,187 cases. The Louis Roederer

champagnes also show a gratifying gain, from 11,448 cases in

1909 to 16,516 in 1911. Otlier Avell-known brands that were

appreciated by tlie American people during 1011 were G. H.

Mumm & Co., 63,476 ca.ses; Pommeroy & (ireno, 27,690 cases;

Krug & Co., 19,615; Ruinart, 5,238; Dry :Monopole, 2,925; and
Piper-Heidsieck, 2,636.

However, all the.se wines have fallen off tremendously in their

sales since 1906. Some attribute the marked loss to the tariff",

some to a determination on the part of the different champagne
firms to do business on a less extravagant scale, and some to the

tendency of the American people to economize.

One thing, of which we are certain, is that since 1904 the

production of American champagne has increased wonderfully,

despite the close figure at which it is sold, w^hich leaves little

margin for any extended scheme of advertising and pushing

as is done by the Frencli champagne agents. Tiieir margin of

profit, over and above all costs, with duties added, is more than

the American producers receive for their finished product, Avith

all profits added. Conse(iuently, the only explanation one can

find for the recent announcement of an increase in prices by the

importers is that since their expenses are just as heavy, and

they are not willing to sacrifice their profits, due to a decrease

in sales, they are therefore determined that the good-natured

M»B >« H»i>»«l»» 111 nil >«*f i>«*l»w*ll»»***»**ll>»«lti

public shall make up the deficit by paying a substantial addi-

tion per bottle.

New York State is by far the largest producer of American champagne, the

industry in that State being chiefly In Orange County, in the southeastern

part of the State, and Steuben County, in the western section of the State.

A consensus of estimates by the wine manufacturers and dealers indicates

that probably two-thirds of the 2,500,000 bottles of the genuine, or fermented-

in-the-bottle champagne manufactured in the United States, is made in New

Ycrk State, the other one-third being produced chiefly in northern Ohio.

Missouri and California.

NEW YORK CHAMPAGNE PRODUCERS.

In 1865, the Pleasant Valley Wine Company, whose vineyards of American

varieties of grapes are located at Rheims, Steuben County, New York, in

the very heart of Pleasant Valley, at the head of Lake Keuka, began the

manufacture of sparkling wines. Their Great Western Champagne is finished

in several grades, from the sweetest to absolutely no sugar at all, so it is

possible for them to suit all palates or any stomach condition. IM

After thirty-five years of experiment, they have succeeded in overcoming
"

many obstacles. In fact, connoisseurs who tasted their wines five years ago

and have not used it since will be astonished at the improvement which ha';

been made in its breeding in the interim. It has attained a finesse which

makes it approximate in quality many of the wines of the Champagne District ,,J
of France. Its "foxy" flavor, which was objectionable to the discriminating

"
consumer^ has been practically eliminated. The "Great Western" Champagnp
which is being offered to the public today is of the vintage of 1900, and in

recommending it to the American public, the Pleasant Valley Wine Compaq H
declares it deserves preference over the imported article, because "when yoti

'^

buy a foreign wine you get only 50 per cent of wine value—the U. S. Custom

Office gets the other half, and the quality is not in any sense superior to the

American product."

The Urbana Wine Company, whose vineyards and winery are also located

in the Lake Keuka district, Steuben County, western New York, claims that

its "Gold Seal," Special Dry and Brut, is equal to any foreign champagne in

purity, and superior to many of the brands of Imported wine which find a

market on any inflated reputation.

In reply to the question, "Isn't there a difference between 'Gold Seal' and

imported wines?" the Uibana Wine Company says: "Yes, and we frankly

admit it; but the difference is in price. The foreign article costs about tWBi id
and a half times as much. As every judge of champagne knows, no tvfti

"
brands of French champagne are alike; they differ in bouquet and taste

This is due largely to the dcssage, which, in France, consists of a flavoring

of cordials, liqueurs and fruit syrups in the finishing syrup, and which varies

for the different brands of wine; while the Urbana Wine Company's 'Gold

Sear depends entirely upon the blending of the wine from different grapes

for its bouquet and flavor.

"The only fair way to judge of the merits of any article is to try it.

The best way to judge of the superior quality of 'Gold Seal' is to drink it.

If satisfaction results, why not buy 'Gold Seal' at less than half the price of

an imported wine, unless it is the label and not the wine which the purchaser

desires? There was a time when American champagne was virtually tabooed.

Thousands are now loud in their praises of 'Gold Seal,' and it is to be found

on the wine lists of the leading hotels of the country, at exclusive clubs, and
on the tables of the most discriminating of American families."

The Roualet Wine Comjiany, whose plant is also located at Hammondsport.
New York, does not manufacture its champagne entirely from the American
varieties of grapes. Its "Dry Imperial" brand is a blend of the two grapes
grown in the Lake Keuka District and is strictly an American product.

"The grapes," they announce, "are the finest that we can procure and the

juice used is the first pressing only, ensuring a fine flavor and perfect

fermentation."

Their "Prince Consort" brand, on the other hand, is a blend of a still

Champagne wine, imported from Epernay, Prance, and the juice of the costly

native Delaware grape. "This product," they write, "is something extraordi
nary in American champagne making, from the fact that it is very difficult

to get a proper blend of the two wines. This wine has been in tierage in our

cellars for the past six years receiving the proper age, and produced by us

for competition with the foreign brands. We anticipate a large sale of this

particular brand in the near future, from the fact that the price is much less

than the imported champagne.
"We have no paid salesmen, consequently no traveling expenses, and

practically our entire product is sold through our own office. Therefore, our
selling expenses are less and consequently we can offer a lower price on our
product."

The Germania Wine Cellars, of Hammondsport, New York whose "Grand
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[mperial. Sec" is a well-known brand of American champagne, does not ship

:iny of its product until it is at least three years old.

The writer who prepared their literature evidently decided to leave no

stone unturned to impress possible consumers, for here Is the enthusiastic

knanner in which he describes the Germania's output: "To say that a certain

Sirand of wine is the finest American champagne, means more in these days

ithan it did a few years ago. Time was when the only recognized brand of the

iarticle came from the little district of France from which the wine took its

'name. But that time has passed. In latter years American champagne has

been coming more and more into public favor, and it has won a justly-merited

position beside the imported wine. So when a wine is pronounced the finest

, hampagne, it means practically that it has no equal for purity, excellence

and flavor. The famous 'Grand Imperial Sec' of the Germania Wine Cellars,

'of Hammondsport, has been pronounced by connoisseurs to be the finest

product of its kind on this side of the Atlantic. It fills all the qualifications

ot the finest American champagne, and is used in many of the best hotels,

homes and clubs in preference to established foreign vintages."

The White Top Champagne Company, of Hammondsport, N. Y., which ad-

rtises itself as "the only exclusively champagne producers in America,"

;s a bit more modest. It declares its product is the "peer of any," but bases

its claim principally on the fact that its "White Top" is a "true champagne,

fermented and matured in the bottle by the natural process, and is an abso-

lutely pure prcduct of the grape."

MERITS OF OHIO CHAMPAGNE.

The Hommel Wine Company, whose vineyards and winery are located in

the Lake Erie grape district of Ohio, insist that "the difference between

Hommel's Champagne and the imported article are all in favor of the former."

Here are their arguments: "Imported champagnes brought to our American

markets must be fortified very strongly in order to prevent them from spoil-

ing in their trans-Atlantic voyage; and another thing, nearly all imported

champagnes are flavored, which leads many people to believe that it is the

real flavor of the grape. It is these strong, highly flavored wines that give

those terrible headaches in the morning, which we guarantee you do not get

after drinking "Extra Dry * cr "White Star," providing you do not mix your

drinks. There is also a difference in the price, imported champagne being

twice as much as the "White Star" and three times as much as the "Extra

Dry." That our wines rank the first among the first, is indicated by the

awards given them over all other American champagnes wherever they were

exhibited."

A POPULAR MISSOURI CHAMPAGNE.

The American Wine Company, of St. Louis, Mo., which manufactures

Cooks Imperial, Extra Dry" champagne, the best-listed American cham-

pagne in the United States, thus advertises its effervescent wine:

"America has the rich, fertile soil, the sun and the rains to produce perfect

Catawba grapes. And it does—the finest in all the world.

"We have the expert champagne makers, trained in the best French

methods to convert those perfect grapes into 'Cook's Imperial Extra Dry,'

the true representative American champagne—so pure, so delicious, so mildJy

bracing that physicians prescribe it as a tonic.

' 'Cook s is the equal of any foreign champagne, the superior to many.

"Besides all this, you can get about twice as much of 'Cook's' as of any

imported brands for the same money.

"For your palate's sake, for your health's sake, and for your pocketbook's

sake begin to drink 'Ccok's' now. Today!"

CALIFORNIA'S NATURAL CHAMPAGNE.
Having listened to the arguments in favor of the New York, Ohio and

.\!!3«:ouri champagnes, let us hear what the California wine men have to say

in behalf of their product. In the first place, their most important claim for

recognition is that their champagne is made from the same varieties of

grape? that are used in the manufacture of sparkling wines in the restricted

Champagne District in France. These European varieties of wines do not

grow east of the Rocky Mountains and hence the California wine men claim

that they alone are able to produce sparkling wines, naturally fermented in

the bottle, that duplicate the popular dry French champagnes in every
characteristic. The Eastern champagnes, they admit, are pure and delightful

beverages, but they have a different aroma, bouquet and flavor, because they
are made from American varieties of grapes that differ in every essential

from the true champagne grape.

The history of the manufacture of champagne in California since 1857 is

intensely interesting. The experiments of Don Pedro Sansevain, M. Debanne,
Col. Agoston Haraszthy, the Buena Vista Company and Apad Haraszthy
marked the early stages of the solution of California's champagne problem.

IN THE SANTA CLARA VALLEY.
For nearly twenty years, Paul Masson has been making excellent Cali-

lornia champagne at his hillside vineyard and winery in the famous Santa
Clara Valley, near San Jose. His "Paul Masson, Extra Dry" is produced
from the first run of the juice of the Petit Pinot grape without pressure,
and dejiends solely on the wine for its bouquet, dryness and lightness. It is

absolutely a natural wine, called in France "Vin Brut," and is lighter, dryer,
purer and better than most of the standard imported champagnes.

"Paul Masson" Sparkling Burgundy is also produced from the Petit PInot

grape and is made by pressing the grapes and fermenting the wine on the

skins, thus extracting the beautiful ruby color of the wine and all the essen-

tials of pleasant astringency, bouquet and flavor characterizing the Bur-

gundy.

Mr. Masson's pink "Oeil de Perdrix" (eye ot the partridge) is produced

under exceptional conditions only, that is, when the Petit Plnot has arrived

at absolute maturity and producing what is known and very rare in Vine-

cology, the "Pourriture Noble" (Noble Rot, i. e., Overripeness). It is pro-

cessed in the same manner as all true champagnes, and takes from five to

seven years in the bottle to perfect. The Oeil de Perdrix is a favorite with

the fair sex, its exquisite bouquet, color and lightness making it an ideal

wine for luncheons and receptions.

IN SONOMA COUNTY.
In 1901, ten years ago, Korbel & Sons, at their beautiful vineyard at

Guerneville, in Sonoma County, first started producing champagne by the

natural process. They began on a small scale, bottling only a few thousand

bottles. Of course, like all beginners, they had their troubles and failure,

for the pioneers are always the ones who have the hardest time. The first

four years were devoted mostly to experimenting. Since that time they have

been bottling 100,000 bottles a year, and disposing of it all through their

Chicago house, 1621 West Twelfth street, which is their distributing point.

All of their cuvee is made from grapes that are grown on their own
hillside vineyards. The vines are all of the French variety, naving been

imported especially for the production of champagne. The sparkling wines

in tierage remain in the vaults two years and then are finished. They are

kept on hand at least one-half year, so that when they reach the consumers

as Korbel, Sec, or Grand Pacific, the wine is at least three years old. The
storage capacity of their vaults is one-half million bottles, but this can be

increased any time to about 2,500,000.

A "GRAND PRIX " CHAMPION.
For years the Italian-Swiss Colony has experimented at Asti, in Sonoma

County, in the production of natural champagne, their best-known brand

being their "Asti Special, Sec," which, while it enjoys a large sale, did not

satisfy their ambitious directors.

Feeling certain that since California had the proper soil, climate and

grapes, the late P. C. Rossi decided to enter the champagne field in real

earnest in 1909. Accordingly, the Colony erected a special building, secured

the costly services of M. Charles Jadeau, one of France's most celebrated

champagne experts, used the finest California wines, made from grapes

imported from France, and procured the latest and most modern machinery
and appliances for the bottling, fermenting, racking, disgorging and ma-
turing of champagne.

The first cuvee consisted of 150,000 bottles of champagne and 100,000

bottles of Sparkling Burgundy. M. Jadeau, who arrived in California with

grave forbodings, soon became enthusiastic and predicted that he would
produce a champagne that would be able to hold its own with any manu-
factured anywhere. That this prophecy was based on sound judgment was
conclusively proven when, last October, a European jury of connoisseurs, at

the Turin International Exposition, awarded the coveted "Grand Prix" to

the new champagne, which is soon to be put on the market as "Golden State,

Extra Dry."

California Wines have won medals and diplomas in former BYench, German,
Italian and Belgium expositions, but this is the first time in the history of

California's viticultural industry that a native champagne has reached the

very top of the ladder at an international exposition.

In the midst of the general rejoicing at this new honor won by California,

came the shocking news that Mr. Rossi had accidentally been thrown from
a buggy at Asti, and the injuries sustained had resulted in his untimely death.
It was a sorrowful ending that he should have been taken oft in the very
moment of his hard-earned success, and proved once again the Irony of fate.

Connoisseurs all over the United States and Europe have praised the
Colony's "Golden State, Extra Dry," expressing surprise at its delicate aroma,
its exquisite bouquet, its delicious flavor and its excellent sparkle.

In fact, so widespread has been the interest aroused in this new brand of

champagne, and so great the preliminary orders even before the wine has
been put on the market, that the management have doubled their present
facilities and erected a second reinforced mission structure, 50 by 100 feet,

two stories in height, which conforms with the original building. The new
cellars have just been completed for the bottling this month of the third
cuvee of champagne under the direction of M. Charles Jadeau. This will be
the "Golden State, Extra Dry," that will be offered during the exposition
year, and as it is anticipated that there will be a great demand for this

champagne, and the Colony's popular "Asti Rouge" (Sparkling Burgundy),
the 1912 output will be at least 400,000 bottles.

THE FUTURE OF AMERICA'S CHAMPAGNE INDUSTRY.
From the foregoing resume, it will be seen that the growth in the produc-

tion of American champagne has been very marked in the last few years,
and in the near future we may confidently look for a very large increase in

the demand for the native product, especially the California brands, as the
prejudice in favor of the foreign wines is being very rapidly overcome.
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Famous Wine Steward.

Praises California Wines

THAT the promotion of tlie wine industry of California is

easy to manage and will prove to be of inestinmble benefit

to the State is the opinion of :Mr. James J. Hall, manager of

the St. Francis Importation Company. Mr. Hall', besides hav-

ing the affairs of the St. Francis Importation Company in hand,

has also charge of the immense wine cellars of the St. Francis

Hotel of this city, and in his dual capacity comes in contact

with every class of people interested in wine, whether con-

sumers or producers, visitors or residents. He has an intimate

acquaintance with the market of foreign and native wines, and

his expression of opinion is in every way worthy the most care-

ful attention on the part of those Avho would contribute to the

expansion of the State's great industry.

"There is hardly any difficulty in the way of promoting the

California wine industry," says Mr. Hall. "The merit of the

wine itself is such that it requires practically no demonstra-

tion whatever to make it known. The Avines of the State are

much better now than they ever were before. California claret

is rapidly taking the place of French claret at the table. In

many places it has entirely supplanted the French. The rich

people are more than ever favoring the California claret as

they are discriminative enough to recognize the quality.

"Under the circumstances all that is necessary to still further

increase the sale of the native wines is to secure the co-operation

of the wine stewards of the different leading hotels toward

speaking well of these wines to the large clientage with which

they are surrounded, a clientage representing more different

countries and States than any to be found elsewhere in the

United States. Something should also be done to prevent cafes

from discriminating against California Aviues by charging un-

reasonable prices. In many cafes the price for California wines

is as high as that for imported, and in some cases it is higher.

What is there to justify the charging of |1.50 for a bottle of Cali-

fornia wine which ought reasonably to bring no more than

|1. Why should |il.50 be charged for a bottle of California wine

and only fl for imported? When we in California know what

the prices should be, we can attribute such prices only to dis-

crimination against the native product. Some way should be

found to stop such discrimination, since it is unjust to the State

and reacts on the business of the cafes as well as on the industry.

"The policy of the St. Francis Hotel is to promote the sale of

California \yines in every way. The management recognizes

that the consumer as well as the producer is benefited thereby.

Those who buy the wines are satisfied that they spend wisely,

and those who receive the money, namely, the people living in

Hie State, use it to the good of the general public. For this

r(;ason the St. Francis Hotel should be placed at the head of

the list of the promoters of the home wine industry, just as the

hotel places at the head of its Avine list and at the head of the

three first i)ages of that list the California wines. If other.s

w(mld place the California wines at the heads of their wine lists,

instead of imported Avines, the attention of the people who buy

Avines AAould be called first of all to our native Avines, and after

they had once tried them they Avould continue to demand them.

"It is the policy of the St. Francis to bring the attention of

visitors to native Avines by selling as a leader at as Ioav a price

as possible as choice a AA-ine as can be offered. A high-class

Cabernet claret, the liest that money can buy, has brought suc-

cess and as a result it may be said that the St. Francis Hotel

sells as much California claret as im])orted.

"In promoting the native Avine industry, too much liberalitv

cannot be shoAvn with samples. By opening a pint of California

wine a dealer can A^ery often sell fiAe or ten cases to tourists

who are going East. A recent personal experience has convinced

me of this. A gentleman from Easton, Pa., while visiting here,

tiied a pint of California Avine at my invitation. As a result

be bought fifteen cases which he took home Avith him, and a sliort

time later on the club to which he belonged in his home city

ordered ten cases.

"It is not only in connection Avith claret that the Avine in(bis-

try of the State is showing remarkable progi'ess. California

port and sherry, Avhich Avas hardly ever sold before, is now
being constantly demanded.
"The demand for Riesling is greater than that for Sauternes.

The St. Francis handles a cabinet Riesling from Sonoma County
to the greatest adAantage and satisfaction. It is only by offer-

ing the best that the Avine industry can be i)roperly served. \Vine

dealers should co-operate on this point and they should alsi)

unanimously acknowledge the fact that Califoi-nia wine to suit

the most exacting connoisseurs can be sold at one (loilar a

bottle."

A visit to the Avine cellars of the St. Francis Avill show how
]Mr. Hall practices Avhat he preaches. He invented and desigued

the St. Francis cellar system by which the immense stock can

be inA'entoried Avithin tAvo hours. As on the Avine lists of the

hotel, the Avines of California take first i^lace on the Avine racks.

The visitor to the cellar must first look over the A'ast assortment

of California Avines before coming to the imported stock. As a

result, he has a chance to appreciate home industry without

having his judgment clouded by the renoAvn of imported w incs.

which, hoAACA'cr good, must not be alloAAed to stand in the \\ av

of encouragement of native industry.

High=Priced Wines

THE much-talked-of ])ublic sale of the cellars of the famous

Restaurant Durand, in Paris, Avas held on the 23d of Jan-

uary, and although the fabulous prices foreseen by some epicures

were not reachcMl, the greater part of the Avine was sold suf-

ficiently dear to make even experts open their eyes. The dusty,

cobAveb-Avreathed bottles of Chambertin and Chateau-Laffittc

were handled as tenderly as classic Dresden china, but, api»ar-

ently, feAV were curious to see, and still fewer curious to taste

—

for the customary little tasting-glasses Avere there—for tin

wine list of the old restaurant Avas still Avithin memory. Anionj;

the best prices, a case of half-bottles of chami)agne brought 32s

a half-bottle, A\hilst a single bottle of the same year and brand

brought tAvo guineas. The record price Avas six guineas for a

bottle of Chartreuse.— Wine and Spirit (hizcttc.

During March the Associated Students of the UniAcrsity of

California placetl themselves on record as opposed to the use of

intoxicating bcAcrages at any function of the universities or

its various organizations. This was the vote

:

Yes

No

.Men.
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CHARLES MEINECKE ® CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER- HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDffiS Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS
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Strenuous Opposition to Vicious Webb Bill
j

Evils of the Measure; a Remedy

E>
DITOR Wine and Spirit Review :—The objections to the

passage of the Webb Bill are munorous, but I will merely

cite the most important ones.

First. It Avonhl prohibit the many millions of ])e()ple in

America who have been accustomed to use their light table

wines at meals from infancy, to drink that healthy beverage,

Avhicli is neither intoxicating nor detrimental but most bene-

ficial to their health. Tiiis would be a barbarous law that no

civilized nation on earth would ever attemi)t to pass.

Second. It would destroy that which if propertly fostered

and encouragetl will eventually become the gieatest industry

of America.

Whilst few Americans are aware of the fact, our country is

the laud of the vine. In most every State of our great I'nion,

grapes grow Avhich will make good, sound, palatable wine, far

superior to the wines of France and Italy now used by the mass

of the people, whilst California produces just as fine wines as

the best grown in France, Italy or the Rhine. This fact has

been demonstrated recently by fifteen European jurors at the

Turin International Exposition, which awarded the wines pro-

duced in Sonoma County, California', the Grand Prix, the high-

est award in their hands.

The Viticultural industry of Italy and France combined now
produces 1000,000,000 per annum for those countries. This

large sum could be produced annually by the vineyards (»f

the United States if viticulture was encouraged and wine used

generally at the table of the American people, which in addi-

tion would eventually remove the two great curses that our

country is now afflicted with-^lrunkenness and ])rohil)ition.

This fact has been proven by the American Ambassador in

Rome, and by American Consuls in every principal city of the

wine producing countries of Europe, and as is also demon-

strated by the millions of American tourists who visit the Avine

producing countries of the world, that there they have no

prohibition laws, and yet intoxication is almost unknown.
AVhat a great ble.sning it will be wh(>n our own country will be

l)laced in the same happy condition.

Third. The Webb Bill would destroy the products of our

barley, corn, hop and grape fields, which would cause the loss

of billions of dollars to the American people, throwing many
millions of honest farmers, mechanics and laborers of all kinds

out of employment, a misfortune that woidd be deeply deplored

by the people of our country.

Fourth. This bill would prevent the shipment of wine to the

Catholic and other churches throughout the land, who since

the crucifixion of Christ have been accustomed to use wine at

the altar as a symbol of the blood of our Savior.

This act alone would make" it clearly unconstitutional, as it

interferes with the .sacred rights of religion, and no I'resident

of the T'nited States or Judge of the Supreme Court would
ever approve of such a measure.

Fifth, To permit a community to restrict the use of wine
by local option is unreasonable and illegal, because as Thomas
Jefferson has declared, "Whilst it is true that in accordance with
our form of goAcrnment, the majiu'ity .shall rule and that 41

is tlie majority of 80, such ruling iniisf he irufioiKihlc and not
oppressive to the minority, because,'' he adds, "not even the

majority of 80 can ])a.ss any law which would be unreasonable
and oppressive to one single per.s(m."

Sixth. This bill, which favors Prohibition, would be of no

benefit to the country, as it has been proven time and again tlia

Prohibition does not pi'ohibit.

It has been recently shown by the State of Maine, which ov

fifty years ago placed a Prohibition law in their Constittiti i

that after the experience of over fifty years it was found tlin

the evil of drunkenness prevailed more in the State of .Maiin

than in any other State in the Union of equal poi)ulation. Tin

people therefore tried to remove the Prohibition law from thci

constitution last year, and nearly all of the 60,000 people \vl

previously favored the j>rohil)ition constitution now voti

against it, the law being carried by <mly 300 votes instead o

00,000 votes as was done fifty years ago.

Seventh. The proper means by which the evil of drunken

ness may be gradually eliminated and finally entirely reniovi

from our country is, to encourage the use of wine at meal-

and enforce the following rules:

First. The strict regulation of the saloons by the Nation

and local governments.

Second. By imposing severe penalties and imprisonment (n

the drunkard.

These two measures, if properly enforced will remove tlii

evil of drunkenness from our country without injuring any

our great industries, without depriving any American citizi

of the sacred right of personal and religious liberty, thus iu

juring no person, not even the drunkard, Avho on the contr;i!

will be gradually reformed and thus bless the time Avhen tin

proper regulations Avill haA'e been adopted and properly en

forced. Respectfully yours,

A. SBARBORO.
San Francisco, Cal., April 9, 1912.

A Most Vicious Bill I
San Fbanoisco, April 12, 1912.

EDITOR Wine and Si'ikit Revieav—Dear Mr. ^^'00I): Yoi

ask me to give you my objections to the Webb bill no"

before Congress.

I consider it the most A'icious bill ever introduced in Congres-

This bill is identical Avith the Kenyon bill in the Senate aii'

makes Avine cimtraband (subject to confiscation) even at thi

j)oiut of shipment any time Avhen (by affidavit) it is dedan
to be intended to be used in a dry Territory or State contrary ti

the laAvs enforced in that Territory or State. The prohibition^

ists haA'e for years tried to ha\'e Congress pass a laAV Avhicii may

enable the dry States to enforce their local laAvs by Fedeni

interference.

^^'hile no Governor of any dry State has so far declared hi;'

poAver insufficient to enforce the State's police regulations, ant

no State authority has yet applied for Federal help, the i)rohi

biti(mists Avould like Congress to pass laws by Avhich the Stab:

laws, Avhich are not respectwl by the State authorities them

selves, A\()uld be rigidly enforc-ed by Federal poA\-er.

So far all the etforts of the prohibiticmists Avere futile m
account of Congress declining to interfere Avith State laAvs m
Avith the commerce of any article AAhich the Supreme Court o

the United States has declared a "general commodity." Thi'

Webb bill, as clearly stated at the hearing before the Senju

committee last month, is intended to deprive Avine of its com

mercial character and to brand it like an explosive or poison.

5Ir. CaldAvell, of Oklahoma, Avho Avrote the bill, stated thai

if the bill becomes a law the forwarding of such litpiors will noi

be considered any more as Interstulc Coiiiinerce but Intcrntof'

Sliipnient.
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The great majority of the Senators and Representatives are

I opposed to any prohibition bill, just as they would be to enforce

iby Federal legislation any of the blue laws of Connecticut,

'which at one time went so far as to punish the husband for

kissing his wife on Sunday. These men in Washington know
that State prohibition does not prohibit. They know that a

I

majority of the prohibitionists are not sincere. But the prohi-

bitionists are so well organized by their fat-salaried leaders that

:
telegrams and petitions were sent by the hundreds of thousands

to Washington from nearly all the States in the Union. Not

bearing anything in refutation, many of the Representatives

believe they should not ignore this avalanche of petitions.

Thanks to the efforts made lately by the different industries

attacked by the Webb and Kenyon bills, I believe no action will

be taken by this Congress, but in next session their efforts will

be doubled and trebled to have a prohibition bill passed, and if

the Avine men do not make decisive efforts to represent their

cause properly at Washington, they will have only to blame
themselves if finally an adverse legislation will cripple their

industry. Yours very truly,

E. C. Pkiber.

Great Injustice of the Measure

J
A. BARLOTTI, secretary of the Italian Vineyard Company,

• which has headquarters in Los Angeles and controls the

largest single vineyard in the world, expressed himself conserva-

tively but firmly on the Kenyon bill.

"The greatest injustice of this bill," said 'Sir. Barlotti, "is that

it reads to forbid not only the shipment of wines into a dry State

but through it, which, if made a law, would deal such an

effective and sweeping blow at the wine industry of California

that it Avould never recover. When you know that California

produces nine-tenths of the wine products in the United States

and that the greatest part of this production is shipped out of

California and East over routes through the so-called diy States,

you understand the grave situation the industry is facing.

"The Kenyon bill originated, no doubt, as a result of the

l.Toadcast distribution of whiskA- in small packages by mail and
express throughout the States. Now, the great mistake made
by the temperance people is in considering wine as in a class

with whisky. Whisky is a concentrated stimulant having a
high percentage of alcohol, whereas wine contains but a very

low percentage of alcohol and is used in the majority of cases

for table use.

"It would be folly to deny any State or community the right

of rejecting or receiving liquor according as conditions sug-

gested, but that it should dictate a measure making impossible
the shipment of liquor through such territory is plainly unjust
to the people at large. Let those municipalities, towns, villages

and communities which are in the popular phrase 'dry,' insti-

tute, if they desire, a law forbidding or qualifying the receipt

|>f liquor in the said community. This law does exist in a num-
ber of places and is known as the 'local option.'

"I think, moreover, there is a general ignorance as to the
'onsumptiim of wine in this country. There are hundreds of
thousands of foreigners or people of foreign descent in the
United States who use wine as it is used in Europe, as a food.
To such people wine represents one of the necessities of life, not
an intoxicant. To deprive them of wine is worse than to deprive
most people of coffee.

"Now, as to the commercial phase of the situation in which
the wine industry stands at present : Wine making is one of
the oldest, perhaps the oldest, of our California industries;
lienoe, witli the early start it receiveil, it has forged along
strongly through the years and has now reached a very high
mark in its progress.

"Much of our prosperity in this State is directly or indirectly

dependent upon the wine industry'. Today the sum of f150,000,-

000 is invested in the industry, besides the consideration of

money exchanged in its shipment. California is to a great extent

the land of the vineyard, the natural home of the vine. There are

more than 200,000 acres of vines now in bearing, and many thou-

sands of acres of grape land await planting. To destroy the

demand for wine is to destroy the great wine industry of Cali-

fornia, built up out of the natural adaptability of the soil to the

vine and to lay waste stretches of hill and valley now in flourish-

ing condition.

"California ranks well with the great wine producing coun-

tries of the Avorld. Of course, France and Italy, with their

billion-gallon outputs, stand unrivaled, but not far down the

list is California, in a class with Chili, which, like California,

produces about 45,000,000 gallons each year. California has
been able to not only supply in great part the demand for wine
in the United States, but has entered of late years into the busi-

ness of exportation.

"In the year of 1854 vineyards were planted in California on
a real commercial scale ; in 1880 the production reached 5,000,-

000 gallons; in 1890, 20,000,000 gallons; in 1900, 30,000,000
gallons, and in 1911, 45,000,000 gallons.

"The grape grows everywhere in California, from the hillsides

that border the sea, to the deep fertile valleys in the interior.

The California table grape possesses a superior size, beauty and
shipping quality, the California raisin is the most delicious

raised in the world, and the California wine grape cannot be
surpassed for its favor and aromatic qualities.

"California produces and markets over ten times as much
wine as is imported into the United States. But if the consump-
tion of wine would increase and wine take the place of beer, the
production in California could be increased considerably.

"If the per capita consumption of wine in the United States
were the same as in France, there would be a domestic market
for more than two thousand million gallons of wine, and then
every rolling hill and fertile valley would be covered with vines.

In France, which has a population of little more than one-half
that of the United States, there are 4,250,000 acres of bearing
vines. In California there are 200,000 acres, but this is capable
of great extension, should the increased demand for wine en-
courage further investment and development."

Useless Blow to Wine, Hop and Brewing Industries

EDITOR Wine and Spirit Review:—Replying to your re-

cent favor in reference to the "Webb Bill," now pending
in Congress, and complying with your request to express our
opinion in reference to this class of legislation, we beg to state

that we consider that if this bill is passed it will mean a hard
blow to the viticultural and brewing industries of this State.

Not only these industries will be materially hurt, but the bar-

ley, grape and hop grower will be vitally injured.

California, as it is well known, produces a large crop of hops

and barley annually, and if the brewing industry is curtailed

it will follow that the farmer will also suffer. Statistics have
proven that no amount of legislation Avill decrea.se the consump-
tion of alcoholic beverages, in fact, the United States Internal

Revenue Reports show that the consumption has increased from
year to year, nothwithstanding the fact that a great many sec-

tions of the country are "Dry," so called.

If the bill in question is enacted into law it will not accom-
plish the desire of its proponents, viz: to decrease the con-

sumption of spirit aud malt liquors; it will simply have the

result that the Government will lose the revenue derived from
legitimate brewing and distilling establishments, and that the

(Continued on page 23)
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NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN
Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec-
essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at
this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,
but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

EXPORTS OF WINE.

FROM MARCH 20, 1912, TO APRIL 20, 1912.

Destination.

To Alaska
• British Columbia . . .

.

" Central America . . .

.

•• China
' Hawaiian Islands . . .

.

" Japan
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands . .

.

" South America
" Samoan Islands
" Society Islands
' Australia
" Cooks Islands
" Marqueses Islands . . . .

" Korea
•• Dutch East Indies . . .

" British India
" France
" Germany
•' Holland
" Norway
" England
" New York
' Other Eastern States

Cases.
10

25

60

6

233

1

3

150

24

Total

Value.
$182
1,241

8,056

348

29,386

719

173

3,843

1,391

26

822
201

25

84

30

144

80

1,400

500

1,200

165

1,200

248. 17S

6,590

512 862,107 $305,974

, .4

Gallons.
203

4,126

21,054

1,015

67,333

1,810

1,407

6,50b

3,372

52

3.189

258

27

150

60

360

200

3,500

750
3,000

510

2,750

750,977

19,500

BRANDY.
Destination.

To Alaska
•' Central America .

" Hawaiian Islands
" Philippine Islands
" New York

Total

Destination.

To Alaska
" Cenrtal America .

.

" Hawaiian Islands
' Philippine Islands

WHISKY.

Total

Cases.

20

260

280

Cases.
3

76

343

422

Gallons.

50

135

47

250

1,096

1,578

Gallons.

44

53

439

240

BEER.
Destination.

To Alaska
' Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Philippine Islands
' South America . . .

" Society Islands . .

.

Total

Packages.
10

26

25

221

105

31

14

432

Value.
$150
360

4,756

150

2,060

$7,476

Value.
$125
490

3,576

500

$4,834

Value.
$95
168

125

1,735

531

157

112

$2,923

MISCELLANEOUS EXPORTS.
Destination. Packages and Contents.

To Alaska 6 cs Liquors, 1 Oct Gin, 1 kg Rum, 1 cs Porter
•' British Columbia 25 cs Mineral Water
" Central America 8 cs Cherries and Maraschino, 26 cs Gin,

2 cs Blackberry Cordial

3 cs China Spirits, Vi cs Grape Juice
•' China.... 47 cs Grape Juice, 78 gal. Spirits, 1 cs. Cherries and Maraschino
•' Hawaiian Island. .. .114 cs Grape Juice, 168 cs, 10 bbls. Gin, 290 cs Liquors

72 cs Cordials, 5 cs Ginger Brandy, 8 cs Mineral Water
28 cs Champagne, 4 cs Stout, 10 cs Apricot Brandy

5 cs Amer Picon, 10 cs Cocktail, 10 cs Creme de Minthe
' Japan 8 cs Cordials, 25 cs Grape Juice, 1 bbl Alcohol
" Mexico 2 cs Cherries in Maraschino
' Philippine Islands. .20 cs Grape Juice, 29 cs Creme de Minthe, 25 cs Cordials

..5- cs Gin, 53 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 15 cs Cider, 8 cs Syrups
" Society Islands , 1 cs Liquors
" Australia 2 cs Grape Juice
" Korea 5 cs Grape Juice
" New York 20 cs Fruit Juice

IMPORTS BY SEA.

Total 1037 cs, 10 bbls, 1 oct, 1 kg, 78 gal
Value • . . .$8,895

Eoreisn.

FROM MARCH 20, 1912, TO APRIL 20, 1912.

FROM NEW YORK (via Sallna Cruz)—Per Missourian, March 21.

5 cs Cordials San Francisco.
1 csk Wine San Francisco.

26 cs Wine San Francisco.
1228 cs Whisky San Francisco.

15 cs Brandy San Francisco.
25 cs Lime Juice San Francisco.
14 bbls Whisky '.Stockton.
6 bbls Whisky Seattle.

6 cs Lime Juice Seattle.
16 bbls Whisky Portland.
5 cs Gin Portland.

10 cs Bitters Portland.
125 bbls Beer Honolulu.
200 cs Grape Juice Honolulu.

3 cs Bitters Honolulu.
15 csks Wine Portland.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
250 cs Beer San Francisco.
60 csks Mineral Water San Francisco.

148 cs Wine San Francisco.
400 cs Champagne San Francisco.

1 keg Liquors San Francisco.
2 octs Brandy Seattle.

82 cs Wine : Seattle.

10 cs Liquors : Seattle.

10 cs Bitters Seattle.

150 cs Gin Honolulu.
150 cs Beer Portland.
15 cs Wine Portland.
2 csks Whisky Los Angeles.

100 bbls Stout Los Angeles.
70 bbls Ale Los Angeles.
70 cs Beer Ix)S Angeles.
3 butts Wine Los Angeles.
1 hhd Wine Los Angeles.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Indien, March 23.

100 cs Beer San Francisco.
105 cs Wine San Francisco.
12 cs Champagne San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Pleiades, March 24.

80 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
50 cs Gin San Francisco.
1 bbl Gin San Francisco.

10 cs Gin Los Angeles.
10 bbls Whisky Sacramento.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Aztec, March 25.

183 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
56 bbls Rum San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
50 cs Wine San Francisco.

FPOM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Lyra, March 26.

27 cs Liquors San Francisco.
25 cs Whisky San Francisco.
1 bbl Wine San Francisco.
1 hhd Wine San Francisco.
2 csks Wine San Francisco.

3 bbls Gin San Francisco.

121 cs Gin San Francisco.
9 bbls Whisky San Francisco.

8 cs Wine San Francisco.
2 cs Brandy San Francisco.

30 cs Gin Sacramento.
5 bbls Gin Sacramento.

663 cs Grape Juice Seattle.

15 bbls Whisky Tacoma.
5 cs Cocktails Tacoma.
3 bbls Cocktails Tacoma.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Crown of Toledo. March 28.

1185 cs Absinthe San Francisco.

485 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
,

174 cs Wine San Francisco.

2 butts Wine San Francisco.

276 cs Liquors San Francisco.

400 cs Vermouth San Francisco.

760 cs Brandy San Francisco.

25 octs Brandy San Francisco.

1 536 cs Whisky San Francisco.

2678 cs Gin San Francisco.

10 cs Rum San Francisco.

75 bbls Stout San Francisco.

1 5 bbls Ale San Francisco.
100 cs Lime Juice San Francisco.

350 cs Beer S«n Francisco.

50 c» Stout San Francisco.
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:S bbls Beer San Francisco.
'i octs Whisky San Francisco.
1 hiid Whl.sl{y San F'rancisco.

I OS Spirits San Francisco.
cs Klrscii San Francisco.

I cs Fernet San Francisco.
i cs Bitters San Francisco.
cs Whisky Los Angeles.

i cs Absinthe Los Angeles.
; cs Champagne Los Angeles.
cs Wine Los Angeles.

1 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
J octs Brandy Los Angeles.

I cs Vermouth Los Angeles.
I cs Gin Los Angeles.
) cs Beer Los Angeles.
'i cs Whisky Victoria.
". csks Whisky Victoria.
s cs Wine Victoria.
.' cs Liquors Victoria.
; cs Whisky Vancouver.

; csks Whisky Vancouver.
i octs Brandy Vancouver.
: cs Brandy Vancouver.
I cs Gin Vancouver.

i csk Gin Vancouver.
qr. csks Rum Vancouver.
octs Rum Vancouver.

I cs Beer Vancouver.
1 cs Vermouth Vancouver.
I cs Fernet Vancouver.
, cs Bitters Vancouver.
cs Absinthe Vancouver.
pipes Wine Vancouver.
puncheons Rum Vancouver.
qr csks Wine Vancouver.
cs Benedictine Vancouver.
cs Wine Vancouver.

I cs Cordials Vancouver.
i qr csks Brandy Vancouver.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Acapulco, March 28.

7 bbls Stout San Francisco.
i csks Whisky San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.

; csk Wine San Francisco.
sixth csks Wine San Francisco.

' octs Wine San Francisco.
I cs Vermouth San Francisco.
I cs Brandy San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Pennsylvania, March 30.

I bbls Whisky San Francisco.
. bbls Wine San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Mexican, March 31.

:; bbls Gin Honolulu.
! bbls Beer Honolulu.
cs Wine Honolulu.
cs Brandy Honolulu.
cs Wine Tacoma.
bbls Wine Tacama.

:. bbls Whisky Seattle.
:. cs Whisky Seattle.
i; cs Liquors Seattle.
t cs Cordials Portland.
1 hhd Fruit Juice Portland.
1 bhl Wine Portland.
7 bbls Whisky Portland.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.

cs Wine Portland.
cs Whisky Portland.

1 hhds Whisky San Diego.

FROM LIVERPOOL (via Seattle)—Per Watson, March 31.

. octs Whisky San Francisco.
I cs Liquors S&n Francisco.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Mongolia, March 31.

' csks Sake San Francisco.
- cs Sake San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Nebraskan, April 4.

n cs Gin San Francisco.
"> bbls Gin San Francisco.
'I cs Wine San Francisco.
I csk Wine San Francisco.
I cs Whisky Sacramento.
'1 cs Gin Fresno.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Nippon Maru, April 4.

' csks Sake San Francisco.
.: cs Sake .'^an Francisco.
> csks Sake Los Angeles.
1 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM VICTORIA—Per UmaUJia, April 6.

> cs Whisky !^an Francisco.

AND SPIRIT REVIEW

FROM EUROPE (via San Juan)—Per San Juan, April 6.

400 cs Champagne San Francesco.
35 cs Wine San Francisco.

FROM HAMBUR(3—Per Setos, April 9.

200 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
1 bbl Whisky San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Columbian, April 1

67 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
21 bbls Gin San Francisco.
6 hf bbls Gin San Francisco.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.

10 cs Wine San Francisco.
50 cs Champagne San Francisco.
1 cs Liquors San Francisco.

65 bbls Rum San Francisco.
5 bbls Whisky Stockton.
4 cs Brandy Sacramento.

11 bbls Whisky Portland.
30 cs Whisky Portland.
1 cs Lime Juice Portland.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
120 cs Whisky Portland.
10 cs Rum Portland.
35 csks Whisky Portland.
20 cs Gin Portland.

200 cs Whisky Seattle.
15 cs Rum Seattle.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Isthmian, April 17.

720 cs WTiisky San Francisco.
3 cs Brandy San Franci.sco.

30 cs Wine San Francisco.
5 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
5 bbls W^ine San Francisco.
5 cs Cordials San Francisco.
2 octs Gin San Francisco.
5 cs Gin San Francisco.
2 kegs Gin San Francisco.

10 cs Rum San P'rancisco.
2 hhds Wine San Diego.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Craftsman, April 15.

1415 cs Beer San Francisco.
44 25 cs Gin San Francisco.

47 cs Rum San Francisco.
8 octs Wine San Francisco.

276 cs Spirits San Francisco.
1 60 cs Brandy San Francisco.
250 cs Amer Picon San Francisco.

1338 cs Absinthe San Francisco.
17 cs Liquors San Francisco.

1043 cs Wine San Francisco.
4 hhds Wine San Francisco.
2 csks Wine San Francisco.

259 cs Cordials San Francisco.
1700 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
700 cs Whisky San Francisco.
60 bbls Stout San Francisco.
20 bbls Ale San Francisco.

230 bbls Beer San Francisco.
175 cs Stout San Francisco.
300 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
610 cs Gin Los Angeles.

5 cs Rum Los Angeles.
50 cs Liquors Los Angeles.

200 cs Absinthe Los Angeles.
1 pipe Wine Los Angeles.

150 cs Fernet Los Angeles.
85 cs Whisky Los Angeles.

550 cs Vermouth Los Angeles.
28 cs Wine Los Angeles.
25 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
3 cs Beer Los Angeles.

125 cs Absinthe Vancouver.
57 cs Champagne Vancouver.

727 cs Gin Vancouver.
500 cs Lime Juice Vancouver.

5 hhds Lime Juice Vancouver.
15 octs Whisky Vancouver.

455 cs Whisky Vancouver.
300 cs Stout Vancouver.
400 cs Brandy Vancouver.

2 hhds Brandy Vancouver.
240 cs Liquors Vancouver.
50 bbls Ale Vancouver.
230 cs Vermouth Vancouver.
50 cs Champagne - Vancouver.
18 qr csks Wine Victoria.
45 cs Wine Victoria.
40 cs Beer Victoria.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Crown of Oregon, April 17.

200 cs Absinthe San Francisco.
10 cs Kirsch San Francisco.
76 cs Wine San Francisco.

250 cs Vermouth San Francisco.

21

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKE S WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES- KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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2
2

299
675
53
2

10
500
200
50

2?5
365
90
10
2

28
260
35
97

309
360
25
16

000
4

20
1695

5
4

54
2

476
55

240
20

100
24
40

200
250

5

csks Vermouth San Francisco.
butts Wine * San Francisco.
cs Amer Picon San Francisco.
cs Whislty San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
bbls Liquors San Francisco.
octs Brandy San Francisco.
cs Brandy San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.
bbls Beer San Francisco.
cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
cs Liquors Los Angeles.
cs Rum I^s Angeles.
cs Bitters ; Los Angeles.
cs Wine Los Angeles.
cs Mineral Water Los Angeles.
cs Gin Victoria.
cs Wine Vancouver.
cs Liquors Vancouver.
cs Lime Juice Vancouver.
cs Absinthe Vancouver.
octs Wine Vancouver.
cs Brandy Vancouver.
qr csks Brandy Vancouver.
cs Champagne Vancouver.
cs Whisky Vancouver.
csks Whisky Vancouver.
butts Wine Vancouver.
qr csks Wine Vancouver.
pipes Wine Vancouver.
cs Gin Vancouver.
cs Rum Vancouver.
cs Beer Vancouver.
cs Vermoutii ' Vancouver.
cs Kummel Vancouver.
octs Rum . . Vancouver.
bbls Rum Vancouver.
cs Ale Vancouver.
cs Stout Vancouver.
octs Gin Vancouver.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND.

FROM MARCH 20. 1912, TO APRIL 20, 1912.

Via New Orleans

—

7 octs Brandy From Liverpool.
610CS Champagne ' Antwerp.

Via BoHton—
34 cs Wine From Rotterdam.

Via Ne*v York

—

21 cs Wine From London.
2 cs Brandy •• London.

CALIFORNIA WINE TO NEW YORK IN MARCH

From San Francisco, SS. Californian.

260 bbls C. Manzella & Son
250 " French-American Wine Co.

75 " North California Wine Co.

60 " M. B. Mosso
100 " U. Botta
150 " Croce & Becutti

500 " Lagomarsino Wine Co.

216 " A. Riidini

123 " Savoy Wine & Importing Co.

100 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Hawaiian.

1800 bbls Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

425 " California Wine Association

130 " C. Jouard

100 " North California Wine (

65 "
Chas. Fro

150 " E. L. Spellman & (

210 " Ciocca-Lombardi Wine (

400 " French-American AVine (

100 " Chas. Stern & So
500 "

Italian-Swiss Coloi

435 "
Ortf

Vnnn San Francisco, SS. Advance.

54 bbls C. Schilling & (

63 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy (

.

92 " Italian-Swiss Coloij

From San Francisco, SS. Cristobal

225 bbls Chas. Stem & So«

1018 " California Wine Associati.

500 " Samuels Bros. & (

1600 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy <

60 " J. Loefflcr & (

618 " C. Schilling &(
792 " hachman & Jaccj

879 " Italian-Swiss Colo

58 " Italian Vineyard (

143 " Roma Wine (

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

282 bbls C. Schilling & (

250 " California Wineries & Distiller

145 " Roma Wine (

460 " Scatena Br..

223 " French-American Wine (

.

3097 " California Wine Associati i

1025 " Italian-Swiss Colo;

483 " Lachman & Jaoc i

25 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy <

197 " 6i

.

From San Francisco, SS. Alliance.

1312 bbls California Wine Associati i

272 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy (

78 ' Chas. Stems & S.

205 " E. L. Spellman & (

44 " S. F. Petts & (

.

67 " E. E.Gray &t

39 " C. Schilling & <

105 " .Ok

lASH'SBITTERC

WILLIAM WOLFF ^ COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

KiRKCR. GREER & CO. \ 58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO irish and
JAS. SAUNDERS & CO. / p^CIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR SCOTCH WHISKIES

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON, Rotterdam Holland Gin

M. B. FOSTER & SONS. London Guiness's Stout, Bass's Ale

CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and Sarsaparilla

"QUENCHY," French Vichy Lemonade, bottled at the Spring "La Francaise," St. Yorre, Pres. , Vichy, France.

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
BOND&ULLARD MELLWOOD OLD HORSEY RYE OLD WATERMILL BELMONT OLD GOVERNMENT

AND OTHER STAPLE BRANDS
IMPORTERS OF

VINTAGE WINES, STAPLE CORDIALS. BITTERS, PRESERVES, OLIVE OIL, ETC.
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Strenuous Opposition to Vicious Webb Bill

(Continued from Page 19)

legitimate purveyor will profit, for there is no denying the

lot that if people in a community want to obtain liquor, it

mnot be prevented by any law. The law will simply be cir-

nnvented in one way or another, and the Government, and

le laboring classes employed in the industi*ies afifected, as well

is the concerns whose money is invested in the liquor business,

ill 1)0 the chief sufferers.

We beg to remain, Yours very truly,

NATIONAL BREWING COMPANY,
C. G. J. Josue, Secretary.

Evil Features of the Measure

San Francisco, April 4, 1912.

-"DITOR Wine and Spirit Review—Dear Sir: Reply-

-1 iug to your favor of a recent date Ave are pleasetl to note the

iterost taken in looking toward defeat of the Kenyon and Webb
ills, respectively S. 4043 and II.R. 17593, in the United States

iiate and House of Representatives, relating to the shipment

f liipiors in Interstate Commerce.

Individually and collectively the wine, brewing and liquor

iterests of California have brought the importance of the

uestiou before our California Senators and Represenatives.

|;ecial thanks are due to Representatives Needham and Kahn
s well as Senator Perkins for the stand they have taken in our

(half, though it is to be regretted we do not receive the unani-

Hius support of the entire California delegation. In addition

1 our eftorts the National Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Asso-

iation of America are exerting their influence throughout the

liole of the United States, and it is to be hoped that our inter-

•<ts will have the opportunity of presenting our side of the

uestion before both houses of Congress in an orderly, com-

lehensive and dignified manner, in which event the exercise

f ordinary common sense should result in the measures being

cfcated.

We are advised that the bills as drawn are probably uncon-

litutional, but leaving aside the question of constitutionality,

no enactment of these measures would

—

' First—Prevent the growing but harmless distribution of our
alifornia wines.

Siooud—Make serious inroads into the revenue of the Fed-

lal Government, which it would be difficult to overcome from
itlier directions.

Third—Take away from the several States and communities
lie right to handle the question of liquor regulation as they
•cm best under their police power, which have heretofore been

imd quite ample.

Fourth—Result in the wholesale destruction of millions of

japital today invested by the distillers, brewers, wine men and
'ine gi'owers, as well a.s dozens of allied industries.

Trusting that our combinetl efforts may favorably result,

lid with thanks for the opportunity of expressing our opinions,
•' roiiiain, Very truly,

CROWN DISTILLERIES CO.,

B. Lilienthal, President.

Would Destroy Untold Millions of Property

from this industry is greater than from any other. Where
grapes are grown hardly anything else can be grown. The land

is bought in its primitive condition for a few dollars per acre.

After years of toil and labor and care the value of the land is

brought up to from |100 to |300 per acre. The taxes derived

from the improved land amount to a large sum.
California wine, as we all know, has been a great booster for

this State. It has done great good for the entire United States.

It secured the grand prize in Europe in competition with foreign

wines, thus bringing credit and attention to the country.

Why, then, should laws be passed to discourage the viticul-

tural industry? Instead, laws should be enacted to encour-
age it.

There is a movement on hand to pass laws which will prac-
tically cripple the viticultural industry. These laws would
injure the State in general, hindering progi-ess and hurting every
community. They would put out of employment 60,000 people,
keep out of the State $25,000,000 annually and ruin every
grower of grapes.

The prosperity of the United States is due to the ma.s.ses of
the laboring men and those men should have the privilege (or,

rather, the right which nature grants them) to have wine and
beer at their meals. It would be absolutely unjust to pass a
law which would deprive them of one of the principal elements
of their nutrition. Even if the working masses were entirely
in the majority in such a mattei", the injustice would be just as
great. There is such a thing as the despotism of the greater
number as against the smaller number.

The author of the bill in Washington is trying to prevent wine
from going through a prohibition State into a "wet" State, but
he does not know that there is just as much alcohol in fermented
apple juice (cider) as there is in fermented grape juice, and he
has omitted cider from the bill. This gentleman must know that
cider is shipped all over the New England States. Why has he
said nothing about it? Does he wish to give the Eastern farmer
full sway by closing the avenue of distribution of the products
of the Western farmer? The answer is plain.

Now, Mr. Editor, let all who support the viticultural industry
unite and oppose this bill. Yours very truly,

John A. Corotto, San Jose^ Cal.

Grape Vines Damaged by Frost in Germany

DITOK Wine and Spirit Review—Dear Sir : The grape-

growing industry ranks second in the State and is becom-

The benefit derived by society

REPORTS from various parts of Alsace-Lorraine indicate
that serious damage has been done to the grapevines bv

frost. Alsace-Lorraine contains about 25 per cent of all Ger-
man vineyards.

The winter was abnormally warm and the vines began to bud
and grow in January. In the latter part of January and on the

night of February 3d there were severe frosts. At Strassburg
the temperature fell to 5 degrees Fahrenheit. A report from the

Erstein district states that 50 per cent of the vines are so

seriously damaged that they will not bear this year. The dam-
age is said to be most important in the lower lying vineyards;
on the uplands the vines seem to have escaped serious injury.

Vineyards in the Baden portion of this consular district have
also .suffered from the cold and frost, but in Baden the produc-

tion of wine is not very important.

lASH'S BITTERC
1h T0>\\C V.A.XA.TWi^ fcJ

^ lag more important day by day
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Important to Coast Commerce

IN his recent message to Congress, which dealt mostly with

departmental matters, the President touched upon several

subjects that are of the most vital interest to the business of

the country. The President expressed himself as favorable to

the general outline of the Aldrich currency reform plan,

although he probably foresees that if the plan is ever adopted

it will be after amendments and modifications that will make
it hard to recognize, even by Mr. Aldrich himself.

But a matter which invites the keenest interest is that of

fixing the Panama canal tolls. It is, of course, a very broad,

national question, but it affects the whole country, and espe-

cially is it important to every seaport in the United States. The

President recommended that such legislation be enacted by

Congress as will give the Chief Executive, within a stated limit,

the power to prescribe the exact tolls. He expressed the belief

that the United States has the power to relieve from the pay-

ment of tolls any part of our shipping that Ccmgress deems wise.

It is, hoAvever, rather difficult to reconcile this Avith the lan-

guage of the treaty with England, under Avhich the canal has

been constructed, in which it is expressly declared that the

canal tolls shall be levied on the ships of all nations alike.

However, since statements similar to that made by the Presi-

dent have been several times previously made by high officials

of the government and England has not raisetl her voice in pro-

test, it may be that the interpretation the President has in mind
Avill be, or has already been, tacitly accepted by England.

This interpretation is that the language of the treaty applies

to all vessels plying in international commerce, so to speak, and

does not apply to vessels plying from port to port of the United

States possessions, which is to be regarded as coastwise business.

CoastAvise business is, of course, business by Avater betAAcen two

American ports, such as Boston and Ncav York and Charlestoi

and Norfolk. Undoubtedly water traffic between San Francisc

and Boston Avould be coastwise, and it seems perfectly logii m

to classify traffic between any of the United States insular po.-

sessions, HaAvaii, the Philippines, as under the same head, and^

of course, the traffic from the Pacific Coast and the insular po>

sessions mentioned Avould pass through the Panama canal, aiu

the canal itself pa.sses through American territory, the caiiii

zone being a strip of land defined across the Republic of Pai

ama, but actually OAvned by the United States.

But logically there Avould seem to be difficulty in the \\a,v (

this interpretation, and though it seems hard to believe thii

the President has not arriAed at a full understanding Avith th;

British government, it is probable that much Avrangling will

occur first and last. In this event effort Avill probably be madi

to get around the difficulty by having Congress A'ote to Aiiici

can ships in the coastwise trade a bounty equal to canal toll

Neither England nor any other nation could make objcctin

to this. But if that proposition ever comes up, loaded as it i

sure to be Avith provisions for a further ship subsidy, oppositio

here at home, of course, Avill be vigorously made. The situatio

could not be complicated by vessels flying foreign flags, bi

cause such vessels are not permitted to engage in coastwi^

traffic, but A'essels from ports of British Columbia, Avlietlit

United States or those of any other nation, would be engaj;(

in foreign trade. The foreign ships, it is claimed, on account i

loAver cost of building, and loAver Avages paid to sailoi-s, c;i

haul freight very much cheaper than can American vessels. A\

is not nearly as gi'eat as has been represented. But, in an

There are others Avho hold to the opinion that the differen(

have always believed that this difference Avas not exaggerate*;

event, the fact that Ave Avould be limited to home built and hoii

manned vessels Avould, undoubtedly, prove a handicap in con

peting Avith our neighbors in British Columbia.

BRANDY PRODUCED

OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Mar. 1912. Tax. Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district - 10, U.S.

5

Received from other Districts, California 2,7(i0 .

9

Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District — --
"

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts 46,569.2

Exported 286.5

Tax Paid 49,224.5

Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, Mar. 31. 1912 2,133,461 .5

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Mar. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district - - - - 1,262.3

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District, California 2,760.9

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District - - -—

—

-

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California 3,937.1

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts —

-

4,"J00.5

Exported
~~

Tax paid - -
^0>366.4

Used in Fortification of Wines
^ n^,

Remaining in bond, Mar- 31, 1912 5<2,0SI.^

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Mar. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district -
;

1,253.0

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District -—

—

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District ~~ZII
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District -—-.-

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District l,4-,i.-i

Tax paid
5,215.5

Used in Fortification of Wines ~. -
orn qoc q

Remaining in bond, Mar. 31, 1912
^bU,3US.y
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j .jv. j Two Important Aids in | ^ 1
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By RUDOLPH JORDAN, JR., Author of "Quality in Dry Wines."

A PECULIAR feature about the making of dry wines seems

to be the apparent lack of control of the fermentation. The

cild or conservative methods pursued to a large extent by wine-

makers leave this process to nature, and the usual results have

therefore not been satisfactory, or at least not as good at times

as anticipated. Thanks to scientific investigations of the sub-

ject, there is now a greater certainty of the outcome of a vintage,

because we are able to counteract, more or less, the unfavorable

influences that are apt to mar the product. It has been wisely

stated that wine-makers do not consider themselves manufac-

turers, as they should, and therefore are much to blame for

the many poor and indifferent wines they produce.

There seems to be a prejudice against the application of scien-

tific principles, such as other manufacturei's have availed them-

selves of, and the average wine-maker still seems to think that

empirical knowledge, or the knowledge solely gained by ex-

jierience, is the only reliable guide for his vocation. Too much
stress has been laid on the art of wine-making, and too little

attention has been paid to its scientific basis. On the other

liand, where more accurate methods have found favor and the

lesults have shown marketl improvement, such success has been

often ascribed to personal skill, with the usual amount of

secretiveness so prevalent among the brothers of the craft. No
doubt, it is quite proper to guard effects derived from blending

particular varieties, but when there are certain principles of

wine-making that are applicable to various localities and which
tend to improve the general output, it is time that these be con-

sidetred from a broader point of view than that of personal profit.

I'or, the advancement of the industry depends very largely upon
individual enlightenment, which is only brought about by a
more general knowledge of such scientific facts as have been

proved to produce wines of better and more stable quality.

The writer has for some vintages been working along the

lines of the application not only of the scientific principles in-

volved in the process of wine-making, but also of more accuracy
in the operations performed, such as the methods any success-

fnl business require. The rush and stress of vintage do not
seem to allow much observation or experimenting, but it should
lie the aim of every progi-essive wine-maker to employ methods
and increase their .scope which, by keen observation and i-ecords

kept of certain manipulations, tend to indicate and effect a
licneral improvement in his wines.

Wine-making, according to such principles, means vastly more
than just letting nature take her course with the process It

means, in fact, the guidance of these natural forces, as far as

l;it.s.sible, wliich, unaided or unrestrained, give uncertain results.

The conditions wiiidi lie beyond the control of the wine-maker
are tliose of tlie weather, both before and during the vintage,

tlie one affecting the (|uality of the grapes and the other more or

less the character of tiie fermentations. When, however, the

L'rapes have entered the cellar, it is possible to direct the process
"f fermentation and to counteract to a large degree the above-

mentioned unalterable conditions. Such a conti-ol, even though
a partial one, constitutes progressive wine-making, and has as a
I'ractical result a wine of better quality.

Two of tiu' ])rincipal factors responsible for more agreeable
wines than under the old methods are pure f/cast and a regulated
''mpcnifiirr of the fermentation itself. The latter requisite for

luality may a|)ply more particularly to California, where the
writer has pursued his work and where the musts are rich and

iieavy, but the principle is so broad that even in more inclement

climates similar changes for the better are likely to be the result.

Pure yeast as an efficient agent for a better fermentation has

been advocated for years by our State University. It is a form

of yearst which by selection and cultivation seems to have

acquired a greater fitness for its work than the casual yeast fur-

ni.shed by nature during the vintage. The difference between

the former and the latter may be exemplified somewhat by call-

ing to mind the diffei-ence between the cultivated plant and its

type as found in nature. Not every pure" yeast, however, will

do the same work with light as well as with heavy musts. The

climatic conditions of its original habitat, as well as the charac-

ter of the grapes there existing, have much to do with its vigor

and activity in musts of other regions, so that the selection of a

]>roper kind of pure yeast should be determined first by scien-

tific men in a particular region.

There is at all times during a fermentation a constant danger

from harmful bacteria entering the must either by reason of a

sluggishness of the fermentation or of too high a temperature

in the same. If, therefore, we are able to put into the fresh

must a fermentative agent of pronounced vigor, there is less

likely to be any interference by hannful bacteria. This is espe-

cially true of white musts that are allowed to settle for twenty-

four hours and kept from starting by a slight addition of

sulphurous acid in the form of metabisulphite of potassium,

which for the time being paralyzes or kills the possible germs

(Concluded on page 49.)

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on the

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

Topazor
The While Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

1/ OtlXiO/

( jlinlaqzA'

ESTABLISHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY. MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY. SONOMA CO.
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549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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Wine makers and Grape Growers Show Fighting Strength

IF anyone qiiestionod the strens>tli of the wine makers and

grape growers in California, recent elections in the viticnl-

tural sections most certainly have shown them the fallacy of

their doubts. On April 8th, the little city of Cloverdale, just

above Asti, out of a total vote of 345, went "wet" by a majority

of 105 votes, or nearly two to one.

The good work of the strong Protective Grape Growers' As-

sociation launched there just before the election, with the assist-

ance of addresses by Senator L. W. Juilliard, Mr. Andrea Sbar-

boro and H. F. Stoll, secretary of the (Jrape Growers' Associa-

tion of California, assured a decisive victory.

On April 10th, the city of Richmond also voted on a drastic

"wet" and "dry" initiative ordinance. One of the principal

assets of the city of Richmond is the California Wine Associa-

tion's great plant at Winehaven, and the votei-s of that town,

realizing that this important concern would not even be able

to allow visitors to take a sip of wine when inspecting the plant,

defeated the prohibition measure by a majority of 1,071.

It was felt that the women voters might not see the matter

in the right light, but the handsome majority rolled up in both

these towns shows conclusively that the women may be depended

upon to do the right thing at the right time. To further empha-

size this point, we would call the attention of our readers to the

elections that took place in the four supervisorial districts in

Contra Costa County on April 22d. In the rural districts, where

only one side of the question has been presented, there has been

a tendency to vote "dry," but some good educational work was

done in Contra Costa County, which is one of California's most

important viticultural sections. Senator A. S. Ruth and Secre-

tary Stoll, of the Grape Growers' Association of California,

explained the meaning of the Wyllie local option bill at length,

and there is no doubt that they converted a large number of

the doubtful voters with their convincing logic.

During the coming month there will be a number of "license

or no license" elections in Sonoma, Fresno, Sacramento, San

Benito, and Alameda counties, and we have no doubt that the

results will be equ{illy as gratifying.

After these sections have gone "wet," however, we are certain

that efforts will be made to strictly regulate the undesirable

saloons and disreputable roadhouses with which some of the.se

sections are unfortunately affected.

Why not Attend to His Official Duties? I
UDGING from the reports through the press of the where-

abouts and activities of President Jordan, of the Stanford

University while preaching Prohibition, the time he devotes to

earning his salary as the executive head of the great in.stitution

must be practically nil.

At least that portion of the community which does not be-

lieve in Prohibition has the right to regard Professor Jordan

as a meddlesome busy-body, injecting his personality into the

local affairs of many communities where he is not wanted. They

have the further right to the opinion that his place is in Palo

Alto, presiding as head of the big University. Certainly liis

time could be better utilized than in going around the country

barn-storming, making declarations as to Prohibition and its

accomplishments which are an insult to the intelligence of the

average citizen, and furthermore are not facts.

A pertinent question is Why does Professor Jordan do tliis?

Crazy Porterville

THE little town of Porterville, Cal., is quite successful in

doing things to keep on the map, as far as getting into

the newspapers is concerned. Porterville adoptM the "diy"

policy some time ago. The town was plenty "wet" just the

same. They blamed the druggist and, in order to prevent the

Portervillian from getting his "schnaps" from the pharmacist,

they passed another law which limits the sale of whisky by a

druggist within twenty-four hours to any one party to six ounces.

This is to be upon a physician's bona tide prescription. TToav-

ever, six ounces of the kind of whisky a man Avould get into liis

system under regulations such as exist in Porterville ought to

be sufficient to give him quite a run for his money and trouble.

Now that the Porterville Trustees have screwed down this side

of the lid, just watch the "blind pig" and the "bootlegger" get

busy. You won't have long to wait.

Another Sample of the Jug=Handle Option Law

ANOTHER example of the unfairness of the jug-handle local

option law which our recent freak legislature handed to the

people of California comes from the town of Merced. Tlie vote

for local option and against it was a tie. One would naturally

think in all fairness, this being the case, that the election would

have no effect; but this jug-handle law says that "unless a

majority of the votes cast on this question at such election arc

in favor of licensed territory described in the petition, tiicn

shall be no licensed territory on and after 90 days from the date

of said election." In other words, where the community can

not by their ballots decide upon a vital question like this, Ihis

unfair law steps in and arbitrarily decides the victory unfairly

in favor of one side as against the other—a principle nev(>r hcanl

of before in this country, where the majority rule is sui)p<»<('i)

to be the only rule.

Poor Old Hanford

THE majority of the people in Hanford, unwisely, Ave tliink,

decided they wanted the town "dry" and they voted iliat

way because the anti-.saloon spellbinders had hypnotized them

into believing that a "dry" town would be the acme of i)ros])er-

ity. A few miles away the rival toAvn of Lemoore would luivc

none of the prohibition and voted their town "wet" by a good

majority.

It is not difficult to predict the result as to the future prog-

ress of the two places. Lemoore will be alive and progressive and

will get the business, while Hanford can take two years toj

wonder why she did it and then a long time to recover from thei

effects thereof.
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Another University Desert In Sight

r
HE proposed conversion of Santa Clara College into Santa

Clara University promises to start a new desert in the

!art of the great Santa Clara County. Under the law, when

college becomes a university, it will be unlawful to sell in-

xicatiug liquors Avithin a radius of one and one-half miles of

at institution, provided that it has 500 students living on

e campus. Santa Clara University will have more than that

nmber, and under the operation of the laAV it will, within that

lie and one-half mile limit, put twenty retail liquor places out

business. What makes this particularly offensive to the

(iplc of that community is the fact that there is a general

mand for saloons, and they are all well patronized. There

ems to be no way to avoid the operation of this law, and there

no doubt that the majority of the Santa Clarans will wish

lilt they had not converted their college into a university and

icrefore landed themselves in a region of genuine prohibition.

Good Game Fighter

"\ XE of the best fights against prohibition and its attend-

J ant "blind pigs" is being put up by the Byron Times,

(intra Costa County. Our old friend, "Hai'ry"' Hammond, an

ilefatigable hustler, not only publishes the best country weekly

1 the coast, but he is giving the Anti-Saloon Leaguers a high

(1 time to find answers to his able exposure of prohibition and

s promoters. The Review congratulates the Publisher.

Much Abused Word "Temperance'

T is ciiiious how we regard the Avord "temperance." To thou-

sands it means nothing more than abstinence from alcohol,

know mothers, for instance, who ardently Avrite and valiantly

reach temperance to the "poor and down-trodden," but who
ally teacli intemperance to their own children by allowing

lem to make playthings of their stomachs, and who are train-

\% those children to exaggerate the importance of appetite and

vsire. Those mothers do not seem to realize that there is

lore than one way of teaching self-control, and that the idea

iiit we must do and have everything that other people do and

ave causes just as much misery as intemperance in alcohol.

here are scores of so-called "temperance" women who ought

' take down their dictionaries and get a broader and truer

eauiug of the word which they so earnestly advocate. The

uly evil in the world is not the appetite for alcoholic stiniu-

lut: the world is full of things that we cannot have, things that

Duld not be good for us if we had them. To recognize that fact

iid to be able to rise above it means "temperance" just as much
< to rise above the single desire for strong drink.

—

Ixidies'

'ome Journal.

Dried Black Grapes

7 OK the first time in the history of the business, Europe is

reported to be buying dried black grapes for shipment from

alifomia, presumably for wine making purposes. Among re-

nt transactions was one covering five cars, which were bought

> one concern. Dried black grapes are not much of a commer-

ial article in this market, being bought almost if not entirely

T distilling purposes and chiefly by the Jewish trade. It is

le opinion of prominent operators in Coast dried fruits that if

Europe shows increasing appreciation of this product it is only

"inestion of time when dried black grapes Avill be a thing

' the past, so far, at least, as this market is concerned.

—

N. Y.

'turiutl of Commerce.

'oice of a Safe and Sane Press

STRAIGHT TALK FROM PORTLAND:—Of forty prosecutions for vio-

lation of the Sunday law in Portland last year, only one defendant was a

member of the Retail Liquor Dealers' Association, and, because of his convic-

Uon, he was expelled from the organization.

The association declares that it favors the enforcement of all laws, and

that its members want officials elected who will impartially apply the laws.

Its president declares that its members will remain out of politics, except

to fight prohibition.

This is an attitude by the more respectable liquor dealers that will

command the respect of the public. It is an apparent effort by them to

reform the traffic from within.

No course could be taken that will do more to disarm the prohibition

movement. No policy can do more to allay the bitter and growing hostility

to the liquor traffic.

It is the deadfalls and the breaking of the law by deadfalls that supply

the opposition to the traffic with its most effective arguments.—Portland

(Oregon) Journal, April 2, 1912.

WARNED BY EXPERIENCE:—There is over $500 a day spent in the

Richmond saloons on an average, every day in the year. We admit that

it is wrong and that it ought not to be, but that does not detract from

the fact that it is true, nor does it bear whatever on the further fact that

if these saloons are closed that money will simply be diverted into other

saloons in our neighboring cities and deprive Richmond of that amount

in local circulation, and you cannot stop it or get around it any more than

you can sweep back the tide of the ocean with a broom. We have seen

it tried dozens of times under similar circumstances and never knew it to

fail. We have seen hundreds of Colorado miners come down off the hills

with their month's pay in their pockets into a "closed" town and take the

train right out to Denver to spend the money just as fast as they could

change clothes and buy tickets. And so it would be in Richmond.—Richmond
(Cal.) Record-Herald, April 2, 1912.

INSIDIOUS PROHIBITION IDEA:—On April 25 the second supervisorial

district of this county, including practically all the country west of Redding,

and out into the French Gulch country, will vote on the liquor question.

Inasmuch as Redding is the common shipping point for that entire section

it behooves our business interests to pay attention to this election and assist

the voters in coming to an opinion as to the merits of retaining the liquor

license and strict regulation. It should be the aim of Redding to see that

the insidious idea of prohibition be given no foothold or. entering wedge in

the prolific district to our west.—Redding (Cal.) Register, April 12, 1912.

THE EFFORT WORSE THAN WASTED:—The liquor question has been

hotly contested at very many of the municipal elections held in the State

last Monday. Many heart-burnings, much ill-feeling and, in many cases, un-

dying hatred, among neighbors and former friends is the result. In the north,

*he "wets" were generally successful and in the south the "drys." The worst

feature of the case is that, notwithstanding all the energy put forth by
the partisans of both sides, all the enmities, all the bitterness, all the dis-

turbance and interference with business, nothing is settled. All the labor

and feeling is worse than wasted. The dry partisans will point to their

"victories" as examples of progress in the right direction, but that is a de-

lusion. In a cotamunity where there is but a bare majority in favor of sup-

pression of the liquor traffic, what possible chance is there of enforcing laws
prohibiting the sale of liquor? Public opinion is everywhere the court of

last resort, and public opinion is bound by no laws and no constitutions.

—

.Montague (Cal.) Messenger, April 13, 1912.

A HYPOCRITICAL CAMPAIGN:—It is inconceivable that the people of the
Fourth and Fifth Supervisorial Districts, Sacramento, will vote with the
"dry" element. Surely they know what such a result would mean. The Inde-
pendent is convinced that they do and is not worried; but that the agita-

tion could have been carried this far is little short of outrageous. A great
industry is jeopardized. A business that effects thousands of acres of vine-
yards and the prosperity of hundreds of farmers is rendered unstable. The
foundation of industrial well-being is shaken, merely that a hypocritical
campaign may be carried to the point of a popular ballot..—Yolo Independent.

When in need of a medicinal Blackberry, do not fail to call for

LYONS' PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL. Guar-
anteed absolutely pure.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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PHIZES FOURTH series; BUILDERS OF CALI-
FORNIA'S GREAT WINE INDUSTRY AND
THOSE AFFILIATED THEREWITH. NEXT
GROUP MAY ISSUE.

i

ARTHUR LACHMAN
EUGENE HENRI LANCEL

MR. ARTHUR LACHMAN Is the eldest son of Abraham

Lachman, the founder of the house of Lachman &

Jacobi. He was born in San Francisco, December 4, 1873.

Mr. Lachman has had a very thorough technical educa-

tion. He completed his education in the University of

California and the University of Munich, applying himself

to the study of chemistry. He practiced the profession of

chemistry for nine years. He is a member of various

scientific societies, among which may be mentioned the

American Chemical Society, the German Chemical Society

and tha Society of Chemical Industry. He is interested in

the Cupertino Distilling Company and conducts his busi-

ness at Second and Bryant streets in San Francisco. His

specialty is the bottling and blending of high grade wines

and fruit brandies. From 1905 till 1909 Mr. Lachman was

the general manager of the firm of Lachman & Jacobi and

had charge of the reconstruction of their business after the

fire. He designed and built the great plant of the firm

at Petaluma. Mr. Lachman is a resident of the city of

Berkeley.

MR. EUGENE HENRI LANCEL was born in the De-

partment of Scmnie, France, October, 1857. He re-

ceived his earlier education in the Lycee of Amiens, but,

as he came to America when very young, he completed

his education at the Christian College of Santa Rosa. He

came to California in September, 1871, first residing in

Stockton and afterward in Sonoma county, where he com-

menced his career as a grower. He is the head of the

house of E. H. Lancel Company, which has its headquar-

ters kt 549 Washington street in San Francisco. Mr. Lan-

cel has applied all his energy to the industry and has given

as little time as possible to politics. For this reason he

is as closely identified with the State's material progress

as a man can be. During the 40 years of assiduous labor

v/hich Mr. Lancel has devoted to business, he has given

largely of his attention to the development of high grade

wines and it is due greatly to him that the State has won

fame for its viticultural products. Mr. Lancel has made

his residence in Alameda.

A Corner In Burgundy

ADESPATCH from New York states that a New York syn-

dicate which has been purchasing wines in the Burgundy
districts of France for many years has cornered the 1911 out-

put of Burgundy at an expense of about |3,000,000. The crop,

it is said, is much smaller than usual, but of remarkable

(jiiality. Several large hotels in New York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, Chicago and Washington are interested in the syndi-

cate.

The accomplishment of the "corner" means that English and
Continental bidders for the 1911 Burgundy will have to pur-

• hase at whatever price the syndicate chooses to exact.

Wine Growers Favor Bigelow to Succeed Dr. Wiley

WASHINGTON (D. C), March 25.—Congressman Nc
ham presented today the California Wine Growers'

dorsement of Dr. W. T. Bigelow to succeed Chief Chemist A\'il

Needham protests against the appointment of a partisan

the Wiley controversy.

The guests at the annual banquet of the San Francisco Kei

Estate Board at the Palace Hotel on Tliurs<lay evening, Apr!

12th, were served E. H. RixMrd\s 1904 I^ Questa Claret and tlij

Italian-Swiss Colony's (Jrand Prix Champagne, Golden Stat

Extra Drv.
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SEATTLE AND NORTHWEST NEWS
I

S EATTLE, April 20, 1912.—Mayor George F. Cotterill, of

J Seattle, has gone on record as not being opposed to the

xistence of orderly saloons. While the city council is at

arniouy with him as far as certain policies are concerned,

layor Cotterill is having considerable friction with it on the

(jiior question. This is very likely due to the fact that the

lavor and the council do not understand each other on cer-

liii points until after they have broken off each other's horns.

Recently the mayor vetoed the bill renewing the licenses of

lie Alaskan Bar at 501 Third avenue, and the Seward Hotel

t 511 Third avenue, on the ground that the charter provides

hat there shall not be two saloons in the face of one block.

lie council ruled that both establishments have been in ex-

vience because of the understanding tliat the charter did not
iteud to prevent the operation of bars in hotels of more than
(10 rooms, regardless of the number in a block. The council

asswl the bill over the mayor's veto and the result has been
liat tlie mayor has had to straighten himself out on such
latters.

The city council has put an end to the unscrupulous methods
f the so-caled purity .squad of the police department by passing
bill, April 15th, without a dissenting vote, making it a mis-

omeanor for any minor to enter a saloon, attempt to buy liquor
1' to misrepre.sent his age in order to obtain liquor. A fine of

100 or 30 days in jail, or both, may be imposed in case of con-
ietion. This bill makes minors as liable to punishment as

aloon-keepers. The council believes that the sword of justice

lionld have two edges, and it has found a way of giving the
ilditional edge by which the said sword may cut both ways.
he police department has been rejoicing in the use of the one-
(lge<l sword of persecution. It has been schooling minors to
utrap .saloon-keepers with impunity, and by the use of false-

lood and abuses of confidence has been making criminals out
if men who are just as law-abiding as the police purity squad,
f not more so. The bill just passed will make the game of
atcliing saloon-keepei-s one of fair play; in other words, one in

vliicli both players have equal chances of losing.

Mr. F. H. Pettit, the commissioner of public safety of the city
'f Tacoma, has been the subject of much inquisition on account
'f his lack of enforcement of the anti-treat law. Mr. Pettit
uis often declared that he has made a very honest effort to
iiforce the law, but has been unsuccessful. It is his belief
hat the law cannot be enforced, except at great expense, inas-
iiuch as the regular police force cannot work up the cases. To
:t't results strangers must be employed at large salaries, and
liere is no money at hand for the purpose. Mr. Pettit finds
hat the best policy is to stop all pro.secutions, as the law is a
failure.

The majority of the members of the new Tacoma Commercial
I lub has decided that a buffet shall be permitted in the club.
There has been considerable disturbance on this sul)ject, but
lienceforth the club will find tranquillity.

At Colfax, Wash., two men were arrested and sentenced to
'0 days' imprisonment for drinking liquor on a passenger train.

local option law of Everett by soliciting orders by mail from

Seattle, will be granted a new trial.

The three saloons opposite the Northern Pacific station be-

tween Yakima avenue and A street, in North Yakima, Wash.,

were closed March 29th by order of the city commissioners, act-

ing on a resolution passed September 30th last year. The com-

missioners have offered to select a new site for two of the saloons

and the proprietors will very likely take advantage of thl.s.

Citizens of Eugene, Oregon, met April 5th for the purpose of

securing a reversal of the Supreme Court decision in the Spring-

field liquor case. A local option election was held in Spring-

field last fall with the result that the voters decided in favor of

saloons. The Prohibitionists appealed to the Supreme Court,

which held that the election was valid and the saloons were
opened in consequence. The Prohibitionists claim that the dis-

trict attorney, E. R. Bryson, was infiuenced by the liquor ele-

ments or was incompetent in handling the case, but the people

at large believe that the strictures on the character of Mr. Bry-
.son are entirely unjust and uncalled for.

At Lebanon, Ore., the W. C. T. U. is holding a big temperance
rally in which woman suffrage is being eulogized for the greater

part.

The Prohibitionists of Lewiston, Idalio, have started the
Searchlight, which will be one of the features of the campaign.

Carrying 216,000 quart bottles of whisky and 528,000 half-

pint bottles of beer and stout for Seattle, one of the great-
est .shii)ments of wet goods ever sent to a North Pacific port, the
Taltliybius, the gigantic "baby" liner of the Blue Funnel fleet,

has reached port on her maiden voyage. She left Liverpool
February 4th for the Orient, whence she came to the Sound
with cargo for Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver and Victoria, main-
taining an average of fourteen knots an hour on the voyage
across the Pacific.

Seattle's 216,000 quart bottles of whisky, approximately two
bottles for each adult resident of that town, is valued at |180,-
000. The beer and stout are valued at $110,000.
As each whisky bottle is slightly more than a foot long, the

officers figure that if they were placed end to end they would
form a thin, straight line of forty-one miles of spirits, while
the beer and stout, arranged in the same order, would make a
line of nearly fifty miles.

The estimate increased acreage devoted to hops in Oregon is

placed at 10,000 acres. Portland reports that there is a better
feeling for hop contracts and 26c a pound is being freely offered
for 1912s. Little business is resulting in the Willamette valley
at this time as growers generally are not anxious to tie up their
crops.

Incorporations

Los Angeles Wine Company—Capital stock, $25,000; sub-
if r. Charles L. Holmes, who was convicted of violating the scribed, $6. Directoi-s : H. S. Baer, W. C O. Fox, H. C. Weiner.
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The Duro and Its Vineyards

THE wine known as port has passed through various stages

before the present type booame fixed. When the shipments

of wine from Portugal first began is not recorded, but it is

probable that the English knights, who landed in Portugal on
their way home from the Crusades and assisted the king in

fighting the Moors, found the wine more palatable than that

produced in England, and laid in a stock before venturing on

crossing the stormy Bay of Biscay, and that the hardy fisher-

men of Devon and Cornwall, who brought salted fish to Portu-

gal, took back wine in exchange, their principal port being

Vianna do Castello, about thirty miles north of Oporto, the

wine being of a light acid character, owing partly to the soil and
partly to the custom of training the vines up trees.

It is certain, however, that towards the middle of the seven-

teenth century the wines of the Douro began to svipplant those

of Monsao and Vianna, and the English merchants began to

ship from Oporto. There is no doubt that at first these Douro
wines were shipped in their natural state exactly as they go

at the present time to Brazil. The next stage was the discovery

that the addition of brandy at the time of shipment increased

its keeping qualities, and later on that it was still better to put

the brandy in before the wine left the vineyard stores. Grad-

ually the demand arose for a sweeter Avine, and it was found
that this could be best obtained by arresting the fermentation

of the grapes at the time of the vintage with brandy in con-

siderable quantity, and this is the sy.stem still adopted. The
reason is very simple. All grapes—and in a special degree those

grown in the Upper Douro district—contain a proportion of

sugar. After the grapes are pressed the liquid begins to ferment

and the sugar is gradually transformed into spirit. This is

the first fermentation, but sometimes, if the wine is neglected, a
second or acetous one sets in and the result is vinegar.

In these days it is difficult to realize the difficulties that had

to be overcome by the worthy port shipper at the time of the

vintage. He was obliged to ride from Oporto and sleep for th:^

first night at Amarante. The next day he rode to Regoa, cross-

ing on the Avay the range of hills called the Sierra de Marao.

Here he was at the center of the wine district, the river Corgo,

Avhich divides the Upper from the Lower Douro, being about a

couple of miles above that town. The roads over which he had
traveled were mere tracks, and the heat intense, but to reach

the little vineyards he had still worse ground to encounter and
many weary miles to cover. Later on, the road between Oporto
and Regoa was improvetl and a coach service established. Even
then, however, it was neces.sary to take out the horses at the

foot of the long ascent to the pass over the Sierra de Marao and
harness oxen to the coach. Today all this is changed, as the

railway runs to the upper extremity of the Douro district and
there are three branch lines running north from the river. Hotel

accommodation is still very insufficient, and an introduction to

one of the firms, who maintain their own houses by the side of

Douro, is necessary.

The culture of the vine in the places which produce port wine
is difficult and expensive. Below the river Corgo the geological

formation, with few exceptions, is of granite, but above that

stream it consists of decomposed schist and Imrder rocks of a

similar nature. The hills slope sharply down to the Douro
and its side valleys, and in order to provide space for the vines

to grow it is necessary to form terraces, which require to be

supported by retaining walls. The ground also must be opened
Tip, which necessitates the use of explosives to break up any
rocks that may be in the way. The soil consists chiefly- of large

or small fragments of these rocks, and at first sight it would
appear impossible that any plant could exist in it, but the

vines thrust their roots down between the obstacles, and these.

in fact, protect them from the burning rays of the sun wiiicli,

in the summer, Avould otherwise dry them up. It frequently

liappens that a Avail fifteen feet high and Aery Avide has to 1m

))uilt to sustain a terrace, Avhich varies from one yard to fi\

yards in Avidth, and can be planted Avith from one to three row

of vines. As it takes about a thousand vines to produce one pijn

of port, it can be readily understood that it is impossible foi'

the farmer to make any profit unless he can sell his Avine at a

high price. The natural result is that the proprietor, who li;

bought or inherited vinejards already planted, continues tu

cultivate them, but all ncAv plantations are made in places when'
the slopes are very gradual and terraces are not necessary. I!v

a curious law of nature, it is exactly Avhere less labor is recjuiretl

that the quality of the wine is inferior, and it may be taken a^

an axiom in this locality that the higher the percentage of ]»i.

duction, the loAver the quality of produce.

Passing on to the gathering and pressing of the grapes. TIk

first of these operations is entrusted to Avomen, Avho cut otl' tin

bunches Avith knives or a special kind of scissors and tiin)\\

them into baskets, Avhich men in turn hoist on to their li:i(k<

and bear up to the tanks, which, it somehow happens, alwav^
are uphill.

These tanks vary in size, but on an average are calculated i

hold about ten pipes. When a tank is full, a gang of men, soin

twenty or thirty, roll up their clothes as high as possible and

step in, forming up in line at each end. Placing their hands on

each other's shoulders, they sloAvly advance till they meet tin

opposite line, upon which both sloAvly wheel back to the starting

point. This continues for six hours, but the tedium is generally

relieved by a comic man amongst them or by a guitar and .songs.

Should the purchaser appear, he is greeted Avith cheers and

responds by handing round packets of cheap cigarettes. At

the end of six hours the representatiA^e of the purchaser draA^s

a sample of the liquid and decides Avhether another gang slmuld

come in or Avhether the must ought to remain quiet for six hunr-^

This labor may continue for a Aveek or more, but as soon as tin

fermentation has reached the desired point the men are witli

drawn, the taps are opened, and the must is run into vats, int

Avhich a certain quantity of brandy had been previous placed.

The Avine thus made lies quiet in the vats until the a\ intei

cold has caused the floating impurities to sink. Sanqdes an
then drawn, and the oAvner of the Avine, after tasting, decide-

whether more brandy is to be added. From January to Apri

the forwarding to the lodges in Villa Nova de Guya, oppi.siti

Oporto, takes place either by rail or in the quaint Douro boat-

AA'ith their huge square sails and long rudders. The subsequeni
treatment includes fining, and, if necessary, fortifying witl,

small quantities of brandy.
;

As may be seen, the method of making the wine is primitive
but the result is good, and, provided that care is taken in select!

ing the corks, the longer port is kept, the better it will be. Jh\
fortunately, hoAvever, it takes time to develop, and is more lik«^>i

to be appreciated by our descendants than by us. Let us, there'

fore, be grateful to those of our predecessors who haAC laid dowi
a supply for our use, and folloAv the example they have set ns.-

Ridley's Wine and Spirit Circular.

San Francisco Breweries Limited in Oregon

O ALEM, Ore., April 19.—The San Francisco BreAveries (on
^ pany. Limited, which recently filed articles of incorjwratid

here Avith the Secretary of State, is shoAvn to be capitalizes! a

1831,600, or over 200,000 pounds sterling.

All of the directors are named as i"esideuts of London, Kuj;

land. The attorney in Oregon of the company is a residen

of Klamath Falls. None of the papers filed indicate Avhat th

company purposes to do in this State.
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Established I860

64GIBBS SPECIAL" BOURBON
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

,*»-' -«»- *»- ,«» ^^ ** ^^ M ^fc **- -*»-

AMERICAN BRANDY1
I

FINEST IN THE WORLD

THE KIRBY DISTILLING CO., Inc.

FOWLER, FRESNO CO., CAL.

f Make, a Specialty of PURE GRAPE BRANDY, and Making NO WINE t
j ha> NO WASH OR SOUR WINE TO PUT INTO BRANDY, i

I
Our Stills are Known a* Number* 263 or 357 Firat District, California. \

J
These Numbers ARE BURNED on the GOVERNMENT or STAMPED

]

f
HEAD of EVERY PACKAGE, there being No Other Genuine "KIRBY f

; BRANDY." \

SOLD ONLY IN CARLOAD LOTS TO THE TRADE
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

f»- -«»- >«»^^t» ^^ «* ^^ »»* -«- -«»- -«»• .•«4

T. B. McOIMSEY, Manager GEO. MOENNINO, Proprietor

^vis Buffet

Bonded Goods and Mixed Drinks
OTIE SPECIALTY

TELEPHONE:

DOUGLAS 5351
272 MARKET STREET

N. E. COB. DAVIS

For explanation go to

Thos. J. Walsh

& Co.
346 Pine St.. at Leidesdorff St.

Formerly 733 Market and 15 Powell St.

Bar Supplied with Standard Brands ol

WINES AND LIQUORS

PHONE DOnOLAS 926 HOME C 136S

&3S)S)S&S&!S&SXS&S^^

The Lake County House

Middletown, Lake County, California

Under New Management

MRS. E. W. HAYS, Manager

Special attention given to auto parties and tourists.

Low rates to winter and summer guests.

First-class rooms and board.

ffi I!

I

Jas. p. Dunne
1 STOCKTON ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

P3SBESlSS!^!^^^!^S^ggg^^^»5B8^

I

I

I

I

The Chronicle Bar

6 Kearny San Francisco, Gal.

p. W. WOBBER, Proprietor
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Why There Should be One=Cent Postage

NEARLY nine billion pieces of first class matter were car-

ried by the postoffice department for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1911, according to careful estimates just made public

by James J. Britt, third assistant postmaster general at Wash-

ington. ,

*

Of the total, over seven billion pieces were letters and nearly

two billion pieces were post cards. The grand total was 8,843,-

577,754 individual pieces.

One of the interesting deductions made by General Britt is

the fact that over eighteen million dollars was collected on post

cards, the weight of which was a little over ten millions pounds

only. This amount was just over double the total revenue re-

ceived from 951,000,000 pounds of second class mail matter

produced. This latter was ninety-five times as much in weight

and furnished less than $9,000,000.

At the present rate, the department is receiving on first class

mail a revenue of over 84 cents per pound, equal to |1680 per

ton, thus making a profit of 66 per cent. First class mail sup-

plies less than 14 per cent of the total tonnage of the mails,

yet it pays 75 per cent of the total revenue.

In 1910, 8,310,623,000 pieces of first class mail Avere carried

by the postoffice department. The cost of handling and car-

I'iage according to Postmaster General Hitchcock was $96,-

752,511.35. The revenue collected was $154,786,668.08, leaving

a clear profit to the government of $58,004,156.73.

The total amount of first, class mail carried in 1911 amounted
to about 533,000,000 pieces more than in 1910. On this first

class mail the government is making over $62,000,000 a year

in profits. Because of these enormous profits, tlie business men
of the country have formed the National One-Cent Letter

Postage Association, which is conducting a campaign for a

lower postage rate. Charles Wm. Bun-ows, of Cleveland, is

president and George T. Mcintosh, Cleveland, is secretary-treas-

urer and general manager of the movement for the lower post-

age rate. The association now has several thousand members
in all parts of the country.

As a result of the vigorous campaign conducted by this asso-

sociation a bill has been introduced in Congress by Senator

Theodore E. Burton of Ohio and Representative John W.
Weeks of Massachusetts, for a one-cent letter postage rate

to take effect July 1st of this year. The movement has been

cordially indorsed by President Taft, Postmaster General Hitch-

cock and other government officials.

James J. Britt, third assistant postmaster general, who is

probably as well informed concerning first class mail as any
official of the department, declares that the country is entitled

to a lower rate.

According to General Britt, the government is making through
the postal department on the carrying of letters an average
profit of sixty-five cents per year from every man, woman, and
child in the United States. The .department's actual profit is

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

carefully estimated at over $62,000,000. On the other hand]

every man, woman and child, some 94,000,000 of them, is pay

ing the government a tax of sixty-eight cents per year for lossc

incurred on other classes of mail at existing rates the totu

loss being over $66,000,000.

Postoffice patrons pay more than eighty-four cents per jjouik

for carrying letters in the Unite<l States, although it costs onl>

about half that sum to transport them. To correct this conditioni

Congress has been asked to lower the first class mail rate froir

two cents to one cent. During the fiscal year of 1911 the gov

ernment made a profit of $62,031,990.66 on first class mail

while it incurred a deficit of $66,336,662.68 on second class mail'

A fight has been started by Mr Bert F. Schlesinger to ])r('veu

the issviance of a saloon license to Frank L. Corr, who wishci

to commence business at the corner of Fifth and ^Market street -

San Francisco, in the premises formerly occupied by the Tit

and County Bank. The pretext for the fight is that the place i

within 150 feet of the San Francisco Business College. It av;i

a saloon corner before the fire, and the license should be issncil

Soldiers destroyed the contents of a saloon at 1901 Point L(

bos avenue (Richmond District) during the fire in 1906. Th

owner, Mr. Philip Boien, filed suit for indemnification April IS

and besides showing that there was no reason for the destrm

tion of his property, exhibits a receipt and voucher which wci

given him by Lieutenant Abbott and afterward dishonored li

the War Department.

A committee of the Exposition company has requested the Shi

Francisco Police Commission to refuse licenses to persons con

templating establishing saloons near the fair grounds.

Seven Brothers

Pure Brandy
j^

100 Proof

Full O^iarts

$12.00 Per Case

THE ROSENBLATT COMPANY
300-332 Second Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TELEPHONE HOME C-4036

Kentucky Bar
straight Goods — Headquarters for Mining Engineers

SAM DARRAH
374 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I

The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

HEW
SAlf FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

•*•

THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Main St.

Next door, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I

j]®g)<!Xj)®®®®®SX5®g)(S^^

Our Bar Whisky. "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, CaL

«» ^fc «» ^>fc «» ^fc ** ^^ ** ^fc «'M>» ^fc o ^fc <» ^^ «» ^fc «»-

0?

ly

^eadquartera

For Everybody
Who Likes

iocd ^kinga

8?

ŝ

P3

I

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

jm

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

W.

^

\1
MADE IN TAMPA

i EL PALEINCIA g#^5KS \

j
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST I

2 ^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. 2

Boltz, Clymer & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. TAMPA. FLORIDA[inffi'

I
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Annual Convention N. W. L. D. A., May 14

T[E annual convention of the National Association of the

Wine and Spirit Representatives will be held at the

Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., at the same time

as the convention of the National Wholesale Liquor Dealers'

Association, Wednesday, May 15th. The National Association

of Wine and Spirit Representatives is an important branch of

the National Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association and is

formed of the traveling salesmen connected with the wholesale

liquor dealers and distillers throughout the United States.

The entertainment provided for the National Wholesale

Liquor Dealers' convention is in charge of the Wine and Spirit

Representatives under the direction of S. M. Hoflfheimer, of

Cincinnati. The officers of the association are Carl E. Pritz,

Cincinnati, president; Julius Carter, Lawrenceburg, Ind., vice-

president; Sam M. Hoffheimer, Cincinnati, second vice-presi-

dent; Ben May, Cincinnati, secretary, and Chas. H. Blomberg,

Cincinnati, treasurer.

The executive committee consists of I. Kugel, Edgar Frei-

berg, L. E. Spellman, Ben F. Klein, J. G. Hoeflich, John C. M.

Gates, Max Hirsch and Nat Squibb.

Revenue from the Russian Spirit Monopoly

THE estimated receipts from the Russian Government spirit

monopoly for 1912 are 1365,961,000—more than a quarter

of the total national revenue. The returns of the Moscow ex-

cise department show that the consumption of vodka in the

MoscoAV Government in 1911 was |5,288,045 vedros (a vedro

equals about 2.7 gallons), or 421,446 vedros more than in 1910.

The consumption in this Government since July, 1901, has

amounted to 57,442,936 vedros, for which the State received

$219,256,985.

The revenue of the postoffice is estimated at $35,038,800,

and of the telegraph and telephone at $17,032,750, and it is

expected that the customs returns will show an increase of $19,-

466,000. The Government proposes to redeem 5 per cent obli-

gations to the amount of $63,265,000 during the coming finan-

cial vear.

N. Frank is about to re-open the Fulton Hotel.

S. J. Walling has leased the new Appleton Hotel at Watson-

ville.

O. J. Pidgion has opened the Ocean View Hotel at Trinidad,

Humboldt County.

Chas. Pollard now owns the Central Hotel at Gilroy.

Andrew Pestoles has bought the Antioch Restaurant at An-

tioch.

A. F. Baker has leased the El Cajon Hotel at El Cajon.

J. E. Niles has bought the Hotel Curtis at Alturas.

The board of town trustees of Santa Clara have been pii

sented with a petition asking for a special election on the projn

sition, "Shall the sale of alcoholic liquors be licensed in Sam
Clara?" The date of the election will be set by the trustees ii

the next meeting. The people of Santa Clara need only wai

five years before tlie town automatically becomes "dry," a.s i

that time it is expectetl that the College of Santa Clara will li

come a university and, according to law, saloons are proliiiiitc

within a mile and a half of a university.

The board of supervisors have set the date for the local optid

election in the First, Second and Fourth districts of Santa Cljii

County for June 7th.

Superior Judge Thomas S. Denny, of Santa Rosa has rule

that a local option election cannot be held in the Sonoma Valli

May 14th, as that date does not come within the sixty-da.v lim

after the filing of the original petition.

A great deal of ill-feeling exists in Sonoma County over ti

"wet" and "dry" problems. So far the "wet" element appcM

to be winning. The fight has not been one of license as opposi

to prohibition, but one of high license as opposed to low. Tl

district attorney and the sheriff appear to be the center of tl

disturbance, the former representing the "drys" and the latt(

the "wets." No one envies them their positions. Both arc like

to be recalled.

Residents of Glen Ellen Grange have succeeded in having tl

supervisors of Sonoma County restrict the number of licensi

saloons in Glen Ellen to four.

Petaluma is rejoicing over the fact that Eastern brewi

are using California barley. A dispatch from that city stm

that in February for the first time in its histoi-y the (iolii

Eagle Milling Company made a shipment of 1,500 sacks

barley to Milwaukee to be used in the manufacture of hv>

The order was sent West owing to the scarcity of barley

the Eastern States. California has before furnishetl barli

to Eastern firms, but this is the first time on record that

Petaluma concern has filled an order of this nature.

At San Bernardino a license has been gi-anted Bean & Kii

dall to conduct a wholesale liquor store in that city.

J. M. Shoults has bought Hotel Rowardennan at Ben Lomond.

Fernet-Branca
BITTERS

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN—ITALY

The King of Appetizers

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.
427-431 West Broadway New York
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No Whiskey as good at a lower price

None better at any price

HUNTER
BALTIMORE

RYE
Guaranteed Under the Pure Food Law

Market Cafe
GOUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietor*

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

I

I

' Coffee Royal

"

A Mighty Bracer
Hot Luncheon

AttIA.M.DaUy

m ms^^M^:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
P ^ Nothing But the Best at

m

WM. LANAHAN & SON, BALTIMORE, MD. ^

1 ^

m m

Friedrichs^ Cafe

310 Montgomery Street

TO GET SOLID WITH THE

STEADY DRINKERS IN

YOUR PLACE, GIVE THEM

THE OLD STANDBY-

I. W. HARPER
^^?5|®S^8

^r-

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

Wines

MONTeOHffiY
ST.

H. P. ANDERSCN. Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 MarKet St.
Call Annex Bld^.

PhOB* Dongas 2954'

SAN FRANCISCO
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Ought to be Punished Severely

JESSE M. Levy & Co., of San Francisco, engaged in the whole-

sale liquor business have, through their business methods,

got themselves into a nice pickle. Martin Riehl, of the Vienna

Cafe, in Oakland, has sued the firm in question for |25,624

damages. The charge in the complaint is that Jesse M. Levy

& Co. sold the plaintiff rectified spirits representing it to be

Avhisky of the highest quality, for which plaintiff claims he paid

from 13.50 to |5.50 per gallon. It is further alleged that the

goods was delivered in bonded barrels printed with the name

supposed to mean "Select Wet Goods." Government experts,

it is said, informed Mr. Riehl that his two special barrels con-

tained "a highly adulterated brand of goods." Further investi-

gation, it is stated, disclosed the fact that numerous other deal-

ers throughout the State had been duped in the same manner,

contents of the barrels, according to the expert, being worth

about |1.40 per gallon.

As Uncle Sam has the matter in hand and usually makes an

example of this kind of offenders, it is probable that there will

be no exception in this case.

In San Diego the superintendent of police is forcing hotel and

restaurant men to sign agreements to serve beer and A\ine only

in their places on the penalty of having their licenses revoked

if they are caught selling distilled liciuors. The wine and beer

license will cost |50. If distilled liciuor is to be sold, an addi-

tional license costing $75 must be obtained.

Corporation Formed to Build Grain Distillery

ARTICLES of incorpration of the California Grain Distilling
i

Company were filed in the County Clerk's office April 18thj

and at the same time announcement was made that the com*'

pany will immediately begin the construction in this city of th(

only grain distillery west of Omaha.
The corporation has a capital stock of f500,000, of wliic

sum $100,000 has be^n paid in. The directors are W. H. Hutt-

ner, F. E. Barrett, «t. W. Bockmann, J. J. O'Looney and M J.

O'Looney. The new distillery will employ 150 men and have

a capcity of 250 barrels a day.

W. H. Buttner is the attorney for the company, and Buttiicr

Co., 802 Pacific Building, are the financial agents.

Local option elections are to be held in the towns of Washinj

ton, Pleasanton and Murray, Alameda County, May 21st, acr

cording to the proclamation issued by the board of supervisor

at Oakland April 15th. With the exception of Livermore, afi

the southern district of the countv will be affected.

^T

A brewery which will cost several hundred thousand dollars

is to be erected in San Diego for the Bay City Brewing Com-

pany. The building will be constructed by the Brown & DeCew
Company and Avill be of brick, steel and concrete, with cement

and rock asphalt floors. The Goetz (\)mpany of Chicago has

the contract to equip. It is expected that construction Avork

will be completed November 15th and beer Avill be marketed in

about a year. Excavation for foundations was commenced

April 18th.

KHJaulorJr.& Sons
i.,/ INCORPORATED

THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AMERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

^ Old Taijlor i
IT IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY.

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

ITISIN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE.

FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE

"TO PAINT THE LILY -TO GILD REFINED GOLD."

Traukfori, Keufucky.

I

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honoralsle Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS 3
OF THE CELEBRATED

|

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Establisbed J87i IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE Telephone Kearny 368S

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO

&M»3r^,x»»»»»»»»»ii(»»in»ji(»»»»fisiin^s>^»»»}^^^
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Sam T. Bernard. Puis.

Joe Zanetta. secv.

unc+i.Grill&Wine Rooavs.

^ECOND BELOw/\ARKET

parvcisco,(.1.

.S>-FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY—©a
MERC+IANTSLUNC-H II AM to ^30RM.

R W. F.

Opp. Emporium

OEDER'S
CAFE

834 Market Street
iSan Francisco

I

t

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

105 Montgomery St. Near Sutter St.

Only the Best the Market Affords"
=Cui»ine and Service Excellent =

^-^-^-

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BwnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Meu-ket and used by aJl the

Leading Clubs, Hotels 9XiA Bars

Order through any Grocer or

Liquor Dealer, or direct from

Albion Ale and Porter Brewery
;INCORPORATED

494 OTarrell St
TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

i
^
-^

^
i
i
^

OR IGJNAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant

X

J. COPPA, Proprietor

Pine St. Bet Montgomery
and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

HOU5B POUNDBD 1853.

BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

S. E. CORNER MONTQOriERY AND WASHINGTON 5TS.
SAN FRANCISCO

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO 1871

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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Widely Divergent Views of (g:
the April Elections

WIDELY differing are the views expressed by dealers rela-

tive to the condition of business during the month past.

While some believe that improvement has been shown, others

have not observed any change for the better and many believe

tliat the month did not bring as much business prosperity as it

sliould have.

Thomas W. Collins & Co. are of the opinion that the month

was not as good as the corresponding month of the past year.

The agitation in the towns where elections were held to decide

on the "wet" or "dry" question caused a falling off of regular

orders. Retail dealers, as a rule, refrained from giving orders

until after the elections. As a result, in many cases, where

towns decided on being "wet," orders after the elections will be

heavy. On the whole, as far as the Thomas W. Collins & Co.

firm is concerned, the elections have had an un.satisfactory

effect.

Very little difference has been observed by Siebe Brothers &
Plageman. The opinion of tlie firm may be summarized as fol-

lows : "Affairs for the month have been about the same as they

were a year ago. As far as we can judge, business has not been

affected by the elections."

The John Wieland Brewery business has not been affected in

any way by the Prohibition movement and the management is

of the opinion that, as far as increasing or reducing the sale of

its products is concerned, the election element can hardly be

considered as a factor in the situation. Those who operate the

brewery are of the opinion that, unless the entire State should

hold a single election to decide the Prohibition question, their

affairs would not be materially disturbed. Under present con-

ditions just about as soon as one town decides to go "dry" an-

other decides to go "wet."

The French-American Wine Company found the past montli

just as good as any in the past year, which was the most pros-

]>erous in the history of the company. Plans to continue to ex-

tend business, as exemplified by the new winery erected at

Ukiah, will not be altered because of any unexpected feature, in

the Prohibition movement.

As compared Avith the corresponding month of last year, the

management of the Enterprise Brewing Company has found

that the past month has shown a falling off in business, but this

has net been attributed to the elections. This management con-

siders that the cause has been the rainfall which was more pro-

nounced in March this year than in the same month last year.

Mr. Herman Lange, manager of the Inglenook Vineyard Com-
pany, is of the opinion that business could be a great deal bet-

ter and that it is the fault of the dealers that it is depressed.

"Bxisiness is not by any means as good as it should be," he says.

"There are two classes to blame for this. One is the Prohibition

party and the other is the wine dealing class. Elections in

different toAvns have made conditions hard on those Avho supply

the retailers. When retailers find themselves worsted by the

prohibition movement they are often ol)liged to return their

stock to the wholesalers. Prior to elections retailers refrain

from buying because they are afraid of results. There are no
grave fears from prohibition in the long run, as the State de-

pends (m wine for a great deal of its prosperity and the people

must eliminate Avine from the prohibition movement. What

Imakes the situation grave is the lack of co-operation on the pary

of dealers. Prices are being cut unreasonably and there is no

prospect of getting the wine interests together. There is a

strong demand in the East for dry wines from which California

would derive great benefit if the wine people would co-operate.

Co-operation would also prevent the overproduction of sweet

wines which has brought about depressed conditi<ms in the

market."

A different opinion is held by Mr. L. R. Rogers, president of

the California Wineries and Distilleries. Mr. Rogers says:

"There may be a great deal of price cutting, but the public is

not getting the benefit of it. Growers are getting less for their

products, but the consumers are paying just as much for wine

as before. Wine dealers could obtain much higher prices fo|

their stock than those prevailing if they would ask, but they

are compelled not to ask." Mr. Rogers has just returned from i

a trip through the Eastern States. In speaking of conditions

there, he says: "Our company has just opened a large six-story

ncAV building at 818-820 Greenwich street. New York, to supply

wine in that city, and the response which the public has made
has been very favorable. New l^ork is a big wine market, and it

is there that California wines can be sold to advantage, relieving

the situation here. Mr. Max A. Waizman, manager of C. SchilU

ing & Co. for ten years, is our manager in New York. He cover*

all territory east of Buffalo and Pittsburg through representa",

lives traveling from the New York branch. There is a goo4

demand in the East for both dry and sweet wines, and I do not

lielieve that there has been any overprodtiction of sweet wines

here that Avould adversely affect the market. The market i

Boston is very good and that in Chicago is fair."

"Business for the past month," says Mr. John Christianson, ol

the California Wine Association, "has been the best in years

There has been a stiff demand for dry wines and the demand for

sweet wines has been very good. Foreign demand for dry wines

is notably strong. Our figures for the past month have been the

largest in our history in every way."

The A. P. Hotaling Company finds business better than fof

the corresponding montli last year, but has observed tliat col-

lections have been slower than usual. i

Women Are Using Sound Judgment

The Marysville Appeal remarks:

"The Willows Journal evinces much disappointment and chagrin be-

cause the suitragettes did not rally under the banner of prohibition at the

recent elections, but more frequently voted for the open town. The Anti-

Salcon League is also in the dumps over it. The women know pretty well

what they are doing, and it is safe to say that their judgment on the wet or

dry proposition is sound. Unquestionably the women are for temperance,

but they are not tor prohibition, and there is a wide difference between the

two."

This is well said. And not only is there a wide difference between pro-

h'bition and temperance, but all sumptuary laws, interfering with the per-

sonal liberty of the citizen, are dangerous to the freedom of men. The good

they try to accomplish Is more than offset by the evil of the precedent

and habit of thought they establish. Women have been the victims of un-

just, repressive laws for hundreds of years; they are just coming into their

rights as free citizens; and they instinctively are opposed to legislation re-

stricting the freedom of others. We repeatedly affirmed before the amend-
ment was voted upon that the suffrage in the hands of women would not

be used to write coercive statutes into the law; and every election held

since In California has proven the forecast to be right.—Stockton (Cal.)

Mail, April 16, 1912.

Should your dealer not carry LYONS' PERFECTION BLACK-
BERRY CORDIAL we will be pleased to submit samples and

prices on application.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT ^

Los ANCJELES April 20, 1912.—To speak of Los Angeles

usually sij^ifies prosperity, progress aud continuous

mow til. This city has made such extraonlinary strides since

it got large enough to walk at all, that everybody who has in

:iiiy way observed it has been wondering when it would stop

advancing, expanding and prospering long enough to take a

rest and everybody is still wondering. The forward movement

uf Los Angeles is not dependent on a succession of booms. It

is a steady advance which may possibly be called one continuous

lioom.

.Mr. (T. R. ilacKenzie, head of the G. R. MacKenzie, Ltd., cor-

poration, of Glasgow, left Los Angeles April 11th on his way

In the northern part of the State. In speaking of the city, he

says : "You will have a population of 1,000,000 in 1920, as you

[irWlict. I was here ten years ago. I have noted the progress

you have made and I am astounded. I have traveled all over

tlie world, and I have never been in a city which has shown such

wonderful gains as Los Angeles."

No more saloons will be allowed on East Seventh street,

between Koliler street and Central avenue by order of the police

commission. There is one saloon already in the block.

The artist B. Palladini is making sketches of al the wineries

of the California Wine Association in the southern part of the

State.

A question has been raised as to whether the officers of the

Citizens' Association of Pasadena really represent the associa-

tion. This is merely in consequence of the action of those

oftict rs in seeking to have more leeway given to hotels in sup-

plying liquor to guests. The City Council is chiefly instru-

mental in raising the question. It is the opinion of the general

public that it is more a question of quibbling. If the officers do

i not properly represent the association, it is wholly the fault

! f.f the members of the association. But there is little doubt
' that the officers are in the right place. The liquor controversy
' must be settled and the officers are the first to offer any chance

(.f a settlement. There is no doubt that the stringent liquor

regulations have not only proven unpopular but unworkable as

well. The prohibitionists have gone too far out of their proper

course and it may be consideretl that their course has been run.

The officers of the association insist that an election take place

May 22d to relieve the pid)lic of the burden of some of the blue

laws which have been enacted. The city officials, in wishing to

jiut the election off until fall, when a new charter will be vote<l

on, are using blockade tactics only. The pretext that the election

of the 22d of May will cause unnecessary expense is promptly

met l»y the reply that further delay of the election will cause

I lie pul)lic unnecessary discomfort. As the public pays the ex-

pense to get rid of the discomfort, it is hard to see why the city

officials should worry.

Tlie City Council has partially expressetl its willingness to

liavc the election take place before June 1st, but ask that it be

Iiut otf until autumn, ilr. William F. Knight, representing the

association, has pointed out the nece.ssity of an early election by

showing that business men must buy their goods for next year

now and must get their literature ready at the same time.

•Vlthough the arguments of the association are very clear, it

appears that the Prohibition Club of Pa-sadena will take a stand

against them. On April 11th there appeared to be some chance

of a settlement through the filing by Mr. Knight on the part of

tlie Citizens' Association of a temperance amendment to the city

charter and a prohibition amendment by Attorney S. W. Odell

on tlie part of the Anti-Liquor League.

The application of E. L. Dearth and T. J. Dwyer for permis-

.sion to operate a saloon at Second and Utah streets in Santa
Monica was denied by the Police Commi-ssion of that place,

although applicants pledged them.selves to "throttle the whisky
monopoly."

Dunlap, Fresno County, has closed the only saloon in the

town because an application was made to open a second one.

The Board of City Trustees of Venice has started action

toward calling a special election to vote on the initiative ordi-

nance limiting the number of saloons in Venice. It is expected
that the election will be set for an early date. Some voters

formerly in the ranks of the Prohibitionists are aligned with
(he "wets" or against the whisky monopoly.

While the Prohibitionists scored a victory at Arcadia April
8th, the liberals swept Vernon by a large majority and won at
Newport Beach with a 50 per cent majority, which is a safe

enough margin to assure tranquillity for some time.

Following the victory of the "wets" in Ventura last August,
that city openetl four new saloons during the middle of April.

The "drys" are not satisfied and are again moving toward bring-

ing about another election under the initiative law. A petition

calling for a special election has been filed and the City Trustees,

who are pledged to the license plan, may find that the licenses

they granted are of little value. Saloon-keepers seem to be the
"easiest" gold brick victims in the town.

As the City Council of Wilmington has decided that one of the

two saloons in the city must close, the residents fear that a

monopoly of liquor will be brought about and they have filed a
petition asking that the two saloons be kept open.

The trustees of Imperial have failed to act in the matter of

issuing licenses, although the city votetl to have saloons. It is

being proposed that a dispensary be established to retail liquor

at cost on the same lines as a municipal saloon.

Saloon men of San Luis Obispo have employetl counsel to

appeal the cases of the revocation of licenses to the Superior

Court.

Advocates of the saloons have succeeded in having a new
election called for in Visalia, the last town in Tulare County to

go "dry." There was no lack of signatures to the petition, as

the people realize that they made a costly mistake when they
voted "dry."

The City Council of Porten'ille has taken action to regulate

the sale of liquor under the control of the police.

The lower house of the Legislature of New Mexico on the 16th

instant pas.sed a bill to prohibit the drinking of intoxicating

liquors on railroad trains within the boundaries of the State.

This law empowers conductors to make arivsts of any violators

of the law. The bill is yet to come before the Senate, but it is

expected it will pass and be signed by the Governor.
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Heavy Frosts April 22, 1912

ON the night of Monday, April 22nd, there were heavy white

frosts reported generally throughout Sonoma County, and

in the vicinity of Kingsburg. In the latter place the buds are

supposed to have been nipped to the extent of 10 to 15 per cent,

but in Sonoma County it is too early to give a reliable estimate

of the real effects of the frost. One prominent grower in the

Healdsburg district expressed the opinion to the writer that it

had been sufficiently heavy to greatly reduce the expected crop.

However, the known results will be given later.

DUY WINES :—There is nothing of special interest to report

at this time. Leading shippers of California Wines report

business good and some of them find April trade better than at

the same time last year. Naturally, business throughout the

State has been considerably affected by the local option agita-

tion and elections, orders being held back until the results were

known. Orders will now come in from all those places where

the elections have been carried by the "wets," and after the May
elections are over, there is no doubt but that there will be the

old-time activity in the wine and liquor trade.

Exports of Wine by sea during the month ending April 20th,

totaled 512 cases and 862,000 gallons, valued at |305,974.

Miscellaneous exports were 1037 cases, 10 barrels, 1 octave,

1 keg, 78 gallons, valued at $8895.

Importations of Wines totaled 2747 cases, 22 casks, 75 quar-

ter casks, 15 sixth casks, 8 hogsheads, 48 barrels, 34 octaves,

8 pipes.

BRANDY :—The market is without special feature. Produc-

tion of the three districts during March aggregated 18,628.8

tax gallons. There remained in bond in the State on March 31,

1912, 2,965,851.6 tax gallons. At the same date in 1911, the

bonded stock was 2,673,092.7 tax gallons.

Exports by sea for the month were nominal, the figures being

280 cases and 1578 gallons, valued at $7476.

WHISKY :—Business is in rather an upset condition, owing

to the widespread local option contest that is now being

Avaged throughout the State. Elsewhere in this issue will be

found a complete resume of the results of the various elections

up to the time of going to press. The figures have been specially

collected and compiled and are thoroughly reliable. They are

placed in tabular form and should be kept by the trade for fu-

true reference. In another column will also be found the ideas

of various representative houses concerning the outcome of the

recent liquor elections. Notwithstanding these views are quite

diverse, they are interesting and well worth reading. Business

locally is commonly reported much duller than it ought to be at

this season. Some houses, whose territory for distribution is

Coast-wide, report the month's trade much better than for the

same time last year. They look for steady improvement from

this time on. Heports of agricultural conditions throughout the

State predict good average crops for which the producer will

receive better prices than ever before. This fact, with other

important favorable conditions, ought to assure substantial

activity for the wine and liquor trade from now on.

Exports during the month by sea were of ordinary volume, )

the totals being 422 cases and 886 gallons, valued at |4834.

Imports by sea for the same period were heavy, aggregating l

12,375 cases, 453 barrels, 213 casks, 35 octaves, 3 hogsheads.

Gin imports were unusually large, particularly in glass. ;

Totals were 11,513 cases, 48 barrels, 6 casks, 7 octaves, 2 kegs,
^

6 half barrels.

IMPORTATIONS :—Trade with the importers, except in tlie

movement of a few leading specialties of general consump-

tion, was quieter than is usual at this time of the year. The

importers are patiently waiting for the long-deferred "turn of

the tide." Importations during the month ending April 20tli

were unusually voluminous, as Avill be shown by the following,

figures : Whisky, 12,375 cases, 453 barrels, 213 casks, 35 oc-

taves, 3 hogsheads; Brandy, 3190 cases, 39 octaves, 29 quarter

casks, 2 hogsheads; Beer, 3208 cases, 1206 barrels; Gin, 11,513

cases, 48 barrels, 6 casks, 7 octaves, 2 kegs, 6 half barrels; Wine,

2747 cases, 22 casks, 75 quarter casks, 15 sixth casks, 8 hogs-

heads, 48 barrels, 34 octaves, 8 pipes ; Mineral Water, 1610 cases,

60 casks; Rum, 162 cases, 161 barrels, 39 octaves, 35 quarter

casks; Liquors, 1231 cases, 2 barrels, 1 package; Bitters, 550

cases; Stout, 775 cases, 502 barrels; Ale, 200 cases, 155 barrels;

Grape Juice, 863 cases; Lime Juice, 992 cases; Cordials, 32o

cases; Champagne, 1125 cases; Cocktails, 5 cases, 3 barrels;

Absinthe, 3198 cases; Vermouth, 3310 cases; Kirsch, 25 eases;

Fernet, 330 cases; Kummel, 100 cases; Amer Picon, 549 cases;

Benedictine, 25 cases ; Sake, 414 cases, 566 casks.

B Y RAIL IN BOND:—Wine, 55 cases; Champagne, 610

cases; Brandy, 2 cases, 7 octaves.

New Zealand a Field for California Wines

AWASHINGTON dispatch under date of April 5, says : If

San Francisco can get a better steamship service to A^'el-

lington, the capital of New Zealand, California wine growers

will have an opportunity of exporting part of their surplus pro-

ducts to that country, according to a report made today by the

United States Bureau of ^lanufacturers.

The report says that only 1268 gallons of wine were imported

to New Zealand from the United States last year while more
than 150,000 gallons were taken from other countries. Jlost of

this wine would be bought from California, declares the report,

if there was more direct steamship ccmnection.

BEER :—Considering the generally adverse conditions, the

brewers have had a fairly good month, and were it not for

the senseless and apparently endless agitation of the anti-saloon

fiends, business would be Al. Despite the handicaps, some of

the representative concerns report trade quite satisfactory. Ex-

ports during the month by sea Avere of small volume, the figures

being 432 packages, valued at |2923. Imports of Foreign Beer

by sea were 3208 cases, 1206 barrels ; Stout, 775 cases, 502 bar-

rels ; Ale, 200 cases, 155 barrels.

Having suffered a severe defeat through the failure of their

candidates to carry the necessary majorities at the election in

San Leandro, April 8, the "drys" are badly dissatisfied and noA\

Avish to have an opinion expressed by the people as to the num-

ber of saloons the toAvn should haA'e and hoAV high the license

should be. They fear to petition for an election, as they foresee

defeat, but they believe that the majority of the people Avould

favor less saloons and higher license. Tlie bitter fight that has

been Avaglug in the toAvn is not yet over.
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Henry Knnz, of the house of Charles Meinecke & Co., this city,

icturned from a very successful business trip to Los Angeles

(luring the latter part of the month. Me.ssrs. ^leinecke & Co.

it'port an exceptional demand not only for "White Horse''

Scotch but for "R. B. Hayden" Bourbon and "Golden Wedding"
R^e Whiskies. All three of these famous brands are moving at

a lively rate. (Jeneral importing business is quiet, like all other

lines of business.

Pierre Bernard, general manager of the French-American

\Mne Company, spent some time in the Northwest during April

and returned the latter part of the month. He reports the gen-

eral business of the French-American Wine Company far better

than ever and rapidly improving.

The attention of wine makers and distillers is called to the

advertisement of Woodin-Little, the widely knowh "Pump-
House," 33-41 Fremont street, San Francisco. They make a

specialty of pumps of all descriptions and the Challenge wine

jmnip for wine makers, etc. It is one of the largest established

houses of the Coast, not only carries the best of goods, but gives

tlie customer the very best possible treatment. A card will

liring you a catalogue.

Elscwliere will Ite found in this issue the advertisement of

W. T. (iarrait & Co., manufacturers of Avine pumps for either

hand or power. Among their other specialties are wine cocks,

wine bungs, wine valves, hose reducers, bushings, caps, nipples

and couplings, bottling, lock and racking cocks. Garratt & Co.

are specialists on quality of their manufactures. Main offices

ai'e at No. 299 Fremont street San Francisco.

Mr. 'S. Federspiel, general manager of the Italian-Swiss

Colony, left San Francisco, April 23d, on a trip to points in the

southern part of the State. He is expected to return to the
( 'ity about April 30th.

Mr. Edward M. Liud, manager for A. P. Hotaling & Co., left

San Francisco, April 22d, with the Chamber of Commerce ex-

cursion to Los Angeles. He will return to the city by the first

of Mav.

The new brewery at New Monterey started its first brew on
the 15th instant. The plant is modern in every particular and
is quite an addition to the business of the town. It is the prop-

erty of Mr. F. F. Straub.

The attention of our readers is called to the new advertise-

ment of Lachman & Jacobi which appears on page 58 of this

issue. It is specially designed and finished in half-tone and one

of the handsomest and most artistically arranged of any ad that

we have seen in some time.

Winehaven is Making Large Improvements

ABOUT P00,000 more is to be spent at Winehaven this year

in putting another story to the great concrete ferment-

ing house. Additions will also be made to the grape crush-

ing plant, which will be enlarged yearly. Electric power is

to be used almost exclusively at the big wine plant now. A
special transformer house has been built there by the Western
States Gas and Electric company, which has the contract to

supply the power. All the switching from the Belt railroad is

done now by trolley system.

The Lodi Co-operative Winery has been making great im-

provements and it is now considered one of the best equipped

in the State. The Lodi Independent winery has just installed

a Seitz filler, which has a capacity of 8000 gallons of wine
per day and is the largest of its kind in the world. The winery
now has a storage capacity of 1,600,000 gallons and a ferment-

ing house containing 65 tanks, holding about 11,000 gallons

each.

The Walter Distilling Company, George T. Walter, presi-

dent, has filed a petition in bankruptcy. The liabilities of

the corporation are |6,681 and the assets |1,452.

John D, Bosch, the well known manager of the California

Wine Association's winery at Geyserville, leaves this week for an
extended visit, during which time he Avill combine business with

pleasure. He expects to visit all the leading eastern cities.

One of the largest single shipments of port wine to go forward
from the Lodi Co-Operative Winery is being loadetl. It will

consist of twelve carloads of the finished product, consigned
to New York. The wine will be shipped by water from San
Francisco.

OWNING ITS .OWN BRANDS
AND CONTROLLING THE OLD ESTABLISMCDBRA N O S or
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO
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Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
G. D. GRAIN, JR., Regular Correspondent, 305 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

.,!

LOUISVILLE, KY., April 29th.—The Jiluogra.ss whisky trade

evidences tlie same listlessness which is apparent with the

baseball fraternity which has suflfered from lack of adequate
spring training and which is consequently not prepared to show
its true season's form. Anyone wlio has studied the box scores

since the cry, "Play ball,'' sounded from coast to coast knows
that Cobb has not been stealing bases as he used to, and that

Baker is not as handy with the war club as he was during the

1912 World's Series. Likewise, anybody who has studied the

whisky trade of Kentucky for the past month must realize that

the industry has slowed its speed all around.

The conditions which have brought about this state of affairs

in both the whisky trade and the world of sport are largely the

same. The entire country is suffering from a backward spring,

coupled with an impending presidential election in the fall, and
the whisky trade is invariably one of the first to feel the effect

of an universally negative influence of this sort. Old Bourbon
is a luxurious necessity, it must not be denied, and consequently
this market is most apt to feel the effect of prosperity decreases

everywhere .

As every business man knows, the spring season of 1912 is

anywhere from 30 to 45 days behind-hand in all lines of com-
merce, from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Lakes to

the Gulf. An almost unprecedented winter, with cold and sleet

extending over into the first days of April in many sections of

the country, ha.s served to make spring trade slow at best in any
line. Furthermore, the disastrous early April floods througli

the Mississippi Valley, from the mouth of the Ohio at Cairo on
down through Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi,

served to injure prospects in this territory which were otherwise
reasonably good. This part of the country supplies considerable

business to Louisville every season, particularly to the Gateway
City whisky trade, so that a bad state of affaii-s through western
Kentucky, Tennessee and Arkansas was bound to reflect itself in

a decrease in liquor shipments.

In view of this unfavorable situation through most of the

territory upon which Blue grass distillers depend, the trade is

thinking seriously of discontinuing operations for the summer,
awaiting the arrival of fall. Next autumn should produce, by
all the laws of reversal of seasons, reasonable improvement in

business throughout the country, the impending presidential

election and its traditionally undesirable influences to the con-

trary notwithstanding. The mere fact of a disastrous spring
flood and a prolonged winter making spring business bad should
not predestine a similar state of affairs in fall, according to the
opinion of the distillers. In this connection, therefore, the trade
is optimistically inclined. Nobody believes that the fall is going
to be very bad, after all.

It is probable that, by the time this issue of the Review gets

to its readers, most Kentucky distilleries will have closed for the
summer. At last accounts the production of February was com-
piled by statisticians, but the March and April reports have
yet to come. But little whisky will be made in May, for various
plants are already closing down for the warm weather.

The February crop of whisky in Kentucky amounted to about
250,000 gallons less than that of the corresponding month in

1911. If there had been only 28 days in February, 1912, as there
were in that month the preceding year, it is ])r()liable that the
desired decrease would have amounted to half a million gallons,

but such was not the case, and it is conceded that the trade is

but little behind the record-breaking crop of the 1910-1911 sea-

son. Reliable authorities have estimated that the crop this year

will range from 40,000,000 to 42,000,000 gallons, not far behind

the bumper production of 4(5,000,000 gallons last year. The

present yield is somewhat in excess of the expectations of a ma-

jority of the trade, inasmuch as it had been hoped that the crop

this year could be cut down to such an extent that {jossibilities

of an over-loaded market developing from the abnormal pro-

duction in 1911 would be eliminated. This precaution has not

been exercised, however, for the probable reason that Kentucky
distillers are very optimistic at present and believe that there

will be sufficient demand for a capacity-limit crop in years

come. Whether this forecast will pan out truly or not dejx'nds

altogether upon the future.

It is the opinion of some members of the local field that tha

crop of 1911-1912 would have reached the high-water iiiaik set

last year if it had not been for spasmodic jumps in the price of

gi-ain from the middle of April onward. "Along about the 20th.

of the month corn was quoted at 85 cents per hundred f. o. b. the

distilleries,'' said a prominent Louisville producer not long ago.

"Up to that time every plant in this section had been going full

tilt, despite the warnings that had been spread regarding the

danger of an over-stocked market. I believe that we would have

made 46,000,000 gallons again this year if the prohibitive i)rice

of grain had not come along and made the trade cut its mash
short willy-nilly."

The outage bills which are now pending passage witli Con-

gress in Washington, D. C, are still the subject of interest with
the Kentucky Avhisky trade. The Webb bill in the Senate and the

Kenyon bill in the House provide for an additional allowance of

from one to one and one-half gallons of outage per barrel, owing
to the development of distilling conditions, including steam heat
for warehouses and more porous barrels which make for more
evaporation and leakage in bonded goods which is taxed. Both
of these measures are yet to be passed upon. It is probable that

a delegation of representative local distillers will go to AVash-

ington in the near future to confer with the legislative com-
mittees having charge of the bills.

The plan of registering warehouse receipts and guaranteeing
their genuineness so that they become more secure as collateral

for loans, now in embryo in Kentucky, is the subject of Axide-

spread discussion in the liquor trade. Various concerns have
formed to handle this work, after having been authorized by the
Government to receive triplicate records from the storekeepci-

gangers throughout the State, giving them reliable information
as to each day's storage, the serial numbers of the barrels, etc.

The advantage of the system, as set forth by the registry offices,

is that it precludes the possibility of bogus receipts being nego-
tiated for loans with financial institutions.

"The guaranty of a warehouse receipt is valuable, but not as

valuable as the registry concerns would have us believe, in my
opinion," said a prominent Main-street whisky man a short

time ago. "There has been little if any fraud in this connection

in the industry, and the prime feature of the system must be

that it affords greater efficiency for the distiller, if it does any-

thing.

"For instance, I was recently approached by a rei)resentative

registrar who told me that if I guaranteed our receipts the com-

pany could negotiate loans with Chicago banks on a much freer

basis. The Windy City institutions, according to his statement,

would grant us any desired accommodations at 4 i>er cent, or

possibly 5, as opposed to the i)er cent interest which the usual

loan demands. I appeared dubious and he asked me to write a

'etter to a Chicago bank, referring to his concern, outlining the
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(lelails of tlie transaction and asking if his assertions were true.

I did so and he mailetl the letter. I haven't heard from him
since, so I judjio that his assertions were not founded on fact.

"Tlie gist of tile matter is that the proposition is too costly

for the benefit it brings. It costs 10 cents to register a barrel

iiiid 10 cents to guarantee its receipt. If we handled all our

bonded goods on this basis it would cost more than $10,000 per

«) num, and for such an outlay we would have to demand very

substantial returns. If the registry offices want to do business

on a big basis I would suggest that thej- either lower their

( liarges or produce further i-esults from their service."

Trade lunches are still a feature of the weekly routine of the

Main-street liquor world in Louisville. Every Tuesday the dis-

tillers, jobbers and jobbing distillers assemble for a couple of

hours' conference and a good lunch at the Tyler Hotel, and there

is no prospective cessation of these evidences of trade co-opera-

tion and good will. I. W. Bernheim, of the Bemheim Distilling

Company, was recently host at a luncheon. Mr. Bemheim ad-

vocated the policy of sticking close to the trade and not con-

verting the periodic conclaves into mere entertainments. Accord-

ingly, he did not introduce any guest of honor, although during

lunches preceding, various Bluegrass notables had spoken, in-

cluding ex-Governor Augustus E. Willson, Thomas C. Timber-

lake, president of the Louisville Commercial Club ; Mayor Wil-

liam O. Head and Peter Lee Atherton, a prominent local capi-

talist. The whisky men say that permanent interest in the

regular lunches will be insured if folks outside the trade are

l)rought in only occasionally, the chief purpose of the meetings

being for the bettei-muet of the industry itself through an inter-

change of ideas.

The Sunny Brook Distilling Company has commenced opera-

tions in one of the new distilleries recently erected for the con-

cern at Twenty-eighth street and Broadway in Louisville. The

addition to the Sunny Brook properties is typical of the new
idea in distillery con.struction. It includes a big brick and

stone building, finished throughout its interior with concrete,

equipped with suiTicient machinery to mash 200 barrels of

whisky per day. The structure is walled almost entirely with

heavy underwriter's glass along its western exposure, affording

ample light within and an attractive appearance without. It

evidently contrasts with the old-fashioned type of weather-

stained frame distillery which has come to be regarded as an

emblem of Kentucky's history.

At the annual meeting of the Kentucky Anti-Tuberculosis

Association a short time ago Bernard Bernheim, of the Bem-
heim Distilling Company and one of the leading business men
of Louisville, Avas re-elected to the directorate of the association.

Mr. Bernheim has worked for many years against the advance

of the white plague in Kentucky, and has contributed liberally

in support of the various campaigns instituted by the Anti-

Tul)erculosis Association. He has erecteti and maintains the

Bernheim Lodge, at Waverly Hills Sanatorium, where hundi'eds

of consumptives are cared for every year.

The distillery, elevator, mill and material warehouse of John
T. Barbee & Co., of Louisville, in Woodford County, about si?

miles from Versailles, were recently destroyed by fire with a

loss of 120,000. The big Barbee bonded warehouses on tlu; prop-

erty were fortunately saved from the names. The fire originated

in the boiler-room of the plant while the ma.sh was in operation

and spread rapidly to other portions of the establishment be-

cause of inadequate fire-fighting facilities. A small loss for tax

to the Government was also sustained. The Barbee concern is

one of the oldest in Kentucky. Steps are l)eing taken for the

complete rehabilitation of the Woodford County properties by
next fall.

Paul Jones, son of Saunders Jone-s, of Paul Jones & Co., and
one of tlie best-known young men in Louisville, is critically ill

with an affection of the throat which threatened a serious sur-

gical operation a short time ago at Johns Hopkins University

in Baltimore, Md. Mr. Jones has been brought back to Louis-

ville and is now slightly improved, although during the return

trip from Baltimore it was feared that he would never reach this

city alive. He is the son of Saunders Jones, of Paid Jones &
Co., and is a brother of Warner Jones, who is at present in

charge of the affairs of the company.

The Stone Hill Wine Company has filed suit in the Jefferson

Circuit Court in Louisville asking that a deed, made in April,

1911, be declared invalid. The instrument in question is exe-

cuted by W. P. Strader and Daisy Lee Strader, conveying cer-

tain local realty to themselves, to the Garth Educational Society

and to the Bank of Commerce. The Straders, the society and

the bank are named as defendants in a petition filed by the wine

concern, alleging that the deed was executed for the purpose of

defrauding the plaintiff from the collection of a debt due it by

the defendants. The petition asks that the property be sold by

an order of the court and that the proceeds revert to it in settle-

ment of the debt.

Following the death of W. H. Traylor, of Stanford, Ky., the

founder of one of the oldest and biggest distilleries in that sec-

tion of the State, a short time ago, it was announced that the

Stanford properties will continue to be operated under their old

name. The Traylor estate was sold at public auction shortly

after the owner's death. The home distillery, including the

orignal plant, the Traylor residence and 316 acres of ground,

were bought by A. T. Traylor, brother of W. H. Traylor, for

123,327.50. Mr. Traylor has formed the firm of A. T. Traylor &
Co. with his sons and will continue to operate the Stanford

distillery under the family name, in connection with Paxton
Brothers, of Cincinnati, O. The old John Traylor distillery,

another Traylor property, has been purchased by J. W. West for

1875, to be operated by him hereafter.

After having been a successful member of the Western Ken-
tucky liquor trade for more than twenty-five years, Henry
Kraver, of Henderson, Ky., has disposed of his interests to a
new firm composed of George M. Johnson, of Paducah; J. T.

List, of Evansville, Ind., and others. The new firm proposes to

build up the Kraver interests upon a broader basis through
catering more extensively to mail-order trade. Mr. Kraver, after

a quarter of a century's success in the wholesale field, proposes

to devote all his time and attention hereafter to the distilling

branch of the industry, as president of the Peerless Distilling

Company, of Henderson.

D. A. Emmitt, of Maysville, Ky., and his brother, George L.

Emmitt, of Terre Haute, Ind., have secured a ninety-day option

upon a valuable tract of river-bottom land near Maysville and
will proceed at once with the erection of a big distillery if suf-

ficient water supply can be gained on the site. A well is now
being sunk to determine the advisability of the location in this

connection.

The Monmouth Distilling Company has definitely decided to

move from its old properties near Dayton, Ky., because of trans-

portation facilities which are inadequate for its growing inter-

ests. The Monmouth company, according to a recent announce-
ment by its president, L. O. IMaddox, Sr., may remove to Peters-

burg, Ky., and to Illinois, but will certainly resume operations

in the trade in the near future.
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f i^ f Prohibition Distasteful to the / ^i (

THE prohibitionists of Texas have made quite a feature of

their campaign in the speeches of Father Pati-ick Murphy

of Dalhart, Texas, who is stumping the State for their cause.

The Houston Post now states that Father Murphy has been

instructed by his superior, Bishop Lynch, of the Roman Catholic

Diocese of Dallas to return to his pastorate and to look after

his congregation, rather than stump for prohibition. This

shows that Father Murphy is out of line with his ecclesiastical

superiors.

The following utterances compiled by Colonel Oscar C. Gues-

saz on prohibition by the leaders of the Catholic Church, both

in America and Ireland, show that that theory finds no support

by the hierarchy of that church.

Views of prelates given in Colonel Guessaz's summary not

only include talks by Cardinal Gibbons, only prince of the

church in the United States, but there is one by Cardinal Logue,

primate of all Ireland. Nobody who has read Father Murphy's

speeches, certainly none who has heard him talk, doubts his

earnestness or his zeal. It is Colonel Guessaz's effort, however,

to prove Father Murphy not only does not represent bis church

on the issue of prohibition, but is altogether out of line with it.

Replying to a question by a reporter for the Express as to the

speeches Father Murphy has been making. Colonel Guessaz

said:

"I note in the report of the prohibition convention held in

Dallas on June 9th, that the Rev. Father Patrick J. Murphy,

of Dalhart, the priest who aligned himself on the side of the

bootlegger and the blind tiger uncontrolled by law and who is

against the clean, legalized and orderly saloon, delivered himself

of some more caustic and vitriolic accusations against the peo-

ple who do not agree with hint.

"For his benefit I would like to quote the utterances of his

superior. Cardinal Gibbons, that great churchman who was

given probably the greatest ovation that has ever been given to

a churchman in the history of this country and during which

the President of this republic, Mr. Taft, and the ex-President,

Theodore Roosevelt, vied with each other to do him honor.

"Speaking upon the prohibition question, Cardinal Gibbons

said

:

"'I am persuaded that it is practically impossible to put

prohibition into effect in any large community, and the best

means, therefore, to promote temperance is to limit the number

of saloons by high license. I would be in favor of inflicting

severe punishment on the proprietors who violate the law in the

first instance, and in the second instance of violation, I would

withdraw the license altogether.

" 'Laws like prohibition that are certain to be violated had

best not be made, for incessant violation draws down upon them

disrespect.'

"To the Baltimore News the Cardinal made a further state-

ment amplifying his vicAvs as given above

:

" 'Local option should under no circumstances apply to this

city. I regret to be compelled to return to that subject, but as

a citizen and a churchman who loves his native city, I am

profoundly impressed with the sense of its temporal and moral

welfare.
" 'Liquor would be sold here (|uite as abundantly under pro-

hibition laws as under well-regulated license. The consequence

will be that liquor will be dispensed contrary to law instead of

being sold in accord with law. Then, too, the city will be

deprived of a large revenue which is so much needed for the

government of this community.
" 'When a law is Hagrantly and habitually violated, it brings

legislation into contempt. It creates a spirit of deception and

hypocrisy, and compels men to do insidiously and by steal tli

what they Avould otherwise do openly and above board.
" 'All good men—good citizens—are in favor of the virtue of

temperance and I regret to see that the moral side of the ques-

tion has not been sufficiently considered. You cannot legislate

men by civil action into the performance of good and righteous

deeds.
" 'If we are to improve the morality of our city and make

our citizens more temperate, let the virtue of t<»mperance bo

proclaimed in the churches. Above all, let it be enforced in the

family that parents, both by word and example, may inculcate

in their children the temporal and spiritual blessings which

spring from a life of temperance and sobriety, and let them

impress upon their children the terrible consequences of drunk-

enness.
" 'We might profitably learn a lesson from the old cities of

Europe which for 2000 years have been agitating this question.

There is not a single city in Great Britain, Ireland or on the

Continent which attempts to prohibit by law the sale of liquor.

They have learned from a long experience that the best method

of regulating this article of commerce is to impo.se license.s, to

maintain good order for the protection of the citizens and to

punish the violators of the law.'

"And again Cardinal Logue, the eminent prelate of Ireland,

on the occasion of his la.st visit to America, asserted that no

prohibition law could ever prove successful, that temperance

could never be legislated upon the people, but that the people

must be educated to restraint in the use of alcoholic drinks.

This utterance was no doubt to the earnest but mistaken men

and women who are endeavoring to prohibit the sale of li(|uor

by law, in this country. These would-be reformers are apt to

claim that Christian religious sentiment as a xmit arrays itself

behind their cause, yet the Cardinal in his inteiwiew Avas merely

gving expression to the general teaching of the Catholic Church

on this important matter.

"The church does not favor prohibition laws. It is Avell for

Catholics to understand her position on the liquor question at

a time Avhen laAvs regiilating the sale of liquors are so mucli

discussed. She believes in temperance, as Avitness her many
temperance societies Avith their thousands of members, but she

believes that this temperance should come from education and

the exercise of free will—the determination of the man not to

fall into the sin of gluttony. She knoAvs, also, that no pro-

hibition laAV can prevent men Avho Avish to drink from obtaining

liquor, but that prohibition as now obtaining in some States

and counties is merely an exchange of illicit for open selling.

"The folloAving special dispatch w'as published in the New
York Times of February 11, 1908, under a St. Tjouis date:

" 'Addressing the Catholic Union of Missouri in St. Louis,

the Rt. Rev. Mgr. Franz Goller, pastor of SS. Peter and Paul's
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Church, declared that Pope Pius X is not in sympathy with the

prohibition idea now spreading through this country.

" 'Mgr. Goller's remarks are deemed significant because he

was among the first priests to be raised to the rank of papal

private chamberlain by the present pontiff.

" 'The Pope certainly does believe in temperance/ he said,

that is, moderation in all things, but not absolute prohibition.

That is not the spirit of fi'eedom, but of autocratic government.

The Holy Father himself takes a glass of wine and believes that

men should be allowed to use their own judgment in what they

should eat and what they drink, and not have other men decide

>;uch matters for them.'

"It must be that the Rev. Patrick J. Murphy is one of the

unfortunate, earnest, but mistaken men of whom Cardinal

JLogue speaks. The Texas priest is undoubtedly a good man
who endeavors to minister to the spiritual wants of his flock,

i
but it must be that he seldom leaves the sacred precincts of the

I town of Dalhart and that perhaps the trips to Waco and to

I Dallas are the longest journeys he has ever undertaken. Certain

jit is that the good man has never seen the evil of the blind tiger

land the bootlegger, otherwise he would like the orderly saloon

where refresliments necessary to some men are sold with the

sanction of law better than the noisome conditions Avhich usually

obtain under prohibition rule.

"Does the Rev. Patrick J. Murphy know that the oldest pro-

hiibtion State in the Union, after ^n ineffectual trial of pro-

hibition of 56 years, is coming back to the safe and sane regu-

latory method?
"For the benefit of the reverend gentleman, I will quote from

some more great Catholic authorities as follows:

"Rev. Daniel J. O'Sullivan, rector of St. Mary's Church of

, St. Albans, Vt., commented as follows upon Cardinal Gibbons'

statement, according to the New York Times of February 11,

1908

:

" 'I believe that the words of the Cardinal will have great

influence not only Avith Catholics, but with all fair-minded

people in the United States.

" 'Cardinal Gibbons is a brave man, who is never deterred

by fear of criticism or condemnation from telling the truth as

he sees it on great questions that affect the interests of the

church, society and morality. And on these questions he has

never sounded a false note in his long career. Probably His

Eminence will bring upon himself a storm of denunciation and

abuse from the radicals and extremists among the prohibition-

ists and anti-saloon forces. But some of the principles advo-

cated by these peoj^le are heresies in religion and cannot be

accepted by Catholics. In their assaults on the liquor evil they

go too far; they prove too much, and this weakens their power
for good. Misstatements and exaggeration help no good cause.'

"Asked if he thought that Cardinal Gibbons' word could be

taken as meaning that the future position of the Catholic

Church will be in opposition to prohibition and in favor of high

license and local option, the clergyman replied

:

" 'I lielieve that the Catholic Church as a body will probably

never commit itself to either of those policies. It will confine

itself to advocating the measures which will prove most effective

in the promotion of temperance.'

"Ar(lil)isliop Messmer: 'I object to the sentiment which as-

sumes that a man who drinks an occasional glass of wine or beer

is not a temperate man. Temperance does not mean total

abstinence. It means the moderate man. I protest also against

any movement to pass laws which in any way interfere with

the personal liberty of the individual unless such interference

is necessary for the good and the protection of the community.
That prohibition is such a necessity is a thing which its advo-

cates have failed to prove.'

"Archbishop Ryan : 'We do not believe in prohibition as a

law, for that is interfering with a man's personal liberty, but

the church teaches temperance and moderation, as is only con-

sistent.'

"Rev. D. S. Phelan, St. Louis, Mo. : 'Our Savior performed

his first miracle to supply wine to a merry gathering. Our
Savior himself drank wine. At the Last Supper he bles.sed

wine, and he gave wine to his disciples and told them all to

drink ; and they drank.'

"Now you see where the Catholic Church stands. She stands

with God. She stands w ith Jesus Christ. You can't ever get

her to say that wine is evil, or that drinking of wine is a sin, any

more than you can get her to say that marriage is unlawful or

that the pure love between a man and a woman in wedlock is

forbidden of God. I say this and I say it as a celibate and as a

total abstainer.

"The militant prohibitionist priest of Dalhart is sadly out of

tune with his church."

—

Midu's Criterion.

As a result of the recent tie vote at Merced, another election

is to be held to decide whether the majority of the people want

saloons strictly regulated or want no saloons at all. I'nless an-

other election is held within the 90-day limit in which saloons

must be closed after the election of April 8th, the saloons as a

whole will not be closed. It has been ascertained that the ma-

jority of the people favor having six or seven rigidly regulated

saloons in the town rather than have no saloons at all. Under
the AVyllie local option law special elections cannot take place

more than once in two years. Under the initiative and referen-

dum law voters on petition may have any law they want sub-

mitted to the people. Those in favor of a restricted numl>er of

saloons will take advantage of the initiative and referendum.
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Celebrated Challenge Double-Acting Wine Pump
USED IN ALL WINE CELLARS

Of great compactness and power, for

use in WINE CELLARS for pumping
from one tank into another. The
cylinders of our iron pumps are brass

lined, the piston rod, valves and valve

seats are brass. Our all-brass pumps
are made entirely of brass, with the

exception of the lever.

Send for Catalogue.

WIND MILLS
TANKS
PIPE

PIPE FITTINGS
BRASS GOODS

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

WOODIN-UTTLE
PUMP HOUSE

Challangt wina Pump 33-41 FremontSt.,SanFranci8Co
Pyramid Doublt-Acting

Pump
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The Principles of Wine=Making:

9. Completion of the Fcnnentatimi. In tlie case of dry wines,
protection from bacteria is best obtained by prompt and com-
plete attenuation. Fermentation should not be allowed to

cease until all the sujrar has disappeared. For this purpose,
one, two or more aerations by pumping over are usually neces-
sary immediately after the end of the tumultuous fermenta-
tion. The temperature of the wine should not be allowed to
fall sufficiently to check the action of tlie yeast until all the
sugar has disappeared.

Racking into small casks or into a cool cellar before the wine
is completely dry is therefore to be avoided.

The time for drawing off red wine from the pomace in tlie

fermenting vat is determined by the amount of extraction de-

sired. As soon as the wine has extracted as much color and
tannin from the skins as is required, it should be drawn off

and the pomace pressed. The amount of sugar remaining,
or the degree of "dryness," should not be considered. Fermen-
tation will continue just as well in the storage casks without
the pomace as in the vats, providing the wine is not unduly
chilled in the transfer. In fact, the transfer from open vats
in an open fermenting room to closed casks in a closed cellar

is one of the best means of maintaining the temperature of the
wine during the last stages of fermentation.

The drawing off and pressing give an aex'ation which invig-

orates the yeast and helps it to finish its work. The wine in

casks should be closely watched, and, if not perfectly dry, in a
few days it should be aerated by pumping over.

The yeast should be retained in the wine until its action on
the sugar is complete. During the violent fermentation, the

yeast is kept suspended in the body of the liquid by the rise

of gas bubbles. In the slow after fermentation, the main bulk
of the yeast sinks and forms a layer at the bottom, where, how-
ever, it continues to work. If the wine is racked from this

yeast sediment before it is dry, it will very fretiuently cease fer-

mentation and remain sweet. This is a very dangerous condi-
tion for the wine. New yeast often can not be produced in

sufficient quantity owing to the fact that the yeast already pro-

duced has exhausted the yeast food in the wine. Bacteria, how-
ever, are able to increase, and during the winter often spoil the
wine. It is a great mistake to trust to the spring fermentation
to complete the elimination of the sugar. While this will some-
times occur in a satisfactory nianner, the danger of the wine
spoiling is serious, and, Iq any case, the final clearing of the
wine is delayed several months.

(c) After the Fermentation. As soon as all the sugar has
been destroyed, in the case of dry Avines, or the desired degree
of attenuation has been obtained, in the case of sweet wines, all

the useful work of micro-organisms has been accomplished.
The quality and safety of tlie wine then depends on freeing it

from all organisms present and preventing the entrance and
action of all others.

1. Aging.—A young Avine, imme<liately after the fcriiieii-

tation, is cloudy. Before it is ready for consumption, it iiuist

be rendered perfectly and permanently clear. This is accom-
plished by time and the various operations of wine-handling.

A perfectly sjound and di'y wine can be made cl(>ar by filtra-

tion and other means, directly after the fermentation is over,

but it will not i-emain clear. Certain salts (cream of tartar)

and certain albuminoid matters graduaHv become insoluble and
ftre slowly precipitated. The clear wine therefoi-e has to be

separated from these insoluble matters repeatedly until tlmy

practically cease to form and the clearness becomes permanent.

The time necessary to attain this condition varies with tin

kind of wine, .the temperature and the amount of aeration.

Wines rich in extract and albuminoid substances clear .slowly

and with difficulty. The difficulty is increa.sed if the wine con

tains a small remnant of sugar and is infected with many dis

ease bacteria. The effect of the temperature differs accord iug

to the kind of cloudiness. The lower the temperature, the more
rapidly yeasts and other micro-organ i.sms become inactive and '

accumulate in the sediment. At low temperatures the dissolv-

ing power of the wine is lessened and the cream of tartar tends

to go out of the solution and to be precipitatetl. Many of the

albuminoid and organic substances, on the other hand, are eliini

nated more rapidly at higher temperatures A wine should,

therefore, be kept as cold as practicable for several weeks after

the fermentation is over. This Avill tend to throw doAvn tli.

micro-organisms and salts. After separating from the sedimeni

thus formed, the temperature should be raised for several

months in order to facilitate certain physical and chemical

changes which result in rendering other matters insoluble,
i

When separated from all sediments, the wine develops best at '

'

an even temperature of between 50 degrees and 60 degi-ees F.

As the wine clears, it also undergoes certain favoi'able changes

in color, odor and taste which distinguish an old from young
wine. These changes are due partly to the clearing of the wine

and partly to chemical combinations and reactions between
the various constituents of the wine under the influence of tlic

oxygen of the air. The more intense the aeration the more rapid

are these changes. Small casks and frequent rackings increase

the aeration and, therefore, the rapidity of aging. High teiii

peratures have the same effect. Large casks and low tem-

peratures retard these changes. If too rapid, the wine does noi

acquire its finest qualities and become vapid; if too slow, tin

aging of the wine is unduly prolonged and the Avine is liabh

for a longer time to the possibility of injurious changes.

In any particular case, it is a matter of judgment Iioav raj)

idly the aging should be caused to progress. In a general way.

the best results in quality are obtained by the use of small casks

and loAV temperatures. Where loAV temperatures are unavail

able, larger casks must be used.

The time of aging is determined not only by the attainment

of stable limpidity but by the acquirement of the odors and

tastes AA'hich distinguish a properly aged Avine. TmproAenicnt

in the latter respect may continue after all insoluble matters

have been separated from the wine. After a certain time, Iioav

ever, every wine attains its optimum quality. At this ]inini

it should be bottled or consumed for all further changes dc

crease the quality.

The point of optimum quality varies greatly Avith the char-

acter of the wine. The more alcohol and extract the Avine con-

tains the more .slowly it acquires its liigiiest value. Pcu-ts and

sherries may improve for twenty or thirty years, Avhile light

northern Avines may be at their best in one or two. Thi' taste

of the consumer must also be taken into account. While a wine

Every first-class liquor dealer should use a Pure Blackberry Cor-

dial. LYONS' is the best. A trial Avill convince.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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ill aging acquires certain qualities sudi as the odors grouped

as ''bouquet" it loses certain agreeable aromas preformed in

I lie gi'ape and Avhicli are most marked in the young wine.

;
2. Raehiitg.—As soon as bubbles of CO= cease to be given

;off, the 3'east and other solid matters will settle to the bottom

land the liquid become clear. This often occurs before the fer-

mentation is comi)lete. In this case the temperature should

he kept up and the fermentation stimulated hy alteration as

Ide.'^cribed above.

When the wine is dry it should be "racked" (drawn off, de-

canted) from the sediment into clean casks. The first rack-

ing is usually done while tlie wine is still slightly cloudy during

jth'e first month or six weeks, to remove the more bulky sedi-

Iment. If left too long in contact with the yeast the autophagy

;or degeneration of the latter may produce substances which

linjure the brightness and flavor of the wine.

A second racking is necessary at the end of the winter before

ihc spring rise of temperature arrives and stimulates the vital-

ity of the micro-organisms which always remain in the wine.

|A well-made wine at this time should be perfectly bright and

(all solid matters consisting of yeast and bacteria, coagulated

lalbuminoids and crystal-s of bitartrate should have accumulated

in the sediment.

Racking should take place when possible only in settled

weather, when the barometric pressure is high. Low atmos-

ipheric pressures diminish the solubility of the CO= with which

ithe wine is saturated. Under the.se conditions, therefore, bub-

bles of gas are apt to be given off, bringing up particles of sedi-

ment and rendering the wine cloudy. However long wine is

kept in wooden casks, it will continue to deposit traces of sedi-

iineut, owing to chemical changes due to the action of oxygen

j
which penetrates slowly through the wood. Repeated rackings

I

are therefore necessary, occurring at least twice a year until

the wine is bottled or consumed.

3. ExcJui^inn of Air.—Abundant aeration is necessary dur-

ing fermentation. A moderate supply of oxygen is necessary for

I lie proper aging of wine. Experience has shown that exactly

the jiropcr amount of pure filtered air will obtain access to

the wine for tlie latter ])urpose tlirougii the wood of ordinary

(asks of proper size.

With s()un<l, comijleti^ly fermented wines, all aeration other

than that due to the porosity of the wood should be avoided as

i much as possible. This is accomplished by keeping the casks

tightly bunged and completely filled. Evaporation through

the wood continually diminishes the volume of wine and the

lack must be supplied by filling vp, at first two or three times a

month and later every month or two. The drier and warmer
I lie air of the cellar, the more frequent tlie fillings necessary.

4. Siilfuring.—A light sulfuring of the clean casks into

wiiich the wine is racked is usual. This should be practiced with

great caution. Very little is nee<led with sound wines, espe-

cially if it has been used before or during fermentation and a

slight excess will injure the flavor. The amount for perfectly

•Iry wines should not exceed .004 per cent for white wine and
less for red. One-half to one-third of this is sufficient for old

wines. The amount can be accurately measured only when
using meta-bisulflte or the liquefied gas, and is equivalent to

from 2 to 5 ounces of meta-bi.sulfite to 1,000 gallons of wine.

I

The utility of the S0=, with perfectly sound wines, is to dimin-

ish oxidations with wines liable to disease, to discourage the

L'lowth of bacteria.

5. Cellar Hggienc.—All manipulation of the wines should

be conducted with strict attention to cleanliness. Cleanliness

in this case means not only absence of dirt, but the prevention

of the develoinnent of molds and liacteria. The alcohol, acids

and tannin of sound, well-made wines have certain antiseptic

properties which prevent injury by. the small infection with

the spores which exist in ordinarily pui-e air and clean watex'

and which it is impossible to avoid entirely. Any wine, how-

ever, may be injured or spoiled by the abundant infection with

harmful micro-organisms which occurs when they are placed

in contact with dirty hose.s, pumps or casks.

All the surfaces with which the wine comes in contact should

be thoroughly cleaned and ^^a.shed immediately after use. If

these surfaces are metallic or otherwise non-absorbent, they

should be kept perfectly dry. If they ai-e of wood, rubber, or

other porous material, they should be preserved from bacterial

or mold growth by means of sulfurous acid.

Empty casks should he sulfured by burning a .small piece

of sulfur in each, once a month, for three or four months.

After these sulfurings the casks will usually be perfectly ster-

ilized and the sulfurings need then be done only every thrw

to six months. Open wooden vats may be sulfured in the same

way if they can be covered temporarily with canvas or a close

wooden cover. Spraying or swabbing with a 10 per cent solu-

tion of calcium sulfite is more effective if the vats are not cov-

ered. Rubber or canvas hoses should be rinsed with sulfite

solution and hung up so that no liquid remains in them and

wa.shed before using.

Casks or vats which have contained spoiled wine or been per-

mitted to become moldy or vinegar-sour retjuire special treat-

ment before they are used again. They must first be made me-

chanically clean by removing all sediment with scraper, wash-

ing-chain or brush. All volatile acid must then be neutralized

by treatment with a hot 5 per cent to 10 i^er cent solution f)f

carbonate of soda. Moldy tastes are hard to renvove. When
a cask becomes badly tainted it is best to take it apart and re-

cooper it before treatment. When less badly affected and when
all the staves are sound, the moldj' taste may be removed by

treating the dried interior with hot cotton-seed oil. After the

oil has acted for two or three days, it should be removed with

hot water and soda.

After mechanical cleaning and removal of all bad tastes,

the cask should be sterilized. Small casks are most easily

treated with boiling Avater or steam, followed by heavy sulfuring.

^^'ith very large casks the heads and staves are apt to be wari)ed

by this treatment. In this case, several heavy sulfurings at

intervals of several days are effective.

6. Clarification.—The clarification of a perfectly sound wine

may be facilitated and hastened by thoroughly- stirring up the

yeast immediately before the first racking. The yeast in settling

carries down much of the finer suspended matter, thus effecting

a rough fining. Materials such as kaolin, pure silica sand, char-

coal and filter paper can be used with the same effect after the

first racking. The fining, however, is never perfect and the

flavor of the wine is often injured by the materials used. A
very pure clay, known commercially as Spanish clay, is used
largely for clearing sweet wines where the flavor is not so

delicate. From .5 to 1 pound per 100 gallons is used for this

purpose.

The best wines are nearly always fined at least once immedi-
ately before bottling. One or two finings may precede this

to hasten aging, defecation and bottle ripeness.

The materials used are soluble gelatinous or albuminous sub-

stances which are capable of being coagulated and i>recipitat(Hl

by some ingredient of the wine. The best of the commonly used

substances are Isinglas (Ichtyocol) 14 to I/2 ^n ounce per 100
gallons for white wines; the tchite of frexh eggs, 4 to 8 per
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100 gallons for red, and gelutin 1 to IV2 ounces per 100 gallons

for either. The amount used depends on the degree of cloudi-

ness.

The proper quantity of the finings is first dissolved in a little

water, then diluted with wine and stirred into the cask. The
tannins and acids of the wine cause a gradual coagulation in

minute particles throughout the liquid. These particles grad-

ually coalesce, forming larger particles which include all the

other floating solid matter of the wine as in a net. These larger

particles, contracted by the alcohol, then settle to the bottom,

leaving the wine perfectly bright.

The coagulum consists of a combination of the gelatinous

matter and the tannin. Some of the latter, therefore, is re-

moved from the wine. With astringent red wines, this may
be an improvement. If there is no excess of tannin present,

enough must be added to combine with the finings used. With
white wines, Avhich contain little or no tannin, this addition

is always necessary.

The amount to use varies with the quality of the finings and
of the tannin and with the composition and temperature of

the wine.

To precipitate commercial gelatin of good quality about an

equal quantity of good tannin is necessary; isinglass properly

prepared requires only from one-half to one-third this amount.

Eggs require only minute quantities.

Specially prepared casein of milk is also used for fining white

wine. Its chief merit is that the acids of the wine alone cause

its complete precipitation and no addition of tannin is needed.

Many other albuminous substances such as milk, blood and

various proprietary preparations are also used, but they are

all inferior to the three mentioned and manj- of them introduce

foreign matters such as milk-sugar and bacteria, which are a

source of danger to the wine.

Wines containing many disease bacteria may be injured by

the introduction of finings. The evolution of gases due to the

bacterial action may prevent the settling and the albuminoid

matters introduced will favor the multiplication of the disease

By means of a light sulfuring or the addition of

oz. to 1 oz. meta-bisulfite to a 100 gallons added im-

mediately before the addition of the gelatin, the bacteria may
be temporarily paralyzed and the finings will then settle and

remove the bacteria with the other floating particles.

The bright wine should be racked from the finings very soon

after the sediment has settled, especially when the disease bac-

teria are numerous. This will be in from seven to ten or at

most twenty days. If the wine is not clear in three weeks it

should be filtered.

7. Filtration.—Filtering is inferior to fining in producing a

perfectly bright wine. It is more rapid, however, and is useful

in clearing common wine and wines refractory to finings. Fil-

ters of innumerable forms are used. They are of two main

types. For i*ough clearings of very cloudy wines some form of

bag filter is usually employed in which the wine passes through

a cloth tissue. The passage at first is rapid and the filtration

imperfect. As the solid matter accumulates on the filtering sur-

face, the filtration improves but the passage of the wine is

retarded. The first wine is passed a second time through the

filter and as soon as the rate of filtration becomes too slow,

the operation must be stopped and the filtering surface renewed.

For wines containing little sediment, the filter must be

primed. This is accomplished by putting a little finings in

the wine first passed through the filter. The priming is more
effective and the output of the filter much increased if a little

infusorial earth free from iron and carbonates is used with

the gelatin.

(Concluded in May Number.)

No Referendum for San Jose I
THE city attorney of San Jo.se has submitted an opinion to the

city council and mayor of that city to the effect that the

proposition, "Shall the sale of alcoholic liquors be licensed in

San Jose?" cannot legally be placed on the ballot at the ensuing
municipal election. The city attorney was called upon some
weeks ago to submit an opinion in order to set at rest conten-

tions as to the legality of the proposition. According to him,
the city charter is the paramount organic law of the city and
contains no provision for the referendum, initiative and recall,

and until the charter is amended in such a way as to provide
for the submission of matters of municipal affairs to the vote
of the people for the enactment of law controlling and regulat-

ing the same, all laws pertaining to such affaii-s must be enacted
by the legal representatives of the people of the city cho.sen

by the people pursuant to charter provisions.

lASH'S BITTERC

I

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone
Company under date of October 28, 1911.

" Please install a phone at my home. I did
not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. I use it all
the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivers the goods.

" You know the burners of candles rioted in
London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-
duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company
333 Grant Avenue

MARSH and AMERICAN
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

Wine Pumps

Air Compressors

Tank Pumps

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND
SIMONDS MACHINERY CO.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST., (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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Two Important Aids in Wine Making
(Continued from Page 25)

in the must, and which are carried to the bottom during the

settling. When such a must is started with pure yeast we have

for all practical purposes a relatively pure fermentation.

There is of course some extra labor attached to the care of

the pure yeast, which has to be kept apart from the fermenting

house and constantly supplied with clear or settled must, but

I any one who has had the experience with such fermentations

[
will always adhere to this method because of its assurance of

I

regularity and thoroughness iu the fermentation. The writer

I has, with a few exceptions, used the so-called Burgundy and
' rhanipagne yeasts originally obtained from those regions in

I France. They are reliable and vigoroxis yeasts and able to resist

I
the influence of changes in the weather and of the cooling of

' the must during fermentation. Such yeasts have done excellent

work with our rather heavy musts in California.

There is at all times in a fermentation a constant rise in tem-

lature, and this is especially true when we use a yeast of

j)r()n(>unced vigor and activity. There may also be less radia-

tion of the heat so produced and more heat is therefore retained

ill the fermenting tank when the weather is warm. Besides,

I
the composition of the must may favor the development of the

vp^ist and cause a violent activity of the same. In all such cases

we should have recourse to control by some sort of a cooling

device, notably that of pumping the fermenting must through

pipes laid in ditches of cold running water. High tempera-

tures in a fermentation are no doubt the cause of a good many
snbs(Miuent diseases of the wine, due to the action of bacteria

developed by such temperatures. It seems also that the essen-

' tial oils and the glycerine develop better under a medium
temperature, thereby giving the wine a milder and more
unctuous character. A relatively high alcohol and low acid
will likewise tend to make the wine smooth and round in taste.

' 'lie of the results in cool fermentations seems to be a greater

precipitation of tartaric acid, and another is the higher per
' cent f»f alcohol as compared with the wines made in the old way.
Wines that were considered good when the maximum tempera-
rure was 85 degrees Fahrenheit, were found to be much finer

mid delicate in aroma and acid Avhen the maximum temperature
wivs kept within 78 to 80 degrees. At high temperatures the

volatilization of the alcohol is greater, and some of it is also

thouylit to be carried of¥ mechanically by the larger amount
iif gas producctl in a violent fermentation. The writer has often

• oiiled must from 82 to 70 degrees, which requires some hours
' vcn with water at 58 degrees surrounding the pipes.

l*(ire jeast and cool fermentations should be considered cou-

1 militants; that is, they are mutually compen.satiug agents in

1 lie process of wine-making. It may be asserted that their united

actiici enables us to produce a very palatable wine from grapes

(hat .ire not iully ripe, or such as we may be comix^lled to gather

in nnfavorabh; seasons. Cooling, however, .should not be taken
ns iiieaiiing a sudden chilling without regard to the most oppor-
tune moment for this operation, and it should also be done with
a view to economy in time and labor. In other words, it is

possibh' to approximately calculate the time required by the

ap])aratus used .so that one cooling may suffice, and this work
may not further intei'fere with other cellar operations. But
vcn this knowledge could be acquired by mere experiments,

liunigh it can be done much better by some formulas of a simple
nature. It is beyond the scope of this article to go into details,

but Ihe results surely warrant every wine-maker to make an
I ifort in that line.

In all such endeavors to conform- the cellar operations to

certain principles evolved from scientific research it should not

be forgotten to keep a business record of the various fermenta-

tions and their results, for upon that rests the successive im-

l»rovemont of the finished wines. Much of the objectionable

mystery of wine-making is thereby eliminated from the work,

and we arrive at a clear view of the whole process. To make
the rea.sonable use of light and pleasant wines more popular,

and thereby counteract the use of strong drinks as much as

possible, these recommendations are urged upon all progressive

wine-makers as worthy of their earnest ccmsideration ; and
it is the conviction of the writer that by carrying out such

principles both the greater development of the industry and
the more extensive u.se of light dry wines are accompli.shed.

—

American Wine Press.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These tw^o bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine

(
THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED}

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?

Send for our FREE BOOKS of fact, telling what
ur tHtiUnra are doing, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THE PACIFIC GUANO
A FERTIIiIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
San Francisco, Cat.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Ca

Largest manufacturer* of Fertilizer*. Poultry Food* and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast

WinemaKers
It will pay you to become interested

in better quality by means of PURE
YEAST and COOL FERMENTATIONS

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. niust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of
the latest methods. Price $2.00

For sale
at this
Office,

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WiNDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco

Phona KEASNT 242 and J issa
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The Review's Buyers' Directory

CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated. .. .Stockton, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal

G. B. Robblns, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal,

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Worl<s

212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Ca

Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal

rheo. Gler Co.. .575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler & Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, lit

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Marylan

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian Vineyard Co
^ 1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal. Sherwood & Sherwood

41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canad

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co

110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons Louisville, Kjj

The Julius Levin Company
987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co

110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal

A. Finke's Widow
. . . .809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal. KIrby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, KJ

E. H. Lancel Co

549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal. William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & JacobI

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
....1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co
510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Ca

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
Toulouse & Delorleux Co

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal7

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.

Alex. D. Shaw &. Co
214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.

CORDIALS, WINES, BRANDIES.
E. G. Lyons & Raas Co

..Folsom and Essex Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meniecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co
589 Market St., San Francisco, CaL

The Rosenblatt Co

300-332 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood &, Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co
50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cat.

)

SURETIES.

U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, CaL

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska
American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, CsA

Wood in & Little.. 33-41 Fremont St., San Francisee

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal. Simonds Machinery Co S

12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cat

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.... Wine and water

tanks, boxes. Irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station; Portland, Oregon.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co
..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cai>

\BITTERS.

Lash Bitters Co ^

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, CM.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.
John Rapp & Son, Agents.

..8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. WIndeier; wine and water tanks. ,

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York
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Review Buyers' Directory, Continued The Waldorf . .648 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. The cutter ... .709 Market St., San Franci.co, Cal.

CIGARS. „ ^ „, The Hoffman Cafe Co
"Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal. 27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Boltz, Clymer & Co
312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal. .... „ , xu ^ o—^...'. r,*«' Lake County House Middletown, Cal. W. F. Boeder s CafeuaRo (-ouniy n«M«

834 Market St., San Franc SCO, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co.

Commercial \ Front 8ts., San Francisco, Cal. Matt Grimm's
: • • • •

. Oriainal Coppa's Restaurant
-"SO Liedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.

^^3 p.^^ ^^ _ 3^^ Francisco, Ca>.

RETAILERS AND CAFES.
^'"^Mo^n'^t^y'^r WasW'tonSts.; •sanFranci^^^^^ Davis Buffet. . .272 Mari^^t.. San Francisco, Cal.

The Yellowstone
22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin" FERTILIZERS.
-ru« 1 u/.i.u « /^» 105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. __Thos. J. Walsh & Co........... .......... ... » ' Pacific Guano & Pertiiizer Co

346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal. »,
, - • «, . o •- • ^i

Market Cafe. .540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal.
Alaska Commercial BId g., San Francisco, Cal.

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal.
Pacific Bone Coal & Fertilizing Co.

James Raggi

Chronicle Bar.... 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. ....617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to tiie Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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flANOTHER THROUGH

WESTERN PACIFIC

SERVICE

DAILY

WONDER

ADDED

TO

woIJers ¥¥ lo I l n iy rrt t/ 1 r 1 1/ ^^i^^^^
THE Kansas City,

WORin St. Louis and""•"" STANDARD AND TQURIST SLEEPERS

r C A T U r D
ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

I t A I H t K OBSERVATION CARS.

|{|V[|{ UNION DEPOTS.

Chicago,

VIA

Salt Lal(e City,

Denver,

ROUTE Pueblo, Omalia

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

TICKET OFFICES:

665 MARKET STREET, Palace Hotel, Phone Sutter lesi

Market Street Ferry Depot, phone Kearny 498o

1326 BROADWAY, Oakland, Phone Oakland 132

T

•r

t
T
T
T

A
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T
T

T

NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
LAGER

:^ BREWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

t
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T
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A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

" ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We believe that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.

The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

H not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.

g FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-
BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

^ Oils should be left in Whisky.

^ Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

^ our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

I HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
I WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C*

«

Jg')^5jjj3j^5^j5^j^;;jg5;jj:^jj:^j^^
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CFI I APS AND VINFVAPDS »t Icaria^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma CountyWCl^UMl^j £\l^u Vll-<ci/\l^iyj
^^j ^j Rutherford and St. Helena. Napa County, California

I French-American Wine Co.
^

SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX A BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

©
©
©
©CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES ®

Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty
©
©
©

San Francisco, Cal. ©
©

^^@^@©@@@@@@©@^^©@^£^^^^©©^^^^@®©©©@©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©

1
S 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street

W. D. SEYMOVR, 5»G MAGAZINE ST., Ob 515 CONSTANCE ST., NE^W ORLEANS AGENT
NEW^ YORK DEPOT, 33 'WASHINGTON STREET

Winners

JULIUS KESSLER & CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.

^%m
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-^

LYONS* PERFECTION
Pure Fruit Blackberry Cordial

.ESTABLISHED 1853 _ Is only sold for medicinal purposes, hence only the best and

purest article should be used. __-_-_-
We guarantee our product to be produced entirely from fresh

California Blackberries fortified with pure brandy. - - -

We will be pleased to submit samples and quotations upon

request. ___-__----_
The £• G. Lyons & Raas Co.

FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

P HILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"

GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND. IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

309-323 Howard Street, San Francisco

Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, Prtsident FREDERICK 8TAUDE, Vice-Prc«. 4 Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST., and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

I -»_ II -^_ ji ->_ II -»_ II -^_ i ( —

^

< r—» r r
— rnr~ i r

^-i-— ^~^ — ^. — ^«— ^ i— .«-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON

LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
PHONES:

SUTTER 50; J 274S

»«*^^ O- t>^^ t* ^^ *o*^^ *o*^^ •o*

SAN FRANCISCO ]
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madrc Uimage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pare California Wines ^""^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, -Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Exposition. 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901

Oold Medal Louisiana Purchase Exposlllon, IPO-f

Gold'Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oreffoo, 1*05

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
. CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Stems and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

STIMULATES
INVIGORATES

Makes your •ummer trip East

a distinctive American Tour

The

New Orleans-New York
Steamship Line

Between New Orleans and New York

Costs no more to include than

an all-rail way and you will

enjoy the soothing restfulness

of the trip Attendants who
can't do enough for you.

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Rates include berths and meals

First class rail to New Orleans and first cabin
steamer to New York $ 77.75

First class round trip to New York , . . . 145.50

Second class rail and second cabin, New
Orleans to New York 65.75

Write any Agent

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Flood Building Palace Hotel Market St. Ferry Station

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of quality and style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST.

605 KEARNY ST. 2640 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

FASTEST AND BEST
'TWIXT EAST AND WEST

The only San Francisco and Chicago Limited Train

San Francisco

"Overland Limited"

Sixty-Eight Hours to Chicago

Electric- Lighted Throughout

Parlor Observation, Sleeping and

Unsurpassed Dining-Car Service

Attentive and Courteous Employes

The route to Lake Tahoe and Yellowstone Park !

See our Agents

Southern Pacific Company

Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Building
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled llewe'ry

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — it

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER ^^ /MC^J^'^^^^£^^i^<^^MMMmm .^^>-0^j^. PALE AND DARK LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.Futton and Webster Sts. rrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

iPOBTIKT TO DlSTILLEfiliP WIHE HUKEBS.

Patd Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAL tJONTINUODS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
prestnt perfection.

This STILL, which has always
received our special attention and
slmly. has Ijeen of material assist-
ance 10 securing for California sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wiueries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

eujoy the same high standard o(
popularity as our STILLS.
Refebrnces:— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KIM»S Of COPPER WORK DONE AT SHORT NOTICt.

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCHALITZ. Pres. and Mjrr.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cah

^flerlxem^e
inhere i>s

ri/OTIVlTvd

recu/perate

exn/au/^t/ea

Torce more
uickly Til/ari/

JOHNRAPP^ & SON
AKents

1500 Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine producers in California

Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"
HIOHEST OBAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling Agents for the United Stutes

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANOELES
CALIFOENIA. U. S. A.

Victoria
Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

g new comfortable Opposite Post OfficeHomelike, plenty of life.
'^'^

Beautifully furnished Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.
Highest class.

=J (fesxSSSSXiXsXS®®®®®^^

\Wl>l^'\!^ll'»iSVl>X'»X«lVl'M)SVS)I^Vi)iiVS«:VtX'JS^^^^

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED

j»^ PRODUCERS OF Jtjt

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

116 MAIN $inin
8>m vQmmco

65«nd67 mm mm p,

WflRtnousES .

sflNMN^iseo-prTALum-ruESNO
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GIN
RUM

"WHISKEY

PURITY BRAND
SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY

BENJ. S. DONAHUE. President PHONE KEARNY 204

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp
Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks
Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

..I . .1 1. ...I I . II I -I fc
'

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
-FOR—

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness's) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Highland Scotch Whiskies.

Keystone Monogram Rye.

Burke's *** Irish and Garn-Kirk Scotch.

Rosskam, Gersfley & Co. Philadelphia Blends.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Burke's Old Tom and Dry Gins.

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Co's Spanish Sherries and Oporto

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Houtman's Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda, Sarsaparilla and Ginger Ale.

Bass's Ale in wood.

Ports.

SEATTLE
518 1st Ave. So.

Phones

:

Main 105

Independent 1 05

PORTLAND
9 and UN. 4th St.

Phone

:

Main 2779

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phone*

:

Kearny 1 1 82

Home 1182

LOS ANGELES
346 North Main St.

Phonei

;

Main 670

Home A7804



THE GREATEST

AMERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE
TAYLOR t WILLIAMS, INC., DISTILLERS

GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cal.

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

ESATBLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

VOL. XLXIV. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, MAY 31, 1912 No. 7

^^

^
The only ihitx^s

in a bottle o:"

APHOTALING'S

OLD KIRK
are purewhiskey
and satisfaction

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

TKe Largest Seller

in tKe WTorld

and
TKe Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW & CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

»

;)

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail
//i" flavor is ^iniqne and inimitable

T. B. HAll & €0, Lid. Liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUMNESS'S STOUT

BASS°S ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PT aiiiffA^ ^ G'^ AUK'S HEAD
"THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"
BASS'S ALE
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We
manufactureTANKS

WINE-

for all purposes

-BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

v^/^AVs^v^^v^^/^^^^^<^-vs^^^v^^^^^^vw^/v^^vyv^^wwvwwvwwv»

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of

California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE: COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

LAAayMHkMtMSBkBd
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys.

At,

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
571-581 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510
571-581 Eighteenth Street

^^ Oakland, California

i

iw/;**^ ivyf^^k;««^i^r complete plants!Wine Machinery nxxED onx

icrr.r;,™" Toulouse & Delorieux
\

I
and Must Pumps 405 Slxth St., San Fraiicisco, Cal.

/

I

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS

WHOLESALE |

%

sotE rROPR.ETORs CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES I
O. K. ROSEDALE E. J. Baldwin's senator %

RYE & BOURBON «^,^.^^— Leiand Stanford's SAPRIOOT %
Western DistribM»«>r> ^^ DM C3 C Jfi

Herbert's BRANDY w.k. a nir?A ..r^w ?^

Pifre Malt Whiskey VNA BRANDY «rure ivielll »»iiioiNcy THE FINEST IN THE };;

HOFrH: OTHERS WORLD ITS FURE-THATS SURE |
C .10 Phone Douglas 1798 ' THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT ^

BI^UIVISWICK RYE AND BOURBON bFECIALORbEl^S shipped direct I-ROM distillery

SIEBE BROS.*. PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

K

lit

.V:

"ia=/.r.-.-:^3S!aervK3t.Tw!05S«.^3»W8»iK^

WHEW DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE DOPPEL
LAGER ~ "*' BRAU

The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRANENTO BREWING CO. ^''^m^tT^i^H'^^''
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr. Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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C^ESf^ iL^ici S@i?fEil i

THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

CLft^ifS, S^WiW^i S^i^WuilC *i
fl We are the largest producers aQd bottlers of high grade

CaliforQia Wine.

fl We owq our viQeyards OQd make all of our wiQes aod
can therefore guarantee t^e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

T

t
T

I

I
t

^^^%%'ii'^'^^))i)ii)ii^%)ii)&)ii)&)&%'')i%^

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 ELLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
"pHnOTc. »

KEAKNY 3667PHONES:
I c. 68M

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... OINS...
%.

m?6?6is»7!i^^(i:si!»%^mimms^s(,»fm

The Brunswick- Balke-Collender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tabl

LOW PRICES. EASY TERMS. LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 TELEPHONE HOME J 1836

es

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.--4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH

Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER

-AllConnoisseui^DriNK^

OUR VERDICT

"It Is Better Than Ever"

Office and Brewery:

240 SECOND STREET

(o

^
^
^
^
^̂

^̂
o:

o:

ftrv

San Francisco, Cal.
&̂
rv
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C. H. WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
Qeneral Manager

Eagle Brand

7
IVERMORC

St>eciiJl\j

Selecicd
Wines

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*" S12.00 p<r c»ei

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery: Livennore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
W^INE AND
BREWERS

/.HOSE /.

ONCE USED ALWAYS USED
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

GORHAM-REVERE RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANQELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramento, Hal

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST. COMPANY
R. H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARO, Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers In

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY m GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.58 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

This Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Government from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS. Managers
Nevada Bank Building

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 FOLSOM STREET ^ ^ ^ PHONES

' PACIFIC, KEARNY 3202
I HOME, J 1571

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuoas Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Ctoncentrators produce a superior ... ..,-,r.. . ^.^ ^^-ww-^,^.^,^, ^.-.tw-^, ^^ .. . ^r^r^-r.
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS

simplicity of construction and economy in operation. MAIL OR PHONE

i PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE |
- 1860-1878 1878-1887

j

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc. j

Producers and Distillers of I

i

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES |

I ,1

— —. I

Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California j
j

Proprietors of •

I

"THE PREMIER BRAND"

I
1 53 and 1 55 Hudson St. 5 1 and 53 W. Kinzie Sl 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. j

j
NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES I
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Qenl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italidn-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyands

and Wineries

ASTI

FULTON

CLOVERDALE

SEBASTOPOL

CLAYTON

N
Sweet Wine Vine=

yards and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE

SELMA

KINQSBURQ

Main Building, San Francisco, Showing Sansome St. Addition

For Bottling Department.

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

p. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FE-RNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO. 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad
GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Genoa. Italy, l»2
GOLD MEDAL. Dublin. Ireland, 1192

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 1893

GOLD MEDAL. CAL. MIDW. FAIR, IB94

SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 199$

GOLD MEDAL. Turin, 1899

GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1(11

GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION. 1901

GOLD MEDAL, LEWIS&CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GRAND PRIZE. ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, 1909

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cai.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West nth and Washington Sts. CHICAGO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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FOR THE MOST EXACTING TASTE

•^'ERED. U.S. PAT. OFF

PiSi

THE BEBR YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.
RATHJEH MERCANTILE CO. - Pacific Cust Agents - 3249 Fillmore Street, San Francisco

RUSCONI, FISHER & COMPANY
I

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS I

SOLE AGENTS FOR

ALEXANDER & McDONALD

SPORTSMAN SCOTCH

SANDY MCDONALD'S

LIQUOR SCOTCH AND

CORONA VINTAGE WINES

DOG ON
GOOD WHISKEY

KENNEL CLUB

WHISKEY

SOLE AGENTS TOR

KENNEL CLUB

BOURBON AND RYE

WHISKIES

JAMES GRAHAM
TOM GIN

Unrivaled for Purity and Excellence

326 JACKSON STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
I. I* U.I I
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW Anti=Saloon League Bleeds the Churches

R. M. WOOD

Issued Monthly

- - EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD, SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Wilson Building : Room 304-5 : I'hone Kearny 2597. Home C2.559.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

paper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

the Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

United States.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Col.,

as Second-Class Matter.

ALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

R. M. WOOD

Subscriptions per year— in advance, postage paid:

For the United States, Mexico and Canada $2 00

For the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 25

For European Countries 3 00

Single copies 20

Agents in Eastern Territory

TRAFTON'S NEWS AND ADVERTISING BUREAU
No. 90 Broadway, New York

Louisville Representative, Q. D. GRAIN, JR., 305 Keller Building

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINEMAKER WANTS POSITION.

Winemaker and viticulturlst is open for engagement. Has long and suc-

I cssful experience in handling the largest cellars in California. Address

A. B.," care this paper.

*

I
TIE followinii; jirticlc is from tho ppii of an pxpcriencwl and

•• ablo prohibition writor. Clrun Cominoiin'ralfh. published

at Kutlor, Pa., is ono of tho most widely read prohibition paper.s

published and its editor fearlessly denounces the Anti-Saloon

League as a huge graft

:

"The Anti-Saloon League has been in existence nearly nine-

teen years. It caiTied a number of Legislatures. It claims to

have been the instrument of voting one-half of the country 'dry.'

It secured the indor.sement of the churches. It bled the churches
right and left for money until their missionary efforts were
crippled. Those who have most carefully watched say that it

took probably not less than $10,000 out of Butler County. Dur-
ing all this time there has been little accounting of its funds.

"The collections and pledges were gathered up and taken

aAvay at the end of an address, and in most cases tlie churches

never knew how mnch had been contributed. Keports which
the public at last demanded were made in the most general way,
and exorbitant bills were paid on report for office expenses,

stenographers and traveling expenses. When the representa-

tives came to Butler or went elsewhere they stopped at the most
expensive hotels. Big salaries were paid which tempted many
a prohibitionist like John <r. Woolley to desert his principles.

Other honorable men like Michael J. Fanning or William
Likens, perceiving the fraud which was being per-petratetl,

turned from the league in disgust. Millions of dollars were
swept into this hungry vortex, contributed in tens of thousands
of cases by trusting women. Church assemblies and conferences

were lobbied as if they had been political conventions. Butler
County has not one solitary thing to show for the thousands of

dollars milked out of her churches. It is the same all over the

nation.

"There were papers here and there, like the Clean Common-
tceaWi, Avhich were exposing it. The Internal Kevenue reports,

open to everybody, showed that while the Anti-Saloon League
was parading notable victories that the volume of the liquor

traffic was steadily and rapidly increasing. The most super-

ficial examination of its flaunted maps and boasted victories

would have revealed the fraud. The league did Pennsylvania
in black, in map and song, and made Ohio almost white; and
yet all the time Ohio had as many .saloons to the population as
Penn.sylvania, and her volume of drink was just as great. The
simplest investigation would have made this plain.

"Did you ever make any attempt to find out how much had
been contributed to the Anti-Saloon Ijcague in your countv or
what was done with the money? Did you ever concern yourself
to inquire how it was that while the league was boasting of
turning the country white, that the volume of drink was con-
stantly increasing? Did you in any way warn the church to

which you belong that the Anti-Saloon League was grafting
upon the churches? Or did you merely fall in with this great
fraudulent movement without anv investigation?

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

New York firm desires purchasing direct from growers dry and sweet

wines 1911 vintage, as well as brandies. Quantity to dispose of and prices

\( anted. Address "Purity," care of Pacific Wine and Spirit Review.

lASH'SBITTERC
1m to>\\c \_a.xa<-t\v^ H

Ccnstitutional Amendment for Local Option in

Maine Fails to Pass

THE proposed amendment to the Maine constitution to allow

local option on the question of permitting the manufacture
or sale of intoxicating liijuors in all the cities and in such towns
as accept the provisions of the resolve ^\•as defeated in the legis-

lature. The Democratic majority in the house failed to mus-
ter the necessary two-thirds affinnaive vote on the final pas-

sage of the resolve, and it was not carried. The vote was 71

in the aft'irmative and 64 in the negative. There are eighty-

five Democrats and sixty-six Republicans in the hou.se. The
amendment had passed the seiiat(; by a vote of 18 to S.
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California's Wine Exhibit at the 1915 Exposition

AT their anuual meetiiig to be held on Saturday morning,
June 15th, the Grape Growers' Association of California

will inaugurate a movement to secure an impressive Cal-

ifornia wine exhibit for the Panama-Pacific International
I]xposition. They are desirous of starting an organiza-

tion along the lines of those already founded by the lund)er,

mining, fruit and other industries which have made consider-

able headway in arranging for suitable representation at the
1915 Fair.

It may be well to state here that the California Building will

be emblematic of the good cheer and hospitality for which this

State is famous the world over. It is proposed to erect a char-

acteristic Mission structure, three stories in height in the front,

while the rest of the building will be but one-story and ramble
about an open patio whose dimensions will be about 2,000 feet

square.

Each county exhibit will face an arch of the great promenade
cloister that will run about the inner court, winch is to be filed

with the clioicest trees, flowers and shrubs that are grown in

California.

On the second floor will be a huge ballroom where many a
dance will be given during the life of the exposition. The
third floor will be devoted to banquet rooms, big and little.

The last two features are intended not only for the use of

San Franciscans and California, but will l)e offered to any
State or Nation free whenever they d(;sire to entertain.

Of course, there will be a liberal sprinkling of wine in the

different county exhibits, sinct; practically every .section of

the State produces wine, but the real California wine exhibit

will be in the Agricultural Building, where will also be dis-

played the wines of the world, which are to be entered for com-
petition.

The floor space will be given free to exhibitors, but the~ex-

pense of installing and gathering an impressive exhibit, as well

as providing a manager and proper attendants, will have to

be boi'ue by the wine men and in order to finance this exhibit

properly, it has been decided to form a Wine Exhibit Associa-

tion, whose sole object will be to devise ways and means for a
wine exhibit that will surpass that of any foreign country and
prove a credit to California,

As soon as the buildings are started, space will be alloted

from the blue prints of plans and specifications, and the com-
mittee appointed to secure suitable space for a California wine
exhibit Avill have to make a prompt selection in order to obtain

as much aisle space as possible, and the proper light for show-
ing off the color, of the wines. We don't want to be placed in

an out-of-the-way corner of the building and allow our foreign

competitors to be favored. They will ask for space early and
inasmuch as this will be an international expositi(m, every in-

ducement will be held out to European exhibitors.

The classification of comi)eting wines has been listed as

follows: Dry wines (red and white) ; Sweet wines; Sparkling

wines, and Brandies.

Permanent executive officers, including a President, Vice-

President, Treasurer and Secretary, or manager, must be

chosen, and executive, finance, exhibit, rec(')»ti()n, i)ublicity and

other committees will be appointed at once to work out the

details.

One director at least must be selected from every grape dis-

trict in California. He will be expected to organize the grape

groAvers and winemakers in his section so as to co-operate

activelv with the Executive Committee. Absolutelv no one will

be allowed to display wines in this collective exhibit unles

he has contributed the full amount fixed by the Finance Coi
mittee.

The Finance Committee will arrange a schedule of ass

ment to piovide the necessary funds for an exhibit. The graj

gi'owers will be asked to contribute so much per acre eaolj

year for the vintages of 1912, 1913 and 1914, while the wine

nmkers and dealers Avill be as.sessed according to their out

put. The money will be banked and as the last contributing

will be paid in on November 15, 1914, about four months pre

vious to the opening of the Fair, the Association will kno\

just how far they nuiy go in elaborating their exhibit and plani

ning a "Grape Day," when it is hoped a big distribution o|

grapes, a parade of grape floats, a literary programme, a m
tional winemakcn's' convention, and a banquet may be arra

to impress tlie hundretls of thousands of visitors with the iiu

portance of our viticultural industry.

It has been suggested that an effort be made to secure Sej

tend)er 8th for Grape Day. That is the day before Admission

Day, which will doubtless be "California Day" at the Exposij

tion, when a tremendous crowd of people will be in tot

This will assure a big attendance at the grape ceremonies an^

attract wide attention. The day will probably end with

banquet in the California Building at which the dealers, wine

makers and grape growers from other states an<l nations wi

be the guests of lumcu'.

It is hoped that all those who ccmtemplate exhil)iting an^

competing at the Ex])ositi()n will ])romptly join the Exhibil

Association, as the benefits will be great. In the first place

this collective display will overshadow every similar exhibl|

in the Agricultural Building and those who attempt to shot

their wine independently will certainly suffer by comparisoij

and be overlooked. Secondly, the expense, covering eij

months will be considerably less for each firm.

Educational literature dealing with the viticultui'al industr

of tl»e whole State will be distributed, and in the lecture i-ooi

of the California Building there will be daily talks on "Call

fornia's Valuable Grape Industry" supplemented with a wealtlj

of beautiful slides and moving pictures. Every exhibitor's vin<

yard or winery will be dei)i<ted and this educational work

sure to bear golden fruit.

In our next issue we will print the officers and a list of firr

that have joined the new organization which promises to boos

California's viticultural industry as it has never been adre

tised before.

Bank Clearings for April

BANK exchanges during the month of April at all leading

cities in the United States, according to the statement com

piled by R. G. Dun & Co., which includes returns from 127 eeB

ters, aggi-egated f 14,979,344,219, an increase of 21.2 pei- cenl

as compared with the .same mtmlh la.st year and of (5.9 ])er ceuj

as comjjared witli the corresponding month in 1910. This

by far the best exhibit made by any month so far this year, an^

being .shared in by ])ractically every section of the countt

clearly reflects a general improvement in industrial and con

mercial operations that is especially gratifying because weathel

conditions were not altogether favorable for expansion in numet

ous lines.
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LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT
Los ANGELES, Cal., May 25.—The quiet season is now with

lis. Most of the tonrists have gone "back home" and the

iiitiux from the desert sections has not yet begun. Business,

however, is holding up in a very gi-atifying way and the trade
has little to complain of, particularly the retail branch in the

ity. The convention of the Shriners made things lively here

I he first half of the month and the caterers and cafes of the

ity did a heavy business with the thousands of people attracted

I ere by the festivities.

In the wine trade business is moving along in the same
groove, local business continues fairly satisfactory and there

s a considerable volume of goods moving to Eastern points. At
lie winei'ies there is nothing doing except the preparation of

iliipments and the making of some little brandy.

Among the wholesale liquor trade conditions are normal and
liere is the usual amount of goods being shipped to outside

ooints while the local wholesale trade is up to the usual stand-

ird at this time of the year.

Secretary Barlotti, of the Italian Vineyard Company of

his city, returned this month from a three weeks' trip through
lie Pacific Northwest, where he visited the principal cities

Mokiug up the conditions of the wine trade for his company.
lie reports finding business rather quiet in that section, but
icveitheless he brough back a pocket full of orders.

Joseph Melczer Company have taken a lease on the balance
if the ground floor of tlie building they now occupy and are

lansforming the addition into a storeroom for their bottling

Icpartment and adding a kitchen. The growth of the business

if the firm has made the carrying of large stocks of case

roods a necessity and as a result they had to find more room
< ir storage.

Rul King's Hollenbeck Cafe is doing a fine business despite

lie quiet season and everybody behind the mahogany is kept

aisy attending to the wants of the hosts of Rol's friends who
hop iu during business hours for a chat and a wee smile.

Quietness seems to reign among the cohorts of the Long
laired brigade, as far as Los Angeles is concerned, though
II the outside towns and villages of this county they are show-
11 g much evidence in the way of pestiferous activity in hatching

\\> schemes to keep the liquor man from resting easy nights,

'asadeua particularly seems to have a particularly virulent

i;,i;regation who keep the city trustees guessing 365 days in

lie year as to what next they are going to spring on them
II the Avav of "Legi-slation."

Adolph Becker, of the Waldorf Cafe of San Francisco and
.OS' Angeles, has been in Los Angeles for the past three weeks
akiiig a Avell-deserved rest and between times has run down
o his Imperial Valley ranch to watch the alfalfa grow.

IFcnry Baer, one of the pioneers in the wine industry in

OS Angeles County has retired from the general liquor busi-

•-fs, having sold his business, the Los Angeles Wine Com-
aiiy in this city, to the A. P. Hotaling Co. of San Francisco.

le has retained the We.st Glendale Winery, but it is reported

jhat negotiations are on for its purchase and with its sale

• he wine business of Southern California will lose one of its

lost energetic exponents, as Mr. Baer has signified his inten-

Kti I im I im I 1111 I irn I nn I im I m i i im i ii>»—m iim iirii n ii,i»t«iq

tion of retiring entirely from the wine business. Mr. Geo. B.

•Scott has been appointed the resident manager of the business,

purchased by the Hotaling Company, which will be conducted
under the same nanu; and will retain all the employes of the

old management.

Dan Jerrue has practically forsaken his cafe on Spring Street

and abandoned himself to the lure of the country. At his

"farm" out Eastlake Park way, Dan is raising potatoes, cab-

bages, radishes and weeds, mostly the latter, judging from
the reports he makes to his partner of the work attached to

weeding his garden as an excuse for not coming to town. In
the meantime business is going on merrily at the Cafe so Dan
does not have to rely on the success of his farming to ensure his

daily "eats."

Billy Roop, of Becker Bros'. Waldorf Cafe at San Francisco,

was down during Shriner week renewing acquaintances and
having a rest. Mr. Becker senior was also down and for the

past two weeks ; he and Frank Becker have been enjoying a visit

to San Diego. Wonder if they are contemplating starting a
"Waldorf Cafe" at that thriving city of bay and climate, in

anticii)ation <»f the Panama Exposition to be held there in 1915.

Hi Alden and Thompson, who for so many years have held

the trade of the commercial men at the old Nadeau, despite the

erection of newer and up-to-date hotels, have come to grief,

owing, according to report, to injudicious mining ventures

which absorbed their capital and left them broke, resulting

in the sheriff taking possession of the hotel, which is being

now operated under a receivership on behalf of the creditors.

Their passing from the hotel business will cause many genuine
regrets from the traveling men of the Coast, to whom the

Nadeau always seemed like home because of the careful atten-

tion to ensure their comfort that they received at that hostelry.

Fire broke out in the basement of Jim Jeffries' Cafe at 326

South Spring Street, on the night of the 22d, after closing

lirours and before it had gotten under control did damage
to the extent of f15,000. Strenuous Avork on the part of the

fire department resulted in confining the fire to the building

occupied by the saloon, which was pretty well mussetl up by

water, smoke and fire.

The paternalism of the Los Angeles city administration is

well exemplifietl in a ruling adopted by the Police Commission
forbidding saloon keepers to accept property as pledges for

loans, and ordering them to report all such offers of property
to the police.

The efforts of the Long Hairs to close the saloons of Venice

having failed, the latest attempt being the calling of a special

election to detenuine whether the number of saloons in that

city be limited to two, has met with a decided setback. Judge
N. P. Conrey of the Superior Court on the 21st issued a perma-

nent restraining order forbidding the holding of the election,

upon the petition of J. M. White who claimetl that the neces-

sary legal steps to the holding of the election had not been
complied with and further that he would be injured as a tax-

payer by the expenses entailed in the holding of the election.
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
(1. 1). CRAIN, JR., Regular Corresiwnilent, .305 Keller HI 'g., Louisville, Ky.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 20.—The present status of the liquor

trade in Kentucky is deeply tinged with the prospective.

For it is u])on the future that the Aveal or woe of the distillers

depend, and prospective developint^nts alone may determine

just where the whisky interests stand. There are multifarious

connections to be anticipated, for it is not upon the develop-

ments of the next couple of months that the liquor trade d(;-

pends, but upon those of the next couple of years.

The active operatin<>- season of 1911-12 has closed, and it is

estimated that 42,000,000 gallons of whisky have been made
in Kentucky during that time. The actual figures are not yet

compiled for the numerous distilleries of the State, but au-

thorities place the total crop somewhere around the 42,000,000

mark. Last season, at this time, it was announced that ap-

proximately 46,000,000 gallons of whisky had been distilletl

during the season of 1910-1911. This total is the biggest in the

history of the Bluegrass liquor trade.

The consunii>tion of whisky made in Kentucky last year, ac-

cording to the actual records of Avitlidrawals, amo\inte<I to

(mly 32,000,000 gallons. A balance of 14,000,000 gallons has

been carried over in the warehouses, to be added to the cur-

rent crop of 42,000,000 gallons, exclusive of the quantities

of all ages which remain. The distillers say that, during the

next two years, there will be 90,000,000 gallons of whisky ware-

housed in Kentucky, to be disposed of at a rate of 32,000,000

gallons annual consumption. Obviously, there will have to be

a big increase in consumption to take care of the market in the

right fashion. The solution of the entire matter will develop

within the next two years, at that.

The coming pi*esidential election is of greater interest to the

liquor men than any similar feature has been for years, for it is

upon national politics that a great many factors affecting the

<lemand have hung in the past few years. To begin with, the

Rooseveltian definition of "What is whisky?" served to place

Kentucky-made liquors in the lime-light. Perceptible improve-

ment in demand was evident all over the country when Doctor
Wiley was supported in his opinions as to the <lesirability

or undesirability of straiglits, blends and so forth.

The construction Avhich the Taft administration has placed

upon Doctor AViley's rulings, however, has tended to destroj^

the advantage which liad been secured previously. The idea

involved in the standard of the present administration has

tended to induce the rectifier to use a neutral spirit rather than

a straight whisky in making blends. Formerly the rectifier

advised the neutral spirit because of its cheaper price for his

purpose. When Dr. Wiley was supported in his contentions,

the neutral s])irit became very unpopular and conse<iuently a
vast quantity of straight whisky went for the blends. As it

is now, the neutral li(|uor is coming back into its own, and a
large slice of demand is being withdrawn from the Rluegrass
whisky trade. .

Whether or not the coming administratiim will advocate rigid

policies in this respect is a question of ])rime intei-est in the

trade of this section. >{o matter what their views on judicial

recalls, tht; distillers feel that there is at least one feature to

commend strongly in the presidential record of Theodore Roose-

velt. Col. Roosevelt favored the use of "straight goods" Avith-

out qualification during iiis term in office. In the event of a

Democratic candidate being electfnl president next November,
or in the event of fi Rei)ul)llcan donning tlie toga for four years
the feature of the occasion so far as the whisky trade is con-

cerned will be his attitude as it affects the consuinptiou of

made-in-Kentucky ll<iuors. The recall of judges, the Monroe

doctrine and other matters of moment pale beside this extreme-

ly interesting ])roblem, the solution of whicli is expected to save

the dav for Kentucky distillers.

During the summer there will not be much doing Avith Blue-

grass distilleries. Practically every plant in the State is now-

dosed down for the warm weather and the trade has little to

do but wait. So far as manufacturing conditions go, the out-

look is satisfactory. When the time arrives for the distilleries

to re-open for business in fall, it is probable that a bearish

grain nuirket will help matters materially in lowering the

eost of ])r()duction in wlilskies. During the season just past

the trade expirienccd great difficulty in handling sudden rises

in distiller's grain, but next fall, on account of the big corn

crop that is now being planted in every section of the South

and Southwest, there should be no trouble for the distiller

in obtaining excellent materials at reasonable prices.

While a nmjority of the liquor men strongly advise "golnf;

light"' in fall, awaiting future developments, authority has it

that Bluegrass distilleries will forge ahead on full-time sched-

ules at the earliest o])]»ortunity afforded for the i)roduction of

Bourbon.

"It is the hardest thing in the world to hold distillers back,"

said a well-known nu'mber of the trade not long ago. "Fni not

easy to restrain and neither is anybody else in the trade. Wo
all know it, too. But we are optimistic and we have to rely

ui)on the steady progress of all lines of business to bring ns

all that is coming our way. The year will be a quiet one,

owing to the l)ackwai'd crops and the coming ])residential ekx'-

tion, but 1913 should help nmtters along considerably."

The recent convention of the National Association of Whole-

sale Liquor Dealers for 1912 closed in Philadelphia, Pa., and

the assemblage voted unaniniou.sly to return to its favorite

meeting-j)lace, Louisville, for its 1913 conclave. Consequently,

the Gateway City is to be honored next year through tlie gath-

ering of the Association hosts. The natural advantages of the

,

Bluegrass metropolis have induced the wholesale li(|uor deal-

ers to gather there a couple of times before in the history of the

Association and not a soul is loth to enjoy Louisville's hospi-

tality again in 1913. As the leading whisky market in the

world, a progressive city of enterprise and jolly good-fellowship,;

the old toAvn's hat is in the ring every time for the Avholesale

liquor interests. The local trade is already preparing to make

the coming conA'ention the most successful in the history of

the organization, with attendance recruited from CAerv nook

and corner of the Ncn-th and South. F(U" the marching sonu

of all Kentuckians rings true, especially with the N. A. of W
L. D. in this Avlse:

"Oh, the sunshine is the brightest, in Kentucky,

Hearts are the lightest, in Kentucky.

< J Iris are the dearest.

Whisky is the clearest

And it makes men act the queerest

In Keutuckv."

The Kentucky Distilhrs' and Wlndesale Liquor Deak
Association met in annual convention at the new Hotel Ilenrv

Watterson in Louisville a few days ago. The conclave was

jnirely of a routine nature, an<l after transacting the regu-

lar liusiuess of the organization for the year the Ii(|nor men

elected officers and adjourned the session sine die. In the
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fteinoon the entire fniteniitv (•onveiied again at Chnroliill

>(i\\n.s, the South's most historic racecourse, to enjoy an after-

oon with the sport of kings. Kicliard E. Wathen, president

r the K. E. Wathen & Company and one of the leading mem-
i'i"s of the Louisvilh; trade, was electe<l president of the Ken-
iicky Distillers' and Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association

ir llie ensuing year. Mr. Watlien succe<Hled Col. J. W. Mc-
ullogh, of Owensboro, who has been at the Jiead of the Bluc-

lass organizaiion during four successful administrations. The
ilier officers elected at tiie recent meeting are: Vice-president,

iiseph Ji. Friedman, of I'aducah ; Secretary, Graeme Mac-
.(iwan, of Louisville; Treasurer, Thomas Moore, of Bardstowu.
iwn.

{{iciiard E. ^Vatiien, the newly-eleded president of the Asso-
iiition, has gone; on a long Eastern trip, attending the recent

>ati(mal Association convention in Philadelphia and making
oi-t at Boston, New Yt)rk and other Eastern points. He will

! away for a month or so. Mr. AVatheu is accompanied by
Ire. Wathen on the trip.

A tocsin in the trade was sounded at a recent distillers'

iinclicon in Louisville at the Tyler Hotel, Avhich was attended
,\ about fifty producers. W. C. Wheeler, one of the best-known
len in the trade, presided as host at the luncheon and solicited

he support of the entire assemblage in securing a short whisky
I op in Kentucky during 1912-13. That every distiller in the
^tate make it a point to restrain his operations next season
as urged by Mr. AVheeler. This course, it was stated, is the
Illy (me which will assure the safety of the trade from the dan-
1 1's of au overstocked market.

Laurence R. Finn, of Franklin, Ky., who is chairman of the

•tute Railroad Con\mission, i)aid a recent visit to Louisville and
imouuced that the position of the Frankfort Distilling Com-
any, of Frankfort, Ky., asking for an adjustment of the

leight rates of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company,
; to be heard at once. The Frankfort distillers have asked
hat more advantageous freight rates over the L. & N. out of

he capital city be allowed them by the Commission. Judge
Edward C. O'Rear is to present the case of the distillers at the

caring, and the railroad will be represented by Judge W. G.
•earing.

JIartin A. Wathen, president of the Old Grand Dad Distilling

ompany and a member of the well-known Kentucky family

hich for one lanidretl and twenty-four years has been identi-

led with the liquor trade in this .section, died at Mr. Carmel

lospital in Columbus, O., a short time ago. Mr. Wathen was

fricken with paralysis while on a B. & O. S. W. train be-

ween Cleveland and Columbus a few days prior to his death

nd was removed (o |he hospital in the Ohio capital. Members
f his immediate family were summoned at once and were with

im at the end. I*ri(U- to his ])aralytic attack, he seemed to be

II the best of health, and only once, many years before, had
I' ever been troubltMl with anything like the affection which

I'sultcd falally. :Mr. Wathen was born in 1857 at the little vil-

iige of Rolling Fork, near Lebanon, Ky. He was the son of

tichard Wathen, a prosperous planter, and after completing

is education when twenty-five years of age, graduating from

H. Mary's College, he came to Louisville. He entered the in-

irnal revenue service a.s an assistant collector under the

ute Attilla Cox. After four years in the Federal service he

ientified himself with the distilling interests of his brother.

J. B. Wathen, ami was instrumental in building up an ex-

tensive business for this concern. Subseciuently, the J. B.

Wathen Distilling Company was supplantal by R. E. Wathen
& Company and the Old Grand Dad Distilling Company. Mr.

Wathen retained an interest in both concerns, becoming presi-

dent of the Old Grand Dad properties. Martin A. Wathen
is survival by his wife, who was Miss Anna Jenkins, of

Lebanon, Ky. Two sons, three daughters and four brothers

also survive him. His remains were brought to Louisville for

interment.

Paul Jones, th(> eldest son of Saunders P. Jones, .senior mem-
ber of the well-known local whisky house of Paul Jones & Com-
pany, died at his fathei-'s residence, 1330 South Third avenue,

in Louisville a short time ago. He had been ill for some time

with stomach trouble, and, a short time prior to his death, an
effort was made to secure an operation at Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital in Baltimore. This step was forbidden by his weakened
condition, however. Paul Jones was twenty-four years of age.

Except for a time when he was in St. Paul's School, in New
York City, he spent practically his entire life in LouLsville.

Soon after leaving school he entered business with Paul Jones
& Company, later withdrawing from the liquor trade to enter

the insurance business under the late Walter Glover. Last
October Mr. Jones was married to iliss Cornelia Guthiie, of this

city, who survives him. In addition to his widow, his parents

and three brothers, with one sister, sunive. His sister, Miss
Lucy Jones, was summoned home from ahroad at the time of

his death. The burial was in Cave Hill Cemeteiy, in Louisville.

New British Wines Rules

THE new regulations restricting the mixing of British and
foreign wines went into effect April 1. The object of the

regulations, which are made under section 10 of the Finance
Act, 1911, is to prevent the .selling of British wines, on which
no duty is paid, in the place of duty-paid foreign wines.

Manufacturers are prohibited by the new regulations from
mixing any British wine with any foreign wine in a quantity
exceeding the proportion of 15 gallons of foreign wine to 100
gallons of British wines, and fi*om mixing any .spirits with any
British wine. Manufacturers will be compelled to register all

sales of British wines and dealers are prohibited from selling

wines which do not comply with the above regulations.

The regulations also provide that a rectifier or compounder
of spirits must not mix any British wine with any spirits either

for the manufacture of British compounds or for any other

purpose; that a dealer in or retailer of .spirits must not mix
any British wine with any spirits except for the .sole purpose
of coloring or fining the spirits, and that British wine manufac-
tured in conformity with the.se regulations must not, by reason

of the admixture thennvith of foreign wine, be sent out or sold

or expo.sed for sale otherwise than under the designation of a

British wine.

It is understood that the Board of Customs and Excise will

not during the next three mouths interfere with the .sale of

existing stocks of mixed \\ines, but the regulations as to mix-
ing are now in force.

Should your dealer not carry LYONS' PERFECTION BLACK-
BERRY CORDIAL we will be pleased to submit samples and

prices on application.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO,
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To the Editor

:

'HE recent criticism of the Amcrk-aii, Wine Prcfis conceriiinijr the business metliods employed by the California wine deal-

ers and the resultant conditions of the market seems to have

been warranted by facts. The symptoms of low prices, di>sregard

for quality, besides rumors of underselling "the other fellow"

at any cost, appear to the grower and maker of wines the main

features of a disorganized trade. Some blame may rightly be

placed perhaps on the methods of winemaking, but in the face of

such conditions already long endured it is not to be wondered

at that a grower will, unless he has an outlet of his own, not go

to any extra trouble in the improvement of jthe quality of his

wines. The indefinite competence of the winemaker both for

making sound wines of better grades as well as for finishing

them well before offering them for sale may possibly be admit-

ted. It may also perhaps be contended that he is not sufficiently

conscientious in the study of his work toward a higher standard

of his product. Such contentions will not, however, quite ab-

solve the dealer from the accusation of ruinous business methods

in the distribution of the wines. While there may be, therefore,

much indifference and ignorance on the one side, there is also

much trickery and greed on the other. The actual result is that

viticulture in its best sense is represented by only a handful of

conscientious men, the rest being compelled through necessity

or lack of knowledge to accept any terms offered them. The
outcome of it all is a general demoralization of the industry.

Many winemakers Avill no doubt remember the existence of

the former Viticultural Commission, and they will also recall

the general effect of its work. Much of this may have been

carried on along prejudicial lines by overanxious enthusiasts,

but it can hardly be denied that the information furnished by it

did a great deal toward the enlightenment of viticulturists.

Through it there was established a greater spirit of union in the

industry, and as a means for its advancement it served a good
purpose. What such a Commission was intended to accomplish
is now supposed to be carried on by our university and by the

U. S. Government stations, and perhaps it is better to have
these as agents for the promotion of the industry because of the

greater reliabiJity of scientific research and advice. And yet,

such a source of information lacks the direct communication
with the men in need of .special knowledge; that is to say, it

Avould be infinitely more productive of beneficial results if such
information could be given by some official in person and on the

spot where it is to be applied in practice. If, therefore, instead

of having to fetch it from those places the grower and wine-
maker could, upon application, have it demonstrated on his own
grounds the impression of such advice would be far more lasting

than Avhen received in print or Avriting. An actual discussion on
the spot would tend to more readily solve problenvs arising from
peculiarities of location and deficiencies of manipulation. This
is particularly true of tlie smaller vineyard and cellar where
often persistent efforts are made for higher quality than at the

larger places.

It is evident that the only .salvation for the reputation of our
wines lies in the enlightenment of the individual producer,
through whose more conscientious work some particular and
high-class brands could be established. Such a view may not
find favor with men of larger enterprises who like an extensive
field of selection for their goods and whose profits depend more
or less on the insufficient skill and knowledge of the producers.
What holds true of our fruit is also applicable to our wine,
namely, the expediency of a proper recognition of reasonable

I
and

.41
iflP

and simple standards by Avhich a product may be classified aiK

namefl. The dealers have attempted this arbitrarily under

numerable "XX's" and "AA's," which have but little mean
except as to the prices attached, and often the name of. the gri

n.sed indicates still less. If, therefore, the winemaker con

appeal to some; unbiased and authoritative commission or of-

flcials for a fair judgment on his types of wines it would iioi

only vastly enlarge his views in the mattei-, but would also

courage him to install further improvements for tlie jiroducli

of desirable types. Vintages come but once a year and the set- '

backs due to error are all the more serious in their consequence^

The usual prejudice for his wines may often render i\ut producer

le.ss responsive to advice at fir.st, but continued information and

judgment rendered by the requirements of standards will event

ually lead him to such systematic efforts as will make his whole

output more uniform and excellent. The often too prevalent

indifference and conceit on the part of the winemaker are prin

cipally due to lack of proper information and knowledge as well

as to the disparagement of his goods by the dealer.

The obstacles of the producer are many and for the benefit

of a great future of this industry he should be helped by reliable

and authoritative advice. It is hard to maintain practical ideals

in the face of present conditions, but if we disdain high stand-

ards and are satisfied with a mere living there is little hope for

an increased reputation of our wines. There are many levels

where quality and profit meet. The lowest of these is where
both the disparagement of the product and the ignorance of the

producer yield the largest profit with the least quality—an ideal

condition for the mere money-making dealer. The highest level

compatible with common sense and farsightedness is based on

an intelligent appreciation of quality by the consumer with a

fair profit for both producer and dealer. Such a standard for

business methods is not beyond human effort and assures to a

large extent the future welfare of all concerned ; but it demands
eminent fair play. If this be denied and the questionable motto
of "Business is business" be made the basis of trade, then we
have to abandon all hope for anything like business morality.

In that case we are simply dealing with the unbridled vices of

fear, hatred and greed. This is not business in its best sense.

It is mere destruction. The cynical talk about "human nature"
and the common cant about "the struggle for existence" are

often but excuses for gross injustice and further eradicate tlic

.spirit of fair play from competition.

For the benefit of the industry, therefore, it seems best to

establish again if possible some sort of advisory board or com-
mission or appoint some official trained in that line of work
for the purpose of aiding all progressive growers and wine-

makers in their efforts for greater efficiency and higher stand-

ards of quality. Enlightenment everywhere means better work.
Manual labor should be made less burdensome and more effect-

ive by thought. Intellect, on the other hand, should not degen-
erate into conceit and cunning. Physical and intellectual labor

condiined form the best basis for a sane and Avell-balanced exist-

(Mice. Under present conditions the winegrower plods while
the dealer plots. In order to alleviate that plodding and conn-
tera(;t that plotting, and thereby create a more promising
future for the industry, it becomes necessary to find some means
of enlarging the capacity of the individual winegrower ami
Axinemaker by special information through some authoritative
board or commission for that purpose.

RUDOLF JORDAN JR.
San Francisco, May, 1912.

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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CHARLES MEINECKE ^ CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER -HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUWKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain .- SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland '*WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng. BREWERS' MATERIALS
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' 0^ i Fresno County s Prohibition ( ^^ {

1 v^^
I

drape Growers / ^*^
j

I
I

ON May 14tli, tlie voters of the five supervisorial districts

in I"'resiio County decided to eliminate some very well-

conducted saloons—notably three in lUH'dley—an<l a number

of roadliouses that wen; far from de.sirahle. The total vote

stood 1<)42 for license and 38()7 against, the dry majority of

2225 leaving no doubt as to tlie sentiment of the people.

A large portion of these voters were raisin grape growers,

\yho for years have sold their second crop muscats to the

wineries. But they were prohibitionists at heart, as is evi-

denced by several communications received by the drape GroAV-

ers' Association of California in reply to a circular letter of

warning sent out before the eb'ction, pointing out how the local

option law would affect the distribution of Avine

A .JUBILANT ANTI.'

Here is what the daughter of a recently deceased raisin grape

gi-ower of Fowler Avrote

:

"Yes, Ave Avent to the polls on Tuesday, May 14th, and pro-

tected the 'I!oy and (!irl Industi-y' for our community by vot-

ing for local option and we are thankful to say there Avere

enough others voted the sanu' way and practically put Fresno

County dry.

"The gentleman to Avhom tlie enclosed letter Avas addressed

is no longer living. If he was, I am sure tlie letter you are

receiving in return for your trouble and kindness Avoukl not

be as mild as the one Avhich I am Avriting. He Avas a man Avho

ncA-er touched liquor or tobacco in any form and ahvays stood

against its sale. Furthermore, he Avas a successful grape

grower and did not depend upon the ability of the Aviuemakers

to dispose of his product.

"I am his daughter and T ask you not to send us any more
such letters. We have no use for you nor your business."

A GOOD SUGGESTION.

Another raisin-grajx' grower of Fowler, Avho voted "Avet,"

looks at the matter in a different light. He Avrites

:

"I am having some fun to myself since election day. I don't

think very many people knew Avhat tlieir vote meant. When
they voted this district dry, they Avere more after the road houses

tiiau anything else. I have said to a lot of the raisen men:
'What are you going to make off your vineyards if the Avineries

refuse to take your second crop, Avith the price of raisins 3c

per pound and the prospects now for less than a ton to the

acre, unless a person picks late. Property value will drop in

two. Plenty of people around here Avould about lose their

place, if the Avineries Avould refuse to take their second crop

of muscats. I believe if the report even Avould get out that

the Avineries Avere going to refuse to take only a limited amount
of muscat grapes that the packers Avould use it as a club and
batter down the price of raisins in anlicipation of people making
Valencias of the second crop.

"In my estimation, it Avould do more (o make ])eo])l(! keep
tlieir hands off the saloon (|U('stion in this county than any-

thing else. Tavo years ago tliere Avere people that could not

pay tlieir taxes if it liad not been for tlic wineries, because they

«-oul(l neither sell their jieaches nor raisins at any price. Yet
they AAcre ashamed to be seen around the Avineries and voted
against these places last Tuesday."

TYPICAL HYPOCRITES.

Another grape grower Avho comes in contact Avith the vine-

yardists of Cutler, Reedley, Orosi and Dinuba Avrites:

"I knoAV two strong advocates of prohibition Avhose Avives

are memUers of the W. C. T. V. and as this district pi'oduces

lots of raisin grapes, these groAvers sell their second and third

crop to the Avineries. The two farmers I have particular

erence to and their wives recently sent petitions to Congress-'

man Needham and Senators Perkins and ^V^o^ks, asking them

to A'ote for the Webb-Kenyon bill Avhich proposes to prohibit

the shipment of Avine or other liquor into prohibition territory.

"NVlien I asked the Avife of the farmers: 'Why do you sell

your grapes to the wineries then? She replied : 'We don't. Last

year we sold them to a Chinaman Avho sold them to the win-i

eries. We are not to be held responsible for Avhat the Cliina

man does.'

"What do you think of that? To make matters worse, 1

know it to be a fact that her husband fumislietl the team to

carry the grapes to the Avinery!

"My other farmer friend did exactly as the preceding one,'

only Avith the <litt'erence that he sold the grapes to a white man

instead of a Chinaman. This white man deliver<Hl tlie grapes

to the Avinery.

"As long as these raisin grape; growers can get their monev

for their grapes, it is well and good. They care very littli'

Avhether they are incemsistent in their doctrine. These two

farmers are good ( hristians and prohibition advocates and

are among the cream of my neighborhood. What the rest

of the raisin groAvers do, the books of the wineries in this

vicinity Avill tell.

"Another good 'temperance' advocate sold his third cro)) iif

Muscats to a Jap who paid him a dollar and a half more tlian

the Avinery offered and the Jap made Avine on the premises

of this good temperance advocate.

"I felt like writing to Needham, Perkins and >Vorks liut 1

think these men know that if any such proposed legislation

is passed it Avill kill the industry, Avithdraw thousands of men.

Avomen and children from earning money during harvest time

and hit the pocketbooks of the temperance people in like man-

ner. If these sham believers in prohibition are sincere, let them

up-root their vines."

THE KliSULT OF LOCAL OPTION.

THIS is the opinion held by all Avine men—that if the raisin

grape groAvers, sell their grapes to the Avineries, they ought

to help the wine men to keep open every avenue of distribution.

In their circular letter, the Grape GroAvers' Association of

California pointed out that the saloons and roadhouses were

not the only place affected; that Avhen a section goes dry-
No hotel, restaurant, or cafe, may serve California wiuc,

beer or other liquor to guests even Avith meals.

No tourist or stranger may secure a glass of Aviue or liipior

except through a doctor's prescription.

No commercial body, fraternal organization, or individual

giving a public banquet at a hotel, club, or place of public

resort may offer to guests Avine, beer, or other liquors.

No club may serve any intoxicating beverages to its members.

No summer re.sort may offer or give aAvay Avine or liepior to

its patrons.

No Avinery or lirewery may allow visitors to sample tlieir

product on the premi-ses when taking them about on a tour oi

iiis])ecti(m.

No grocery store or family li(iu(U' .store may .sell wine or liqim

in sealed packages not to be drunk on the premises. f |

In short, the local option bill is not aimed only at the saloon

and the roadhouses.

If adopted, it also revokes the license of every hotel, restau

rant, cafe, club, summer resort, grocery store, and family liqiioi

store and does aAvay Avitli the use of Avine or liquor at publii

banquets, or other functions.

In vieAV of these facts, it seems almost incredible that am

grape grower, Avine maker or per.son deiiendent ujiou Call

fornia's viticultural industry would be so short-sighted as t(

vote for Local Option.
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P May Crop Conditions I Q

SONOMA COUNTY.

S('l>as(o]M)l, Miiy 1!>.—This section, like many otliers, was

visited l»y daniajiinfj frasts during April. The extent of the

damage will not he known until later on, Avhen the vines will

lie more advanced in growth. The vines are not yet in flower

,.\ving to the cold spell of the spring. There is plenty of moisture

ill all vineyards that receive proper care and cultivation, and we

have no fear of the light rainfall of the season. No vines are

heiug set out here, but, on the other hand, many are rapidly

lieing taken out and Gravenstein apples planted in their places.

A. M. Gaye.

rieties are concerned. Raisin Aarieties havc^ Iteen planted e.\-

tensively, especially the seedless varieties. I do not think tJiere

is any increased acreage of wine grapes. JIany vineyards have

been worked over, and Avhile there has been some new planting

made, I do not think there is an increased acreage. What plant-

ing has been made in wine varieties was among winery men
almost exclusively. I have added nothing to my vineyard acre-

age. F. II. WiiiSON.

Windsor, Cal., May 20.—Some parts of our section were very

badly injured by frost and other spots not touched. The vines

not frostbitten look A No. 1. The lack of rain has not ma-

terially attected the grapes as yet, but it may further along.

About 150,000 to 200,000 vines have been set out in this district.

H. M. Latimer.

llealdsburg, May 20.—In this valley there has been no frost

to amount to much, but between Geyserville and Healdsburg

considerable damage was done to grapes. Also between Healds-

l»urg and Santa Rosa the grapes were badly frosted in places.

One man had ninety acres all bitten back.

Our vines are looking extra tine, and the prospect for a full

crop at this time of year was never better. We have not had

any big rain storms to pack the soil, as we often do when we

have very wet winters, hence the land has worked up as mellow

as an ash heap, and the moisture is up to the extreme surface

(if the ground. It could not be better for this county, and

growei-s that don't make good this year are lazy.

So far as I know there has been a large acreage of I'esistant

vines put out in this particular district. I set out six acres to

resistant vines. H. E. Burnham.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

Florin, May 20.—AVe have had no frosts an<l our vines look

gooil. The lack of rain has not affected our vineyards, and we

irrigate. No vines have been set our here. J. M. Davies.

NAPA COUNTY.

St. Helena, (^al., May 20.—I should estimate that about 5 per

cent of our grape cro]) was injured by frosts. However, our

vines look better than ever, and have not suffered in consequence

of the early lack of rain. I do not know of any vines being set

out in this section. Wm. Bornhorst.

.SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Madrone, Cal., .Alay 20.—I btlieve that fully 25 per cent of

tlie grajies in this section of Santa Clara Valley have been

injured liy frosts. Our vines are not yet in bloom, but they

Uiuk good. The lack of rain lias not affected them. No new
vines are being set out here. J. C. KiRBY.

FRESNO COUNTY.
Diiiuba, ("al.. May 22.—Regarding the fruit prospects of

this section, they are very favorable indeed. The grapes an^

in bloom and they promise an excellent crop. I do not

think the lack of rain will have any ajipreciable effect on the

coming crop, as the prospects certainly look the best at this

time, and all ditches are running bank full, and water is being

used freely on the vineyards and orchards. The planting of

grapes this past season has been light, so far as the wine va-

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.

Cucamonga, May 21.—There has been no frost in this section.

The vines are in flower, with the prospect of an average yield

unless extreme heat should affect the crop later on from lack of

sufficient moisture. Very few vines have been planted this

season in this section. We are making some improvements to

our buildings and putting in more cooperage.

M. E. Post.

The Kirby Distilling Company

NEW ENGLAND thrift and true Western enterprise for a

winning combination in almost any undertaking. This ap-

plies with particular force to the Kirby Distilling Company,

Incorporated, manufacturers of the famous "Kirby Brandy,"

conceded by connoisseurs to be the finest of American brandies.

The home office and principal place of business of this concern

is located two and one-half miles west of Fowler. Here also is

"Sierra Park Vineyard," containing 500 acres planted to wine

grapes, and considered among the finest and best kept vineyards

in Central California. It was here that the business was founded

about twenty-five years ago by C. K. Kirby, now deceased, who

came here from Boston, Jlass., about five years previous to the

establishment of this vast enterprise.

The corporation has a capitalization of |100,000, which is

headed by C. K. Kirby, Jr., as president ; F. W. Kirby, secretary

and treasurer, and S. L. Riddell, assistant manager and book-

keeper. A second plant is also located at Selma. Besides the

vast quantities of gi-apes grown in its vineyards, the company

is one of the largest buyers of wine grapes in California.

The combined capacities of the two distilleries operated by

the company is 300,000 gallons of brandy per year, and during

the past year 104 carloads of the famous "Kirby Brandy" were

shipped to all parts of the United States.

The purity of the "Kirby Brandy" is due to the fact that the

company makes no wine; hence there is no wash or sour mash

enters into the manufacture of the brandy. This is a specialty

with the Kirby company, as nearly all the other manufacturers

of brandy are also engaged in making Avine, and use the Avaste

products from the Avine vats in the distillation of brandy.

The company has been an important factor in the develo])-

meut and upbuilding of Fowler and the adjacent territory.

Additions and improvements to the properties controlled by the

company are constantly being made, and profitable employment

is giA'en to a large number of both skilled Avorkmen and day

laborers.—FoAvler (Cal.) liuJependent, May 9, 1912.

As shoAving the extent to AAhich the fanaticism of the anti-

liquor element carries them, the local branch of the W. C. T. V.

in Berkeley has taken a pledge by Avhich none of its members

will trade in any grocery store that sells liquors. The members

of the W. C. T. I'. Avill seek the co-operation of all the mothers'

clubs and similar organizations tOA\ard making the boycott ef-

fectiA^e. It is expected that the result of the movement Avill be

that the amount of money spent on outside firms that dt liA-er

liquor in Berkeley will be veiy greatly decreased. The boycott,

Avhicli has been judicially branded on numerous occasions as

vicious, unreasonable and un-American, loses none of its force

of appeal to the "dry" element because of its injustice.
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NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN
Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec=»

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at
this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,
but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

EXPORTS OF WI1\B.

FROM APRIL 20TH TO MAY 20TH, 1912.

Destination.
To Alaska
• British Columbia
" Central America
' Cliina
*' Hawaiian Islands
" Japan
' Mexico
" Philippine Islands
" Soutii America
Samoan Islands

" Society Islands
" Australia
" Straits Settlements
' Germany
" France
" England
"New York 2,090
" Other Eastern States <

Cases.
2

78
94
27

113

12

Gallons.
81

3,437
42,840
1,964

67,640
1.057
6,450
1,648

17,455
556

4,867
27

250
900

3,500
4,500

855,764
29,621

Value.
$110
1,724

12,814
856

28,721
307

2,282
713

6,678
302

1,322
11

125
573

1,050
1,850

296,687
11,499

Total 2,421 1,042,557 $S67,624

WHISKY.
Destination.

To Alaska
" Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands
" South America ...
" Australia
" Baltimore

Cases. Gallons.
17

124

162
2

677

155
404
249

5,742
133

2,091
188
334

100

Total 1,072

BHANDV.
Destination.

To Hawaiian Islands
" Japan
" Society Islands .

.

" New York

Total

Destination.
To Alaska
" Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Philippine Islands
" South America . .

.

' Society Islands . . .

" Samoan Islands . .

" Australia
" Germany

Cases.
17
1

18

Value.
$583
1.450
281

15,537
151

5,560
282
290

1,000

9,296 $25,134

Gallons. Value.
200 $615

16
5 18

1,323 2,687

1,528 $3,336

BEER.
Packages. Value.

Total

15
46
25

246
200
62
33
1

2

1

631

$90
251
126

2,006
1,008
217
196

10

$3,917

MISCELLANEOUS.
Destination. Packages and Contents.

To Alaska 5 cs Ginger Ale, 19 cs Mineral Water, 2 pkgs Rum, 1 cs Ale
1 cs Gin

" British Columbia. .60 cs Champagne, 1 cs Apple Cordial, 10 cs Mineral Water
" Central America.. 24 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 9 cs Min. Wtr, 1 cs Cocktails

1 kg Vermouth, 6 cs Gin
" China .'....1 cs Champagne, J04 cs Grape Juice, .9 cs Clierrles in Maraschino

..3 csks Ginger Ale, 1 cs Porter, 1 cs Mineral Water
" Hawaiian Islands 52 gals Alcohol, 20 cs 2 bbls Gin, 17 cs Cordials

27 cs 3 bbls Cider, 10 cs Ginger Ale, 4 cs Grape Juice
58 cs R-lneral Water, 10 cs Champagne, 10 cs Porter, 1 cs Fernet

1 cs Anisette, 2 cs Chartreuse, 20 cs Vermouth
1 cs Kruit Juice, 1 bbl Stout, 1 bbl Ale

" Japan.. 22 cs Grape Juice, 1 c-s Cocktails, 1 cs Kruit Juice. 6 cs Cherries in M.
" Mexico ...15 cs Mineral Water, 3 cs Cocktails. 1 cs (Cherries in Maraschino
' Philippine Islands 64 cs Creme dc Menthe, 20 os 2 bbls Cordials.

1 hf bbl Bitters
15 cs Cherries in Maraschnlo. 5 cs Apply Brandy, 1 h( bbl Syrup

2 bbls Blackberry Cordial, 14 cs Grape Juice
' South America 10 cs Grape Juice
" Society Islands ; 2 cs Lime Juice
•• Samoan Islands 5 cs Grape Juice
•• Australia 2 cs <^ider
' India 2 cs Grape Juice
" Korea 2 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" New Y'ork 30 cs Cordials

IMPORTS BY SEA.

Forrlgn.

FROM APRIL 20TH TO MAY 20TH, 1912.

Total 628 cs 11 bbls 2 hf bbls 3 ftgs 3 csks 79 gals
Value $5114

500
5

125
134

1

1

2

10
25
75
50

1

5

10

585
55
63

355
275
31
25

100
400
69

140
150
430
100
44
15

266
60

75
75
60
26
8

65

4

52
546
216
878
20
3

60
50 cs

50
10
75
100
25
1

291
177
49

50
200

40
3

76S
35
70
3

10
26
3

75
33
72

705
15

25
13

6

245
25
S

153
8

4

1

442

FROM LIVERPOOL (via Seattle)—Per Yukon, April 21.

cs Gin San Francisco,
cs Whisky .San Francisco.
FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Alaskan, April 24.

cs Whisky San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.
bbl Whisky San Francisco.
bbl Cordials San Francisco.
bbls Gin San Francisco.
cs Gin Portland.
cs Whisky Portland.
bbls Beer Honolulu.
cs Beer Honolulu.
cs Wine Honolulu.
bbls Whisky Honolulu.
cs Bitters Honolulu.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
cs Champagne San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
csks Mineral Water San Francisco.
cs Beer Los Angeles.
cs Champagne Los Angeles.
cs Beer Portland.
cs Lime Juice Seattle.
cs Mineral Water Seattle.
cs Champagne Seattle.
cs Wine Seattle.
cs Porter Seattle.
cs Whisky Honolulu.
cs Gin Honolulu.
cs Stout Honolulu.
cs Wine Honolulu.
cs Beer Honolulu.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Persia, April 24.

csks Sake .San Francisco.
cs Sake San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Newport, April 27.

cs Whisky .San Francisco.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.
cs Vermouth San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
csks Wine ,San Francisco.
bbls Whisky Portland.
FROM NEW Y'ORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Nevadan, April 28.

qr csks Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco,
cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
cs Cider Ran Francisco.
bbls Wine San Francisco.
cs Cocktails r" San Francisco.
Liquors San Francisco.

cs Absinthe Tacoma.
cs Cordials Tacoma.
cs Absinthe Seattle.
cs Absinthe Spokane.
cs Wine Sacramento.
Oct Rum Los Angeles.
,' FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Navajo, April 28.

bbls Whisky San Francisco.
FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Korea, April 28.

csks Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM HAMBURG—Per Abyssinia, May 1.

cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Brandy Seattle.

FROM VICTORIA—Per Umatilla, May 4.

cs Whisky .San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Arizonan, May 6.

cs Whisky San FrancLsco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
cs Wine San I'^rancisco.
bbls Rum San I'^rancisco.
cs Fruit Juice San l'"rancisco.
cs Gin Sacramento.
bbls Whisky Chico.
cs Gin Portland.
bbls Whisky Portland.
cs Whisky .... Portland.
cs VVuip Portland.
cs Lime Juice ..... ..Porlland.
cs Ginger Ale Portland.
cs Whisk.v .....Spokane.
bbls Whisky Spokane.
bbls Whisky Seattle.
bbls Whisky Tacoma.
bbls Beer Honoluhi.
cs Whisky Honolulu.
cs Gin Honolulu.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL
cs Whisky X.k)s Angeles.
csks Whisky I.,os Angeles.
iir csks Whisky Seattle.
csk Whisky . . . . j; .'

. ; . Tacoma.
cs Whisky Honolulu.
cs Gin Honolulu.
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FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Peru, May 6.

hills Whisky San Francisco.
rsks Wine , San Francisco.
octs Wine ..San Francisco.
qr csks Wine San Francisco.
cs Champagne San Francisco.
bb!s Whisky Portland.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Shlnyo Maru, May 6.

csks Sake San Francisco.
OS Sake San Francisco.
csks Sake Los Angeles.
cs Sake New York.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Pennsylvania, May 9

bhls Whisky San Francisco.
kgs Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Wine San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Lyra, May 10.

cs Cordials San Francisco.
cs Absinthe San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.
csk Whisky San Francisco.
cs Wine Sacramento.
cs Brandy Sacramento.
csks Gin Oakland.
bbls Gin Seattle.

bbls Whisky Seattle.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Siberia, May 12.

csks Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake San Francisco.
csks Sake Los Angeles.

FROM NEW Y'ORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Virginian, May 14.

cs Cordials San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Whlskv San Francisco.
csk Brandy San Francisco.
cs Brandy San Francisco.
cs Grape Juice San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
csks Gin San Francisco.
bbls Whisky Stockton.
cs! Whlskv Tacoma.
bbl Whisky Tacoma.
cs Grape Juice Seattle.
bbls Whisky Seattle.

cs Whisky Seattle.

cs Liquors Portland.
cs Grape Juice Portland.
bbls Whisky Portland.
cs Ginser Ale Portland.
cs Cordials Portland.
Oct Rum Portland.
qr csks Wine Portland.
cs Wine Portland.
bbls Gin Portland.
cs Gin Portland.

CALIFORNIA WINE TO NEW YORK IN APRIL

IMPORTS BY RAII. IN BOND.

FROM APRIL 20TH TO MAY 20TH, 1912.

\lu New York

—

190 cs Champagne From Antwerp.
78 cs Wine ' Rotterdam.
1 csk Rum " Liverpool.

Via New Orleaim—
102 cs Wine From Bordeaux.

1 csk Wine " "

80 cs Champagne " Antwerp.

Hearing of Winemen Delayed

WAv^HINCJTOX, May 20.—The licarino; of the California

wine dealers who were to appear today before the House
hidiciary Coniiiiittee in opposition to the Webb liquor traffic

lill lias been iiwh'finitely postponed, because the committee is

ii(ui)ied with the Archibald investijjation.

From San Francisco, SS. Ancon.

2348 bbls California Wine Association

600 " Italian-Swiss Colony

145 " C. Vazzoler

95 " E. L. Spellman & Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Texan.

200 bbls Chas. Stem & Sons

250 " Italian-Swiss Colony

100 " A. D. Rudini

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

222 bbls J. Pacheteau

From San Francisco, SS. Cristobol.

3130 bbls California Wine Association

78 " C. Schilling & Co.

85 " A. Peirano

260 " ; Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

10 " E. G. Lyons & Rass Co.

123 " California Wineries & Distilleries

187 " French-American Wine Co.

62 " C. Jouard

826 " Lachman & Jacobi

75 " Italian Wine Co.

340 " Scatena Wine Co.

208 " Roma Wine Co.

160 " Italian-Swiss Colony

49 " L. Botta & C<).

173 cases Calwa Distributing Co.

257 bbls Order

From San Francisco, SS. American.

431 bbls Chas. Schueler

325 " Piedmont Winery

575 " Chas. Stern & Sons

500 " C. Manzella & Son

200 " A. D. Rudini

240 " -. A. Gazzolo

420 " French-American Wine Co.

500 " Italian-Swiss Colony

110 " Italian Wine Co.

155 " W. P. Bernagozzi

480 " Order

From San Francisco, SS. Alliance.

50 bbls L. Botta

75 " E. G. Lyons & Rass Co.

41 " J. Pacheteau

31 " California Wineries & Distilleries

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKES WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES- KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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HI bbls l^'rcncli-Aiucrkaii Wiii(> Co.

346 " Laclinian & Jacol.i

158 " Italiiiii-Swiss Colony

218 " ScatiMia Wma Co.

44 " Roma Wine Co.

118 " M. Ajdlo

From San Fiaurisco, SS. Hawaiian.

100 bbls P. (Jai'iituiU) & Co.

425 " Clias. Stern & Sons

70 " American Wine & Spirit Co.

62 " Eddy & Fisher Co.

87 " E. (1. Lyons & Raas Co.

140 cases Wetmore-Bowen Co.

500 bbls Italian-Swiss Colony

500 " California Wine Association

60 " Seaboard Wine Growers

75 " Ciocca-Lombardi Co.

500 " Scmoma Wine & Brandy Co.

560 " La<i;omarsino Wine Co.

60 " San Benito Vineyards Co.

104 " Chas. ^Schueler

493 " Order

New Zealand Entering Into Viticulture

ABOUT 1000 acres of New Zealand are now nnder <;rape cul-

ture for wine. The vineyard acreajje would probably be

much lar<>er except for uncertainty over the policy of continuing

or prohibiting the sale of alcoholic beverages. The New Zealand

Viticultural Association recently represented to Parliament

that the grape-growing and Avine-making industry of the Do-

minion has been greatly discouraged by the present licensing

act, and has requested that the law be amended by exempting

New Zealand wines from its operation.

Under this act each of the sixty-eight licensing districts of

New Zealand must vote every three years on local licensing, and

also national prohibition or continuance must be decided by a

general vote through the Dominion. The Chief Justice of New
Zealand, in a recent suit, gave his opinion that in no-license

districts wines could not only not be sold, but could not be made.

At the general elections in New Zealand, on December 7, 1911,

no districts made changes, and although 108,036 votes were cast

for national prohibition and 91,491 against, yet national pro-

hibition was defeated, as the percentage in favor of it was 54.15,

Avhereas the percentage re(]uired to carry the issue was 60. Had
national prohibition carried, it would have suppressed the pres-

ent wine industry, excejrt possibly for the export of wines, and
the trade in imported wines would have had to stop also.

WHAT WINES CAN BE PRODUCED.

New Zealand grapes, which grow chiefly in the northern ]>ai-

of the North Island, produce good wine of the claret and mosejli

type. The commissioners of the late Franco-British Exhibitioi

spoke with especial favtu* of the brands sent from AucklaiK

An aci'e of grapes in the ncutliern part of New Zealand cii:

easily be made to yiehl 500 to 700 gallons of wine per year. Ncv

Zealand can not compete with hotter coimtries in prodiicin

full-bodied wine of high alcoholic percentage, and the loca

grapes do not liave sufficient saccharine matter for ports, Inn'

gundies, or sherries without artificial assistance, but for ligli

popular wines, such as clarets aud moselles, climate and scii

seem well suited.

About seven years ago the New Zealand Agricultural Dejtarl

ment established a viticultural experiment station in the Nortl

Island to demonstrate to intending vine growers the most suit

able varieties of resistant American stocks on which to graf

the best Avine and dessert grapes, with information on the art i

wine making. No fresh capital, however, has for several year

been invested in the industry. The recent annual report of tin

New Zealand Department of Agriculture mentioned that xn

appreciable increase of vineyard area had taken place, hii

rather the reverse, for which the risk of no license being carrie(

was accountable.

IMPORTS—MARKET FOR CALIFORNIA WINES.

Owing to the uncertainties of the local wine trade domestic

output is not likely to gain; consequently imported wines will

probably continue to mwt most of the New Zealand demand sc

long as their sale is permitted. The importe<l wines come mostil3|

from Australia, United Kingdom, and South Africa, AustraUs

supplying 65,139 gallons. United Kingdom 44,546 gallons, Soutli

Africa 23,320 gallons, and P>ritish Columbia 1,959 gallons. Odij

1,268 gallons were su]>plied by the United States.

Australian wine containing not more than 40 per cent proot

spirit pays in duty 5s
( |1.22 )

per gallon ; wine other than spark-

ling and Australian, containing not more than 40 per cent propi

spirit, pays 6s (fl.46) per gallon; sparkling wine containing

not more than 40 per cent proof spirit pays 9s (|2.19) per gal-

lon, and wine of any kind containing more than 40 per ceil

proof spirit pays 16s rf3.89) per gallon. With South Africa

there is a reciprocity treaty which has given a great impetus tc

the sale of South African wine in this Dominion. South African

wines other than sparkling pay only 2s (49 cents) per gallon

duty, and sparkling wines 5s (#1.22) per gallon. During 1910

excise duty was paid on 153,435 gallons of wine for home cc

sumption in NeAv Zealand, which represented a per capita co

sumption of 0.147 gallon.

It would seem as if there ought to be a larger trade in Ca^-

fornian wines, now that San Francisco has direct steamshir

service with Wellington, the caj)ital of New Zealand.

WILLIAM WOLrr ^ COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

KiRKER, GRECR&co. 1 58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO irish and
JAS. SAUNDERS & CO. / PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR SCOTCH "WHISKIES

JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON, Rotterdam Holland Gin
M. B. FOSTER & SONS, London Guiness's Stout, Bass's Ale
CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and Sarsaparilla

"QUENCHY," French Vichy Lemonade, bottled at the Spring "La Francaise," St. Yorre, Fres. , Vichy, France.

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AKD IN BULK
BOND & ULLARD MELLWOOD OLD HORSEY RYE OLD WATERMILL BELMONT OLD GOVERNMENT

AND OTHER STAPLE BRANDS
IMPORTERS OF

VINTAGE >VINES, STAPLE CORDIALS. BITTERS, PRESERVES, OLIVE OIL, ETC.
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•> !:ATTI>E, wash., May 20:—The Mayor of Soattlo lias dis-

^ coyoKed tl^at tiiere is a higjlior authority than his in tlio

iiulafioii of the sale of liquor. This occurred in the case of

le Alaska TJar, at Third avenue and Jetferson street. Jud<?e

. B. Alltertson issued an order on the 6th of May to the effect

lat the saloon should have its license.

The City Council voted a license to the Alaska Bar on the

h of April over the Mayor's veto. In consequence of the action

the city officials the owner of the saloon, Mr. C. T. Morris,

nimenced two suits. In one he asked that the Mayor be cpni-

lled to approve the license voted by the City Council and that

le Coni])troller be compelled to issue the license. In the other

[« asked that the city be restrained from closing the saloon.

udge Albertson dismissed the injunction case bxit found that

le saloon was entitled to a license. He made the necessary

irder for the issuance of the license which will be in effect until

jn'il 7, 1913. As the new license is to date from April 7, 1912,

lieu the old one expired, there was no necessity for any rulin*j

u the question of injunction and, therefore, the court's rulinji,

lat an injunction re-straining the police from interfering with

bar that had no license could not be granted was not effective

11 the Alaska Bar.

A similar situation involves the Seward Hotel bar. Zbinden

mothers have commenced injunction and writ of mandate pro-

eedings in behalf of the bar and the case will be trie<l before

'ndge Dykeman at any early date.

ilr. John a. AVoolley, who was at one time a candidate for

lie Presidency (m the Prohibiti(m ticket, has made announce-

u'Ht of the severing of his connection with tlie prohibiti(m

Kivciiient. This took jWace at the Young ilen's Christian Asso-

iation of Sjiokane on the morning of April 22 in an address

iliefore the ministerial section. Mr. Woolley announced that in

111' future he will work in the interest of the Anti-Saloon

, .eague. Among other remarks made by him in his simh'cIi of

enunciati(m the following may be quoted :

"I believe that tlie Prohibition pai*ty has outlived its usefnl-

less and will grow weaker each year. Party organization is

apidly dying out.

"In North Carolina, where the Democrats are in power, the

ialoons were eliminated without any assistance whatever from

he proliil)itionists.

"I believe that the two big parties will take up the question of

lie elimination of saloons and will do better than the Prohibi-

ioii iiarty."

W Mr. Woolley did not mention that the Anti-Saloon League
lUfei's better ])ickings than the Prohibition i)arty, but his speedy

^RR-angement f(U' a trip to Montana for a campaign against sa-

nons there would indicate that the league has offered better

iiducements for bis services than the Prohibition party.

The City Commissioners of AValla Walla, Wash., after having

Iclibcrated for mcmths and held numerous consultaticms with

li(! rei)utable saloon men of the city, have passed an ordinance

iv which the saloons will be closed from midnight to (5 o'clock

11 the morning, the serving of meals in saloons will be stopju'd

iiid the fronts of saloons will be kept open to facilitate police

inspection.

carrying of too much liciuor. One case was that of a man who
is profiting by the present conditions by distributing alcoholic

refreshments in the "dry" territory and another is that (»f a

doctor who indulged in the contraband article and found that

it had a (luicker effect than the licensed article usually has.

North Yakima, Wash., shows the example of prohibition by

having a committee of three members of the Prohibition party

name the five delegates from the place to the State conventicm

at Everett, May 14. There is no doubt that the bigger parties

could improve their machine politics greatly by following this

example.

On the 13th of ilay the City Commissioners of Chehalis,

Wash., passed a I'esolution raising the price of liquor licenses

from ^800 to flOOO per year, prohibiting the granting of more
than eleven licenses at one time and limiting the number of

licenses to on(> per 1000 ])opulation.

Proprietors of saloons, grills and restaurants in Portland,

Ore., will be held strictly to account for all acts of an unlawful

nature taking pace in their establishments, in accordance with

an amendment to the liquor ordinances which was passed by

the City Council May 8. Owing to the inability to secure proper

action in the case of liquor .sold to minors in a Chinese establish-

ment through the proprietor throwing the blame on one of his

employees, it was decided to hold only the proprietors respon-

sible.

"

The Railroad Commission of the State of Oregon has become

vn'j insistent on the enforcenient of the law prohibiting the sale

of intoxicants on trains outside of buffet, dining and private

cars. This is in cons(M|uence of a letter from Covernor West

stating that the railroad companies are violating the. law by

selling liquor in the chair cars. The Commission announces

that the comi)anies will be prosecutetl to the full extent of the

law if specific instances can be citetl and it solicits infoi'mation

from any person who may possess it. It has been learnetl that

the companies are serving liquors in Pulhnan and observation

cars. To eradicate the evil the Commissi(m will interpret the

law in its strictest sense and to the effect that liquor can be sold

only on dining, buffet aud private cars.

At (larfield, Wash., a perfectly "dry" town, several of the

lest known citizens have been arrested in couuwtion with the

We are suffering from a plethora of laws and regulations

aimed at the conduct of business. What with the new interpi-eta-

tions of existing laws, additions without number to the statute

books and attempts to regulate and supervise every effort of

human endeavor, business enterprise is discouragwt and

checked, the field of employment dimini.shod, the rewards of

labor decreased, and tlie financial and industral future ren-

dered unstable and insecure. Is it not time to stop and con-

sider'/

—

(Sovcrnor Dix.

lASH'SBITTERC
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f#( Business Men Oppose

|#| Prohibition

SOME CITIES THAT PBEFEE STRICT KEGULATION.

THAT the substantial business men of California are for the

most part opposed to prohibition and local option is evident

from the prominent part they are playing in the "wet" and

"dry" fights throughout the state. The Taxpayers' League of

Los Angeles and the Bakersfield Business Men's Association

helped materially to win the handsome victories achieved last

fall in those cities, and proved conclusively that there are other

people in California besides the saloon men and liquor inter-

ests who do not approve of the aims and work of the Anti-

Saloon League.

In San Jose, which voted Monday in favor of regulation in

preference to prohibition (what the Wyllie local option bill

really amounts to) the campaign in favor of license was con-

ducttnl entirely by the San Jose Taxpayers' League, consisting

of more than a thousand well-known men and women—not by

any means a "liquor men's" organization; in fact, no one en-

gaged in the liquor business was eligible.

In its declaraticm of principles it went on record as being in

favor of strict regulation, as the following statement will show

:

"We believe the number of licenses should be definitely fixed

by law.

"That character should be the first consideration in issuing

licenses.

"That no person not a citizen of tlie United States should

receive a license, and that after January 1 next no renewal or

reissue of a license should be granted any one who has not

legally declared his intention to become a citizen.

"That punishment for violation of the law should be certain

and severe.

"That for a first offense a fine of not less than |250 should

be imposed, and for a second offense the license should be can-

celled outright.

"That these penalties should be made mandatory to insure no

undue lenience.

"That proper remonstrance laws should be passed, and that

the bona fide relative of any habitual drunkard should have the

right to protest against the sale of liquor to such drunkard,

and upon the conviction of any license-holder disregarding such

protest, said license to be absolutely revoked.

"We believe the conduct of the liquor business in San Jose

can be improved, and we endorse the foregoing measure, and

pledge ourselves to aid the municipal authorities in putting

them into prompt force and effect."

Every possible effort was made to intimidate the business men

of San Jose from taking a stand against local option, but they

proved themselves practical men, and when the list of members

was published in the San Jose Mercury of May 17 it was found

that the organization contained practically all the representa-

tive taxpayers, business and professional men and women resid-

ing there. It had no political obligations, affiliations or pur-

poses beyond the defeat of prohibition and the better regulation

of the liquor business in San Jose. It opposed prohibition in

the belief that prohibition is a moral mistake and a financial

error. It bases this belief on investigation and conviction.

The Oxnard Municipal League was one of the best organized

bodies that figured in the spring campaigns. It promptly en-

rolled the very best citizens and taxpayers and conducted an

educational campaign that was clean cut and convincing.

The gratifying result achieved on April 10—761 for, 209

I

against—shows how effectively they crystallized public opinion

in favor of decent regulation. There can be no question as to

the sentiment of the people, with a 3-to-l vote against ^^P^ll
menting with local option.

The business men, who have the welfare of the town at heart,

because they have their all invested there, and an earnest desir(

to see the town grow to limits the narrow-minded ones liav

never dreamed of, voted "wet" to insure prosperity and i!<i(h!

times.

The women proved themselves as full of understanding of
J

civic needs, municipal welfare and all that sort of thing as thp
'

men. That many voted wet is evident, for there were not so

very many voters, men and women together, who voted to drv

up the town. Two hundred and nine dry votes are not many

when placed alongside 751 wet. There must have been a larp

number of women in the 751 crowd, for we know that a great

many more than 209 women voted.

In Redding, a similar organization, known as the "(^'itizens"
I

League," came into existence, and over 700 members enrolled.

People were anxious to join this organization, for the reason

that Redding, situated differently to almost any city in the

northern part of the state, w^ould have lost at least 500 of hei

population had prohibition can-ied. The members of tiie Citi

zens' League, without bitterness against the "drys," waged thek

fight, making it a campaign of principal with the general w^-

fare at heart. Closely allied with them was the Woman's Cli^^

one of the most active non-.sectarian bodies in Northern Caf!

fornia, which came out openly against local option.

The result was not for a moment in doubt, and wiien the

ballots were countwl on April 8 it was found that 998 citizens

wanted license and only 335 were in favor of a dry town.

In Eureka, which went wet on April 15 by

281 votes, the most representative citizens for

League, to which practically all of the leading

erty owners and professional men of the city siguetl

list.

Dunsmuir and Cloverdale are other northern cities in wiiicli

the business men refused to sit idly by and allow their town

to be voted dry without warning the public of the financial bur

dens that would be imposed by prohibition. As a result Duns-

muir decided to retain license by a majority of 286 votes, whUe
Cloverdale settled the matter even more emphatically by voting

wet two to one, or 226 for and 121 against license.

Sacramento has a very effective business men's organizaticm

Avorking along the same lines, and in other cities, such as Pasa-

dena, Santa Rosa, Marysville and Healdsburg, the most in|-

portant merchants, professional men and property ownei*s ha"^

held meetings and drafted new ordinances which they feel wi|l

wipe out the undesirable element in the liquor and hotel busi-

ness and protect those who are conducting orderly places in ap

inoffensive manner.

In short, the business men of the state are beginning to realise

that they are better able to provider for tluMr own needs thaii

the emotional evangelists and hired traveling agents of tlS&

Anti-Saloon League, who agitate whether the local conditiortp

are good or bad.

When 3'ou get into a tight place and everything goes againaJt

you, till it .seems as though you could not hold on a minute

longer, never give up then, for tliat is just the place and time

that the tide will turn.

—

HurrUt lieecher Stoicf.

lASH'SBITTERC
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j Voice of a Safe and Sane Press 1

THE prohibitionists are carrying their crnsade to the limit

wlieii nrging Conjiress to pass a bill forbidding the inipor-

Itation of Aviue and malt and spirituous liquors in bulk into

I "dry" states under interstates commerce regulations. Even
non-abstainers who voted in the "dry" states for the suppression

(if the saloons and the retailing of intoxicants at public bars un-

(piestionably disfavor any such drastic sumptuary law as will

make it impossilde to obtain supplies of "wet" goods for private

domestic use. The measure aims a blow at one of California's

most attractive and productive industries associated with the

I nltivation of the soil—an indiistiy which has been carefully

fostered in the state for approximately fifty years, in whose

development |100,000,000 or more capital has been permanently

invested and the exceptional success of which has made Cali-

fornia even more famous abroad than its earlier auriferous

wealth made it. ('alifornia wine-growers naturally revolt

ngainst their exclusion from states where they have at gi'eat

pains and expense established a market for the healthful and
iniobjectionable products of their vineyards, and on Monday
liiey will be given a public hearing before the Congressional

ciimmittee to ])rotest against the jmssage of the i)roIiibitory

interstate commerce bill.

—

OuJcland Trihitiic.

Country Saloons Unpopular.—The peojile of the country dis-

Iricts of Stanislaus County have voted out salocms by a vote (»f

4.!)S7 to 1,990, and the country residents of Fresno voted

against the saloons by nearly two to one. The issue was fairly

drawn. Tliere were no catch amendments, fixing of hours or

other side issues about which differences might arise, but the

voters were called upon to vote yes or no on the question of

retaining the saloons or abolishing them. That they were abol-

ished by the big vote recorded proves the unpopularity of bars

in the country districts. The sentiment is so marked in Fresno

and Stanislaus Counties that there is talk of waging a campaign

ngainst the saloons in tlie incorporatt^l cities and in Stanislaus

< 'ounty particularly such a campaign is being heralded as one

very likely to end successfully for the anti-saloon workers.

One saloon of the roadside character can do more in the way
of turning people against the liquor traffic than a score of tem-

]>erance people can do with the usual tactics employed by them,

and unless owners of the wayside inns purify their atmosphere

greatly before long the men and women of San Joaqxiin County

may take it upon themselves to discipline or wholly abolish the

traffic—/S'focA-<o» Independent, May 1(5, 1912.

Lessons Front the Election.—Well, the jig is up. The result

was as much a surprise to the "wets" a.s to the "di*ys." The

•'wets" never expected the majority they got, and that so few

l)recincts, by such a small majority, went "dry." There is a

reason for everything, so there must be a reason for the result

of this extra election. Let lis look how the campaign was con-

(huteil. On one side abuse, fabrications of every kind. The

otlier side, cool, collected, giving facts, reasoning logically,

avoiding as much as possible personalities. Good, sober writ-

ers, not the hysterical appears, as on the other side. Then tlie

"dry.s" forced the extra election—an extra expense to the tax-

payers of about floOO. I would not dwell on other reasons,

wliich are i)lentifnl, to ste why the temperate element joined

hands with the liquor and wine interests, worked side by side

with tliem, and iu'l])ed tliem to win the liard-fought battle. The

women of (ilen Ellen performed their civic duty and sliowed the

men that they are not blind or naiTow. TIk; election was the

quietest and best conducted, and many men admit that it

was due to the presence of the ladies. The women surprised

everybody. Tliey were just like veteran voters—knew exactly

how and what to do. The ele<:tion sliould be a lesson for both

sides. The "drys" will know next time how to handle a good

cause with "clean hands,' and the liquor element had its warn-

ing, and if they are wi.se they Avill profit by it.

—

Santa Rosa Re-

pnhlicun. May 9, 1912.

Sonoma's Great Wine Interests

EVERY few months some section or other in Sonoma County

becomes upset by certain interests who are working for

the dry-town idea. It has been voted down in Healdsburg a

couple of times, and now the district about Boyes Springs is be-

ing urged to close up the liquor industry. It is said that large

capital is trying to intimidate business men and forcing support

of the movement. It is also said that threats of driving men out

of business unless they fall into line with the dry-town idea,

have been made, and that foreclosure suits have been instituted

against certain concerns who are against the dry-town move-

ment. Citizens of Sonoma County should look well into these

statements if they Avish to preserve their grape and wine indus-

try from private persecutors and prosecutors, Avhose only aim

is for selfish greed. The wine industry of the state is too im-

portant and too great to be injured in the interests of any one

man or of certain individuals.

—

S. F. Neu's Letter.

lASH'SBITTERC
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A FTER procrastiiiating for more than a year, the publisher

of the REVIEW finds it necessary to announce an increase

in the subscription price of this pubUcation. Since the earth-

quake the cost of producing a journal of this kind Jias steadily

increased, not only in tlw cost of material, hut of labor. In the

case of the latter the additional expense is one-third, and the

increased price of the paper is also great. So that toe find that

Ihe cost of puhlication is fully one-third greater than in 1906.

Tiie publisher has borne tlm burden during the past six years,

hut does not feel that he is justified in doing so any longer.

Therefore, our subscribers are notified tlmt beginning with

July 1, 1912, the subscription price of the PACIFIC WINE
A NI) SPIRIT REVIEW will he |3.00 per year. Terms payable

in advance and money well invested.

Warning to the Public

'T'HE public is Jicreby notified tlmt one C. F. Harrington is no

longer connected with the Pacific Wine and Spirit Review.

He has no authority to transact business for or represent this

publication in any manner. R. M. WOOD, Publisher.

San Francisco, Cal., April 24, 1912.

Georgia Prohibition Paper Now For License and Strict

Regulation

THE ifacon (Ga.) 'Neu-'S, in its i.ssuo of February 26th, comes

out with a .strong editorial on the alariuiu<? evils that have

followed prohibition, and although it states that "The News
has been as consistent a friend of prohibition law as there is in

(Jeorgia," it closes its editorial as follows:

"Would it not be better to check these evils before they be-

come too firmly fixed and rooted in our social soil? Would it

not be better to resort to some system that would limit the traffic

and hedge it about Avitli stringent regulations, restrictions and

forfeitures conditioned on curtailing the hours of sale, of for-

feitui'es for .selling to minors, drunkards and the like, and make
it to the interest of those engaged to conduct their business de-

cently and see that the law is enfoi'cetl against the worser ele-

ments engage<l in the traffic?

"We raise this (juestion because, rightly and sanel\' consid-

ered, we believe that present conditions are intolerable and are

fast becoming more so. We do not pretend to prescribe the

remedy for it, but we feel that the welfare of (ieorgia demands
that it be remedied—and remedied witliout unnecessary delay."

HKiH-CLASS vinegar is proposed in a Government re])()il ;is

an imi>ortant outlet for the grape-growing industry nf

California. It is e.\))lained that the grape crop is l)ut incom-

pletely utilTzed, and that the making of vinegar from grapes
would consume a large pai-t of the annual crop which is not

available for drying, .shipping or wine making. Vinegar of a

high quality is so rare and so difficult to procure that this may
be the most profitable use to which even the best grapes can he

put. But it must not be assumed that it could be made fioin

grapes and sold in competition with cheap vinegar made froia

distilled alcohol or the numerous waste products which at prcs

ent are the source of the main bulk of the vinegar found in

commerce. Good wine vinegar is as costly to make as good \\ine

and more costly than poor wine. It can be sold at a profit,

therefore, only at a price coniparable with good wine, which is

ton.siderably higher than that of ordinary- vinegar.

A New Mexican Anti-Prohibition Organ

ON the 24th of April the Southwestern, a weekly newspa]i(i',

.saw the light for the first time at Albuquerque, New Mex-

ico. The Southwestern Avill have a .special purpo.se in view,

namely, opposition to prohibition. It expects to become a per-

manent fixture in the field of journalism in New Mexico, and,

judging from its neat typography and clever editorials, there is

every reason to believe that it will realize its expectations.

Rigidity of Federal Laws in Old Indian Territory

AS evidence of the drastic penalties under federal laws in the

old Indian Territory, now the eastern part of the State o^^
Oklahoma, we quote the words of U. S. Commissioner Hyams : fl|

"If a man is found with even a half pint of whisky on his per-

son, he is guilty under the federal law, of introducing liquor.

The mere finding of whisky on his person is prima facie evi-

dence of his guilt. The maximum penalty for his offense is a

fine of 13000 and two yeai*s in jail."

New Mexico Recommits Llewellvn Act

THE Llewelhn local option and high license measure Avas

recommitted with all kindred resolutions and bills to the

Committee on Finance by the Committee on Temperance of tln'

House. This was done after the Chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee had made a canvass of the House and found

that the sentiments Avere against so drastic an act.

The "dry" element in Visalia is resorting to the fake intim-

idation of the merchants in order to win in the present cam-

paign. This element is attempting to make the merchants be-

lieve that the farmer will trade with merchants elsewhere if

those of Visalia vote in favor of having saloons. But the fake

Mill not work for the reason that the merchants are seekingifc

to change conditions for the very reason that the people are

trading elsewhere becau.se the town is dry. Inasmuch as tin'

"drys" have already driven out the trade that comes through

being "wet" it is but natural that they should tlireaten to

drive awav the trade that remains. What is trade to tlicm?

lASH'SBITTERC
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W I

j The Superiority of

j
California Wines 1*1

rllE hotel men of France will not serve a California wine.

Neither will the leading hotels of Germany or Italy. It is

\ ith a patriotic as well as an economic purpose that they do
his. It is their contention that in fostering their home indus-

ries they helj) to bring prosperity to their neighbors, from
\ hicli condition they profit. It is doubtful if their native coun-

lynicn would submit to different action b^' the hotel men with-

iiit raising a hue and cry over it, if, to illustrate, they made
I leader of American Avines, no matter how good the product,

low different in California, here in a State where the wine
iidustry is so prominent, where about $100,000,000 is invested,

ieldiug an annual output of about |20,000,000, an industry

riving employment to 60,000 people, the hotel men, because of

.ick of appreciation, seem to favor the foreign product. Many
if our wealthy men do the same thing, much to the detriment

if themselves, as well as the State at large. It is said that il.

I'. Tarpey stated at a i-eceut meeting of the Home Industry'

league that he and other vineyardists refused to be present

It an important function at one of the leading hotels because

< alifornia wines were excluded. Not only is this true, but at

Jthe recent local hotel men's banquet not a California wine or

mineral water was served. The very men whose business suc-

cess would seem to demand that they foster the interests which
support tliem not only give them a kick, but by omission adver-

tise our products falsely to the Avorld. Even the Danish Court,

when it learned that ex-President Roosevelt was about to pay
a visit there, sent a hurried order to California for wines in

order that it might compliment Roo.sevelt by serving the Ameri-
can product. It seems that the hotel men need educating and
it's uj) to the winemakers to educate them on this subject.

RECOGNITION ABROAD.

If the California wines, particularly the dry wines, were of

:in inferior (juality, there might l)e a reasimable excuse for not
serving them, but the reverse is the case. Our wines are not
imly the (Hiual of the foreign vintages, but are as a rule superior

and j)urer. For this reason our wines are finding ready markets
in England, Scotland, Germany, Denmark, China, Japan, Switz-

erland, ^lexico, South and Central America, the British pos-

sessions in all parts of the world and even the markets of France
and Italy have been invaded. In some of the British colonies,

notably British Columbia, the advalorem duty makes the Cali-

fornia wines more costly than the foreign ; nevertheless our
• alifornia wines are given preference there. Perhaps it is be-

cause these people have watched the trend of events more closely

^

than we have that they favor our product. No better evidence is

; needed that our wines are at least the equal if not the superior
of the foreign product than the results of our wines at foreign

expositions, where they were obliged to undergo the severest

possible tests. Here the judges with their predilections in

favor of their home vintages scored the wines seventeen points
out of a possible twenty, equaling the highest scores of any of

the foreign wines.

Under such conditions the California Wine Association, the

Wetmore-Bowen Company, the Italiau-Swi.ss Colony and sev-

eral other California winemakers received the highest awards.
When our vintages were in their infancy at the Paris expo-

sition in 18S!), the California wines made the high scon; noted
iiboxc. Again it was ii-peated at Lyons, France, in 1894. In
1900 at the Paris exposition it is believed by many that our wines
injulc a Iiighcr score tlian the European. They were thrown out
of compel ition on tlie fiiinsy excuse tluit they were called Bur-

gundies, Sauternes, etc. Their market names are known the

world over. There could be no possible false pretense, inasmuch
as every bottle carried the California label.

Highest honors were also awarded our wines at the exposi-

tion at Turin in 1898, Genoa in 1892 and Jlilan in 1906. At the

St. Louis Exposition in 1893 California received four premier

and nineteen gold medals out of thirty-five competitors.

AMERICAN WINES THE BEST.

When the time comes that the American people are ready to

pay a price for the highest class of American wines, such as

will enable the local winemaker to age his product for six to

ten years in glass, the same as is demanded by the European,
connoisseur, he will find a more mellow wine, with a more de-

lightful bouquet in the California product than will

be found in the foreign product. One of the rea-

sons for this being that the grapes here average suffi-

cient sugar for a natural alcoholic fermentation, whereas many
of the foreign wines are of necessity preserved by the addition

of sugar to the must before fermentation. The purity of the

California product is undoubted, as the natural product can

be purchased cheaper than the cost of adulterants. These are

undeniable facts which prove conclusively that there is no justi-

fication for favoring the foreign to the home products.

The large shippers in bulk, such as the California Wine A.sso-

ciation, the Italian-Swiss Colony, C. Schilling & Co., Lachman
& Jacobi, Schlessinger & Bender and others, have established

a market in the Middle West and Southern . States where the

California wines meet with the favor that they deserve, and
in the Eastern States the California wines are sui)planting the

foreign pureh' on their merits. There need be no fear of over-

production in California after the American people have been

convinced of the quality and purity of its wines and the in-

dustry is properly fostered. The California output after all is

small, amounting to only a very small percentage of the Avorld's

output. The entire American product being but about 60,000,-

000 gallons annually as compared Avith about 3,600,000,000

in Europe. As the quality of our wines becomes known to wine
drinkers the demand will be greater. In the meantime we owe
a duty to ourselves to foster this great and growing industry.

To give them preference, not only in our hotels but in our clubs

and homes as Avell. The average American consumption per

year is but three bottles per capita, while in France it is about
160.

Non-fermented grape juice is another feature of the industry

that is attracting AA'orld-Avide attention. The California pro-

duct is meeting Avith demand from all parts of the AAorld, physi-

cians claiming it to be one of the best of health-giving beverages.

The Avine industry causes the employment of an army of men
in the cooperage industry and the manufacture of various by-

products, all of which are conducive to the prosperity of the

State.
WINE A TEMPERANCE BEVERAGE.

Many of the leading thinkers of the Avorld favor the drinking

of Avine as a temperance beverage. Experience, they claim,

shoAvs less intoxication amongst Avine drinkers Avho use it with
their meals than with any other class of people. Amongst these

are Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott, Bishop Moreland, Henry Ward
Beecher (deceased). Cardinal Gibbons, Rev. Cyrus ToAvnsend

Brady, Professor Hugo Muusterberg", Professors G. Grazzi-Sou-

cinni, Arthur Brisbane, Rca'. Dr. C. H. Parkhurst, Admiral Roh-

ley W. Evans, Judge W. W. MorroAA*, the American consuls in

the European wine-groAving countries and hundreds of others

who might be quoted. Their arguments tend to prove that Avine

properly used is a health-giving tonic.

The United States government contended that the Avord

"type" must appear on the labels of American Avines bearing

the European geogi-aphical name, notwithstanding the locality
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of their vintage was on tlie label. Recently the makers of port

and sherry obtained a decision that it was not necessary to

use the word "type." This decision enables the local dry wine

and champagne makers to eliminate the obnoxious word from
their labels, and to carry the word "California" in order that

they might be sure of their position in the champagne indus-

try, A. Finke's widow cau.sed a test ca.se.

Judge Diterich in this case rendered a dwision to the effect

that wines charged with carlwnic acid gas, to be labeled cham-

pagne must have the carbonic acid gas form naturally in the

bottles. And where the carbonification was an artificial process

they could be properly termed sparkling wines of the varieties

("arbonated. There are three firms making the natural cham-
pagnes in this State and these wines are beginning to attract

attention in diflPerent parts of the world, because of their known
purity, and so, too, are the sparkling wines of artificial car-

bonizing, which are made by several of these dry wine com-

panies. There will be ample demand for both kinds if the

standard of purity is maintained in the future as it has been

in the past. We are gaining by experience and each year sees

improvement in our wines.

LOYALTY TO HOME INDUSTRY.

Recently the King of Italy issued an edict that only Italian

wines should be u.sed at court functions. The Emperor of Ger-

many did the same regarding (lerman wines. Surely Americans
have a precedent established foi' tliem to be ecjually as patriotic

Baedecker's United Kingdom (iuide Rook calls attention to

the excellence of the American wines and expresses surprise

that the American travelers in foreign countries do not insist

upon having the Amei'ican wines when visiting foreign coun-

tries.

A local wine maker aptly and truthfully says:

"The selection of wine is a very important matter, and yet

a very simple one; if you are honest with yourself, put your
prejudice aside, refuse to nmke yourself the slave of fashion,

come out with manly independence and, irrespective of name,
cork, brand or price, .select what is pure and wlmt plea.ses your
palate."

Fifty years ago Europe enjoyed a monopoly, not only in the

production of the finest wines, but of oranges, lemons, limes,

citron, prunes, figs, olives, dates and many other fi'uits. Today
conditions are changed. California has surpassed Europe.

Hundreds of thousands of acres have been laid out in orchards
and vineyards in California, and every American knows that

our fruits served on the table of every city in the United States

and in Europe are unsurpassed. Therefore, if we can produce
the very best quality of fruit there is no reason why our grapes
should not produce the best wine and be on a par with our
citrus fruits or our peaches, apricots, cherries, apples, pears,

melons and berries.

Why, therefore, should not we use the American wines in our
homes on festive occasions, in our hotels and clubs, and particu-

larly as they do in Europe, at public functions?—/S'. F. Evening
Post, April 29, 1911.

I ^ 1 Result of May Elections ) M i

1^1 in California
|
^ 1

a4^^^^i-A«^ tftt'^^^k^tf «<^^^.^-M ^^^^ ^«-^^^^ »«^^^k^ ^«-^^k^ ^«^^^^ ««^^k^ ^I

A "dry" petition has come to a head in Modesto, having
been signed by the necessary number of citizens and been pre-

sented to the City Clerk for filing. The election is to be set

for the end of July. As the fight will be a warm one the season

is well chosen for it.

Returns from Stanislaus county precincts indicate that m(»st

of the county outside Modesto, Newumn and Oakdale have gone
"dry."

The City Council of Richmond haK decided that no more
liquor licenses shall be granted in the city and in case of revo-

cation of licenses to decrease the number of saloons to twenty-
five.

May 6.

Wet
Cilroy 394

1st Sonoma District 1014

May 14.

207

230

212

415

252

210

334

431

Total

Drt/ Vote MujorHxi

326 720 m AVET
732 1746 282 "

5th District, Santa Cruz Co. .

4th District, San Henito Co. .

4th District, Contra Costa Co,

1st District, Fresno County. .

2nd " " "
. .

3rd " " "
. .

4th " " " ..

5th " " " ..

5 Districts, Stanislaus County. 2076
5th District, San Benito County 50

5th District, Solano County. . . . 236
1st District, Tehama '.

11

2nd " " 19

3rd " " 75

4th " " 60

5th " " 233

5th District, Riverside 217

May 17.

5th District, Amador
May 20.

San Jo.se 6651

May 21.

1st District, Alameda 1552

173
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California Wine Was Not Slop

AL. DIXON, editor of Orchard and farm, San Francisco,

tells an interesting story of how California wine, when it

s the real thing, makes good, if it is given a chance. Some time

igo Mr. Dixon was visiting in IJnffalo, New York, and was in-

ited to dine at a prominent clnb with a friend who was a mem-
icr tliereof. The San Franciscan, who is an admirer of Cali-

iirnia wines, began searching the wine list for something from
his State. Finally, at the bottom of the last page, he fonnd a

iiie listiTig Mont Kouge. The Buffalo man asked 'Sir. Dixon
what lie wanted to drink with his dinner, and he promptly said

("alifornia wine." "Nothing doing" said the easterner, "Cali-

tiirnia wine is slop." "Not if it's real California wine," replied

Dixon,

lij After fui'ther conflab Dixon triumphed and the Mont Ruge
•aiiie on the table. Furthermore it was good, well matured Cali-

fornia red wine, and it won out. The Huttalo man did not care
to try it, but Dixon insisted and said that he had been at the
winery and knew what the wine was. I""'inany the other tried

I he wine and at once declared it was certainly xoT a California

product, because it was too excellent. The Steward was called

and lie said it was sure enough from Califoi'uia, and before

tlie meal was over the Buffalo man Avho believed California wine
u as "slop," learned from the steward tliat there were five cases

less five bottles, of the wine left, and he ordered it to be "all

reservtil for his personal use." The moral of tliis is obvious.

At Bedding the Citizens' League has made known that its

object is to reduce the number of saloons to 29 and to raise

the cost of license from |200 to |;300 per year. This will mean
the elimination of eight saloons. It is expected that California
street will be the most affected.

[V]| OBITUARY
i
rV]

I

Hugo A. Taussig

THE death of Hugo A. Taussig, member of the well-known
firm of Louis Taussig & Comi)any, wholesale li«iuor dealers,

was aunouuc(Ml from his home in Fair Oaks, San Mateo county.

Mr. Taussig had been ill for over a year. He had l)een a resident

of San Francisco for over twenty years during which time he
was associated with Rudolph Taussig in the firm of Louis Taus-
sig & Company.

Amandus Repsold

AMANDUS REPSOLD, prominent wine merchant of San
Francisco, died of heart failure in the early part of

May. Mr. Repsold was ahme when stricken by death. He was
waiting in the Southern Pacific feiTy sK-ticm to board the 6 :45

boat, up to the last moment. It was when he entered the boat that

the attack on his heart took place. He fell on the apron of the

slip and died befoi'e he could be taken to the emergency lios-

pital. Members of the State harbor police helped him into

the ambulance, where he expired.

Ml'. Repsold was tiie .senior partner of the firm of A. Rep-
sold & Company, of 104 Pine street. He was born at Itzehoe, Hol-
.stein, Germany, fifty years ago and came to California in 1884.

Besides having extensive interests in Napa county he ha<l busi-

ness holdings in San Francisco.

BRANDY PRODUCED

OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of Apr. 1912. Tax. Gals.
Produced and bonded in this district 7,852.8
Received from other Districts, California 5,689.8
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California 3,937.1
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 5,250.6
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special banded warehouse, Eastern Districts 42,203.7
Exported .

Tax Paid 57,222.8
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines 2,580.4
Remaining in bond, Apr. 30, 1912 2,045,253.1

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of Apr. 1912. Tax Gals.
Produced and bonded in this district .- 547.9
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District, California 5,689.8
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts 12,830.2
Exportedcpor

Tax paid
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, Apr. 30, 1912

4,640.1

554,871.8

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of Apr. 1912. Tax Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district 1,506.2
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 4,274.0
Tax paid 4,602.3
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, Apr. 30, 1912 254,970.2
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The Royal Arch Session in Bakersfield

THE session of the grand lodge of the Roval Arcli for the

Pacific Coast Jurisdiction at Bakersfi«;kl has been one of

considerable achievement. The grand lodge discussed sul)jects

of vital concern and arrived at decisions which should result

in much good.

It is the determination of the grand lodge to "resort to pub-

licity" more extensively than ever before and through the press

to cultivate closer relations with the public to the end of show-

ing the importance of the liquor industries. An address has

l)een issued to the j^ublic to indicate clearly the stand that has

been taken. One of the impoi-tant paragraphs of this address

is as follows:

"The various commercial bodies of tlie State and those in-

dividuals favoring the unfettered development of our great

and growing State, are appealed to to prevent, or at least

to minimize, the effects of the Anti-Saloon League and its

agitators. We are all alike interested in the growth of our
State and in the unrestricted development of its resources

and the extension of its trade and exjwrts; hcTice, it behooves

all so interested to join hands in common effort against the nns-

guided fanatics whose agitation lias already resultwl in harm
to our best interests."

In this address attention is called to the ])roducts of the

farm, orchard and vineyard tJuit are consumed by the liquor

industries as well as to the amount of labor employed in the

same.

"If the Anti-Saloon l.eague is ijermittwl to go on unchecked,"
says the address," in its dry campaign the efforts made by it

will eventually result in the destruction of some of the gi-eatest,

if not the greatest, industries of the State, to-wit, the raising

of hops, the growing of barley and the culture of grapes.

"Hundreds of millions of dollars are invested in the State of

California in these industries.

"If the development of the industries herein referred to is to

continue, together with those industries allied to them, then it

will become immediately necessary to put forth efforts to dis-

countenance and counteract the campaign and agitation carried
on by the so-called leagut; for more dry territory and with
the ultimate hope of the Anti-Saloon League tliat tlie State of

California shall be a prohibition State."

Among the speeches made at tin; sessi(m those of Henry
Campe and Ed Lind of San I^rancisco were notable. Roth these
gentlemen are members of tlic advisory board of associate mem-
bershij).

Mr. Thomas W. Roido of San Francisco Mas elected Past
Grand Valiant Commander of the grand lodge at tlie close of
the session, which occurred on tiie ICtii of May. Otlier officers

elef'ted were

:

C.rand Valiant Commander—1. II. Harry Daly of San Fran-
cisco.

(Irand Lieutenant <'ommander—Dick Knabbe of Oakland.
(Jrand Treasurer—Colonel Thomas (iier of Oakhunl.
Grand Orator—N. Reinccker Jr. of Alanu'da.

Grand Recorder—Frank C. Riniey of San Francisco,

(irand blaster of Cereuumies—J. C. Davis of Sonora.

(Jrand Captain of the Guard—James Lucke of Sacramen
Grand Tyler—F. A. Neussberger of Napa.
Grand Attoi-ney—C. W. Pendleton of Los Angeles.

Stockton was selected as the next meeting place of the gran
lodge.

During the session in Bakersfield the members individually

and collectively were the recipients of many courtesies by tl

townspeople and most notably by the local order of Elks. Fro!

the standpoint of amusement and entertainment the sessiou in

Bakersfield was a great success as well as from the standpoint

of business.

Betkei- Brotliers, proprietors of the Waldorf Caf(i in San
l-'i'ancisco, and also in Los Angeles, have purchased the 4cle-

brated Stag Saloon o]»])osite the U. S. Grant Hotel in San Diego.

Mr. Frank lUcki-r will take over the management of the place

and reside in San Diego. This gives the Becker boys three of

the most celebrated establishments on the Coast.

"James the First" Raggi, the well known retailer and im-

porter of No. (i24 Montgomery street, is on his way to I^urope for

a thi'ee months" stay. Primarily he goes to visit his parents,

Avho are very old, but he will take in many points of interest lie-

sides his home visit.

iMfe:^'^.?i4awling, who has for six years been chief mixolo-

gist at Collins & W( eland's this city, has resigned for the

purpose of accepting a mor<i important position. He has now
taken charge of the Casino at Santa Cruz. With his experience

and wide a((|uaintances he should most certainly be successful.

Messrs. Levy & Rowe, proprietors of the Cabin Bar at 105

Montgomery stret-t, and at No. 1804 Geary street, have had a

friendly disscdution of partnership, the result of which is ths

Mr. Levy takes over the Montgomery street place and 5Ir. Rot
the Geary street property. The new arrangements should
successful.

^ =«

B.H.TavlorJr.& Sons
THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AMERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

f OldTaijlor 1
IT IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY.

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

IT IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE.
FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE

"TO PAINT THE ULY-TO GILD REFINED GOLD."

"Frankforf, Keufucky.
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Established 1860

44GIBBS SPECIAL^^ BOURBON
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

*>- >«*^^ i»- >«»^ ** ^^ ** ^^ *t ^^ ** ^^ **' ~ff
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AMERICAN BRANDY
FINEST IN THE WORLD

THE KIRBY DISTILLING CO., Inc.

FOWLER, FRESNO CO., CAL.

Makei a Specialty of PURE GRAPE BRANDY, and Making NO WINE
hat NO WASH OR SOUR WINE TO PUT INTO BRANDY.
Our Stills are Known a* Numbers 263 or 357 First District, California.

These Numbers ARE BURNED on the GOVERNMENT or STAMPED
HEAD of EVERY PACKAGE, there being No Other Genuine "KIRBY
BRANDY."

SOLD ONLY IN CARLOAD LOTS TO THE TRADE
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

f*- «»" >«»- «»- «»- «»- -«»- ..«»" -*-i

T. B. McGIMSEY, Manager GEO. MOENNINO, Proprietor

Bonded Goods and Mixed Drinks
OUB SPECIALTY

TELEPHONE:

DOUGLAS 5351
272 MARKET STREET

N. E. COB. DAVIS

For explanation go to

Thos. J. Walsh

& Co.
346 Pine St., at Leidesdorff St.

Formerly 733 Market and 15 Powell St.

Bar Supplied with Standard Brands of

WINES AND LIQUORS

PHONE DOUGLAS 925 HOME C 1366

o cco;o:o:o:oTo:oTo:oooooo oTooToo oToT^^^

The Lake County House

Middletown, Lake County, California

Under New Management

MBS. E. W. HAYS, Manager

Special attention given to auto parties and tourists.

Low rates to winter and summer guests.

First-class rooms and board.

m

Jas. p. Dunne
1 Stockton St.

SAN FRANCISCO

11

I

I

I!

The Chronicle Bar

6 Kearny San Francisco, Cal.

p. W. WOBBER, Proprietor

J
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Stanford University, the Liquor Business and Dr. Jordan

'

I
'uEJ news from Rcddinp; tells us that David Starr Jordan,

* president of Stanford T'niversity, has consented to help the

"drys" in their ti<;lit there, and will speak in their behalf during

the campaign which is now on.

This is startling information and it might be in order to call

Dr. Jordan's attention to the inconsistency of his action. If

none of those interested in the movement against the saloons

has any more right to protest or any more license to become

active than has Jordan, there are assuredly a lot of hypocrites

at large.

Nearly everybody in California knows of the Vina Vineyard,

the great Stanford property at Vina, in Tehama County. The

vineyard, which consists of 15,000 acres of vines of the Avine-

grape variety, has been for years and is today the source of a

large part of the revenue of Stanford l^niversity. The money
received from the sale of its wines, brandy and other products

is used to carry on the work of education at Palo Alto.

Will Dr. Jordan continue to draw his salary from such a

source? In view of his opposition to the liquor business, what

.can he say of his immediate connection Avith it on a scale that

makes insignificant the interests of those Avliom he Avould help

j)ut out of business at Redding?

But the strangest part of this situation is in the proximity of

Redding and Vina. We have the spectacle of Dr. Jordan bend-

ing his efforts tOAvards crushing the liquor business in one town

the while he draws a large portion of his living and the revenue

of Stanford University from it as established in another section.

Senator Stanford intended that his Vina Vineyard should be

one of the greatest in the Avorld, and .so it is. Its brandy and

cognac are standard and have been made so only after long

effort. Consequently the sale of the vineyard's products gives

each year a revenue sufficient to pay the bulk of the running

expenses of Stanford UniA'ersity, among Avhich is the very liberal

salary paid Dr. Jordan as president.

Dr. Jordan's activity recalls th(; fiaxco he nmde of closing the

liquor houses Avithin reach of the uniA'ersity. He managed to

shut the saloons of Palo Alto, but in their stead sprang up a

lot of "blind pigs," and only a comparatively fcAV steps away
are the saloons of Mayfipld and Menlo Park.

An artist recently painted the portrait of this noted educator.

Day after day the Avork Avent on and finally tlie picture Avas

done. But Dr. Jordan refused to pay, asserting that the expres-

sion Avas not his. Then tlie artist retorted that the univerisity

president had no "expression" in his features—no more, he said,

than (me of the fish the doctor has nuule a specialty of studying.

That just about sizes up tlie typical anti-saloon hypocrite.

He is generally a bloodless fellow who takes with his greedy left

hand money from the interests Avhich lie strikes Avith his right

hand. Dr. Jordan has given the ])ublic a true picture of the

genus homo.

—

Current J hoiight, March 16, 1912.

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on the

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

'Wets" Save Busch Place

THE victory of tlie "wets"

Mav 24tli saved Pasadena t

in the spirited election

the palatial home and gardeiis

of Adolphus Biisch, the St. Limis multimilli»maire brcAver. Had
tlie ])roliibitionists carried the election, the famed Bnsch Ininn

and gardens would have been closed and a new i)alace bull I ;ii

Santa Monica.

This was made known after the close of the polls by Otto

Mathie, secretary to Husch.

An ordinance Avas put into effect May 1, in Maricopa, ])ro-

viding that no more licen.ses be granted to saloons niitil {h-

number of saloons be reduced to less than .six and that no iiion

than six saloons shall be allowed at any time in Maricopa.

According to the new liquor ordinance Avhich is proposed for

r^erndale, the amount of license will be raised to |(;00 from fllOO,

the present rate, and the amount is to be collected in advanci

by the ]\rar.slial. Every saloon Avill be required to close at mid

night on Aveekdays and at 6 p. m. on Sundays. It is proposed

also to enact a "dog act." Saloon keepers will be advised form

ally by the Marshal as to the persons Avho are so addicted to tbei J

use of liquors as to be depriA'ed of the privilege of being servefl

Avith intoxicants. It is expected that the oi'dinance Avill bi

pa.ssed and put into effect by the first of June.

Some person or jiersons representing theniseh-es as ofticers

of The .Moiilicelio Distilling Co. haA'e been issuing bogus checks

to li(]uor <lealers and hotel keepers in the NorthAvest, maiiilv

through the State of ;Montana. These are printed, "Tlic

Monticello Distilling Company, Special Iveserve Whiskey.

Pay to the order of A. R. Carter, flOO.OO, signed The Monticelle

Distilling Company, Abe AVeimer, Secretary and Treasurer,

and in the left baud conier, To The First National Bank of Ital

timore."



THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

HEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Mam St.

Next door, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

><SIS&S)&Sl&t)&S&S&i^^

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

''^zllkorCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

:£ecd things

m

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, Cal.

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

jm

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

o

m

S
g

i

MADE IN TAMPA

EL PALENCIA g^^^Kt
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar.

Boltz, Clymer & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. TAMPA, FLORIDA
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Treating Patrons Is Bad Practice; Hurts Business

ONE practice of greater or less prevalence which, while well

intended, results in detriment to the reputation of the

retail trade is the practice of treating the customers. Cam-
paigners of the Anti-Saloon League, driven to their wits' ends

to find arguments in favor Of their campaign, have seized upon

it and have exploited it as one of their best assets. Unfortu-

nately, they have succeeded in convincing many people that they

are right and that the saloon is an evil, by asserting that Avlien

the customer has spent all he intends to he is "jollied along" by

the proprietor or tlie bartender into taking another drink, "on

the house," and thus is induced to stay longer and spend and
drink more than is good for him.

Some of the most successful retail establishments are those

in which the bartender is neither allo\\'ed to give or accept a

drink. In these places the customer pays for what lie gets and
is satisfied. If he is not satisfied after getting what he has paid

for he is an undesirable customer, for he is unreasonable.

Unreasonable jjeople are nuisances, whether they are spending

money or collecting it.

Another practice which, in keeping with the changes wrought
by time, should go into the discard, is the handing to customers

of holiday bottles of liquor as an evidence of good will. The
man would be arbitrai-y who would deny a retail liquor dealer

the privilege of expressing his esteem for his neighbor by a gift,

but it were better that the gift be made in another form, outside

the place of business. The holidaj^ gift custom has been made
an effective, though ill-founded, argument by the intolerant cru-

saders, and no chance of playing into their hands should be

taken by any retailer.

The retail liquor dealer is obliged to observe strict business

principles in his buying and selling, otherwise he cannot be a
success as a business man. His customer, if he be reasonable,

will accord to him the right of following business principles

strictly. He Avill not regard him as a good business man if he
finds him giving away something for nothing, or, at least, he may
susi)ect the motives of his generosity, and that would be fatal.

Let the treating practice go with the kerosene light and the
sawdust floor and the other features of the trade that have
\ielded to modern things.—Ex.

Because the taxpayers of the city of Imperial recently voted
to sanction liciuor licensing, the Trustees have prevailed on the

original Imperial Land Company to modify its rules regarding
saloons. Tlie company had always stipulated in transfers of

land and city lots tliat no liquors should ever be sold, either at

wholesale or retail, on any of the land. But now the company
lias altered the rule, in consideration of certain business deals.

One is that the new auditorium, Avhicli was started long ago,

shall be finished; that saloons shall be located in brick buildings
an<l that the Trustees shall establish a liquor zone before any
licenses are issued. To all this the Board voted favorably.

The El Capitan Hotel, of Merced, has been leased to the El
Capitan Hotel Company, a corporation, of which George A.
Eastman is manager, for a period of ten years. The rental

figures for the ten years are between ^75,000 and |100,000.

PROPOSED regulations for the saloons of Eureka have tici

drawn u]) and will go into effec^t about the first of .Tul

These regulations will be the result of the recent elections i

which the "wets" won the victory. It is expected that modi

license laws will be enacted. It is understood that the liqiu

license, which is now -f-tOO per year, will be raised to fOtKI, .Iiil

1, 1912, and $800 July 1, 1{»13.' The ninnber of salo(ms w '

'

limited to thirty, although bona fide hotels will be graiiff

licenses regardless of the saloon limit. Restaui-ants will i

required to pay regular saloon licenses in order to sell li(|ii(

at meals. Clear glass doors \\\\\ l)e recpiired in saloons iiiul i

partitions, obstructions or back rooms allowed. No nude pi

tures will be allowed in saloons. Severe penalties will be ii

flicted for the violation of the ordinance. These regulations ai

expected to be entirely satisfactory to all business people. It

not expected that the radical anti-saloonists will be saiisti

with anything less than prohibition, which would very proliali

bankrupt the city.

The new saloon ox'dinance for the city of Mary.sville was pi

sented to the common council May 6 by Mayor Hyde. Tlie fi

lowing are the principal features of the ordinance: Eliniin

tion of back and side entrances through which women ai

minors could be served with lifjuors; gambling in any linii

where liquor is sold; none but American citizens to opera

saloons and none but American citizens to act as bartender,

every person who owns a saloon to give a bond for .f2000, ^

dorsed by t\\o property OA\ners in the same block, as surety I.

the maintenance of order, the endorsers not to be lifjuor dealer:

the license for saloons to be |50 per month, payable quai ter

in advance. The ordinance has many other features of inii-ro

but these will be subject to re-wording. All classes of citizen

including church and Royal Arch people, are in favor o! tl

restrictions and it is thought that they will be endorsed in c

tiretv.

American Distillery Co.

SACRAMENTO, :May 0.—Located at Hood, the new tow

site fifteen miles down the Sacramento river, will be tl

pi'oposed plant of the American Distilling Company, which wi

manufacture industrial alcohol. The i>lant will occupy a si

of approximately five acres, with a frontage on the river, ai

will represent an aggregate; outlay of .flOO,000. The distillei

will have a cai>acity of 1000 gallons daily, and will opera

twenty-four hours a day.

The country districts of Tehama county have voted dry. This

leaves the town of Tehama as the only wet spot in that county.

Fernet-Branca
BITTERS

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN—ITALY

The King of Appetizers

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.
427-431 West Broadway New York
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THIS TRADE-MARK REPRESENTS
THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF
EXCELLENCE, THE AMERICAN

GENTLEMAN'S WHISKEY

RIPENED BY MATURITY IN ABSOLUTE PURITY

HUNTER

BALTIMORE RYE
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Wm. Lanahan & Son, Baltimore, Md.

I
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I

Market Cafe 1
COUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietors

540 Merchant Street

SAN FRANCISCO

I
an

• Coffee Royal

"

A Mighty BraeuT

Hot Luncheon

At tlA.M.Dady

»KI»4 »H4 K«1 Hk\ l«H M» to* «Z

Nothing But the Best at

Friedrichs' Cafe

310 Montgomery Street

^=^:^i^^!^=^i^i^^^^i^i^=^=^^^=^^^^^^

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610
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^ mm ^
"Wets" Win in Alameda District

European Cafe Life

THERE is sonicthinji: to be said for the European cafe life.

If we could gi'aft it successfully outo our Ainericau village

life it would do us good.

At present we have it only in our large cities, and there is

not a Avholesome mixture, blended Avith our tendency to excess.

That taint persists. I have lived for months at a time in Italy,

where everybody drank mild wine and sipped sugary cordials,

where the day laborer's dinner was a loaf of dry bread and a

flask of Frascati, and I never saAv one intoxicated person. You
can go to the Hofbrau house in Munich and see two thousand

people, of all social grades, all consuming beer and listening to

the band and not one becoming obnoxious, except, perhajjs, a

stray American.

The minute you <^ross the English Channel you notice a

change. English bars and drinking places are dirty and sodden.

In Europe almost every family takes at least one meal a day
in a public cafe. The men do not consort there among them-

selves, but they bring their women and children.

They dine usually in the open air in summer. There is music.

Neighbors chat. Children play. Women laugh.

It is reaching out toward the larger family. It promotes

social life in an innocent and cheerful way.

If we could ever adjust the tangled and dangerous matter of

alcoholic drinks, either by eliminating them altogether, which
is possibly the only solution for a people of our blood, or by
going back to milder forms of stimidant, such as beer and light

wines, as many advocate, and if we could, in every small town,

have open-air restaurants and gardens where all the folk might
gather and dine as cheaply as at home, and visit and hear good
music, it seems to me it would do much toward softening the

harsher traits of our character.

We should learn more suavity, more politeness, more gentle-

ness ; we should be less gruflf and grouchy.

—

Ex.

LIVERIMORE, May 21.—The "wets"' won by a 2 (o 1 v(

in the liquor election in the First SupervisorialDistrict]

Alameda County today. The fohil vote was: Wet, 1,'y'>2;

876. The "wets" carried every precinct. Voting was dctuej

the Washington, Murray and Pleasauton townsliijts, outs

of the incorporated towns of Livennore and Pleasanlon. Vnt

ing was held in the following towns: Alission, Han .lose, Di

coto, Dublin, Amador, Niles, Aitanion, Alvarado, Murray, Ceii

terville, Sunol, Irvington, Mocho and Warm Springs.

SUPERVISORIAL District No. 5, Lake County, decided on

the 30th of April to license .saloons. As a result all tln'

summer resorts of note of the cDunty will be "wet.''

The li(|U()r dealers of the town of Pleasanton imited in ;i

petition to have the licenses of saloons raised from |120 to >^-2U'

per year. The Town Council jtroinptly acted favorably on tli

petition. Not a single liquor dealer made objection.

In San R-enito county tlie elections resulted in favor of tnc

licpior dealers. Large majorities were given in all districts

excepting one and in that there was but one saloon, which will

be closed.

The Board of Town Trustees of Colusa showi'd a strong sen-

timent in favor of high licenses May 6 when it raised tiie saloon

license for the year 1913 to f!KM» which sum is to be paid in

advance and in a lump sum. The same license applies to wliulf

sale and retail dealers.

In the Fifth Supervisorial District of Santa Cruz couutv,

which includes such resorts as Feltoji and Ren Lomond, the

licjuor men fought hard and won by a vote of nearly two to

one against the '^'drys."

Judge Finch of Willows has granted a i-estraining order

against the town trustees to prevent enforcement of a new
liquor ordinance which is held to be illegaL

In the annexed districts of the city of Sacramento nineteen

saloons have re-opened for business. All of them are mon
up-to-date than before and have plate glass fronts througli

which an unobstructed view can be had. The suburbs an
ahead of the center in the saloon business.

The town council of Newman amended the ordinance ni|iiir

We are often admonished to "take the bull by the horns," ing saloons to close at midnight on weekdays and all day Sun
but the trouble is to find a bull that will stand for it. days so as to permit them to be open until 6 p. m. Sunday. {.

WE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EX'CEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Eslablisbed 1873 IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE Telephone Kearny 3688

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO

ti(a«»«U^y**»*^*»«».V»(*l.«»j(j;M*^a^,a«»S*S13RjR».V.S»*XUftSU«-W^^
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Sam T Bernard. Phi*
Joe Zanetta, Secv.

pV"- [unc-h.Grill&WineRooas.

§ECOND BEL0W/\ARKET

(3)a^i\ I>a.rvcisco,^l.

^S-FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY-©a
MERC«ANTSLUNCrH II AM-ro 2.30PM.

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BurnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Market and used by all the

Leading Clubs, Hotels and Bars

Order through any Grocer or

Liquor Dealer, or direct from

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

BERT. LEVY, Proprietor

105 Montgomery St. ; ; ; Near Sutter St.

"Only the Best the Market Affords"
=Cui»ine and Service Excellent < :^^

ROEDER'S

Opp. Emporium

CAFE

834 Market Street
Stkt^ Francisco

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant
J. COPPA, Propriator

Pine St. Bet Montgomery
and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

Albion Ale and Porter Brewery
IINCORPORATED

494 OTarrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

HOUSE POUNDBD 18 5 3.

BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazeiac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy
DUNCAN NICOL

S. E. CORNER MONTQOnERY AND WASHINQTON STS.
SAN FRANCISCO

(SJ®S

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO 1871

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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f!X!f A Warning to California Against f^A^

l*^/ Local Option and Prohibition /*^f

WE quote herewith the convincing speech against prohibition

by tlie Hon. David S. Rose, five times JIayor of Mil-

waulcee. It has so riled the Anti-Saloon League agitators of

California that they have made it the text of countless sermons

and have Avritten columns of articles of abuse against Rose in

their attempt to discredit his telling facts and figures which

they are unable to answer.

The question at issue in this election is one of more than

local significance. While it appeals to the Avelfare of this city,

it must be remembered that the election here is only an incident

in the general scheme of which it is a part. The plan of the

anti-saloon league is to make the State of California dry, and
anything and everything short of that ultimate result is only

a stepping stone directed toward the accomplishment of the

ultimate object. Upon the same day of your election, a number
of other cities in this State Avill vote upon the question of

local prohibition. Should all of the.se cities vote dry, a very

considerable percentage of the voting strength of the entire

State would thereby have given expressicm upon this very im-

portant question and if the anti-saloonists might have their

way not only those cities but every secti(m of the State would
be subjected to the blight.

AVere this a purely local question I beg to give .you the assur-

ance that I would not be here to spend my time or to take your
time in discussing it, for you, in the exercise of the democratic

right of home rule, should be left to work out your own munici-

pal problems, but it is because thei-e are i)rinciples involved,

not only of state but of national interest and of potential im-

])ortance, that I come to my countrymen Avith the message of

warning.

CALIFORNIA DESERVING OF BETTER FATE.

To employ the language of another, you are "confronted by a

condition and hot a theory." Here you have a State of mar-

velous richness and fertility; a people proud of their heritage,

intense in their civic pride and seriously convicted by a desire

to do only that which is calculated to obtain the greatest good
for the greatest number. WHiat a volcano of enthusiastic

patriotism smoulders within the breast of the average native

son of California, and with what pride does he sing the beauties

of her climate, her winter flowers, her landscapes and bewitch-

ing mountain scenery, her inexhaustible resources, mammoth in

present greatness and yet only scratched by the magic hand of

advanced civilization. Tho.se who have never visited this mag-
nificent empire are apt to think tliat it is only the effervescence

of enthusiasm, but those wlio have traveled over the State know
how impossible it is to overpaint the picture.

And who are these men and women of California?

They are the sons and daughters of the pioneer fathers and
mothers Avho came out of the heart of old New England, from

all of the States of the Atlantic Seaboard and of the great

Middle West. They are the brawn and muscle, the bone and
sinew, and the ccmquering intelligence that came from the

stock that landed at old Plymouth Rock, and we sons and
daughters of the East claim the same proud lineage.

And now the cities of this State are confronted by the same
problems that have been tried and tested and sidvetl by the

Puritan cities of old Jfassachusetts. The staid, conservative,

old blue-law cities of Worcester, New Bedford, Fall River,

Fitchburg, Haverhill, Cloucester, and many others which were
the abiding places of the ancestors of many of you, have tried

P

prohibition and after trial have abandoned it as undesirable and
not for the best interests of society.

May you not profit by their experience?

This great State has one industry which represents an inv™
ment of one hundred and fifty millions of dollars and which
yields an annual product which approximates the muniflcentl

sum of twenty-five millions of dollars; which gives em])loyment
to thousands of heads of families and thousands more of unmar-
ried tnen and women. Today California stands at the head of'

the column of all the States of the Federal Union as' a grape
growing and wine producing State, and you have with you,,

here in this city, in every city and village of your State, a sect!

of men and women, honest, perhaps, but misguided even unto
the verge of in.sanity, who stand for and advocate a policy which,

if carried to its logical and intended sequence, would utt tIt

destroy that mighty industry.

Just think of it! Three hundred and fifty thousand acres ^

vineyards! One hundred and thirty thousand acres of wii.

grapes

!

How mdny happy, prosperous homes are planted in the heari-

of those vineyards; how many willing, sober, wealth-produciii

hands find employment there? Homes that would be wreck.

and hands that might be folded in idleness if the scheme of th

prohibitionist and anti-saloimist is to carry.

Not only one product but many products grown here an
directly involved in the issue.

California is one of the largest barley growing States of thi

Union and no State grows barley of better (|uality or of grcatei

value. Hops are raised extensively, and I may say to yoii with

out betraying any confidence, that hops and barley enter inti

the manufacture of another delicious but mild beverage tlm

enjoys wide popularity, which likewise would be placed uiiih

the ban of pro.scription should the forces of bigotry prevail.

TOURISTS MUST BE CONSIDERED. »1
How many tourists leave behind the rigors of late wintf

and chilling blasts of tardy spring to find ease and comfort am
all of the pleasures of outdoor life here in the valleys and tli

mountains and the cities of California? How many du yoi

think would come if they knew that they were to be denied th

rights guaranteed by the constitution—the right to woisli^

God according to the dictates of their own consciences and sci,

pleasure in their own way and in any manner to them seemlnJ
fit, so long as they do not interfere with the rights of others^

Many of those tourists who empty a vast treasure into ybn\

channels of trade every year, have met and settled this .sainl

questitm in their own homes? They know the utter fallacy

the plan, they have drunk tlie dregs of bitterness from
chalice of bigotry and they will not .seek a repetition of the

Avhich they have crushed.

You are asked to become a party to the movement to destloj

the industries I have nunitioned. Not tmly those, but otb

You are asked to vote to deprive your city of the revenue wl

is now derived, or which may be derivwl, from licenses forj

sale of intoxicating beverages; to deprive your neighbor of

rights to pursue his pleasure in a perfectly innocent and har

less way; to deny to your government, state and national, tii

income they derive from the manufacture and .sale of iiitox

cants; to deny employment to labor; to deprive jtroperty owuci

of their property rights acquired by them with the authority (

law and which they have enj(»yed under the protection of tl

law; lo make your.selves your brother.s' keeper, and to aid i

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The test on tl

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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the ilestriu-tion of the primal rights of jH-rsoual liberty' upon

wiiich this <jovernniont is founded.

A^'hat is the caus(> or even the excuse for this demand that is

made upon j'ou by the prohibitionists and anti-saloonists?

Keepin<? within the confines of exact justice, I shouhl not

make the sliglitest reference to the proliibitionists, for, in trntli,

tliey are a perfecth' harmless lot. Their strength is measured

liv the results of their political electi<ms and seldom indeed are

tliey ever accused of electing anybody to public office.

THE ANTI-SALOONISTS.

But the anti-saloonists are a different breed of animals. They

have accomplished something. Aye, they have accomplished

mmli! They have substituted the blind pig, the kitchen bar,

llie bootlegger, and the club locker—all criminal contrivances

that thrive in darkness—for the licensed public house that may

be regulated to decency and safety if i)ublic authorities will per-

form their public duties. They have encouraged the organiza-

tion of boys' clubs to meet in secrecy and hiding, pooling their

pennies with which to buy liquor, and make drunkards out of

tliem. They have substituted illicit manufacture and drugs and

jtoisons for pure goods and displaced the mild intoxicant with

tlie strong intoxicant. They have stirred up strife and discord

in communities, increased tax burdens, destroyed revenues, with

just as much drunkenness, and have inspired disrespect for all

laws l)y placing a premium upon tlie violation of the excise laws.

Who are the anti-saloonists? They have no general niembei--

ship. They are a lot of cunning politicians, most of them in the

work for the gi-aft there is in it, employing falsehood and mis-

representation whenever either will serve their purposes, and

"wearing the raiment of the Lord to .serve the devil in." They

never bring in money for a campaign but rely upon local sub-

s(rii)tions for campaign funds. They openly state that out of

all funds contributed they will retain 40 per cent to send to the

home office. They are admitted to the pulpits of churches

—

some churches—to appeal to .sentiment and prejudice and pas-

sion, and take up collections. They employ experts for that

business.

And these are the men who are soliciting you good people to

tiecome their co-partners in wrecking the industries of your

State.

EVILS OF PROHIIJITION.

Did you ever stop to think that when the intoxicant goes out

of the door the drug conies in at the window?
Did you ever stop to think that whenever the licensed saloon

is abolished, the unlicensed sink takes its place?

Did you ever notice that the bootlegger may always be found

in the shadow of prohibition?

The kitchen bar; do you know what that institution is? It is

an illicit saloon in the home where the little children are sent

"Ut to solicit business, taught to evade the law, and encouragetl

in viciousness.
PROHIBITION A FAILURE.

That prohibition dees not lessen consumpticn is conclusively proved by

the reports of the internal revenue department. But, the anti-saloonist says,

if prohibition does not lessen consumption, what objection is there to pro-

hibition? We answer that there is just the same objection that there is to

stealing a horse instead of buying it. If intoxicants must be consumed, let

us have regularly organized institutions for distributing them to the con-

!;umer. Let us have a lawful place instead of a criminal place. Let us

insure pure products instead of drugged concoctions manufactured for a

contraband trade. Let us have the revenue from a licensed business instead

of a burdensome tax for impossible enforcement of unpopular laws.

In the decade from 1850 to 1860 seventeen States had prohibition. All

of them tried it and abandoned it, excepting only the State of Maine, and
that State, only last September, came within 756 votes of amending its con-

stitution by abolishing prohibition—a provision cf the constitution that was
adoped by a majority of ut)wards of 40,000.

Iowa had it, but now has the mulct law under which saloons are made a
legal institution and intoxicants are sold throughout the State.

Alabama had it, but after a trial lasting three years abandoned it.

Kansas has it— in spots; and the same is true of North Carolina and

Tennessee and North Dakota. The spots are usually far apart.

Oklahoma has prohibition, but of a brand that "smells to heaven."

Many of the important cities In Illinois were dry but after they were
nearly ruined by the drouth they turned wet.

The anti-canteen law cf the army has proved to be a dismal failure; so

much so that every departmental commander, the governor of every national

Boldlers' home, and sixteen of the eighteen chaplains of the soldiers' homes,

in their official reports, have recommended that Congress restore the can-

teen.

Last year this business paid into the United States Treasury for revenue
the sum cf $220,000,000. It paid into the cities of the country for license

fees upwards of $85,000,000. It paid to labor more than $2,500,000. It paid

to the farmers of the nation $111,110,000; it consumed 41 per cent of the

barley crop, more than 33 per cent of the rye crop, and 87 per cent of the

top crop.

It is a significant fact that every convention of organized labor in this

country that has taken action in respect to the question of prohibition has
declared against it.

It is true that some church denominations have declared in favor of it,

but it is just as true that others have either refused to commit themselves
in favor of it or have by their ecclesiastical heads denounced it.

EXISTING LAWS SHOULD BE ENFORCED.
And why, pray tell, should all of these sacrifices of revenue, of labor

employment, of profit to the farmer, of vested rights in property—why
(Concluded on page 42)

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone
Company under date of October 28, 1911.

" Please in.stall a phone at my home. I did
not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until 1 began using it in my office. I use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. Tlie Homephone
delivers the goods.

" You know tlie burners of candles rioted in

London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-

duced. Most of us object to changes. Passibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company
333 Grant Avenue

MARSH and AMERICAN
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

Wine Pumps

Air Compressors

Tank Pumps

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND

SIMONDS MACHINERY CO.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST., (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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- MARKET -

CONDITIONS
MAY CROP CONDITIONS.

ELSEWHERE in tliis issue will be found reports from vari-

ous sections of the State regarding the conditions of the

vines at tliis time. The reports are satisfactory as a whole. The

late May rains could not have been more timely, because they

will go far toward insuring the required amount of moisture to

bring the grapes to good maturity.

DRY WINES :—The leading .shippers report business fairly

satisfactory during the month of May and consider that

the volume of trade done was seasonal. Exports of wine by

sea for the month ending May 20th, were of good volume, the

total iM'ing 2421 cases, and 1,042,557 gallons, valued at |367,-

024. The value of exports for the same month of last year was

$357,703. The receipts of f\nIifornia wines at New York for the

fir.st four months of 1012 were 3,783,700 gallons; in 1911,

2,520,200 g^illons.

Imports were 1732 cases, 21 casks, 13 barrels, 10 octaves, 5

quarter m-taves.

BRANDY:—^^The market is without special feature. Produc-

t'um in the tliree districts totale<l !t,90(>.9 tax gallons. There

remained in bond in the State April 30th, 1912, 2,855,095.1 tax

gallons. Exports by sea were 18 cases and 1528 galhms valued

at 13,330. Imports by sea totaled 209 cases, 1 cask.

WHISKY:—By rea.son of many satisfactory victories over

the Anti-Saloon forces, there is a better feeling in the

wine and liquor trade. Of course there have been some victories

on the other side and .some of them ])articularly exaspei'ating.

This last remark applies to that peculiar aggregation of fanatics,

tlie raisin men of Fresno County. Notwithstanding these gents

furni.sh a large quantity of the grapes that go into Fresno

County's great brandy product, they deliberately went to the

polls and voted for prohibition—enough of them to make the

county dry outside of the cities of Fre.sno and Coalinga. Else-

where in this issue will be found some very interesting matter

I)ertaining to this peculiar situation. It is very probable that

the next move in that section will be to undertake to dry up these

places also.

The general condition of trade is fairly good, with the excep-

tion of San Francisco, where business has entered upon the

comparatively dull summer season. Exports by sea were of

good volume, the totals being 1072 cases and 9290 gallons valued

at .f25,134. Imports by sea were heavy, the figures being 4121

cases, 028 barrebs, 10 casks, 8 quarter casks, 15 kegs. The value

of miscellaneous exports for the month was 5,114.

IMPORTATIONS:—Trade is sea-sonly quiet not only locally,

but throughout the coast. However, there is a better feeling

growing out of the settlement of local option contests, the as-

surance of excellent crops everywhere and of good i)rices to fol-

low. This combination promises well for excellent business

later in the season. The details of imports are as follows

:

IMPORTS liY SEA:—Oin, 2017 ca.ses, 10 ku-rels, 11 casks;

Wine, 1732 cases, 21 cask.s, 13 barrel.s, 10 octaves, 5 qr. octs,

Whisky, 4121 cases, 028 barrels, 10 casks 8 qr. casks 15 kegs;

Beer 455 cases, 320 barrels; Brandy, 209 cases, 1 cask; Ruin,

2 octaves, 3 barrels; l^icpiors, 335 cases; r'ider, 20 cas*'-!; Ab-

sinthe, 325 cases; (Jrape Juice, 1990 cases; Fruit Juice, 10 cases;

Vermouth, 50 cases; Bitters, 10 cases; Lime Juice, 40 cases;

( ]iami)agne, 1310 cases; Poi-ter, 140 cases; Stout, 100 cases;

.Mineral Waters, 100 cases, 03 casks; Cocktails, 10 ca.ses; Cor-

dials, 31 cases, 1 barrel; Ginger Ale, 5 ca.ses; Sake, 401 cases,

1000 casks.

BY RAIL IN BOND :—Champagne, 570 cases; Wine, 1><0

cases, 1 cask; Rum, 1 cask.

BEER :—Favorable weather conditions have brought about

busy times for Brewers and distributers. Sumiiipv

weather is on for several months to come and the good old malt

beverage will have its inning. The cuitlook is very encouraging.

Exports by sea were of nominal vohnne, the figures being 031

packages valued at f3,917.

Imports of foreign beers by sea were 455 cases, 320 bariels.

Porter 140 cases. Stout 100 case.s.

New York Wine Market

THE situation in the movement of wines and brandies show.*!

little or no change. The demand is light wiiile i)rices con

tinue to be low. The outlook for any mateiial cliauge in the

immediate future is not good.

—

lioiiforl's. .May 10, 1912.

Seek to End Ruinous Wine Prices

LACK of union or co-operation aiiu)ng the indei)endent wine

men is bringing about a crisis in the wine industry. The
independent Avine men held a meeting May 30 to de<Mde on a

course of action for the current year, too late for this issue of

the Review to report.

One faction of the indei)endents, it is said, favors a comiiro-

mise with the Wine As.sociaticm to the end of averting a war

on wine rates. It is generally conceded that a war would he

disastrous. But it is under.stood that another faction favor**

the co-operation of all tlie imlepemlents in one big fight on the

Association. Judging by some remarks expi-essive of sentiment

made by the most prominent of the independents, however, there

is a dominant opinion in favor of mofleration, which augurs

well for an understanding all around.

The result of the present contest is that the grower is being

caught between the two opposing forces and is being slowly

crushed without any great advantage to the dealers. Tender tlic

circumstances, it is but rea.sonable to suppose that a remedy
is being sought and that everybody will rejoice when it is found.

Los Angeles Wine Company Sold to Hotaling & Company

AS announced elsewhere in the Los Angeles correspondence

of the Rkview, the business of the Los Angeles Wine Com-

pany, of Los Angeles has been taken over by A. P. Hotaling &

Company of this city. The Los Angeles Wine Com]>any is cer-

tainly a valuable acquisition, as it commands a large and well

establi-shed trade which has grown steadily for years. Furtiier-

more it is the best location for a business of the kind in the

city. Manager Lind of A. P. Hotaling & Company informs u-;

that by extensive advertising in that .section the counter sales

of tlu! hou.s(! have been doubled and an? still incre^ising.

li
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The Dangerous Works Bill Champagne Bottled at Asti.

'T'lIK (liidc ill A\'asliiii<rton as woll as in othor parts of the

• country is considcrahly wronj^ht up over aii attempt to pass

;i law in Coufi^ri'ss liniitiujj the sale of intoxicating liquors at

•lie National capital. The Works bill which is now in the

liaiHls of a sub-coinniittee is consideriiif^ the measure and is

xpccted to make its report some time duriiifj the cominj; week.

Iroiii all parts of the country Senators have been flooded with

[letters of protest against the passage of the Works bill.

It is said on pretty good authority that behind the Works
kueasure is a quiet movement to launch a nation-wide prohibi-

tion bill. It is pretty generally known that the Anti-Saloon

I>eague and prohibition advocates having been repulsed in many
places where heretofore they have been successful, are now cen-

tering their guns on Washington.

The Washington rommission has sent to Congress as a sub-

>iitute for the Works bill a measure providing for drastic

lianges in excise legislation in the District. The bill prohibits

iin increase in the li(|uor traffic by limiting the number of

!-<aloons to the number now licensed, 513. The retail liquor

license is increased from f800 to flOOO and the wholesale from
§400 to 1500.

Perhaps the most iini)ortant change in the opinion of the

il:Ixcise Board is one allowing the Board discretion in withhold-

jiiig licenses from hotels which under the present law are allowed
[to sell lujuor when they have twenty-five rooms for guests, and
jliave the requisite number of signatures. The bill provides that

iliereafter no license shall be issued to a hotel having less than

fifty rooms for guests nor to any hotel the character of which,

)»r the character of the proprietor of which, is deemed objection-

tiible by the Board. When the Works bill is reported in the

•^i^nate the report of the Commission will undoubtedly afford

m opportunity for amending it. From reliable sources we learn

Hiat the Works bill is not likely to receive favorable considera-

tion.

—

BonfoH's.

Latkk :—Since the foregoing was put in type, announcement
itiues from AVasiiington that this vicious measure has passetl

lie Senate as inh-<Mluced I»y Senator Works of California. The

!Rbview urges the wine men, liquor dealers and brewers to take

lie time to send a personal letter to their Congressional repre-

I'utative, expressing disapproval of the act and requesting him
<i oppose it before the Committee on the District of Columbia

mt in the House.

T
J
NDER the directicm of Charles Jadeau, the famous Chani-

^-^ pagne expert, tht; Italian-Swiss Colony has started bot-

tling 400,000 bottles of (Solden State, Extra Dry Champagne.
This will take the greater portion of the month of June and will

represent the effervescent wine that this firm will have ready

for the Exposition year, 1915.

The additional champagne vault* which luive just been com-

Busy Champagne Bottling Scene at Asti.

pleted at Asti afford much needed facilities for handling and
storing the Colony's output during the past three years.

"Each bottling," says M. Jadeau, "has given us valuable

experience in working the Colony's best wines, and I am sure

the visitors who come from all parts of the Avorld to the great

exposition, will be surprised at the quality of our Golden State

Champagne. Everything is most favorable for the bottling sea-

son.

A special edition of the American Wine Press, issued in con-

nection with the Eighth Annual Convention of the American

Wine Growers' Association, was a cretlitable production. It

was printed on good paper in excellent style and contained spe-

cial articles of interest to those in the trade and industrv.

t. i

*Mn r-^t^-i\i'*° "= -OVtN BRANDS"ND CONTROLLING THE OLD ESTABLISMCO
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

Special Inducements Will Be Made, on Request, to

Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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(Continued fn)in page 39)

should the sacred right of personal freedom, why should all be stricken

down? What is the excuse for it?- What Is the necessity?

The anti-saloonlst says it should be done "to save the boy." Mother,

do you expect to save your boy by keeping him away from temptation or by

keeping temptation away from him? What a purerile lot of weak-kneed

generations will follow us if our boys shall be trained in those lines. The
way to saye the boy is to make him strcng enough to save himself; to

teach him what is right and what is wrong; what is good and what is bad.

Mother cannot be with him always. Time will come when they must part,

but if she has made him strcng in manhood he will not need her loving

offices to protect him against temptations; the nianhocd that mother incul-

cated within him will be the only guardian he will need.

Boys are not ruined by the saloon. The laws make it a penal offense to

permit them to frequent such places. If laws are not enforced, who is at

fault? How will you expect to enfcrce a more stringent law if you will not

enforce the law you have? If public officials fail to perform their official

duties, you have a remedy; recall them.

ALCOHOLISIVI NOT GREATEST CAUSE OF DEATH.

They point to the army of drunkards. Where is that army? Have you

seen it? Out of the whole number of people that you know, how many of

them are drunkards? Out of the whole number cf people that you have

known in your lifetime, how many died drunkards?

The United States Census Reports tell us there are 6.4 deaths in every

100,000 from alcoholism, while there are 153 deaths from consumption and

231 deaths from diseases of the digestive system. Better cure the ice cream
and soda water and coca cola habits that lead to diseases of the digestive

system. The doctors tell us that typhoid is one of the surest agents of

death; they also tell us that more than 60 per cent cf typhoid cases come
from drinking impure water and impure milk.

WHY NOT ATTACK PATENT MEDICINES?

Did you ever hear of an anti-saloonist making war against Peruna? If

not, why not? Everybody knows that Peruna contains a large percentage

of alcohol. Did anybody ever hear of an anti-saloonist making any attempt

to secure the enactment of laws to put any proprietary medicines that are

heavy with alcohol, out of business? History discloses no case of insanity

of that species. There is reason in their madness and the reason is that

the manufacturers of many of these nostrums are contributors to the treas-

ury of the anti-salocn league. And why? Because prohibition increases the

demand for their products.

FAITH IN THE WOMEN OF CALIFORNIA.

California has granted to her women the right to vote, and in the elec-

tions so far held, it has been made manifest that they propose to vote to

protect their homes from hypocrisy and bigotry and proscription of natural

rights.

Denver defeated prohibition by a vote of nearly two to one with the

women voting.

Idaho elected Hawley governor and defeated Brady, an arch hypocrite,

with the women voting.

Utah defeated a prohibiticn legislature with the women voting.

I would rather appeal to the common sense of women than to the partisan

prejudice of men.

THE TRUE REMEDY.

In my judgment the State of Pennsylvania has arrived nearest a sane

and effective solution of the liquor problem, and I most cordially commend
ihat system to the voters and law-makers of California.

In that State there is no option, no elections oft-recurring to disturb bq

ness and the tranquillity of communities. All applications for licenses

addressed to the judges of the courts of record, a time and place for he
ing them are fixed by order of the court and public notice is given. Obj^
tions may be filed either on account of the character of the applicant or th'

character of the location of the proposed saloon. The issue is tried n'

ing to the established rules of court procedure. If the application is (.

by the court, that is the end of it. After the license is granted, complaini

for its revocation may be made for any violation of any regulation. When
complaint is made, the licensee is haled into court, an issue is framed and

tried; for a first conviction the court may punish by a heavy fine, but for a

second conviction the court is without discretion. He must revoke the

license and when a license is once revoked for cause the licensee may never

have another license frcm the State of Pennsylvania.

This system makes the license tangible property, an asset to be safe-

guarded; and the holder of a license will hesitate long and seriously beforr-

he will take chances on having his license revoked.

Again, this system preserves inviolate the rights cf personal liberty; it

insures the use of unadulterated beverages instead of contraband poisons; it

discourages hypocrisy and encourages respect fcr all laws; it contributr

to the public revenues and lightens the burden of the taxpayer propoi

tionately; it gives employment to labor and increases the demand fcr tli

products of the farm, the orchard, and the vineyard; it provides a sale

plan for the distribution of the intoxicating beverages, which time has proved

the masses will have; it is constructive instead of destructive and is in

perfect consonance with the letter and si)irit of our free instituticns.

A Correction

I X tlio April iHimlx'r of the Review, in an artitle from John A.

* Corotto, of San Jose, the printer eaiLsed us to clian}i;e tlic

sense of the item. He said, "Even if the wcn'kinii nias.><es wen
entirely in the minority in sueli a matter, the injustiee would

he just as great." The printer made him say "majority." This

makes a great difference.

Pasadena "Wet" By Women Votes

SHOCKING news eomes from Pasadena for the Anti-Saloon

Leaguers and the Intemperate Prohibitionists. After year<

of effort the sane portion of the community have decid<'d I hat

I'asadena as a "Dry" town was not a success. Heretofore at

every election the Autis have carried the day with little elTort,

because of the fact that the proper kind of campaign was not

made for the enlightenment of voters. This time, however, thi

campaign was one of cducati(m, and for the puri>ose of amend iiii;

the city's charter. The "wets" won by a majority of (!30 votes

Tlie new measure allows the serving of licjuors with meals ii

hotels and restaurants, and permit^ the American citizen. a>

well as others to have wines and liipiors in his home. It i

stated that the victory was in a considerable measure due to thi

voles of the sensible women of Pasadena

thoin.

We ccmgratulati

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY. Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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Next Series of Prizes in June Issue Free Ships Through the Canal
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0\VIN(. to unavoidable delay in securing necessary data, the

next series of "PHIZES" will appear in the June 30th

,sv:nc of tlic IvKViEW and rei^nlailv from that time on.

Osbom's Annual Guide

WE have reeeiveil with the compliments of Mr. Alfred F.

OKhorn, the 1912 edition of Osbom's Annual Guide to

Ajieniies and Club List. In passing over the pages of the 1912

luinilier we note that it equals in every respect former editions.

In additiim to the usual valuable tables we find an article on

( ellar Management which is of interest. The club list contained

u the book will undoubtedly prove of much value to the recip-

iits of the publication. This club list is, perhaps, as complete

as any of its kind in existence. The price of the Guide to

Ageiities is .?1.00 per copy, and the address of the publisher is

I.") Itcaver street, New York.

Shipping Wine in Tank Cars

AX low development in the California wine industry was re-

corded last week in the shipment of six tank carloads of

\\ iiic by Geo. West & Son, Inc., from Stockton to New York.

jThis is the first tank wine shipment ever made from this State.

Shipping the Avine in bulk means a saving in handling it, a

-aving in buying barrels or bottles, and a saving in freight

icharges, for the weight of the package is .saved. In New York

[the wine will be drawn from the tanks and then barreled and

bottled. AVinemen say that tank car shipments hereafter will

enable them to compete more successfully with other wine

itiannfacturers.

/^ ALIFORNIA wine men have good reason to congratulats'
^^ themselves over the victory won at Washington, by which
American coastwise vessels will pass through the canal free of

toll. This will be a great advantage, as it will insure the very

lowest possible rates of distribution to the great eastern ports

of distribution, and will also have a niarkf^d efTwt uj>on present

railroad rates in the matter of distribution of California pro-

ducts in eastern ten-itory not contiguous to eastern seaports.

All of which should assist largely in increasing the consumption
of California wines.

No Rhine Wines of Vintage of 1913

"IPHERE will be no Rhine wine of the vintage of 1913. A
* recent record cold .spell has entirely killed the crops and

thousands are thrown out of employment in consequence. One
way or another the loss to the Germans by the four days' un-

expected frost will amount to many million dollars.

Mr. Donald Robertson, superintendent of supplies of the Cali-

fornia Wine Association, took a vacation the fore part of the

month, and also a trip to Denver and Omaha. He expects

to return on June 4th.

Mr. John D. Bosch, superintendent of the Geysei'ville Winery
of the California Wine Association, returned from an eastern

trip the fore part of the month. He reports enjoying himself

greatly having visited the big eastern cities and s^x^nt most of

his time in the city of Washington.

Sonoma Wine ® Brandy Co.
INCORPORATED

STORAGE CAPACITY
2,000,000 GALLONS

18-20 and 22 Hamilton Avenue, - Brooklyn, N. Y.
AND

Stockton, California
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National Wholesale Liquor Dealers in Great Convention | #
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THE convention of the National Wholesale Liiinor Dealers'

Association of America, which has just been held in Phila-

(lell)liia, the seventeenth of its kind, was the most successful

in the history of tlu; orjjanization. The reports and speeches

are of inteit'st to the entire trade. Few conventions have

a«>hieved so much or have been prtnluctive of so great a growth

as this one and it shows that the results of the past twelve

months have been more successful than during any previous

period. The entire trade has derived great benefits, as shown
by the convention. The strength of union has been increased

wonderfully.

Co-operation on the part of both the National Association

and the National Brewers' Association has been thoroughly

established. The move toward unity has been wisely and time-'

ly taken and it will not be long before all the different bodies

which should be natural allies will be permanently united on

a co-operative basis. United etTort on the part of the liquor

trade of the United States has been proven to be absolutely

necessary in order that the rights of i)roperty of the trade

should be properly protected. The strong men of the trade

recognize this and they are all working with the keenest of

interest to renew the strength of the trade by means of the spirit

of unity. The victories that can be won through co-operation,

the essential medium of strength, may be judged by the

achievements illustrated in the convention just held.

Every wholesaler in the I'nited States who gives the right

attention to the work of the convention can hardly fail to be-

come a member and a shareholder of the association and there-

by not only add to the strength of the trade but contribute to

sustain the liberties of the people of the entire country as well.

The following report of the Executive Committee, Morris F.

AVestheimer, chairman, will be found of special interest

:

Your Executive Committee can add little to the comprehen-

sive report of President Dennehy and Secretary Debar, and

so will devote its report to recommendations for the future.

The past and present should furnish a safe basis for action,

and it is necessarily the futui-e of our business in which we
are most vitally interestefl.

We face an aggressive enemy, led by self-appointed and well-

paid fanatical officials. These leaders, who style themselves

superintendents of the Anti-Saloon League, depend upon a con-

tinuance of prohibition agitation for their financial reward,

and they will leave untried no effort, fair or otherwise, to keep

tlie flame of confiscation burning brightly, for that flame illum-

ines the path along which flows the stream of gold that lines

their pockets. Their national superintendent publicly states

the policy of his organization, and presuming his statements

to be true, we have at least the knowledge of our enemies' plans

to guide us in our defense. What is it they threaten to do?

First. Outlaw the liipior business by divesting li(iuor of

its interstate commerce character.

Sec<md. Boycott merchants in any and all lines who do

not bow down to the commands of the league.

To meet this situatiim we nt-ed the continued loyal sup]«>rt of

the entire trade, and it is fitting, at this time, that the Execu-

tive Committee recognize and extend appreciative thanks to that

large body of the trade Avho, year after year, cheerfully sup-

IK)rt this Association with their money and their personal aid.

What can be said of those members of the trade who accept

the benefits of the work of the Association Avithout bearing their

share of its burdens? How can the truth be borne home to

their minds that every instinct of justice, of fair play and com-

mercial ethics demands that they also should enlist in the army
formed for their defense? This committee urges those who are
here to take hom(! with them the realization of the imperative
necessity of securing new mond)ers for the Association and
subscribers to its Protective Bureau.

In a careful analysis of the past, one fact stands out clearly^
That fact is the urgent need for more and better state asson
ciations. The state associations must continue to take cartf

of state and local affairs, but above and beyond all this, thertg

must be such close and confidential relaticms between the Ne'^I

tional.and the various state associations as will enable us t^
help each other. Some of our present state associations are
officered by men whose aid to the National Association has been;

invaluable, and it is this fortunate experience that leads us to>

urge you to actively assist in strengthening the state associa-i^

tions we now have and in creating new ones where noAv none
exist. i

Returning now to the first step in the proposed program ofi

the enemy, viz., that of trying to secure Federal legislation to.

divest all distilled and fermented liquors of their interstate

commerce character, there are now before Congress the meas-
ures known as the Webb and Kenyon bills.

These bills, should they be enacted into law, would not only
prevent shipments of liquor from "wet" into "dry" territory,

but would so embarrass and handicap the conduct of the busi-'

ness generally as to make it extremely difficult to transact'

any interstate business whatever. :

Both the Webb and Kenyon bills make it possible for state';

officials to proceed against shipments of liquor upon the ground'
that the shipment, or any portion of it, is "intended" to bei

used by somebody directly or indirectly connected with the trans-^

action, for the puri)ose of violating some law of some state, into

which any portion of such shipment may be sent.

AVe ai-e startled by the absurdity of such a law.

We are shocked by its supreme injustice and its far-reaching

effects.

Upon first examination one would naturally a.sk: "CanI
Congress seriously consider a bill not alone doubtful in its con-J

stitutionality, but which also violates every law of equity, evei

rule of commercial custom, every principle of common sense'

justice?"

That such measui'es should be .seriously considered in Con-
gress shows how thoroughly public men of high standing arr

influenced by the supposed power of the Prohibitionists.

This power or intimidation is not an accident.

If you will read the utterances of their leaders, you will

see that they deliberately boast of what they have accom]»lished

in electing and defeating candidates, and by these threats and
claims of wonderfud deeds performed they are in a considei-alde

degree enabled to frighten the average politician into submis-
sion.

There is one defense which can be made against tactics of

this character, and that is to meet these agitators with theii

own weapons.

AVith reason, justness, fairness atid common sense upon ouij

si<le, we are brushed aside because we have not, in the i)ast, had
the courage to properly assert ourselves in defen.se of our riglits

The Anti-Saloon League has grown strong through a public

sentiment built up upon mendacity and misi-epresentation.

It is wonderfid to what extent a persistent campaign of malJ
evolent denunciation carried on for many years can pervert tlMj

minds of people who are always voracious readers, but some
times indifferent thinkers.

-"^ J>!fe*)ple;.-reafl, but they do not always discriminate.
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As a result, these campaigns of vilification are effective to a

staif ling degree.

It may be a fact tliat "the truth is mighty and will prevail,"

but sometimes it is a mighty long time in prevailing.

I
fOur policy for the future should be one of education and

Of aggressive jxilitical warfare. lie who fights only on the

.defensive? usually fights a losing battle.

So hmg as the Government derives a revenue amounting to

niany millions anniially from the tax upon liquor.s, we are en-

tftled to every right accorded a manufacturer and a dealer in

any article of commerce.

No men upon earth are less anxious to break into politics than

the distillers and wholesale liquor dealers of the United States.

Tliey are in politics only when menaced, harassed and an-

noyed.

They are in politics only when threatened, assailed and sub-

jected to confiscation and destruction.

To expect less than this natural defen.se of natural rights

would be to place our people in the category of the supernatural.

In the future, if success is to be ours, our people must give

more, instead of less, attention to the que.stions of politics affect-

ing our trade.

Every dealer should keep himself informed as to political

conditions in his city, his county, his State and the country at

large.

Any other course will enable our enemies to control legislation

in Congress, and finally make liquors an outlaw of commerce
l)y Federal legislation.

Tlie second plan of campaign outlined by the Ant'-Saloon

League is plainly revealed by the preface of their Year IJook

for 1912.

The Reverend Purley A. Baker, general superintendent of

the Anti-Saloon League of America, under the title, "Real

War," gives tongue to the following eulogy of the boycott as

a method of Anti-Saloon League warfare

:

"Tiie li(iuor traffic has deserted its own piratical black flag

and enlisted under the banner of 'Business ilen's Association,'

•Taxpayers' League,' etc., to gain a respectability it never had.

In every community it can find a few business men willing to

act as Svet' nurses to the traffic. They and their business are

deserving of exactly the same treatment accorded the saloon-

keeper and his business—to be regarded as unworthy of patron-

age or .social recognition by people interested in the moral well-

lieing of the community.

"When the Christian women, who do most of the buying,

\\itlidra\v their su])port from business men who espouse the

saloon and give their sui)port to business men who oppose the

saloon, there will soon be no saloon-supporting business men.

This battle is not a rose-Avater conflict. It is war—continued,

relentless war. The rule of successful warfare is to cut off the

enemy's supplies and at every point reduce his flghting force to

a minimum."

"War—continued, relentless war"—that is the battle cry of

oui- enemy, marching as they claim under the banner of relig-

ion. We must govern ourselves accordingly; we must not per-

mit the enemy to nominate and elect "dry" congressmen to

I ('present us at the Cai)itol. Don't go into politics for personal

;;ain or personal office. Where the Democrats and Republicans

both nominate liberal, fair-minded men, keep your hands off;

Itnt where either party bows down to the demands of the Anti-

Saloon League and nominates a "dry," it is our business to

oppose that candidate. It is not enough that Ave prevent the

election of "dry" state legislators, it is absolutely and imi)era-

rively necessary that individually and through our associations

we give the most careful attention to the questi<m of represen-

tation at Washington. We desire to impress this fact upon

you as the vital point in all our work. The threat of a boycott

by Reverend Baker needs but publicity to bring its own punish-

ment, and this association asks the aid of each of its memb(U"s

in carrying forward the work we have outlined.

It is for you to select the men who are to lead in the l)attles

of the future, and having selected them, to furnish the men
and the means to conduct a victorious campaign, a campaign

that shall destroy once and for all the power of our boastful

enemies.

A word now as to some of our lieutenants: Lawi-ence .Max-

well, Esq., Levi Cooke, Charles M. Lewis, John M. (Jregory,

Lou Gibson, Edmund H. Roche, and last, but most certainly

not least Joseph Debar. No report of your Executive Commit-

tee would be complete without an expression of thanks and deep

appreciation for the splendid and efficient work, the whole-

hearted services and full co-operation these gentlemen have

given us. We thank them and want them to know of our ap-

preciation.

In conclusion, we tender our warmest thanks to our esteemed

President, Mr. Thomas C. Dennehy—for his tireless efforts for

the welfare of the Association; for his ever-wise counsel in all

of the difficult questions Avhich have confronted us at every

turn, and for the genial courtesy which has made our service

with him a pleasure and an inspiration.

We earnestly hope than the second year of his administration

will bring even greater benefits to our organization than has

the year now closing.

MoKKis F. Wf}STHEIMKB, Chairman.

A. J. SUNSTEIN,

Jos. A. Strahser,

Geo. F. Dieterle,

E. il. B.\BBITT,

W. E. Hull,
Leo Str.\us^

And the President. Ex-Officio.
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The Principles of Wine =Making:
BY FREDERIC BIOLETTI.

( ill I

For tlip more perfect clearin}; of old wines some form of

pulp filter is used. These are various devices by Avhich the wine

is forced through a mass of cellulose or asbestos pulp and freed

from all floating matter. Some of the best of these carefully

used, remove nearly all the bacteria present.

8. Heating.—The heating of wine after fermentation is prac-

ticed for various purposes and in various ways. In general

its object is to hasten and facilitate the chemical and physical

ciianges which constitute aging, to sterilize the wine completely

or partially (pasteurization) by the destruction of micro-

organisms or for both purposes at the same time.

Wines Avill develop more rapidly at high temperatures thau

at low. The aging of a wine can often be much hastened with

advantage by keeping it in a warm room, 70 degrees to 75 de-

grees F., for several weeks or even months. This must be done,

however, with much caution. Only young wines which are

perfectly dry and clear should be subjected to this treatment.

Wines containing unfermented sugar or many bacteria are

almost certain to become diseased if kept in a warm place after

they have ceased alcoholic fermentation. Wines low in alcohol

or of delicate constitution in any way may be injured. In any

case, the wine will age too much, become vapid or acquire a

sherry taste if kept warm too long.

The precipitation of albuminoid matters is much facilitateil

by this heating which is used by some wine-makers in the finish-

ing of Sauterne containing 1 or 2 per cent of sugar. In this

case, the young, clear Avine is placed for several days or weeks

in a room or cellar heated to 85 degrees to 90 degrees F. Under

these conditions, the wine is extremely subject to bacterial de-

terioration. This is prevented either by the use of compara-

tively large doses of sulfurous acid or by a momentary heating

to 150 degrees F. to sterilize the wine before the prolonged

heating at 90 degrees F. Some sulfurous acid is necessary

in order to prevent browning and darkening of the color and

the acquiring of a sherry taste. A still higher heating is vised

for certain sweet wines to Avhich it is desirwl to give a "rancio"

or sherry taste. In this case, the wine is heated to 120 degrees

or 130 degrees F. for two or three months. This high and pro-

longed heating promotes the chemical changes which produce

the "rancio" taste and golden color due to oxidation and cara-

melizes part of the sugiar, giving a desired character to the sweet

\\ ine.

9. Pasteurisation.—^^The pasteurization of wine has for its

object the destruction of all injurious micro-organisms in the

liquid. It is accomplished by a momentary heating to a tem-

perature of between 140 degrees F. and 160 degrees F., or

sometimes higher.

As the wine is cooled immediately and remains at the maxi-

mum temjierature for only one minute or less, the changes of

con)po.sition and character are much less marked than in the

case of prolonged heating. Such changes, however, do occur

and the moie intensely the higher the temperature of pasteur-

ization. Sound wines are sometimes pasteurized to insure

their keeping under unfavorable conditions. They may be

pasteurized into casks for shipping long distances or in hot

climates. Delicate wines are sometimes pasteurized in bottles.

I'asteurization is also a useful means of checking the progress

of bacterial diseases of wine before they have injured its quality

irretrievably. When an early microscopic examination of the

wine shows the presence of dangerous numbers of bacteria,

prompt pasteurization will destroy them before they have per-

ceptibly injured the wine. Pasteurization, hoA\ever, does not
render the wine immune, and the sterilized wine must be run
into sterilized casks and protected from reinfection. The need
of pasteurization is proof of the delicate constitution of the
wine and of the need of special care even after the destruction
of the bacteria it contains.

Wines of any age may be pasteurized but they should always
be nearly or quite clear. Heating cloudy wine always injure.s

its flavor and often makes it more difficult to clarify. Before
heating a cloudy Avine, therefore, it should be cleared by fining

or filtration.

10. Cooling.—Loav temperatures may be utilized to promote '

the development of wine. As soon a.s the Avine is completely
dry, which should be Avithin a fcAV Aveeks after the end of the

vintage, it is benefited by being cooleil. Loav temperatures, by
diminishing the activity of the micro-organisms, tend to cause
them to accumulate in the setliment Avith the cream of tartar,

and to increase the limpidity of the Avine at the first racking.

The cold winter arriving at just about the right time for

this purpose, should be utilized by opening the cellar Avhere the

young wine is stored at night and closing it in the day time.

In some countries, the Avine is placed outside during part of

the first winter in order to obtain the full benefit of the chill-

ing. Lately artificial cooling 35 degrees or 40 degrees F. has
been used with success. The Avine should be left at these Ioav

temperatures only so long as is necessary to cause all micro-

organisms and excess of salts to accumulate in the sediment and
to be removed by the first racking. A rise of temperature to 55
degrees to 65 degrees F. is then desirable for the maturing of

the wine. i

11. Bottling Wine.—The object of bottling is to preserve the
Avine as much as possible from further change by protecting it

from the action of micro-organisms and oxygen.

A wine, therefore, Avliich has ceased forming a deposit, is per-

fectly bright and has reached its optimum quality should be

bottled. It is usually advisable to fine a Avine tAvo to five week?
before bottling. It may be bottled directly from the finings or,

preferably, racked carefully from them as soon as bright into

lightly sulfured casks and bottled after tAvo or three Aveeks' rest.

If bottled too young, the wine will make an abundant deposit
in the bottle, if too old, it Avill haAe lost something of its (]uality.

If bottled at the right stage and in perfect condition, there Avill

be very little deposit and this Avill be sIoav in forming and will

adhere firmly to the side of the bottle. The age of the win(
Avill vary in California in ordinary cases, from one and a half
years to four or five years. It is seldom desiral)le to keep even
the heaviest dry wines in casks longer than five years and it

is possible by special methods to get some light Avines ready
for Ijottling in less than a year.

The bottling should take place under the sanu? atmospheric
conditions as racking, in order to have the sediment as compact
as pos.sible and the Avine as free as possible from floating par-

ticles or micro-organisms. The placing of the cask and the
drawing of the wine into bottles should be so arranged that the
wine is disturbed as little as possible during the operation.

Bottles and casks should be perfectly clean and sterile. The
former should be Avaslied in hot water containing ten per cent
of carbonate of soda rinsed Avith pure Avater and alloAved to

dry neck down. A final rinsing, before draining, with brandy or

\

i

I
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a weak solution of meta-bisulfite is of use in some cases, but

should be done with precautions to prevent more than a trace

of the rinsiu<r solution from remaining in the bottle when fille<l

with wine. The corks should be soaked for twenty-four hours

in warm water and then drained and rinsed with the wine to

be bottled. Old or inferior corks should be sterilized by im-

mersing for twenty-four hours in a 5 to 10 per cent solution of

sulfuric acid before washing and soaking. They may be steril-

ized more effectively and easily by heating them in a closed

vessel in which is placed a small amount of a 20 per cent solu-

tion of formalin. Eight or ten ounces of formalin in one

quart of water is sufficient to treat 1000 corks.

After bottling, the wine is further protected from access of air

by covering the corks with a layer of hot paraffin or wax. The

bottles .should then be laid horizontally, care being taken that

the small volume of air which remains in the bottle is not in

contact with the cork but in contact with the glass of the upper

side of the bottle.

AYine bottled in this way will improve a little for a few months

and then remain with little change for many years if kept in a

cool, moderately moist and clean cellar.

THE END

Beer Not Popular Among Chinese

THE attempt of a corporation organized in Hcmgkong with

foreign cai)ital, largely from Honolulu, to establish a brew-

ing business on the South Asiatic coast has been unsuccessful.

The concern erected a modern brewery on a portion of the main-

land opposite Hongkong in 1909, but lost money from the be-

ginning. The company has gone into voluntary liquidation and
is attempting to sell its plant.

The concern was organized with a capital of |500,000 gold.

The plant established here was finely equipped, mostly with

American machinery and appliances, including an outfit of

glass-lined steel tanks, and was modern in every respect in in-

stallation and operation; in fact, one of the reasons for the

failure of the enterpri.se as a business undertaking is that the

capacity of the plant (100,000 barrels of beer annually) is so far

beyond present possible .sale that its economical operation has

been difficult if not impossible. However, the chief obstacle

has been the lack of success attending the firm's efforts to at-

tract the patronage of the Chinese. In .some ports of the new
Republic there is a fair consumption of beer among the natives,

but, as a rule, the Chinese prefer their own alcoholic beverages,

or, at most, take to foreign drinks other than beer.

HONGKONG'S IMPORTS OF FOBEIGN BEEKS.

For a time there was some reason to expect the successful

introduction of beer among the Chinese of Hongkong. Sales of

tile company's output increased considerably, and growing pop-

ularity gave some practical ground for anticipating a change

in Chine-se tastes. The concern also operatetl an ice factory in

connection with its brewery, and income from this source lent

soriie support to the business. The fact finally became plain,

however, that-for the time being the Chinese do not take to beer.

There is a considerable consumption of foreign beers among
foreigners in Hongkong and in the Chinese ports deriving their

supplies through Hongkong. The figures of the import and ex-

I)ort office of the Hongkong Government, which are complete in

that they represent taxation on imports of such goods, show that

at the beginning of 1911 there were in stock 95,535 gallons of

ale, beer an<l stout. During the jear importations amounted to

74S,90() gallons. Of this total stock of 844,4:55 gallons, 322,711

wei*e exported to various Chinese iK>rts near at hand, 325,548

gallons were consumed, and 196,176 gallons were left on hand.

During 1910 the stock on hand (78,894 gallons) and arrivals

(605.212 gallons) totaled 684,106 gallon.s, of which 271,142

gallons were I'e-exported and 317,429 gallons were consumed.

These two are the only years in which Hongkong's tax on

alcoholic products has been applied and for which reliable

figures are to be had. They seem to indicate that, in spite of

the failure of the local brewery to establish itself here with a

high-grade product brewetl to suit the climate, there is an in-

crease in both re-exports and consumption. This is jjroliably

accounted for by the fact that the imports of high-grade beers,

ale-s, and similar drinks in this pax-t of the world are largely of

special English, German, and Austrian brands for which for-

eigners here have a special liking, in which .sentiment plays an

important part. Many of these drinks are useil by prescription

to avoid the depressing effects of a difficult dinuite. The

cheaper-grade goods come largely from Japan and as a rule do

not attempt to reach the better trade.

TRADE UNCERTAIN.

Several years ago, particularly soon after the Spanish-Ameri-

can War, American beer had a rather strong hold on this mar-

ket, and several of the larger American brewing interests gave

considerable attention to the trade, especially in the ports of

the north and through Hongkong. Cheap Japanese beers have

l)een cutting into the sales of other countries, however, and the

trade also has been very irregular—averaging something like

f400,000 gold annually for all China at the present tinu?; but

once (in 1905) running as high as 1,200,000 taels, or more
than twice its present average volume and value. All China in

1910 bought beers to the value of $393,780, of which about one-

half came from Japan direct and one-fourth from Germany
direct ; American beers had no part whatever in the trade. The
experience of the Hongkong brewing enterprise seems to indi-

cate that the immediate future of the trade is uncertain.—From
Consul General George E. Anderson, Hongkong.

Professor Bioletti, viticulturist of the I'niversity of Califor-

nia, has been inspecting the vineyards of Sutter c(»unty, and has

found them free from phylloxera. He has urged the gi-owers not

to relax their vigilance.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

{
THIS VINE IS

STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?

Send for onr FREE BOOKS of facto felling what
•or tarUHan are doing, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THE PACIFIC GU.\NO
A FBRTIIilZBR CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
San Francisco, Cat.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Largeat manufacturers of Fertilizer*. Poultry Foods an

Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast
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INTIRNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RUUNGS
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(T. D. 32462.)

Alcohol in still wines.

Vandegrift & Co. v. United States (No. 827).

An Excess of 14 per cent of Alcohol in Still 'Wines.

The wine here was tested in accordance with the regulations of the

Treasury. It was ascertained to contain absolute alcohol perceptibly in ex-

cess of 14 per cent. This finding leaves no room for construction. The wines

were dutiable as assessed at 60 cents per gallon under paragraph 307, tarlfE

act of 1909.—United States v. Lueder (154 Fed. Rep. 1; T, D. 27918).

United Stato.s Cowvi of rnstoms Appeals, April 17, 1912.

Appeal from Board of United States General Appraisers, Abstract 27439

(T. D. 32126).

[Decision affirmed.]

Brown & Gerry for appellants.

William L. Wemple, Assistant Attorney-General (Leland N. Wood, as-

sistant attorney, on the brief), for the United States.

Before Montgomery, Smith, Barber, De Vries and Martin, Judges.

Montgomery, Presiding Judge, delivered the opinion of the

eoiirt

:

The merchandise involved in this appeal consists of 14 casks

of Italian wine shipped from Genoa. It is said to he a natural,

unfortified, red wine. It was assessed for duty at 00 cents per

gallon under paragraph 307 of the tariff act of August 5, 1909,

wliich, so far as pertinent, reads as follows

:

Still wines, including ginger wine or ginger cordial, vermuth, and rice wine

cr sake, and similar beverages not specially provided tor in this section, in

casks or packages other than bottles or jugs, if containing fourteen per

centum or less of absolute alcohol, forty-five cents per gallon; if containing

more than fourteen per centum of absolute alcohol, sixty cents per gallon.

» • • The percentage of alcohol in wines and fruit juices shall be de-

termined in such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury shall by regula-

tion prescribe.

The importers contended helow that this wine should be as-

.sessed at 45 cents per gallon as containing less than 14 per cent

of absolute alcohol. They make the same contention here. It is

not, however, claimed that as a matter of fact according to the

chemist's report the wine did, except in a single instance, under

which no claim is made, contain less than 14 per cent or exactly

14 per cent. The excess over 14 per cent varied from eighteen

one hundredths of 1 per cent to seventy-five one hundreflths of

1 per cent, but it is claimed that this wine is a natural unforti-

fied wine, and that a variation of eighteen one hundredths of 1

per cent over 14 per cent did not, under the circumstances, mak(>

this dutiable as containing over 14 per cent of absolute alcohol,

and this for the reason that the determination of the duty on

that basis would be unreasonable ; that the line of demarcation

of 14 per cent should be construed commercially instead of

scientifically, and it is argued that wine containing more than

14 per cent is usually such wine as is fortified by the addition

of alcohol, and that what was really meant by Congress was

that the unfortified wine should be admitted at the 45 per cent

rate. The offer was made to show that the wine in question is

not a fortified wine, but a dry or natural wine; that it is a wine

grown in southern Italy, particularly Sicily, which, under favor-

able climates conditions, at times contains naturally over 14 per

cent alcohol, because of an excess of sugar in the grape, and

furthei' to prove that this class of wine, when the climatic con-

ditions are not favorable, contains less than 14 per cent of alco-

hol. This testimony was excluded.

The Secretary of the Ti'ea.sury had, in T. D. 15763, issued in-

structions for the analysis of wines subject to importation, as

follows:
Collectors .are instructed in making an analysis of imported wines and

fruit juices for the purpose of ascertaining the percentage of alcohol co4-

tained therein, to use the method of "distillation," that being the onb^

method assuring accurate results in view of the fact that such wines and

fruit juices usually contain saccharine or other solid matters in solution,

making the test by the hydrometer impracticable.

This regulation was made applicable to the present law by

T .D. 29939. Some question is made as to whether this regu-

lation was followed in the present case. But the answer to that

is that the witness for the Government on cross-exam iiia I imi

testified in answer to the question :

Did you make the analyses of the wine in accordance with the regulations

of the Secretary of the Treasury? A.—I did.

Q. You did that in this case? A. Yes, sir.

And the board found the fact as follows

:

The percentage of alcohol contained was determined in accordance with

the regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury, and was found to be more
than 14 per cent of absolute alcohol.

The testimony further shows that the human equation so-

called would not amount to more than a variation of one one-

hundredth or two one-hundredths of 1 per cent, so that the

maxim dc minimis non curat lex can not be applied to this case.

We have a case in which there is an ascertainable excess over

14 per cent of absolute alcohol.

The only question, therefore, becomes one of law, which is

whether, in view of the plain provisions of this statute, the court

may treat the line of demarcation as something other or dif-

ferent than one ascertainable under such regulations as the Sec-

retary of the Treasury may prescribe. We think the case is one
where rules of construction need .scarcely be stated or resorted

to. The statute is so plain and clear in its provisions that it

may be said that there is no room for construction. The line of

demarcation is between wines containing 14 per cent or less of

absolute alcohol and those containing more than 14 per cent of

absolute alcohol. Clearly any wine that contains alcohol in

quantities perceptible and ascertainable above 14 per cent comes:
within the classification which fixes the higher rate of duty. If

this language left the question at all in doubt, the further pro
vision that the percentage of alcohol is to be determined in sudi
manner as the Secretary of the Treasury shall by regulation

prescribe, would foreclose any question of doubt.

The case is in all substantial respects analogous to that of

United States v. Lueder (154 Fed. Rep., 1; T. D. 27918).
This is not a case in which there was room for the application

of the rule giving force to commercial usage. This question wa^<

discussed in the Bartram case (131 Fed. Rep., 833), where a

similar contention was made, but the contention was overruled
on reasoning which commends itself to the court. See also New-
man V. Arthur (109 U. S., 132) ; American Sugar Refining Co.
V. United States (1 Ct. Cu.st Appls., 228; T. D. 31273,).

The decision of the Board of General Appi-ai.sers is iiffiimrd.

(T. D. 1771.)

Special excise tax on corporations.

Instructions relative to the enforcement of T. 1). 17(>3 of March

22, 1912, by collectors.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, A]>ril 30, 1912.

Sir: In reply to your letter of the 27th instant, in which you
inquire as to how banks may show the additional taxes due in
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accordance Avith T. D. 1763, it is suggested that in lieu of re-

(|uiring an amended return or returns the re<iuirement be that

A su])pl(>iii(Mital return sliowing tlie amounts deducted during

I he years 1!>(»1), 1910, and 1011 for taxes paid on the capital stock

hall be filed by each corpoi-ation from whom an additional tax

would be due because of these deductions. The requirement that

an amended return be filed would necessarily mean that the

original return be amended, but the same objection could be

attained and the additional tax collected for the three years on

a supplemental return as indicated above.

This letter will be printed in Treasury Decisions for the infor-

mation of all collectors who have not yet secured the additicmal

taxes due from banking corporations in accordance with T. D.

1703. Respectfully,

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Parkei'sburg, W. Va.

(T. D. 32480.)

Gauge of ale.

Conventional gauge of one-half bottles (pints) containing Great

Auk's Head ale, 12 fluid ounces per bottle.—T. D.

26293 of April 19, 1905, modified.

Treasury Department, May 3, 1912.

Sir : The department is in receipt of your letter of :March 23,

iclative to the gauge of one-half bottles (pints), containing

•dreat Auk's Head" ale, in which you state that the tests of the

uauge of such ale made by the appraiser at your port show the

hottles to average 12 fluid ounces each. This gauge agrees with

that found at New York as the result of recent tests.

In view of the foregoing, 12 fluid ounces are hereby adopted

by the department as the average or conventional gauge of one-

half bottles (pints) containing ale of the brand in question, and

you are authorized to accept the same in importations of such

ale in cases where the actual gauge is not taken. T. D. 26293 is

modified accordingly.

You are advised, however, that tests should be made from

time to time, and if it is found that there is a material discrep-

ancy between the actual guage and the conventional gauge estab-

lished the actual gauge should be followetl, as provided in T. D.

28161. Respectfully,

(91862) JAMES F. CURTIS,
Assistant Secretary.

COLLECTOR OF CUSTO]\IS, New Orleans, La.

(T. D. 1772.)

Pomace tciiw.

Extending the provisions of T. D. 1721 and 1724, relative to the

manufacture and use of pomace wine.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, May 4, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and others concerned:

Pending action of Congress in fixing the status under inter-

nal-revenue laws of so-called pomace wine, the provisions of

T. ] ). 1721 of August 30, 1911, and T. D. 1724 of Septend)er 11,

1911, relating to the manufacture and use of such wine, are

hereby extended so as to continue in force until April 4, 1913.

Collectors and other internal-revenue officers will see that the

regulations and instructions contained in said decisions are

carefully complied with.

ROYAL E, CABELL, Commissioner.

(T. D. 1769.)

Zanol.

Special tax not required for use in compounding for personal

use and not for sale.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, April 20, 1912.

Sir : This office is in receipt of your letter of the 18th instant,

transmitting a sanii)le of "zanol extract"; and in re])ly you are

advised that many in(|uiries have been received rebitive to this

compound from the tenor of which it is manifest that the widely

distributed advertising matter is misleading.

In the pamphlet sent out it is stated :

"You can nmke in the privacy of your own home any standard

liquor or cordial.

"You require no distilling or brewing apparatus.

"No license is required in any State, county, or city of this

country for the making of liquor at home for personal use, nor

the selling of 'zanol.' * * * It must be diluted to a great extent

before it can be made drinkable."

From the correspondence received it appears that the public

believes that liquors can be made by diluting "zanol extract"

with water, but according to the instructions upon the package.'!

"zanol extract," which is a highly concentrated flavoring ex-

tract, must be added to tax-paid alcohol or spirits reduced to

potable proof.

Of course, such compounding for personal use and not for

sale does not involve special-tax liability as rectifier; and, as the

extract is not potable in the condition as put out by the manu-
facturers, no special tax is required for its sale in the original

manufacturers' package. Special tax would, however, be re-

xiuiretl for the preparation for sale of a liquor in accordance

with the directions for use upon the bottle.

Respectfully,

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

MR. H. B. BURGH,
Revenue Agent, St. Louis, Mo.

WinemaKers
It will pay you to become interested

in better quality by means of PURE
YEAST and COOL FERMENTATIONS

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. niust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of
the latest methods. Price $2.00

For sale
at this
Office.

TANKS THAT I.AST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEAKNY 3«2 and J 2S62
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From Alex. D. Shaw & Co.

New Youk.

THE firm of D. Leiden, Ltd., of Cologne on Rhine, Germany,
for wliom we have been the general United States agents

since 1903, was established in 1818 by Damian Leiden, the

grandfatlier of the present generation, and is still controlled

by the Leiden family. From the very beginning of their busi-

ness Messrs. D. Leiden, Ltd., have held the reputation of ship-

ping tlie highest qimlities of Rhine, Palatinate, Moselle and
Saar wines under true labels, hence their prices have until now
been higlier than those of most firms.

Tlie present law controlling German wines prohibits mis-

labeling, so that when the old stocks existing prior to this

new law are exhausted all firms will be compelled to label

their wines exactly what they are, as misbranding or mislabel-

ing renders them liable to confiscation. As a consequence all

quotations for wines of the same quality must be as high or
higher than those of the Leiden wines, as their prices have
ahvays been based on the actual quality and value of the wine.

We call your attention to the complete description of the

wines quoted in our price list, which will enable your customers
to select the brands best suited to their tastes.

Alex. D. Shaw & Co.

THROUGHOUT the First Supervisorial District of Sono^
county the "wets" carried the election of May 6 by a ve

large majority. About ten important towns were involv(

In all of these, excepting three, the majorities ranged fr(

50 to 75 per cent of the total vote and in the three exception:

the majorities in favor of the "drys" ranged from 1 to ;') pci

cent of the total vote. But the Board of Supervisors of Sonoin;

county is not susceptible. It shows a tendency to inteiiiic

the will of the minority as opposed to that of the majority 1m

seeking to eliminate saloons wherever po.ssible even when tin

people decided on having them. The board will not issue an\

new licenses in place of those which Imve Ix^n revoked, i

will endeavor to reduce the number of saloons to a minim im

Avithout regard to the opinion of the community.

A Clerical Bomb

Customs Duty on Wines

ANEW schedule of the rates of duty to be collected on wines

upon impoi'tation into Colombia has been enacted and is

to go into effect six months from the date of publication (i. e.,

June 14, 1912). There are certain changes in the rates of duty

and in the customs regulations. (A copy of the new schedule is

on file in the Bureau of Manufactures.)

Reverend O. H. L. Ma.son sprung a very gentle surprise on;

the good folks of Long Beach May 1 by announcing that h<

would advocate the establishment of a saloon in the town. Foi

ten years Long Beach has been as dry as local option dry

ness can make it, which is not so very dry after all. The lle\

erend Mason has somehow discovered that the town is not al

that it ought to be morally and he believes that it Avould 1h

considerably improved if a saloon were established. The par

ishioners are somewhat inclined to believe that he nmy be in

the right. It may not be long before the town will become wet

with the Avetness of the legalized sort instead of the contraband

An anti-saloon petition is being circulated in Spreckelstowaii

making the town a dry one and it is expected that it will hi

acted on at an early date.

Nine saloons will go out of business in Tehama county a.'

result of the election of May 14. Most, of the saloons are of

the roadhouse variety.

ANOTHER

WONDER

ADDED

TO

THE

WONDERS

OF

THE

WORLD

FEATHER
RIVER

ROUTE

WESTERN PACIFIC
STANDARD AND TOURIST SLEEPERS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
OBSERVATION CARS.

UNION DEPOTS.

THROUGH

SERVICE

DAILY

BETWEEN

San Francisco,

Oakland,

Kansas City,

St. Louis and

Chicago,

VIA

Salt Lake City,

Denver,

Pueblo, Omaha

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

TICKET OFFICES:

665 MARKET STREET, Palace Hotel, phone sutter lesi

Market Street Ferry Depot, Phone Kearny 4980

1326 BROADWAY, Oakland, Phone Oakland 132
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CALIFORNIA WINES.

eo. West & Son, Incorporated Stockton, Cal.

lilifornia Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal. . .

.

G. B. Robblns, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Co's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

heo. Gier Co... 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

'etmore-Bowen

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler &. Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

iaiian Vineyard Co

1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Taylor Jr. &. Sons Louisville, Ky.

apa &. Sonoma Wine Co
' 110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Julius Levin Company
987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

jierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.
Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy &, Co
. . Battery and Com'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

•;. H. Lancel Co

I 549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal. William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

'aul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

i
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

"rench American Wine Co

1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co

200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co
510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

;acramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

tallan-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Toulouse & Delorieux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

IMPORTERS.

Alex. D. Shaw & Co
214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

iocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.

CORDIALS, WINES, BRANDIES.
;. G. Lyons & Raas Co

..Folsom and Essex Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meniecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Rosenblatt Co

300-332 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood

43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co

50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

I

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

SURETIES.

U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co
Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal

L. Gandom & Co.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska
American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Woodin& Little. .33-41 Fremont St., San Francisco

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Simonds Machinery Co
12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

lAlbion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.

John Rapp & Son, Agents.

..8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

Geo. Windeler; wine and water tanks

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co
..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.

Lash Bitters Co
1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York
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Review Buyers* Directory, Continued The Waldorf.. 648 Market St.,San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter ...709 Market St., San Francisco,
I,

CIGARS.
. ex o r^ ^ ,

The Hoffman Cafe Co
_ ,. _, - _ "Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal. ,, e«.„„j et c,_ c-,„-i..„ ,Boltz, Clymer & Co '• oecona St., oan rrancisco,

|,

312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.
Lake County House MIddletown, Cal. W. F. Boeder's Cafe

834 Market St., San Francisco,
S. Bachman & Co

Commercial ,t Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Matt Grimm's
n..i„!.,,i r^..,.^'c «»..,....,.,.

130 Lledesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.
O'-'Smal Coppa s Restaurant

453 Pine St., San Francisco, '

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Bank Exchange

The Yellowstone Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Davis Buffet.
.
.272 Market St., San Francisco,

.22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

"TheCabin" FERTILIZERS.
Thos J Walsh & Co 105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

.'... 346 Pine St.; San'Frkncisco; Cal.
P^*^''"^ °"^"'> * Fertilizer Co.. .

Market Cafe. .540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. Alaska Commercial BIdg., San Francisco, (

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal.

James Raggi
P^<='f"= B°"e ^°^^ * Fertilizing Co

^_.

Chronicle Bar 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, <

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1 .00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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1

A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

" ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We beheve that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.

The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY,
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-

BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C*

^)^Sj^^^^^^^^^q^^^^S^S^-S^^^^^^^j(p^(S^Jj^^
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CELI ARS AND VINFYARD<5 at Icaria^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma Countywcuu/\HJ /\1-<U> V U-»ICI/\KL>J
^^^ ^j Rutherford and St. Helena. Napa County, California

French-American Wine Co.
SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX A BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

W. D. SEYMOUR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., (Sb 515 CONSTANCE ST.. NEWT ORLEANS AGENT
NEWT YORK DEPOT, S2 'WASHINGTON STREET

? 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cal.

Winners

JULIUS KESSLER & CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE. M!^^J i

H
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LYONS' PERFECTION

Pure Fruit Blackberry Cordial

.ESTABLISHED 1852 ,

Is only sold for medicinal purposes, hence only the best and

purest article should be used. - - - - - - -

We guarantee our product to be produced entirely from fresh

California Blackberries fortified with pure brandy. - - -

We will be pleased to submit samples and quotations upon

request. -----------
The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.

FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

i

pHILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
t- .... PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"

GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND. IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

1)09-523 Howard Street, San Francisco

;
elephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, President FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-Pie«. 4 Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST.. and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

f

>«*-^^«*'^^«*'' ,«0» ^^ «0» ^fc «o»^^ »o* ^^ »» ^^ »» ^>* «»^^ *»- >«» ^^ *»"

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON

LOUIS TAUSSIG and COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

IIj ""su™ 50. . .7« SAN FRANCIS
IW ~> rr—»_ ir -<_ if -*_ <r ->_ < r -m. >r—> rr

— rn 1 i

"•'— -•*— -*» "— '*— ** ^ "^ **'^*

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
SAN FRANCISCO 1
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madre Uintage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pure California Wines ^"^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904

Gold'Medai Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oresroa. 1905

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Steins and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - ... CALIFORNIA

STIMULATES
INVIGORATES

Makes your summer trip East

a distinctive American Tour

The

New Orleans-New York
Steamship Line

Between New Orleans and New York

Costs no more to include than

an all-rail way and you will

enjoy the soothing restfulness

of the trip Attendants who
can't do enough for you.

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Rates include berths and meals

First class rail to New Orleans and first cabin
steamer to New York $ 77.75

First class round trip to New York .... 145.50
Second class rail and second cabin, New

Orleans to New York 65.75

Write any Agent

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Flood Building Palace Hotel Market St. Ferry Station

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of quaHtyand style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST.

605 KEARNY ST. 2640 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

FASTEST AND BEST
'TWIXT EAST AND WEST

The only San Francisco and Chicago Limited Train

San Francisco

"Overland Limited"

Sixty-Eight Hours to Chicago

Electric Lighted Throughout

Parlor Observation, Sleeping and

Unsurpassed Dining'Car Service

Attentive and Courteous Employes

The route to Lake Tahoe and Yellowstone Park

See our Agents

Southern Pacific Company

Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Building
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NATIONAL BEER

)rewed and Bottled Vily
n the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — i*

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER ^-^ /m^^J^^^£^^M^£^MM^J^mm .^'^'^^ ^. PALE AND DARK LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.Futton and Webster Stts. Jan rrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

IITJIIIT TO DISTILLEBSP WljIE IKEfiS.

Pa d Sept 29. 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAL CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

Phis STILL, which has alway»
received our special attention and
simty. has been of material assist-
ance 10 securing for California sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
Referp.ncfs:— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

MX KINDS Of COPPER WORK OONt *r SHORT NOflCt.

Sanders Copper Works
C.\RL SCHALITZ. Pros, and Mg-r.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

& SONJOHN RAPP
AKents

1500 Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

^ierlxeiti^e
in/ere i>S

ivoTn/iixd
irtcti 'Will

reciO/pera^Te

Gxrtau>STea

rorce more
l^uickly mari/

tpBR

iibscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with aabestoa. Used by 60%
of ull the wine proiiucere in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

Hotel
Victoria

HIGHEST ORAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling AgeTits for the t'liited Stutea

SAN FBANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA. V. S. A.

Formerly the ORENA

^^ I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

— Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office
Everything new, comfortable

Homelike, plenty of life.

Beautifully furnished Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.
Highest class.

ft^««l»l!f«f«VS««lS««!««E«f«f«E«K«c«K«fyf«J!?««f««'«^^

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED

» PRODUCERS OF >j»

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.
i

)

116 MAIN $inin
B>m mmmco

fjcw YORK orfieE

65ahd67 NOM nOODE jr.

V\/flRtnousES

§flNMWl§eO~PETAiUM-rDESN0
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PURITY BRAND
SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL

GIN
RUM

'WHISKEY

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODVCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

£OL£ DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY

•
BENJ. S. DONAHUE. President PHONE KEARNY 2(

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES
\

NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
LAGER

BREWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.



AMERICAN WHISKEY YtLLUWSIUNt GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cal.

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

2
Z ESTABLISHED 1878

VINICULTURE

VOL. XLKiy. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, JUNE 30. 1912 No. 8

[Z

Its a sign ofgood

dmes to drinK

OLD KIRK
WHISKY

"BestontKemarKet"

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

TKe Largest Seller

in the V^orld

and
TKe Standard of Qualitx

ALEX D SHAW &l CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail
//s flavor is unique and inimitable

T. B. HAll & CO^ lid. liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASS°S ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GL AUK'S^ „ Gi AUK'S HEAD bIVs^
%.im^ THOS. W. COLLINS & CO., Agents GUINN

BEST THE BREWERS BREW"

S ALE
JESS'S STOUT
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We
manufacture TANKS

for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested m Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cnl.

Equitable Bank Building, Lo* Angeles, Cal.
Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MAS50N CHAMPAGNE COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

r
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THEO. GlER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys,

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GlER WINE CO.
581-591 Eighteenth Street

COMPLETE PLANTS (

FITTED OUT

CrusTerrStrrrers TouloUSC & DclorieUX
j

and Must Pumps 405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
/

« SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN 1

WHOLESALE

i WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
SOI-E -PROPRIETORS

O. K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distribuloj-s

Herbert's
Pifre Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT S PURE-THATS SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

ik

I

St
m
ir,

a-BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN DULK OR CASES
bPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT I ROM DISTILLERY

SIEBE BROS. «Sl PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

Sl«5K=«,^St,=?i,V.ir.Si.=K?K5ri5t,T^iSi5>SiS<.^Si^.S5JK,1SiSi3!U^

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE DOPPEL
LAGER

°' BRAU
The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
14th and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS, Mer.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

CL^IifS, S^WiW^, $P^WLBi!C *ic

fl We are the largest producers agd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

q We ov/Q our viQeyards oQd make all of our wipes arjd

can therefore guarantee H)e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

lfEfl|@|Ej@gE^
Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

««««f«««?«)S«!«««M£JS««««!g!««J)g!«!t'«£ig«««i!S!g!fe'(Sit'tStS«?«?'^'««:'«^

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 ELLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA

I

PHONES:
, c. ggg4

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

...GINS ...

K3K»3W3raH3Kms;sewm58Bn3W3«3«»St»»»»5K;!WS«»»3(5W»«8i®«W5r(S(^»^

The Brunswick- Balke-CoUender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tables

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS. LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST,, SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEK 323 TELEPHONE HOME J 1538
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres I

At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street
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ifFamous Since 1867^^

FREDERICKSBURG
BEER

fpEDERICKSBU|j

ft*"'*'

'
'"^ji-iiJ ' m

<i*V^%

Now Bottled by the Brewery

Fredericksburg is a household name in

California and has a 45 years' reputa-

tion for superior quality. Now bottled

perfectly by the brewery, Fredericksburg

will make friends and customers for

every dealer. A consistent, vigorous

advertising campaign is acquainting the

public with the merits of Fredericksburg

Beer and adding to a demand that is

constantly growing.

Fredericksburg Brewing Co.

SAN JOSE
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C. H. WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
General Manager

Eagle Brand

Selecicd
Wines

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.OO Pen ca«c

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY )

Vineyard and Winery : Livermore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS!

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
"WINE AND
BREWERS

/•HOSE/.
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED-

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

60RHAM-R£V£R£ RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramonto. Hal.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
H. PEASE, Presidant F. M. SHEPARD, Vice-Presidant R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYCN, Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers aiid Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

I 587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

fWE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY m GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

_ _ _ Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.68 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

This Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Government from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS. Managers
^e.ada Bank Building

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 FOLSOM STREET js^ ^ j0^ PHONES ;S1f^'^^r5^7r'^^^^°^

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS

simplicity of construction and economy in operation. MAIL OR PHONE

I
PERKINS STERN & CO. STERN & ROSE

\
-

1860-1878 1878-1887 j

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc. I

Producers and Distillers of I

i

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES j

i

I Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California
j j

1

I

i

I
1 53 and I 55 Hudson St. 5 1 and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. j

I
NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

|

Proprietors of

"THE PREMIER BRAND"
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Qenl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyands

and Wineries

ASTl

FULTON

CLOVERDALE

SEBASTOPOL

CLAYTON

Sweet Wine Vine=

yards and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE
SELMA

KINGSBURQ

Main Building, San Francisco, Showing Sansome St. Addition

For Bottling Department.

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

p. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad
GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Genoa, lUly. I«92 GOLD MEDAL, CAL. MIDW. FAIR, 1894 GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL, Dublin. Ireland. 1892 SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, I8SS GOLD MEDAL, LEWIS&CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GOLD MEDAL COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. IB93 GOLD MEDAL. Turin. 1898 GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-VUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, 1909

GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1911

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West llth and Washing^ion Sts. CHICAGO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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FOR THE MOST EXACTING TASTE
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW San Benito Vineyard Given Clean Bill

M. WOOD

Issued Monthly

- - - EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD, SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

^Wilson Building Room 304-5 : 1 hone Kearny 2597. Home C2559.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

liaper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

'ale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

he Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

:{randy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

'Jnited States.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Cal.,

as Second-Class Matter.

ILL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

R. M. WOOD

Subscriptions per year—in advance, postage paid:

or the United States, Mexico and Canada $2 00

[or the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 25

or European Countries 3 00

ingle copies 20

Agents in Eastern Territory

TRAFTON'S NEWS AND ADVERTISINQ BUREAU

No. 90 Broad Street, New York

Louisville Representative, Q. D. GRAIN, JR., 305 Keller Building

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINEMAKER WANTS POSITION.

\ Winemaker and vlticulturist is open for engagement. Has long and suc-

pssful experience in handling the largest cellars in California. Address

!A. B.," care this paper.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

New York firm desires purchasing direct from growers dry and sweet

ines 19U vintage, as well as brandies. Quantity to dispose of and prices

anted. Address "Purity," care of Pacific Wine and Spirit Review.

IL. NOUGARET, the expert sent out by the U. S. Depart-
• ment of Agriculture to investigate the Phylloxera, or root

louse, that has proven so destructive in some of the California

grape growing regions, was in Hollister on Thursday and Fri-

day, and while here paid a visit of inspection to the San Benito

Vineyards and to some of the vineyards around San Juan to

see if the vines were affected by this pest.

As a result of this visit the San Benito Vineyard not only has

a certificate of health from the Department, but the expert

pronoimced the vines to be absolutely free from disease and
all insect pests, giving his opinion that this wonderful condition

is due to the peculiarities of the soil of the Gabilan foothills.

Mr. Nougaret also corroborated the opinion rendered by the

Bureau of Soils in 1900, when, folIo^^•ing the award of the

silver medal toSan BenitoVineyard for best Sauternes and Ries-

lings shown at the Paris International Exposition, the gov-

ernment asked for samples of soil from the vineyard, and after

a thorough analysis, pronounced it the best in the world for

growing wine grapes.

In view of the fact that the original vines planted in the

San Benito Vineyard in 1858 came from Napa, and from
infected stock, the vineyard's freedom from disease and plant

pests would show that the soil possesses some quality that pre-

vents infection of this character.

The first thirty acres of vines in the San Benito Vineyard,

were planted by Theophile Vaca in 1858, and Mr. Vaca con-

ducted the winery until 1883, when William Palmtag purchased

the property and business. In 1884 Mr. Palmtag planted an
additional 100 acres, while there are now 250 acres of the best

wine grapes growing on the place, and this acreage is grad-

ually increasing as the demand for the wine increases.

A few years ago the property was taken over by the San
Benito Vineyards Company, a corporation, of which J. Dick-

inson is president and Capt. St. Hubert, secretary, and the

name changed from the "Palmtag Vineyard" to the San Benito

Vineyards Company. During the past two years the market
for the fine Sauternes, Burgundies, Zinfandels, Rieslings, Cab-

arets and light clarets has grown so rapidly that about 100,000

gallons of these wines are now being sold annually, and this

year the shipments to New York importers alone will reach

the total of 80,000 gallons.

The creation of this demand among the eastern importers

is a feat worthy of especial mention, as California wines could

not be sold in the eastern cities a few years ago, and all wines

consumed were imported from Europe. The San Benito Vine-

yards Company succeeded in having the wines tried by some
of the large importers, and their excellence created a ready

demand.

There are thousands of acres of land in the foothills of the

Gabilans where wine grapes can be grown to the greatest suc-

cess, and the next few j'ears will undoubtedly find this industry

among the most important in the county.

—

Hollister Free Lance,

June 12. 1912.

Per Capita Consumption of All Liquors

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ess, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
[ERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO,

IN 1900 the total per capita of malt and spirituous liquors con-

sumed in the United States, was 17.76 gallon.s. From that

time it rose to 19.85 gallons in 1905; to 22.79 gallons in 1907;

reaching its highe.st point. In 1908 it fell to 22.22 gallons, to

21.06 in 1909, rising since to 22.79 gallons in 1911.
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LOS ANGELES, June 23.—The trade is uow just in the midst

of the quiet season, neitlier "liay" nor "grass." The influx

of summer visitors from the desert sections has not yet set

in and the fanners from the interior valleys have not yet har-

vested their crops. Business will continue to be quiet until

the first of August, when a very satisfactory improvement is

looked for. Locally the cafes all seem to be doing a good busi-

ness though not up to the volume of the winter months.

The principal topic of interest among the retail trade just

now is the free lunch question Avliich is creating quite a divi-

sion in the ranks. Some of the cafes have expressed their de-

sires to the City Council for an ordinance forbidding the set-

ting out of a lunch of any kind, others, and apparently the ma-

jority, are in favor of the continuance of the practice. The W.
C. T. V. and the Church Federation seeing what they believe

to be a chance to smite the traffic an upper cut, have taken

up the question and have sent their deh^gations before the

council to enter jirotest against the serving of lunches. Between

the arguments of those for and those against the measure, the

city fathers are at sea and have several times postponed the

nmtter, which is noAV scheduled to come up before them on

Thursday, the 27th, at which time some action will probably

be taken. The trade appears to be about evenly divided on the

(luestion, those who have been setting up an expensive spread,

being in favor of its abolition, while the "hot dog' and the

cracker and cheese contingent favor its further continuanace and

the average patron of the saloons is prepared to set up a yell

if there is no longer a tempting bite spread for his delectation

between drinks.

The wine trade is moving along quietly with only a normal

business being done. More or less shipping to Eastern centers

is going on, in the process of unloading the cellars for the com-

ing vintage. Indications at the present time point to a very

favorable crop the vines in this section having a goot set for a

crop and if favorable weather conditions prevail there will be

fully the average crop to harvest when vintage time comes

aroimd.

Many of the trade are taking advantage; of the quiet season

to hie away to the seashore or the mountains for a few days'

vacation and many familiar faces among the trade are absent

at the present time.

Adolph Becker, head of the firm of Becker Bros., owners of

the Waldorf Cafes of Los Angeles and San Francisco, and tiie

Stag Saloon of San Diego, had a very narrow escape from death

this month. He visited his ranch in the Imperial Valley, leav-

ing Los Angeles in an automobile, via San Diego. On the return

trip he, with his wife and friend and chauffeur, left his Im-

perial Valley ranch at 3 a. m. for San Diego on his return trip

to this city. The gasoline tank was low and they expected to

replenish it at El Centro but the garage manager refused to

get up to wait on them and they decided to take a chance and

go on, the chauffeur believing they had enough to carry them

through to the next garage. Nine miles fntm Coyote Wells

the gas gave out. They had not taken any water with them and

in a short while the whole party were suffering fi-om heat and

thirst. Adolph starte<l ahead to find help and finally reached

a waterhole where he drank what proved to be arsenical water.

Finally help was obtained and the party was taken to San

Diego where Adolph was confincni to his l)ed for a Aveek from

the effects of the arsenical poison. Adolph is now wise to the

dangers of the desert and vows he will carry a drum of gasol^e

and a water barrel along on his next trip.

The house of Joseph IMelczer & Co. has secured the Southew*

California agency of the Grand Highland Liquor Scotch Whisjiv

distille<l by Jas. Munro & Sons, Ltd., Inverness, Scotland. Tlii>

is undoubtedly one of the finest Scotch Whiskies made and ii

has made a big hit with the finest bars and clubs here.

Kiefer & Co., the ^Iain-street wholesale liquor dealers, an

forced to vacate their present store and ai"e having all kind-

of difficulty in securing a new location. At the present tiin

they have three applicati(ms filed for licenses at different li)(;i

tions but have not yet secured the coveted i)ermit.

The Forest Reserve Department recently set aside a tv;\r\ -

land in a picturesque s]>ot on the Big Santa Anita and is rem

iiig lots at .|15 per year to those desiring a. summer home in

the mountains. One of the first to avail him.self of this privi

ledge was W. H. Alirens, for years the buyer and cellar niasd

of Jos. Melczer & Co. Billy is now trying to decide tlic iiuiii

of various methods of house construction suitable for his ]o\

so has got it down to a corrugated iron or a tent house urn

threatens to toss up a quarter to decide which to take.

Joe jMelczer and wife held a little family reunion last wa-i

in celebration of tlieir silver wedding and this week are movinj.

into their new |25,0()0 house in the ^\'ilshire district, w hich ha-

just been completed.

^Councihnan Tophani, who seems to have acquired a perman

grouch against the li(iuor trade and who never misses a ciiiUKi

to embarrass the dealers, has now brought up an amendnieiu

to the licjuor ordinances, so that owners of property ui)on \\ liicl

saloons are located may not be permitted to sign a pi-otesi

against additional saloons in certain blocks, giving his reason-

"that Ave must break up the control of breweries and real estati

men over the saloons."

Eddie Maier of the Jiaier Brewery- was the host, Sunday, tin

23d, to 200 Ventura County Elks, up at his Rancho Si'lecto. ii

Ventura County; tlie occasion being the annual picnic of tli

Elks of Ventura County. A big barbecue was held and a gen

eral good time was provided by this prince of hosts.

The I'olice Commission turned down ajjplications for li(|U<>i

jicrmits on East Fifth Street, near San Pedro and one on Secitm

street between Hill and Broadway, because of petitions agnins

th(Mr being granted being filed Avith the T'ommission. There i

an apparent tendency to curtail tiie liquor zone shoAvn by thi

opposition that comes up against the granting of application

lateh'.

Joseph, Foulke, a Long Beach druggist, Avas found guiliy o

violating the liquor ordinances of that prohibition l)urg afte

a jury trial this AAcek. As this is his second offense he wil

in all pi*obability lose his druggists' permit.

Fred Kruger, the business manager of the AA'aldorf Cafe, o

this city, Avill shortly after tlie first of tlie monlli take a v;icii
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i(tii. going north to his old home, Seattle, where he will remain

i)r a week or more among his old friends. He will then stop

)tf at San Francisco, where he will take "Billj" Roop's shift at

he Waldorf Cafe, Billy coming south for a few weeks. The
requenters of the Waldorf here will miss Fred, who has made
iiany friends for himself and the house during his management.

Wine Tank Cars Make Record Run

^laury Summerfleld, well known to the trade of the Coast, has

M come the Southern California representative of the Meadville,

'iinisylvania. Distilling Company, is meeeting with good suc-

I'ss in placing their goods with the trade despite this being

the off season.

The application of Guiseppe Fea, of The Palms, for a winery

i( euse was opposed by a delegation of citizens from that burg,

i-ho stated to the Board of Supervisors that there were already

ight winery licenses granted there, more than sufficient to take

are of the grapes in that neighborhood. The Board took the

ase under advisement.

The Chamber of Commerce at Winehaven

A N excursion to Winehaven on June 19th was participated

X in by 100 membere of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-

lerce. Vice-Pi'esident H. H. Allen headed the party. He was as-

isted by Andrew Carrigan, chairman of the trade extension com-

littee of the chamber, and Executive Secretary L. M. King. Be-

i)re leaving Richmond for Winehaven, the party visited the 50

dd factories and called upon several merchants of the industrial

enter of the east bay shore. The party left San Francisco

II the 8:40 boat in tlie morning, arrived at Richmond at 9:40

lid took a sjjecial train for AVinehaven in time for the midday

hnch.

The luncheon .served at Winehaven was a sumptuous affair

nd was tendere<l by the California Wine Association, the sec-

!etary of which, Mr. William Hansen, acted as the host on the

rcasion. Various beverages manufactured or produced at

Ih* Calwa plant were tried by the meml)ers of the delegation.

Among the speakers at the luncheon were H. H. Allen, Au-

1 cw Carrigan, Mayor J. C. Owens of Richmond, William Han-

II, B. Schapiro and Thomas Hays. After the luncheon the

arty was taken through the winery and cellars by Mr. Hansen

nd much sui-prise was expressed at the immensity of the plant

I which about 1,250,000 gallons of wine are stored.

Before leaving Winehaven the members of the party extended

vote of thanks to the California Wine Association and to the

HTchants of Richmond for the hospitality that had been ex-

uded.

Freight Rate on Wine Cut

rHE Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down

a decision in the case of the Galveston Commer-

ial Association and others against the Galveston, Harris-

|U^ and San Antonio and other railroads, holding that the

ate of 80c per 100 pounds on bottles of wine in less than car-

lads shipped in cases from Galveston, Tex., to New Orleans,

i-a., is unrea.sonable to the extent that it exceeds the rate con-

'mporaneously nmintained in the opposite direction. At pres-

iit the roads have a rate of 46c per 100 lbs. on similar ship-

Kuts in the opposite direction, which rate is ordered to be

>tablished from Galveston to New Orleans by July 15. The

icision of the commission stated that the only defense put

1 by the railroads was that they would be willing to put in the

iwer rate could they be assured that there would be any apprc;-

able movement under such a rate.

AGREAT change in transporting wines has been brought

about through the recent organization of the California

Despatch Line by Stockton people who are interested in build-

ing up the resources of this section, and it is now possible to

ship wine in train loads direct to New York and deliver the

goods to buyers in any quantity.

The first shipment of wine in tank cars to leave California

went forward from Stockton May 20th. It was the initial ship-

ment made by the California Dispatch Ijine. The .shipment

consisted of six cars of 6500 gallons each from El Pinal Winery,
George West & Son, Incorporated, and was consigned to So-

noma Wine & Brandy Company, New York City. Although
tank cars have been used in local shipments for many years

a rate for eastern shipment has only recently been published.

May 20th being the first day upon which this rate became
effective.

The cars used are owned by the California Dispatch Line,

and to handle the California crops, if this method of shipment
becomes popular, Avinemakers will have to own 1000 or more
cars. Only about 50 cai*s will be providcnl at present for sudi

shipments to eastern and southern states until the advantages

of this method of transportation are fully demonstrated. The
cars are of several descriptions, some containing six or eight

separate tanks, so that several varieties of wine may be shipped

in one car ; while others contain one tank, or two tanks in each

car. The regulations of the interstate commerce commission
require that the cars be privately owned, which necessarily calls

for a very large investment on the part of the winemakers.

Later:—The six tank cars of wine shipped from Stockton

on May 20th by California Dispatch Line to New York passed

Ogden May 2ad, Council Bluffs May 27th, Chicago May 29th

and arrived in New York City on the evening of May 31st. The
cars were shipped over the lines of the Southern Pacific, Union
Pacific, Chicago & Northwestern, Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern, and New York Central lines.

The breaking of the record on the first movement of these cars

was something not expected by the California Dispatch Line
people and has certainly started the new company off with
honors. Great credit is due the Southern Pacific, because

it was through the influence of their officials that the eastern

lines took such interest in the movement of these tank cars.

Delegates for the Prohibition Convention

DELEGATES to the Prohibition convention which is to be

held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, commencing July 10th,

ai"e beginning to leave California for the East. Rates have been

made for them over all the railroad lines. Special trains will

be available from Chicago after July 7th. Special cars attached

to regular ti-ains will be at the disposition of parties of more

than 18 out of Los Angeles after July 3. Round trip tickets

will be good for 30 days.

"The Lesser Evil"

LAWYER (cross-examining)—Isn't your husband a burglar?

AN'itness—Y'es.

Lawyer—And didn't you know he was a burglar when you

nmrried him?

Witness—I did, but I was getting a little old, and I had to

clioose between a burglar and a lawyer, so what could I do?

—

Boston Transcript.
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Eigfhth International Congress
Applied Chemistry

HIS most importaut couj^frcss, Iiaviuj;: had tri-aunual ses-

sions in every capital of tlie Old World dnring its exist-

ence of twenty-four years, will hold its next session in the

United States, by formal invitation of His Excellency the Presi-

dent, and a joint resolution of the United States Congress in

Washinjitou and New York, Septeml»er, 11)12. We may expect

to see gathered at this meeting all the most distinguished and il-

lustrious scientists from every part of the woi'ld. One of the

most important sections is known as Section VIb—Fermenta-

tion, the labors of which will be devoted to a comprehensive and
systematic review of the progress that has l>een made in all

branches of industry in which fermentation plays a part, such

as the culture of yeast and other organisms, the manufacture of

malt, bi'ewing, distilling, wine making, cider making and bak-

ing. The general committee of the congress is composed of the

best known brewers and technologists in the T'nited States. The
membership fee for the Congress is live (|5) dollars, and checks

for that amount may be sent to the treasurer, William J. Mathe-

son, 182 Front street. New York City.

All those connected in any way with the fermentation in-

dustries are eligible for memliershi]), and may attend all the

meetings, join in all the discussions, and receive the published

journal of all the transactions, which will form volumes of ines-

tinmble value. The following )»ai)ers liave thus far been received

for the Secti(m of Fermenation, and a large number of others

are expected to follow, especially from foreign countries:

SECTION VIb—FERMENTATION.

William B. Alwood, Charlottesville, Va.—"Studies on the Chemistry of

Pure Wines from American Native Grapes"; "Studies on the Composition of

American Grapes and Apples."

Frederick T. Bioletti, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
—'Sulphurous

Acid in Wine Making."

A. M. Breckler, the Sunnybrook Distillery Company, boulsville, Ky.—"Sepa-

ration and Identification of Some Substances Causing the Characteristic

Taste of American Whisky."

Alfred Chaston Chapman, F. I. C, S Duke Street, Aldgate, London, E. C,

England—"Some Practical Experiences of the Application of the Mash-Filter

to the Production of Infusion and Top-Fermentation Beers."

C. A. Crampton, 617 Evans Building, Washington, D. C—"The Use of Tax-

Free (Denatured) Alcchol in the United States."

David Chidlow, 16 East Thirty-third Street, New York City—"Influence of

Yeast Type Upon the Formation of Enzymes in Bread Making."

George Defren, 210 Winthrop Road, Brookline, Mass.— 'Nctes on the Re-

lation of Optional Rotation and the Fermentation of Saccharomyce?

Cereveciae of Acid-Converted Starch Products."

Alfred Fischer, Hantke Brewing School, Milwaukee, Wis.—"Ccmparative

Value of the Constituents of Hoijs of Different Origin."

Gustave Goob, the Wahl-Henius Institute of Fermentology, 1135 FuUerton

Avenue, Chicago, 111.— 'Metal Turbidities."

Max Henius, Ph. D., the Wahl-Henius Institute of Fermentology, 1135 Ful-

erton Avenue, Chicaga, 111.
—"Brewery Losses from Copper to Racking

Bench."

Henry A. Kohman, 3519 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.—"The Relation of

the Acidity of Dough to Its Maturity and the Bread Produced."

Prof. Dr. Paul Lindner, Institut fuer Gaerungsgewerbe, Berlin, N. 65, Ger-

many—"Vergleichende Versuche ueber die Wirkung verschiedener Hefen auf

die Hopfenbestandteile der Bierwuerze."

Arvid Nllson, the Wahl-Henius Institute of Fermentology, 1135 FuUerton

Avenue, Chicago, III.
—"The Waste of Hops in Brewing."

G. A. Nowack, the Wahl-Henius Institute of Fermento'.ogy, 1135 FuUerton

Avenue, Chicago, 111.— "Materials Used in the Manufacture of Filtermass."

Nils C. Ortved, care of Messrs. Hiram Walker & Sons, Walkerville, Ont.,

Canada—"Application of Taka-Koji in Distilleries."

Carl Rach, Ph. D., Smith Terrace, Stapleton, S. I., N. Y.—"How to Insure

the Correct Type of Brewers' Extract."

Carl Robitschek, the U. S. Brewers' Academy, 200 Worth Street, New York

City—"Use of the Polariscope in Brewers' Laboratories."

P. C. Rossi, Italian-Swiss Colony, San Francisco, Cal.
—"The Viticultural

Industry of California, and the Manufacture of Its Wines."

-Luui:

H

W

O. Roewade, the Wahl-Henius Institute of Fermentology, 1135 Fullertoi

.'Avenue, Chicago, 111.
—"The Amylolytlc Enzymes of Malt."

Emil Schlichting, the Naticnal Brewers' Academy, 402 West Twenty-thin:
Street, New York City—"Relation of the Reducing Power to the Fernifl

tion Capacity of Various Carbo-hydrates."

Theodore Sedlmayr, Ph. D., 51 Traders Building, Chicago, 111.—"The Sclc,

tific Control of Malting Operations."

,7. E. Siebel, Ph. D., the Zymotechnic Institute, 960 Montana Street. Ch
cago. III.

—"Are Alkaline Carbonates Nutrients in a Qualified Sense?"
F. P. Siebel, Ph. G., the Zymotechnic Institute, 960 Montana Street, Chicag

III.
—

"Inorganic Colloids for Clarifying Liquids."

W. L. Strauss, Lombard and Seventh Streets, Baltimore, Md.—"The Growi
and Development of the Bottling Beer Industry of the United States."

Lee .J. Vance, 302 Broadway, New York City—"Some Characteristics oi,±

American Wines."

A. J. J. Vandevelde, No. 20 Hcutbriel, Gand, Belgium— "On Symbiotic
of Yeast Races."

Robert Wahl, Ph. D., the Wahl-Henius Institute of Fermento'.ogy,

FuUerton Avenue, Chicago, 111.
—

""The Enzymes of Malt."

Charles Wiedemann, the George Wiedemann Brewing Company, Newp<^||
Ky.—"'Application of Science to the Art of Brewing."

Hjalmar Winther, Bacteriologist, the National Brewers' Academy, 4()_

West Twenty-third Street, New York City—"The Bacillus Viscosus and 1:

Action on American Beer and Ale Worts Before, During and After Tht:

Alcoholic Fermentation."

Francis Wyatt, the National Brewers' Academy, 402 West Twenty-thiii!

Street, New York City—"The Composition of Brewers' Extract, from tl

Standpoints of Chemistry and Biolcgy"; "Some Inconsistencies in the Unite

States Standards for Malt Vinegar."

Wyatt, Schlichting, Winther, the National Brewers' Academy, 402 West
Twenty-third Street, New York City—"Recent Progress in the Study of

Yeasts and Fermentation."

All pa])ers or communications for the congress should he in

the hands of the jtre-iideiit of Scctifm VI b not later than June

30th. They should he typewritten in duplicate, and accompanie<l

by an abstract, also in dujjlicate. They should not be rolled or

folded, but .should be sent through the mails flat, addre.s.s('(l to

Francis Wyatt, 402 \^'est 23r(l Street, New York City.

Stop Label Imitation

P

fl

I^riTATK^N of a label, trade-mark, design, advertisement, or ^

lirm name is made a penal offen.se in a bill introduced in Con-

gre.s.s by Representative Mott, of New Jersey. The measun-

was drafted liy I'^rancis E. Hamilton, General Counsel to th'

AVine and Si)irit Traders' Society of the United States. It i-;

designed t(» i)ut a .stop to unfair competitive methods resorted

to by manufacturers of all kinds of merchandise who illegftl-

mately adopt the names and labels of goods of established »ej

tation for use in Iheir busines.s. Following is the text

the bill

:

It shall not he lawful for any person to knowingly make, draw, paWL

('iCEign, engrave, color, print, lithograph, photograph, copy, execute or crci^

in any manner whatsoever, or to cause or procure to be so made, dra^fc,

painted, designed, engraved, colored, printed, lithographed, photographed,

copied, executed or created, in any manner whatsoever, or to i)urchase or

have in possession, to exhibit cr to utter, issue, distribute, circulate, deliver

sell or use in any manner any business card, trade-mark, label, firm name.

design, picture, wrapper, paper, advertisement, or any device whatsoever, or

the plates, dies, stones, forms, negatives or designs therefor in colorable

likeness, similitude, shape, design or wording of any known existing card,

trade-mark, firm name, label, design, picture, wrapper, paper, advertisement

or device whatsoever, except only under authority of a written and signed

order duly and legally executed by the individual, firm, copartnership, cor-

poration, association, or body legally owning or possessing said card, trade-

mark, label, firm name, design, picture, wrapper, paper, advertisement oi

device, or who has ])ublicly used the same for a period of time not less than

twelve months. Whoever shall violate any provision of this section shall for

the first offense be fined net more than five hundred ($500) dollars nor less

than one hundred ($100) dollars; and for a second offense shall be fined

not more than cne thousand ($1000) dollars nor less than five hundred ($500)

dollars, or imprisoned not more than six months, cr both.

Should Congress enact this law an effort will be made to have

it passed by the various State Legislatures. Such a measiir

would be of great value to the California wine industry.

I
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Dr. Jordan's Unwise Remarks

)rHING the tampain;!! preceding the Local Option election

iu Santa Clara County, June 20th, Dr. David Starr Jordan,

icsidcnt of Stanford Cniversit^', dellAcred some speeches

hich attracted attention because of the many inaccuracies con-

ined in them.

In reference to "blind pigs'' the doctor said "There are blind

i:s w iiere drink can be obtaineil, but it is better to sell it in

is way, where childi-en can know nothing about it, than in

! open." Later on he argues: "A man under the restraint

li(luor will throw oft" all his restraint and reveal his lowest

iidencies and eventually only the lowest part of his nature

h'ft. Alcohol affects the most important part of man and

!( finest piece of organism in the world—the brain." It is

I id to reconcile these two statements. The question presents

<("lf thus: Is what the child sees of more importance than

liat the man drinks? If it is, another question comes forth,

iiuely, does the child see more of what passes in a "blind pig"

lan what pa.s.ses in a licensed saloim? To the second question

n- answer is: Yes, the chihl sees more of what passes in the

iliud pig" than what passes in the licensed saloon for the

ly reason that tho.se who patronize the "blind pig" must drink

Kiuors which cause them to throw oft' all I'estraint and show

liemselves at their worst. In the "blind pig" the drinker must

cept without protest any concoction offerefl to him. Alost of

ii' concoctions are mad<' on the premises. All of the concoctions

ic more highly charged with alcohol than any liquors sold in

rinsed places and for that reason the finest organism in the

lorld—the brain—is adversely affected. All that the child can

^•e in connection with a "blind pig" or a licensed saloon is

hat passes outside it and, hence, it will see the man Avith all

4raint thrown oft" more frequently outside the "blind pig"

lan outside the licen.sed saloon. There is, therefore, no reason

liatever in Doctor Jordan's argument. If his way were to be

illowetl neither the sight of the child nor the brain of the nmn

i>uld be i)rotected.

l)oct(U* Jordan points out the evils due to alcoholism. He
oes not seem to be able to understand that the licensed saloon

ystem protects the saloon-keeper from the corruptible police,

'nthont the system the corrupted policemen Avould protect

10 "blind pig" operators and the patrons of the "blind pig"

nild be at the mercy of the operators and without the protec-

nn (.f the police. Tlirough tlie no license system the partner-

iiip of the "blind pig'' operator and the police is set up to

llie undoing of those who will drink in spite of all arguments to

*iie contrary. The license .system simply .separates the saloon-

(per from the corrupt policeman. It prevents the undoing

f drinkers through "whisky" and "brandy" made <m the prem-

•s. Liquors with the least alcohol in them ai'e those sold

y the licensed saloons. To do away with the evils of alcohol-

\im it is necessary, then'fore, to regulate the liquor traffic

'hrough the elimination of the clandestine dealer.

The oi)iiiious of Doctor Jordan as to the deleterious eft'ect of

'toliol on the human system are not altogether bascnl on facts.

I may be quite true that the use of alcohol brings about pre-

latiire old age, but it has been thoroughly proven that the use

t" wine at meals probmgs life. French scientists have demon-

Hated that the human being who drinks water (mly at meals

\e:s ten years less than the human being who drinks water

nd wine. Tliis is due to the fact that the germs of typhoid

ver, liilierculosis and .several other diseas(*s are destroyed

I a solution of wine and water in the priq)ortion of (me part

t the former to two parts of the latter while they are preserved

live in pure water.

Why the doctor should refer to the mortality in Fi-ance as an

argument is not easily understood. He says "There are nion*

deaths from alcoholism iu France than in any other comitry

and that is because the people take the drinks that contain so

much alcohol." If the Pacific Wine and Spirit Review were

inclinetl to answer this argument supeiiicially it would simply

say : "There are less deaths iu France from want and poverty

than in any other country, because the people are the most

provident in the world.'' This would make it appear as though

alcoholism and prosperity go hand in hand. But it is unsatis-

factory to cite any particular people in an argument. For this

Ifason it might be better to explain that there are more deaths

from alcoholism in France for other reas<ms than those stated

by Doctor Jordan, l^'rance is and always has been the greatest

liquor producing nation and she has never had prohibition be-

cause she has never felt the need of it. lentil the prohibition

movement started in Europe France was the nation where th(!

least alcoholism was to be found. Everybody drank but nobody

became drunk. For this reason the prohibition movement found

little encouragement. It was but natural that as the prohibi-

tion movement swept over England, Germany and other coun-

tries that France should become cons])icuous as the leading

drinker among nations. l>ut the drink habit is no stronger

anumg the French now than it was 30 years ago. The same

may be said of the prohibition habit. When the other nations

which have found it neces.sary to prohibit are cured of their ten-

dency to excessive alcoholism they will follow on the line with

France. Thev will drink to their health, wealth and prosperity.

Comparing Food Bill and Drink Bill

ACCORDING to the statements in the American Grocrr in

1908 the amount of money spent by the American people in

1907 for "drink" was f1,406,584,327.' To this is added for

coffee, tea and cocoa emuigh to make the total |1,698,085,444.

The figures are based upon "ordinary retail prices." Let us go

back to the figures of the Fnitwl States Census for 1905. The

total value of the ])roducts under the head of "li(iuors and

beverages" is there given at |501,2(i(),fi05. If we add to this

an increase of 20 iier cent, for two years in order to bring it

down to 1907—w liich is ceraiuly a liberal allowance—we slioubl

have about $(500,000,000. If the retail price is |1,4GG,000,000,

the figures in the Census i*eport must be the value at the fac-

tory, as it is only little mm-e than one-third of the retail value

above given. If a factory value of $000,000,000 corresponds

to a retail value of $1,400,000,000, then for the year 1905 the

factory value of $500,000,000 corresponds to a retail value of

almost $1,220,000,000. All these figures, of course, are rough.

Now, under the head of "food and kindred products," the

Census for 1905 states the total value of the products at $2,845,-

234,900. That is the factory value. Allow 20 per cent of this

for exportati(ms, which is a liberal figure. That will leave

for home consumption $2,270,187,920.

Figuring the retail value at the same ratio as above for liquoi*s

and beverages, the food products that went into home con-

sumption in 1905 represented a value of $5,501,000,000, while

the liquors and beverages representtnl $1,220,000,000. Rut the

nation's "food bill" thus amounted, in 1905, to the enormous

total of $5,501,000,000, or more than 41/. times as much as the

"Nation's drink bill."

—

AiiK'riran Birmrs' Rccieic.

Should your dealer not carry LYONS' PERFECTION BLACK-
BERRY CORDIAL we will be pleased to submit samples and

prices on application.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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Sonoma County Notes of Interest

Calhoun Lee La Rue

CALHOUN LEE LA RUE was born in Colusa, Colusa County, California,

January 30, 1862. He was educated in the public schools and the

State University, taking a course in agriculture, horticulture and viticulture

in the latter, and being of the class of 1883. In 1885 Mr. La Rue entered the

business of wine-grape growing at Yountville, Napa County, where he planted

the first resistant vineyard in the spring of 1886. Mr, La Rue"s father was

a pioneer of '49 and followed horticulture and agriculture to the time of his

death, owning in the '60s the finest peach orchard in the State and installing

upon it one of the earliest distilleries for the making cf peach brandy.

It was with him that the son entered the vlticultural business, forming the

firm of H. M. La Rue & Sons, of which the father was the head. Mr. Calhoun

Lee La Rue wa^ a pioneer in the resistant vine business in the Napa Valley

He successfully passed through the experimental stage and now has a

vineyard of 140 acres, in Napa, in thrifty resistant vines. During the years

1902-03-04-05 he planted a vineyard of 120 acres. In Yolo County, in resistant

stcck. This Is all in fine producing condition. Mr. La Rue has great interest

in vlticultural matters. He has served one term as State Senator from Lake

and Napa counties. His place of residence is the Hotel Bellevue in San

Francisco.

New Ruling for Wine Shipments

THE Interstate Commerce Commission on May 29 decided

tliat shipments of wine and brandy moving in tiie same car

bnt under separate bills of lading cannot be treated as mixed
carload shipments under the Western freight classification.

THE Citood Government League of Healdsburg has draft

new ordinance to regulate saloon business. It projio.ses

increase the license tax to $400 per year. Frosted Avindow.'-

will not be permitted in saloons, card playing will te eliminated

and saloons must have plain glass fronts.

Agostini & Destruel, of Healdsburg, will add a new buildingJ

to tlieir property on Hayden street. It will be used as a wate-|

house for wines. 'i-

ii

On the 13th of June the Marietta winery, located in <»ai

valley, one mile above the "Old Homestead," at Cloverdale, was

completely destroyed by fire. All the cooperage and some old

vintage were destroycMl. The entire output of last season had

been shipped. The winery wa.s closed at the time of the fire and

the cause is a mystei-y. Mr. W. D. Sink, the owner, reports tin

loss as amounting to about $10,000, partly insured.

Improvements are being made at the winery at Sebastop<d,

under the management of G. Mentatsti. When these are coi|-

pleted tlie ])lant will l>e a Aery up-to-date one and will be capawel

of handling a large volume of business.

Supervisorial District No. 2, Sonoma County, went dry Juqei

11 by a vote of 1G86 against 1196. In con.sequence, the Board of i

Supervisors on the 17th passed a resolution to the ettect thiti

within 90 days after the election, all licenses for the sale ^i
intoxicating liquors shall terminate in the district. About Jl

dozen bars outside the incoi^porated toAvns of Petaluma an^;

Sebastopol, including those in roadhouses, will go out of busi-

ness.

A new liquor ordinance will go into effect in Sonoma Cilgr

July 10th. No licenses will be granted except to Americafi

citizens. The fee will be $40 per quarter. Women will not be

permitted to enter places where liquor is sold, excepting rela-

tives of the proprietors. Licenses are revokable at the discre-

tion of the Supervisors.

The new county retail liquor license ordinance, whi<-li will go

into effect in July will provide that no more saloon licenses

be issued in Sonoma County excepting to bouafide hotels. Jfe

females Avill be allowed in bars or other places Avhere ]i(iuor

is dispen.sed. Bars must be closed at midnight and when SO

closed tliere must be no lights left within. There are inaiq^

other re(]uirements which Avill make the ordinance more striiSt

than any other ordinance ever passed in the county by the Boai^

of Supervisors.
\

Chicago Beer to Cost More

1

ON the firsi of June the wholesale price of beer was increased

50 cents per barrel in Chicago. This makes the tliird itt-

crease in the course of eight mcmths. Reasons for making tli

increa.se are ascribed to the increase in the price of barley ai

malt. Retailers will not increase the price per glass.

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial,

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO

The best on the i

f

\
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CHARLES MEINECKE 'El CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, CaL

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER -HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain _ SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.

Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France ...BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland '*WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS
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I
The Webb Bill Ably Discussed \ <^>

MR. EDWARD F. FLEMING, editor of the National Herald,

appeared before the Sub-Committee on Judiciary in oppo-

sition to the Webb Bill, and made an ar^ment which is consid-

ered by those who heard it, one of the best which has yet been

advanced. Mr. Fleming covered every possible phase of the

case. We quote a few extracts from his speech :

* * * The question, therefore, may be classed as one of the mos^t

important of national issues: no other question now- pending so directly

affects the rights and liberty of the people, and one upon the proper solution

of which largely depends the integrity of the Constitution and the good
repute of the Republic.

Our statesmen, such as yourselves, and politicians, doubtless have opinions

on this subject, as they are presumed to have on all matters of public

import, but for obvious reasons they are, with few exceptions, conspicuously

averse to making them known.

There is another class of public men, however, who, from their education,

their vocation and their general experience and habits of thought, may well

be supposed to be the least qualified of all men to expound the question

fairly and correctly. I have a profound respect for the Christian ministry,

but there are preachers of certain religious sects who make a fetichism of

total abstinence. They, as a class, are least likely to understand the ques-

tion, since an understanding of it implies not only a knowledge of the

fundamental principles of the common law, a knowledge of the just relation

that should be maintained between necessary legal restrictions and the

fullest possible measure of individual liberty, and a knowledge of the true

function of the civil law in respect to religion and morality; but it also

requires a comprehensive, first-hand knowledge of human nature, and a due
appreciation of the practical objections and difficulties that hamper the

enforcement of a law which a large part of the people believe to be unjilst,

and which they will not obey. And these preachers, gentlemen, are not so

reticent as our politicians. On the contrary, they freely proclaim their

opinions, if not from the housetops, at least from pulpits and rostrums, in

the magazines and daily press, wherever and whenever, in short, an oppor-

tunity offers; and it may be said that they lack the Inclination or ability to

treat the subject with perfect fairness to those most concerned. Since their

opinions and advice, however, spring from prejudice and misconception, and
as they are asking for the passage of this bill, you should at least be careful

to analyze their intent and purpose; its very language shows it to be the

intent and purpose of those behind this bill to harass and annoy the wine,

spirit and beer trade, and as well to annoy the users of alcoholic liquors by
making it impossible to buy or have it shipped to them in prohibition

States. * * *

* * * It concerns every resident of the United States, and every citizen

of the United States who truly appreciates the blessings of liberty, the liberty

to regulate his purely personal affairs, his individual conduct according to

his own will and conscience so long as his conduct does not injure the

general community or interfere with the rights of others. Therefore, I am
here as one of that great majority of citizens so affected, to protest against

a bill sought by so small a minority whose clamor seeks the passage of this

bill only to obtain the legal right to further annul those privileges by harass-
ing and annoying under the guise of search and seizure laws. Notwithstand-
ing the statement of Mr. Webb when he declared before you that: "I believe,

furthermore, that the people interested in the liquor traffic—that is, the
brewers and liquor dealers—would hardly have the face to come before this

committee and oppose the bill because, it seems to me, when he does he
puts himself in league with the 'blind tiger,' etc.," the proposition is so

repugnant to American tradition, American ideas and ideals, American laws,

customs and theories of government that one finds it difficult to believe that

eminent lawmakers, qualified statesmen, such as Mr. Webb, and others of

this Congress, would support such a bill and by their support defame their

country by maintaining that prohibitory liquor laws are necessary for the
protection of the American people. * * *

* * * The right of individual opinion and action with individual respon-

sibility, is the vital element of religion and liberty. Without it neither
religion nor liberty can exist, and a country where the law deprives the

people of this essential and distinctive right of conscience is not a free

ccuntry. The result is the same whether our rights are taken away, and
our properties destroyed without redress; whether or not it is done by a
Congress of 500 or a majority of 1,000 or by the will of a single tyrant. That
tyranny of majorities is at times worse than the tyranny of a single poten-

tate, history is replete. * * »

* • • The enactment and enforcement, or attempted enforcement, of

prohibitory laws in various States of the Union is an achievement which

•^reflects no credit upon the Intelligence and patriotism of the Amei
people.

It is a stigma upon the Republic, but the laws are a violation of the bas^

principles of constitutional government, a ruthless trampling upon the sacre
rights of the minority by a factional majority, and people do not respei

them. And whether these laws are to be attributed to the persistent preai

ing of false doctrines, or to the misdirected efforts of well-meaning enlh
giasts to reform the morals cf the United States by legislative enactmen
they are equally unjust and in conflict with the provisions of the Feder;
Constitution.

Notes from Northern California i
RED BLUFF, Tehama County, saloon men have petition

for permission to- operate until July 8, or eight day.s aft^

the date set for closing. A local license election is to tak

place on the 8th. To remain open the eight days the petitioner

must pay a government license of |25 a.s well as a city liceip

which is refundable pro rata for the time. J

At the local option election held at Alturas, Modoc count)

May 28, voters decided in favor of liquor license by 216 agaiiis

181. Women participated actively in the contest. It was thci

first chance to vote under the new law and they took full ad

vantage of the opportunity. Both parties are satisfied witl

the result. The "diys" expected that the majority against then

would be much larger.

Saloonmen of Redding are steadily making alterations to thci

places of business to conform with the new regulations A\hi(l

are not effective until July 1. The increase of the license ta:

to |300 a year payable in a<lvance and the recjuirement of ;

bond of flOOO are expected to force a few dealers out of busi'

ness.

The city trustees of Redding are considering a new .salooi

ordinance in order to satisfy the demand of the public for re;:

ulation as expressed in the recent fight. One of the most im

portant features of the ordinance will be that limiting the nnm
ber of licenses to 29 except in the ca.se of hotels, which imis

have at least 40 rooms in order to be granted licenses.

Ukiah is seeking to enforce the ordinance against the sale d

liquor after 11 o'clock at night. It has been found tliat it wir

necessary to go to blind jjigs after 11 o'clock in order to so ,,

drink and those houses paid no attention to the ordinance.

In Humboldt County 50 .saloons will go out of business befon"

the 23d of July. Rebates will be made on licenses dating 1m

3'ond that day, but it is believed that some saloons will continu

to operate until their licenses expire as the authorities are n^

disposed to interfei"e.

Dry Towns Dead Ones

THAT laboring men are averse to living in dry cities was em

phasized by the public statement of a large automobili

concern at Pontiac, IMichigan, Avhich recently .said :

"We are interested primarily in getting skilletl workincii

The nature of our business calls for a high grade of skill—(li'

cutters, forge experts, coach makers, trimmers, painters, etc.

"It is a fact, known to every large employer of men, that it i

more difficult to obtain expert help in a 'dry' town than in on

where a man is permitted to exercise his own common sense.

"Those who are here will probably not leave, even if tli

town goes 'dry,' but 90 per cent of the skilled woi'kmen refus

to move to a 'dry' town—for a 'dry' town is known as a 'deai

town' among workmen.
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'[ Remarkable Address of tKe Rev. (<

/ Dr. Irving Bristol at Elk Grove |^

rHE attempt of the Rev. Dr. Irving Bristol to answer the ar-

fiuments of Senator L. W. Juilliard is a sliining example
r Anti-Saloon League efforts. Our readers are asked to read

ai-efully the address herewith, so that they may be able to

lulerstand the arguments being used by the Anti-Saloon

.cagne which would make prohibitionists of grape-growers

11(1 A\ine makers. It had been hoped that the Rev. Dr. Bristol

(luld have something worth while to say, but, as will be seen,

ix jiriuted oratorical merchandise consists of time-worn

iiirics. His knowledge of the Grape Growers' Association is

jar from complete and, as a result, when he gives his history

f the origin and activities of that association he amuses with-

ut enlightening. His advice as to how wine grapes might
r utilizetl for purposes other than wine, is facetious enough

1 fill sjpacp in the comic papers.

Ucv. Dr. Bristol's address is as follows

:

•'We are here for the purpose of answering Senator Juilliard

lid, in order to answer him, we must undei'stand something
' the conditions which have surrounded and brought forth the

ical Option law discussion.

''Under the law, the Board of Supervisors in each district

iHS absolute jurisdiction over all police matters and the liquor

i-affic is bound to be, by all legislatures, under police control.

'he reason for that is that every nation has recognized that

Icohol is a dangerous commodity; it has been classed with

lynamite and is consequently bound to be under police control,

o the Board of Supervisors could pass any measure they saw

it and control the liquor traffic. Several years ago the Super-

isors refused to grant a license to a man, Christian, I think,

""he man carried that case to the United States Supreme Court

.nd they declared that no person bad a right to traffic in alco-

lol; it was a commodity dangerous to the public welfare. And
hat ca.se has been cited in all cases where liquor cases are he-

ore the court. Now, this simply meant that in whatever county

ifT city public opinion began to rise and demand certain things,

here would be this or that restriction passed until we had

liuost every shade of restriction from the old fashioned open

lown that existed in Sacramento to the prohibition restrictions

Ihat have been in effect in the county of Sutter to the north

k us, and in some of the other cqunties more recently.

"Now, the people have come to realize throughout the entire

;* orld that there is such a danger in alcohol for beverage pur-

iioses that it must be surrounded by the most complete form of

Wgtriction and even then it will break over those bounds, until to-

llay in round figures out of 2800 counties in the United States

^700 have banished the liquor traffic entirely from them. That

< considerably over half. As I said, those are round numbers,

|.nd there is not a state or territory in the union in which the

uestion is not in intense fermentation.

(Tills is the language of the; speech. While it is the duty

! all men to make the arguments of others as clear as possible

,iid avoid all misconstruction or distortion of their phrases,

jhe writer finds it difficult to add lucidity to what Rev. Dr.

jiriatol says. The incoherence is not confined to the argument.

\t runs even into the grammar. It is, indeed, a poor tribute to

. theological training or even a training in a state university.

^here is no doubt that Rev. Dr. Bristol eschews alcohol in

very form, but his speeih res<>nibles greatly the talk of an in-

nxicated person. It is hard to reduce it to reason. Very

robably this is explained by th«i fact that those who run to

xtremes alwavs leave logic behind them.)

"The statement has been made, that we men. in the Anti-

Saloon League are the instigators, that we have started this

question up. A year ago last summer the Grape Growers'
Association was organized; Mr. L. R. Rogers, of Fresno, was
one of the organizers of that institution. Mr. Rogei's was for-

merly an attoniey of Chicago and made coni3lderable inoney and
came out and bought a vineyard and winery near Fresno. The
people of Fresno county had been before the Board of Super-
visors for three years asking for closed localities. For instance,

in one place there were over 90 per cent of the registered electors

that petitioned the Board of Supervisors to put the .saloons

out and proval that it was injurious, but the Board of Super-
visors turned them down. A year ago this summer the Wine
Growers' Association, represented by Mr. Roger-s—no, it wa.s

two years ago this summer—appealed to the board asking them
to refuse to grant the will of the people to give them the poAver

to put out the saloons. They had sent East for my record, hired
a detective to hunt around for weeks in my old home to see if

they could not find out if I hadn't stole some apples or done
something of the sort when I was a boy. They proposed to make
a personal attack on me, but were unable to discover some things
which I could have told them. The result was that when they
came to face the committee the foundation of their claim fell flat.

They charged me again and again with being a disturber of the

peace and coming in to disrupt the welfare of the community,
Mr. George B. Beveridge, who was at that time with the Cali-

fornia Winery Association, was present in the room at the meet-
ing. I hold in my hand a paper, a copy of which I held then,

certified by the County Clerk of Fresno county, and when it

came my turn to reply, I said : 'Mr. Beveridge, you have been
spoken of in my presence as being a man of superior mental and
moral qualities, broad-minded, liberal, fair and honest. I want
to ask you, sir, if as a winegrower and producer you demand for

yourself and family a right and privilege which you deny to a
man that grows peaches, alfalfa, oranges and any other product ?

Mr. Beveridge, I hold in my hand a petition signed by you three

times as manager of various wine indu.stries in this county,
in which, sir, you came before the Board of Supervisors, with
other wine growers in your section asking of them that no saloon
be permitted to locate in the community in which you live. You
gave as your reason at that time that the maintenance of such
a business at that place would, in the opinion of the petitioners

be highly detrimental and injurious to public morals, safety

and welfare of the community.' What could you say when
every signature upon that paper was the signatui'e placed there

by a wine-grape producer? I will be glad to furnish you with
just as many copies of that petition as you like if you want
them.

"^They could not say a single thing; they recognized the fact

that the saloon was an entirely different proposition than the

growing of grapes and these men had sense enough not to stand
there and defend such a thing and those men there were the be-

ginning of the Grape Growers' Association here the other night.

So much for that.

(It is not because we are without pity for the readers that we
ask them to carefully read such matter. We simply ask that

the readers suffer some in order that justice may be done. Some-
times those who suffer are rewarded as well as those who inflict

suffering.)

"We did go over the (luestion, we did bring the matter up; the

Anti-Saloon Leagiu> did draw theLocalOp^tionBill aud pi'e.senteil

it to some of the best lawyers of the county. There was in the

]K)cket of the leader of both parties a platform embracing ex-

actly the things spoken of in the Local Option Laws \Vhen they
went to their state cimventions, but the Anti-Saloon League
urge<l them to leave it out and instead to leave it to the fair and

[Continued on page 24.]
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our/

NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN
Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec-
essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at
this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,
but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

EXPORTS—WINE.

FROM MAY 20 TO JUNE 20, 1912.

Destination.
To Alaska
" Britisii Columbia . .

.

" Central America . . .

.

" China
" Hawaiian Islands . .

.

" Japan
" Mexico
" Piiilippine Islands . . .

,

" Society Islands
'" South America
" France
" Germany
•' England
" Switzerland
" New Yorlc
" Other Eastern States

Destination.

ases.



II
^ PACIFIC WINE

"0 csks Rum Vancouver.
: octs Rura Vancouver.
:. cs Liquors Vancouver.
II cs Cider Vancouver.

cs Punch Vancouver.
11 cs Spirits Vancouver.
1 csks Wine Vancouver.
I csks Liquors Vancouver.
> cs Gin Vancouver.

,0 cs Kummel Vancouver.
I 5 cs Brandy Vancouver.

.') octs Brandy Vancouver.
" csks Brandy Vancouver.
.; cs Whisky Vancouver.
t octs Wine Vancouver.

"5 cs Beer Vancouver.
cs Cordials Vancouver.

rt cs Stout Vancouver.
:. bbls Ginger Ale Vancouver.

-7 csks Whisky Vancouver.
- octs Whisky Vancouver.

, cs Wine Vancouver.
hhds Brandy Vancouver.

r, cs Absinthe Vancouver.
M> cs Ale Vancouver.

1 OS Vermouth Vancouver.
cs Bitters Vancouver.

I cs Ginger Ale Victoria.
' cs Cordials Victoria.
:, c3 Wine Victoria.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN^Per Chiyo Maru, June 3.

hj cs Sake Pan Francisco.
i.n csks Sake San Francisco.
t;: csks Sake Los Angeles.
1 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Mexican, June 6.

17 cs Wine San Francisco.
."i cs Brandy San Francisco.
:,-2 cs Gin San Francisco.
i hhd Fruit Juice San Francisco.
1 bbl Cordials San Francisco.
^ cs Grape Juice San Francisco.

'. bbls Whisky San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.

: bbls Gin Oakland.
; csks Gin Oakland.
" cs Whisky Honolulu.

10 bbls Whisky Honolulu.
ill bbls Whisky Seattle.
r,l cs Wine Seattle.

I cs Absinthe Seattle.
i cs Cordials Seattle.
:; cs Gin Seattle.
1 bbl Ginger Ale Seattle.

i:! cs Liquors Seattle.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
. cs Biandv Los Angeles.
, cs Whisky Seattle.
: csk.s Whisky Seattle.
, cs Beer Honolulu.

ni» cs Gin Honolulu.
'« cs Whlskv Honolulu.
I osk Whisky Honolulu.

1 3 cs Wine Honolulu.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Nevadan. June 8.

I bbls Ale San Francisco.
•' bbls Stout San Francisco.
1 cs Whisky San Francisco.
6 bbls Whisky San Francisco.

II cs Brandy San Francisco.
7 cs Wine San Francisco.
•; bbls Wine San Francisco.
:. cs Gin San Francisco.

.i csks Gin San Francisco.
I 2 bbls Gin San Francisco.
i 25 cs Wine Los Angeles.
12 bbls Whisky Portland.
35 cs Liquors Portland.
i50 cs Absinthe Portland.
5 cs Wine Portland.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Acapulco, June 9.

'n cs Brandv San Francisco.
I cs Benedictine San Francisco.

Ti csks Rum San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEU
;s bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM HAMBURG—Per Salatis, June 14.

(00 cs Fernet San Francisco.
'272 cs Wine San Francisco.
36 octs Wine San Francisco.
1 hhd Whisky San Francisco.

,100 cs Brandy San Francisco.
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6 bbls Wine San Francisco.
4200 cs Gin San Francisco.

50 cs Rum San Francisco.
552 cs Vermouth Seattle.
210 cs Mineral Water Seattle.

1

1

csks Vermouth Seattle.

FROM VICTORIA—Per Queen, June 14.

622 cs Champagne San Francisco.
100 cs Whisky San Francisco.
16 cs Bitters San Francisco.

FROM LIVERPOOL (via Seattle)—Per Buckman, June 14.

50 cs Brandy San Francisco.
100 cs Whisky San Francisco.
158 cs Liquors San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per San Juan, June 16.

25 cs Whisky San Francisco.
36 kgs Wine San Francisco.
1 butt Wine San Francisco.

31 octs Wine San Francisco.
4 casks Wine San Francisco.

100 cs Liquors San Francisco.
10 bbls Brandy San Francisco.

150 cs Wine San Francisco.

FROM KOBE. JAPAN—Per Mongolia, June 17.

200 csks Sake San Francisco.
208 cs Sake San Francisco.
24 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM EUROPE (via Salina Cruz)—Per Columbian, June 17.

125 cs Liquors San Francisco.
198 cs Wine San Francisco.

4 csks Wine San Francisco.
10 cs Whisky San Francisco.
3 bbls Gin San P'rancisco.

12 cs Champagne Seattle.
138 cs Wine Seattle.

3 octs Brandy Seattle.
100 cs Beer Seattle.
100 cs Gin Seattle.
47 cs Gin Honolulu.
50 cs Whisky Honolulu.
35 cs Beer Honolulu.
25 cs Vermouth Honolulu.
55 cs Brandy San Diego.
1 Oct Brandy San Diego.

360 cs Beer San Diego.
2 hhds Wine Los Angeles.
4 csks Wine Los Angeles.

100 cs Wine Los Angeles.
50 cs Gin Los Angeles.

IMPORTS BY R.4IL. IN BOND.

FROM MAY 20 TO JUNE 20. 1912.

Via New Yorki
1055 cs Champagne From Antvi^erp.

8 octs Wine '„ Rotterdam.
49 cs Wine

CALIFORNIA WINE TO NEW YORK IN MAY

From San Francisco, SS. Cristobal.

200 bbls Sonoma Wine «& Brandy Co.

1835 " California Wine Association

610 " C. Schilling & Co.

From San Francisco, SS. American.

400 bbls E. L. Spellman & Co.

150 " C. Vazzoler

200 " A^- Gazzolo

80 " V. Cassazza & Bro

60 " • • • • .San Benito Vineyards

100 " Nori;hem California Wine Co.

140 " Golden Gate Fruit Co.

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

tT
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1 irDMnNC:<N- U-PADMV TOQ HOME C 3322TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709
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175 " ','.'.... Piedmont Winery

100 "
. Flegenheimer Bros.

350 " Italian Vineyard Co.

164 "
, Order

From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

204 bbls California Wine Association

710 " .C. Schilling & Co.

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

294 bbls California Wine Association

133 " Scatena Bros.

367 " i . . . Lachman & Jacobi

97 " .1^. Botta & Co.

380 " Italian-Swiss Colony

224 " .... .Roma Wine Co.

542 " California Wineries & Distilleries

From San Francisco, SS. Texan.

400 bbls E. L. Spellman & Co.

145 " E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.

500 " French-American Wine Co.

200 " C. Manzella & Son

200 " Ciocca Lombardi Wine Co.

25 " Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

65 " . V . . . . . A. G. Marshuetz & Co.

1012 " Chas. Stem & Sons

100 cases . . . J. Pacheteau

65 bbls .J. Loeffler & Co.

150 " Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Co.

100 " Chas. Schuler

500 " Italian-Swiss Colony

590 " California Wine Association

200 " Gazzolo & Fogliasso

320 "
' Order

Oakdale Goes Dry

IOAKDALE was in a ferment on the evening of the 15tli o

June. Wets and drys were hard at it all day long tryiii

to vote each other into silence. The result of the election show(

326 for the drys and 320 for the wets. As it is, the wets ascril

their failure to the fact that the votes gave out. On June i;

the nine saloons will close their doors and wat«r will beconi

the chief beverage of the town.

HoTALiNG & Co. Foresee Activity.—Mr. Ed Lind, manaf;(

of Hotaling & Company, is making two trips monthly to L(

Angeles in the interest of the company. His schedule is a

ranged for the trips during the second and last weeks of ea(

month. Relative to the business in Los Angeles Mr. Lind say>

"We are very well satisfied with affairs in the southern cii

Prospects are favorable to a continuous expansion of busine-

there. As regards San Francisco, it may be said that the mont

of June has proven to be a dull one in comparison with ti

six preceding months. But the outlook for better conditions

one that gives great hopes. The orders that have been and ai

being booked indicate that the three coming months will she

great activity in the trade."

One of the best smoking and best selling cigars on the ma

ket these days is the famous old "Gato" which \\'as first put o

the market in 1871. At that time it sprung into immediat

general popularity among connoisseurs of cigars and it h;

enjoyed that popularity all these years. The reason for th

is that during this more than a third of a century the qualii

of the Gato has been strictly maintained and buyers al\va\

knew what they were buying, a statement which can not 1

truthfully made of some widely advertised brands.

BRANDY PRODUCED

OFFICIAL REPORT

1912.FIRST DISTRICT—Month of May,

Produced and bonded in this district

Received from other Districts, California .................:..

Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California -

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts

Exported
Tax Paid , -

Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, May 31, 1912

Tax. Gals.

13,796.9

5,056.4
18,747.8

42,215.9

1,995,929.1

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of May, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District, California

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District

Tax Gals.

2,870.1

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California - 4,766.

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts 6,502.

J

E''P°""*?5l •
:

• - - "
"7790"

Tax paid - - u,<»u.

Used in Fortification of Wines -—
Remaining in bond, May 31, 1912 --- 637,289.]

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of May 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District

Tax Gals.

1,811.7

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District 1,962.8

Tax paid ^5^336^
Used in Fortification of Wines -'- -

^
Remaining in bond, May 31, 1912 251,51b.

U
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b! The Panama-Pacific
Wine Exhibit#1

If I

••p

I

A T the auuual iiieetiug of the Grape Grower's' Association

;r\ of California, ou Saturday, June 22, it was decided to call

I meeting of the leading wine men and grape growers of the

Istate for the third week in July to arrange for definite plans

or a suitable wine exhibit at the Panama-Pacific International

^vposition in 1915.

President E. M. Sheehan, in explaining the necessity of

iionipt action in this connection said

:

"It is announced that as soon as Commissioner Skiff returns

lom his visit to practically every important nation of the world,

uTaugemeuts are to be made by the Panama-Pacific Exposi-

ion Company for the allotting of space to the different nations

ind exhibitors in the various palaces. Practically every impor-

aut industry of California is organizing so as to be in a posi-

iou to decide ou the space they will retjuire, and it is with that

(lea in mind that it has been deemed advisable that the wine men
I lid grape grovvei*s also get together on a plan to make an im-

pressive exhibit at the 1915 exhibition.

1 "The most important reason for immediate action is first,

hat the Exposition people may have some official body with

Whom they may deal, and second, that definite ideas of an exhibit

mnst be planned so that the Exhibit Committee may know how

[niany feet of space they must have to do justice to such a dis-

.lay.

' "The floor space will be given free, but the expense of install-

Iftg and gathering an impressive wine exhibit, as well as provid-

ing a competent manager and efficient attendants, will have to

i)e borne by the wine men. In order to finance this exhibit, it

lias been suggested that the wine men contribute a sum in pro-

portion to the amount of business they do, while the grape grow-

ers should contribute a modest sum per year for the three years,

1912, 1913, and 1914. It is hoped by this means to secure suffi-

cient funds by November, 1914, not only to put up a beautiful

sxhibit in the Agricultural Palace, but to arrange for a Grape

Day, a banquet and possibly a visit to the wineries of the State.

"In order to arouse the necessary interest, it is time to begin

it once. We must have 'a President, Vice-President, Secretary

and Treasurer, as well as a.manager of the exhibit. A board

of directors, including one, two or. three representatives from

every wine district in California nwst be appointed ; an execu-

tive "committee which will do the real work, should consist of

the best workers picked from the big board of directors. Then

there should be an exhibit committee, which, should have in

Icliarge the planning of the exhibit. This committee, for the

'present, will be the most important, for it must definitely decide

what is needed, how much space will be used, and.what it will

>sit to establish and maintain. Then it will be up to the finance

iinmittee to raise the necessary funds, and. settle on the assess-

incnt of the wine men and grape growers.

"There must be a publicity committee also to. arrange for

lie publication of literature to be distributed, the. taking of

.moving pictures, for lectures, and the collection of all needful

linfornmtion so the hundreds of thousands of visitors who. will

tbe interested in our grape and wine industry.

"There must also l»e a program and reception committee,

which will have in charge the arrangements for the program

'on Grape Day, when it is proposed that a large quantity of

-rapes be distributed, grape exercises be held and a banquet

>e given in honor of all visiting wine men and grape
.

growers

i from all over the United States and Europe.

"It will also be necessary for us to arrange for at least two

notable California wine men on the international committee that

will be selected to judge on the merits of the wines of the world.

This is most important, for the Exposition people will doubtless

follow the example of other expositions and have a preponder-

ence of foreigners on this jury, and unless we have as Califor-

nia representatives men of strength and ability, we are likely

to come out of the ordeal without the highest honors.

"The classification of competing wines is to be listed as fol-

lows: Dry wines (red and white); Sweet wines; Sparkling

wines and brandies.

"The general consensus of opinion is that the exhibit must
be something more than a display of bottles and labels; that

possibly wine should be served, either free or at a minimum
price; or that exhibitors have the privilege of serving their

friends or prospective customers with their own wines. As a

body, the wine men will be able to insist that California wines

only be used in the California building banquets; and they will

be able to impress on the exposition officials the necessity of

featuring California wines on all big occasions.

"An educational campaign among the grape growers and

wine men will be necessary, so in order to get the exhibit started,

we desire to take some definite action promptly.

"Of course, it is to be understood that the exhibit organiza-

tion is a separate and distinct proposition from the Gi*ai)e

Growers' Association of California. We are merely acting as

foster mother, so to speak. We hope to enlist the active sup-

port of many who are not members of our organization, but

who cannot help appreciating the valuable advertising that

will result from such an exhibit."

In a few days invitations are to be sent out to all the most

representative wine makers, dealers and grape growers of the

State to get together at a meeting within the next fortnight so

as to formulate definite plans. It is expected that some of the

Panama-Pacific Exposition officials will also be present to ex-

press their ideas, as they have shown great interest in the

idea of a fine wine exhibit as an attraction at the Fair.

He Had An "American " Cocktail in Paris

ARNOLD Bennett, the English novelist, now visiting this

country, does not extend to our cocktail the approval which

he bestows upon some other American institutions.

"Extraordinary hospitality has met me everywhere and utter-

ly demoralized my dige.stion," he says. "It began in Boston;

I was there three days and it was a continual feast—as many

as three luncheons and three dinners every day, and quite as

much in Chicago. I have eaten too much, but I do not drink.

I have not had a cocktail in this country. I had a cocktail in

Paris six weeks ago. It was too strong for me and my head

was all to the bad the next morning. I have been here forty

days and have had innumerable cocktail invitations, all of which

have been courteously but firmly declined. I shall leave your

your beautiful land without having tried a single cocktail, not

even a Manhattan, and so far as the cocktail is concerned, the

leave-taking will lie without regret."

Production of Spanish Vineyards

THE following official statistics of the production of Span-

ish vineyards during the year 1909 are furnished by Consul

Charles L. Hoover, of Madrid

:

The area planted was 3,203,210 acres, and the total produc-

tion of grapes was 2,883,391 metric tons (of 2,204.6 pounds

each), the average production per hectare (2.47 acres) being

4.561 pounds. Of the grapes, 2,419,112 tons were sent to the

wine press, and the total production of wine was 386,807,865

gallons. The average amount of must secured per 100 kilos

(220 pounds) of grapes was 16 gallons.
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Remarkable Address of Rev. Dr. Bristol at Elk Grove

[Continued from Page 19]

open debate in the Legislature and simply to put men in the

Legislature able to vote upon the question fairly.

"When the Local Option Bill was presented, just like everj'

other bill, it had in it some things that had to be amended.

A bill that does not have to be amended is very likely put there

by a machine. We went there with that in mind and to put it

before the Ivegislature and say to them : 'Gentlemen, we stand

here in the name of the people, and in the name of the people

we demand the right that the locality shall have the power to act

upon the question. Mr. Juilliard, who was here the other night,

said this was a prohibition and not a Local Option law. He
said Local Option was the right of the people to act upon any-

thing. This is absolutely ti'ue; it is Local Option when you

submit to the people whether we shall have a High School bond.

It is a local question that is voted upon only by the people in

that locality. It is Local Option whether it shall be for lights,

sanitation, etc., in certain districts. It does not include every

thing in Heaven and some tilings in Hell. It is the option upon

that particular thing and question that was submitted to the

people. Local Option is practically this: Shall saloons be

licensed? We were pledged to make a fight and support a prin-

ciple, and now Mr. Juilliard says that was prohibition. The
Prohibition party stands upon that platform of prohibition abso-

lutely of the manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors for bev-

erage purposes. How many of you have received a document

called the An ti-Saloon League issue? Those who have raise

your hands. Only three or four. That was sent out by the

Royal Arch. On the back page of that document is an advertise-

ment for what is known as the "National Issue," and in that

they say, "A clean prohibition paper that does not compromise."

What does it mean—that the liquor men are standing for pro-

hibition? Yet you were told the other night the Local Option

Bill was a Prohibition measure, yet they are fighting it. Mr.

Juilliard said it was not a regulatory measure; we claim it is.

It regulates the sale and the use in general of alcoholic liquors

for beverage purposes.

(Here we find some logic at last. If the statement of the

doctor to the effect that the 'National Issue' voicing prohibi-

tion was really the organ of opinion of the Royal Arch is ac-

cepted without question, then the saloon men are inextricably

contorted with their self-contradictions. But there is a ques-

tion.
)

"Then the restriction was put on compelling tlie wineries to

sell at least two gallons at one time. I want to tell you of the

following that was submitted by Mr. Juilliard and finally voted

down in the interest of fairness

:

" 'Provided, further, that none of the said liquors so sold or

delivered shall be drank or consumed on the premises where sold

or delivered nor in quantities of less than two gallons.' Do you

see what that means, that nobody could consume it on the

premises. If delivered at your home you could not drink it

there. Our friend, Senator March from Sacramento, said, 'I

am opposed to prohibition but am more opposed to bringing

home two gallons at one time and then having to go out on the

curb and drink it.' Mr. Juilliard told you that he Avanted a

fair bill and now that is a specimen of his amendment. He
was very mad because Mr. Buell of the lice drew a tin can to the

Local Option Law and sent it out. The truth \\as that it was
so full of holes that it was quickly defeated.

"Now, do you wonder that the Senators and Assemblymen
passed that Local Option Bill after all that time by a vote of

28 to 12 and one of the men, who voted for it was Mr. Juilliard

himself. If I demanded something I would have nerve euougl

to stay by it. By Gee ! And I am not saying anything agains

Mr. Juilliard, but he 'climbed on the waterwagon' and votei

for it.

"Mr. Juilliard and some of his friends said that the bill \va

not fair. They wanted to regulate. They were asked A\ha

kind of a regulation they wanted. They were told it m.ist li

uniform; it must apply to every part of the State equally. J

must apply to the southern part of the state as well as the nortli

ern. In the southern part of the State you must put in ]

o'clock closing, you must put in plain transparent glass an.

you must remove the chairs. If you don't do that they will vet

'dry.' Then the northern men said, 'No, that won't do. Am
they Vegan complaining about it.

"Tliey would bring in the Local Option Law every tlirc

months to vote again upon the matter. We said, 'No, when yoi

vote upon this, you settle it for two years and in two years yoi

have a chance to enforce the law.' They are not stirred U)

all the time by the 'longhaired' fellows, nor stirred up all o

the tini" by some of the 'baldheaded saloon keepers.'

"That reminds me of a story. Thei"e was a generous good

natured old fellow that was baldheaded and on a suniiiicr"

day he was sitting by a shady place and the mosquitoes began t(

settle upon his bald head. He let them buzz and light and di(

not disturb them; but pretty soon a big yellow jacket settle

on his head among the mosquitoes and used his stinger. Tli

old man said with a slap of his hand, 'Just for that, you'll all gc

off.'

"Now, are there any questions? Don't be the least bit timid s

If there is anything that bothers you or anything you wish t<

know, just fire away. It is perfectly in harmony with this meet

ing. We want to discuss this thing and vote it in by a tronien

dous majority. Now, are there any questions?

(Some one asked: "Did they have to pull up their giapi

vines in Kings County?")

"No, not that I know of. I think they are still getting |3.0(

to $4.00 per ton for their grapes the same as before and the sanii

as you are getting here and the price of wine is still the same

You heard the other night that Prohibition would destroy tin

grape vines Haven't you heard that there was more consump.

tion of liquor last year than any time since 1907 and that tlier(

is a growing consumption. The liquor dealers say that Pi'olii

bition makes more consumption. The fact is that consunijitioi

has increased in such States as New York and Pennsylvania

The consumption in Pennsylvania increased 800,000 barrels. Ii

the large cities is where the increase has taken place.

"Any more questions?

(Another question: "What would be done with this wine i'

they kept on making it and Prohibition stopped drinking?"

)

"Well, we will wait until that happens. We are not makiiu

the fight for Prohibition now. It seems to me that if I had :

wine grape vineyard that was paying me |3 or $4 per ton I wonli

change it to table grapes or plant something else. &|1
"Any more questions? *"
("Can't the grapes that are grown in Sacramento county bi

made to yield a food that would be beneficial to man and woiiiai

without being intoixcated?" was asked.)

"That is a matter upon which I am not well posted. It re

minds me of the fellow who was getting |3 or $4 a ton for \\\>

wine grapes and when asked what he was going to do \\itl

them said, 'Feed them to the hogs and raise more hogs aiul los-

hell.' I don't know what could be done with the grapes. Thei(

is a growing demand for grape juice. There is a large plant al

Calwa that is turning the pro<luct of grapes into unfernieiited

grape juice and I am very fond of that juice. I use it extensively

on the diners and with bread it is very fine. Ofttimes one glas-

does not satisfy me and I order another. They manufacture vasi
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iiaiitities of it dowu there, something like 500,000 gallons,

tliiuk tliey are going to turn their entire plant to the manufac-

iirc of this product. Aside from that thei/ may be able to use

licni for sugar or some such purpose, so I am very sure we
('('<1 not worry. The saloons, according to the statement of the

adiiifi; winemen of the State, do not consume 2 per cent of the

iiiery product.

I
Lil)erty enlightening New York harbor would prove a dim

/.zle beside Rev. Dr. Bristol at Elk Grove.)

•'Any more questions? Oh, I had better tell another story,

:)ne of the 'long hairs' was talking on a temperance subject,

le turned out some water into a glass. 'Now,' he said, 'that

i pure water.' He dropped a worm into it, and said, 'Now you
(H' that does not hurt him, yet the angleworm is the lowest form
,f organism; that is its natural drink.' He brought forth a
ottle of whisky. He poured some of the whisky into another

lass. He droppetl the live worm into it and it began to make
few struggles. He pulled it out and it was barely alive. He
I'opped it in again and it made a weak struggle and was no
tore. He raised the dead worm from the glass and said, 'Now,
ly friend, that is what alcohol does to the angle worm.' There

,'as a big Irislnnan sitting out in the audience, and he .said

:

Ir. Speaker, would you mind if I asked you a question?'

Speaker, 'Go ahead.' Irishman, 'Did you buy that whisky in

his town?' Speaker, 'Yes,' Irishman, 'Will you tell me the

rand of that whisky?' The speaker told him and said, 'My
riend, will you be kind enough to tell me your reason for ask-

ag that question?' Irishman, 'Sure, if you want to know, I

ave worms myself,' (Applause). Now that was a good one,

ut the best part is yet to come. The distillery heard of the

tory and said, 'This is a crackerjack.' They wrote to the Irish-

nan and asked him if it was true. He sat down and wrote to

he distillery : 'Gentlemen : It is true that I heard that ad-

ress, and I asked that question and I bought the brand of
our whisky and I took it and it cured me of worms, but I have
:ot the snakes now.' So I want to say, hear both sides of the
I Dry before you vote."

Tliis address, which is given as fully as could be expected, can
ar<lly be considered justly as Rev. Dr. Bristol's side of the
lory. Rev. Dr. Bristol's side of the story is yet to be heard,
le has said nothing. Our hopes that he would have something

' say liave been disappointed, because we would like to publish
uth sides of the story. Anyway, perhaps our readers may be
nore successful than the P.\cifc Wine and Spirit Review in

iidiiig logic in this address. If they do the pains endured in

ittiiig it before them will not have been in vain.

Qorham-Revere Company Booking Large Orders

Europeans Looking to California Wines

^ NE of the chief attractions for the great steamship com-^ pauies of Europe in establishing themselves in business
1 San Francisco, is the wine market of the State. The latest

'inipany to come to San Francisco in search of docks is the

I'loce, the largest of the Italian steamship lines. Professor
'• Brunelli and Luigi Solari, representing the company, have
ft for the East to make a report after having spent a week
iiidyiug the harbor. They showed great interest in California

ines which are being demanded more each year in Europe.
lie enlargement of the European market for these wines, espe-

ialy in England, Belgium, Germany and Switzerland, is one
f the leading features in the expansion of the trade of the

(ate.

AS yet this season the winegrowers are hesitating to place

orders with the rubber manufacturing firms. In speaking

of this, Mr. J. S. Francisco, of the Gorham-Revere Rubber Com-
pany, says: "Of late years the wine i)eople have been acquir-

ing the habit of delaying until the last moment in making their

orders for wine holders, pipe, hose and other articles which they

need. The (lOrahm-Revere Rubber Compa«y supplies practi-

cally all the wine holders, hose, etc., used in California and for

this reason has the trade situation in hand. In former years

winemen ordered their rubber some time in advance of the

season, but now they delay until they can delay no longer. The

company has received already many large orders but it will be

in August that the bulk of orders will come in. Then they will

come with a rush and it will take some hustling to get them

filled. The company keeps a full stock of all the most necessary

articles at all times and for this reason is in a position to fill

orders at a day's notice. The profits on rubber have been re-

duced to a minimum owing to market conditions but the Gor-

ham-Revere Company continues to produce the Amazon brand

which has long since been accepted as the standard throughout

the State for wine holders, hose and other purposes."

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial,

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

The best on the

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

iolnicu

ESTABUSHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY. MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY. SONOMA CO.

Office and Saietrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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A FTER procrastinating for more than a, year, the publisher

of the REVIEW finds it necessary to announce an increase

in the suhscripti07t price of this publication. Since the earth-

quake the cost of producing a journal of this kind lias steadily

increased, not only in tlie cost of material, but of labor. In the

case of the latter the additional expense is. one-third, and the

increased price of the paper is also great. So that im find that

the cost of publication is fully one-third greater tlian in 1906.

The publisher has borne this burden during the past six years,

but does not feel that lie is justified in doing so any longer.

Th-erefore, our subscribers are notified tlmt beginning with
July 1, 1912^ the subscription price of tlie PACIFIC WINE
AND SPIRIT REVIEW will be |3.00 per year. Terms payable
in tidi>ance and money well invested.

'T' HE public is hereby notified tluit one C. F. Harrington is no
longer connected with the Pacific Wine and Spirit Revietp.

He has no authority to transact business for or represent this

publication in any manner. R. M. WOOD, Publisher.

Sam, Francisco, Cal., April 24, 1912.

California Resources and Po.ssibilities

'T'HE California Development Board has issued its annual
* report for the year 1911. It is a pamphlet of 65 pages and

cover, well illustrated and is chuck full of reliable and valuable

statistical and other information regarding the wonderful

State of California and its products, natural and otherwise.

It goes without saying that the figures are in many instances

astounding as to production, etc., and at the same time they

are true. Among the valuable features is a new county, geo-

graphical, topographical and railroad map, giving the classi-

fication of the counties as to their products, mineral, horti-

cultural, agriculturarand miscellaneous. This valuable pub-

lication is for free distribution, and it will certainly do great

publicity work for California. At the same time it will widely

advertise the Exposition City.

I "Blind pig" cases are beginning to appear with great fre-

quency in the dry territory. The city of Dinuba has several

of them. On the 11 th of June judgment wa.s entered against

C. P. Iverson, who appealed.

'T'HOSE voters of California who are dependent upon
^ Republican high tariff for their welfare as producers, and
who voted for Hiram Johnson for Governor at the last ek-d ion.

are several feet off the ground and going around in circles at

this time. To be more definite they are very uncertain as b;

where they are at.

The wine man and brandy man, the whisky and spirit man
the orange grower and lemon grower, the raisin grower, tl'

prune grower and dried fruit man of California are all in \m>-

ness today and fairly successful because the various Republi-
can Congresses of the past have maintained a tariff on arti

cles such as here enumerated sufficient to protect tlie Californin

industries from competition of cheap labor in foreign prodm
tion. Californians of late years Avere in a position to go bcfoK
Congress and demand such protection because of the fact tliai

California had earned the reputation of being a strong reliabh

Republican State. This fact Avas sufficient to insure the youni;

industries the desired tariff protection, but since the high and
lofty antics of Gov. John.son and the California delegates af

Chicago, we are all entitled to ask for information as to jiiw

where we are at.

Will some one plea-se tell us what would happen to the Call

fomia delegation which would go before a committee in Con
gress asking for continuance of favors such as have been re

ceived in the past, after the Governor of the State Avith alinosf

the entire Republican delegation had bolted the Republican
ticket and became prominent in the effort to start a third part.\

through a rump couA^ention? Possibly our versatile and iiini

ble political contemporary, Bro. RoAvell of Fresno, in the inter

ests of the SAveet wine and brandy men, the raisin men and dried

fruit and orange men of Fresno County, can answer this ques

tion to the satisfaction of the producers in question. We a wail

a satisfactory reply with interest and some anxiety.

A Great Dry Vineyard Success

'i
A ROUND Cucamonga, in San Bernardino county, the groA\

-*» ing of Avine grapes upon land that is not irrigated ha-

proven to be a Avonderful success. The vineyard of Reubei

M. Milliken of 60 acres, which never have been irrigated, luu'

produced in five years a net profit of $9000. The Italian Vije||

yards are near by with an area of about 4000 acres. Those AA'ht

are familiar with the conditions predict that the entire countr\

from Rialto to Cucamonga and the land between the hilly laiul>

to the north and the south Avill be set to vineyards. Thousand-

of acres are producing good grapes to the profit of grower

Avithout the necessity of irrigation. The first experiment ii

groAving grapes in the section without irrigation was conducts

by Mr. Millikin over 25 years ago.

The State Statistician

GEORGE ROBERTSON, State Statistician, called at th(

office of the Review the latter part of the month. Thi

office of State Statistician is a ncAv one, but Ave do not hesitat<

to say that Mr. Robertson is probably the best man Avho coul<

haA^e been selected for this position. He surely is a man o

figures and has established a Avide and deserved reputatioi

for his accuracy and industry in this Avork.
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How to Care for Wines

1N^ an interview the other day, the superintendent of the

wine cellars of the Italian-Swiss Colony, declared that one-

1 If of the wines used by inexperienced people in the United

rates is partly spoiled before it reaches their lips, just because

u'v do not observe a few simple but important precautions.

Continuing, he said: "Those who secure wine by the demi-

jliu should immediately put it in absolutely clean bottles, and

iiove all, have new, soft corks, free from musty nut holes. Be-

fre the corks are used, they should be soaked in warm water

I' a few minutes, and a little wine dropped in the water will

^dke the cork safer. To insure clearness in bottled wines,

fey should be bottled in clear weather. This especially applies

white wines. The bottles should be placed in the bins

the cellar with their noses inclined, if anything, a little

„.\vnward, in order to be sure the corks are always kept mois-

ined. Those who do not use large quantities should procure

(ir wine already bottled, thus saving themselves a great deal

annoyance and the danger of spoiling by improper bottling.

•All pure wines after traveling, require re.st before using,

•refore the ca.sk on arrival should be placed on its side in

a cool place for at least a week. A wooden faucet should be

^it in the head, preparatory to drawing the wine.s, which

I luld run through the faucet without bubbling, as this brings

^e sediment from the bottom to the body of the wine. The

••ttle should be filled to within about 21/2 inches from the

rture of the neck.

•It often happens that those who are inexperienced in the

^udliug and care of wines will draw off only a portion of a

irrel of dry wine, because they are short of smaller packages

cegs, demijohns or bottles). If the wines are absolutely pure

id free from any antiseptic or preservative, they will natur-

[ly, on being exposed to the air, turn sour. Sweet wines,

1 the other hand, being of a higher alcoholic strength, are not

I easily affected.

"When a cask of dry wine—Claret, Zinfandel, Burgundy, Car-

nan, Cabernet, Hock, Riesling, Chablis or Sauteme—i«

lipped, all the wine must be removed in small packages, which

lould be scrupulously clean, kept full and laid flat, so that

u' wine will be free from contact with the air. Under no cir-

1 instances should a part of the wine be left in the barrels or

inijohns, as it will spoil quickly.

-The sweet wines, like Port, Sherry, Muscat, Angelica, To-

Iy or ^ladeira, may be drawn off as needed."

Southwestern Notes

X tlie New Mexican Senate Senator Sulzer is championing a

liill wliich is intended to permit the makers of native wines to

11 in lots of one gallon instead of five gallons as now in opera-

on. The contention of Senator Sulzer is that under the pres-

it law consumers are required to buy five gallons at a time

id this encourages them to drink more than if the quantity

)ught were less. The senator has fought vigorously and con-

Istently for the bill but has found a great deal of opposition

liich was not marked by consistency.

Senator Sulzer is also endeavoring to have pa.ssed a bill

i-mitting the sale of native wines on the premises where made

ithout license, distilleries and breweries to be affected alike.

he 1)111 is in the interest of the wine growers of New Mexico. It

though that the bill will pa.ss with some slight amendments.

At Juarez, across the Rio Grande from El Paso, the warehouse

Manuel Trneba, wholesale liquor dealer, was destroyed by

10. The loss is e.'<timate<l at |50,000. The cause of the fire is

iiknown.

OBITUARY

ON the second day of this month H. A. Pellet, a well-known

viticulturist of Napa County, passed away at his home

in St. Helena, where he had been ailing about a yeai'. Mr. Pel-

let was born in Canton, Neuchatel, Switzerland, February C,

1828. He came to California in 1850 and located in St. Helena

in 1863, where for many years he was prominent in the viticul-

tural industry. He had the distinction of being the second wine-

maker in the county. Mr. Pellet was known far and wide for

his kindly and generous disposition and his integrity which

was always manifested in his business. He served on the Board

of Supervisors of Napa County from 1876 to 1882 and as Assem-

blyman for one term. He is survived by one son, Frank Pellet,

the cashier of the Bank of St. Helena.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in

a circular letter to Internal Revenue officials and othei*s,

announces the death of Capt. James C. Wheeler, Deputy Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue, which occurred June 2, 1912.

Hints to the Waiter

ONE of the easiest ways to stimulate the sale of wine in a

hotel restaurant or cafe is to have the wine list handy.

The occasional drinker is often tempted to order wine when he

sees the list lying before him, whereas, if it is not in sight, the

chances are that he will not feel any particular desire to drink

wine with his meal.

And when he gives his order, the waiter should make every

effort to serve it promptly. This course often results in a sec-

ond bottle being used, whereas if it comes in after he is half

through his meal, the diner will often not finish the bottle

and regret that he did not take a split instead of a pint with

his meal.

The waiter should be careful never to fill any glass of wine

to the brim, but leave a quarter of an inch or more free. The

first neckful, should always be poured into the host's glass.

In serving, the wines should be poured from the right, immedi-

ately after each coui*se is served.. The waiter is, of course, ex-

pected to replenish the wine from time to time.

Under no consideration should a cloudy wine be served, nor

sliould a bottle be opened that has a soiled or torn label. Care

also should be taken in removing the top of the cap so that it

may be used as a covering until the entire contents of the bot-

tle is poured. Tearing the cap to pieces is no longer tolerated

in any first class restaurant or hotel.

The waiter should carefully cut the top of the cap three-

fourths around and then turn the flap back, exposing the cork

and leaving the covering on the neck unscratched or unmarred.

After the cork is removed, the mouth should be carefully wiped

so that not the tiniest bit of cork is permitted to float on the

wine and destroy its absolute clarity.

Since Fresno county outside the incorporated towns went

dry the wineries and breweries are finding some business

through direct shipments to consumers. As wine must be

bought in two-gallon lots it is expected that the consumption

of that liquor will increase.
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Notes From Central California Americans as Beer Drinkers

NORTHERN San Joaquin county will produce a bumper
crop of wine grapes this year. Last year the yield was

85 per cent of normal. This year it will be 100 per cent. The
crop will be the smallest in the black land section and largest

in the sand districts. It is too early to make any predictions as

to prices.

Of the eighteen saloons in Merced seventeen have made appli-

cation for renewal of their licenses, notwithstanding the results

of the recent election, which will cause them to close July 8.

A writ J)f review has been granted in the case of Thornton D.

Conness versus the Board of Supervisors at Salinas. Mr. Con-

ness' license was recently revoked and he has taken steps to

determine whether this was legally done or not.

Mr. Frank Henry Mette, who has been for many years man-

ager of the Red Bank vineyard and winery, near Folsom, died

at Red Bank May 26. He was one of the leading men of the

section and a member of many fraternal orders.

The Yolo winery has closed operations for the season past

and is making preparations for the coming season when there

is expected to be a record-breaking crop of grapes. About 6000

pounds of cream of tartar will be taken from the wine tanks

as a result of last season's run.

Citizens of Lindsey have repudiated the beverage known as

"nearbeer" as it is considered to be as intoxicating as lager and

bock. The city council has prohibited the sale. Soft drink

sellers will take the matter into the courts, as they claim that

the beer is "harmless."

Judge Finch of Willows has rendered a judgment against the

raising of saloon licenses above f400 per year and he has issued

an injunction to prevent the city trustees from raising the license

to flOO per month.

The Ferndale Town Trustees on June 3d passed the ordinance

raising the saloon license from f200 to $400 per year for this

year and to |600 next year. Saloons are to be closed Sunday

nights at 6 o'clock and midnight other nights. Back rooms are

abolished.

Voters of Sacramento county residing outside Sacramento

city have decided that the sale of liquor shall continue in the

country sections. One of the sui-prises of the election was the

exception of Elk Grove, in the center of the winegrape growing

district, which voted in favor of the drys. The liquor interests

obtained most of their support in the Fifth District.

Howard and James Turner of Williams have purchased a

saloon in Redding and will locate thei*e for business.

At Lemoore Mr. John Elford of Parlier has purchased the

saloon formerly conducted by Mr. J. W. Belknap.

Messrs. Reimer and Schmidt announce that they have taken

over the winei'y of L. Fojada and company in Riclimond.

BEER is the most popular of American beverages. The per

capita consumption in 1911 was 20.66 gallons, an increase

from 1909 of 0.87 gallons.

The consumption from 1871 to 1880 averaged 8.79 galbms

annually, rising to 13.21 gallons per capita from 1881 to 1890,

inclusive. It then leaped from 1891 to 1900 to 17.12 gallons,

increasing to 20.55 gallons from 1901 to 1910, inclusive, and

reaching 22.79 gallons in 1911, a quantity reached in 1907 l)ut

never exceeded.

The following table shows the annual consumption of im-

ported and domestic beer for the last ten years:

Year ending Per Capita Total

June 30. Gallons. Gallons.

1902 17.18 1,382,369,176

1903 17.67 1,450,308.3.-)0

1904 17.91 1,499,378.21.-

1905 18.02 1,538,526.610

1906 19.54 1,700,421,221

1907 20.56 l,822,313,.-)2r)

1908 . 20.26 1,828,732,448

1909 19.07 1,752,634,426

1910 19.79 l,851,366,(;s.s

1911 20.66 1,966,911,744

On the basis of 50 cents per gallon for domestic beer (of wliich

1,959,671,286 gallons were consumed in 1911), and fl.OO for

imported (of which 7,240,458 gallons were entered), consum-
ers paid for beer in 1911 a total of |987,076,101. During tliree

years, 1909-11, there were 6,549,260,114 gallons of domestic
beer, consumed, a yearly average of 1,849,753,371 gallons. Tlie

cost of beer for three years was |2,774,630,057, an annual aver-

age of !|924,876,686.

The ministers and others in favor of a local option election

in Fresno have decided to postpone all action until next spring.

Ideas advanced at a recent meeting of the Anti-Saloon League
caused a decision to avoid a fight at the present time.

Porterville is wrestling witlii the proposition as to wliat

constitutes liquor according to the recent ordinance. The "near-

beers'' and other temperance brews started the trouble.

The city tru.stees of Eagle Rock have decided to allow the

delivery of case lots of beer and other fermented liquors in that

city for private family use and they have decided the ordinance

accordingly.

Mr. John L. Swett, of the Exchange Saloon in Bakersfield,

has bought the ^lonte Carlo in the same place and will assume

possession July 1.

W. T. GARRATT 6^ CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WINE PUMPS
FOR EITHER HAND OR POWER

WINE COCKS HOSE REDUCERS
" BUNGS BUSHINGS, CAPS
" VALVES NIPPLES AND COUPLINGS

BOTTLING, LOCK AND RACKING COCKS

299 Fremont St. SAN FRANCISCO
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Consumption Of Domestic Wines Alabama's Law Valid

29

THE total consumption of domestic wines, in 1911, was 56,-

655,006 gallons, an increase from 1910 of 5,970,663 gal-

lons. The following table shows the yearly consumption of

all wines for ten years.

Year ending Domestic Imported

•Tunc 30. Gallons. Gallons.

1902 44,743,815 5,020,105

1903 32,634,293 5,604,525

1904 37,538,799 5,772,418

1905 29,369,408 5,690,309

I9n() 39,847,044 6,638,179

1907 50,079,283 7,659,565

1908 44,421,269 7,700,377

1909 53,609,995 8,169,554

1910 50,684,343 9,863,735

1911 56,655,006 7,204,226

The above table sliows an annual average consumption
lor tiiree years of 53,049,781 gallons of domestic and 8,412,505

u'albms of imported wines, a total of 62,062,286. A fair estimate

of the cost of domestic wines is f2.00 per gallon, making its

cost 1107,299,562.

The average annual cost of imported wines for three years,

1909-11, was 116,848,333, duty included, doubling which for

cost of distribution at retail gives an annual cost for all wines
of :$33,696,670.

This makes the total average yearly cost of wines |140,996,232.
—American Grocer.

ITOPES of the Anti-Saloon League to see chaotic conditions

* * prevail again in the State of Alabama were blasted when
the Supreme Court of the State handed down an opinion on

May 9th, declaring both the Parks law, which repealed the

State-wide Prohibition statute, and provided for elections by

counties, and the Smith model license regulation law to be con-

stitutional. The Supreme Court holds that both laws are en-

tirely valid, thus going even further than the .lower court,

which held the Parks law valid except as to one section. In

its opinion upholding the laws, the court answers every con-

tention made against their validity:

"It is held by the court that the separate passage of the

bills does not affect their validity; that the bills do not

delegate legislative power to the people; that they do not dele-

gate legislative power to the Governor; that they do not

grant unwarranted discretionary powers to the Excise Com-
mission ; that Section 27 of the Smith bill does not violate Sec-

tion 77 of the Constitution.

"In the opinion of the court the Parks bill is a complete law
within itself; there is nothing in the choice of systems that

savors of allowing the electorate to make a law or to supple-

ment a law; the Governor acted as an agent, and not with

legislative power; the Excise Commission has executive power,

but not legislative; inspection of a commodity is a part of the

duty of the Excise Commission, and in the performance of

this duty Section 77 of the Constitution is not violated.

—

Louisville Bulletin.

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
-FOR-

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness' s) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Highland Scotch Whiskies.

Keystone Monogram Rye.

Burke's *** Irish and Gam-Kirk Scotch.

Rosskam, Gerstley & Co. Philadelphia Blends.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Burke's Old Tom and Dry Gins.

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Co's Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Houtman's Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda, Sarsaparilla and Ginger Ale.

Bass's Ale in wood.

SEATTLE
518 1st Ave. So.

Phones

:

Main 105

Independent 105

PORTLAND
9andllN.4thSt.

Phone

:

Main 2779

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phones

:

Kearny 1 1 82

Home 1182

LOS ANGELES
346 North Main St.

Phones

:

Main 670

Home A7804
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Origin Of The Famous Cinzano Vermouth

Berkeley Bigots Still Rampant

IN order to carry on tlieir campaign against the liquor traffic

the wliite-ribboners of Berkeley are prepared to" carry on a
trade war with the city of Oakland. They propose to make
Oakland firms that deliver liquor in Berkeley pay for licenses

in Berkeley in order to help defray the "cost of repairing the

streets." The members of the city council and the mayor are
in accord. They are of the opinion that it is not right that

Oakland firms should be allowed to deliver liquors in the "Col-

lege City," using the streets without contributing a cent to their

upkeep. Of course, the bigots do not really mean that it is

wrong that the streets should be used by those who do not con-

tribute to their maintenance. What they want to do is to de-

prive the Oakland merchants of their liquor trade with Berkeley.

When unable to meet a situation face to face bigots are always
ready to tackle from behind a mask of hypocrisy. Of course,

the Berkeley bigots do not expect that Oakland will retaliate

against discrimination affecting her merchants by making Berk-

eley merchants and others pay for using the streets of Oakland.
They do not believe that Oakland will forget her liberality that

far. If the example set by the Berkeley bigots were followed

everywhere in this country the United States would soon be

like Europe Avhere nobody can enter a town or city with any-

thing to sell without paying a tax. If the streets of Berkeley

are to be maintained at the expense of those who use them the

liquor sellers will not be the only people who will be taxed.

At a meting held June 5 the W. C. T. U. of Berkeley decided

to lead a boycott of all merchants of Oakland who deliver liquors

in Berkeley. All articles of food for sale by those merchants
are to be tabooed and anyone who does not act as the W. O.

T. U. does is also to be tabooed. A list of those who buy goods
,

from Oakland merchants is being made up. What will happen
to the offenders can not now be guessed. Perhaps they will

have to pay for a license to buy so as to pay for streets being

used to supply them.

Troubles Of Los Qatos

LOS GATOS again went dry and as a result it is threatened

with a loss of its town marshal and fire department. The
marshal has been chief of the fire department for 14 years and
has always been on the wet side. In order to get rid of him

the drys changed the method of installing the town marshal.

Instead of being selected by the people that officer is now ap-

pointed by the town trustees. Two of the tnistees are'wets and

for "Dick" Shore, the marshal, and two are drys and against

him. The fifth is with neither side and acts as a means of dead-

locking the town. The fire department has threatened to strike

if Shore is not appointed. The town has borrowetl trouble by

going dry.

Every first-class liquor dealer should use a Pure Blackberry cordial

LYONS' is the best. A trial will convince.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

WE are very pleased to record the Tisit to the Ujiited Sta^
of Comni Alberto Marone, proprietor of the well-kno^

firm of Franceseo Cinzano & Co., of Turin, Italy. 'Mr. ilaroi

we are sorry to say, owing to unforseen circumstances, was
obliged to curtail .his visit, but expects to return in. the ucai

future for a prolonged stay.

F. Cinzano & Co. are the largest producers of Italian v( r

mouth in the world, which is one of the most important Indus

tries in Italy, and the rise of this firm, from the modest .begin-

ning in 1835 to the commanding position now occupied by them

in the world's market, is simply phenomenal. Francesco Ciii

zano in the year above mentionetl conducted a confectioiiei-'s

store, and produced a vermouth in a small way, which he.'

served to his customers. It proved such an excellent drink tliai

its reputation spread, and he started to sell the vermouth on-

a larger scale. At that time the production only amounted tdj

a few hundred gallons a year, but the fame of Cinzano vernunith

became so widespread that its sales went up by leaps and

bounds, and the introduction of it by Italians wherever tliey

located gave it an international renown.

In 1867 France.sco Cinzano with a foresightedness born i>f liis

thorough knowledge of the business and the development wliicli

would necessarily follow, established himself at the royal <lo-

main, "The Moscatello," in the Muscatine grape growing dis

trict, which King Charles at one time intended to be the cen-

ter for an Italian champagne, but the turn of political events

in 1849 caused him to abandon his project.

With the increasing demand for this vermouth, Cinziino

was obliged to continually add to his establishment, until a1

the present day it consists of a wonderful collection of build-

ings making an absolutely up-to-date enological establislinient,

completely fitted up with every modern machine and device for

the handling and development of wines.

Francescp Cinzano was succeeded by his ,son Enrico, \\1h)

died a few years ago, and the firm passed into the hands of liis

son-in-law, Comm Alberto Marone.

Comm Alberto Marone is a man of a wonderfully progressive

character, guided by a thorough knowledge of business nu^tliods

and intimacy with the vermouth situation, and under his had

ership the business has grown to such a degree that in liill

the sales of Cinzano vennouth reached the enormous figure of

99,000 hectolitres, equal to 2,615,330 gallons. The total of Cin

zano vermouth exported from Italy represents about two-thirds

of the entire exportation of vermouth.

Cinzano vermouth and Cinzano sparkling asti are popular in

every clime from the fi-ozen North to the sunny South, when

its refreshing and tonic (lualities make it most acceptable and

appreciated.

Cinzano is recognized everywhere as a standard for ^er

mouths, as it is made exclusively from high-grade white wines,

which are over three years old, and to which are added the ex

tracts of various tonic and aromatic herbs, giving that unsnr

passed quality which no other vermouth possesses.

The general agents for the Ignited States for the above an

Messrs. Alex. D. Shaw & Co., Avho are conducting a very ag

gressive campaign in placing the Cinzano before the American

public, and with their energetic force, the high quality of llu

vern\outh and the splendid reputation of Francesco Cinzano &

('<)., ultimate success is assui'ed.

lASH'SBITTERC
La TOW\C \_A.XPv"T\V^ W

I
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Established I860

GIBBS SPECIAL^^ BOURBON
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

i

AMERICAN BRANDY

!

t FINEST IN THE WORLD

/ THE KIRBY DISTILLING CO., Inc.

I
FOWLER, FRESNO CO., CAL.

* Makei a Specialty of PURE GRAPE BRANDY, and Making NO WINE t
NO WASH OR SOUR WINE TO PUT INTO BRANDY,

j

» M

ur StilU are Known as Numbers 263 or 357 First District, California.

1 These Numbers ARE BURNED on the GOVERNMENT or STAMPED

f
HEAD of EVERY PACKAGE, there being No Other Genuine "KIRBY

I

BRANDY."

SOLD ONLY IN CARLOAD LOTS TO THE TRADE
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

f*- -«»- -•»- >«» ^^ *»- -*» "^ o- ,«»

i

i.«'1i

T. B. McOIMSEY, Manager OEO. MOENNINO, Proprietor

'avis ffet

Bonded Goods and Mixed Drinks
OUB SPJECIALTY

TELEPHONE:
DOUGLAS 5351

272 MARKET STREET
N. E. COE. DAVIS

The Lake County House

Middletown, Lake County, California

Under New Management

MRS. E. W. HAYS, Manager

Special attention given to auto parties and tourists.

Low rates to winter and summer guests.

First-class rooms and board.

I

Jas. p. Dunne
1 Stockton St.

SAN FRANCISCO
II

»

®SS&t)S&S!&9&SlS&S^^

The Chronicle Bar

6 Kearny San Francisco, Cal.

p. W. WOBBER, Proprietor
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The Nation's Drink Bill Discussed

Coppa's Neptune Palace Opened

ON the 12th of June Mr. Joseph Coppa and those associated

with him opened at the corner of Jackson and Kearny

streets a restaurant which appears to be destined to be a perma-

nent feature of San Francisco. The decorative effects are cer-

tainly such as to make it a sure prediction that the restaurant

will have the popularity sought for and already deserved. Any-

one who enters the Neptune Palace will feel as though plunged

into the realm of the God of the Seas. The general design of the

place is that of a large cave partly partitioned off into numer-

ous chambers by overhanging stalactites. As the coloring is

blue with a white shading which suggests the foam of the sea,

the effect of the illumination, which is very elaborately planned

to meet all artistic requirements, is to make all the patrons

feel as though they are the denizens of the ocean deeps, with

the foam of the wild waves breaking high over them. Bowls

full of gold fish are set on all the tables to add to the illusion.

It is very probable that the fish are deluded into believing that

they are in the realm of neptune.

The cafe is undoubtedly the most elaborate and unique that

San Francisco has ever seen. It is an exact replica of cafes

in Paris. The splendor of the cuisine, the amusement features

and the decorative effect are not easily surpassed. The stage

is large enough for the most elaborate productions and the danc-

ing floor is the most spacious to be found in any similar place

in the West. Under the direction of Mr. Coppa and the manage-

ment of Mr. Kelly courteous and faultless service as well as

novel and startling entertainment will be the order of the

day in Coppa's Neptune Palace, a credit to San Francisco.

Madera Will Remain Wet

ON June 8 the voters of Madera decided by a vote of 551

against 527 Ihat they will retain the saloons. Women Avere

present from the time the polls opened until they closed and

they checked off the names of the voters as they polled. Many

voters who had gone to the mountains and even to Nevada, re-

turned to vote. The campaign had been a very lively one. It

is understood that the anti-saloon forces, under the guidance

of Mr. A. M. Drew, a Fresno attorney, who has been retained

by the anti-saloon people, will contest the election on the ground

that certain persons who were unable to read or Avrite were

allowed to vote.

The "wets" won because of the support given to them by

the women. One-fourth the total tax of the city is paid by 155

women who are both residents and voters. The women realized

that if the "blind pig" displaced the saloons their taxes would

be greatly increased and they do not approve of the "blind pig"

enough to pay so dearly for its support.

One of the results of the election has been joint action on the

part of all the saloon-keepers to put an end to gambling and the

playing of cards on their premises. To this effect ten out of

the eleven retail dealers have signed a written pledge to not

permit gambling in any form.

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'

PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

ELSEWHERE in this issue will be found the compilation foi,

1911 of the "Nation's Drink Bill" which is publish©

every year about this season by the American Grocer. It ig

highly interesting document, and although somewhat dr;

being mostly statistical, will well repay careful study. Th
total figures naturally are colossal, as any figures must be Avhic

purport to represent the daily habits of so many millions of pej

pie. But taken in comparison to other figures these are by n
means overwhelming.

First of all, it is interesting to note the conclusion at whic

the American Grocer arrives from a study of these figures. ]

concludes the article as follows

:

It appears that this prosperous nation is more and more favoring tempe
ance in the use of spirits and using with greater freedom the mild stimi

lants with beer and coffee the popular beverage, the per capita of the formt

being 20.66 gallons and that of coffee 18.56 gallons.

The day will come when the use of spirituous liquors other than beer ai

wines will be a negligible quantity bringing with their abandonment a low*

tax rate, less of crime and misery. The progress to that desirable end
slow, but it seems to be steady and sure.

It means much when a paper like the American Oroccr ca'

bring itself to the point of admitting that the increase of tl;

use of beer and wine is desirable for the reason that it will ten

to diminish the beverage use of ardent spirits. The paper plac<

itself in line with the scientific temperance people of the wor]

by this acknowledgment.—AmencftM. Breicers' Review, June H
1912.

Portland, Ore, reports market for hop contracts is more a^

tive, with Europe inclined to take hold. The latest deal in coi

tracts was the purchase of 1000 bales of Louis Lachmund, re]

resentative of Paul R. T. Horst, the well-known buyer. Tl

price mentioned was 25 cents a pound, which indicates thj

purchases under that figure are either for inferior qualit

or else for nominal amount.

Seven Brothers

Pure Brandy
100 Proof

Full Quarts

$12.00 Per Case

THE ROSENBLATT COMPANY
300-332 Second Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TELEPHONE HOME C-4026

Kentucky Bar
straight Goods — Headquarters for Mining Engineers

SAM DARRAH
374 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO



THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

NEW
SAW FRAKCISCO'S
FIKEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO
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THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Mam St.

Next door, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I
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Our Bar Whisky. "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

"^cllmrCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

L
Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, Gal.

w** ^fc t* ^fc «» ^fc « I I » ^fc «» ^fc «» ^fc w^^«;
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headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

:5ccd ^hinga m
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JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

jm

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

n

ii

I

MADE IN TAMPA

EL PALENCIA g^c^^^^
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

!

I ^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. 5

Boltz, Clymer & Co.
I

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. TAMPA. FLORIDA
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Modesto and High License

The Sorrows of Santa Clara

THROUGHOUT Santa Clara County during the month of

June there has been more trouble than any ordinary county

deserves in the course of a single month. There have been elec-

tions and elections and no prospects at all that the troubles are

ended even temporarily.

On the 7th of June Local Option elections were held in four

supervisorial districts Avith the result that three of the districts

decided to remain wet and the remaining one decided not to

remain so. The election returns were not at all in accord with

the predictions of the anti-saloon forces, who prophecied that

the entire county would go dry. The Avets Avere conceding two

of the districts to the enemy and had considered the third as

doubtful. They have reason, therefore, to congratulate them-

selves.

As a result of this election about 20 saloons, practically all

of the roadhouse variety, will go out of business at the expira-

tion of the statutory 90 days. All of these are located in the

Fourth District.

One of the results of the election will be that licenses of many

road houses Avill be raised until the places are forced out of busi-

ness. Supervisors announce that they Avill prohibit dances and

do away Avith side entrances to all the establishments. The

supervisors propose to eliminate all the objectionable features

of the roadliouses regardless of the election. As a start the

license Avill be raised flO a quarter. Dancing Avill be taxed out

of existence.

On the 20th another election Avas held and on this occasion

Santa Clara decided to retain its saloons. The vote polled was

unusually heavy, practically all the qualified voters casting bal-

lots. The majority in favor of remaining Avet Avas substantial

enough to convince the "drys" that it Avill liold for some time.

The campaign waged Avas a very lively one and nothing was left

undone by either side.

'

In San Jose the anti-saloon ists have comraencetl a series of

prosecutions against proprietors of leading saloons. Charges

have been presented against the Gas Kitchen, Chargin's Restau-

rant, the Liberty Hotel, the Bruna saloon and Vic Herrera's

toAvard having their licenses revoked. Most of the charges are

to the effect that liquor is sold in the places after one o'clock

at night and in side rooms, back rooms and in boxes. Ten other

saloons are also to be attacked.

New Incorporations

ACKERMAN BREWING ASSOCIATION of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., organized by_ Ph. Ackerman, Jr., formerly of

the Senn-Ackerman BrcAving Company, Louisville, Ky. The

neAV breAvery is to be erected in the city of San Francisco.

The Portland, Oregon, Telegram says : Reports of hops being

offered and sold at STi/gC delivered to brewers are not denied by

market interests, but it is generally believed that the contracts

call for poor quality and Avith only firm offerings at that figure,

because other dealers Avho are offering quality have been able

to sell to the same beer makers at 43c to 43y2C, and even higher.

ON the 28th of May a petition for the initiative high lie

ordinance for Modesto was filed in that city. As a resu

this quite a controA'ersy has been brought about, the persons

cipally involved being Messrs. Henry G. Turner and F. E. Ji

ston. The clause in the proposed ordinance which is the Ci

of all the discussion is as follows

:

"For each saloon, barroom, bar or other place described

Section 1 of this ordinance in which any female acts in t

capacity of a dancer, bartender, Avaiter, actress, singer, solicit

of custom, servant or plays upon any musical instrument or

employed with or Avithout compensation the sum of |500
]

quarter."

Mr. Turner is in favor of the prohibition of the employnx-
of women in barrooms but Mr. Johnston claims that prohi])iti(i

would be unconstitutional and he quotes Section 18 of Article

'

of the State Constitution as foloAAs: "No person shall on ;

count of sex be disqualified from entering upon or pursuing ai

laAvful business^ vocation or profession."

Who Would Have Thought It

!

FRESNO press dispatches of the other day say "The fl'

supeiwisorial districts ig this county (Fresno), outside

the incorporated cities, Avent dry yesterday by decisive vot<

as high as ten to one in some instances. When one remei

bers that the principal industry in Fresno county is gra

groAving and a large proportion of the grapes grown are sol

by the growers to the Avineries, revenue from Avhich suppoi

a large number of the people in Fresno county, the above d

patches read rather peculiarly to say the least. It must

that the Fresnoites believe very sincerely in not letting tlu

left hand know what their right hand doeth.

It Avould seem that the advocates of a new order of tliin-

have overlooked entirely the exceedingly effective and resultfl

course of proper regulation of things undesirable and have tin

selves become extremists in as disastrous a Avay as the po(>i

Avho haA'e produced the situation which has seemed to the i»i

hibitionists (and we think also to all the balance of the deci

part of every community) as undesirable.

—

California Fn
C,rou:er.

'(tLf aEKHrn. y y?™

Fernet-Branca
BITTERS

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAX—ITALY

The King of Appetizers

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.
437-431 West Broadway New York
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THIS TRADE-MARK REPRESENTS
THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF
EXCELLENCE, THE AMERICAN

GENTLEMAN'S WHISKEY

RIPENED BY MATURITY IN ABSOLUTE PURITY

HUNTER

BALTIMORE RYE

^

m

Wm. Lanahan 6c Son, Baltimore, Md.I

an

1
a

1
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Market Cafe
COUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietors

540 Merchant Street
SAN FRANCISCO
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1

Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracer

Hot Lancheon

At 11 A. M. Dotty

\¥aki \*H HH HH HH KH »«Ot1 J

Nothing But the Best at Phone Kearny 1741

Friedrichs' Cafe

310 Montgomery Street San Francisco, Cal.

Whiskey at
Hs Best

Good vrhiskey is

every persons good

friend. To prove it,

say you try "A

drop of old 1. W.

Harper! There!

Opinionated? Wellj

well, how do you

like the 'taste that

tempts.'

"

Consumers as a class are suspicious people—

maybe they have a right to be—but suspicion

gives way to the Supremest Confidence when the cus-

tomer is offered this original bottling of Peerless

O'-I.W.

HARPER
Whiskg<\^

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

Wines

HONTGOMERY

H. P. ANDERSEN, Proprietor
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National Beer in Great Demand

^^m
About the East Bay Cities

A SPECIAL election will be held in San Leandro on the 29th

^Kot July on the proposition of increasing the local liquor

license fee from |75 to |150 per quarter year and to have clear

transparent glass placed in the fronts of saloons. The pro-

cedure is being taken under the initiative and referendum law.

A lively fight is expected.

Messrs. Looney and Bockinan of San Francisco, as representa-

tives of a large eastern distillery company, have been looking

around Richmond with the object of establishing a whisky and

brandy distilling plant. The cost of the plant is expected to

be about |70,Oob and its erection will take place at an early

date. Samples of water have been secured for test purposes and

the plant will be located at the point where the best water can

be obtained for the purpose of distilling liquor from grain.

Richmond is to have a wholesale liquor store which will be

started by Stephen Detlow, formerly with the California Wine

Association. Mr. DetloAv will begin business at Macdonald and

Third streets where he is installing and equipping. Mr. Detlow

Avill make a specialty of the products of the California Wine

Association while at the same time he will carry everything

in the Avholesale liquor line.

San Rafael Elects "Wet" Charter Board

MAY 29 the ten candidates on the Merchants' League ticket

were elected to membership on the board of 15 freeholders

chosen to prepare a charter for the city. Tlie ten stand for a

"wet" town as at present maintained. Five Socialist candidates

will make up the balance of the board. The Civic League, which

stood for a "dry" town, was defeated. Heretofore the city has

been under the borough system of government.

AVE
^^. C

VERY brisk business is being done by the National Bre\viu<j

,
Company. According to Manager Hansen of the bottlinji

department the capacity of the plant is being taxed to its utmost

to supply the demand.

"Since we commenced bottling," Mr. Hansen says, "our busi

ness has expanded as never befox'e. There are some days dur

ing the present period when the brewery is completely cleaned

out of stock by the demand, not a case of beer being left on hand

"Beyond the installation of a new conveyor we have not madt

any improvements on the plant. Everything is going on as sat

isfactorily as ever, and that is all that can be desired."

Improvements in the quality of the National's product are ou(

of the question as that product has long since attained an excel

lence which can be surpassed but little, if at all.

The Noted Carr Bar at Fifth and Market Streets Opened

THE Carr saloon, at the southeast corner of Fifth and Market

streets, over which a great fight was nmde to prevent th(

issuance of the license, was oijened on the 22d inst. It is om
of the most handsomely fitted bars in the city and will certainlA

be given a large patronage by reason of its excellent service

and location. This corner has been occupied as a retail liquoi

place since the early days of the city. There seems to be sonn

doubt in the minds of certain people Avhether or not the licens(

Avill be renewed at the end of the first quarter, but the proprie

tors give evidence of their confidence in their position by th(

lavish expenditure of money in outfitting the place. |
— \-

George Moeuning, who recently purchased the Davis Buffel

at the corner of Market and Davis streets, this city, finds h\im>

ness fairly good considering the season and conditions generally

T. B. McGimsey is the efficient manager of the Davis. Tht

Davis is well known for its fine class of bonded goods anc

the particular excellence of the mixed beverages, which a«

made to perfection at this place. The Davis is in one of the besi

locations in the city.

^fi'. -T. C\ Rq'is. pre^idpnt of F. G. T vo'^s >*^- Raas Company

rio^cril'c^ fix' oiit1r.oi.' f'M' ti)p ni'odnrt of Afavaschi"o cherries a'

bp5T><? eycer^tionf 11'- l>Ti<>l't. "Cber^ries this vear." savs ^h'. Rans

"m'p ii>"'it i>rttM' th^" tliev h«ivp hee'i for some venrs nnst. Th'

T-,«?pp r>t,;ri for the'" is Inolipr tb«Ti in the nast few Acars but thai

i"'.! 1 emnil ite"' vhpn ihp mmlitA- is cnnsidored. AVe are noAV

i.-olMtio- tl-o pei'smi''s mn-k ard have everv reason to believe

tint it Avill prove a favorite one with tlie consumers."

At a meeting on the 18th of June the City Council of Vallejo

decided that W. R. Acock Avas not entitled to a renewal of

his license to conduct the Waldorf saloon. The council ordered

it suspended as a result of the shooting of Joseph Workman in

the place on the 8th.

it*

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Sqtiare Prices

Honoralsle Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.

Established 1873
Telephone Kearnjr 3688IMPORTERS AND AVHOLESALE

j
LIQUOR MERCHANTS

SI S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T. Bernard. Pke«
Joe Zanetta. secv.

unc-h.Grill&Wine Rooas.

^ECOND BEL0W/\ARKET

(o)a.r\ i>ar\cisco, ^1.

,S»-riNE GOODS A SPECIALTY -©3
MERCHANTS LU NOW II A.M.to aSOPM.

R w. r.

Opp. Emporium

OEDER'S
CAFE

834 Market .Street

Seii\ Francisco

^>4->

t

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

BERT. LEVY, Proprietor

105 Montgomery St. ; : ; Near Sutter St.

"Only the Best the Market Affords"
— =Cui»ine and Service Excellent -

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant
COPPA, Proprietor

Pine St. Bet Montgomery

^ ^ and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

®i

^r HOU5B POUNBBD 1853.

E.H.TaylorJr.&Son8
C^ INCORPORATED

THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AMERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

f Old Taijlor 1

IT IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY.

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

ITISIN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE.

FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE

"TO PAINT THE LILY-TO GILD REFINED GOLD." .

Trankforf, Keufucky.

lASH'SBITTERC

BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons*

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

S. E. CORNER MONTQOilERY AND WASHINGTON 5TS.
SAN FRANCISCO

(iXSS

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GAT01871

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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@ I Annual Meeting of the Qrape Growers of California

THE annual meeting of the Grape Growers' Association of

California was held in the Assembly Hall of the Monadnock
Building on *5aturday morning, June 22nd. President E. M.

Sheehau presided over the gathering that included many of the

best-known wine men and grape growers in the State.

In summarizing the Avork done by the organization during

the past year, the secretary, H. F. Stoll, referred to the obstacles

which confronted those opposed to local option. He added

:

"The Anti-Saloon League, on the other hand, have all the

ministers as their active a.ssistants, have a dozen professional

speakers at their disposal and plenty of business men from dry

towns to go into everj' nook and comer of a supervisorial dis-

trict.

"To show how they start the ball a-rolling, let us take Mon-

terey County, where the Rev. Dr. Gaudier is now agitating. He

is touring the whole county with two entertainers in an auto-

mobile. He is holding morning, afternoon and evening meet-

ings in eveiy town, village and hamlet, and in this way will eas-

ily stir up enough people to secure the necessary signatures for

either a local option or a county initiative election.

"In fact, it looks as if the Anti-Saloon League would attempt

to dry up a large amount of territory through the county ini-

tiative between now and November when the local option law

will again serve their purpose, if they desire to use it. It is

rumored that the 'drys' encouraged by their success in the

Sebastopol district of Sonoma County, are preparing to invoke

the initiative to bring about a 'wet' and 'dry' election through-

out the county. Headquarters are to be opened at once in Santa

Rosa and a vigorous campaign will be waged by the 'drys.'

"The elections in the First and Second districts are regarded

as merely preliminary skirmishes, designed to test out the

strength of tlu^ contestants in their respective strongholds. As

the 'wets' polled a nmjority of 254 in the First district against

a 'dry' majority of 418 in the Second, the Anti-Saloon League

tliink they will i>e able to win easily. They are anxious to con-

centrate their enei-gies on Sonoma County because they know

their greatest opponent at the coming session of the legislature

will again be Senator L. AV. Jnilliard of Santa Rosa and they

are anxious to discredit him by showing that the grape growers

and Avine men are not opposed to local option, as he claim-*,

but on the contrary have voted for the law. And they have sev-

eral good examples to back up their contention. I refer to

the five Fresno County supervisorial districts which went over-

whelmingly in favor ^ of 'no-license,' and Stanislaus County

which, under the initiative went dry in all five districts by a

big majority.

"Other viticultural sections that have voted dry under local

option are the Tehama County districts, including Vina, where

is located the large Stanford vineyard; the San :Mar(() and the

Escondido vallev sections in San Diego County; two districts

in Santa Clara County, and two districts in :\ladera County.

"In the northern and bay counties districts of California the

showing was verv much better. For exainple, <)n April Sth,

Cloverdale, just above Asti. out of a total vote of 345 went wet

by a niajority of 105 votes or nearly two to one. A strong pro-

tective grape growers' association was lannched there just be-

fore the election, and with the assistance of addresses by Senator

L. W. .Tuilliard, Mr. Andrea Sbarboro and your secretary, a

decisive victory was Avon.

"On April 10th. the city of Richmond also voted on a drastu-

wet and drv initiative ordinance. One of the principle assets

of the city of Richmond is the California Wine Association'*

great plant at AVinehaven, and the voters of that town realizi

ing that this important c(mceni would not even be able to allo^v'

visitors to take a sip of their Avine when inspecting the plan

defeated the prohibition measure by a majority of 1071.

"The city of Madera Avas the seat of a bitter fight and the:

is no question but that the excellent address delivered by Mr,

Sbarboro in the Chamber of Commerce rooms on the eve of

election did much to keep this town in the license column. The

wet majority Avas only tAventy-four A'otes, but it .showed that

the time and money expended Avas Avell spent, for had Ave not

waged an educational fight it Avould surely have gone dry. i

"The excellent majorities polled in the supervisorial districts''

of Alameda, Contra Costa and Sacramento counties are also

to be largely attributed to the actiA'e interest taken by leading^

wine makers and vineyardists in those sections."

Referring to the Avork done at Washington, D. C, to oppoi

the Webb-Kenyon bill, the secretary said

:

"And right here it may be Avell to say that Ave must keep

an eye on national legislation, for often it has a direct bearing

on the prosperity of our viticultural industry and in many cases;

is intended to supplement the prohibition w^ork done here at

home.
\

"For example, the Anti-Saloon League is constantly annonnc

ing that its object is not to interfere Avith the individual rights^

of the citizen, but only to wipe out the saloon. It claims to

have no objection to drinking in the home or offering friends

liquor as an act of hospitality.

"And yet their national organization has been moving heaven?

and earth to put through the dangerous Webb-Kenyon Bill in

C(mgre.ss. This measure would absolutely proliibit the shipnu^nt

of Avine into dry territory, eitiier in a city, county or State,,

if it could be shoAvn that it Avas intended to be used contrary'

to tlie laws or ordinances of the State or city to Avhich it was'j

destir<d. So ];ersistent and ])owerful Avere the i)rohibitionists

and Anti-Saloon League in their efforts, that the Grape (JroAA'-

ers' Association of California last March, at the request of sev-

eral of our repn sentatives in Washington, D. C., sent a delega-

tion to the National Capitol, consisting of Senator L. AV. Jnil-

liard, Andrea Sbarboro and E. C. Priber to explain to the Judi-

ciary Committees of the House and Senate how harmful this

UK a-!ure would prove to our Viticiritural Industry.

"Our delegation Avere given respectful hearings and they suc-

ceeded in having additional hearings by other viticultural inter-

ests continued through several months, Avith the result that the

l)ill has ])ractically been shelved for this session, altliough we

are Avarned that next session renewed efforts are to be made to

get Congress to take a stand on this measure.

"I'^rom the foregoing summary, it must be evident to cA-ery
jj

winenmker and grape groAver that there is aniple need for a

protective Grape Grower.s' Association, Avhose aim shall be to

educate the people so that they will not encourage legislation

adverse to the Avine industry of this State."

It Avas unanimously decided by those present that an effort

be made to raise |20.000 iliis year. Afr. Hanson, in behalf of

!

i

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on the

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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the California Wine Association, Lacbmau & Jacobi, Italian-

Swiss Colony, ('. Scliillin<f & Co., and Ceo. West & Sons au-

uouiiced tiiat tluse live lirnis would contribute a dollar for ever\'

dollar paid in by outside wine and grape interests to the extent

of |1(),000. It was left to the Finance Committee of the Grape

Growers' Association of (California to fix the contributions of

the winemakers and gi-ape growers to raise the necessary funds.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing term

:

I'resident, E. :M. Sheehan; Vice-President, C. J. Wetmore;

Treasurer, Frank A. Busse; Secretary, H. F. Stoll; Executive

Committee, E. M. Sheehan, C. J. Wetmore, Frank A. Busse,

H. F. Stoll, C. H. Wente, Herman Blatz, Theo. Gier, E. C.

Prilier, \Vni. Wehner.

Mr. C. J. Wetmore Speaks of Conditions

Club Women and Political Economy

THE Wisconsin delegates to the international convention of

women's clubs which is being held in San Francisco have

taken advantage of the opportunity to distinguish themselves by

presenting to the convention a resolution indorsing preferential

primary on the liquor question.

As showing the extent to which the ladies would reduce the

irsources of their Uncle Samuel it may be stated that the

government of the United States derives through internal rev-

enue from the traffic in spirits the sum of $155,000,000 in x-ound

numbers and from the traffic in fermented liquors the additional

sum of 105,000,000 per year. The cost of the American army

per year is in round numbers |93,000,000 and that of the navy

is fi2r»,000,000. I'ncle Sam, therefore, derives from the liquor

traffic just :iS220,000,000 a year and he spends on his military

organization just 1219,000,000. It would appear, then, that

if we do w ithout liquor we must dispense with the army and

navy or place the burden of the army and navy on those who

consume something besides liquor.

Of evei'y fl2 that the United States government collects in

internal revenue fll comes from the liquor trade. Will the

ladies behind the resolution guarantee to find the |11 for Uncle

Sam or have they really overlooked that little item? Certainly

Uncle Sam can not afford to overlook it. With all the political

experiments he is called upon to face he has to be sure of a

little ready ca.sli.

The ladies should also consider that the value of liqiiors man-

ufactured in the United States yearly is $1,030,000,000. When
peupli' wish to be taken seriously they should show that they

are equal to all emergencies. The nation as a whole is not

considering prohibition seriously. If it were the questions in-

dicated wouhl be under discussion. For this reason the ladies

slnmld realize that they are not making the most of their time.

Pomace Wine Ruling Continued

ELSEWHERE in this issue, under the heading Internal Rev-

enue and Customs Rulings, will be found the order of the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue with reference to the mak-

ing of pomace wine. This order extends the provisions of law

relative to the manufacture and use of pomace wine until

A])ril 4, 1913, pending action of Congre-ss on the subject.

James J. Cassidy, a saloon keeper of San Francisco, has filed

a petition in insolvency, his liabilities being $8882 and his

assets $3800.

The following persons of San Francisco were fined $100 for

silling liijuor in San Francisco without licenses by Judge

Sliortall, June 19 : Peter Sammios, Abe Cavadias, George De-

mestiatas, Harry Giogenes and Gus Gasios. Note the names.

THE outlook for a large crop of grai>es in Alameda County
is not very bright, according to Jlr. C. J. Wetmore, of the

firm of Wetmore-Bowen Company. "The rains, says Mr. AVet-

more, "have not been copious enough to saturate the ground suf-

ficiently to make a large crop. At the present time the grapes

are about the size of buckshot. If there should be much con-

tinuous hot weather in July and August, the grape crop will

be much less than normal. The soil has received less than half

the moisture of former years and if much of what it has re-

ceived should leave it under a warm spell the results will be

a crop of undersized grapes. Some benefit has been derived

from the rains which have recently fallen but no enough to

offset the effects of the scant rain of the season. Under the

most favorable conditions that may be expected more than two-

thirds of the normal crop of grapes cannot be reasonably hoped

for.

"About this time of the year business is not brisk as the

consumers change their demand to suit the weather. But busi-

ne.ss is fair and prospects are that it will continue so."

» I4H HH »t»« H»« »4M «H M»1

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone

Company under date of October 28, 1911.
" Please install a phone at my home. I did

not know anything about the good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. I use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivers the goods.

" You know the burners of candles rioted in

London about 500 y«ars ago when gas was intro-

duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company

333 Grant Avenue

MARSH and AMERICAN
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

Wine Pumps

Air Compressors

Tank Pumps

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND

SIMONDS MACHINERY CO.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST., (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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- MARKET -

CONDITIONS
Crop Outlook

•pHE vines throughout the various districts are doing as well

'• as could be expected by reason of the shortage in the sea-

sonal rainfall. Where the precipitation was the greatest and
late in tlie season the promise is for a fairly good yield, but as

pointed out elsewhere in this issue, by the recognized viticul-

tural expert, C. J. Wetniore, if the vines are subjected to con-

tinued excessive heat in July and August, the crop will be very

materially shortened. It is to be hoped that the weather gods

will not allow the temperature to go too high.

DRY WINES:—There is nothing of especial moment to be

said. This is the season for the falling off in demand be-

cause it is the time of year when the malt beverages have their

innings. Shipments for the month ending June 20th were
1,175 cases, and 616,412 gallons, valued at $205,120. These fig-

ures are very considerably below those of a year ago. There
are several valid reasons for this comparative falling off, the

principal of which are the general dullness of the presidential

year, industrial disturbances and the tremendous floods in the

Southern States, Avhich absolutely cut off a large demand.
Imports dxiring the month were 3013 cases, 37 barrels, 145

octaves, 86 cases, 5 hogsheads, 1 butt, 36 kegs and 27 eighth

casks.

BRANDY :—The market remains unchanged. The exports

by sea were .small. The totals were 98 cases, 637 gallons,

valued at |1,774. Tlu^ production in tlie three districts, during

Jlay was 18,478.7 tax gallons. There remained in bond May
31st, 1912, 2,784,734.2 tax gallons.

Imports by sea during the month were 958 causes, 20 barrels,

6 octaves, 57 casks and 2 hogsheads.

WHISKY :—Witli few exceptions the trade report June busi-

ness lagging and unsatisfactoi'v. This applies not only to

the city, but the country. So far as the metropolis is concerned
this is the time of year when tlie dullest trade is to be expected,

because the great army of spenders usually goes for its summer
outing with the beginning of June. This with the quietness in

the labor market, exj)lains the situati(m.

Exports for tlie month eliding June 30, totaled 624 ca.ses and
8,098 gallons, valued at f25,()28. Miscellaneous exports were
valued at f8,396. Imports of whisky by sea were of large vol-

ume, the totals boing 11,940 cases and 447 barrels, 96 casks, 40

octaves and 4 hogsheads. Tlu; imports of gin were also of good

volume, the figures being 7,492 cases, 50 barrels and 4 casks.

i.sfactory, as buyers still continue to operate on the hand-to-

mouth basis. It is confidently asserted by representative iiicn

in tli(> trade that it is only a question of a short time when tliis

feature of buying will change to the old style of buying in vol

nine. Appearances certainly warrant the prediction that tliis

State is to enjoy great prosperity during this fall and winter.

Importations during the month were of good volume, as will he

seen by the totals herewith

:

IMPORTS BY SEA :—Wine,2864 cases, 37 barrels, 137 octaves

1 82 casks, 3 hogsheads, 1 butt, 36 kegs, 27yg casks; Whisky,

11,899 cases, 447 barrels, 96 casks, 40 octaves, 4 hogsheads; (Jin

7,442 cases, 50 barrels, 4 casks; Brandy, 903 cases, 20 barrels,

60 octaves, 57 casks, 2 hogsheads; Beer, 976 cases, 276 barrels;

Mineral Water, 2,014 cases, 30 casks; Spirits, 50 ca.ses, 5 oc

taves; Sake, 477 cases, 703 casks; Kimmel, 50 cases; Vermouth.

922 cases, 11 casks; Absinthe, 375 cases; Rum, 76 ca.ses, 5 bar-

tel, 55 casks, 22 octaves; Benedictine, 150 cases; Ginger Ale,

100 cases, 277 barrels; Cider, 50 cases; Amer Picon, 250 cases;

Fruit Juice^ 409 cases, 1 cask, 1 hogshead ; Grape Juice 28 cases;

Cordials, 161 cases, 1 bai*rel; Champagne, 999 cases; Bitters,

278 cases; Punch, 55 cases; Liquoi*s, 803 ca.ses, 20 casks; SI out,

340 cases 1,140 barrels; Ale, 80 cases, 229 barrels.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND :—Miscellaneous, 50 ca.ses;

1 Vermouth, 25 cases; Gin, 50 cases; Beer, 385 cases; Brandy,

55 cases, 1 octave; Champagne, 1,055 cases; Wine, 149 ca.ses, ,^

octaves, 4 casks, 2 hogsheads.

BEER :—Business is in full swing and with the exception of

San Francisco, where the weather has been more on tlic

hot drink order than any other, the demand is active. In some

cases brewers of very popular brands report difficulty in prompt-

ly meeting the demand. As the weather sliai*ps predict a long

spell of excessive heat, we may look for more lively times among

the l)eer drinkers of San Francisco. Exports by sea for tlic

month were of fair volume, tlie totals being 1266 packages valued

at |9,822. Imports were 1381 cases, 276 barrels.

Business Better Th.\n Expected.—Mr. John Christianson.

of the California Wine Association, has found business in June

exceptionally good. "It has proven to be much better than we ,

had expected," he says. "Tlie trade in the interior of the Statbj^

of California has not kept pace with that in San Francisco and

the East, but that might be because the pace set has been top

fa.st. As far as can be seen the only section where improve-

ment in business conditions is needed is in the interior of tt^

State .so far as we are concerned. Elsewhere conditions art^

satisfactory. The a.ssociation is not at present making any ex-

tensive improvements. A warehou.se is being built at Winehaven

but beyond this constructive work is at a standstill for I lie

time being.

i

Wine and Brandy Agency Wanted

{.IMPORTATIONS:—About all that 'fan be .said of the import- wanted-—The exclusive agency for the Eastern states for a good

ing business is that while orders A'ery largely outnumber those reliable Wine and Brandy House. I am well acquainted and will give best

for tlie .same period last year, the aggregated volume is not sat- of references, w. blech, io9 west I03rd street, New York City.

Beginning July 1st 1912, subscription price of the REVIEW will be $3.00 per year. See page 26
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I ,m ! SEATTLE AND NORTHWEST NEWS
i

IT
has bi'en found tliat the judicious regulation of saloons in

!!>p()kane has resulted in a general improvement in the pub-

lic deportment of the city. During the first five months of

1911.' the total number of arrests for the city was 2067 or 549

loss than during the corresponding period of last year. During

rhe past six weeks there have been days when not a single ar-

rest has been made for drunkenness. This state of affairs

is due to the care that the saloonkeepers are paying to the order

auainst selling to drunken men. The rarity of intoxicated men
on the street is being noted by visitors from Eastern cities.

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington has decided

tliat the ordinance of the City of Tacoma against treating is

not in conflict with the constitutional rights of saloonkeepers.

The decision is the outcome of the case of the City of Tacoma

afiainst Cus W. Keisel, a saloon keeper who was charged and

convicted with having sold liquor to two persons paid for by

but one.

Chief of Police Al Callahan of Bellingham, Washington, has

issued advice to the drug stores that malt extract is considered

(ifficially as having the prohibited amount of alcohol and can

(iiily be sold as a medicine.

The town council of Wapato has passetl an ordinance creating

a saloon district in the town and has notified all saloon keepers

ID move to the new district before August 15.

More arrests have been made at Wenatchee, Wa.shington, dur-

ing the past month than during any similar period prior to the

time the town went "dry.'" Another election on the saloon

([uestion is looked for.

The case against Hampton and Johnson, charged Avitli car-

rying liquor into the prohibited district of Colfax is still pend-

ing.

Fetleral Labor Union No. 12,222 of Spokane has forme<l an

alliance with the anti-saloon league. This is in consequence of

the decision of the Supreme Court in favor of the contractors of

Spokane who fought the |3 a day official wage of the city. The

union blames the Chamber of Commerce for the overthrow of the

.«8 a day wage scale and is seeking revenge by putting the

saloons out of business. Attempts are being made to secure

ihe co-operation of the building trades unions.

It is not expected that there will be any fight in the State

Legislature of Washington between the wets and the drys. The

(Irys have decided to submit all questions to the direct vote of

the people.

Governor West of Oregon has taken steps to place the bur-

den of the insane on the saloons on the ground that the licjuor

business is responsible for a large per cent of the insane in

the a.syhim. The governor intends later on to have the saloons

pay for the mori)hine fiends and other wrecks. He is laboring

for the passage of a law by the State Legislature when it next

convenes.

The Anti-Saloon I.#ague will ask the Oregon lawmakei-s to

pass a law taking from the county courts the right to grant

liquor licen.ses in the country district. A strenuous campaign
is to be waged in a number of cities throughout the State prior

to the local option elections soon to be held.

At Roseburg, Oi*egon, Robert Conner, one of the wealthiest

men in the tOA\'n, has heeu sentenced to 30 days in jail for sell-

ing liquor on the bootlegging basis.

May 29, Bonner County, Idaho, went wet by a majority ten

times as large as two years ago.

Other towns that rolled up wet majorities in Idaho were

Boundary, Colburn, Dover, Kootenai, Naples and Blue Lake.

Bonner's Ferry gave the wets a majority of 54. At Hope the

election was close, the drys getting 108 and the wets 107.

The triumph of the wets in converting Bonney county from

dry to wet has been entiivly due to the blind pigs. It is under-

stood] that the county officei-s did all tliey could to keep the

county dry, but the blind pig existed in spite of them. While the

county had its revenue reduced the public was not benefited

by any improvement as far as the elimination of intoxication

was concernetl. Saloons will open again July 1.

Fredericksburg Now Bottled at Brewery

Attention is called to the new advertisement of the Freder-

icksburg Brewery, which appears on page 6 of this Lssue. The
brewing company have found it advantageous to return to the

l>ottling of their own beers instead of having it bottled by a

bottling agency. The change is a satisfactory one and will

no doubt be fully appreciated by the consumer. Fredericks-

burg beer has been a household word in California since 1867,

when the brewery was established in San Jose. The bottling

is done under the most modem methods and the result is a fine,

appetizing and very effei-vescent beer. The demand is con-

stantly growing and the brands should be in the hands of every

dealer.

.^N,^^^
OWNING ITS .OWN BRANDSAND CONTROLLING THE OLO ESTASLISHCOBRAN O 8 or

I.A9 PALM AS WINERY fi DISTILLCRY
LA PALOMA WINERY £r DISTILLCRY
LODI CO-OPERATIVE WINERY

ELK CROVE VINEYARD ASSOCIATION
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO *

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

Special Inducements Will Be Made, on Request, to

Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
G. D. GRAIN, JR., Regular Correspondent, 305 Keller Bltlg., Louisville, Ky.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., June 25.—Now is the time when the

li(juor trade of Kentucky rests on its oars for sixty or

ninety days. The distillers have very little to think about in

the way of imnieiliate business. The chief concern of the trade

is with the national political struggle and the prospect for an
easy grain market and other e(iuitable industrial conditions

next fall when the time to open the 1912-1913 season arrives.

July and August in themselves, however, are months when
the whisky men are up and away to the seashore and mountains

in company with thousands of other Kentuckians, who surren-

der to the heat.

The liquor interests of this section are but passively inter-

ested in the political situation, not even as much so, in fact,

as they were a few years ago, when the Prohibition boom
ascended for the first time. The aspirations of the Prohibi-

tionists, of course, have been met fairly and have been punc-

ture<l so as to leave them entirely without inflation. It has

not been a case of liquor militant, Blue Grass distillers assert,

in the defeat of the teetotalers, for the cause of the latter has

succumbed through chronic inanition. In the clash of the

"wets" and "drys," the former contingent has had its way be-

cause of natural demand all over the country.

The only reason that the distillers have for wishing that the

l)olitical strife of 1912 might be over at once is that general

business would settle in this event. It may not be denied that

the backward spring and the prospective presidential election

liave coupled to unsettle commercial and industrial enterprises

in niany sections of the countrJ^ This state of affairs has tended

to decrease whisky consumption even below the minimum

usually established during the Avarm weather months, and con-

sequently it cannot be remedied too soon to meet with the

approbation of the distillers. And the passing of the elec-

tion seems to be the only factor promising an adjustment of

general conditions.

The official statistics as to the Kentucky whisky crop of

1911-12 have not yet been compiled by the Federal authori-

ties. The report of the Government as to this feature of the

trade will probably be forthcoming in the middle of August.

The bonding of the last portions of the sea.son's output is just

now being completed.

Trade statisticians have estimated, however, that the produc-

tion of the season just closed approximates 42,000,000 gallons.

This total is but 4,000,000 gallons short of the 1910-1911 crop,

which, as is well remembered in the trade, broke all records

in the Blue Grass distillery trade. The feature which the dis-

tillers are earnestly pulling for at present is that the percentage

of increase in consumption during the next four or five years

Avill continue to expand in the gratifying fashion it has dem-

onstrated during the past few years. In this event, it seems

practically assured that withdrawals after the present crop has

aged will be of sufficient proporticms to keep the market stable

and free from signs of the over-pi"oduction which has been

feared this season and last. Even now there is noticeable short-

age in certain ages of stock which have met the heavy with-

drawals of the pa.st couple of years.

At that, it is probable that the 1912-1913 operating season

will start later than usual in the Kentucky trade. Although,

some members will undoubtedlv forge to the front early in

October, riroducing a capacity-limit mash daily, it is the opin-

ion of authorities in the field that the season will not be in full

«wing bv anv means until December. Just Avhat the grain

market will offer to the distillers is problematical. The high

prices on corn and rye a few months ago affected operations

considerably, and it is upon the crop returns of the present

summer that the hopes of the Blue Grass producers depend. The

weather which the grain belt is enjoying at present is uniforndy

favorable, and i)romises to compensate materially for the de-

ficits of this same factor earlier in the year.

In view of the fact that the official pronunciamento of the

public hereabouts has labeled July and August as prime vaca-

tion months, the Louisville liquor trade has suspended its

weekly luncheons, which have been a popular and strong in-

fluence with the distillers, rectifiers and jobbers during the ac-

tive season of 1911-1912. The trade is delighted with its policy

of meeting regularly to talk business, however. The only reasou »
the sessions have been suspended is that it is so warm and golf f
and baseball are in the air to such an extent that attendance

is recruited with difficulty for anything short of a swimming

party. But it is assured that the opening of the busy season

next fall will see the resumption of the Tyler luncheons, for the

spirit of organization is surging through a branch of the liquor

trade which has just tasted the fruits of successful endeavor

along co-operative lines. The distillers say that an over-produc-

tion scare might have spread in the Kentucky fraternity dur-

ing the sea.son just passed if everybody had not had an oppor-

tunity to find out just how he and his neighbors stood when the

weekly meeting was called. And besides, a distiller enjoys a

splendid lunch and a good story as well as anybody.

Richard E. Wathen, the newly-elected president of the Ken-

tucky Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association, and president of

the R. E. Wathen & Company, has returned from an exten- •

sive trip through the Easr'which occupied about a month. Mr.

Wathen visited Boston, Philadelphia, New York, Syracuse an^

other Eastern points and has reported that the outlook is for «

very fair season in this mearket.

J. B. Wathen, Jr., son of a veteran Kentucky distiller and &

brother of Richard E. Wathen, has been elected to the presil^

dency of the Old Grand-Dad Distilling Company, a subsidiary

corporation controlled by R. E. Wathen & Company. M^
Wathen, Jr., succeeds M. A. Wathen in his new position. M^

A. Wathen, a brother of J.-B. Wathen, Sr., died a short time ag«

in Columbus, O., following an illness which overtook him while

he was traveling.

Saunders P. Jones, of Panl Jones & Company, with ^Ira.

Jones and Miss Lucy Jones, recently left for Narragansett

Pier, R. I., Avhere they will spend the summer at the Jones

cottage. Warner Jones, son of Saunders P. Jones, who is

now actively associated in the management of Paul Jones &

Company, will join his family at the Pier later in rhe summep;

The finishing touches upon the big new w^arehouse of tl
*

Kentucky Distilleries & Warehouse Company, in Crescent Hil^

are being applied and the structure will be ready for use
*

early fall. The K. D. & W. C storage plant is one of the bij

gest in the country and is erected along the most approve

Fines. It cost more than |1 00,000 and a single item was 4,000^

000 brick which Avere required in its construction. The ne^

warehouse is representative of a new type in its cla.ss.

T. M. Gilmore, of Louisville, president of the National ilode

License League, recently branded as false a press report whicf

had been circulated. puri><>rting to come from the New Yorf

Produce Exchange, to the effect that 60 per cent of the 3,700j

000.000 bushels of corn produced in this country last yea
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weut to distillers and brewers to be used in the production

of lifjuor. This feature, said the report, is responsible for the

high price of poultry, beef, eggs, breakfast foods and the like.

"1 cannot believe that such a statement as this came from

(lie New York Produce Exchange. It is my opinion that it has

l>een 'worked off' on the public by one of the press agents of

the Anti-Saloon League," said Mr. Gilmore. "Approximately

172,000,000 gallons of whisky were produced in the United

States last year and, for this crop, approximately 80,000,000

hnsliels of com and about 8,000,000 bushels of rye and barley

malt were used. Consequently, it is evident by simple mathe-

matics that, if 3,700,000,000 bushels of corn were produced

last year, less than 1 per cent of the crop went to the distillers.

The li(iuor trade pays well for its grain, furthermore. On

account of the prospective high prices in 1913, when the nub-

end of the season comes along, I do not expect that Kentucky's

whisky crop will exceed 20,000,000 or 25,000,000 gallons for the

last half of the distilling period."

Beraard Bernheim, of the Bernheim Distilling Company, was

recently elected to the directorate of the Kentucky Wagon Man-

ufacturing Company, of this city, a concern which is said to- op-

erate the largest plant in the world exclusively for agricultural

vehicle manufacture. The company is planning extensive oper-

ation in the electric commercial car field.

A disastrous fire in the big Main-street establishment of S.

(Jrabfelder & Company, well-known distillers, was narrowly

avertetl a short time ago through the prompt action of John

Bock, a Postal Telegraph messenger. The youngster was pass-

ing the Grabfelder bottling room on his bicycle at 2 o'clock in

the morning when he saw flames playing about a third floor

window. A prompt summons sent by the lad for the fire depart-

ment brought aid in time to quench the fire in its incipiency.

The price-cutting war which is said to be raging between the

spirits producers of Terre Haute, Ind., and those of Peoria, 111.,

is interesting Kentucky rectifiers extremely. Terre Haute,

which is only a few hours' ride from Louisville, ranks as the

second largest spirits-producing district in the United States,

being next to the Illinois center in prestige.

"We are in the midst of the worst spirits war the trade has

ever known," said Fred B. Smith, president of the Merchants'

Distilling Company, of Terre Haute, a short time ago. "There

is no telling how long it will continue, for the latest price cut

is to f1.31 per gallon. This selling price is below the cost of

production in many instances and every distiller must look

out for himself until some sort of concerted action can be de-

cided upon when the busy cold weather season commences."

The Crab Orchard Distilling Company, of Louisville, which

was organized in this city years ago with a capitalization of

1600,000, which was later reduced to |100,000, has filed a deed

of assignment for the benefit of its cretlitors with the Jefferson

County Clerk. No sche<lule of liabilities or assets accompanies

the deed, but it has been announced that the company's cred-

itors are already satified with a system which has been pro-

posed for liquidation. The property of the defunct company

will probably be taken over by a well-known local distillery

concern in the near future, it is stated. The Crab Orchard

distilleries are in Lincoln County, Ky.

That moonshining is on the increase in Eastern Kentucky

is the opinion of Internal Revenue officei-s stationed in that

section. The Federal authorities have been 'conducting an

especially vigorous crusade against the illicit distillers during

the past few weeks in the neighborhood of Barbourville. Fif-

teen stills destroyed during the month of May by one officer

alone constitutes a new record for the service in the eastern

portion of the State.

Sonoma Wine ® Brandy Co
INCORPORATED

Storage Capacity 2,000,000 Gallons

18-20 and 22 Hamilton Avenue, - Brooklyn, N. Y.
AND

Stockton, California
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Miss Dougherty, the manageress of the George Delaporte
Company, of "Yellowstone" fame, is expected back in San Fran-
cisco before the first of Julv.

Mr. C. H. Wente, accompanied by his wife, is en route to

Germany on a three months' pleasure trip. He expects to re-

turn to Livermore in time for the vintage.

Mr. Louis Haas, of the Crown Distilleries Company, is trav-

eling in Germany. He expects to make a three months' auto-

mobile tour on the continent before returning.

Mr. M. F. Tarpey has been enjoying a business and pleasure

trip in the East during the past month. He also attended the

Democratic National Convention at Baltimore, where he acted

as a California delegate.

Carl G. Josue, secretary-treasurer of the National Brewing
Company, San Francisco, has gone to Germany where he will

spend several months in recreation and rest. Mr. Josue is ex-

pected to return some time in August.

Mr. Secundo Guasti, president of the Italian Vineyard Com-
pany, Los Angeles, called at the office of the Review on his

recent trip to the metropolis. Unfortunately, the editor was out,

but we would suggest that Mr. Guasti repeat the call.

According to the Alexander D. Shaw Company, 214 Front

street, business conditions have improved extraordinarily during

Jime. "During the last week of the month," said Man-

ager Hammer, "there has been an excellent revival of busi-

ness which has all the indications of being of a lasting nature."

We have received from the Lenk Wine Company of Toledo,

Ohio, under date of June 22d, a death notice in which they say

:

"It is Avith sincere regret we announce the death of our esteemed

co-laborer, Anton Bruehl Saturday, June 15, 1912." Mr.

Bruehl was one of the prominent and highly esteemed men
engaged in the eastern Avine industry.

Under date of June 17, E. H. Taylor, Jr. & Son.s, of Frank-

fort, Kentucky, sent out a four-page circular letter to the trade

of the United States under the heading: "Nation-wide over-

production again smashes all records of supply. Two billion

fuid fifty-nine million gallons of distilled spirits, largest stocks

ever before recorded. April's complete new official figures pile

net increase of six and a half million gallons on hitherto record-

breaking results to March 31st, inclusive. Unprecedented ac-

cumulation in the warehouses which the overproducing distiller

has now compelled the trade to face." The circular is very

carefully and elaborately compiled. If you have not receive<l

a copy, drop a card to Messrs. Taylor Jr. & Sons and they will

send you one.

Clarence J. Wetmore, president of the Wetmore-Bowen Col.
pany, reports having enjoyed a delightful trip with the ad. men
when they went to Dallas, Texas, "to attend the Intemationf
Convention of their organization. Mr. Wetmore believes that
the visit of the ad. men to Dallas will result in many benefits
to California and not the least of them to the California wines.

Mr. Herman Blatz, of the Sierra Madre Vintage Company,
is back from a sojourn in the Yosemite Valley.

About 250 members of the Lslam Temple of the Shriners
made a pilgrimage to Asti on Sunday morning, June 30th, and
enjoyed a pleasant day's outing at the Italian-Swiss Colony's
picturesque establishment. They insjiected the winery and
champagne plant and later had an opjxn-tunity to taste the
finest wines of Asti at an open-air luncheon that was sened
in the gardens of Andrea Sbarboro's "Villa Pompeii."

Articles of incorporation of the Mt. Diablo Vineyard & Wine
Company, a subsidiary corporation to the Italian-Swiss Colony,
recent purcha.sers of the Mt. Diablo and Brookside vineyards
in this county, were filed at Martinez on June 22. The capital-

ization of the company which is to look after these properties

is 1200,000 and tlie directors are P. C, E. A. and R. D. Rossi

and E. A. and A. E Sbarboro

In the itinerary of the Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association

at their 35th annual meeting held June 18, 19 and 20, 1912,

was a "complimentary excursion to the Old Taylor Distilleries,

perhaps the most famous plant of its kind in America. The all-

day boat ride upon the Kentucky River, and the magnificent

scenery presented on this trip will afford pleasant memories
for a life time." It is unnecessary to state that the druggists

were given a princely entertainment by the Messrs. Taylor,

who have a world-wide reputation as entertainers.

During the recent extreme hot weather the friends of Messrs.

Chas. Meinecke & Co., this city, not only had their attention

brought to the house through the consumption of good old

White Horse Scotch high balls, but were presented with a use-

ful as well as ornamental fan. Printed on the face of the fan

is a colored picture of a "hoot mon" sitting on the North Pole,

watching the approach of an airship in the shape of a White
Horse Express. The picture is generally well conceived. The

airship was on its way to discover the pole but finds tha^

John Bull's flag and his "White Horse" were there too.

Manager Meakin, of the firm of Toulouse & Delorieux, lias

considered business as being of the modest and moderate cla8S»|

ification so far this season but the outlook is for steady improve-*

ment. "The Avine business and allied industries," says 3Ir.

Meakin, "can be brought to the fullest point of expansion only*

through the co-operation and hannony of those who are inter-

ested in it. There must be a .spell of good feeling when mutual „.

concession will be made everyAvhere. After that the fullest II

development of the industry will take place."

Death of Joseph L. Eppinger

JOSEPH L. EPPINGER. Avell-known to the Avine and lidiio"'

trade of the citv. and probablv more Avidelv known as tlii>

son of the former "irrain kinsr." of San Francisco, died in Ncav

York on June 20fh. after an oneration for annendicitis. Diiriii'r

the A-ears of his father's successful career. ".Toe" EpTiinirer wm-<

prominent as one of the bia: "spenders." After the family re

Aprses came Eppintrer drifted into the wine and linuor trade

nnd for the past Aav Aears has been manaser of the Snn Frnn-

'>i«co office of G. S. Nicholas & Co., prominent importers of Noav

"'"'"'k. Fppinger was 45 years of age.
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I ^v.v I Striking Resolutions of National Whole-

I
'

I
sale Liquor Dealers' Association f>|

THE following able and striking resolutions were adopted

by the National Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association

at tlioir recent annual convention :

Whereas : The agitation against the liquor traffic continues with unabated

force and has lately crystallized in an effort on the part of the Anti-Saloon

League and their allied forces in the introduction of the Webb, Shepherd

and Kenyon Bills in the House of Representatives and the Senate; an 'J

Whereas: The passage of these bills would not only be detrimental to

our interests but would weaken the foundations upon which this Government

is built, and upon which the liberties of the people are based, there being

no doubt that the bill is unconstitutional.

Be It Resolved: That this Association through its officers support the

opposition against the enactment of these bills, and that the National

Association enlist the co-operation of the various State Associations to the

same purpose.

Whereas: The Outage Bill is still under consideration by the various

Committees in Congress,

Be It Resolved: That the Association continue to strive to bring about

the enactment of the Outage Bill, and that they bring every legitimate

influence to bear that will accomplish the enactment of the measure.

Whereas: The continuance of the active co-operation between that

National Association and the States Associations is so apparent as to

need no argument.

Be It Resolved: That in order to make this co-operation more effective

the Executive Committee meet in session at least every year prior to the

annual meeting, with delegates from the existing state organizations, each

state organization to be represented by one delegate, in order that matters

of mutual interest, and of general interest to our trade may be intelligently

discussed, and such matters as are deemed of sufficient importance to be

submitted to our Annual Convention.

Whereas: We are still of the opinion that prohibition is a fallacy, and

that the peace and welfare of the community is best conserved by proper

regulation of the saloons and impartial enforcement of the law,

Be It Resolved : That we hereby reaffirm the platform adopted at Niagara

Falls, and again emphatically endorse that paragraph which declares that

those who honestly seek to promote the cause of true temperance will find

the surest and safest method in the continuance of the licensed saloon con-

ducted under the proper laws and reasonable regulations strictly enforced.

Whereas: The Convention Just coming to a close has been a tremendous

success in every detail through the untiring efforts of the Program Com-

mittee,

Be It Resolved: That the thanks of this Association be extended to the

Program Committee for the excellent arrangements and program provided

for the Convention, and especially for introducing to the Convention the

prominent and influential orators, whose addresses will long be remembered.

Whereas: The Pennsylvania Wholesale Liquor Dealers' League contrib-

uted largely to the comfort and well-being of the members while attending

the Convention, and also through their hospitality made the stay of the

Convention guests most enjoyable, and.

Whereas: The National Association of Wine and Spirit Representatives

has again added materially to the entertainment of the members and en-

lightened them on many of the trade secrets,

Be It Resolved: That the Convention convey to the officers and members
of the Pennsylvania Wholesale Liquor Dealers Association and the

National Association of Wine and Spirit Representatives its gratitude for

the pleasure and entertainment provided.

Whereas: The presiding officer, assisted by his fellow officers, and the

various committees has brought the Association to a high point of effi-

dency and enabled it to accomplish results hitherto deemed impossible.

Be It Resolved: That this Convention express Its deep appreciation and

graitude to the officers for their untiring efforts to accomplish these results,

and,

Be It Further Resolved: That the reports of the President, Chairman of

the Executive Committee and Chairman of the Protective Bureau, and the

Secretary, covering in detail the work done by the National Association

during the past year, be printed and given the widest possible circulation,

so that the trade may become familiar with the work of the organization

and its benefits and continue its co-operation and financial support.

Whereas: We recognize and appreciate the fairness with which the

press has reported our proceedings.

Be It Resolved : That the members of the Association express their hearty

thanks to the press.

Newly elected officers National Wholesale Liquor Dealers'

Association

:

President—Henry J. Kaltenbach, The Fleischmann Co., New York.

First Vice-President—Samuel Woolner, Jr., Woolner & Co., Peoria. 111.

Second Vice-President—George C. Dempsey, P. Dempsey & Co., Boston.

Treasurer—Edwin V. Dougherty, J. A. Dougherty's Sons, Philadelphia.

Secretary—.Joseph Debar, Cincinnati, Ohio.

General Counsel—Levi Cooke, Washington, D. C.

Association Executive Committee—Morris F. Westheimer, Chairman;
A. J. Sunstein, George F. Dieterle, Wm. E. Hull, Jos. A. Strasser, Thos. C.

Dennehy, E. M. Babbitt, and the President, Ex-Officlo.

Protective Bureau Executive Committee—J. W. Freiberg, Chairman; A. J.

Sunstein, Treasurer; Geo. F. Dieterle, Secrtary; W. E. Hull, H. J. Kalten-

bach, Morris F. Westheimer, A. L. Meyer.

Board of Control—For one year—A. J. Sunstein, of The Thompson Distill-

ing Co., Pittsburg; Henry F. Westheimer, of Cahn, Belt & Co., Baltimore;

Samuel Grabfelder, of S. Grabfelder & Co., Louisville; Frank J. Calahan,

of John F. Callahan & Co., Boston; Leo Strauss, of Strauss Bros., Chicago;

Jacob L. Einstein, of The Ullman-Elnstein Co., Cleveland; Sam Levy, of

Casey-Sweasey Co., Fort Worth, Texas; Irving K. Taylor, of W. A. Taylor

& Co., New York City; S. Hirsch, of S. Hirsch & Co., Kansas City; Oliver

F. Zinn, of National Distilling Co., Milwaukee. For two years—Morris F.

Westheimer, of Susquemac Distilling Co., Cincinnati; John Sinnott, of Gibson
Distilling Co., Philadelphia; George G. Benz, of Benz & Sons, St. Paul; I.

Guckenheimer, of A. Guckenheimer & Bros., Pittsburg; John C. Parker, of

Parker Distilling Co., St. Louis; Wm. E. Hull, of Clarke Bros. & Co., Peoria;

A. J. Mahoney, cf Everett Distilling Co., Everett, Mass.; H. F. Cellarius, of

Clifton Springs Distilling Co., Cincinnati; E. M. Babbitt, of The Rugby
Distilling Co., Louisville; Sig Freiberg, of Sig and Sol Freiberg, Cincinnati;

For three years—J. Walter Freiberg, of The Freiberg & Workum Co., Cin-

cinnati; J. H. Carstairs, of Carstairs, McCall & Co., Philadelphia; Jos. A.

Strasser, of Steinhardt Bros. & Co., New York City, Ferdinand Westheimer.
of F. Westheimer & Sons, St. Joseph, Mo.; George F. Dieterle, of The Union
Distilling Co., Cincinnati; B. Bernheini, of Bernheim Distilling Co., Louis-

ville; R. E. Wathen, of R. E. Wathen & Co., Louisville; Edward Sheelein, of

Roth & Company, San Francisco; Thos. C. Dennehy, of Charles Dennehy &
Co., Chicago; Alfons Wile, of Julius Wile, Sons & Co., New York City; and
the President, Vice-President and Treasurer, also the President of the
National Asociation of Wine and Spirit Representatives, Ex-Officio.

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY, Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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California Wines in England i

CALIFORNIA is helping more and more each year to supply

the London market with wine and hops. Last year, ac-

cording to the report of Consul-General John L. Griffiths, of

London, tlie value of wine imported in casks is given at |48,490,

while hops to the value of |2,383,206 were sent from California

to England.

Another English authority, commenting on the vogue of Cali-

fornia wines in the British metropolis, says

:

"Undoubtedly the best style of wines made in California up

to the present time are the natural dry, red and white varieties,

such as those of the Claret, liurgundy, Sauterne, Hock and

Chablis types. These wines are made from the same varieties

of grapes as in Europe; but in California they develop some-

what diflferent characteristics. For instance, the white wines

nmde from the Riesling or Hock grapes, although resembling

in many respects the German Hocks, have very much less acid-

ity, and, as a rule, more body. This is owing, no doubt, to the

fact that these grapes thoroughly ripen in California, whereas

in Germany they scarcely ever do so ; it is often impracticable

to pick the grapes in the latter country until November, and

sometimes even December. Sauterne types in California are

thiefly made from the Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc varieties,

the wines produced being generally very clean and soft, and

without any of the excessive sweetness so often found in the

fine French Sauternes. The Chablis, or white Burgundy types,

also succeed very well in California, the wines being delicate

and free from acidity. Upon the whole, these types of white

wines are probably the best which are produced in California.

"Of natural dry red wines, the Burgundy types a^e perhaps

the best, having generally a nice ruby color, a good deal of body,

and a fine fruity flavor. The Petit pinot, or Burgundy, grape

grows there to perfection.

"Amongst the Claret types, there are a great many different

kinds produced in California, nearly all the famous Bordeaux

grapes being grown there extensively. The Zinfandel grape,

already mentioned, also makes a Claret type of wine, and, as it

bears very heavily, the wine made from it is generally obtainable

at a moderate price. In certain districts this grape produces

an agreeable light table wine, soft and smooth. It comes to

maturity early, and does not require to be kept in cask, or in

bottle, nearly so long as other and finer sorts. Most of the

better claret types are made by the judicious blending of well

known Medoc varieties of grapes. Claret made from the Cab-

ernet Franc grape alone, produces in certain parts of the States,

a fine wine of good color and flavor, with good firmness, devel-

oping splendidlv with age. The Cabernet Sauvignon grape

(famous as being the variety chiefly used in making the cele-

brated "Chateau Lafite" of France) is now grown to a con-

siderable extent in California, and produces a very big, rich

wine but it takes a long time to mature, and is chiefly valu-

able 'for blending with lighter sorts, to which it gives great

character."
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Los Angeles News Notes 1
ANOTHER opera bouffe campaign is being carried on by

the W. C. T. U. in the city of Los Angeles. The object of

this is the abolition of the free lunch, one of the time-honored

institutions of the saloon. The W. C. T. U. has gone so far

as to make overtures to the saloon keepers toward forming au

alliance to probit free lunches. This is a direct appeal to the

stinginess of the .saloon keepers but it is not being respondetl to,

as most of the saloon keepers believe in living and letting live,

which is against the precepts of the W. C. T. U. A great deal

of protest is being made against the move of the W. C. T. U.

City Councilman Bethouski has presented a protest backed

by thousands of citizens who can not see what good will be done
by abolishing the old free-food dispensaries in the community.
So far the restaurant keepers do not appear to be taking a hand
in the matter, but as they are the only beneficiaries in siglit

they should come under suspicion. They have not as yet raised

the price of meals in anticipation of increased business due to

the demise of the free lunch.

As it generally takes three to form a conspiracy, it is prob-

able that the restaurant keepers are the third party. They are

very probably behind the W. C. T. L^., whose part of the ar-

rangement is to entice the saloon keepers into the plot and then

betray them to the profit of the restaurant keepei-s. Then; is

something diabolical about the whole affair. Some native

California dramatist should watch developments toward ob-

taining details of the plot so as to put the whole affair on the

stage.

Results of the Election at Vallejo

THE proposed ordinance to increase the liquor license from

i f400 to flOOO per year was defeated at the polls June U by

a vote of 2037 against 1087. Fully two-fiftlis of the votors were

women aud it is to them that the defeat of the ordinance is

ascribed. _

During its closing hours in Los Angeles June 7, the State

Prohibition Convention took drastic action toward securing

harmony. It voted out of the leadership of the Prohibition

party the two rivals, Wiley J. Phillips and James Woerten-

dyke, who for some time have been carrying on fiercer war

against each other than against the saloons. The publication of

the California Voice and the Pacific Prohibitionist will be sus-

pended as a consequence.

A large bottling house is to be established in the Imperial

Valley by the Imperial Wholesale Company. Many cities of

the valley recently voted to go wet after suffering from thirst

for a long time. Imperial is also to have a large warehouse

for wines and liquors. It is expected to be the largest in the

Pacific southwest.

Another election is to be held in Venice during the first week

in July to decide whether or not the place should remain wet.

Very recently the voters by a large majority decided to stay ^xot.

A number of prohibitionists have recently taken up residence

in the place.

News comes from San Diego that in consequence of the cam-

paign against the free lunch in Los Angeles the saloons in the

rival city will serve ice cream and pie with 5c beers. If neces-

sary, according to Herman Fritz, one of the mo.st prominent

saloon men, full course French dinners will he served. One

of the results of this may be that a large part of the population

of Los Angeles may move to San Diego. Then it will be seen

that the con.spiracy of the W. C. T. U. and the restaurant kcv'p-

ers of Los Angeles will act as a boomerang. The free lunch

may go but with it will go all chances to be the metropolis

of the State. The southern city will be the deserted village of

California.
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Wine Imports in France Improvements at Winehaven

FRANCE, foremost amoug the wine pi-mlmiuj]; nations of tlie

world, a position which she has held for centuries, is like-

wise to be nunil>t>red among the leading wine importing nations

of the world, according to the most recent compilations of the

statistics of wine production furnished by the United States

Department of Agi-icnlture. Moreover, and stranger yet, the

striking fact is brought out by these same compilations that

France's importations of wines exceed in value her exportation

by more than 147,000,000 of gallons annually.

The most recent estimate by the Department of Agriculture's

reporters and agents abroad places this year's output of the

French vineyards at approximately 1,263,000,000 gallons. Last

vear, the worst vineyard year in more than thirty years, the

French production was only 773,840,000 gallons, but the aver-

age of the decade ending with 1910, was 1,390,000,000 gallons, or

388,000,000 more than the ten-year average of Italy, France's

nearest competitor.

From this the Department of Agriculture's officials remark

with surprise at the tremendous importation of wines into

France. Last vear's importation, of which the figures have just

been officially announced, was 206,464,000 gallons. Of this

amount, Algeria, which is really under the protection of France,

thonuli not an integral part of the French Republic, furnished in

1910 175,348,649 gallons—nearly seven-eighths of the French im-

portation. All of this wine was in casks, and the bottled im-

portation is not included in the calculations.

From other European countries, principally from Spain, the

French imported 31,024,997 gallons of various wines, all of

them classed under the official cataloguing system of the French

Government vins ordinaires. The present importation exceeds

that of anv other year prior to 1910, of which the Department

of Agi'icuiture has record by more than 25,000,000 gallons,

1908 stood next in rank with an importation record of 178,-

411,066.

The tabulation shows that France's importation of wmes is

increasing rather than diminishing, notwithstanding the fact

that except for the 1910 crop the local production has also been

increasing and the population which consumes the wines has

not been increasing, and the population according to the Govern-

ment's best statistics, is practically at a standstill.

Statistical dopesters of the department will tell you that the

per capita consumption of wine in the French Republic, and

these figures comprise every man, woman and child living

under the "tri-color," is in the neighborhood or 37 1-3 gallons

per annum.
In the face of the huge French importations of wines of the

lower grades the republic is an exporter of 52,732,268 gallons of

the grades other than champagnes and other sparkling bever-

ages^ and 5,749,898 gallons of the famous "fizzy stuffs," which

iiRlude in addition to the regular champagnes the bubble pro-

ducing fluids of the Moselle region and tributary departments

of Northern France. France as an exporter of wines has main-

taineil for the past six years a fairly constant standard, 1907

furnishing the high record of export, with 65,184,547 gallons

of (.rdinarv wines, and 5,420,425 gallons of champagnes and

kindred wines. Her low record was in 1906, when of ordinary

wine she exported 48,276,011 gallons, and of the champagnes

5,247,235 gallons.

The Board of Police Commissioners have renewed the license

for the Auditorium, a dance hall at Page and Fillmore streets,

although a protest had been entered by the neighbors. The

commissioners maintained that if the place is considered as

an evil it is an indispensable one and cannot be done away with

iM'cause a large part of the public clamors for it.

TTHE California Wine Association's plans have been coni-

pleted for the erection of several large additions to the big

plant of the company at Winehaven during the next few months.

Among these will be a new cooperage shop, located between

the main winery building and the engine-house. Additions

will also be made to the bottling plant. Each year the asso-

ciation expends large sums of money for improvements to its

great plant at this place and the new buildings to be erected

at this time are in line with the general improvement which the

company has been carrying out since the establishment of the

winery at Winehaven.

The laborers who have been for some time clearing the lot

where the old Grand Hotel once stood, on May 30 came upon
a deep cavity in the ground. This proved to be the wine cellar

of the demolished hotel. A little investigation revealed the

fact that the cellar was very thoroughly stocked with all sorts

of liquors which had not deteriorated in consequence of having

been out of public view for six years. The laborers helped them-

selves to the stock and when the noon hour came they washed

down their lunches with the most delicious beverages. They

indulged in whiskies and brandies as appetizers and regaled

in Rhine wines and clarets and sparkling Burgandies until the

end which they set off with cordials and liqueurs from Europe.

It was certainly high life for the laborers for one day.

Competitors for the contract to supply the public institutions

of San Francisco with liquor for the coming year met before

the Board of Supervisors June 4. Unlabeled wine glasses were

put before them and they were told to decide which was the

best wine. They tested the wines with the result that two of

them decided that the product of their competitor was the best.

The representative of B. Arnhold & Company was awarded the

contract for that house as he was the only one who could iden-

tify the wine of his firm.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These tv^o bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

(
THIS VINE IS

STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?

Send for our FREE BOOKS of f«cu telling what
nr Itrtllinn are doing, and what they will do lor

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

TIIK PACIFIC GUANO
A FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
San Franctaco, Cal.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Largest manufacturer* of Fertiliier*. Poultry Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacahc Coast
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INTIRNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RULINGS
4

(T. D. 32576)

Wantage on Ale in Ga^ks.

Cummings et al. v. United States (No. 769.)

Consolidatiou of hearings. The several protests were vir-

tually filed by the same party; the questions raised by these

protests and the testimony offered alike apply to all the im-

portations. No prejudice resulted from the consolidation of

the hearings

Allowance Here.

The question of wantage and the proper allowance for it is

essentially one of fact and upon the evidence in this case a

proper allowance is found to be 3 per cent of the invoice or

standard capacity of the several kinds of cases containing the

ale

United States Court of Customs Appeals, May 8, 1912

Cross appeals from Board of United States General Apprais-

ers, G. A. 7270

(T. D. 31850)

(Decision modified.)

William L. Wemple, Assistant Attorney General, and Charles

E. McNabb, Assistant Attorney, for the United States.

Comstock and Wa.shburn (Albert H. Washburn of counsel)

for appellee, appellant.

Before Montgomery, Smith, Barber, De Vries and Martin,

Judges.

Martin, Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.

The merchandise involved in this case consists of Bass ale,

which was imported in wood under the present tariff act, and

was dutiable at 23 cents per gallon under the appropriate pro-

vision of paragraph 308 of the act.

Ten of the importations in question were made at Boston

in the name of W. C. Cummings ; 23 were made at New York

in the name of R. J. T. Cooke ; and one was made at Chicago in

the name of the American Shipping Company. Each assessment

was protested by the consignee, who conceded the correctness of

the assessed rate of duty, but challenged the collector's findings

as to the quantity of the consignment, and objected to the regu-

lations prescribed by the department for the liquidation of such

importations.

There are three Treasury regulations to enter into a discus-

sion of the case and they are here copied under the numbers

which they bear as Treasury Decisions.

(T. D. 6065)

Gauging of Imported Liquors.

Treasury Department, December 5, 1883.

Sir: This department is in receipt of your letter of the 5th

ultimo, relating to the gauging of imported liquors to ascertain

the quantity imported, under the recent decision of the Attorney

General relating to the assessment of duties on such merchan-

dise.

You state that there is no accurate method of definitely ascer-

taining the quantity of beer actually received in any shipment,

for the reason that if the cask be opened for gauging the liquor

will thereby be spoiled.

When necessary, packages containing malt liquors may be

gauged for capacity by outside measurement, the length and also

the head and bung diameter being separately measured on the

outside of the package and from the length the thickness of

the heads and from the diameter the mean thickness of the

bung and bottom staves being deducted. The equivalent of the

inside measurements being thus ascertained, the capacity will

be calculated, as in ordinary gauging.

When the bung is not removed, the ganger should ascertain

the wantage by sounding the line at which the liquor stands

in the package, and then computing, the capacity of the empty
space. The department understands that when the outage of a

package is as much as three or four gallons the bung can be

safely removed and the package gauged in the ordinary manner.

You may cause your practice to conform to the views. j| 11

Very respectfully,

H. F. French, Assistant Secretary.

Surveyor of Customs, Cincinnati, Ohio.

(T. D. 29929)

Imported Beer.

Instructions as to gauging of beer imported in barrels or

casks.

Treasury Department, August 2, 1909.

Sir: On and after August 15, 1909, duties Avill be assessed

on beer imported in barrels or casks on the basis of the invoice

quantity whenever the same is equal or exceeds the capacity

branded on the barrels or casks in liters. Fractions of a liter

will not be considered.

You will keep a record by numbers, in a book provided for the

purpose of the branded capacity of every barrel or cask imported

at your port. The returns of branded capacities will be made

pursuant to articles 1503 to 1505 of the Customs Regulations of

1908, governing the return of gangers. When the capacity is not

branded on any barrel or cask the same shall be gauged for

capacity by outside measurement, the lengh, head and bung

diameters being separately measured on the outside. From tlie

length the thickness of the heads and from the diameters the

mean thickness of the staves should be deducted for inside

measurement.

If the total invoice quantity is found to be less than the total

branded capacity of all the barrels or casks covered by the

invoice, the entry will be liquidated upon the quantity sho^xn

by the branded capacity.

The empty barrels or casks when exported should be tested

from time to time to ascertain the actual capacity thereof, the

gauging being done in the same manner as that governing the

gauging under the internal-revenue laws of barrels and casks

containing domestic beer.

Department's regulations (T. D. 6055) of December 5, 1S83,

are hereby modified accordingly.

Respectfully,

(57753) James B. Reynolds, Assistant Secretarj',

Collector of Customs, New York.

(T. D. 30495)

Gauging of ale, porter and stout in kegs, casks, etc.

T. D. 29929 of August 21, 1909, respecting the gauging of

beer, extended to cover ale, porter and stout imported in casks,

kegs, barrels and similar containers.

Treasury Department, April 4, 1910.

Sir: The instructions of August 2, 1909 (T. D. 29929), re-

specting the gauging of beer imported in barrels or casks, are
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hereby made applicable to ale, porter and stout imported in

kegs, casks, barrels and similar containers.

Repectfully,

(57773) James F. Curtis, Assistant Secretary.

Collector of Customs, New York.

In the present liquidations the invoice quantities were adopt«<l

for all casks except the kilderkins, for which the branded capa-

cities were adopted the (juantities thus found exceeding, of

course, the aggregate of either the invoice or branded capacities

if taken alone. If thus literally following the rule prescribed

liy T. D. 29929 the collector also ignored the ganger's reports

of various shortages resulting from defective casks and no allow-

ance was made in the liquidation of any of these.

The protests challenged the correctness of this methotl of

liquidation and the board sustained the protests in that behalf.

The decision of the board is, therefore, approved, subject, how-

ever, to modification, and it is accordingly ordere<l that reliqui-

(lation be made by allowing the importers, first, the special short-

iiges upon individual casks as reported by the gangers, and,

second, an additional 3 per cent deduction from the invoice or

standard capacities of all the imported casks as the average

w antage thereof in cases where no special shortage was found.

Denatured Alcohol- 1912.

(T. D. 1776.)

-Renewal bonds to be given July 1,

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Wa.shington, D. C, June 1, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and otiiers concerned:

Supplemental to the notice given in Denatured Alcohol Reg-

ulations No. 30, of August 22, 1911, that "Ronds given under

previous regulations, unless otherwise revoked or cancele<l, will

remain in force until July 1, 1912," notice is hereby given that

the following named bonds have been revised and will be re-

quired on and after that date.

Form 572—Bond of proprietor of distillery denaturing ware-

house.

Form 582—Bond of manufacturer using special denatured

alcohol.

Form 611—Bond of proprietor of central denaturing ware-

house.

Requisition for blanks of these revised bonds and for the fol-

lowing named bonds should be made not later than June 15

instant.

Form 586—Bond of manufacturers recovering completely

denatured alcohol.

Form 589—Bond of proprietor of restoring and redenatur-

ing plant.

Form 614—Bond of industrial distillers.

Form 653—Bond of dealer in specially denatured alcohol.

Renewal bonds may be executed prior to July 1, 1912, to take

effect on that date, and such bonds will continue in force until

revoked or canceled. Such bonds, however, will supersede bonds

previously executed only as to alcohol produced or applied for

"u and after July 1, 1912, and all alcohol previously protluced

or applied for will remain an outstanding charge against such

previously executed bonds until duly accounted for.

Manufacturers on renewing their bonds, as herein provided,

will not be required to renew their notices (Form 581), nor

will they be required to file new applications for specially de-

natured alcohol (Form 583), where such applications ai'e "con-

tinuing" ones and cover alcohol to be obtainetl from the de-

naturer or dealer specifically named in the renewal bond.

Special attention, however, is called to article 78 of Regu-

lations 30, revised, and to the fact that where a manufacturer

desires to obtain specially denatured alcohol fi'om more than

oTie denaturer or dealer a separate bond (Form 582) and sepa-

rate application (Form 583) must be filed in each such case.

ITntil a revised form has been furnished, application for

specially denatured alcohol to be procured from a bonded

dealer will be made on a modified Form 583.

Royal E. Cabell, Commissioner.

Pomace Wine

Extending the provisions of T. D. 1721 and 1724, relative to the

manufacture and use of pomace wine.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, May 4, 1912.

To Collectors of internal reveniie and otiiers concerned:

Pending action of Congi-ess in fixing the status under internal

revenue laws of so-called pomace wine, the provisions of T. D.

1721 of August 30, 1911, and T. D. 1724 of September 11, 1911,

relating to the manufacture and use of such wine, are hereby

extended so as to continue in force until April 4, 1913. Col-

lectors and other internal revenue officers will see that the regu-

lations and instructions contained in said decisions are carefulK

complied with.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

Better Roads, Better Business

CALIFORNIA stands very high among the States of this

country in percentage of good roads. It is nevertheless

true, however, that California is not making the most of her

scenic advantages. Certain garts of Europe which are no more
wonderful from a scenic standpoint than many parts of this

State, reap tremendous financial advantages from tourists.

The development of a National State highway system in Cali-

fornia will give to California an added source of wealth. The

good roads movement inaugurated by the California Develop-

ment Board will inaugurate a campaign to secure the National

highways system.

WinemaKers
It will pay you to become interested

in better quality by means of PURE
YEAST and COOL FERMENTATIONS

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of

the latest methods. Price $2.00
For sale
at this
Of6ce.

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Hade of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-164 Berry St., San Francisco

Phona KEASNT S«S and J 2SS2
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Independents Did Not Fix Price of Grapes Notices of Judgments by Federal Food Board

THE center of interest during the past month has been Fresno
where the Independent wine men held their meeting May 31.

Nothing of a startling nature developed.

Independents are not inclined to antagonize the California
Wine Association at the expense of the wine industry in gen-
eral. Sentiments were freely expressed to that effect.

The main decision arrived at by the independents was that it

would be folly for the independents to attempt to set prices

without regard for the California Wine Association. It was
pointed out that the independents could not buy any more
than half the grape crop and that after that the association

could secure the remining half at the lowest possible price.

It was decided at the meeting that it is as yet too early to

make any prices. Very probably a conference will be held with

the bigger organization l)efore prices are decided upon. As
many of the independents are winegrowers it is probable that

they will make a stand to bring about an agreement with the

association to buy grapes at flO a ton.

While it is generally believed that harmony is not possi-

ble at the present time, peace appears to be in sight.

All the former officers were re-elected as follows

:

Secundo Guasti, president; A. B. Tarpey, vice-president; A.

Mattei, treasurer; W. C. Bro^vn, secretary.

Rebuilding Eisen Winery.—The Eisen winery, one of the

oldest in Fresno County, is being rebuilt by the California Wine
Association at a cost of |40,000.

THE following are some of the latest notices of judgment
issued by the Federal Board and Food Inspection

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on the

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

No. 1327. Misbranding of Maraschino cherries, a product of'

Armour & Company, State of Illinois.

No. 1347. Misbranding of Piccadilly Dry Gin, a product of

Luyties Brothers, 204 William street, New York.

No. 1354. Misbranding of Vermouth, a product of S. Hirsch

Distilling Company, western district of Missouri.

No. 1370. Adulteration and misbranding of Maraschino cher-

ries, a product of the International Fruit Products Company^-

Cincinnati, O.

No. 1383. Misbranding of Maraschino cherries, a product

of Cincinnati Extract Works, Cincinnati, O. 1
No. 1430. Adulteration and misbranding of Blackberry Cor-

dial, manufactured by Rheinsti'om Brothers, Cincinnati, O.

No. 1432. Misbranding of Creme de Menthe cherries, manu-

factured by Rheinstrom Brothers, Cincinnati, O.

No. 1435. Adulteration and misbranding of Apricot and.
|

Blackberry Brandy, a product of Pure Food Distilling Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 1439. Misbranding of Maraschino cherries, a product of

Stone-Ordean-Wells Company, Duluth, Minn.

No. 1440. Adulteration and misbi'anding of Blackberry <'or-

dial, manufactured by Bettman-Johnson Comjiany, soutlicrn

district, Ohio.

No. 1452. Misbranding of Wine, a product of Bettman-John-

son Company, Cincinnati, O.

No. 1483. Misbranding of Wine, a product of Bettman-John-

son Company, Cincinnati, O.

ANOTHER

WONDER

ADDED

TO

THE

WONDERS

OF

THE

WORLD

FEATHER
RIVER

ROUTE

WESTERN PACIFIC
STANDARD AND TOURIST SLEEPERS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
OBSERVATION CARS.

UNION DEPOTS.

THROUGH

SERVICE

DAILY

BETWEEN

San Francisco,

Oakland,

Kansas City,

St. Louis and

Chicago,

VIA

Salt Lake City,

Denver,

Pueblo, Omaha

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

TICKET OFFICES:

665 MARKET STREET, Palace Hotel, Phone sutter leei

Market Street Ferry Depot, phone Kearny 498o

1326 BROADWAY, Oakland, Phone Oakland 132
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The Review's Buyers' Directory

CALIFORNIA WINES.

Geo. West & Son, Incorporated Stockton, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal. . .

.

G. B. Robblns, Manager,

..'14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Co's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

rheo. Gier Co... 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.
Siebe Bros. & Plagermann

430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cat.

Rusconi, Fisher &, Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler &. Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

E. H. Taylor Jr. &. Sons Louisville, Ky.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.
The Julius Levin Company

987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.
Western Grain & Sugar Products Co

110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal. KIrby Distilling Co ; Fowler, Cal.

E. H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.
William Wolff & Co

52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.,

French American Wine Co—
1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen &, Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cat.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.
F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.

A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.
Toulouse & Delorleux Co

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co

. .18, 20 and 22 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.

Alex. D. Shaw &, Co
214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal. Chas. Meniecke A Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

CORDIALS, WINES, BRANDIES.
E. G. Lyons & Raas Co

..Folsom and Essex Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor 4. Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Rosenblatt Co

300-332 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co

50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.
John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

SURETIES.

U. S. Fidelity &. Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wood in & Little.. 33-41 Fremont St., San Francisco

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Simonds Machinery Co
12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farreil St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank &. Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co

..Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.

Lash Bitters Co
1721 MJssion St., San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattlev Wash.

John Rapp & Son, Agents.

..8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. WIndeler; wine and water tanks

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York
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Review Buyers* Directory, Continued The Waldorf.. 648 Market St.,8an Francisco, Cal. The Cutter ... .709 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

CIGARS. The Hoffman Cafe Co
Boltz, Clymer A Co

"Jeliison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cai.
27 Second St., San Francisco.' Cal.

312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.
Lake County House Middletown, Cal. W. F. Boeder's Cafe

834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co
Commercial X Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Matt Grimm's n..i„i„-i r«nr.=>. a.^t,„r,„t

130 Liedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.
Original Coppa s Restaurant

453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

RETAILERS AND CAFES. Bank Exchange

The Yellowstone Monfy and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Davis Buffet.
.
.272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin" FERTILIZERS.
Thos J Walsh <B. Co 1°^ Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

... .346 Pine St.; San-Francisco; Cal.
''^<='«» <^"="« * •'"'*"'«^ Co...

Market Cafe.. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. Alaska Commercial BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal.
,, o • Pacific Bone Coal & Fertilizing Co.James Raggi

Chronicle Bar 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal. 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street • - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injuri-

" OU8 ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We believe that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.

The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did

not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE. WE ARE GLAD TO SAY,
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR
WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-

BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky. '

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

I HIRAM WALKER S SONS, LIMITED
H WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C*

«^

^:)^^;p;)j33;^^5^5;j^;^c^j5^3;i33;j^^
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CFLI APS AND VINEYARDS «t Icaria^Heald»burg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma County^^CLLAKJ fii^U VU^CTAKLfJ
^^^ ^^ Rutherford ani St. Helena. Napa County. California

®
®
®

m
^ French-American Wine Co. i

8UCCESSORS TO CHAIX * BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

Vr. D. SEYMOVR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., (D. 515 CONSTANCE ST., tiKW ORLEANS AGENT
NEW YORK DEPOT, S2 WASHINGTON STREET

1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cal. ^

®©©^©©®©i»©«?©®®®«^©^«f®«?«?®«'«?©«'©«?©©©©©©©©«?«?©©«?

Winners

JULIUS KESSLER & CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.
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i

LYONS* PERFECTION
Pure Fruit Blackberry Cordial

.ESTABLISHED 1852 Is only sold for medicinal purposes, hence only the best and

purest article should be used. _______
We guarantee our product to be produced entirely from fresh

California Blackberries fortified with pure brandy. - _ _

We will be pleased to submit samples and quotations upon

request. _---_______
The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.

FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

PHILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-523 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, President FREDERICK 8TAUDE, Vice-Pre». A Stc'j

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importen and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST.. and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

>«»'^^««'^^«»'^^K.«*'^^to>«*'' «a*'^^K-«o*'^^B>«c*'^^«*'' -•» ^^ **'

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.

OLD BOURBON

LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY
1 IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE UQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
PHONES:

SUTTER 50; J 274S SAN FRANCISCO
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Samples sent
on application Sierra Itladre l}mtm Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pare California Wines ^"^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan«American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Qold Medal Louisiana Purchase Exposlllon, 1904

Gold 'Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oreffon, 1*05

Qold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Qold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Extra Stems and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

STIMULATES
INVIGORATES

Makes your (ummer trip East

a distinctive American Tour

The

New Orleans-New York
Steamship Line

Between New Orleans and New York

Cost* no more to include than

an all-rail way and you will

enjoy the toothinj; restfulnest

of the trip Attendants who
can't do enough for you.

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Rates include berths and meals

First class rail to New Orleans and first cabin
steamer to New York $ 77.75

First class round trip to New York .... 145.50
Second class rail and second cabin, New

Orleans to New York 65.75

Write any Agent

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Flood Building Palace Hotel Market St. Ferry Station

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of quality and style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST.

605 KEARNY ST. 2840 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Senil for liiostrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

$72.50
To Chicago and Return

ON THE PEERLESS

GOLDEN STATE
LIMITED

A TRANSCONTINENTAL DELIGH F

This rate good on many days in June, July,

August and September

Similar low rates to many other eastern points

Return limit October 31st, 1912
I

TELEPHONE OR WRITE OUR AGENTS

ROCK ISLAND
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled llewery

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight-

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure — it

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER /l/H^//Mfyw/^^tij!/?/iUVf/fTC)/^
PALE AND DARK LAGER

BREWED kyUUUmifXm^ (^UENCHENER STYLE)

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.Fulton and Webster Sts. Sanrrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

IN DARK BOTTLES

WWm TO DlSTiLLEBSP WP PIIIKEBS.
The accompanying cut iltustratrs

our ORIGINAI, CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

Phis STILL, which has always
recei»ed our special attention and
stuily. has been of material assist-
ance 10 securing for California sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
References :— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

Hi. KINDS Of COPPER WORK OONt AT SHORT NOTICt.

Sanders Copper Works
C.^RL SCH.'\LITZ. Pres. and Mgr,

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO

Southern California Branch;

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.Pat'd Sept 29, 1S91

HOHN RAPP^ 4. SON
Aarents

1500 Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

^erlxerti^e
inhere i>S

ivoTri/iixd

recuperaTe
exR/au/^Tea

force more
ruickly xKari/

ipBR

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with aabestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine producers in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

Victoria

HIGHEST ORAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling Agenis for the United States

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFOBNIA. U. S. A.

Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office

Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

Everything new, comfortable
Homelike, plenty of life.

Beautifully furnished
Highest class.

ft»«««?>«»»«fW!«VS'^»««!«l«»««««fKt6«>«'««t««''t'iS«««

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED

jtjt PRODUCERS OF JtJt

WINES AND BRANDI

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

(jENEDflLorrieES

116 MAIN $IUin

new YORK OWE
65«N.67 mm mom ji

SANrCflNTO-PrTALUMA-flJESNO
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with aabeata"). Used by 60%
of all the wine producen in Culifornia

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

. lO.O-O.O.OOTOTOTCf0:0:0:0:0:0:0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0

HIGHEST OBAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Sellitig Agents fnr the Unite<l Sttites

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANOELES
CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

RATES: »1.00 A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

HREFROOF Hotel
Victoria

Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston. Props.

jP^ Los Angeles, California |
Everything new comfortable Opposite Post Office

Homelike, plenty of life. '^'1

Beautifully furnished Cor. 7tn and Hope Sts.
Highest class.

;)®®®3®®®®®®®®®®®^^

f^PiM^^^v&>lvl'^l'^l'XVivS'Ji^xvevlvsvs«i^ys)S'^lViVll•^l}f•«l^vi\S'^^^

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED

>jt PRODUCERS OF j»j»

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

tA%Kii:»»Xi»»»»»»»}M6»»i(9i»»»}Mi^»»»»»»»Ki»»»^

QENERflLOFn(?tS

116 MAIN $inin
§>m vQmai^do

new YORK OfTlPE

65and67 NOM HOODC jT.

WflRtnouscs

SANfRflNOT-PETALUIIA-rPESNO
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PURITY BRAND
SPIRrXS AND ALCOHOL

GIN
RUM

"WHISKEY

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BV

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO.
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY

EENJ. S. DONAHUE. President PHONE KEARNY 204

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Sf>anish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

^£^?^9e^i4<i^^«^c^(^^><^?^e^^^E^c^e0ie$9«^^

T
T
T
T̂
-

(

NEW BREW



THE GREATEST

AMERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE
TAYLOR & WILLIAMS, INC., DISTILLERS

GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, CaL

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

r

i ESTABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

VOL. XUiW. SAN. FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, JULY 31, 1912 No. 9

^^
F JThe only thib.^* .

^n<Si bottle oi^^-
^

APHOTALING'S

OLD KIRK
" are'pufiewhiskey

and satisfaction

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

The I^arg'est Seller

in tKe 'W^orld

and
TKe Standard of Quality

ALEX D SHAW & CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail
I^s flavor is unique and inimitable

T. 8. HAll & CO, lid. Liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASSl ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GL AUK'S HEAD "THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"
RA.^.^»« AT. IT,
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We
manufactureTANKS

for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Lo* Angele*, Cal.
Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MAS50N CHAMPAGNES COMPANY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA.

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys,

A>
581-591 Eighteenth Street

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

»o ^^ «»-

Oakland, California

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
581-591 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2610 Home A 2510

-*o» ••-^^o*-^^**- -«»•

i
Wine Machinery COMPLETE PLANTS

(

FITTED OUT

i

Continuous Presses

CrusHers, Stemmers
and Must Pumps

I

Toulouse & Delorieux
{

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
/

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES

3(

SOLE -PROPRIETORS

). K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distribulou-s

Herbert's
Pifre Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE—THAT'S SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

if.

Si
Ik
in
K
I
ik
93:

ik

tk
St
ik
ik

m
ik
ik

ik

BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON QUALITY UNE.NCELLED IN BULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SH IPPED DIRECT FROM DISTILLERY

SIEBE BROS. &, PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE
LAGER

OR:
DOPPEL
BRAU

The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
14th and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

4

fl We are the largest producers OQd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ VI<2 oWQ our viQeyards OQd make all of our wir^es aod
can therefore guarantee th)e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL,

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

• •;

*i •>!

«

«

i

^))i'i&i!iii)ii)!i%%%'i!i%%)&'ii'ii^X^^

J. F. Plumel Co.

65-65 BLLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
PHONES:

I c. 6894

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... O I IVs ...

t,»?(is(i;im%%?(:!<^(iX3(^^

The Brunswick-Balke-CoUender Co.
Billiard and

Pocket

Billiard

Tables

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 .•.-..•.• TELEPHONE HOME J 1536
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Beraardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street

ANOTHER THROUGH

WESTERN PACIFIC

SERVICE

DAILY

WONDER

ADDED

TO

woIJers vvLoiLni^ rrtt/irnj ''^''

jll[
Kansas City,

WORLD STANDARD AND TOURIST SLEEPERS
__._„_« ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
r E A I n t R observation cars.

K|y[P UNION DEPOTS.

St. Louis and

Chicago,

VIA

Salt Lal(e City,

Denver,

ROUTE Pueblo, Omaha

WESTERN PACIFIC-RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

TICKET OFFICES:

665 MARKET STREET, Palace Hotel, phone sutter lesi

Market Street Ferry Depot, phone Keamy 4980

1326 BROADWAY, Oakland, Phone Oakland 132

il
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i(Famous Since 1867^^

FREDERICKSBURG
BEER

Now Bottled by the Brewery

Fredericksburg is a household name in

California and has a 45 years' reputa-

tion for superior quality. Now bottled

perfectly by the brewery, Fredericksburg

will make friends and customers for

every dealer. A consistent, vigorous

advertising campaign is acquainting the

public with the merits of Fredericksburg

Beer and adding to a demand that is

constantly growing.

Fredericksburg Brewing Co.

SAN JOSE
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C. H. WENTE,
PiwtidanI

FRANK A. BUSSE,
Q«n«r«l Mftnaccr

Eagle Brand

Stiecizvllvj

Selecicd
Wii\6S

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.OO pm cam

( PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery: Livermore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS!

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
"WINE AND
BRBIVERS

/.HOSE/.
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED-

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

GORHAM-R£V£R£ RUBBER CO.
50-60 Fremont Street, San Francisco.

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramento, (lal

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
t, H. PEASE, President F. M. SHEPARD. Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR. .Treasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WINE AND BREWER'9 HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

U-. 587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY B GUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.68 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

riiis Cosnpanx i* Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Qovernment from

Distillers. Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers Nevada Bank Building

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 FOLSOM STREET j& J^ J0^

DUniirC* PACIFIC, KEARNY 3202
rnunLOi home, jisn

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuoiis Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a superior

quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in

simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION QIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE

«•*•<»

I PERKINS STERN & CO.
i 1860-1878

STERN & ROSE
1878-1887

! CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc. 1

{ Producers and Distillers of

i
!

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES j

I
Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California

Proprietors of

"THE PREMIER BRAND"1

1 I 53 and 1 55 Hudson St. 5 I and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. j

! NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES !
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL, Qenl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS^OF^THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyands

and Wineries

ASTI

FULTON

CLOVERDALE

SEBASTOPOL

CLAYTON

Sweet Wine Vine=

yards and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE
SELMA

KINGSBURQ

Main Building, San Francisco, Showing Sansome St. Addition

For Bottling Department.

PRODUCERS OF

The Celebrated Tipo
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

p. C. ROS8I VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN. 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO. 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad
GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Gwo*. Italy. I«92

GOLD MEDAL. Dublin. Iraland. 1892

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, 1893

GOLD MEDAL, CAL. MIDW. FAIR. I««4

SILVER MEDAL. BORDEAUX. FRANCE. 1895

GOLD MEDAL. Turin, I8«8

GRAND PRIX. TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION. 1911

GOLD MEDAL. PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL. LEWIS&CURKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION. 1900

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West nth and Washington Sts. CHICAQO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
^
*
*
»ii^

*
*
*
*
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IN BOTTLED ONLY

'ERE.D, u,s. PAT. OFF.

THE BEER YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.
RATHJEN MERCANTILE CO. - Pacific Coast Agents - 3249 Fillmore Street, San Francisco
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW For A Greater San Francisco

R. M. WOOD

Issued Monthly

- - EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD, SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Wilson Building : Room 304-5 : Phone Kearny 2597. Home C2559.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

paper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

the Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

United States.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Col.,

as Second-Class Matter.

ALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

R. M. WOOD

Subscriptions per year—in advance, postage paid:

For the United States, Mexico and Canada $3 00

For the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 75

For European Countries 4 00

Single copies 25

Agents in Eastern Territory

TRAFTON'S NEWS AND ADVERTISING BUREAU
No. 90 Broad Street, New York

Louisville Representative, Q. D. GRAIN, JR., 305 Keller Building

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINEMAKER WANTS POSITION.

Wlnemaker and vlticulturlst is open for engagement. Has long and suc-

cessful experience in handling the largest cellars in California. Address

"A. B.," care this paper.

WANTED—High grade salesman to represent one of the largest Louis-

ville distilleries making a moderate price line of high grade whiskies. Must
have good following with jobbing trade in Texas, Pacific Coast and far

Northwest. Write Q. E. D., care Pacific Wine and Spirit Review, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

WANTED—Resident agent for San Francisco to represent large Louisville

distillery selling jobbing trade. Splendid opportunity for the right man.

.\ddress "Company," care Pacific Wine and Spirit Review, San Francisco,

Cal.

»

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-
ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

THE Pacific Wine and Spirit Kbview has been favored with

the following article by Mr. W. S. Parsons. It is of excep-

tional interest to those who have the advancement of San Fran-

cisco at heart, and as such the attention of the reader is called

to it. I
i

"

Oakland, July 15, 1912.

A fund of 150,000 is being raised to convince Oaklanders they
ought to join a confederation of all the bay cities toward elimi-

nating waste, promote efficiency and banish bad feeling and
foolish rivalry.

First, let me a.ssure you, I am an ardent advocate of consolida-

tion. Any man who can not see that we are all one community
is either blind or Avill not see. It appears to me that official

Oakland will not see ; hence, there is little hope of accomplisli-

ing, in the way tlw icork is being outlined, the very laudable
object a few San Franciscans have in view. The boasting as-

sumed by the officials of this Knockeropolis and the half-hearted

manner in which the people and press are floundering in your
city, show the futility of any further agitation for consolidation.

I am told that 62,000 people cross the bay daily to earn a
living in San Francisco. This means that 200,000 here are de-

pendent on San Francisco for their daily bread. Why is it

necessary that they be coaxed or argued into championing the

cause? If the Oakland Chamber of Commerce were broad-
gauged would they oppose the proposed legislative aid to enable
San Francisco to enlarge its borders? If merchants and manu-
facturers meant business, could they not bring this matter to a
head in mighty short order?

When all San Francisco rises in its might it will accomplish
confederation and not before. No pussy-cat, by-your-leave policy
will bring about the desired result. Don't be deceived by think-
ing that the time is not ripe. On the contrary, it is now or never.

I respectfully offer the following method as the best way to

accomplish consolidation: Let every San Francisco employer
of trans-bay voters have heart-to-heart talks with his employees
on the benefits of confederation. The chances are that, six to

f)ne, the average clerk, bookkeeper or stenographer would be
charmed by the boss's talk and the chances are that after some
strong, quiet and effective work by the business man, the ques-
tion would be settled once and forever at the polls.

This potent contact of employer and employee could be just
as effective when used in conjtmction with noisier work. And it

is a privilege that San Francisco exclusively possesses, as Oak-
laud does not employ any considerable amount of labor beyond
its borders.

If you can not win over a majority of Oaklanders you might
win over the other towns that are not so self-centered and vain.

The Oaklanders would have to capitulate in the end.

Citizens of San Francisco should recognize that they are being
drained by non-resident wage earners.

If these suburban towns should continue to shine by bor-

rowed light and snap at the hand that feeds them, then San
Francisco had better speak without mincing matters. It is not
a question of waiting. The procrastinator never did anything.
By consolidation with San Francisco, Oakland will take its

right place. Suppose that in eight or ten years Oakland exceeds
San Francisco in population. Will it not welcome consolidation
then? Aye! and at what a price! At the blotting out of the
name of San Francisco. Just think of this name being sacrificed

to the stale one of "Oakland." That thought should be a trum-
pet call to every lover of San Francisco.

Men of San Francisco, will you make San Francisco the New
York of the West?

Yours for Greater San Francisco,

W. S. PARSONS.
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^ I
California Viticulturai Exhibit Association Organized And In Action | ^

•'

The 1915 Wine Exhibit

THE desire of the viticulturai interests of the State to con-

tribute a pretentious wiue exhibit to the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition began to crystallize into an actual

reality on Friday afternoon, July 19th, when an organization

whose sole object shall be to provide ways and means for such

a display, came into existence at a meeting of representative

wine men and grape growers in the Assembly Hall of the Monad-

nock Building.

Mr. E. M. Sheehan, chairman of the Grape Growei*s' Associa-

tion of California, called the meeting to order and explained

briefly the purpose of the gathering. He stated that it was
deemed high time that those interested in the viticulturai indus-

try followed the example of California's other leading indus-

tries and organized so as to enable the Exposition officials to

have some one with whom they might deal and promptly apply

for the necessary space.

He then introduced Colonel A. C. Baker, of the exhibit de-

partment of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. He
was in attendance in the absence of President C. C. Moore, who
had promised to be present, but was prevented from doing so

by illness.

Colonel Baker pointed out the fact tliat the viticulturai exhib-

its of the different nations entered for competition would be

placed in the Agricultural Palace, where the great demand
for space already showed that many will be disappointed. He
said that the space of the Chicago Exposition was 400,000

square feet, annex 162,000 square feet, making 562,000 square

feet; at St. Louis 800,000 square feet, and at San Francisco,

it would be 563,325 square feet.

He added: "On account of the general plan of this Exposi-

tion, which differs from those preceding, inasmuch as the Expo-

sition is built around a central court, it is not possible to in-

crea.se the dimensions of any building without destroying the

harmony of the plan. So it can be stated authoritatively that

the Agi'icultural Palace cannot be increased in size, even if

funds were available for that purpose. At this stage of the pre-

Exposition period, it is evident that there is not enough room
in the Agricultural Palace to accommodate the exhibitors, so

that this Exposition must be one of selection. Besides, the De-

partment of Forestry and of Fish and Game have been elim-

inated as departments, foresti-y being treatt^d as a product of the

soil and going in Agriculture, and those parts of fish and game,

in their preserved form and used for the table, are classified as

food products in Agriculture. In previous Expositions there

were separate departments for forestry and for fish and game,

and they had separate buildings. The United States Depart-

ment of Fisheries is to make a display in an aquarium building

of its own.

"Of course, if the California wine exhibitors want more space

than we can grant, we could accommodate them outside the

Agricultural Palace. On general principles, however, I am op-

posed to exhibits outside of the main palaces, as it breaks the

international character of the exhibit, is unsatisfactory to the

jury and the outside exhibit does not get the attendance. In

view of the restricted space in the Agricultural Palace, I think,

thei-efore, it is advisable for the grape growers and winemen to

organize, make a propaganda, and raise funds for a suitable dis-

play. There is no time to be lost, for the ground space is lim-

ited, and in order to obtain a desirable location, it is imperative

you should know what you want and ask for it.

"I had an interview with Mr. Connick, the Director of Works,!

this morning, and he informed me that a most desirable site]

could be given to the California wine indu.stry, provided thatj

a building was assured and there was no unnecessarj' delay inj

the matter."

The classification of wines at the Exposition was also dis-j

cussed at length with Colonel Baker and it was finally decided!

that group 108, headed "Wines and Brandies," should read asj

follows

:

GROUP 108.

WINES AND BRANDIES.

Class 635. Dry wines^ red and white.

Class 636. Sweet wines, sherry, port, angelica, etc.

Class 637. Sparkling Avines.

Class 638. Brandies.

Class 639. Grape juices.

Colonel Baker also laid particular stress on the importance]

of the Jury of Awards, and after being the recipient of a vote]

of thanks for his interesting talk, he withdrew.

After discussing the advisability of a State building, which!

it was considered would be a mistake, Mr. E .C. Briber said thatj

inasmuch as it seemed to be the sense of the meeting that the]

California grape growers and wine men should take part in thej

Exposition, he would make a motion that the wine men make a
j

joint exhibit in the Agricultural Building. Jlr. Theo Gier sec-j

onded this motion and upon its being put to the house, it was!

carried unanimously.

The next step taken was to give the organization an official!

name, since it was decided that it must be separate and distinct]

from the Grape Growers' Association of California. Mr. Schil-

ling made a motion that the designation of the organization be

:

California Viticulturai Association

(1915 Exposition)

Mr. Carl Bundschu suggested that the word "exhibit" be in-

serted, and upon being submitted to those present, the namej
adopted read:

California Viticultui'al Exhibit Association

(1915 Exposition)

As a nucleus for the organization, the following signified the

desire to have the firms they represented enteretl as members:
Wm. Hanson—California Wine Association.

C. Schilling—C. Schilling & Co.

A. L. Jacobi—Lachman & Jacobi.

F. A. Busse—Napa and Sonoma Wine Company.
Paul Masson—Paul Masson Company, San Jose.

Theo Gier—Gier Wine Company, Livermore.
E. H. Wente Jr.—Bernard Winery, Livermore.

G. de Latour—Rutherford.

C. E. Bundschu and H. P. Gundlach—of Gundlach-Buudschu
Company.

L. Moise—Schlessinger & Bender.
P. Bernard—French-American Wine Company.
E. M. Sheehan—Sacramento Valley Winery.
W. P. Valsangiacomo—Columbus Vineyard and Wine Com-

pany.

J. E. Colton—Martinez.

M. Viera—Antioch.

Others pi-esent were : Senator L. W. Juilliard, Victor Piezzi,

W. W. Lyman, J. P. Overton, E. C. Priber, J. S. Concannon,
Louis Landsburger and H. F. Stoll.

Telegrams and letters expressing a desire to co-operate from
those unable to be present were received from : Chas. Oldlumi,
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I

of the Calwa Distributing Co. ; A. B. Tarpey, of Fresilo ; E. B.

Rogers, of Fresno; John A. Corotto, San Jose; Leopold Jiisti,

Glen Ellen; F. Salmina & Co., St. Helena; H. Lange, of B. Am-
hold & Co. ; Wm. Wehner, of Evergreen ; Geo. P. Beveridge, of

Fresno, and Wm. Pierce, of Suisun.

Next, Mr. Bundschu made a motion that the secretary be re-

quested to make formal application for blank feet of space for

a wine exhibit at the Exposition. Mr. Schilling requested that

we add a request that we have the right to serve or give away

wine. The motion was seconded by Mr. Hanson and unan-

imously passed.

In introducing his amendment, Mr. Schilling said : "I have

given the matter considerable thought and I believe that those

interested in the viticultural industry of California should make

a joint exhibit where everybody may place his goods as he de-

sires, subject to the approval of the committee. The privilege

must be granted to the Exhibit Association that they can give

their friends wine. When they visit the exhibit or the place

allotted to each one, they should have a chance to partake of

California wine and have a glass of the best. I do not believe

that it should be our policy to sell wines. I think our exhibit

ought to be a place where wine is to be given away. In 1894 we
had the Midwinter Fair, and in a small way we dispensed our

wines and met with good success. The people liked it. Now we
can do the same in 1915. We can issue tickets, which will per-

mit our friends, or any one, to secure our wines when they pre-

sent same to the proper person, who will represent the Califor-

nia viticultural industrj'. Each one can call for any wines he

desires, provided he has a ticket naming that particular wine.

If one firm is willing to distribute more wine to friends than

others, thsit makes no difference; it will be their privilege. If I

am willing to spend 10,000 bottles of wine to advertise my
wiue, I should have the right to do so. If some one else only

opens 100 bottles, that's his business.

"We must take these matters into consideration, but under

no circumstances would I agree to exhibit unless our wine bot-

tles may be opened."

The next step suggested was the selection of officers to in-

clude not only those present, but any additional grape growers

or wine men who were considered necessary to make the list of

officials and committees effective.

Mr. Gier introduced a resolution that a nominating commit-

tee of nine from those present be appointed by the chair to re-

tire and submit to the meeting, before it adjourned, the officers

for the association and the members of the Executive Commit-

tee. This was seconded by Mr. A. Jacobi. The nominating com-

mittee appointed by the chair consisted of Mr. Theo Gier, Mr.

Wm. Hanson, Mr. Paul Masson, Mr. Carl Bimdschu, Mr. Frank
A. Busse, Mr. A. L. Jacobi, Mr. H. F. Stoll, Mr. E. C. Briber

and Mr J. P. Overton After due deliberation, they brought in

the following report : President, Senator L. W. Juilliard ; first

vice-president, Mr. Wm. Hanson; second vice-president, Mr.

Secundo Guasti ; third vice-president, Mr. E. M. Sheehan ; treas-

urer, Mr. Andrea Sbarboro; secretary, Mr. H. F. Stoll.

The Executive Committee to consist of the above five officers

and Mr. Carl Bundschu, Mr. Paul Masson, Mr. E. C. Priber, Mr.

Theo Gier, Mr. M. P. Tarpey, Mr. C. J. Wetmore, Mr. J. P.

Overton, Mr. E. L. La Rue, Mr. Frank Busse, Mr. C. S. Schil-

ling, Mr. Frank Swett, Mr. C. H. Wente, Mr. W. W. Lyman
and Mr. Wm. Wehner.
The Nominating Committee recommended that the president

be an ex-officio member of all committees and that he be per-

mitted to fill any vacancies or name further members for the

Executive Committee if necessary.

Mr. Schilling made a motion that the report of the Nominat-

^g Committee be adopted as read. The motion was seconded by

pir. Gier and unanimously carried

Mr. Sheehan acted as temporary chairman until the election

of the officers, when Senator Juilliard took his place. The lat-

ter made a gi'aceful little speech, saying that he was willing to

accept the position if those present were certain that he would
be able to harmonize the different interests, since he had no axe
to grind, and his first thought always was to assist any move-
ment that would contribute to the prosperity of our viticultural

industry.

Mr. Hanson then made a motion that, for organization pur-

poses, the State be divided into the following viticultural sec-

tions: (1) Sonoma, Lake and Mendocino counties; (2) Napa
and Solano counties; (3) Alameda and Contra Costa counties;

(4) Santa Clara and Santa Cruz counties; (5) San Francisco,

Marin and San Mateo counties; (6) Sacramento, Yolo, Placer,

Tehama, etc.; (7) San Joaquin, Stanislaus and Merced coun-

ties; (8) Fresno, Madera, Kings and Tulare counties; (9)

Southern California.

The following were named chairmen of the various commit-
tees in charge of the different viticultural divisions: (1) Mr.
Andrea Sbarboro, (2) Mr. E. C. Priber, (3) Mr. Theo Gier, (4)
Mr. Paul Masson, (5) Mr. C. Schilling, (6) Mr. E. M. Sheehan,

(7) Mr. Louis Wetmore, (8) Mr. M. F. Tarpey, (9) Mr.
Secundo Guasti.

The secretary was instructed to notify them of their appoint-

ments and to request from each a list of those whom they de-

sired to assist, so that the president and secretary might per-

sonally ask for their co-operation with the Exhibit Association.

Their next duty was to find out promptly who in each section

intended to exhibit, so that the Exhibit Committee might be able

to arrive at a definite conclusion as to the space they would
need.

It was also decided that these chairmen constitute the Finance
Committee, since they will be able to serve in a dual capacity

;

that is, interest the people in their section and help to collect

the funds as well.

Those appointed on the Exhibit Committee are: Mr. C. J.

Wetmore, Mr. Sophus Federspiel, Mr. Chas. Oldham, Mr. Frank
Busse, Mr. H. Lang, Mr. Carl Dresel, Mr. Paul Masson, Mr.
E. H. Rixford, Mr. Leo Korbel, Mr. Theo Gier, Mr. Max Gold-

schmidt, Mr. E. M. Sheehan and Mr. Wm. Wolif.

Mr. Stoll was appointed chairman of the Publicity Committee
with power to add to his department whatever assistants were
deemed necessary.

Further committees, such as a Grape Day Committee, Recep-

tion Committee and Banquet Committee, were left to the ap-

pointment of the chair at a later date

The selection of Senator Juilliard as president is looked

upon as an in.spiration, as he is friendly to all and will be

well able to represent the industry creditably on all occasions.

He has a pleasing personality, is an eloquent speaker, and can

be depended on to fight for recognition of our wines during the

life of the Exposition.

Temporary headquarters for the California Viticultural Ex-
hibit Association have been established at Room 502, 45 Kearny
street, where those interested may address or call on the sec-

retary.

H. E. Taylor Jr. & Sons Increase Capital Stock

ON June 28th, E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons filed articles in the

Secretary of State's office increasing their capital stock

from $250,000 to $1,000,000. According to the press a part of

the capital will be used in extensive improvements at the plant.

il
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^ LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT

Los ANGELES, July 19, 1912.—The summer weather has

at last arrived, and the last few days have been warm
enough to start the circulation of a salamander. Reports from

several portions of the county are to the effect that the grapes

are burning badly and that the crop will be affected very mate-

rially because of it if the hot weather continues for a few days

longer. Up to the present, indications have been toward a

bumper crop this season, a situation that has caused the win-

ery men of this section considerable concern, for on them de-

pends the movement of the wine grapes. Inquiry among the

wine men shows that they all have more or less full cellars and

are not disposed to purchase any further cooperage or extend

their cellar facilities, a condition that bodes ill for the wine

grape market this fall. A light crop would therefore be a relief

to all concerned. In the trade there is but little moving, the

continued demoralization of wine prices and the regular sum-

mer dullness, with a Presidential off year, makes a combination

that is hard on the business, and, as a consequence, the wine

men are not viewing the situation with any particular enthusi-

asm. Locally, the trade is normal. The city is filled with vis-

itors which the hot weather of the interior has driven to the

Coast for relief, and our merchants are doing a little more than

the usual amount of business for this time of the year.

ing card stamps, $32.34-; case stamps, $90; and miscellaneous

collections, $41,380.44; total, |1,207,169.10.

The free lunch must go. The City Council, under the prod-

ding of the Prohibs, cliurches and the tightwad members of the

traffic, has decided that it must go and has passed an ordinance

to that effect as follows, which forbids any person to sell, serve

or give away, "any meal, lunch, food, viand or edible" in any

retail liquor establishment. A clause also forbids the accept-

ance of any check representative of value, other than United

States coin, in payment for drinks. The plan to prohibit the

treating of one person by another is also being seriously dis-

cussed by the Police Commission. Ix)s Angeles has long been

afflicted by the greatest variety of "cranks" of any city in the

United States, and it begins to look as if some of their particu-

lar brand of belief is taking hold of the city administration,

which seems to have gone mad on the subject of regulation. At
this rate, we can soon expect an ordinance "regulating" our

hours for work, eating and sleep, if the "paternalism" of the

city administration is not checked, by a revolt of the voters, the

majority of whom are becoming heartily tired of the domination

of the "holier than thou" trinity, the W. C. T. U., Church Fed-

eration and the Goo-Goos of the administration.

Dr. John R. Haynes and Wm. Mead, leaders in that bunch

of cranks, the Municipal Reform Association, are endeavoring

to have the Police Commission adopt a resolution forcing the

closing of all saloons at G v. u. and also to adopt the "Gothen-

berg System" and several other like idiosyncrasies.

The Los Angeles office of the Internal Revenue Department

shows an increase of practically $200,000 for tlie fiscal year

ending July 1st. Nearly a million and a quarter dollars were

collected this year from every source as against $1,041,566.84.

Tnx collections increa.sed five to ten per cent, the only item show-

ing a decrease being the revenue collected from i-etail liquor

dealers' licenses. Following are the itemized collections for the

year: Corporation tax, $324,276.29; beer stamps, $322,212.50;

spirit stamps, $384,112; cigars and cigarette stamps, $48,-

810.66 ; tobacco stamps, $1586.44 ; special tax, $92,242.66 ;
play-

Restaurant liquor licenses were gi-anted this month to Achille

Travaglini for No. 710 South Spring street; Claud Mathewsou,

for No. 2351/4 South Spring street; Vanderlinden & Hambacher,

for No. 116 West Seventh street, and Louis Cendra, for No. 136

North Spring street. The Knickerbocker Club was granted a

social club liquor permit for No. 437 South Hill street. The re-

tail permit helf by Pitcher & Cannon for No. 421 South Main

street was cancelled and one was issued to William B. Cannon

for the same location. The permit for a saloon held by A. P.

Kelso for No. 658 South Main street was cancelled and a new
one was issued for the same location to Dunkle & Mayfield.

The retail permit of Harry E. Kelso for No. 621 South Spring

street was cancelled and Kelso & Kelso were given a permit of

the same character for this place. Edwards & Nelson get a

retail permit for No. 2059 East Seventh street in place of the

one held by Harding & Nelson, which was cancelled. The re-

tail permit of Krouse & Nagle for No. 420 South Main street

was cancelled and a new one for the same location was issued

to Peter Krouse.

The W. C. T. U. are now making an attempt to make San

Pedro a dry town on the same ground as caused the ruling on

the aqueduct work. They argue that the vast amount of work

being done by the city at the harbor is sufficient ground to enact

an ordinance forbidding the sale of liquor within so many miles

of the work. Verily, the way of the liquor man in this fair

Southland is hard.

"Billy" Ahrens, member of the firm of Jos. Melczer & Co.,

together with Scott, bookkeeper for the house, are still planning

their "bungalows" for their hunting lodges up the Santa Anita

Canyon in the Forest Reserve. They will sure be some "house"

when completed.

William Wolff, the well-known San Francisco liquor mer-

chant, was a visitor in Los Angeles the past week.

Dan Jerrue has been forced to abandon the delights of grow-

ing spuds and cabbage on his ranch at Eastlake Park and come

back to biz, as his partner, Hevren, has gone to Catalina to look

after the firm's fine business at that resort.

Adolph Becker and wife, together with Billy Christian, have

departed for Kings River Canyon on a month or six weeks'

hunting and fishing trip, under the guidance of Charles Bastian.

Adolph has invested in a Simplex Six and will motor as far as

the car can be driven and then will pack on into the wilds.

The Baer-Fox Wine Company is the title of a new company

just opened here. Oscar Baer, the well-known cigar man, and

W. G. O. Fox, for many years connected with the Los Angeles

Wine Company, are firm meml)ors. The new company bought

the store of the Ideal Wine Company, at 122 East Third street,

and remodeled it and restocked it with a complete stock of the

the highest grade goods and will conduct a wholesale and family

trade. The many friends of the firm have already set a fine tide

of trade flowing their way and they are already doing a very

flattering business.
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According to the locality of the saloons the retail liquor

licenses in the city of Los Angeles are worth from |5000 to

$10,000. As the number of licenses is decreased the value of

the licenses will go higher. Mayor Alexander has made the

following statement in connection with the value of licenses

:

"Saloons in Los Angeles are selling away above their actual

value. I doubt if the stock in any ordinary saloon in this city

is worth more than flOOO. People pay fi-om |4000 to |5000

simply to get hold of the license. That is because there is a

limit placed on the number of saloons."

Long Beach holds the record as a drj' town. It has been dry

longer than any other town in the State. Liquor is sold only on

a physician's prescription in that town. During the year past

there were 505 arrests for drunkenness, or 47 per cent of the

total arrests. Is there any wet town in the State that can break

that record?

Central California Items of Interest

Hereafter the saloonkeepei-s of Anaheim will pay |75 per

month for their licenses and the wholesale liquor men will pay

|50 per month. Seven saloons and two wholesale houses are

affected.

Wine grape growers of Dinuba are in battle with the a>ssocia-

tion wineries over prices. It is said that the wine men claim to

have a large stock on hand and can not name prices without

speculating. The groAvers claim that the independents are en-

couraging them to hold out for |12 a ton. As the growers made

no profits last year they hope to make up for hard times this

season.

Notable Visitors to Asti

ABOUT 350 Nobles of the Islam Temple of the Mystic Shrin-

ers were guests of the Italian-Swiss Colony at Asti on

Sunday, June 30th, and it is safe to say that their pleasant visit

there will be long remembered.

They were received by Mr. Andrea Sbarboro, Mr. M. J. Fon-

tana, Mr. Edmund Rossi and Mr. S. Federspiel, and then con-

ducted about.the wonderful plant, where they had an opportu-

nity to ^tudy the up-to-date machinery and methods of making

wine; the largest wine tank in the world, with a capacity of

500,000 gallons ; the cooper shop, where thousands of barrels are

made, and the champagne vaults, where M. Charles Jadeau, the

famous French chamiMigne expert, is busy superintending the

filling of 400,000 bottles of Golden State Extra Dry Champagne.

This, by the way, is to be the natural California champagne

that will be offered to the J^xpositiou visitors in 1915 by the

Italian-Swiss Colony. The Shriners were amazed at the time,

care and expense necessary to produce this "Grand Prix" cham-

pagne and followed closely the explanation of the various stages

through wliicli the wine goes from the time each botle is filled

until it is handled over 200 times and at last ready for the con-

sumer.

A much-enjoyed feature of the outing was an outdoor lunch-

eon under the wild grape vine arbor that adjoins the Villa

Pompeii, the summer home of Andrea Sbarboro. In addition

to many good things to eat, the visitors were served with

"Golden State, Extra Dry Champagne," and several of the fin-

est dry wines produced at Asti.

Illustrious Potentate Harry Maundrell, in a well-chosen

speech, tliankwl the Colony for the educational treat that had

[I
been conferred upon the Shriners and declared that the visit

had proved a revelation.

Many of the guests inspected the immense 1750 acre vine-

yard, which is a picture of emerald loveliness at this time of the

year, and later the merry Nobles departed for home in autos

and in their special train.

MoDEKTO, July 24.

BY a very narrow majority the people of Modesto decided

July 10 that the eleven saloons of the city should close

within ten days. There was quite a celebration on the part of

the anti-saloon forces when the result of the election became
known.
For two weeks a fierce campaign has been waged. Nightly

meetings by both forces were held. The fight was a hard one,

but was not characterized by rancorous feelings. On the morn-
ing of the election the anti-saloon party paraded babies in car-

riages with badges pleading "Vote for me," etc. Various dodgers

were scattered reading "Down with Sunday Theatres," "Down
with Sunday Baseball," etc. When the anti-saloon people

learned that the effect of these was in favor of the saloon people

they made haste to deny responsibility for them.

Victorj' for the drys is due entirely to the Wisecarver addition

to the city. Modesto city proper had voted 72 in favor of the

wets. This was offset by a majority of 112 in favor of the dry?

by Wisecarver addition.

One of the results of the election has been the suspension of

operations on the new 100-room hotel, in course of construction

by Henry Crow at the corner of Eleventh and H streets. Mr.

Crow has decided to do nothing with the hotel until the dry

policy has been given a trial. If the city had voted wet he would
have continued to build. The cost of the hotel was to have been

1100,000.

Modesto saloons closed at midnight July 20. They will not

be reopened until the petition of Brown and Irving for an in-

junction to pi'eveut the closing of tlie saloons has been heard.

The petition of Messrs. Brown and Irving, who are the pro-

prietors of the Olympic bar, is to prevent the closing of all

saloons. The petitioners are represented by a host of able law-

yers.

If the petition .should be denied it is proposed that a new town
be incorporated just outside the city limits where the wets may
be at home. It is also reported that a large roadhouse be estab-

lished on the railroad line just inside the San Joaquin county

line.

Salinas drys have commenced the circulation of petitions for

a local option election at the coming general election in Novem-
ber. The drys appear to be confident that they will win in the

event of the election. The wets in the small towns are starting

an agitation for iucorpoi-ation in order to head off the drys.

The Plainfield roadhouse was voted out of existence July 5.

Di-j's won by a majority of 69 in the three precincts.

Many changes have been made in the saloon ordinances at

Hollister. The number of licenses is limited to twelve. Closing

hours will be 11 p. m. on week days and 12 m. on Sunday. A
transparent pane of glass must be placed in the door of the

saloon so as to give a plain view of the inside. The license fee

is set at |125 per quarter.

Decrease of Champagne Export

THE champagne district in France fo:

March 31 exported 29,373,899 bottles

for the 12 months ended

L»s. The district just out-

side of Champagne exportetl 6,314,115 bottles. The total for the

Champagne country and neighborhood was 35,688,014 bottles.

The year previous the exports amounted to 38,524,402 bottles

and in 1909-1910 to 39,294,526 bottles.

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on
the market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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SEATTLE AND NORTHWEST NEWS
»<»»« IXi »»»*<> I '!» «ii» ni«»^^M«

SEATTLE, July 22, 1912.—Rear-Admiral V. L. Cottman ha:^

started a great deal of controversy by closing the gate to

Charleston against the enlisted men, on the ground that a fourth

saloon in Charleston was started and licensed in consequence

of the establishment of new marine barracks at Charleston.

The Charleston Commercial Club on July 19 decided to take

the matter up with the Secretary of the Navy toward having the

admiral's order closing the gate countermanded, and it is ex-

pected that the trouble will be adjusted by the Navy Depart-

ment. The admiral claims that just as soon as the several hun-

dred navy men occupied the new barracks the City Council pro-

ceeded to license a fourth saloon, thereby offering temptation

to the men. But the City Council claims that there had always

been four saloons in the city and there should have been no

objection to the re-establishment of the fourth when conditions

called for it.

The Classen Chemical Company has resumed the manufacture

of alcohol at its Hadlock distilling plant, which was shut down

for six weeks in order to change the process from wood to mo-

lasses. Molasses will be brought from the Hawaiis and the

bastol department will be discontinued. Mr. D. J. Shanahan

has been appointed superintendent of the plant.

In Spokane the dry forces are organizing for a fight, "tooth

and nail," at the local option election this fall. A meeting at

which 300 were present was held in the Y. M. C. A. building and

organization effected. Each and every ward in the city of Spo-

kane Avill be covered by committees representing women's organ-

izations, labor unions and Catholic societies. Mr. J. D. Camp-

bell has been chosen the head of the movement. It appears that

the principal object is to keep the saloon men of Spokane from

sending funds to help the saloonkeepers in their fight at North

Yakima and Squedunk.

»«•••<»•«•«*•••<«•*««»«

The Reverend Conrad Bluhm has started a campaign against

the saloons in Spokane on the ground of patriotism. He con-

siders the licensing of saloons as being un-American, but so far

has made no reference to unlicensed saloons. Later on we will

very likely learn whether or not he considers them as being

American.

Prohibitionists in Spokane are inclined to adopt as their party

animal the camel. It is hard to say why, but it is very probable

simply due to the fact that the making of emblems is just now
a party fad. In coming in for distinction the poor camel will

very likely be induced to display a very long neck as a sign that

he can go a long while without a drink. This will not contribute

much to the harmony of the party, however, considering that it

is pretty well rent with insurrection.

Th(! Tacoma Tribune expresses alarm over the accusations

which prohibitionists are hurling at President Taft, Colonel

Roosevelt and Professor Wilson. All these three gentlemen

(sjjare the word) have been charged with drunkenness. Pro-

hibitionists say that President Taft has made a rum joint out

of the White House, that Oyster Bay reeks with the fumes of

alcohol, and that Professor Wilson intends to change the name
of the White House to "Murphy's Place" and dispense liquor in

it in the event of his election. But what causes apprehension

to the Tribune is the remedy in sight, namely, the election of the

prohibitionists to the place sought by Taft, Roosevelt and Wil-

son. The Tribune, judging by the intemperance in word and
action of the prohibitionists, fears that the White House, con-

trolled by prohibitionists, would become a "blind pig."

North Yakima is again to have a local option election. Eveiw

election practically has something to do with the saloons. The
city has always decided in favor of the saloons, but this year

the Civic League believes it will vote for prohibition.

Mr. T. S. Kenuerly will move his brandy distillery from Baker
City, Oregon, to North Yakima, Washington, and hopes to have

the plant in operation in August.

At the local option election to be held at Ceutralia, Washing-
ton, this fall, the "drys" expect to be successful. They have
effected a strong organization and are prepared for a wai'm

fight. Dr. E. L. Kniskem will have charge of their campaign.

Petitions have been prepared toward having the liquor question

placed on the regular ballot in November. The "dry.s" express

hope for success this fall on account of the vote of the women.
The "wets" believe that the temperance wave has spent its force

and is passing aAvay and for that reason think that the "drys"

have no chance of victory. They have not organized. If they

lose they will know where to place the blame.

Councilman Maguire, of the City Council of Portland, pro-

poses to have embodied in the ordinance for the city of Portland

provisions for the abolishment of free lunches in saloons, pro-

hibition of more than one entrance or exit to saloons, taking out

of chairs, benches, etc., from saloons, and other restrictions. He
would prevent the sale of licenses, prohibit members of the City

Council from having any interest in saloons.

The Rosenburg Brewing and Ice Company, of Rosenburg, Ore-

gon, has been charged with selling beer containing more than

3 per cent alcohol. This charge is based on investigations made
by Professor Shinn of the University of Oregon. The stock of

the company is held by the most prominent people of the town
and they are shocked at the charges, as the town is a dry one

and the brewery the only one in operation.

At Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, the Council has decided to issue no

more licenses until the number of saloons is one to each 1000

inhabitants.

Caldwell, Idaho, has had a great deal of excitement deciding

between wet and dry candidates for the various offices to be

voted on in November. The drys decided to support Mr. Mor-

rison for Governor against Mr. Haines.

Proprietors of saloons in Salem, Oregon, have signed a pletlge

to sell no liquoi's to minors or dnmkards. This has been in

consequence of accusations having been made against them and

the refusal of the aldermen to consider their denials. In addi-

tion to the pledge the saloon keei>ers have agreed to keep a

record of all minors and drunkards who ask them to sell

liquors to them and submit the list to the authorities.

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on
the market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.
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IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER- HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng. BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng. BREWERS' MATERIALS
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
G. D. GRAIN, JR., Regular Correspondent, 305 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky

G. D. Grain, Jr., 300 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

LOinSVILLE, KY., July 25.—With the dullest mouth of the

year iu the liquor trade of this section ])ractically a thing

of the past, Kentucky distillers are heginning to figure i)lans for

the operating season of 1912-13, which- is now in plain view.

July, a naturally quiet month, has Itrought but little of intere-it

in the trade. A big percentage of the distillers lias found time

for vacations and it is just now that signs of rejuvenation for

the active season ahead are appearing.

Although some whisky will be made in Kentucky during

September, it will not be time for the season to open full swing

until October 1 or October 15. Within from two to three months

every plant in the state will have resumed operations. The ex-

tent of the coming crop will be governed gi-eatly by the attitude

with which the distillers will regard the actual report of 1911-12

opei'ations. The Federal report of last year's crop will prob-

ably be published within the next ten days or two weeks, as it

is due to arrive about the middle of August. Governmental

statistics in this regard are being awaited with interest, for

although it is figured that the year will run about 42,000,000

gallons, the distillers desire official information upon which to

base future action.

By the time that the trade in Louisville commences its weekly

luncheons about the first of September, as was the custom last

year, it is probable that concerted opinion as to the course which

will be pursued during 1912-13 will be evident. Last year many
authorities expressed the belief that a shorter crop this year is

a matter of necessity to ward off dangers of over-production for

future years. Whether or not conservative operations will fea-

ture the coming season is a matter to be decided by the pro-

ducers themselves within the next few months. At present the

question favors the elimination of future steps toward anything

like the bumper, forty-odd-million-gallon productions which
have featured this year and last.

The whisky trade is getting away from the old type of wooden
or corrugated-iron distillery or warehouse in its progress toward

bigger and better business. The Old Grand-Dad Distilling Com-
pany, one of the most progressive local concerns, offers an

example of this movement in the industry in that it is equipping

its plant near Bardstown with a complete automatic sprinkler

system. The sprinkler will effect a saving in insurance rates

and will insure safety hitherto unknown at the plant. Not long

ago, as an additional example, the Sunny Brook Distilling Com-
pany completed the erection of a handsome concrete, brick, steel

and glass distillery building on its property at Twenty-eighth

street and Bi-oadway. Bluegi'ass distillers are becoming advo-

cates of modern construction which minimizes fire risks as well

as decreases the cost of doing business.

R. E. Wathen & Company, according to their report to the

Review, are preparing for the busy season Avith energy and are

disposed to view the pi'ospect very optimistically. A new 100-

horsepower boiler, purchased fi'om the Henry Vogt Machine
Company, of this city, has been added to the power plant at the

Wathen distilleries, and additional improvements are being out-

lined, to be completed before the busy season commences Sep-

tember 1.

Richard E. Wathen, president of R. E. Wathen & Company
and president of the Kentucky Wholesale Liquor Dealers' As-

sociation, leaves August 1 for a month's vacation at Long Lake,

Wis., accompanied by Mrs. AVathen.

Otho H. Wathen, of R. E. Wathen & Company, has retumt
from a motor trip through the Berkshire's in New England an^

Lower Canada, Avith a party in his handsome Packard touring

car.

Automobiles arc; the vogue with Kentucky distillers^ if thi

action of the members of the Mattingly-Moore Distilling Coir

pany, one of the best known concerns in Louisville, is to U
taken as a precedent. R. H. Edelen, president of the .Mattinglj

Moore Distilling Company, recently purchased a luxurious Pt ep^

less Big Six touring-car. William Higgins, secretary-treasure

of the company, bought a Case "40'' a few days ago, and Williaii

H. Hood, also of that company, is the possessor of a new Flai

ders racer of the most approved type.

Mrs. M. A. Wathen, widow of the late Martin A. Wathen, whc
was president of the Old Grand-Dad Distilling Company prioj

to his death a short time ago, has left with her daughter. Mm
Marline Wathen, to spend the remainder of the summer in Baj
View, Mich.

A decrease of 1369,600.83 in internal revenxie collections upoi^

whisky produced in this district of Kentucky was evidenced ii

the repoi't of the Louisville revenue office for the year endini
June 30, 1912, as compared with the corresponding term endinj
in 1911. Whisky and tobacco, so far as the local district ii

concerned, furnish fifteen-sixteenths of the yeai^'s collections!

During the year ending June 30, 1912, $13,532,101.26 was paid

in at Louisville upon Avhisky, as compared with |13,901,702.0j
for the same item the year preceding. While the total for tl

year showed a decrease, June in 1912 led June in 1911 by mor
than 190,000, the former period having |843,714.17 to its credi

as opposed to |747,557.67 for the corresponding month la

year. The internal revenue collections for the fiscal year jua

past total 116,897,817.13.

To enable distillers and owners of distilled spirits bottletl iJ

bond for export to meet orders for immediate shipmenl
by keeping on hand a sufficient quantity of goods, th|

Treasury Department of the United States has issued fror

Washington, D. C, a set of regulations, supplementary to RegB
lations No. 23, revised June 6, 1907. Kentucky distillers ai

naturally extremely interested in the recent departmental bul-

letin. The regulations provide that no portion of a bottling

Avarehouse may be used to store spirits which are bottleil for

export. A separate room or building on the distillery premises

must be provided for this purpose. The general make-up and

location of this storage Avarehouse must be approved by tiie

Collector and Commissioner of Internal ReA^enue. The pro-

prietor, as the regulations specify, must then gi\'e bond for Ihe

proper storage and accounting of all such spirits, this bond to

be sufficient to cover the tax upon the largest quantity of spirits

that may be stored for export at any one time, and in no ca.se

to be less than f500. Further specifications of a minor charac-

ter, dealing Avith the proper method of stamping, Aviriug and
storing cases of spirits for export, are provided by Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue Roy E. Cabell.
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Herman F. W. Volkerding, president of the well-known local

distilling firm of John T. Barbee & Sons and one of the best-

known business men and fratemalists in Louisville, died a short

time ago at Noi'ton Memorial Infirmary in this city. Mr. Vol-

kerding succumbed as the result of an operation for gall-stones.

He was bom forty-two years ago in Cincinnati, O., but had
resided in Louisville since he was six years old. Most of his

business life had been spent in the liquor trade, although after

his rise to the presidency of John T. Barbee & Company he be-

came a stockholder in other big corporations and was widely

known as an owner of West End real estate. Mr. Volkerding
^^•as a member of the latest Republican General Council and
was prominent in fraternal circles, being a Shriner and a high

Mason. Besides his widow, who was Miss Mary Elizabeth

Hauber, he is survived by eight children, George, Carl, Herman
F. W., Jr., Frederick, Marie, Virginia, Dorothy and Ruth Vol-

kerding.

Beneath the folds of the Stars and Stripes and the Tri-Color

of the French Republic, the twentieth anniversary of the Fall

of the Bastile one hundred and twenty-three years ago was cele-

brated by the Fete Nationale of France, a local organization of

Frenchmen which was founded two decades ago, was celebrated

July 5. Michel Hermann, head of the well-known local wine
importing firm of Hermann Brothers, and the French Consul in

Louisville, presided as toastmaster at the banquet which fea-

tured the celebration and the dining-room at Sullivan & Brach's

cafe resounded with French songs and toasts, all delivered in

the mother tongue.

Col. Marion E. Taylor, head of the local distilling firm of

Wright & Taylor, is on his way home from a tour of the world
which has consumed practically an entire year. Col. Taylor is

accompanied by Mrs. Taylor. They sailed ten months ago from
San Francisco, and after six weeks in Japan went to China,

Burmah, India, Ceylon, through Egypt, the Nile, Palestine,

Turkey and Greece. After a complete tour of the Continent and
the British Isles, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are now in Paris for a

stay before returning to America.

The Kentucky Co-operation Distillers' Company, of Louis-

ville, has filed amended articles of incorporation changing its

corporate name to the N. L. Fitschen Company and authorizing

an increase in its capitalization from $100,000 to $150,000.

Surrounded by a merry party in the parlors of the Seelbach

Hotel in this city, Mr. Walter L. Klein, a prominent whisky
merchant of Cincinnati, O., and Miss Frances Wile, of Owens-
boro, Ky., were married a short time ago by Dr. David Phillip-

son, of Cincinnati. Following the ceremony a delightful supper

was served to friends of the couple who had come from three

states for the occasion, and Mr. and Mrs. Klein left for the

White ^lountains in New Hampshire, where they will spend the

remainder of the summer before returning to Cincinnati, where
Mr. Klein is established in the wholesale liquor trade.

The Stitzel Distilling Company, of this city, ha.s secured a

permit to erect a warehouse costing |5000 on its property at

1033 Story avenue. The structure Avill be iron-clad, seven

stories in height, occupying a site 68 by 80 feet in dimension,

and will be completed by October 1.

Authorizing an increase in its capitalization of from |250,000
to 11,000,000, E. H. Taylor, Jr., & Sons have filed amended
articles of incorporation at Frankfort, Ky. The Taylor com-
pany, which has long been prominent in the Kentucky distilling

industry, is now one of the biggest in the country. Not long

ago Col. E. H. Taylor, Jr., president of the concern, offered Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley, the illustrious pure food expert, a salary of

115,000 per annum to become associated with the Frankfort
company in the production of pure food whisky. Although
forced to decline the offer because of the press of duties with
his magazine. Good Homckceping, Dr. Wiley complimented the
Frankfort distiller upon the excellence of Taylor whiskies.

Blanchester, O., has filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission at Washington, D. C, a complaint against the Louis-
ville & Nashville Railroad Company and other carriers, repre-

senting that a rate of 24 cents per hundred upon distillers' grain
between Eminence, Ky., and Howell, Mich., is unjust and dis-

criminatory, inasmuch as it is in excess of II14 cents per hun-
dredweight. The petition seeks reparation upon a shipment of

40,000 pounds of grain made at the alleged discriminatory rate
between the points named.

Captain R. T. Abbett, who for years has been superintendent
of the Richwood Distilleries, owned by the Susquemac Distilling

Company in Bedford, Ky., has tendered his resignation to the
Susquemac company, the action taking effect immediately.
J. W. Barlow, of Louisville, has been appointed to succeed My.
Abbett.

Canadian Vineyard Industry and Imports

CANADIAN grape growing centers in the Province of On-
tario, whose vineyards cover 12,000 acres. The figures fur-

nished by the Ontario Government of the cost of maintenance
and the profit per acre are as follows

:

Cost of bringing an acre of grapes into full bearing, including supports
for vines, $75; annual outlay per acre when bearing (pruning and tying,

cultivation, spraying three times, picking, and packages, and aelivery to

stations), $60; average yield, 3 tons (or 750 baskets, average price 15
cents), $113 (a yield of 5 tons per acre is frequently obtained); net return
per acre, $53.

Grapes for the table are mainly raised, but about one-third of tlie

grape crop is devoted to the manufacture of wine, the annual output being
300,000 gallons, for which purpose the grower is able to dispose of his
crop at from $18 to $36 per ton, and finds it a profitable method, as every-
thing can be shipped. Plants for wine manufacture exist at St. Catharines,
Hamilton, Stanford (near Niagara Falls), and at Sandwich and Pelee Islands
fu Essex County. The markets for table grapes are Toronto, Hamilton and
other neighboring cities. Grapes are also shipped by the carload to the
western and eastern Provinces. It may be pointed out that grape growin.s
at present is conducted in connection with other forms of fruit growing,
and with the raising of vegetables and tobacco. Mixed horticulture of this

character is growing very rapidly in Ontario.

During the fiscal year ended March 31, 1911, Canada im-
jiorted 2.900,288 pounds of fre.sh gi-apes, valued at |149,693,
from the United States, 994,627 pounds, valued at |79,192,
from the United Kingdom, and 39,340 pounds, valued at 12423,
from Spain. In the same year Canada imported 596,914 gal-

lons of wine, valued at |446,448, of which the United States
supplied 52,091 gallons, valued at |;25,986; 60,812 gallons of

champagnes, valued at |577,045, of which 171 gallons came
from the United States, with a value of $1565; and 8747 gallons
of me<licinal wines, valued at |18,749, of which 283 gallons,

vjilued at f586, were from the Ignited States.

Wines imported into Canada from the United Kingdom are
gonerally subject to the rates of duty of the British preferential

tariff, but some wines are admitted at the rates provided for b\

the treaty with France, which are lower than the preferential

rates. Wines imported from the United States pay the general
tariff duties, which are those of the British preferential tariff

plus 30 per cent ad valorem. Wines from France are admitted
eitlier at intermediate rates, which are equal to the Briti.sh

preferential rates, or at the special rates mentioned above, while
Italian wines are subject to the rates of the intermediate tariff.
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tea)onr/

NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec=

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,
but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

Forelj^n.

EXPORTS OF WINE.

FROM JUNE 20, 1912, TO JULY 20, 1912.

Destination.
To Alaska
" British Columbia . . .

.

" Central America
" China
" Hawaiian Islands . .

.

" Japan
" Mexico
" Philippine Islands . . .

" South America
" Society Islands
" Samoan Islands

.
" Marquises Islands . .

.

" Dutch Bast Indies . .

.

" Korea
" Australia
" Cooks Islands
" Cuba
" France
" New York
" Other Eastern States

Cases.
560
194
22
2

102

11
20
16

413

Gallons
916

2,189
12,810
2,267

70,045
1,550
2,549
1,400
6,158
1,132
470

1,408
110
50
27
25

1,275
3,027

481,270
52,915

Value.
$2,472
1,436
5,308
915

29,139
489

1,058
798

2,855
978
237
489
44
20
18
15

387
732

141,111
20,718

Total 1,340 641,593 $209,219

BRANDY.
Destination.

To Alaska
" British Columbia ,

" Hawaiian Islands
" Central America .

" South America .

.

" New York

Cases.
2

31

Gallons.
307

Total

Destination.
To Alaska
" Central America .

" China
" Hawaiian Islands
" Japan
' Philippine Islands
" Australia

WHISKY.

Total

Destination.
To Alaska
" Central America .

.

" China
" Hawaiian Islands .

" Philippine Islands
" South America . . .

.

" Society Islands
" Australia
" Marquises Islands .

42

Cases.
376
34

'265
5

175

857

20
4

597

928

Gallons.
1,392

40
343
443

Value.
$724

80
523
25
8

1,297

$2,657

Value.
$13,797

257
381

3,022
24

738
20

2,218 $18,239

BEER.
Packages.

365
253
25

364
60
45
56
1
2

Total 1,171

Value.
$3,388
1,599
123

3,321
430
302
481
16
14

$9,674

MISCELLANEOUS.
Destination. Packages and Contents.

To Alaska 5 cs 3 bbls Ginger Ale, 3 cs Alcohol, 62 cs Grape Juice
1 bbl Rum. 20 cs Cider. 72 cs Gin, 50 cs Champagne

80 cs Vermouth, 1 cs Mineral Water
" British Columbia 50 cs Gin
" Central America. .4 cs 50 crates Mineral Water, 1 cs Porter, 3 kgs Vermouth

6 cs Cherries in Maraschino
!' China 62 cs Grape Juice, 1 cs Cider, 9 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" Hawaiian Islands 47 cs Liquors, 531 cs 1 bbl Gin, 4 cs Alcohol

1 cs Fruit Juice, 35 cs Champagne, 2 csks Stout
15 cs Grenadine. 47 cs Cider, 6 cs Bitters, 5 cs Cordials

61 cs Grape Juice, 20 cs Rum. 130 cs Mineral Water
1 cs Punch, 25 eg Vermouth, 2 octs Port Wine

" Japan 11 cs Grape Juice
" Mexico 4 cs China Wine, 6 cs Mineral Water
•' Philippine Islands 122 cs Liquors. 25 cs Gin, 25 cs Cocktails

2 cs Syrups, % bbl Cordial, 15 cs Cider
" South America 10 bbls Ginger Ale, 5 bbls Mineral Water
" Society Islands 2 cs Spirits
" Australia 20 cs Mineral Water
" Marquises Islands 3 cs Ginger Ale
" Korea 2 cs Cherries In Maraschino, 6 cs Grape Juice
" Slam 2 cs Grape Juice
" New York 188 cs Grape Juice, 1 cs Apricot Cordial, 5 cs Champagne

...10 cs Fruit Juice, 800 cs Cherries In Maraschino, 6 cs Cordials

FROM JUNE 20, 1912, TO JULY 20, 1912.

Total 1809 cs 20 bbls 1 hf bbl 3 kgs 2 csks 2 octs 50 crates

Value $15,608

FROM VANCOUVER—Per City of Pueblo, June 21.

716 cs Champagne San Francisco.
1 cs Whisky .San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Kansas City, June 22.

80 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
685 cs Wine San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Lyra, June 23.

600 cs Gin San Francisco.
18 bbls Whisky San Francisco.
65 cs Liquors San Francisco.
61 cs Wine San Francisco.
2 octs Wine San Francisco.

740 cs Whisky Portland.
65 bbls Whisky Portland.
5 cs Gin Portland.

50 bbls Ginger Ale Portland.
54 cs Brandy Portland.
10 cs Wine Portland.
1 bbl Wine Portland.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Nippon Maru, June 25.

129 csks Sake San Francisco.
43 cs Sake San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Alaskan, June 29.

25 cs Stout San Francisco.
55 cs Wine San Francisco.
25 cs WTilsky San Francisco.
19 bbls Gin San Francisco.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.

20 cs Cordials San Francisco.
30 cs Champagne San Francisco.
10 cs Wine Tacoma.

745 cs Wine Seattle.

3 bbls Whiskv Seattle.

600 cs Grape Juice Seattle.

20 cs Lime Juice Seattle.

100 cs Whisky Seattle.

1 20 csks Beer Honolulu.
50 cs Whisky Honolulu.
6 bbls Whisky Stockton.

10 cs Brandy Sacramento.
4 kegs Brandy Sacramento.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per City of Panama, June 29.

523 bbls Stout San Francisco.
125 bbls Ale San Francisco.
20 bbls Ginger Ale San Francisco.
96 cs Wine San Francisco.
23 octs Whisky San Francisco.
4 bbls Wine San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE (via Salina Cruz)—Per Lonsdale, July 2.

719 cs Wine San Francisco.
26 csks W^ine San Francisco.
20 bbls Wine San Francisco.
12 bbls Vermouth San Francisco.

350 cs Whiskv San Francisco.
30 csks Whisky San Francisco.
39 cs Liquors San Francisco.

500 cs Brandy San Franc sco.

2 csks Brandv San Francisco.
5 csks Liquors San Francisco.

1 50 cs Vermouth Vancouver.
553 cs WTiisky Vancouver.

2 csks Whisky Vancouver.
15 cs Cordials Vancouver.
94 cs Wine Vancouver.
10 octs Brandy Vancouver.

350 cs Stout Vancouver.
100 cs Ale Vancouver.
310 cs Mineral Water Vancouver.
150 cs Bitters Vancouver.
150 cs Mineral Water Victoria.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Giftord, July 4.

400 cs Wine San Francisco.
500 cs Fernet San Francisco.
300 cs Amer Picon San Francisco.
130 cs Bitters San Francisco.

2555 cs Gin San Francisco.
1

5

cs Rum San Francisco.
1 50 cs Gin >^eattle.
35 cs Wine Portland.

650 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Nebraskan, July 3.

100 cs Wine San Francisco.
64 bbls Whisky San Francisco.

1192 cs W^hisky '. San Francisco.
4 bbls Gin San Francisco.
9 hf bbls Gin San Francisco.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.
3 bbls Rum San Francisco.
5 octs Whisky Portland.

FROM LIVERPOOL (via Seattle)—Per Watson, July 16.

75 cs Beer San Francisco.
26 cs Liquors San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK (via Ancon)—Per Pennsylvania, July 5.

203 bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Newport, July 5.

100 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
250 cs Bitters San Francisco.
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FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Arizonan,
cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.
cs Cordials San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
csks Gin San Francisco.
octs Gin San Francisco.
bbls Gin San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Wine Honolulu.
cs Bitters Honolulu.
bbls Whisky Seattle.
cs Whisky Seattle.
cs Gin Seattle.
cs Liquors Seattle.
bbl Wine Seattle.
bbls Whisky Seattle.
csk Whisky Oakland.
bbls Gin Sacramento.
hf bbls Gin Sacramento.
csks Gin Sacramento.
bbls Gin Stockton.
csks Gin Stockton.
csks Gin Fresno.

July 10.

200
56
10
15

300
10
20
10
37
7
3

68
1319

5

20
1

2
1

5
11
8

11
5

10

FROM NEW YORK (via Salina Cruz)—Per Isthmian, July 14.
700 cs Gin Sa„ Francisco.

1 il.^^^f^y San Francisco.
onn '''''I,-.?'" Oakland.
300 cs Bitter.s Portland.
JO cs Brandy Portland.
25 cs ^ hisky Portland.
10 cs Gin Portland.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Korea, July 15.

50 csks Sake San Francisco.
20 csks Sake Cheyenne.
30 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM EUROPE (via Ancon)—Per Peru, July 18.

25 bbls Wine San Francisco.
25 cs Wine San Francisco.
2 csks Gin San Francisco.
1 csk Bitters San Francisco.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IJf BOND.

FROM JUNE 20, 1912, TO JULY 20, 1912.

Via XeTT York:.^
48 cs Wine From Hamburg.

250 cs Champagne " Antwerp.
151 cs Wine " Liverpool.
50 cs Liquors " "

Via NcTv Orleana !

—

155 cs Wine From Bordeaux.
75 cs Wine " Liverpool.
5 csks Brandy " "

CALIFORNIA WINE TO NEW YORK IN JUNE

From San Francisco, steamship Panama.
20 bbls 40 cases Calwa Distributing Co.

20 " C. Schilling & Co.

From San Francisco, steamship Hawaiian.
829 bbls Chas. Stern & Sons
400

150

110

100

250

134

500

50

500

" E. L. Spellman & Co.
" Piemont Winery
" E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.
" Savoy Wine & Importing Co.
" Italian-Swiss Colony
" J. Pacheteau
" Lagomarsino Wine Co.
" 7 cases Chas. Schueler
" French-American Wine Co.

From San Francisco, steamship Ancon.
151 bbls Roma Wine Co.
300 " French-American Wine Co.
100 " To-Kalon Wine Co.
321 " J. Pacheteau
507 " Scatena Bros. Wine Co,
100 " California Wineries & Distilleries

215 " Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co.
1040 " , Lachman & Jacobi
510 " Italian-Swiss Colony
320 " Order

From San Francisco, steamship AUianca.
208 bbls Lachman & Jacobi
153 " Scatena Bros.
169 " Roma Wine Co.
324 " Italian-Swiss Colony
53 " C. Jouard
40 " Order

From San Francisco, steamship Colon.

300 bbls California Wineries & Distilleries

689 " Lachman & Jacobi
673 " Scatena Bros.

115 " Italian-SAviss Colony
Chas. Stem & Sons

California Wine Association

Huey & Christ

Order

June 16 to 30.

From San Francisco, steamship Kentuckian.

68 bbls Chas. Stem & Sons
From San Francisco, steamship Cristobal.

150 bbls E. L. Spellman & Co.

320 " California Wine Association

580 " C. Schilling & Co.

820 " Lachman & Jacobi

320 " Scatena Bros.

125 " Roma Wine Co.

500 " Italian-Swiss Colony
121 " E. L. Spellman & Co.

150 " Italian Vineyard Co.

From San Francisco, steamship Texan.

153 bbls San Benito Vineyards Co.

305 " French-American Wine Co.

150 " A. D. Rudini
233 " Piemont Winery
300 " A. Gazzolo

400 " .Italian-Swiss Colony
75 " California Wineries & Distilleries

126 cases Chas. Schueler

782 bbls Order

25

1340

41

160

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKES WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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Increased Hop Acreage in the United States.

FOLLOWING the great world scarcity of hops as a result of

the unusually small foreign crop in 1911, the hop growers

of the Pacific Coast have shown a tendency to greatly increase

the acreage devoted to hop production. Whether this actually

has resulted in increased planting is as yet uncertain, the esti-

mates placing the additional area devoted to hop growing in

Washington, Oregon and California at anywhere from 5300 to

18,000 acres. The latter figure is likely too large. Two corre-

spondents of the Department of Agriculture place the increase

at about the former figure, while press reports give the higher

figure. It is said that a large number of people on the Pacific

Coast who planned to plant hops this year did not do so on

account of the high cost of roots and the difi&culty of obtaining

wire, poles and other supplies.

According to the United States Census, the area planted to

hops in New York State was 27,532 acres in 1899 and 12,023

acres in 1909. In Washington the figures for the same years

were 5296 and 2433, respectively. In Oregon the acreage in-

creased from 15,433 in 1899 to 21,770 in 1909, and in California

from 6890 to 8391 in the same period. In Austria-Hungary the

area devoted to hop raising has fallen from 65,502 acres in 1908

to 51,919 acres in 1911 ; in Germany it dropped from 88,585 acres

to 65,845 acres in the same time, and in England from 38,921

acres to 33,056 acres. The yield per acre has also declined in

those countries.

American growers of hops are finding an increasing foreign

demand, the exports for the past three calendar years having

been as follows

:

Average
Year. Pounds. Value per

pound.

1909 8,955.553 $1,421,000 ?0.16

1910 12,748,617 2,306,795 .18

1911 14,104,404 4,258,431 .30

True, back in 1907 the exports were 16,090,959 pounds, but|

they realized only $2,862,845, or 17 cents per pound, and expor

in 1908 were 21,423,869 pounds, valued at |2,455,410, or 11 centa

per pound. The American Bretcers' Rieview of June 1, 1913^

gives the following recent quotations at Chicago: New York
hops, 30 to 48 cents; Oregon, 40 to 45 cents; California, 38 to 4lj

cents ; Bohemian, 80 to 90 cents. The American hop quotations

in cents, given in the New York Journnl of Commerce for Junel

13, 1912, were as follows : States, 1911, 30 to 45; Pacific, 1911^

40 to 44.

From Messrs. Haig & Co., London and Markinch.

r\ EAR SIRS : We herewith confirm arrangements made bj
*-' our Mr. B. Haig when in New York appointing the firm|

of W. A. Taylor & Co., our sole agents for the United States of

America for the exclusive sale of all our Scotch whiskies for an|

indefinite period. Very truly yours,

HAIG & CO.

Referring to the above letter from Messrs. Haig & Co., o^

London, England, and Markinch, Scotland, we have pleasui

in notifying the trade in general that the famous Scotch whis-j

kies of this firm will be always kept by us on hand, both in bull

and cases, and we draw attention to the "Dog Star" and "Milkj

Way" Scotch whiskies in cases and invite inquiries for quota-]

tions, etc., for direct shipment and from stock, New York.

Very truly yours,

W. A. TAYLOR & CO.

Should your dealer not carry LYONS' PERFECTION BLACK-
BERRY CORDIAL we w^ill be pleased to submit samples andj
prices on application.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of June, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Received from other Districts, California
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts
Exported
Tax Paid :

Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond

Tax. Gals.

1,380.7

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of June, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District, California
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California-
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts
Exported -

Tax Gals.

2,637.4

2,315.9
1,929.7

4,450.0Tax paid
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, June 30, 1912 532,096.0

._ SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of June, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district _
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, First District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District-
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District
Tax paid
Used in P'ortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, June 30, 1912

Tax Gals.

252.1

503.7

248,403.0
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||#| State Wide News of the Contest

ACCORDING to the ruling of Attorney-General Webb pro-

hibitionists can not name candidates for the Legislature

in the Eleventh District. Mr. A. A. Phelps, the head of the

Prohibitionist Party in that district, had about decided that

candidates could be named. But in such cases it is the attor-

ney-general who does the deciding. The attorney-general's

decision is based on the fact that the prohibitionists had cast

less than 3 per cent of the votes at the last election in the

Eleventh District.

Saloonmen of Red Bluff, Tehama county, were forced to cease

selling liquors on the 8th of July but they are in the business

of selling soft drinks in their places. People are wondering

what the result will be. If those who patronized the saloons

before, patronize the soft drink shops as assiduously as they

did the saloons one thing is sure to happen and that is an

increase of doctor bills, stomach troubles, etc. But they won't.

On July 2 the Saloon Regulation Committee of the City

Council of Marysville, Yuba county, submitted the proposed

liquor ordinance. This ordnance classifies licenses into five

kinds. The fee for retail liquor licenses is set at |50 per month,

wholesale $6.67 per month, hotels, restaurants and clubs $6.67

per month. One license is to be granted to 300 population.

Selling liquor to minors, females and habitual drunkards is

cause for revocation of licenses. Intoxication on the part of the

owner of a saloon will be cause for revocation of license. Twelve

of the committee that framed the ordinance are liquor men.

The other twelve are professional men and prohibitionists. The

committee unanimously asked that the proposed ordinance

be adopted. On July 22 the ordinance was adopted by the City

Council.

In Oroville, supposed to be dry, many arrests have been made

of late of drunkards, among whom were several women. The

authorities are investigating toward discovering the source of

the liquor.

The "dry" town of Woodland is entertaining at public ex-

pense the proprietors of two blind pigs and four bootleggers.

For some months liquor has been in evidence in the shape of

intoxicated persons in the streets. July 10 the police made

some raids and seized some near-whisky and some very-near-gin

in several places. Six arrests followed.

At Lakeport, Lake county, the dry period commenced July 1.

Two saloons closed their doors. The four other saloons renewed

their licenses and will exist until the election contest is de-

cided by Judge Finch, or later, according as the decision goes.

The fight between the wets and the drys at Madera is as

warm as could be expected with members of the W. C. T. U.

in it. Granting of saloon licenses continues in spite of the pro-

tests being entered by the W. C. T. U. under the tutelage of

Rev. Irving Bristol. About twenty licenses have been granted

in the county since the recent elections which were in favor

of the wets but which are being contested on the grounds of

irregularities by the drys. July 2 the protest against the elec-

tion was filed by the drys. Immediately following this the

election officers flatly denied the contentions of the Anti-Saloon

League. July 23 the judge to try the case. Judge Latimer, was

accused by Mr. Drew, the attorney for the Anti-Saloon League,

with being prejudiced as he belonged to a wet county. The at-

torney asked for a continuance which was opposed by the city

attorney, Mr. Rhoades. Judge Latimer settled the question

by refusing to hear the case. Judge Conley succeeded him and

proceeded to condemn the drys as being entirely unfair. He

said that he felt he was morally qualified to try the case
but, simply because he was a voter in the case he would dis-

qualify himself. He then ordered the continuance of the case
until September 1. So far the drys have lost on nearly every
point in the case and they have forfeited the respect of the
community. The city attorney in defense of the election has
stated that he is willing to accept even a prohibitionist judge
to try the case.

Since July 6 many people have been induced to sign the

declaration pledging themselves to deal with dry merchants
only but the number of these people as compared with the

voters is very small, which would indicate that the boycott
sentiment holds good with only the narrow-minded. The
declaration is of value as it shows who the narrow-minded are
and those who might be injured by them are placed on their

guard.

Wine Drinking In France

AFEW years ago there was prepared a very interesting and
instructive map which showed the 86 departments of

France graduated in depth of color according to their consump-
tion of wine. The average consumption in 1909 was equal to

about 110 bottles for every inhabitant of the republic; four

departments consumed as much as 300 bottles per head, and 13

departments consumed only 16 bottles per head per annum.

A hasty glance at the map might convey the impression that

the consumption is governed by the latitude, and the conse-

quent climate of the department, but a closer investigation

clearly denotes that the facilities for obtaining wine is the main
factor in governing consumption. Thus, in some of the more
southern departments, wdth precisely the same temperature, the

consumption varies in an extraordinary way. For instance, the

department of the Herault—where the cheaper vin ordinaires

are produced in abundance—consumed 370 bottles per head,

while the adjoining department of Aveyron only consumed 120

bottles per head. In the famous Claret department of the

Gironde 265 bottles were consumed per head, but in the adjoin-

ing and more southern department of the Landes only 90 bot-

tles were imbibed by each inhabitant in 1900. In the Burgundy
district 180 bottles were consumed per head in the department
of the Cote d'Or, while in the neighboring department of Yonne
but 88 bottles were taken per head. The most convincing proof,

however, that the consumption of wine is regulated by facilities

for obtaining it is afforded by the consumption of the northern

department of the Seine, which includes Paris, and where no
less than 316 bottles were consumed per head in 1890, against

only 20 bottles in the adjoining department of the Eure.

It should, perhaps, be mentioned that in the 13 departments

of France, where only 16 bottles of wine per head are shown,

90 bottles of cider per head were consumed, thus showing that

cider formed the staple drink of this part of France.

Mr. Meyer Kantrowitz, representing Arthur Lachman, San

Francisco, formerly residing at New Orleans, and taking care

of the Southern States from that point, has moved his office to

Cincinnati, where he is now located at No. 31 Alexandria Build-

ing. In addition to his old territory of the extreme Southern

•States,' he has been given Southern Ohio, Kentucky and West
Virginia. Mr. Kantrowitz since his connection with Mr. Lach-

man has built up a remarkably satisfactory business. If Mr.

Kantrowitz is as successful in his new territory as he has been

in the old, which he will still retain, his house will be well

pleased as they have every confidence in his ability.

—

Criterion.
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Hotel Men, National Prohibition and the "Antis"

TO the Editor: The National Prohibition leaders, Mrs.

Stevens, of the AVoman's Temperance Union, and Congress-

man Hobson, of Alabama, and others are now promoting

a national movement intending to carry the Prohibition battle

into Congress at Washington. They say they hope to get legis-

lation by Congress.

Let us hope that the Prohibitionists are building better than

they know, for it has been a desperate wish of judicious citizens

for a long time to have a chance to get national legislation on

the subject.

Politicians, however, are always extremely skittisii of so-

called moral questions. While they will give you every reason-

able assent and agreement in private conversation and in small

coteries or cii'cles, they dislike dreadfully to get up on the floor

of Congress and say anything about Prohibition, for instantly

such a movement brings down such a mighty rush of bad wind

from the fanatics all over as to frighten the average political

climber.

Now that the Prohibitionists propose to take the stibject

right into the halls of Congress^—for we all know the old

saying of certain people who rush in where angels fear to tread

—the "Antis" have begun to stiffen up their backbones, and all

common-sense people all over the country are congratulating

themselves and each other.

Now, the suppression of the liquor traffic by direct action of

the national government is possible in two ways only; either

by a constitutional amendment or through the excise or taxing

power.

To get a constitutional amendment, which requires a two-

thirds vote by Congress and ratification by three-fourths of the

States, would be exceedingly slow and difficult.

Now, while the Prohibitionists make a great deal of noise and

pose as the "bogyman" that makes the political candidates trem-

ble, they do not, after all, amount to much as a national factor

in voting. For instance, in the last Presidential campaign, in

the State of New York, where there are a great many Prohibi-

tion bailiwicks, the total vote was nearly two millions, and of

these the Prohibitionists cast only 22,667. •

The political party, therefore, that casts only about one-half

of one per cent would naturally be considered so negligible a

political factor that it need not prove a "bogyman" for any one.

The Prohibitionists in Arkansas cast only 1,194 votes, in Flor-

ida, 1,356. But the leaders of the Prohibition movement think

they have found still a third method of attaining the same prac-

tical result. They ask for a law that will give to each State

jurisdiction over shipments of liquor from outside the moment
they cross the State line. Under the present law liquor shipped

into any given State is not subject to State laws until after it

has been delivered to the consignee. This exemption is the

chief protection, so the Prohibitionists say, of those who evade

the law not only in the Prohibiton States and communities,

but also in those that have a license or local option system.

ton for years, but never so vigorously, the Prohibitionists say,

as it shall be now.

The Prohibitionists point to the fact that after many years

of annoying Congress, they finally succeeded in the abolition

of the army canteen, and they say that with a similar vigorous,

peristent and noisy attack they can frighten Congress into pass-

ing the present proposed national Prohibition of a total vote of

524,105, only 16,974.

As said above, this move will give the friends of the hotel

people exactly this chance they have been waiting for, and

even their bravest friends in Congress hesitate to take the

initiative in introducing anti-prohibition bills. When the Pro-

hibitionists open it up, the friends of the hotel people will

immediately substitute a bill denying the constitutional right

of any State to pass any legislation by which the stranger

within our gates may not be treated with the same courtesy and

liberty that is afforded to him by every civilized country in the

world. By our national treaties with other powers, America
is bound to treat visitors and residents from other countries

with courtesy and to give them full liberty.

This was exemplified in California recently where the local

laws and the State laws, backed up by universal local preju-

dice, excluded the Japanese children from the schools. Under!
our treaties with foreign countries, as the President of the

United States pointed out to the Governor and the local au-

thorities, such an act was unconstitutional.

We all remember that the California people immediately sur-j

rendered to the superior ruling of the national government,

and if this same reasoning is applied to the wine and liquor

traffic, the national government must necessarily decide against

the Prohibition people, and it seems clear to most reasonable

people that this will be the best way out of the long annoyingj

and vexatious question.

The two millions of hotel people voters owe it to themselves,!

to their guests, and to the cause of decency and respectability

to insist as a unit on the pressing of this question to its logical
j

and legal constitutional conclusion.—Ex-Boniface, in the DailiA

Hotel Reporter.

People Gave "Teddy" Rope Enough And-

NOT the least comforting thing in this country today is theJ

menace of Kooseveltism. There is hardly a line of staple]

business in the whole list of the many industries of the United

States but that has felt the harsh hand of "Teddy" in one wayj

or another. He hesitated at nothing, plunging, roaring anc

rearing with an unreasonable impulse that set the whole coun-;

try upon a nervous edge.

He took a hand in the "What is Whisky?" controversy, and'

forced a status that was still in dispute when William Howard
^

Taft ascended the throne in Washington. President Taft with
j

a sincere desire to get away from such hair-splitting trade dis-

putes, finaljy decided the question in a decision that has set-j

tied it up to this time. He h£ld that whisky is whisky, whether

it be corn whisky, rye whisky, bourbon whisky or malt whisky''

if you please; that all ai*e whisky, just the same as bread isi

bread, whether it be made of white flour, rye flour, graham!

flour or corn meal.

And now comes along "Teddy" with an interview in thei

Saturday Evening Post, in which he goes out of his way to take]

a slap at nine hundred of the country's leading liquor mer-

chants and distillers who are members of the National Whole-

1

sale Liquor Dealers' Association, when he refers to them asj

"venders of imitation whisky."

"Teddy" is evidently grasping at every straw in sight to se-1

cure the nomination and discredit the man whom he himself
j

placed in the White House as the living exponent and embodi-

ment of his own policies and principles. The question of what
j

is whisky has been settled, and the business of the country

adjusted on the basis of this settlement. There is no desire

for a rehabilitation of the struggle of factions.

—

Bonforfs,

May 25, 1912.

Mexican Beee at San Diego—Fifteen tons of Mexican beer,

bre^^ed at Mazatlan, was delivered to consignees in San l^iojo

July 20, This is the first beer to be received from ^Mexico in this

w.'iy. The beer is said to be of high quality. It is nuule by Ger-

mans at Mazatlan.

beer of the State of Sinaloa.

For a long time it has been the exclusive
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Local Option in the United States

THE following, giving the diflferent laws for voting on local

,
option in a nnniber of States in the Union, is published

I
by the Text Book of True Temperance

:

A local option law provides that the sale of intoxicating liquor

[shall be licensed or prohibited in a locality according to the

[voters' desire. This desii-e may be determineil by a petition

—

usually called a remonstrance—or by an election.

Statutory prohibition rules in nine States, namely : Alabanui

(repealed February, 1911), Georgia, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi,

North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma and Tennessee.

Twelve States and Territories made no provision for local op-

tion by election, namely: California, Iowa, Maryland, Ne-

braska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming.
The i-emaining States and Territories fall into two classes;

either the county is the smallest unit for an election, or suMi-
visions thereof may be used. The term "county unit," as based

herein, means that any local option election must be held over

the whole county, if held at all.

Delaware.—On request of a majority of all the members
elected to both Houses from the county legislature provides

for the license question to be submitted to the vote of electors

in the county at the next general election. The result holds

until reversed by another election.

Florida.—On petition of one-fourth of the electors a special

election is held within sixty days. The vote in each election

district is kept .separate, and if it votes "dry" prohibition is

enforced therein, even if the county goes "wet." No new elec-

tion may be held for two years.

]\Iichigan.—On ftetition of one-third of the electors, the ques-

tion is voted on at the next annual township election. Another
vote is barred for two years.

Missouri—On petition of one-tenth of the electors residing

outside the corporate limits of any city or town, a special elec-

tion is held within forty days, any city or town of 25,000 or

over being excluded. By section 3028 the same rules hold
for such a city or town separately. The result holds in either

case for four years. Elections may not be within sixty days of

a general election.

Jlinnesota.—A petition of ten electors in an incorporated
town or village, if til(>d twenty days before, secures a vote at

the annual town meeting.

New Hampshire.—Each toAvn shall vote on the license ques-

tion at each biennial election, and each city at the election in

November, 1900, and every fourth year thereafter.

New York.—On petition of one-tenth of the electors, filed at

least twenty days before the biennial town meeting, the electors

of the town shall decide whether or not: (1) liquor shall be
sold to be drunk on the premises, (2) be sold but not be drunk
on the premises, (3) be sold by pharmacists on prescription,

(4) be sold by hotelkeepers only.

Oregon.—A petition of 10 per cent of the voters secures a
vote on license in the county, subdivisions or precinct thereof.

No new election shall l)e held before the first Monday in June
I if the second calendar year following.

Rhode Island.—Local option on petition of 10 per cent.

South Dakota.—Ou petition of twenty-five votei*s, city or
town, the question is votetl on at the annual municipal election.

Laws '07, ]). 3()9, amend the above by adding that a county vote

shall be held on petition of 10 per cent of electors in county
and the result shall hold for two years.

Texas.—A petition of 250 electors secures a county election,

while only fifty names are necessary to gain an election in a
justice's precinct or other subdivisions. A new election is

barred for two years. Elections must be held after fifteen, and
within thirty, days after filing of petition.

Vermont.—^License is voted on at the annual town meeting.
Virginia.—A special election after forty days follows the

filing of a i>etition by one-fourth of the electors in a city, town
or magisterial di.strict of a county, if not less than 1000 inhabi-
tants. No new election for two years. When election is held
in county, as a whole, the vote is to be counted by districts, and
prohibition enforced in all that vote "dry."
Wisconsin.—On petition of 10 per cent of the electors in a

city, town or village a special election is held on the first Tues-
day of April next succeeding. The result goes into effect on
the first Tuesday of July following. The result holds for four
years in Missouri and New Hampshire (cities). Three years in
Kentucky and Ohio. Two years in Arizona^ Colorado, Florida,
Michigan, Montana, New Hampshire (towns). New York, Ore-
gon, Texas and Virginia.

The City Council of Enterprise, Oregon, has decided to limit
the number of saloons to two, instead of four. Licenses cost
11000 per year. These are the first licenses to be issuetl in
six years, as the city went diy in 1906.

Restaurant and hotel men lost their fight against free lunch
in saloons at Medford, Oregon, on the 1st of July.

The attorney general has decided that it is lawful to manu-
facture wine in a dry county, providing that the wine is not
sold in dry territory.

Insist upon Lyons' Perfection Blackberry Cordial. The best on the

market. Used for medicinal purposes only.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

Topazor
The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

LoXmxv

[ESTABLISHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY, MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY. SONOMA CO.

Office and Salesrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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A FTER proGrastinating for more than a year, the publisher

of the REVIEW finds it necessary to announce an increase

in the subscription price of this publication. Since the earth-

quake the cost of producing a journal of this hind has steadily

increased, not only in the cost of material, but of labor. In the

case of the latter the additional expense is one-third, and the

increased price of the paper is also great. So that we find that

the cost of publication is fully one-third greater than in 1906.

The publisher has borne this burden during the past six years,

but does not feel that he is justified in doing so any longer.

Therefore, our subscribers are notified that beginning with
July 1, 1912, the subscription price of the PACIFIC WINE
AND SPIRIT REVIEW will be |3.00 per year. Terms payable
in advance and money well invested.

A Gentle Form of Fanaticism

BECAUSE Califoruia wine was served at a banquet given

July 10 at the Hotel Alexandria in Los Angeles in honor

of the National Municipal League, Mrs. Katherine Pierce

Wheat, President of the City Federation of the W. C. T. U.,

of Los Angeles, presented a resolution of protest to her or-

ganization against the use of wine at the banquet and the

resolution finally came before the committee in charge of the

banquet. Mrs. Wheat refused to attend the banquet and
induced a number of her friends to do likewise. It was purely

a case of boycott of California wine.

Mrs. Charles Farwell Edson, Chairman of the Entertainment

Committee, expressed her views as follows

:

"I see no harm whatever in including wine on the menu of

the banquet. The wine was a light California Avine typical

of California banquets and Avhen served to the distinguished

visitors whom we had as guests it should have been considered

as a compliment to the State. It was certainly in harmony
with other banquets given to the league in other parts of the

country. It is well known that the use of the wine at the

banquet was not compulsory. No one who wished to attend

the banquet need drink the wine if otherwise inclined."

Rut Mrs. Wheat's idea was that if she did not drink wine

no one should. Perhaps, if she did not like soup she would
be offended if any one should. She would have made a better

point if she had attended the banquet and let the wine alone.

In staying away she did not show will-power, but prejudice.

That is generally -the case with all those who try to impose

their whims on others. They lack self-government.

THE Judiciary Committee of the United States Senate favoi-s

granting to dry States the power to intercept shipments of

liquor from wet territory. This committee A\iould prohibit

shipments of liquor wliere the per.sons interested in them would
violate a laAV of the State into which the shipment is made.
The Anti-Saloon people would have like to have had a bill to

prevent the shipment of liquor into a dry State even in transit

to a wet one. It is the opinion of members of the committee
that the prohibition of the shipment of liquor into a dry State

for consumption there by the consignee is unconstitutional.

There is a similar situation in the House, but the anti-saloon

crowd would insist upon the passage of the measure just for

the purpose of complicating the question to the utmost limit.

As the Wise Farmer Sees It

ARICH HILL, Mo., farmer, writing to the Review of the samej

place, gives expression to opinions that are worth country-

1

Avide study. This farmer condemns local option as a failure,
i

which can not be denied, and considers prohibition as a greater
|

failure than local option. He says

:

"The trouble is, most of the moves made in this direction are
|

spasmodic, sensational efforts, and are harsh and sometimes,

abusive. Many of the most prominent leaders in public ai-e

drinkers in private. They excuse themselves by stating that

they do not drink to excess and in this way can not harm others
,

who do. They are selfish and unsacrificing. They are willing

!

to banish drink from others but not from themselves.

"With all the claims made for prohibition, does it prohibit?

Not on this part of the earth. Kansas has had the law for many
years—and sentiment and example and good faith and real

principle have done much in favor of sobriety, but there are

those who still drink it and drink lots of it. Were it not for

this, two-thirds of your saloons would go out of existence.

"My remedy is : Tell the truth. Teach the youth that it is

;

not a crime to take a drink, but a horrible disgrace to get drunk;

.

that drunkenness results in crime; that it is demoralizing, ex-

pensive, and destructive. Point out how and why. Do not abuse

the unfortunates who go to excess. Do not shun and despise

them, but lend a helping hand. Give them your sympathy and
surround them with more attractive loitering places. Be a real

Christian first; be consistent yourself; be patient and helpful.

It is only by sentiment and installing of good habits, and
strengthening of will power, so that its exercise in a free audi

non-compulsory manner may be brought about that you can
j

counteract the drink evil or any other. When you run religion, I

real temperance or any other moral subject in connection with]

a political party you simply run them into the ground.

"This question has already made more enemies in families,]

among neighbors, in lodges, churches and other societies than
any other I know of and saved fewer drunkards. The man who

'

really reforms does so of his own free will, and not because of

any restriction placed upon him. If you don't like the saloon,

,

don't patronize it. The keeper doesn't drag you in. It's upi

solely to you,"

Attorney-General Webb holds the primary law as valid. In

submitting his decision, made at San Francisco July 20, to the
|

Secretary of State, the Attorney-General rules that .a political

party must have 3 per cent of the total vote cast at the last

previous election in order to have a place in the November gen-

eral election ballot. The Prohibition party is practically dis-

franchised, according to the law. The Attorney-General sug-

1

gests that a special session of the Legislature be called to amend
the act so as to appease the grievance of the prohibitionists.
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A Loval Booster

PRESIDENT C. C. MOORE, of the Panama-Pacific luter-

national Exposition Company, wlio is a great booster of

California wine, tells a good story of his experience at the Black-

stone Hotel in Chicago. When he was entertaining there, about

a year ago, he was amazed to find no California wines listed on
the \^ine card. He promptly sent for the steward and later

informed the manager that he was surprised California wines

were not being offered to their guests. Of course, they were
impressed with the talk of Mr. Moore, for as president of the

1915 Exposition he cuts quite a figure. He assured them that

California wines were everywhere being recognized as fine and
wholesome and were served in many of the exclusive hotels in

the United States.

Mr. Moore says he was more than pleased, when only a few
weeks later he returned to Chicago, after a visit to New York,

St. Louis and Washington, to find that the manager of the

Blackstone had promptly listed California wines by using an
insert instead of waiting until a new wine list was printed.

President Moore was also responsible for the increased listing

of California wines at the Hotel St. Regis in New York. Only
one California wine was being servtnl and when he called for a

popular brand that is to be found in all the leading hotels and
was told they had none, he immediately started in his mission-

ai"y work and went to the management. They promised to rec-

tify the omission and later took the matter up with ^Mr. Moore
by letter, asking him to suggest a list of the wines they ought to

serve. He refused to recommend any particular brand, but re-

ferred them to the Palace Hotel. Their wine list was forwarded,

and as a result, today a half dozen California wines are offei*et;l

to guests at this exclusive hotel.

"In talking the matter over," said Mr. Moore, "I said I

thought New York should follow the example of London, where
most of the largest hotels and cafes feature California wines.

If it is good enough for them it ought to be good enough for the

American people."

Jlr. Moore believes the Panama-Pacific International Exposi-

tion will be a great opportunity for the California wine men to

advertise their wines and he approves heartily of their proposed

exhibit and a State Grape Day, which he thinks can be made one

of the big industry celebrations of the Exposition.

The Man Worth While

It's easy enough to he pleasant

And to sing of joy and good cheer,

But the man worth while

Is the man who can smile

AVhen the doctor cuts out his l)eer.

—Cincinnati Enquirer.

It's easy enough to be pleasant,

E'en when we're forbidden to swill.

But the man worth while

Is th<' man who can smile

When the medico hands in liis bill.

—liirmin (jhum Age-Ueru Id.

It's easy to smile and be pleasant

When your wife for a month goes away,

But the man worth while

Is the man wlio can smile

When she comes back the very next day.

W. A. Ross

MESSRS. W. A. ROSS & BROTHER, under the date of

July 7th, announced to their friends and patrons, the

death of their Senior, Mr. W. A. Ross, on the 9th instant in

Edinburgh, Scotland. Mr. Ross was born in the north of Ire-

land in 1847, and was one of the most widely known and i*e-

spected exporters. He was senior partner of the firm of W.
A. Ross & Bro., Ltd., of Liverpool and Leith, and enjoyed the

same position in the firm of W. A. Ross & Bro., Inc., of New
York. He was also a director of W. A. Ross & Sons, of Belfast,

Ireland. It was largely due to the efforts of Mr. Ross that

Great Auks Head Bottling of Bass's Ale and Guinness Stout,

and Ross's Royal Belfast Ginger Ale acquired the reputation

these brands have today. He is survived by his wife, two sons,

W. Arthur and Percy H. Ross, who look after the business in-

terests of the liouse in New York, and five daughters.

FILES OF THE "REVIEW" FOR SALE.

We have come into possession of a large lot of the issues of the

PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW prior to the Earth-

quake and up to that time. These are for sale. Parties who lost

their files in that disaster and who want to replace them should

communicate with this office, stating what is desired.

Georgia's Prohibition Trouble

SENATOR FELKER, of the State of Georgia, wishes to raise

the revenue of the state a million dollars. At the same time

he wants to make prohibition effective in the state. He wants

to raise the million dollars by placing a tax on liquors that will

make drinking prohibitive. In other words, he wants to pro-

duce the million dollars by destroying that which will produce

those dollars, namely, the liquor traffic. There have been

Chinese puzzles that have puzzled, but this Georgian puzzle will

outpuzzle the Chinese ten to one.

According to Senator Felker's bill, any person, firm or cor-

poration receiving or having in possession beer, Avines, whisky,

brandy or other spirituous liquors will be liable for a state tax

which will be at the rate of 10 cents a gallon on be^, 25 cents

a gallon on wines and |1 a gallon on Avhisky, brandy, etc. Com-

mon carriers will be required to file with the ordinary of each

county a record of all liquor shipments made to consignees in

that county and superior court clerks will require the purchase

of stamps on these records.

The Senator shows that 4,000,000 gallons of beer, wine and

other liquors are shipped into the state yearly. The tax on this

would make up the treasury deficit, according to the Senator,

and at the .same time, according to him, it would give the state

such additonal legislation as would make the prohibition law

really prohibit.

If the bill is effective it will bring about prohibition by keep-

ing the 4,000,000 gallons out of the state. How, then, will the

|;l,000,000 be raised"? If the .f1,000,000 are raised the 4,000,000

gallons are going to be drunk in the state. How, then, is pro-

hibition to be brought about?

It mny be better to solve the perpetual motion problem first.

The thousands of blind tigers are perfectly safe in Georgia.
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Vineyards and Cellars i

VINEYARDS in the vicinity of Livermore are greatly

menaced by a new pest very recently discovered. Fred

Seulberger, County Horticultural Commissioner, made the

discovery of the pest while on a visit of inspection to the Liv-

ermore valley a short time ago. It has been found that this

pest does not attack the resident wood at and above the roots,

but starts at the top of the vines. After the attack of the

pest is begun the vine withers at the top and the blight pro-

gress downward as the borer continues its ravages. For the

purposes of identifying the pest a number of samples have

been gathered and sent to the State Horticultui*al Commission

at Sacramento. It is understood that the pest is the California

beetle borer. An expert will be sent by the State to investi-

gate conditions in the Livermore valley and provide a remedy.

Mr. S. W. Foster, of the experimental station at AValnut Creek,

suggests that decayed fruit be scattered on the ground and
after the borers have collected on this to sprinkle distillate on

them.

According to the County Assessor of Sonoma county there

are in that coimty 16,670 acres of bearing wine grapes, 215

acres non-bearing, 498 acres bearing table grapes, and six non-

bearing.

For the first time in history California wines are to be shipped

East in porcelain-lined tank cars this fall. The new east-

bound tariff of the Interstate Commerce Commission, published

at Los Angeles July 20, provides for the shipment of wine in

tank cars. By shipping in tanks the wine men Avill avoid the

freight on laden and empty casks and barrels and thereby

effect a great economy and the wine at the same time will be

handled more easily by both winemen and railroads. The rail-

roads expect to move millions of gallons of wine in the new
way. The rate in tank cars is 75 cents a hundreil pounds or

the same as has been charged for barrels of wine.

Announcement has been made from Fresno, July 21, that a

party of British capitalists has purchased 480 acres of vine-

yard, located on the Kings river bottoms, from the W. S. Good-
fellow estate for |150,000. The vineyard is known as Camp
No. 1 of the Alameda ranch. The purchasers are W. Flan-

ders Setchell and associates. Properties of the California

Wine Association adjoin the vineyard, Avhich is set out in

Thompson seedless and wine grapes.

According to Fresno advices the wine season will be two
weeks late and government gangers will not be in the field

until September 1, instead of August 15. The cause of the

late season is the cold spring and summer. So far as can

be learned not a single crop has been contracted for as yet

and the wineries are not in the market for wine grapes. No
sales are being made and the price is uncertain. It is not be-

lieved that any prices will be set until just before the winer-

ies open for the season, but it is rumored that the California

Wine Association and the independents will agree on prices

just before the season opens. The independents are not in-

clined to disregard the association altogether. Growers are

demanding better prices than last year, but wine makers do
not believe that more than |10 a ton will be paid. Wine makers
declare that there is but little demand for wine and what is

being sold is at prices that permit only the lowest figures.

Many Avineries still have wine in quantity in store. There is

no speculation whatever.

Home of Winemaker Destroyed—The home of Mr. Carl

Dressel, the winemaker, was totally destroyed by fire July 19.

It was one of the most picturesque residences in the Sonoma^
Valley, being modeled after a Rhine castle and costing $15,0004

Antique furniture and ornaments were lost.

Winery Burned—The winery of Joseph Cassapo, near Santa

Rosa, was destroyed by fire on July 19. The loss is estimated at

$20,000 and includes 20,000 gallons of wine. The plant was
completely destroyed.

Sonoma Winemaker Injured.—While trying to avoid a col-

lision, Ernest Laurent, a winemaker of Santa Rosa, was thrown
j

against a barbed wire fence July 1 and injured so badly it is]

believed that he will not survive. Other mend)ers of Mr. Lau-

rent's family were injured at the same time but not seriously.]

Hanford Items of Interest

FOR several yeai*s after being founded Hanford permitted]

saloons without limit to be licensed. Later the numberj
of saloons was kept down to sixteen. July 6 all the saloons]

were closed in consequence of the recent election. The retail
j

liquor dealers will enter other branches of commerce and the]

wholesalers will move to Lemoore from whence they can ship]

their merchandise to Hanford if the}' wish to. Lemoore offi-

cials have shown a disposition to accommodate liquor dealersj

with licenses.

Hanford officials have been very badly mixed up over the?

likelihood of brewers and wholesale liquor dealers in outside]

towns taking oMers for delivery of beer in Hanford since theJ

place became dry. Advertisements are appearing in the Han-

1

ford papers to the effect that liquor houses formerly located at]

Hanford will not receive orders in Hanford but will accept]

them elsewhere from Hanford consumere. Until the district

attorney returns from his vacation nothing will be done. Thei

drys wish to prevent the entry of liquor in wholesale lots intoj

the city.

At Los Banos sixteen liquor licenses were granted up to Julyjj

6 and with the proceeds the city was enabled to pay debts out-

standing two months.

Tulare is to have a new winery which will be established]

on the ranch of Frank Giannini northeast of the city.

Town Trustees of Newman have renewed all liquor licensesj

and the treasury has in consequence been replenished.

W. T. GARRATT 6; CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WINE PUMPS
FOR EITHER HAND OR POWER

WINE COCKS
" BUNGS
" VALVES

HOSE REDUCERS
BUSHINGS, CAPS
NIPPLES AND COUPLINGS

BOTTLING, LOCK AND RACKING COCKS

299 Fremont St. SAN FRANCISCO
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PHIZES SIXTH series; builders of CALI-
FORNIA'S GREAT WINE INDUSTRY
AND THOSE AFFILIATED THEREWITH.
NEXT GROUP AUGUST ISSUE.
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CHARLES A. WETMORE. JOHN A. COROTTO.

MR. CHARLES A. WETFORE was born in Portland,

Me., June 20, 1847. At the age of 9 years he came
to California with his family and settled in Oakland.

After leaving the public schools he entered the University

of California in 1864, graduating in 1868 at the age of 21

years, the valedictorian of his class. In 1866 he entered

the journalistic field and for two years he was the Oakland

correspondent of the San Francisco "Bulletin." After en-

gaging in many enterprises he joined the staff of the "Alta

California"—the then leading paper of the Coast—and was
later with the "Chronicle." In 1875 he was Special Gov-

ernment Commissioner to report on the conditions of the

Mission Indians. In 1878 he was appointed delegate of the

California Viticultural Association to visit the Paris Exposi-

tion. WTiile in France he made a study of the vineyards

and wineries of that country and gave his observations in

a series of letters to the "Alta California," which resulted

in a wonderful revival of the wine Industry of California.

He returned to this State and organized the State Board of

Viticulture, on which he served as President, Vice-Presi-

dent. Commissioner and Chief Viticulture Officer, in which

various capacities he did a master's work in the develop-

ing of the industry.

Mr. Wetmore established what is known as the Cresta

Blanca Vineyard, near Livermore, Alameda County, in

which was set out only the finest Claret and Sauteme
grapes, which were obtained from France. It was at this

vineyard the celebrated brands of Cresta Blanca wines

were created which have done a great work in giving fame
to the vinous productions of California. While possessing

great ability as a vigneron, wine maker and blender, Mr.

Wetmore lacked the one necessary quality to bring success

in business. While producing the best of wines, his ven-

tures in the commercial field were invariably unsuccessful,

and he finally abandoned his chosen life's work and re-

tired, disposing of his interests in Cresta Blanca and de-

voted his time to other matters.

When the future historian writes the history of Califor-

nia Viticulture and California Viniculture, the name of

Charles A. Wetmore will stand foremost amcng the foun-

ders of this great industry, for the work he has done will

be enduring.

TiHE subject of this sketch, John A. Corotto, was born
' in San Jose, California, January 28, 1870. His par-

ents removed later to Hollister, where he received

his education in the public schools. Mr. Corotto entered

the wine business in 1894 in San Jose under the firm

name of Cavallaro & Corotto. In 1896 he succeeded Caval-

laro & Corotto and the firm became John A. Corotto Wine

Company. In 1881 Mr. Corotto planted the well-known

Angelo Corotto Vineyard, in San Benito County, which was

one of the first to be put out in that section of the State.

The work of Mr. John A. Corotto in upbuilding the indus-

try has been in the production of our ordinary wines and

their introduction to that large foreign population in the

Middle West and Southern States, upon which we depend

for the consumption of a great quantity of our surplus

common wines. In this line he has built up a substantial

business and annually ships to the East some 200,000

gallons.

PACIFIC WINE AND

SPIRIT REVIEW

$3.00

PER YEAR
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AlUH^
The "Bull Moose" Takes His Drink

Eureka, California, News

AROUT fifty saloous went out of business iu Humboldt

county July 22. The county suffers in consequence from

a lack of funds and a great many industries are reduced to stag-

nancy.

In the city of Eureka the drys, under the leadership of J. I?.

Kennedy, are offering protests based on the flimsiest pretexts

against the granting of licenses, with the result that licenses

are held back. On July 2 the city council decided that the

ordinance shall provide that the saloons shall never pay less

than 130,000 per year into the treasury, that the number of

saloons shall be reduced automatically to 35 and that res-

taurants must pay |2fl0 a year for liquor privileges. The new
ordinance is as stringent as it can be made, but the saloon-

keepers find no fault with it. As it will very likely give entire

satisfaction to the conimuuity the drys are trying to hamper it

as much as possible, fearing that its operation will discredit

prohibition.

Prohibition has been shown defective iu the redlight district

where sale of liquor is illicit. The premium which prohibition

places on illicit liquor traffic has induced many abandoned

women to sell liquor against the law. Raids have resulted in

the arrest of many of these women and the seizure of that class

of "whisky"' and "brandy" known as "90 per cent alcohol and

the rest little devils." The women pay the fines with good cheer

and return to the traffic as the profits are a great deal larger

than those in the licensed places.

At Ferndale complaint is also made that liquor is being

sold in the redlight houses in defiance of law. The illicit liquor

"jag" is in evidence there and is easily recognized.

The Areata City Trustees have passed an ordinance which

affects the interests of the saloon keepers adversely. It pro-

scribes the same conditions for Areata as those in Eureka,

a city ten times as large. The saloonmen have presented an

ordinance project for th eexamination of the trustees, but there

is small hope that any relief will be afforded.

World's Wettest Town

IT is a strange distinction that falls to the little town of

Winthrop in Missouri. The inhabitants there, counting

women and children, nund^er exactly eighty-three, unless the

stork or the reaper has paid a visit in the last twenty-four hours.

Yet this to^^'ll has t«n saloons and six wholesale liquor houses.

At first glance it would seem that the men of ^^'inthrop must

be pos.sessed of wonderful stomach capacity, but the puzzle is

solved in this way : There is a bridge which must be considered.

This bridge leads over into Kansas from Wintlu-op, and Kansas
is snjjposedly "dry." Winthro]>'s ge()grai)hical position gives it

the distinction of btung the "wettest town in th(> woi'ld."

—

Savannah (Ga.) News.

Every first-class liquor dealer should use a Pure Blackberry cordial.

LYONS' is the best. A trial will convince.

THE E. G. LYONSi& RAASICO.

AKANSAS follower being worried over tlie publication in a

,

Salina (Kansas) newspaper that Colonel Roosevelt was
under the influence of liquor when in that city, T^Tote and asked

;

about the rumor. He received the following answer:
"En route, Pullman Private Car Oceanic.

"My dear ]\Ir. Hatfield : First let n>e thank you for all you
have done for me. As for that intemperance story, I hardly
know whether to notice it or not. It happens that I am, as

regards liquor, an exceedingly temperate man. I drink about

'

as much as Dr. Lyman Abbott—and I say this with his permis-

sion. I never touch whisky at all, and I have never drunk a
highball or a cocktail in my. life. I doubt if I drink a dozen
teaspoonfuls of biandy a year. It is such an infamous lie that
it is a little doubtful to know what to do regarding it.

"Faithfully yours,

"T. ROOSEVELT."
To this was add(xl the statement of Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott,

who said

:

"Colonel Roosevelt has my permission to say that he drinks

as much and more than I do. I usually take a glass or two of

light wines with my luncheon or my dinner. I never drink
whisky or brandy except at the direction of a physician, and
then only for medicinal purposes. Beer I never drink in this

country, but I drink it when I am in Germany. The beer in

this country is inferior and does not agree with me."

Forest Fire—One of the consequences of the buniing of th(?

residence of Mr. Carl Dressel Avas the starting of a forest fire in

the neighboring hills. The Gundlach-Bundschu Company's vine-

yard and winery were saved through the efforts of hundreds of

firefighters.

Anti-Treat Law at Healdsiujrg—After Wednesday. July

10, the anti-treat law applying to the towns of Sonoma county

went into effect and from that date it became a misdemeanor
for unj one to give away any spirituous or intoxicating liquor.

The penalty is a fine of from |50 to |500 and imprisonment from
25 to 90 days, or both fine and imprisonment. Healdsburg is

the first town to feel aggrieved over the operation of the ucav

law and is looking for a test case in order to escape the hard-

ships of it.

Sunday Closing in England and Wales

WHAT have the teetotalers to say to the statistics for Eng-
land and Wales? The convictions for drunkenness per

10,000 of the population in England, with seven days' license,

were 67 in 1885 and 51 in 1909. In Wales, with six days'

license, the convictions were 65 and 60 respectively-—a 24 per

cent improvement in England without Sunday closing, and 7

per cent improvement in Wales with Sunday closing. A leading

teetotal scribe has a word to say to public opinion. It is true

that the Sunday Closing Association has from time to time con-

ductetl a so-called canvass of the i)eo])le on this ((uestion. They

had a very exhaustive one at Hull iu 1907, and assuming thai

all the signatories were Hull residents and adults, it sliowcd

that out of an adult population exceeding 160,000 there were

persuaded to sign in favor of the alteration 19,047—that is one

adult in eight.

lASH'SBiTTERC
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Established I860

44GIBBS SPECIAL" BOURBON
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

t» ^ « > ^^ «» ^fc « ^^ «» ^^ <»- >«» ^^ *'f

\ AMERICAN BRANDY
FINEST IN THE WORLD

THE KIRBY DISTILLING CO., Inc.

FOWLER, FRESNO CO., CAL.

* Makes a Specialty of PURE GRAPE BRANDY, and Making NO WINE
i ha« NO WASH OR SOUR WINE TO PUT INTO BRANDY.
\ Our Still* are Known at Numbers 263 or 357 First District, California.

] These Numbers ARE BURNED on the GOVERNMENT or STAMPED
/ HEAD of EVERY PACKAGE, there being No Other Genuine "KIRBY
* BRANDY."

SOLD ONLY IN CARLOAD LOTS TO THE TRADE
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

1^^
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Triumph for License System In Ohio

ASIGNAL victory was gained over tlie prohibitionists in Ohio

by the advocates of the license system during the session

of the constitutional convention in Columbus. The convention

adopted the proposal permitting the licensing of the liquor

trade. This was done after a hard fight.

Following is the clause dealing with the license proposition

:

"License to traffic in intoxicating liquors shall hereafter be

granted in this State and license laws operative throughout the

State shall be passed with such restrictions and regulations as

the General Assembly may provide and the General Assembly

shall authorize municipal corporations to provide for the lim-

itation of saloons, under general laws applicable thereto; pro-

vided that Avhere traffic is or may be prohibited under laws ap-

plying to counties, municipalities, townships or residence dis-

tricts, or other districts prescribed by law, the traffic shall not

be licensed in any such local subdivision while any prohibitive

law is operative therein, and nothing therein contained shall

be so construed as to repeal, modify or suspend any such pro-

hibitory laws, or any regulatory law now or hereafter enacted

or to prevent the future enactment, modification or repeal of

any similar prohibitory or regulatory laws.

"No license shall be granted to any person who

at the time of making such application is not a citizen of the

United States and of good moral character. No license shall be

granted to any applicant who is in any way or manner inter-

ested in the business conducted at any other place where in-

toxicating beverages are sold or kept for sale, nor shall such

license be granted unless the applicant or applicants are the

only persons in any way or manner pecuniarily interested in

the business asked to be licensed and that no other person

shall in any manner whatsoever be in any way interested therein

<luring the continuance of the license and if such interest of such

pei-sou be made to appear the said license shall be revoked.

"If any applicant is more than once convicted for the viola-

tion of the laws in force to regulate the traffic in intoxicating

liquoi*s, the license of such licensee shall be deemed revoked

and no license shall hereafter be granted to such convicted

licensee.

"No application for license shall be granted unless the busi-

ness for which license is allowed shall be located in the same

county, or an adjoining county to that in which the person or

])(>rsons live and reside whose duty it is to grant a license.

"No legislation shall authorize more than one license for each

township or municipality of less than 500 population nor more
than one for each 500 population in other townships or munici-

palities."

It Avill be seen that the trade will be subject to very strict

regulation. The brewers want only well regulated saloons,

which will equal any other business for respectability, and

are, therefore, satisfied. Existing local option districts are am-
ply protected. No licenses can be granted where prohibition is

now in effect. For this reason the constitutional clause can

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

not be interpreted to mean the recall, change or annulmentj
of any existing or future prohibition law or regulation.

lender the present system anybody who can afford to pay!
flOOO for a license may open a saloon, but under the proposedj
clause only ^citizens of the United States who can give prool
of good character will be able to obtain license.s. Hereby alll

those elements who disgraced their business, thus furnishing

the fanatics the material for their unceasing attacks, will bel

eliminated and the saloon will be raised to a higher moral stand-f

ard.

As there will be a gradual decline in the number of saloons!

the clause will entail a loss of f2,500,000 yearly in taxes or]

license fees throughout the State eventually.

Bars Masquerading As Clubs

IN justice to the legitimate liquor trade. Judge Iklcllvaine,

Washington County, Pennsylvania, has made a ruling that!

all unlicensed sales of liquor under the guise of a club distribu-J

tion are unlawful. This is in line with the recent ruling ofj

Judge Ci*eswell, of Venango County.

It is believed that this ruling Avill put an end to the pretense]

of fraternalism and liquor which has long since become a public]

nuisance. The main object of the drinking club is to reap al

rich profit through an evasion of the law. Public opinion very]

quickly condemns a violation of law that attempts to mask]
itself in respectability and becomes an insolent abuse because]
it is encouraged by the success of its hypocrisy.

The real club is as easily distinguished from the barroom]
imposition as a lady is from a street-walker.- Officials need not]

be blinded by the glitter. The competition which lawfully estab-

lished places, which pay in full for their privileges, have to meet!
at the hands of the spurious clubs, which simply engage in the]
liquor business without regard to the license law, ought now bej
easily eliminated.

Seven Brothers

Pure Brandy
100 Proof

Full Quarts

$12.00 Per Case

THE ROSENBLATT COMPANY
300-332 Second Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TELEPHONE HOME C-4026

Kentucky Bar
straight Goods — Headquarters for Mining Engineers

SAM DARRAH
374 BUSH STREET SAN FRANriSCO
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THE WALDORF
136 South Broadway

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The Waldorf
BECKER BROS. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

NEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S
FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Waldorf Annex

621 South Main St.

Next door, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Our Bar Whisky. "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

"^cllkotCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Comer Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, Cal<

m

m

^

headquarters

For Everybody
Who Likes

^ccd ^kinga

n

m
^

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

TP

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

MADE IN TAMPA
«H

EL PALENCIA g^^^Kt
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

!

I

!

I ^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. 2

I Boltz, Clymer & Co. I

I
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. TAMPA, FLORIDA

I
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Old Taylor's Magnificent Plant

MR. FRED RENZIEHAUSEN, Mr. J. H. Weeks and Mr.

John Sikman, all of the Large Distilling Company, Pitts-

burg, Pa., were in Frankfort, Ky., on the 23d of March, to

inspect the splendid bottling plant at the distillery of Messrs.

E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons. The gentlemen Avere brought here by

Mr. A. J. Pohlman, manager of the engineering department of

the U. S. Bottlers' Supply Company, who installed the plant for

IMessrs. E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons, and M. W. A. Watts, of the

Turner Bros. Co. of Terre Haute, Indiana. Colonel E. H. Tay-

lor Jr. and Mr. Kenner Taylor took charge of the party and,

after a delightful luncheon, took them all to the distillery in

two large automobiles.

Ye scribe, who was also permitted to again share in Colonel

Taylor's hospitality, had not seen the Old Taylor Distillery for

a number of years, and it is hard to imagine the very extensive

and magnificent improvements that have been made at this

plant. Some of the old ironclad warehouses are still there, but

in addition, they have erected two brick and stone warehouses

that are the most perfect ones that could be erected, the larger

one being 580 feet long, some eight or ten ricks high, with the

most perfect light and ventilation that modern ingenuity can

suggest. The distillery is also built of solid limestone blocks,

and every appointment is perfect. The greatest possible care

is taken to keep this large plant absolutely clean, and there is no
part of it where the least suggestion could be offered to improve

the facilities in this direction. No expense has been spared in

space, and every room is separated off so that the machinery,

etc., can be kept perfectly clean, even during the hours of opera-

tion. The water system is arranged so that they have no un-

sighth' tanks about the distillery ; all of the pi'essure is secured

throvigh an underground system. Colonel Taylor prides him-

self on the magnificent springs they have at the distiller}^, and
the new house, or pavilion, that they erected over their largest

spring, reminds one of the pavilion at a summer resort. Colonel

Taylor also takes the greatest pride in the looks of the premises

generally and he has gone to the expense of having a landscape

gardener to do over the entire property, and has laid out be-

tween the bottling plant and the distillery proper an Italian

sunken garden, with a fountain playing in the center that, even

at this season of the year, is beautiful. Through the garden
they have concrete walks, Avitli a shaded seat here and there,

making the whole very attractive.

The bottling plant is perfect in every detail and is one of the

show places about the distillery. The two receiving tanks for

the whisky for bottling are very large, of burnished copper,

highly polished, and are located at the end of the veranda over-

looking the bottling room. This veranda is used for a resting

place for the guests who may visit the plant, and gives one a
pei'fect view of the entire room. The bottling room proper is

something like seventy-five feet wide by two hundred feet in

length. The skeletons, or ca.ses, are received by a conveyor
directly from the cars on the track ajoining the plant. The
boxes are opened and the bottles turned over to the man at the
washing machine. The empty cjises then are placed on the
conveyor and carried down to the end of the room for packing.
The bottles, in the meantime, are passed to the rinsing machine,
and, after they are thoro\ighly cleansed, are again passed to the

filling machine. This machine is operated by two persons, one
I)lacing the bottles on the fiUex", the other removing them. From
there the bottles go to the corking nmchine. The bottles thei

are thoroughly drie<l and passed to the labeling machine, whic
puts on the main label. They are then passed to the seconi

labeling machine which puts on the caution label. The bottl

are then placed on an endle.ss belt conveyor and, as they p;

down, they are removed by two more operators who put th^

Government stamp over the cork and neck of the bottle. The;

are then replaced on the endless belt and carried to the operato
who put the corrugated wrappers around the bottles, again n
turned to the endless belt, and carried to the packers. The
empty cases, as stated, have been brought down on the conveyors
to the packers, who fill the case and turn it over to the man at

the nailing machine, and after the ca.se is securely nailed, it is

placed on the conveyor again and is carried from there back to

the railroad switch and into the car being loaded for shipment.
This bottling system is, beyond any question, as complete as it

is possible to install. While we were at the distillery, we saw
one car of skeleton cases being unloaded and a car, within
tAventy feet of it, being reloaded Avith the cases of whi.sky filled,

all of Avhich Avas accomplished by the conveyor system, Avithout

any handling, as described above.

It is difficult to get any fair idea of this faultless distillery

Avithout a visit to it. The Avriter believes that it is the most
perfect plant in the Avorld today.

One of the most attractive features of the bottling room is the

beautiful fountain playing in the center, banked around Avith

palms, ferns, etc. It gives an air of refinement that is a Avonder-

ful help to the men, boys and girls Avho are employed there, and
they all appear happy and contented.—Wiwe and Spirit Bul-
letin.

Numerous petitions for licenses for saloons in and near the
fair grounds haAC been denied by the Police Commissioners of

San Francisco in keeping Avith a resolution passed by the Board
some months ago.

In the bankruptcy proceedings of Frank MacQuaid, w ho con-

ducted two saloons in the Mission district, the petitioner testi-

fied that former Chief of Police John Martin had been his

partner in the business and had share<l in the profits.

Fernet-Branca
BITTERS

FRATELLl BRANCA
MILAN—ITALY

The King of Appetizers

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

Sole North Amefican Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.
437-431 West Broadway New York
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THIS TRADE-MARK REPRESENTS
THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF
EXCELLENCE, THE AMERICAN

GENTLEMAN'S WHISKEY

RIPENED BY MATURITY IN ABSOLUTE PURITY

HUNTER
BALTIMORE RYE

Wm. Lanahan & Son, Baltimore, Md.
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Market Cafe
GOUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

ProprimtoTB

540 Merchant Street
SAN FRANCISCO
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' Coffee Royal

"

A Mighty Bracer
Hot Luncheon

At It A. M. Daily
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Nothing But the Best at Phone Kearny 1741

Friedrichs' Cafe

310 Montgomery Street San Francisco, Cal.
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Whiskey at
its Best

f1

Good whiskey is

every persons good

friend. To prove it,

say you try "A

drop of old I. W.

Harper! There!

Opinionated? Wellj

well, how do you

like the 'taste that

tempts.'

"

"A taste that you can recognize
and a smoothness that you will

remember."
BERNHEIM DISTILLING COMPANY. LouUvilU, Ky.

oidl.W.

HARPER

Phones '

Kearny 1610
:

Home C 1610

'v|;s

62^
MONTGOMERY

ST

Wines

H. P. A.NDCRSEN. Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 MarKet St.

Call Annex Bldtf.

Phone Dotttflaa 2954
SA.N FRANCISCO
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Names of German Beers

Annual Royal Arch Banquet at San Jose

THE Royal Arcli gave its annual banquet at Lamolle House
in San Jose, July 19. The banquet was largely attended

by the members and by the city and county officials. Among
the guests Avas Mr. I. Harry Dailey, of San Francisco, who is

the grand valiant commander of the order.

It is the custom to give this banquet every year and at the

same time to look over the records toward seeing if any improve-

ments can be made.

Practically all the addresses made at the banquet dealt with
the elevation of the saloon business. In his address Mr. Dailey

spoke of the activities throughout the State toward eliminating

from the saloon business those men who are habitual offenders

against the laws. He declared that during the past twelve

months more has been done toward bettering the saloon business

than ever before. He urged every member to live up to the law
and deal well with the community.
Mayor Monahan stated that he was not in favor of prohibition

but was in favor of a strict regulation of the saloon business.

Mr. Edward Wagner compai'ed conditions in Europe with
those in the United States and declared that troubles here are
due to immoderate drinking by Americans. He suggested that
the Royal Arch bring about a saloon after the plan of the road-
side inn in Europe.

Sausalito Improvement President Favors License

MR. C. M. MOORE, president of the Sausalito Improve-

ment Club, has tendered his resignation as he expects

to be absent from the town about ten. months. In his letter

of resignation he places himself on record as being opposed
to prohibition and in favor of the regulation of the saloons.

He entertains a high opinion of the saloon men of Sausalito,

but believes that there are too many saloons in the town and
he suggests that they be gradually reduced in number. He
believes that the license fee should be raised at the rate of

$25 per quarter until the maximum rate of $400 per year be
reached. This would give the poorer saloon keepers a chance
to get out of the business without loss. But he advises that no
action be taken on this until data shall have been secured from
other towns to serve to guide.

THE Imperial Supreme Court at Leipzig has recently decided
that it is lawful to use the names of places in the trade

names of beers to designate the character, or type, as well as the

place of manufacture. The decision grew out of a suit brought
by the Pilsener Brauereien against the Deutsche Bierbrauerei-

Aktien-Gesellschaft of Radeberg, Saxony, to restrain the latter

from selling a certain brand of beer under the designation
"Radeberger Pilsener."

Two lower courts decided that as the beer in question was
not actually produced in Pilsen the Deutsche Bierbrauerei was
not justified in using such a designation. One of these courts
held, in agreement with a position recently assumed by the

patent office in the matter of registration of trade-marks, that

a designation such as "Radeberger Pilsener" is not permissible,

because a beer can not have two places of origin. The Supreme
Court held that for this very reason a beer that bears in so clear

a manner the names of two places can not be understood to

have originated in both of them, and one of the names must
therefore be understood to represent something else than the

locality in which the beer was manufactured. The word Pil-

sener by itself indicates origin, but it may in conjunction with
other words indicate the type of beer; it has then the same
sense as "nach Pilsener art" (according to the Pilsener
method).—From Vice Coiisul General De Witt C. Poole, Jr.,

Berlin.

The Pacific Southwest

WHEN Dexter, New Mexico, opened its first saloon, July

16, 85 people journeyed from Roswell, sixteen miles
distant to participate. The dry element had considered that

saloons were prohibited in Dexter, but a close scrutiny of the

law showed that they were not and, furthermore, could not be
prohibited.

The City Council of Globe, Arizona, has Imm gi-anted power
by the new charter to regulate saloons and is now busy making
an ordinance.

Owing to the boast of the wholesale liquor men that they
sell more liquor in the dry towns of Arizona since the local

option election than before, the Anti-Saloon League is worrying
as to hoAv to stop the sale of liquor. The law is not being
violated but the people cannot be made to drink the water of

Salt River and, therefore, place their orders Avith the whole-
sale liquor houses.

I „„ „_ ^WE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Casllewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873 Telephone Kearny 3688IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR MERCHANTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T. Bernard. Pre*.

Joe Zan ETTA, Secy.

ib
P|UNC-H ,G Rl LL 8<WlNE RoO/\S.

§ECOND BELOWyAARKET

(2)a.r\ i>ar\cisco,(al.

,ja.-riNE GOODS A SPECIALTY—Sa
MERCHANTS LUNCH II A.M.to 230PM.

R W. F.

OEDER'S
CAFE

Opp. Emporitxm
834 Market Street

San Francisco

t

t

t

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

BERT. LEVY, Proprietor

105 Montgomery St. ; ; ; Near Sutter St.

"Only the Best the Market Affords"
=Cui»ine and Service Excellent =

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant

>----

P^ J. COPPA, Proprietor

^ Pine St. Bet. Montgomery

^ ^ and Kearny

Music Evenings

SAN FRANCISCO

PS

^w HOUSE POUNDED 1853.

E.H.TaijlorJr.&Son8C/ INCORPORATED

THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AM ERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

^ Old Taijlor 1

IT IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY.

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

IT IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE.

FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE

"TO PAINT THE LILY-TO GILD REFINED GOLD."

Trankfori, Keufucky.

lASH'SBITTERC

BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods

;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous Old Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forg^e & Sons'

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

S. E. CORNER MONTQOriERY AND WASHINGTON 5TS.

SAN FRANCISCO

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO 1871

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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Switzerland Indemnifies Absintlie
f

Products I

TEE splendid little republic of Switzerland has taught the

world many things worth knowing. From the days of

William Tell and Arnold Van Wiukelried her inhabitants

have well justified the motto "Montaui semper liberi." And
the free air of her mountain fastnesses has nurtured in the

hearts of her people other high qualities without which liberty

would not be worth while. Not the least among these are

the attributes of honesty and justice stamped upon so many
of her governmental policies and methods.

Recently the General Assembly of the Swiss Confederacy de-

cided to abolish the manufacture and sale of absinthe within

the confines of the republic.

The Decree of the General Assembly of the Swiss Confed-

eracy providing for the payment of indemnities in carrying out

this law is a model of governmental integrity, justice and fair

dealing. No detail of equity is overlooked. Every precaution

is taken that even the humblest toiler should be cared for and

protected.

We print the decree in full. In no other way could wo
explain to our readers the painstaking effort of the Swiss

Assembly to prevent loss or damage to any one connected

with the manufacture and sale of absinthe in the carrying

out of the decree for its abolishment.

This earnest and conscientious method of establishing a re-

form believed to be for the benefit of all the Swiss people is

in "glaring contrast to the ruthless and dishonest method pur-

sued by advocates of prohibition in this country. In the United

States one is shocked at the seemingly purposeful disregard

of vested interests and rights.

In Switzerland even the women and children who worked in

the fields where the herbs used in distillation were cultivated,

were duly indemnified. Interest at 4 per cent per annum was

allowed on indemnities from the time of their being fixed until

the time of payment.

Note Article 9.
—"Whosoever to the 5th of July, 1908, has been employed

In the manufacture of absinthe exclusively for more than three years, either

as an employee or a day laborer in an establishment entitled to indemnity,

shall be entitled to an indemnity equal to the total amount of wages received

by the said persons during the preceding four years."

Every line of the "Decree" bristles with honest solicitude

for those who for the good of the community are asked to step

out of a business which in the past afforded them a livelihood.

This action of the Swiss Government should be read by all

men who believe in justice under a government of the people,

by the people and for the people. Under local option and pro-

hibition laws in America we see distilleries, breweries, whole-

salers and saloons wiped out of existence on 30 days' notice

after the holding of elections conducted on sensational lines

with spectacular and theatrical accompaniments. No thought

is given to the dependent employes, mechanics and day laborers

and helpers who are cast out to find a living as best they

may in new and untried channels of bread winning.

Europeans look with amazement and horror upon these meth-

ods of conducting alleged reforms. Such injustice appalls

them, and it ought to shock any one who is open to sentiments

of humanity and honor.

Years of reckless teaching by self seeking agitators have

dulled the sensibilities of our people on these subjects and only

a campaign of education can reach and awaken the inherent

sense of justice Avhich is temporarily obscured in the hearts of

our people. An appeal is necessary to the sober second thought

of the American people.

Ours has been a land of great opportunities, of quick action

and broad effort. Our people are instinctively right mind^
though sometimes led astray by false prophets and charlatai

The press of our country should be leaders in the teaching

conservative justice.

No more admirable example of this great virtue could possil

be given to the public than is shown in those absinthe indeiiinif?

provisions enacted by the General Assembly of the Swiss Con-

federacy. Copy of the Decree follows:

FEDERAL DECREE

Concerning the Payment of Indemnities in Carrying Out Article 4 of the

Federal Law of June 24, 1910, on the Prohibition of Absinthe.

(Of December 22, 1910).

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OP THE SWISS CONFEDERACY.

In obedience to Article 4 of the Federal Law of June 24, 1910, on the

prohibition of absinthe; considering the message of the Federal Council of

August 22, 1910.

Decrees:

Article 1.—The following shall be entitled to partial indemnification in

such trade as may have been directly affected (aggrieved) in a substantial

manner by the prohibition of absinthe; to be indemnified in obedience to

the following provisions:

a. The owners and tenants (farmers) of lands on which absinthe is culti-

vated for the purpose of distillation;

b. The owners and leaseholders of absinthe factories (distilleries)

;

c. The paid hands who are helps to the cultivators, as well as the em-

ployes and laborers of the manufacturers.

No Indemnity shall be allowed for absinthe manufactured by cold distilla-

tion (vacuum).

Article 2.—The owners of landed estates on which absinthe is cultivated

for the purpose of distillation, to the 5th of July, 1908, shall be entitled, for

the average value of the land and the drying rooms, to a single indemnity of

550 francs per hectare.

Whoever shall have cultivated absinthe for the purpose of distillation up

to July 5, 1908, shall receive for any loss suffered, one single indemnity of

2,600 francs per hectare. (2 acres, 1 rood, 35 perches.)

The indemnity to be allowed to the interested parties who live in the

Val-de-Travers, will have as a basis the surface determined upon in 1908 by

the commission appointed by the Federal Department of Finances.

Article 3.—The owners of buildings and installations (or plant) which

have been in use up to the loth of July, 1908, for the manufacture and in

connection therewith, for the storage and sale of absinthe, shall receive a

single indemnity equal to % of the average value resulting therefrom, for

their buildings and installations (plant or apparatus) affected by the pro-

hibition of absinthe.

The average value is represented by the difference between the cost of

construction in 1908 and the possible value of use of the buildings and in-

stallations, from October 7, 1910.

If the buildings and installations are more extensive than is required by

the rational development of the undertaking during the period of its pre-

ceding quinquennial (five years) exploitation, the value of the plant (struc-

tures) will be subject to a corresponding reduction in estimate.

Article 4.^—The indemnity provided for by Article 3, will be allowed but

on the condition of an express abandonment of free distillation in the build-

ings for which the indemnity is claimed. This abandonment will operate as

an absolute right over these buildings. If the owner who has allowed this

absolute right to be established should distill substances which are not

subject to monopoly (exclusive right) in the indemnified buildings, he will

be fully compensated by the average value of the apparatus which he has

made use of for distillation. He shall receive, moreover, a single indemnity

equal to ten times the amount of the net profit realized in an annual average

on this distillation during the preceding quinquennial (five years) period.

Article 5.—The confederacy reserves the right, in every case, instead of

granting an indemnity, of depreciation, to acquire the apparatus put in use

for the manufacture of absinthe or free distillation, at the price at which

the average value is calculated.

Article 6.—Whosoever shall have manufactured absinthe to the 5th of

July, 1908, shall receive a single indemnity, four times the amount of the

net profit realized of the annual average in that manufacture during the

preceding quinquennial. In striking the net profit no charges shall be in-

cluded for the work of the patrons (employers) employed in their own

establishments.

If during the preceding quinquennial, the manufacturer has been engaged

in other enterprises besides the absinthe industry, the indemnity shall be

reduced in the proportion of the lumping sum of the other enterprises to

the (total) of all forms of business engaged in. The manufacturers who
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shall realize on these Industries 90 per cent at least of the total receipts

! of their entire business shall receive no indemnity. No reckoning shall be

kept of the fractions of percentage.

I

Article 7.—The claims to indemnity provided for by Articles 2, 3 and 6

are hereditary and transmissible.

.\rticle 8.—There shall be deposited for the draft of the Government of

the Canton of Neufchatel, the total sum of 1.5,000 francs to Indemnify in

part the men and women day laborers employed by the cultivators of ab-

sinthe against their loss of wages caused by the prohibition of absinthe.

This indemnity shall be granted to those persons only who on the 5th of

I July, 1908, were over 29 years of age and who were alive on October 7, 1910.

I The government enacts this law without appeal on the distribution of the

.indemnity to the parties interested or to their heirs.

Article 9.—Whosoever to the 5th of July, 1908, has been employed in the

manufacture of absinthe exclusively for more than three years, either as an

employee or a day laborer in an establishment entitled to indemnity, shall

'be entitled to an indemnity equal to the total amount of wages received by

Ithe said persons during the preceding four years. In the estimate of wages,

jan account shall be kept of loans in kind, amounting to a compensation for

I |labor. If the employee or the day laborer has been employed but in part for

II )the manufacture of absinthe in the establishment entitled to indemnity, the

(only account considered shall be the wages proportionately reduced. If the

ii Idistribution is impossible, the wages shall be reduced in the same proportion

, as the indemnity to the patron (employer) (Article 6, line 2).

II \ This indemnity is granted but to those persons who, on July 5, 1908, were

V imore than 29 years cid, or who were employed for more than 10 years with-

|| out interruption, in the establishments entitled to indemnity.

I The said indemnity shall be reduced as follows:

'
; 25 per cent for those interested, over 39 years or less than 45 years of age.

1 i 50 per cent for those interested being less than 40 years of age.

( ' In calculating age, no account shall be kept of the fractions of a year.

i The employes and day laborers who were in employ before the 5th of

Inly, 1908, without interruption, for more than 10 years, in establishments

mtitled to indemnity, shall receive for each entire year besides this amount

1 supplementary indemnity of % per cent of the amount fixed as per Para-

laphs 1 to 4, above mentioned.

There shall be no claim to indemnity but in case that the interested party

hall be alive on October 7, 1910. If the entire indemnity should not exceed

francs, It will be payable to the interested party or to his heirs, by

alC installments, one en October 7, 1911, and the other, 1912. If it should

xceed this amount it shall be payable in three payments on October 7,

911, 1912 and 1913. It the total Indemnity should exceed 2000 francs, the

innuities payable after October 7, 1911, may be reduced or suppressed In

proportion as it is justified either by the wages of the interested party

r the conditions of the heirs.

The Federal Council enacts this law, without appeal on the Induction

r the suppression of the indemnity.

Article 10.—From October 7, 1910, the indemnities fixed will bear interest

t 4 per cent per annum.

Article 11.—Parties affected will confer directly with the Confederacy on

Me Indemnities.

Parties interested will have to produce every justifying document neces-

ary to establish the indemnity.

If it be not possible to come to an understanding, the imdemnities will be

;^tablished by Commissions of Estimates, composed each of three members,

he first member shall be appointed by the Federal Tribunal, the second by

le Federal Council, the third by the Government of the Canton in which

re situated the lands and the establishment for which the demands of

idemnity are claimed. There shall be appointed at the same time two supor-

umeraries for each member. All interested parties may have recourse

> the Federal Tribunal, in opposition to any decision of the Commission

Estimates, within 30 days from the publication of said decision, on ques-

ons in which the subjects of dispute shall exceed 2000 francs.

The procedure to be observed by the Commissions of Estimates and the

ederal Tribunal, shall be governed by an order from the Federal Council.

Article 12.—The provisions of the present decree are made applicable by

lalogy to imitations of absinthe (Article 4, Paragraph 2, of the Federal

iw of June 24, 1910, on the prohibition of absinthe).

.\rticle 14.—The present decree being of an urgent nature, goes into effect

imediately. The Federal Council Is directd to see that it is put into

feet.

Thus decreed by the Council of the States.

Berne, 21 December, 1910.

J. WINIGER, President.

DAVID, Secretary.

Thus decreed by the National Council.

Berne, December 12, 1910

J. KUNTSCHEN, President,

SCHATZMANN, Secretary.

THE FEDERAL COUNCIL DECREES:
The above Federal Decree is hereby put into effect.

Berne, 27 December, 1910.

In the name of the Federal Swiss Council,

The President of the Confederacy,

COMTESSE,
The Chancellor of the Confederacy,

SCHATZMANN.

Saloon Men Lkavk Lakeport.—Mr. George W. Crippen has
left Lakeport to locate at Kelseyville, Sonoma county, where he
will re-establish his wholesale liquor business. Mr. George E.

Beebe, of the Lakeview Hotel at Lakeport, is also located at Kel-

seyville, where lie has leased the f'ommercial Hotel. Other
saloon men are to leave Lakeport in a short time.

HOMEPHONE PRAISED

A new subscriber writes the Home Telephone
Company under date of October 28, 1911.

" Please install a phone at my home. I did
not know anything about tlie good points of the
Homephone and was rather prejudiced against it

until I began using it in my office. I use it all

the time now, not only in phoning around the
building, but getting outside numbers, because
it saves me time and trouble. The Homephone
delivers the goods.

" You know the burners of candles rioted in

London about 500 years ago when gas was intro-

duced. Most of us object to changes. Possibly
that is the reason why I am so late in ordering a
Homephone."

Bay Cities Home Telephone Company

333 Brant Avenue

MARSH and AMERICAN
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

Wine Pumps

Air Compressors

Tank Pumps

LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND

SIMONDS MACHINERY CO.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST., (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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- MARKET -
CONDITION^^^

WINES :—Leading shippers of California Wines report the

volume of business in July about normal. This is the

off season and no one is buying except for immediate needs.

Conditions throughout the east warrant the belief that there

will be a healthy revival in the demand for good Califoi-nia wines

in the early fall and particularly after the Presidential elec-

tion. While the business situiition throughout the United States

is far better than it usually is just prior to a Presidential elec-

tion there is no doubt of the fact that business is depressed to a

considerable extent and especially the wine business. However,

with splendid crops maturing everywhere throughout the coun-

try and the assurance of high prices, it is confidently asserted

that good times are due to arrive along in November.

Exports for the month ending July 20th, total 1340 cases, and

641,593 gallons valued at $209,219. Imports were 3009 cases,

61 barrels, 2 octaves, 26 casks.

rels; Bitters, 833 cases, 1 cask; Fernet, 500 cases; Rum,
cases, 3 barrels; Lime Juice, 20 cases.

BRANDY:—The usual seasonal conditions exist in the

Brandy market. Distillers are not anxious to make con-

tracts until the prices of grapes have been fixed and this will

probably not be done until the latter part of August. The pro-

duction in the three districts for June was light, totaling only

4270.2 tax gallons. The exports by sea were small—the fig-

ures being 42 cases and 928 gallons, valued at $2,667. Imports

were 574 cases, 4 kegs, 3 casks, 10 octaves.

WHISKY :—Business among the wholesalers and distillers'

agents was quiet throughout July and some report the

volume less than in the same month of last year. In the city,

owing to the fact that there are more people out of town this

month, than ever before, business has been quieter than usual

at this time of year. However, considering the various condi-

tions affecting trade there seems to be a unanimous opinion

that active bxisiness is sure to materialize at a comparatively

early date. The quietness extends throughout the coast as well

as in the east and west.

Exports by sea were about normal, being 857 cases, 2218 gal-

lons, valued at |18,239.

Imports by sea in glass were very large. The figures total-

ing 14,412 cases, 519 barrels, 28 octaves, 33 casks. Of giu there

were 4325 cases, 51 barrels, 45 casks, 20 octaves, 20 half bar-

rels. Miscellaneous exports by sea were valued at $16,608.

IMPORTATIONS :—With some of the importers business held

up better than was expected. "While the orders were for

smaller quantities they more than made up the difference in

volume. The importers generally look for a good fall and win-

ter trade. For the season the imports by sea were of fair

volume as follows

:

I MPORTS BY SEA :—Whisky, 14,412 cases, 519 barrels, 28
* octaves, 33 <asks ; Wine, 3,009 cases, 61 barrels, 2 octaves, 26

casks ; Gin, 4,325 cases, 51 barrels, 45 casks, 20 octaves, 20 half

barrels; Beer, 75 cases, 120 casks; Brandy, 574 cases, 4 kegs,

3 casks, 10 octaves; Champagne 746 cases; Liquors 150 cases,

5 casks; Ginger Ale, 70 barrels; Vermouth, 150 ca>ses, 12 bar-

rels; Mineral Water, 1410 cases; Cordials, 50 cases; Grape
Juice, 600 cases; Amer Picon, 300 cases; Sake, 73 cases, 199

casks; Stout, 375 cases, 523 barrels; Ale, 100 cases, 125 bar-

MPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND :—Liquors, 50 cases; Brandj

5 cases ; AN'ine, 429 cases ; Champagne, 250 cases.

BEER :—The unusual and continued cool weather in Sa

Francisco, along the coast and in the smaller valleys, ha

materially checked the consumption of malt liquors. At thi

time the demand should be at its height, but the consumptio|

is not normal, excepting in the interior, where the sea.sonj

weather prevails. Naturally the brewers are praying for tl

proper kind of weather. Exports by sea for the month wei

1171 packages, valued at $9764. Imports Avere 75 cases, 15

casks: Stout, 375 cases, 523 barrels; Ale, 100 cases, 125 barreld

California Wine Markets

THERE is very little interest in the market situation jn><

now. Business is quiet, and prices are down to such a point

that there is hardly anything in the small sales reported. Wliilc

it is still too early to predict what the present crop will yield,

yet there is no particular reason to suppose that it will not be as

good as last year. This, undoubtedly, has a downward bearing

upon prices.

—

Bonfort's, July 10.

Grape Crop Conditions

Conditions of the grape wine crop are such that no definite

statement can be made as to the outlook. Those who are usually

in a position to know, at this time, how to make a reliable fore-

cast are uncertain as to what the season will bring forth. ]\Ir.

W. Hanson, of the California Wine Association, in speaking

of the prospects, says

:

"Some time ago conditions pointed to a large crop, but later

the indications Avere changed by the weather and the state of

the soil. At the present time it may be said that the pi-osi>ects

are spotted. There will be heavier yields in some secti<ms than

in others. But the yield promises to be normal. It will, how-

ever, be subject to the weather. If there should be a spell of

hot weather lasting for two weeks or so the yield will be gi-eatly

decreased. Other contingencies are also to be considered. There

has been a lack of moisture in the soil. If there are any ad-

verse weather conditions dropping in some sections is to be ex-

pected."

Referring to the San Joaquin Valley, Mr. Hanson says : "At

first it Avas thought that the crop of Muscats in the San Joaquin

would be abundant, but a change has come oA^er the outlook. A
period of shrinking and dropping has intervened and necessi-

tated a recasting of prospects." Speaking on the subject of

the maturity of the crop, Mr. Hanson expresses the opinion thai

present conditions point to a ripening of grapes one Aveek o|

more later than usual.

"No prices have been fixed," says Mr. Hanson. "And non|

will be fixed before the latter end of August."

Mr. L. R. Rogers, president of the California Wineries ani

Distilleries, Avhen intervieAved by The Pacific Wine and Spie^

Revieav, made the following statement:

"As far as Fresno is concerned, there is every reason to _
lieve that the season Avill be from one to two weeks late. As

far as fixing the prices of grapes is concerned it is certain

that the growers will have to await action on the part of the

association and there is no sign of any action as yet. The crop

will not be as large as was at first expected owing to extensive

dropping which was caused by the continual cool Aveatlier and

to the absence of Avater for irrigation."

A feeling of satisfaction Avith the prospects for the crop of
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dry wine grapes is manifest at the Italian-Swiss Colony. Mr.
S. Federspiel, manager of this institution, believes that the

crop of grapes for dry- wines will be fair.

''The yield of dry wine grapes," Mi". Federspiel says, "will be

as large this season as it was last year, as far as can be fore-

seen. The vines look well and the stems are in good condition.

There has been some dropping in the north, but it has not been
serious. This dropping has not amounted to much in Sonoma,
Such is the condition of the crop at the present time that

there is no great likelihood that any adverse Aveather condi-

tions would effect an important change. As the season will

he a week or so late no prices are being made. It is too early

to make any definite forecast. Our representatives are now in

the field. It Avill be some little time before we will be able to

make estimates based on their reports."

The prospects are not good for a large crop of grapes this

year. In some parts of Napa valley the vines are loaded with

well-filled bunches, but in many places the bunches are very

tliiu, the grapes having fallen badly. This is due to the hot

s])ell early in June and to the heavy rain that followed.

—

St.

Helena Star.

St. Helena Vintage Festival

"Wet" and "Dry" Statistics

TJIE Associated Industries of California have is.sued Hulletin

No. 1 under date of July 15, 1912. It comprises the offi-

cial returns of the liquor elections to date, covering 45 coun-

ties, and showing the names of towns eflfected in supervisorial

districts. For convenience, cities and districts that voted

against licenses are printed in retl ink. The bulletin concludes

with the following summary:
"We find that during the past year, under the Wyllie Local

.Option and Initiative Laws, there have been 156 elections (in-

cluding 3 in Colton, 2 in Visalia, and 2 in Imperial City). Of
the 57 incorporated cities that voted on the question of "license

or no license," 37 remained wet and 20 went dry, while of the

1(5 supervisorial districts, 10 favore<l license and 55 did not.

Tlie total wet vote was 150,396 and the dry vote 96,170. The
wet majorities amounted to 68,843, while the victories achieved

!)y the dry forces gave them an advantage of only 14,617, leav-

ing a balance of 54,226 in favor of licensing the sale of alco-

holic liquors.

It is estimated that in the affected territory, the total regis-

tration was about 308,207. The vote cast, however, was 246,-

.'>66, .showing that 61,641 voters did not go to the polls to ex-

l)ress their wishes on the subject of "license or no license."

If you have not received a copy write to the office of the Asso-

iciated Industries of Califoniia, No. 45 Kearny street, San Fran-

cisco, and one will be forwarded to you.

AT last California is to have a real Vintage Festival, with
the scene laid at beautiful St. Helena on the 6th, 7th, 8th

and 9th of September, which includes Admission Day. This
is a celebration intended to call especial attention to Napa
County's grapes and wines and should be encouraged by every
wineraan, for if there were more festivals of this kind in the
different viticultural sections, the public would soon be educated
up to the importance and value of our wine industry with the
result that they would n(^ver tolerate laws that were intended
to harass or endanger it.

St. Helena is in the center of Napa County's viticultural dis-

trict and has ample accommodations to house and entertain a
host of visitors. The picturesque St. Godartl's Inn, adjoining
Beringer Bros.' place, is charmingly located on a knoll over-

looking the valley and the cuisine will pleases the most fastidi-

ous. But you will have to book your rooms far in advance if

you want to stay there during the festivities.

The festival will be unique among the many annual events
now being held by communities where there are special attrac-

tions. There will be exhibits of grapes, wine, grape juice, wine
making appliances and decorative features suggestive of vine-

yards and wineries. The horticultural exhibits will cover a
wide range, but particular attention will be paid to displaying

prunes, which grow in such profusion and to such perfection

in Napa valley.

In addition to the various exhibits which will be shown in

a large pavilion and will constitute a most artistic display, the

festival part of the event will undoubtedly attract large crowds.
The election of a queen to preside over the festival season

is now in progress and upon her selection, members of her court

will be chosen. The queen will be crowned at the opening of

the festival, Friday afternoon, September 6th.

On Saturday there will be athletic contests and in the even-

ing an elaborate dance at Crane park, a beautiful place at the

edge of town.

Sunday there will be a fine concert and on Admission Day
a floral and industrial parade, the entire event to close Monday
night with a street dance, mardi gras and confetti.

One of the best bands in California has been secured for the

vintage festival, and the committee having the affair in charge

promise that there will be something doing every minute from
Friday afternoon, September 6th, until midnight Monday,
the 9th.

Try and keep these days open for a visit to St. Helena. You
will enjoy the trip and contribute to the success of a novel event

that promises to tiike its place with the Rose Tournament of

Pasadena, the Citrus Fair at Clovei'dale, the Apple Shows at

Sebastopol and Watsonville and the Cherry Festival at Hay-
ward.

., _ OWNING ITS .OWN BRANDSAND CONTROLurNG THE OLD C3TASLISHCOBRAN D 8 or
LAS PALM AS WINERY fi DISTILLERYLA PALOMA WINERY fir DISTILLERYLODI CO-OPERATIVE WINERYELK CROVE VINEYARD ASSOCIATION
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

special Inducements Will Be Made, on Request, to

Large Handlers of Wines and Brandies (Any Proof)
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WfWjkND NOTE/
Mr. Charles Oldliain has been enjoying a pleasant outing in

Yosemite Valley.

Mr. William Wehner is in Cliicago on a short Eastern trip.

Mr. ;M. F. Tarpey, who Avent East to attend the Democratic

National Convention, has been spending some time in New Yorlv.

Mr. C. H. Wente, who is noAV visiting relatives in Germany,

is expected home in September, in time for the vintage.

Col. Theodore Gier attended the big Elks' celebration in Port-

land, Oregon, during the month arid reports that he had a most

enjoyable time.

Mr. E. M. Sheehan, manager of the Sacramento Valley

Winery, spent a portion of the montli at Pacific Grove, which

is a resort most popular with Sacramentans who are anxious to

get a whiff of salt air.

Mr. IJeu R. Kittredge, president of the California Wine Asso-

ciation, has been making his annual eastern visit during the

month, looking into the eastern interests of the Association, as

well as his personal matters.

Mr. Le Roy Schlessinger, of the well-known firm of Schlessin-

ger & IJender Avho has been on an extened European tour for

several months, is expected to return home in August, to be on

hand for the opening of the vintage season. He writes that he

is having a great time.

Elmer De Pue, the well-known representative of the Wetmore-
Bowen Company at New York, has visited California. He will

remain several weeks and then return to New York to make fur-

tlier conquests with Cresta Blanca wines, in the placing of which

he has met with great success.

Mr. G. De Latour, of the Beaulieu Vineyard, Napa
County, has returned from an extended trip throughout all

the important cities of the East and West. He found the out-

look for choice California wines in glass, having an established

reputation, very encouraging.

Manager Lind of A. P. Hotaling & Company has just returned

from a successful trip to Los Angeles. Mr. Lind reports that,

while business during July has not been active, it was 20 per
cent better than June and about that much in excess of July
of last year. His house looks for a lively revival of business

in the early fall.

Messrs. Bertin & Lepori, one of the well-known and promil

nent wholesale liquor dealers and importers of San Franciscdl

have decided to enter the field as manufacturers of cordialsl

They have an up-to-date plant and the manufacture of the cor

dials will be under the direction of Mr. Alfred Gros, the welll

known French expert. With the reputation of the house' foq

(]uality, and their Avide facilities for distribution, this ventui

sliould be a success.

The San Francisco plant of Arthur Lachman has bei^

<Mtuipped with a complete bottling outfit with a daily capacit

of 100 cases. The M. J. Pasetta & Company Avinery, at Sa

Jose, has been purchased by Mr. Arthur Lachman. It has beejj

thoroughly remodelled and in the future will be knoAvn as tl

Santa Clara Distillery. The firm has changed its style to thai

of Arthur Lachman & Company. The nuMubership remains tUj

same, but the capital has been increased, together with tl

facilities for promptly handling business.

,

Mv. Paul Samuels, of Samuel Brothers & Company, Avith head-

iquart< rs at New Y'^ork, aiTived in San Francisco, the middle of

the month. He has been absent for tAvo years, a part of which
time has been spent in Europe. Mr. Samuels is greatly im-

pressed Avith the Avonderful progress made in rebuilding San
Francisco, and said it Avas worth while to come across the con-

tinent to enjoy the ozone and splendid summer climate. Mr.
Samuels Avill remain here until after the close of the vintage.

Mr. Henr^' Kunz, head of the house of C^harles Meinecke

Co., of this cit}', returned from northern California the latte

part of the month Avhere he spent his vacation accompanied b^

his Avife. They had plenty of trout, but Mr. Kunz confess

that "the biggest one" got aAvay Avith his tackle. Speaking

business, Mr. Kunz stated that much to his surprise Tipon hij

return, he found, notwithstanding the exceptionally dull sur

mer, tliat the business of his firm held up nicely, the voluni

thereof having been greater than for the same period of las

year.

Tlie neAV home of Wichman, Lutgen & Company, one of tl

best known and oldest Avholesale liquor firms on the Coast,

.

one of the most thoroughly equipped up-to-date institutions of

tlie kind in San Francisco. It Avas built by Mr. John Lutgen,

one of Ihe members of the firm, and is located at 134-140 Sacra-

mento street, Avith a frontage on Commercial street, from 135-

141, which affords a great couA^enience for shipping and receiA'-

ing of goods. It goes without saying, that every modern con-

venience and apparatus required by a house like this, doing a

large business, has been installed.

The California Fruit Canners' Association, of this city, arc

trying an experiment in the packing of cherries in maraschino.

They are using the plant of the defunct I. Rheinstrom & Sons

Co., opposite Cincinnati, for packing the fruit, and if the results

are satisfactory, it is the intention of the Association to pur-

chase the plant and engage largely in the putting up of mar-

aschino cherries. The plant Avas fitted up two years ago at

an expense of about |200,000, and it is said to be one of the

most modern and best equipped in the country for the handlinij

of fruits in this way.

Messrs. E. IJ. Taylor & Sons, of Frankfort, Kentucky, luivc

issuetl another striking circular on the OA^erproductioii i>f

AVhiskys. They state that the overproduction noAV "saaoHs the

Avarehoiised stocks of the country beyond any mark ever before

reached in the history of distilling." Official figures for tlic 11

months of the fiscal year 1912 (Avith the June figures not offi-

cially tabulated) shoAV that "the overproduction has reacliwl

the unprecedented figures of 263,149,915 tax gallons." Ken-

tucky alone noAV has more goods in her distillery AA'arehouses

than the AA'hole United States had a single decade ago. If you

are interested and have not received a copy drop a card to

i\lessrs. E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons, Frankfort, Kentucky, and

tliey Avill forward you one.
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It will not be long now nntil the voters of California will have

a chance to scan the list of men who feel that tliey, above all

others, are best qualified to look after the interests of THE
PEOPLE of our Stat« Legislature and National Congress.

Petitions, as thick as the leaves of Vallambroso, have dropi)ed

into the office of the Secretary of State at Sacramento, and
among other familiar names, we note that of Assemblyman (J.

W. Wyllie, of Diuuba, farmer, introducer of the unjust local

option bill, and prohibition stump speaker. After flirting

around for several months with his eye upon the Congressional

uominatiou, that would give him Congressman Needham's place

in the House of Representatives at Wa.shington, D. C, Assem-

blyman Wyllie has finally decided that there were too many
breakers ahead on that course and that it was best for him to

make the run again for the Assembly, provided that he can get

the Republican nomination for that office. He has some strong

opponents on the Republican ticket, however, and as the Visalia

Times I'emarks, "he will have to travel fast to lead them in

September."

Many Republicans in Tulare County entered the race for the

Assembly when Wyllie withdrew and there is no doubt that his

re-entrance into the nomination arena will cause complications

that may result in his defeat.

The addition of 27,000 new cuttings of resistent stock has

been adde<l to the Inglenook Winery at Rutherford, and a num-
ber of new fermenting tanks have been installed. Genei-al Man-
ager H. L. Lange informed the writer that after a recent visit

to the Napa Valley he finds the grape outlook not as good as

was expected. The cool weather gives promise of a late vintage

with conditions almost identical with those of last year. Mr.
Lange reported that business has held up unusually well thus

far during the summer, whereas in former years the bottom in-

variably dropped out at this season. This year buying has con-

tinued very encouragingly and his house, B. Arnhold & Com-
pany, have no cause for complaint.

As a result of a settlement with his creditors, Mr. Gus Kil-

burn, during the month sold the Baldwin Cafe on Market street

near the Flood Building, to Mr. Charles Carr, a well-known

saloon man. Mr. Carr had a license at the corner of Fifth and

Market streets, where he opened a first-class retail place three

months ago, but on accQunt of the close proximity of a school,

the Police Commissioners refused to renew the license, having

granted it 90 days previous. All of which was a great injus-

tice to the license holder. The purchase price is reported to

have been $10,000. It is one of the most handsomely equipped

places cm f1\o coast.

Andrea Sbarboro is one of the notable members of the Flying

Legion, allied with the Panama-Pacific International Exposi-

tion, which on August 22 is to make a pilgrimage to Vancouver,
Victoria and the other adjacent British Columbia cities to boost

the Exposition. This will be Mr. Sbarboro's first visit to this

section since 1857, when, as a mere youth, he caught the Eraser

River gold fever and for a time deserted California in the hoi)e

of making a "strike" in British Columbia, which was then the

Mecca for fortune hunters from every section of the world.

His recollection of flourishing Victoria is merely a log fortress,

which was used to protect the whites against the Indians, a
government store and a few shanties. He is naturally looking

forward with keen anticipation to viewing the remarkable trans-

formation that has taken place in Victoria and the other British

Columbia coast cities during the past fifty years.

Armstrong Cork Co. to Come to California

IT is stated that the Armstrong Cork Company, of Pittsburg,

has purchased 380 acres of land at Lompoc, near Santa Bar-
bara, Cal., where it is said that a factory will be erected. The
Armstrong Company recently increased its capital frotn |>5,100,-

OnO to 15,482,600.

Sonoma Wine ® Brandy Co.
INCORPORATED

Storage Capacity 2,000,000 Gallons

18-20 and 22 Hamilton Avenue, - Brooklyn, N. Y.
AND

Stockton, California
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Notes cf the Pacific Northwest Oakland Notes

SEATTLE, July 23, 1912.—Christian Eiuleavorers of the

State of Wasliiiiffton havo adopted a resolution to abolish

saloons for all time in the I'niteil States by July 4, 1920. This

they did prior to closinj? their eighteenth annual convention

at Tacoma, July 2.

There is likely to be a war between the drys and wets in

Spokane in the near future. The clergymen are agitating

for the voting out of the saloons this fall and they leave no

stone unturned to attack the saloons. They even accuse the

saloons of having a.ssassinated the late chief of police. The

Inter-Church council have commenced to enlist labor, religious,

fraternal and other organizations in their cause and the only

([uestion that seems to make them hesitate is as to whether or

not this is the proper time to wage the \yar or wait longer

for funds.

The city officials of North Yakima, Washington, have re-

duced the number of saloons from 23 to 17.

Petitions for local oi)tion election in North Yakima at the

general election next fall were circulated in the local churches

July 18.

Drys at Snohomish, Wash., started agitation for a local option

election July 3 to be decided in November.

A local option election will be held at Vancouver, Wash.,

November 5.

The United Brethren Church of Portland refused to indorse

the Prohibition movement, although the secretary of the Pro-

liibition League promised that the State would be completely

dry in 1914. A warm debate over prohibition almost disrupted

the annual conference of the United Brethren and peace was

restored only when prohibition was condemned.

Governor West's three days of rampage along the road from

one inn to another has caused a great deal of worry to the

roadside house keepers. No doubt a great deal more effective

work could have been accomplished if the spectacular element

had been left out of the proceedings, but it is a little too near

the general election to expect that an adroit politician would

do anything without getting full advertising value for his

action.' The class of people iniured by the militancy of Gov-

ernor West are not in a position to defend their interests.

Political stockmaking is, therefore, an easy proposition.

Governor West wishes to prevent the brewers from shipping

their merchandise into dr^' territory. He claims that the

brewers have not kept their word as to elevating the saloon.

But very little action is being taken against the so-called clubs

that operate roadhonsos on a federal license only. These places

cannot be handled by the brewers and as long as they exist they

]>ull down the licensed saloon to their level by the unjust com-

petition they make.

The governor has decided to ask the liquor dealers to aid

'him. This is the right way to proceed toward righting con-

ditions in the saloons and road houses. To continue a military

campaign against the licensed establishments while the un-

licensed remain untouched mean simply to lower the standard

of the licensed resorts.

All the innkeepers have agreed to assist the governor in

carrying out the law. They know now what their privileges are

fls well as their obligations and in order to conserve the former

are perfectly willing to fulfill the latter.

OAKI^ND, July 24, 1912.—On July 22 the City Councilofj

Oakland amend(jd the liquor ordinance so as to provide a]

punishment of f100 to $500 or imprisonment at the rate of onei

day for every two dollars, instead of fine or imprisonment or]

both.

Tests of the water at Richmond have proved .satisfactory

the California Grain Distillery Company of San Francisco anc

Manager Barrett of the company has proposed to the Richmont
Board of Trade that a site; be selected for the company's dis*^

tillery. The Board is busy looking for a site.

A split in the Women's Christian Temperance Union of Sau^

Leandro has occurred, o.wing to the fact that there is a higli

license faction opposed to the prohibition faction, which has]

until now dominated the union. The Good Government forces!

are held responsible for the split. Those forces are in favorj

of high license. It is probable that the union will continue

the fight whether high license ])revails or not. But the saloon-

ke(>pers are wide awake and will not work the less on aecountl

of the split. They have the support of the large liquor housesj

and breweries of Oakland and San Francisco.

Complaints have been received by Mayor Noy that saloon-]

men of Alameda are serving drinks to women and children.

Decent saloon men of Alameda should vie with the officials of

the city in bringing such offenders to grief. It is a duty thej

owe to themselves as well as the community. Those who sell

drinks to women and children in violation of the law hurt

the saloon business more than the Anti-Saloon League could.

At Newark the chand)er of commerce has assumed the funcl

tions of the police. It has passed a resolution which places

it on record as being in favor of the regulation of the saloon,

instead of its abolition. As there is no police patrol in the

city the members of the chamber Avill take it upon them to

watch the saloons toward elimiTiating any bad element in theni.

Colombian Tariff Changes

FOR- some time the ocean steamship companies engaged in

the shii)ping between the United States and Colond)ia have

complained of the operation of the section of the ColombiaUj

customs laws which regulates the imposition of fines for packj^

ages billed but not delivered. T'nder this regulation the amour
of the customs duties payable for packages which are billed Int

not delivered is fixed at the maximum rate charged in the CoJ

lombian tariff for any class of merchandise, and in additioq

there is a fine of 20 per cent of that amount. The steamshii

con^panies have been hampered by these provisions, and it is

claimed that the companies have been obliged to increase the

freight rates to Colombia on that account.

Ameriaan ^Minister James T. DuBois took this matter uj)

with the Colombian Government, and in consequence of his

representations the enforcement of article 95 of the law of June

13, 1873 ( the section of the customs code in question ) has been

suspended. The consideration of this matter will be recom-

mended by the Government at the session of Congress which

begins July 20, 1912. !

It is thought that this action on the part of the Government of

Colombia will do much to establish closer trade relations be-

tween Colombia and the United States.
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"Wets" Win at San Leandro

THE so-calleti Good Government movement for a heavy

increase in the liqnor licenses and unnecessary restriction

upon tiie saloons was defeated by the vote of women on July

'AOWi. .More than half the votes cast were by women. The total

votes cast were 9(i4 and the proposal to increase the license from
150.00 to f150.00 per (juarter was lost by a vote of 533 to 420.

Tuolumne Dry—There was great surprise in Tuolumne
county over the result of the local option election. It was ^en-

erally expected that the county would vote wet. The wets made
no preparation and when a majority of 35 votes was rolled up
against them the^' wondered.

Grass Valley High License—A movement is on in Grass

Valley to increase the liquor license fee from $20 a quarter to

'i|;75. The City Trustees wish to raise the fee only |10 a quarter.

It is generally believed that the fee could be raised to |50 a

month and not one of the 28 saloons would suflfer. Church and
temperance people are agitating for high licenses.

Dry Fortuna—At Fortuna, the only dry town in the county

of Eureka, has been disgraced by a prominent citizen who had
not studied up on the new local option law sufficiently to avoid

being seen in public in a compromising attitude. Judge Gaar-

den, a friend of the violator of the law, was called to the jail at

2 o'clock in the morning to administer punishment in the shape
of a fine. When the town was wet the prominent citizen was
never known to lose his bearings.

Arcata Ordinances—On July 6 Areata, Eureka county,

adopted a new liquor ordinance restricting the sale of liquor in

the city limits.

Bakersfield Drink Scale—As a result of the price-cutting

war, saloon men of Bakersfield have agreed on a list of prices

corresponding with those prevailing in other cities of the State.

Bakersfield Brewery—^The Bakersfield Brewery is now op-

erating tAvo-thirds capacity, or 20,000 barrels a year. The plant

cost $200,000. It employs a large number of men in manufac-
turing and bottling.

One of Sheriff Fred Egger's deputies, Jim McCann by name,
arrived in jail by a new route as a result of accepting and
ilriiiking some litjuor offered to him by Leon Barrere of 124
I]llis street, while he was at watch over Barrere's saloon to see

tliat the iittiuhed stock did not disappear. Deputy McCann

fell to sleep after drinking and while he slept the stock of the

saloon was hie<l away to parts unknown. McCann and Bar-
rere were arrested and are being held for explanations.

Judge Van Fleet has appointed Kenneth Green as i-eceiver

for the bankrupt estate of Frank McQuaid & Co. and John
Martin, as partners in the saloon at 2003 Mission street. The
saloon is valued at $6000 and is covei-od by a chatttel mort-

gage of $5000.

The retail druggists of San Francisco have announced that

they favor *the proposed bill to reduce the fee for the revenue

license of the federal government for the sale of liquors from

$25 to |5. They claim that such a bill will have the support

of 48,000 druggists.

The Redwood City Council gi*anted the licenses for saloons

to six applicants to be effective July 1. A great deal of oppo-

sition was expected but did not materialize. It became clear

to the mayor and the council that the applicants were law-

abiding men and for this reason it was not considered neces-

sary to reduce the number of licenses.

When the Palo Alto boys learned that the Redwood City

Council would not restrict the number of saloons there was
great rejoicing. These boys liave to go to Redwood City to

get a drink. Their railway fares are much more than the price

of a dozen beers each trip, but this is offset to a certain extent

by the size of the beers. Competition among saloon-keepers

at Redwood City has been keen. The size of the beers has been

increased constantly. For this reason the Palo Alto boys get

nearly their money's worth. If the number of saloons had
been reduced the size of the beers might have been reduced also.

Hence, the rejoicing.

Palo Alto people favor the establishment of Friendly Inns

as a means of escaping from the suffering cause<l by the drought

of prohibition. Subscriptions and contributions are being

called for to erect wayside stations on county roads so that

travelers can find refreshment and rest. Formerly the saloons

provided social centers, providing certain things necessary to

public comfort in the shape of warm rooms, refreshments and
toilets. Since the saloons have been d<me away with it is neces-

sary to provide these things in some other way .

We herewith acknowledge receipt of a ticket to the St. ITelena

Vintage Festival which entitles the fortunate recii)ient to all

the courtesies of the big'event. The management will please

accept the Editor's thanks therefor.

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO
BATTERY AND GREEN STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GEYSER PEAK WINERY. Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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( Industries Subsidiary to the (

I
Champagne Trade

(

THERE are in this consular district of France, and particu-

larly in the city of Rheinis, a number of enterprises which,

while only accessory to the principal industi-y, that of making

champagne wine, are quite important in themselves.

Chief among these auxiliary industries is the manufacture

of champagne bottles, whose production is fraught with many
difficulties. The champagne bottle has to be constructed in

all its parts of an almost mathematical, even and heavy thick-

ness; its glass must be perfectly smooth and unaffected by

the acids contained in the wine; its neck must be exact in

every particular, to insure perfect corking, and with no grain or

projecting points on the inside. So much progress has been made
within the last 10 or 15 years that, where formerly a breakage

of 5 per cent was considered very small, at the present time

the average breakage does not exceed 1 per cent. Despite the

perfection as to strength reached in the production of cham-

pagne bottles, the strain Tipon them caused by the pressure

they sustain and the repeated handling they undergo weakens

them to such an extent that it is considered unsafe to use the

bottles a second time ; and, with the exception of smaller houses

making the cheaper brands, champagne manufacturers place

their wine in none but entirely new bottles.

Four glass-blowing establishments in this city, of which one

is among the largest in France, and several others in the north-

ern part of the Rheims consular district make almost exclu-

sively bottles for champagne wine. They work night and day

in three shifts of 8 hours each and turn out about 40,000,000

bottles annually. While machinery is now applied in the man-

ufacture of bottles for still wine, liquors, medicine, etc., no

machine has as yet been invented which could supersede man-

ual labor in the manufacture of champagne bottles. The men
performing this difficult work are well paid.

Another important industry of this consular district en-

tirely dependent on the Avine trade is the manufacture of corks

for champagne bottles. The material for these corks is prin-

cipally imported from Spain, in which country is found a tree

whose bark is resistent enough to permit of its use for this

class of corks. The work of dressing and testing the bark and

completing the cork is in the hands of very skilled workmen,

most of whom are well paid Spaniards. Since it is very diffi-

cult to procure a bark thick enough to make a good cork

out of one piece, a number of the corks made nowadays are

composed of two pieces of thin bark pasted together length-

wise. This process of pasting the pieces together is patented

;

and since tho corks thus made seem to answer in every respect

the demands made upon them, a number of cork manufactur-

ers are now working under this patent, apparently with very

good success. There are about 20 cork manufacturers in this

district turning out annually 100,000,000 corks, of a value

between |1,351,000 and $1,544,000.

Local woodworking establishments supply the champagne

Iwuses with the boxes in which the wine in shipped to foreign

countries. These are made in a mechanical way; and while

they are very substantial, they are of a superior finish and give

remunerative occupation to many workmen. Several large;

willow-working manufacturers furnish champagne houses with

tlie baskets in which the wine is shipped to places in France

and in near-by countries.

Several firms make a specialty of the straw covers in which

the bottles are encased before being packed in boxes or ba.s-

kets; the straw \ised for these covers is cut and sewed by ma-

chinery. This industry encourages the cultivation of rye in

this immediate neighborhood, the straw being used for th«

manufacture of the covei*s and the rye sold to other countri(

mostly to Germany.
Two firms in this city and four at Epemay construct specis

machinery for the manipulation of champagne wine, such

automatic bottling machines, machines for cleaning, for corl

ing and uncorking, for wiring bottles, etc. Presses for ea

tracting the juice from the grapes are made by several ii

portant concerns in this consular district. (Some hydrauli^

presses have recently been brought from the United States.

One large concern makes a s])ecialty of manxifacturing metal^

lie capsules and tin foil for champagne bottles, and numeroi
lithographic establishments are engaged in producing artia

tically decorated labels. _
It is safe to say that the aforesaid industries give employ^

ment to more than 5000 skilled workmen. For their futui

prosperity much depends upon abundant harvests of grapes

the crops during the la.st five years having proved to be so ii

sufficient that only several good yields will prevent the cham^
pagne trade and its auxiliaries from suffering a very sever

setback.—From Consul W. Rardel, Rheims, France.

Spanish Wine Output Large in 1911

THE past year was aji excellent one for the Spanish win^

growers, as the output was large and the wines brought higli

prices on account of shortages in other producing countries

Recently published official statistics place the area under wine

grape cultivation during 1911 at 3,207,110 acres, an increase ol

more than 12,000 acres over 1910, and the total production o|

grapes is estimated at 3,332,116 tons, from which 422,673,00^

gallons of must were produced. The grape production wi

greater than that of 1910 by over 950,000 tons, and the musf
output showed an increase of more than 140,000,000 gallons|

According to the customhouse returns for 1911, the total valu^

of the wine exported during that year was |19,344,333,

against f16,570,542 in the preceding year.

The following table shows the values of the different classe

of wine exported during 1911, as compared with 1910

:

Varieties. 1910 1911 Varieties. 1910 1911

Ccmmon red Malaga wine,

wine, in in caslis $3,132,496 $1,219,23^

caslis $8,781,763 $11,350,075 Fine wines,

Common wliite in casks.... 639,986 2,856,931

wine, in Bottled wine.. 326,519 368,98j

casks 1,635,869 2,025,047

Slierry wine. Total $16,570,542 $19,344,33

in casks:

A m o n tilla-

do, etc.... 249,723 494,622

Other 1,804,186 1,029,434

France was the largest purchaser of Spanish wines, buj'injl

more than half of the total exports. Other large purcha.sers

Spanish wines are England, Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Sout

American Republics.

At the National Congress of Viticulture in Pamplona, Proi^

ince of Navarre, during July, 1912 (announced in Daily Con

sular and Trade Reports for May 10, 1912), a special study wilt

be made of the various species of American vines and the earth

best adapted to their cultivation, 2400 varieties of American ayd

other vines h.aving been collected for this purpose. The methods

of manufacturing and selling wines will also be studied.

Lemoore city trustees liave granted anotlier liquor licciisi'.

This will permit Messrs. Esuey, Harp and Jennings to install

a bar in their new hotel.

The county clerk of Los Angeles county ha.s ruled that the

Prohibitionists have a right to place names on the county

tickets in the coming general election. They had barely a 3

per cent of the vote of the county.
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Captain A. C. Baker, of the department of transportation of

the Exposition, nrges the Grape Growers' Association of Cali-

fornia to make a splendid wine exhibit at the coming World's
Fair. The captain points out that foi-eign nations are given the

preference as regards space and that when a block of floor space
is granted a foreign commission the installation of a wine ex-

hibit in that space to the exclusion of other agricultural prod-

ucts can not be prevented. For this reason France, Germany
and Spain would have a larger space for wines than the wine
industry of the United States. It is his opinion that Europe will

make a very strong stand for a world supremacy in still wines
on accoiint of the inroads made on the markets of the world by
California wines. He discussed the classification of wines. It

is his belief that a satisfactory agreement will be reached by the

wine growers.

Protecting Canadian Club

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, Ltd., of Walkerville, Out., have
brought suit against sevei'al concerns in New Yoi'k City

and Brooklyn, New York. It is alleged in the complaint that

the defendants are selling "Canadian Type" and "Canadian
Style ' whiskies and. that their labels are counterfeit of the

genuine Canadian Club whisky label. The complainants ask
the court to declare the article thus sold a cheap imitation

of "Canadina Club," and that there is no such thing as a
Canadian type or Canadian style of whisky as such, and that

consequently the articles are misbranded under the Pure Food
Law and are liable to forfeiture.

After thirty years distinguished service in the University of

California, Edward J. Wickson, professor of agriculture and
director of the United States Agi-icultural Experiment Station,

and the chief authority on California horticulture, ha.s been
granted a year's leave of absence, which he will spend in Eu-
rope. At its expiration he will be entitled to claim a pension
for the rest of his life. Andrew Carnegie's gift of |15,000,-
000 to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach-
ing has provided such "retiring allowances" for professors in

accepted institutions who have taught fifteen years and arrived
at the age of 65, or who are incapacitated by illness before arriv-
ing at 65, but have taught 25 yeai*s.

Cloverdalb Ordinance—On the 13th of July the ToAvn Trus-
tees of Cloverdale took up the new liquor ordinance which i-i

to become elTective August 15. The provisions of the new
ordinance were discussed at great length. After providing in

the usual manner how a license may be granted the ordinance
prescribes how saloons shall be built and where they shall be
hK-ated. Playing at cards and dice is prohibitetl, open fronts

required and only one entrance or exit allowed.

In Idaho the liquor dealers scored a signal victory over the

drys in the recent local option election. Ada county decided
to retain the saloons by a majority of 1700. This majority is

1(X)0 in excess of that received two years ago. The victory is

due to the city of Boise which rolled up a vote in favor of the

saloons that the country places could not offset. In many of

the smaller towns a heavy majority Avas registered in favor of

the saloons. Every country in the State was interested in the

outcome.

Prohibitionists inaugurate their State convention at Cald-
well, Idaho, July 30. They will name a full State ticket.

Collector of the Port Pendleton has notified shippers that
tiie laws compelling coastwise vessels to enter and clear will
be rigidly enforced. If a vessel having distilled liquor aboard
fails to get a clearance the penalty will be |100 and the for-
feiture of the goods. If the value of the goods exceed |800 the
vessel is to be forfeited.

Mr. F. A. Heim has been granted a liquor license for his
Sunset Cafe at Santa Monica and has the privilege of selling
liquor with or without meals.

Revenues of the city of Anaheim will be greatly increased
by the raising of the license of liquor dealers. Retailers will
pay 175 per month instead of |50, wholesalers |50 instead of
flO, hotels |25, druggists |5, entertainments $15 per day.

Fifty of the citizens of Dinuba have signed an agreement to
assist the authorities to enforce the liquor ordinance. Bootleg-
ging prevails all over the city and the police appear to be help-
less.

_ .-^^Wtt
It is proposed to limit the number of saloons in Venice to

two which will pay a license fee of flOOO per month or to four
which will pay |300 per month.
At Pasadena the Anti-Saloon League proposes to start a fight

agains Amendment No. 10 of the city charter on the ground
that it is unconstitutional, not having been passed by a three-
fifths majority. Mr. S. W. Odell will make a test case for the
league. It will appear from this that- there are no grounds
so flimsy as to be unworthy for the Anti-Saloon Ijeague to
fight upon. Fanaticism forbids them from seeing their own
foolishness.

An extensive vineyard is to be planted and other improve-
ments made at the J. B. Webster place near Bangor, Butte
county, which was sold to Ernest Claxton, of Vancouver, B. C.
The ranch comprises 53 acres of the best foothill land in the
county. There is a small vineyard planted, and the new owner
has announced his intention of planting the remainder to a
standard variety of grapes. Two substantial residences, one for
himself and family, and another for his tenant, will be erectnl
upon the land this summer. Mr. Claxton's family will take up
their residence at Bangor.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

{
THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?

Send for our FREE BOOKS of fact, telling what
cur fMitliztrt are doing, and what they will do for
you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

THK PACIFIC GUANO
A FKRTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
San Francisco, Cal.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Largest manufacturers of Fertilizers, Poultry Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast
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INTERNAL REVENUE &CUSTOMS RUUN6S

(T. D. 1783.)

Fortification of icines.

Modification of T. D. 1663, dated November 15, 1910, relative

to the fortification of Avines for export with brandy free of tax.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, June 26, 1912.

To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned

:

Where it is impracticable to fortify wine for export "along-

side the vessel" or car as provided in paragraph 2 of T. D. 1663,

such wine may be fortified in a bonded manufacturing ware-

house under the provisions of section 15, act of July 24, 1897,

as amended by section 23 of the tariff act of August 5, 1909.

In such cases the brandy to be used in fortifying the wines will

be transferred from a special bonded warehouse to the bonded

manufacturing warehouse under tlie provisions of Articles 137

to 143 of Regulations No. 29, revised January 1, 1909.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

Approved

:

FRANKLIN MacVEAGH,
Secretary of the Treasury.

(T.D. 32672.)

Dramhaek on beer.

Drawback on beer manufactured by the Seattle Brewing &
Malting Co., of Seattle, Wash., with the use of imported hops.

Trea.sury Department, June 28, 1912.

Sir: Drawback is hereby allowed under section 25 of the

tariff act of August 5, 1909, and the regulations promulgated
thereunder (T. D. 31695 of June 16, 1911), on beer manufac-

tured by the Seattle Brewing & Malting Co., of Seattle, Wash.,

with the use of imported hops.

The allowance shall not exceed the quantities of hops used

as stated in the drawback entry, with a maximum allowance of

165 pounds for each 250 barrels of 31 gallons each of Rainier

pale beer, and 120 pounds for each 250 barrels of 31 gallons

each of Rainier beer.

The manufacturers' sworn statement, dated June 14, 1912,

is inclosed for filing in your office. Respectfully,

JAMES F. CURTIS,
(94946.) Assistant Secretary.

Collector of Customs, Port Townsend, Wash.

(T. D. 32648.)

Gauge of whisky.

Conventional gauge of James Buchanan & Co.'s "Black and
White" Scotch whisky 24 fluid ounces per bottle.—T. D. 22237
of May 21, 1900, modified.

Treasury Department, June 25, 1912.

Sir : I have to refer to your letters of April 18 and May 15,

1912, in the matter of the gauge of James Buchanan & Co.'s

"Black and White" Scotch whisky.

You report that measurements of this whisky have been made
from time to time by the appraiser at your port and the bottles

have been found to contain 24 fluid ounces each. This gauge
also agrees with that found for whisky of this brand at various
other ports.

In view of the above, the gauge of 24 fluid ounces per bottle

is hereby adopted as the conventional or standard gauge for

importations of James Buchanan & Co.'s "Black and Vvhite"

Scotch whisky and should be applied to such importation

when an actual gauge is not taken.

T. D. 22237, so far as it relates to whisky of this brand ( Hous
of Commons) is modified accordingly. An actual gauge shouW
however, be made from time to time in conformity with tl

department's instructions of May 16, 1907 (T. D. 28161).

Respectfully, JAMES F. CURTIS,
(45702.) Assistant Secretary.

Collector of Customs, New York.

(T. D. 1777.)

Regulations governing the temporary storage of distilled spirits

bottled in bond for export.

[Circular No. 28—Int. Rev. No. 745.]

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, June 13, 1912.

To enable distillers and owners of distilled spirits bottled in

bond for export to keep on hand a sufficient quantity of such

bottled spirits to meet orders for immediate shipment, the fol-

lowing regulations, supplemental to Regulations No. 23, revised

June 5, 1907, are issued

:

LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF STOREROOM.

Inasmuch as spirits withdrawn tax-paid and spirits with-

drawn for export are not permitted in the bottling warehouse at

the same time, no portion of the bottling warehouse can be usetl

for the storage of spirits bottled for export. A separate room or

building on the distillery premises must be provided for the

purpose. Upon written notice to the collector and Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue a portion of the distillery warehouse

already approved may be used for the purpose, after the sei)ara-

tiou of the same from other portions of the building by solid

and unbroken walls and floors; or a separate room or buildini;

suitable for the purpose may be approved upon application, as

in case of approval of an addition to distillery wai'ehousc. Stuli

storerooms or warehouses must be constructed and securecl in

all respects as distillery warehouses, and will be under control

of the collector and in charge of the storekeeper assigned to the

bottling warehouse.

STORAGE BOND.

When such storeroom has been estiiblishefl the proprietor, l)e-

fore using the same, will flle with the collector a bond (Form

654) in duplicate, with satisfactory sureties, conditioned for

the safe storage and proper accounting of all such spirits. Th

penalty of such bond must be sufficient to cover the tax on tl

largest quantity of spirits that may remain in the storeroom

any one time, and in no case less than f500.

Upon approval of the bond by the collector the dnplicat

thereof, with the other papers in the case, will be forwai'deil to

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for acceptance.

APPLICATION FOR WITHDRAWAL, ETC.

Where spirits are to be so bottled and stored, applications for

withdrawal to the bottling warehouse will be made on pai-t 1 of

Form 655 ; and, on receipt by the ganger of the collector's order,

part 2, and the necessary export stamps, the spirits will be at

once inspected, gauged, marked, and stamped, in the original

packages, and removed to the bottling room. On receipt in the

bottling warehouse the spirits will at once be bottled, cas(Hl.

wired, and marked as in the case of spirits bottknl for imiiKnli-
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ate exportation, except that the required marks showing the

port from which and the foreign port to which the spirits are to

be exported may.be omitted until the cases are ready fof sln'p-

ineut. -

As cases containing bottled spirits, when properly marked
and stamped, are i-ecjuired to be immediately removed from the

distillery preinises, the affixing of export stamps to such cases

should, therefore, be deferred until such tim6 as the spirits are
ready for immediate shipment. Such stamps, however, should
be procuretl from the collector prior to or at the time of bot-

tling.

DEPOSIT OF SPIRITS IN STOREROOM.

When the spirits have been bottled and cased, as first above

indicatetl, the distiller or owner will indoree on his application

his entry for redeposit (Form 655, pt. 3), and the officer in

cliarge will see that the spirits are at once removed to the desig-

nated storeroom. As such room will be approved for the tem-

porary storage of such spirits, the quantity remaining therein

at any time should not excee<^l the estimated quantity that will

be exported during a period of six months.

REMOVALS FOR EXPORT.

Applications for such removal should be made on Form 206

(Art. 24, Regulations \o. 29), modified by striking out of said

form the words which are applicable only to original packages.

The subsequent proceedings, respecting the filing of bonds,

hills of lading, etc., will be in accordance with the provisions of

said Regulatiims No. 29. - - ..- .

officers' REPORTS.

Spirits withdrawn from bonded warehouses,.when bottled and

stored as herein provided, should be reported on the various

forms, as required in the case of direct eyportatioii.

Pending a revision of Form 3Q9, the officer, in rendering his

report on that form, will attach to the last.page thereof a state-

ment showing the number of cases containing, spirits of each

season's production remaining in the storeroom at the close of

the month, the actual contents in proof gallons and the serial

numbers of the cases so held. The aggregate quantity so re-

ported should agree with the total quantity in proof gallons re-

ported in column 11, line 14, last page of tliat, form, less the

quantity remaining in warehouse uncased. . .J.

ROYAL E, CARELL^t^ommissioner.
Approved: - . -

FRANKLIN ilacVEAGH, Secretary of the Trea.sury.

(T. D. 1778. V
Alcohol vnthdramn from bond, free of too), for scientific

purposes.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, June 20, 1912.

To Collectors and Other Officers of Internal Revenue:

The appended act of Congress, .approved June 4, 1912, is pub-

lished for the information of all concerned.

ROBT. WILLIAMS, JR.,

Acting Commissioner.

[Public No. 176—H. R. 16690.]

AN ACT For the relief of scientific institutions or colleges of learning ha.'-

ing violated sections thirty-two hundred and ninety-seven and thirty-

two hundred and ninety-seven a of the Revised Statutes and the regu-

lations thereunder.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,

is authorized on appeal to him made to abate, remit, and refund all taxes

or assessments for taxes the liability for which is asserted against any

scientific institution or college of learning on account of any alcohol with-

drawn from bond free of tax in accordance with the provisions of sections

thirty-two hundred and ninety-seven and thirty-two hundred and ninety-

seven a. Revised Statutes, and not used as authorized by the above-men-
tioned law and regulations thereunder: Provided, That no assessment
made of tax imposed shall be abated or refunded as to any alcohol s^ with-
drawn and used for beverage purposes: And provided further. That all

applications for relief under this Act shall be filed in the office of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue within one year from the date of the
approval of this Act, and no liability incurred on or after March first, nine-
teen hundred and twelve, shall be relieved against hereunder.

Approved June 4, 1912.

Saccharin In Foods

FOOD INSPECTION DECISION 146.

ON THE USE OF SACCHARIN IN FOODS.

There appears to exist a misconception of the position of the

Department of Agriculture as to the use of saccharin in foods
as announced in Food Inspection Decision No. 142. That de-

cision prohibits the use of saccharin in foods. The law defines

the term "drug" and it is considered that .saccharin has its

proper place in products coming within this definition.

It is recognized that certain specific products generally classi-

fied as foods, and sweetened with saccharin, may be required

for the; mitigation or cure of disease. It is not intended to

prohibit the manufacture or sale of such products, provided they

are labeled so as to show their true purpose and the presence

of saccharin is plainly declared upon the principal label. This

must not be interpreted to mean that the use of saccharin in

foods preparetl for ordinary consumption is permissible even if

declared on the label.

R. E. DOOLITTLE,
F. L. DUNLAP,
A.S. MITCHELL,

Board of Food and Drug Inspection.

Approved

:

JAMES WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, June 22, 1912.

WinemaKers
It will pay you to become interested

in better quality by means of PURE
YEAST and COOL FERMENTATIONS

Rod

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. lUust.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of

the latest methods. Price $2.00
For sale
at this
Office.

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEARNT 242 and J 2562
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Army Women Plead for Canteen Four=Flushing

'T'HE crying need of restoration of the canteen in the United

*• States array is put forward in words spoken by Mrs. Ban-

croft, wife of Gen. Bancroft, of the army, and the petition pre-

sented by her in behalf of 2386 army women. Congressman

Kichard Bartholdt, too, in a recent debate in the House, gave

convincing arguraent of the advantages of the canteen.

The words of Mrs. Bancroft are

:

"I want to present to you the subject of the canteen from

the army woman's standpoint. Ten years have passed since

the abolition of the canteen, and ample opportunity ha.s been

given to study the evil effects of the law and to provide grounds

for the return of the conditions which were beneficial to the

health and morals of the service.

Year after year since the law went into effect the Surgeon

General of the army has reported the injurious effects on the

health of the soldiers. Every General who has commanded the

army has urged the restoration of the canteen. The press

throughout the country has met the issue fairly and squarely,

and today public sentiment demands a reversal of the act of

February 2 1901, which prohibits the sale of beer and light

wines on military reservations.

The women of the army have presented the petition to the

Senate and House of Representatives in Congress assembled."

The language of the petition is:

"Having seen and felt the effect of the act of February 2,

1901, prohibiting the sale on military reservations of beer and

light wines; realizing from an experience extending over ten

years that the effect of that act has been injurious to disci-

pline, harmfxil to morality, and conducive to intemperance,

having deeply at heart the truest interests of the army, and

therefore the nation, believing that from our close relation and

intimate association with our soldiers we are better judges of

the effects on them of such legislation than those Avho look in

from without or who act upon mere theory or generalization,

we, the mothers, daughters, sisters and Avives of officers and

enlisted men, do respectfully urge and earnestly request, in

the interest of discipline, morality and temperance, the repeal

of the said act."

A few weeks ago I had the honor to present to this House
a petition signed by 278 medical men of the United States,

many of them high medical authorities, in favor of the

restoration of the army canteen. They based their demand
upon the question not only of temperance, but also

of the good jnorals and the health and lives of the

soldiei*s. They show in this petition, Mr. Chairman, that

lliere are certain diseases prevalent in the American army,

mainly as a result of the abolition of the canteen, because these

diseases, since the canteen has been abolished, have increased

more than 100 per cent. A condition is presented that is

almost alarming. In the British army the percentage of such

diseases is 7.6 per cent. In the Austro-Hungarian army, 5.4

per cent; in the Prussian army, 1.9 per cent; in the Bavarian

army 1.5 per cent, and in the American army these diseases

prevail to the alarming extent of 19.7 per cent. In other

words, out of every five soldiers one is suffering from that un-

mentionable disease, and it is for this reason that these med-

ical men appeal to Congress to restore the canteen so that

the men may be enabled to remain in the barracks and posts

and spend their leisure hours there under proper surveillance

of the officers instead of being driven out into the dives sur-

rounding these posts, where rot-gut whisky and lewd women
abound and where their minds are being poisoned.

A MONG the deceits of the Anti-Saloon League is its practicel
^* of printing on the front page of its official paper a photo-i

graph of some celebrated personage, designed to indicate that]

the celebrity in question favors the league.

In recent numbers the frontispiece of the American Issue has]

been adorned with pictures of Theodore Roosevelt, CardinalJ
Gibbons and many other public men, none of whom has ever byj

one word indicated that he supported the schemes of the Anti-|

Saloon League. In fact, most of them have publicly denounced]
prohibition and all its works.

In the November number, the Isstu; publishes as a frontispiece]

a full-page portrait of the Right Reverend F. Courtney, a bishop]
of the Episcopal Church. Far from supporting the Anti-Saloon]
League, Bishop Courtney is in truth an opponent of all methods
which the Anti-Saloon League represents, and is also opposedj
to prohibition.

"The attitude of the Episcopal Church toward that portion]
of the liquor traffic which is represented by saloons, is one of]

suspended judgment," writes Bishop Courtney, and then pro-

ceeds to say that, whatever the morals of a prohibitionary law^
may be, "the public conscience is not ripe for any such legis-

lation." Bishop Courtney advocates "voluntary" abstinence
from intoxicating liquors as an example to weaker brethren.—

]

8an Francisco Rural Press.

From Trade Mark Protective Company

CTRICKER, who formerly conducted his business under the
k-' name of Imperial Distilling and Cordial Company, was, on]
evidence obtained by this company, arrested fourteen times onj
separate charges for counterfeiting Gordon Gin, Martini & Rossi
Vermouth, Martell Brandy, Booth's Tom Gin and other lead-]

ing brands of liquor. He counterfeited Hennessy Brandy,!
Field's Sloe Gin Chartreuse, Arps Pepsin Bitters, and practi-j

cally every imported liquor. On the trial of the first charge,]
Gordon Gin, he was convicted and sentenced to ten months inj

the penitentiary and to pay a fine of |200. He appealed from]
the judgment of conviction and the Appellate Court has just]

affirmed the judgment. The other charges are still pending.

Milanese was arrested about a year ago, convicted and fined]

for counterfeiting Jlartini & Rossi and Martell. Recently hej
began business under the name of Lucca Importing Corapany.
On evidence obtained by our investigators, he was arrested byj
the U. S. Food Authorities for counterfeiting Martini & Rossi,

|

Martell, Fernet Branca, Strega and Ferro China.

On analysis the goods showed 20 per cent wood alcohol.

Milanese after two months in the Tombs, pleaded guilty and]
was sentenced to seven months in the penitentiary.

Retraction and Apology

SOME time ago Hiram Walker & Sons, Ltd., proprietors of]

Canadian Club Whisky, brought suit against The Julius]
Levin Co., Inc., of San Francisco, for libel, the said libel being]
an advertisement intimating that Canadian Club Whisky con-

tained injurious ingi'etlients, etc. Elsewhere in this issue in thej

advertisement of Hiram Walker & Sons, under date of June]
14, 1912, will be found a retraction and apology from Messrs.
Julius Levin & Co.

Reopening of Hotel. San Rafael—The Hotel San Rafael,]

which has been closed three years, will be opened again on the

first of September by a syndicate of San Francisco hotel men^
who have leased the place for five years.
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[
The Review's Buyers*

CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated Stockton, Cal.

Calrfsrnta Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

rheo. Gier Co... 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Lot Angeles, Cal.

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
1 10 10th Stq San Francisco, Cal.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

A. Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
182141 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco-, Cal.

Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co
. .18, 20 and 22 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co San Francisco, Cal.

CORDIALS, WINES, BRANDIES.
E. G. Lyons & Raas Co

..Foltom and Essex Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

The Rosenblatt Co
300-332 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.
John Wieland Brewery

204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisca, Cal.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale S. Porter Brewery
494 O'Farreil St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing A Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.
John Rapp & Son, Agents.

. .8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

>»» ^fc» «--»-» ^^ »-^^«>-'

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal

G. B. Robbins, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

~l
Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works

212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Piagermann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessier & Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, III.

Wm. Lanahan A Son Baltimore, Maryland

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cai.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkervilie, Canada

E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons Louisville, Ky.

Tha Julius Levin Company
987 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, CaL

Jesse Moore Hunt Co
Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, CaL

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co
510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.
A. Rossi & Co.. 322 Broadway, San Francisco, CaL

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.
Toulouse & Delorieux Co

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, CaL

IMPORTERS.

Alex. D. ShawA. Co
214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cat.

Chas. Meniecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.
Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, CaL

Sherwood & Sherwood

43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co
50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, CaL

SURETIES.

U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co
Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San FranciscOy Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.

W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wood in & Little.. 33-41 Fremont St., San Francisco

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, CaL Simonds Machinery Co

12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station, Portland, Oregon.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.

Zellerbach Paper Co
. . Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.

Lash Bitters Co
1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. Windeier; wine and water tanks

431-441 Foisom St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York
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CIGARS.

Boltz, Clymer & Co '.......'...

312 Clay 8t^ San Franelaco, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co
Commercial .%. Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

The Waldorf . .648 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter . .
.
.709 Market St., San Francisco, Cab I

„ ^. ^^. . _. _ _ • 1 „ , The Hoffman Cafe Co M
"•'«""'«"••" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal. „ ^^^^^^ g^^ gan Francisco, Caf;

Lake County House , MIddletown, Cal. W. F. Roeder's Cafe
, . .. 834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.i

^''^\
.T.'.Tls'o Li^desdorf "sl/san 'Francisco,' Cal.

Original Coppa's Restaurant

453 Pine St., San Francisco, Ca);]|

RETAILERS AND CAFES.
The Yellowstone

22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bank Exchange '.-

Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal. Davis Buffet... 272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin"

Thos. J. Walsh & Co
346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

.105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
FERTILIZERS.

Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co

Market Cafe.. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal. Alaska Commercial BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.|

Jas. P. Dunne.. 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chronicle Bar 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

James Raggi
624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Bone Coal & Fertilizing Co.;.

617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, Cal.l

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

,

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO

«. ncidU

jlsla»«

.«;

- !*> '^?
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!^WJ

Retraction and Apology

II

Some time ago we advertised a certain Canadian Whisky,

(v/hich was not CANADIAN CLUB), in the following terms:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injurious

" ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law took effect."

Thereupon Messrs. Hiram Walker & Sons, Limited, the

proprietors of

CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY

instituted a suit for libel against us, which action, at our request,

they have consented to discontinue upon our publishing a satis-

factory Retraction and Apology. We, therefore, now state

that we have no reason whatever to believe that CANADIAN
CLUB WHISKY was ever seized for containing injurious in-

gredients; nor that it ever did contain injurious ingredients; and

we apologize for the undeserved reflection cast upon the product

of Messrs. Hiram Walker & Sons, Limited

JULIUS LEVIN COMPANY, Inc.

By W. M. LEVIN, Vice President

San Francisco, June 14th, 1912.

'?,

m
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CELIAP<% AND VINFYADDS »t IcarU^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma CountyVCLU/\KJ fii^U Vtl-^ICIAKUJ
^^j ^j R^iherlord and St. Helena, Napa County. California

i French-American Wine Co.
SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX fc BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ^
^CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES *

m.
•

•

» 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cat. 5

Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

"W. D. SEYMOUR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., Ok. 515 CONSTANCE ST., NEIV ORI^EANS AGENT
NE,W YORK DEPOT, S2 "WASHINGTON STREET

Winners

JULIUS
NEW YORK

NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.
CHICAGO

HUNTER BUILDING

& CO. Distillers

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.
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-^
LYONS' PERFECTION

Pure Fruit Blackberry Cordial

.ESTABLISHED 1852 . Is only sold for medicinal purposes, hence only the best and

purest article should be used. - - - -

We guarantee our product to be produced entirely from fresh

California Blackberries fortified with pure brandy. - - -

We will be pleased to submit samples and quotations upon

request. -----______
The £• G. Lyons & Raas Co.

FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

P HILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
. ... PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-523 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, President FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-Pres. t Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST., and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

o ^^ o ^^ »> ^^ »»- ta^-^^^a*' ,** ^^ o-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.

LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY
\

OLD BOURBON

i

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
\l If PHONES:

SUTTER 50; J 2745iPH SAN FRANCISCO ]
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madre mtm €o.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pare California Wines ^"^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Expoaltlon, 1900

Gold Medal Pan*Araerican Exposition. Buffalo. 1901

Gold Medal Loulalaoa Purchase ExposltloD, 1904

Gold 'Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition.
Portland. Oreson, 1905

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909

F. E. MAYHEW & CO.

INTERNAL REVENUE and
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Hydrometers and Elxtra Stems and All Kinds of Revenue Books

N. E. Cor. Battery and Washington Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

STIMULATES
INVIGORATES

Make* jrour lummer trip Ea«t

a diatinctive American Tour

The

New Orleans-New York
Steamship Line

Between New Orleans and New York

Costs no more to include than

an all-rail way and you will

enjoy the soothing restfulness

of the trip Attendants who
can't do enough for you.

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Rates include berths and meals

First class rail to New Orleans and first cabin
steamer to New York $ 77.75

First class round trip to New York .... 145.50
Second class rail and second cabin. New

Orleans to New York 65.75

Write any Agent

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Flood Building Palace Hotel Market St. Ferry Station

LUNDSTROM HATS
"From Maker to Wearer"

For Twenty-five years LUNDSTROM HATS

have been the standard of qualityand style

FIVE STORES

1178 MARKET ST. 72 MARKET ST.

605 KEARNY ST. 2640 MISSION ST

26 THIRD ST.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 1178 Market Street

$72.50
To Chicago and Return

ON THE PEERLESS

GOLDEN STATE
LIMITED

A TRANSCONTINENTAL DELIGHT

This rate good on many days in June, July,

August and September

Similar low rates to many other eastern points

Return limit October 31st, 1912

TELEPHONE OR WRITE OUR AGENTS

ROCK ISLAND
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
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NATIONAL BEER
i&mf-

Brewed ancT Bottled Briery

In tM tast Ula^ a& Tfrthe-rirst, theBelTght

ful Taste:ney»rwi^i:>

Made Pure — if

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years "The Best in the West" has been the Popular Home Beer.

THE FIRST LAGER y^ M/^^'^^^£/^A^£^MM»Mmm.*^-0^j^. PALE AND DARK LAGER

BREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO.
cor.FuWon and Webster Sts. SanTrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC. PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

IHiniiT TO DlSTILLEfiSP MlWm,

D Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAI. CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

Phis STILL, which has always
recct»ed our special attention and
sluily. has been of material assist-
ance 10 securing forCalifornia sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
Referrncbs :— A4I successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

iUl KINDS Of COPPtH WORK OONt K\ SHORT NOnCC

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCHALITZ. Pres. and Mgr.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

UOHNRAPP^ & SON
Asents

1500 Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

^ierlxerti^e

ri/OTrviivd

recuperate
exLau/vSTea

force more
ruickly man/

ipHR

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine proiiucem in California

'Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"

RATES: Jl.OO A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

RREPROOF Hotel

HiaHEST OBAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Kjtclusive Selling Agenis fur the L'nitetl States

SAN FSANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFOaNIA. U. S. A.

Everything new, comfortable
Homelike, plenty of life.

Beautifully furnished
Highest class.

_ Victoria
^BBiII

Formerly the ORENA

1. W. Bradt & Johnston, Props.

Los Angeles, California

Opposite Post Office

Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

«x3®®SXsXi)®®(iX3®®i)®(j^^ I

GEORGE WEST & SON, «=-»
je> PRODUCERS OF j»j»

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

%

MK»jtUti;»!s»SMti»»»)(»»»3r>}a»»fim}i»»»ii»}ii»}ii»»^^

(GENERAL Offlets

116 MAIN ^TDnni

new YORK orfiPE

65and67 NOM flOODE g.

V^^flRtnousEs

SftNmWlSeO-PtTALUm-fRKNO
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GIN
RUM

"WHISKEY

PURITY BRAND
SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL

PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO. |
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

.SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO. g
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. ^

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY ^

BENJ. S. DONAHUE, President PHONE KEARNY 204

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Cos Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
LAGER

BREWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

«^4''^4'4~8-l'4~l'4'4'4*4*4*4--i'^'*4*444'4''l'4^4'=H«««M'4Hl»4'4'4«#4~4



THE GREATEST

AMERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE
TAYLOR t WILLIAMS, INC., DISTILLERS

GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
820 Mission Street

San Francisco, Cal.

I

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

^

'^

ESTABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE^ ..^c^c<

pgiuc

/OL. xuaii. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, AUGUST 31, 1911 No. 10

REVENUE LAW and the

RETAIL LIQUOR

DEALER

$1.00 per copy, or the Book and the

Pacific Wine and Spirit ^^ ^^
Review for one year ^u.UU

Address, San Francisco, Cal.

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

The Largest Seller

in the World
and

The Standard of Quality-

ALEX D SHAW &t CO
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

There is More

Martini's^Rossi
Imported into the United States than all

other brands of Italian Vermouth combined

IT IS THE BASIS OF THE ORIGINAL

Martini Cocktail

Ifs flavor is unique and ini^nitable

T. B. H4LI & CO., lid. liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT

BASS°S ALE
in the Best

Society

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

N

U
GL AUK'S-% - Gt AUK'S HEAD

"THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW
BASS'S ALE
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We
manufacture TANKS

WINE-

for all purposes

-BEER—VINEGAR
We also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for special litera-

ture. Address nearest office

PACIFIC TANK AND PIPE CO.
318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Equitable Bank Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

"The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
;

Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE: COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACFIAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants
Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskeys.

9%,
575-577 Eighteenth Street

'^^
Oakland, CaHfomia

GIERSBERGER
WINES

OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.
571-75 Eighteenth Street

Oak 2510 Home A 2510

ELEPHANT BRAND

Berliner Getreide Kummel
Weltausstellung St. Louis 1904 Grand Prix

Berlin 1 896 Koniglich Preuss. StaatsmedaiUe

Pacific Coast Agents American Mercantile Co.
614 BATTERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO

}»

i

^

SIEBE BROS. & PLACEMAN

N

WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
o.

SOLE -PROPRIETORS

K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distributors

Herbert's
PuYe Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

Phone Doimlas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE—THAT'S SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN EULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT FROM DISTILLERY

Ik

Ik

BRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON
SIEBE BROS. &, PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery Street San Francisco. WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS «

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE DOPPEL
LAGER

°' BRAU
The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER Mgr.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
14th and Harrison Sts.

Q. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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I

f

C^
c^

lici SMii i

THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

fl We are the largest producers aod bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWQ our Vineyards ar)d make all of our wiQes aQd
can therefore guarantee t^e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL,

Send for Price List

42-44 Davis St., San Francisco

10 West 33rd Street, New York
37 South Water Street, Chicago

4»

4»

««««{5»«S«f««Mf«J«f««£)»!««<«<«««««<»««:'«l«<>«)««j««<«£)««»K«J(S«««««)S«tf«««)«)«^

J. F. Plumel Co.

63-65 ELLIS STREET

Proprietor of the Celebrated

KOLAKINA
p„n™a.jKEAKNY 3667
rHONES:'| c. 6894

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... OINS-.

The Brunswick- Balke-CoUender Co.

Billiard

and Pool

Tab!

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Kstiraatcs Cheerfully P'uniished

767 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH STREETS
TELEPHONE SUTTEE 323 .•.-.•.•.• TELEPHONE HOME J 1536

es

BAR FIXTURES

BOWLING ALLEYS

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 PALMETTO ST., near Mateo - LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of the LARGEST VINEYARD in the U. S.—4000 Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults

CHICAGO BRANCH

152 West Kinzie St.

NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
237 Decatur Street

202-204 Center Street and 213-215 Hester Street

Seattle, Washington, 78 West Marion Street

OBOBX>B»OOB 0X5B:0OXJBBX3BBX3B

ll
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WIELAND'S EXTRA PALE LAGER
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OUR VERDICT

"It Is Better Than Ever"

Office and Brewery:

240 SECOND STREET

I

O]

/irv

San Francisco, Cal. ^
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C. H. WENTE.
President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
Qeneral Manacer

EagleBrand

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.OO per c>s<

( PURE MEDICJNAL BRANDY)

Vineyard and Winery: Livennore, Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS!

52-56 Beale Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

FERNET- BRANCA
I

Specialty of

FRATELLI BRANCA
|

MILAN, ITALY (

i

The King of Appetizers

Best Flavor to Cocktails

GRAND PRIZE
ST. LOUIS 1904

Sole North American Agents

L. GANDOLFI & CO.,
427-31 W. B'way, New York

IMPORT ORDERS SOLICITED

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramonto, (lal.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY
R. H. PEASE. President F. M. SHEPARD, Vice-President R. H. PEASE, JR., Treasurer C. F. RUNYON, Secretary

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers In

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587-589-591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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u NITED STATES FIDELITV m flUARANTY CO.
PHONE

Kearny 925

TOTAL ASSETS, $6,000,0:0.00PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $933,103.43

rHis Companx is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Qovernment from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers
Nevada Bank Building

m*'

A. ROSSI & CO.
,*Q

[MACHINISTS
Wine Presses Grape Crusher )

0'

FOR SAI^E:—Second-hand Redwood TanKs and OaK CasKs
N. B.—A Steel Beam Hydraulic Press, 48x48> for Sale Cheap

BROADWAY, Near Sansome San Francisco f

Barrett's Unrivalled Prune Juice
GUARANTEED UNDER THE
FOOD AND DRUGS ACT
GUARANTY No. 49

Now to be had from

AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO.
514 BATTERY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SAMPLES SCNT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madrc Uimage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pare California Wines ^^^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A specialty

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Gold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan>American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Loulalana Purchaae Exposition, 1904

Gold^Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oreson, 1*05

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va. Exposition, 1907
^Qold Medal Alaska-Yukon Expositon, 1909 '^
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THE BARTON VINEYARD CO., L'td.
ESTABLISHED 1880

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OP

The Famous Barton Wines and Brandies
Vineyards and Cellars, Hresno, California

Chicago Agent
BYRON E. VEATCH

37 South Water Street

WM. RENNIE, Manager

Fresno, CAt.

New York Agents

E. L. SPELLMAN & CO.

792 Washington Street
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AT HOME OR THE CLUB

^m^

-. Vi-fe,

'ERED, U.S. PAT. OFF

THE BEER YOU LIKE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U. S. A.

AMI VIGNIER (INC.) Pacifie Coast Distributors

RUSCONI, FISHER & COMPANY
I
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS I

SOLE AGENTS FOR

ALEXANDER & McDONALD

SPORTSMAN SCOTCH

SANDY MCDONALD'S

LIQUOR SCOTCH AND

CORONA VINTAGE WINES

DOG ON
GOOD WHISKEY

KENNEL CLUB

WHISKEY

SOLE AGENTS FOR

KENNEL CLUB

BOURBON AND RYE

WHISKIES

JAMES GRAHAM
TOM GIN

Unrivaled for Purity and Excellence

326 JACKSON STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

R. M. WOOD

Issued Monthly

• - - EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

E. F. WOOD, SECRETARY

Office: 127 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Wilson Building : Room 304-305 : Phone Kearny 2597. Home C2559.

The PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is the only

paper of its class West of Chicago. It circulates among the Whole-

sale and Retail Wine, Spirit and Beer Dealers of the Pacific Coast,

the Wine Makers and Brandy Distillers of California, the Wine and

Brandy Buyers, and the Importers, Distillers and Jobbers of the

United States.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Cai.,

as Second-Class Matter.

ALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made payable to

R. M. WOOD
Subscriptions per year—in advance, postage paid:

For the United States, Mexico and Canada : $2 00

]tfhr jlie United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 25

T6t European Countries 3 00

Single copies 20

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED—A practical distiller for Grape Brandy; one accustomed to

Sander's latest improved stills preferred. Apply R. R. No. 1, Box 24, Fresno,

Gal. 1-t.

FOR SALE—Hydraulic Press with two 414-foot baskets, crusher, elevator

and attachments; oak cooperage, casks from 900 to 2500 gallons; also oak

tanks, Apply "V", this office.

COOPERAGE FOR SALE.

FOR SALE—Cooperage of from 50 to 5000 gallons; total 103,000 gallons,

of which 24,450 is in oak, balance redwood; all in first-class condition.

Ovals, puncheons, casks and fermenting tanks. Make an offer. No reason-

.able proposition refused. Inquire of C. H. MIDDLETON, Manager, Spring

Hill Farm Winery, Alhambra Valley, Martinez, Cal.

POSITION WANTED—Gentleman, 40, single, college graduated, 24 years'

International commercial experience, speaking and writing the English,

German, French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese languages, thoroughly

experienced in the making and treatment of wines, with practical knowledge

of wine chemistry, wants position as superintendent of wine establishment

or commercial manager, or both. Address "Z", this office.

WANTED—An experienced salesman for an established wine house. Ad-
dress 2 W., Review Office.

FOR SALE.—SOLIS RANCH, SANTA CLARA COUNTY.—About 360

aores, Orchards, Vineyards, Grazing, etc.; fully equipped Winery Plant and
Cooperage. All Real and Personal Property to be sold to settle Estate. In-

spection and offers invited. Apply J. JENKIN, 2531 College Avenue, Berkeley,

California.

FOR SALE
A Wine Cellar in Napa County, California, with Cooperage

for about 300,000 gallons, all in first class shape and ready for

vintages.

The Cellar is equipped with all modern appliances, such as

hydraulic press, electric motor power and lights, gas engine and
steam boilers, pasteurizer, city water, also an inexhaustible well of

fine water, which is pumped by electric power.

There is also a Distillery with all modern appliances.

The place is situated in the midst of the best grape growing

country in California and is about three blocks from steamboat

landing and railroads; a spur track can be run from one of the

main lines to the premises.

If sold before Vintage a great bargain can be had. The death

of the proprietor is the cause of the sale.

Apply to F. F. VANZINI. NAPA. CAL.

The "Dry" Commercial Club

THE San Francisco Commercial News declares that a promi-

nent business man of San Francisco was invited the other

day to join "The Commercial Club," located on the top story of

the Merchants' Exchange Building. But as he is a tee-totaler,

he declined, saying his idea of clubs was that they were places

where there was "a lot of drinking going on."

To assure this "dry" business man that he was mistaken, he

was taken to the Commercial Club for lunch one day and there

he found "the bar empty except for the bartender," and when
he looked about the dining room "there was not a bottle to be

seen on any of the tables at which more than three hundred

leading business men were dining."

Naturally this "dry" business man was delighted, especially

since San Franci.sco, "the so-called Paris of America, has the

name of being a wide-open town." Apparently the San Fran-

cisco Commercial Neics also believes in tee-totallsm, for it jubi-

lantly remarks : "It is doubtful Avhether so good a record could

be found in any city of the United States for sobriety and conse-

quently close application and attention to business ; so we have

good cause to congi'atulate ourselves."

In the first place, we would suggest that that useless bartender

be discharged at once, and the barroom be turned into a parlor

where tea, lemon pop and soda water only may be served.

As for the dining room, why would it not be well for the

Commercial Club to ornament its walls with signs something

like this.

Beware of California Wines. They are intoxicating.

The use of California Beverages is considered Bad Form in

this Club.

We do not Believe in Encouraging Home Product.s.

California Wines are all Right for Eastern Consumers, but

they are Unfit for the Members of the Commercial Club.

The Only Way we can Maintain our Reputation for Sobriety

is by Avoiding California Wines.

Our AVine List is Merely for Ornamental Purposes.

We are sure if such official statements were prominently

displayed about the walls of the dining room of the Commer-
cial Club, that Eastern guests would be greatly impressed and
every follower of the Anti-Saloon League would promptly be

clamoring for admittance.

We are not acquainted with the Membei-ship Committee of the

Commercial Club, but they are doubtless glad to get new ideas.

If they give this plan a trial, they may be able to cover them-

selves with glory and incidentally help to wipe out one of Cali-

fornia's greatest assets, our $100,000,000 viticultural industry.
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Wining the F. O. E. II
THE Fraternal Order of Eagles had ample opportunity to

familiarize themselves with California wines during their

recent convention in San Francisco, for the winemakers were

most generous in contributing hundreds of cases for sampling

purposes.

Among those who helped out the great, barbecue at the beach

were the California Wine Association, Italian-Swiss Colony,

Lachman & Jacobi, D. Arthur Lachman, French-American Wine
Company and Inglenook Vineyard Co.

The wine usetl at the big banquet on Thursday evening, Au-
gust 24th, at Scottish Rite Hall, iucluded the Napa & Sonoma
Wine Company's Riesling and a red wine provided by William

Goldman of the Eagle Vineyard.

The Italian-Swiss Colony secured some excellent publicity

during the week. In addition to their artistic displays at the

headquarters of the different counties, where are located their

notable wineries and vineyards, they scored a real hit with a

window that was a distinctly new and original advertisement.

It seems that Sam Berger, the ^larket street haberdasher, re-

ceived a large supply of ruby colored neckties which he was
anxious to feature. Some one pointed out that they were just

the color of the Colony's famous table wine, Tipo Red, and it

was suggested that if they were displayed with bottles of ruby

Tipo, they would attract the attention not only of visiting

Eagles, but people familiar with the popular Tipo wine.

The wisdom of this suggestion was evidenced by the thous-

ands who stopped each day to gaze at the nobby Tipo Red neck-

ties that ornamented unique Italian basket bottles, for in addi-

tion to the regular Tipo packages, there were odd looking bot-

tles with necks a yard long, others only a few inches higli, and

still others resembling teapots.

I heard a lady remark to her husband : "Do you think they

would give us one of those bottles if you bought a tie?"

To which he promptly replied, "Come on in and we will find

out."

I'm afraid the lady was disappointed, but evidently she had

set her heart on possessing one of those bottles as an ornament

and as they are for sale everywhere she was doubtless promptly

informed that she would have no difficulty in securing one at

any grocery store.

The Solano and Sacramento Eagles made a great mistake in

selecting the Palace Hotel for their headquarters, for it was

too far from the convention hall and the Eastern visitors had

little use for the style and elegance of our principal downtoMTi

caravansary. It is a pity the pretentious Sacramento County

exhibit was wasted on the desert air, for it was perhaps the

most artistic and comprehensive of any of the county exhibits.

The jars of processed fruit, the wealth of fresh fruit, the beauti-

ful clusters of grapes, the festoon of heavily laden hops and

the liberal sprinkling of mineral waters, different brews of

beer and a variety of Cordova wines made a particuarly effective

showing.

The Fresno Eagles were more fortunate in selecting for their

temporary nest the lobby of the Goodfriend Hot«l, which was

always crowded with Eagles anxious to taste the fine wines

of that favored section. The California Wineries & Distilleries

provided half a dozen sweet wines, A. Mattel, a 52-gall<m barrel

of sherry, and H. Granz a similar quantity of port, while the

Italian-Swiss Colony, in addition to a pretty pyramid display,

enabled the Fresno delegation to serve some choice dry wines.

One evening, while serving liquid sunshine, one of the Fresno

boosters said to the wife of a Kansas City Eagle: "Before you

go home, take a run down to Fresno, you'll like our town."

"It's too hot," she answered; "we left Missouri to escape thej

heat."

"Course it's hot," retorted the jolly Fresno Eagle. "If it

were not, we wouldn't be giving away these grand grapes anc

raisins, and this fine port and sherry. "You don't get ther

in Missouri," and turning to a precocious booster who stood]

near by, he called out, "Bill, what's the finest city in the world?"!

"Fresno," cried the bright little lad, his eyes twinkling with^

pride.

"How do you know?" he was asked.

"Cause I live there," came the convincing statement thai

made every one smile good naturedly.

"Very well, visitors, let's drink a toast to Fresno," suggested|

the hospitable Fresno host. No one could refuse such an invi-|

tation and so a dozen glasses were raised and drained, while

the men looked longingly for a second toast and the womei
smacked their lips, pronouncing it "fine."

Before I left a half dozen toasts were drunk to Kansas City^

to San Francisco, to the 1915 Exposition and to the Granc

F. O. E.

Napa County's exhibit in the Hotel Tallac was notable prin-

cipally for the miniature bottles of wine given out with lavisl

prodigality to everyone. On the tiny labels, bearing the "com-j

pliments of the Napa Aerie 161, F. O. E.," I noticed the name
of such well known wine makers as G. de Latour, Theodor

Gier, To-Kalon Vineyard Company, F. Salmina & Co., anc

Lombardi Wine Co. I also had the pleasure of tasting some

excellent punch which was liberally flavored with Bismarcl

Bruck's popular grape juice.

The Contra Costa County Aerie of Eagles, which displayed

the county's resources in the parlors and dining room of thfl

Hotel Von Dorn, showed great discretion in holding its gift

for the visiting Eagles until they were about to leave the me^
tropolis. Then 1250 baskets, filled with our choice Contra Cost?

fruits and ^^'ines were given to as many Eastern Eagles as

fitting farewell remembrance of the Eagles' 1911 conveutiouij

The California Wine Association and the Italian-Swiss Colonj

donated the 1250 split bottles of wine and the Colton Winerj
provided sixteen cases of quarts and pints to be served at head^

quarters to all who desired to sample Contra Costa's fine vini

tages. Those with prohibition tendencies were given some 0|

Contra Costa's soda water, cider or delicious grape juic^

donated by John Swett & Son.

The San Joaquin, Santa Clara and Sonoma County Aerie

all offered wine to their guests, who certainly had a fine chance

not only to sample our California wines themselves, but

take countless souvenir packages away with them to the folks

at home. There is no question but what this method of adver-^

tising will bring us results, for every visitor has at least leame

that we produce superior wines and no doubt on some occasioi

will make an effort to secure them in their own cities outsidfl

our State.

Found It Impossible

THE Philadelphia Record is a paper not given to extravagani

statements. It usually thinks well before it says auythinj

editorially. So this editorial paragraph can be taken as no hastj

utterance

:

"After trying prohibition for two years, Montgomery, Ala.J

has gone 'wet' by a vote of 2,500 to 2,600. It is impossible

attribute so striking a result to sinister influence. The onlj

inference warranted is that Montgomery has found prohibition

impossible and has decided to go back to the high license pla

of regulating a traffic which cannot be suppressed."
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jf>| LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT ^

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 20.—It is understood that the Legis-

lative wisdom of Los Angeles is considered a shining light

in Ogden and Salt Lake City, and as the law governing the

liquor traffic in those cities is about to be framed after the

model of the Los Angeles ordinance, it is well that their atten-

tion should be calletl to the provision, by which it is possible

to make communities, which have voted in favor of license,

"dry"' against their will.

Chief of Police Sebastian has turned over to the city law

department a question, someAvhat difficult to answer, viz

:

"When is a meal not a meal?" The subject has been injected

into the liquor ordinance by that section governing restaurants,

which declares that spirituous, vinous, malt or mixed intoxicat-

ing liquors can be served or given away to be consumed on the

premises with bona fide meals only, which meals shall not be

a subterfuge merely to obtain intoxicating liquors.

What is one man's meal would often prove another man's poi-

son. Naturally the Avould-be funny men of the local press have

taken advantage of the situation and have earned meals by

their varietl attempts to answer the absorbing question. One
representative business man lunches on a couple of crackers and

a glass of sherrj', while another hungers for a rare steak and
pint of claret. Between the two thei'e are endless variations,

and I believe that Assistant Prosecutor Gardner is correct

when he defines a meal as that amount of food which a person

wishes to eat. The police, however, want to knoAV if a sandwich

is a meal or "a subterfuge merely to obtain intoxicating liquors."

All this trouble has arisen because Al. Levy, who keeps a cafe

bearing his imme, sells liquor together with a "sandwich and an

olive," and upon the answer to the question may depend the

forfeiture of his license.

P. O. Johnson, proprietor of the Westminster Hotel, has

been granted a table license, and can now serve liquors with

meals in the new hotel cafe. This is on the Jlain street side,

and occupies what was formerly the hotel parlor and billiard

room.

It would seem down south that the incorporation fever is

abroad. Active steps are being taken to incorporate Needles

and Barstow, and the press of the desert cities has now taken

the matter up, and is agitating it strongly. The liquor interests

are said to be behind the movement at Needles, as they desire

to keep their licenses should tlie prohibs carry the first district

at the next election. The people also desire to control their own
streets and highways, together Avith sewer facilities and other

improvements, as they should.

At Colton those citizens Avho belicA'e in the Avater Avagon as

the proper means of progression, are real mad with the result

of the recent election, and talk about recalling the city trustees

on the ground that before election they Avere pledged to issue

no licjuor licenses. It is said that a large number of Avet votes

were cast in the belief that the city Avould be spared the voting

of bonds for street impi'ovements, if saloons Avere allowed to

conu! in, the revenue from these being used to ImproA-e the

streets. It Avas also found necessary to raise |25,687.60 for the

city's expen.ses during tli(^ fiscal year. There is |1,352,000 worth

of property in Colton that taxes can be levied on. Of the amount
to be raised |;10,990 Avill be applied on the bonded indebtedness.

Under the circumstances the majority of citizens believed it

Avise to drop oft" the AA'ater Avagon and by licensing properly

regulated liquor traffic add very considerably to the city reve-

nues. A liquor ordinance is being prepared by which licenses

Avill be issued from month to month, table license $50 per month,
Avholesale license $1o and saloon license f150.

The liquor business must pay Avell in San Diego, for I notice

that the Eintract bar was recently sold by Peter Becker and
N. C. Stonesifer to Carl Wachof, of the Coronado Hotel, and
some Los Angeles capitalists for $17,000.

The Board of Trustees of Redondo Beach have granted licenses

for four saloons and one Avholesale liquor establishment, in

spite of a determined kick on the part of the prohibs. The
firms are as folloAvs : Langer & Co., J. S. Schindler, Edmonds
& Mayfield, M. Mayer and L. J. Baumbach.

Globe, Arizona, has a new liquor ordinance, under the terms
of Avhich the number of licenses are limited to fifteen. This does

not mean that all saloons above that number are compelled to

go out of business. The intent is that all saloons now in busi-

ness may continue as long as they pay their license, and are not
closed by court or other orders. But when the number of saloon

licenses is finally reduced to fifteen then no more licenses Avill

be issued.

I learn that the Pabst Brewing Company is about to erect

a mammoth cold storage plant in Phoenix, Arizona. A repre-

sentative of the Pabst people is noAV on the ground making the

necessary arrangements preliminary to the location of the plant.

On August 7th Ventura Avent Avet by a small margin, the

vote being 337 to 322 in favor of license. The town has been

dry for the past three years, and its discarding prohibition

after so long a trial, shows that the citizens were not satisfied

Avith its Avorkings. It is said that during the dry era there were
nineteen blind pigs in the toAvn and the sale of liquor was enor-

mous. Hundreds AAere in the habit of journeying to Oxnard
every day, returning Avith grips full of liquor, with the result

that those inclined to drink at all always drank more than
they Avould otherwise haAc done. The action of the Ventura
people shoAvs Avhat they think of a dry toAvn.

H. Underberg-Albrecht of Rheinberg, Germany, member of

the Prussian Parliament and a distiller of international repute,

recently visited Los Angeles. He Avas accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene J. Cantin of New York, and Ge.sh Nuhnen, his

secretary. Mr. Underberg-Albrecht is on a tour of the United

States to study business methods. It is his first visit.

America Ranks Low in Beer Consumption

LONDON, July 22, 1911.—The English revenue department

has been investigating the capacity for drink possessed by

the people of the various countries, from Avhich it has been able

to get statistics and it finds a number of quite interesting things.

Germany, for instance, is not the greatest beer-drinking

country in the world, as might haA^e been expected. Belgium

holds the record, Avith 46 gallons per capita per annum, to Ger-

many's 22 gallons. Bavaria, hoAvever, taken separately from

the rest of Gennany, beats even Belgium, Avith 50.6 gallons. As

a AA-hole, Germany is not CA-en second on the list. Englishmen

drink 26.2 gallons apiece. The United States record is only

16.5 gallons, or less than either Belgium, England, Germany or

Denmark.

As drinkei-s of spirits, Americans rank after Denmark, Ger-

many, Holland, Austria and France, being tiwi Avith Swetlen

at 1.14 gallons apiece. As Avine drinkers the French lead the

world, with 34.5 gallons.
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These Reports are to August 20, 1911

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

C. H. Wente, Livermore: Where vines are healthy the vine-

yards are in fine condition. Damage by frost and mildew is

about twenty-five per cent. The crop i)rospect at the pres-

ent time is twenty per cent less than last year, but conditions

may change for better or Avorse. Wine remaining in cellar is

twenty-five per cent less than last year. Phylloxera is increas-

ing, but not as fast in this district as in others. There have

been two hundretl acres of vines planted this season.

Gran & Werner, Irvington : Condition of vineyards in this

section fair. There was but slight damage by frost in this

locality. Crop conditions are not as good as at this time last

year. We have the same quantity of wine in the cellar as at

this time in 1910. Phylloxera is not making any progress. No
new vines planted this year.

A. Duvall, Livermore: Sijlendid vegetation this year and
vineyard looks well. Weather cool ; warm weather wanted for

maturing. Danmge by frost about one-third, but the wood for

next year's pruning is in good condition. All wine has been
sold. Am still fighting phylloxera, uprooting bad vines and
not replanting.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

A. York & Sons, Templeton : Vineyards in this section are

looking tolerably well, although not as thrifty as last year.

There was no great damage by frost except in a few low places.

Crop will be lighter than last year. A little more wine on hand
than last year. Phylloxera is working slowly and there is some
mildew. We have not planted any new vines this jear.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co., Lamanda: Vineyards in good
condition. No damage by frost and as yet no serious damage
by sunburn. Crop will be smaller than last year. No phyllox-

era and no serious other diseases. No new vines planted this

year.
: -"ti.ri^i

Jacob Rudel, San Gabriel: Condition of vineyards in this

section very satisfactory. No damage by frost, mildew or sun-
burn. Crop prospects as compared with last year, not so good.
No progress by phylloxera. No new acreage.

C. O. Rust, Anaheim: Vine3^ards in this .section are in

good condition. No damage by fro.st or sunburn. Crop pros-
pects are about the same as last year at this season. Same
amount of wine in the cellar as last year. No phylloxera but
possibly a little scattered mildew. No new vines planted this

year.

Italian Vineyard Co., Los Angeles: Vineyard in good con-
dition

; no damage by frost or sunburn. Crop prospects the same
as last year. Very little wine left in the cellars. No progi-ess
made by phylloxera or other diseases. No new vines planted
this season.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

John A. Corotto, San Jose: Vineyards this year show good

and vigorous growth. No frost or mildew but slight danmge

by sunburn. Prospect about the same as last year. About the

same amount of wine on hand as last year. Phylloxera has

made very little progress. I know of fifty acres of new vines

planted this year.

sunburn. Crop conditions about the same as last year. I thinl

all cellars are Avell cleaned up. Phylloxera is still showing inj

places but not very much. No new vines planted.

Paul Masson, San Jose : Condition of vineyards in this se

tion good. There was some damage by frost. Crop i)rospect

are fifteen per cent less than last year. Most of the cellars ar^

empty. Phylloxera is steadily progressing. No new acreag

this year.

P. Prudhomme, San Jose: There has been a very large

growth in the vineyards this year. About twenty per cent damj
age by frost in the low lands. Crop will be a little short of lasS^

year. All our Avine has been sold. No phylloxera or other dis

eases. Have planted about ten acres this season.

E. E. Meyer, Wrights : Vineyards in this section are in go

conditions; young vines are especially healthy. No damage bj

frost or sunburn. Prospects about the same as last year, but

there is great danger of the Fall rains ruining the crop. About
25,000 gallons of 1910 Avines remain in our cellars. Phylloxera

and other diseases have made no progress in this locality. About
ten acres of new vines have been planted.

SONOMA COUNTY.

A. M. Gaye, Sebastopol: Vines are now in good condition|

but Ave can see the damage done by the prolonged cold spel

during the last Spring. We Avill have half a crop this yearj

but a vineyard here and there Avill have an average crop. Ver

little Avine remains in the cellar. Little progress is being mad^
by phylloxera. Small aci'eage has been planted this jear.

W. D. sink, Cloverdale : Vineyards have had the best of car

and look well. , No damage by frost and very little by sun^

burn. Crop Avill not be over two-thirds of last year. Not
much Avine in the cellai's as last year. Phylloxera is still pre

grossing and Avill continue until all the old Avines are gone. No|
OAcr a hundred acres planted this year.

T. L. Orr, Grafton, Occidental : Zinfandels less than average

other varieties about half crop. Cold Aveather caused manj
bunches to drop half the grapes. Occidental crop about thfi

same as last year. Grafton district' one-quarter less than las^

year. Considerable less wines in cellars than last year. No nei

acreage about Grafton and around Occidental and Sebastopolj]

old and Aveak vines are being jjulled u}) and Gravensteiu apple

planted.

P. F. Lint, Los Gates : Vines in this section are looking very

fine this year. There has been no damage' by frost, mildew or

NAPA COUNTY.

Inglenook Vineyard, Rutherford : Condition of vineyards

very good. Very little damage by frost. Crop about the same

as last year. Little less Avine in cellar than last year and all ok
Avines. No progress made by phylloxera. Five acres of ne\

vines planted.

Chas. Krug Winery, St. Helena: Vineyards look better

than they have for some years. Danmge by frost about twentj

fiA'e per cent of the normal crop. Prospects are three-quarter

of last year's crop. Fifty per cent less Aviiie in cellars thai

last year. Vines are all on resistant stock. Very few neA\- vinei^

planted in the last tAVO years.

Henry Anderson, Oakville: Vineyards in good condition bul

about two Aveeks slow in ripening. About tAventy per cent daml
age by frost. Crop about the same as last year. Consi<leral)lfl

less Avine in cellar than last year. Very little progress bj

phylloxera. About tAventy acres planted this season.
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Tlieo. Gier, Oakland, Napa, Livermore and St. Helena : Vine-

yards in fairly gootl condition. Some mildew at Livermore and
.St. Helena. Damage by frost at Napa, St. Helena and Liver-

more from ten to twenty per cent. A seventy-five per cent aver-

age in all three places. Cellars are abont empty this year. Last
year one-third was left. Phylloxera is making rapid progress
ill Livermore Valley. Planted about one hundred acres in

Livermore.

A. H. Crossman, Napa: Vineyard in very good condition.
.Alueh damage by frost. Crop prospects much less than last

year. No wine in cellar. No progress by phylloxera. No new-
acreage.

George Da Latour, Rutherford : Our vineyards are in good
condition but some vineyards have mildew. We believe frost did
about twenty-five per cent damage and coulure about the same.
( "rop will be about fifty per cent of last year. Very little wine
remains in the cellars here. Vinefera are dying very fast but
vines grafted to resistent stock look very thrifty. About fifty

acres of new vines have been planted this season.

SAN JOAQUIN, SACRAMENTO AND OTHP:r COUNTIES.

W. C. Brown, Lodi : Condition of vineyartls very good, dam-
age by frost will be about fifteen per cent. There will be about
one-tliird crop of Black Prince, Tokays good, and wine grapes
about the same as last year. No progress made by phylloxera.
No new acreage.

The Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd., Fresno : Growth and. foliage
have generally been good but considerable damage by frost.
Some sunburn and mildew. Crop uneven. Good where not
frozen, but greater part of district suffered heavily from frost.
About the same amount of wine in cellars as at this time last
.M'ar. Phylloxera spreading. "Small leaf very noticeable in
many places among all ages and varieties of vines. New plant-
ing not large.

San Benito Vineyards Co., Hollister: Condition of vine-
yards very fine. No damage of any kind. Berries are smaller
this year but an increase in bunches. As much wine in cellars

as at this time last year. No disease of any kind, except a few
initcbes of mildew. Three sulphurings have been made. Ten
acres in new vines this year.

Sacramento Valley Winery, Sacramento : An excellent crop

this year. No damage to speak of. Crop prospects better than

last year. About the same amount of wine in cellars. Phyllox-

era is gradually destroying some of the older vineyards. Very

few new acres planted.

Wm. Hamon, ^Manager Placer County Winery Co., Rose-

ville: Vineyards in good condition. Very little damage by

frost and none by sunburn. Crop will be about the same as

last year. Three times as much wine in cellars as compared

with last year. No progress by phylloxera and no ncAV acreage.

H. M. La Rue & Sons, Davis : Vineyards in excellent condi-

tion. Damage by frost from ten to twenty-five per cent. Yield

about the same as last year. Steady inroads by phylloxera but

not rapid. Practically no new planting.

L. R. Rogers, Las Palmas: Crop short from thirty to forty

per cent. C'riishing last year began August 15tli. This year

owing to frost and unusual cool late weather, grapes are not noAV

making sugar. Season is now late and will be later, but with

some warm weather soon, quality will be high. Crushing will

l)robably start about September 5th.

C. J. Wetmore of the Wetmore-Bowen Company, reports that

the Livermore Valley vineyards have suffered considerably from
mildew and coulure, nevertheless he believes that there will

be a fair average crop. Owing to the cool weather he states that

the grapes will be from three weeks to a month late in ripening,

in which case it is possible, although not probable, that rain

may interfere with the vintage.

William Hamon, superintendent of the Placer County Winery
Company, states that the prospects for a good and large grape
crop in the vicinity of Roseville this year are promising. Unless
warm weather continues, the crop will be two weeks late. The
association growers will receive the contract price of $15 per
ton. There are a total of approximately 3000 acres in this

section. The winery will open late in September.

Jacob Kober, Ben Lomond: Conditions of vineyards here
very good, with no damage by frost or sunburn. About sjyne
crop as last year. There is less wine in cellars than last year at
this time. No disea.ses of any kind ; no grapes planted this year.

Prices For Grape Crop

A S the Review goes to press the following is the situation
** to date as to prices of grapes for winemaking in the dis-
tricts mentioned. The announcement from San Jose as to dry
wine grapes, will doubtless lead to fixing prices in other dry
Avine districts:

prices AT STOCKTON.

Stockton, August 30.—FolloAving considerable controversy
over the prices to be paid for Avine grapes this season, George
West & Son, through :Manager Louis S. Wetmore, today an-
nounced that Avhile no price had as yet been positively fixed, it

had been decided that not less than |9 per ton AAOuld be paid.
It is also possible that a bonus of $1 per ton will be paid to
those who sell the firm their entire crop.

Wetmore admittetl the AVests Avere trying to make the inde-
pendents make the first move, and said

:

"As far as Fresno county is concerned, Ave, are not in the
market there at all. Of course, if grapes are brought to us for
the price paid by the Fresno Avineries Ave Avill take them, prob-
ably. But Ave haA-e a great deal of Avine on hand, and will doubt-
less be able to get in San Joaquin county all the grapes we Avlll

need this season."

GROWERS NAME THEIR FIGURES AT SAN JOSE.

San Jose, August 30.—The Grape Growers' Association of
Santa Clara County has agreed to a nuirket price for its product
this season. The common or ordinary Avine grapes will be sold
at |18 a ton, Avhile those of the finer kinds will range in price up
to |24 a ton. The meeting Avas attended by sixty members, all

prominent men in the grape and Avine business.

The consensus of opinion shoAved that there is a decrease of

10 to 25 per cent in the crop, as against that of last year. Many
favored the price of $20 per ton for common grapes for many
reasons, but the lower rate was finally decided on.

I'. C. Rossi, president of the Italian-SAviss Colony, in regard
to the prices of Avine grapes, said that so far as he knew no
prices had yet been determined upon. As far as the Italian-

Swiss Colony Avas concerned it Avas prepared to pay as much for

grapes as its competitors, but had no intention of taking the

onus upon itself of fixing prices. As far as sweet wines were
concerned he believcxl the price Avould be $10 a ton or there-

abouts, as he Avas informed that George West & Son and others
had offered that price. As to dry wine grapes he knew of no
prices (]uot(Hl yet. As to the general crop outlook, he believed

that taken all through, in spite of mildcAv and coulure, it Avould

prove a fair aA'erage crop, "not so big as to prove unwieldly,

but sufficiently plentiful to go 'round and supply present
Avants."
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^ SEATTLE AND NORTHWEST NEWS
)•**«<»*«i«*H

<f>

SPLVTTLE, August 20, 1911 :—Samuel Hyde reports that the

sale of California wines has been picking up during the

last three months, many hotels and private houses calling for

the Califomian brands in preference to all others.

The new steamer, Nasqually, which runs from Tacoma to

Olympia, is equipped with a splendid bar. It proves popular

on the beautiful voyages across the Sound.

The Saengerfest crowds during the week of August 18th en-

joyed the Califomian brands of wines. It was a somewhat un-

usual sight here to see the sturdy Germans and their women
folk drinking in cafes of a high class. The Angelus, conducted

by Germans, was a popular resort during the exercises of the

Madame Pasquali, who sang in Seattle during the Saengerfest,

was honored by the Press Club on the night of August 17,

Ladies' Night. She sang many songs, as did Herr Frederick

Hesse, the German court singer and faAorite of Emperor Wil-

liam. After the formal part of the programme the ladies were

escorted to the bar, the men being driven out. Madame Pas-

quali sprang a surprise by singing the Japanese National an-

them, much to the surprise of the Japanese cleaners and bar-

bovs. The Press Club is Seattle' real bohemia.

Manager Hermann, of the College Inn, has opened a saloon

above the Inn and just around the corner, next door to the Lotus

saloon, which is owned by his brother-in-law.

The Goldie-Kleinert people are still getting large quantities of

Califomian wines, Avhich they say are proving popular with

naval officers.

Editor James, who sold the Royal Arch Journal to Bobby
Royce last month, still conducts his saloon, but he is largely in

the oil business and is likely to retire from the liquor trade at

an early date.

Colonel Aldcn J. Blethen, of the Times, was a conspicuous

figure during the meeting of a number of printers here last

month. They were on their way to San Francisco to the con-

vention. During some "wet" stunts at a banquet the Colonel

was toasted as the friend of liberal laws and fair treatment of

employees. The saloon men here have always found the Colonel

a strong foe of narrow laws. He is said, however, to be the

most generous man anybody ever Avorked for. So far as that

is concerned, one in trouble need not apply to him for help.

He ferrets out the trouble and is "there" Avith his aid. Recently

he sent |50 to the AvidoAv of a liquor trade journal's editor, the

editor having died in sore financial straits. Singularly, the

Colonel's rival in the ncAvspaper field, although the licjuor editor

was also engaged on the sheet, has not yet tried to discover hoAv

he left his affairs Avhen he passed aA\'ay. So Avhenever the Col-

onel appears at a gathering of good fellows, Saengerfesters and
others, he is cheered because he is loved.

At last they are trying to recall Dilling, the mayor of ant

ideas. The recall Avill probably fail, but Dilling has found tha

all is not easy sailing in his office. Three policemen have bee

murdered in cold blood and all sorts of holdups and brut

ci'imes haAC flourished since he became maj'or. Of course he ii

not responsible for this crime Avave, but he Avas elected on th^

special argument that such crime as existed AA'hen the ton

Avas open Avas due to Gill. Then hoAv about the greater numbe
of crimes committed under him?

"Jim" Morrison, former president of the Washington State

Liquor League, is one of the most fertile thinkers of any of the

saloon men in this part of the country, lie has a library on

subjects pertaining to the trade, and he is prepared to ansAver

the arguments of the narrow heads. 11 is saloon has been sold

to J. J. Ferguson and "Jim" is taking the world easy.

"Pop" Martin, late of the BroAA'n-PoAAell Company and for-

merly of liellingham, insists that his old friends noAV confess

that the toAvn that AAent dry and killed itself by so doing noAV

wants more chance to show that they Avill listen to reason. Bus!

ness is very dull on account of the no saloon policy.

The Rev. Herbert H. Gowen is one of the broad-gauged minis-

ters of Seattle and the entire Northwest. At a recent dinner to

Colonel Alden J. Blethen, Avho opposes the narrower men of the

cloth, Mr. GoAven had the courage to be one of the speakers

Avho paid the tribute of a good Avord to the editor noAv under

indictment by reason of the pernicious activity of the narrow

ones in this community.

Signor Delphine, Avho hunted all over Seattle to find a rea

good Italian dinner, Avas surprised to come upon an Italis

resoi't under the name "Blanchard's Cafe." This is a saloon o|

First Avenue and Blanchard. It reminds one, in a way, of E^

Rendel's and Pete's Market Cafe, in San Francisco. Witli oi

or tAvo such exceptions there is really not a chance for anythir

in this line in Seattle.

There is much talk about the Exposition these days and it

almost certain that a good amount of live money will soon begl

to find its Avay into the city by the Golden Gate. Secretar

C. B. Yandell, of the Chamber of Commerce, says the Exj

sition Avill help Seattle and the NorthAvest as Avell as the citi^

of California. He is in close touch Avith the situation. It

noticed that a number of French and Italian people are pr

paring to stake their fortunes in San Francisco.

Consumption of Whisky and Beer on Increase

New York, July 7.—No less than (53,000,000 barrels of be

Avere sold in the T'nited States during the twelve months endil

June 30 last, an increase over previous tAvelve months of (5.21

cent, according to the annual report of the I'nited States Bre^

ers' Association.

NotAvithstanding the increase which the report contends iiuf

cates prosperity, the spread of prohibition has atfected the tiaile

considerably, it is declared.

The Avhisky bill of the I'nited States for the year, according

to the report, is $14(5,983,000, an increase of nearly |S,O(»().OO0.

or 5.66 per cent over the preceding tAvelve months.

lASH'SBITTERC
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CHARLES MEINECKE ® CO.

IMPORTERS
314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER- HEIDSIECK

CHAMPAGNE
KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE i& CO. JOHN RAMSAY
Oporto, Portugal PORTS Islay, Scotland SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO. DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Bordeaux, France ..CLARETS, ETC. Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky. "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.
Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.
Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS

II
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At the State Fair

TWO cars of exhibits have arrived at the State Fair from Los

Angeles. Mr. Charles L. Wilson of the Los Angeles Cham-

ber of Commerce, is in charge of the exhibit, which is entirely

new, and he is confident that it will surpass everything of the

kind at the State Fair. The Los Angeles process of vegetable

preserving is remarkable for its naturalness and beauty of the

specimens. Besides the preserved fruits in glass, fruits and

vegetables are shown in papier mache models, in exact size and

shape and color of the originals. Fresh fruit will be shipped

to the fair from the south daily.

RUSTLERS AT THE STATE FAIR.

The Stanley Wild West show at the State Fair Avill have a

number of thrilling stunts that will exceed in their exciting

character the performances of the circus. Manager Stanley

writes -that he has secured Al bad bronchos which Avill give no

end of trouble, and also husky bulls that will not submit tamely

to the rope. The chase, capture, and riding of the wild hoi-ses

will be another interesting show and there will be a spirited

exhibit of lady riding also; a girl Avith a child in her anns,

being pursued by robbers. The cliild (nmde of rags) is dropped,

and miraculously saved by a cowboy who drives off the robbers.

AUTOilOBII.E .SPACE FILLED.

The scarcity of room for tlie automobile and motor-truck ex-

hibits at the State Fair emphasizes the need for a special build-

ing for the vehicle exhibits. All the space under the big new

grand stand is taken up and a number of entries have been

turned doyn for lack of space. But for this difficulty the

automobile show at the State Fair this year would have greatly

exceeded any previous auto show anywhere on the coast. How-

ever, by a careful distribution of space there will be a good

variety and altogether a very handsome exhibit. Nine gold

medals are offered in this class and there will be plenty of

competition.

SOMETHING ABOUT FIREWORKS.

"Pyrotechnic exhibitions have been very expensive," says

W. H. Willson Avho has charge of the fireworks at the state fair,

"but the cheapening of some of the chemicals used has made it

possible to present work which could not have been shown a few

years ago. The searchlight bomb has been a great favorite

but it is only since magnesium has dropped from |40.00 to |8.50

a pound, that I have been able to show these in any great num-

ber. The assembling of each of my ten-break bombs takes three

days Avork and the chemicals cost about 115.00 for each one. I

will show a number of these and also some new ones. The

Butterfly shell, Avhich flutters about in the air; the thunder and

lightning shells, representing a thunder storm; the Niagara

shell, showing a cataract; the CIoavu shell, Avhich does an aerial

comedy turn and a ucav Military Searchlight shell, Avhich throAvs

a dazzling light on the earth for nearly half a minute. We will

also present a representation of a snow storm, the Aurora Bor-

ealis and a number of real moving picture shoAVS never before

seen in this part of the country." As the Willson company have

made good at a number of great expositions there is no doubt

that visitors to the State Fair Avill enjoy a magnificient spec-

tacle every night of the fair.

A cow PARLOR AT THE STATE FAIR.

The aristocrats of the dairy Avill be honored at the state fair

in roomy and airy barns, from Avhich they Avill be conducted

by Avhite uniforined attendants to the milking parlor, a neAV

concrete pavilion with stanchions for 72 cows. Here they Avill

leisurely chew their balanced ration Avhile the milking is going

on, after which they Avill be taken back to the dormitory barns.

The milking bani is Avell drained and scientifically ventilated,

lighted by electricity and is a nu)del in every respect of Avhat

a milking barn should be. The milking itself is a sanitary

exhibit that should be studied by every dairyman. Near the

milking barn is the model dairy house with its separators, butter-

making apparatus, refrigerator Avith seven ton ice capacity a 'd

laboratory for the testing of milk and cream, the examination

of butter, etc. This building is of cement painted cream white,

and is located at the north of the Manufacturers Building. It

is beautifully lighted and Avill be used also as the lecture room

of the Dairy department of the State Agricultural School at

Davis. Lectures on dairy practice Avill be given daily by mem-

bers of the Davis school staff.

New Florida Pure Food Law

THE ncAV pure food law of Florida, Avhich is uoav going into

effect, is attracting considerable attention and some of its

provisions are of importance to the trade.

The following is a synopsis showing the new features of the

laAV of interest to the licjuor trade.

The general provisions with reference to drugs, confectionery,

food, etc., are practically the same as the provisions of the

Federal law.

A special paragraph added to the section referring to adul-

teration of food (Avhich also includes drinks) prohibits the use of

any chemical preservative or anti-ferment, such as, formalde-

hyde, salicylic acid or salicylates, boric acid or borates, benzoic

acid or benzoates or fluorides; or any artificial sweetener such

as saccharin, dulcin or glucin.

A special provision in the section relating to misbranding

of goods requires the net contents of the package to be cor-

rectly stated in terms of weight or measure, conspicuously,

legible and correctly on the outside of the package.

Under the regulations Avhich have been promulgated for the

enforcement of this laAA", all goods on hand August 3rd can have

printed slips in type not smaller than 8 point (breA'ier) capitals

attached to the package to shoAV net weight or measure, Avhicli

printed slips Avill be recognized and accepted until January 1,

1912, after Avhich time all goods are required to have the net

Aveight or measure statement printed on the label. Rubber

stamps Avill not be permitted for correcting labels .noAV on hand,

printed slips must be used.

A reasonable variation from the stated net weight or measure

is permissible, provided this variation is as often above as be-

loAv the Aveight or volume stated.

Goods on hand August 3rd containing not more than 1-10 of

1 per cent of benzoate of soda and otherAvise complying Avith

the laAV, may be disposed of until January 1, 1912, after Avhich

time no goods containing benzoate of soda can be legally sold in

the state.

Goods on hand August 3rd containing saccharin and plainly

labeled Avith the words, "SAveetened Avith saccharin," may be

disposed of, but the importation or manufacture of any goods

containing saccharin after August 3rd is prohibited.

The Big State Fair

Sacramento, August 26th to September 2nd, 1911

Tlie program and arrangements now completed settle it that the State

Fair this year will be the biggest and best ever held in California. Besides

the largest industrial and livestock exhibits, the biggest purses and best

races, the program includes:

Military Bands, Chorus Singing, Nightly Horse Show,

Thrilling Fireworks, Famous Aviators and Daring Daily

Feats by Dare-devil Cowboys from all over America

SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
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WET DR DRY?
DRYS EXCLAIM

'YELLOW PERIL!"
WETS PROCLAIM

'YELLOW G LD"
WHEN 5PEAK1N6 OF^

eed
BOTTLED IN BOND.
YELLOW LABEL

The Julius Levin Company
Distributors

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA
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NAMES OF CONSIGNEES WILL NOT BE GIVEN

Owing to a recent order of the Secretary of the Treasury

through his local representatives, it has been found nec=

essary to discontinue giving the names of the Consignees at

this port. We regret to have to make this announcement,

but for the time being, such conditions will rule.

FROM JULY 20 TO AUGUST 20, 1911.

Destination.
To Alaska
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FROM NEW YORK (VIA SAUNA CRUZ)—Per Columbian, August 12.

5 csks Wine ^an Francisco.
7 bbls Gin San Francisco.

25 cs Gin San Francisco.
30 cs Cider San Francisco.
4 bb!s Wine San Francisco.
7 cs Wine .San Francisco.
1 cs Whislty San Francisco.
1 crate Liquors San Francisco.

10 bbls Gin .San Jose.
10 cs Gin San Jose.
3 bbls Whisky Portland.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL..
126 cs Gin San Francisco.
100 cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
60 csks Mineral Water San Francisco.

Ill cs Champagrne San Francisco.
139 cs Wine San Francisco.
30 cs Beer San Francisco.

225 cs Beer San Diego.
1 Oct Brandy Seattle.
1 Oct Rum Seattle.

300 cs Vermouth Seattle
60 cs Liquors Seattle.
75 cs Gin Honolulu.

FROM ANTWERP—Per Senator, August 13.

525 cs Brandy San Francisco.
488 cs Whisky San Fi-ancisco.
200 bbls Ginger Ale San I'rancisco.
190 bbls Beer San Friiucisco.
45 cs Beer San Francisco.
10 octs "Whisky San Francisco.
10 csks Whisky San Francisco.

2000 cs Gin San Francisco.
372 cs' Mineral Water San Francisco.
550 cs Amer Picon San Francisco.
126 cs Bitters San Francisco.
144 csks "Wine San Francisco.
342 cs Wine ... .San Francisco.

1 butt Wine San Francisco.
1100 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
215 cs Liquors San Francisco.
175 cs Benedictine San Francisco.
150 cs Absinthe San Francisco.
15 cs "Wine San Diego.

200 cs Ale Vancouver.
175 csks "R'hisky Vancouver.
860 cs Whisky Vancouver.
11 cs Mineral Water Vancouver.
50 cs Wine Vancouver.
50 bbls Ginger Ale Vancouver.
50 cs Rum Vancouver.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per Mongolia, August 13.

210 csks Sake San Francisco.
40 cs Sake San Francisco.
70 cs Sake Los Angeles.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN—Per America Maru, August 17.

148 csks Sake San Fiancisco.
149 cs Sake San Fr.vncisco.

FROM NEW YORK (VIA SALINA CRUZ)—Per Nevadan, August 18.

25 cs Lime Juice San Francisco.
100 cs Whisky .....S,nn I'rancisco.
20 cs Gin San Francisco.
13 bbls Gin San Francisco.
10 cs Wine San Francisco.
13 bbls "Whisky Chico.
29 cs Whisky Chico.
6 csks Gin ; Stockton.

25 cs Gin 'Stockton.
680 cs Whisky Portland.

FROM EUROPE—SAME VESSEL.
550 cs Vermouth Los Angeles.

FROM HAMBUR(3—Per Osiris. August 19.

250 cs Whisky San Francisco.
2 bbls Wine San Francisco.

25 octs Brandy Seattle.
839 cs "Wine Seattle.
50 cs Rum Seattle.
50 cs Whisky Seattle.
32 octs "W'ine Seattle.

California Wine to New York by Sea

July 16 to 31, 1911.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND.

FROM JULY 20 TO AUGUST 20, 1911.

From San Francisco, SS. Oregonian.

60 bbls Savoy Wine and Importing Co.

100 bbls P. Garguilo & Co.

75 bbls C. Vazzolo

66 bbls M. May
66 bbls G. F. Watson

From San Francisco, SS. Cristobol.

32 cases Wetmore-Bowen Co.

5240 bbls California Wine Association

80 cases Calwa Distributing Co.

485 bbls Lacbmann & Jacobi

224 bbls J. Pacheteau

180 bbls Gundlach-Bundschu Co.

60 bbls J. Albertelli

From San Francisco, SS. Colon.

785 bbls Lachmann & Jacobi

From San Francisco, SS. American
120 bbls Roma Wine Co.

77 bbls Italia Wine Co.

100 bbls C. Manzella & Son

50 bbls Cun(^ & Podesta

90 bbls California Wine Association

200 bbls A. Gazz.'Ia

August 1 to 15.

From San Francisco, SS. Panama.

99 bbls Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co.

127 bbls Italian-Swiss Colony

463 bbls C. Schilling & Co.

170 bbls Chas. Stem & Sons

624 bbls California Wine Association

575 bbls Italian Vineyard Co.

92 bbls N. Capell

From San Francisco, SS. Advance.

15 bbls Italian-Swiss Colony

201 bbls J. Pacheteau

25 bbls Lachman & Jacobi

285 bbls Flegenheimer Bros.

60 bbls C. Striffling's Sons

via New York—
8 cs Wine trom Havre.
1 cs Liquor " "

14 cs Wine " Hamburg.

San Diego men have organized a stock company, capitalized

at 1300,000, to start a new "brewery in that city to be known
as the Panama brewery. A plant with a capacity of 30,000 bar-

rels a year will be erected on the bay front. H. H. Snyder, a

former New York man, is said to be at the head of the new enter-

prise.

E. A. QROEZINQER Established 1846 E. O. SCHRAUBSTADTER

A.FINKES WIDOW
SPARKLING AND VINTAGE WINES

CHAMPAGNES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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^ LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT
G. 1). GRAIN, JR., Regular Correspondent, 305 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. ^

LOUISVILLE, Ky., August 25.—These are the dog days, and also

vacation days. That explains to some extent why things

are quiet along Main street, in the wholesale whisky district.

Everybody who can avoid the 100-degree temperature which
the weather man is handing out in this latitude is getting away
to Michigan, the sea-shore and the mountains, and it is not likely

that the exodus will be converted into a home-coming before the

first of September, though that of course is looming up in the

immediate future.

Business continues quiet, as was to have been expected, but

the volume of trade is extremely satisfactory compared with last

year's. The outlook for the fall is especially good, and those who
have been in tiie business for a long time are predicting that

the distillers and wholesalers will come near setting a record in

Hie number of carloads shipped out of this market from Septem-

ber to December, inclusive.

There seems to be evei*y reason for business being good. It

looks as though crops are going to i)an out all riglit, although

the general drouth has hurt some; while the I'ailroads are earn-

ing a good return on their investment and Congress gives prom-

ise of coming to an adjournment—which will help some. It is

generally agreed that underlying business conditions are good,

and that means that the liquor trade should be able to go ahead
on a soxmd and substantial foiindation.

Though a large number of the distilleries have closed for the

summer, not to reopen until November, a good production is

still being recorded by those which have continued operations

without a break. Most of the stock which is being made noAV

is destined ultimately for bottled-in-bond pui-poses, it is under-

stood, as many of the largest operators are firmly of the opinion

that the demand for this character of stock will continue strong.

Politics in Kentucky w as once described by Poet Charles Mul-

ligan as being "the damnedest" to be found anywhere. It is

undoubtedly true that the peanut politician has ample oppor-

tunity for the display of his talents in this great Commonwealth.
How is it possible for talk constantly to be centered on a sub-

ject which contains the greatest possible menace to the largest

industry in the State—^the distilling of whisky—without suc-

cessful efforts being made to prevent the loose-jawed individuals

from carrying on their propaganda is reallj' difficult to under-

stand.

Thus it happens that this year, when the efforts of those on

both sides should be directed toward the really important work
of improving the system of road-building, providing a modern
system of education and reforming the tax laws, reforms which

are badly needed, the debate and the campaign speeches and
the newspaper editorials refer to nothing but the extension of

the county unit bill. This is a rather academic question, since

most of the counties of the State are now "dry," and the ex-

tension of the county unit idea to others would affect only a few

communities. Nevertheless, this is given first place in the dis-

cussions, and is tending to create bitt^^rness and to concentrate

attention upon the liquor business, which in nowise deserves it.

While it is declared by leaders on both sides of the fence that

state-wide prohibition is not an issue and is not intended to be,

there is nevertheless the suggestion constantly recurring that

this will be the next step in the campaign of the antis, should

the}' be successful in providing an extensitm of the county unit

law, to which both parties are now committ«l. The Democrats

for a time appeared to be about to takea sane and sensible course,

by deciding not to extend the law, but to let the local option

idea, which has worked out successfully, prevail. Those favor-

ing this plan, including Henry Wattei'son, the brilliant editor

of the Louisville Courier-Journal, failed in their purpose, how-j

ever, and a county unit plank was inserted in the platform bj

the Democrats.

The chances now seem to favor the election of O'Rear, the Re
publican nominee, who has gained strength during the past
few weeks, largely due to the vacillating policy of the DemocratsJ
while he is definitely committed to the county unit idea, it is

stated by his closest friends that he is with equal definitenesa

opposed to State-wide prohibition. That being the case, and ii

view of the fact that it would take a constitutional amendment
to get that any way, it is not likely that the election of O'Rear
would prove of decided danger to the trade, although most of

its members would probably have preferred to see McCrearyJ
the Democrat, electe<l, had he not come out, after straddling the

question for several months, as favoring the county unit exten-j

sion plank.

Coopers, who are of course much interested in the whiskj
trade, which contributes several million dollai-s a year in this

State alone to the package-making interests, are discu.ssing witl

considerable fervor the question of the second-hand whisky bar-!

rel. Owing to the popularity of bottled-in-bond goods, the num-
ber of used barrels thrown on the market has been exceedingly

large during the past few years, and these have come in compe-l
tition v,\tl\ the coopers in other lines re(iuiring first class tight

packages. It is now stated, however, that the manufacture anc
sale of corn whisky, which does not have to be aged, and Avhicl

is contained in used barrels coated with parafflne, has taken

many of the second-hand whisky barrels off the market, much tc

the relief of the coopers.

R. E. Watlien & Co., local distillers, recently gave out
some interesting figures bearing on the use of their Packar<]

trucks, two of which have been in use for more than a year. The
record shows that these trucks, which have a load capacity of

three tons each, have saved the company three cents a barrel inj

the cost of handling whi.sky. In addition they have enabled the

company to nmintain a much more efficient service, and thej

are regarded as splendid investments. A third car will prob-j

ably be put into use this year.

It is reported from Frankfort, famous as the home of 01c

Taylor, that a |100,000 distilling company is in process of or-

ganization. It is stateil that New York capital is interested in

the venture, and that the plant will be located just outside of

the city of Frankfort. C. W. Saffell and Edward Weitzel, of

Frankfort, and Joseph Gross, of Lexington, are the principal

men connected with the undertaking,, Mr. Gross being the leader

of the enterpiMse. It is expected that the new plant will be

among the leaders of the Frankfort distilling interests.

The Greenbaum distillery at Midway, Ky., has been improved
considerably this summer. A drying apparatus, made by the

Louisville Drying Machine Company, has been installed, to-

gether with an evaporating outfit of the Vulcan Copper Works,
of Cincinnati. A conveying system for handling coal and ashes,

manufactured by the Jeffery Company, of Columbus, has also

been contracted for.

The Buffalo Springs Distillery, at Buffalo City, in Scott

county, is adding a large warehouse to its equipment. It will

have a capacity of 6500 barrels.
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The Gerdes distillery at Nicholasville, Ky., which is controlled

by Cincinnati capital, is undergoing extensive alterations and
improvements. An additional story is being built, and two new
fermenting rooms 50x100 are being added. A new boiler-house

is also under construction.

Marion Taylor, of ^'right & Taylor, has made several gifts to

Natchez, Miss., his birth-place, including a public fountain in

memory of his mother.

Blakemore Wheeler, of C. P. Moorman & Co., is on a vacation

in Michigan. He returns shortly after September 1.

Warner Jones, advertising manager of Paul Jones & Co., is

enjoying a respite from business duties, and is taking a month's
vacation. He will be "back on the job" September 15.

At Colfax, Washington, which city is surrounded by dry
territory, saloon men are doing a land-office business in pre-

paring the "Dry Town Package." In fact liquor is carried

away in suit cases, gunny sacks, pa-steboard boxes and every

conceivable form of package. So Colfax retailers are reaping

a big harvest from the folly of their neighbors.

The Supervisoria^ District No. 1, of Modoc County, went wet
at the recent special election by the narrow margin of three

votes. A canvas of votes has been had which shows no change.

At Bidwell the returns read 67 for license and 30 against. At
Lake City 23 for license and 57 against. The totals were 177
votes cast 90 for license, 87 against.

Big Independent Wine Company Now In Business

THE California Wineries & Distilleries, with a capital of

$1,000,000, has entered the wine and brandy market of the

world, and will in future handle the output of four of the

largest wineries in California. The headquartei-s of this new
and powerful company are in this city, with offices and exten-

sive cellars at the comer of Fifth and Townsend streets.

The properties under its control either by lease or purchase,

are Las Palmas winery and distillery at Las Palmas. Fresno
County; La Paloma winery and distillery at Tarpey, Fresno
County; The Lodi Co-operative Winery at Lodi, San Joaquin
County, and the Elk Grove Vineyard Association, Elk Grove,

Sacramento County
;
producing both dry and sweet wines and

brandy. The total output of these properties, indicating the

immensity of the wine industry of the State, is 7,000,000 gallons

annually.

The large and suitably arranged cellars at Fifth and Town-
send streets have been equipped to handle wines and brandies
for domestic and foreign distribution. They are well located
for this purpose, being on rail, and close to water transportation
facilities, thereby effecting considerable saving in freight and
drayage charges.

The California Wineries and Distilleries comprises among
its members many of the best known and most energetic growers
and wine men in the State, belonging to what is known as the
"Independents." The directorate of the company is as follows:
L. R. Rogers, president; M. F. Tarpey, vice-president; W. C.
Brown, secretary, and Andrew Johnson.

lASH'S BITTERC
1m to>^\c \_IV.XPv-CW^ W

TELEPHONE PACIFIC DOUGLAS 1844

THOS. W. COLLINS <& CO.
Commission Merchants and Importers

34 and 56 DAVIS STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Pabst Brewing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Bottled Beer Brands

:

Blue Ribbon, Export and Red, White
and Blue

Pabst Malt Extract, The "Best"' Tonic

American Fruit Product Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Pure Apple Cider and Vinegar

Weisel & Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

High Grade German Sausage and
Smoked Meats

Rudolph Oelsner, Importer
New York

Imported German Beers

Pilsner, Burger Brau

Munchner Hof Brau

Baird-Daniels Company
New York

"Oxford Club" Gins

Green River Distilling Co,
Owensboro, Ky.

Green River Whiskey

—

"The Whiskey without a Headache"

W. A. Ross & Bro.

Belfast, Liverpool and Leith

"Great Auk's Head" Guinness's Stout

Bass's Ale, Royal Belfast Ginger Ale
and Sarsaparilla

A. Overholt & Co.
Pittsburg, Penn.

Old Overholt Rye Whiskey

"The Whiskey that made Rye Whiskey

Famous'
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W[iat Is "Wyllie Local Option" and What Eflect Will It Have On the Wine Industry? |

THE Anti-Saloon League workers are using some queer tac-

tics iu securing signers for their local option petitions.

Among other things they are telling grocers that their business

will not be interfered with in the least by the adoption of the

"Wyllie local option" no-license ordinance, and that may con-

tinue to sell wine to the family trade. Indeed, the League in-

sists they have no intention of injuring the wine industry in

the least ; but they are secretly doing all they can to turn public

sentiment against it.

Because of their deliberate misrepresentation and because

of the general misunderstanding of the new measure, the fol-

lowing digest is presented for your information

:

Q. What is the meaning of "local option?"

A. Local option means local choice. It provides that the

will of the majority in a certain prescribed territory shall be su-

preme no matter for what they vote. For instance, under true

local option on the liquor question, if more than half of the

votes cast are for license, then license must be issued ; or, more
than half vote that license be refused, then none may be issued.

It is majority-home-rule.

Q. Is the so-called "Wyllie Local Option" Law, passed at

the last legislature, really local option?

A. No ; because the Wyllie bill makes the will of the people

supreme only when they vote for prohibition. For, notwith-

standing even an unanimous vote in favor of license, the licens-

ing board are expressly permitted to ignore the people's vote

and declare the territory dry. But, on the other hand, if only

one-half of the vote is against license, the board is compelled

to refuse licenses and to revoke those in use. This is in accord-

ance with the decisions of Rev. D. M. Gaudier, legislative super-

intendent of the Anti-Saloon League. Section 22.

Q. Suppose a town or supervisorial district has been dry for

two years under "Wyllie local option," may the people then vote

it wet again if they wish?

A. No ; they may vote for license but the board can ignore

a wet vote. "Wyllie local option" denies the people the right,

even by unanimous vote, to rescind their own action and compel

the board to issue licenses. Section 22.

Q. Is this new measure majority rule?

A. No; because it does not provide for a majority vote but

goes into effect if only one-half of the voters are in favor of it.

Section 10.

Q. Does "Wyllie local option" take the liquor question out

of politics?

A. No; liquor dealers are compelled to go into politics in

order that they may have a board favorable to the liquor busi-

ness. It compels liquor dealers to gain control of the licensing

board. "Wyllie local option" denies the people the right to com-

pel the board to issue licenses, and the liquor dealers, therefore,

mjust adopt means to elect a favorable board. Section 22.

Q. Is it an anti-saloon law?

A. No; while it was drafted by the Anti-Saloon League, it is

not an anti-saloon law because it absolutely forbids the retail

sale for beverage purposes of all wine, beer, and all liquors, not

only in saloons, but in grocery stores, hotels, restaurants, cafes,

drug stores, clubs, banquets, social gatherings, etc. It is aimed

to destroy all branches of liquor traffic, utterly and forever.

Section 21.

Q. Who is behind "Wyllie local option" and what is their

avowed purpose?

A. The Anti-Saloon League. P. A. Baker, the national su-

perintendent, states that their ultimate goal is "absolutely pro-

hittition."

Q. What is the attitude of the Anti-Saloon League toward

the wine industry?

A. They are bitterly opposed to it. Dr. Bane even stoops
|

to slander in writing about it.

Q. Does the League think the wine industry deserves any
more consideration than the lowest saloon dive?

A. No; they stated in a recent issue of the Pomona Times
that the winery is "a more insidious and, in some respects, dan-

gerous proposition. It is time for the temperance forces of the

State to align themselves for a new battle that shall effectually

wipe out this, the latest and most troublesome foe of temper-]

ance."

Q. What instructions are the League leaders giving their

workers ?

A. They say : "After you have closed the saloons by means 1

of 'Wyllie local option' you should go ahead and by means of]

the initiative, close the wineries.

Q. Is the retail sale of wine forbidden in territory that has
i

voted dry under "Wyllie local option?"

A. Yes ; this law puts Avine on the same basis as whisky, rum,
j

and other strong liquors. It cannot be sold at retail by clubs,!

restaurants, grocery stores, or any one, under any condition,
j

for beverage purposes. Section 21.

Q. May not grocery stores sell wine ii» bottled or sealed 1

packages to the family trade? '
;

A. Decidedly not ! Under this law, grocery stores are classed

:

the same as the lowest dives. They must not sell one drop]

of any kind of alcoholic liquor in any mq^ni)er, to any one. If 1

they do, they are declared "common nuisances," and the district

attorney is directed to take action against them. Sections 12-20.

'

Q. May hotels and restaurants serve wine with bona-fidej

meals?

A. No. Hotels, restaurants, clubs, cafes, banquets and social]

gatherings are also classed by "Wyllie local option," the samel

as dives. They are not permitted to sell any kind of alcoholic]

liquors in any manner under penalty of the law. Sections 13,|

14, 15.

Q. Does "Wyllie local option" put' restrictions on wineries?]

A. Yes; besides totally destroying the hotel, cafe, club, an(]

restaurant market for their product, wineries are forbidden to|

sell even to their neighbors at retail. They are classed, by]

"Wyllie local option" the same as distilleries and breweries and]
are forbidden to sell anything but their own product and that|

in quantities only of two gallons or more. Section 16, par. 7.

Q. What, then, is the so-called "Wyllie local option" law?
A. It is a well-conceived scheme to create and maintain pi'o-

hibition, for the people's wishes are not respected under "A^'yllie

local option" unless they vote dry. The Anti-Saloon League and;|

their so-called "Wyllie local option" law should be opposed by

everyone whose business interests would suffer from prohibition

and who favors regulation and true temperance.—Prepared hji\

the Publicity Bureau, Associate Membership, K. R. A.

The newly incorporated town of Sanger, Fresno County, iaj

petitioning the City Council to call a town election to vote on]

the licensing question. Sanger is at .present drj'. The ques-l

tion of local option elections is bothering the Fresno County!

Board of Supervisors, who, according to the local press, seej

considerable difficulty in providing funds therefor out of the]

coming tax rate levy. Altogether it would appear that the]

working of the new laAV will prove very expensive to the taxpayr

ers of Fresno County.
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IM Bristling- Bristol
|^(

lljll
Turned Down n

TTSE new Grape Growers' Association of California is so busy

1 organizing througliout tlie country and preparing itsj plan

of campaign that it decided not to attempt any educational work
at the Sacramento State Fair this year. However, this was
not known by the Rev. Dr. Irving Bristol, one of the lepding

lights of the Anti-Saloon League, and so fearing that the noi.se

he has been making, especially in Northern California, might be

dimmed by the trumpet of the grapegrowers, he arrived at Sac-

ramento on the opening day, Saturday, August 2Gth, and an-

nounced himself ready to pay the entry fee of |5 for an exhibit.

"How much space do you wish?" asketl the entry girl.

"Oh, just room enough for a desk in the overflow building,"

answered Bristol.

"What do you want it for?" he was asked.

"To distribute Anti-Saloon literature."

"Oh to pass out hot air," laughed the officious entry clerk.

"Well you don't need any entry slip for just a desk."

Whereupon Bristol hurried over to the overflow building and
arranged to have his desk establishetl in the exhibit of the

Capital City Commercial and Normal Colleges.

Later when the entry clerk reported her conversation to

James A. Filcher, the Manager of Exhibits, he decided to inves-

tigate. He looked up Bristol and asked him what he proposed
to do.

"Give out some tracts," he replied.

"Anti-Saloon literature?" queried Filcher.

"Yes."

"Well, we don't intend to allow any propaganda literature to

be passed out. This is an agricultural show and local option
and anti-saloon talk have no place here."

"But I don't see why I shouldn't be permitted to give out
literature," he insisted.

Thereupon Filcher emphatically said: "Well, I do, and it

won't be permitted."

"Then I guess I might as well get out?"
"That's right," said Filcher, as he departed.
Later Bristol visited Filcher's office again, but he had the

misfortune this time to bump into Colonel Theodore Gier, one
of the directors, who told him he would not under any circum-
stances be permitted to agitate.

"Well, the winemen gave out literature two years ago," said
Bristol.

"But they are not doing anything this year and you will not
be allowed to pass out literature either."

Seeing his case hopeless, bristling Bristol retired.

These are the facts as related by ilr. Filcher and Mr. Gier.
Here is foxy Bristol's version in which he tries to delude the
public into believing that instead of being turned down emphat-
ically he secured concessions from the liquor men

:

"This year the Anti-Saloon League determined to open a
branch office at the fair to demonstrate exactly the method of
its work, and the district superintendent proiwsed to be present
to answer any questions which might be asked in relation to the
work.

"The booth a.ssigned to us was in connection with the nmlti-
griiph press exhibit, and I had just installed that machine in
my office for doing our letter printing.

"Colonel Gier discovered that we were about to open an ex-
hibit and strenuously objected. He met me in the office of
Secretary Filcher, an<l I demanded the same privileges of pre-
senting the facts favoring local option that had been accorded
the Jiquor men. As a result of this interview Mr. Gier prom-

ised to personally undertake to prevent the distribution of liter-

ature favoring licen.se and said he did not want any more agi-

tation of the matter than he could help.

"I feel that the fact that the liquor men have made this con-

cession to the demands of the large sentiment of the State

which opposes saloons and intemperance is a decided step in

advance."

As a matter of fact, the winemen had no intention whatever
of distributing literature against local option or the Anti-

Saloon League this year, nor did any other "liquor" interests to

our knowledge. So how they could promise Bristol they would
refrain from doing so, if he followetl suit, is past understand-

ing. What Bristdl was told was merely that the winemen were

not doing anything this year and therefore he would not be

allowed to agitate. But the crafty manner in which he twisted

the facts to win public sympathy, shows how necessary it is

for the winemakers and grapegrowers of California to see that

their side of the controversy is truthfully and properly brought

to the attention of the people of California.

The Italian-Swiss Colony's exhibit was the most pretentious

and comprehensive at the Fair this year, the only other indi-

vidual display being made by the Sacramento Valley Winery
in a corner of the old Mission wall erected for the winemaker's

collective exhibit last year. In looking over the county exhibits,

we saw such firms as the California Wine Association, Wetraore-

Bowen Co. and Theodore Gier Co. representetl by small but

artistically arranged displays.

Mr. Chas. F. Wilson, in charge of the Los Angeles County
exhibit, told us he had been promised some case goods from the

Italian Vineyard Cdmpany and the Sierra Madre Vintage Com-
pany, but they failed to send the wine. "So," Mr. Wilson said,

"we have no wine in our display. I offered them the opportunity

but if they didn't take enough interest in the matter I certainly

wasn't going to run after them."

Topazor
The White Wine

Nectarubi
The Red Wine

The Perfection of California Table Wines

I. OtJXia/

iataq;C4-

ESTABLISHED IN 1880 INCORPORATED IN 1906

CONTRA COSTA WINERY. MARTINEZ
WINDSOR WINERY, SONOMA CO.

[Office and Salesrooms:

549 WASHINGTON STREET SanFrancisco
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Mr. James A. Jaspar, of the San Diego County exhibit, said

several of the directors of the San Diego Chamber of Commerce
are prohibitionists, but they recognize the fact that wine is one

of San Diego County's products, and therefore said they would

not oppose displaying wine, although they did not approve of its

use. The Escondido Vineyard Association expressed a desire

to exhibit and Mr. Jaspar told them to forward their goods,

but as he put it: "They wanted me to run after them, but I

have too much work to do and so since I did not keep prodding

them they fell down."

Which shows that the wine men are not thoroughly alive

to the necessity of taking advantage of every opportunity to put

their wines before the people in order to crystallize public

sentiment in their favor.

This is one of the cheapest and most practical ways of forc-

ing the people of California to take our industry seriously and

realize the fact that it deserves recognition and encouragement.

It is to be hoped in the future, that no wineman will fail to do

his duty in this respect, for these displays help to educate

the masses and supplement the excellent publicity work being

done by the Grape Growers' Association of California.

While there were various beers displayed in several of the

county exhibits, the brewing industry did not make a collective

display this year. However, there was a very interesting hop
display. The booth was constructed by the Lovdal Bros., of

Sacramento, in the shape of a hop-curing house, and the various

processes of picking were shown, from the time the hops are

taken from the vines until they are cured and pressed into
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200-pound bales for shipment. Inasmiich as hops are advanc-

ing in price this year by leaps and bounds, the exhibit had
a timely interest. The subject of picking, curing and baling

is not generally understood by many people and as a result,

the booth was daily visited by large numbers, who had their

eyes opened as to the importance of this product.

Such a display of hops, with an intelligent person in charge
to answer questions, is worth more from an educational stand-

point than all the bottles the building would hold.

The Perris Board of Trustees recently granted a saloon license

for the bar of the hotel, of forty rooms, about to be erected by
a Los Angeles capitalist. The cost of the license is $1500 a
year.

Belen, New Mexico, is about to have a whisky distillery

located there. One of the objects of the new enterprise is to

supply Texas with interstate shipments, should, as is expected

by the promoters, that State go dry at no distant date. Articles

of incorporation were recently filed by the Adolph Didier
Company of Belen, Avhich proposes to do a general distilling

business, starting with a capital stock of |40,000. Mr. Didier
is the largest stockholder in the company and a well known
wholesale and retail liquor dealer in Belen.

California's Display at Turin

CALIFORNIANS, who have had the pleasure of visiting the

the International Exposition at Turin, Italy, are loud in

their praises of the California exhibits. Mr. Robert Newton

Lynch, Commissioner from this State to the Turin Exposition,

declares, in a recent report, that our display is easily one of

the big features of the entire exposition and will undoubtedly

prove a tremendous advertisement for the State. The value
|

to California's own exposition alone will be many times the
|

cost.

The California exhibit consists of nearly two hundred large

jars of processed fruit including nearly every species of fruit

raised in this State and preserved in a fresh condition by aid of

chemicals; of a display of mineral and oil specimens; of Cali-

fornia wines ; which will enter in competition with the wines

of the old world ; of dried and canned fruits. Aside from this

is a forestry exhibit and a collection of enlarged photographs

showing typical scenic views and the big trees of the Sierras.

"California" at Turin occupies a large room, beautifully

decorated, about one-seventh of the entire U. S. Government

Building. The exhibit has been attractively displayed and

forms beyond doubt the most interesting room in the United

States Building. The processed fruit is a great curiosity

and the people crowd eagerly about the room asking questions

and securing literature. All of the lecturers using the stereop-

ticon room are showing California views and two lectures are

given daily on the "Panama Canal" and the "Panama-Pacific
j

International Exposition, San Francisco, 1915."

As an aid to promoting the Exposition in San Francisco, the']

Government has secured and addetl to the California exhibit,
j

three large models of "The Canal," the "Canal Zone" and aJ

working model of the canal with boats passing through it. A
[

large sign over these models proclaims that the Canal will be
j

completed in 1914 and that the opening of that great waterway
j

will be celebrated by the United States at San Francisco inj

1915.

California's exhibit space of 1500 square feet is decorated!

profusely with California poppies and large palms. The liter-

1

ature used in connection with the display includes a specially]

prepared booklet wTitten in Italian which is virtually ^n ab-j

stract of the Annual Report of the California Development

Board.

A Willows, Glenn County, dispatch, states that petitions are
I

in circulation all over the county, except in Newville and

Jacinto precincts, which are dry. It is also reported that the]

Anti-Saloon League proposes to call an election in the incor-

porated cities of Willows and Orland. The election will prob-

ably be called at the same time as that on the constitutional

amendments in October if the Supervisors grant the petition.

WILLIAM WOLFF <a COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

52-58 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS FOR
J. & F. MARTELL. Cognac Martell Brandy
JOHN DE KUYPER & ZOON. Rotterdam Holland Gin
CANTRELL & COCHRANE, Belfast Ginger Ale and SarsapariUa

AMERICAN WHISKIES BOTTLED IN BOND AND IN BULK
Mellwood Bond & Lillard Old Horsey Rye Old Watermill Belmont Old Government And other staple Brands

IMPORTERS OF
VINTAGE ViriNCS, STAPX^C CORDIALS. BITTERS, ABSINTHE. PRESERVES. OLIVE OIL. ETC.
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The Retailers' Industrial Fair

THE Retailers' Protective Association's Annual Industrial

Fair closed on the 26th instant, after a successful week's

exhibition, showing a marked improvement over last year's

initial attempt. The public evinced their appreciation of the

manageiitent's efforts by a large attendance, and every evening

the Auditorium was the scene of a popular promenade concert.

So much so, that it would appear that this annual exposition

of the city's and State's products has come to stay, and will in

the future be even better patronized in exhibits and attend-

ance than heretofore.

That excellent business house, the Schmidt Lithographic

Company, had its booth decorated with a large quantity of its

most artistic work. Among the passers by many stopped

to study the various pictures and the display was evidently

much appreciated.

The E. G. Lyons & Raas Company showed a large variety

of wines, syrups and preserved fruits. Out of the large stock

carried by this company it can be easily understood that an

attractive display would surely be made, and that the public

were attracted by it is shown by the following overheard re-

mark in reference to the cherries : "You bet they look good."

Tlie Southern Pacific had a very interesting display, consist-

ing of a raised map showing vineyards and other characteristics

of our interior valleys of the State. This wjis surrounded by

painted canvas carrying on it the view of the surrounding hills.

The idea was a good one, viz : to advertise the railroad by one

of the many scenes of beauty traversed by it in California.

None of the booths were better patronized than that occu-

pied by the Monterey Packing Company, who displayed a fine

assortment of Booth's canned sardines. One could not only

look at the finished work of the packer, but taste the delicious

fish, and we feel sure that many of the fair's visitors will not

be satisfied before they serve on their own table the delicacy

they enjoyed so much at the fair.

Rosenblatt Bros, aided the success of the fair by a display

of the various lines for which their house is noted. Their

wines, brandies, cherries and above all the firm's masterpiece,

apricot brandy, served to make an exhibit well Avorth attention.

The Acme Brewing Company must be congratulated upon the

novelty of their display. Knowing full well that there is little

attraction in unopened bottles of beer piled in pyramids or

otherwise, they left the beaten track, exhibiting their output

in both bottle and cask, packed in an immense "Mack" motor

truck. This truck is cleverly arranged for brewery purposes,

and the Acme's growing business requires its aid to supply its

many customers.

The only other brewery represented was the National, which

took a prominent position, made particularly noticeable by the

clever and artistic picture, which may be now considered the

National's trade-mark, and fuller notice of which will be found

in another column.

NATIONAL BEER

NOW Bottled at

tKe Brewery

The First Lager Brewed

in San Francisco

KNOWN BY ITS ZEST AS "THE BEST IN THE WEST"

THE NEWEST AND MOST ^^ VV^ VZt^^^ ^ V-#^- BREWERS OF PALE AND

IMPROVED BOTTLING PLANT

OPERATED UNDER OUR OWN

DIRECT SUPERVISION.

jK C^ (MUENCHENER SI YLb)

cor.Futton and Webster Sts. SanTrancisco. bottled in dark bottles

DARK LAGER

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33i HOME S 3281
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No "Wine Fight" in Prospect

THE country press generally, have started the circulation of

stories that the organization of the independent winehouse,
known as the California Wineries and Distilleries, means the

beginning of a fight on prices between the independent and asso-

ciated wine firms. We don't know where this report orig-

inated, but we are sure it was ill-advised, because there is noth-

ing in the situation to waiTant such a course. The industry is

just reviving from a contest of that kind and the outlook is now
encouraging for all concerned.

The circulation of such reports by papers published in promi-
nent wine districts is idiotic at least, for the reason that these

reports immediately go into the markets of the east and often

are the cause of great delay in orders, the eastern buyer natur-

ally waiting for the promised cut prices.

With^ the present crop conditions, which are shown elsewhere

id this number, there is certainly no reason for the inaugura-

tion of a war of prices.

Quality in Dry Wines

WE have just received a book on winemaking which it ap-

pears to us will be found of use in every winery and
cellar, by Rudolf Jordan, Jr. ISIr. Jordan has fairly succeeded

in his title in covering the intent and purposes of his work; it

is as follows : "Quality in Dry Wines through Adequate Fer-

mentations, by means of defecation, aeration, pure yeast, cooling

and heating. A manual for progressive winemakers in Cali-

fornia."

In his preface he says : "Nobody realizes more fully the diffi-

culties of properly controlling the fermentations of dry wines
than the writer, who is no novice or mere enthusiast in this

vocation. With ten old style vintages and five vintages wnth

improved methods, as a record, he hopes to enjoy the confidence

o^ the reader to some extent in what he maintains should be

done toward the 'betterment of -our wines. It is justly claimed

that by such improved .methods ,we are able to produce wines

that are better than tlwse made in the old style, and in the right

locality we are even in a position to make fine toines in that

manner, with greater regularity and certainty."

Together with the title of the work, and this quotation from

the preface, all that is necessary to show Mr. Jordan's design

in his book, is the .several divisions or chapters, which are as

.

fojlows : The use of pure yeast and its action ; settling or defeca-

tion of white musts as' a basis of quality; aeration of must be-

fo>*e and during fermentation ; the cooling of musts and its con-

trol of fermentations ; the artificial heating of musts, and lastly,

fermentations in general, showing the combined effects of pure
yaast, d^'feca.tion, aeration and Ioav temperature."

• {"Quality In Dry Wines" can be obtained at the office of

THOSE interested in the California wine industry and in

the traffic of wines and liquors should promptly sit up and
look around with reference to the suffragette movement in this

State. The average voter regards the company as a sort of

a joke and would not mind "trying it on the dogs," but the aver-

age voter is not interested in the fl20,000,000 wine industry,

or in the 60,000 people who are directly identified with it, to

say nothing of the great trade.

Suffrage means the destruction of the wine industry, which is

now fighting for its existence against the Anti-Saloon League
and the prohibitionists. With the victory of the Suffragette,

the W. C. T. U. would capture the works as they captured Con-
gress in connection with the Army Canteen, and would make
short work of viniculture and its people in this State and the

wreck would carry the raisin industry with it.

So you gentlemen in the country would better not consider

the Suffragette movement as something funny, because it isn't.

A word to the wise.

Texas Contest on Prohibition Traced to Standard Oil

THE Texas campaign is really the fag-end of the prohibition

wave which has for some years been sweeping over the

South. Curiously enough, the charge has been repeatedly made
that the greatest impetus was given to it in Texas by the Stand-

ard Oil Company. The supporters of this theory point to the

circumstancial evidence. Attorney General Davidson had been

pursuing the Waters-Pierce Oil Company relentlessly; he had
secured convictions which resulted in payments of $2,000,000

into the Texas treasury in fines. Mr. Davidson was. recognized

as the next Democratic candidate for governor. Suddenly, as

a bolt from the blue, there opened with apparently unlimited

resources a startling and thorough campaign for State-wide

prohibition ; the minds of the people were swiftly diverted from
'trust busting' and Mr. Davidson, who, as a Democrat, be-

lieved that the people should be permitted to vote on the sub-

ject of local option under some system of home rule, was for-

gotten and thrust aside.''—Philadelphia Piihlic Ledger.

TEXAS VOTE SHOWS PROHIBITION BEATEN BY DRY COUNTIES.

The fate of the State-wide amendment in Texas turned upon
the action of local option counties. Twenty-one of these were
lost to the State-widers, these giving anti majorities totaling

3,405 votes.

Ten counties in wet territory voted for State-wide, giving a
total majority for the amendment of 992 votes.

In partially dry territory 19 counties gave antis majorities

and five gave pro majorities.

Analyzing the vote by counties gives the following results

:

Eighty-nine counties gave an anti majority.

One hundred and fifty-three counties gave a pro majority.

In dry territory the pros lost 21 counties, which gave a ma-
jority of 3,405 votes against the amendment.

In wet territory the antis lost 10 counties, which gave a ma-
jority of 992 for the amendment.

In partial dry territory 19 counties gave an anti majority

of 5,136 votes ; five counties gave a pro majority of 1,027 votes.

The pro majority in wet and partially wet territory was
2,010 votes. The anti majority in dry and partially dry ter^

xitory was 8,487.

Two elections to determine whether the people want wet or

!

dry towns will be held in Amador County in the near future.

One will be held at lone on Tuesday, September 19, and the

other in Supervisorial District No. 2. ^__. ^_.
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James Levy

JAJIES LEVY, founder of the old and widely known distil-

ing firm of James Levy & Brother, of Cincinnati, died from

heart failure on July 26th, at his summer home in Charlevoix,

Michigan. The deceased, who was affectionately known by his

friends as Uncle Jim, was a fine type of Jewish gentleman, one

whose death leaves a vacancy which will be felt by the trade

all over the country.

Mr. Levy was 84 years old at the time of his death, being born

at Ferth, Wurtzburg, Germany, in 1827. Because of political

troubles iu which he became involved, he left that country for

America before he was thirty years old, settled in Cincinnati,

where, with his brother Albert, he engaged in the wholesale

liquor business. The firm handled nothing but straight Ken-

tucky whisky, which through its efforts owes much of the popu-

larity it has since attained.

As a salesman James Levy was a marvel, and was one of the

best judges of whisky in the country. By his great executive

ability and good judgment he built up the reputation of many
of the old well-known brands, such as "Melhvood," "McBrayer,"

"01(1 Ripy," "Old W. S. Stone,'' and many others. For such

brands, the highest classed output of Kentucky, a national rep-

utation was obtained by the skillful management and wise dis-

tribution of the firm.

The firm of James Levy & Bro., consisting of Mr. James Levy

and Albert Levy was established in 1858. In 1892 Albert Levy

retired and his son, Harry M. Levy, and Geo. W. Harris were

taken into partnei-ship, which continued for five yeaj*, at which

time (1897) James Levy retired.

In 1902 David I. Johnson of Cincinnati and W. H. Harding

of Brooklyn were admitted as partners. This combination of

partners endured until July 1, 1907, when Messrs. Harry Levy,

Geo. W. Harris and AV. H. Harding retired and the business

was organized as a corporation under the name of the Susque-

mac Distilling Co., the principal ownere of which were Morris

F. Westheimer and David I. Johnson.

The decea.sed, who never married, was a bountiful giver

throughout his life, and ready to help those less fortunate than

himself. He was distinguished for his kindness of heart and
dislike of ostentation. His many charities endeared him to

all who appreciated his generous character, and hi^ death will

be mourned bv all who knew him.

How Slight the Effect

THE American Grocer gives the consumption of spirituous

and malt liquors for the fiscal year just ended at 21.86 gal-

lons per capita, and it says that the average for tl^e last three

years has been 21.71.

It says that these beverages cost the people, of the United

States 11,598,921,416, of which §909,072,257 was expended for

malt liquors, |573,206,487 for spirituous liquors and |116,642,-

672 for wines. If also declares that the American people spent

last year |194,036,995 for coffee, |33,898,479 for tea and flO,-

000,000 for cocoa.

These drinks, according to the American Grocer, average

$18.90 for every man, woman and child in the United States.

In commenting on these figures, the Pontiac '(Mich.) Gazette

says that they "afford boundless room for speculation as to the

reason of the variations from year to year, and they are also

instructive as showing how slight is the effect upon the aggre-

gate consumption of all the effort that is expended to regulate

and control the matter."

EDITOR Pacific Wine and Spirit Review—Dear Sir;

Under separate cover I am sending you a copy of a pam-
phlet recently written by the Danish Minister to 'the United
States, Count Carl Moltke, in Washington, D. C, and dealiiig

with the organization of the free port of Copenhagen and its

importance for trade relations between the United States and
Denmark.

Undoubtedly, when the Panama Canal is opened, California'

wines will find new and enlarged markets in Denmark and the

other countries of Northern Europe, and the free port of Copen-
hagen will then offer the most excellent opportunities for trans-

shipments of wines from this Coast to Russian, Swedish and
German places along the Baltic Sea,

Already quite a few American firms in the Eastern States

have made Copenhagen their headquarters for their trade in

Scandinavia, Russia and Northern Germany, and are finding

it to their advantage to keep goods in storage in the free port,

from which, with very little expense and without payment of

duty, the goods can go to any place wanted on the Baltic Sea

or elsewhere.

For this reason, I have thought that the said pamphlet might

be of interest to you and shall be glad to go further into details,

should you wish so. Very truly yours,

J. E. BOGGILD,
Acting Danish Consul.

San Francisco, Cal., August 1, 1911.

AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Officers for 1911.

President—Walter E. Hildreth, of the Urbana Wine Co., Urbana,

N. Y.

First Vice-President—Percy T. Morgan, of the California Wine
Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Second Vice-President—George E. Dewey, of H. T. Dewey &
Sons Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

Treasurer—L. J. Masson, of the Pleasant Valley Wine Co.,

Rheims, N. Y.

Secretary—Lee J. Vance, of the American Wine Press, New
York City.

Member Executive Committee—Edward R. Emerson, of the

Brotherhood Wine Co.

District Vice-Presidents.

A. Russow, Monticello Wine Co., Charlottesville, Va.

Paul Garrett, Garrett Co., Norfolk, Va.

I. Bear, Sol Bear & Co., Wilmington, N. C.

Hiram S. Dewey, H. T. Dewey & Sons' Co., Egg Harbor, N. J.

D. Bauder, Pleasant Valley Wine Co., Rheims, N. Y.

Henry Frey, Germania Wine Cellars, Hammondsport, N. Y.

D. H. Maxfield, Naples Valley Cellars, Naples, N. Y.

L. R. Ryckman, Ryckman Wine Co., Brocton, N. Y.

Geo. C. Schon, The Lenk Wine Co., Toledo, Ohio.

P. C. Rossi, Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal.

Henry R. Gundlach, Gundlaqh-Bundschu Wine Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

C. J. Wetmore, We^more-Bowen Co., Livermore, Cal.

S. Guasti, Italian Vineyard Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Alfred Stern, Chas. Stern & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

H. Blatz, Sierra Madre Vintage Co., Lamanda, Cal.
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Liquor In Dry States

National Brewery's Proud Record

IT is now just fifty years ago since John F. Ghick and Charles

E. Hansen first began the brewing of beer on the corner of

Fulton and Webster streets, and the passing of the half

century mark would appear the proper time to call attention

to the National Brewery, which from the same locality still

continues to serve its thousands of customers with one of the

best and purest malt liquors to be found on the Pacific Coast.

As in 1861 so in 1911, the National beer ranks with the best

in the market.

When in 1885, the much enlarged and perfected plant com-
menced to make lager beer, the first brewed in San Francisco,

another great important industry was started by those skilled

master brewers, to whose energy and business foresight must
be attributed the present success of this old established brewery.

When they retired they left as the monument of their labor and
usefulness, an establishment at once a credit and a source of

wealth to the city and State.

Happily the men who succeeded them were worthy of the

trust. As the science of malting and brewing advanced, the

metho<^ls employed at the National kept equal pace, with the re-

sults that the character and quality of the beer produced was
right along in the front rank of excellence. With addditional
demand for lager beer came the science of bottling. So the brew-
ery was supplied with an up-to-date extensive bottling depart-

ment, fitting it to supply not only the Pacific Coast but the

Orient with perfectly brewed, aged and bottled beer, prepared
under such hygienic conditions as to be not only a delightful,

strengthening and thirst-quenching beverage, but a health-giving

tonic, containing medicinal qualities of no mean order.

With the improvements perfected, came increased demand,
to meet which the enlargement of the brewery was necessary.

So the brewery grew and grew, until the early establishment

of John F. Gluck and Charles E. Hansen now occupies almost

an entire city block, while "National Beer" has become a noted

brand, the purity of which is guaranteed by the Federal Govern-

ment.

The brewery is now managed by a corporation, with the fol-

lowing board of directors: George F. Volz, president; Justus

Hansen, vice-president ; C. G. J. Josne, secretary and treasurer

;

C. R. D. Hansen and H. W. Hansen, and last, but by no means
least, it has celebrated its fifty years of usefulness and success

by suitable advertising, one means being a beautiful work of art,

showing a cowboy advancing at full gallop, his horse's head

showing life and speed, while in his right hand he holds a bottle

of the incomparable National beer, to be known in the future

as the "Best in the West." True you only see the bottle,

the arm and the man's and horse's head, but all are so ably

drawn that the rest of the picture flashes upon the imagination.

So both picture and beer are works of art, and it is only natural

for the public to say : "Let us enjoy both !"

At Bakersfield the Royal Arch has taken a positive stand

in enforcing the law in regard to youngsters frequenting saloons

in that town, and while it is said that in the majority of cases

the law is being obeyed in this respect the organization of saloon

men is going to see to it that the houses which are disobeying

the law be forced into line.

TWENTY million gallons of liquors are shipped annually

to consumers in prohibition states, according to informa-

tion developing as a result of an investigation conducted by the

Interstate Commerce Commission into express charges on
liquors in packages.

United States courts have held that this traffic is legitimate

and that state courts have no authority to interfere with liquors

shipped from one state to another. The goods are exempt from
seizure as long as they remain in the original packages.

The history of prohibition in states where such laws have

become effective has been that their operation builds up great

"mail order" liquor houses in adjacent states. For instance,

when Georgia "went dry" the "mail order houses" in Jackson-

ville sprang up like mushrooms in the night.

The only remedy open to the prohibition states Avould seem
to be to pass a law forbidding the purchase of liquor. None
has attempted this to date. All have contented themselves with

forbidding the manufacture and sale.

It would be taking a long step to penalize the man who buys

and make him bear the burden equally with the citizen who
sells. One can imagine a lively little contest developing in the

prohibition states, such as would make all previous battles

waged on this subject look tame by comparison.—Seattle, Wash-
ington Times, August 6, 1911.

Kansas the Horrible Example

IF all we hear of the injury done by prohibition to the State

©f Kansas is true, that State can certainly be taken as a

"horrid example" of the evil effects of that disastrous doc-

trine. According to the census reports there are only six license

States in the Union that do not have from two to three times

the bank deposits per capita that Kansas has. Kansas has 14,-

000 illiterates ; Nebraska with its saloons has only 7000. Since

prohibition was adopted in Kansas (1880) the population has

increased only 694,853 ; while Missouri, with its saloons gained

1,124,955. Los Angeles, under regulation gained only a few

thousand less during the last ten years than did the entire State

of Kansas under prohibition. (Kansas gained 220,000 and Los

Angeles 216,000) . There are only eighteen people to the square

mile ; and it is the twenty-second State in the Union in rank.

At Spokane it is held by the city commissioners that the

bars of all the clubs in that city must take out licenses unless

the commissioners amend the present saloon ordinance. 1^

HOUSB POUNDED I8S3.

BANK EXCHANGE
Back at the same old

stand; same old goods;

same excellent service.

The fire did not get me.

I import

Famous OM Campbeltown
SCOTCH WHISKY
Pisco de Italia, Madeira

Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons'

Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL

8. B. CORNER MONTGOflERY AND WASHINGTON STS.
SAN FRANCISCO
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Established I860

GIBB S SPECIAL V BOURBON
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

1 AMJERIGAN BRANDY I

FINEST IN THE WORLD

THE KIRBY DISTILLING CO., Inc.

FOWLER, FRESNO CO., CAL.

Makei a Specialty of PURE GRAPE BRANDY, and Making NO WINE
ha* NO WASH OR SOUR WINE TO PUT INTO BRANDY.
Our Still* are Known a* Number* 263 or 357 Fir*t Di*trict, California.

The*e Number* ARE BURNED on the GOVERNMENT or STAMPED
HEAD of EVERY PACKAGE, there being No Other Genuine "KIRBY
BRANDY."

+

SOLD ONLY IN CARLOAD LOTS TO THE TRADE
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Jh*' -•»- ^t*" -*» -*»- »*»- -«»- «»• ..«<%

GUS KILBORN

J. EMMET HAYDEN

BALDWIN ^ FERRY
CAFE >r CAFE

844 MARKET STREET 34 MARKET STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

For explanation go to

TONY FODERA
Roosters' Bar and Restaurant

627 MONTGOMERY STREET
N. W. Cor. MERCHANT STREET

Phones Kearny 2700—C5646

Italian Family Cooking
ON BILL FOR

Lunch, 11 A. M. to 2 P. M., 50c

Dinner, 4 P. M. to 9 P. M., 75c

ALSO SHORT ORDERS

Ladies' Entrance, 608-610 Merchant Street

Jas. p. Dunne
1 STOCKTON ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

I

The Chronicle Bar

6 Kearny San Francisco, Gal.

p. W. WOBBER, Proprietor

li
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Local Option Law One=Sided. Liquor Dealers Claim They

Were Deceived.

T has now been definitely established that, under the new
Wyllie local option law, a vote against saloons is mandatory

on the licensing body, but a vote for saloons may be completely

ignored, notwithstanding the fact that the measure passwl tlie

Legislature in the guise of a majority rule. The liijuor dealers

claim they were tricked; while the Anti-Saloon League, taking

advantage of the opportunity given them are preparing to call

elections in nearly half .the counties of the State. \

That the new law is one-sided: came as a sur^irise to many oif

those who worked for it. Everj^ one seemed to be under th^".

impression that the measure simply put the liquor question

in the hands of the people and made their Avishes supreme

whether they voted for or against saloons. But Rev. D. JVlj.

Gaudier, legislative superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League*,

says

:

"A vote for license at a local option election does not place

supervisors or trustees under the least obligation to issufe

licenses or to provide in any way for the liquor traffic."

It seems from this that the League does not want the will of

the people to be supreme unless they vote for prohibition. Th^
decision of the attorney for the Knights of the Royal Arch

bears out this reference. He says:
i

"The term 'local option' as applied to this law is a misnomer.

It is a well conceived scheme to create and maintain pro-

hibition. For notwithstanding even an unanimous vote in

favor of saloons, the licensing board is expressly permitted

to ignore the people's vote and declare the territory dry. But,

iih the other hand if only one-half of the votes are against

saloons the board is compelled to refuse to issue licenses and

revoke those in use."

The Merced Sun of July 25th, said : "The law is a delusion

and a snare in that it is ostensibly a majority rule proposition,

whereas in reality it is nothing of the kind. It gives one side

it- great advantage over the other and that condition of affairs

will not be approved by fair-minded people no matter what

their views on the saloon question may be. There are thous-

ands of voters in the State opposed to saloons who will have

nothing to do with an anti-saloon fight based on trickery. It

is a crooked law."

The Anti-Saloon League kept the powerful wine interests of

the State from opposing the bill by incorporating a provision

exempting wineries. Now they have issued a statement to theLr

workers. Avhich shows that the wine men were tricked. The

statement follows

:

-

. "After you have closed the saloons by means of a local optiwi

election you should then go ahead and by means of initiativje,

close the wineries and breweries."

Yet the League insists that their local option bill is not a

temperance measure.

Two petitions have been filed with the Supervisors of Siski-

you County asking that body to call an election on the license

question^. Under Ordinance No- 70 all the saloons in Siskiyou

County were closed, outside the incorporated cities. It is under-

stood the Supervisors are in favor of rescinding that ordinance,

but desire the elections to be lield to demonstrate the wishes

ot the people.

Risky

Two impecunious Scotsmen once came upon a wayside inn.

They had only "saxpence" between them, so they ordered one

"nip o' whusky."

They were hesitating who should have the first drink, when
an acquaintance joined them.

Pretending that they had just drunk, one of them handed the

newcomer the whisky, requesting him to join them in a drink.

He did so, and after a few minutes of painful suspense said

:

"Now, boys, you'll have one with me?"
"Wasna' that weel managed, mon?" said one to his companion

aftedward.

"Ay," said the other, "but dreadfu' risky !"

—

Ideas.

Up Against the Bars

Old King Cole was a merry old soul

;

A merry old soul was he

!

He called for his pipe, and he called for his bowl,

And he called for his fiddlers three.

But only two of the fiddlers came;
. The third, they said, was barred

^rom earning his living thenceforth, because
He carried no union card.

Nor came the pipe with its fragrant weed.
Nor the bowl With its golden brew;

For all such things had been driven from court by the W. C. T. U.—New York Evening Post.

At the recent election held at Colton that city defeated pro-
hibition by the narrow margin of 104 votes, out of a registration

of 1025. The liberal element were jubilant over their victory
even though it Avas a tight squeeze for them.

Protect Your Health

LET

COOKS
SPRINGS

MINERAL
WATER
BE YOUR DRINK

AND BE

WELL

AUG. LANG & CO.
18tH and Alabama Sts.

Telephone MarKet 588 SAN FRANCISCO
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The Waldorf
BECKER;,BR0S. Proprietors

648 MARKET STREET

OPPOSITE
PALACE, HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Waldorf Annex

521 South Main St.

Next do.r, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I

Our Bar Whisky, "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

^'^cllmtCd
99

San Francisco's Most Magnificent Bar

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors

130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

San Francisco, Cal.

I

I

^

^
s

^eadquartera

For Everybody
Who Likes

^eed ^kingif
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JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

TM§

Yellowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

San Francisco

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

I

I

EL PALENCIA gl'^JKt
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST OF THE BEST

I MADE IN TAMPA |

E ^ Preferred by particular people who appreciate the comfort and satisfaction of a perfect Havana Segar. 1

I Boltz, Clymer & Co. I

[
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. TAMPA, FLORIDA t
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S. CIPRICO, President PHONE MARKET 2836

ALTA VISTA
WINES

^
The Wines California Makes Famous

ALTA VISTA WINES CO.

MAIN OFFICE

52-56 BEALE STREET SAN FRANCISCO

Market Cafe
9 GOUAiLHARnnir Jb itnNnpi ?COUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

ProprietorM

540 Merchant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

Coffee Royal"
A Mighty Bracer

Hot Luncheon

At II A. M. Daily

!

Nothing But the Best at ^

Friedrichs' Cafe |= K

.g 310 Montgomery Street ¥fi

M *

^

ANGELO MYERS*
DISTILLER

DISTILLERY, LINFIELD, MONTGOMERY CO., PENNA.

Home of the Famous—

KINSEY and LINFIELD PURE RYES

OFFICES

311-313 NORTH THIRD STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ARNOLD POPPIC CHARLES M. FISHER
Representatives for

CALLFORNLA
NEVADA
ARIZONA

MEXICO

NEW MEXICO
TEXAS
LOUISIANA

San Francisco Office - - 326 Jackson Street

Phones
Kearny 1610

Home C 1610

Wines

MONTSOMERY

H. P. A.ND£RS£N, Proprietor

THE CUTTER

709 MarRet St
Call Annex Bld^.

PhOBe Dou^aa 3954
SAN FRANCISCO

LI.
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COGNAC AND ITS ORIGIN

IT is ratlicr curious to iiotico hoAV vory important sonic towns
are in the public eye, compared with others whose population

and commerce should fjive them greater pre-eminence. Cognac
is an instance of this.

Were the population of Cognac proportioncnl to its fanu', it

is safe to say that it would go very near to overshadowing
Paris or even London. Rut notwithstanding this, it remains,

comparatively speaking, an old-fashioned country town, and
one, moreover, which forms an interesting link between the

chivalrous times of France and our modern life. Nay, the

chroniclers and the historians claim a much more ancient origin

for it than even that. From a paper now before us we see

that the historian speaks of it as having existed as far back

as the coiKjuest of Gaul by Julius Caesar. Its position on a

navigable river, proximity to the ocean, combined with the fer-

tility of the soil of the surrounding country, would no doubt

mark it out in the earliest times as a probable seat of commerce.

However that may be, it was of sufficient importance to be-

come a residence of a king as far back as 1494, Francis the

First having l)een bom there in that year. The court seems

to have resided there for some time permanently, and then at

intervals, from which circurastanf-e it may be inferred that the

town greatly benefited and prospered.

Indeed, looking at the beautiful churches, remains of great

abbeys, fine old-timbered mansions still existent, together with

rthe Chateau Francois Premier, one is insensibly led back to the

stirring times depicted by Dumas and Mr. Stanley Weyman,
upon the latter of whom, although a foreigner, the mantle of the

former powerful writer seems to have in these latter times

fallen.

It would take too long, even if we had the material in hand

from which to construct the story, to tell of the great battles

between the English and French from time to time in this

neighborhood, during the periods when the Kings of England

claimed to be Kings also of France, and tried to enforce Avhat

they supposed were their rights by the "mailed fist." Later,

the French themselves, Protestants and Catholics, made this

part of France desolate for years by their struggles for suprem-

acy, the result of which we all know.

Slowly but surely the times changed, and the peaceful ways

of commerce gained the upper hand in France as in England

after the great barons lost their power.

The origin of the brandy trade as a w^orld's commerce i^i of

comparatively recent date, although the distiller's art flourished

many centuries ago. It is to the credit of the Dutch.

From a small brochure before us, it would appear that the

sailor-merchants of that then enterprising people Avere in the

habit of visiting the Charentes to purchase from the farmers
the clarets and white wines of those districts. In this way tin \

became acquainted with a cordial distilled from those wim -

and called by the people "Eu de Vie" or "Water of life."

They seem to have taken most kindly to that cordial, if we
are to believe the poet, who sings

:

Mynheer Van Dunck,
Though he never was drunk,

Sipp(Hl brandy and water gaily.

And (juenched his thirst

With two quarts of the first

To a pint of the latter daily.

Anyway, to the Dutch traders, the sublime "Eau de Vie" found
its way into all the markets of Europe. This trade commenced
some time in the sixteenth century, and has been going on ever

since.

Up to about 1550, it may be said that the "Water of Life

("Eau de Vie") brandy had been confinwl to apothecaries'

shops, and its manufacture to alchemists; but once a general

demand for the marvellous licjuid began to grow, and its pro-

duction began to spead, the consumption of wine as brandy,

and to make brandy for about seven casks of grape juice went
to make one of spirit—took an enormous development, and
the forests of cretaceous poor land of Angoumois and Saint(mi:c.

for instance, rapidly disappeared before the white Avine called

the "Folle Rlanche," which laid the foundaticm of the "Fine
Champagne" of Cognac, the oldest mention of which is made
by a local celebrity, Francois de Corlieu, in 1576 as "uue
Contree eu Engomois (Angoumois) (pt'on apjielle 'Champaigiuy
(champagne) qui porte grande quantite de vins excellents, qui

par la riviere Charente se transportent aux autres parties du
Monde."

Cognac, we know, like other fruit brandies, acquires by long |

keeping that peculiar mellowness and delicacy of flavor which
j

is found only in old spirits, and which determines their value; ,'i

lyit long keeping involves loss of interest on capital and a con-
;

siderable amount of shrinkage through evaporation in the cask.

The refining of wine distillates takes place chiefly in wooden
casks, these products undergoing but little change if they are

kept in glass vessels after distillation. It has therefore been

assumed that the wood of the casks plays an important pari

in the process.

Bert Levy, of Levy & Rowe, proprietors of the Cabin, at 105

Montgomery Street, and 1804 (ieary Street, announces that

he has purchased the long established and well-known Lake

County House, at Middleton, Lake County, this State. Mr. Levj

will conduct the establishment in person and give, we are sure,

the best possible service that can be obtained in the whole

county. His friends should remendier him when in that section.

Mr. Levy will retain all his interests in San Francisco.

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873 Telephone Kearny 3688IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

I
LIQUOR MERCHANTS

I
S. E. CORNER BATTERY & COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T. Bernard. Pma.
Joe Zan ETTA. Secv.

unc-h.Grill&Wine Rooas.

^ECOND BELOWyAARKET

(3)a.iN l>ai\cisco,(eil.

<g»-FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY-"^
MERCHANTS LUNGH 11 A.M.to 2.30PM.

-->-^-

{

"The Cabin"
PURE GOODS

-f 105 Montgomery St. : Near Sutter St*

"Only the Best the Market Affords"
— ^CuUine and Service Excellent =

-4--^-^^-

ALL ALE AND
PORTER DRINKERS

Should call for the celebrated

BurnelVs

Ale and Stout
Brewed from the Best Malt Hops

on the Market and used by eJl the

Leading Clubs, Hotels and Bars

Order through any Grocer or

Liquor Dealer, or direct froaa

R W. F.

OEDER'S
CAFE

Opp. Emporium
834 Murket Street

San Francisco

OR IGINAL

: : Coppa :

:

Restaurant
J. COPPA, Proprietor

Pine St. Bet. Montgomery

t PQ and Kearny

Music Evenings^ I

SAN FRANCISCO

Albion Ale and Porter Brewery
INCORPORATED

494 OTarrell St.

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 728

San Francisco

California's Most Famous Road House
Midway of Sau*aIito and San Rafael

= Finest Wines aind Liquors =

SERVICE UNEXCELLED

Er«r«reen PriTate Arbor-Booth. ^ ^ N. BIEGEL,
,

Proprietor
Shuffle Board^ Salt Water Bathint

rn Boatinc

a'

Refreshments
E^calle, Marin County

California

w

THE OLD RELIABLE

1871 GATO 1871

F^

CLEAR HAVANA CIGAR

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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- MARKET -
CONPITiONS^^

^ Crop Conditions

ELSEWHERE in this number of the Review will be found

a comprehensive report from representative wine growers
showing, the condition of the California wine grape crop on
August 20th. From these reports it will be seen that the crop

is a handy one. By this we mean that it promises to be not too

large for the demand. The unsatisfactory feature of the situa-

tion is tliat the vintage is from three to four weeks late and
the grapes need a lot of hot sun- to bring the sugar up to the

right figure. In the sweet wine district, at this writing, Old
Sol is doing good business, the temperature at Fresno showing
102 degrees. If the usual weather conditions prevail in October
the vintage should come through in good shape; but we have
experienced a remarkable summer in the Coast counties and
there is always the danger of early rains. Such rains on this

crop^ owing to the lateness of the 'grapes in ripening would
be very destructive. Let us hope for a late, dry Fall, as we
need the wine. ' ;J

DRY WINES :—The export figures of wines by sea indicate

that, notwithstanding the off season, a really good volume
of business has been done, as compared with the two preceding

years.

.

, - . ,
"-. ;

The figures for the month ending August 20, show 678 cases

and 1,029,347 gallons, valued at |366,274. This is a substantial

gain over the same mouth of 1910 and is double the figures of

1909; All of which goes to show that the California Wine In-

dustry is making real and substantial progress.

Imports during the mouth were 2,076 cases, 10 barrels, 159
casks, 1 butt, and 32 octaves.

4

tfr.

BRANDY:^—There is no particular feature in the market.

The definite fixing of prices of grapes in the San Joaquin
Valley, the figures of which appear elsewhere in this issue, will

result in numerous important contracts for brandies to be made.
Production in the three districts for the month of July was

e^xceptionally small. The total being 2665 tax gallons. There
were 34,729 tax gallons tax paid. There remained in bond July
31st 2,392,874.8 tax gallons.

Imports by sea were 639 cases, 26 octaves, 113 casks and 1 vat.

WHISKY :—-Trade during the month has been quiet through-

out the Coast, with the exception of exports to Alaska,

which have brought the volume up to a very good figure. The
totals were 558 cases, 6455 gallons, valued at |22,151. This
shows a healthy condition. Of this amount of business 294
cases, 5197 gallons, valued at $15,681, went to Alaska. Imports
by sea were large as to case goods, the figures being 5219 cases,

195 barrels, 10 octaves, 189 casks, 4 quarter casks and 1 barrel.

Receipts of gin were 3109 cases, 57 barrels, 15 octaves and 16

casks. Miscellaneous exports by sea were large, the total value

)>eing $23,230.

11 IMPORTATIONS :—Business with the iinporters is in sympa-
thy with other branches of the liquor trade. There is no ques-

^ic«k^ that the present local political campaign has a great deal

to do with the quietness that pervades the trade in this city.

It is certainly a fight to the fini.sh and it is being made in the

open. There are very strong indications that there will be a

new administration and improved business conditions, as a

result of the primary election which will be held on September
26th. Imports by sea were nominal volume as shown herewith.

IMPORTS BY SEA:—W^ine, 2076 cases, 10 barrels, 159 cask^,

A 1 butt, 32 octaves; Whisky, 5219 cases, 195 barrels, 10 octaves,

189 casks, 4 quarter casks, 1 hogshead; Gin, 3,109 cases, 57 bar-

rels, 15 octaves, 16 casks; Brandy, 639 cases, 26 octaves, 113

casks, 1 vat; Vermouth, 2,679 cases, 5 barrels; Liquor.s, 4:!

I

cases, 1 crate; Ginger Ale, 2 cases, 280 barrels; Beer, 560 cases,

285 barrels; Stout, 150 cases 505 barrels; Sake, 524 cases, 816

casks; Mineral Water, 838 cases, 60 casks; Punch, 50 cas(<:

Rum, 100 cases, 1 octave; Amer Picon, 550 cases; Spirits, i

cask; Benedictine, 245 cases; Absinthe, 150 cases; Ale, 200

cases; Champagne, 1,285 cases; Root Beer, 890 cases; Cordials,

20 cases ; Prune Juice, 6 cases ; Cider 30 cases ; Bitters, 251 cases.

J MPORTS BY RAIL:—Wine 22 cases; Liqueurs 1 case; Lira

Juice, 25 cases.

IBEER :—Beer business in the interior makes a good showing,

not only because of the proper season for beer drinking,

but the fact that the weather has been favorable. In this city

the remarkably cool weather continues. All of which does not

tendto increase the consumption of malt liquors.

Exports, by reason of the Alaska demand, were unusually

large, the figures being 1,484 packages bottled, 138 bulk valued

at $15,924. Imports by sea, foreign were 560 cases, 285 barrel :<;

stout 150 cases and 505 barrels; ale 200 cases.

Imports, domestic, from Seattle, by sea, were 1 case, 50 casks,

355 hogsheads, 910 barrels 90 half barrels, 250 quarter barrels,

from Tacoma, 830 hogsheads, 650 barrels, 676 half barrels, 958

quarter barrels. There was a large quantity of beer in transii.

Wine Men to Confer With Exposition Directors

THE GRAPE-GROWERS' ASSOCIATION of California has

decided to ask the directors of the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition to hold a joint meeting for the purpose

of arranging plans for an imposing display of the viticultural

industry of California, one of the most important of the State,

at the great exposition of 1915. The association has appointed

the following committee to meet the directors of the exposi-

tion : B. R. Kittredge, P. C. Rossi and H. F. Stoll, of San Fran-

cisco, M. F. Tarpey of Fresno, Secondo Guasti of Los Angeles

and E. M. Sheehan of Sacramento.

AGRAPE festival at Escondido and no wine, is the rather

curious state of things which has been brought about by

the directoi's of the festival giving heed to the wishes of the

W. C. T. tJ. and the Ministerial Union. So the munificent \ni'-

miums aggregating $3 which were offered by the Escondido
Grape Day Association for wines products of the valley have

been withdrawn. What humbug!

El Cajon is now the scene of a pi'ohibition movement, and the

Wyllie Local Option Law will, it is said, be used to force the

County Board of Supervisors to revoke the table • license of a

local hotel. The besotted ignorance of communities which for

the purpose of fanaticism seek to destroy the tourist trade,

which has built up the entire neighborhood around El Cajon

—

in fact, the whole coast—is too dense to be penetrated by com-

mon sens6.
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Grape Growers Form Strong Organization Another Record Broken

39

SECRETARY H. F. StoU, of the newly organized Grape
Growers' Association of California, reports that he has heen

verj successful in enlisting the co-operation of the winemakers
and grai>e growers everywhere. In Los Angeles, Mr. Secondo
Guasti, of the Italian Vineyard Co., and Mr. Herman Rlatz, of
the Sierra Madre Vintage Company, paved the way for a well-

attended meeting, at which 25,000 tons were signed up on the
spot.

At St. Helena, W. W. Lyman, William Bomhorst and Mr.
G. de Latour called the vineyardists of Napa Valley together,

while in Santa Clara County William '^Wehner, J. A. Corotto
and J. A. Hicks used their influence t« get the people in their
section in line.

Mr. Stoll was present at the annual stockholdei-s' meeting of

the Lodi Co-operative Winery on Saturday, August 12th, and
. says that one of the pleasant features of the enjoyable day, was
the presence of at least fifty of the charming wives and daughters
of the prosperous grape grower stockholders, who provided all

soit.s of good things for the lunclieon ser\'ed on long tables that
extended between the huge tanks in the winery.

There at noon, after listening to a most encouraging yearly re-

port, nearly 200 people sat down to feast and make merry. As
their guests of honor, the directoi-s had Mr. L. R. Rogera, of Las
Palmas Winery, Mr. M. F. Tarpey, Of La Paloma Winery, and
Mr. A. Mattel, all of Fresno, who delivered interesting addresses
on the work of the "Independents" later in the afternoon.

At Concord, on Saturday afternoon, August 19th, Mr. Stoll

addressed the grape growers of Contra Costa who had gathered
in Odd Fellows' Hall at the request of Frank Swett. On August
29th, he attended a meeting called by E. M. Sheehan in Sacra-
mento.

On September 9th, Mr. Stoll is to be present at the annual
stockholders' meeting of the Elk Grove Vineyard Association,

and later he will address a meeting at Fresno, which is being
arranged by A. Mattel, and another at Livermore, at which C.

H. Wente will preside.

Mr. Stoll plans to wind up his campaign for funds in Sonoma
County, where he has been promised the assistance of Senator
L. T. Juilliard, to whom the wine industry of this State is greatly
indebted for the valiant fight he put up in their behalf at the last

session of the Legislature.

In our next issue we will print the full list of those who have
agreed to contribute to the campaign fund of the Grape Growers
Association of California. It will prove interesting, for it will

show at a glance the true friends of California's valuable viti-

cultui'al industry. Every one has had a chance to be placed on
this roll of honor, and if they refuse to co-operate or neglect

the opportunity, the natural inference will be that they do not
consider their investment worth protecting or that they are per-

fectly willing to let some one else bear the burden of the expense
of a necessary educational campaign.

During the present month the new Board of City Trustees

at Middletown, Marin County, raised the co.st of saloon licenses

from |;125 to f200 a year, the new measure to take effect Janu-
ary 1st, 1912.

Mr. r. A. Berg of the Truckee saloon, in Truekee, has gained
popularity through handling the "Castlewood" brand of whisky.
The liigli ([uality and purity of this fine whisky has built up
a fine business for Mr. Berg, who is the sole distributer of that
celebi-ated brand in Truckee. Cartan, McCarthy & Co., San
Francisco, are sole agents.

TTHE stork has certainly heen good to the employees of tlie
A Italian-Swi.ss Colony. Abont four months ago, their adver-
tising manager, H. F. Stoll, bolted out of the office one morning
as if he were anxious to catch a train. But when he reappeared
the next day, it was whispered about the office that a baby girl
had made her appearance in his home and everyone showered
him with congratulations.

One day, two months later, A. C. Stelter came to the office

wearing a particularly broad grin on his face, and it presently
leaked out that he had become the proud father of a fine little

boy.

However, the laurels rested on his manly brow only a short
month, when John Reimers, brother-in-law of Mr. S. Federspiel,
Kswelled out his chest one sunny morning and announced that
another native son had been added to the population of Ala-
meda.

This is a record of which the Colony may well be proud. It
eventually means two more votes against prohibition and possi-
bly three, for when the tiny Miss Stoll reaches her majority, suf-
frage will most likely be an accomplished fact, and she will have
an oportunity to cast her ballot at the polls just the same as
the Messrs. Stelter and Reimers.

Three cheers for the Italian-Swiss Colony, famous for fine

wines and fine babies.

Keep up the good work, boys!

lASH'SBITTERC

Gould's Pyramid Pump and Klectric Motor
Mounted on Truck for Wine Cellar

Gould's

Pyramid Pump
and Electric

Motor

MOUNTED ON TRUCK FOR

WINE CELLARS

This Pump and Motor
complete, as per cut, is es-

specially constructed for

Wine Cellar use, being self

contained and mounted on
a neat truck. Can be used
in any part of cellar. The
electric motor is easily at-
tached to the dectric wire
by means of electric cord.
During the past year we
have sold a large number
of these Pumps fitted up
in this manner and they

have given the very best of results, this outfit can be used
for pumping water or any other liquids. Pump has a bra8.<»-

lined cylinder and brass valves. We are prepared to furnish
these outfits with Motor, Pump, Truck, Relief Valve and
everything complete as illustrated in cut, ready for use, and
with the following cipacities: 1000, 1500, 2500, 4000 gallons
per hour. WHITE FOK PRICES.

Celebrated

Challenge Double Acting Wine Pump
Used in All Wine Cellars

Of great compactness and power, for use in WINE
CELL.\RS for pumping from one tank into another. The
flvlinders of our iron pumps are brass lined, the piston rod,

valves and valve seats are brass. Our all-brass pumps arc
made entirely of brass, with the exception of the lever.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Woodin-Little Pump House
33-41 Fremont Street

San Francisco, Cal.
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; Vineyard and Cellar ?

Should Obev the Law

DE BARBIERI, a gi'ape-grower and wine-maker in the neigh-

borhood of Stockton, was convicted of selling his wine to

laborers on the divei'ting canal without a license. Justice Parker

fined him |75, and in passing judgment said: "This defendant

seeks to excuse his act of selling intoxicating liquor in less

(juantities than three gallons, Avithout first taking out a license,

on the ground that the wine was made from his own vineyard.

The contention that one can retail wine without a license sim-

ply' because it is made from his own grapes, is clearlj' erroneous.

^Vitli equal reason any one might claim the right to sell whisky

without a license just because it was distilled from his own
com. There is no merit in such a contention. Everywhere the

manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquor is regulated by

law. The courts have held that its sale is not an inherent right,

but a privilege granted by the will of the people.

"Besides, from a commercial point of view, how manifestly

unfair it is to the saloon man. Why should he be compelled

by law to pay a heavy license to sell wine over the bar if his

next door neighbor can sell it out of his cellar Avithout a license?

It would be the rankest injustice to exact a tax from one and

not the other."

ON Sunday, August 13th, the delegates to the International

Typographical Union Convention and their friends, in all

numbering some 2000, Avere the guests of the California Wine
Association at Wiuehaven, Avhere they were shown over the wine

cellars and other interesting details of the immense plant.

The visitoi-s Avere first taken about the bay in launches, arriv-

ing at Winehaven in time for lunch. The party Avas in charge

of J. J. Chaudet, chairman of the San Francisco entertainment

committee, and am(mg the prominent visitors Avere George

Tracy, first vice-president of the International Typographical

Union; Hugo Miller, second vice-president, and C. N. Smith.

MemlK^rs of the Richmond City Council Avere also guests.

No one can be more open to impressions than those connected

with the printing business, and the visit of the delegates to

WinehaA^en Avill advertise throughout the Union the immense
importance to the nation of California's great twin industries

—

grape gi-owing and Aviue making.

The Lachman & Jacobi Company, on August 9th, made an-

other big shipment, consisting of 1000 barrels of Avine, to East-

ern points. During the past spring and summer this AAell-

knoAvu firm has continued shipping California Avines eastAvard

in great quantity and in a manner Avhicli reflects credit upon its

vast cellarage.

It is reported fr(»m I'etaluma that Henry Senger has been

appointed the pennanent superintendent at the Lachman &
Jacobi Avinery to succee(?d William Reed, AAho recently resigned

in order to assume a ueAV position in San Francisco, Mr. Dam-
ner having lu^n acting in that capacity but temporarily since

Mr. Reed resigned. A local paper states that "the new super-

intendent has nmny friends here Avho Avill congratulate him on

his splendid promotion. He has bwu one of the department

heads of the institution for many years and for the part thirty

consecutive years has been in the employ of Lachman & Jacobi.

THE French-American Wine Company has begun the \v(trk

of constructing a Avinery at Ukiah, Mendocino County, and

has an-anged Avith the railroad for a spur track to facilitate

transportation of grapes and Avine. When completed the plant

Avill have a capacity of three hundred tons of grapes per day,

and the poAver Avill be furnished by individual motors of eight

horsepower attached to the Avine press, seven horsepoAver run-

ning the elevators and three horsepoAver Avorking the pumps.
• The Avinery will be of corrugated iron, 80x100 feet in extent.

Next season the company intends to build a concrete structure

for storing the Avine. The building Avill be completed by Se])teni-

ber 1st. With the machinery and equipment for the Avinery the

outlay Avill reach |10,000.

A Sonoma County exchange informs us that it is the general

opinion of vineyardists throughout that county that the price

of Avine stock Avill range from fl8 to |20 per ton this season.

The wine stock of past seasons has all been sold, leaving the

cooperage of the Avineries practically empty.

At Salmon City, Idaho, a petition for another local option

election has been filed, Avhich Avill probably be held in NoAem-
ber. The issue of prohibition against high license Avill again be

fought. About tAvo years ago Lemhi County Avent dry by a ma-

jority of 65 votes in a total of about 1200.

WinemaKers
Do you really want to

improve your Wines?
Do you mind a little extra

work with better results?

Read

"Quality in Dry Wines Through
Adequate Fermentations"

by RUDOLF JORDAN, JR.
pp. 146. niu.st.

A practical investigation
regarding the value of
the latest methods. Price $2.00

For sale
:it lliis

(Iflice.

PROGRESS IS NOT DUPLICATION

Duplication exists only where things are

exactly alike; progress comes with improve-

ment. The ocean greyhound does not duplicate

the antiquated sailing vessel ; the trolley does

not duplicate the horse car; nor do electric

lights duplicate tallow candles.

In like manner the automatic telephone,

with its instantaneous and confidential service,

does not "duplicate" the obsolete manual

method of telephoning, dependent upon the

whim of the operator or switchboard disturb-

ances and countless other factors.
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Temperance In California Wines

PROFESSOR BIOLETTI'S bulletin on the wine industry of

California is, on the whole, a flattering document. The
distinguished specialist is not given to excess in speech, but he

assures us that there is probably no grape-growing country

Avhere the grapes are better suitcH^l for making good sound wine,

and, further, that they are seldom injured by diseases or incle-

ment weather.

Bu?S;here is a fly in the ointment, or, rather in the wine vat.

It is alleged that our great natural advantages are, to an ex-

tent, counteracted by the backward method of many of our wine

makers.

So long as this is taken to mean only that makers have not

yet reached the perfection possible with their superior raw ma-

terial, there is little room to cavil at the criticism. If, on the

other hand, it is put forward as an explanation of the fact that

our wine jiroduction, though increasing at an enormous rate, is

still far short of its possibilities, the professor is in error.

However backward our methods, the industry has grown

from a production of 29,161,198 gallons in 1904 to 45,500,000

gallons in 1910. That this creditable increase was not greater

is to be explained by American taste in the matter of alcoholic

beverages.

As a nation our dalliance with the wine cup is only meta-

phorical. We drink per head 19.79 gallons of beer, 1.43 of spirits

and only .65 of wine. As against these figures we find France

drinking 33.9 gallons of wine per head, Italy 18.5 and Portugal

18.3.

Or, to emphasize the disparity, while France produced in 1905

1,710,900,000 gallons of wine, the total consumption of the

United States was only 35,059,717 gallons.

Those who preach the gospel of the grape in California are
often accused of mercenary motives, yet there is a wealth of un-
answerable argument to show that wine drinking countries
are the most sober. Certainly it would be better for us as a
people if we drink less of the ardent spirits, or even less beer.

People who drink beer are apt to think beer, and to be more
gluttonous, since to get the required stimulus a greater quantity
has to be consumed. Those who develop the spirit habit are
easily led to excess, since they are apt to get drunk before feel-

ing a.s full as they Avould like.

As the poet puts it

—

Give me the white or crimson wine.

From tint to tint my fancy turns.

All hail the grape juice drink divine

—

Beer bloats and whisky burns.

Wine is the happy compromise between the beer that bloats

and the whisky that burns. Students of the Bible know that

there is not a book in the Old or New Testament but makes
references to strong drink, mostly to wine, and a great many
of them are favorable. From Genesis we have: "And Noah
began to be an husbandman, and he planted a vineyard." In
Revelations there is the injunction to "hurt not the oil and the

wine."

While many will hesitate to follow Timothy to the extent of no
longer drinking water, they yet realize the wisdom of his ad-

vice that we should take a little wine for our stomach's sake.

When America heeds that command, at least to the point of

a preference for wine as against spirits and beer, it will be

better for Uncle Sam's head next morning and will incidentally

benefit a California industry.—San Francisco Chronicle August

3, 1911.
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PERKINS STERN & CO.
1860-1878

STERN & ROSE !

1878-1887
j

CHARLES STERN & SONS, Inc.

Producers and Distillers of

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES

I
Wineries and Distilleries at Los Angeles and Wineville, California j

i

Proprietors of

^^THE PREMIER BRAND''

I I 53 and 1 55 Hudson St. '6
1 and 53 W. Kinzie St. 832 H. W. Hellman Bldg. {

j
NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES I
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Arnold Poppic, of Rusconi & Fisher Co., returned from the

east a few days ago after a long and successful business trip.

He is glad to get back to his home city.

L. W. Southwick, representing the Sonoma Wine & Brandy
Company, of New York, visited Stockton during the month,

inspecting the San Joaquin Avine grape outlook. While there

he was the guest of F. A. West.

Messrs. Martini & Rossi, of Turin, the shippers of the famous

Martini & Rossi Italian Vermouth, and many other beverages,

have been made Purveyors "By Appointment to the House of

Parliament," England. W. A. Taylor & Co., New York are

agents for the United States.

Winehaven is receiving additions and improvements which

will cost the California Wine Associaton, it is estimated, |250,-

000. Included in the above is the installment of a 600 horse-

power motor, by the Western States Electric Company, which

will furnish power for the entire plant.

C. J. Wetmore, of Cresta Blanca fame, was among the Pan-

ama-Pacific boosters who went to Astoria, Oregon, to assist in

celebrating the hundredth anniversary of the founding of that

thriving city. Mr. Wetmore returns highly enthused over the

trip and what it means to San Francisco and the Exposition.

Word comes from Sebastopol, Sonoma County, that Mr. Gaye

proprietor of the Valley View Winery, is shipping a large quan-

tity of Aviue to San Francisco. The wine produced at this winery

is of superior quality and in consequence is in great demand and

commands a high price.

Edwin Hammer, Pacific Coast Manager of Alex. D. Shaw

& Co., reports the regular demand for Plymouth Gin and Black

and White Scotch as highly satisfactory. These two well known

brands have a great folloAving and the quantity of the goods

consumed on this Coast is not only very large but rapidly in-

creasing.

It has really been a hard job for that well known Shriner

Wm. E. Brodersen, of Wichman, Lutgen & Co., to break him-

self into his usual business habits again, after his recent ex-

tensive boosting trip to Rochester, New York. He reports that

at the conclave, July 10 to 13th, "San Francisco 1915" buttons

were distributed and worn by the majority of the Shriners pres-

ent. Also ribbons bearing Califoraia poppies and the slogan

"San Francisco 1915" were distributed, not only at the con-

clave, but by the attending members in the East, Canada and

the Northwest. Also a few ribbons found their way into the

Southern States. All doing business with Wichman, Lutgen

& Co. will be pleased to see the smiling face and hear the

pleasant voice of Mr. Brodersen once again in the Clay street

office.

Archie MacKillop, general representative of the Crown Distil-

lers in the Northwest, was in the city during the month on his

return from an outing to the Southern part of the State. He

had an enjoyable trip and returns to his duties with his usual

vigor. He looks for a great improvement in local business after

the coming primary election.

The readers of the Review Avho are contemplating a trip to

Los Angeles and who are not looking for a skyscraper hotel, with

skyscraper prices, should make note of the address of the Hotel

Victoria, at Seventh and Hope Streets. This is an exceptionally

comfortable, home-like hotel, up-to-date and very reasonable in

prices. It has quick communication with the heart of the city by

numerous car lines, and the service is excellent.

Miss Doherty, the executrix of the estate of the late George

Delaporte, and well known to the trade in connection with

that popular brand of whisky, "Yellowstone," has just returned

from a most enjoyable trip to the National Park bearing the

same name. She also visited British Columbia and the principal

Northewestern cities this side of the line. We are glad

she returned much benefited by her vacation, and ready to

again take her place at the head of the growing business still

bearing the name of that courteous and kind-hearted gentle-

man, the late George Delaporte.

The trade must certainly make it a point to vote for J. Emmet
Hayden for re-election to the office of Supervisor. Two years

ago Mr. Hayden received 22,000 votes, and his record in office

during this period entitles him to as large or larger vote this

time. Mr. Hayden is of the firm of Kilborn & Hayden of the

Ferry Cafe and Restaurant, and the bars of the Sausalito fer-

ries.
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THIS TRADE-MARK REPRESENTS
THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF
EXCELLENCE, THE AMERICAN

GENTLEMAN'S WHISKEY

RIPENED BY MATURITY, IN ABSOLUTE PURITY

HUNTER

BALTIMORE RYE
Wm. Lanahan & Son, Baltimore, Md.

i
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j
@ Pure Food Judgment (@ \

NOTICE OF JT^DGMENT NO. 912, FOOD AND DRUGS ACT

MISBRANDING OF MARASCHINO CHERRIES.

On or about Noveinbei- 9, 1909, Isaac Rheinstroin, Maiirice

G. Rheinstroin, Robert I. Rheinstrom, and Walter L. Bodman,
tradinjij as the I. Rheinstrom & Sons Co., Ludlow, Ky., shipped
from tlie State of Kentucky into the State of New York a quan-
tity of a food product labeled: "Imperial Brand Maraschino
Cherries, Artificially colored. • » Cherries in Maraschi-
no * * * Serial No. 3999, Pure Food Guarantee." Samples
from this shipment were procured and analyzed by the Bureau
of Chemistry, United States Department of Agriculture, and
the protluct was found to contain no maraschino. As the find-

ings of the analyst and report thereon indicated that the product

was misbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act
of June 30, 1906, the said I. Rheinstrom & Sons Co. and the

party from whom the samples were procured were aflfordeil

opportunities for hearings. As it appeared after hearings held

that the above shipment was made in violation of the act, the

Secretary of Agi'iculture reported the facts to the Attorney-

General with a statement of the evidence upon which to base a

prosecution.

On June 22, 1910, a criminal information was filetl in the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the Eastern District of

Kentucky against the above-mentioned copartners, charging

the above shipment and alleging the product so shipped to be

misbranding because it was labeled as above set forth when as

a matter of fact the cherries were not maraschino cherries nor

were they packed in maraschino.

On October 18, 1910, the defendants entered a plea of nolo

contendere to the above information, whereupon the court im-

posed a joint fine of $5.

This notice is given pursuant to section 4 of the Food and
Drugs Act of June 30, 1906.

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, May 25, 1911.

High prices for California hops are strongly predicted. With
the promise of an exceptionally good yield of hops in California

and comparative failures of the crop in other parts of the world,

it is expected that the price of 30c a pound may be commanded
by the grower of hops and that the figure may advance for this

year's product as high as 40c and even 50c. This will more than

Avipe out the losses from poor or indifferent seasons for several

years running. Most growers expected to obtain an unprece-

dented rate.

TANKS THAT LAST
Water, Wine, Oil Tanks

Made of Selected Stock by Experienced Workmen

GEORGE WINDELER, TANK BUILDER

144-164 Berry St., San Francisco

Phone KEABNT 243 and J 2SSS

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
-FOR-

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness' s) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Scotch Whisky.

Keystone Monogram (Philadelphia) Rye.

Burke's Irish and Garn-Kirk Scotch.

Evan's Pale Ale and Stout.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg Califomia Wines.

SEATTLE
801 So. 1st Ave.

Phones

:

Main 105

Independent 105

PORTLAND
9andllN.4thSt.

Phone

:

Main 2779

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Go's Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Cidars.

Schweppe's Soda and Sarsaparilla.

Bass's Ale in wood.

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phone

:

Keamy 1182

LOS ANGELES
346 North Main St.

Phone*

:

Main 670

Home A7804
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BRANDY PRODUCED

OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of July, 1911. Tax. Gals.
Produced and bonded in this district, this does not include figures of production in the 6th (new) district 1,404.5
Received from other Districts, California— - - —'-

Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California 1,310.5
Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District —'

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts - 25,744.6
Exported
Tax Paid -- 24,291.1
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, July 31, 1911 -— - -1,574,330.7

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of July, 1911.

Produced and bonded in this district

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California - - — ..

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District - -

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. First District, California-

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts -

Exported - - - - - - -

Tax Gals.

1,310.5
4,219.7

26.1

6,467.0Tax paid
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, July 31, 1911

'.

- - - - 584,739.5

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of July. 1911.

Produced and bonded in this district -..,

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District -

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Fourth District-

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District-— --

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District

paid

Tax Gals.

1,260.5

3,971.0

Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, July 31, 1911 - - - 233,804.6

Charles A. Wegener, secretarj^of the Sanders Copper Works,
enjoyed a long trip through the East this summer, luckily escap-

ing the extremely hot weather. He took an extensive automobile

ride embracing New York, Boston, Chicago, Kansas Citj^ and
other cities in the East and Middle West. He says that himself

and friends boosted for San Francisco and the Exposition as

they travelled around and that the natives of the parts visited

failed to understand the reason for so much hilarity. In re-

gard to the business aspect he found things quite as bad in the

big cities on the other side of the Rockies as here. In fact

everybody was complaining of tlie tightness of money, and as-

serted they were doing slow business. Many believed that the

presence of so many Democrats in Congress was "as usual, a

hoodoo," and declared that the attempt at tariff tinkering was
already having the usual result.

At Princeton, Colusa County, an effort is being made to start

a dry campaign. The fight will be confined to Princeton and the

supervisorial district in which the town is situated and the

question Avill be submitted to the voters of the district as sooi

as possible. There are five or six saloons in Princeton.

George West & Son, the Avell-known San Joaquin vineyar

ists and wine makers, have offered to the grape growers of

Victor District, east of Lodi, the following liberal contract

which the company agrees to pay for Zinfandel gi'apes |9 a to

this year; flO a ton in 1912; |il a ton in 1913 and |12 a
in 1914. It also agrees to pay .f12 a ton for Alacanti Bousche
grapes this season. The company has also leased the Vict

Winery three miles east of Lodi, and o\\ned by the grape grot

ers of that district, at a rental of .f3500. The lease binds ttil

company to pay as high a price for grapes as the Co-operati^

Winery.

>o ^^ **^^ *»- «» ^fc ** ^fc ** ^fc «»-«

In July the winery of Joseph Oherti in Green Valley WJ

destroyed by fire, entailing a heavy loss. The value of tt

property was about $20,000 and included 100,000 gallons

wine, all the buildings, wagons, tanks and a large amount
cooperage material. The insurance on the buildings amounts
to about .|3000 with a partial insurance on the Avine.

iWme Machinery '"'^'^^^ ""^^^^

'

FITTED OUT I

Continuous Presses
CrusKerSt Stetnmers
and Must Pumps

I

Toulouse & Deloreux !

405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.
/

«0» ^fc >»-
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The King and Queen in Edinburgh Laying the

Foundation Stone of the Usher HallJ Foundation

(copy of press telegram)

THE most important civic function in which their lilajesties

took part dnriiif;' tlieir state visit to Edinburgh was tlie

laying this afternoon ( 19th iust. ) of the Foundation stone of the

Usher Hall by the King, and of a Memorial stone at the same
time by the Queen. It was the great popular Royal event of

the week. It may be recalled that so long ago as 1896 Mr.

Andrew Usher, a member of the firm of Andrew Usher & Co.,

Distillers, Edinburgh, Imnded over to the City of Edinburgh the

munificent gift of £100,000 (one hundred thousand pounds

sterling) to be spent in the erection of a public hall where, in

particular, good music at a cheap rate might be heard by all

classes of his fellow citizens. Site diflflculties have until now
prevented the carrying out of his beneficent purpose and Mr.

Usher unfortunately passed away before seeing any prospect of

its fulfillment. It would have been a source of great joy to

Iiini liad he lived to take part in so illustrious an inauguration

assemblage which included His Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales and Princess iMary, the High Officers of State in attend-

ance on Royalty, and quite a galaxy of the members of the

peerage and County Families who had come to Edinburgh to

attend the Royal Court at Holyrood. A notable group present

were members of the family and relations of the donor of the

Hall. Accompanied by a travelling escort of the Scots Greys,

their Majesties drove from Holywood by Princes Street and
the Lothian Road through magnificently decorated streets and
were accorded by hundreds of thousands of people on the streets,

grand stands, and at windows, a thoroughly Scottish welcome.
At the site of the Hall, their ^lajesties had also a thrilling re-

ception; the King and Queen Avere received by Lord Provost

Brown and Mrs. Brown; a statement was made by the Lord
Provost concerning the munificent gift of Mr. Usher to the City

;

the Minister of St. Giles offered prayer, and after the usual

builders' preliminaries, the King in a workmanlike manner ap-

plied a trowel to the mortar, and afterwards tapping the stone

with a mallet said in a clear voice, "I pronounce this stone to

A view of the Usher Hall, Edinburgh, Scotland

of his scheme. In open competition the design of Stockdale Har-
rison & Sons & Thomson, Leicester, was accepted for a stately

hall to hold 3,500 people, and the work, now that it has received

so auspicious a blessing, will, it is expected, proceed apace.

Wlien the King was approached he at once graciously acceded

to the recjuest that he should lay the foundation stone of the

Usher Hall and it was Avith the greatest pleasure and satisfac-

tion that the citizens heard that Her Majesty also desired to be

associated with the work. There was an extraordinary' demand
for tickets to see the interesting ceremony. Stands to hold

3,000 people were erected and Avere croAvded with a fashionable

The late Mr. ANDREW USHER, Donor of the Usher Hall

be Avell and truly laid." Loud cheering followed this announce-

ment. The Lord ProA'ost presented the King Avith the ti'owel,

and the architect handed the nuillet to the Lord Provost as a

memento of the occasion. When the Queen's turn came, Her
Majesty tajjped the nuMuorial stone Avith a mallet and she said

"I lay this memorial stone;" and as a souAcnir of the occasion,

the Queen Avas graciously pleased to accept from the Corpora-

tion a beautiful pendant jewel. Nothing could haAe exceeded the

genial grace of their Majesties or the AAarmth and cordiality of

the reception Avhich they receiAed, on the occasion of their taking

part in this memorable event in the history of the City.

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
212-14 FREMONT STREET je^ j0 j0 DUnUCC PACIFIC. KEA

rnUnLOi HOME, J 1571
KEARNY 3202

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evajwrators, and Concentrators produce a superior
quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the market in

simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE
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Do Not Appreciate Wines

] t ) Made At Home 111

THE home industrj^ idea, as it relates to the wine industry-,

develops many interesting possibilities for good. Much
wine is made in Sacramento and much wine is consumed in Sac-

ramento. The wine made here is of excellent quality, compares

favorably with wine made anywhere, both in quality and price,

yet it is the commonest sight in the world to see some local res-

taurant or hotel table bearing wine of outside manufacture

that neither excels the home product in quality or price.

To a certain extent, perhaps, this condition is the result of

thoughtlessness and the efforts of the Home Products league,

recently directed toward correcting it, will no doubt have a

beneficial effect by calling attention to the fact that money spent

for local made wines contributes to local prosperity, while that

money sent away for foreign vintages helps build up some other

and competing place.

Just what effect a consistent patronage of local wine makers

would have is not susceptible of proof from a labor standpoint.

There would be more men employed in the local Avineries, not

very many, for the process of wine making is largely a me-

chanical one, but there would be a few more men employed and

every one of these new men would be an additional step toward

the building of a greater city. With relation to the amount of

money gathered, however, the effect of consistent local patron-

age would inure in much of benefit.

THE BENEFITS.

As a matter of fact, any manufacturing enterprise is but a

clearing house which gathers the money of the consumer and

passes it along until it finds its way back into the various chan-

nels of trade through the man who earns his daily bread by toil.

And this man is the one who would benefit by an increase in

the local output. Whatever his phase of usefulness and where-

ever he might be, some part of the increase in sales would re-

flect to his betterment and contribute to the financial growth

of the state. And should the output of the local wineries be

increased the people who would benefit most are those men close

to Sacramento who raise wine grapes and the men who find

employment in gathering the grape crop or in taking care of

the soil. Close around Sacramento are immense areas that are

now lying idle but which would produce grapes in plenty if

the demand increased. Other tracts of land, now in process of

reclamation by different projects, will soon be ready for occu-

pation, but before these different tracts of land can find tenants

some definite means of making them productive must be arrived

at, and there is no better crop than grapes.

ATTRACT OUTSIDERS.

Once create a sufficient demand for wine grapes and the vi-

cinity of Sacramento would exercise an irresistible call to the

settler. He finds a consistent and steady demand for the pro-

duct of his work and soil and sees enough of profit in sight

to warrant him in investing his money. And every settler that

comes within the radius that is tributary to Sacramento in a

business way is just one more of the many reasons that are

contributing to the present phenomenal development that has

started here. Every man who takes an idle tract of land and

starts it to producing grapes, at once begins to levy a tribute

on far distant cities. The grapes he grows, crushed and fer-

mented and made into a marketable commodity, go far away,

are consumed by alien peoples Avho find their favorite vintages

upon many a continental bill of fare and find them popular.

The man who orders any one of these different brands of Cali-

fornia wines does not stop to think of the different elements

that go into making up the price he pays, but inexorable a^

the law of gravitation there is a certain definite amount of tlic

price that goes directly to labor and that helps support some

Califoi'nia working man and that helps him to give custom to

some retail merchant who in turn passes his money on until it

spreads in ramifications that reach to almost every industry in

the state.

BUY HOME WINES.

The opposite point of view, that involving the use of outside

wine by the people who have their being in the vicinity of Sac-

ramento is equally interesting. Every time a citizen of Sacra-

mento buys some wine made elsewhere he is removing from

the channel of trade a certain definite amount of money that

does not come back. True enough, the man who retails the wine

here makes his profit and the man who wholesales the wine

here makes his profit and these profits stay here, but in the

perspective are the gi*ape grower and the winemaker who gets

the bulk of the money arising from the transaction and these

men withdraw from Sacramento a certain and considerable

amount of money and apply it to building up some competing

place.

True it is that the efforts of any single retailer amount to

little. The money he sends away from Sacramento for outside

wines is infinitesimal so far as he is concerned, but the amount
of money that all the retailers, be they restaurant men, hotel

keepers or any other business men who serve as mediums of

passing the wine to the consumer, send away is in the aggre-

gate no inconsiderable amount and to an appreciable extent

depletes the circulating medium which Sacramento's business

men have the right to expect to draw on in time of need. There

are many different products which can not be produced com-

petitively in California and the necessity of sending California-

made money away for them will always exist.

WINBK IMPORTED.

But with relation to the wine industry this is not true. Cali-

fornia wines are famous, yet other Avines and no better Avines

are imported here continually. The money for these Avines

is taken from the Avealth of the state and sent away. It helps

support the laborer and the grocer and other tradesmen in

some foreign place instead of offering wages to some Californian

Avho perhaps needs work. It helps some other city grow at the

same time that it retards the deA'elopment of the Sacramento

valley and permanently removes some of the wealth produced

from the valley's fertile soil.

And in revicAving the relation of the wine groAver to the pros-

perity of the valley there is scarcely a line of channel of retail

trade that does not suffer. More men employed around Sac-

ramento means more customers for every retail merchant and

more money for him to work Avith in the extension of his ideas.

More money in circulation has a tendency to attract outside in-

vestment and every man who comes to Sacramento to cast his

fortunes here not only adds personally to the general advance-

ment, but also brings a certain amount of producing capacity

to aid in the general wealth. No winery in Sacramento seeks

patronage upon sentimental grounds. No Avinerey here exists

except upon a competitiA'e basis.

CREATE A DEMAND.

The product that each offei's approaches perfection after years

of study and is set forth upon merit alone to compete in the

open channels of trade. But still the maximum of dcA'clopnient

is far from being reached. There are thousands of acres today

unproductiA'e that Avould be contributing to the state's increas-

ing Avealth did the demand exist. And in the East there are

hundreds of men who look longingly toward Califoniia as a

mecca. Increased production of wines would bring these two

in juxtaposition and the result would be more material Avealth.

Grape groAving is profitable. Contracts for grapes are made
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to run for a definite term of years and so the element of un-

certainty is to a great extent wiped out, and further still, some

of the larger wineries maintain experimental stations, where

work is constantly going on that tends toward the development

of the grape growing industry. To every man who comes into

tlie region tributary to Sacramento with the idea of growing

grapes these experiment stations are free.

HOW CITY IS HURT.

Expert advice and a-ssistance is his for the mere asking,

proven vines are supplied him for the betterment of his in-

\estment and every advantage that long and consistent study

can offer is supplied. But notwithstanding this the tables

of local hotels and restaurants bear outside wines and so de-

plete the wealth of the valley instead of standing loyal to an

industry that contributes to their prosperity and wealth.

Taking this view of the matter the attitude of the Home
Products League is a sensible one and if followed out will event-

ually result in much of good, for the interest of the people once

awakened will extend in ever widening circles of usefulness

and eventually build in every line of effort toward a greater

and wealthier state. Thinking along home industry lines an old

and trite saying can be used to emphasize the effort of individual

effort along home industry avenues. Just as the shores of the

sea are made up of separate grains of sand and just as the

sea itself is made up of drops of water so the achieve-

ment of success for the home industry idea is dependent upon

the individual who is consistent in his conviction that the way
to build a great and busy city is to keep his money at home.

—

C. F. Rich, manager California Winery and member Home
Products League,^August 6, 1911.

Trademarks Sought to be Registered in the

Patent Office

THE following trademarks have been favorably acted upon
by the United States Patent Office, and Avill be registered at

the expiration of thirty days unless objection be made. Any per-

son who believes he would be damaged by the registration of a

mark is entitled to oppose it within said period. Information

will be furnished on application to Edward S. Duvall, Jr.,

Patent and Trademark Lawyer, Loan and Trust Building, Wash-
ington, D. C, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

Serial No. 57,008. Word: Revolution. Owner: C. A. Van
Rensselaer & Co., New York, N. Y. Used on straight brandy.

Claims use since January 1, 1909.

Serial No. 57,009. Words : Old Gentry. Owner : C. A. Van
Rlensselaer & Co., New York, N. Y. Used on straight dry gin.

Claims use since May 1, 1911.

Serial No. 57,169. Word: Beersford, and under it a mono-

gram consisting of the initials. The S. Co. Owner: The
Schuster Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Used on whisky. Claims use

since April 18, 1911.

Serial No. 57,167. Representation of two comets and the

words Double Comet arranged in a circle which is in a diamond

label. Owner: The Phil Hollenbach Co., Louisville, Ky. Used

on dry gin. Claims use since December 24, 1902.

Serial No. 56,395. Word: Mattenvista. Owner: Andrew
Mattel, Fresno, Cal. Used on wines. Claims use since October

1, 1909.

Serial No. 51,076. Word : Superb. Owner : Birk Bros. Brew-

ing Co., Chicago, 111. Used on beer. Claims use since March 9,

1894.

IN Iowa the State Food and Dairy Department have compelled

the saloons to take out a special license in order to sell but-

termilk. The State authorities hold that it is no part of the

business of a saloonkeeper to sell milk, and that if he does it in

response to popular demand, he must take out a State milk

license. Commenting upon this restriction, an exchange says

:

"Pretty soon a man will have to get a license before he will be

allow(Hl to shave liiniself, kiss his wife, si)ank liis babies or per-

form any of the other normal duties of life."

Pacific Copper Works
L. WAGNER & SONS, Props.

573 Mission Street, SanFrancisco

OUR SPECIALTY OF MANU-
FACTURING ALL KINDS OF
STILLS, FILTERS, PASTEUR-
IZERS AND COPPER AND
BRASS WORK FOR WINERIES,
DISTILLERIES, BREWERIES,
ETC. FURTHER INFORMA-
TION GIVEN UPON APPLI-
CATION.

Gold and Silver Medal awarded at

Mechanics' and Midwinter Expositions

for continuous still.

1 EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY !

I PURITY IN MANUFACTURE I

EXQUISITE IN FLAVOR

ALL COMBINED IN

I

PDAWSON.^<>y

f 'Whisky,

PETER DAWSON'S

SCOTCH
IN GLASS ONLY

CHAPMAN & WILBERFORCE
IMPORTERS

KOHL BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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INTERNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RUUNfiS

(T. D. 1712.)

Wine Mash.

The production of a mash fit for tlistillatiou or for the produc-

tion of spirits or alcohol in any place other than on the prem-

ises of a duly qualified distiller is in violation of law, and per-

sons guilty of same are to he prosecuted.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C., July 11, 1911.

To collectors of internal revenue:

On the 21st day of November, 1908, T. D. 1437 was issued from

this office calling attention to the violation of the internal reve-

nue laws, section 3282, on the part of certain wine makers, who
were preparing mashes fit for distillation or for the production

of spirits or alcohol in places other than on the premises of a dis-

tillery duly authorized by law, and calling on collectors to re-

quire the discontinuance of such unlawful practice in their re-

spective districts, to take effect January 1, 1909.

Upon representations made by interested parties claiming that

tlie ruling of the office in T. D. 1437 was drastic and unauthor-

ized, on February 3, 1909, mimeograph 599 was issued suspend-

ing the operations of said T. D. 1437 for the purpose of hearing

arguments presented by the persons affected.

August 7, 1909, T. I). 1528 wa.s issued, restoring and continu-

ing the provisions of T. D. 1437, to take effect September 1, 1909.

February 12, 1910, attention of collectors was again called to

tlie violation of law by producers of pomace wine, and informa-

tion given that any pers(m found making a mash fit for distilla-

tion except on the premises of a duly authorized distiller will be

proceeded against for violating section 3282, Revised Statutes.

Reports continued to reach the office of the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue that the rulings on the subject of the unlawful

preparation of the mash in (juestiim were not being heeded and

on July 14, 1910, it Avas found advisable to further instruct col-

lectors on the subject, so that the violations of the law should be

ended at once. (See T. D. 1645.)

In view of the conditions herein stated, collectors are hereby

directed upon receipt of this letter to inform all persons in their

respective districts who may be affected that on and after Au-

gust 1, 1911, prosecuti(ms will be instituted against any such

person found violating the provisions of section 3282, Revised

Statutes. Every collector should take proper means for the dis-

covery of any such violation in his district and report the same

promptly to this office and to the Ignited States district attorney.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

(T. D. 1714.)

Rectifiers' returns.

Balance in process of reclamation July 1, 1911, not to be taken

up in summary of spirits dumped.

Treasury Dep.irtment,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, July 11, 1911.

To collectors of internal revenue:

In making monthly returns. Form 45, a diversity of i)ractice

exists among rectifiers in regard to the method of treating the

balance of spirits on hand in process of rectification on July 1,

which the regulations require to be stated on the July return.

Some rectifiers add this balance to tlie summary of spirits

dumped and carry it through the year, while others do not add

it to the summary which in such ca.ses represents the net quan-

tity dumped since July 1.

Commencing Avith the returns, Form 45, for July, 1911, rec-

tifiers should be instructed not in include in the summaries the

balance on hand in process of rectification on July 1. Such bal-

ance should, however, be stated on the July return as required

bv regulations.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner, -jj^

(T. D. 1715.)

Amendment to Rcrjulations No. 28, relative to the use of pipe

lines between ilistillcry and winery.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, July 18, 1911.

To facilitate the gaxiging and transferring of grape brandy

from the bi'andy room of a fruit distilleiy, operated in connec-

tion with a winery where SAveet Avines are produced and fortified,

under the act of October 1, 1890, as amended, to the fortifying

room of such a Avinery. Regulations No. 28, revised, beginning

at the bottom of page 30 and continuing to the end of Article 15

on page 32, are hereby amended, as folloAVS

:

AVhen brandy for immediate use in fortifying Avine is remoA-ed

by pipe line from a distillery to the Avinery on the same premises

but one Aveighing of the brandy Avill be refiuiretl. The scales on

Avhich the tank is placed may be in either the fortifying room of

tlie winery or in the brandy room of the distillery. If said scales

are placed in the brandy room, the brandy must be introducwl

directly into the tank containing the Avine to be fortified, but

if the Aveighing is done in the fortifying room, the brandy Avill

be draA>n directly into the tank on the scale. In either case,

both ends of the pipe Avill be fitted Avith a lock A-ah-e, which will

permit the floAv of brandy toAvard the fortifying room only, and

the tank Avill be fitted Avith a locked cover. The keys to valves

and coA^er must be in the possession of the ganger at all times

when the winei-y is in operation. No pipe line may be used until

it has been inspected and approA'ed by the collector. (T. D.

1058.)

A cylindrical metal or cement tank of uniform dimensions,

to be used as a grape-brandy measuring tank, and of sufficient

capacity to fortify the tank of Avine, Avill be installed in the

brandy room. This measuring tank Avill be provided Avith a

cover which may be c1os(h1 and locked Avith a Government seal

lock. The pipe c(mveying the brandy to the brandy measuring

tank should not rest on the tank and the outlet should be above

the tank, so that Avhen the cover is closed and locketl there

Avill be no connection betAveen the brandy storage tank and tiie

measuring tank. This measuring tank Avill also be provided

with a glass gauge permanently attached to the outside and en-

tering ithe top and bottom of the tank. Back of this gauge,

and securely fastened to the side of the tank, will be placed a

scale so graduated as to shoAV each half-gallon content. The

pipe leading from the measuring tank Avill be efpiipped Avith

a check vah'e, as described on page 30 of Regulations 28, re-

vised, and Avill'be provided Avith a "cut-off," as near the measur-

ing tank as is practical, to be locked Avith a Government seal
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lock. Tliis pipe must discharge directly into the fortifying

tank containing tlie wine to be fortified, and situated within

the fortifying room. The brandy may be passed tlirough the

pipe line l)y gravity or forced through by meclianical means

as the distiller may desire or the collector direct.

After the wine in the fortifying tank is te-sted and found by

the ganger to be eligible for fortification, he will make his

computation to ascertain how many proof gallons of brandy

will be required to fortify the wine up to the degree desired or

permissible. He will then carefully proof the brandy to be

used, and by dividing the proof gallons required by the degree

I
of proof the wine gallons necessary will be determined. He
will then permit this quantity of brandy to flow into the measur-

ing tank, fii"st securely locking the pipe leading to the fortify-

I
ing tank. When the proper amount of brandy, as shown by the

graduated scale, has been transferred to the measuring tank

the flow of brandy will be cut off. The gauger will again care-

[

fully proof the brandy now held in the measuring tank. If

;
two gaugers are on duty, one at the winerA, and one at the

I

distillery, the proof of the brandy should be taken by each in

I the other's presence and both should sign the report of this in-

I spection and gauge on Form 59^^. After the brandy in the

i measuring tank has been proofed the cover of the tank should
' be close<^l and locked, and the same number of reports on Form
591/2 will be made as are requiretl for regular gauge. These

reports will be as follows: Column 1, serial number of package;

Iolumn 2, kind of brandy; column 3, depth of brandy, in inches

. and tenths; column 4, diameter of measuring tank, in inches and
tenths; columns 5 and G, no entry; column 7, correction of vol-

ume; column 8, indication; column 9, temperature; column 10,

wine gallons withdrawn; column 11, proof; column 12, proof

gallons; columns 13, 14, 15 and 16, no entry. No transfer of

grape-brandy stamps need be issued for brandy removed by pipe

line. Across the form should be written, "Withdrawn by pipe

line for fortifying wine at winery No. —^." Such reports should

be signed by the gauger, and if two gaugers are present both

should sign the same. The gauger at the winery will attach

his copy of Form 591/4 to Form 527, marked "To commissioner
for review."

The gauger at the winery will see that the pipe line will dis-

charge directly into the tank of wine to be fortified before the

valve permitting the flow to that tank is opened. After all the

brandy in the measuring tank has been withdrawn, the valve in

the pipe line will be locked and the cover on the measuring
tank may be unlocked. The valve in this pipe will be kept

locked at all times, except during the transfer of brand}-, while

either the winery or distillery is in operation, or when any wine
remains in the-fortifying room or any ungauged brandy in the

distillery. The keys and locks during such time will remain
in the custody of the gauger at the distillery. When the dis-

tillery is registered not for use and all of the brandy produced
has been gaugetl, the gauger performing the last gauge will

remove all Government locks and other property and return

them to the collector or deputy collector, as required by the

collector of his district, taking his receipt therefor.

The gauger in making his report on Form 275 will enter the

same information as to brandy used as is entered on Form 59^/2

and write on this part of the report "Received by pipe line from
distillery No. —."

Collectors will, under no circumstances, permit the use of

a pipe line that has not been diily inspected and approved by
them, and will not approve a pipe line that does not safe-

ixuard the interests of the Government ; and wine makers before

installing such a pipe line must receive written permission to

do so from the collector. He must state in his notice, Fonn 605,

that he intends to remove brandy to the winery by pipe line,

and that said pipe line has been inspected and approved by the

collector. Bonds of wine makers, Form 256, should be amended
by inserting immediately over the signature the words "We,
the principal and sureties on this bond, agree that Form 605,

printed on the reverse side of this bond, shall be considered a

part of this obligation." The usual statement relative to eras-

ures, interlineations, etc., should be noted on his bond in accord-

ance with Treasury Decision 1000.

Brandy may be removed by pipe line only under the direct

supervision of an oflicer of internal revenue and under the condi-

tions set forth above. Only enough brandy should be drawn into

the measuring or weighing tank as will suffice for one fortifica-

tion, and the measuring tank will be completely emptied before

the cover is again opened.

It must be understood that the above concession is more or

less experimental and in the interest of economy to both the

manufacturer and the Government. If found impractical or

detrimental to the interests of the Government the same may be

modified or rescinded. Collectors and their subordinate officers

will use caution and discretion in approving and operating pipe

lines, and they will see that the regulations pertaining thereto

are fully complied with and that either the tank or pipe is locked

at all times. Collectors are given discretionary powers in ap-

proving pipe lines or withdrawing their approval if, in their

opinion, the interests of the Government are not properly safe-

guarded. In exercising this discretion they may refuse to ap-

prove either or both methods for the withdrawal of brandy by

pipe line when, in their opinion, the use of either would be preju-

dicial to the Geovernment.

Under the existing regulations as above amended, wine makers

may remove brandy from their distilleries for fortification pur-

poses in puncheons of wood or metal after careful weighing by

and authorized officer of internal revenue, or by either of the two

methods above described in the manner and under the supervis-

ion provided. Subordinate officers will promptly report to their

superiors any irregularity that may come to their attention.

Regulations No. 28 are modified as above indicated and so

much of said regulations as are in conflict herewith are hereby

rescinded.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

Approved

:

FRANKLIN MacVEAGH,
Secretary of the Treasury.

Don't Die of

Blight's Disease
(OR KIDNEY TROUBLE)

Use

Fulton's Renal
Compound

AT YOUR DRUGGIST, OR WRITE US

JOHH J. FULTON CO.

645 Battery St. San Francisco
(Mention this paperO
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} The Review's Buyers* Directory
/

CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated Stockton, Cal.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jacl<son St., San Francisco, Cal.

Woodin & Little Wine Pumps
33-41 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Th«o. Gier Co 575 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagermann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal. •

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Copper Works
573 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian Vineyard Co
.1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Go's. Copper Works
..Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Thos. W. Collins & Co

34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
E. H. Taylor, Jr. & Sons Frankfort, Ky.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Julius Kessler & Co Hunter BIdg., Chicago, ill.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

John Sroufe & Co... 41 Drumm St., San Francisco

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Barton Vineyard Co., Ltd Fresno; Cal. Hiram Walker & Sons Walkervllle, Canada

A. Finke's Widow
. . . .809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co.,

Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Lancel Co ;.

549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
..Battery and Com'l Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Susquemac Distilling Co Cincinnati, Ohio

Alta Vista Wines Co
112-114 Tenth St., San Francisco, Cal.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal. Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & JacobI

706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
431-435 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Angelo Myers Philadelphia, Pa.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony

1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco^ Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co

510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

/ BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.

John Wieland Brewery.

Chapman & Wilberforce

. . . .705-707 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.
A. Rossi & Co. .322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

I

Toulouse & Delorieux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

.204 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meniecke & Co
......314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES, BOX FIXTURES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co

767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal. W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska
Thos. W. Collins & Co

34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.
Goodyear Rubber Co

589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.
Sherwood & Sherwood

43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St, San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

SURETIES.
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank BIdg., San Francisco, Cal

Thos. W. Collins & Co
34-36 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfl & Co.

BLENDING CORDIALS.
Barrett Co 43 Front St., New York

.427-31 W. Broadway, New York

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery

494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.
American Mercantile Co

514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.
Zellerbach Paper Co

. . Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Frank Fehr Brewing Co.; Louisville, Ky
Jas. De Fremery & Co., Agents,

519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

FILTERS.
Loew Manufacturing Co Cleveland, Ohio

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.

John Rapp & Son, Agents.

. .8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.... Wine and water

tanks, boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for

water systems.

318 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; Equi-

table Bank BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.; Ken-

ton Station; Portland, Oregon.

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfi & Co.

.427-31 West Broadway, New York

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal. . .

.

G. B. Robbins, Manager,

..14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. Windeler; wine and water tanks

144-154 Berry St., San Francisco, Cal.

MINERAL WATER.
Aug. Lang & Co

..18th and Alabama Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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Review Buyers' Directory, Continued •'^^- ^- D""""- 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal. James Raggi ....
^ ' '

' 624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cai.

CIGARS.
Chronicie Bar. . . .6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Boltz, Clymer & Co The Cutter . . . .709 Marl<et St., San Francisco, Cal.

.312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Waldorf.. 648 Market St., San Francisco, Cal, _. „„„ r- t r-——— ' The Hoffman Cafe Co.

S. Bachman & Co 27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

CommerciaJ >t Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal.
"JeMison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal. ___

W. F. Roeder's Cafe.

L.f^-rc, e Matt Grimm's 834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
MOTELS.

.jgg Ljetjgsdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.
Hotel Victoria. .7th & Hope Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Rooster Bar
Bank Exchange 627 Montgomery St., San Francisco/ Cal.

RET/^ILERS AND CAFES. Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

The Yellowstone
22 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. "The Cabin" Original Coppa's Restaurant

105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

Thos. J. Walsh & Co.

i

.346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal. Market Cafe. .540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cai. "Escailes" Escalle, Marin Co., Cal.

Second Edition

Internal Revenue Law
and the Retailer

$1.00 per copy, or given as a

premium to the Pacific Wine

and Spirit Review.

The Paper for ONE year and

the BOOK for $2.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW TO

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

127 Montgomery Street - - - - SAN FRANCISCO
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WESTERN PACIFIC
RAILWAY FEATHER RIVER

ROUTE

Daily Limited Trains to Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha, Kansas City,

Saint Louis, Chicago and all points East, passing through the beautiful

canyon of the Feather River.

Latest types of Steel Coaches, Dining, Observation, Standard and Tourist

Sleeping-Cars.

EQUIPMENT ABSOLUTELY NEW SERVICE UNEXCELLED
ELECTRIC LIGHTED THROUGHOUT
INCOMPARABLE SCENIC SPLENDOR

For reservations or information, call on or write your Local Agent, or,

E. L. LOMAX
Passenger Traffic Manager

G. F. HERR
Asst. Gen'l Passenger Agent

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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NEW BREW

YOSEMITE
LAGER

BREWED BY THE

ENTERPRISE BREWING CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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I ^

A SUIT FOR LIBEL

HAS been instituted by us against JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY, of San Francisco, in

the United States Circuit Court. Said JULIUS
LEVIN COMPANY advertised a certain brand of

Canadian Whisky in these words:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the
" United States Government for containing injuri-

"ous ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law
" took effect."

We beheve that no Canadian Whisky was seized on such grounds.

Certainly CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY never was.
The reason given for seizing CANADIAN CLUB was that it did
not contain as much FUSEL OIL as so-called STRAIGHT
WHISKIES contain.

THIS IS STRICTLY TRUE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.
FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS INTENDED THAT OUR

^ WHISKY SHOULD CONTAIN THE LEAST POSSI-
BLE AMOUNT OF FUSEL OIL CONSISTENT WITH
THE DESIRED FLAVOR.
President Taft decided, after a full review of the evidence and the

history of Whisky, that it is not necessary that the noxious Fusel

Oils should be left in Whisky.

Any persons who, to our knowledge, make false statements about

our brand, either directly or indirectly, will do so at their peril.

HIRAM WALKER S SONS, LIMITED
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA

London New York Chicago Mexico City Victoria, B. C.

g<gi^^5^^5^^^jJ5^^5^^C5^^^
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I rrencn-/\iTierican vvinc v^u. i

CELLARS AND VINEYARDS at Icaria^Healdsburg. Cloverdale, and Madrone. Sonom^^^^

and at Rutherford and St. Helena, Napa County, California

French-American Wine Co.
SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX & BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty

•W. D. SEYMOUR, 31G MAGAZINE ST., (S, 513 CONSTANCE ST., NEW ORI^EANS AGENT
KE.W YORK DEPOT, 32 \irA,SHINGTON STREET

i 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cal. ©

JULIUS
NEW YORK

NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.
CHICAGO

HUNTER BUILDING

& CO. Distillers

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.
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The E. G. Lyons & Raas Co.
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS Telephone Kearny 489 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Distillers of High Grade Cordials, Fruit Brandies and Syrups

i

P HILLIPS & VAN ORDEN CO.
. ... PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS. BOOKBINDERS

WE PRINT THE "WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW"
GOOD PRINTING COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
OTHER KIND, IF YOU GO TO THE RIGHT PLACE

509-5 1 5 Howard Street, San Francisco
Telephone, Douglas 2301 Near First Street

JOHN LUTGEN, Preii.lent FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-P.es. i Sec'y

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

431-435 CLAY ST.. and 428-434 COMMERCIAL ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

r

(

-«»-^fc.«»-^fc-«»-^fc-«»-^te.*»-^fc.«»-^fc.*»-^fc-«o»-^fc-«a»-^fc.*a»-^fc-»a»-^te.«»-^fc.*»-^fc-*»-^^.*»'^fc,*»-

CARROLL RYE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A
OLD BOURBON

^,
^. A. A. I

LOUIS TAUSSIG AND COMPANY
i

i
SAN FRANCISCO ]

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS
PHONES:

SUTTER 50; J 274S

»•«^^ O- ^*o*^^ •a*
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P. C. ROSSI, President A. SBARBORO, Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies
Vineyards, Wineries and Cellars at Asti, Fulton, Cloverdale and Sebastopol in Sonoma County; Madera, Madera County; Selma and Kingsbury

" " ' ' ' " i, Califin Fresno County, and Lemoore in Kings County, California,

PRODUCERS|OF

The Celebrated Tipo
1

(Red or White)

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR. Genoa. Italy. 1892

GOLD MEDAL. COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 1893

GOLD MEDAL, Dublin. Ireland. 1892

GOLD MEDAL. Turin, 1898

GOLD MEDAL, CAL. MIDW. FAIR, 1894

SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, I89S

GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL. LEWIS&CLARKE EXPOSITION. 1904

GRAND PRIZE. ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC

EXPOSITION, 1809

Naturally

Fermented in

Bottles Sparkling Burgundy and Asti Special
(DRY)

P. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET-AMARO

Trade-Mark
Registered
October 8,

1895

GOLD MEDAL, TURIN. 1884 HIGHEST AWARD CHICAGO, 1894

^PROPRIETORS OF THE AMERICAN VINTAGE COMPANY

Office and Salesrooms: Corner Battery and Greenwich Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Vaults: 1235-1267 Battery St. 101-160 Greenwich St. 1334-1339 Sansome St.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West 11th and Washington Sts.
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THE OPEN WINDOW WAY EAST

SUNSET ROUTE
TWO TRAINS DAILY TO CHOOSE FROM

LEAVE 8:00 A. M.

LEAVE 4:00 P. M.

Luxuriously furnished sleepers, observation, cafe car with ladies' parlor and library

Dining service unexcelled

Ask about the LOW RATES
in effect for round trip excursion tickets, certain days. May to September, 1911

Southern Pacific
TICKET OFFICES:

Flood Building, 32 Powell Street Palace Hotel Market Street Ferry Depot
Third and Townsend Streets Depot Broadway and Thirteenth Street, Oakland

iPOBTHHT TO DISTILLEBSP WIKE IKEBS.
The accompanying cnt illustrates

our ORIGINAI. tONTlNUODS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

This STILL, which has alway»
receiwd our special attention and
slmiy. has been of material assist-
ance 10 securing for California sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
Reperrnces :— All successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

All KINDS or COPPER WORK OONt AJ SHORT NOnCE.

Paid Sept 29, 1S91

Sanders Copper Works
CARL SCHALITZ. Pres. and Mgr.

BEALE AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO
Southern California Branch:

649 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

IJOHNRAPP'O & SON
AKents

Opp. 8th and Townsend Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

^erJxeitise
irtere i>S

force more
}[uickly maiv

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW; $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

'Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine producera in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"
HIOHEST aSAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive Selling Ageiiis for the United States

SAN FKANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

5^«««)®®5®®®(iX:Xi)®^^

RATES: Jl.OO A DAY AND UP
Tourist and Commercial

HREPROOF Hotel
Victoria

Formerly the ORENA

I. W. Bradt & Johnston. Props.

Los Angeles, California

Everything new comfortable
Opposite Post OfficeHomelike, plenty of life. ^" ^>'^y.

® Beautifully furnished Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.
S Highest class.

Ik

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED
«

^^ PRODUCERS OF ^^

SWEET NVINES AND BRANDIES
t!.... t,

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

I

Hi

ik

«5
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'it

X'*
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Cacbman $ lacobi— «
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Si

^
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California Wines and Brandies
706 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

LACHMAN & JACOBI ^ew York Office, 65 and 67 North Moore St.

in

)k
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PURITY BRAND ^GIN
RUM

WHISKEY SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL
PURE
CLEAN

NEUTRAL
PRODUCED BY

WESTERN GRAIN AND SUGAR PRODUCTS CO. |
FORMERLY

WESTERN DISTILLERIES
POINT OF DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE UNITED STATES

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS CO.
ROOMS 304-5-6, 110 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. ^

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY &

PHONE KEARNY 204BENJ. S. DONAHUE. President

OCCIDENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.

580-582 HOWARD STREET

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE to US for PRICES

44Tea Kettle"
Is tlie leading old fashion,

straight Sweet Mash
Whiskey

^r

44Crab Orchard"
Straight Sour Mash. The

brand owned by us is distilled

in Trimble County, Ky. Do
not use any other.

"SUSQUEHANNA"
GUARANTEED ALL RYF

.^

"PILGRIMAGE"
HIGH FLAVOR HEAVY BODY

44 Richwood"
A High Type Bourbon

The Susquemac Distilling Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

44OldQ.W.H."
Straight Sour Mash Worth Trying



r THE GREATEST

AMERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE
TAYLOR & WILLIAMS, INC., DISTILLERS

GEO. DELAPORTE, Pacific Coast Agent
8520 MISSION STREET
San Francisco. California

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

ESTABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

VOL. XLXIV. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, SEPTEMBER 30, 1912 No. 11

Its d sign of good

times to drinK

OLD KIRK
WHISKY

" Best on the marKet'

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

THe Larg'est Seller

in the W^orld

and
The Standard of Quality

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.
UNITED STATES AGENTS

(NEW YOBH SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

Martini

& Rossi

VERMOUTH

T. B. HALl & CO, ltd. Liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS'S STOUT ^
BASS°S ALE
in the Best

Society

American Mercantile Co., Agents
SAN TRANCISCO. CAL.

I AUK'S
-1 ...

Gi AUK'S HEAD
"the best the brewers BREW"
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manufactureTANKS
for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR
IVe also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for

special literature. Address nearest office

Pacific Tank & Pipe Company
318 SMirket Street, S*n Fra.ncisco, CilI.

EgaitMe Bunk 'Building, Los Angeles, CmL
Keuton Station, Portland, Oregon

^^^^«^^^^^^^^^^^^^^W^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^»^^^

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

'The Pride of
California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Biirgundy

Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASJON CHAMPAGNE COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALirOIVNIA

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants

Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskies.

581-591 EIGHTEENTH STREET OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

GIERSBERGER
WINES
OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.

581-591 Eighteenth Street

Oak. 2510 Home A-2510

Wine Machinery
Complete Plants

Kitteci Out

TOULOUSE & DELORIEUX
Continuous Presses, Crushers
Stemmers and Must Pumps

405 SIXTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

.^«K!S)S!S«:K»««JS!5JSK«»»Mrfe«t»««»»J*»»»«!«»»»KHS!«KSa:»»»t5JSKJSK!SJ&K«5!««E!S!5!5K£:

I

SIEBE BROS. & PLACEMAN

N

WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
SOLE -PROPRIETORS

O. K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON

Western Distributors

Herbert's
Pi/re Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
e. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
\VORLD

Fhone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE-THATS SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT

OUALITY UNEXCELLED IN BULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT FRO.M DISTILLERYBRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON

SIEBE BROS. &. PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery street San Francisco, WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

in
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WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE LAGER
OR DOPPEL BRAU

The Purest and Most Delicious Beers Bre wed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
SACRAMENTO BREWING CO. ^ 14th and Harrison Streets

F. J. RUHSTALLER, Mgr. G. B. ROBBINS, Mgr.
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THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

^ We are the largest producers agd bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWQ our viQeyards ar)d make all of our wiQes ar^d

can therefore guarantee t^e purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 DAVIS STREET, San Francisco
10 WEST 33RD STREET, New York
37 SOUTH WATER STREET, Chicago

T

T
T

T
t

*
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f*roprietor of th© C^eletsratedJ. F. Plumel Co.
63-65 ELLIS STREET KOLAKINA

pL„„_. t
Henrny 3557Phone.,

, J, 5694,

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandie5

and Olive Oil

... Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... a I IN3 ...

ii?m»16K%^^fSfSI3(SS7A?m%%^ .^m^

The BrunswickBalke Collender Co.
Billiard and

Pocket

Billiard

Tables

Bar Fixtures

Bowling Alleys

MANUFACTUREDIN
OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Esiiwales Cheerfully Furnished

767 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
Between THIRD and FOURTH STREETS
Telephone Sutter 323 - - - Telephone Home J- 1 535
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 Palmetto Street, near Mateo, Los Angeles, Cal.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of tKe LARGEST VINEYARD in tHe United States 4OOO Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH

Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. . 237 Decatur Street

202 204 Center Street and 213 215 Hester Street

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 78 WEST MARION STREET

ANOTHER THROUGH
WONDER service:
^^^^O^^^ . ^. DAILY

wc^Rs Vv estern r acihc '^'
„, „

'

St. Louis andWORLD
Chicago,

FEATHER standard and tourist sleepers. via

RIVER ELECTRIC LIGHTS. Salt Lake City,

ROUTE
. °^^SfoTDEPOTr- ----

WESTERN PACIFIC- RiO GRANDE
A WORLDS WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS

ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

Ticket Offices:

665 MARKET STREET, PALACE HOTEL
Phone Sutter 1651

MARKET STREET FERRY DEPOT 1326 BROADWAY, OAKLAND
Phone Kearny 4980 Phone Oakland 132
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" Famous Since 1867 "

FREDERICKSBURG

fgflDERICKSBUi

BEER
Now Bottled by the Brewery

Fredericksburg is a household name in

California and has a 45 years' reputa-

tion for superior quality. Now bottled

perfectly by the brewery, Fredericksburg

will make friends and customers for

every dealer. A consistant, vigorous

advertising campaign is acquamtmg the

public with the merits of Fredericksburg

Beer and adding to a demand that is

con^antly growing.

Fredericksburg' Brewing' Co.

^AN JOSE,
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C. H. WENTE,
President

FRANK A. BUSSE.
General Manager

Eagle Brand

SjieciaJlvj

SelecicA
Wiixes

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac**- $12.00 Per Case

(PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

VINEYARD AND WINERY: LIVERMORE. Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

52-56 Beale Street San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
WINE AND
BRE^VERS

HOSE
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
id

Manufactured by

Gorhani=Revere Rubber Co.
50-60 FREMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

'Sacrmento, Cal.

BREWING
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO

AGENTS

136 BLUXOME ST.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

COMPANY

Qoodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

RUBBER-LINED COTTON HOSE.WINE AND BREWER'S HOSE. "GOLD SEAL" IS THE BEST

61-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, PORTLAND, OR.

587 589 591 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING MADE OF RUBBER
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NITED STATES FIDELITY m GUARANTY CO.
Phone

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.58 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

This Company is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Qovernment from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

BORLAND & JOHNS, Managers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT

NEVADA BANK BUILDING

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 Folsom Street -^|^ phones: { P^;;fi^>jK;-"y 3202

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a

superior quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the

market in simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE

Sonoma Wine ^ Brandy Co.
INCORPORATED

Storage Capacity

X

2,000,000 Gallons

18-20 (Sl 22 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. ¥•
AIND

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

i
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M. J. FONTANA, President S. FEDERSPIEL. Gen/. Mgr. A. SBARBORO. Secretary

Italian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyards

and Wineries

ASTI
FULTON

CLOVERDALE
SEBASTOPOL
CLAYTON

Sweet Wine Vineyards

and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE
SELM A

KINGSBURG

Main Building, San Francisco, ShoTving Sansome Slreet Addition For

Bottling Department

PRODUCERS OF

THE CELEBRATED TIF»0
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

P. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FEIRNET - AM^RO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD, CHICAGO, 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR, GENOA, ITALY, 1892

GOLD MEDAL, DUBLIN, IRELAND, 1892

GOLD MEDAL, COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, 1893

GOLD MEDAL, CALIFORNIA MID-WINTER FAIR, 1894

SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 1895

GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1898

GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL. LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION, 1904

GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, 1909
GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1911

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West 11th and Washington Sts.

J

CHICAGO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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Cooling, Refreshing, Healthful

1

i.\

^1^

THE BEER YOU LIRE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U.S.A.
RATHJEN MERCANTILE CO.-Pacific Coast Agents-3249 Fillmore St., San franclsco

RuscoNi, Fisher & Company
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE LIQUOR MERCHANTS

SOLE AGENTS FOR

ALEXANDER & McDONALD

SPORTSMAN SCOTCH

SANDY MCDONALD'S

LIQUOR SCOTCH AND

CORONA VINTAGE WINES

SOLE AGENTS FOR

KENNEL CLUB

BOURBON AND RYE

WHISKIES

JAMES GRAHAM

TOM GIN

Unrivaled for Purity and Excellence

326 JACKSON STREET SAN FRANCISCQ, CAL.
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PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW
ONLY THREE BARRELS OF "CEDAR BROOK" A DAY.

ISSUED MONTHLY

SEPTEMBER, 1912

R. M. WOOD
E. F. WOOD

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

Secretary

Office:

Ml MONTGOMERY STREET -

Phone Kearny 2597

- SAN FRANCISCO

Fourth Floor

Only Recognized Organ of the California Wine Industry and Trade

Circulates among the wine makers and brandy distillers of California,

:he dealers in California wines and brandies throughout the United States

knd the liquor dealers and brewers of the Pacific Coast.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Cai,

as Second-Class Matter.

ALL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made

payable to R. M. WOOD

Subscriptions per year—in advance, postage paid:

! or the United States, Mexico and Canada $3 00

|Kor the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 75

For European Countries 4 00

Single copies 25

Agents in Eastern Territory

TRAFTON'S NEWS AND ADVERTISING BUREAU
No. 90 Broad Street, New York

Louisville Representative, G. D. GRAIN, JR., 305 Keller Building

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINE AND BRANDY AGENCY WANTED.

WANTED—The exclusive agency for the Eastern States for a good

liable Wine and Brandy House. I am well acquainted and will give best

references. W. BLECH, 109 West 103rd Street, New York City.

SCOTCH WHISKY AGENCY.—./>Lgents wanted for the sale of High
I lass Scotch Whiskies in the Western States. Must be able to do a large

trade. Terms liberal. Apply D. A. Rhind & Co., Limited, Leith, Scotland.

SALESMAN CALIFORNIA WINES.—Open territory, Illinois, Mis-

;souri; also Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana. Large San Francisco shipper,

established over twenty-five years, wants to enlarge territory and get closer

|to Eastern dealers. Commission basis only. Address P. O. 2514 San

Francisco.

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ness, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
PERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

It is an inspiring thing to look back to the small beginning of

great enterprises, says "Barrels and Bottles." And it is a fine

thing to discover that worth and integrity helped to lay the

corner-stones of the edifices that tower so high today. Moreover,

it is a most interesting thing to anybody who has seen the great

McBrayer plant at Lawrenceburg, Ky., with its sixteen buildings

scattered over some two hundred acres, to know that forty years

ago its output was "near three barrels a day."

Judge W. H. McBrayer, distiller of the famous brand of Ken-
tucky Bourbon now known as "Cedar Brook," was one of the most
virile and picturesciue characters ever connected with an industry

noted for its men of mark, and a recent issue of Bonfort's contains

a personal letter showing some of his salient characteristics in a

way at once engaging and pathetic. It was written some forty

years ago to his good friend, Col. E. H. Taylor, Jr., another of

Kentucky's galaxy of great distillers, and portrays a situation of

poignant anxiety to an honorable man, the imminence of financial

obligations without the assurance of l)eing able to meet them. As
a model of terse and frank statement of an embarrassing situation

this letter is as fine as its revelation of the sterling and straight-

forward integrity of the man who wrote it. It is good to know
that he weathered his trouble and died one of the rich men of

central Kentucky, and that the little three-barrel plant which so

taxed his anxious care and forethought has, in charge of Julius

Kessler, grown into one of the most noted and extensive distiller-

ies of fine whisky in the world. Here is the letter:

A Bit of Ancient History.

Lawrenceburg, Ky., Nov. 10, 1870.

Mr. E. H. Taylor, Jr., Frankfort:

Dear Sir—I owe the Government $11,000. Must be paid now.
The collateral and securities demand it, and that immediately.

Otherwise they close me out. Grain scarce in our neighborhood

—depend on boat—2.S cents barrel to wagon from river to distil-

lery. U. S. warehouse capacity for one year's work. Fireproof.

Insurance rate 1)4 per cent. A No. 1 fireproof stone house on the

pike by Walker's private.

I am operating with one house near three barrels per day. I

am ready to start up the 2d. With the two houses near 150 barrels

per month will be near the capacity. I have now on hand near

seventy barrels. I would like to sell to parties who would pay the

Government debt for me now, and I will make that amount of

whisky on the closing part of the contract.

At the end of every month I will make invoice and the pur-

chaser to pay as though no advance had been made, thereby en-

abling me to buy grain and pay oflf other small and pressing debts.

My corn in the mill shelled will cost me only 60 cents per bushel.

Mr. Labrot has had under advisement for several weeks iny

offer to make for him at 80 cents per gallon.

. I have given you the facts, and if you and your friend can make
anything out of it I will be greatly relieved to make some terms

with you at an early day.

I have several propositions out, and am so overwhelmed with

Government taxes, and will be forced to accept the first ofifer that

will give me safety and ease of mind.

I have commimicated to you freely, and you can come very

near knowing what the cost of manufacture will be, bearing in

mind that one-half of my grinding is by horse power.

If you think there is any chance to agree on taxes, bearing in

mind the $11,000 advance, come up at once or indicate a desire

and I will come to see you.

I again repeat I cannot leave anything open. May sell any
hour.

Please let me hear from you.

Your friend,

W. H. McBRAYER.

lASH'SBITTERC
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St. Helena's Vintage Festival

By Horatio F. Stoll.

THREE cheers for St. Helena and her unique vintage festival.

Those who visited this beautiful little city on September 6th,

7th, 8th and 9th enjoyed a novelty that proved such a success that

it is certain now to become one of the annual fruit celebrations

for which California is fast becoming famous.

For months the enterprising vineyardists planned and worked,
and on Friday, September 6th, their opening day, the rain came
down in torrents and threatened to turn the merrymaking into a

dismal failure.

But on Saturday morning old Sol came out in all his glory and
the happy vineyardists were able to carry out their full program
of crowning Queen Inez, dancing under the spreading oaks at

Crane's park, enjoying athletic exercises and a sacred concert, of-

fering a floral and trades parade, the like of which has never been
seen before in the United States, and winding up with a Mardi
Gras street dance that was participated in by young and old and
rich and poor. The music was excellent and ragging was indulged

in by hundreds of couples on St. Helena's new asphaltum Main
street, which was rushed to completion especially for the gala

event.

Beautiful Allegorical Float of Crape Groivers' Association

In the pavilion a limited number of artistic wine displays was
offered. The Charles Krug Winery, Beringer Bros., F. Salmina
& Company, Theodore Gier & Company, and To-Kalon Winery
were a few that were deserving of praise.

The Grape Growers' Association of California took a special

interest in the festival, believing that it was worthy of every en-

couragement, and in addition to offering three beautiful silver

trophy cuts and moving pictures showing the vintage, contributed

a pretentious symbolical float to the floral and trades parade on
Admission Day. It was awarded the first prize for the most ar-

tistic float and was cheered repeatedly along the line of march.
The design consisted of a rustic redwood pergola summer

house, draped with festoons of vines and grapes, under which were
seated : Janice Ewer, Freda Schultz, Dorothy Warren, Elefa

Goethe, Zueletta Bellani and Bernice Christenson.

These little girls were in characteristic costumes with banners

bearing the names of France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal and
the United States, typifying the fact that the grapes from the lead-

ing wine countries find a congenial home in California. Seated in

the center was a Franciscan Father, to emphasize the fact that the

cultivated grape was introduced into our State by the good old

padres.

Eight Spanish caballeros, represented by I. L. Hobson, A. M.
Hobson, M. S. Hobson, M. Huttmann, A. Roth, W. Starr, Darrell

Warren and B. Giambruni, added color to the float. Four of them
lead the horses and four others walked at the edge of the sidewalk

carrying grape grower banners and festoons of vines that hung
from the four corners of the pergola.

About the sides of the float were inscriptions reading: "The
first vineyard was planted in California by the Franciscan Fathers
in 1769"; "Grapes of Every Clime Flourish in California"; "Our
Wines Have Received the Highest Awards at Home and
Abroad"; "Investment $150,000,000—Annual Income $25,000,000";

"60,000 people are employed in California's Vitcultural Industry."

The handsome silver trophy cup offered for the best wme dis-

Beringer Bros. Artistic Exhibit

play was awarded to F. Salmina & Company of Larkmead. They
had a large assortment of wines displayed in the form ot a kiosk,

!

with a small keg swinging between four redwood pillars that sup-

ported the dome. Grape vines encircled the pillars and from the

top a wealth of vines dropped carelessly in all directions.

The best grape display trophy cup was won by Bell & Company,
a St. Helena firm, which took the trouble to gather one hundred
and twenty-five varieties of grapes at the experimental vineyard of

the United States Department of Agriculture at Oakville. Upon
receiving the cup Mr. Bell announced from the queen's throne that

;

Strilfing Displa}) of Charles Crug Winery

he intended merely to hold it in trust, and that he would offer it

next year to the vineyardist who made the best display of grajH-

grown in his own vineyard.

Beringer Bros, carried off the pretty cup for the most effective

viticultural float. He had mounted on one of his wagons a huge

oval cask, elaborately carved at the ends, and profusely ornamented

with vines, grapes and the carnival colors, green and purple.

I never saw a better behaved crowd than the one that watched

the picturesque parade wind through the streets of St. Helena.

There was no rowdyism and no intoxication. Everybody was

*l
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lappy and enthusiastic, and as the different autos, surries, wagons
ind floats passed, there was lots of cheering for favorites or par-

cicularly pretty displays.

The parade was a couple of miles long and included representa-

ives of practically every notable family in the valley. Every one

lelped in one way or another to make the celebration a huge suc-

;ess.

A pretty touch in the throng was the boutonnaires of autumn
inted grape leaves that decorated the lapels of most of the men.

harming summer girls pinned them on before you knew it, and

isked a modest 5c in such an appealing way that no one could

SACRAMENTO AND THE INTERIOR.

Salmina & Company's Handsome Exhibit

efuse. And besides the leaves were really very beautiful. They
were plucked from the Alicante Bouschet and Pettit Syrah vines

land, massed on the trays, represented a perfect riot of color, in

iWhich the reds, brown, lemons, green and salmon tints predom-
nated.

Next year the festival is sure to be more pretentious, for every-

'iie in Napa Valley is now convinced that a vintage festival will

Iraw great crowds and prove an excellent means of securing some
valuable publicity.

INVESTIGATING USE OF SULPHUR.

Dr. E. A. Taylor, a member of the Remsen Keferee Board,

!which has been investigating the use of sulphur in the treatment

jof wines and dried fruits, recently visited Fresno in pursuit of his

(inquiries into the use of sulphur in wine making. No report on

ithis subject has yet been made and will not be until the board has

[completed its investigations. Before becoming a member of the

Remsen board Dr. Taylor was for ten years a member of the fac-

ulty of the University of California.

Sacramento, September 24, 1912.

ONE of the most effective improvements in the saloon business

in its relation to the community is that which has been in-

itiated here by the retail liquor dealers association. Members of

the association have requested the authorities to take steps to

eliminate card games from saloons, to abolish side entrances and

to exclude women from bar-rooms. They have also suggested that

the fee for saloon licenses be increased from $75 per quarter to

$125 per quarter. As there are 200 saloons in the city the in-

creased license would net the municipality $40,000 per year. If

the plans are carried out as proposed the city will not only be

rid of all classes of objectionable dives, but will be favored with a

substantial revenue in the face of a certain deficit which has been

left as a result of the old administration.

There is considerable trouble among saloonkeepers in Marys-

ville over the questions of partitions in saloons. According to the

new ordinance licenses can not be granted to proprietors who have

places wherein there are partitions making booths, stalls or com-

partments. All saloonkeepers have applied for renewal of licenses,

but a great many of them fear that they will not be able to comply

with the law in regard to partitions. The authorities have investi-

gated the situation and it is believed that all licenses will be granted

and enforcement of the partition law will be made only when reas-

onable. Altogether applications for forty retail and nine whole-

sale liquor licenses have been made.

The trustees of Wheatland, Yuba county, have been puzzled as

to how to raise revenues since the town went dry. The tax rate

has been raised from $1 to $1.65, but this has been found inadequate.

Increase in fees for business licenses has also been made without

the desired results being obtained. It is proposed that special

taxes for sprinkling and other similar municipal conveniences be

levied. The community is showing a great deal of discontent

over the muddle.

At Willows Mr. Cyprian Brys, a F^rench winemaker, has just

made six barrels of the finest wine ever produced in the district.

Half of it is red claret and half white wine. Mr. Brys is an en-

thusiastic advocate of California wines and is doing all he can to

prove that California can produce as fine wine as can be found

anywhere else in the world.

There will be little wine made in Woodland, Yolo county, this

year, as there is very little profit in sight for the growers at the

low prices that grapes command in the face of overabundant crops.

William and Paul Samuels are operating the Sanford winery
and distillery near Reedley this summer. They predict a steady

increase in the business.

At the Onstott vineyard, the largest in Yuba county, 300 men
are employed picking and curing grapes. It is expected that the

crop will amount to 3,500 tons as compared with 4,000 tons last

year. The falling off was due to the rain.

Wine grapes are now ready for the press at Lodi and wineries

are now receiving them. There are many wineries reluctant at

naming a price. Denehy-Howard Company have offered $10 a ton

and it is believed that this price may regulate the market. The
Lodi Co-operative Winery offered to take 10,000 tons at $7, but

it is asserted that first-class stock will command about $10 a ton.

It is estimated that the Lodi Co-operative Winery will make 600,-

000 gallons of wine this year. Last year the winery made 1,000,-

000 gallons. The shortage is due to the fact that the crop this

year is 60 per cent that of last year. The average yield of Zin-

fandel grapes is about five tons per acre, and the average price

for those grapes about $5 a ton. The price of Tokay culls has

been fixed at $3 a ton. This will give a profit of $1 a ton net to

the grower. There are quite a few buyers in the field. Offers

for first crop are being made at from $8 to $10 per ton. Contracts

call for the delivery of both crops. It is estimated that 60 per

cent of the tonnage delivered will be on $10 contracts. Most of

the contracts were made last year. Growers holding such con-

tracts will get a good return on their investment. About 20 per

cent of the tonnage of the district will be covered by contracts.

The price for Alicante Bouschet and Petit Syrrah grapes is uni-

formly $9 a ton.
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT G. D. GRAIN, Jr., Regular Correspondent
306 Keller building Louisvillf, Kentucky

IN a brace of shakes, comparatively speaking, Kentucky will once

more be the cynosure of all eyes in the whisky trade. Not say-

ing that the Bluegrass section has sunken to innocuous desuetude

during the past few months, but simply implying that the distillers

are rousing themselves from the torpor of mid-summer to meet the

demands of the busiest season in the year, the time for cold weather

and full-time operations in every department.

Distilling in Kentucky will commence within thirty days. The
trade is keyed up and waiting, like a sprinter braced on his marks,

for the inaugural dash beginning some time in November and con-

tinuing until early in the summer of 1913. It will probably be six

weeks before things are running smoothly, for the dates set for

plant openings group about Thanksgiving Day. The first of De-

cember should see a full head of steam in every plant in the State,

from Frankfort to Owensboro.
The attitude of the trade seems well defined. By tacit consent

conservatism will be the keynote of the season, but this does not

mean that anything but a big crop may be expected for 1912-1913.

Underlying conditions are regarded as being too favorable for the

old ghost of an overstocked market to retard operations in any

material extent. Every plant will run as close to its capacity limit

as its owner dares, and there does not seem to be a chance for any-

thing but the most prosperous year in recent history to develop.

It is true that the production of 42,000,000 gallons the year be-

fore last and 40,000,000 gallons of whisky last year gives the Ken-

tucky trade food for thought. It is argued by the ultra-conserva-

tives that a minimum output should be the result of this year's

run in order to hold the market steady a few years hence when the

goods of 1910, 1911 and 1912 reach bonded maturity. Counter ar-

guments take the stand that during the past summer, because of

phenomenally cool weather, withdrawals reached a larger figure

than has been known in years, and that there is every reason for

the industry to fortify itself against constantly-increasing demand.

It is reasonable to accept this phase of the situation as the logical

ground for steady work during the coming season.

October is the time when the trade bestirs itself for new bus-

iness. The traveling representatives of local houses are now start-

ing out on territory which includes practically every State in the

Union. Stocks are low with jobbers and retailers everywhere be-

cause of almost unprecedented "whisky 'weather" during June, July

and August just past. The first orders of the fall season which

have been received are reported by many houses to be bigger and

better than have been known at this time in ten years. Practi-

cally no difficulty is being experienced in replenishing the supply

which has been depleted by the summer, and if the local situation

with the jobbers and retailers alone were taken as a criterion, there

would be absolutely no complaint to be registered regarding the

situation. From now until Christmas the distillers will be as busy

as they can be in the selling as well as in the manufacturing end

of the industry.

The forecast of the United States Department of Agriculture,

predicting a bumper corn yield for 1912, bigger by billions of bush-

els than that of 1911 or 1910, has aroused much satisfaction among
the distillers. The operating season was cut short last year in

many plants because of a prohibitive price upon distiller's grain.

That this feature will be noticeable because of its absence during

the coming season seems almost assured. A great quantity of raw

material has already been contracted for at lower prices, and there

seems to be little chance of a famine even toward the end of the

year's run.

It is probable that Kentucky whisky men are more gratified over

the outlook for "good times" with the country at large than are

any other members of a sipgle industry. A substantial decrease

in the traditionally ill-favored high cost of living is promised, and

there are no signs of a scare incidental to the coming presidential

election. The cost of living will be reduced because of cheaper

butter, eggs and meat, resultants of cheaper feed and a bounteous

corn crop, the political economists assert, and the distillers are

more than willing to believe them. The prospect of business trou-
bles because of the coming political ferment has been reduced
practically to nothingness. Everywhere in this section of the
country there is ample evidence that industry and manufacture are
going ahead convinced that nothing out of the ordinary will hap-
pen should the White House change tenants. Inasmuch as all

lines of business contribute to the welfare of the liquor trade, it is

a welcome fact that all lines of business seem to be on an inter-

minable up-grade. Less influence from politics than has been
known for twenty-five years is felt, and other things being e(|uai

one of the best business years in the past quarter of a century is

looming up brightly in Kentucky.
In the immediate future the Louisville whisky trade will get

together for the season of 1912-13. In getting together, the trade
will resume the weekly luncheons at a local hotel, with a good
fellow ensconced as host each time and ample opportunity for gen-
eral discussion of business. These meetings were the feature of the
past year with the fraternity. It must be confessed that there was
little of the strength of union in the Louisville market prior to the
series of lunches which acquainted everybody with everybody else

and which developed during the discussion many interesting phases
of the situation from time to time which were turned to profit. A
number of heads are infinitely better than one where the welfare of

a big industry is concerned, according to an old saw wliicti Is Im-
mensely popular with the distillers these days.

Richard E. Wathen, president of R. E. Wathen & Company,
and president of the Kentucky Distillers' and Wholesale Liquor
Dealers' Association, expects to be an inordinately busy man dur-
ing the next several months. For in addition to attending to his

duties as president of the big com])any, Mr. Wathen has decided
to take the road in the interests of the concern's many brands and,
will make numerous trips, beginning October 1, through the North-
ern, Eastern and Western States.

An order for a 5-ton Packard motor truck has been placed by
R. E. Wathen & Company, of this city, and the car is expected
to arrive for duty in a short time. For a couple of years the

Wathen company has established a precedent in using motor-
driven vehicles in its local deliveries and from the distilleries on
the Seventh street road to various warehouses. The trucks have
proved to be altogether successful, the only disadvantage being
that two 3-ton vehicles were employed. This capacity proved in-

sufficient, and the company will gradually replace its old cars by
building up a fleet of the heavier ones.

The fact of the spoils of war belonging indisputably to the vic-

tor is being proved in Kentucky whisky circles. "The Old Grand-
Dads," a crack aggregation of young ball players representing R.

E. Wathen & Company, and bearing the name of one of the best-

known Wathen brands, have scalped every team which had the

temerity to venture against them. The patriarchs have won twenty-
one out of twenty-four games, subsequently scoring a defeat against

each of the three teams which happened to triumph over them dur- '

ing the summer. A most unusual class of ball has been put up by
the "Old Grand-Dads" in meeting the leading semi-professional

teams of the Falls Cities, and, with this end in view, several stellar

performers who are practically sure to go higher up in the or

ganized sport, have been disclosed. Believing that the young i(ka

should be encouraged, the team has gathered together sufficient

funds, with the assistance of R. E. Wathen & Company, to enable

each and every member from Manager William Kneblekamp on

down to the mascot to attend the world's series in New York,

where the finest baseball on earth during 1912 will be exhibited.

Quitting the liquor trade for honors in the political world, E.

J. Ashcraft, well-known among Louisville whisky men, has re-

signed as superintendent of the United American Company's dis-

tilleries in this city. Mr. Ashcraft is the Republican nominee for

Congress from the Fifth District of Kentucky, and has given up

his business duties in order to have full time to devote to his race,

which promises to be successful.
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That it is impossible to wipe out the business carried on in the

South in ''moon-shine whisky" was the recent assertion of B. H.
Howard, a well-known storekeeper gauger of this city, at the 1912

invention of the National Federation of Storekeeper Gaugers in

liicago. During an address upon the illicit manufacture of whisky
AJr. Howard gave the convention some interesting facts. Last

\ear, he said, 2,000 moon-shine stills were destroyed in a certain

section of Dixie. This number was twice that of the registered

distilleries in the same district, he stated.

J. J. Beck, formerly president of the Old Times Distillery Com-
pany, a Louisville concern which went bankrupt not long ago, has

been arrested upon a charge of obtaining money under false pre-

tenses. The charges were filed against him by Michael Doer-

lioefer, the proprietor of a saloon at Forty-fourth and Market
streets. Mr. Beck, it is alleged, secured $170 from the saloon

keeper, giving whisky warehouse receipts as collateral. The re-

ceipts are said to have been proved fraudulent, and Mr. Beck, who
is now employed by the Bernheim Distilling Company, is waiting

trial.

J. W. Biles, a traveling representative of the Louisville Drying
.Machinery Company, and for many years one of the best known
distillers and wholesale liquor dealers in the city, died at his home,
1122 South I'ourth avenue, a short time ago. His death was due
to an illness of two months' duration with a complication of dis-

eases. Mr. Biles was sixty-one years of age and was bom in

t ladsden county, Fla. Years ago he came north to Louisville and
Cincinnati, O., establishing the wholesale liquor house of J. W.
liiles & Company in the latter city in 1878. The company is still

in existence. Mr. Biles is survived by his wife and three daughters.

Matt S. Cohen is simply going to transfer his attention from
Miie of the proudest products of Kentucky to another. Mr. Cohen,
who is a well-known Louisville business man, has been engaged in

training blooded saddle horses here for a number of years, becom-
'ing one of the leading horse enthusiasts in that famous equine zone,

'the Bluegrass, and owning at one time Edna Mae, the finest saddle

fmare in the country. Recently, however, Mr. Cohen accepted a

l>osition as traveling representative of a Montreal concern, the
I 'orbyville Distilling Company, and has gone to Canada to assume
iiis duties.

The merger of the John C. Weller Comjjany with John T. Bar-

i)ee & Company has been completed and the big new firm will be
known as John T. Barbee & Company, embracing country-wide
territory and handling a combined business amounting to more
than $1,000,000 per year. Xegotiations leading to the merger have
l)een under way for some time, since the death of Herman F. Vol-

^kerding, who was president of John T. Barbee & Company for many
years. The two houses concerned are among the best known in

Louisville. John T. Barbee founded the firm which bears his name
more than forty years ago. John C. Weller has been in the whisky
business for thirty-five years, founding the company which bears

his name. One of the Weller distilleries was among the earliest in

the State, being built at Loretto in 1838.

The headquarters of John T. Barbee & Company are at 313

rWest Main street in Louisville. Mr. Weller is president of the

company and Edward M. Babbitt, formerly of the old Barbee com-
;pany, is vice-president. Gabe J. Felsenthal is secretary-treasurer.

;The new company promises to become one of the powers of the

Kentucky trade. Twenty salesmen have been engaged, represent-

ing the combined forces of the two houses, and have taken the

oad for the new season.

Through the offices of Marion E. Taylor of the Louisville dis-

tilling firm of Wright & Taylor, and W. A. Miller, his step-brother,

a handsome new memorial fountain has been presented to the city

of Natchez, Miss. The fountain is in memory of George W. and
I

! Elizabeth Miller, parents of Mr. Taylor and Mr. Miller, who were
natives of Natchez.

Daniel F. Murphy, head of the real estate department of the

i'idelity Trust Company of this city, recently conducted a sale of

the office effects of the old Crab Orchard Distilling Company, at

'. 207 West Main street. The total proceeds of the sale amounted
to $2,000 approximately. The Crab Orchard Company decided to

liquidate about six weeks ago.

VOICE OF A SANE AND SAFE PRESS.

Extremes of Injustice Upon the Liquor Question.

GOVERNOR WEST of Oregon declares he intends to stop the

transportation companies from carrying liquor from "wet",

into "dry" territory, even if it becomes necessary to call out the;

militia.

He does this in face of the fact that the Railroad Commission
of Oregon reported it could find no law prohibiting such transpor-

tation companies from carrying on such a business and had asked
the Attorney General for an opinion thereon.

Governor West is going entirely too far in this matter.

The truth is, prohibition is also going entirely too far and will

before long become weaker and weaker because of the weakness
of its own injustice.

As various counties and various States have gone to prohibition

as a rebuke to the arrogance, the lawlessness and the iniquities of

the liquor traffic, so gradually those counties and those States will

return from prohibition because of the absolutely indefensible at-

tack upon the personal rights and interference with personal lib-

erty accompanying such prohibition.

Inherently the States have a right to close saloons. Inherently
they have the right to regulate the liquor traffic. But neither in-

herently, nor in any other way, have they the right, either divine

or human, to interfere with the personal rights of the citizen.

And in thus declaring The Bee does not hold that any citizen

has any personal right which should be allowed to interfere with
the moral right of humanity in general.

The right of a man to have liquor at his home table is one
with which no law has a right to interfere.

The best citizens we have—absolutely, the most independent,
the most patriotic, the best lovers of the Flag, the best fighters for

civic cleanliness and National righteousness—are the American
citizens of German and Italian birth or parentage. From the days
of their childhood they have been used to their wine and their beer.

And they are as a class respectable, honest and sober people.

No prohibition State has any more right to say that these peo-

ple shall not have their wine or their beer than a wet State would
have to pass a law forbidding tea to Prohibitionists.

There is no justice and no right in prohibiting transportation

companies from carrying the products of the vine, the hop, the

corn and the barley to various States, even if these States have
closed saloons.

It would be just as sensible for a community to legislate that

there shall be no dancing anywhere because it has seen fit to close

public dance halls, as for a community to declare that no man shall

have his glass of wine or his glass of beer under any circumstances
because that community has seen fit to close saloons.

There are two kinds of intemperance : One, the intemperance
of the body ; the other, the intemperance of the mind. And the lat-

ter is pretty nearly as bad as the former.

True temperance is no more to be found in prohibition than is

true chastity to be found only in the single State.

The most temperate people on earth are the Germans and the

Italians. They look with ridicule upon the silly laws we are now
trying to put into effect in the United States—laws which inevit-

ably will swing back the pendulum from prohibition—making The
People as thoroughly disgusted with prohibition as the iniquity

and shamefulness of the liquor traffic made them disgusted with
saloons.—Sacramento Bee, September 14, 1912.

STATE PROHIBITIONISTS' PLANS.

UNDER the direction of Rev. D. M. Gaudier, legislative super-

intendent of the Anti-Saloon League, the prohibitionists

have completed their plans for lobbying in the State Legislature at

the coming session. They have abandoned the plan for a State-

wide prohibiten amendment and have decided upon stricter county

local option laws. According to the followers of Dr. Gaudier, a

really strict county local option law would include cities as well

as rural districts. Prohibitionists have been studying the results

of recent elections and they believe that they can, by juggling and

fiimflamming, force cities which have time and again declared them-

selves in favor if licensed saloons, to adopt prohibition regulations.
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Seattle, September 20, 1912. -

MR. GEORGE D. CONGER, superintendent of the Washing-
ton Anti-Saloon League, having failed in May, 1911, to dry

up the country precincts of King county, has undertaken to make
the county dry on November 5. He will not attempt to go so far

as he did in 1911, as he has already been given a rebuff by the

authorities, who dismissed his petition for a special election on the

ground that the law does not contemplate such elections. It is

the belief of the most prominent people in the county that another

rebulT will be administered on the 5th of November .

Relative to the saloons of Spokane, Commissioner Hayden of

the Public Safety Commission of Spokane has expressed his opin-

ion that they are the best conducted public establishments in the

city. Saloonmen themselves have been most instrumental in as-

sisting the authorities to keep the town orderly, making valuable

suggestions for improvements. The saloons of the city were

never better conducted, and they are the establishments which

cause the least trouble to the police.

There are now 212 saloons in the city of Spokane. It is ex-

pected that the number will be reduced to 200 by the first of the

year.

The Anti-Saloon League expects to be able to have the sale

of liquor absolutely abolished in the entire city of Spokane by a

local option election on the 5th of November. It is the proposi-

tion of George W. Sommer, who is in charge of the "dry" cam-
paign, that the balloting on the local option or "no license" prop-

osition be made separately from that of the general election. This

feature should be watched closely by the saloonkeepers, as it may
be the means of accomplishing that which the community does not

contemplate.

Protests have been filed against the petition made by the pro-

hibitionists for a local option election on general election day in

November. The petition contained 10,307 signatures. It has been

found that more than half the signatures were those of women,
a hurried canvass showing between 60 and 75 per cent. In many
cases four or five names from the same family have been signed.

Signatures of minors are very much in evidence. Of the 10,000 sig-

natures fully 8,000 are illegal. Forgeries are to be found in many
cases and there has been a wholesale signing by persons who re-

side outside the precincts that are interested. On account of the

glaring irregularities the city officials have been forced to take

cognizance of the rankness of the methods of the prohibitionists

and have called a halt to the movement.
Business men of the city have retained a law firm to fight the

methods of the prohibitionists and this firm has set about to com-
bat the fraudful methods of the would-be drys. The real estate

men of the city have come to recognize the iniquity of the pro-

ceedings of the Anti-Saloon League and they have pledged them-
selves to support the present order of saloon regulation. It ap-

pears that the fanatics have gone a step too far at the wrong time

and will not have time to retrace.

A local option petition for the city of Olympia was started on

the 1st of September, but up to the 5th of September, the last day
on which such a petition could be filed in order to hold the elec-

tion on general election day, only 250 signatures had been ob-

tained, although 500 are required. Nothing since has been heard

of it.

Elections are to take place on the 5th of November on the local

option proposition in the following places in the State of Wash-
ington : Rosalia, Springdale, Farmington, Pomeroy, Colville, Col-

fax, Ritzville, Deer Park, Goldendale (all of which are at present

wet), Wenatchee, Mount Vernon, Dayton, Davenport and Van-
couver (all of which, except the latter, are dry), the exception be-

ing only half-and-half.

Liquor licenses have been raised to $800 a year at Everett,

Washington.
Chehalis county as a whole, including the city of Aberdeen,

will vote on the local option question in November.
After October 15 barbers, bootblacks and sandwich sellers will

be barred from the saloons of Walla Walla, according to the new
saloon regulations. When a reason is looked for in such a case

it would be necessary to consult the fanatics who favor the pet-

tiest forms of persecution.

All of Walla Walla county, excepting the incorporated towns,

will vote on local option on the 5th of November. The prohibi-
.

tionists proceeded- so quietly with their petitions that no one knew
they were working. It is not known whether they carried dark

lanterns.

Yakima county, outside the incorporated towns, will also vote

on the liquor question at the general elections. The dry element
in the county has been so discredited in the past that there is no

one who cares to act as campaign manager.
Local option elections will be held in all the precincts of Pacific

county, including the incorporated towns, such as South Bend.

Wet and dry advocates alike have made injunction suits in

Lewis county to prevent the liquor question being voted on. The
drys started by trying to prevent an election being held in towns ;

that went dry two years ago and the wets followed suit in other

towns.

In Oregon Governor West has come to grief by trying to get

the Federal government to co-operate in the enforcement of the

liquor laws. As a result the Governor is now looking for a chance

to override the Federal authorities so as to add to his fame as a

pyrotechnic artist and all-round public mountebank. If there is

no chance for a sensation the Governor is not to be found.

The retail liquor dealers have issued a circular denying that

they are seeking the recall of Governor West. It was hardly

necessary to do this, inasmuch as the story had been circulated

by the partisans of the Governor and had all the earmarks of a

West production.

There is but little doubt that the policy of Governor West has

been worn threadbare by his incessant chase after sensationalism.

The "Oregonian" of Portland points out that the Governor has,

allied himself with those who are directly responsible for the con- •

ditions which he condemns. These persons are Mayor Rushlight,
|

Chief of Police Slover and the rest of the city administration. There ;

is but little reason in turning the batteries on the sheriff and the

district attorney. The "Oregonian" says: "Withal, we think that

if the Governor and the mayor and the chief of police would dis-

miss the brass band and fold up their circus tent and settle down
to quiet systematic effort to arrest and expose the men who patron-

ize the disorderly houses and the persons who furnish liquors, with-

out license, the problem of cleaning Portland would be in a fair

way toward solution."

Instead of going after the blindpigs directly the Governor is

seeking to restrain railroads and breweries from shipping liquor

into dry territory, although they are acting strictly within the law.

It may be remarked that those who receive liquor for consumption

in their homes would be more seriously affected than the blindpigs. '

The express companies openly defy the Governor to interfere with

their business of shipping liquor into dry territory.

There is little doubt that the Roseburg Brewing Company will

issue from the trial to which it is being put by their persecutors.

On September 9 the jury on the case disagreed and was discharged.

Subsequently the judge granted the district attorney permission to

change his methods of procedure.

Advises from Salem are to the effect that an executive order

has been issued by which liquor dealers will be required to prop-

erly tag all liquor shipped into dry territory so that the authorities

will be enabled to determine whether or not liquor is destined for

bootleggers and blindpigs. This is a step in the right direction.

It does not appear to be just to expect dealers to ascertain whether

their patrons are blindpig operators when the Federal government

itself declares that the local authorities are obliged to learn on

their own initiative who the violators of the law are.

Full county tickets have been named by the prohibitionists in

the following counties in Oregon : Clackamas, Wallowa and

Sumpter.
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Charles Meinecke & Co.

IMPORTERS

314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER - HEIDSIECK
CHAMPAGNE

KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT
Jerez, Spain SHERRIES

J. J. MEDER & ZOON
Schiedam, Holland .SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO.
Oporto, Portugal . PORTS

JOHN RAMSAY
Islay, Scotland . . .

.

SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO.

Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC.

DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.

Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.

Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.

Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng. BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO.
Cognac, France

A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.

.COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS
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WITH THE riVING LEGION IN THE NORTHWEST
How They Were Entertained in Victoria,

Vancouver, Seattle, Tacoma and Portland

iwl

Several of our important wine men took advantage of the trip

of the Flying Legion on September 1st to visit Victoria and the

principal cities of the Northwest, and from all accounts there was
not a dull moment from the time they left the Oakland pier until

they returned twelve days later.

On their arrival at Victoria the one hundred members of the

Flying Legion were received by the special committee and escorted

to the magnificent Hotel Empress, where the ceremonies of wel-

come took place.

The following morning a large number of automobiles, ten-

dered by the citizens of Victoria, carried the visitors over fifty

miles distance through dense forests to a log camp, where they

were amazed to see a huge engine dragging enormous fir trees by

chains across ravines and laying them like sticks upon flat railroad

cars ready for shipment to the saw mills. One of the trees, sev-

eral hundred feet long, was cut down in the presence of the visi-

tors, who declared it to be one of the greatest sights they had ever

seen.

Lunch was served in the neat log house used by the laborers,

and the appetite acquired in the trip through the forests was soon

satisfied. On their return to the hotel after a dinner, a reception

was given in their honor at the Parliament House, where govern-

ment officials of the city and British Columbia received the legion.

The next day a train was placed at the service of the party.

It passed through a magnificent country and brought the visitors

to Nanaimo, where lunch was served in two of the principal hotels.

Here addresses were delivered, and Mr. A. Sbarboro, in contrasting

conditions with those that prevail abroad, said: "Europe is so

densely crowded by its population that in some parts it is all the

people can do to keep body and soul together. What a grand op-

portunity there is for the settlement of millions of people all along

the Pacific Coast from San Diego to Vancouver. As sure as water

seeks its level, when the Panama Canal will be completed, the over-

crowded people of Europe will come to this country, make happy

homes for themselves, and relieve the old world of its overflowing

population. Thus they will benefit themselves as well as the

country in which they will settle.

"There was a time, not long ago, when the country people in

different towns of Europe became bitter enemies and carried on

what was called the 'War of the Helfries.' How conditions have

changed ! Instead of warring with our neighboring towns we travel

many hundreds of miles to pay each other visits of courtesy and

live in peace and harmony in different nations together. This

shows us that the time is not far distant when the wars of the

world will cease and all nations will live together in peace and

harmony. As soon as Italy will have civilized Turkey, the remain-

ing barbarous country of the world, we will indeed be enabled to

make universal peace treaties, and when the English and American

races will be closely bound together they will dictate peace to the

world, peaceably if they can, and with fifteen inch guns if they

must."

After lunch some of the party visited the Xanaimo coal mines

and others the beautiful surrounding country, enjoying the views

of the lakes with their many beautiful islands. Their return to

Victoria on the train was also enjoyed, the hosts explaining each

interesting point passed.

There are no prohibition laws in Victoria or in any part of the

British Columbia country. "In Vancouver,", said Mr. Sbarboro, "I

saw what I think is an ideal manner of settling the liquor question.

There are large, clean, liquor stores established along ttie princi-

pal streets, near the dry goods stores of the town. In these places

liquor can only be bought by the bottle or ordered sent home by

the case. Not a drop of liquor is sold or served across the counter.

Any person desiring to take a glass of beer, wine or other bev-

erage, however, can obtain the same at his hotel or restaurant.

This is very similar to the custom in vogue in the cities of Europe

Jwhere all people—men, women and children—use their wine at

theii- meals either at home,^ at the hotels or restaurants, ne^

thinking of taking intoxicating beverages between meals, and

our ambassador, our American consuls and all the American tour-

ists traveling through those countries have repeatedly avowed, in-

toxication, is almost unknown. What a great blessing it will hi

to the American people when they will blot out from their mii

the two greatest evils with which our country, is now afflicted

—

drunkenness and prohibition—and become accustomed to live in

happiness, and sobriety as is done in the wine-drinking countries

of the world."

Mr. Sbarboro was particularly interested in his visit to Vic-

toria. He was in San Francisco in the year 1857, when the great

Frazer River excitement broke out, and although then only a boy,

he departed with some friends and stopped at Victoria, which then

consisted simply of a large log fort and a store of the Hudson Bay

Company. As all the row boats used to go up the river had been

sold to previous arrivals, his companions, being ship carpentt

commenced to build a boat with which to make the trip. Before

it was completed, however, numerous offers were made by people

desirous of going up the river, so they remained behind making

row boats for the coming travelers.

Overcome by curiosity one day, Mr. Sbarboro and his frien

decided to visit an island in the vicinity, which on examination

proved to be a burial ground of the Indians. They were not in-

terred underground, but placed on. sticks where the birds might

sing to them according to the Indian traditions. Presently Mr.

Sbarboro noticed at a distance a large number of Indians speeding

in canoes towards the island and making an infernal noise. The

party jumped into their little boat and rowed hastily to their camp-

ing grounds. When the Indians arrived on the island they made

a great pow-pow. They were looking for the people whom tlu \

had seen shortly before on the island, and had they found thei

Mr. Sbarboro later learned, they would have killed them, as tli

believed they intended. to steal the dry bodies of their ancestors.

After remaining in Victoria for a month, bad news comment '

to come down from the supposed New Eldorado, so Mr. Sbarbi'

boarded the steamer "Oregon" for San Francisco. At 11 o'clock

on the second night out the steamer dashed into Pt. Reyes rock-

and commenced to leak speedily. Many of the passengers jumped

overboard into the sea and were drowned ; others who remained

aboard were saved. The steamer floated free from the rocks later,

but filled quickly with water. The captain impressed 500 of tlie

pa.ssengers into service of baling out the water with buckets. Tlii>

was done all night, the steamer barely keeping afloat. The f"l

lowing morning when the steamer was entering the (iolden Ciate

opposite Fort Point, the men, being tiretl, quit baling. The steamer

commenced to roll slightly to one side when the captain cried o

"Boys, get to the buckets promptly or we will sink." The men

realized their danger and bailed for dear life and shortly after the

vessel moored safely at the Mission Street Wharfr

Mr. Sbarboro had thrown part of his clothing overboard anil

ran up Montgomery street barefooted and bareheaded towards

Telegraph Hill, where his sister resided, and on reaching Mont-

gomery and Washington streets he was surprised to hear boys

crying, even in those early days, "Extra! the Alta California! .Ml

the news about the werck of the 'Oregon'
!"

Mr. Sbarboro noted a great change in Victoria during the past

fifty years. Today it has its fine Parliament House, its Empress

Hotel, one of the best in the North, its magnificent stores and

beautiful residences surrounded by beautiful gardens.

Sir Palmeston, son of the original founder of the Hudson Bay 'i

Company, has a grand park at Victoria, surrounding his beautiful

residence. It is located on a rolling hill, which the party had the

pleasure to visit at his invitation. Discussing this part of the trip,

Mr. Sbarboro sad: "It was a pleasure-to be^ in the company of

Luther Burbank, Professor Wheeler of- the State University, and

other gentlemen who visited different parts of this beautiful gar-

den covered with all kinds of shrubs and flowers. Here lunch was

served by the ladies of Victoria.

"That evening we all embarked on the Princess Louise and

next morning landed at Vancouver, where we were again given a

grand reception by the enterprising and generous people of that

rapidly growing city. A. line of automobiles were in waiting for
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IS and we were shown the parks, residences and business quarters

if the city. A drive of several miles, through a forest park,

irought us to a large tract of clear land, several miles from the

ity, where there is yet no habitation whatever. However, we
ound macadamized streets, together with cement sidewalks al-

eady laid for many miles, only waiting for the coming fortunate

ettlers.

'After several hours of riding through the different parts of

his city we were brought to the Commercial Club, where a de-

ightful repast with delicious California wine was served us. Inter-

sting addresses were made both by the hosts and visitors.

"We boarded our train and next morning arriveti at Seattle,

vhere another line of automobiles were awaiting us. Here we
vere driven through the attractive city, which, although consist-

ng largely of hills, has streets laid out on easy grades, making
ihem easy for traveling and affording beautiful locations for homes,

s the upper house on one side of the street looks over the roof

if the lower house on the opposite side, giving every house a beau-

iful panoramic view. What a pity that San Francisco's hills were

lot treated in the same manner by winding roads. However, there

s yet time to treat Twin Peaks and other unpopulated hillsides

|hat way. It is a sacrilege to make streets climb straight up hill

:stead of giving them an easy grade around a proper contour.

"I was also very much interested in the project which the peo-

ple of Seattle are working out by which they will join two lakes

.y the digging of a miniature Panama Canal. A dummy, showing

low Lake Washington and another lake will be brought together

hrough a projected canal was very interesting indeed. The people

f Seattle intend to bring the largest ships of commerce of the navy

m salt to fresh water in the lake so as to facilitate the cleaning

I barnacles from the bottom of the vessels. This canal will

ventually go as far as Renton, a few miles from Seattle, which is

cached by several steam cars or street cars, and which has a bril-

iant future before it.

"The people of Seattle entertained us in the magnificent halls

I the Chamber of Commerce at a grand banquet, where delicious

alifornia wines were also served.

"Our next stop was at Tacoma. Although we arrived in the

light time we were driven about in automobiles, as the people of

"acoma would not permit us to leave without seeing their enter-

rising city on Puget Sound.

"After spending a very interesting day we left for Portland,

vhere we all felt very much at home. However, even those who
ad only been there a year or two ago found extraordinary changes

nd great improvements. The automobiles, placed at our service,

ook us to their magnificent park on the hill, from which a beau-

tiful view is enjoyed of East Portland and the mountains in the

istance. En route we passed the site of their international ex-

osition, and it pained me to see the few dilapidated buildings yet

tanding. The grand park, the magnificent edifices which I had

dmired so much a few years ago, when I visited the city in the

ime of the exposition, have gone and nothing but debris sug-

ested the former grandeur of the place.

"Let us hope that the officers of the Panama-Pacific Interna-

ional Exposition will have the good sound sense to build at least

few permanent buildings on the site of the fair grounds to be

tilized for exhibition purposes of our products, for meeting places,

3r schools of art, if you please, or other useful objects to which

he buildings might be turned at the close of the exposition. In

his way the city will have some permanent benefit for the millions

f dollars paid and hard work done in giving the exposition here

nd generations to come will view with delight the identical per-

lanent structures built and properly utilized by the greatest in-

ernational exposition even given in the history of the world.

"After our automobile drive we were taken to the grand halls

I the Portland Commercial Club, which occupies several floors of

n immense building. It has reading rooms, dining rooms, billiard

'ms and every facility for passing the time. Here the great

irder of Rosearians,' an order organized by the members of the

ummercial Club, gave us a grand banquet, accompanied by the

.jice of California grapes, and after an address by the president of

he club, which was properly answered by Mr. Frederick Koster,

Iiairman of the Flying Legion, and others, a few of the dis-

inguished members of our party were brought into a large hall

and there, with due ceremonies, were initiated by the Omnipotent
Commander into the secret mysteries of the Order of Rosearian.

"In calling upon me the Grand Patriarch stated that he had
heard that among the people who had done some good for the Pa-
cific Coast, was a man who had turned a sheep ranch, formerly

employing two Englishmen and 500 sheep, into a magnificent vine-

yard which now gave comfortable and remunerative employment
to over 2,000 families through the Pacific Coast, and he commanded
the mortal to appear before him. I stepped forward and placing

a huge ax over my head, he declared me duly initiated into the

mysteries of the Order of the Rosearians. Upon being commanded
to say a few words, I remarked, 'Omnipotent Master, our ven-

erable friend, Mr. Burbank, has stated that the man who caiises

two blades of grass to grow where only one grew before is a public

benefactor. If that be true, I really consider myself worthy of the

honor which you have conferred upon me. I have turned the oak
tree into a grape vine, produced the delicious fruit from that vine,

squeezed the grapes and extracted that delicious beverage, which
time immemorial has declared to be the nectar that pleases the

heart of man. I have twice before been decorated with high hon-
ors, but, sir, I consider this the greatest which has ever been con-

ferred upon me by man.'

"At 2:30 in the afternoon we all again boarded our special train

and on the following morning woke up in front of our friend,

snow-capped Mt. Shasta. Many of us left the train on the curve

and walked down, through the forest, past the Shasta Hotel. We
imbibed some of the delicious Shasta Spring water and again

boarded our train waiting for us on the track. Our ride along

the Sacramento river, through the fertile California farms, viewed
from the platform of our observation car, was delightful indeed.

At 6:00 o'clock we sat down to dinner in our special Pullman cars,

and there finished several bottles of Golden State champagne, with

appropriate toasts.

"On our arrival on the Oakland ferryboat, all safe, sound and

happy, we congratulated each other on our successful trip, and

felt sure that in addition to the pleasure which we enjoyed, we
did a great deal of good in cementing friendly relations, for nearly

every person we had spoken to in the last eleven days was en-

thusiastic, not only promising to attend but to contribute largely

both financially and otherwise to the great success of the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition."

CALIFORNIA WINES TO NEW YORK BY SEA.

From August 16 to 31, 1912

From San Francisco, steamship "Texan."

65 bbls Roma Wine Company
200 " C. Manzella

100 cases E. de Pue

145 bbls Chas. Stern & Sons

198

500

60

75

85

75

107

California Wine Association

A. Lagomarsino
E. G. Lyons & Raas Company

.Savoy Wine & Importing Company
E. L. Spellman & Company
Golden Gate Fruit Company

Order

'Colon."From San Francisco, steamship

60 bbls Webster & Company
100 " C. Manzella

113 cases E. de Pue

224 bbls J- Pacheteau

65

750

205

200

100

150

75

29

E. E. Gray
Italian-Swiss Colony

A. Gazzoler

. Flegenheimer Bros.

A. D. Rudini

G. Beccuti

C. Vazzoler

Order
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our/

EXPORTS—WINE. IMPORTS BY SEA.

Foreign

FROM AUGUST 20 TO SEPTEMBER 20, 1912. FROM AUGUST 20 TO SEPTEMBER 20, 1912.

Gallons
8,370
18,983
5,788

91,363

2,930
2,681
8,402
3,158
162

7,870
1,560
150
275

2,500
960
54

996,623
19,512

Destination. Cases
To British Columbia 186
"* Central America 40
" China 1
" Hawaiian Islands 125
" Hawaiian Islands (Imported) 68
" Mexico
" Japan 5
" South America 1

.

" Society Islands 10
" Samoan Islands
" Philippine Islands '. 10
" Cuba ....
"

Italy
" Germany 60
'* England
" Australia
" Bohemia
" New York 764
" Other Eastern States

Total 1,270

WHISKY.
Destination. Cases

To Alaska 1

" British Columbia
^' China -. 75
" Hawaiian Islands 194
" Central America ^.

"

*' Japan 50
" Mexico 55
'* .Philippine Islands
" Samoan Islands 4

Total 379
In bond to Mexico, 5 cs.

BRANDY.
Destination. Cases

To British Columbia
" Hawaiian Islands 90
" New York 44

Total 134

BEER.
' Destination.

To Central America
" Hawaiian Islands 333
" Society Islands 118

Total 452

Value
$ 3,638

7,213
2,048

35,286
783

1,144
792

3,522
911
67

3,060
624
60

725
1,250
300
19

325,099
7,115

1,171,341
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35 J4 csks Brandy Victoria,
20 oct Brandy -, Victoria.

29 csks Whisky Victoria.
275 cs Beer Vancouver.
90 bbls Stout Vancouver.

307 cs Stout . . . « Vancouver.
50 bbls Ginger Ale Vancouver.
73 K csks Wine Vancouver.
1

6

oct Wine Vancouver.
655 cs Brandy , Vancouver.
17 % csks Brandy Vancouver.
15 csks Brandy Vancouver.
10 oct Brandy Vancouver.

355 cs Ale Vancouver.
14 hhds Wine Vancouver.
15 cs Spirits Vancouver.

294 cs Liquors Vancouver.
3 hhds Brandy Vancouver.

,230 cs Vermouth Vancouver.
105 cs Absinthe Vancouver.
,326 cs Wine Vancouver.

I

30 cs Amer Picon .Vancouver.
(554 cs Whisky ^ Vancouver.
I 10 oct Whisky Vancouver.
30 csks Whisky Vancouver.
460 cs Gin Vancouver.
10 bbls Ale Vancouver.
50 cs Bitters Vancouver.
10 cs Punch Vancouver.

FROM NEW YORK, per "Columbian," August 21. 1912 (via Salina Cruz).

31 cs Cordials San Francisco.
115 cs Whisky San Francisco,
25 cs Gin San Francisco.
20 1/2 bbls Gin San Francisco.
5 csks Gin San Francisco.

93 bbls Whisky . . . « San Francisco.
000 cs Bitters San Francisco.
500 cs Absinthe San Francisco.

4 bbls W'hisky Honolulu.
5 bbls Whiskv Seattle.

5 cs Lime Juice Seattle.

FROM EUROPE—Same Vessel.
52 cs Wine San Francisco.

• 102 cs Gin San Francisco.
175 cs Bitters Seattle.
12 cs Wine Seattle.

10 vats Brandy Seattle.

58 csks Wine : Seattle.

92 cs Liquors Seattle.

8 cs Rum Seattle.
25 cs Bitters Tacoma.
1 butt Wine Tacoma.

10 csks Whisky Tacoma.
230 cs Wine Honolulu.
50 cs Whisky ^ Honolulu.
10 cs Lime Juice Honolulu.

201 cs Gin Honolulu.
30 cs Beer Honolulu.
25 cs Champagne Honolulu.

FROM NEW YORK per "Isthmian/' August 27, 1912 (via Salina Cruz).
"68 cs Whisky San Francisco,

5 bbls Gin San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE--Sarae Vessel.
57 cs Brandy San Francisco.
10 cs Liquors San Francisco.
6 csks Brandy San Francisco.
3 bbls Beer San Francisco.

600 cs Absinthe San Francisco.
321 cs Whisky Los Angeles.
25 csks Whisky , Los Angeles.
35 csks Whisky Los Angeles.
2 cs Rum Los Angeles.

30 cs Whisky San Diego.
181 cs Whisky Portland.
35 csks Whisky Portland.
40 cs Gin Portland.

FROM NEW YORK per "Stanley Dollar," August 28, 1912 (via Ancon).
75 bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK per "Alaskan," September 2, 1912 (via Salina Cruz).
10 cs Bitters San Francisco.

480 cs Gin San Francisco.
1355 cs Whisky San Francisco.
28 bbls Gin San Francisco.
6 csks Gin Oakland.
9 cs Gin ......,.. Oakland.
2 bbls Gin Seattle.
20 cs Gin Seattle.
150 cs Whisky V. ...... i... ; ...Seattle.
10 cs Rum Seattle.

170 cs Whisky '. .......,, Honolulu.
245 bbls Beer Honolulu.
23 cs Grape Juice , Honolulu.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN, per "Mongolia," September 3, 1912.
3 1 5 csks Sake San Francisco.
171 cs Sake - . ... .,,..^.. , . . . . San Francisco.

FROM HAMBURG per "Serapis," September 3, 1912.

200 cs Vermouth San Francisco.
250 cs Fernet San Francisco.
100 cs Kimmel San Francisco.
15 oct Wine Seattle.

FROM VICTORIA per "Umatilla," September 7, 1912.

257 cs Champagne San Francisco.
266 cs Whisky San Francisco.

5 cs Whisky Los Angeles.
6 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
5 cs Wine Los Angeles.
3 oct Wine Los Angeles.

FROM ANTWERP per "Kina," September 9, 1912.

403 cs Wine San Francisco.
.25 bbls Wine San Francisco.
2 csks Wine San Francisco.

55 cs Gin San Francisco.
1800 cs Whisky San Francisco.
660 cs Mineral Water San Francisco,
7 5 cs Liquors San Francisco.

1 00 cs Whisky Los Angeles.
200 cs Gin Los Angeles.
100 cs Vermouth , Seattle.

9 cs Wine Seattle.

300 cs Mineral Water Seattle.

75 bbls Ginger Ale Seattle.
160 cs Liquors , Seattle.
300 cs Gin Seattle.
25 cs (jin Tacoma,
171 cs Wine Vancouver.

FROM NEW YORK per "Nevadan," September 14, 1912 (via Salina Cruz).

1 16 cs Liquors San Francisco.
11 K bbls Gin .,San Francisco.
25 cs Gin , San Francisco.

1 00 cs Whisky San Francisco.
2 bbls Wine San Francisco.
15 cs Wine San Francisco.
66 bbls Whisky Seattle.
6 bbls Whisky Tacoma,

685 cs Wine Portland.
10 bbls Wine Portland.
10 cs Whisky Portland.
55 bbls Whisky Portland.
25 cs Gin Portland.
5 cs Vodka Portland.

FROM EUROPE—Same Vessel.

4 bbls Wine San Francisco.
35 cs Liquors San Francisco.
6 bbls Vermouth San Francisco.

15 cs Whisky San Francisco.
25 oct Whisky San Francisco.

1 hhd Whisky San Francisco.
5 csks Whisky San Francisco.

330 bbls Stout San Francisco.
90 bbls Ale San Francisco.
40 cs Brandy Seattle.
5 oct Brandy Seattle.

200 cs Mineral Water Los Angeles.
58 cs Brandy Los Angeles.
5 oct Brandy Los Angeles.

40 bbls Stout ^ San Diego.
38 cs Gin San Diego.
7 cs Rum San Diego.

1

5

cs Whisky San Diego.
2 csks Whisky San Diego.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN, per "Tenyo Maru," September 16, 1912.

326 csks Sake San Francisco.
32 cs Sake San Francisco.
75 csks Sake Los Angeles.
25 csks Sake Denver,

FROM MEXICO per "Jason," September 16, 1912.

100 cs Mescal San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK per "Lyra," September 17, 1912.

500 cs Bitters San Francisco.
10 yi bbls Whisky San Francisco.

770 cs Whisky , San Francisco.
4 cs Brandy San Francisco,

25 cs Cordials ....San Francisco.
4 bbls Gin San Francisco.
16 csks Gin Sacramento.
5 cs Gin Sacramento.

695 cs Whisky Portland.
20 cs Brandy Portland.
10 cs Lime Juice Portland.

IMPORTS by rail in bond from August 20, 1912 to September 20. 1912

VIA NEW YORK.
800 cs Champagne (from Antwerp) San Francisco.

5 cs Wine (from Antwerp) San Francisco.

VIA NEW ORLEANS,
5 oct Brandy 5an Francisco.

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKE S WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM FRESNO.

I

Fresno, September 20, 1912.

THE tax rate of this county has been increased and the assess-

ment list has been raised several millions of dollars in order

to meet the deficit created by the "drying up" of the county. The
loss of the liquor licenses is the cause of the financial stnngency.
All the county is dry excepting the two largest cities. "Dry and
broke" seems to be the best way to describe the situation.

There are only two wine gangers on hand here to act for the

government in supervising the use of brandy at wineries. As a

rule there are twenty-five on hand at this time of the year. The
season is late and the picking has been retarded. Only two winer-

ies have so far begun picking for the presses and these are work-
ing on a small scale. These are the Calwa and Minturn wineries.

In normal years the wineries open in the first part of August and
the first of the 70 gangers employed in the district begin to make
their appearance after the middle of August. The cause of the

unusual conditions is the lateness of grapes to develop sugar.

Wineries require a test of 22 per cent before accepting the grapes.

The question of labor is also retarding the wineries. Labor is

scarce. Besides pickers can make more money picking raisins or

green fruit and, as these are late, they can not be secured for wine-
grape picking.

Low prices for wine grapes prevail everywhere in this vicinity,

and there is much dissatisfaction. The low prices are due to the

fact that the cooperage is full of last year's vintages. Because of

the low prices that have been received for wine it is impossible for

wine makers to pay any good prices for grapes. Some wine makers
will not enter the market under any circumstances this year. The
Barton and Mattel wineries have decided to crush no grapes ex-

cepting those which are grown on their own vineyards. In some
cases wine men have sold port at a heavy loss in order to make
room for this year's vintage.

The crushing season is much later than was expected. In one

or two cases only grapes have been found sufficiently ripe to crush:
Wine men declare that up to the middle of September the bulk o
the grapes was not ripe enough for picking. The Eisen and Veitl
wineries have been working on outside grapes. These wineries ar.

not endeavoring to make any prices but are simply handling ihi

crops of old customers and are ready to pay the market price whei
established.

It is possible that a number of growers will dry their grape;
instead of selling them to the wineries. The price for Feherzagoe;
is $7 a ton for wine purposes and ly^ cents a pound for drying
The drying price would equal $10 a ton. This plan should sui;

the wine makers very well as they have an overabundance of wint
and do not wish to receive any more grapes than they can help

receiving.

NEVADA, ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO.

On the first of September Mr. J. H. Gates of Salt Lake Cit\

bought the "Elite" bar of Winnemucca, Nevada, from Mr. A. j
Huber. The "Elite" is one of the best known first-class resorts!

for gentlemen in the State.

The local option election held at Clifton and Duncan, Arizona,
resulted in victories for the wets by majorities of 80 per cent.

Duncan had been dry for two years. The majority there was equal

to the entire vote of the drys. Three saloons will open in the

place before the end of September. Business has improved all

around.

In order to provide for the expense of maintaining the strut

sprinkling of the town Alamogordo, New Mexico, raised the lee

for licenses for saloons to $1,800 per year. Proprietors of saloons,

consider that the license is too high. If they are forced to close

the result will simply prove that the town trustees have killed the

goose that laid the golden egg.

BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of August, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Received from other Districts, California ,

Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts.

Exported
Tax Paid
Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, August 31, 1912

Tax. Gals.

1,384.5

2,099.1

17,324.6

41,958.7

1,839,791..^

FOURTH DISTRICT—Month of August, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. First District, California.

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts

Exported
Tax Paid
Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond. August 31, 1912

Tax. Gals.

376.1

3,212.9

6,557.0

508,883.6

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of August, 1912.

Produced and bonded in this district

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Fourth District ..

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. Eastern District

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts.

Tax Paid

Used in Fortification of Wines
Remaining in bond, August 31, 1912.

Tax. Gals.

1,652.5

5,009.6

240,498.0
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LOS ANGELES, September 20.—The situation in some sections

in Southern California, particularly those near Los Angeles,

looks very gloomy for the growers of wine grapes. All the win-

eries are carrying over a heavy load of wine from the 1911 vintage

and are not buying any grapes worth considering, and as a result

the grape growers are at a loss what to do with their crops. What
i^rapes are being taken by the wineries are only of the finer varie-

ties, and at very low prices, ranging from $4.00 to $7.00 per ton,

with the latter figure exceptional.

In the Cucumonga districts most of the grape growers had con-

tracts covering this season's vintage and there will be practically

no loss to them in that district. In the .\rtesia section the winer-

ies will be able to take care of the bulk of the crop, though low

prices will be the rule there also.

Joseph Melczer left on the 17th for a six months' trip to the

( )rieiit and on east to the continent, thence to South America across

he Andes and up the Pacific Coast home.

\V. H. Ahrens, of the firm of Jos. Melczer & Company, was
-tricken with apoplexy at his home last week and for several days

his life was despaired of, but at this writing he is reported as gain-

ing and in a fair way toward recovery.

Adolph Becker returned this week from his trip of over six

weeks in his Simplex auto. Adolph left here for a trip to the

headwaters of Kern River, where the party spent several days fish-

ing and hunting, and had a royal good time. He then drove to

San Francisco and came back here via the valley route. He says

all he had to do on his car the entire 2,500 miles was to keep the

-as tank well filled and this trip has made him an enthusiastic

motorist.

At the Italian \'ineyard Company's great plant at Guasti every-

thing is running full blast, crushing having commenced on the 19th

of this month. The crop will be large and of very good quality.

Mr. Guasti is down at Guasti in person supervising the work. The
iinpany will make about the same amount of wine this season

as last.

The Chas. Stern & Sons plant is also in active operation taking

care of the crop on their immense vineyard, which will keep it

busy for several weeks longer. The grapes in that section this

season are of particularly good quality, and a very fine grade of

wines is expected from this vintage.

The Los Angeles Wine Company has very materially increased

Its business since its purchase by A. P. Hotaling & Company of

San Francisco, and Manager Scott reports business very good,

considering the dull season.

The legislative committee of the City Council of Los Angeles

proposes to out-Herod Herod in dealing with the saloons. The
members of this committee have developed an anti-saloon fan-

aticism which would set well in a country like Turkey. They pro-

pose to have a no-treating law adopted through which any person

who buys a drink for another will be punished. They would allow

only one saloon to a block and they would prohibit saloon-keepers

from signing petitions affecting their interests. They would in-

crease the tax on all liquor concerns $25 per month. Reductions

of fees for licenses for peddlers and others are to be made up by

placing the burden on the liquor dealers.

It is evident that the people of this city will have to vote on

the free lunch question after all. The City Council has decided

that an election must be held on the subject, although the public

had already believed that the matter had been squelched. The cost

of the election will be about $10,000.

There is to be trouble for the cafes who are doing saloon bus-

iness. Chief of Police Sebastian and the Police Commission have

agreed that cafes must be operated as cafes and not as saloons.

Waiters in cafes must be paid a straight wage and not depend on
the amount of liquor they sell to customers. According to Chief

Sebastian there are a great many people in the cafe business who
are trying to get all the money within their reach without regard

for what their licenses call for. These people forget that their

licenses permit the serving of liquor at meals, but not at other
times, and they conduct their places as though they had saloon

licenses.

Wholesale liquor licenses to the number of ninety are allowed
in the city of Los Angeles. Up to date eighty-nine have been
granted.

Mr. G. Gai has taken up his residence in Santa Monica to con-

duct the affairs of the firm operating under his name. Mr. F.

Slatri is to travel in the East as wholesale representative of the

firm.

Steps have been taken toward calling an election on the matter
of the adoption of the ordinance to govern the liquor business in

the city of Long Beach. It is expected that the election will take

place October 29.

At Newport Beach J. W. W^alls has purchased tne mterest of

Urban W. Hall in the Orange County Wine Company.

The residents of Oceanside who recently voted the saloons out

of business have petitioned the city council to have an election

toward establishing a mutual bar by means of which they hope
to secure the $2,000 a month revenue that goes to other places

since their own town went dry.

It is considered quite probable that the board of freeholders

will adopt measures by which saloons may be licensed in Santa
Ana. At the present time the power to issue licenses lies with the

Board of City Trustees, and it is certain that the present board
will not grant any licenses.

The grape feast at Escondido on the 9th of September was a

glorious success. Escondido was a bower of grapes and novel at-

tractions surprised even the most traveled visitors. Excursions

were run from Los Angeles and San Diego. Every variety of

grape known to man were given away. The feast presented a rare

glimpse of one of California's greatest industries.

Authentic statistics show that the district of Dinuba has nearly

9,000 acres of grapes in full bearing, exclusive of all other fruits

that might be confounded with the product of the vineyards. There
are 3,553 acres of Muscats, 1,295 Sultanas, 870 Malagas, 118 Faher-

zagos and over 2,630 of other varieties too numerous to be listed.

There has been a large increase of vine planting this year.

At Hanford the police are kept busy trying to weed out the

blindpigs. During the third week of September five new ones were
discovered. Twelve have been discovered in all during September.

While the amount of money collectable through fines in no way
compares with the revenue derived from saloons before the city

went dry, the traffic in liquor appears to be just as great as it ever

was. For this reason the citizens are beginning to wonder what
good results have been obtained through the local option election.

Work is being rushed ahead with great vigor on the new brew-

ery of the Bay City Brewing Company in San Diego. Frederick

W. Handschy, formerly manager of the Claussen Brewing and
Malting Company of Seattle, has already taken over the manage-
ment and is personally superintending the construction work. The
building is to be five stories in height and 140 by 160 feet. It will

be the only Mission style brewery in America. The auxiliary

buildings will be erected while the first products are aging. Ca-

pacity of the new plant is set at 35,000 barrels per year, with a

maximum capacity of 100,000 barrels if demanded. A great deal

of the output of the brewery will be shipped to Hawaii, Australia

and Central America. There is but little doubt that the beer will

be ready for the market by the 1st of January. As yet no trade

name for the product has been decided upon. The manager de-

clares that the brewery will be the "most modern down-to-the-

minute brewery in the United States or any other country."

New Mexiccin Tax.—According to the new law of Mexico, effec-

tive July 1, 1912, the rate of the internal tax on imported alcoholic

beverages is fixed as 15 per cent of the amount of the import duties

specified in the tariff.
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California Wine Exported to Many Sections of tlie World

THE greater part of the wine produced in the United States

comes from California, and during the last twenty or thirty

years the industry has rapidly attained tremendous proportions in

this State. Every important variety of wine grape is raised, and
the vintages of the Old World are extensively duplicated. Al-

though our annual yield does not even approximate that of some
European countries, wine is exported to many sections of the globe

from California, and the State's production for the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1912, is estimated at 47,491,772 gallons, about 25,000,-

000 gallons of this being dry wine, and the rest sweet.

The growth of the sweet-wine output during the last twenty
years has been a notable feature in the industry's progress, for in

1891 only a little more than 1,083,000 gallons of beverages of this

class were produced. The increase since that time has been at the

average rate of about 1,000,000 gallons a year. The leading sweet
vintage of the State at the present time is port, sherry being a close

second, while in some years it has taken first place. During the

last two seasons angelica ranked third and muscatel fourth ; other

important sweet varieties were Malaga, Tokay, Madeira and sweet

Catawba.
It is difficult to obtain reliable statistics concerning dry wines.

They have been made on a large scale for a number of years. All

the leading varieties are produced, and among them claret prob-

ably leads. The size of the dry-wine output has fluctuated greatly,

however, from year to year. In 1902 and in 1909 it rose to more
extensively than sweet wines in the past, but at intervening years

it fell to 16,000,000 gallons, while for the last three years, including

1912, it has ranged around 26,000,000 gallons. Dry wines have
always been made more extensively than sweet wines in the past,

but at the present time there is little difference in quantity between
the yield of either.

Sparkling wines are now being manufactured to quite an extent,

and have been given much attention of late by producers. Dur-
ing 1911 the output of naturally-fermented champagne totaled

something like 580,000 bottles, all of which was made in Sonoma
and Santa Clara counties. The production for 1912 is expected

to be considerably larger, because the Italian-Swiss colony have
put up nearly 500,000 bottles.

Early History of the Vine.

It is believed by some authorities that the vine is indigenous

to California, and rriany indications go to prove that such is the

case. The first real efforts at viticulture may have been inspired

by seeing native wild vines flourishing on the hillsides of Southern

California. Whether or not this was the case, one thing is cer-

tain, and that is that no place on earth is better adapted to grape

culture than this State.

Historic records seem to indicate that as early as the first de-

cade of the eighteenth century wine was made on some part of the

Pacific Coast. This very likely did not occur in Alta California

because the missions were not established here until late in that

century. Grapes were planted extensively shortly after the first

of these were built, however, and as each great landmark was
erected vineyards were set out in its neighborhood, until areas

devoted to the culture of the fruit of from five to thirty acres

stretched all the way from San Diego to Sonoma.

Only one kind of grape was cultivated during the early days.

It bore some resemblance to the Malaga, but on account of being

brought to this country from Mexico—where it had been grown
after being imported from Europe—it had lost many of the attrib-

utes of the family to which it belonged. When the missions were

built around San Francisco in 1820, a new vine was introduced.

This was reputed to be of Madeira stock. It has been cultivated

extensively in Sonoma and Napa counties, as well as in the Sacra-

mento Valley and south of San Francisco Bay. Both of the grapes

just described were known under the general name of "Mission,"

"Californian," or "Native." They have been produced on a large

scale at certain periods during the past, and are adapted to almost

any section of the State.

A great deal of wine was made from these two varieties of
"Mission" grape, the one grown in Sonoma furnishing a light
claret-like vintage, while from the other a sort of port or sherry
was made. Neither of these remained popular for extensive pro- I

duction after the introduction of the European vines, for the qual»
j

ity of the wine manufactured from foreign grapes was far better.

Decline, Followed by Progress.

For ten years beginning with 1845 the wine industry underwent
a season of adversity. The confiscating of the missions resulted
in many of the vineyards being ruined by neglect, and the gold
fever which followed shortly afterward retarded development in

every line of agriculture. Wine-making almost came to a stand-
still, but with the revival of agricultural pursuits it was one of the
first industries really to show progress and its commercial history
dates from this period.

The planting of vines commenced in earnest in 1856, and by the
following year their number had increased 700,000, while in the
year succeeding that 1,700,000 more were added, which made the
number of grape vines in the State 3,954,548. The widespread in-

terest which had been awakened in the industry was shown by
the fact that plantings were made in almost every country. Los
Angeles led with over 1,500,000 vines, and Santa Clara was next
with only 500,000. Undoubtedly this activity resulted in the manu-
facture of a large quantity of wine, but it is impossible to secure
statistics regarding the production for this time. The output must

;

have grown steadily, for in 1865 it totaled nearly 2,500,000 gallons,

while fifteen years earlier only 60,000 gallons were made, nearly
all of which came from Los Angeles county.

Importance of Viticulture.

Viticulture has always been aided considerably by legislation

in this State. The tax on vines under four years of age was re-

moved as early as 1859. Following this, the appointing of the

committee to investigate the industry—whose work has just been
dealt with—was probably the most important step ever taken in

viticultural interests. Tweny-two years after this, resolutions

were adopted for the protection and promotion of grape-growing.
Even as recently as 1909 another series of resolutions was passed
requesting the enactment of legislation^Federal, State and Civic

—to foster the industry in this State. The reason for all this is

quite apparent from the fact that $150,000,000 is invested altogether
in the various branches of viticulture, and between 250,000 and
300,000 acres of grapes are now cultivated in the State.

In many respects wine-making is the most important divisimi

of the grape-growing industry in California, although its other

branches have also risen into great prominence. However, the

producing of wine has been so intimately connected with the agri-

cultural growth of the State, its industrial importance has covered
such a period of years, and it has brought such great returns, that

it has always received especial consideration. Then, too, wine is

almost exclusively a product of California as far as North America
is concerned.

Future of the Industry in California.

It is quite probable that California wines will aggregate in value

this year at least $25,000,000, and developments will undoubtedly
cause a large increase over this as time goes on. Grape-vines are

being planted all the time, for the fruit grows well in almost every

part of the State and is very remunerative. The counties around
San Francisco Bay all yield large crops. In the vicinity of Los
AngeleSj and in the interior valleys all over the State, much grape

land is cultivated. The importations from Europe still total nearly

$10,000,000 in value every year, and wines from the lands across the

Atlantic will always be in demand, but despite this the opportuni-

ties for the disposal of the California, product are increasing in

every section. A great advance in production may be expected,

therefore, during the coming yeai;s.—By Edwin E. Schallert in the

Los Angeles Times.

CUPERTINO VINEYARD SOLD.

The largest deal in vineyard property completed for a long time

was that consummated on the 14th of September, when Mr. Edwin
A. Wasserman of San Francisco purchased the winery and lands

of the Cupertino Vineyard Company for $80,000.
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LAWS OF MAN AND THE LAW OF FERMENTATION.

MR. HENRY J. KALTENBACH, president of the National

Wholesale Liquor Dealers Association of America, was in-

\ited to read a paper before the eighth international congress of

Applied Chemistry, which is holding its session this week in New
York City. In response to the honor extended to him, Mr. Kal-

tenbach prepared and read on the afternoon of September 9th a

very able paper, choosing for his subject, "The Laws of Man in

Their Relation to the Manufacture and Sale of Products Result-

ing from the Natural Law of Fermentation." He said in part

:

Fermentation is an entirely natural process and must have been

going on in nature long before man appeared, and man observed

and began to use the process in very remote times, first in the trans-

formation of grape juice into wine. This process we now know
to be the spontaneous action of the micro-organisms in the yeast-

cells in the grape juice, by which action the sugar is transformed

into alcohol.

Distillation is also an entirely natural process, being merely

vaporization and condensation, and occurring constantly in nature,

as in the vaporization of sea-water by the sun's heat and condensa-

tion as rain. Man observed and used this process and began the

distillation of alcohol from wine in very ancient times.

The first uses of alcohol (spirit of wine) were a., medicine, anxl

the monks of the middle ages, generally skilled in this art, began

to produce alcoholic liquors. These spread into use as popular

beverages. The fermenting of wine and distilling of alcoholic

liquors requires only the simplest sort of utensils. All the mod-
ern improvements in distilling apparatus have not changed the

essential features of the process, but have greatly purified the

product.

The materials for making alcoholic liquors are found in variety

and abundance in practically every country and climate. With the

materials conveniently at hand and the necessary apparatus easily

available, men have been making and using such liquors for thou-

sands of years. The great historical fact about such liquors is that

from their first knowledge of them human beings everywhere have

constantly craved and demanded them, notwithstanding all ob-

stacles and restrictions. This demand creates the supply, accord-

ing to the economic law, which is the statement of a natural and

inevitable process.

Artificial restrictions against the use of such liquors arose at

an early period. The power of government and law was used

against the human appetite for liquor. The first efforts were

along the line of the first impulse of human nature, to prohibit the

use through the overwhelming power of government. Early pro-

hibition edicts were not effective or lasting. The system of State

taxation and regulation soon came into use. Governmental law

does not, like religious law, destroy the demand by affecting the

judgment and conscience of the individual. Governmental laws in-

evitably involve constant conflict between the government and the

individual, with varying success by the government according to

the sort of laws it attempts to enforce.

Practically all forms of liquor laws deal with the retail sale

and may be divided roughly into four classes

:

(1) The Licensing System, (2) the Scandinavian or Company
System, (3) State Monopoly, and (4) Prohibition. The Licensing

System is the oldest in extensive use and most successful, and
yields great revenue to governments. The other systems nave de-

cided disadvantages, and prohibition, the most extreme of all, is

not effective, and even its advocates admit that it is not enforced.

Official evidence shows illicit distillation in the prohibition

State of the United States, and illicit distillation means impure
liquors. The advocates of prohibition confess its failure in such
States by demanding additional legislation. Long experience in

this and other countries shows that it is so easy to make liquor

that the people who demand it will not be without it, no matter
what the law declares. The United States Government with the

great revenue at stake, uses the greatest possible efforts to keep
down illicit production. Without the revenue, no Federal or State

riovernment could pay the expense of such service.

The advanced countries of the world, which, for the most part,

use the licensing system, show a gradual lessening bf the misuse

of alcoholic liquors. This is caused principally by the improved
living conditions of the people and the advance of popular intelli-

gence, resulting in greater self-control. The real way of further

progress is to extend these rational methods of human betterment.

Fanaticism and unreason must be overcome, and it is important

for all industries that the capital invested under the sanction of

our laws in establishments producing fermented and distilled li-

quors should have fair treatment. The manufacturers using al-

cohol for industrial purposes would have great difficulty under the

prohibition system in getting their necessary material under satis-

factory conditions.

FOURTH INTERNAL REVENUE DISTRICT ABOLISHED.

A WASHINGTON dispatch announces that the Fourth Internal

Revenue District, the headquarters of which are at Sacra-

mento, is to be abolished, effective October 1. The reason for this

is that Congress has failed to make appropriations sufficiently to

sustain all the government establishments and it is necessary to

dispense with some in order to avoid a deficit. The Fourth Dis-

trict will be consolidated with the First, which has its headquarters

in San Francisco, officials at San Francisco having already received

instructions to take over the effects of the district that is being

done away with. It is worth while to note that the Fourth Dis-

tric has been in existence since 1862. Many consolidations have
occurred, but the district has remained intact, the headquarters be-

ing at all times at Sacramento.

In this connection the general public will have reason to regret

that the Fourth District has ceased to be, inasmuch as the genial

and accommodating collector at Sacramento, Mr. Shippee, will be

missed. While acting in his official capacity at Sacramento Mr.
Shippee has well confirmed his claims to popularity. His bearing

toward all those who had dealings with him was such as to win
for him a world of friends. Wherever Mr. Shippee may go and
in whatever channel of life he may enter, the PACIFIC WINE
AND SPIRIT REVIEW wishes him all the success that his just

and generous conduct entitled him to.

Topazor Nectarubi
The Red WineThe White Wine

THE PERFECTION OF CALIFORNIA TABLE WINES

.t"aiuolrojcu

.) yyinlaaz^
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549 WASHINGTON STREET San Francisco
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NEW HOPE FOR CALIFORNIA WINEMAKERS.

WITH his proverbial foresight, Mr. C. J. Wetmore, president

of the Wetmore-Bowen Company, proprietors of Cresta-

Blanca wines, sees, through the opening of the Panama Canal, a

more brilliant future for the wine industry of California than the

most optimistic of those who wish well for the State have been

able to dream of. In an interview with a representative of the

PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW, Mr. Wetmore said:

"It is practically a certainty that the Panama Canal will pro-

vide California with a home market which will take all the wine

that the State can produce. At present it is difficult to estimate

what the rate of increase of population consequent upon opening

the canal will be. The rich and fertile Pacific Coast btates should

attract people in greater numbers than the States of the Atlantic

seaboard attracted them in the past. It must be remembered that

there is in the very name of California something so allied with

romance and hope that those who seek to better their conditions

are drawn by it. I would not care to make any forecast as to

what the numerical increase in the population of the coast will be,

but if it should amount to 5,000,000 or 6,000,000 as the most con-

servative conjecturers believe it will, it can be easily seen that a

home market will be provided for California wines. Most of the

immigrants who will come to the State will be from the wine-pro-

ducing countries of Europe. They will be wine drinkers. They

will increase the average amount of wine consumed per capita,

and in consequence will greatly stimulate the wine industry. As

the time is not very far distant when the canal will be opened,

California may expect to feel the beneficial effect on her wine

market within a few short years. Not only will complete recovery

be made from any possible set-back through overproduction, but

a steady and continual improvement in conditions will be brought

about."

ROWELL AND UNDERHANDED PROHIBITION.

T is announced from Fresno that the anti-saloon forces are plan-

ning to make prohibition go in that city. While the local op-

tion league deny that they are prepared to enter the fight it is ad-

mitted by them that they contemplate a move in that direction in

the near future. So long as it is known that a meeting is to be

held at an early date, saloon proprietors should place themselves

on guard. It would be impossible for the anti-saloonforces to win

in such a city as Fresno if they did not take the community un-

awares, and for this reason their slightest movement should be

watched. As the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW
pointed out some time ago, it has been the plan of Editor Rowell

of the Fresno "Republican" to dry up the country districts first

and afterward attempt to make his tactics successful in the city of

Fresno. Saloon men in Fresno should know that the abilities of

Rowell are of the Pecksniffian order and they must meet his hedg-

ing and quibbling by directness and vigilance.

The Candidacy of Congressman Needham

THE peculiar political situation that exists in the State of Cal-

ifornia requires careful consideration in order that industrial

sacrifices may be avoided. Industrial welfare has taken precedence

over political questions. In the present situation men who are

more closely identified with the industrial than with the political

interests have been aligned in such a way that, through their de-

feat at the November elections, the industries of the State may be

seriously jeopardized. If actual setbacks do not take place, ad-

vances in keeping with past and present development will not be

sustained if certain candidates are not elected.

One example of this should be clearly brought to the attention

of the people of the State. This is the candidacy of Congressman
j

James C. Needham for re-election in the Sixth District. Mr. Need- "

ham has for fourteen years represented California in Congress. In

order to discharge his duties in keeping with the trust placed in

him he has kept himself so well posted on all matters of interest

to California that it can be said that no man in Congress is more

thoroughly informed than he relative to the details of the

State's products. He has proven himself to be an invaluable
j

friend of the State's industries in all branches, and his record in
|

Congress speaks for itself. Time after time he has shown himself

as a protector of California's interests against adverse legislation.

Mr. Needham is a member of the most important committee in

Congress, namely, the Committee on Ways and Means. When he

was appointed to this committee at the beginning of his fourth

term he stood at the foot of the Republican line. At the present

time he is Number 5 in that committee, and, owing to the fact that

some Republican Congressmen will not stand for re-election, he

will be Number 3 or higher if returned to Congress. This means

a great deal to California, but there are a great many persons in

the State who may fail to appreciate it. In few words it means

that the wine growers, wine merchants and those who handle

other products of California would have a ranking representative
[

on the Committee of Ways and Means, which has jurisdiction on

all matters referring to tariff and revenue. If Mr. Needham should

not be re-elected California would absolutely lose representation
|

on the Ways and Means Committee, no matter who the man sent

to Congress might be.

This is such an important matter to California that, without
j

endeavoring in the slightest manner to cast any risparaging re-

flection on his opponents, the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT
REVIEW is duty-bound to voice the belief that Mr. Needham
should be re-elected and that he should have the support of all the

voters in his district irrespective of parties or of policy of a par-

tisan nature. It is on the broad principle that sustains industrial

development in California that we make this stand. The record

of Mr. Needham is such as to hold full confidence of all industrial

classes in the State, and his years of experience in working for

the advancement of industries has made him the foremost and

worthiest factor of industrial progress in California. He is allied'

more with the State's industrial welfare than with its politics on

partisan lines. No matter how brilliant another man might be he

could not carry the weight on the Committee of Ways and Means

that Mr. Needham carries.

It is our sincere wish that all persons who have the welfare of

California at heart, whether they reside in the Sixth District or

not, will do all within their power in support of the candidacy of

Mr. Needham.
It seems hardly necessary to state that Mr. Needham has proved

to be one of the most influential and sincere friends of the Califor-

nia wine industry that ever went to Congress.

PHIZ. SERIES POSTPONED. 1
Owing to the fact that everybody connected with the wine in-

dustry is now, and will be for several weeks, almost too busy to

sleep, the editor has found it necessary to temporarily postpone the

monthly biographies under the heading of "Phizes." The work

will be taken up a little later.
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Practically all his interests are in San Franciscb. He fe Survived!
by his wife. The business of A. Vignier Inc. will be continued as

before.
'

f T is with sincere regret we announce the sudden death from
apoplexy at Mount Pocono, Penn., of B. Erie Severns on Sep-

ember 3rd. As he was a man who enjoyed excellent health, his

intimely taking ofT was a severe shock not only to his family and
riends but his many associates in New York and California. Mr.
ie(verns was manager of the Italian-Swiss Colony branch in New
^ork, which position he assumed in 1901, and in which he had met
n'ith signal success. Prior to that he was prominently connected
vith the business department of the Italian-Swiss Colony in San
lancisco. In this capacity he developed business qualities that

jut him in line for the more responsible position in the metropolis

^'heIl the opportunity was presented for his advancement.

B. Erie Severns

A small mining camp in Tuolumne county, Cal., was the scene

I his birth, which occurred in 1863. He began his commercial
areer as a clerk in a wholesale crockery house in San Francisco,

.>as later a successful traveling salesman for the same concern,

nd eventually joined forces with the Zellerbach Paper Company,
Iso of this city.

Mr. Severns was a man of fine characer, wholesouled, full of

he brightness of life, born for high business accomplishments," a

ood friend and fond parent. He was a nephew of Andrea Sbar-
joro, secretary of the Italian-Swiss Colony.

i Speaking from a friendship extending over eighteen years, the

r/riter can heartily say that the California wine industry can ill

fTord to lose a man of Mr. Severns' personality and exceptional

bilites, while by his friends his sudden taking off will long be
lourned. The sympathies of the REVIEW are sincerely ex-

ended to his family.

AMI VIGNIER

iJI R. AMI VIGNIER, one of the best known liquor merchants
'l on the Pacific Coast, succumbed after a short illness on the

fternoon of September 21, at his home in San Francisco. Mr.
ignier reached the ripe old age of 82 years. Up to the last month
e conducted in person the very important business which he had
stablished during his long residence in California. He was born

,1 Geneva, Switzerland, and came to California in 1849. At first

e 'ventured in the mines and afterward identified himself with the
usiness in which he was active almost up to the time of his death.

JAMES J. HALL.

James J. Hall, manager of the St. Francis Importation Co., con-
nected with the St. Francis Hotel, was murdered on Sept. 18 by a

half-brother, Abraham Hall, aged 18 years. The crime was the
result of insane jealousy, the murderer also slaying Mrs. Hall and
committing suicide immediately afterward. James Hall had the
management of the St. Francis Hotel wine cellars since the orig-

inal opening of the famous hostelry, and organized and also man-
aged the St. Francis Importation Co. He was the ablest wine
steward on the coast, a manly man, successful in business and pos-
sessed of a host of friends, who will mourn his cruel taking off.

He was only thirty years of age.

The management of the St. Francis Importation Co. and of the

wine cellars has been assumed by James Reilly, steward of the St.

Francis Hotel, who will fill the dual position.

CONGRESSMAN KAHN WARNS WINE MEN.

On his return from Washington Congressman Kahn called on
the editor of the REVIEW with a very important message to the

wine men of California, as well as to the distillers and trade of

the United States, in connection with the status of the dangerous
Kenyon bill.

"In your next issue," said Congressman Kahn, "notify the wine
men that on the first Wednesday, after the opening of Congress in

December, the Committee on Alcoholic Beverages will call up
the Kenyon bill, and in view of the delay in passing upon the meas-
ure at the last session, you may be sure the friends of the bill will

get action as quickly as possible. I must tell you the situation is

to say the least, dangerous, and all who are sincerely opposed to

it should be on the ground or represented. The wine men must
be there equipped to put up a strong fight. It goes without say-

ing that the bias-minded people behind the measure will be there
in great force and with much influence. The Californians must not
belittle the importance of the situation, and they must lose no time
in getting into fighting shape."

From responsible sources at Washington, the REVIEW learns

that there are not more than forty members of the House of Rep-
resentatives who have the backbone to stand up and oppose this

proposed infamous measure. They are the same kind that passed
the anti-canteen law at the behest of the W. C. T. U., and they
are just as big jelly fish now as then.

Democrats are not supposed to promote sumptuary laws, but
this Democratic Congress gives the lie to their eternally reitterated

declarations against such laws by its present attitude, which seems
fayorable to the Kenyon bill.

.."YQU-aH" better be up and doing. Among other things do all

you can to return Mr. Kahn to Congress. He is one of your best

and most influential friends.

::'> iif'.v/ -.'
[

SIMONDS MACHINERY COMPANY'S SALES.

DURING the present season the Simonds Machinery Company
has had several satisfactory transactions with the leading

wine makers of the State of California. The company has sold

several wine pumps to the more important firms, including the

California Wine Association. It has had reports of very satis-

factory service performed by its portable wine pump. This pump
is mounted on a trvick and may be shifted about readily. The
pump itself is driven by electric power. It is bronze fitted

throughout, not only the metal parts usually made of copper or

brass, being of bronze, but the suction head and packing as well.

This has been done with the view of avoiding any chemical action

whatever that such material as rubber or iron might have on wine.

One of the pumps recently put into service at St. Helena has given'

especial satisfaction.
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Prohibition Not Popular With Our Presidents

WITH the possible exception of the Hayes administration,

wine has always been served liberally to guests at the White

House dinners.

Washington Irving tells us that the father of our country,

George Washington, always kept his cellars at Mount Vernon and

in the presidential mansion, filled with choice wines. He partic-

ularly liked Madeira.

An instance of his liberality of thought and action has been

cherished by Irish-Americans. On the 17th of March, 1778, after

the terrible winter at Valley Forge, Washington learned that some

Irish soldiers in his command were half-heartedly trying to cele-

brate St. Patrick's day without a drop of "the mountain dew"

within sight or smell. From his gloomy height, he stooped down
and gave orders that generous potions of hot punch he served the

men. And those soldiers who were born in one oppressed country,

and who were fighting their oppressor in another, first and last,

gave Washington the toast.

John Adams was simple in his own living, but was not parsi-

monious in serving his guests with the best the markets and wine

cellars afforded.

President Thomas Jefferson, who had been Minister to France

and knew the salutary effect of wine, said : "I rejoice as a moralist

at the prospect of a reduction of duties on wine by our National

Legislature. It is an error to view a tax on that article as merely

a tax on the rich. It is prohibition of its use on the middle classes,

and a condemnation of them to the poison of spirits. iNo nation

is drunken where wine is cheap, and none sober where dearness of

wine substitutes ardent spirits as its common beverage."

When the British swooped down on our primitive capital, in

August, 1814, and took possession of the White House, they did

not overlook President Madison's fine wines.

The Monroes, according to Catherine Frances Cavanagh, were

the most dignified occupants of the White House up to their own
time. And though they insisted on the strictest etiquette, they

served wine at their private table, and to their guests at state

aflfairs.

Like his father, John Quincy Adams was temperate, though not

a total abstainer, and he did not dream of departing from the cus-

tom of gentlemen of his day—to furnish whisky, punch and wine

to invited guests.

Andrew Jackson furnished his guests with everything from

hard cider to hard whisky, while Van Buren served a brand of wine

known as "The Supreme Court Madeira" almost exclusively, and

thus caused some grumbling among those who liked more burning

stuff.

No one doubts for an instance but that William Henry Harri-

son (good soldier that he was) had to include whisky, etc., in his

camp chest, and, if he is not written down in the social history of

Washington as a splendid entertainer it is because his reign was

cut short by death.

Tyler was a "prince of entertainers." His cellars on his Vir-

ginia plantation and in the White House were stocked with choice

wines. He was not a heavy drinker, but a regular one, and a tem-

perate man in every respect.

The Polks kept up the dignified hospitality shown by the Mon-
roes ; and though Mrs. Polk was an extremely pious lady, there is

no record of her having a decided opinion on the temperance ques-

tion. Their attitude was adopted by the Taylor, Fillmore and

Pierce administrations, respectively.

Buchanan made the White House almost a public inn—so lav-

ishly did he entertain his guests—without cost to anyone but him-

self. His wine list was large and varied. The story runs that he

had a couple of barrels of whisky that came through the lines dur-

ing the whisky rebellion—and it was fine.

Andrew. Jackson is said to have had his private black bottle"

ever with him, although he never drank to excess.

Lincoln was not a total abstainer, as those who try to make
him a saint, today, would have us believe. There are men living

who recall that Lincoln enjoyed a glass of strong stuff now and

then, but he never drank to excess. Grant entertained most lav

ishly.

President Arthur was most particular about the wines served

at his table. His wine list was fully as long as that of President

Tyler, whose memory was long cherished by the old "topers" ol

the capitol, and Grover Cleveland also provided the best for his

guests. When Harrison arrived at the White House he. also, saw

fit to ignore the plea of temperance organizations that he banish

wines from state dinners.

When President McKinley was approached by members of hi>

church on the subject of intoxicants at the White House, he stated

gently and firmly, that, as a member of the Methodist Church, h(

did not use intoxicants, and that, at his private dinners he woulc

follow the custom of his Canton home, merely to offer minera

and other water, but that, in his official position he was called upot

to and would offer wines to such guests as he entertained becausi

of his public position ; that he had no right, moral, or otlierwise:

to inflict his personal conduct on such guests.

While Theodore Roosevelt is not what is known as a lovei

intoxicants, he has been the cause of more than one upheaval ii

temperance circles. When he first entered the White House thi

question of barring intoxicants from the state and other dinners wa
brought before him, as it had been broached to every president whc

succeeded the first temperance president, Rutherford B. Hayes
He refused to make any promises which would banish wine fron 1

the mansion. In this, he followed in the footsteps of Garfield, wh<

told the temperance delegation that "a man's house is his castle'

and intimated that it is not the business of any society to refnrn

the customs of the White House.
President William H. Taft, while not a drinking man, provide

wines at all state functions. He has not hesitated to express lii

views on prohibition, for in his treatise on the "Four Aspects

Civic Duty," he says

:

"Nothing is more foolish, nothing more utterly at variance witi

sound policy than to enact a law which, by reason of condition,

surrounding the community, is incapable of enforcement. Such in

stances are sometimes presented by sumptuary laws, by which th'

sale of intoxicating liquors is prohibited under penalties in locali

ties where the public sentiment of the immediate community doe

not and will not sustain the enforcement of the law. In such case

the legislation usually is the result of agitation by people in th

country districts who are determined to make their fellow citizen

in the city better. The enactment of the law comes through th

country representatives, who form a majority of the Legislaturs

but the enforcement of the law is among the people who are gen

erally opposed to its enactment, and under such circumstances th

law is a dead letter. The constant violation or neglect of any la\

leads to a demoralization of all laws."

MONOGRAPH ON "COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS."

TRADE associations throughout the country will be intereste.

in a bulletin soon to be issued by the Bureau of Foreign an

Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce and Labor, ei

titled "Commercial Organizations," which gives the results of a

investigation by E. A. Brand, formerly commercial agent and no

assistant chief of the bureau, of the activities of seventy comme
cial associations in the United States, with special reference to tl

development of foreign trade. The territory covered in the inve

tigation included cities in New England, New York, Pennsylvan

and also many towns of the Middle West. In addition to the

activities in the promotion of foreign trade many other phases <

the work of these bodies are described, including industrial e

positions, methods of developing wholesale and retail trade, mun
cipal publicity, improvement of transportation facilities and se

vice, expansion of industrial enterprises, campaigns for convention

membership, etc. While these subjects are treated briefly, ar

not in such detail as would be possible in a more extended pub'

cation, the bulletin should prove of value as a specific record

actual study of the purposes and methods of a number of repr

sentative commercial organizations.
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INVESTIGATE LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES.

DUNCAN NICOL'S HISTORICAL BANK EXCHANGE.

'l"he Bank Exchange Saloon at the corner of Washington and
Montgomery streets. San F"rancisco, is the one establishment which
serves to connect the old days of the city of '49 with the new days
of the city of 1915. This saloon is today as it was when it was
first aptaeHin 185^^ Il« marble flagging; mahogany bar and chaiVs

and "table, .attSSrtiJiagrthe olden days, its mahogany glass racks and
high-toned mirrors, its engravings of French revolntionary scenes
—all came around the Horn and are not only valuable from the

standpoint of mere dollars, but from that of art and antiquity as

well.

This establishment has profited by the experience obtained by
the original owners of the Montgomery Block, on the ground floor

of which it is located. These pioneer owners found all that they
had in the shape of a building wiped out six times by fire. When
they decided to erect the present structiire' they determined that

it would be one that would defy fire, and the extent of their wis-
dom is shown by the fact that the building was left intact after

the disaster of 1906.

The Bank Exchange Saloon was founded as the result of a

desire on the part of respectable citizens to avoid association with
an element which was, to say the least, undesirable. At Mont-
gomery street, in the vicini'ty of Broadway and Pacific, a colony
of ex-convicts from Australia had been established. To eflfectively

separate themselves from the roughs the respectable people con-
fined their patrons to the Bank Exchange Saloon, vvhere the mini-

mum price for a drink was "two bits." The saloon was, therefore,

founded on Puritanism. All about the place there was an air of

refinement. The walls were covered with chaste oil paintings,

gambling was excluded and everything was first-class.

This saloon is still a gentleman's saloon. Mr. Duncan Nicol,

the presiding genius of the establishment, will tolerate no person
who has any inclination to be rough and uncouth. Even a million-

aire must behave himself when within the precincts over which
Duncan is the responsible head. And the place continues to be a

success. It might be said that Duncan has added largely to the

success by his capability of mixing drinks, particularly "Pisco

Punch," and a lifetime devoted to the business.

An article which appeared recently in a local paper deals ex-

haustively with the Bank Exchange Saloon and pays a tribute to

the establishment. There is no doubt that the place has no rival

in popularity as a landmark in San Francisco.

OKLAHOMA PROHIBITION HELPED.

JUSTICE AMES of the Supreme Court of the State of Okla-

homa has handed down a decision which is designed to make
prohibition in that State absolutely certain. • In consequence of

this action is to be instituted against all corporations that deliver

intoxicating liquors to others than the identical consignees. In

the opinion of the Attorney-General of the State the effect of the

decision will be far-reaching and tend to cause the operation of

the prohibiton laws to be more ef?ecti-ve. Only the consignee may
be permitted to take the shipments from the common carrier. The
system of distributing agencies is put on the garbage pile.

There iS but little doubt that the methods that are being pur-

sued by the prohibition element will react. When commerce is

hampered by preventing distillers and brewers from shipping their

products to distributing agencies and lorce them to ship directly

to the purchasers a moral law is violated, whether it be embodied
in a constitution or commercial code or not. Such methods have

been practiced in Morocco under barbarian rule, but civilization

condeqined them with very good results.

It is high time for the wine and liquor men and all w£61lJ
lovers of personal liberty to carefully investigate the candidatd
for election to the next Legislature, as to their attitude towaJ
the California wine industry, as well as to how they stand on pri
hibition and local option. The Anti-Saloon League schemers at
going to try to amend the Wyllie local option law so as to make th|
county the unit, thus bringing the incorporated towns within the
power of the country vote. In other words, to deprive the cities

and towns of home rule and let the hay-straw voter in the back
country run the country districts and the towns as well. Nice
jug-handled proposition this. Nevertheless they will force it

through if they are not iought from start to finish. ;

Remember what the last Johnson bunch of reformers handed
the wine and liquor interests, and prepare to block their game at i

the corning Legislature.

"Luxus" Beer in California.^'J'he past year has been one of un-
interrupted prosperity for the Rathjen Mercantile Company. In

all the branches of the liquor business in which the company i^

engaged very good business has been done. The demand f^r

"Luxus" beer, for which the company is the distributing agent in

San Francisco and the State of California, has been satisfactory

throughout the year. While conditions during the past montii
may have been unusually good the company has not observed them
owing to the continually favorable state of aflfairs of the entire year.

"Luxus" beer appears to be an established article of consumption in

California without regard to time or season.

Ed. Rondel of the famous Market Cafe, 540 Merchant street, is i

with Mrs. Rondel spending a well-earned vacation with his brother^
]

in-law on one of the big ranches in Esmeralda county, Kev. The
Honorable Peter Gouailhardmi, the' noted chef of -the same institu-

tion, returned recently frorn an outing at the same place, but had
the misfortune to wrench his ankle and is, therefore, up against

;

a hard proposition, having the work of running the whole business,

which is no small task.

Local option election will be held in Enterprise, Oregon, now

dry in theory but wet in reality, and Dufur, which voted to stay

wet two years ago. The city of Grants Pass will also vote on the

liquor question at the general elections.

Deary, Idaho, has gone dry with a vengeance. In order to

make up the deficit which the county faces as a result of closing '

the saloons fees for all classes of business have been increased

enormously. For instance, peddlers will be required to pay $10 a

day for the right of peddling. Business will undoubtedly suflfer

and the county will not be benefited.

T. B. McGIMSEY, Manager GEO. MOENNING, Proprietor

Davis t^uffftt

BONDED GOODS AND MIXED DRINKS
OUR SPECIALTY

TELEPHONE
DOUGLAS 5351

272 MARKET STREET
N. E. COR. DAVIS
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Does 50 Years' Experience
in the skillful distillation of

HUNTER
BALTIMORE

RYE
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU?

It has brought this finest product of Maryland's famous

distilleries up to the highest standard of perfection

THE AlVIERiCAN GENTLEMAN'S WHISKEY

Wm. Lanahan & Son, Baltimore, Md.

Whiskey at
lis Best

Oood whiskey ie

every persons good

friend. To prove it,

say you try "A

drop of old I. W.

Harper 1 There!

Opinionated? Wellj

well, how do you

like the 'taste that

tempts.'

"

"A TASTE THAT YOU CAN RECOGNIZE
AND A SMOOTHNESS THAT YOU WILL
REMEMBER."

BERNHEIM DISTILLING COMPANY. Louisville, Ky.
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MADERA STILL WET.

A LAW AGAINST FAIR PLAY.

HE Supreme Court of the State of California has rendered

judgment to the effect that the local option law is valid.

While the people of the State must bow to this law, it is necessary

that a movement be commenced to have it amended so that it will

not come in conflict with fair play. The affairs of many towns in

'the State have been kept in a turmoil owing to the succession of

elections which have been unsatisfactory to the part of the com-

munity guided by common sense.

In order that a petition might be worthy of recognition it should

carry more signatures with it. Any small clique of fanatics can

now, on petition, bring about agitation and election which neces-

sitate the expenditure of private and public funds. All reasonable

people should insist that those who get the fun should be at least

numerous enough to substantially contribute to the paying of the

piper. Under the present conditions a few fanatics can secure a

great deal of amusement with but little expense to themselves,

but at a great cost to the community at large.

A limit should be set to the scope of outrage that can be com-
mitted by those whose minds are narrow and purses tight. In

siuch a State as California, where the interests at stake are large,

every care should be taken to curb the danger of the stupid law

which assails the general prosperity to please a few militant bigots.

It would be better to have no local option law at all than to

have the one now rampant. The sensible people of the State should

present a solid front and make their views known to the Legisla-

ture.

John Rapp and Company Report Good Business.—The distrib-

uters of Rainier Beer, John Rapp & Son, with headquarters in San

Francisco, report that business for the past month has been ex-

ceptionally good and indications point to the continuance of favor-

able conditions. Mr. Rapp Senior is on a visit to Europe.

JESSE MOORE HUNT COMPANY REPORTS
IMPROVEMENT.

AT Madera, on September 11th, Judge Monroe decided in

contested election case that the contestant had lost jurisdic-

tion on account of delays beyond the limit specified by statute.

Monroe left the case open for appeal in case such step should be

taken. The judge wanted to take the case up on the evidence and

leave the jurisdiction matter to be settled by a higher court, but

insistence was made that he rule on the jurisdiction point. This Ik

did and the case was thus taken from the jurisdiction of Maderj

Superior Court.

The point on which the ruling was made was that in postponing

the case for twenty days by stipulation the case was stipulatec

out of court. The whole case turned on a decision on this techni

cality and no witnesses were examined or evidence taken. A. M'

Drew of Fresno represented the drys, and R. E. Rhodes the wetsi'

Mr. Drew took exception to the ruling and will apply to a highe'

court for a writ of mandate to compel the case to be tried. Oi

the decision of the higher court will rest the question of whethe

the contest case is ended or whether it shall be ordered tried a

Madera at some future date.

ELECTRIC HOTEL FOR PARIS.

The past month has shown an improvement over the previous

months of the year. This improvement has been noticeable all

over the State as well as in the city of San Francisco. Good bus-

iness conditions exist in Southern Oregon and Northern California

and the general situation is much better than it was during the

same month last year.

AN electric hotel is to be erected in Paris very shortly, in whicl

the domestic service will be performed by electricity. Th'

guest requiring breakfast or his morning's mail, for instance, jus

calls for it from bed or chair—no telephone is required, his voic

being transmitted by resonators to the central office—and what

ever is asked for is delivered at once without the agency of waiters,

In the dining rooms the waiters will be replaced by mechanica'

devices which will act, declares the inventor, with far greatei

promptness and skill than the mere human attendant can be ex|

pected to show. The air of the hotel will be heated in wintet;

and in summer will be chilled by electricity, down to freezing poini

if required. A winter garden attached to the hotel will be filler

all the year around with giant flowers and plants artificially raise,

by electric intensive culture. Brilliant moonlight and sunlighj

effects will be produced when the sun and moon are out of sigh',

In small arbors round the garden teas and supper will be serve

automatically, intimate tete-a-tetes thus being able to proceed with

out any annoying interruptions. One of the features of the hot(,

will be an electric orchestra, in which all kinds of stringed instrv

ments will apparently play of their own accord.

The inventor, a Frenchman named Giorgia Knap, who has spen

years experimenting with the various devices, asserts that the

are now all absolutely perfect, and has formed a company unde|

the name "Societe des Hotels Electriques" for the purpose c

building electric hotels in every big city throughout the world.

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT

Fine Goods, Square Prices
Honorable Dealing;

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE CELEBRATED

"Castlewood" Bourbon and Rye

.X

X

CartAN McCarthy & Co.
Established 1873 Telephone Kearny 3688IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR MERCHAINTS
j

S. E. CORNER BATTERY AND COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO '
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Sam T. Bernard. Puks.

Joe Zanetta, sccv.

unch.Grill&Wine Rooas.

^ECOND BELOW/^ARKET

parvcisco,C-i.

#.-riNE GOODS A SPECIALTY-^
MERCHANTS LUNC-H 11 A.M.-ro a30f>M.

"The Cabin
PURE GOODS

yy

BERT LEVY. Proprietor

105 MONTGOMERY STREET : : : Near Sutter St.

"ONLY THE BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS'

CUISINE AND SERVICE EXCELLENT

^r =^

B.H.Tai|lorJr.& SonsC^ INCORPORATED

THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AM ERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

f Old Taijlor i
IT IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

ITISIN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE. ,:^ : .,.

FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE^^*^
"TO PAINT THE LILY-TO GILD REFINED GOLD." .

Trankfori, Keufucky.

lASH'SBITTERC

W. F. Roeder's

834 MARKET STREET

Opp. Emporium San Francisco

Original

Coppa
Restaurant

J. COPPA, Proprietor

MUSIC EVENINGS
PINE STREET, bet. Montgomery and Kearny

•SAN FRANCISCO

House Founded 1853

Bank Exchange
BACK AT THE SAME OLD STAND

SAME OLD GOODS
SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE

THE FIRE DID NOT GET ME
/ Import Famous Old Campbeltown SCOTCH WHISKY

Pisco de Italia, Madeira Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons' Brand})

DUNCAN NICOL, Proprietor
S. E. CORNER MONTGOMERY AND WASHINGTON STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

THE OLD RELIABLE

^8^^ GATO ^®^^

Clear Havana Cigar

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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FROM CALIFORNIA WINE ASSOCIATION.

FROM ITALIAN-SWISS COLONY.

San Francisco, Sept. 19, 1912.

MR. R. M. WOOD, Editor PACIFIC WINE & SPIRIT RE-
VIEW. Dear Sir: We wish to compliment you on the

appearance of your August 31st number, which with its new face

of type is a pleasure to read. Your selection of news is always
good and we find your statistics valuable for reference matter.

With best wishes for your continued success, we are,

Very truly yours,

ITALIAN-SWISS COLONY.
By S. Federspiel, General Manager.

FROM ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.

San Francisco, Sept. 13, 1912.

MR. R. M. WOOD, Publisher PACIFIC WINE & SPIRIT
REVIEW. My dear Mr. Wood: Your August issue of

the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW is just before me
and I cannot refrain from remarking about its attractive appear-

ance. I have read it with a great deal of interest, and it is with

pleasure that 1 compliment you upon not only the many items of

news about the trade contained therein, but the abundance of val-

uable information oflfered. Believe me,

Sincerely yours,

EDWIN C. HAMMER, Mgr.,

Alex. D. Shaw & Co.

FROM CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO., INC.

San Francisco, Sept. 16, 1912.

EDITOR PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW—Dear

Sir: We congratulate you upon your August issue, and upon

the progress that you have made lately in giving items of news in

the wine business. Such items are of keen interest to the trade in

general, and we wish you continued prosperity in your luidertaking.

Yours very truly,

CIOCCA-LOMBARDI WINE CO.
By Dondero.

FROM THOS. W. COLLINS & CO.

San Francisco, September 23, 1912.

RM. WOOD, Editor WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW—Dear

• Sir: We have received the August issue of the PACIFIC
WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW and are very pleased with the

appearance of the paper as well as the very interesting way in

which the large number of articles in the issue are handled by you.

We like the attitude your paper takes and always has taken on

the prohibition question, and if some of the misguided pros, ever

read your statistics headed "Prohibition Tipplers," we think they

would begin shouting for the good old stuflf.

Wishing you and your straightforward REVIEW good luck,

we are, with kind regards.

Yours very truly,

THOS. W. COLLINS CO.
By J. Renner.

FROM THE ROSENBLATT CO.

•San Francisco, September 23, 1912.

EDITOR PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW—Gentle-

men : We wish to compliment you upon the appearance of

your August issue ; we also grasp this opportunity to commend
the works of your review in protecting the interests of this line.

Your efforts have been of inestimable benefit.

<i
Yours very truly,

^v THE ROSENBLATT CO.
1 Bv Arthur Rosenblatt, President and Secretary.

San Francisco, September 24, 1912.

MR. R. M. WOOD, Editor WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW -
Dear Sir: Permit us to express our admiration of your new

dress. We congratulate you on the vastly improved appearance
of the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW. It is always,
a most welcome visitor and whenever we can be of assistance to

you in furthering the aims and interests, to which you have d^j
voted your journal please command us.

Respectfully yours,

THE CALIFORNIA WINE ASSOCIATION.
F. Frohman, Sales Mana

FROM E. H. LANCEL CO.

San Francisco, September 21, 1912"

MR. R. M. WOOD, Publisher PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT
REVIEW—Dear Sir: We desire to compliment you on the

very neat appearance of the August issue of the PACIFIC W'IXE
.\ND SPIRIT REVIEW, which is a credit to the management.

We take this opportunity to assure you that we appreciate your

untiring eflforts in exposing to the readers of the Review the dan-

gerous tactics of the enemies of the viticultural industry.

Such work as yours can not be overestimated and ceaseli --

efforts must be continued to save from ruin by its enemies ont

the most important industries of our State.

Please accept our best wishes for your continued success.

Very truly yours,

E. H. LANCEL CO.
Per E. H. Lancel, President

FROM HIRAM WALKER & SONS.

Messrs. Hiram Walker & Sons, distillers of Canadian Club

whisky, so popular on this coast, in writing of the work of the

REVIEW and its improved appearance in its new dress, have tlu

following kind comment:
"We have always felt that the PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT

REVIEW has been a well conducted paper, and its appearance

leaves nothing to be desired."

FROM BERNHEIM DISTILLING COMPANY.

Louisville, Ky., September 26, 1912.

EDITOR PACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW—Dear

Sir: Accept our congratulations on the great improvement

manifested in the August issue of the REVIEW and our thanks

for the good work you are doing amongst our common enemy, the

prohibitionists. Here, in the East we have much good work along

the same line to report. Your readers are undoubtedly familiar

with the recent victories in Arkansas and Ohio.

Reporting on business conditions in the trade here, we are ghul

to say that things look better than for several years past and un-

doubtedly the year will be a prosperous one for the great majority

of liquor dealers. We have made very extensive improvements in

our plant in anticipation of the heavy fall business that lies bef'

us and believe we can say with confidence that every customer

our house will be taken care of with the usual good satisfaction

Our leading brand, the great "Old I. W. Harper," has more

steam behind it than ever before and we expect to break the recor^^

this winter.

Extending heartiest regards to you and our myriad of frienfls'

on the coast we remain.

Respectfully yours,

BERXHEIM DISTILLING COMPANY.
By Lee S. Bernheim..

During the December meeting of the State Fruit Growers

sociation at Fresno, a whole day will be given up to the vine. Prof.

F. Bioletti of the University of California, Horticultural Commis-

sioner Frank Swett and H. F. Stoll. secretary of the Grape Grow-

ers Association of California, will read papers.
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AROUND THE EAST SAN FRANCISCO BAY DISTRICTS.

A

the sense of justice of the farmers, namely, an appeal to their

pocketbooks.

N increase in the liquor license of $20 per quarter has been

decided upon by the town trustees of Emeryville. The pres-

ent fee for liquor license is $50 per quarter. On the 1st of October

it will be $70 per quarter. There are thirty saloons in the town.

Ihe saloon keepers requested the increase.

At Hayward the Golden West Brewing Company, of which

C harles W. Heyer is the manager, distributed its first brew Friday,

the 13th of September. The brew was pronounced a good one by

all who drank it.

The old fight relative to the sale and delivery of liquor in the

city of Alameda broke out again during the first week of Septem-

ber. The driver of a wagon for a retail grocery and liquor firm

was arrested for delivering liquors without a license. Alameda
lii|uor dealers have long contended that outside firms that have no

li(|uor licenses should not be allowed to solicit liquor orders and

deliver liquor in competition with licensed liquor dealers. Up to

ithe present time all attempts to prosecute employes of outside firms

have failed.

Charles Sellers of Morgan Hill, Santa Clara county, was one

the leaders in the local otpion agitation and was instrumental

ill causing the town to go dry. On September 6 he was convicted

• f running a blindpig contrary to the law and was fined $100. He
IS the first person to be convicted under the new law.

Mr. D. C. McXally, who has long represented the California

\\ ine Association at Livermore, has gone to the San Joaquin

valley, where he will be occupied, during the vintage season, un-

'!er the Sierra Vista Company, which is controlled by George West
.\: Company of Stockton.

On September the 13th the new Raspiller Brewery, formerly

the Richmond Brewery, went into active operation. The old plant

was completely altered and enlarged so that the new establishment

.may be considered as modern in every particular. AH the ma-

ichinery of the Raspiller Brewery at Berkeley was moved to the

! Richmond plant. The brewery will manufacture Golden State

I
steam and lager beer, well known throughout the State. It will

1 be one of the largest concerns about the bay.

I

All of southern Solano county, excepting Suisun, Vallejo and

Benicia, will vote on the liquor question at the coming election in

Xovember.

On September 12 the Board of City Trustees of Benicia decided

[to issue no more liquor licenses until the licenses in the city of

Benicia are reduced below the number of fifteen. The board fixed

the minimum fine for selling liquors without a license at $500.

Eight saloons on the Benicia road, between Vallejo and Ben-

'icia. will be affected by the elections which will be held in Xo-

vember.

Legislation which will regulate cafes and clubs is to be en-

acted at Vallejo. Restaurants and clubs which sell liquors will

be required to pay S25 a quarter for their licenses. The law will

specify that liquor in original packages shall be served only at

.meals in restaurants. The law will not affect clubs which are duly

' incorporated for legitimate purposes, namely, the dispensing of

liquor to members, but it will effectually regulate those organiza-

tions which are formed merely for the purpose of evading the law

in regard to the sale of liquor.

Antioch City Trustees have passed an ordinance that saloons

be closed between 1 :00 and 5 :00 a. m., and that no music or sing-

ing be permitted in saloons after 10 p. m. and on Sunday.

MICHIGAN CIDER AND WINE MAKING FINISHED.

THE Supreme Court of the State of Michigan has passed a

ruling on the local option law which does away with the

making of wine and cider in dry counties except for the personal

use of those who make them. This is considered as a very gootl

ruling, inasmuch as the farmers who would vote prohibition for

others to their own profit, will now find that the local option law

can be made to work both ways. Farmers have been especially

anxious to vote for local option which would permit them to make
wines and ciders and dispose of them at a profit without competi-

tion. "Mida's Criterion" is of the opinion that the Supreme Court

of Michigan has offered the only argument which will appeal to

ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM MODESTO.

Modesto, September 25, 1912.

THE long period of contention over the results of the July local

option election was brought to a termination on the morning
of the fourth of September, when Judge McSorley rendered a de-

cision to the effect that the prohibiten ordinance of the city of

Modesto was valid. This was the result of the case of Brown &
Irwin asking for an injunction to prevent the authorities from clos-

ing their saloon establishment. A decision was also rendered in

the case of Charles Zani, who was charged, as a test, with selling

liquor in Stanislaus county, and who made an application for a

writ of habeas corpus. This decision was adverse to Zani. In

this way the saloon men who were voted out of business on July
20th lost their fight to have the new law declared invalid. Follow-

ing upon this came the suit of George Pike demanding a recount in

an effort to wipe out the "dry" majority of forty. In consequence
of the suit a recount was made in the Superior Court, with the re-

sult that, with all the ballots contested as illegal thrown out, the

"drys" won with the bare majority of thirteen. This will close the

fight to keep Modesto saloons open at the present time. The
trouble was all due to the vote of the Wisecarver precinct, recently

annexed territory. Of the fourteen saloons which were affected,

ten have been converted into restaurants or soft drink resorts, and
the other four have closed up.

In Visalia, the dry town, blindpigs are the order of the day.

Operators of blindpigs find it quite the fashion to plead guilty and
pay their fines, afterward resuming the business.

Madera county is to hold local option elections in the second,
fourth and fifth supervisorial districts. All the elections will be
held in November. There are six saloons to be affected by an
adverse vote in the fifth district and seven in the other two.

Local option elections will be held at Salinas, King City and
Pacific Grove at the next general elections in November.

DEFEAT THESE MEN, IF POSSIBLE.

OF the many candidates who will be on the ticket on November
5th there are two in particular who will be looked upon

with disfavor by the wine interests of California. One is G. W.
Wyllie, the "father" of California's local option law. He is the

present incumbent and won the nomination of the Progressive Re-
publicans for the Assembly from the Fifty-fifth district over James
M. Burke at the September elections, by the narrow margin of

three votes.

The other is the prohibition attorney of the Anti-Saloon League,

J. E. White. He is a Progressive and won the Republican nomi-
nation for the Twenty-seventh district. Although this is pre-

eminently a Republican district, Ed. Walsh, the incumbent and
Democratic nominee, carried it in the last election, and his oppo-
nent will have to keep moving all the time to secure the district for

the Republicans in Xovember.

Marsh and American
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

WINE PUMPS

AIR COMPRESSORS

TANK PUMPS

- - LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND - -

Simonds Machinery Co.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST. (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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- MARKET -

CONDITIONS
THE VINTAGE.—The grapes in most districts developed

sugar slowly and in some sections it was necessary to delay

crushing until the necessary saccharine strength was developed.

The unprecedented storm of the first week in September, which
threatened to do considerable damage to wine grapes, proved of

benefit, as it aided in filling out the berries. As a result, in many
vineyards in localities where the dry season had retarded the

growth of the grapes, there will be quite an increase in the yield

of wine over the early estimates.

The announced prices of grapes are in most cases exceptionally

low. In the San Joaquin and Sacramento districts the figures

range from $5.00 to $10.00 per ton, $5.00 and $6.00 being the prices

offered in the Fresno section by the association, and $5.00 to $10.00
around Lodi, by independent buyers of small lots. In Sonoma
county prices range from $10.00 to $14.00; in the Napa valley

$15.00 to $16.50 for all kinds. In Southern California prices of

grapes are as low as the lowest offers in the San Joaquin valley.

continue indefinitely. Imports by sea during the month were as

follows

:

DRY WINES.—Leading shippers report September business

good, with the further announcement that all things consid-

ered there is no cause for complaint as to the volume of business

done. There is no change in the situation as to the prices of Sweet
Wines, and the common varieties of Dry Wines. Furthermore, there

is nothing more on the surface to indicate any cessation of the con-

test that is now going on for the control of the market.

Exports of wine by sea for the month ending August 20th were
1,270 cases and 1,171,341 gallons, valued at $393,656.

Imports of wine by sea total 5,161 cases, 72 barrels, 178^ casks,

53 octaves, 39 hhds., 1 butt.

WEET WINES.—There was no production of sweet wines

during the month of August.

BRANDY.—There is no material change in the situation. Else-

where in this issue will be found an announcement from

Washington of the abolition of the Office of Collector of Internal

Revenue of the Fourth District, with headquarters at Sacramento,

Cal. No reason is given for the combination of the Fourth Dis-

trict with the First, but it is presumed to be an act of economy
due to a shortage in the appropriation. The wine and brandy men
who have had dealings with the office of the Fourth District will

sincerely regret the retirement of Collector Shippee and his stafif.

They have always been prompt in their service and conducted their

dealings with the public in the best possible manner.

Exports of Brandy by sea for the month totaled 134 cases and

5,470 gallons, valued at $7,514.

Imports of Brandy totaled 114 octaves, 10 vats, 3,628 cases,

99J4 casks, 10 barrels, 3 hhds.

WHISKY.—Wholesalers generally report a satisfactory change

from the dullness that has characterized the market for a

long time. Business is improving nicely, not only throughout the

interior of California and the Pacific Coast, but in San Francisco,

where an unusual depression has long obtained. There is every

indication that this advancement will continue from now until the

close of the great Exposition at least.

Exports for the month ending August 20th by sea aggregated

"HJ^ cases, 2,232 gallons, valued at $7,184.

5' Imports by sea were of large volume, particularly in case goods.

The figures were 21,605 cases, 104 octaves, 293 casks, 3 hhds., 231^
barrels.

IMPORTATIONS.—There is a much better feeling among the

importers. Business during the month has shown considerable

improvement and there is no reason to believe that this, will not

Gin, 5,210 cases, 47 casks, 164 barrels; Rum, 9 octaves, 297
cases, 2 casks; Grape Juice, 23 cases; Bitters, 2,138 cases; Cham-
pagne, 1,107 cases; Liquors, 2,819 cases; American Picon, 310
cases; Brandy, 114 octaves, 10 vats., 3,628 cases, 99^4 casks, 10
barrels, 3 hhds.; Ale, 480 cases, 100 barrels; Kummel, lUO cases;
Ginger Ale, 935 bbls., 210 cases; Mineral Water, 70 casks, 1,823
cases; Punch, 10 cases; Mescal, 100 cases; Beer, 475 barrels, 3,1. -

cases; Vodka, 5 cases; Spirits, 47 cases; Absinthe, 1,205 casc-

Stout, 712 cases, 665 barrels ; Vermouth, 6 barrels, 6,880 cases ; Cor-
dials, 158 cases; Fernet, 250 cases; Wine, 72 barrels, 178>4 cask
53 octaves, 39 hhds., 5,161 cases, 1 butt.; Sake, 912 casks, 32 case
Whisky, 21,605 cases, 104 octaves, 293 casks, 3 hhds., 221 1^ barrel

Lime' Juice, 25 cases.

BEER.—Business has been good and is holding up well, and
brewers believe that there is a whole lot of business to be

done before the beer season closes.

Imports of foreign beer by sea were 3,168 cases, 475 barrel- ;

Stout, 72)2 cases, 665 barrels ; Ale, 480 cases, 100 barrels.

Exports of beer by sea were 453 packages, valued at $4,325.

NEW YORK WINE MARKET.

There is no change in the California situation. With every in-

dication of a large crop, the growers are trying to unload some
their holdings, in order to make room for the coming vintage, in

some localities this move has had a tendency to weaken prices, but

in others they have been firmly held.—Bonforts, Sept. 10, 1912.

SPIRITS AND ALCOHOL MARKETS.

Conditions have improved some during the past fortnight. The
demand has increased and prices have become firmer. The high
prices of corn caused some of the grain distillers to make slight

advances in prices, and with the opening of the fall business, higher
prices may be expected.—Bonforts, Sept. 10, 1912.

CALIFORNIAN WINES TO NEW YORK BY SEA.
September 1-15.

From San Francisco steamer "Californian."

35 bbls Chas. Schuekr
100 cases Elmer de Put.'

250 bbls C. Manzella & Sons

100 " C. Schilling & Company
300 " Italian-Swiss Colon \

100 " Savoy Wine & Importing Compar
65 " Chas. Stern & Son,-

435 " A. Gazzoler

442 " Order
From San Francisco, steamer "Panama."

74 bbls C. Schilling & Company
540 " Italian-Swiss Colony
818 " California Wine Association

63 " C. Jouard
31 " Roma Wine Company

276 " Lachman & Jacobi

247 " Order
From San Francisco, steamer "Allianca."

1685 bbls California Wine Asociation

645 " Lachman & Jacobi

35 " Chas. Schueler

200 " Italian-Swiss Colony
558 " Order

W. W. Lyman, the well-known St. Helena vineyardist, attended

the annual convention of the American Bankers' Association in De-

troit, Michigan, and then proceeded to New York. He will be

home in a few days. His son, W. W. Lyman Jr., who has been

enjoying a vacation with his parents, has departed for the East for

another year at Harvard.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wehner sent out invitations for a "Vintage

Festival" at their picturesque home at Evergreen in Santa Clara

county on September 21st.

The Italian-Swiss Colony find the state of trade at this season

quite satisfactory. In speaking of the matter to the writer on the

^th inst., General Manager Federspiel said : "Business during

August was good. We have no complaint to make as to that mat-

ter." All of which is very encouraging.

Thos. W. Collins & Company inform us that they have been
appointed coast agents for Messrs. G. F. Heublein's Milshire Gins,

ilistilled at Hartford, Conn. These gins are very popular wherever
introduced, and should fare well at the hands of Messrs. Collins

iX: Company.

Alex. D. Shaw & Company, the well known importers at 214
I'ront street, this city, report business "picking up nicely." Among

]

others of their high-class specialties, their Mont Illanc Vermouth
is going into consumption so fast that the firm finds it somewhat
difficult to keep up with the orders. They have another large

shipment due to arrive shortly.

J. F. Plumel Company, 63-65 Ellis street, report business as

j

having improved nicely during September. This applies to both
I the wholesale and retail branches of the business. The house
I makes a specialty of fine imported Bordeaux wines, choice brandies
in wood and glass, and is sole agent of the celebrated Van Den
Rergh & Company Holland gins.

Louis S. Haas of the Crown Distilleries returned a few days ago
from an automobile tour of Europe, and he says he thoroughly en-

I

joyed himself. He met a number of prominent wine men in Paris

i
and Berlin, among them the genial Francis Draz of Francis Draz
& Compan}-, who was his companion on the return trip to New
York on the steamer "Auguste Victoria." He says the opinion is

I

general among wine men that the champagne of the 1911 vintage
will be of much better quality than for many years back owing to

the extreme heat that prevailed that year.

Inglenook Wine's Manager Takes Cheerful View.—Herman N.
Lange, vice-president of B. Arnhold & Company, proprietors of
inglenook Vineyard Wines, takes a very cheerful view of the out-

look for California wines. "August and September business," said

Mr. Lange to a representative of the REVIEW, "was materially

better than during the same months of last year. We look for im-

provement steadily from now on. As to prices, we do not believe

there will be any cut in good, representative dry wines, and do not

see how the present prices of sweets can be maintained indefin-

itely. From our observations, extending throughout the United
States, we are convinced that the general tendency will be upward
from time time forth."

The recent purchase of the Escondido winery, at Escondido,
Cal., by D. Cozzolino, notice of which was printed in the August
issue of the REVIEW, will be found a matter of good fortune to

the community which he has selected as his field of operations.

Mr. Cozzolino is one of the recognized expert wine makers and
blenders of California. He is a graduate chemist as well, having
received his technical education in Italy. Having had many years

of practical experience in the making and maturing of wines in this

State, we feel assured he will give a good account of himself in

his work at Escondido.

Charles Jadeau Returns to France.—Charles. Jadeau, the wine

expert who came to California a few years ago at the call of the

Italian-Swiss Colony, and under whose supervision the California

champagne, which took the first prize at the Turin exposition, was
made, left San Francisco for France during the first week in Sep-

tember. Mr. Jadeau will study in Champagne, France, his native

province, the latest methods of champagne manufacture, and will

later incorporate them in the California wine industry. During
his residence in California he has made a host of friends.

Henry Cartan, president of Cartan, McCarthy & Company of

this city, is soon to make his home in the beautiful suburban city

of Sausalito, thirty minutes ride on the bay from San Francisco.

Mr. Cartan is having erected a commodious and artistic residence

at a cost of $10,000. The site commands one of the most magni-

ficent views in California, and is situated in the choicest part of

Sausalito, on a bold blufT, abutting on the bay. It will be one of

the finest places in this suburb, which is noted for its beautiful

homes.

Some time ago Mr. Adolphus Busch, president ot the An-
heuser-Busch Brewing Association of St. Louis, cabled to a St.

Louis friend from his castle on the Rhine as follows: "I once had

the intention of purchasing the Southern Hotel, and to reorganize

it into one of the finest hostelries in the land, but our intolerant

Sunday law has wrecked enterprise and has stifled liberal spirit.

The St. Louis hotels, restaurants, theatres and places of amuse-

ment are materially suffering, and many nearing bankruptcy on

account of the fatal blue laws. Our competitor, Chicago, is free,

and in consequence gets all the benefit of traffic and trade. Chi-

cago on Saturday is the Mecca of all loving personal freedom.

They fill its hotels and places of amusement and enjoyment."
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California Wineries and Distilleries
TOWNSEND AND FIFTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

GROWERS AND DISTILLERS OF

PURE WINES AND BRANDIES

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS WILL BE MADE, ON REQUEST, TO
LARGE HANDLERS OF WINES AND BRANDIES (ANY PROOF)
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OHIO DISCREDITS ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE.

I

THE majority cast for the license amendment surpassed the

hopes of its advocates. The view taken of the new situation
now confronting the liquor industries is well expressed by Secre-
tary Joseph Debar of the National Wholesale Liquor Dealers' As-
sociation, whose headquarters are in this city.

Speaking of the Ohio vote Mr. Debar said : "The result of the
election in so far as it affects the liquor indu.stries of the State of
Ohio is most gratifying to the officers and members of the National
Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association of America.

"For many years the watchword of the national association has
been, 'License, Regulation and Control,' as against the folly and
destructiveness and injustice of county or statewide prohibition.

"In 1908 the people of Ohio were carried away by the cry for

county local option, so-called, and many cities in the State which
voted 'wet,' were forced to become 'dry' territory by the votes of

the residents of the counties, many of whom lived miles away from
the cities and visited them rarely.

"Naturally these conditions became intolerable, and in a ma-
jority of the county elections recently held, when the three-year

term expired, many counties voted to permit the lawful sale of

liquor.

"The provisions for license in the constitution, which carried,

will be satisfactory under a wise license schedule to everybody ex-

cept the agitators of the Anti-Saloon League.

"It is evident that the voters of the State have become weary
with the ceaseless turmoil and insolent interference of that or-

ganization.

"The Anti-Saloon League fought license bitterly and it has car-

ried by an overwhelming majority.

"The Anti-Saloon League advocated woman suffrage and
woman suffrage has been defeated by over 50,000 votes.

"It is very plain that the Anti-Saloon League is discredited and
the people of Ohio are tired of its attempted domination, for those

things which the Anti-Saloon League most desired the voters evi-

dently decided they should not have.

"In 1902 the National Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association

appointed a committee to formulate a report on a license law.

"At every convention held since the attitude of the national

association has been for license and regulation in the platform of

its conventions, but more particularly in every effort it has made
for a proper settlement of the liquor question.

"A settlement of the liquor question is not desired by profes-

sional agitators, whose income depends upon agitation. The peo-

ple of Ohio have evidently taken this view of the matter.

"Under license, only men of character and standing will be al-

lowed to engage in the retail business. This does not mean a

monopoly, nor that only men of large means will be allowed to sell

liquor.

"It does mean that only men of decent character shall be per-

mitted to engage in the retail trade.

"Under our present system a man may walk out of the peniten-

tiary, and, if he has somebody to put $1,000 up for him, he can

engage in the saloon business, without question and without hind-

rance, hence the disreputable places which have been a nuisance

in the eyes of the community and a detriment to decency in the

trade.

"The only votes cast against license, aside from those of the

Anti-Saloon League, were the votes of the bootleggers in some of

the rural counties, and of a certain undesirable class in some of

the larger cities. These votes came almost exclusively from men
and their friends who felt that by reason of ill repute they would
not be allowed to continue in the trade.

'At the outset there may be some hardships under the clause

permitting only one saloon to every SOO population, and it is un-

fortunate that the constitutional convention did not provide for a

process of gradual reduction.

"Had this been done the votes for license would have been even

larger than it was, as many well-meaning people voted against li-

cense, honestly fearing that some small dealer would be unjustly

put out of business.

secure

"The result is a triumph for the principles of regulation and
control, and under a properly framed .schedule, the liquor question
will be satisfactorily settled in Ohio and will cease to he a disturb-
ing factor in the adjustment of more economic problems." Cin-
cinnati Commercial Tribune, Sept. 5, 1912.

We publish the following synopsis of the provisions of the new
amendment

:

1. License to traffic in intoxicating liquors shall hereafter be
granted and license laws shall be passed operative throughout tlit

State with such restrictions and regulations as may be provided
by law.

2. No alien or person not of good moral character can
a license.

3. License cannot be granted to any person pecuniarily inter-
ested in the liquor business conducted in any other place.

4. Any licensee more than once convicted, shall have his li-

cense revoked and not thereafter granted.

5. There shall not be more than one saloon to each 500 pop-
ulation in a municipality or township.

6. A municipality may further limit the number of saloons
therein.

7. The licensing authority shall be located in the country, or
in a county adjoining thereto.

8. Where the traffic is or may be prohibited under laws ap-
plying to counties, municipalities, townships, residence districts
or other districts now prescribed by law license shall not be granted
therein while such prohibitory law is operative therein.

9. Nothing contained in the proposal repeals, or modifies ex-
isting prohibitory or regulatory laws, or (prevents) their future
repeal or enactment.

10. There is added to the above provisions, that nothing con-
tained in the amendment prevents the future enactment, modifica-
tion or repeal of any prohibitory or regulatory laws.

THE FRENCH WINE YIELD.

THE vintage of the present year is likely to be the poorest of!

many years in France. While the crop of wine grapes was
a bumper one, the continuous rains of the summer had a detrimental

effect which will result in the grapes yielding a thin, watery liquor,

which will compare very poorly with the remarkable vintage of]

last year. Many of the vineyardists will not remember the year

with pleasure. They ascribe their ill luck to the fact that the fig-

ures 1912 added together make "13."

It is generally understood that a new vine disease threatens t'

vineyards of France. A new bug is attacking the .\merican plan

brought over to France in 1865 at the time of the first vine malady.

Wine-growers fear that if the American species are destroyed the

old epidemic will return and destroy the French variety of vine.

They are, therefore, between two fires.
|

A Lady Professional Wine Taster.—Mademoiselle CoUinere

earns about $25,000 a year for services rendered as a wine taster

in France, Germany and Italy. Many firms employ her regularly

and for special work. Only half-a-dozen women have been known
as wine tasters. Among these was Madame Pommery, wife of the

famous wine merchant, and Signora Sousya, who gained a great

reputation in Spain. It is understood that wine tasters are born,

not made, as they rriust be equipped with a most rare and delicate

palate. Mademoiselle Collinere's taste is so fine that she can dis-

cern from the first taste of a wine just where the grapes grew,

from which it was made, whether they were raised in California, or

in France, Germany or elsewhere. She can detect adulterations

and blends of any sort, and she can tell the age of a wine almost

to a day. As a matter of fact, wine holds no secrets from her once

she has a spoonful in her mouth. She does not swallow the wine,

for the reason that if she did she would lose her subtle magic of

taste. She is obliged to take the greatest care of her health. Tc
do her work she must be absolutely well. This may be one of the

reasons why her calling is so lucrative.



A fair crop will be produced in the foothills back of Evergreen,

/hich will, in quantity, about equal that of last season.

The southern part of the valley, including San Martin vicinity,

nil produce less wine grapes than last year, except with the white

arieties.

The southern foothills section between Los Gatos and Almaden
nil show a decrease in production over last year of about 25 per

ent. This fact is due to the coulure of the Mataro, Zinfandel and
tfenache varieties. The vines of the west hills look healthy, and

re not sufTering from drought, but damage by cut worms early

1 the season has reduced the yield materially.

In the northern part of the valley around Irvington and Mission

an Jose the crop, generally speaking, will be poor, and despite

le fact that many of the vineyards, owing to especially fine care,

)ok splendid, they will produce next to nothing.

A summing up of the situation would point to about a 75 per

ent crop as compared to last year. The only standard varieties

lat promise anywhere near a satisfactory yield are white grapes,

nd in scattered instances the Cornigan.

The main reasons for the crop shortage are first the coulure,

hich is caused by excessive heat at blossoming time, and lack of

loisture, which in some cases prevented the berries from growing
nd filling to normal size.—San Jose Times.
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NAPA VALLEY CROP CONDITIONS.
The vintage is later than usual this year, although in some in-

stances crushing of grapes has begun. This is only where vine-

yardists have Zinfandel grapes or where the earliest varieties have
sufficient sugar. The Zinfandel grapes were split open by the re-

cent hard rain and they must be cared for before they rot. Sev-
eral cellars are therefore crushing before they otherwise would
have done. Greystone winery will begin operations next Monday
and Mr. Miller, the superintendent, is busy getting things in readi-

ness for the season's work. Fred S. Ewer is very busy getting
everything in shape at Valley View Vineyard, but does not expect
to begin crushing much before October 1st. Between the first of

next week and October 1st every cellar will get busy. As yet
prices have not been fixed, the small buyers usually awaiting the
announcement from the large ones. The crop is very small in

most places and growers are hoping that the treatment accorded
them will be as liberal as the condition of the industry warrants.
—St. Helena Star.

Oakland Cafes to be Reformed.—The Public Service Club of

)akland proposes to improve conditions in Oakland by ridding the

ity of about twenty so-called cafes where liquor is sold without
leals to men and women alike. In these places no provisions are

lade for the serving of meals. These cafes sell more liquor than

le average licensed saloon and no discrimination is made by the

wners as to whom it is sold to. The Public Service Club also

reposes to make the thirty-five houses of ill-fame pay the regular

e for selling liquor, that is to say, $500 per year. By this means
jver $16,000 will be added to the revenue of the city.
I

!

RECEIPTS OF WINES AND BRANDIES FROM INTERIOR.

Year 1912

Wine Brandy

Gallons Tax Gallons

January 1,251,800 15,500

February 1,082,700 26,450

March 1,390,923 5,500

April 1,123,400 13,050

May 1,089,500 7,300

June 820,450 8,450 ,

July 930,800 7,400

August 1,228,705 2,950

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
FOR

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness's) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Highland Scotch Whiskies.

Keystone Monogram Rye.

Burke's *** Irish and Gam-Kirk Scotch.

Rosskam, Gerslley & Co. Philadelphia Blends.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Burke's Old Tom and Dry Gins.

Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Go's. Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Houtman's Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda, Sarsaparilla and Ginger Ale.

Bass's Ale in wood.

c 3

SEATTLE
518 1st Ave. So.

Phones:

Main 105

Independent 1 05

PORTLAND
9 and 11 N. 4th St.

Phone:

Main 2779

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phones:

Kearny I 182

Home 1182

LOS ANGELES
346 North Main St.

Phones:

Main 670

Home A7804
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A. MATTEI WINERY

THE very name Mattel is synonymous of success in the manu-

facture of wine, harking back to the vine-clad hills of "Sunny

Italy," where wine making has attained a perfection—almost an

art, in fact, and it is little wonder indeed that the wine makers of

other lands are always seeking the secrets of the ancient vintages

from those foreign shores.

In the Mattel wines the consumer gets the benefit of those se-

crets first hand, as Mr. Mattel brought his knowledge of wine mak-

ing from his native heath, and with the improved conditions in this

progressive country and of this advanced age, the Mattel wines

and brandies have attained a reputation second to none of any land.

A. Mattel, the head of the Mattei winery, which is located eight

miles southeast of Fresno, came here in 1890, and in 1893 estab-

lished the business which bears his name.

In the beginning, the establishment was not a pretentious one,

but the excellence of the Mattei wines and brandies soon found

favor, even among connoiseurs, and the experimental stage was

only an incident in the history of the undertaking—success being

almost instantaneous.

So phenomenal has been the growth of his business that the

modest plant of 1893 is now lost in a maze of buildings and tanks

that cover an area of ten acres, wherein more than 10,000 tons of

grapes are crushed yearly. There are more than 200 tanks, 60 of

which are fermenting tanks. Another feature is his wine cellars

with a capacity of more than 2,000,000' gallons.

He also has a U. S. Bonded warehouse where the brandy dis-

tilled is kept under the watchful eyes of internal revenue officials.

The capacity of this building being 350,000 gallons of brandy.

Surrounding the winery is a vineyard of 1,200 acres, where 125

people are given employment during the picking season.

The Mattei vineyard is one of the show places of Fresno county

—an object of admiration to all who have ever had the privilege

of seeing it. The residence and other buildings are elegant struc-

tures, embowered amid trees and vines, both tropical and semi-

tropical, and are a just source of pride, not only to the happy pos-

sessor, but to the people of the community as well. These facts

can be' more thoroughly appreciated when we look back a few years

and see nothing but a barren waste where tree and vine now flour-

ish and bring forth fruit so abundantly. The transformation has

been truly marvelous, due first to the fertility of the soil, and sec-

ondly to the energy and perseverance of Mr. Mattei. The entire

vineyard is bordered with olive trees, which not only add materially

to the beauty of the place, but are a source of considerable rev-

enue to the owner.

Besides using the product of his own broad acres, he is a large

buyer of wine grapes from other growers. In the manufacture of

brandy second and third crop Muscat grapes are used. Owing to

the late ripening of these famous grapes they cannot be cured for

raisins ; hence they are utilized for making brandy, and for which

they have no superior.

Wine and brandy does not constitute the only product of the

grape. Indeed the waste of the fruit of the vine has been reduced

to a minimum. Cream of tartar is manufactured from the seeds

and other waste materials. The residue from this process is used

for fertilizer and is in great demand.

He also manufactures grape syrup, and this branch of the in-

dustry is one of no mean proportions, the capacity of the plant

being 500 gallons per day. The success of this branch of the bus-

iness seems assured, and it is predicted that the day is not far dis-

tant when the capacity of the plant will be operated to its limit.

The manufacture of syrup from grapes originated with Mr.

Mattei, and that the undertaking will be a success is the wi.sh of

all as it will add another industry and help expand and make more

profitable the vineyards of the San Joaquin valley.

The growth of the business at the present time is all that could

be desired. In fact it is such that at no distant day the plant will

have to be further enlarged to meet the demands for the famous

Mattevista wines which have gained a national reputation, and

have become a household necessity in many homes, and their fame

is- still growing.

The sanitary conditions under which the Mattei wines and br

dies are made is a matter of much pride on the part of Mr. Mat^
The cleanliness and purity of his products is his first consideratii

To this end he has built a complete sewer system and made otlj

improvements which he considers absolutely necessary to the sa

tary production of wines and brandies.

The Mattei winery is reached by a branch railroad, two mil

long, belonging to Mr. Mattei, and connecting with the main 1|

of the Santa Fe road at Lone Star.

The manufacture of wine is one of the most important ind^

tries of Fresno county, and Mr. Mattei is one of the most cc

petent and successful men in the business. That he is success

is due to the fact that he is familiar with the wine business frJ

alpha to omega, and the further fact that he has always been hi

orable and upright in dealings with his fellowmen. He is also

terprising to the last degree, always in the forefront of any mol
ment to advance the interests of California, in general, and Frea^

county in particular. In fact what he has done for Fresno cou^

would be hard to estimate in dollars and cents. He has beeii

builder—not an obstructionist—and is entitled to his good fortij

—and may it never grow less.

Mr. Mattei is ably assisted in the conduct of the business

his son, A. Mattei, Jr., and T. L. O'Neil, both of whom have bee

factors and have filled useful spheres in putting the business on it

present high plane.

In 1895 Mr. Mattei, true to his philanthropical spirit, dona^

an acre and a half of land to the Horace Mann school district

school purposes. As a result of his liberality that district boa

one of the finest and best rural school properties in the interior]

the State.

UNCERTAIN OUTLOOK FOR CHAMPAGNE YIELD.

THIS year's crop of grapes in the Rheims district, which si

cessfully withstood the effects of frost, mildew and hail,

which up to four weeks ago .gave promise of being an excepti<!

ally abundant and good one, is now threatened with tardy matt

ity and with brown rot.

Three weeks of cold weather, with persistent and abnornui

rains, have given good cause for apprehension. Up to the 20th c

July an advance of two weeks in this year's vegetation over thai

of normal years was announced from nearly all the vineyards c

the champagne district. This advance is now completely los

With the thermometer constantly 10 to 20 degrees F. below noi

mal, the grapes mature slowly and, if the rains continue, will ro

and fall ofT the vines. So far no serious damage has been dono

but only an early betterment in existing atmospheric condition'

will prevent loss of crop.

While in former years fairly accurate estimates of the comin

crop could be made at this date, under existing conditions it i

absolutely impossible to give any figures in advance this season.-i

From Consul W. Bardel, Rheims, France, Aug. 22.

1912 RECORD YEAR FOR WHISKY AND CIGARETTES.

THE people of the United States produced more whisky an

rum and smoked more cigarettes during the fiscal year (

1912 than ever before in the history of the country, according t

the preliminary annual report of Royal E. Cabell, commissioner (i

internal revenue, submitted to Secretary MacVeagh. The coi

sumption of whisky was exceeded only by the year 1907, but bet

drinking fell off by a substantial percentage.

The unprecedented smoking of 11,221.624.084 cigarettes, excee.

ing the record of 1911 by nearly 2,000,000,000, amazed the treasur,

officials, who were unable to account for the enormous increase.

Stored in warehouses the country over are 263,786.070 gal

of whisky and rum, the greatest on record.

In Kentucky alone are stored 158.000,000 gallons, which exccc

the total amount of whisky and rum in the whole United Stat

eleven years ago. The record production of these intoxicants 1'

1912 was 188.000,000 gallons, or 13,000,000 gallons greater thr

1911.

The consumption of whisky and rum for 1912 was 133,37/,4.

gallons, the nearest approach to the record of 134.031,000 galloi

Tn 1907.

The consumption of beer for 1912 was only 61,108.733 barrc

a decrease of over 1,108,000 barrels as compared with 1911.
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THERAPEUTIC USES OF WINE.
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rHE average man requires daily from 2,500 calories; that is

the energy he must get from his food, or else his body will

|oon fall below normal. The alcohol in wine is burnt in the body,

jeleasing 7 calories for 1 gram of alcohol.

Thus alcohol takes the place to a certain extent of fatty and

lydro-carbonated elements in the daily food, and its quick absorp-

|ion by the gastric and intestinal mucus, may be more or less

lljminished by the acids, tannin, sugar and fatty matters. The ir-

[itating action on the mucus is prevented by the immediate and

onstant secretion of the gastric flux. Hence, the sensation of

Ivarmth communicated by the pneumogastric to the central nervous

ystem, whereby respiratory actions are increased and all secre-

|ions are more active. Hence also a sensation of new strength,

ecovery from fatigiie and a sense of general well-being.

The English pliysiciaiis, Carmichael, Smith, Graves, Stokes, and

specially Robert Todd, showed great importance of alcohol in

herapeutics. The idea of Todd was the latest idea of medical

ntervention : There are very few medicines in the proper mean-

ng of the word, that is, substances capable of a specific action on

he agent of illness or the toxic products which it elaborates. A
•ecent authority brings their number up to about twenty at the

nost. Furthermore, the energetic action of such medicines can

)nly add sometimes to the physiological wreck of the organism.

\nd then in a great number of chronic ailments, is not the real

Nrigin of the evil often in an abnormal alimentation and hygiene,

ither personal or transmitted by heredity? And is it not more
logical when the diagnosis has been determined, to consider the

!;ick person more than the illness? The best remedies are those

•vhich give rise to and facilitate the return to that state of equil-

brium which is recovery ; they have a double duty ; that of repair-

ng the wear may be, but also that of awakening the forces and of

iiciting the organs to the elimination of their toxic poisons. Such

-emedies are aliments, but aliments which would be at the same

:ime both stimulants and condiments, and of which the digestion,

ike the ingestion ought to be, perfect and immediate.

It is not always easy to give alimentary calories to a sick per-

-im, who may reject them ; for example, vomiting may forbid the

asiest of foods, even milk. Alcohol as an aliment is not only fol-

iated, but it also tolerates the others. Alcoholic beverages have

a complex energy which may be quick or slow and continuous. If

there are any mineral salts they will facilitate the nutritive ex-

changes. Thus, the alcohol in wine stimulates the nervous system,

strengthens the heart, excites the renal secretion, and the resulting

improvement will be so quickly perceptible that, in serious cases.

Dr. Laudner B'runton says, the effect of alcohol on the pulse, the

respiration, the state of the skin, the general condition, and the

like, ought to manifest itself about half an hour after administra-

tion.—Bv Pierre Pevtel in the Revue de Viticulture.

MIXTURE OF BRITISH AND FOREIGN WINES.

NEW regulations came into force in the United Kingdom on

.April 1, 1912, restricting the mixing of British and foreign

wines. The object of the regulations, which are made under sec-

tion 10 of the finance act, 1911, is to prevent the selling of British

wines, on which no duty is paid, in the place of duty-paid foreign

wines.

Manufacturers are prohibited by the new regulations from mix-

iny any British wine with any foreign wine in a quantity exceed-

ing the proportion of 15 gallons of foreign wine to 100 gallons of

liritish wines, and from mixing any spirits with any British wine

except for the sole purpose of fortifying the wine. Manufacturers

will be compelled to register all sales of British wines and dealers

. are prohibited from selling wines which do not comply with the

'above regulations. The regulations also provide that a rectifier

)r compounder of spirits must not mix any British wine with any

-^jnrits either for the manufacture of British compounds or for any

ther purpose ; that a dealer in or retailer of spirits must not mix

any British wine with any spirits except for the sole purpose of

coloring or fining the spirits ; and that British wine manufactured

in conformity with these regulations must not, by reason of the

admixture therewith of foreign wine, be sent out or sold or ex-

posed for sale otherwise than under the designation of a British

wine.—London Times.

ITEMS FROM THE THE FEDERAL CAPITAL.

A Champagne Conspiracy.—Washington advises are to the ef-

fect that the Interstate Commerce Commission will investigate

charges made against the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad

that that road is discriminating in favor of California vintages by
charging only $2 a hundred pounds on shipments from California to

New York and fixes charges of $2.25 on champagne shipped from

New York to the Pacific Coast.

Federal District Liquor Bill.—.Action is being staved off on the

District of Columbia liquor bill. This bill would practically pro-

hibit the sale of liquor in Washington and the rest of the Federal

district. While most of the members of Congress are opposed to

the bill there are very few of them who would dare "to vote against

it. It is understood that there are but forty Congressmen who
have moral courage enough to show their disapproval of the bill.

The others fear to have to vote one way or the other on it. Hence,
everything is being done to delay matters.

Branding of Beer.—Relative to the decision on the branding of

beer the Board of Food and Drug Inspection has been holding nu-

merous conferences and a rough draft of the decision has been

made. There are but a few points to be touched upon. A tenta-

tive decision will be presented to the Secretary of .Agriculture at

an early date. Secretary Wilson is anxious that all brewers and

barley farmers be consulted before action is taken.

The California Viticultural Exhibit Association has decided to

ask the Panama-Pacific International Exhibit people for 25,000

square feet for their joint exhibit. The finance committee is meet-

ing with great success in providing ways and means for the exhibit.

At Stockton the other day the grape growers of San Joaquin county

decided to collect two cents a ton on all grapes delivered at the

wineries for three years for the purpose of helping make the exhibit

a success. These donations are payable to W. H. Lorenz, who
will give receipts and deposit the money at the disposal of the

committee in the First National Bank of Lodi.

TI-lEr

mUM LABEL BOTTURG
GUARANTEED PURE RYE WHISKEY
UNDER PURE FOODy'DRUGS ACT JUNE aOTr* 1906.

BY

BERTIN &LEPORI
SAN FRANCISCO.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS. J
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THE EUROPEAN VINTAGE FOR 1912. THE GREAT BEER INSPECTION.

WNES have had an unusual prosperous year so far. Outside

of Alsace-Lorraine and Baden, which countries do not pro-

duce wine for export, there was no damage by frost. The grapes

are further advanced than usual at this time of the year. There

has been little trouble from pests. Mold has appeared in spots,

but has been generally successfully combatted. Mildew is present

all over the wine districts, but in no way seriously menaces the

crops. Hay worm has done little harm. There may be some loss

through the ravages of the sour worm which is present in large

numbers. As yet no safe estimate can be placed on the vintage.

Conservative estimates place the vintage as an average one as far

as quantity is concerned, and much superior to last year's as far

as quality goes. Most people estimate that the vintage will exceed

that of last year by from twenty-five to thirty-three per cent in

quantity, and will equal it in quality. Prospects of vintages in

Germany are never as roseate as those of Southern Europe. In the

south the hot sun assures a fair or good vintage every year, while

in Germany vintages vary greatly. Furthermore, in Germany cli-

matic conditions in the different wine-growing districts give en-

tirely different results for various brands. Frankfort is the prin-

cipal wine center of Germany, producing such famous brands as

Steinberger and Johannisberger. It is also the center of the manu-

facture of sparkling wines, which has considerably increased in

Germany since 1871, and especially since 1880, when the duty on

French wines was so largely increased. Sparkling wine in Ger-

many is largely made from French grape juice prepared and bottled

in Germany. Throughout France indications are that wine will

be plentiful and of good quality. In the department of the Rhone
the vineyards appear to be in good condition, with the exception

of those districts where the hailstorms ruined the grapes. In

Saone-et-Loire the crop prospect is very satisfactory. Some dam-

age has been done by mould and mildew, which were found on

the vines toward the end of June. Little damage was done by

cochylis, which was destroyed as soon as it was found on the vines.

In the department of Cote d'Or the outlook is not as good as else-

where. Growers on the plains do not expect more than half the

usual crop and those on the hills, where the high-class wines come
from, except about one-third the normal yield. But the growers

hope that quality will compensate them for lack of quantity. In

Jura and Doubs the crops were affected by the frost, but where

the vines resisted successfully good half-crops are expected. Haut-

Saone will have but one-fourth of the usual crop this year, owing

to the frost and cold weather. August showed the crops through-

out France to be a great deal more satisfactory than three months

previous, and the outlook is considered as very good. Harvesting

commences about the middle of September.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN HOP CROPS.

A leading hop firm estimates the Pacific Coast hop crop this

year as follows, in bales: California, from 105,000 to 110,000; Or-

egon, 100,000 to 110,000; Washington, 30,000. This gives a range

of from 235,000 bales to 250,000 bales. A large hop growing firm

in this State and Oregon estimate the crops in bales as follows:

California, 110,000; Oregon, 120,000; Washington, 40,000. Total,

270,000 bales. The Commercial News' estimate, in bales, is as fol-

lows : California, 112,000; Oregon, 140,000, and Washington, 45,-

000. Total, 297,000 bales. The increase in the estimate of Cal-

ifornia's crop is due to the larger yield to the acre in the Sacra-

mento valley; the quality of which is better than ever before har-

vested, equaling both the Sonoma valley and Russian River valley

hops. The market for hops is weak owing to cable advices re-

porting the crop on the Continent 900,000 bales, which is the largest

ever recorded, but the English crop is placed at only 300,000 bales,

which is about 45,000 bales less than last year. In connection with

the crop on this coast the following is of interest : The Washington

crop in 1906 was 51,000 bales and Oregon's 16,000 bales. This year

there is a larger acreage in Washington than in 1906, while the

acreage in Oregon is fully as much if not more than in 1906. The

weather this year has been favorable for a large outturn to the

acre in both States.

Now that Secretary of Agriculture Wilson has sent out t

representatives of the Bureau of Chemistry to inspect the brewj

of beer in the United States, with no other explanation of t

qualifications for this important work than the application to them
of the term "experts," it is to be hoped that he will see the advisa-

bility of adding to the inspecting force one or more practical

brewers.

The announcement contained the statement that the three had

made a year's study of the brewing question, but it did not explain

the nature of that study or the opportunities afforded the inspect'

to acquire a thorough knowledge of the subject. It would h:

been assuring if the public could have been informed that th<

gentlemen had been sent to Germany, where the brewing of lager

beers is a high science, or to Great Britain and Ireland, where the

brewing of ales and porters is understood as the result of centuries

of practice, to study the work there.

How practical the results of this inspection will be can only be

guessed at. The citizen who attempts to anticipate it can only In

confused when he recalls the extensive inquiries which were made
by the United States and British governments in the effort tn

answer the question: "What is whisky?" and what resulted from I

those inquiries. 1

The inspection of breweries by a staff of practical men, who
j

know the difference between a good beer or an inferior brew would I

be of value. It is to be hoped that the present inspection will not

show itself to have been the work of theorists without practical j

knowledge.—North American Wine and Spirit Journal.

THE VICTORY IN ARKANSAS.

ON September 9, 1912, Arkansas voted on and defeated the I

question of Statewide prohibition. At the time of going to

press, and lacking official figures, the story of the great victory is

best told in the following dispatches to the National associations

from Mr. Joe Lyons, who so ably conducted the fight for the liberal'

forces of the State.

Little Rock, Arkansas, Sept. 10, 1912.

"Looks like a landslide; expect big majority, looks like ten;

counties additional will go wet."

September 10, 1912.

"We have unquestionably won a decisive victory. Indications

point to the defeat of Statewide prohibition by majorities ranging

from twenty-five thousand to forty thousand. So far eight coun-'

ties, heretofore dry, report good majorities for license. They are:

Ouachita, Hempstead, Miller, Arkansas, Jackson, Berry, Carroll

:

and Monroe. Several others are surely safe for license that weiiti

against license two years ago."

September 11, 1912.

"Indications favorable to carrying fifteen dry counties wet.

State-wide defeated by no less than 25,000."

The trade of the United States congratulates the liberal forces

of Arkansas.—National Bulletin.

DEMOCRATS OF TENNESSEE FAVOR REPEAL OF
PROHIBITION.

By a vote of 731 to 375, or almost two to one, the recent Demo-
cratic convention in Tennessee declared in favor of the repeal of the

prohibition laws of 1909, which includes the act extending the four-

mile law and also the act which forbids the manufacture of liquor

within the State. And what makes it more encouraging the plank

on the liquor question as adopted is the minority report of the Plat-

form Committee, the majority report of which committee recom-
mended a straddle of the liquor issue. But the convention itself

would have none of this and by the decisive vote went on record

as opposed to anti-saloon rule.
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STATISTICS OF TIGHT COOPERAGE STOCK.

As the cooperage question is of interest to many of our readers,

we refer to the report which has just been issued by the Director of

the Census Bureau

:

The number of establishments reporting in 1910 as engaged in

the manufacture of either tight barrel staves or heading or both,

was 418, as against 533 in 1909, 406 in 1908, and 373 in 1907, the

exceptionally large number for 1909 being due to the fact that a

complete canvass was made by special agents, while for other years

reports were secured by correspondence and some small mills failed

to report.

Although the tight cooperage stock was manufactured in 27 dif-

ferent States during 1910, the industry is practically confined to the

hardwood region—the chief source of its raw material. In 1910,

87 per cent of the total stave production was reported from Arkan-

sas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, West Virginia

and Alabama, while 79.3 per cent of the heading output was pro-

duced in Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi, Louisiana

and Missouri. Among the individual States, Arkansas ranked first

in 1910 in production of tight cooperage stock, reporting 107,185,000

staves, or 30.1 per cent of the total, and 7,260,885 sets of heading,

or 27.8 per cent of the total ; Tennessee stood second with an out-

put of 60,938,000 staves, or 17.1 per cent of the total, and 5,390,978

sets of heading, or 20.6 per cent of the total. Mississippi was third

in the production of staves, with 42,905,000, or 12.1 per cent of the

total, while Kentucky held similar rank in heading output, with 3,-

068,332 sets, or 11.8 per cent of the total.

Assuming 17 staves to be the number required in making an
average barrel, the production of staves in 1910 was sufficient for

20,921,176, and heading for 26,073,754 barrels.

"Why are you so bitter against Uncle Nebuchadnezzar?"
"He lost his money shortly after we named the baby for him."

-Kansas City Journal.

"You lost money on the charity bazaar, didn't you?"
"Yes; but did you ever see such lovely costumes?"—Cleveland

Plain Dealer."

EASTERN GRAPE CROPS.

The season's grape crops in the Southern States, in North Caro-

lina and Virginia, have been up to the average and the quality

,i,'ood. The vintage there began about ten days later than usual,

and will be about over early next month.

The grape crop in New Jersey is said to be excellent both in

quantity and in quality. The winemakers about Egg Harbor be-

gan pressing last week.

The crop in the Hudson River district is up to the average. The
season has been somewhat backward, and plenty of warm weather

is needed for late grapes.

The growers in the Lake Keuka district report that the crop

will be two weeks late this year. Cool weather prevailed all dur-

ing August, and, besides, there was too much rain. Many grow-
ers predict that unless there is plenty of warm weather and sun-

shine during the month of September a large portion of the Ca-

tawba crop will not ripen in time to escape the October frosts.

With favorable conditions there should be a good yield in the

district.

The reports from the Chautauqua district seem to mdicate that

the grape crop there will be a little short this year. The general

estimates place it at about 60 per cent of a normal crop.

It is reported that the Northern Ohio grape crop promises to

be not much below the average, but, as in New York, a great deal

depends upon conditions during the present month. The season

has been a little backward, and a great many warm days are

needed to put more sugar in the grapes.

The Michigan grape crop is said to be short this year, being
not more than 60 per cent of a full yield.—American Wine Press.

Alcoholic Production of Germany.—From October 1, 1911 to

June 30, 1912, a period of nine months, the production of alcohol
in Germany was 83,962,992 gallons as compared with 88,367,732 dur-

ing the previous corresponding nine months. The German statis-

tics are invariably given in the equivalents of pure alcohol. The
amount of alcohol upon which the tax for drinking purposes was
paid during the nine months was 39,914,123 gallons, as compared
with 39,497,025 for the previous corresponding period. During the
nine months there were 31,862,635 gallons of alcohol used for in-

dustrial purposes as compared with 27,365,103 gallons for the prev-
ious period. Of this amount 24,756,758 gallons were completely
denatured. The gradual falling oflf of the German alcohol produc-
tion has been due to the alcohol law of July 15, 1909, which re-

duced the amount of alcohol which the distillers could produce
without paying a surtax. In the year 1909 this tax was $5.71 per
hectolitre of pure alcohol. In the two years follownig the reduc-
tions of quotas amounted to 14 per cent of the former contingent.
But another reason for the decrease in the alcohol production has
been the poor potato crop of 1911, which was 9,000,000 tons less

than the year before or 25 per cent less. Distillers were confronted
with high prices for raw material, although prices for alcohol were
also high. The consumption of alcohol for drinking purposes in

June, 1912, was 3,632,427 gallons, the smallest for thirteen years.

The reasons given were the high price of spirituous liquor and, to

a slight extent, the temperance movement. Alcohol under excise

control in June, 1912, amounted to 26,642,387 gallons. This was
the smallest for such a time of the season in thirteen years.

EVEN THE HENS THRIVE ON IT.

The Duchess Hohenberg of Austria, the economical wife of the

heir-apparent, is experimenting with a new proposition. She wets
her chicken food plentifully with red wine, in order to make the

hens lay regularly, and a little more than regularly.

The duchess got the idea from Professor Joubert of Fontaine-
bleau, and so far the results have justified the expenditure. Each
hen is given at a rate of one glass full of wine a day in her food,

and, of course, very cheap wine is used.

The duchess tested the case on two flocks of hens, six being
treated to wine, six others to water. Within four months the wine
hens laid 148 more eggs than the blue-ribbon hens.

Furthermore, the eggs of the winedrinking hens were much
larger and of better quality than those laid by the temperate hens.
—Washington Post.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine.

{
THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable ?,

Send for our FREE BOOKS of facts telling what
ma fMlillnra are doing, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

PACIFIC GUANO
& FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

L.argest manufacturers of Fertilizers. Poultry Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast

THE
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INTERNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RUUNflS
^'^^^

DISTILLED SPIRITS.

Change in Regulations Relating to Compensation of Officers Who
Reinspect Spirits After Reduction in the Original Package.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, August 15, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and others concerned: The
regulations relating to compensation of gauging officers who re-

inspect spirits after reduction in the original package (commenc-
ing at the foot of page 186 of No. 7, revised) are hereby modified
so as to allow the gauging officer to collect from the person for

whom such service is rendered a sum not to exceed 15 cents a

l)ackage for the first 20 packages and 5 cents for each package
thereafter, gauged in one day, at a distiller's free warehouse or at

the establishment of a wholesale liquor dealer, and not to exceed
10 cents a package for the first 20 packages and 5 cents for each

package thereafter, gauged in one day, at a distillery warehouse
or at a general or special bonded warehouse. In addition to the

charges above authorized, the officer will be allowed, when the ser-

vice is performed at a distiller's free warehouse or at the estab-

lishment of a wholesale liquor dealer, to collect from the person

for whom the service is rendered his actual and necessary traveling

expenses in going to and returning from the place where he per-

forms such service.

All regulations inconsistent herewith are hereby revoked as of

September 15, 1912, the date on which the provisions of this cir-

cular are hereby made effective.

Collectors will furnish a copy of this circular to each gauging
officer in their respective districts and to such distillers and whole-

sale liquor dealers therein as may be interested.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

Approved : Franklin MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury.

PURE FOOD REGULATIONS.

MISBRANDING OF GRAPE BRANDY.
(Notice of Judgment No. 1592.)

On February 27, 1912, the United States Attorney for the

Southern District of New York, acting upon a report by the Sec-

retary of Agriculture, filed in the District Court of the United

States for said district an information against Basilea & Callandra,

a corporation. New York, X. Y., alleging shipment by it, on De-

cember 31, 1910, from the State of New York into the State of

Louisiana of a consignment of grape brandy which was misbranded.

The product was labeled: "Grappe di Piemonte-Giuseppe Manca-
lioni-Canelli-Italia-Onde (juardarai Dalle Contraffazioni Esigete

La Mia Firma-Giuseppe Mancaboni."

Analysis of a sample of the product by the Bureau of Chemistry

of this department showed the following results : Proof corrected

to 60 degrees F., 86.2; solids (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof),

-10.4; acids (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof), 13.9; esters (grams

|)er 100 liters of 100 proof), 88; aldehydes (grams per 100 liters of

100 proof), 31.4; furfural (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof), 0.2;

fusel oil (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof), 76.7; total color to

100 proof, 1.8; residue after distillation has appearance of aging in

wood; woody taste. Misbranding was alleged in the information

for the reason that the product purported to be a foreign product,

to wit, a product of Italy, when it was not so, but was, in truth

and in fact, a domestic product.

On March 11, 1912, the defendant corporation entered a plea

of guilty to the information and the court suspended sentence.

W. M. HAYS.
Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, June 14, 1912.

ADULTERATION AND MISBRANDING OF ALLEGED
MARASCHINO CHERRIES.

On September 19, 1911, the United States Attnrnev for the

Western Di.strict of New York, acting upon a report by the Sec-
retary of Agriculture, filed in the District Court of the Unit.

'

States for said district a libel for the seizure and condemnation
nine cases each containing twelve bottles of alleged maraschino
cherries, remaining unsold in the original unbroken packages, in

possession of Charles Antoniazzi, Buffalo, N. Y., alleging that the
product had been shipped on .August 18. 1911, by the International
Fruit Products Company, Cincinnati, O., and transported from the

State of Ohio into the State of New York, and charging adultera-
tion and misbranding in violation of the Food and Drugs Act. The
cases containing the bottles of the product were labeled: "12 Large
Bottles, White Swan, I. F. P. Co. Superior Quality" (picture of

a white swan and cherries) "Cherries. Maraschino Flavor." "The
original contents of this package guaranteed under the National
Pure Food Act of June 30, 1906," "Glass with care. This side up,"

"From the International Fruit Products Co. 11 East Pearl St..

Cincinnati, O. For S. M. Flickinger Co., Buffalo, N. Y." Each
bottle was labeled: "I. F". P. Co. trade mark" (colored pictures of

red cherries) "White Swan. I. F. P. Co." (picture of a white swan
and red cherries) "Maraschino Cherries. Guaranteed under the

Food & Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906, by The International Fruit

Products Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A."; "containing 1-10 of 1

per cent. Sodium Benzoate. Harmlessly flavored. Colored from
Certified Lot No. 154."

Adulteration of the product was alleged in the libel for the

reason that a syrup, consisting essentially of water and sugar and
containing the following ingredients with their approximate pro-

portions, to wit, alcohol, thirty-four one-hundredths of 1 per cent.:

sodium benzoate, thirteen one-hundredths of 1 per cent. ; benzalde-

hyde, eighteen one-hundredths of 1 per cent., and certain coloring

matter, was wholly substituted in the place and stead of maraschino

,

liqueur in the preserving and packing of said cherries. Misbrand-
ing was alleged for the reason that the product was labeled on the

bottles "Maraschino Cherries," and on the cases containing the said

bottles, "Cherries. Maraschino Flavor," whereas, in truth and in

fact, the product was not maraschino cherries and did not contain

maraschino flavor, and was therefore labeled and branded, both ov

the bottles and cases, so as to deceive and mislead all purchasers.

December 20, 1911, the Mihalovitch Company, a corporation,

claimant, having filed its answer consenting to a decree and hav-

ing agreed to pay the costs of the proceeding, judgment of con

demnation and forfeiture was entered, and it was further ordereil

that upon presentation of bond by said claimant in conformitv witli

section 10 of the Act, fixed by the court at $100, the product shoul

be released and delivered to said claimant company.

W. M. HAYS,
Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, June 14, 1912.

ALLEGED MISBRANDING OF APRICOT CORDIAL.

On F'ebruary 5, 1912, the United States Attorney for the South-

ern District of New York, acting upon a report of the Secretary of

Agriculture, filed in the District Court of the United States for

said district an information against Tobias Miller, doing Inisines.'^

under the name and style of Golden Gate Fruit Company, Xew

York, N. Y., alleging shipment by him, in violation of the Food

and Drugs Act, on February 23. 1910, from the State of New York

into the State of Texas of a consignment of a certain article of food

which was alleged to have been misbranded. The product was

labeled : "Old Mission Apricot Brandy. Grown and produced b}
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the Golden Gate Fruit Co., San Gabriel, California. Eastern

(Offices, New York."

.\nalysis of a sample of the product by the Bureau of Chemistry

.f this department showed the following results: "Specific gravity

;it 13.6 degrees C. 1.0643; alcohol by volume, 33.55 per cent; solids,

-'5.82 per cent : ash, 0.065 per cent ; esters, fixed, as acetic, 60.30

parts per 100.000 proof; aldehydes, fixed, as acetic, 5.65 parts per

100,000 proof; fusel oil. 144.2 parts per 100.000 proot.' Alisbrand-

ing was alleged in the information for the reason that the label

regarding the product and the substance and ingredients contained

therein was false and misleading and labeled .so as to deceive and

mislead the ])urchaser, in that the label would indicate that the

])roduct was apricot brandy, whereas in truth and in fact it was

not apricot brandy but was an apricot cordial.

On April 3, 1912, the case having come on for trial before the

court and a jury, upon motion of the defendant, the court directed

the jury to find a verdict of not guilty.

W. M. HAYS,
Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D.,C., June 11, 1912.

BOLD IOWA EDITOR SPEAKS OUT IN MEETING.

A PROHIBITIONIST named Williams in Oxford Junction,

Iowa, having written the editor of the .\namosa Journal a

leader in which he gave his views as to why his town v. as better

under no-license than when the traffic was regulation, the editor,

who claims always to have advocated temperance, takes up the

-k (cudgels as follows:

"Twenty-six years ago we came to Oxford Junction to teach

school. We came from Illinois, a saloon State, thoroughly im-

bued with the idea that State-wide prohibition was the thing. Our
first night there we were kept awake half the night by men and

hoys running and yelling from a dance hall to the cottage across

from the hotel where intoxicating liquor was sold. For eighteen

months we roomed across the street from the three blind pigs

where beer, whisky, etc., was sold days, nights and Sundays. These

places were run openly then and afterwards under a prohibitio i

county attorney.

"If Mr. Williams lived there then, he must have been b'ind and

deaf if he did not know of these conditions. He has been in that

~ame happy condition of dry advocates now, if he does not know
that the same condition exists in liquor handling in Oxford Junc-

tion.

"We have no hesitancy in saying that if Mr. Williams was

mayor, city attorney, marshal and smelling committee of Oxford

Junction, county attorney and sheriflf of Jones county, and deputy

marshal of Iowa, all combined in one person, conditions would re-

main just the same as they always have been in Oxford Junction."

ANOTHER PROHIBITION FAILURE.

Shreveport's experiment with prohibition has failed.

This fact cries out from the very housetops. He is blind who
does not know it and will not admit it. The conditions that pre-

vail in this city today are shameful reproach to the prohibition law

and to those of us who cling to it for what it promised but has

not performed.

Economically, we are not deriving a dollar of revenue from

the liquor traffic, although the municipality is sadly in need of

funds and liquor is sold all over the city without let or hindrance.

Politically, the liquor question, or the prohibition question, just

as one is pleased to call it, is making a farce of orderly government

in this community and a disgrace of our elections.

Morally, the almost total disregard shown this so-called moral

law is inviting and encouraging contempt for other and more

important laws.

Is it not time to put an end to this situation? Do we not owe
it to ourselves to face the truth? Is it not possible for the better

citizens on both sides of this question to get together and remedy

conditions that should no longer be tolerated? Shall the spirit of

factionism continue here to our discredit and to our injury?—The
Shreveport, La., Times.
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INTERNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RUUNCS
DISTILLED SPIRITS.

Change in Regulations Relating to Compensation of Officers Who
Reinspect Spirits After Reduction in the Original Package.

Treasury Department,
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, August 15, 1912.

To collectors of internal revenue and others concerned : The
regulations relating to compensation of gauging officers who re-

inspect spirits after reduction in the original package (commenc-
ing at the foot of page 186 of No. 7, revised) are hereby modified
so as to allow the gauging officer to collect from the person for

whom such service is rendered a sum not to exceed 15 cents a

package for the first 20 packages and 5 cents for each package
thereafter, gauged in one day, at a distiller's free warehouse or at

the establishment of a wholesale liquor dealer, and not to exceed
10 cents a package for the first 20 packages and 5 cents for each
package thereafter, gauged in one day, at a distillery warehouse
or at a general or special bonded warehouse. In addition to the

charges above authorized, the officer will be allowed, when the ser-

vice is performed at a distiller's free warehouse or at the estab-

lishment of a wholesale liquor dealer, to collect from the person

for whom the service is rendered his actual and necessary traveling

expenses in going to and returning from the place where he per-

forms such service.

All regulations inconsistent herewith are hereby revoked as of

September 15, 1912, the date on which the jjrovisions of this cir-

cular are hereby made effective.

Collectors will furnish a copy of this circular to each gauging
officer in their respective districts and to such distillers and whole-

sale liquor dealers therein as may be interested.

ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

Approved : Franklin MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury.

PURE FOOD REGULATIONS.

MISBRANDING OF GRAPE BRANDY.
(Notice of Judgment No. 1592.)

On February 27, 1912, the United States Attorney for the

Southern District of New York, acting upon a report by the Sec-

retary of Agriculture, filed in the District Court of the United

States for said district an information against Basilea & Callandra,

a corporation, New York, N. Y., alleging shipment by it, on De-

cember 31, 1910, from the State of New York into the State of

Louisiana of a consignment of grape brandy which was misbranded.

The product was labeled: "Grappe di Piemonte-Giuseppe Manca-

1)oni-Canelli-Italia-Onde (Juardarai Dalle Contraffazioni Esigete

La Mia Firma-Giuseppe Mancaboni."

Analysis of a sample of the product by the Bureau of Chemistry

of this department showed the following results: Proof corrected

to 60 degrees F., 86.2; solids (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof),

-10.4; acids (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof), 13.9; esters (grams

per 100 liters of 100 proof), 88; aldehydes (grams per 100 liters of

100 proof), 31.4; furfural (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof), 0.2;

fusel oil (grams per 100 liters of 100 proof), 76.7; total color to

100 proof, 1.8; residue after distillation has appearance of aging in

wood; woody taste. Misbranding was alleged in the information

for the reason that the product purported to be a foreign product,

to wit, a product of Italy, when it was not so, but was, in truth

and in fact, a domestic product.

On March 11, 1912, the defendant corporation entered a plea

of guilty to the information and the court suspended sentence.

W. M. HAYS.
Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, June 14, 1912.

ADULTERATION AND MISBRANDING OF ALLEGED
MARASCHINO CHERRIES.

On September 19, 1911, the United States Attnrnev for the

Western District of New York, acting upon a report by the Sec-
retary of Agriculture, filed in the District Court of the United
States for said district a libel for the seizure and condemnation of

nine cases each containing twelve bottles of alleged maraschino
cherries, remaining unsold in the original unbroken packages, in

possession of Charles Antoniazzi, Bufifalo, N. Y., alleging that the
product had been shipped on .\ugust 18, 1911, by the Liternational
Fruit Products Company, Cincinnati, O., and transported from the
State of Ohio into the State of New York, and charging adultera-
tion and misbranding in violation of the Food and Drugs Act. The
cases containing the bottles of the product were labeled: "12 Large
Bottles, White Swan, I. F. P. Co. Superior Quality" (picture of

a white swan and cherries) "Cherries. Maraschino Flavor." "The
original contents of this package guaranteed under the National
Pure Food Act of June 30, 1906," "Glass with care. This side up."
"From the International Fruit Products Co. 11 East Pearl Si.,

Cincinnati, O. For S. M. Flickinger Co., Buffalo, N. Y." Each
j

bottle was labeled: "I. F. P. Co. trade mark" (colored pictures of

red cherries) "White Swan. I. F. P. Co." (picture of a white swan
and red cherries) "Maraschino Cherries. Guaranteed under the ,•

Food & Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906, by The International Fruit '

Products Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A."; "containing 1-10 of 1

per cent. Sodium Benzoate. Harmlessly flavored. Colored from
Certified Lot No. 154."

Adulteration of the product was alleged in the libel for the
J

reason that a syrup, consisting essentially of water and sugar and
containing the following ingredients with their approximate pro-

portions, to wit, alcohol, thirty-four one-hundredths of 1 per cent. ;

sodium benzoate, thirteen one-hundredths of 1 per cent. ; benzalde-
hyde, eighteen one-hundredths of 1 per cent., and certain coloring

matter, was wholly substituted in the place and stead of maraschino ,.

liqueur in the preserving and packing of said cherries. Misbrand- j:

ing was alleged for the reason that the product was labeled on the .|

bottles "Maraschino Cherries," and on the cases containing the said '

bottles, "Cherries. Maraschino Flavor," whereas, in truth and in

fact, the product was not maraschino cherries and did not contain

maraschino flavor, and was therefore labeled and branded, both on

the bottles and cases, so as to deceive and mislead all purchasers.

December 20, 1911, the Mihalovitch Company, a corporation,

claimant, having filed its answer consenting to a decree and hav-

ing agreed to pay the costs of the proceeding, judgment of con-

demnation and forfeiture was entered, and it was further ordered

that upon presentation of bond by said claimant in conformitv witli

section 10 of the Act, fixed by the court at $100, the product should

be released and delivered to said claimant company.

W. M. HAYS,
.\cting Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, June 14, 1912.

ALLEGED MISBRANDING OF APRICOT CORDIAL.

On February 5, 1912, the United States Attorney for the South-

ern District of New York, acting upon a report of the Secretary of

Agriculture, filed in the District Court of the United States for

said district an information against Tobias Miller, doing l^usines^

under the name and style of Golden Gate Fruit Company, New
York, N. Y., alleging shipment by him, in violation of the Food

and Drugs Act, on February 23. 1910, from the State of New York

into the State of Texas of a consignment of a certain article of food

which was alleged to have Ijeen misbranded. The product was

labeled : "Old Mission Apricot Brandy. Grown and produceil by
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the Golden Gate Fruit Co., San Gabriel. California. Eastern

Offices, New York."

.-\nalysis of a sample of the product by the I'ureau of Chemistry

of this department showed the following results: "Specific gravity

at 15.6 degrees C, 1.0643; alcohol by volume, 33.55 per cent; solids.

25.82 per cent ; ash, 0.065 per cent ; esters, fixed, as acetic, 60.30

parts per 100,000 proof; aldehydes, fixed, as acetic, 5.65 parts per

100,000 proof; fusel oil, 144.2 parts per 100,000 proot.' Misbrand-

ing was alleged in the information for the reason that the label

regarding the product and the substance and ingredients contained

therein was false and misleading and labeled so as to deceive and

mislead the purchaser, in that the label would indicate that the

product was apricot brandy, whereas in truth and in fact it was

not apricot brandy but was an apricot cordial.

On April 3, 1912, the case having come on for trial before the

court and a jury, upon motion of the defendant, the court directed

the jury to find a verdict of not guilty.

W. M. HAYS,
Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D.^C, June 11, 1912.

BOLD IOWA EDITOR SPEAKS OUT IN MEETING.

A PROHIBITIONIST named Williams in Oxford Junction.

Iowa, having written the editor of the Anamosa Journal a

leader in which he gave his views as to why his town vas better

under no-license than when the traffic was regulation, the editor,

who claims always to have advocated temperance, takes up the

cudgels as follows

:

"Twenty-six years ago we came to Oxford Junction to teach

school. We came from Illinois, a saloon State, thoroughly im-

bued with the idea that State-wide prohibition was the thing. Our

first night there we were kept awake half the night by men and

boys running and yelling from a dance hall to the cottage across

from the hotel where intoxicating liquor was sold. For eighteen

months we roomed across the street from the three blind pigs

where beer, whisky, etc., was sold days, nights and Sundays. These

places were run openly then and afterwards under a prohibitio i

county attorney.

"If Mr. Williams lived there then, he must have been b'ind and

deaf if he did not know of these conditions. He has been in that

same happy condition of dry advocates now, if he does not know
that the same condition exists in liquor handling in (Oxford Junc-

tion.

"We have no hesitancy in saying that if Mr. Williams was

mayor, city attorney, marshal and smelling committee of Oxford

Junction, county attorney and sheriff of Jones county, and deputy

marshal of Iowa, all combined in one person, conditions would re-

main just the same as they always have been in Oxford Junction."

ANOTHER PROHIBITION FAILURE.

Shreveport's experiment with prohibition has faile<l.

This fact cries out from the very housetops. He is blind who
does not know it and will not admit it. The conditions that pre-

vail in this city today are shameful reproach to the prohibition law

and to those of us who cling to it for what it promised but has

not performed.

Economically, we are not deriving a dollar of revenue from

the liquor traffic, although the municipality is sadly in need of

funds and liquor is sold all over the city without let or hindrance.

Politically, the liquor question, or the prohibition question, just

as one is pleased to call it, is making a farce of orderly government

in this community and a disgrace of our elections.

Morally, the almost total disregard shown this so-called moral

law is inviting and encouraging contempt for other and more

important laws.

Is it not time to put an end to this situation? Do we not owe

it to ourselves to face the truth? Is it not possible for the better

citizens on both sides of this question to get together and remedy

conditions that should no longer be tolerated? Shall the spirit of

factionism continue here to our discredit and to our injury?—The

Shreveport, La., Times.
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GOT EVEN.

Dr. Wines, principal of a boys' school, just before he went on
his holiday, had occasion to cane a pupil, and it is to be supposed
he did the work thoroughly.

The lad took his revenge in a way that the doctor himself could
not help laughing at.

Dr. Wines's front door bore a plate on which was the one word
"Wines."

The boy wrote an addition to this in big letters, so that when the
doctor came home the inscription ran

:

"Wines and other lickers."—London Tit-Bits.

Tons of Iced Grapes.—In connection with the grape feast re-

ferred to in our columns dedicated to Los Angeles and the South,
it may be mentioned that one of the features of the sixth anniver-
sary of grape day at Escondido was the display of tons of iced
grapes to the delight of all visitors.

Adulteration and Misbranding of Apple Cider.—Judgment No.
1569 finds the firm of Kellogg & Company of Richmond. Kentucky,
guilty of adulterating and misbranding cider guaranteed to have
an apple base, in that the labels and brands were misleading and
false, the article itself being merely an imitation of apple cider of
inferior quality.

WHY DO THEY?

The one thing that we fail to understand is why our artisto-

cratics will blow themselves to $5.00 a bottle for imported wine
when they can get just as good and as much for 50 cents. Cal-

ifornia produces as good a wine as France, Germany or Italy, and
not at such an exorbitant price. California wine, by its merit, de-

serves more consumption.—The Southwestern.

WANTED-A RIDER AGENT
'fli^*®*' .T?.*"",^"'' district to ride and exhibit a sample Latest Model
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no MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and approve of your
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In advance, frep^, freight, aud&llow TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL during
which time you may ride the bicycle and put It to any test you wish.
If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the
bicycle ship ItlMck to us atpur expense and you will not be our on. tetti.

FACTORY PRICES ^^^ furnish the highest grade bicycles it Is

I r w \ \ ,.
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statlngthattheirtlreshaveonly beenpumpeduD once X^m A"andpuncture8trip«"B"
or twice In a whole season. They weisrh no more than JUL ""d D" also rim strip "H"
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being Im to prevent rim cutting. This
fiven by several layers of thin, specially prepared '^V *"» wi'l outlast any other
abrlcon the tread. The regular price of these tires TT ""alte—SOFT, ELASTIC and

Is $10.00 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are • EASY RIDING.
making a special factory price to the rider of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped sameaay letter Is received. We ship C. O. D. on approval. You do not pay a cent until younave examined and found them strictly as represented.
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Z.M^!!„^^^1 .. . ^^ Puncture-Proof tires on approval and trial at the special Introductory
price quoted above; or write for our bl g Tire and Sundry Catalogue which describee an«iuotes all makes andkinds of tires at about hairthensual prices.
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DO MOT IVillTJ;"* 'nutans a postal today. DO NOT THINK OP BUVINO a bicycle ora pair of

Itonlyoo.t?.^rtritfre!^eve^h?n" '^SteUNU™ '™°''"'* "'"' ««"^<""iertul offer, we are making.

J. t.MEADCYCLE COMPANY, CHICACO, ILL.

AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Officers for 1912.

President—Walter E. Hildreth of the Urbana Wine Company,
Urbana, N. Y.

First Vice-President—Benj. R. Kittredge of the California Wine
Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Second Vice-President—George E. Dewey of H. T. Dewey &
Sons Company, Egg Harbor, N. J.

Treasurer—L. J. Masson of the Pleasant Valley Wine Company,
Rheims, N. Y.

Secretary—Lee J. Vance of the American Wine Press, New
York City.

Member Executive Committee—Edward R. Emerson of the
Brotherhood Wine Company.

District Vice-Presidents

:

A. Russow, Monticello Wine Company, Charlottesville, Va.
Paul Garrett, Garrett Company, Norfolk, Va.
I. Bear, Sol Bear & Company, Wilmington, N. C.
Hiram S. Dewey, H. T. Dewey & Sons' Company, Egg Harbor,

N. Y.

F. E. Palmer, Hammondsport Wine Company, Hammonds-
port, N. Y.

Henry Frey, Germania Wine Cellars, Hammondsport, N. Y.
D. H. Maxfield, Naples Valley Cellars, Naples, N. Y.
L. R. Ryckman, Ryckman Wine Company, Brocton, N. Y.
Geo. C. Schon, The Lenk Wine Company, Toledo, O.
A. Sbarboro, Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal.

H. R. Gundlach, Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Company, San Fran-
cisco.

C. J. Wetmore, Wetmore-Bowen Company, Livermore, Cal.

L. R. Rogers, California Wineries & Distilleries, San Francisco.

S. Guasti, Italian Vineyard Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

Alfred Stern, Chas. Stern & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

H. Blatz, Sierra Madre Vintage Company, Lamanda, Cal.

THE VALUE OF TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING.

DOES it pay to advertise in trade papers? .Ask the man wli >

knows. Ask the man whose business has increased since he

began his trade paper advertising. Don't ask the grouch who,

because tlie medium in which his advertisement appears is ii"i

mentioned on each order received, but ask the man whose bus-

iness has shown gains during the continuance of his trade papn
advertising. Like that great merchant, John W'anamaker, he may
say: "I cannot trace direct returns to my advertising, but I am
getting the business, and to my advertising I must attribute at

least some of the credit."

The old, weather-beaten arguinent that trade paper advertising

is unproductive no longer holds good. Time was. perhaps, in the

early days of trade papers before they became trade factors and at

a time when circulation was an uncertain quantity, when the bus-

iness man patronized them because his trade needed an exponent

and should be encouraged and supported. His support was given

largely as a matter of sentiment. Trade journals—that is, legiti-

mate trade journals—have taken up trade problems and are aiding

very greatly in their solution ; they have and are doing niucli to

better conditions; they are fighting the trade's battles; they are

doing a mighty work in preventing inimical legislation, and in

numerous ways they are exerting a powerful infuence for the good

and welfare of the trade they represent.

The keen business man today is awake to the fact that to with-

hold his advertisement from his trade journal is to give his com-

petitor who patronizes trade journals an advantage.

Trade papers are going to be more influential in the future tlia i

tbey are today, and no one who has followed the trend of eveiiis

V ill deny that trade journals have progressed with the times.

.\ trade paper of recognized merit, with a firm policy, with just

and equitable rates of advertising, fearless and truthful, one which

will not swerve from the path of justice and right, is an iiistrunu-nl

of powerful good to the trade it represents.—Bonforts.
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The Re\/ie\A/^s Buyers' Directory
CALIFORNIA WINES.

eo. West & Son, Incorporated. .. .Stockton, Cal.

difomia Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal.

G. B. Robbins, Manager,
14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

difomia Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, CaL

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Co's. Copper Works
Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

leo. Gier Co. . . 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Siebe Bros. & Plagemann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler & Co. . . Hunter BIdg., Chicago, 111.

etmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland
Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal. E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons Louisville, Ky.

ilian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal. Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

tpa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal. Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

srra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

The Julius Levin Company
987 Howard St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bemheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co
Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
. . Battery and Coml. Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co
510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

iench American Wine Co
1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

ichman & Jacobi

116 Main St., San Francisco, Cal.

lOl Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.
William Wolff & Co

52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.
A. Rossi & Co . . 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
134 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Toulouse & Delorieux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

3 dian-Swiss Colony
1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES,
BOX FIXTURES.

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co
767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

^oma Wine & Brandy Co
.18, 20 and 22 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kcramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co
589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

(jcca-Lombardi Wine Co... San Francisco, Cal. Chas. Meinecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co
50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

CORDIALS, WINES, BRANDIES.
I G. Lyons & Raas Co

. . Folsom and Essex Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

SURETIES.
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

e Rosenblatt Co
300-332 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.
J in Wieland Brewery

240 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.
W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Simonds Machinery Co
12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal.

I ffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

L. Gandolfi & Co
427-31 W. Broadway, New York

led Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.
Zellerbach Paper Co
Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

' lerican Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

I tional Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

' 3ion Ale & Porter Brewery
494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

1 terprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS, ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co., Wine and water tanks,

boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for water sys-

tems 318 Market St., San Francisco. Cal.;

Equitable Bank Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.;

Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon.

L. Gandolfi & Co
427-31 West Broadway, New York

' ittle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.
John Rapp & Son, Agents,

;th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

CIGARS.
Boltz, Clymer & Co

312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. Windeler, wine and water tanks

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co
Commercial & Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal.
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"Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.

EW 1
Matt Grimm's

130 Liedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Hoffman Cafe Co
27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal

RETAILERS AND CAFES.

The Yellowstone

22 Montgomrey St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bank Exchange
Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

W. F. Roeder's Cafe

834 Market St., San Francisco,

I

Thos. J. Walsh & Co
346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin"

105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Original Coppa's Restaurant

453 Pine St., San Francisco, Ca]

Davis Buffet.. 272 Market St., San Francisco, Ci

Market Cafe . 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jas. P. Dunne . . 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chronicle Bar . . 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

James Raggi

624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

FERTILIZERS. W
Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co
Alaska Commercial Bldg., San Francisco, Ca

The Waldorf . .648 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter. . .709 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Bone Coal & Fertilizing Co
617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, Cl

SECOND EDITION

INTERNAL REVENUE LAW and the RETAILER

$1.00 PER COPY
or given as a premium to the

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

The PAPER for ONE YEAR
and the BOOK for $3.00

Send Your Orders Now to

PacificWine and Spirit Review
422 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Retraction and Apology

^ Some time ago we advertised a certain Canadian Whisky

(which was not CANADIAN CLUB), in the following terms:

" The only Canadian Whisky that was not seized by the

" United States Government for containing injurious

" ingredients at the time the Pure Food Law took effed."

^ Thereupon Messrs. Hiram Walker & Sons, Limited, the

proprietors of

CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY
in^ituted a suit for libel again^ us, which adion, at our reque^,

they have consented to discontinue upon our publishing satis-

factory Retradtion and apology. We, therefore, now ^ate

that we have no reason whatever to believe that CANADIAN
CLUB WHISKY was ever seized for containing injurious in-

gredients; nor that it ever did contain injurious ingredients; and

we apologize for the undeserved reHedlion ca^ upon the produd:

of Messrs. Hiram Walker & Sons, Limited.

JULIUS LEVIN COMPANY, Inc.

By IV. M. LEVIN, Vice-President

San Francisco, June 1 4th, 1912.
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ft

ft

CELLARS AND VINEYARDS »» Icaria^Healdsburg, Cloverdale, and Madrone, Sonoma County>^^^r.Mv^ ^1 K, T.iii^if^ivi^^
^^^ ^^ Rutherford and St. Helena. Napa County. California

French-American Wine Co.
SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX A BERNARD

PRODUCERS, GROWERS. DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES g
Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty ^

San Francisco, Cal. ^

W. D. SEYMOUR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., and 515 CONSTANCE ST., NEW ORLEANS AGENT
NEW YORK DEPOT, 84-86 WASHINGTON STREET

ft 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street

Winners

JULIUS KESSLER & CO. Distillers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WORLD BLDG.

CHICAGO
HUNTER BUILDING

LOUISVILLE
30th AND GARLAND AVE.
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LYONS* PERFECTION

PURE FRUIT BLACKBERRY CORDIAL

.ESTABLISHED 1852 _

IS ONLY SOLD FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, HENCE ONLY THE BEST AND

PUREST ARTICLE SHOULD BE USED.

WE GUARANTEE OUR PRODUCT TO BE PRODUCED ENTIRELY FROM

FRESH CALIFORNIA BLACKBERRIES FORTIFIED WITH PURE BRANDY.

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO SUBMIT SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS UPON

REQUEST.

The E<. G. Lyons ^ Raas Co.
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

Donaldson & Moir
PRINTERS

WE PRINT THE WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF PUBLICATIONS

J

568 Clay Street, San Francisco
Telephone Douglas I 765 Bet. Sansome and Montgomery

JOHN LUTGEN, President FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-Pres. & Sec'y.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

1 34 SACRAMENTO ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARROLL RTE
WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.
OLD BOURBON

Louis Taussig & Company
Importers and Wholesale Liquor cMerchants

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS

PHONES:
SUTTER 50; J 2745 SAN FRANCISCO
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra lHadre Uimage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pure CdUfornia Wines ^"'^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specially

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cat.

Gold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904

Gold'Medal Letvis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oregon, ItOS

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va., Exposition, 1907
Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Exposition, 1909

^^Si^ fe
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I

li

NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure—it

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years " The Best in the West " has been the Popular Home Beer

THE FIRST LAGER
^^j/ii^/f^tGM{^/i(^X^(KBREWED

IN SAN FRANCISCO cor.Futton and Webster St

PALE AND DARK LAGER

ts. Jan rrancisco.
PHONES—PACIFIC, PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES

imiuiiiiT 1 msnuEis mim ms.

II

Pat'd Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGIN A I, (.ONTINUODS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

Phis STILL, which has always
received our special attention and
stuiiy. has been of material assist-
ance ID securing for California sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wineries, distilleries, breweries, etc.
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
REFERENCES :— All succcsslul swecl

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KINDS or COPPER WORK DONE AF SHORT NOTICE.

SANDERS COPPER WORKS
CARL SCHALITZ, Pres. and Hgr.

BEALE and HOWARD STS., San Francisco

Southern California Branch:

649 NORTH MAIN ST., Los Angeles, Cal.

& SONJOHN RAPP
AGENTS

1500 Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

^ierlxertiNSe
inhere i>s

n/OTiri/iixd

rect^peraxe

exxvau/vSTea

force more
ruickly xKart

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WIME AND SPIRIT REVIEW— $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

''Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine producera in CaUfornia

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"
HIGHEST QBAUE

Zellerbach Paper Company
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND

CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

LOS ANGELES

Rates: $1.00 a Day and Up
Tourist and Commercial

FIREPROOF Hotel

Victoria
-A Formerly the ORENA

^ I. W. Bradt and Johnston,

'^ Proprklors

c .L- ^ , l; L Los Angeles, Cal.
Lver\)thing nerv, comfortable, home- " '

like, plenl^ of life, beautifully Opposite Post Office

furnisheJ, highest class. Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

GEORGE WEST & SON, "'~"'

>^ PRODUCERS OF Jtjt

S^A/EET NVINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

9(mTA»K»,»»S'>»»3li»»}<i»K'iii»»iP»»»»»SI»»3i^»»»»^

QENERflL0Fn(?E5

116 MAIN ^TDEET

l^tW YORK OfPIPE

65and67 mm mom 51

V^ARtnOUSES
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GIN
RUM
WHISKEY

PURITV IRAND
SPIRITS A IS L> ALCOHOL

PURE
CUB/\N
NBUTRAb

PROOtVbU BY

Western Grain and Sugar Produdls Co.
EHEin^ni:Western distilleries
^= POINT Of DISTILLATION THE HIGHEST IN THE INITED STATES=

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS \A/ESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
Rooms 304-5--6-H0 SUTTEli STREET, SAJ^ FRAJ^CISCO, CJiL.

A PACIFIC COAST INDUSTRY

CO.

PHONE KEARNY 204BENJ. S. DONAHUE, President

Occidental Supply Company, Inc.
580-582 HOWARD STREET

-HEADQUARTERS FOR-
Tannin; Russian Isinglass; Gelatine; Bottle Caps; Filter Pulp; and all Wine Makers' Supplies

Owners of the celebrated brand Eureka Filter Pulp

Owners of The Western Press, the most up-to-date label plant on the Pacific Coast

Largest handlers of Demijohns; Flasks; Imported and Domestic Bottles

Pacific Coast Agents for Miguel, Vincke & Meyer, Spanish Hand Cut Corks; National Cork Co's. Machine Cut Corks

Pacific Coast Agents International Cork Co.

WRITE TO US FOR PRICES

NEW BREW

YOSEMITE



THE GREATEST

iMERICAN WHISKEY YELLOWSTONE
TAYLOR & WILLIAMS, INC., DISTILLERS

GEO. DELAPORTE. Pacific Coast Agent
S20 MISSION STREET
San Francisco. California

A WHOLESALER'S AND RETAILER'S MEDIUM

iSTABLISHED 1878
VINICULTURE

'OL. Xl.XIV. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES, OCTOBER 31, 1912 No. 12

Its a si|fiv ofgood

times to drii\K

OLD KIRK
WHISKY

"BestonthemarKct"

CINZANO
ITALIAN VERMOUTH

THe Largest Seller

in the "World

and
THe Standard of Quality

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.
UNITED STATES AGENTS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

^Wim

f*«Ti«jiuit!!
LMm mama i ii

Martini

& Rossi

VERMOUTH

T. B. HALL & CO.. lid. Liverpool

BOAR'S
HEAD
BRAND

GUINNESS-S STOUT

BASSl ALE
in the Best

Society

A.merican Mercantile Co., Agents
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

AOK'S HEAD Gi^AlK'SHEAD
THOS. AV. COITlNSra. r,0 Ao'^r,t«

THE BEST THE BREWERS BREW"

BA5^5\s ale:
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We
manufactureTANKS

for all purposes

WINE—BEER—VINEGAR
IVe also manufacture

WOODEN WATER PIPE
If interested in Wood Pipe send for

special literature. Address nearest office

Pacific Tank & Pipe Company
318 SMirket Street, Stn Francisco, dl.
Equittble Ba.nk 'Building, Los Angeles, Ctl.

Keuton Station, PortUnd, Oregon

''Paul Masson''
CHAMPAGNES

, The Pride of
M California"

Extra Dry, Sparkling Burgundy
Oeil de Perdrix...

The Best Sparkling Wines Produced in America

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE COMPANY
SA.N JOSE. CALIFORNIA.

THE NEW BIG WINERY IN SACRAMENTO
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE

CALL FOR

"VESTAL VINTAGES"
SACRAMENTO VALLEY WINERY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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THEO. GIER COMPANY
Wholesale Wine and Liquor Merchants

Sole Distributors Metropole Bourbon Whiskey, Metropole Bourbon Whiskey in

Bond. Puck Rye Whiskey. Also handlers of Straight and Blended Whiskies.

581-591 EIGHTEENTH STREET OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA

GIERSBERGER
WINES
OUR SPECIALTY

From our Vineyards at

Livermore, Napa, St. Helena

THEO. GIER WINE CO.

581-591 Eighteenth Street

Oak. 2510 Home A-2510

Wine Machinery
Complete Plants

Kitted Out
TOULOUSE & DELORIEUX

Continuous Presses, Crushers
Stemmers and Must Pumps

405 SIXTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Vr''i'&'«:'a;«JUr'&'«!SiV'!SiS'A'!fe%'«J«£!«!S«;>S'>'^^'A'»S«!S&'«J^

i

SIEBE BROS. & PLAGEMANN
WHOLESALE

WINE AND LIQUOR MERCHANTS
SOLE 'PROPRIETORS

O. K. ROSEDALE
RYE & BOURBON
Western Distributors

Herbert's
Pi/re Malt Whiskey

Bottled By
HOFFHEIMER BROTHERS

Cincinnati, Ohio

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BRANDIES
E. J. Baldwin's

APRICOT
BRANDY

THE FINEST IN THE
WORLD

PKone Douglas 1798

SENATOR
Leiand Stanford's

PURE
VINA BRANDY
IT'S PURE—THAT'S SURE

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT
nk

IkBRUNSWICK RYE AND BOURBON QUALITY UNEXCELLED IN BULK OR CASES
SPECIAL ORDERS SHIPPED DIRECT FRO.M DISTILLERY

SIEBE BROS. A, PLAGEMANN, 430-434 Battery street San Francisco, WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

WHEN DRY AND DUSTY, CALL FOR

GILT EDGE LAGER
ORDOPPEL BRAU

The Purest and Most Dehcious Beers Brewed. On Draught in all First Class Cafes

SACRAMENTO BREWING CO.
F. J. RUHSTALLER, Mgf.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
1 4th and Harrison Streets

G. B. RoBBiNS, Mgr.
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«EST4 Hci SirtfEi
THE STANDARD WINE OF CALIFORNIA

(Lft^ifS, S^Uf[eWO, S^ftWlbbIC *i

li

fl We are the largest producers ar)d bottlers of high grade
CaliforQia Wine.

^ We oWQ our viQeyards oQd make all of our v/lQes aod
can therefore guarantee tbe purity of every bottle.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES OF CRESTA BLANCA WINES

Location of Vineyards, LIVERMORE, CAL.

Send for Price List

42-44 DAVIS STREET, San Francisco
10 WEST 33RD STREET, New York
37 SOUTH WATER STREET, Chicago

^'»'i»)ii)Si)&%'»%)!i)ii)&)ii)m:ii)i^^^

Proprietor of the Celet3rateclJ. F. Plumel Co.

63-65 ELLIS STREET KOLAKINA
Fhone*.

, J. 5894-

IMPORTER OF

Bordeaux Wines, Fine Brandies

and Olive Oil

.., Sole Pacific Coast Agents for ...

VAN DEN BERGH & CO.

... OIIVS-..
—-— ' «

The BrunswickBalke Collender Co.
Billiard and

Pocket

Billiard

Tables

Bar Fixtures

Bowling Alleys

MANUFACTURED IN

OUR SAN FRANCISCO

FACTORY

LOW PRICES, EASY TERMS, LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
Special Designs and Eslimaies Cheerfully) Furnished

767 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
Between THIRD and FOURTH STREETS
Telephone Sutter 323 . - . Telephone Home J- 1 535
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Italian Vineyard Company
MAIN OFFICES, SALESROOMS AND WINERIES

1234 to 1248 Palmetto Street, near Mateo, Los Angeles, Cal.

PRODUCERS OF

CALIFORNIA PURE
WINES AND BRANDIES

Owners of tHe LARGEST VINEYARD ii\ tKe United States 4OOO Acres
At Guasti, San Bernardino County, Cal.

PLANTED IN THE FINEST VARIETIES OF WINE GRAPES

NEW YORK BRANCH CHICAGO BRANCH NEW ORLEANS BRANCH
Offices and Wine Vaults 152 West Kinzie St. 237 Decatur Street

202 204 Center Street and 213 215 Hester Street

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 78 WEST MARION STREET

ANOTHER THROUGH
WONDER service:
ADDED

THE m A # ^ B J m Between

wo^..s YY estern r acinc 35
WORLD St. Louis and

Chicago,

FEATHER standard and tourist sleepers. via

RIVER electric lights. Salt Lake City,

W O f T T IT OBSERVATION CARS. „ E^'^^^' uK. O U T E
y^jQj^ DEPOTS. ^"^''^°' ^'"^^^

WESTERN PACIFIC- RIO GRANDE
A WORLD'S WONDERWAY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS

ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

Ticket Offices:

665 MARKET STREET, PALACE HOTEL
Phone Sutter 1651

MARKET STREET FERRY DEPOT 1326 BROADWAY, OAKLAND
Phone Kearny 4980 Phone Oakland 132
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" Famous Since t867 "

FREDERICKSBURG

S^'SYTHE FREDERICKSBURG BRE«»K^

BEER
Now Bottled by the Brewery

Fredericksburg is a household name in

California and has a 45 years' reputa-

tion for superior quality. Now bottled

perfectly by the brewery, Fredericksburg

will make friends and customers for

every dealer. A consistant, vigorous

advertising campaign is acquainting the

public with the merits of Fredericksburg

Beer and adding to a demand that is

con^antly growing.

Fredericksburg' Brewing' Co.

5AN JOiSE
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C. H. WENTE.
President

FRANK A. BUSSE,
General Manager

Eagle Brand

^^^e

L CAUFORMt^i

StJeciaJIi]

SelecicA
Wiixes

COGNAC BRANDY
Oro Fino Cognac*** $12.00 Per Case

(PURE MEDICINAL BRANDY)

VINEYARD AND WINERY: LIVERMORE. Cal.

OFFICE AND CELLARS:

52-56 Beale Street San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE MARKET 2836

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
LIKE ALL GOOD WINES

AMAZON
^VINE AND
BREWERS

HOSE
ONCE USED ALWAYS USED

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Manufactured by

Gorham=Revere Rubber Co.
50-60 FREMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BRANCHES:

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, PORTLAND

BUFFALO
NEW BREW

BOHEMIAN

Sacramonto, [lal

BREWINB
A. H. LOCHBAUM CO.

PALE EXPORT
CULMBACHER
PORTER

agent;

136 BLUXOME ST. COMPANY

Goodyear Rubber Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
^-v
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NITED STATES FIDELITY M GUARANTY CO.
Phone

Kearny 925

PAID CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00 SURPLUS, $1,016,892.58 TOTAL ASSETS, $6,867,000.00

THis Coxnpanx is Accepted as

SOLE SURETY UPON ALL INTERNAL REVENUE AND CUSTOMS BONDS
Required by the United States Qovernment from

Distillers, Brewers and Cigar Manufacturers

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT
BORLAND & JOHNS. Managers FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Oscar Krenz Copper and Brass Works, Inc.

GENERAL COPPERSMITHS
431-441 Folsom Street

MANUFACTURERS OF WINERY, DISTILLERY AND BREWERY APPARATUS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

PHONES:
\ f,^"^^\^,%%'''y

22°2
/ riome, J 1571

Wine Filters, Pasteurizers, Wine Coolers, Sherry Heaters, Pulp Washers, Beer Coolers,

Grape Syrup Evaporators, Brass Spring Bungs, Etc.

Our Continuous Stills, Pasteurizers, Evaporators, and Concentrators produce a

superior quality of Brandy, Wine and Syrup, and surpass any on the

market in simplicity of construction and economy in operation.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL ORDERS
MAIL OR PHONE

Sonoma Wine ^ Brandy Co.
INCORPORATED

Storage Capacity 2,000,000 Gallons

18-20 ^ 22 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
/\IND

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
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M. J. FONTANA. President S. FEDERSPIEL. Genl. Mgr. A. SBARBORO. Secretary

Itdlian-Swiss Colony
LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THE FINEST VARIETIES OF

California Wines and Brandies

Dry Wine Vineyards

and Wineries

ASTI
FULTON

CLOVERDALE
SEBASTOPOL
CLAYTON

Sweet Wine Vineyards

and Wineries

MADERA
LEMOORE
SELMA

KINGSBURG

Main Building, San Francisco, Shoming Sansome Street Addition For

Bottling Department

PRODUCERS OF

THE CELEBRATED TIF»0
(Red or White)

ASTI ROUGE
(Sparkling Burgundy)

ASTI SPECIAL, SEC
(Natural Champagne)

P. C. ROSSI VERMOUTH AND FERNET -AMARO
GOLD MEDAL, TURIN, 1884 HIGHEST AWARD, CHICAGO, 1894

Awards at Home and Abroad

GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOR, GENOA. ITALY, 1892

GOLD MEDAL, DUBLIN, IRELAND, 1892

GOLD MEDAL, COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, 1893

GOLD MEDAL, CALIFORNIA MID-WINTER FAIR, 1894

SILVER MEDAL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 1895

GOLD MEDAL, TURIN. 1898

GOLD MEDAL, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, 1901

GOLD MEDAL, LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION, 1904

GRAND PRIZE, ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, 1909
GRAND PRIX, TURIN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1911

Main Office and Salesrooms: Cor. Battery and Greenwich Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK OFFICE: West 11th and Washington Sts.

)

CHICAGO OFFICE: 27 W. Kinzie St.
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No Beer Better Made

^mm^
TIERED. U.S. PAT. OFF

THE BEER YOU LIRE

FRED KRUG BREWING CO., OMAHA, U.S.A.
RATHJEN MERCANTILE CO.-Paclfic Coast Agcnts-3249 Fillmore St., San Francisco

RuscoNi, FisHRR & Company
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'ACIFIC WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW
FRESNO AND SOUTH CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.

ISSUED MONTHLY

OCTOBER, 1912

M. WOOD
E. F. WOOD

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

Secretary

Office:

22 MONTGOMERY STREET -

Phone Kearny 2597

- SAN FRANCISCO

Fourth Floor

)nly Recognized Organ of the California Wine Industry and Trade

Circulates among the wine makers and brandy distillers of California,

e dealers in California wines and brandies throughout the United States

nd the liquor dealers and brewers of the Pacific Coast.

Entered at the Post Office at San Francisco, Cat,

as Second-Class Matter.

LL CHECKS, DRAFTS, MONEY ORDERS, Etc., should be made

payable to R. M. WOOD

Subscriptions per year—in advance, postage paid:

or the United States, Mexico and Canada $3 00

or the United States, Mexico and Canada, six months 1 75

'or European Countries 4 00
ingle copies 25

Agents in Eastern Territory

TRAFTON'S NEWS AND ADVERTISING BUREAU
No. 90 Broad Street, New York

WANTED—The exclusive agency for the Eastern States for a good

eUable Wine and Brandy House. I am well acquainted and will give best

f references. W. BLECH, 109 West 103rd Street, New York City.

Louisville Representative, G. D. GRAIN, JR., 305 Keller Building

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WINE AND BRANDY AGENCY WANTED.

SCOTCH WHISKY AGENCY.—.\gents wanted for the sale of High
3ass Scotch Whiskies in the Western States. Must be able to do a large

rade. Terms liberal. Apply D. A. Rhind & Co., Limited, Leith, Scotland.

SALESMAN CALIFORNIA WINES.—Open territory, Illinois, Mis-
ouri; also Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana. Large San Francisco shipper,

stablished over twenty-five years, wants to enlarge territory and get closer

Eastern dealers. Commission basis only. Address P. O. 2514 San

"rancisco.

Blackberry is not used like whisky or gin—only in case of sick-

ess, hence only the best should be dispensed. Insist upon LYONS'
•ERFECTION BLACKBERRY CORDIAL being used.

THE E. G. LYONS & RAAS CO.

Fresno, October 20, 1912.

On the 25th of September the Tarpey winery offered $6 per

ton to the Clovis growers for their wine grapes, and the offer wa.s

accepted. The only condition that the Tarpey people made was
that 6,500 tons of grapes be secured. There was a large number
of growers made party to the agreement, and the total amount of

grapes signed for within a few hours was 6,500 tons, the equivalent

of 500,000 gallons of wine.

The Kirby Distilling Company of Selma, on the 25th of Septem-
ber, offered $8 per ton for wine grapes in that vicinity. Some
growers declare that they have contracts to sell their first crop of

Muscats to the Kirby winery for $10 per ton. The $8 price is on
black grapes. Up to the time mentioned these were by far the

highest price that had been offered during the year for wine grapes.

It became known that the Kirby company bought very freely of

grapes in the vicinity of Selma and because of the higher prices

that the company paid secured a great many contracts. The high-

est price that had been available was $6 per ton offered by the

Tarpey people. Just what effect the advance offered by the Tar-
pey people to the growers of Clovis, and the very mucli advanced
figure of the Kirby company at Selma will have on the situation

is not known at this time, but the general opinion seems to be that

there will be a general advance in prices' before many days, and
that the California Wine Association will take the lead in advanc-
ing the prices.

The ranks of the government winery gangers who come to

Fresno every fall through the wine season are very thin indeed on
account of the refusal of the growers to sell grapes at the prevail-

ing prices. About thirty gaugers are in the Fresno district of the

internal revenue department at the present time, and they are not
kept busy. Usually there are at this time of the year aliout fifty

gaugers. When the wineries run in full operation there are about
seventy gaugers required. The gaugers supervise the use of

brandy in the wines. The internal revenue tax on brandy used in

wines is very trivial, and it is the duty of the gaugers to see that

the brandy is used for no other purpose than that of mixing with
the wines.

The Maier Brewing Company has taken over its bottling works
at Bakersfield and will handle the business of the brewery at. that

place direct. Al Leal will be the manager.
Mr. Frank West of the winery of West & Son spent several

days at Hanford on a visit of inspection during the middle of Oc-
tober. He expressed his opinion that Kings county vineyards are

the best producing property to be found anywhere in the State of

California.

HAIL RUINS FRENCH GRAPES.

A LATE consular report says : In the Department of the Rhone
the vineyards appear to be in fine condition, except in a few

localities where hail storms have done great damage to the prom-
ising crops, ruining the grapes. But it is hoped that wine in plenty

and of good quality will be obtained from other vineyards.

In the Department of Saone-et-Loire the crop prospect is very

satisfactory, although some damage has been caused by mildew,

which appeared in many places during June, and also by "oidium,"

which was discovered on some of the vines toward the end of the

same month.

The outlook is not so good in the Department of Cote d'Or, and
wine growers do not expect more than half the usual crop on the

plains, where the poorer grapes are grown, from which the ordi-

nary table wine is made ; and only one-third of a normal crop is

anticipated on the hills, where the finer grapes from which the

"classed" wines are produced, are grown. Still the weather was
fine while the vines were in flower, and the wine growers hope that

the good quality of the wine will compensate for its small quantity.

lASH'SBITTERC
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OX December 10th, it is said, the voters of San Francisco will

have a chance to decide whether they care to adopt the Anti-

Saloon League charter amendment called "Local Option for Dis-

tricts." In their appeal to voters to sign the petition, the following

sugar-coated explanation was made

:

"The proposed amendment provides that upon ])etition from

twenty-five per cent of the voters in any specified district, which

must contain not less than fifty city blocks, the question of whether

saloon licenses shall be granted IN THAT DISTRICT shall be

submitted to a vote of the people THERE.
"If a majority vote for license the saloons remain, or if they

had previously been voted out may return.

"If a majority vote against license, no further licenses can be

granted in that district, and six months later all existing saloons

must close. This vote has no efTect upon restaurants, groceries or

wholesale liquor stores.

"The proposed amendment is based upon the two American

principles of majority rule and government by the people. Its

adoption will not close .a saloon, but will simply put power in the

hands of the people to keep saloons away from their homes where

the majority so elect.

"New York, Chicago. Seattle, Los Angeles and all the progres-

sive cities of the nation are driving saloons out of their residence

territory. San Francisco must not lag behind. The least we can

do is to permit residence districts to determine their own policy

on the saloon cjuestion. This is all the proposed amendment at-

tempts to do."

We give herewith the full text of the amendment, which we

advise our readers to scan carefully and then get ready for action.

Petition to the Supervisors to Submit to a Vote of the Electors

a Certain Proposed Charter Amendment.

To the Honorable Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San

Francisco.

We the undersigned qualified electors of the City and County of San

Francisco, State of California, and counting with other qualified electors

who.se names arc signed to other papers of identical tenor and eflfect, a

number of qualified electors in excess of 15 per centum of the qualified elec-

tors of said city and county combined upon the total number of votes cast

therein for all candidates for Governor of the last preceding general election,

at which a Governor was elected, hereby in conformity with Article 11,

Section 8 of the Constitution of the State of California, petition your Hon-

orable Board to submit the following amendment to the Charter of the

City and County of San Francisco to the qualified electors of said City and

County at an election to be hereafter called and held in accordance with

the aforesaid section of the Constitution of the State of California.

PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENT.

That a new chapter be added to Article 11 of said Charter to be desig-

nated as Article 11, Chapter 6, which said chapter shall be titled LOCAL
OPTION FOR DISTRICTS and read as follows:

ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 6.

Section 1. Registered voters of any district as hereinafter designated

as many in number as 25 per cent of the entire vote cast for all candidates

for the office of Mayor at the last preceding municipal election at which a

Mayor shall have been elected, shall have power to petition the Board of

Election Commissioners to submit to the registered voters of such district

the question whether or not permits to engage in the sale of liquor at re-

tail, as defined in Section 3, Chapter 3, Article 8, of this Charter, shall

thereafter be granted in the said district.

Section 2. Except as in this Chapter otherwise provided petition sub-

mitted under the provisions of this Chapter shall be prepared and acted

upon as provided in Section 2 and 3 of Chapter 3 of Article 11, of this

Charter, which sections are hereby made a part of this Chapter.

Section 3. Whenever there .shall have been presented to the Board

of Election Commissioners a petition signed by the required number of

registered voters as in Section 1 of this chapter prescribed for the submis-

sion to the registered voters of any district as hereinafter defined of the

question herein above in Section 1 set forth, it shall be the duty of the

Board of Election Commissioners to submit the question therein set forth

to the qualified electors of the district therein described at an election to

be hereinafter held as hereinafter in Section 6 provided.

Section 4. The ballots used at the election hereinafter provided for

shall include the submission of the said question by printing the same om
said ballot substantially in the following form.

Shall permits to engage in the sale of liquor at retail as defined in ^

tion 3, Chapter 3, Article 8, of the Charter be granted within the distri«

San Francisco, bounded as follows:

(HEREINAFTER INSERT THE BOUNDARIES OF LOCALITIES)

YES-

NO—
Section 5. If a petition shall be filed under the provisions of this chap-'

ter more than 60 days and less than 90 days prior to a general election, tin

question described in such petition shall be submitted by the Boanl o!

Election Commissioners at such general election. If said petition shall bej

filed more than 90 days prior to a general election, the Board of Election]

Commissioners shall certify the fact of the filing of said petition to thei

Board of Supervisors, and the said Board of Supervisors shall have powei

to call a special election for the submission of said question, which elec-

tion shall be held at a date not more than 30 days from the date of calling;

the same. If no such special election shall be called by the Board of Su-

pervisors the said question shall be submitted at the next general electior

to be held after the submission of said petition.

Section 6. All arrangements for special elections under this chapter

shall be made and the same be conducted, returned and the results tin

declared as far as practical in all respects as provided by law in ca-i

special municipal elections, and the State penal laws applicable to genera

election shall apply to elections held hereunder, provided, if there be an)

conflict between the provisions of this chapter and other portions of this

chapter and such general laws, this chapter shall prevail.

When elections provided for in this chapter are held at the same time

as other elections, the said question shall be placed upon the regular ballot

and notice of the submission of said question shall be given, and the votes

thereon counted, returned and declared in the same manner, as when anj

other question is submitted to a vote under the provisions of this chapter.

Section 7. A district for the purpose of this chapter shall consist o'

any portion of the City and County of San Francisco comprising not Icsi

than SO city blocks, and shall be so arranged that no established electior

precinct shall be divided and that such district shall be comprised n;

special parcel of contiguous territory.

Section 8. If a majority of the qualified electors of said district votini

on said question shall vote against granting permits to engage in the sale O'

liquor at retail, as defined in Section 3, Chapter 3, Article 8, of the Charterl

then no such permit shall thereafter be granted within the said district unti

at some future election called under the provisions of this chapter a ma

jority of the registered voters of said district shall have voted in favor o

granting such permits, provided, however, that all permits theretofort

granted for said (district) shall continue in full force, until the expiratioi

of the term for which they were granted, and may thereafter be retainet

from time to time during the period of • six months next succeeding tin

date of such election, but shall not be retained so as to be in force

the expiration of said period of six months.

Section 9. Whenever an election shall have been held in any distric

under the provisions of this chapter, the said question shall not again bi-

submitted in the said district within three years from the date of such elec

tion, and no portion of such district shall be included within any othe»

district for which a petition shall be presented under the provisions of this

chapter within three years from the date of the election first above referred

to, and shall not then be included in such new district unless at request o

25 per cent of the registered voters of such former district, as it is pro.

posed to include in the proposed new district, shall sign a petition asking

to be included in such new district.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 25, 1912.

Associated Industries of California, Room 502. 45 Kearny St., City

Dears Sirs : The viciousness of this amendment can be appre

ciated when you stop to think that a local option district could b«

created that could, by clever manipulation by the anti-saloon peo-

ple and prohibitionists, meander in and out of residence district!;

known by them to be of marked "dry" tendencies, and at the same

time include an entire business street, such as Fillmore street, o'

Polk street or even Market street. The necessary signatures i

-'

per cent) could be obtained and then the voters of this "loca

option" district who might be in favor of allowing saloons in the

business parts of the district, but who would wish to keep the rest



leiice end free of saloons, would be confronted with this dilemma.

[f they vote against the local option district because they are wili-

ng to have saloons in the business end, they would apparently be

i'oting for saloons in the residence end as well ; whereas if they

I'Ote for the local option district because they wish to keep saloons

3Ut of their residence quarters they are thereby voting to keep sa-

oons out of the business district also, which business district they

>therwise would be willing to keep open for saloons. In this

Jilemma many would naturally vote for the local option district.

If you take a map of the city you can easily work out a local

jption district in which the voting strength would be in thickly

settled residence districts, opposed to saloons in their immediate

vicinity, but with a long "tail" where few voters reside, but which

"tail" would take in the "cream" of the downtown saloon portion

of the city. Or you can take in all of the downtown saloon dis-

tricts, and by excluding the residence territory which would be

presumably favorable to saloons, you could get practical prohibi-

tion in San I-Vancisco.

In other words, this ingenious scheme is a powerful "entering

wedge" to absolute prohibition in San Francisco.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) HOEFLER, COOK, H.\R\VOOD & MORRIS.
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SONOMA COUNTY NEWS.

Santa Rosa, October 25, 1912.

A VOTE will be taken on the roadhouse question throughout

Sonoma county on the day of the general elections in No-

vember. The provisions of the ordinance are such that there will

be very little good done, as the roadhouses aimed at will hardly be

affected. It is apparent that the movement has been led by those

who should follow. If the legitimate saloon interests had been

consulted the remedy sought for would very likely have been

found. The ordinance as it stands is a jumble of words without

a point.

Joseph Mello has started a new suit against the city of Sebas-

topol, a municipal corporation of the sixth class, for the recovery

of $1,000, which he claims he was forced to pay for licenses under

duress. This is the second suit he has brought against Sebastopol

in this connection, the first having been decided in favor of the

municipality. A prominent lawyer of San Francisco filed the com-

plaint, which is expected to be fought over to better advantage by

the plaintiff than the first one was.

The wineries throughout the country are running at full blast

at the present time, and the harvesting of the grape crop is in

progress at top speed. In the vineyards many hands are employed

picking grapes, and on all roads one passes heavily laden wagons
on their way to the wineries. Prices have been ranging all the

way from $12 and $14 up to $17, $18.50 and $19 per ton, and some
choice varieties at a higher figure. The crop has proven to be

only an average one at the best in many localities, and in others

has been short. The prices paid are higher than in San Joaquin

valley, at Fresno and in Visalia and Tulare counties.

The season will close by the 1st of November. The vintage

will not be nearly so large as it was last year, because of the short

grape crop, but still it will run into the hundreds of thousands of

gallons. The heavy rain last month did considerable damage.

Hops are changing hands at prices ranging from 18 to 20 cents

per pound. The hop yield, which is the largest by far in the his-

tory of Sonoma, is practically all baled. The price is not encour-

aging to many growers to sell now. It is expected that the

prices will range from 20 cents upward in the near future.

Mr. James H. Freeman, manager of the New York house of

the Fountaingrove Vineyard Company, arrived here on the after-

noon train October 16 and is the guest of Kanai Nagasawa at

Fountaingrove. He will spend a week here in recreation and dis-

cussing business with Mr. Nagasawa, and will thereafter tour the

county.

William D. Sink, the well known Cloverdale winemaker, has

had his new winery well equipped. It is thoroughly lighted by

electricity. The winery was rebuilt after the fire, and has been

used this season. Crushing will be finished before the 1st of No-

vember. The season's crush will be about 1,100 tons.

Carl Haehl is operating the Haehl winery at Cloverdale. He
reports that the crush of grapes is a very large one.

The Asti winery at Cloverdale will complete its crushing of

about 1,200 tons of grapes before the 1st of November.

Miss H. G. Farnham, representing the California Grape Grow-

ers' Association, has been touring the county in the interest of the

campaign for the educating of the people to the need of protect-

ing the wine industry of the State against the ravages of the pro-

hibition pest. She was in Cloverdale during the first part of the

month and succeeded in showing the growers the danger that

threatens the $150,000,000 invested in the State's wine industry.

The growers of Cloverdale pledged themselves to contribute to the

campaign fund to the amount that may be asked upon 5,000 tons

of this year's crop. Miss Farnham expects to be able to raise

$10,000 from the growers of the State, and after that the wineries

will contribute $10,000 more.

The California Wine Association has purchased the large wi-

nery at Graton from Mr. T. L. Orr, well known as a Sonoma wine-

maker. Mr. Orr is still owner of a large winery at Occidental.

The association is paying $14 per ton for grapes and will probably

pay more before the end of the season.

There is a great deal of uncertainty among the public of Sonoma

county as to what the purposes of the Anti-Roadhouse League of

Santa Rosa really are. This league disguises itself under so many
masks of hypocrisy that the plain people are unable to understand

it. When it stands stripped it will be found to be just the same

old fanatic that is known as the Anti-Saloon League.

Many of the owners of resorts at the springs of Sonoma county

are planning to incorporate the towns in order to save their bus-

iness against the work of the drys. If the drys should carry the

elections the resorts will be closed for the time being and this will

entail a loss to the county in general, but the drys do not see far

enough to understand this. The resort owners must do the fore-

seeing.

The big Fulton winery is very busy. It is expected that the

season will be over by the first of November. Crushing of grapes

is still going on.

At Windsor the big winery is still in full operation. It is be-

lieved that the picking of grapes will be continued for two weeks

more at least. There are large quantities still in the vineyards,

but they are being gathered rapidly in anticipation of the closing

of the wineries.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER AND ALCOHOL.

The discovery of a process which utilizes fusel oil as a stepping-

stone to the manufacture of a substance which is rubber to all in-

tents and purposes, looks like a big fact, opening up great possi-

bilities for the distillery industry. Hitherto fusel oil, or amylic

alcohol, as it should be properly called, has been a residual product,

the growing use of which in various industrial processes, among
others as a solvent for the extraction of the alkaloid from cinchona

and for the manufacture of certain explosives and other purposes,

has so enhanced the value that the price has gone up to over lis.

per gallon. This very high price is, however, partly due to a "cor-

ner" in the article, engineered, like most "corners," from the United

States. It should be understood that the quantity of fusel oil pro-

duced is at present limited absolutely by the quantity of grain or

potato spirits made, and that the manufacture is not gone for on

its own account. Whether owing to the alleged discovery of a

new process for producing fusel from the starch of the distillers'

raw material will aflfect at all the production of spirits by being

combined with the ordinary operations in producing potable or in-

dustrial alcohol remains to be seen. Our readers may be reminded

that amylum is the Latin for starch, and gives the prefix to amylic

alcohol. Whether a new process can go for -amylic alcohol as a

derivative from starch to the exclusion of the production of ethylic

alcohol, which is the potable product, remains to be seen. If

ethylic alcohol is produced even as a by-product, a situation in

spirit manufacture is opened up which has a vista of possibilities

stretching far into the future.—Ridley's Wine and Spirit Trade

Circular.
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Los Angeles, October 25, 1912.

AT the next general city election or the first special intervening

election the question of establishing a dry zone in the harbor

district will be submitted to a vote of the people. This course of

action was decided upon during the last week in September by the

Los Angeles City Council as the result of public hearings which

were held on the subject. Petitioners urged the council to adopt

an ordinance to abolish saloons and the liquor traffic in Wilmington

and San Pedro, arguing that the harbor district should be made

a dry zone during the time that the city is spending some millions

of dollars in developing the harbor. The decision of the city to

submit the question to a vote was in the nature of a compromise

and was at the suggestion of Councilman Topman, who suggested

that the City Attorney prepare the ordinance creating the dry

zone. Of the eight councilmen present seven voted in favor of the

motion of Topham. Councilman Lusk was the only one opposed

to it. He opposed it on the ground that the people of San Pedro

do not want a dry zone and for that reason it would be foolish to

submit the question to a vote of the entire city. Delegations of

women and ministers were present to urge the council to create

the dry zone, but delegations of business men of San Pedro and

Wilmington were also present to protest. The ministers urged

that a precedent was established during the construction of the

Los Angeles aqueduct when a dry zone was established all along

the line of work. They urged that this precedent be followed

while the harbor work is in progress.

The liquor interests of San Pedro were ably represented by

Attorney Walter Haas. He called attention to the big protest

on file with the City Council and urged that the council do not

forget the pre-consolidation pledge to the eiTect that the harbor

district was not to be disturbed, and also pointed to the fact that

if $10,000,000 v.ere to be spent in the development of the harbor

it would be necessary to conduct the work on a broad principle.

He showed that it would be unjust to the people of San Pedro to

close up their saloons while one hundred wholesale liquor houses

and two hundred cafes continued to do business undisturbed in Los

Angeles.

Senator Carter of Wilmington declared that two policemen

only patrol the entire ten square miles of Wilmington and seldom

find it necessary to make an arrest. Prominent citizens of San

Pedro, lawyers and doctors told the City Council that the Federal

Government had been for ten years engaged in harbor improve-

ments and had never found it necessary to suggest the abolition

of saloons.

Renewals of petitions to close blocks in the business district of

Los Angeles against the. liquor traffic were begun with the filing

of a petition with the police commission to close Spring street be-

tween Fifth and Sixth for the second time. The block was closed

under the block option clause of the liquor ordinance in 1910 and

reopened in September 1912. The renewed petition has for its

object the closing of the block for another two years. According

to the liquor ordinance the police commission shall not permit any

additional liquor permits in a block upon petition of majority of

the people holding frontages in the block. The ordinance allows

property owners in the block at the end of two years to petition

to have the block reopened, but if such petition is not presented

the block remains closed. It was to forestall any attempt on the

part of the property owners in the block to reopen it to liquor

selling that the petition to keep it closed was filed. The time limit

on other blocks in the liquor zone has expired, and the petitions

to close are being looked for by the police commission. If these

are not forthcoming those who wish to have the blocks opened

will begin to use their efforts in that direction. The blocks where

the time limit has expired are as follows : Spring, between Eighth

and Ninth ; Main, between Fourth and Fifth ; First, between Vignes

and Center; Fourth, between Broadway and Hill; Fifth, between

Los Angeles and Wall, and Maple, between Fifth and Sixth.

Because the trustees of San Buenaventura refused to recognize

a petition to submit the question of the sale of intoxicating li-

quors to a vote of the people the matter was taken into the courts

and the district court of appeals issued a writ of mandamus, n-
quiring the trustees to submit the question forthwith. The town
went dry in 1910.

At Oceanside the city attorney has given the city trustees an
,

opinion tliat there is no lawful way by which a city, as a municiijal-

'

ity, can enter into the saloon business. This was in response \n

the petition of a number of citizens. The attorney recommetidtd
the denial of the petition, which recommendation was adopted.

At the same time the city trustees, in response to a petition signed

by many citizens, directed the head of the police department to '

instruct the city marshal to make an investigation of the "blind-

pigs" and to close them if they are found to be operated against

the law. The petitioners for the closing of the blind pigs protested

against the establishment of the municipal saloon.

In San Diego on October 11 the California State Federation -i

Labor refused to include the liquor question among the issm >

which it cares to influence by moral or political means. One of

the liveliest tilts among the delegates since their convention met
in San Diego was started on October 11 when the Anti-Saloon

League resolution was introduced for consideration. Arguments
on the floor of the convention lasted for many hours. The chair-

man of the resolutions committee reported that the resolution be

referred to the incoming executive committee, and in this way he

caused a storm of protests. He led the faction that opposed the

Anti-Saloon League resolution. Andrew Gallagher of San Fran-

cisco made an appeal for the Anti-Saloon League. After the

heated discussion the resolution was withdrawn and ordered ex-

punged from the records.

COUNTY PRECINCTS WILL VOTE ON LIQUOR
QUESTION.

"Shall wholesale and retail liquor licenses be granted in this

precinct?"

"Shall winery keepers be granted licenses in this precinct?"

"Shall hotel and restaurant liquor dealers' licenses be granted

in this precinct?"

"Shall licenses for public billiard rooms be granted in this pre-

cinct?"

The foregoing questions will appear on the ballot at the gen-

eral election in November.
Chief Clerk Thomas McAleer of the registration bureau re-

ceived copies of these questions with a copy of the county ordi-

nance, which was passed by virtue of the authority given the Su-

pervisors under the Wylie local option law passed by the Legisla-

ture in 1911.

The law gives the right to all counties to submit the question

of local option to the voters, at each general election, on all pre-

cincts outside of the incorporated cities.

By an ordinance passed by the Board of Supervisors, worded

as follows, the authority is given for submission of the questions

to the voters

:

"At every general election hereafter held, the following four

propositions shall be severally submitted to the electors of each

voting precinct in the county of Los Angeles outside of the incor-

porated cities and towns, to wit : Here follows the questions above,

quoted. 'The county clerk is hereby authorized and directed to

put each of the said propositions upon the ballots for each of the

said precincts at every general election, in the manner prescribed

by law, without any further notice to that effect.'
"

Under the Wylie local option law if a precinct votes wet by a

majority a license cannot be granted in that precinct unless a ma-

jority of the precincts in the same supervisorial district vote wet.

In other words, if one precinct votes wet by a majority and a

majority of the precincts in the supervisoral precincts vote dry,

no license can be granted.



A New Trick in the Art of Flim-Flamming.—The vahdity of

the right of the county supervisors of Los Angeles to prescrilje the

procedure by which new legislation will be enacted, which right is

supposed to have been prescribed by the initiative amendment to

the constitution, has been sustained bj- the Appellate Court of Los
Angeles. In consequence of this the supervisors will be empowered
to make a local option election possible whenever any election

whatever is called for. This appears to be an evasion of the reg-

ular local option law, which prescribes elections only at certain

intervals. The usurpation has been facilitated by the county gov-

ernment act. There is no doubt but that it has for its object the

placing in the hands of the supervisors the power to call elections

so fre(|uently that the public, harassed and annoyed, will be come
liscouraged and disinterested in the liquor question to the point of

illowing the dry element to dominate. The policy of the supervis-

ors of the fanatical sort would be to call elections on the local op-

:ion question whenever there are elections on other questions until

he drys win and afterward to cease calling elections. The county
»ct makes it optional with the supervisors as to whether they may
all elections or not. That is how the power to flim-flam has been
jiven to them.
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SIERRA MADRE WINES TO GERMANY.

Sierra Madre shipped a carload of wine to Germany this week.

t was finely flavored Southern California wine when it departed.

t had the rich tang of the small, purplish-black Mission grape.

[t departed under the name of California claret. Whether it was
ought by the Germans to get a taste of good wine, or whether it

vill some day return in foreign casks bearing labels of some noted
European vineyard, is an unanswered question. At any rate it

vas California claret when it left Sierra Madre.

Tax on Free Lunch.—On October 8 the Los Angeles City
ouncil passed an ordinance placing a monthly license of $25 on

ill saloons that serve free lunches. This step was taken to dis-

:ourage the serving of free lunches until the anti-free lunch ordi-

lance is voted on at the next general election.

INCREASED CONSUMPTION OF WHISKY.

Portland, Oregon, October 5.

COMMISSIONER OF IXTERXAL REVENUE R. E. CA-
' BELL, while in Portland, expressed his opinion that the

American people are abstaining from the milder beverages and are

ending more and more toward strong drink.

"Last year," said Commissioner Cabell, in an interview, "the

American people drank more whisky and less beer per capita than
ver before in history. The revenue from whisky alone was $150,-

KK),000, showing an increase of approximately 10 per cent over
he previous year. The collections from beer were $63,000,000,

howing a decrease of more than three per cent.

"The consumption of tobacco and cigars kept pace with that

f whisky. Theologians, sociologists and other cranks will draw
great many conclusions from these figures, but they will not be

ble to explain them satisfactorily.

"There is no gainsaying that the government must depend on
he income from whisky, beer, tobacco and corporations to meet
he cost of operating. Whisky and beer constitute the chief mo-
ive power of our government."

PROHIBITION IN NORWAY.

Professor Wille of Christiania, Norway, recently read a paper

t a meeting of the Christiania Municipal Council, when measures
3 increase temperance among the people of Christiania were under
iscussion, showing that since prohibition had been introduced in

ome of the Norwegian cities the number of arrests in the city of

tavanger had increased from 397 in 1894 to 933 in 1508, sirtd at

y:ersund the sales of spirituous liquors rose from 21,490 liters in

~<% to 68,582 liters in 1908. The enormous increase is attributed

i the fact that formerly people used to drink openly in saloons,

'hile now they purchase their intoxicants in large quantities to

e consumed at home.

ON METHODS OF FINING.

THE process of getting wines bright by mere rest and tempera-
ture being u.sually much too long, resort_ is had to methods

whereby the matters in sus])ension are coagulated or otherwise car-

ried down to the bottom of the receptacle. The substances most
in use, especially on the Continent, are certain earths (such as

kaolin, etc.), tannin, milk (its caseine and albumens), white-of-egg,
blood-albumen, isinglass and gelatine.

The kaolins are slower in action, as a rule, than ordinary finings.

They are used in the proportion of 50 to 100 grammes per hecto-

litre (about 22 gallons). The modus operandi is to place the neces-
sary quantity of kaolin in a suitable receptacle, adding enough wa-
ter to cover. Twenty-four hours after, the excess water is taken
awaj- and the mixture triturated so as to form a paste. A few
litres of wine are then added to thin it out, and it is this final mix-
ture which is poured into the cask or other vessel containing the
wine to be fined. The wine is then "roused" vigorously several
times, in diflfercnt ways, for a few minutes at a time, then left to
rest for forty-eight hours or .so, and is afterwards filtered.

The alcoholic tannins are the only tannins used for wines. To
employ it, the tannin must be dissolved directly in wine, some of
which is drawn off beforehand. When it is dissolved it is then
poured back again and the liquid stirred briskly as before. The
action of the tannin is a chemical action. It is rarely employed
alone, and is most often used to ensure the precipitation of gelatine
or other clarifier.

Caseine intended for finings is extracted from milk by an acetic
acid treatment and a filtering. The solid part that remains on the
filter is ca.seine. It is sold commercially in powder form, and the
proportion used is about five to ten grammes per hectolitre.

Whites of eggs make very good finings. The whites of two or
three eggs are used to a hectolitre of wine. The whites are beaten
up in a suitable vessel, with a little water, to which is often added
a pinch of salt. The salt is intended to facilitate coagulation and
the fall of the finings. Dried egg albumen can also be obtained.
Inning by means of fresh blood depends, of course, on its property
of coagulation. Dried blood is also used.

Isinglass finings are more especially employed for white wines,
as its coagulation is easy in mediums which are poor in tannin.
Preparing the isinglass finings is a delicate operation, in fact it is

necessary to get it into a liquid jelly state, which takes time. The
jelly is used in doses corresponding to four or five grammes of dry
isinglass per hectolitre or wine to be treated. It is mixed slowly
with four or five times its volume of wine, and then poured into the
cask and thoroughly roused.

The gelatine used is a pure gelatine, but is far from equalling
the value of isinglass. It is, however, rather frequently employed,
the average proportion being ten to twelve grammes per hectolitre
of wine to be fined. The gelatine is put to soak for a few hours
in a little cold water, and afterwards placed in a vessel with more
water, in order to perfectly dissolve it. It is then diluted with
some of the wine and turned into the bulk.—La Revenue Vinicole.

VINEYARD ACREAGE IN GERMANY.

THE area under vines in Germany is determined by the Im-
perial Government in June every year. General figures pub-

lished recently for 1912 show that the area under vines actually

cultivated has decreased by about 2,780 acres as compared with

June, 1911. Area under vines reached the maximum, 297,037 acres
in 1906, and has since decreased by about 27,900 acres. Decrease
in acreage is not reported for all States. The principal wine-grow-
ing States are Prussia, Bavaria, Hesse, Wurtemberg, Baden and
.Alsace-Lorraine. Area under vines shows an increase of 198 acres

each in Prussia and Bavaria and 324 acres in Hesse as compared
with 1911. while it decreased by 902 acres in Wurttemberg. 1.285

acres in Baden, and 1,312 acres in Alsace-Lorraine. It should be
noted that only areas under vines actually cultivated are included
in the above figures. The exceptionally good vintage of 1911 gave
a new stimulus to wine growing in many districts which may lead

to a general increase in acreage. In any event it will take a num-
ber of years to bring the acreage up to the maximum figures of

1906.
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Seattle, October 24, 1912.

AT Spokane the local option fight has assumed very large pro-

portions. Mr. J. P. M. Richards, veteran head of the Spokane
and Flastern Trust Company, has started a movement for the for-

mation of a regulation and control party which is hound to become
a power in the political field, lie says, in explanation of the move-
ment :

"There are three parties in the field, namely, the unlimited

whisky party, the prohibition party and the party in favor of reg-

ulation and control. 1 believe in the latter party. If we have an
unruly boy we do not kill him. We regulate and control him. If

we simply throw up our hands and say that we are weak and can

not control him we are simply weak and incapable. Prohibition is

the hasty man's way, the narrow man's way and the lazy man's
way. I do not have to choose between the unlimited whisky man's
government or the government of the prohibition man. I choose
the government of the calm, reasonable good sense of the great

mass of the common American people, and I Ijelieve that to be in

favor of regulation and control. I am not in favor of any hyster-

ical, nervous movement which will in a passion injure the city that

we have been building up for twenty-five years. Such hasty injury

infiicted by the ukase of a czar would be condemned as tyrannous

universally. Inflicted by a moderate majority upon a large minor-

ity it would not fail to be in effect tyrannous and disastrous. Does
the prohibition party intend to compensate their fellow citizens for

the injury and loss they inflict upon them? Not at all. It is of

no material difference to them to force ruin upon a large percentage

of the business community. For this reason I am for regulation,

control, good government and sanity."

As was to be expected the five Superior Judges threw out the

petition of the Anti-Saloon League element to hold an election on
local option in connection with the general election in November.
There were so many irregularities connected with the petition that

the Anti-Saloon League itself is ashamed of its work. But, as

showing that there are many of the fanatics without any sense of

shame whatever, it may be said that the president of the Civic

Local Option League regards the recent humiliation only in the

light of a defeat and urges the partisans of prohibition to unite their

efforts toward making another fight two years from now. For
such people it is apparent that there is no such thing as disgrace.

What they call a defeat was really nothing but a disgrace, but

they are too blind on account of fanaticism to see the distinction.

Here is the way that Attorney G. W. Sommer, their leading advo-

cate, expressed their view of the situation

:

"The judges took account of a technical defect in the petition

which they were compelled to do, and which undoubtedly the

friends of prohibition would have been compelled to do if the fight

had been reversed."

The technical defect mentioned was fraud purely and simply.

Commissioner Hayden of Spokane proposes to limit the number
of saloons in the city to 150 and to gradually increase the license

fee to $1,500 per year to make up for the loss of revenue. This is

a consequence of the "defeat" of the local option petition in the

Superior Court.

The town of Granger, Washington, will have a local option elec-

tion on the general election day in November. There is not much
hope for the drys in the present opinion of the town.

Anti-prohibitionists of Wenatchee, Washington, are making a

very strong fight for victory at the local option election to take

place on the 5th of November in the town.

The City Council of Bellingham, Washington, on Uctober 7,

passed the new saloon ordinace, which will go into eflfecet Novem-
ber 1.

A petition for a local option election in the city of Blaine, Wash-
ington, was denied by the Superior Judge on account of irregulari-

ties in connection with signatures.

Owing to the fact that the wets failed to present a protc-t
against the local option election petition of the city of Rockfc.i.l
within the ten days prescribed by law, the petition has oeen granted
although it is full of forgeries.

Dayton and Everett are among the important towns in Wasli-
ington which will vote on local option on the general elections in

November.

A total of 84 political subdivisions in the State of Washington
will hold local option elections .Xovember 5. Of these 41 are in

the counties east of the Cascades. In 22 East Side cities and towns
in which the sale of liquors is now prohibited elections have bcm
called through the eflforts of the wets to have the license systtni
renewed and in 19 East Side cities, towns and counties in whii Ii

liquor is now sold, elections have been called through the effd
of the Anti-Saloon League. In three East Side cities the petition.-,

presented by the league were declared insufficient by the courts.
The league stands to lose more territory than it can gain.

Business men of North Yakima will contribute $5,000 towanl
publicity for development purposes in connection with the citv,

providing that the local option election does not result in the abol-

ishment of the saloons. If saloons are abolished only $2,000 will

l)e pledged. The business men are uniformly in favor of the license

system.

There will be no election at Puyallup on the wet and dry ques-
tion this year, as the courts have held that it will mean an unneces-
sary expense, and the town is financially embarrassed. Puyallup,
of course, is a dry town.

October 15 the pyrotechnic Governor of Oregon began his new
policy of offering rewards to those who can produce such evidence
as will result in the conviction of persons who allow their prop-
erty to be used for immoral or other illegal purposes. According
to the special prosecutor it is unknown as yet whether the rewards
will apply merely to Portland or will cover the entire State, but i

it is understood that the rewards are intended particularly for

Portland. Saloonkeepers are especially interested and have been
instrumental in driving out of the city of Portland a great many
men and women who prey on the saloon traffic.

Hood River, Oregon, will vote on the liquor question at the

coming general election. This will be in accordance with the
home rule amendment.

Following are the towns and counties which will hold local

option elections on November 5 in connection with the general

elections in Oregon : Estacada, Springfield, Eugene, Canby, Oregon
City, Woodburg, Albany, Springfield, Willamette, Silverton, Har-
risburg and Astoria.

One of the most interesting fights is on at Silverton. The town
has been dry for four years, but there is more drunkenness in it

than ever before. The drys say that they never expected to stop

drunkenness, as they knew that people who craved alcohol would
secure it by any means, legal or otherwise. On account of this the

business men have decided that the drys are not the proper people

to be consulted on the question of governing a city. All that the

drys have actually succeeded in doing has been the restriction of

the city's revenues and the business men have decided to put an 1

end to this. ;

Governor West has issued a communication to the State Rail-
;

road Commission from Salem, calling attention on the part of the

commission to the fact that the railroads are delivering liquors

to minors. The Governor asks that all railroad officials in any
way connected with the delivery of liquors to minors be arrested

and tried for the misdemeanor involved.

The Governor has also communicated with the State Board of

Pharmacy to determine what legislation may be brought about to
.

curtail the sale of liquor in blindpigs which are connected with

drug stores, and the (iovernor suggests that inasmuch as the State

furnishes licenses to pharmacists before they can conduct business

legislation should be enacted toward depriving pharmacists of li-

censes for violating the law.
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Charles Meinecke & Co.

IMPORTERS

314 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR

PIPER - HEIDSIECK
CHAMPAGNE

KUNKELMANN & CO., Rheims, France

WILLIAMS & HUMBERT
Jerez, Spain •.

J. J. MEDER & ZOON
. SHERRIES Schiedam, Holland SWAN GIN

WARRE & CO.
Oporto, Portugal . .PORTS

JOHN RAMSAY
Islay, Scotland . . .

.

SCOTCH WHISKY

SCHRODER & SCHYLER & CO.
Bordeaux, France CLARETS, ETC.

DUBLIN WHISKY DISTILLERY CO.
Dublin, Ireland IRISH WHISKY

EDUARD SAARBACH & CO. GREENBRIER DISTILLERY CO.
Mayence, Germany HOCK WINES Louisville, Ky "R. B. HAYDEN" WHISKY

C. MAREY & LIGER-BELAIR J. A. J. NOLET CO.
Nuits, France BURGUNDIES Baltimore DOUBLE EAGLE GINS

MACKIE & CO. JOS. S. FINCH & CO.

Islay, Scotland "WHITE HORSE" SCOTCH WHISKY Pittsburg, Pa. "GOLDEN WEDDING" RYE WHISKY

BOORD & SON FREUND, BALLOR & CO.
London, Eng. BOORD'S OLD TOM AND DRY GINS Torino, Italy ITALIAN VERMOUTH

BOUTELLEAU & CO. A. BOAKE, ROBERTS & CO.

Cognac, France COGNAC BRANDIES London, Eng BREWERS' MATERIALS
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now the Local Option Law is Regarded by Winemalcers and Grape Growers

OXE of the noticeal)le features of the November 5th Local Op-
tion elections is the excellent publicity matter recently printed

in the various viticultural sections of the State, that will vote on
the question of ''license or no license."

Perhaps the most significant is the letter mailed by Geo. West
& Son of Stockton to those with whom they have contracted for

i^rapes, coverint^ a number of years. It reads as follows:

'JMie matter has been brought to our attention in which a num-
ber of parties with whom we have contracts for a term of years

have signed a ])etition in the supervisoral districts requesting a

vote on the licjuor (|uestion this November.
We call your attention to the grape contract itself, in which it

is stated that should the State of California jiass laws prohibiting

the maiuifacturing or selling of wines, we reserve the right to can-

cel the ct)ntract.

We heartily co-operate in the suppression of abuses of liquor

in any specific cases, but the vote of a supervisoral district is not

the suppression of specific cases.

It appears to us to be a step forward in the general movement
to dry the State of California, and we think it worth while for you
to thoroughly investigate this matter.

We have in our county 40,000 acres of grapes, representing an

investment of $10,000,000. If California will not permit the sale

of wines, it hardly can be expected that other States will do so,

especially if the people where wine is produced make it a contra-

band article.

It does not seem consistent to us for a .grape grower to expect
us to market the product of his vineyard, and then by his own
action try to eliminate our market, thus preventing us as far as is

possible from disposing of the product of his own vineyard. Yours
very truly,

GEORGE WEST & SON (Inc.)

Stockton, October 11, 1912.

The Santa Cruz Sentinel prints an excellent article bv Mr.
Henry Flarrison Brown of Glenwood, who makes this "Plea for

the Vineyards"

:

Plea for the Vineyards—Henry Harrison Brown Says Legislative

Confiscation Is Proposed—Claims Same Should be
Accompanied by Reimbursement.

Do the people of California intend to confiscate a large amount
of property of law-abiding citizens? Do they intend to paralyze

one of the most important of California industries?

The question is up to them at the next election. Shall our

vineyards and our wineries be made worthless? Shall the one
industry that has given California an extended and enviable rep-

utation be made outlaw now? When I purchased my present es-

tate, a vineyard was part of the assets and the income from the

grapes at the winery was an inducement for my purchase. If

present attem])ted legislation shall succeed that vineyard is

worthless. The State has confiscated it ; has wantonly cut off an
income that was legally mine when I purchased.

The State has encouraged vineyarding and wine making, has
in the past sent its commissioners to Europe to study the best

ways of raising and manufacturing and they have selected the

best varieties of grapes to grow, and has distributed this knowl-
edge and cuttings among the people. The business has ever been
considered worth the encouragement of the State. Is it now to

be outlawed and the expense of money, time and labor invested

be made worthless, because a small proportion of its citizens lack

proper self control? Shall a few, who, because of this lack of

power to control their appetites, become guardians of the greater

proportion, and tell us what to grow, raise, buy and use? Shall

the few enter the hotels, clubs, and ultimately the homes of the

State and say to supposedly free citizens, "You shall not?"

Herbert Spencer said on his first visit here -at the farewell ban-
C|uet tendered him, ".America is in no danger from foes from with-

out, but she is in danger from the foe within !" and he dwelt upon

the danger of over legislation. The Slate exists for the prottc-

tion, development and happiness of the individual, and no one,

nor even the State itself, has a right to interfere where the indi-

vidual does not encroach upon the rights of another. My rights

begin where another's ends. I am by the power of franchise made
free and without need of guardianship. This proposed legislation

would put guardians over nie. For one, I resent being told that

I am not cajjable of self control, not capable of being a worthy
citizen, unless a guardian is placed over my conduct.

Did proposed legislation confine itself to merely closing places

of recognized immorality, and placed wine upon the same scale of

commodities as cofTee and milk, we would not object.

It is forgotten often that to legislate against known injury and
recognized immorality, is a far different proposition from legis-

lating for morality. The State has no function in legislating for

morals any more than it has to legislate for music. But it can

properly legislate against anything that has proved itself immoral.
The ancient Puritans tried to legislate morality in my ancestors'

time and failed. We have outgrown that. Has the vineyard and
i

wine proved themselves in California a menace to society? Have
they injured the public welfare? If so since, the vineyard and w iik

have been legislated upon the State, and its citizens encouraged to .

invest in the business; if it is to be legislated out, let there be ])ro-

visions for reimbursing the losers for the property thus destroyrd.

Otherwise the State has become a robber and has confiscated my
property. And it is no less robbery when done by a majority of

j

voters than if done by one man. Law is supposed to be just. \<

well set fire to my vineyard as to legislate against it.

Remember, that it is by no means a settled question if win^

injurious. It is certain that it holds a place very near coffee, lea, ,

cocoa, and is far less injurious than drinks at soda fountains, and ;

less injurious than ice water during warm weather. Who shall
!

decide where so many opinions exist. Were we to legislate out nf
•

business every person to whose products some one objects, tlure

would be no business and no State.

Is it not time in the beginning of this twentieth century ijiat

we began to legislate in faith, in the individual, and seek to de-

velop manhood and not merely legislate to protect a lot of degen- ji

crates, whose descendants will fill our eleemosynary and penal in- '

stitutions? He who can not be temperate is so much less a uKin

and is poor stock to perpetuate. Protected men are of little u>e.

The less protection the stronger the man, and what the State neeil.-:

is men. Strong, self-reliant, courageous individuals, that see the

right in their own life and dare live it and thus "Let their light

shine !" that others may imitate their example and also be strong, >

temperate and brave.

Trulv your friend in truth,

HENRY HARRISON BROWN.
Glenwood, October 2d, 1912.

Curiously, another grape grower, who bears the name of Brown
—this time it is D. J. Brown of Napa, contributes to the Napa
Register another ])lea. He gives some logical arguments that

ought to impress the grape growers of Napa County. He writes:

Through the efforts of some of our people who do not happen
to be producers of wine grapes, and are therefore immune from
any harm that may come to the wine industry, a proposition to

abolish the sale of wine or other spirituous liquors in three Super-

visorial Districts surrounding the city of Napa is to go on the

ballot at the coming election.

If these three districts vote for this proposition it means that

no hotel or restaurant may serve wine to guests even at meals.

No commercial body, fraternal organization or individual giving a

l)ublic banquet at a hotel, club or place of public resort, may offer

a guest wine. No club may serve wine to its members. No sum-
mer resort may offer or give away wine to its patrons. No winery
may allow visitors or customers to sample its product on the prei^-

ises when taking them on a tour of inspection. No grocerv stofe

or family liquor store may sell wine in sealed packages, not to
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c drunk on the premises. In short, the local option bill is not

'ined at the saloons and road houses alone. If adopted, it also

\okes the license of every hotel, restaurant, cafe, club, summer
-ort, g^rocery store and family liquor store, and does away with

c use of wine at public banc;uets and other fimctions.

We have watched this movement in other sections of the State,

lid in other parts of the country, and while it has not always been

uccessful, it has been enough so to materially affect the price of

line and necessarily the price of grapes. Coincidently with this

lovement during the last ten years, the price of wine grapes has

eclined from $30 a ton to $12 and $14 paid for the bulk of this

ar's crop, and now it is proposed to "black jack" the industry in

- home, the seat of the dry wine industry in California.

It may be said that the closing of a few roadhouses and coun-

ly hotels in these districts would not cut much figure in the wine

idustry—admitted. The killing of a few soldiers on the skirmish

;c does not materially affect the army, but we recognize this

lOvement as an attack in detail which continued will soon ruin

he industry. That is the inevitable result.

For several years past we have expended considerable money
ilvertising the county. Pictures of our beautiful valley have been
cnt afar, and the chief setting of these pictures has been our great

ineyards, covering much of the valky and the bordering hills.

'ictures have been presented as inducements and te.xts in these

'!\ertisements to people seeking homes to come in and abide with
s. and now if this prohibitionist movement succeeds to its ulti-

late, we will say in effect, "Yes, we have beautiful vineyards, they

reduce thousands of tons of grapes, but we do not allow our peo-

le to use the juice." In other words, we propose to "black jack"

he industry, and turn these vineyards into sheep pastures for that

- about the only use these hills can be put to when the vines are

cnioved.

I came to this community about twenty years ago ; several years
rcvious to my coming I had bought a tract of unimproved land
n which was a hill fit for only two things—a vineyard or a sheep
asture. As there was not enough of it for the latter purpose, I

lit it in vines on resistant roots, and waited six or seven years for

cturns. The care and cultivation of this vineyard has been the
>} of my life, and it has been my best revenue producer. Now it

- proposed to cripple and eventually destroy this source of rev-
nue. The man who takes my horse from the stable by stealth at

t^ht causes me a temporary inconvenience from which I can re-

er. To rob me of my chief revenue is a permanent injury from
1 hich I cannot easily recover.

If I am to obey the injunction to forgive and be charitable to

'se who injure me, I would preferably consider the man who
impropriated my horse.

During these twenty years of residence I have watched Napa
row. It is my town, and I have as much pride in it as any resi-

cnt. What has caused this growth, this prosperity of its citizens?
will give some statistics which will answer this question. The
vestments of the Migliavacca Company in Napa I think it is safe
say, have been more than that of any other half dozen citizens

d other investments and improvements, I am told, are in con-
cniplation by them. Besides what this company has done for
sapa in investments their disbursements among the vineyardists,
large portion of which has come back to the town has been as

ollows

:

Mr. Joseph Migliavacca informs me that their annual expen-
itures for grapes for the last ten years has averaged from $75,-
00 to $80,000. Added expenditures for labor, cooperage, upkeep
f plant, etc., would make a total of about $125,000 yearly. As
heir business was established in 1857 and has been m constant op-
ration these fifty-five years, the commercial value of this one
lant to this community is incalculable.

The California Wine Association has in the last ten years paid
he grape growers of Napa County as follows. I have the state-
lents from Mr. Hanson, general manager:

Period, 1902 to 1911—

Average tonnage. Average price.

Xapa 2,900 $20.40
Greystone 1,900 20.60
Brun and Chaix 1,800 20.25

Taking these three totals together shows an average annual ex-

penditure of $133,480.

Remember, you people of Napa, that a very large proportion
of this money has come back to your town, enabling you to erect

your fine business houses and residences, to improve your streets

and sidewalks, and in a hundred other ways to make Napa beau-
tiful and prosperous.

Business men of Napa, you have during these many years re-

ceived a goodly share of our grape money. We now ask you to
stand by us in protecting our interests from the would-be wreck-
ers. We appeal to the farmers who are engaged in other lines than
viticulture, to assist us. Our injury is indirectly your injury. Go
to the polls and protect the interests of your neighbors like men.
And you, fellow grape growers, you should not need any ad-
monition, but I say to you to be up and doing. * * *

D. J. BROWN.
It is evident that the winemakers and grape growers of this

State are beginning to realize that the claim of the Anti-Saloon
League, that their efforts are aimed only at the saloon and the road-
house, is not convincing or true.

We should like very much to have those of our readers who
are interested, supplement these arguments with further facts, for

there are many points that have not been covered in these brief,

but excellent letters.

We believe that this is a matter that should be discussed, be-
cause before long another session of our Legislature will be at

hand, and we should provide Senator Juilliard and the others who
will look out for our interests, with every possible argument and
statistics that will enable them to convince our legislators that our
wine industry should be protected.

WHERE MUST THEY GO?

Regarding the efforts of the prohibition party to abolish all

manufacture and sale of beverages containing alcohol and thus de-

stroy an industry of enormous importance, the Brewers Journal

says

:

"Sometimes, when we read in the blatant articles written by
subsidized Prohibition 'editors,' that breweries, distilleries and sa-

loons 'must go,' we wonder how these worthies imagine that pro-
cess of 'going' to materialize. Are they to 'go' voluntarily and
quietly, or are they to be made to go by actual violence? These
'editors' never explain just where breweries, distilleries and saloons
are to 'go,' although the general deduction appears to be that they
may 'go' anywhere, if not oflf the earth, and it does not matter pre-
cisely how they are to 'go,' so long as they get out and stay out.

Nevertheless, it ought to be a big contract for a small band of say
250,000 persons—the number of voters annually casting ballots for

'the cause'—among about 96,000,000 Americans to tackle. But it

will be noted that they do not explicitly state that they intend to

put through the job themselves of driving from the territory of

the United States an industry in which hundreds of millions of

dollars are invested and several millions of persons are employed.
The impression given is that they need the assistance in the task
of a number of legislatures, judges, sheriffs, mayors and policemen
to do the agitator's bidding. These gentry, having assumed the
cheerful habit of living, but finding that the earth is not quite large
enough to accommodate them and the beverage industry at one
time, they have concluded that the latter must vanish to give them
elbow room and a chance to live. Still, the general experience is

that whenever any of the component factors of this industry, on
account of successful local pressure, have been driven out of exist-

ence, the products of other factors of the same industry always
find their way to the thirsty, be it by hook or be it by crook, and
so the great work of regeneration was all in vain! 'Demon Rum'
knows how to succeed in spite of the agitators' howl and scowl.
He knows no defeat. His success is based upon the fact that hu-
man nature requires alcohol and that it will always be able to pro-
cure it, no matter what obstacles are thrown into its way. And
this is the reason that breweries, distilleries and saloons will not
'go.' To the contrary, they will increase their product until the last

thirsty man has disappeared from the face of the globe."
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EXPORTS—WINE. IMPORTS BY SEA.

FROM SEPTEMBER 20 TO OCTOBER 20, 1912
Foreign

FROM SEPTEMBER 20 TO OCTOBER 20, 1912.

Destination. Cases Gallons Value

To Alaska 204 $ 100
"

British Columbia 15 5,172 1,959
" Central America 46 28,202 9,855
" China 9 3,975 1,529
" Hawaiian Islands 106 62,728 26,531
" Japan 1 7,701 2,650
" Mexico 6,036 2,148
" South -America 30 6,827 3,424
" Society Islands 4,902 1,617
" Samoan Islands 336 199
" Dutch East Indies 208 85
" Korea 241 95
" Denmark 189 160
" France 5,000 2,000
" Belgium 1,000 300
" Germany 92 77
" New York : 484 1,777,638 604,202
" Other Eastern States 24,756 5,153

Total 691 1,935,207 $662,084

BRANDY.
Destination. Cases Gallons Value

To Alaska 9 47 $ 155

" Hawaiian Islands 16 5,769 3,969
" New York 22 1,557 2,871

Total 47 $7,373 $6,995

WHISKY.
Destination. Cases Gallons Value

To .Maska 26 $ 434
" British Columbia 123 154
" Central America 98 108 891
" Hawaiian Islands 185 3,294 6,830
" Japan 1 .... 5

" Mexico 34 43
" Australia 1 12
" Samoan Islands 5 .... 20
" New York • 210 ' 166 1,887

Total 526 3,725 $10,276

BEER.
Destination. Packages Value

To Alaska 30 $ 254
" Central America 21 120
" Hawaiian Islands 445 4,234
" Society Islands 79 691
" India 16 100
" Dutch East Indies 6 36
** Australia 2 18
** Marquises Islands 5 35

Total 604 $5,488

MISCELLANEOUS.

Destination. Packages and Contents.

To Alaska 1 oct Rum, 6 cs Porter
" British Columbia 20 cs Champagne, 1 cs Mineral Water
" Central America 10 kgs Vermouth, 3 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" Central America 2 cs Champagne, 20 cs Mineral Water, 6 cs Grape Juice
" China 16 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 1 cs Champagne, 1 cs Liquor
" China 15 cs .Grape Juice
" Hawaiian Islands 2 cs, 1 bbl Rum, 37 cs I bbl Vermouth, 35 cs Grape Juice
" Hawaiian Islands 33 cs 27 gis Cordials, 183 cs Mineral Water, 1 cs Liqueur
" Hawaiian Islands 10 cs Syrups, 1 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 9 cs 24 gals Alcohol
" Hawaiian Islands 83 cs 1 kg Liquor, 9 cs 1 csk Cider, 40 cs Champagne
" Japan 1 cs Mineral Water, 2 casks Ginger Ale, 6 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" Mexico 3 cs Mineral Water, 3 cs ,\pricot Cordial
" Philippine Islands 200 cs Gin, 15 cs Cider
" South America 10 cs Grape Juice
" Society Islands 2 cs Apricot Cordial. 5 cs Spirits
" Samoan Islands 2 cs Cocktails, 1 bbl Cider
" Marquises Islands 5 cs Ginger .Me
" Australia 1 kg Cider
" India * OS Cherries in Maraschino, 1 cs Grape Juice
". Korea 4 cs Cherries in Maraschino, 8 cs Grape Juice
" Straits Settlements »....; \7 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" Ladrone Islands 1 cs Alcohol
" British India 2„ CS Cherries in Maraschino
" British East Indies .........; .5 cs Cherries in Maraschino
" New York 28 cs Champagne. 5 cS Cordials, 8 hf hbls Gin

Total—871 cs, 3 bbls. 8 hf bbls, 3 csks. 1 oct, 12 kgs, 51 gIs.

Value—$7,506.
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FROM NEW YORK, per "Virginian," September 24, 1912, via Ancon.

cs Gin .' San Francisco.

oct Gin San Francisco.

bids Gin San Francisco.

c Mineral Water San Francisco.

bbls Whisky San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.

cs Lime Juice San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Gin Honolulu.
bbls Beer Honolulu.
bbls Whisky Honolulu.

FROM LIVERPOOL, per "Crown of Galicia," September 26, 1912.

cs Whisky San Francisco.
oct Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Ginger .Me San Francisco.
cs Absinthe San Francisco.
oct Wine San Francisco.
cs Mineral Water San Francisco.

bbls Beer San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.

cs Vermouth , San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Rum San Francisco.
csks Wine San Francisco.
cs Brandy San Francisco.
oct Brandy San Francisco.
cs Beer Portland.
cs .Me Portland.
cs Whisky Portland.
cs Beer Victoria.
cs Cider Victoria.
cs Ginger Ale Victoria.
oct Brandy Victoria.
cs Brandy Victoria.
cs Brandy Vancouver.
oct Gin Vancouver.
cs Absinthe Vancouver.
cs Gin Vancouver.
cs Beer Vancouver.
cs Mineral Water Vancouver.
cs Whisky Vancouver.
^ csks Whisky Vancouver.

oct Whisky Vancouver.
cs Rum Vancouver.
hhds Rum Vancouver.
bbls Rum Vancouver.
cs Punch Vancouver.
cs Cider Vancouver.
^ csks Wine Vancouver.
cs Wine Vancouver.
oct Wine Vancouver.
li csks Brandy Vancouver.
Oct Brandy Vancouver.
cs Champagne Vancouver.
cs Liquors Vancouver.
hhds Wine Vancouver.
cs Fruit Juice Vancouver.
cs Cordials Vancouver.
csks Liquors Vancouver.
cs Mineral Water Los Angeles.
cs Vermouth . . . . ; Los Angeles.
cs Whisky Los Angeles.
cs Beer Los Angeles.
bbls Soda Water Los Angeles.
cs Gin Los Angeles.
cs Liquors Los Angeles.
cs Brandy Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK, per "City of Para," September 26, 1912, via Ancon.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE, per "Peru," September 27, 1912, via Ancon.
cs Porter San Francisco.
cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
csk Brandy San Francisco.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN, per "Korea," September 30, 1912.
csks Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake San Francisco.

FROM NEW YORK, per "Nebraskan." September 30, 1912, via Salina Crui.
cs Bitters San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
bbls Gin San Francisco.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.
csks Gin San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
bbls Gin San Francisco.
bbls Wine San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Cordials San Francisco.
cs Whiskv Portland.
'A bbls Gin Portland.
cs Beer Portland.

FROM EUROPE, per "Missourian," October 5, 1912, via Salina Cruz.
cs Bitters San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Champagne ^ San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
cs Mineral Water San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.
cs Beer San Diego.
1-6 csks Wine Los Angeles.
hhds Wine • Los Angeles.
J4 csk Wine Los Angeles.
oct Brandy Seattle.
oct Wine Seattle.
cs Wine Seattle.
cs Lime Juice Seattle.
csks Mineral Water Seattle.
cs Beer Honolulu.
cs Gin » Honolulu.
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FROM NEW YORK—Same vessel.

Oct w ine ~ .San Francisco.
OS Wine San Francisco.

OS Brandy San Francisco.
bbls Brandy San Francisco.
cs Rum San Francisco.

OS Cordials San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Gin San Francisco.
kegs Gin San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.
csks Gin San Francisco.
cs Liquors Seattle.

bbls VShisky Seattle.

cs Grape Juice Seattle.

cs Cordials Seattle.

FROM EUROPE, per "San Jose," October 5, 191J, via .\ncon.

Oct Brandy . . . m San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.

cs Brandy San Francisco.
oct Wine San Francisco.
1-6 csks Wine San Francisco.
butt Wine San Francisco.
csk Wine . . . ,. San Francisco.

% csks Wine San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Champagne San Francisco.
csks Mineral Water San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
bbls Rum San Francisco.
csks Rum San Francisco.
csks Gin San Francisco.

FROM KOBE, JAPAN, per "Shinyo .Maru," October 7, 1912.

csks Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake Los Angeles.
csks Sake Los Angeles.

FROM EUROPE, per "Isthmian," October 10, 1912, via Salina Cruz.

cs Brandy San Francisco.
oct Brandy San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
csks Whisky San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.
cs Vermouth San Francisco.
hhd Whisky Los Angeles.
cs Bitters Portland.
cs Gin Portland.
cs Rum Portland.
cs Mineral Water Portland.
cs Beer » Portland.
cs Wine Portland.

FROM NEW YORK—Same vessel.

bbls Whisky San Francisco.
bbl Gin San Francisco.
csk Wine San Francisco.

FROM VICTORIA, per "City of Puebla," October U, 1912.

cs Champagne San Francisco.
cs Cordials ." San Francisco.

FROM H.\MBURG, per "Sebara," October 11, 1912.

bbls Whisky San Francisco.
hhd Whisky San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.

% csks Wine San Francisco.
oct Wine San Francisco.
vats Wine San Francisco.
csks Wine Seattle.

'/i csks Wine Seattle.

oct Wine Seattle.

FRO.M KOBE, JAPAN, per "Siberia," October 14, 1912.

csks Sake San Francisco.
cs Sake San Francisco.

FROM EUROPE, per "Mexican," October 15, 1912, via Salina Cruz.
cs Cordials . San Francisco.
cs Champagne San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.
cs Beer San Francisco.
cs Brandy San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Beer Honolulu.
cs Champagne Honolulu.
cs Beer San Diego.
cs Brandy Los Angeles.
oct Brandy Los Angeles.

FROM NEW YORK—Same vessel.

cs Beer San Francisco.
oct Whisky San Francisco.
cs Wine San Francisco.
bbls Whisky San Francisco.
cs Whisky San Francisco.
bbls Gin San Francisco.

'A bbls Gin San Francisco.
cs Gin San Francisco.

'/i csks Gin San Francisco.
cs Punch San Francisco.
cs Cordials San Francisco.
cs Liquors San Francisco.
cs Champagne San Francisco.
bbls Beer Honolulu.
cs W'hisky Seattle.

bbls Whisky Seattle.

cs Wine Seattle.

FROM EUROPE, per "City of Sydney," October 7, 1912, via Ancon.
325 cs Wine San Francisco.
10 csks Brandy San Francisco

50

1

cs Brandy San Francisco
185 cs Liquors San Francisco

1

7

cs Rum San Francisco
FRO.M LIVERPOOL, per "Workman," October 19, 1912.

550 cs Mineral Water San Francisco
407 cs Wine San F'rancisco
1071 cs Whisky San Francisco

2 csks Whisky San Francisco
1 38 cs Gin San Francisco
200 cs Beer San Francisco
100 cs Stout San Francisco
40 cs Ale San Francisco

914 bbls Stout San F"rancisco
245 bbls .-Me San Francisco

7 cs Rum
, . San Francisco

165 bbls Ginger Ale San Francisco
24 oct W ine San Francisco

1 bbls Wine San Francisco
1800 cs Vermouth San Francisco
600 cs Brandy San Francisco

5 csks Brandy San Francisco
20 cs Cordials San Francisco
25 cs Beer Portland.
150 cs Mineral Water Victoria.
53 cs Whisky Victoria.
2 cs Wine Victoria.

265 cs Beer Victoria
10 cs Spirits Victoria
46 cs Wine Vancouver.

200 cs Mineral Water Vancouver.
236 cs Gin J/"ancouver.
718 cs Whisky Vancouver.

1

6

csks . Whisky Vancouver.
1 J4 csk Whisky Vancouver.

305 cs Beer Vancouver.
25 cs Kimmel . . . . , Vancouver.
2 puncheons Rum Vancouver.

35 bbls Rum Vancouver.
15 oct Rum Vancouver.
3 li csks Wine Vancouver.

65 cs Brandy Vancouver.
71 cs Whisky Honolulu.

105 cs Whisky Los Angeles.
20 cs Stout Los Angeles.
10 cs Ale Los Angeles.

260 cs Gin Los Angeles.
50 bbls Ginger Ale Los Angeles.
50 cs Beer Los Angeles.

IMPORTS BY RAIL IN BOND FROM SEPTEMBER 20, 1912, TO OCTOBER 20,

VIA NEW YORK—
149 cs Wine, from Humburg San F'rancisco

3 cs Whisky, from Glasgow San Francisco
450 cs Champagne, from Antwerp San Francisco

VI.\ NEW ORLEANS—
3 oct Rum, from Liverpool San Francisco

163 cs Wine, from Liverpool San Francisco
6 cs Champagne, from Liverpool San Francisco
6 csks Wine, from Liverpool San Francisco

1912.

CALIFORNIA WINES TO NEW YORK BY SEA.

9

66

75

213

440

2010

919

125

215

120

140

265

200

500

270

150

September 16 to 30.

From San Francisco, steamship "Ancon."
bbls., 129 cases Calwa Distributing Company

C. Schilling & Company
Italia Wine Company
Roma Wine Company

Scatena Bros.

Lachman & Jacobi

Italian-Swiss Colony
Chas. Stern & Sons

French-American Wine Company
From San Francisco, steamship "Texan."

Samuels Bros. Company
" Swiss-American Wine Company
" A. Gazzoler
" Chas. Stern & Sons
" Lagomarsino Wine Company

J. Pacheteau
" L. Botta & Company

E.O.SCHRAUBSTADTER Established 1864 E.A.GROEZINGER

A.FINKES WIDOW
HIGH - GRADE

SPARKLING WINES
809 MONTGOMERY STREET,

TELEPHONES: KEARNY 709
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME C 3322
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557 " California Wine Association.. CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.
150 " E. L. Spellman & Company

.

495 " Ordt^

c. c T7 • I- ..A J ..
Sacramento, October 25, 1912.

trom ban l^rancisco, steamship Advance.

250 cases E de Pue
PROHIBITION against the use of liquor at all .social tunc

•'
•» tions, banquets, etc., given under the name of the Universif

October 1 to 15.
°^ California, is the latest movement of the W. C. T. U. At thei'

recent State convention they advocated such a policy. But thai i

From San Francisco, steamship "Colon." „ot all. They decided to prevent liquor exhibitors from distrilmt

469 bbls C. Schilling & Company ing their liquors at the coming exposition in San Francisco. It i:

60 " A. D. Rudini just possible that they will take a stand for a dry exposition he

71 " E. G. Lyons & Rass Company fore they finish. A dry exposition would mean no exposition a

1225 " California Wine Association Company all. All the advertising that the exposition company could maki
to induce people to come to visit San Francisco in 1915 will no

From San Francisco, steamship "Californian." suffice to overcome the eflfect of the agitation of the W. C. T. I . i

60 " San Benito Vineyards Company they should endeavor to dry up the coming World's Fair. Hi.

250 " C. Manzella ^- *-• T. U. proposes also to hold an anti-alcohol congress in ."^ai

49 " Luyties Bros. Francisco during the Fair. When it comes to knocking, San Frar.

125 " Chas. Schueler cisco will have some lessons to learn from the W. C. T. U.

221 "
J. Pacheteau The winery of J. B. Bradford & Sons at Bruceville is just nov

298 " , Northern California Wine Company a very busy place. Wine grapes are arriving by wagon and car

120 " L. Botta load and the capacity of the winery has been increased three

160 " California Wineries & Distilleries fourths. The cooperage is now about 1,000,000 gallons capacity

165 " Golden Gate Fruit Company About one-fourth of the output is claret, and this is pronounced ti

480 " Samuels Bros. Company be of superior quality. Several new 20,000 gallon tanks have lateb,

50 " Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Company been installed and the material for five more tanks of this capacity

245 " Chas. Stern & Sons is on the ground. There are also five concrete tanks underground
434 " Order holding 20,000 gallons.

„ f, T^ . , . ,<^ • , , .,
Three districts covering all the country adjacent to Stockio.

From San Francisco, steamship Cristobal. ^^e to vote on local option at the coming general election.

184 " Golden Gate Fruit Company Marysville is congratulating itself on the great improvemen
1465 " Lachman & Jacobi which has taken place in the town since the first of October, vvhei
588 " C. Schilling & Company the new liquor ordinance went into eflfect. This ordinance was tin

231 " Italian-Vineyard Company work of the proprietors of saloons. The former ordinance, whicl
180 " Gazzolo & Foglietto was found to be ineflfective, if not inoperative, was framed by th<

193 " Roma Wine Company anti-saloon people. Under the new ordinance it has been founc
537 " Italian-Swiss Colony that there is practically no drunkenness visible anywhere. On tht

^23 " Scatena Wine Company first Sunday after the ordinance went into eflfect there was bui
1952 " California Wine Association four arrests made for drunkenness. On the last Sunday under the

813 cases Calwa Distributing Company old ordinance twenty-four arrests were made for drunkenness
112 bbls Chas. Stern & Sons This would indicate that the people who know the business know
18 " French-American Wine Company how best to regulate it by eliminating everything which may ap-

From San Francisco, steamship "Panama." P^^'' *° be improper or abusive. The saloonkeepers recommendec
the exclusion of minors and woman from saloons and various

^50 '' Roma Wine Company other reforms in a practical manner and they have shown the com-
"^8 - Scatena Bros. munity that their councils in the matter of saloon regulation art

121
I'

Itahan-Swiss^ Colony worth a great deal more than the suggestions of the fanatics whose
88 " C. Schilling & Company ^hief business is to heat the air with agitation and spend freely

-^89 " Lachman & Jacobi other people's money for fanciful reforms.
i

14 " Golden Gate Fruit Company t^^
i d • ^i

•
i r o t i

.„ ., T^ 1- xr- J ^ Joseph Rainieri, the winegrape buyer of San Jose, has estab-l
48 Italian Vineyard Company i;^i,„ i i- u * \ r ^uT; ^ , T^- M • ^ lished himself at Acampo for the season.
30 cases Calwa Distributing Company „, „ . „,. , ^ ,. ,Ihe Co-operative Winery of Lodi has announced that it will

From San Francisco, steamship "American." take strippings of Tokays on the 15th of October. Growers are

250 bbls C. Manzella & Son cautioned not to strip their vines entirely clear of grapes in cases

150 " E. L. Spellman & Company where the vines contain bunches of green fruit, as a few sour or

537 " Chas. Stern & Sons ^^"'"'^ '^''°P gi'apes will very often ruin an entire vat of wine. Strip-

200 "
J. W. O'Connor P'"&s from owners of stock will be received first and outsiders

"l4 " 20 cases .".-.-...... Cummings & Cummings ^^^^"^ ^^^^ °^ after.

250 " French-American Wine Company Local Manager Adolph Bauer of the George West & Son'

65 " E. E. Gray & Company Wineries announces a material advance in the prices his company

175 " Samuel Bros. Company will pay this season for grapes. Here are some of the prices an-

75 " V. Casazza & Bro. nounced : Tokay strippings $5 per ton, regular wine grapes .'^6,

90 " Savoy Wine & Importing Company culls $3. This represents a rise of $1 per ton on both strippings

153 " A. D. Rudin and wine grapes. These prices will not eflfect the growers who
304 cases Rosenblatt Company may haul their grapes to the winery from this time on, but all

350 bbls A. Gazzoler who have hauled grapes during the season at the $4 and $5 prices

126 " V. Bianchi for strippings and wine grapes will receive the benefit of the raise

70 " M. Ajello and will be paid an additional $1 per ton in cash. This is in ac

100 " Northern California Wine Company cordance with the promise made by the Wests to the growers in

100 " Golden Gate Fruit Company the early part of the season.

160 " California Wineries & Distilleries The Mission Wine Company of Lodi has again changed own-
230 " Chas. Stern & Sons ership. Wilkinson Brothers have purchased the interests of Jacnb

160 " Order Lucas, and they now control the entire business.
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The Brewers' Convention in Boston

ic:!

T~^L'RING the latter part of the month of September the brewers
i J—^ of the United States held their fifty-second annual convention

n Boston. The convention was in every way a success, and all

'# those who attended it left Boston thoroughly satisfied with the

work done by the L'nited States Brewers' Association during the

year, as borne testimony to by the many reports of committees
rendered during the convention in Boston.

Although it occupied the space of not less than thirty-four

large pages printed in fine type, the report of the Vigilance Com-
mittee was listened to with keen attention throughout. It was
really the "voice of the man on the watchtower" for the brewers,
being the report of a committee which has very closely watched
the progress of all forms of liquor legislation and judicial deci-

sions touching the traffic in beer, and it teemed with interesting

items. For obvious reason the PACIFIC WIXE AND SPIRIT
REVIEW cannot print the report in full, but a careful abstract of

its contents is as follows

:

"A survey of political events throughout the country, involving

the liquor question, is of uncommon interest and suggestiveness.
A summary glance reveals that while our enemies have never been
more active, results seem not to have been in proportion; This
can not be due to any resistance of ours, but rather to the awak-
ened sense of justice, the spirit of fairness innate in the American
people.

"There were forty-two measures hostile to the liquor industry

introduced into the legislature of Massachusetts during its last

session, but only a few of them were passed. Bills to close saloons
!'J until 8:00 o'clock in the mornings and to prohibit the sale of liquor

on Good Friday were defeated. A minor's bill making it a misde-
meanor for minors over 17 years of age to misrepresent their ages
in order to buy liquors was passed, as was also a bill making it a

demeanor for any grown person to instigate a minor to secure an
illegal sale. New Hampshire passed a bill to protect the licenses

of those who go bankrupt against the loss of perishable stock.

Connecticut made a law limiting the term of license to summer
hotels to four months. No hostile legislation was enacted in New
York, although the brewers were not in a position to expect much
help there. Almost every large town in the State which had been
dry repudiated prohibition and returned to the license system. In

Pennsylvania a decision was rendered that all unlicensed sales of

liquors under the guise of club institutions are unlawful. The
pending revision of the Ohio State Constitution makes the Ohio
situation one of peculiar interest. Seventeen proposals were made
at the Columbus convention to amend the no license clause in the

present constitution. The resolution finally passed provides in

substance for mandatory license laws in wet territory, giving the

municipalities power to limit the number of saloons to one for

every 500 population and forbids licenses to aliens or persons of

bad character. The Ohio Brewers' Association in convention at

Cincinnati indorsed the measure. The Ohio Liquor League, com-
posed of the best retailers in the State, enthusiastically indorsed
the proposal. In Kentucky an amendment was passed making the

possession of a United States special stamp tax prima facie evi-

dence of guilt in the violation of local option laws. In Indiana the

brewing industry has regained much of the ground lost under the

county option law in 1908. Indiana brewers have devoted a great

deal of time and money to a thorough cleaning up of the State.

They ascertained that the population of the places now wet is

3,198,781, while the population of the dry territory is 704,809. The
Anti-Saloon League resorted to many tricks in order to bring

about the conditions adverse to the brewers, and took full advan-
tage of the lack of initiative on the part of the brewers to defend
themselves. After the pernicious legislation was passed the brew-
ers discovered that they had neglected their interests and they have
-^])ent time and money to correct their mistake. If they had been
\igilant in the first place they would not have needed to have
-pent so much time and money as they have spent, it being clearly

-hown that the majority of the State is on the side ot liberality in

ilcaling with the liquor business. Any way, the brewers have

never budged from the line of decency, as the Anti-Saloon League
has, even if they have neglected their own cause, and the result

will be that they will recover all that they lost. In Michigan after

constant agitation by the drys during four years the score stands 48
wet and 35 dry counties as compared with 43 wet and 40 dry when
the struggle began. The sentiment of the people is clearly shown
by the fact that 1,987,702 people live in wet territory, while only
763,501 live in dry. The Michigan legislature prohibited the ma-
nipulation of saloons by the breweries. The Supreme Court of

Michigan holds that breweries have no right to manufacture beer
in a local option county even to preserve beer already made before
local option went into effect. It also holds that it is unlawful for

residents of dry counties to manufacture or sell wine or cider made
from their own grapes or apples. Minnesota passed no licjuor

bills. The liceiise losses were severely felt throughout the State.
Iowa passed a law limiting the number of saloons to one for every
1,000 population. In South Dakota elections on the liquor question
were very close, but in the majority of cases the towns voted ad-
herence to the license system. Nebraska elections resulted in a
distinct advantage to the license systerh. The courts enjoined the
Union Pacific Railroad Company from serving alcoholic liquors
on trains, and required that the company prevent all persons on
trains from consuming alcoholic beverages. Idaho drys boast that
they will make Idaho the first prohibition State we.st of the Rocky
Mountains. Of the 27 counties 20 are dry, but Boise, the capital,

at the last election voted 1,800 for the wets or 1,000 more than two
years ago. Montana limited the number of licenses to one for
every 500 people. In Utah many of the small towns voted dry,
but all of the principal cities and the mining camps voted wet. In
California the elections were in favor of the wets, but with a very
small margin. The anti-treating ordinance was sustained by the
Supreme Court of Washington, but the initiative and referendum
are now to be resorted to to bring about a repeal. The law to
prevent breweries from advancing money to retailers was declared
unconstitutional in Washington."

Jacob Ruppert, Jr., was re-elected president and chairman of
the Board of Trustees of the United States Brewers' Association.
William Hamm of New York was elected first vice-president, Ed-
ward A. Schmidt of Philadelphia second vice-president, Gustav
Pabst of Milwaukee third vice-president, and Anton C. G. Hupfel
of New York City treasurer.

As a result of the convention it is clearly shown that during the
past year the active work of the United States Brewers' Associa-
tion has been extended in every department, and new work of a
permanent character undertaken by the standing committees. Stu-
dents of municipal government, publicists, journalists and profes-
sional men in the ranks of law and medicine, and even the ministry
have come to recognize that the information gleaned by the brew-
ers through their association activities is so arranged as to be avail-

able for ready reference in connection with every phase of the al-

cohol question, and is invaluable as a basis for co-operation on the
part of all those who sincerely wish to eradicate evils and abolish
abuses that maj^ be found in the liquor traffic.

ESTIMATE WORLD HOP CROP AND CONSUMPTION.

A leading hop house in London estimates the hop crop as fol-

lows: Germany 403,000 cwts., against 212,554 cwts. in 1911; Aus-
tria-Hungary 402,000 cwts., against 190,000 cwts. in 1911—an in-

crease together of about 400,000 cwts. The result of the two coun-
tries together is 805,000 cwts., against a yearly consumption of

450,000 cwts. Consequently we have sufficient for the require-
ment of the lager beer breweries of the whole world, which is to
be covered by our fine Bavarian and Bohemian sorts, leaving still

a good quantity for the presumptive taking in stocks^ which the
cheap prices will invite. The world's crop will give a total of 1,-

775,000 cwts., against the consumption of hops of the world esti-

mated at 1,700,000 cwts.. but, nevertheless, taking all together, we
shall pass the season with cheap, middling prices. A rise is ex-
cluded, but it may l)e that during the next months, when the chief
portion of the crops has been sold, the prices for the absolutely
scarce fine qualities will increase.
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Views of Business and Prospects

Mr. C. J. W'etmore of the Wetmore-l'.oweii Company, in s])eak-

ing of the jjresent state of business and the prospects, says: "W'c

are now in the midst of the vintage at Cresta Blanca. While the

cro]) of wine grapes has been very short, the Cresta Blanca output

will be greater this year than it was last year. The white grapes

of which we make the higher grades of Sauterne are all that could

he desired and are in great abundance, assuring a larger output of

S'auterne wines this year than before. Black grapes, while scarcer

than last year, are good. We find the demand to be better than

it was last year, and it will be no difficult matter to dispose of all

the stock which we have ready for the market."

The Thomas W. Collins Company reports that business is very

good and the prosjjects are that it will continue to improve. CJoods

are moving easily.

Business is especially good with the A. P. Hotaling Company.

Old Kirk whisky, the classic product of this company, is moving

very fast and transactions in all other lines are better than they

have been at any time before during the year. Improvements over

conditions of last year are very marked.

Reports from Rusconi, Fisher & Company are in kee])ing with

the optimistic spirit prevailing everywhere. Their leader. Kennel

Club Whisky, has been keeping up the pace for sales. While pres-

ent conditions may be satisfactory, this firm expects to see them

very greatly improved just as soon as construction work on the

exposition commences.
The French-American Wine Company has found that the sit-

uation in the wine trade has been one of steady prosperity, with-

out any spirits which might tend to excite those who are interested.

Mr. Bernard, the president of the company, in an interview, said

:

"The vintage at Ukiah has been very satisfactory. While the

crop of grapes was short, we expect to have about 300,000 gallons

of very good wine to show for the season. We have finished crush-

ing and have been very well pleased with the grapes, all of which

carried on an average 22 per cent of sugar. The prevailing price

for grapes was about $14 per ton, although in some cases we have

paid $16.50. The crop of grapes was about 60 per cent of normal.

But they were of very good quality."

Mr. Cordes of Charles Meinecke & Company speaks very en-

thusiastically of the business conditions of the past month. "This

period," says Mr. Cordes, "has been the most active in the history

of the firm. Orders have come in so fast that we have run short

of stock. This applies particularly to R. B. Hayden whiskies.

Golden Wedding Rye has been a very fast seller, and White Horse

Scotch whisky has been going very well. Business has been very

much better than last year, and if it continues to improve as it has

been doing during the past month real boom times will come."

The firm of A. Finke's Widow has been taken on the highest

crest of the wave of good business. This firm reports improve-

ments in every line. Orders have been coming in so fast that the

employees have been working overtime trying to keep up with

them. New territory has been opened up through the endeavors

of salesmen in British Columbia and Canada, and the business with

those countries has gone ahead very rapidly. Mr. W. F. Hazlett

has been added to the stafT of salesmen for San Francisco and

Oakland.

One of the most reliable mediums for judging business condi-

tions in general is the Brunswick-lialke-Collender Company. The

experience of this company would indicate that business is steady

and sure, with a decided tendency toward permanent improvement.

During the past twelve months the company has fitted up fourteen

of the finest saloons in the city of Sacramento, liesides saloons

the company has fitted up many banks, stores and offices. Among
the banks that have been fitted up by it are the Farmers' National

at Sacramento and the First National at Pasadena. In San Fran-

cisco the Wells, Fargo and Nevada National Bank and the Union

Trust Company have been fitted up by it, as well as the private

office of Mr. James D. Phelan in the Phelan Building. The com-

pany has the largest wood-working factory west of Chicago, and

it is located in San Francisco. It will be pleasing for Californians

to know that all the bar fixtures and cabinet work done by this

company for the Pacific Coast is done at its factory at Twentinh
and Harrison streets. At this place the company has a five-storv

and basement factory, which covers the entire block, and i>

ecjuipped with the most modern machinery. Being .so organi/il
as to come in contact with business throughout the Pacific Coa^i,
particularly California, when the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Com-
pany feels that conditions are favorable to continued improvenuU
in all lines of trade it is safe to believe that they are .so.

Mr. S. Federspiel, general manager of the Italian-Swiss Coln;i\,

when interviewed by a representative of the PACIFIC WIXI".
AND SPIRIT REVIEW, stated that orders are coming in faiilv

well, although the vintage is far from being finished. "The crup
will be from 25 to 50 per cent short," Mr. Federspiel said, "and it

is not known as yet whether the causes which contributed to iIk-

shortage will be conducive to good quality in the wine. The laU'

rains did great damage in Sonoma county. In some cases the out-

put will be diminished in consequence of the rains, but, considering
the situation as a whole, it is quitepossible that the production -f

wine will be as large as it was last year. The market is as favur-

able as it has been."

ANOTHER CALIFORNIA TRIUMPH.

That the Italian-Swiss Colony's Golden State, Extra Dry Cham-
pagne is in every way equal to the imported article was concli',<-

ively demonstrated the other day at the Olympic Club, when '

Eisen, possessor of broad acres of California vineyard and a man

who should know better, announced to "Billy" Maguire that C al-

ifornia could produce artists and athletes, fruit, honey and flovvci %

but that she could not produce good champagne.
j

Maguire opposed this proposition so strenuously that he backed

his judgment with four bottles of champagne against a suit of

clothes, and the club assembled. Bottles of imported Clicquot,

White Seal, Mumm's and our California "Grand Prix" Golden State!

Champagne were brought from the Olympic Club's cellars and the'

labels removed. Secret marks told the referees which was which.

Then Eisen undertook to taste the samples. The experiment \\ as

watched by C. H. Holbrook of the well known wholesale hardware

concern; Theodore Bonnet, editor of "Town Talk," and H. A.

Cohen, a capitalist, all of whom backed Maguire in his loyalty, and

W. Elgin Travers, president of the local taxicab concern, who con-

fessed to the opinion of Gus Eisen.

Mr. Eisen was blindfolded and four marked glasses of bubbling

champagne were placed before him. He was asked to pick out the

California champagne. He tasted the four samples carefully and

then, without hesitation, declared that Mumms was the home
])roduct.

"Wrong," he was told. "Try again."

This time he was sure that the Clicquot glass was the California'

product.

The glasses were mixed once more and he was given a last

chance. This time he picked out White Seal, showing conclusively^

that the real Golden .State tasted better to him than any of the

others.

Mr. Travers was not willing to abide by the test, but said he

was sure they could not fool him. Accordingly he was blindfolded

and given a chance, and to the amazement of those present he im-

mediately picked out the Golden State, Extra Dry.

Mr. Eisen was delighted, but the by-standers were by no means

convinced. "Try again," the suggested, and he did try again

After tasting the four, he picked out first the White Seal, then

Mumms and finally the Golden State, Extra Dry, showing that hh

first selection before had merely been an accident.

After this test, all those present tasted the wines with their eyes

wide open and they unanimously agreed that in aroma, bouquet

flavor and color, the Golden State, Extra Dry, held its own witl'

the three foreign champagnes. Even Mr. Eisen and Mr. Travers

were forced to concur.

In the meantime. Mr. Maguire has a suit of clothes coming ti

him, and it is doubtful if Mr. Eisen will ever again risk his re])uta

tion as a connoisseur and attemjjt, blindfolded, to tell the dift'crenci

between our excellent home product and the' foreign article.

I
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THE ART OF DRINKING FINE WINES.

w

111 the first place, should wine he decanted or served in its own

bottle? If the wine is bright and the deposit firm, decanting is un-

necessary. If it is not, the bottle should be allowed to rest, stand-

ing up, so as to get the deposit to the bottom, and thus permit the

wine to be poured off bright to the last glass.

Decanting becomes essential when the deposit is loose, or vis-

cous, but it must be added that this last-mentioned condition gen-

erally means that all is not right with the wine, and that its kee])-

ing qualities should be called in ciucstion.

On the other hand, if the scintillations of a cut-glass decanter

harmonize more with the get-up of a well-served table, an old and

dusty bottle has equally its dignity and charm, especially if pre-

sented in a wine basket, yellow with age.

From another point of view, many old wines are so easily oxid-

ized that it is only necessary to decant or leave them uncorked for

them to be disagreeably affected. In such cases it is obvious that

they must not only be served direct from the bottle, but must be

consumed as rapidly as possible. Conversely, some other wines

actually gain by being exposed to the air. their boufpiet coming out

in this way. These may be exceptions, but they nevertheless exist,

and decanting in such instances is certainly to be recommended.

Again, should the announcement of the wines 1;c limited to the

menu, or should they be mentioned when being jxnired out? There

is a risk, in the middle of the table talk, of letting the tpiality of

the "crus" pass unnoticed. Before pouring the wine out it is well

to draw attention, in a few words, to its characteristics, so that

the guests are in a better position to appreciate the resulting sen-

sations. And, from this viewpoint, as we have elsewhere re-

marked, "Is it not a mistake to decant old bottles, dignified by

their (juaint sliajje, long neck, and their sides covered by the dust

of years?" (Jught we to deprive our friends of the dramatic effect

of the introduction of the old wine? The reiterated instructions

to the butler to be "very careful," the entry of the wine in its wicker

or artistic metal cradle, the gravity of the maitre de maison, care-

fully pouring out the contents of the precious flask, showing with

much satisfaction the deeply-stained cork, then raising the glass

to the eye, contemplating it lovingly, and lastly, tasting it, with

half-closed eyes, before inducing his companions into the pleasures

of the wondrous wine he will pour out for them?

The surroundings, even the medium, have they not also an in-

fluence upon our impressions? Would a grand vin be as much
appreciated if poured from an earthenware jug into a tin mug, or

thick glass, in the middle of the gathering of farm hands, as when
presented in the course of a well-ordered repast, in a room har-

moniously designed and amongst witty and lively companions?

It is the fineness of the glass and its crystal facets that, by the

play of light, bring out the full amber of color of the white wines

and the ruby tints of the red. The glass should be formed like a

chalice, rather wide at the top, in order that the bouquet might

equally charm by being easily diffused through a slight agitation

of the wine.

How should wine be tasted? The glass should not be held in

the ordinary fashion, but the foot resting on the curved index fin-

ger, the thumb keeping it vertical. A light rotary movement should

be given to it, so that, half filled, the interior should present a large

surface of evaporation. Your real wint-taster tastes, perhaps,

more by smell than by the mouth. He attentively follows the de-

velopment of the bouquet and afterwards does not drink ; he sips

small mouthfuls, analyzing the different sensations received. There
is also an art in drinking, which is very rapidly acquired by exam-
])le, and which is one of the tasks incumbent upon the master of

the house to give discreetly. Let us add it is also necessary to

have a little practice, but at the same time it is, from its nature,

most agreeable. Judge this by the following sketch, so finely

drawn by Luchet : "See that old Burgundian take a wide glass,

warm it paternally in his two hands, pour in it a little wine, shake
it, hold it to the light (to make sure of its brilliancy), smell it

piously, lovingly, lastly drinking it little by little, in tasting and
retasting it, like the bird drinks

!"

To sum up, it will be seen that if a little experience is indis-

pensable, a knowledge of scientific fact is also not entirely useless

in the art of drinking wines. We cannot conclude better—without
straying from the subject and evoking the psychological action of

good wines—than to point out their favorable influence on the

mind, as given by the following quotation from .Antony Real, in

his work on Les Grands Vins : "The Grands Vins play a prepon-
derating role in social relations. They will always be a link be-

tween people of good breeding. How many pleasant hours we
owe to them ? Under their soothing influence the soul expands
to the most generous sentiments, the mind becomes more subtle,

speech more eloquent. They possess the gift of developing the

refinements of taste and of spiritualizing the pleasure of the table."

—L. Mathieu (Director of the Oenological Station at Beaune), in

L'lnformateur.

Busch Making Purchases in Southern California.—Adolphus
Busch, the brewer, is increasing his holdings very largely in Pasa-
dena and Venice. His latest acquisition has been the site of the

old Decatur Hotel at Venice. This purchase has been made
through his agent, Ernest H. Lockwood, and the price paid is $215,-

000. The property comprises an entire block in the very heart

of Venice. It has a frontage of 2LS feet and extends from the
street back to the Speedway, a distance of 100 feet. The ruins of

the old building are to be cleared away and a handsome hotel of

seven or eight stories will be built on the site. The proposed
building will be the finest in Venice. At the same time that this

purchase was made the millionaire brewer bought a block of ground
on Albion street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets, in

Los Angeles for ,$.S0,O0O. This block adjoins the depot of the An-
heuser Busch Brewing Company. Along with the purchases which
he made in Pasadena since last winter the new proj^erties acquired
by him bring the total ])urchase which he has made in .Southern

California during the past ten months up to $600,000. When the
investment is completed by the erection of buildings, Mr. Busch
will have placed over $2,000,000 in his new ventures.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Under an Order of the Postoffice Department, no subscriber

more than twelve months in arrears can have his paper carried

through the mails. This compels us to discontinue sending "THE
REVIEW" to those who have not paid their subscription within

that time. The remedy is to remit promptly when the subscription

bill is received.

PROSPERITY IS HERE.

PROSPERITY is here, and instead of chewing^ the cud of poli-

tics the country should be rejoicing that the factories and mills

are working overtime, freight cars moving with capacity loads, and
the earth giving up, in generous proportions, the necessities of life.

The glov\ing predictions of the Department of Agriculture as

to tlie size of the cro])s are more than fulfilled. The forecasts of

the department invariably fall short, instead of being excessive.

.Already the railroads are overburdened with freiglit from the

manufacturing centers to all the cities and from the agricultural

regions to the great consuming sections.

So heavy is the freight that evidences the greatest era of pros-

perity of the present decade that the railroads are requesting ship-

pers to load and unload cars promptly, and to fill them full, in order

to aid in preventing, if possible, the almost inevitable congestion.

There are at present approximately 27,000 employees engaged

on the rush order of the Pennsylvania Railroad to put all cars and

locomotives in proper condition and get them out on the road so

that patrons can have the advantage of their use. In the midst

of this prosperity no man who really wants to work can complain

of the lack of opportunity. The Pittsburgh steel mills, booked to

capacity for the first quarter of 1913, are sending out frantic calls

for labor. Thousands of extra men would l)e utilized in Pennsyl-

vania if they could be had.

The signing of the Democratic tariff bills by President Taft

might have halted this era of prosperity, but he refused to sign

them, and the cry that the tariflf does not protect the workingman
as well as the employer is now shown to be an utter fallacy, livery

man who wants to work can find it in the United States, while ac-

cording to Keir Hardie, one-third of the workingmen are facing

starvation in free-trade England.

Not only within our own borders, but in foreign countries, our

products are being sold with better profits than ever before. The
consular reports show that iron and steel manufactures are now be-

ing exported at the rate of $1,000,000 a day. The total of iron and

steel exports never reached the $100,000,000 mark prior to the year

1900, but this year it will easily cross the $300,000,000 line. This

means that more .American workingmen are emjiloyed in those in-

dustries than at any other time in the country's history, and that

their wages have been protected.

THE injustice of the W'yllie Local Option Law is again em-

phasized in the county initiative election which is to take

])lace in Lake County on November .Sth, when three supervisorial

districts that voted wet within the past year will be forced to vote

over again to satisfy the .Anti-Saloon League, which never cease

agitating until they have clubbed the people into their way of

thinking.

It is an outrage that election after election should be forced

on communities that have already expressed their desire to remain

wet, under the local option law.

If tJie drys have no respect for that law, why not abolish it?

For why should there now be a s])ecial law for popular votes on

the liquor question as distinguished from any other cpiestion? .\l

the time the Wyllie act was adopted (and similarly in other States

where licjuor local option laws have been adojited) there was no

general provision for popular votes through the initiative and ref-

erendum. Since these methods of direct legislation are now in

complete operation throughout our State, the people have the riglit

to decide by any vote any question of legislation, and "local op-

tion" is now secured to them on every question. Why then in-

crease the expense of elections by a special law for a liquor in-

itiative? This is all the Wyllie Local Option Law really is.

The question is pertinent, particularly in view of the fact that
j

the Wyllie act is being used by the prohibitionists as an additional

chance at a popular vote, which if adverse to them merely throws

them back on the initiative for another election on practically the

same question, while if favorable to them they are thereby en-

abled to prevent the "wets" from calling for initiative or any otlu r

votes on the same subject. Elections are expensive, and as tlu

initiative eiections cover the same ground as the local option elec-

tions with the added advantage that the initiative elections are fair

to both sides, since their results are enforced and the question sc-;

at rest no matter what side wins, it is clear that the Wyllie act

an altogether unnecessary and oppressive burden on the taxpayer.

KENYON BILL DENOUNCED.

At the convention of the Iowa District of the Evangelical Luth-

eran Synod of Missouri, resolutions vigorously denouncing the j

Kenyon bill, that has been favorably reported in the United States

Senate, and is on the calendar for action on December 16th next,

were adopted. The basis of opposition to the Kenyon bill by the i

Synod is that its churches believe in the Bible, as it is written,

and, therefore, use wine in celebrating the Sacrament of the Lord s

Supper, and that, if the Kenyon bill is adopted, it would prevent

the receipt of wine by churches in prohiljition territory. Of course,

on its face, the Kenyon bill would not have this eflfect, as it says

that it is aimed at interstate shipments of alcoholic liquors intendi'l

to be used in violation of law, and the use of wine by a church can-

not be construed as any violation of the law. But, nevertheless,

any interstate shipment of alcoholic liquor could be held up and

delayed, if some fanatic took it upon himself to file the necessary

allegation that the liquor so shipped was intended to be used in

violation of the law, and, in a case of this kind, the church officials
^

would not only have to sufTer the inconvenience and delay, but

would be forced to go into court to prove that they did not intend

to use the licinor in violation of law. but that it was to be used for

a lawful purpose. Some of the advocates of the Kenyon bill may
claim that this is an extreme case, hardly probable of happening,

but, neverthelss, any one cognizant of the methods and doings of

the Anti-Saloon League knows that there is no set of circumstances

too extreme for them to resort to in an effort to make a showing

for themselves, and to create prejudice against the liquor interests.

It also shows, allowing for the sake of argument that the Kenyon
l)ill would be held constitutional, how extremely drastic and un-

.American it is in its terms and what a measure of oppression it

could be made.—Louisville Bulletin.
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DEMORALIZING EFFECTS OF PROHIBITION.

THE purpose of prohibition is to stop drinking' and drunken-

ness. If it accomplished that, it would be the fixed and per-

manent law of every civilized community on earth. If it even de-

creased the abuse of liquor, no community would ever abandon

it. Yet it has been abandoned as worse than useless by thousands

in States, counties, cities, towns and districts in the United States.

Why?
The people of those communities are just as moral, just as clean,

as earnest, and as decent as those of any other community. Why,
after voting in prohibition, have they voted it out?

Because they found that it was a farce, a failure and a fraud.

Does California want what New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa,

Nebraska, South Dakota, Indiana and New York long ago dis-

carded?

All experience proves that liquor will be used, laws against it

to the contrary notwithstanding. Its use may be called a crime,

through passing a law, but men do not regard it so. Prohibition

breeds perjury, it breeds wholesale, widespread contempt for law.

It harms the whole community. It harms the individual. It puts

the sale of liquor into the hands of the criminals, men willing to

break the law. Such men do not hesitate to sell to boys. The
risk is no greater than selling to grown men. The man who holds

a license knows he will lose it and suffer a penalty besides if he

sells to a minor, but the prohibitionists blind pigger has no license

nor any self respect to lose.

If anyone doubts the assertion that blind pigs may always be

found in the shadow of prohibition, all he has to do is to read the

papers of the towns in California that have gone dry during the

past year.

In a few places an honest elTort has been made to enforce the

\\yllie local option law, l^ut in the majority of cases the officers

have winked at the illicit sale of alcoholic liquors or laughed in

their sleeves when a jury refused to convict a bootlegger or the

judge let him off with a light fine or sentence.

A few weeks ago, in Hanford, the city and county officers, spe-

cial deputies and two imported detectives, swooped down on thir-

teen blind-pigs operating in that city. One of the most flagrant

of the violation cases was a clothing store within twenty-five feet

of the City Hall. It is said that after the raid the front office of

the county jail, where the confiscated goods was brought, resembled

in appearance the smell of a sample room of a wholesale liquor

store.

The City of Visalia has had several productive raids since last

August, when wholesale arrests were made. Recently some de-

tectives were employed to ferret out blind-pigs the officials knew
were dispensing liquor, and five arrests were made, two being

well-known druggists.

Every nojv and then we read that Woodland has had a raid

and landed all kinds of blind-pigs. On October 18th two more
were unearthed, and it is said that more could be found if a very

hard search were made.

It seems a shame to have to chronicle the fact that Riverside,

one of the pet dry cities of the Anti-Saloon League, is bubbling

over with wrath at the exposure of some blind-pigs in that pro-

hibition city. The present mayor has been enforcing the prohibi-

tion ordinance and has been doing so in very drastic manner.

Drug stores and hotels have been raided. Stool pigeons are said

to have been freely used. \Mien the law came down with a terrific

whack upon a fashionable club, the mayor became disliked in cer-

tain quarters and a movement to recall him was started. His op-

ponents profess to favor the enforcement of the law, but complain

that the mayor has been enforcing it in an ungentlemanly manner,

by which they presumably mean that the mayor or his minions

have ruthlessly hurt the feelings of some of the law-breakers. Pre-

cisely how he could perform his duty without harrowing their sen-

sitive souls is not apparent.

Long Beach is another .saloonless city that has been much
praised by the Anti-Saloon League and yet, according to the an-

nual report of the Long Beach police department recently made
public, nearly one-half of all cases of arrest were for drunkenness.

During the year there were 1,067 arrests, of which 505. or 47 per

cent, were for drunkenness, with 127 arrests for violation of the

traffic ordinance.

Which goes to prove that prohibition is based on the funda-

mentally unsound principle, that force without conviction can com-
pel public morality.

OAKLAND AND VICINITY.

The Marin Avenue Church has become tired of praying for

rain and is now praying for everything else that is likely to con-

duce to the general dryness. At the last trustee meeting a license

to sell liquor was granted to C. H. Miller after he had had a great

deal of unnecessary trouble. The Marin avenue congregation

remonstrated against the liquor license on the grounds that eight

saloons are enough for the town. To cap the climax a prayer

meeting was held and prayer was offered that the four trustees

who had voted for the latest license might speedily lose their pos-

itions and that the lone trustee who had voted against the license

might enjoy good fortune, the support of the people and the bless-

ing of God. They also prayed that the saloonkeeper might lose

all his money in his new business. It is difficult to see where the

Christian spirit has mixed with the conduct of the church people.

In Richmond on the night of October 3rd the California Wine
Association entertained 125 European chemists and engineers who
are making a 12,000 mile tour of the United States. These pro-

fessional men visited the Standard Oil Works at Richmond October

1 and on October 3 crossed the bay from San Francisco for the

express purpose of inspecting the great winery of the association

and study the manufacturing processes. A big banquet was served

to the foreign notables at the Winehaven Inn after the wine pro-

duction was thoroughly inspected and explained. The guests went
back to San Francisco much impressed with what they saw and

learned by comparing European and American methods of hand-

ling the juice of the grape.

Benicia people are taking a great deal of interest in the cam-
paign for wet or dry, which is being waged in the First and Third

Districts. Eleven saloons will be affected by the decision of the

votes at the coming general election. It is generally believed that

the wets will win.

Wine grapes in the vicinity of Martinez are bringing very good
prices, from $20 to $21 per ton being offered for them. Contra

Costa grapes always bring far better prices than the grapes in the

San Joaquin country, because of their superior quality. In the ad-

joining counties the prices are exceedingly low.

Mrs. J. P. Smith has shipped four carloads of wine during the

past two weeks from Olivina to New York.

The members of the Merchants' Exchange of Oakland made
their annual excursion to Napa on the 20th of October. There
were fifty persons in the trip altogether. They left Oakland at

8:00 a. m. and arrived in Napa at 10:00 a. m. They took automo-
biles to the different vineyards and had lunch at the vineyard of

Theodore Gier.

There is no doubt that the Anti-Saloon League is very busy
at Berkeley. They are lending every aid toward making the town
of Albany dry. Unless the saloonkeepers from elsewhere help

those in Albany the drys may secure a victory. Albany saloon-

keepers may be able to hold their own against the drys of the

town, but when outsiders of the savage nature of the Berkeley

drys enter into a fight, which is not really theirs, the Albany sa-

loon men are going to suffer. There should be some aid from

them from the outside to make the fight fair.

BIG SHIPMENT OF CRESTA BLANCA.

The Wetmore-Bowen Company filled an order for a carload of

bottled wine in record time. The order called for 550 cases and

had to be filled in the short space of three days. This meant the

filling of 9.000 bottles. Three hundred cases were of the famous

sparkling wines of this company which are making a big hit in

New York. This shipment was preceded by a carload lot on the

previous week, which went to the company's office in Chicago.

C. J. Wetmore believes these shipments are forerunners of a tre-

mendous business during the holiday months.—Livermore Herald.
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LOUISVILLE DEPARTMENT 'so^.'.^V^
GRAIN, JR., REGULAR CORRESPONDENT

BUILDING LOUISVILLF, KENTUCKY

BY the time that this issue of the REVIEW reaches its readers,

the active operating season of 1912-13 will be near at hand in

the liquor trade of Kentucky. At the time of writing the distillers

are on the qui vive. Everything is in readiness with the produc-

ers, and the appearance of new corn in the market will signalize

the commencement of the busy season.

For the past month or more, however, the trade has not been

sluggish in any sense of the word. The chief business of the dis-

tillers during this time has been one of selling. The result is that

withdrawals from bond during the past six weeks are said to have

been greater than ever before in the history of the trade during the

corresponding season. It is such runs as this that make for a well-

balanced market, with scant surplusage at the end of the year when

millions of gallons have been produced. Last year about 38,000,-

000 gallons of whisky were withdrawn from bond and sold for im-

mediate consumption. This season, it is promised, there will be a

healthy increase over the 1911 aggregate. The withdrawals con-

stitute an accurate index of the general condition, as well as of the

actual amount of trade.

The big selling business on with the distillers at present is at-

tributable to brisk demand traceable, in turn, to a year featured

by cool weather. Jobbing and retail stocks seem to be depleted

beyond the possibility of replenishing, although, of course, this pos-

sibility is eminently practicable. The distillers are setting about

meeting the demand in ship-shape fashion. More than one hun-

dred traveling men representing the Louisville trade are now comb-

ing every portion of the States for orders, and their efforts have

been rewarded handsomely. Although fall and winter are the best

seasons for the whisky man, so far as stimulated consumption is

concerned, the past spring and summer, because of cool weather,

have been robbed of their terrors and are rated as the best selling

seasons of their class that the Gateway City liquor interests have

ever known.

New corn will scarcely be available in quantities before the

middle of December or the first of January. It will be then that

distilling for the active season will assume full swing, to continue

until April or May, 1913. It is reasonable to a.ssume that Blue-

grass plants will open under steam shortly after the first of De-

cember. A small quantity of old grain is on hand now, and will

provide a nucleus for the early season's operations, so that every-

thing will be in perfect working order by the time that the season

itself is in full blast.

The corn crop of 1912, which is the biggest in recent years in

the United States, promises much for Kentucky distillers. Pri-

marily, its size means that distiller's grain will hold at moderate

prices during the winter. Between 35,000.000 and 40,000,000 gal-

lons of whisky will be made during the coming season, the distil-

lers believe. Secondarily, a bumper corn crop will further de-

molish the empty argument advanced by the Prohibition interests

not long ago to the eflfect that the operations of the whisky men,

consuming so much corn, were responsible for the high cost of

living, taking away feedstuflfs which might otherwise have pro-

duced cattle and hogs for the market at much lower cost. The
prohibitionists declared that something like one-third of the corn

produced in the United States was consumed annually in distilling,

and despite the evident absurdity of this assertion, it was widely

heralded by careless newspapers on the lookout for a high-cost-of-

living goat to hold in bondage. The big corn crop of 1912 is of

size sufficient for the distillers to make as much whisky as they

can, without in the least disturbing the food supply. Incidentally,

a lower cost of living because of cheaper foodstuffs will put the

distillers in a position to do more business.

A phase of the transportation question which is interesting the

Kentucky whisky trade extremely is the improvement of the Ohio

river, one of the big inland waterways which the Government has

taken under its supervision, with the view of developing it into a

genuinely practicable artery of traffic. The Federal authorities

plan to improve the stream so that there will be a nine-foot si;

of water every day in the year from Pittsburg, at its head, to Ca;

111., at its foot. This stage has already been insured from Pius-

burg to Louisville through the construction of Government dams

costing millions of dollars and the improvement for the lower Ohio

.

is rapidly being insured. Inasmuch as the Louisville whisky trade

transacts so much business with Cincinnati, O., and the intervening

up-river points, and with Cairo, Hickman, Paducah and the down-
|

river ports, including Tennessee cities on the Mississippi and points

"

directly across n Missouri and Arkansas, which constitute the dis-

tributing centers for the entire Southwest, the improvement of the

Ohio is of prime importance to them. A revival of steam-boating:

along modern lines will mean thousands of dollars saved in freiulit

charges every year.

In short hauls, furthermore, the distillers declare that it i~

equally as practicable to ship by water as by rail, both in points

of speed and economy. A prominent Louisville distiller pointed

out to the REVIEW correspondent that a big shipment of go<

cither barreled or bottled, can go by boat from Louisville to Cin-

cinnati in a single night, whereas freight by rail between these

points requires at least twenty-four hours' time and oftentimes-

longer nowadays, when the car shortage is so stringent and when'

newly-adjusted car service rules enforce all sorts of provisions fof'i

notice before shipping or unloading at both ends of the line. "Just

put it down that the Government cannot hasten the improvement

of inland waterways too rapidly to please the trade of this section.

said the distiller who was interviewed. "The only difTerence between

,

the two classes of traffic is that, when your goods goes by water,!

it is not insured as it is when on the rail, but there are very h\\

steamboat accidents nowadays and there is little risk even on wn-

insured shipments."

The first meeting of the Louisville whisky trade, including the,

distillers and jobbers, will be called within thirty days. The,

whisky merchants are determined to resume their last year's prac-!

tice of meeting weekly at a trade luncheon to discuss general bus-j

iness conditions and to promote the best interests of the local mar-

ket in every possible fashion.

Richard E. Wathen, president of R. E. Wathen & Company, ami,

president of the Kentucky Distillers' & Wholesale Liquor Dealers'

Association, has returned from Chicago, 111., where he chaperoned;

a big party of amateur ball-players to witness the "Little World's;

Series" between the White Sox and the Cubs for the baseball

championship of the Windy City. The team which constitued Mr.

Wathen's party represented the Old Grand-Dad Distillery Com-j

pany, a corporation controlled by the Wathen interests. The Old;

Grand-Dads won the amateur championship of the Falls Cities and,

in token of their esteem, R. E. Wathen & Company took their dia-

mond representatives to see the Peerless Leader pitted against

Jimmy Callahan. i

That what is alleged to have been an over-production of whisky

in Kentucky during 1911 and 1912 is not to be feared, and that all

danger from this source may be avoided by the trade in 1913 is the

statement of Morris F. Westheimer of Cincinnati, O., a prominent

distiller and well-known in Louisville liquor circles. "The alleged

over-productions of '11 and '12 can do no harm, provided there is

no over-production in '13," said Mr. Westheimer not long ago.!

"The excesses of the last two years will take care of all shortage

in previous inspections, leaving a small surplus. The surplus is

composed partly of Tennessee whisky, or what is known as corn

whisky, and partly of Bourbons that have little standing or de-

mand, and which will ultimately be used instead of spirits or quick-

maturing whisky. If the jobber will refuse to purchase any of the

1913 crop, except such as he is absolutely sure to use in his own

business, and then only provided the distiller will guarantee t^

make no 1913 whisky in excess of the amount provided for in hi:-

contracts, not exceeding the average withdrawals of 1912, the sit-

uation will be safe." Mr. Westheimer's theory has been receiver

with interest in the Kentucky trade, which desires above all els<

to guard against the danger of an overloaded market.
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Marion E. Taylor, senior member of the well-known local dis-

illing firm of Wright & Taylor, has returned from Indianapolis,

!nd., where he attended the Fourth National Conservation Con-
gress as a delegate representing Louisville. Mr. Taylor and sev-

ral other prominent local business men were appointed by George
^. Danforth, president of the Board of Trade, to represent Louis-

ille in the Congress. The well-known Main street distiller has

)nly recently returned to Louisville after a j'car's absence, having
jirdled the globe during a twelve-months' tour with Mrs. laylor.

The old Crab Orchard distillery, formerly owned by the Crab
Drchard Distilling Company of Louisville, has been sold. The
jlant, which is located at Crab Orchard, Ky., about forty miles

rom Louisville, has been taken over by a syndidate of Chicago
business men, whose names are withheld for the time being. The
Fidelity Trust Company of Louisville, representing the creditors

)f the distilling concern, which was forced into bankruptcy a short

:ime ago, engineered the sale of the Crab Orchard property and
he legal end of the transaction was in the hands of Attorneys Mc-
Dermott and Ray. The Crab Orchard distillery is one of the old-

est and best known in this section of the State. An announce-

tient by its new owners is to the effect that it will be completely

enovated and put into operation once more.

The Meyer Liquor Company of Louisville has been incorpor-

ited to engage in the business of wholesaling and retailing whis-
cies, wines and other liquors. The company is capitalized at

^10,000, divided into shares of $10 each, with a maximum debt limit

>f $10,000. The incorporators are L. E. Meyer, E. L. Meyer, B.

^. Meyer and others.

When appraisers in the employ of the Clark Circuit Court of

New Albany, Ind., started in to list the effects of Mrs. Mary Eliza-

)eth Cannon, deceased, of that city, a short time ago they discov-

red a bottle of rare old home-made grape wine in a musty corner

if the basement. The beverage was of the vintage of 1858, as

was attested by a faded blue ribbon around its neck, showing that

it had been awarded first prize at the Indiana State Fair in that

year. The wine is considered to be the oldest domestic vintage

in this section of the country.

The General Council of Lexington, Ky., has reconsidered its

ecent action to extend the city limits of Lexington, Ky., so that

:he distilleries of the J. E. Pepper Distilling Company might be

ncluded. When the Council decided upon this move a short time

igo the Fayette county distillers took exception to it and declared

that they would not submit to municipal taxation in such an event.

The matter was taken to the courts, and the ordinance authorizing

the extension of Lexington's city limits simply to include the

whisky plant was declared void.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the T. H. Haynes
Distilling Company of Middlesboro, Ky. The new Middlesboro
liquor concern is capitalized at $30,000. T. H. Haynes, J. F. Laval
and J. C. Ray are its incorporators.

A battery of high pressure boilers, 72 by 18 inches in dimen-
sion, has been added to the power plant of the Clear Spring Dis-

tillery Company of Bourbon, Ky. The Bourbon plant is now in

ship-shape condition for one of the busiest operating seasons it

has ever known in a long and prosperous history.

A number of improvements, including the installation of a cou-

ple of additional boilers, have been made by the W. H. Head Dis-

tilling Company of Raywick, Ky., in anticipation of a banner
season.

The last of a' series of whisky storage tax suits, commenced by

the Commonwealth of Kentucky against distillers of this State,

is about to be compromised at Frankfort, Ky., in the Franklin

[Circuit Court. When the Kentucky Distilleries and Warehouse

•Company had its headquarters in Frankfort it collected a large

lamount of storage on whisky stored in its many warehouses. When
storage tax suits were filed by the commonwealth against a num-

ber of Kentucky distillers, the City of Frankfort sued the ware-

house company for a back tax upon the goods held in the capital.

The suit has dragged for years until it is now about to be com-

promised, for a consideration which is said to be between $10,000

and $15,000.

'GREAT AUK'S HEAD" IN WORLD-WIDE DEMAND.

WE have received from Messrs. W. A. Ross & Bros., Ltd.,

Liverpol, England, a booklet containing a description of

their works, and the announcement of a further extension to their

premises to accommodate the great growing demand for the "Gt.

Auk's Head" Bass's Ale and Guinness's Stout. In speaking of the

extension, Messrs. Ross & Bros, say:

"Our business has grown so rapidly that it has been necessary

to enlarge our premises no less than three times in the last six

years and the latest addition is one of fifty per cent of floor space.

This growth is directly due to our intimate knowledge of the re-

quirements of the various markets to which we ship and to the

care taken that these requirements shall be satisfied. We think

that no testimony could be more convincing as to the high qual-

ity of 'Gt. Auk's Head' bottling of Bass's ale and Guinness's stout,

and it is gratifying alike to our customers and ourselves to record

the rapid increase in the demand for which the maintenance of

this quality is responsible."

We also received from Messrs. Ross & Bro. a "Gt. Auk's Head"
map of Ireland, which is very complete and convenient for refer-

ence.

GABILAN VINEYARD'S FIRST VINTAGE.

Dr. Ohrwald, proprietor of the Gabilan Vineyard in San Benito

County, has just completed the gathering of the first crop of grapes

from his fine four-year-old 110-acre vineyard. Mr. Ohrwald has

built an excellent cellar and equipped it with all up-to-date im-

provements for crushing and the maturing of wine. The initial

vintage promises the best of results.

Xhe Asbestos Filters
Of

Theo Seitz, Kreuznacti, Germany
In conjunction with Specially Prepared, Chemically

Pure Asbestos

are used all over the World for the brilliant clarification of

Wines and Liquors

They are accompanied by noiseless Electro-Motor and

other Pumps of very fine make.

H. A. DIEHL, Pacific Coast Agent
400 DUBOCE AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO
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ABSINTHE PRICES JUMP UP.

THE NATIONAL BREWING COMPANY'S FINE PLANT.

EVER since 1860, when the National Brewing Company init-

iated the brewing of lager beer in San Francisco the company
has kept the pace with the great brewing industry that has grown
up around the bay. About eighteen months ago the brewery at

Fulton and Webster streets was equipped with the latest and best

machinery for bottling, and since that time the capacity of the

bottling works has been taxed to supply the demand. At present

the capacity is 125 barrels per day, and it frequently happens that

the entire output of the plant is sold out, leaving the brewery with

only the reserve stock on hand.

In handling the bottles the utmost care is taken. For clean-

ing purposes every bottle passes three times through a solution of

caustic soda and afterward three times through fresh water, being

filled, rinsed and brushed six times during the process. After the

final feature of the cleaning is gone through the bottle is filled with
the beer, capped and subjected to intense steam heat in the pas-

teurizing machine. The steaming process is done automatically at

the proper temperature and afterward the bottle is passed on to

the labeling machine. After being labeled it is conveyed by belt

so as to come under the observation of an expert at examining and
testing. The bottle passes under an electric light in such a way
that the expert can immediately detect anything that looks like

foreign substance in it. When any spot or blemish is noted the

bottle is set aside. As showing how close the scrutiny is it may
be stated that in an entire day about eight or ten bottles are set

aside and the faults found with them are such that only the expert

could detect them. When it is considered that in an entire day
only eight or ten bottles are found to not pass inspection an idea

of the perfection of the cleaning process may be conceived.

Throughout the establishment labor-saving devices based on
the utilization of gravity have been installed. When bottles ar-

rive on the wagons from the street they are placed on a gravity

conveyor which conducts them to the caustic soda machine. The
empty cases are conveyed to the upper story as the empty liottles

descend to the lowest floor of the building. After the 1)ottles have
made their journey through the cleaning, brushing, filling, pasteur-

izing, capping and labeling machines they arrive by conveyor in

the store-room where the empty cases are and there are set in the

cases. From thence they descend by conveyor to the floor below
where they may be stacked or guided directly into the chute

through which they find their way into the wagons on the street.

Ever since its installation the conveyor system has operated to

perfection. There have been no breakages or losses of time due
to it.

The National Brewing Company produces three beverages of

the highest quality, namely, the famous National lager, the Muench-
ner, a very select dark beer, and National porter. While the sale

of the National brand is far in advance of the other two, the

Muenchner appeals to those who have a fastidious taste and the

porter, which contains all the ingredients that have made Guinness's

renowned, is distinguished by a mild flavor which should suit

those who demand the health-giving qualities of porter.

News Note from Modesto, Russia (?).—Albert Didney and
Andrew Christiansen were arrested on the 15th of October in

Modesto by the chief of police and an officer of the law. They
were taken before the justice of the peace and charged with hav-

ing liquor in their possession. They pleaded guilty and were sen-

tenced to twenty-five days in jail. The W. C. T. U. regard the

event as a great moral victory.

Since October 1st those persons who have become addicted tc

the use of absinthe, green or white, will find that the price of

pony glass has already jumped from 15c and 25c to 40c and 50c
and before long will doubtless be doubled. The importation of ii

and carriage in interstate commerce was stopped by the Federa
(Government. This action follows the decision of the Departmen
of Agriculture as reported on July 12 last.

The department bans absinthe on two grounds, mat the pun
food laws for])icl the importation of any food or drug which is "o
a kind forbidden entry or forbidden to be sold or restricted in saU
in the country in which it is made or from which it is exported,'

and of any food which is "otherwise dangerous to the health of th<

people of the United States."

It is said that the sale of absinthe in this country has nevei

been large. The entire amount of that liquor brought into th(

United States is estimated at 25,000 cases a year. Most of this'

has been consumed in the manufacture of various cocktails, com-
paratively little of it being drunk without other ingredients.

With the tariflf at $8.50 a case the Government will lose $212,500
in duties. The cost of the liquor to the importer has been about
$5 a case in bond.

THE WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF BEER.

According to the usual statistical statement published by Gam-
brinus (Vienna), the total production of beer throughout the world
in 1911 was 326,958,768 hectolitres, as compared with 302,977,046

hectolitres in 1910—an increase of 23,981,722, or 7.8 per cent. The
number of breweries in 1911 is stated to be 27,935, as compared
with 29,292 in 1910, a decrease of 1,357. The taxation levied and
collected is estimated to amount to some $290,000,000, while nearly

9,000,000 tons of malt were consumed and over 2,000,000 cwts. nf

hops. Our contemporary estimates that the production of hojx
in 1911 was nearly 800,000 cwts. less than the quantity used. The
following are the principal countries dealt with, arranged in order

of merit as regards their production of beer:

Hectolitres Breweries
United States 74,262,000 from 1,524

German Empire 65,088,000

United Kingdom 58,813,000

Austria-Hungary 25,570,000

France 17,942,000

Belgium 16,500,000

Russia 10,100,000

Switzerland 2,900,000

Sweden 2,900,000

Denmark 2,800,000

Holland 1,9.50,000 '

Australia, etc 18,000,000

The last named apparently includes South America and other coun-
tries. The aggregate increase is fairly evenly spread, though the

produce of the United Kingdom has risen about twice the extent

of that of Germany. The largest proportional increase is shown
by France, where the popularity of beer is rapidly rising, the 1911

figures being lYi million hectolitres above those for 1910. France
thus takes fifth place in the list, which had hitherto belonged to-

Belgium. The production last year in Belgium, however, is still'

half a million hectolitres greater than in 1910. Russia, too, exhibits,

a good increase, but Denmark has suffered a distinct drop. M

12,009

4,226

1,240

3,263

3,336

354

160

220

340

460

576

Ballot Questions Unconstitutional.—The Los Angeles District

Court of .Appeal has been called upon to decide whether or not it

is constitutional to place the following questions on ballots : "Shall

wholesale and retail liquor dealers' licenses be granted in this pre

cinct?; shall winery keepers' licenses be granted?; shall hotel and
restaurant licenses and licenses for billiard rooms be granted in

the precinct?" It is alleged that the placing of such questions on
the .sample ballots is unlawful and a breach of the letter and spirit

of the initiative and referendum act and the constitutional amend-
ment adopted by the people a year ago. The petitioner in the case

is Ralph H. Brown. He alleges that the county clerk of Los An-
geles county intends to prepare all sample ballots to be mailed with

the questions.
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Established 1660

"Gibb's Special" Bourbon
1844 GEARY STREET

Tel. West 7616 Home S 3223 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1

I

Fcrnct-Branca
...BITTERS...

FRATELLI BRANCA
MILAN—ITALY

The King of /Vppetizers

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

Sole North American Agents

L GANDOLn So CO.
427-431 West Broadway New York

TELEPHONE HOME C-4026

Kentucky Bar
Straight Goods - - Headquarters for Mining Engineers

SAm DARRAH
374 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO

For explanation go to

Thos. J. Walsh & Co.

346 Pine St.. at Leidesdorff St.

Formerly 733 Market and 15 Powell St.

BAR SUPPLIED WITH STANDARD

BRANDS OF

WINES AND LIQUORS

PHONE DOUGLAS 925 HOME C 1366
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THE MAINSTAY OF NATIONAL TEMPERANCE.

A SWEET REVENGE.

Richard J. Ogleshy was one of the most famous characters who
ever lived in the State of Illinois. He was three times Governor of

the State and belonged to the Lincoln school of politicians.

"Uncle Dick," as he was familiarly known, was exceedingly

popular with all classes and retained his hold on the affections of

the people of Illinois until the day of his death. He had a fondness

for good whisky, and that fact was known to all his friends.

According to William A. Rodenberg, Representative from Illi-

nois, Uncle Dick was always in demand during campaign times as

he was easily the most elTective stump speaker of his day. When-
ever Uncle Dick appeared in any town to make a speech the com-

mittee on entertainment never failed to have a decanter full of

mellow whisky and a pitcher of ice water placed in the room which

he occupied during his stay.

In the campaign of 1892 when Private Joe Fifer was a candi-

date for reelection to the Governorship, Uncle Dick and the Gov-

ernor were billed to speak in the same town and the committee

had made the usual provision for Uncle Dick's comfort. After the

meeting some of the leading Republicans of the town assembled

in Uncle Dick's room at the hotel to listen to some of his inimitable

stories.

In the early hours of the morning, when the supply of the de-

canter was almost exhausted, Uncle Dick assumed a most serious

mien, leaned back in his chair and began to philosophize as follows

:

"I am now an old man. My sands of life have almost run. It

will not be long until I will pass away. Looking back I have about

come to the conclusion that life is not worth living.

"We are born into this world without any choice on our part.

We pass through all of the ills of infancy and the troubles of child-

hood, and they are serious troubles too. We go to school and

meet with varying success. Some of us graduate at the head of

the class and some come out at the tail end, and then the real battle

of life begins. Some become lawyers, some physicians, some

preachers and others business men, and some even become Gover-

nors of a great State, like you and I, Joe (referring to Governor

Fifer). But at last time lays its heavy hand upon us.

"We grow old. Our brows l^ecome wrinkled and our hair be-

comes silvered and then the final summons comes from on high.

We die, surrounded by our sorrowing friends and relatives. Then

they take us back to the little village in which we were born and

the good old preacher who has known us from the days of our boy-

hood delivers an eulogy in which he ascribes virtues to us that we
never possessed.

"And then we start out on the last sad journey to the little cem-

etery on the hill. Loving hands lower our body into the grave and

our friends moisten the sods with their tears as they close in above

us. Then dissolution sets in. These lips, with which we were

wont to kiss our wives and sweethearts, fade away ; these eyes, with

which we gazed on all the beauties of nature, disappear ; these

cheeks, once full of the bloom of youth, crumble into dust. The

worms, the worms begin to eat up our bodies

!

"But," reaching for the decanter, "Joe F"ifer, I intend to give

one of those damned worms the delirium tremens before I go !"

MR. JAKE RUPPERT, president of the United States Brewers]

Association, states that the elements never conspired so ut

terly against brewing as during the fiscal year 1911-1912. Barleyj

hops, maize and rice commanded famine prices and the cost of laboi

increased 10 per cent. The producing cost of beer increased abou

$1 a barrel.

Mr. Ruppert is of the opinion that the sensible metnod of deal

ing with the public sale of intoxicating drinks is a limited franchisi

in the form of a license to operate drinking places, conditioned oi

a strict observance of regulatory laws. He urges wholesalers t

join heartily in all earnest efforts to regulate the retail license

business, so as to place it on a higher plane. He claims that th

retailers have responded very well to the movement initiated b;

the brewers for the improvement of saloon conditions.

"It is my grateful conviction," says Mr. Ruppert, "that tb

brewers are the mainstay of national and practical lemperance by

providing the mild and wholesome beverage on which alone sue!

temperance can be maintained."

San Luis Obispo Out of Trouble.—For some time the Anti-

Saloon League has been endeavoring to force the City Council of

San Luis Obispo to put up to the people of the community an or-

dinance more drastic than anything heard of in the Wyllie local

option law. On September 27 the Superior Court threw out the

last case instituted by the league and the city is for the time being

tranquil.

t

DETROIT FREE PRESS PRAISES WHISKY.

The Detroit F"ree Press recently printed the following editorial

in defense of whisky : This is a defense of whisky and a commen-

dation of its general use. You may not want to read it. If ~

skip this paragraph : It has been discovered that whisky is one

the most valuable and useful fluids in the world for the busini

man, the professional man, ordinary and suffragette feminini

young boys and girls, babies and even for the most rigid prci

bitionists. Because a German chemist has found a way to i

tract from it a substance which can be made into rubber for an

mobile tires, coats, boots, hats and other articles of necessary a

general domestic use, and as attachments for bottles used by the
,

most youthful members of society. After this substance is ex-
j

tracted the whisky is worthless for internal use. This is a hint to

;

foes of the Demon Rum, alias "inspiring, bold John Barleycorn." .

Start enough rubber factories to use up the supply—and there yon
|

are—no more jugs, no more jag-carriers, no more jag problem-

all rubbered, as it were, out of existence. Whisky will take

place among the precious products, such as coal, diamonds a

other expensive things. Perhaps.

"Good gracious !" said the stranger, "I never saw so many sa-

loons in my life. I've counted nineteen in this block. Thi> -

simply awful
!"

"Yes, I know it," replied the man who was showing him arouiui.

"but it's worst right here than anywhere else. Over on the next

street the average is not more than four or five to the block."

"Why are there so many here, then ?"

"You see, this is the street leading to the station where pet

who live in our prohibition suburbs get oflf the train."—Ohio St:

Record.

Mj'iiiiiiB

SEVEN BROTHERS

Pure Brandy

100 PROOF
FULL QUARTS
$12.00 PER CASE

THE ROSENBLATT COMPANY
300-332 SECOND STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THE WALDORF

^

136 SOUTH BROADWAY

Opposite Mason Opera House

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The Waldorf
BECKER BROS., Proprietors

648 Market Street

NEW
SAN FRANCISCO'S

FINEST BUFFET

OPPOSITE
PALACE HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Waldorf Annex

^ W
^

521 SOUTH MAIN ST.

Next door, Peoples Theatre

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Our Bar Whisky "OLD JORDAN"
ELEVEN SUMMERS OLD

f ft

**3effieon'0
SAN FRANCISCO'S MOST MAGNIFICENT BAR

CHOICEST IMPORTED GOODS AMERICA'S FINEST WHISKIES

lO THIRD ATREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Kearny 900

Matt. Grimm
130 Leidesdorff Street

Corner Halleck

Bet. California and Sacramento Streets

Fine Imported and Domestic

Wines and Liquors San Francisco, Cal.

'^ta'b(\aaxkxB

For Everybedy

Who Likes

(Boob ^^in^B

JAMES TWOMEY ED. BORREMANS

^ V'^llowstone
22 MONTGOMERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

HOT LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co. §HHI
GEYSER PEAK WINERY, Geyserville, Cal.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES
FINE MATURED DRY WINES OUR SPECIALTY

Correspondence Invited
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^^^^^s
TO NATIONAL WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS

ASSOCIATION.

DR. WINDISCH CONTROVERTS DR. WILEY.

DR. WINDISCH, the head of the German Institute of Fermen-

tation, who is generally recognized as the world's foremost

authority on beer, does not agree with Dr. Wiley on many points,

and has not hesitated to pronounce his opinion that Dr. Wiley is a

fanatic on some of his fine food distinctions. On the question as

to what is beer, Dr. W^indisch declares that Dr. Wiley errs greatly

v\hen he says that ales should not contain added sugars. "This is

absurd," says the (ierman doctor. "Of course, in Germany we

brew very little ale. But I can not see how it is possible to brew

ales of the English type without using sugars. I should regard it

as essential. It is my opinion that Dr. Wiley goes entirely too far

in his ideas. He is a fanatic and evidently an enemy to alcohol in

every form. His attitude against the use of glucose in any way
is also unreasonable. His ideas on the addition of carbonic gas to

beers is quite absurd, either as regards healthfulness or freedom

from added substances. The carbonic the brewer takes from the

beer in the fermentation chambers is merely filtered and washed

and restored to the finished product. If there was an addition of

an excess amount of artificial carbonic there might be some objec-

tion, but as the trade practices the process it is merely putting

back what is taken out and purified earlier in the process."

An ordinance closing saloons on Sunday evening was adopted

by the Board of Trustees October 8 at Redwood City. The ordi-

nance also revokes the privilege the board had of granting special

permits to be open later than midnight. Hereafter Redwood City

saloons must close at 6:00 Sunday night and not open again until

the same hour the following morning. The women of the drier

element brought about the new regulation.

Wells, Fargo & Company will not solve their difficulty with

the local option law at Los Gatos through the Railroad Commis-
sion. Some Los Gatos residents complained that, although the

town is a dry one, the express company has been delivering liquor

packages there and the company asked the commission to settle

the question as to wether it had the right to transport such pack-

ages or if it would be liable to a fine for not performing the duties

of a common carrier if it refused to handle the liquor. The com-

mission informed the express company that it had no jurisdiction

over the shipping of liquor into the dry territory of Los Gatos,

and it suggested that the courts be called upon to settle the ques-

tion. This is somewhat diliferent from what the commission said

a few months ago. It has very likely learned something in the

meantime.

At Oroville, Butte county, the drys have started a newspaper

because the two Chico papers have refused to support their cause.

Mrs. Annie Ella K. liidwell has given $15,000 toward installing

the new plant. There are a great many editors availabile. It is

expected that the paper will be "going'" before the end of No-

vember.

Chico is in the throes of a bitter struggle as to whether the

town will be dry or wet. The church women have started to boy-

cott all merchants until the saloons are closed. They hired a

])reacher to address the public. The preacher was arrested, and

it was found that he was an ex-convict.

Saloon men of Colusa have found the recent raise in the cost of

licenses exorbitant and have had to raise the price of drinks. .As

Colusa county is to vote on local oi)tion at the general election the

public is being kept in a ferment, with the result that their sym-

pathies are with the saloonkeepers.

Cincinnati, October 2, 1912.

TO MEMBERS: The National office is still receiving a grtat

many inquiries on the subject of the refusal by some banks to col-

lect drafts with bill of lading attached for liquors sold and shipped

That our members may know what action was taken by the

National association on this question and also what is the present

status of th^ so-called "Bank Draft" case, I beg to say that some

time in 1910 the Bankers Association of North Dakota announced

through their secretary that members of that association would

not accept for collection drafts with bill of lading attached lor

liquors sold.

The attorney of the Bankers Association of North Dakota at

that time was Mr. FZdward Engerud of Fargo, North Dakota.

This action of the Bankers Association resulted in a lengthy

correspondence between this office and Mr. Engerud, who declined

to rescind the advice given his clients.

Later, Mr. Engerud was appointed United States District .\t-

torney for the District of North Dakota.

On June 8, 1911, an indictment was found against the First Na-

tional Bank of Anamoose, North Dakota, alleging a violation ui

Section 239 of the Penal Code of the United States.

The indictment charged "that the bank undertook and agrt I

with the brewing company (Hamm Brewing of St. Paul, Mini

to collect the draft from Meyers (Dan Meyers of Anamoose, Nnnii

Dakota) and deliver to him the bill of lading, so that he con M
present the same to the railroad and receive the beer, and there !i\

complete the sale and delivery of the same." i

The bank pleaded guilty and a fine was assessed against it byi

Judge Amidon, who heard and decided the case.

Subsequently the plea v. as withdrawn and a motion filed

arrest of judgment. After further legal sparring, the case

taken up on error to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

for the Eighth Circuit.
|

In June, 1911, the National association, realizing the impir^

tance to the trade of the question involved, directed our special

counsel, Hon. Lawrence Maxwell, to look after our interests.

With the consent of Mr. George A. Bangs, the attorney repre-.

senting the bank, Mr. Maxwell became associated with him in the'

case, which was finally set for hearing on September 9, 1912, be-

fore the Circuit Court of Appeals at Denver, Colorado.

For various reasons, it was deemed expedient to secure a post-

ponement to December of this year, when the case could be heard

before the same court sitting at St. Louis.

We enclose herewith a circular issued by the National Associa

tion in January 1911, giving the opinion of Attorney General Wick-

ersham and of our special counsel, Hon. Lawrence Maxwell.

This circular was later printed in the National Bulletin in

March 1912.

About August IS, 1912, Mr. W. W. Watts of Louisville asked

for and was granted leave to file a brief on behalf of the Kentucky

Distillers and Wholesale Liquor Dealers Association of Louisville.

As representing the National association Mr. Maxwell will par-

ticipate in the argument of the case and hopes that the decision

will be favorable.
,

The National association has given this question constant at-j

tention since early in 1911, but there can be no peace on the subjectj^

until we secure a decision from the Appellate Court.
!

Very truly yours,

MORRIS F. WESTHEIMER,
Chairman Executive Committee.

New Manager for Sacramento Brewing Company.—Mr. Frank

J. Ruhstaller, who has been since the death of his father the man-;

agcr of the Sacramento Brewing Company, has retired from all

active connection with the business and has been succeeded by'

Mr. Edward C. Roeder, who has been the cashier of the company.

It is understood that Mr. Ruhstaller will devote his time to attend-

ing to his private interests.
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No Whiskey as good at a lower price

None better at any price

HUNTER
BALTIMORE

RYE
Guaranteed Under the Pure Food Law

Wm. Lanahan & Son, Baltimore, Md.

Good whiskey ie

every persons good

friend. To prove it,

say you try "A

drop of old I. W.

Harper! There!

Lli.^f' mriiJ Opinionated? Wellj

'~^'^,\i.\ well, how do you

like the 'taste that

tempts.'

"

"A TASTE THAT YOU CAN RECOGNIZE
AND A SMOOTHNESS THAT YOU WILL
REMEMBER."

BERNHEIM DISTILLING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

Oldl.W.

HARPER

Market Cafe
COUAILHARDOU & RONDEL

Proprietors

540 MERCHANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

'Coffee Ro^al"

A Might]) Bracer

Hot Luncheon

At n A. M. Daih

NOTHING BUT THE BEST AT Phone Keamy 1 741

fricdrichs' Cafe

310 MONTGOMERY STREET San Francisco, Cal.

Phones
Keamy 1610

Home C 1610

Wines
'^m-

624-
MONTSOMERY ^

ST.
i^tspi^tjfiiMSim,'

H. P. ANDERSEN. Proprietor

The Cutter
709 MARKET ST. Phone Douglas 2954

Call Annex Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO
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WILL PASS UP "WHAT IS BEER?'

WASHINGTON, October 9.—After mulling over the question

"What is beer?" for more than the two years, the Department of

Agriculture has decided it does not know and will pass the query

to Congress. Secretary Wilson some time ago reached the con-

clusion that beer was a beverage made of barley, malt, hops, yeast,

and potable water, and was about to compel brewers to make beer

out of these materials or, if not so made, to brand it "imitation

beer" under the pure food act.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, then head of the pure food board, was
primarily responsible for this definition of beer. The brewers put

up a stiff fight against the conclusion and were aided by the corn

products' makers who sell to brewers yearly hundreds of thousands

of dollars' worth of corn products used in the making of beer. The
department's position was backed up by the farmers' associations

throughout the country, particularly in the Middle West, they as-

serting that barley growers were losing money every year on ac-

count of the brewers using substitutes for barley.

LONG BEACH GOES "POISON DRY."

LONG I5EACH, October 30.—Long Beach citizens adoptd

yesterday what is said to be the most drastic prohibitory ameni
ment in California by a vote of 3,553 for and 1,512 against.

By far the greater number of the ballots in favor of the amenj
ment were cast by women.

Under the new amendment, which goes into eflfect January

it will be unlawful to possess, sell, give away, distribute or banc

intoxicating liquors. Physicians or druggists, selling by phy;

cians' prescriptions are exempted.

Any person taking a drink is to be held equally guilty with the

dispenser thereof and will be subject to a fine of $500.

One exception allows a householder to have liquor in his f)wn

home for his own use, or entertainment of friends, provided he

does not sell it, but the next provision prohibits any carrier from

bringing liquor into the city.

Hotels, restaurants, cafes, lodges, etc., are absolutely prohibited

from selling or having liquor on their premises.

Officers are to have the right of search without warrant and

confiscation of property seized without trial.

The law is so rankly unconstitutional that it will be shot

of holes whenever it is tested.

Under the operation of this law the magnificent hotel that

opened last year under a pledge that it should have a hotel licr

to sell wines and liquors to guests, will now have to close its dc

This is deliberate confiscation.

Mr. A. C. Bain Again Skiting.—Mr. A. C. Bain, superintendent

of the Anti-Saloon League of California, in a speech at Fresno.

expressed his opinion that "the State will be dry by 1915." In the.

speech he uttered many statements which could only be accepted

by the uneducated element to which he appeals. For instance, he

said : "If gambling and prostitution were licensed there would be

a storm of protest all over the country, yet the liquor traffic is li-

censed." Prostitution is licensed in San Francisco and there is no

protest. Gambling is not licensed and it calls forth the protests of

the entire community. The people of San Francisco would be bet-

ter satisfied if licenses applied to both. Gambling and prostitution

are the bad features of every city and town of the L^nited States,

wet or dry, and there is no reason why they should not be reg-

ulated like saloons, groceries, hotels and other decent business. By
leaving gambling and prostitution go without being licensed is the

same as placing a premium on immorality. Mr. Bain also tries to

give prohibition the credit for the low tax rates in Berkeley. The
Socialists of Berkelev had better watch their laurels.

License Fee Raised in Kennett.—The fee for liquor licenses in

Kennett, Shasta county, will hereafter be $75 a quarter instead

of $50, as in the past. The number of saloons is limited to sixteen.

ANOTHER "REFORMER" IN DEEP TROUBLE.
Guy Eddy, City Attorney of the City of Los Angeles, is t \i

dently in very serious trouble by reason of charges made aga

him by two women, one of whom is colored. Mr. Eddy has 1

suspended from his office and is being tried. According to m
paper reports the authorities have "the goods" on him.

Readers of the REVIEW will remember Mr. Eddy as the ii

active persecutor of the wine and liquor dealers and restaurant nui

that Los Angeles has ever had in office. He was bent on "reform-

ing" everything in sight except himself. '

A GREAT COUNTRY BOOSTER EDITION.

We very gladly remove our sombrero in honor of the "Byroi'

(California) Times" third booster edition. It is a book of 13f:

pages, chock full of remarkable facts and figures anent the wondef'i

of Contra Costa and San Joaquin Counties as great producing

tricts with a magical future. The publication both in its lei;,

press and its typographical appearance is a mighty good modi

for our proud and haughty metropolitan dailies, because Edito:

Hammond has produced about the best that can be done in thi-

'

line, and that is saying a great deal. We congratulate not oiil}

Contra Costa and San Joaquin Counties and Mr. Hammond, bn

the State of California as well, because the circulation of such .

publication is certain to be of great benefit to the commonwealthh

VE HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THE TRADE, EXCEPT SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS |
OF THE CELEBRATED gFine Goods, Sqtiare Prices nr it j 5? n i. 4 n ^ S

Honorable Dealing Castlewood" BourboH Hiid Rje i

Cartan McCarthy & Co.
Establisbed 1873 Telephone Kearny 3688IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR MERCHAINTS
S. E. CORNER BATTERY AND COMMERCIAL STS. SAN FRANCISCO
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Sam T. Bernard, Prcs.

Joe Zan ETTA, sec v.

i^
jjJNC+i.GRILL&WlNE ROOAS.

§ECOND BELOWyAARKET

q)s>.t\ H»ar\cisco,(al.

(^»-FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY -<®3

MERCHANTS LUNC+I II A.M.xo Z30RM.

"The Cabin
PURE GOODS

•yy

BERT LEVY, Proprietor

105 MONTGOMERY STREET : : : Near Sutter St.

'ONLY THE BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS"

CUISINE AND SERVICE EXCELLENT

'rr ^SJ-

E.H.TaijlorJr.& Sons
^^INCORPORATED

THERE IS NO SUCH CARE OBSERVED IN THE MANU-

FACTURE OF ANY OTHER WHISKEY, IN OR OUT OF

AM ERICA,AS IS OBSERVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

f Old Taxjlor t
IT IS MANUFACTURED AT GREATER COST THAN

IS ANY OTHER WHISKEY.

IT IS THE LEADING BEVERAGE WHISKEY OF AMERICA.

ITISIN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

TO NAME IT IS TO PRAISE.

FURTHER PRAISE WOULD BE

"TO PAINT THE LILY-TO GILD REFINED GOLD." .

Trankfori, Keufucky.

lASH'SBITTERC

W. F. Roeder's

834 MARKET STREET

Opp. Emporium San Francisco

Original

Coppa
Restaurant

J. COPPA, Proprietor

MUSIC EVENINGS
PINE STREET, bet. Montgomery and Kearny

SAN FRANCISCO

House Founded 1853

Bank Exchange
BACK AT THE SAME OLD STAND

SAME OLD GOODS
SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE

THE FIRE DID NOT GET ME
/ Import Famous Old Campbeltown SCOTCH WHISKY

Pisco de Italia, Madeira Wine
Sazerac de Forge & Sons' Brandy

DUNCAN NICOL, Proprietor
S. E. CORNER MONTGOMERY AND WASHINGTON STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

THE OLD RELIABLE

Clear Havana Cigar

S. BACHMAN & CO. (Inc.)

DISTRIBUTERS
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Celebrating the Vintage

By Horatio F. Stoll

THE vintage season in California is becoming more and more

a time for merry making and generous hospitality. People

like to see something besides the vines, the grapes and the •crush-

ing, and so, gradually little individual festivals are coming into

existence that have not only the charm of originality, l)ut a dis-

tinctive setting all their own.
Take, for example, the outing recently enjoyed l)y about one

hundred and fifty members of the Rotary Club at the Cresta Blanca

vineyard near Livermore. Mr. C. J. Wetmore had invited the

members of the club, of which he is an active member, to be his

guests, and a good time they certainly had during their brief stay

at the beautiful vineyard.

New Cresta Blanca Bottling Cellars. Concrete, 80x100 ft.

Upon their arrival on Saturday afternoon they found that the

bed of the creek, which meanders through the winery grounds, had

been converted into an open-air dining place. Long tables, cov-

ered with all kinds of good things to eat, had been erected and
overhead, the intertwining branches were liberally sprmkied with

electric lights, which made the scene look like a picture from fairy-

land.

In addition to chicken and other delicacies, the merrymakers
tasted corn roasted in coals, potatoes treated likewise and other

old-fashioned favorites. The choicest Cresta Blanca wines were
served and many a toast was drunk to the health of the hosts, the

Rotary Club, and the vitcultural industry of California.

After the inner man had been satisfied, the merry guests re-

paired to a specially constructed platform where dancing was in

order. A large number of the residents of Livermore and the sur-

rounding country, especially the women folks, assembled and
tlancing was enjoyed until a late hour.

Bright and early on Sunday morning the guest.s inspected the

vineyard and picked the first box of grapes which, with due cere-

mony, was taken to the winery. Here Mrs. AA'etmore opened the

vintage at the Cresta Blanca winery, by squeezing the first bunch
of grapes with her own hands, and ofifered a pretty toast to the

success of the 1913 vintage.

After luncheon the guests motored home, much indebted to

Mr. and Mrs. Wetmore for a very pleasant outing.

The San Jose "Mercury'' thus described the unicjue vintage

celebration given by Mr. and Mrs. William VVehner and their

daughter a few Saturdays ago:

" 'La Rinconada Verde,' the Wehner home, two miles south of

Evergreen, is probably the most beautifully situated and finely

arranged ranch home in the Santa Clara Valley. Unlike many of

the 'show places' of California, the Wehner ranch is a place run

on business principles and for profit. Commanding a grand view

of the entire valley, the house, grounds and vineyards of this cap-

tivating foothill ranch made an exquisite setting for an autumn
fete. The day was perfect, and blue skies, green lawns, natural

and cultivated trees, flowers galore and singing birds added cold

and gaiety to the finely arranged outdoor program. California

becoming famous for out-of-door affairs, the open air concerts in

San Francisco, Greek Theatre entertainments at Berkeley, bl(

som festivals of Saratoga, accentuate our climatic possibilities, anc

the Wehner vintage festival, although strictly a private entertain-

ment, is nothing less than another jewel in Santa Clara's beautiful

crown of perfect days perfectly enjoyed.

"The guests entered the grounds through a stone-pillared gate-

way and through an avenue of olive trees, skirted by veraant vine-,,

yards, reached the well-appointed residence and were most grac-'

iously received. The nearby lawn was soon converted into a

dazzling kaleidoscope of gaily dressed people, all animated willi

the California out-of-door spirit—born of the enchantments of

earth and sky. A short program of songs by Mrs. George Blauer.

and Mr. Carl Bundschu, a saxaphone solo by Mr. Fernandez with

echo effects from hidden players in the hills, and a couple of most
graceful dances by Miss Grace Rarstow, delighted the guests,

grape-trimmed wagon carried a load of laughing vintage gathere:

to the vineyards, where baskets were filled, which were afterwards

emptied into a winepress, the juice extracted, and passed to tin

guests. A pleasing procession headed by an orchestra, and a vni-

tage song sung by a small chorus, emphasized the day's delight.

and grape-leaf garlands were distributed and worn by all the ladii-

present.

"Savory refreshments were served in the spacious grape arbors

Success, good fortune and rare taste were everywhere in evidence,

and the vintage festival at the hospitable Wehner home will evei

remain a delicious memory in the hearts of all who were fortunate

enough to be present."

Once a year, during the vintage season, Theodore Gier invit

the Singing Society of the Oakland Turn Verein up to his Sequuia

Vineyard in Xapa County, and a jolly time they have during the

week-end. This year, about forty members made the journey on

Sunday, October 13th, and on their arrival in St. Helena they paid
,

their respects to Mr. Jacob Beringer. After sampling some of the !;

best Beringer Bros, wines and favoring their host with several i

appropriate songs, they marched as a body to Mr. Gier's vineyard

at Crane's Station and there were given a delightful luncheon.

Later, they took the electric cars to Napa, from whence they

were conveyed to Mr. Gier's mountain retreat among the redwoods.

It is an ideal place to rest. A tiny mountain stream gurgles past

the club-house and provides ample water for a series of fountains,

down the flower-bedecked hillside, emptying into a lily-covered

lake, where one may row. I

Entrance to Cresta Blanca.

On Monday, October 14th, Mr. Gier entertained, in addition,

about twenty-five important Napa officials and representative bus

iness men at luncheon. It was a merry gathering, and between

the toasts, the tuneful songs and sprinkling of political talks ami

repartee, every one was pleasantly entertained. Giersburger ries

ling and claret were served, as well as some excellent s])arklin,i.;

Burgundy, contributed by Emil Steich, Mr. Gier's neighbor.

The Napa officials complimented Mr. Gier on the great assist-

ance he had given in making possible the splendid mountain road

that leads for miles to his hillside vineyard and winery, and voted

him a real booster of Napa County. Every one present joined in

the sentiments of the "Hoch Soil Er Leben" and "Prosit" songs

rendered so beautifully by the talented singers.
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Anti-Saloon League Tactics

IX summarizing their achievements during the past year, the Anti-

Saloon League has repeatedly stated that "no dry towns have
been lost by the drys during the year."

As a matter of fact, Ventura and Colton have both adopted li-

cense again after a hard fight to have the people's wishes respected.

Colton was dry for fifteen months, having been declared dry by
dry trustees elected in April 1910.

Under the Wyllie Local Option Law, on August 7, 1911, the

city voted wet. The total vote was 666, with a wet majority of

104. But the trustees were still dry and refused to listen to the voice
of the people. This resulted in another election to recall the trus-

tees under a petition filed by the wets. At the same time the citi-

zens of Colton voted on an Initiative Prohibitory Ordinance, filed

by the drys. The election took place on December 22, 1911, when
the dry trustees were recalled by majorities of 26 to 33, while at

the same time the Initiative Prohibitory Ordinance carried by eight

majority.

Thus again the wets were frustrated. But they were deter-

mined and so they filed an initiative petition thirty-five days next
preceding the regular election, which was held on April 8th. This
wet initiative repealed the initiative dry ordinance passed Decem-
ber 22nd and licensed the sale of liquor under restrictions to be
passed on by the board that was to be elected at the same election.

One thousand three hundred and five votes were cast—wet 727,

<lry 578, making a wet majority of 149. By about the same ma-
jority three wet trustees were elected and then the rest was smooth
sailing.

As will be seen, it took three elections to make Colton wet, but
conditions have been so satisfactory since license was again adopted
that it will be a long time before Colton goes dry again. In con-
trasting conditions under the dry and wet regime, R. H. Summers,
a well-known banker of that citv, savs, under date of September
30, 1912:

"Colton went dry in April, 1910, and at the same time our bank
deposits, according to the report to the Comptroller of Currency,
were highest. Our hotels and lodging houses were full and we had
no vacant homes. Business was good and everyone was friendly.

"After two years of prohibition our town was dead. By actual
count there were 120 empty houses. Our . principal hotels were
closed and lodging houses were about half full. Bank deposits
dropped $50,000. while at San Bernardino, three miles away, the
banks gained $1,000,000 and the railway company had increased
its car service from Colton to San Bernardino 50 per cent.

"Another election resulted in license being issued on May 1,

1912, when all strife and animosity were laid aside. A fine hotel
opened and our lodging houses are doing fijic. There are only
eight or ten vacant houses in the town today. Business is brisk
in spite of the greatest freeze of the citrus fruit last winter in the
history of Southern California.

"Our water and light rate has been reduced 25 per cent and
much street paving is being done. A large theatre is being built
and other substantial buildings will soon be erected.

"During the dry regime our bankers went to San Bernardino
every month and brougth back to Colton from $6,000 to $10,000
in silver. Xow our silver stays at home. We have an active
health board and inspector, and our garbage ordinance is enforced.
In short, the town is being thoroughly cleaned up. There are no
more drunkards to be seen than during the dry administration, and
we need no extra police. The $725 a month revenue from liquor
license has helped us out materially in improving our conditions.

"Even the drys say that we have the best council for doing
things in the history of the town."

It is true that none of the towns that have voted dry under the
Wyllie Local Option Law have been "lost," for the simple reason
that this law did not go into effect until July 1, 1911, and conse-
quently those cities that have voted out the saloons will not be
able to return to the wet column until 1913, when two years have
expired. According to the law that time must elapse before the
voters have the right to change their mind.

That a number of cities and supervisorial districts will endeavor
to shake oflf the "dry" yoke is already evident, for they have found
that many of the golden promises of the .Anti-Saloon League have
tailed to materialize.

Take the town of Red Bluff, for example. .\ well known citi-

zen, describing the conditions there, says:
"Today we have twenty-one empty stores and at least vacant

sixty houses. Business is quiet and it is common talk that if it

were possible to sell, there are a number that would get out.
"One store, I heard, is doing about 40 per cent less business

than last year. It is very possible, as they have let out two clerks.
Several of the other stores have laid off clerks too. As for doing
anything of a public nature, it is impossible to get anybody to do
anything.

"About half of the traveling men have cut out Red Bluff. The
two big hotels are run by one firm, and one of the members of the
firm told me that he was afraid he would have to close one hotel.
Immediately after the election the dry colony voters departed for
other fields. Inside of a week there were at least from fifty to
sixty voters left town."

Do you suppose the people of Red Bluff feel satisfied with these
conditions?

Do you suppose they enthused when they found it necessary
to raise their tax rate from 85 to 98 cents on the $100, in order to
meet the city's expenses?

No, indeed.

Will they want to return to license and common sense in
April, 1914?

Well, we guess "Yes."

DRY STATES DRINK WHISKY.

T T XITED STATES Internal Revenue Commissioner Royall E.w Cabell has expressed his opinion that the prohibition move-
ment increases the sale of whisky in the dry States. He says that
there is more whisky to be found in all the dry States than ever
before in their history, and the manufacture of whisky for the
States that go dry is constantly on the increase.

"There are 168,000,000 gallons of whisky in bond in the State
of Kentucky," he says. "There is more whisky stored in the State
of Kentucky today than ever before, notwithstanding the fact that
the State has gone dry. It seems to me that when a State goes
dry the consumption of whisky is enormously increased, while
the sales of beer, ales and wine is considerably diminished. It is

the opinion of many of those with whom I come in contact offi-

cially that the distillers would like to see the entire country go
dry. That would give them a monopoly of the manufacture of
intoxicating liquors.

"The reason is a very clear one. In dry territory, whisky be-
ing of the smallest bulk, with the greatest alcoholic contents, is

more easily handled than beer. A bottle of whisky contains many
more drinks than a bottle of beer. Hence, the i)reference."

Marsh and American
POWER AND STEAM DRIVEN PUMPS

WINE PUMPS

AIR COMPRESSORS

TANK PUMPS

- - LARGE STOCK CONSTANTLY ON HAND - -

Simonds Machinery Co.
12 and 14 NATOMA ST. (near First St.) SAN FRANCISCO
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VINTACjE.—Reports from the various dry wine districts show
that the yield of dry wine grapes averages from one-third to

one-half short of a normal crop. In Santa Clara County the

country cellars are practically empty, with the exct|<tion of tlie

association. Sonoma County conditions are practically the same
as in Santa Clara. In the Livermore Valley among the finer va-

rieties the crop is very short. Xapa County fared better than the

others. In Southern California the crop was considerably below
expectations.

As to the probable quality of the 1912 vintage we hear no pre-

dictions. In the dry districts there was plenty of sugar and color

and there appears to be no question that well-made wines will turn

out sound and of good quality.

DRY WINES.—Business generally with the wine men has

been good during the past month. The movement of bulk

wines by sea to New York and other ports was very heavy, total-

ing nearly 2,000,000 gallons. It included 691 cases, the total value

of the shipment being $662,084.

The demand for California's best wines in glass continues to

improve and gives assurance that this branch of the industry will

eventually grow to great proportions.

Imports by sea were 1,902 cases, 6 barrels, 69 octaves, 7 hhds.,

1 butt, 10 casks, 9 quarter casks, 29-6ths casks, 2 vats ; by rail in

bond, 312 cases, 6 casks.

SWEET WINES.—There are no new conditions in the sweet

wine market. The low prices- still prevail. Production in

the State during the month of September totaled 1,776.721.65 gal-

lons. This is a comparatively small output for that month. The
October production without (|uestion will be very heavy, but it is

not expected to reach such proportions as in recent years. In the

output there was of port, 1,310,388 gallons; sherry, 391,426 gallons.

BRANDY.—There is no special feature in the situation at this

writing. Owing to the comparatively small quantity of sweet

wines produced in September and the lateness of the vintage the

brandy output was not large. The figures of September were 19,-

.S37.7 tax gallons. There remained in bond in the State on Sep-

tember 30th, 1,930.788..S tax gallons.

Exports by sea were larger than usual, the figures being 47

cases, 7,373 gallons, valued at $6,9*J.t.

Imports by sea, particularly in glass, were astonishingly heavy.

The totals were 3,800 cases, 49 octaves, 2 bbls., 16 casks, 5 quarter

casks.

WHISKY.—Trade has improved nicely during the ])ast month

and it is evident that the reaction has only begun. There

is no doubt that there will be a large volume of business done dur-

ing the winter and with an improvement in collections, the situa-

tion will be (|uite satisfactory. As the movement of crops will

soon be over, the usual volume of money will early be in cir-

culation. Exports by sea during the month were not large, the

figures being 526 cases, 3,725 gallons, valued at $10,276. Imports

by sea were large, totaling 6,764 cases, 409 barrels, 22 casks, 25

quarter casks, 7 octaves, 2 hhds.

BEERS.—Business has been seasonally good and continues so.

.\side from the activities of the fanatics, the outlook is quite

encouraging for the coming year. Exports by sea were nominal,

the totals being 604 packages valued at $5,488. Miscellaneous ex-

ports totaled $7,506.

Imports of foreign beers were 4,963 cases, 274 barrels ; Ale, 100

cases. 245 barrels; Stout, 120 cases, 914 barrels; Porter, 125 cases.

IMPORTATIONS.—Importers generally report a marked pickir

up of business, and that the demand continues to increase stea4

ily. From their point of view the future looks pretty good. Sor

houses report a better trade at this time than for several years

past. Imports by sea were of fairly good volume, as shown b)

the following figures

:

EMPORTS BY SEA.—Whisky, 6,764 cases, 409 barrels, 22

casks, 25 quarter casks, 7 octaves, 2 hhds. Wine, 1,902 cases, 6 bar4

rels, 69 octaves, 7 hhds., 1 butt, 10 casks, 9 quarter casks, 29-6thsl

casks, 2 vats; Brandy, 3,800 cases, 49 octaves, 2 barrels, 16 casksl

5 quarter casks ; (jin, 4,562 cases, 55 barrels, 38 octaves, 19 casks!

21 half barrels.; Beer, 4,963 cases, 274 barrels; Liquor, 1,848 casesj

Mineral Water, 3,385 cases, 195 casks; Sake, 530 cases, 938 casks

j

Ale, 100 cases, 245 barrels; Rum. 15 cases, 48 bbls., 15 octaves,

hhds., 2 puncheons; Stout, 120 cases, 914 barrels; Porter, 125 cases]

Ginger Ale, 75 cases, 430 barrels; Absinthe, 1,055 cases; Vermouth^
2,950 cases; Cider, 90 cases; Punch, 55 cases; Champagne, 2,325

cases; Fruit Juice, 25 cases; Cordials, 1,149 cases; Kimmel, 25

cases; Grape Juice, 194 cases; Bitters, 1,515 cases; Soda Water, 25

barrels ; Lime Juice, 42 cases.

BY RAIL IN BOND.—W^ine, 312 cases, 6 casks; Champagne,
456 cases ; Whisky, 3 cases ; Rum, 3 octaves.

NEW YORK WINE MARKET.

There has been a better demand of late, which in a measure is

due to the favorable prices on new goods. Prices, in view of the

large crops, are fair, but no material change in the immediate fu-

ture is anticipated.—Bonforts, October 25, 1912.

RECEIPTS OF WINES AND BRANDIES FROM INTERIOR.

Year 1912.

Wine
Gallons

January 1,251,800

February 1.082,700

March 1,390,923

April 1,123,400

Mav 1,089,500

Juik; 820,450

July 930,800

August 1,228,705

September 1.427,400

Brandy
Tax Gallons

15,500

26,450

5,500

13,050

7.300

8,450

7,400

2,950

17,350

CAN'T BE CALLED "CHAMPAGNE.

WHERE TO GET EXPOSITION NEWS.

The L'nited States District Court at St. Louis. Missouri, on

September 3d decided that the only wine entitled to be branded

"Champagne" is that made in the Champagne district of France,

and that, therefore, wine made in this country, in exactly the same

way, even if naturally fermented in the bottle, is mi.sbranded, un-

der the pure food law, if called Champagne. The case involved a

shi])ment, made something over a year ago. of some naturally fer-

mented wine, from Sandusky, Ohio, to a dealer in St. Louis. Mis-

souri, the seizure being made on the premises of the latter. The
j

wine was labeled "Extra Dry Champagne." The Government took

considerable so-called expert testimony in the case, to prove its

contention that no American-made wine is Champagne, but that

this term aj^plies only to the wines made in the specified district of

France.

Those who want to know what is going on in the California

wine industry and trade and to get the latest and most authentic

news of what the wine men are doing in connection with th<i

Panama-Pacific Exposition, must read the PACIFIC WINE AND
SPIRIT REVIEW. It is the only paper that gives the informa-

tion. Only three dollars per year.
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NO ONE THIRSTY IN LOS GATOS.

lAND NOTE/.i^'S^

^line Host Jules of the famous La Molle House of San Jose re-

ports a very fine business during the summer just past. His place

is the Mecca of all autoists who travel by auto around the bay to

and from Los Angeles. It is the best restaurant between this city

and the southern metropolis, and the service is not to be excelled

in the best cafes of this city. \\'hat is also ajipreciated is the mod-
erate prices charged.

Mitchell Murphy & Company of San Jose have enjoyed a very

satisfactory year notwithstanding the trouble, and loss of business

caused by the local option movement. Mr. Mitchell stated that the

drying up of various towns in Santa Clara County resulted in the

loss of a number of trade customers, but that they were being

recompensed by the building up of a good family trade, showing
that the people in these districts will have their beverages whether

or not.

Manager Shawhan of James Gibb whisky fame rejjorts business

exceptionally good. During the past two months the volume of

orders has been so great as to make it difficult to keep up with it.

Mr. Shawhan considers the future outlook very bright, and with

an improvement in collections everything v.i'il be very satisfactory.

The celebrated "Gibbs special whiskies" are steadily making ne.v

friends wherever introduced.

Ale.x Bona of Cinzano & Company, Turin, Italy, was a visitor

to San Francisco recently. Mr. Bona is general traveling re])re-

sentative of the great house of Cinzano & Company, and his visit

here was largely of a social nature. He finds the situation highly

satisfactory in all respects. Mr. Bona was here two years ago

and expressed his unbounded astonishment at the wonderful

things that have been done in upbuilding the city since that time.

John Corotto, the well known wine maker of San Jose, reports

about the usual crush of grapes this season, but had great difficrilty

in handling the vintage, as the work of six weeks had to be

crowded into four. The grapes ran high in sugar and were good

color. Prices of grapes ranged from $16.00 to $22.50 per ton. Mr.

Corotto finds that there are only a few small lots of good Cal-

ifornia wines of 1911 left in the country cellars of Santa Clata

county.

Wine for New York and Europe.—The steamer "Alaska" sailed

on the 8th of October for Panama, with 12,000 barrels of wine

aboard for New York and Europe.

Wells-Fargo Express' unsuccessful eflforts to get relief from the
Railroad Commission from the threats of the town authorities of
Los Gatos to arrest its agents for carrying into that place pack-
ages containing liquor call attention to some of the features of the
Wyllie local option law of the last legislature under which Los
Catos has gone "dry."

A prominent lawyer tells me a wholesale liquor store may be
maintained in a dry town provided it does all of its selling to per-
sons and places outside of the town. Anybody in the town can
have plenty of liquor in his home and give it to his friends in

lavish hospitality. Church, of course, can use wines in the .sacra-

ment service and drug stores can sell all .sorts of liquors on a phy-
sician's certificate. J'enalties are provided for illegally selling

drinks or bringing liquor into the town contrary to the law. The
question naturally arises as to how a railroad, or express company,
is to know that a package given to it contains liquor. Frequentlv
this cannot be ascertained from the way the goods are prepared
for shipment. Again, how can it tell that liquor packages are go-
ing to be used illegally. Unless, says this lawyer, it can be act-

ually proven that the company's agents knew the liquor shipment
was to be used contrary to law nothing can be done to them. He
is surprised that the express company ever wrote such a letter to

the Railroad Commission, which, very properly in his opinion, re-

plied that the matter was one entirely for the courts to settle.

-According to common report, no one in the lovely foothill town
of Los Gatos is suflfering for want of any old kind of a drink, save
fresh beer in kegs, and never has done so since the "dry crowd"
won out.—Oakland Tribune, October 6, 1912.

AGAINST PROHIBITION.

The Statewide ])rohibition election in Arkansas, in which pro-

hibition was defeated by a majority of over 15,000, is the first State-
wide prohibiten election of the present year. Statewide elections

will be held in November in West Virginia and Colorado.
Only the following States are now under prohibition : (Georgia.

Kansas, Maine, Mississippi, North Carolina, North Dakota. Okla-
homa and Tennessee.

Texas voted on Statewide prohibition in 1911 and defeated it.

Maine voted on the repeal of the constitutional provision, and,

while defeated, the result showed a change from "dry" to "wet" of

47,000 votes from the previous election, and this in an enormously
increased vote.

A few days ago Ohio repudiated its present system of outlawing
the liquor business by a system of taxation, which prohibited li-

cense and made impossible the proper regulation and control of the

business. It substituted therefor a constitutional amendment mak-
ing license mandatory and, in the judgment of the best legal talent

in the State, closes the door by 85,000 majority against Statewide
prohibition.

The liberal forces of the various States which have voted re-

cently on prohibition are declaring that both Colorado and \\'est

Virginia will remain "wet" in the November elections, and that

Georgia and Tennessee will repudiate prohibition in the near future.

OWNING ITS .OWN BRANDS
AND CONTROLLING TMt OLD C3TABLISMCD
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WOMEN'S VOTES IN LOCAL OPTION ELECTIONS.

MAXY persons have assumed that women suffrage would he of

great, if not controlling influence, in bringing about prohi-

bition in California. 'They took it for granted that most women
would, if given the chance, vote against the liquor traffic in all its

forms. That this is a mistake has clearly been proved in many
cities and supervisorial districts where elections have been held

since the women were enfranchised.

The first to have a voice in the question of "license or no li-

cense" were the women of Los Angeles. On December 5th, 1911,

they cast more than one-half of the ballot recorded, and they voted

nearly three to one against the prohibition ordinance. The vote

stood 88,069 against and 32,199 for.

Since then the women in every part of the State have been

called upon to decide between prohibition and regulation, and it is

interesting to study the result.

The only supervisorial district that has voted in Alameda
County, last May, rejected local option, with the aid of the wo-
men's vote, by a majority of 795 out of a total vote of 2,671.

In Contra Costa County, the city of Richmond turned down a

prohibition ordinance on April 15th by a majority vote of l.OO'',

the total vote being 2,647. And a week later four supervisorial

districts refused to adopt local option by majorities ranging from

19r to 491. On May 14 the fifth supervisorial district followed

suit with a majority of 108 votes. In Richmond, and in the rural

communities, the women used the ballot, but they preferred the

regulated saloon to unlicensed blind-pigs.

In Lake County the three supervisorial districts that have

voted refused to stand for local option, but the drys seem deter-

mined to keep on agitating in the hope of winning out, and as a

result the whole county will vote under the county initiative on

November 5th.

Supervisorial districts No. 4 and No. 5 in Sacrameiito County
also opposed local option, fearing it would injure their viticultural

industry.

Coming back to the cities, where women have expressed their

honest opinion on this question, we should include among other

places that have turned down local option the cities of San Jose,

Gridley, Colusa, Eureka, Areata, Ferndale, Lemoore, Madera, Al-

turas, Newport Beach, Hollister, Gilroy, Santa Clara, Kennett,

Dunsmuir, Dixon, Oxnard, Ventura and Redding.

In the latter city an organization known as the Citizen's League,

com])osed of the most representative men, were opposed to drying

up the city. Closely allied with them was the Women's Club, one

of the most active non-sectarian bodies in Northern California,

which came out openly against local option. Such prominent wo-
men as Mrs. Linn A. Gillespie, Mrs. J. P. Eaton, Mrs. L. F. Bas-

sett, Mrs. R. M. Saeltzer. Mrs. J. W. Hare, Mrs. John F. Nichols

and Mrs. Allen Etter lead in the fight, declaring they were in favor

of strict regulation and not local option and prohibition

Surely no sane person would accuse the thousands of women
who voted wet in the various elections enumerated above of being

in favor of the bad saloon or the disreputable roadhouse.

Decidedly no. They had the right to voice their honest convic-

tions and they preferred to remedy any unsatisfactory conditions

by strict regulation, rather than experiment with prohibition, which

has been thrown out by many States, counties, cities and districts

all over the United States after it had been fully tried and found

a farce and a failure.

Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, president of the National Womans'
Suffrage Association, in an article in Pearson's Magazine, gave

good advice to women when she answered the ciuestion as to the

part the women should play in the liquor controversy by saying:

"She ought to be able to close the disreputable saloon and per-

mit a better one to take its place. I say this because it seems to

me, in the present stage of the liquor question, that regulation is

the only practicable remedy. No matter what anyone may say, it

is going to be some time before men stop drinking liquor, and in

the meantime, the places where liquor is sold should be made as

little offensive as possible.

"The rich man has his club, where he can go and drink in

decency. Why ought not the poor man's saloon be just as clean

and just as decent, without screens or secrecy to allure—simply]

an open, orderly drinking place?"

This is a practical question and wherever the women have I

looked the facts straight in the face and not allowed their emotions
to be played upon, they have answered it intelligently. They have
insisted" on strict regulation and their protest has been listened to]

and acted upon.

The fact is that women are on the whole fair minded in these

matters and can, and do, discriminate, and as between prohibition

with its inevitable hypocrisies, evasions and other evils on the one
hand, and a proper licensing system and regulation of the liquor

traffic on the other hand, it will be found that more and more, as

they study the question, their vote is being registered against pro-

hibition.

THE ROAD HOUSE IN SONOMA COUNTY.

The organized taxpayers and citizens in Sonoma County have
issued a circular on "The truth about the Roadhouse." The most
interesting portion of the circular, and which covers the ground, is

as follows :

"The ordinance prepared and submitted to the Board of Super-

visors is apparently honest and simple enough, provided one did

not read it carefully. By its terms it is only drawn to affect the

roadhouse and none others. The truth is, dear voter, that if it

carries it will positively and surely put every hotel and saloon in

Sonoma County out of commission outside of the incorporated

towns, except two or three in Sonoma Valley, and positively two
at Monte Rio. The qualification requiring 'At least thirty-five sep-

arate sleeping apartments properly furnished,' excludes everything

in our county, except those mentioned above. Here is where the

'joker' comes in. This is the 'Nigger in the woodpile.' The road-

house is the bugaboo they are after ostensibly, but the real truth

is they are after everything in the county outside the cities that

cannot make thirty-five separate sleeping rooms.

"This subterfuge is intended to delude and ensnare the average

unthinking voter into the belief that he or she are merely voting

to put the objectionable roadhouses out of existence.

"Dear fairminded voter, do you want to do this? We confi-

dently hope and trust you have no such desire. We frankly admit

that there are perhaps objectionable 'roadhouses' that need atten-

tion, if not extinction. Dear voter, would you consider it just to

visit the sins of one or two frail and irresponsible men upon the

people of every little town in Sonoma County who are law-abiding

citizens? And yet, this is what will happen should this 'Anti

Roadhouse Ordinance" carry on the fifth of November next. When
we tell you that under the law the Board of Supervisors have full

power to refuse a license to any person who does not conduct his

place of business becomingly. They can revoke any man's license

who violates the ordinance governing the sale of liquors. The Su-

pervisors have full power if they would but exercise it. Is it not

much better that the few who do violate the law and transgress

the proprieties should be punished, than have whole communities

of reputable law-abiding citizens suffer loss and inconvenience be-

cause of the laxness of one or two 'roadhouse keepers'?

"It appears to us that this view of the matter must appeal to all^

reasonable and fairminded citizens. Let the Board of Supervisors]

do their plain duty in this matter and we will all be relieved of the]

pain and trouble this unhappy question is causing all of us. There]

is not a little country hotel in the county that would fill thirty-five]

bedrooms with guests in thirty-five years, and because they havej

not the required number of rooms they must close up if this law!

is passed. Is this just? If you have a conscience and you arej

unprejudiced we confidently feel you will surely answered no."

German Wine Losses.—Advices from Cologne, Germany, are

to the effect that vines valued at millions of dollars have beer

destroyed by frost in the Rhine valley and vicinity during the firs(|

week of October. Many wine growers are ruined.
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CALIFORNIA WINES COMING INTO THEIR OWN. HELP, CALL THE POLICE!

WITHIN the last few years high grade California wines are

beginning to come into their own, as. is evidenced by. the

places and people that are taking- them up and using them. The

Cresta Blanca Souvenir vintages are to be found on the wine list

of most of the best hotels and restaurants, and clubs are beginning

to recognize their value and to take them up. Californians should

show as much loyalty to the products of their State as they do in

the State itself. One. of the greatest industries would then be

vastly benefited, and if all the wine producers would be more care-

ful of the quantity of the goods put out, and, instead of looking

to the immediate present, look more to the future, within a few

years California would be looked upon as the France of the West-

ern hemisphere. The introduction of high-grade California wines

has been a difficult and expensive proposition, for up to the last

few years the mention of California wines to a prospective buyer
carried with it an idea in his mind of about 30 cents a gallon, ow-
ing to the nevy and inferior goods that the market has been flooded

with, and the manipulation of the same by the people that were
overly eager to make too great a profit. Now you will see on the

lists of places like the Waldorf-.Astoria, Plaza, St. Regis, Belmont,

Imperial, Manhattan and Vanderbilt hotels, and many other of the

bes"t hotels arid restaurants some of the highest grade California

wines.

Elmer DePue of the Cresta Blanca Wine Company, in an inter-

view with the Union correspondent^ says that the tremendous de-

mand for high-class California wines has caused a great falling off

in imported wines. Pepple in America, and particularly in the

larger cities of the East, find that the wine, industry of California

has each year made great progress in culture of grapes, that now
seem to equal that of the foreign grown grape. California wine can

be found on the tables of the epicure here, and at a great saving in

price.—Sacramento. Cal.. ITnion.

I have several times called attention to Ja publication in St.

Louis known as "The National Issue," whacit.^ edited by a former
preacher who has a vitriolic pen steeped in ink of fire in a warfare
against the Anti-Saloon League. The editor is U. G. Robinson,
who in ihe past had an intimate association with the affairs of the

league, and who evidently knows what he is talking about when he

hurls his sensational charges.

The current issue of this little monthly makes the following

announcement, which looks like there's something on the way:

Announcement.
On account of the importance of the articles in this issue ex-

posing the fake frame-up which the editor personally answered in

the July-August double number (sent in any quantity for 75 cents

per 100), the publication of a series of articles, proving beyond a

peradVenture the grossly immoral character of a large number of

A. S. L. high-salaried offices heretofore immune, has been post-

poned. In the October number we expect to begin a series of ex-

poses of financial graft that will astound the duped themselves.

ILLINOIS WILL RECEIVE FIRST ATTENTION. We shall

expose the league LIBERTINES, who keep prostitutes—white

slaves—in their offices, travel in sleeping cars with them, and visit

them in their homes, and take them to hospitals when in trouble.

These revelations of the immorality and graft practiced by the

league leaders, who shield each other, will shock the church and

all the pious preachers, who by PERFUNCTORY RESOLU-
TIONS AND WITHOUT PERSONAL, THOROUGH INVES-
TIGATION lend their names and influence to perpetuate this most

iniquitous deception ever perpetrated on the church of Jesus Christ.

No doubt a few hypocritical preachers who are alike guilt}' with

the league libertines will refuse the paper and denounce the truth

;

but honest pure-minded Christian men and women, realizing the

awful Sodom the league officers are making of themselves under

the cloak of the righteousness of the church will "stop, look, listen,"

and then act.—Bonforts.

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD
We do not Rectify or Compound

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

J. H. Cutter Celebrated Kentucky Whiskies.

Burke's (Guinness's) Porter and Bass's Red Label Ale.

Dewar's Fine Old Highland Scotch Whiskies.

Keystone Monogram Rye.

Burke's *** Irish and Gam-Kirk Scotch.

Rcsskam, Gerstley & Co. Philadelphia Blends.

G. & W. Canadian Rye Whisky.

Schramsberg California Wines.

Burke's Old Tom and Dry Gins.

FOR —
Schlitz Milwaukee Beer.

Sherwood Robin Hood Whisky.

Mackenzie & Go's. Spanish Sherries and Oporto Ports.

Feist Bros. & Sons' Rhine and Moselle Wines.

Houtman's Holland Gin in wood and glass.

Anchor Brand New York Ciders.

Schweppe's Soda, Sarsaparilla and Ginger Ale.

Bass's Ale in wood.

c 3

SEATTLE
518 1st Ave. So.

Phones:

Main 105

Independent 105

PORTLAND
9 and II N. 4th St.

Phone:

Man 2779

SAN FRANCISCO
41-47 Beale St.

Phones:

Kearny 1 1 82

Home 1182

LOS ANGELES
346 North Main St.

Phones:

Main 670

Home A7804
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HJin**

Alcohol and National Health

COXTlXUiXCi the series of excellent articles under the above

h€a<ling which have appeared in recent issues of The Wine

Trade Review of London, England, we now quote from the July

issue of that journal as follows:

Since Liebig first classed alcohol as a food there have been many

experiments by, and much discussion amongst distinguished

medical scientists as to its claims to be considered a food, the

proofs depending largely on the evidence of experiments as to

whether it passed through the blood and system unchanged, and

therefare without food-conferring effects, or whether it became

oxidized to produce such effects. The weight of evidence obtained

supports tfee latter view. In addition, it has been established that

it will maintain the weight of the body and prolong life when the

supply of other food is insufficient or wanting. It is therefore en-

titled to be called a food. Nevertheless, few persons, except in ill-

ness, when other food cannot be taken or cannot be assimilated,

take it fitter than as an agreeable beverage, suitable to their liking,

either through its thirst-quenching, its warmth-producing, its ap-

petite-giving, its sleep-promoting, or its sociability-rendering ef-

ects, all of which are good and respect-deserving reasons.

Dr. Robson Roose, M.R.C.S., in his "Waste and Repair of Mod-

ern Life," says: "We cannot deny that alcohol is a food in the

strict sense of the word. The inferences supported in those cases

in which only minute quantities of ordinary aliment are taken for

several months, or even years, but where wine and spirits are

Treely administered the patient shows no loss of weight." Dr. A..

R. Cushny, Professor of Pharmacology, University College, Lon-

don, in one of his works tells us that "In chronic conditions of

cachexia and loss of flesh in general and during convalescence al-

coholic preparations are often advised simply as foods."

Dr. Thudichum, a well known writer on the physiological ef-

fects of wines, tells us : "The great physiological question of the

use of alcohol in the body I have endeavored to answer by practical

experiment. A number of young men engaged in athletic exercises

in the open air consumed a certain amount of wine of known alco-

holic strength at reasonable intervals. Physiological analysis as-

certained that 99 per cent of the alcohol was oxidized in the body,

which, according to the teaching of animal chemistry, produced

bodily power. Others have since repeated these experiments, and

it is now generally admitted that alcohol is a food in the true sense

of the word."

Besides these authorities on the food value of alcoholic bever-

ages we have the pronouncements in the Medical Manifesto of

1907. and of the statement drawn up at the International Physiolog-

ical Congress at Cambridge in 1898, already quoted in these articles.

In 1907 the Hospital, an organ of the medical profession, published

the result of a special investigation on light wines, and stated that

:

"Alcohol is a food and it can be taken in doses in which it acts

only as a food ; but in practical dietetics the actual food value of

a wine is of secondary importance. We don't regulate our meals

according to the food value of their constituents ; we want a pleas-

ant meal and a pleasant drink, and the physiological value of pleas-

urable eating and pleasurable drinking is not the less real because

we cannot measure it calorimetrically. At meals we have not only

to do with the science of dietetics, but with the art of gastronomies.

Wine in moderate doses is a food from which there is practically no

waste; it requires no digestion and is rapidly absorbed from the

stomach."

.\mongst the minor ills that flesh is heir to there is perhaps

nonempre common or none more depressing than indigestion, with

its usual accompaniment—flatulency. For the assuagement of

these ailments a little alcohol in some form or other has become

almost a specific. That it should be so is well supported by med-

ical testimony, which the following few quotations from distin-

guished authorities will show.

Professor L. Landois, Professor of Physiology at the University

of Griefswald, in his "Human Physiology," says :
"Distilled spirits

—brandy, whisky, gin—have but a trifling retarding effect on the

digestive process, and when one considers their action on the se-

cretory glands it follor s that, in moderate dietetic doses, they pro-

mote digestion and are of great use in conditions of temporary

want, and where food taken is insufficient in quantity." Dr. ¥.

W. Pavy, F.R.C.P., F.R.S., physician to Guy's Hospital, tells u>

in his "Food and Dietetics," that "It is a common practice amongst

many to partake of a small quantity of brandy or some other spirit

after food of an indigestible nature. This, by stimulating tin

mucous membrane of the stomach and inciting an increased fio\\

of gastric secretion, affords assistance to digestion in harmony with

popular experience."

Sir Lauder Brunton, Bart., M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., says: "A
nip of brandy is frequently taken as an appetizer. Lovers of the

lobster take a glass of spirits with it 'to digest it.' If increased

secretion of gastric juice be produced by means of a glass of spirits,

we may expect digestion to take place more rapidly, and, prolonged

irritation of the stomach being avoided, no nausea will ensue. A
little brandy is one of the carminatives most commonly employed

by those who suffer from flatulence."

Professors Sydney Ringer, M.D., F.R.S., and Harrington Sains-

bury, M.D., F.R.C.P., in their "Handbook of Therapeutics," say:

"Some persons after fatigue are apt to lose all appetite and diges-

tive power, and on taking food they suffer from the symptoms cif

an undigested load in the stomach. In such cases a glass of wine

or a little brandy and water, taken shortly before meals, will often

restore appetite and promote digestion. In convalescence from

acute disease, at which true digestion and strength may remain

long depressed, alcoholic stimulants before or at meal times arc

often serviceable."

Sir Morell Mackenzie, a severe critic of even moderate alcoholic

consumption, in his essay on "Exercise and Training," says : "There

can be no harm in a glass or two of ale or a little light wine such

as hock or claret at dinner. The glass of port afterwards I confess

I think is unnecessary as long as the training is well borne. If,

however, a man shows any sign of falling into the state known as

'over-trained,' a little port or dry champagne at meals may be found

beneficial."

Dr. Robert Hutchinson, M.D., M.R.C.P., in his "Food am!

Dietetics" says: "Liqueurs taken at the end of a meal may give a

fillip to digestion and counteract any retarding influence of coffee

taken at the same time."

The hustle and strenuousness of business, and indeed social,

life at the present day and the stress on the nerves are producing

illnesses and diseases of the nervous system much greater than

were known to previous generations. The tendency to "settle the

nerves" by the administration of a little wine or spirit has become

such a commonly accepted practice that, whilst condemned b}

many medical men as but a temporary palliative and inducive of

an alcoholic habit afterwards, it is interesting to read the following

opinions in this connection.

Dr. Arthur Cushny, M.A., Professor of Pharmacology, Univci

sity College, London, tells us that "In some chronic forms of nerv-

ous disease alcohol may be of value, although its administration

must always be guarded owing to the tendency of formation of

the alcoholic habit. Thus in some forms of melancholia ant: o\

neuralgia it gives relief. Some authorities recommend the use of

alcohol in small quantities in cases of distress of mind from any

cause, such as brief, business anxiety or depression, and undoubt-

edly alcohol improves these conditions by its narcotic action on tlie

brain."

Sir Lauder Brunton says: "The glow which we feel after taking

a glass of brandy diffuses itself so rapidly over the body that many
authorities have considered it could do so through the nervous sy.'^-

tem. The fact seems to be that brandy at first increases the cir-

culation and warms the man by acting reflexly through the nerve.-^

of the stomach, and that afterwards the alcohol is ver\' quickly al)-

sorbed into the blood and keeps up its primary effect by its special

action on the nervous system, and through it upon the circulation."

FROST RUINS GERMAN VINEYARDS.

COLOGNE, Germany.—Vines valued at millions of dollars

hdve been destroyed by frost in the Rhine Valley and vicinity dur-

ing the last few days. Many wine growers are ruined. The

grapes in the vineyards along the Moselle have been spoiled.
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INJUNCTION AGAINST KARL KIEFFER CO. THE CLEANSING OF BARRELS.

United States District Court, Southern District of Ohio, VV. D.

(No. 2117.)

Philipp Wirth, Theobald F. Seitz and George H. Seitz, co-partners

trading under the firm name of Philipp Wirth, Complainants,

vs. The Karl Kiefer Machine Co., Defendant.

Order for Preliminary Injunction

This cause coming on to be heard on complainants' motion for

preliminary injunction as prayed for in the bill of complaint and

Grafton L. McGill, Esq., having been heard in behalf of complain-

ants in support of said motion, and Henry D. Williams, Esq., and
A. J. Freiberg, Esq., in behalf of defendant, it is

Ordered, adjudged, and decreed that an injunction pendente

lite issue out of and under the seal of this court, directed to the

said defendant, the Karl Kiefer Machine Company, commanding
the said defendant, its officers, directors, associates, successors,

servants, agents, attorneys and workmen and all and each and
every of them, until the further order of this court, to desist and
refrain from directly or indirectly writing, publishing, delivering,

distributing, circulating, issuing or uttering circulars or letter^

like those complained of in the bill of complaint filed in this causa
and exhibited with the motion for injunction pendente lite or dup-
licates or copies or parts or extracts of the same, and from mak-
ing statements, oral or written, containing threats or intimidations

against the complainants herein or against persons using or sell-

ing filters sold or made and sold by the complainants, or filters

known commercially and otherwise as Seitz filters ; and from mak-
ing or stating verbally or otherwise, threats of suit or legal pro-

ceedings against the complainants or their customers, or against

any person, firm, corporation or association using filters sold, or

made and sold, by the complainants under any patent or patents

alleged or claim to be owned, or controlled, by, or issued to, the

defendant, The Karl Kiefer Machine Company.
(Signed) HOWARD C. HOLLISTER,

U. S. District Judge.
August 16, 1912.

Commenting on the injunction granted against the Karl Kiefer

Company, Mr. Wirth, the American representative of the Seitz

Filter Co., said:

"It is hardly necessary to add anything to the court order. The
order speaks for itself. Mr. Kiefer will have to change his policy

and obey the injunction.

"If Mr. Kiefer has heretofore felt there was no demand for as-

bestos filters he must have changed his mind when he recently

called on my partners, the Messrs. Seitz at Kreuznach, Germany,
where he had a chance to see our large and extensive factory which
employs several hundred men.

"In his affidavit which was offered to the court, Mr. Kiefer

called Seitz an infringer, who makes an inferior filter and offers

it for sale at a higher price. In view of the fact that the Seitz fil-

ters are used by practically all the leading winemakers of the

United States and elsewhere, who after using one of the Seitz fil-

ters have doubled and trebled their orders, these customers of ours

must feel highly flattered at Mr. Keifer's estimation of their judg-

ment.

"Mr. Kiefer's attitude reminds me of the small boy who, after

teasing a big boy a little too much, got his deserved licking and
then ran home to mamma crying: T only teased him three or four

times and did not intend to tease him any more.'
"

MASSON CHAMPAGNES GOING FINE.

Paul Masson Champagne Company of San Jose report the de-

mand for their champagnes excellent, and their sales are of as

large volume as they can comfortably handle. Odd as it may seem,

the Masson champagne is making great headway in the heart of

the best territory controlled by the Eastern champagnes, namely.

New York City. For many years the big French restaurants of

the metropolis have been so prejudiced against the California

product that they would not only not list it, but would not test it.

Now all the prominent restaurants and hotels in this class have

the wines on their wine list and they are going fine.

CASKS, whether new or old, always require a thoroilj^h cleans-

ing before being used. The steam-jet gives the best results,

as the pressure under which it is used enables the steam to pene-

trate the wood and dislodge impurities. In the absence of steam,

hot water, to which ordinary salt should be added, is generaMy

used. Sea salt has the property of dissolving the extractive mat-

ters in the wood, and it is only necessary to leave the salt water

in the casks for two or three days to render them thoroughly clean.

Whichever method be adopted, when the casks are emptied out,

they should be allowed to drain. They should then be sulphtrred

carefully with the sulphur match. If this is done the merchant can

be sure of having casks in which to store either wines or spirits

without their being detrimentally affected.

Casks that have already been used may possibly have become
tainted, and it is well to know how to make them perfectly fresh.

Liquors should never be put into a cask without it has been prev-

iously examined and treated as suggested. The most frequent

causes of tainting is mouldiness or mustiness. This is brought

about by the casks being stored in a more or less damp corner of

the cellar without attention, and sometimes without even being

corked up. Mustiness is generally got rid of by using a suitable

proportion of sulphuric acid in the rinsing water. Great care must
be exercised in the use of this acid in case of accident. The acid

must be poured slowly on the water and mixed gently so as to

become well diluted. Once the mixture is made it should be

poured into the cask required to be cleaned, which is then well

shaken up, and after a few hours rest is emptied and rinsed several

times with clean water. Drain well and sulphur out as before.

There is another method of cleaning a cask by knocking in the

head and burning or charring the inside, which is afterwards

scraped, then rinsed, dried and sulphured.

To keep casks in good condition there is no better method than

to sulphur them out from time to time, say once every two months
when kept in a good cellar, and once a month when stored in a

damp place.

The mere filling and emptying of casks exposes them to other

dangers of infection beside those indicated in the foregoing. They
can, among other things, become sour or bitter. All casks that

have been emptied and left unbunged are very apt to turn sour, or

become "pricked." Others left with the lees, or exposed to contact

with air in a damp cellar, are certain to take on a bad taste. To
ensure freedom from infection they should be rinsed with ordinary

water directly they are empty, then drained and sulphured. The
sulphuring should never be performed whilst the cask is damp, as

the sulphurous acid, by reason of the water, transforms itself into

sulphuric acid, which, in turn, produces sulphuretted hydrogen, this

latter, of course, infecting the wine or other liquid that is after-

wards put in.

When the elementary precautions outlined above have been ne-

glected and it is necessary to put casks into good order, they

should be washed with cold water, with the chain, in order to de-

tach the dry lees or other impurities inside. When that is done

they should be drained and 30 grammes of chloride of lime and a

litre of cold water, mixed with two litres of water to which 30

grammes of sulphuric acid have been added, poured in. Bung
tightly and shake well. Under the action of the sulphuric acid the

chloride of lime is decomposed and releases chlorine, which de-

stroys all the taint. The cask should be left for at least six hours.

Unhung carefully and empty and then rinse several times with

clear water. A bitter taste is removed by washing with warm
water containing 100 grammes of carbonate of soda (or of potash)

to each 10 litres of water. Bung tightly during the washing, plac-

ing the cask alternately on each head, and a few hours after rinse

copiously with water as previously outlined.—La Revue Vinicole.

GRATON WINERY SOLD. /

The California Wine Association has purchased the large wi-

nery at Graton from T. L. Orr & Company. Mr. Orr is still owner
of a large winery at Occidental. The association purchased the

entire plant, including all fixtures and 21,000 gallons of wine.
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BRANDY PRODUCED
OFFICIAL REPORT

FIRST DISTRICT—Month of September, 1912. • Tax. Gals.

Produced and bonded in this district " 16,135.2

Received from other Districts, California —
Received from special bonded warehouse, other District, California ..^. . .

.

513.1

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts 25,241.7

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, Eastern Districts. 19,118.3

Exported
Tax Paid .^. /. . .

.

'

50,559.1

Withdrawn from warehouse for Fortification of Wines '. 85,817.8

Remaining in bond, September 30, 1912 1,695,974.0

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of September, 1912. . . .
, ^^^ ^^^^

Produced and bonded in this district 3,402.5

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse. First District, California "

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse, First District, California 2,073.4

Transferred from distillery to special bonded warehouse, Eastern District •

—

'

Transferred from special bonded warehouse to special bonded warehouse. Eastern Districts .,. 1,564.3

Tax Paid ''i:-. .-. .-.. 5,659.3

Used in F"ortification of Wines .-. . . .'.- 71,833.9

Remaining in bond, September 30, 1912 234,814.5

SWEET WINES PRODUCED
FIRST DISTRICT— (Includes Fourth District)—Month of September, 1912.

'

Pkgs. Tax Gals_.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification 1041 371,528.5

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fort ification 899 80,390.9

Brandy actually used for fortification 1646 425,629.3

Wine Gals.

Port produced 1,183,869.63

Sherry produced 315,117.32

Angelica produced 16,389.44

Muscat produced 50,142.70

Malaga 8,694.71

Tokay
Madeira

Total sweet wine produced in September, 1912 1,574,213.80

SIXTH DISTRICT—Month of September, 1912. Tax. Gals.

Brandy withdrawn from distillery for fortification 71,225.8

Brandy withdrawn from special bonded warehouse for fort ification 608.1

Brandy actually used for fortification 60,243.0

Wine Gals.

Port produced .'

; .

.

126,519.40

Sherry produced 76,309.91

Angelica produced . , 29,678.54

Muscat produced ;
^

Tokay
Malaga —
Madeira

Total sweet wine produced in September, 1912 282,507.85

CELLARS AND VINEYARDS at IcarU^Healdsburg Cloverdale, and Madrone. Sonom^^^^ ^
and at Rutherford and St. Helena, Napa County, California ^

I French-American Wine Co. i

W SUCCESSORS TO CHAIX & BERNARD 9
« ®

PRODUCERS, GROWERS, DISTILLERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN &

I CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES |
A\ Pure and Unadulterated California Wines Our Specialty iSt

S W. D. SEYMOUR, 516 MAGAZINE ST., and 515 CONSTANCE ST., NEW ORLEANS AGENT , ^
2 NEW YORK DEPOT, 84-86 WASHINGTON STREET f- 2
S 1821 to 1841 Harrison Street San Francisco, Cal. I
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MISDEMEANOR TO SOLICIT LIQUOR ORDERS.

Georgia's law, making it a misdemeanor for any person to

solicit orders for liquor is not in conflict with the interstate com-
merce clause of the federal constitution, even though the person

soliciting represents a concern located in another State.

A ruling to this effect was made on October 16 by the Supreme
Court in the case of Hob Kirkpatrick vs. the State. This case was
brought to the Court of Appeals from the P.artow County Superior

Court, in which Kirkpatrick was convicted of violating section 434

of the penal code. A constitutional point being involved the Court

of Appeals certified that portion of the case to the Supreme Court

for direction.

Kirkpatrick is alleged to have been the Cartersville agent of

R. M. Rose Company of Chattanooga, Tenn. He was convicted of

having solicited and booked orders for whisky and malt liquors.

Section 434 of the penal code, which Kirkpatrick was charged

with having violated, reads as follows

:

"If any person shall contract to sell, take orders for, or solicit,

personally or by agent, the sale of spirituous, malt or other intox-

icating liquors in any county of this State, he shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor."

After his conviction Kirkpatrick appealed his case on the

ground that the State's law was in conflict with the interstate com-

merce clause of the federal constitution, and that his case would

come under the interstate commerce law as he was representing

a company whose headquarters were in another State.

The Supreme Court makes this comment on the point raised

:

1. Section 434 of the penal code is sufficiently-broad to pro-

hibit an agent of a non-resident dealer, engaged in interstate com-

lerce, from personally soliciting liquors to be shipped into this

State by his principal.

2. So construed the section of the code mentioned is not viola-

tive of article 1, section 8, paragraph 3, of the Constitution of the

United States relative to interstate commerce.—Atlanta (Ga.)

Journal.

WOODROW WILSON'S IDEAS.

Ull

I want to warn the people of this country to beware of com-

missions of experts. I have lived with experts all my life, and I

know that experts don't see anything except what is under their

microscope, under their eye. They don't even perceive what is

under their nose, and an expert feels in honor bound to confine

himself to the particular question which you have asked him.

"Suppose you wanted to settle the liquor question by asking a

dv of experts whether alcohol was poison or not? I believe that

they would have to tell 3'ou that it isn't poison.

3ut does that settle the liquor question? There are a great

many thing that you can take into your stomach that are not poison

that will make you crazy."

This quotation is from the speech of Governor Wilson at Sioux

City, Iowa, during the fortnight when he launched into a defense

of Dr. Wiley, the pure food expert.

The large paragraph of this quotation reveals the true feeling

of the Democratic nominee toward the liquor question. He has

declared for prohibition in Texas, against prohibition and for local

option in New Jersey and in Alaine, and since sought to explain

away his double stand by declaring that liquor is a moral issue and

local in its application.

his is quite true. Lic|Uor is a.moral and a local ((uestion, but

what of the Webb-Kenyon bill. Governor? Is that a moral and a

local issue? Will, you, if President sign that bill if it is put up to

you should perchance Congress pass it?

The Webb-Kenyon bill, Governor, is not a local issue. It is an

ittempted Congressional strangulation of the liquor industry. Can

5Uch a measure be local?

The Governor let slip the shade roller that uncovers his real

>entiments when he declared that "there are a great many things

hat you can take into your stomach that are not poison that will

nake you crazy."

Habit and the heart have the nasty habit of speaking before the

nind can stop them.—Bonforts.

EASTERN CHAMPAGNE PROSPECTS GOOD.

ROCHESTER, \. Y., October 3.—By reason of the plentiful-

ness of grapes in the Lake Keuka region, where a large part of

America's champagne comes from, and the weather conditions not
being proper to ripen them for the market, it is the opinion of the

wine makers that there will be more wine and champagne made
this year than ever in the history of the wine industry. It is esti-

mated that there are 22,000 acres of grapes in the Lake Keuka re-

gion, and a conservative estimate of the acreage yield is placed at

two and one-half tons.

OLDEST FRUIT DISTILLERIES TO RETAIN NUMBERS.

WASHI.\'(jTOX, October 3.—To avoid confusion the Treasury
Department has announced that in cases where fruit distilleries

have duplicate numbers in the First and Fourth California Dis-
tricts, which were consolidated October 1st, the oldest distillery

shall retain the original number and the newer distillery be given
a new number.

THE FAREWELL DRINK.

The giving of what were termed "vales," from the Latin vale
(farewell), to servants on quitting a gentleman's house, were gifts

to be spent in drinking the health of the donor. In the eighteenth
century it was given up by universal consent. An analagous cus-
tom was the giving of a "trinkgeld" in Germany, and a "pour-
boire" in F"rance to servants, drivers of carriages and others. At
one time there existed numerous drinking usages connected with
departures. Among these is the F'rench "bon aller," or, as it is

sometimes called, a "foy," a festive drinking on the going away of

servants, or of persons of still higher degree, once common in the
lowlands of Scotland ; also the "stirrup-cut," or, as it is called in

the Highlands, "deoch an dorris," or drink on getting on horseback
and being ready to set off.

The United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company announce
their removal to their new offices on the second floor of the i'irst

National Bank Building, Post and Market streets, San Francisco.

The rapid growth of the business of the company necessitated the

change. Their new offices ar.e among the finest in the citv.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
These two bunches of grapes
were picked in the same vineyard,

both from the same kind of vine

(
THIS VINE IS
STARVING
TO DEATH

On the other hand

THIS VINE
HAS BEEN
FERTIUZED

Is there any need of our asking

Which is the more profitable?

Send for our FREE BOOKS of facts telling what
our fartililtn are doinK, and what they will do for

you in your orchard, your vineyard, or your farm

PACIFIC GUANO
& FERTILIZER CO.

615 Alaska Commercial Building
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

502 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Largest manufacturers of Fertilizers, Poultry Foods and
Bone Charcoal on the Pacific Coast

THE
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INTERNAL REVENUE & CUSTOMS RUUNCS
A IM'.k l^kJ(^kMk..'J/.

(T. 13. 1800.)

Transfer of Special-Tax Stamps.

Treasury Department.

(Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, September 13, 1912.

Paragraph 3 of Regulations No. 1, Supplement No. 1 (T. D.

1637), governing the transfer of special-ta.K stamps upon removal

of business from one place to another, in tlie same or in another

collection district, is hereby amended so as to read as follows:

•'Whenever a special taxpayer desires to remove his business

to a place other than that .specified in his original return on horm

11, and stated in his si)ecial-tax stamp, he shall, during the calendar

month in which such transfer is made, register such fact by filing,

under oath, an additional Form 11, properly modified, .setting forth

the time and place where he intends to engage in the Inisiness de-

scribed ; and if such taxpayer is a firm or corporation, the names

and residences of all the members or principal officers thereof shall

again be recorded.

"Unless such transfer notice is filed within the time above speci-

fied, a new special-tax liability will be incurred, and a new special-

tax stamp will be required for the business so carried on."

- The amendment here made to the present existing regulations,

as indicated by black-face, will take effect on and after November

1, 1912.
ROYAL E. CABELL, Commissioner.

The only theory on which the existence of the six packages ii

question can be justified is the latter one, but in that case it wouli

be necessary for the rectifiers to show that applications for stamp

for rectified spirits on Form 217 were pending to cover these si

packages in exactly the condition as to contents, etc., in whic

actually found. *******
Respectfully,

ROHT. WILLIAMS. JR., Acting Commissioner.

Collector of Internal Revenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

(T. D. 1801.)

Rectifiers.

Instructions as to use of 27B packages and original packages on

premises of rectifiers.

Treasury Department,

Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Washington, D. C, September 17, 1912.

Sir: In reply to your letter of the 11th inst., relative to six

packages of spirits found at the rectifying establishment of

& Co. without stamps, marks and brands, you are advised that a

rectifier is at liberty to designate containers as belonging to the

permanent equipment of his establishment, and to register the same

on his notice, Form 27B, at the same time marking the package

"27B" followed by a serial number in plain legible characters not

less than three inches long in oil colors (Regulations No. /. p. J»/).

These containers mav vary in size from a small barrel or cask up

up to a large tank or vat capable of containing 1.000 gallons or

more.
, , , i i

None of the containers so registered and marked can be used

for containing the product of rectification for shipment, sale, or

delivery, but must remain on the premises as a part of the perma-

nent apparatus pertaining thereto and must contain no spirits ex-

cept such as are in process of rectification. Chalk marks on the

side are of course wholly inadequate for the identification of con-

tainers thus registered and utilized.

The law (sec. 3317a) expressly recognizes the right of a rectifier

to rectify or compound in the original package, so that part of the

stock in process of rectification may not be found in vessels marked

"27B " but rather in merchantable packages with the remnant of a

stamp on the head, but with the central portion cut out and sent

to the collector's office accompanying Form 122 when the package

was gauged for (constructive) dumping.

Packages filled with the product of rectification and awaiting

the services of a gauger might be legitimately on the premises,

uncovered by a stamp, but as to such there would be an applica-

tion pending on Form 237. This latter is the only case which

would justify the existence on the premises of a rectifier of pack-

ages containing distilled spirits wholly unprotected by stamps or

portions of a stamp.

BASEBALL AND BEER.

CHICAGO, Tuesday, October 1.—In view of the fact ths

Chubby Murphy, president of the Chicago Cubs, blames King A
cohol for the loss of the pennant this year, it's an interesting poin"

to know what the men who won a couple of pennants in the major

organizations in 1912 think about total prohibition in their clubs.

Neither Jake Stahl nor Jaw^n McGraw believe in hampering their

players by ordering out liquor or cigarettes. Both work on the:

principle that if a player does not have enough interest in his team

to keep himself in working condition they do not want him on their

team. And on the 1912 dope it has worked out in good style.

The Boston Red Sox, the most consistent ball team of the V)\2

season, has had perhaps the most latitude allowed any team during

the past summer. The majority of the players drink beer on the

assumption that it affords them the physical relaxation they need

after the game. The writer spent last Sunday with the Red Sox

at the Griswold House in Detroit, and here is what he saw

:

Two great outfielders drinking a bottle of beer; two great catch-

ers drinking two bottles of beer; a great shortstop doing the same

thing; a great utility man and a great pitcher sipping the brew; an'

outfielder, a pitcher, two utility men and a fine young catcher play-'

ing poker and smoking cigarettes. The manager was around w itli

the "boys," and making a good fellow of himself.

Durhig the last trip of the Giants here, not less than seven w,

the players rushed to the bar as soon as they reached the hotel,

after the game and buried their battle-scarred features into foaming

steins. McGraw himself did business with a high ball. The p<-n-

less Matty, wisest ball player that ever lived, was one of the sexen

and Matty was a member in good standing of the Methodist Chunli

—and what is more, he lives up to what he preaches when he ti-

the stand on Sunday afternoons.

lUit this does not imply that any of the players are "lushc

as Murphy seems to imply. Clark Griffith, most idolized of niaii

agers by his players, specifies in his foreword to the men ci^vl

spring, that after a ball game "one beer is a grand institution,

beers, if you want them, but that's the limit."

So this world's series is going to be between teams that belu \^

in temperance, but not prohibition. The best bet of the series v.

that members of both teams who wish to take a bottle of bcc'

after the nerve-racking, body-straining games before the multituiK

of spectators will march to the bar-room and indulge. 'Ihi.''

Speaker the greatest outfielder in the series, would as soon tlunl

of going without his uniform as his bottle of beer after the gamc-

John Robinson.

CLOVERDALE GRAPE CROP.

Cloverdale vinevardists report this year's crop is turning ui

very poorly. In many instances less than half a crop will be ih

rule. Never in the history of this industry have the growers an

wine men had so much to contend with as during this sea-'i

Mildew has been worse in the vineyards than usual and the ram

that fell just about the time the grapes were ready to harxo-

played havoc with the crop.
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LATEST ENGLISH HOP CROP ESTIMATE.

John Rhodes & Sons, London, write : The EngHsh crop now
being harvested is one of the most fruitful of recent years, although

variable in quality, and it says a good deal for our growers' method

of cultivation that they have been able to secure such good crops

under such adverse conditions as prevailed during August, when
the weather at such a critical stage of the plant's development was,

one would think, most unsuitable for the production of a good crop.

We are, however, dealing with results, and we estimate the yield

this year from the 34,831 acres now under cultivation, as against

33,056 acres last year (an increase of nearly 1,800 acres), at 400,000

cwts. Last year we estimated the crop at 37.S,C00 cwts. The gov-

ernment estimate was only 328,000 cwts., showing a large differ-

ence, but we can safely assert that the yield eventually turned out

greater than many experts predicted. Already prices are in buy-

ers' favor as compared with last year's high figures.

GOVERNOR OF MAINE TAKES A RAP AT DRY LAW.

A special session of the Maine legislature to consider the liquor

laws, redistrict the State for Congress and revise the election laws

was announced on December 29 in a- proclamation issued by-Gov-
ernor Plaisted. The session is to begin March 20 next. Governor

Plaisted, referring to the liquor question, said

:

"The situation with regard to the ])rohibitory law and its en-

forcement is the cause of universal comj^laint and criticism. Xo
thinking man in Maine is satisfied with present conditions. Those
who are pleased with the law are dissatisfied with the manner in

which it is enforced. Others regard the law as imj^racticable and

incapable of State-wide enforcement. The ])roblem is vital and

pressing. The legislature should find a means to solve it or at

least should be able to submit to popular vote some one or more
possible solutions of it."

The LOEW SYSTEM

Patent

Wine and

Liquor

Filter

=SAVES=
Cost of Clarifying
Materials, as well

as Storage,
Shrinkage and

Waste

Filters to crystal brilliancy the
most turbid wines and liquors,

without any deterioration or loss

in color, flavor, quantity or qual-
ity, imparting a lustre and fin-

ish to the product.
Easily and quickly cleaned.

Packed and unpacked in a few
minutes.

Send for Catalog.

The Loew Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Winemakers
It will pay you to become interested in bet-

ter quality by means of PURE YEAST
and COOL FERMENTATIONS
- - - - Read - - - -

"QUALITY IN DRY WINES THROUGH
ADEQUATE FERMENTATIONS"

By Rudolf Jordan. Jr.
pp. 146. Illust.

A practical investigation

regarding tlie value of

the latest methods.
Price, S2.00

For >ale

at this
. Office.

TANKS THAT LAST
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TRADE MARKS SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED IN THE

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

Applications for registration of the below-mentioned trade

marks have been made to the United States Patent Office at Wash-
ington. The names and addresses are given of those making the

application. Anyone who has cause to object to any of the pro-

posed registrations should file his objection at once, otherwise a

certificate will be issued to the a])])licant. Thirty days are allowed
by law for the filing of formal objections. For further informa-
tion write to our correspondent, Edward S. Duvall, Esq., Patent
and Trade Mark Solicitor, Loan & Trust F>uilding, Washington,
D. C.

Serial No.
.37,.i71 A fanciful scroll for a label. No words enclosed. Owner:

East (irand Forks Bwg Co., East Grand Forks, Minn.
Used on beer since August 1902.

63,962 Words: GARRICK CLUB and a medal beneath same,
bearing a crown with a monogram beneath, of letters A.

E. N. Used on a blend of whiskies since November 11,

1886. Owner: Alfred E. Norris, Philadelphia, Pa.

64,696 Representation of head and bust of a soldier wearing a

plumed helmet and holding aloft a spear, with a tropical

scene in background, all enclosed in a circular outline.

The word BERSAGLIERE appears above same. Owner:
A. Cora, Inc., San Francisco, Cal. Used on blended
whisky since April 1, 1910.

62,835 Monogram of letters S F and arranged on a shield. Owner:
S. Froehlicsh & Son, Newark, N. J. Used on whisky,
brandy^ gin, cocktails and cordials since some time during
the year 1907.

64,-485 Representation of a rabbit standing erect with the words
RED RABBIT above. Owner: The Kohn Distilling Co.,

Montgomery, Ala., and Jacksonville, Fla. Used on gin

since the spring of 1907.

CA.S56 Word STENHOUSE. Owner: Wm. Stenhouse, Glasgow,
Scotland. Used on blended Scotch liquor whisky, since

the year 1883.

619^8 Name HUMRSER in the handwriting of Joh. Humbser.
Owner: Fred Hollender & Co., New York, N. Y. I'sed

on beer since January 1898. „,„ .

Mr. 'Ihomas C. Dennehy, ex-president of the National Whole-
vale Liquor Dealers Association, with his v.ife and a party of East-
ern friends visited San Francisco a fortnight ago. They were ex-

lensiveh' erilertained during their brief sta}' here and expressed
surprise and amazement at the progress of the cities of the Pacific

Coast. After a short visit to Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. Mr.
Dennehy and his friends returned to Chicago.

OLD TIME "TREATING" CUSTOMS.

A number of curious customs connected with "treating" arose

in iMiglard and were observed until the last century. Thus, a])-

])rentices, on being introduced to a workshop, paid so much entry

money to-be spent in drink, and similar exactions were made from
journeymen on entering a new employment. This was called

"]'aying their footing." When lienjamin Franklin, on getting em-
])!oyment iti a printing office in London, refused to comply with

th's mischievous custom, he experienced, as he tells us, a variety

of petty annoyances. Among shipwrights the ])enalty of non-

]5ayment was flogging with a handsaw from lime to time, and
other maltreatment. Prisoners, on being lorlged in jail, as related

in the novels of Smollett and others, were obliged to pay "garnisli"

for drink to tb.e brotherhood of which they had become members.

Wineiies Very Busy at Elk Grove.—The two 1^1": Go/e vi-

neries have been running to full capacity ever since the cru.'hi u'

season commenced and, while the best informed ranclers cs'i-

nia'cs that tlie cro]) of wine gra|)es will lie only 6,S per cent of nor-

ma!, the wine men declare that they will ha'ulle as ma;y to's >f

grapes this year as last, as they have been rcceivi g so nuu h

grapes that they have been compelled to employ a night sliiit.

AMERICAN WINE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Officers for 1912.

President—Walter E. Hildreth of the Urbana Wine CompanyJ
Urbana, N. Y.

First Vice-President—Benj. R. Kittredge of the California Winfl
Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Second Vice-President—George E. Dewey of H. T. Dewey &
Sons Company, Egg Harbor, N. J.

Treasurer—L. J. Masson of the Pleasant Valley Wine Company,
Rheims, N. Y.

Secretary—Lee J. Vance of the American Wine Press, New
York City.

Member Executive Committee—Edward R. Emerson of the
Brotherhood Wine Company.

District Vice-Presidents

:

A. Russow, Monticello Wine Company, Charlottesville, Va.
Paul Garrett, Garrett Company, Norfolk, Va.
I. Bear, Sol Bear & Company, Wilmington, N. C.

Hiram S. Dewey, H. T. Dewey & Sons' Company, Egg Harbor,

N. Y.

F. E. Palmer, Hammondsport Wine Company, Hammonds-
port, N. Y.

Henry Frey, Germania Wine Cellars, Hammondsport, N. Y.

D. H. Maxfield, Naples Valley Cellars, Naples, N. Y.

L. R. Ryckman, Ryckman Wine Company, Brocton, N. Y.

Geo. C. Schon, The Lenk Wine Company, Toledo, O.

A. Sbarboro, Italian-Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal.

H. R. Gundlach, Gundlach-Bundschu Wine Company, San Fran-

cisco.

C. J. Wetmore, Wetmore-Bowen Company, Livermore, Cal.

L. R. Rogers, California Wineiies & Distilleries, San Francisco.

S. Guasti, Italian Vineyard Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

Alfred Stern, Chas. Stern & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.

H. Blatz, Sierra Madre Vintage Company, Lamanda, Cal.

WANTED-A RIDER^AGENT
'J?.F*®'*.T?.*'"*,^"'5"5'^t'^°''torideand exhibit a sample Latest Jlodel
Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are maUiiig
'Si'S'^^i?*'^-*/^'''" f"' f"" P'"''<"'l'"-""<d itecialoftr at once.NO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and approve of TOur
bicycle. We ship to anyone anywhere in the U. S. laithout a cent detosu
in advance,}.r,M,/T««At, and allow TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL during
which time you may ride the bicycle and put It to any tost you wish.
If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to Iseep the
bicycle ship It back to us at our expense and yau viM not he out me cent.

FACTORY PRICES \\e fumlsh the highest grade bicycles it Is

r w V . „ possible to make at one small profit above '

actual factory cost You save JIO to S25 middlemen's profits by buy-
ing direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your ,

bicycle DO NOT BOY a bicycle or a pair of tiros from anyone at an,
'*ri« until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard ot factor,

y«Ji^lil,.iI'?'"'i.'',i''
.""'' ''^"'' ^ rider agents.

YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED ^'"f y?" receive our beautimi cataloeue

Jiillii tow prieea we can make you this j-oar. We sell liie highest gniile bicvcles tot

nirvri IT nli".°£S'J'"'"''"''
olherfaotory. Wearesatlsfled wlthfl.OOprofltabovetactory cost.

oTdfrlflne^l th"»?re?elved.'""
^" °" ^""'"^"^ under your owa name plate at double our prices.

a ^nSbp'J o,?h^„?i fJS.^'r'-f^1 T" *''
,"!,?.*

fgnlarly handle second hand bicycles, but usually have
r«r,cInefromS3 to^or«in^^S"''"?''''ll>'°"'; ehlcago retail stores. These weclear out promptly at price. :

GOASTEn'BRAKES. ""f wheels, imported roller chains and pedals, parts, repairs and
'

X'''l''^r"_'^'''*J**"** equipmento£allkind3at/ioyrftereffiilarre(oi(pMc?s. • ^ ""

* I A&2 Hedgethorn Puncture-Proof $ i| 9 Q

I II Self-liealiiigTires^,^^.;^'^^ £L
^1 ^H^F '^^^ ^f^"^ar retail priceofth^iftir^t ffj^^^-^^;^f'rJ^'^BSg^^??^^^_ ^|

$10.00 per fair, bat to introduce i:)^/^^^*'^^^^^^'^^^^^^^~'—-^Sz^TMi^L^ ^^
toinseJlyouasamplepairfor$4.80(casbwithorder$4.SS.

NO MORETROUBLEFROM PUNCTURES
NAILS, Tacks, or Class will not let the air cut.A hundred thousand pairs sold last year.

UtOUHMfliUH.
js li^piy and easy

nding, very durable and lined inside with
a special quality of rubber, which never be-
comes porous and which closes up small
punctures without allowing the air to escape. „ ,., „ .We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers * ll "otice Ihe thick rubbertread
statlngthattheirtiroshaveonly beenpumpedup once ui A"andpuncturestrips"B"
or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than JDI, ""O D" also rim strip "H"
anordiuarytire, the puncture resisting qualities being J-ffl, to prevent rim cutting. This
given by several layers of thin, specially prepared '^V *'™ will outlast any other
fabric on the tread. The regular price of these tires fl '"a'te—SOFT, ELASTIC and
is SIO. 00 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are • EASY RIDING.
making a special factory price to the rider of only «4.80 per pair. All orders shipped sameday letter is received. \\e ship C. O. D. on approval. You do not pay a cent until youbaye examined and found them strictly as represented.
MirfiTnDnBo* ".f' *",•""";;? of 5 Per cent (thereby making the priceM.SS per pair) If you send FULL CASH
II;;,7™o??f ^MD ^ <=hf'<'?o *''ls advertisement. You run no risk In sending us an order as the tires may bereturned at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable

!?.^iS P^TI' '" "' '"?" ""'o ""'"' ''»"''• " y"" ""<'<^'' » Va.\T of these tires, you will Hnd tlmt they will ride
wi w,r .k'";'''''''™.^i'""""'''"'"""S''''»°'* '"'>'' liner than any tire you haye eyer use<l or seen at any price,

yon tosendnsa trial orderat once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
.» •.»..

IF YOUNEED TIKES $,0"'« ^uy »iy Wnd at any price until yon Bend for a pair of Hedgethorn
!,ri„.„, . J k ,.

•"^•' Puncture-Proof tires on approval and trial at the special Introductory
Efirt«^ort^.*'y^S- °5.!"^l^v''"'''"''

blBTlre and Sundry Catalogue which describesandfcuMes all makes audKlndsof tlresatabouthaiftheueuaiprices. uiaifcco «Mi«

DO NOT IVi|#ir!',"'''J'*ousai>08ta'today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYINC a bicycle or a pair of

It only costs a postal tlT^!n eve'^hlng "w^°«lUN 01^°" ^°^ """ """' ^^ "O""'""' o»rs we are making.

J. t.MEAD CYCLE CCMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.
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CALIFORNIA WINES.
Geo. West & Son, Incorporated Stockton, Cal.

California Wine Association

180 Townsend St., San Francisco, Cal.

California Wineries and Distilleries

Townsend and Fifth Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Theo. Gier Co. . . 575 Eighteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

Wetmore-Bowen
42-44 Davis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian Vineyard Co
1234 Palmetto St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Napa & Sonoma Wine Co
110 10th St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sierra Madre Vintage Co La Manda, Cal.

A. Finke's Widow
809 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

E. H. Lancel Co
549 Washington St., San Francisco, Cal.

Paul Masson Champagne Co San Jose, Cal.

Lachman & Jacobi

116 Main St., San Francisco, Cal.

French American Wine Co
1821-41 Harrison St., San Francisco, Cal.

Italian-Swiss Colony
1235-67 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sonoma Wine & Brandy Co
. . 18, 20 and 22 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sacramento Valley Winery Sacramento, Cal.

Ciocca-Lombardi Wine Co. . . San Francisco, Cal.

CORDIALS, WINES, BRANDIES.
E. G. Lyons & Raas Co

. . . Folsom and Essex Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

The Rosenblatt Co
300-332 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREWERS AND BREWERS' AGENTS.
John Wieland Brewery

240 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo Brewing Co Sacramento, Cal.

Fred Krug Brewing Co Omaha, Nebraska

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sacramento Brewing Co.; Sacramento, Cal.

G. B. Robbins, Manager,

14th and Harrison Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Oscar Krenz, Copper and Brass Works
212-214 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS.
A. P. Hotaling & Co

429 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sanders & Co's. Copper Works
.... Beale and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

DISTILLERS.
Julius Kessler & Co. . . Hunter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Siebe Bros. & Plagemann
430-34 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal. Wm. Lanahan & Son Baltimore, Maryland

Hiram Walker & Sons Walkerville, Canada

Rusconi, Fisher & Co
326 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal. E. H. Taylor Jr. & Sons Louisville, Ky.

Jas. Gibb 1844 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal. Western Grain & Sugar Products Co
110 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
41-47 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal. Kirby Distilling Co Fowler, Cal.

The Julius Levin Company
987 Howard St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bernheim Distilling Co Louisville, Ky.

Jesse Moore Hunt Co
Second and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Cartan, McCarthy & Co
. . Battery and Coml. Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INTERNAL REVENUE BROKERS.

F. E. Mayhew & Co
510 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

William Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE PRESSES, CRUSHERS, ETC.
A. Rossi & Co . . 322 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co
134 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Toulouse & Delorieux Co
405 Sixth St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Taussig & Co
200 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

George Delaporte

820 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES,
BOX FIXTURES.

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co
767-771 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

IMPORTERS.
Alex. D. Shaw & Co

214 Front St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND BREWERS' HOSE, ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co
589 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chas. Meinecke & Co
314 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gorham-Revere Rubber Co
50-60 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

W. A. Taylor & Co 29 Broadway, N. Y.

SURETIES.
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co

Nevada Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Sherwood & Sherwood
43 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. Wolff & Co
52-58 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal.

WINE AND WATER PUMPS, ETC.
W. T. Garratt & Co

299 Fremont St., San Francisco, C«L

Simonds Machinery Co
12-14 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal.

L. Gandolfi & Co
427-31 W. Broadway, New York

American Mercantile Co
514 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOTTLE WRAPPERS, ETC.
Zellerbach Paper Co

Battery and Jackson Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

National Brewing Company
762 Fulton St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. F. Plumel & Co
63-65 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

BITTERS.
Lash Bitters Co

1721 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Albion Ale & Porter Brewery
494 O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Cal.

Enterprise Brewing Co San Francisco, Cal.

TANKS, COOPERS, COPPERSMITHS. ETC.

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co., Wine and water tanks,

boxes, irrigation pipe and pipe for water svs-

tems....318 Market St., San Francisco. Cal.:

Equitable Bank Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.;

Kenton Station, Portland, Oregon.

L. Gandolfi & Co
427-31 West Broadway, New York

CIGARS.
Boltz, Clymer & Co

312 Clay St., San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.; Seattle, Wash.
John Rapp & Son, Agents,

8th and Townsend Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Geo. Windeler. wine and water tanks

431-441 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

S. Bachman & Co
Commercial & Front Sts., San Francisco, Cal.
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"Jellison's" 10 Third St., San Francisco, Cal The Hoffman Cafe Co

27 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Matt Grimm's
130 Liedesdorf St., San Francisco, Cal.

RETAILERS AND CAFES.

The Yellowstone

22 Montgomrey St., San Francisco, Cal.

Bank Exchange
Mont'y and Wash'ton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

W. F. Roeder's Cafe

834 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Thos. J. Walsh & Co
346 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

"The Cabin"

105 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Original Coppa's Restaurant

453 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

Davis Buffet . . 272 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Market Cafe. 540 Merchant St., San Francisco, Cal.

Jas. P. Dunne . . 1 Stockton St., San Francisco, Cal.

Chronicle Bar . . 6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

James Raggi

624 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

FERTILIZERS.
Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co
Alaska Commercial Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

The Waldorf . .648 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. The Cutter. . .709 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Bone Coal & Fertilizing Co
617-619 Seventh St., San Francisco, Cal.

SECOND EDITION

INTERNAL REVENUE LAW and the RETAILER

$1.00 PER COPY
or given as a premium to the

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review

The PAPER for ONE YEAR
and the BOOK for $3.00

Send Your Orders Now to

PacificWine and Spirit Review^
422 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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(ROYAL ARMS)

BY ROYAL WARRANT

i "CanadianClub Whisky

"The Epicure" Whisky

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED IN BOND BY

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, Ltd
Walkerville, Canada

LONDON NEW YORK CHICAGO
MEXICO CITY VICTORIA. B. C.

IJ
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ffieWlllfc

PROOF
Every bottlt of

Cedar Brstli

carries tkis

green U. S.

GoTl. slamp

which proves

its age— the

tine honored

challenge of

Supreme Qual-

ity not offered

by others —
Try it.

Made 1904
BotUed 1912

Kessler Challenges the Trade

I
CHALLENGE THE TRADE on the
following indisputable Facts and
U. S. Govt. Attested Figures

on the Supreme Popularity of

le.^

^»v-

OH"
,-»>•

CO*
T O*

CEDAR
BROOK _
2,956,944 (Bottles) Bottled in Bond 1911 u. s. Govt. Letter

1—Most whiskies bottled in bond are only 4 to 5 years old, including all other lars:ely

advertised, popular brands.

2—More 7 to 8 year-old W. H. McBrayer's Cedar BrookWhiskey vrashottled in bond
(2,956,944 bottles) in 1911 in our one Cedar Brook Distillery than all other

brands combined, including all advertised, popular brands made in Kentucky,
Maryland, Pennsylvania and all over the U. S.

—

bar none.

3—On this showing, having bottled more 7 to 8 year-old whiskey last year than all

other brands combined. Cedar Brook is therefore the
oldest and best on the market—certified also beyond
question by Public Taste during three generations. Bottled

In Bond

N»,

.
«*«^<

tS^MU

8YEARS OLD
NEW YORK

New Yotk Building

JULIUS KESLER & CO.,
CHICAGO

Hunter Building

Distillers
louisville

30th and Garland Ave.

Pacific Wine and Spirit Review and Revenue Book
$3.00 PER YEAR———— ^
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LYONS* PERFECTION

PURE FRUIT BLACKBERRY CORDIAL

.ESTABLISHED 1853

IS ONLY SOLD FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, HENCE ONLY THE BEST AND

PUREST ARTICLE SHOULD BE USED.

WE GUARANTEE OUR PRODUCT TO BE PRODUCED ENTIRELY FROM

FRESH CALIFORNIA BLACKBERRIES FORTIFIED WITH PURE BRANDY.

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO SUBMIT SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS UPON

REQUEST.

The Ef. G. Lyons ®» Raas Co.
FOLSOM & ESSEX STREETS SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE KEARNY 5480

Donaldson & Moir
PRINTERS

WE PRINT THE WINE AND SPIRIT REVIEW

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF PUBLICATIONS

568 Clay Street, San Francisco
Telephone Douglas 1 765 Bet. Sansome and Montgomery

JOHN LUTGEN, President FREDERICK STAUDE, Vice-Pres. & Sec'y.

Wichman, Lutgen & Co.
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

WINES AND LIQUORS

Sole Proprietors of "Gilt Edge" Whiskies

Also Sole Distributors of "Old Identical Whiskey"
(Bottled in Bond)

134 SACRAMENTO ST. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

CARROLL RYE
^WHISKEY

MORVILLE A. A. A.
OLD BOURBON

Louis Taussig & Company
Importers and Wholesale Liquor cMerchants

MAIN AND MISSION STREETS

PHONES:
SUTTER 50; J 2745 SAN FRANCISCO

II
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SAMPLES SENT
ON APPLICATION Sierra madre Uimage Co.

GROWERS AND PRODUCERS OF

Pure California Wines ^"'^ Brandies
PORT AND SHERRY

A Specially

La Manda Park, Los Angeles County, Cal.

Qold Medal Paris Exposition, 1900

Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition. Buffalo, 1901

Gold Medal Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904

Gold 'Medal Lewis & Clark Exposition,
Portland. Oreson, 1905

Gold Medal Jamestown, Va., Exposition, 1907

Gold Medal Alaska-Yukon Exposition, 1909
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NATIONAL BEER

Brewed and Bottled

In the Last Glass as in the First, the Delight

ful Taste never varies

Made Pure—it

Stays Pure

For Fifty Years " The Best in the West " has been the Popular Home Beer

cor.FuHon and Webster Sts. Sanrrancisco.

THE FIRST LAGER
BREWED

PALE AND DARK LAGER

IN SAN FRANCISCO

(MUENCHENER STYLE)

IN DARK BOTTLES
PHONES—PACIFIC. PARK 33 AND MARKET 3111; HOME S 3261

iPOBTiT TO DlSTlLLEfiSP fflUEWm.

Patd Sept 29, 1S91

The accompanying cut illustrates
our ORIGINAI, CONTINUOUS
STILL, which we have improved
each season until it has reached its
present perfection.

Phis STILL, which has alway*
recei»ed our special attention and
Blmly. has Iwen of material assist-
ance in securing forCalifornia sweet
wines and brandies the high rank in
the world which they hold today.
We manufacture not only high-

class STILLS, but also Copper and
Brass Work of all descriptions for
wiueries, distilleries, breweries, etc
Our Pasteurizers and Wine Filters

enjoy the same high standard of
popularity as our STILLS.
REFEKENCBS :— All Successful sweet

wine and brandy producers of Cali-
fornia.

AU KINDS Of COPPER WORK OONl K\ SHORT NOTICe.

SANDERS COPPER WORKS
CARL SCHALITZ, Pres. and Mgr.

BEALE and HOWARD STS., San Francisco

Southern California Branch

:

649 NORTH MAIN ST., Los Angeles, Cal.

^ierlxeitise

ivo TJo/iixd

irta/i 'Will

recu/perate

exrtaU/>ST/ea

force more
ixicklv xKaru

JOHN RAPP 'W & SON
AGENTS

1500 Bryant Street
SAN FRANCISCO

Subscribe for the PACIFIC WI^E AND SPIRIT REVIEW— $2.00 Per Year
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Guaranteed Chemically Pure

"Semper Idem" Filter Pulp
Long fiber with asbestos. Used by 60%
of all the wine producers in California

"Brilliant Filtering Asbestos"
HIGHEST QRAuE

Zellerbach Paper Company
Exclusive SelUtig Agents for the UnitftI Stutes

SAN FSANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA. U. S. A.

Rates: $1.00 a Day and Up
Tourist and Commercial

FIREPROOF Hotel

Victoria
^r\ Formerly the ORENA jS

^S^ I. W. Bradt and Johnston '

Proprietors

u .L- 4 , 1.1 L Los Angeles, Cal.
hver])ihing new, comfortable, home- "

like, plenty of life, beautifully Opposite Post Office

furrtished, highest class. Cor. 7th and Hope Sts.

^(vsv(^<^l«^^slvl'^!'^l'MVl'X'X«viVl'X)sv:'JSVSV£'^l•^lv^^^^

GEORGE WEST & SON, INCORPORATED

>j» PRODUCERS OF j»j»

SWEET WINES AND BRANDIES

STOCKTON, CAL., U. S. A.

116 MAIN $IUin

new YORK OfflCE

65an.67 mm flOOUE jT.

V^flRtnousES

SflNMflSCO-PtTAIUNA-rPESNO
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